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DICTIONARY OF THE KLAMATH LANGUAGE.



THE KLAMATH INDIANS OF OREGON.

BY ALBERT S. GrATSOHET.

DICTIONARY OF THE KLAMATH LANGUAGE.

INTRODUCTION.

The present Dictionary, divided in two parts, contains the lexical por 
tion of an Oregonian language never before reduced to writing. In view 
of the numerous obstacles and difficulties encountered in the preparation of 
such a work, a few hints upon its origin and tendencies will be of service 
in directing the studies of those who wish to acquire a more intimate know 
ledge of this energetic and well developed western language.

The Klamath or Maklaks language is spoken in two dialects, that of 
the Klamath Lake Indians, or ^-ukshikni, and that of the Modocs. No 
obstacle prevented the gathering of the terms of both dialects into one and 
the same word-list, because the dialects differ but slightly, though more in 
their lexical than in their grammatic forms. The difference is so slight 
that the people of both chieftaincies understand each other readily in con 
versing about common subjects, and the few terms of which they fail to 
have a mutual understanding are entered below as belonging to only one 
of the two divisions of the Maklaks people. Generally speaking, the north 
ern or fi-ukshikni dialect has, where differences exist, preserved its words in 
a more original, archaic and uncontracted form, while the southern or Modoc 
dialect is apt to exhibit contractions and elisions instead, as well as other 
phonetic processes which tend to show a more advanced stage of linguistic 
decay. This dialect has also incorporated more foreign terms borrowed 
from English, Shasti, etc. than the northern dialect.
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But aside from these minor discrepancies of speech, it would be wrong 
to suppose that the language of the Klamath Lake Indians, or that of the 
Modoc Indians is entirely homogeneous within itself. Every class or cluster, 
band or settlement of Indians has a few terms peculiar to itself, or some 
words used in other acceptations than observed among its neighbors; one 
band may use a derivative of some radix or base in a certain sense, and 
the nearest ..settlement may use another derivative of the same origin in 
stead, or pronounce it in a different manner. Should, therefore, a traveler 
passing through the uplands bordering the lakes of the Klamath River 
basin not be able to identify at once some of the words given below, 
this would by no means prove that such words do or did not exist in the 
language. Besides the terms extracted from the foregoing Texts, there is 
perhaps not a single word in this voluminous Dictionary that has not been 
repeatedly verified through Indian informants, and what could not stand 
this test has been scrupulously eliminated.

Narratives and other texts, correctly worded, yield the most important 
contributions to a word-collector, and are in every way preferable to the 
gathering of disconnected terms from an unknown language. 1 have there 
fore availed myself fully of the lexical treasures stored up in the historic, 
ethnologic and poetic specimens obtained from the natives ;  but, since their 
interlinear translation cannot, in the narrow space allotted, give in every 
instance the full import of a term or phrase, a thorough understanding of 
my Klamath Texts, especially of the songs, implies the unremitting use of 
the Dictionary. To illustrate clearly and thoroughly the special functions 
of words, passages from the Texts contained in Part First of this work 
are adduced as evidence, with their quotation numbers giving the page 
and line where they occur. Quotation figures separated by commas refer 
to the Texts in prose; figures separated by semicolons, to the Poetic Texts. 
The Notes explaining portions of the Texts will, in many instances, supple 
ment the definitions of the words as given in the Dictionary.

Before tracing the plan followed in composing this Dictionary, a re 
mark of a more general import may be inserted to illustrate the phonetic 
character of the language. .

The fact that languages of rude and primitive tribes are built up
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more regularly and often show a closer observance of logical principles 
than those of peoples of ancient civilization has often been pointed out, and, 
so far as it relates to the contrast between inflective and agglutinative lan 
guages, can no longer be doubted. Agglutinative tongues are spoken by 
most of the savage races, and, as to their morphology, show more regularity 
in their inflections, because the affixes are not so much altered and ground 
down by phonetic wear and tear as the affixes of inflective languages. This 
is because in the former languages the mental force binding and fusing the 
affixes to the root has acted less powerfully than in the latter. The natives 
still retain in their minds the original meaning of each verbal or nominal affix, 
whereas this remembrance has been long since obliterated among the indi_ 
viduals speaking inflective tongues; and the regularity of inflections natu 
rally results in the other group from the indiscriminate addition of these 
to each root or base of the language. A language rich in grammatic forms 
is usually simple in its syntax.

But in their phonology most agglutinative languages do not show the 
regularity observed in their grammatic forms. Physical agencies, hidden as 
yet from our mental eye, produce alternations of the sounds pronounced with 
the same organ of the vocal tube, which in some of the languages are profuse, 
in others less numerous. In most North American languages we notice the 
interchangeability of the surd and the sonant explosives, of the sounds of 
the labial, lingual, etc. series, of o and u, of a and e, and in the language 
of the Maklaks the alternation of sounds, of which a table is given below, 
plays a very prominent part. When a word is pronounced in six or more 
different ways, as in this language, it evidently should not appear so often 
in the Dictionary, but on the other hand it would be most unscientific to 
apply a preconcerted, uniform phonetic representative to each of these 
words. This rule has often been adopted in the notation of other Ameri 
can languages, all terms with initial labial (b, p, m, v, w) having, for 
instance, been written either with b or m, I have in the Dictionary pre 
ferred the method of placing at the head of each item that phonetic form of 
the word which is most frequently heard, and of subjoining to it the other, or 
a few of the other phonetic forms, the order in which they follow suggesting 
the order of their frequency.
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This method is applicable to the preparation of a dictionary; but in 
writing texts of the language, every word and sound must be laid down as 
it flows from the lips of the native informant, pure and unaltered. In these 
languages, every sound of the current speech is, or may be, significant; 
unchanged by imaginary phonetic rules derived from the study of literary 
languages, every word and syllable should be, as it were, photographed 
with its peculiar short, long and duplex, clear and obscure vowels, drawl- 
ings and stops of the voice, noises and clangs. The law of accentuation, as 
observed in the language of the Maklaks, sustains this principle in a singular 
manner; for in this western tongue accentuation is much more a syntactic 
than a morphologic feature, the position of the accent being very generally 
determined by the run of the sentence. There are but a few polysyllabic 
words that never shift their accent.

One of the manifold consequences of following fanciful phonetic rules, 
often engendered by the desire of using as few types as possible, is the 
arbitrary suppression in literary publications of sounds existing in a lan 
guage. Thus the Mohawk dialect of Iroquois is represented to have twelve 
or thirteen sounds only, while in reality it has no less than twenty-six. 
Indian texts can convey their full meaning only by accurate phonetic 
transcription; and when they pass down to posterity in this shape, as a 
true and faithful monument of the tribe who produced them, others may 
discover phonetic or other laws of the language which our studies have failed 
to reveal to our own understanding.

After the absolute form of the word, the Dictionary gives in the majority 
of cases its distributive form, derived from it by what is called distributive 
reduplication. TV hen the various phonetic modes of forming the distribu 
tive from the absolute form have been studied attentively in the Grammar, 
the absolute form will readily suggest itself when looked for in the Diction 
ary, though in some of the more difficult cases indications are given to help 
the reader in his search. Many no?nina actons and other terms occur in the 
distributive form alone, or are more frequent in this than in the absolute 
form.

The definitions are presented in their etymologic order, which is the 
order of their historic evolution. It is true that in many instances the form
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or function of the radix is unknown, and then the meanings are presented in 
the order which seemed most plausible. Wherever it could be done, the 
radix or base of a derivative is pointed out (except when it is contained in 
the item just preceding), and comparisons of an etymologic or synonymic 
import are added at the end of the item, to aid further research.

The proper names found in the language, personal and local, were 
gathered with special care on account of their linguistic importance, and 
inserted into the Dictionary. Those among their number which can no 
longer be explained by the existing words of the language are likely to 
contain archaic forms, and archaic forms belong to the most valuable ma 
terials of which grammarians can avail themselves. American names given 
to Indian men and women were inserted into the Dictionary, but names of 
Americans were excluded from it, though mention is made of them in the 
Texts.

Animal and plant names are mostly derivatives, and the difficulty ex 
perienced in analyzing them etymologic-ally proves their high antiquity. 
A large amount of both were furnished by the informants, though I was 
often left in the dark concerning their accurate equivalents in the English 
language. Many bird names have an onomatopoetic origin, and many 
beasts, especially those pursued by hunters, have several names, varying 
according to the color shade of their peltry as altered by the seasons, or 
possessed of one real name and various attributes or poetic epithets. Of a 
few animals the male bears another name than the female; of a few aliment 

ary plants the eatable portion another than the stalk or tree. I took down 
as many characteristics of these nameless waifs of the Klamath fauna and 
flora from the Indians as they could recollect, and on returning to Wash 
ington submitted the notes on the animals to H. C. Yarrow, M. D., and 
to Mr. H. W. Henshaw, the well-known ornithologist; on the plants, to Mr. 
Lester Ward, and Dr. George Vasey, botanist of the U. S. Agricultural 
Department, these gentlemen having personally observed these objects 
during their extensive travels in the great interior Basin and on the 
.Western Slope. The scientific names given in the Dictionary rest on 
their identification, and where the species could not possibly be identified, 
the name of the genus at least was entered in following their suggestions.
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It is proper to state here that the ancient Modoc country on Lost River 
and vicinity lias a milder climate than the settlements of the Klamath 
Lake people on Upper Klamath Lake, and that on this account the former 
country yields somewhat different and more abundant natural products 

than the latter.

LIST OF SOUNDS OCCURRING IN THE KLAMATH LANGUAGE.

a as in alarm, wash; German, Mann, hat; French, pas, gras, flanc. 
a longer sound of a, as in far, father, smart, tart; German, schaden,

lahm, Fahne.
a as in law, all, fall, tall, taught. 
a as in hat, man, fat, ass, slash. 
b as in blab, bold; German, beben; French, barbe. 
d as in dread, did; German, das, durfen; French, de, darder. 
dsh as in judge, julep, George, dudgeon.
e as in then, swell, met; German, schwebt; French, belle, selle. 
e" as in last syllable of preacher, butler, tippler; German, Sucker;

French, le, je, me. 
e as in they, fade, jade, shade; German, stehlen; French, chair e,

maire.
g as in gig, gull; German, gross; French, gros, grand, orgueil. 
g lingual guttural produced by bending the tip of the tongue back 

ward, resting it against the palate, and when in this position
trying to pronounce g in gag, gamble, again. 

h as in hag, haul, hoot; German, haben, Hals. Written sometimes 'h
in the midst of words.

i as in marine; German, richten; French, id, patrie. 
I longer sound of i, as in bee, glee, reef; German, spiegeln, Stiefel. 
i as in still, rim, whim, split; German, finster, schlimm, Wille; when

long, it is i in German ihn, schielen.
j as in year, yolk; German, Jahr; French, yeux; not used as a vowel. 
k as in kick, kernel; German, Kamm, Kork; French, soc, cogue, guand;

Spanish, guedar, quizd.
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k lingual guttural produced like g by bending the tip of the tongue 
backward, holding it against the palate, and then trying to 
pronounce k, c, in kindness, killing, cool, craft. The tongue must 
be placed more firmly against the fore portion of the palate than 
in the g, in order to allow less breath to escape.

% the aspirate guttural in lachen, trachten, Rachen, Sache, as pro 
nounced in Southern Germany; not occurring in English, 
French, or Italian; Spanish, mujer, dejar; Scotch, loch. It has 
nothing in common with the English x.

1 as in lull, loon, lot; German, Lilie; French, lance.
m as in madam, mill, mimic, mum; German, Memme.
mb as in ramble, gamble, nimble.
mp as in imp, sample, thumping.
n as in nun, net, noose; German, nein; French, nuire.
nd as in under, quandary; German, Stunde; French, lande, offrande.
ng as in ring, bang, singing; German, sing en, hangen.
nk as in prank, rink, spunk; German, Schwank; French, cinquante.
nk the lingual guttural k nasalized.
n% the aspirate guttural % nasalized.
nt as in ant, internal; 'German, Tinte, Flinte; French, crainte.
o short and clear, as in oracle, proxy; German, Molken, rollen; 

French, monter, sotte; Spanish, oso.
o longer sound of o, as in note, rope, coast, close; German, Floh, 

Soot, roth; French, sauter.
6 as in bird, burn, surd; German, blode, Edmer; French, deuil, 

cceur.
p as in pipe, papa; German, Puppe; French, pied.
s as in sad, sale, soul, smell; German, Seele, Sichel; French, sauce, 

seul.
sh as in shaft, shingle; German, Schale, schon; French, chercher.
t as in trot, tell, tiptop; German, Tafel; French, tour.
tch as in church, chaff, choke; German, hatscheln; Italian, cicerone; 

Spanish, chaparral, chicha.
u as in smooth, truth; German, Fuss-; French, loup, poutre, outrage.
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ti longer sound of u, as in crude, flume, fool; German, Stuhl, Ruhr,
Blume; French, lourd, sourd.

u as in full, putt; German, Flucht, Kluft, Russland; Italian, limgo. 
ii not in English; German, Jmhl, Gefuhl; French, lune, puce. 
v as in valve, veer, vestige ; German, Wolke, Wasser, weben; French,

vautour, veut.
w the u before vowels; water, waste, wolf, wish, wayward; in German 

it corresponds nearest to short u, not to w; nearly as French 
ou in oui, ouate. 

z as in zeal, zone, frozen; German, Hase; French, zele, rose.
The English x is rendered by gs or ks, the German g by ds or ts, all 

being compound articulations. The two points on a, o, u (a, o, u) are not 
signs of diaeresis; they mark softened vowels.

The pronunciation of the diphthongs may be easily inferred from their 
component vowels; it is as follows:

ai as in life, mine, sly, die, dye.
au as in loud, mouse, arouse.
ei a combination of e and i resembling the vowel sounds in

the word greyish, united into a diphthong, 
yu or iu as in pure, few, union. 
oi as in loin, groin, alloy. 
wa or ua as in watch, wash; French, oie, loi, roi. 
wi or ui as in squid, win, switch.

All the diphthongs being of an adulterine character, they can generally 
be separated into two vowels, and then are hyphenized, as in i-u, o-it 
d-i, a-u.

GRAPHIC SIGNS.

- arrested sound: sk6-hs, spring time; tchii-ka, to swim up stream. 
1 apostrophe marking elision of a vowel, of e or any other sound :

heshuamp'li for heshuampeli, to recover one's health. 
hiatus, separating two vowels as belonging to two different

syllables: pala-ash, flour; leme'-ish, thunder; or two consonants:
tsials-ha'mi, at salmon-time.
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separates the parts of compound terms: skuksiia/m, spirit-fish or
letiferous fish.

acute; the only accent used for marking emphasized syllables 
vowel pronounced long: mu'ni, large, great; tclrtileks, meat. 
vowel pronounced short, except e, to which a distinct sound is

given: yumaltka, to return from berry-harvest.

ALTERNATING PROCESSES OBSERVED IN THE KLAMATH LANGUAGE.

(alt. means: "alternates with".)

alt. p (rare).
alt. 1 (rare and only dialectic).
alt. t; d (rare).
alt. g, nk.
alt. k, ng.
alt. k.
alt. %, k, k, nk.
alt. t, nd.
alt. a.
alt. u, a, &.
alt. u; ua; au.
alt. b ; mp (rare).
alt. sh; ss, z (rare).
alt. s; tch (rare); ss.
alt. d; nt, nd (rare).
alt. dsh, ts, ds; sh.
alt. o; vu.
alt. o; wu; ua.
alt. a.
alt. o, u.
alt. u, wu.
alt. u in diphthongs etc.
alt. vu, u.
alt. s (rare).

a
a
a
ai
au
a
b
d
dsh
e
e
e

S
g
h
i
I

y
k
k
%
i
m
nib

alt. e, 6.
alt. a ; e (rare), o, or elided.
alt. o.
alt. e, e.
alt. o.
alt. a (rare); e.
alt. p.
alt. t; nd.
alt. ds, tch, ts ; sh (rare).
alt a, i ; ai (rare).
alt. e, a, 0,1; or elided. .
alt. i (not often); e-i, a-i, ai.
alt. k ; % ; seldom h, g, k, ng.
alt. k ; x 5 g, k (rare).
alt. k ; deciduous.
alt. iy, yi ; e.
alt. iy, yi ; e (not often).
alt. i in diphthongs.
alt- g, K, k; h; g (rare).
alt %, k, g; g.
alt. k, k, g; g, h (rare).
alt. n (rare and only dialectic).
alt. mp, p (rare).
alt. b (rare).

mp
n
nd
ng
nk
nk
n%
nt
6
o
0

P
s
sh
t
tch
u
u
u
ua
vu
w
wu
z
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The sounds d and t were kept strictly distinct from the palatals dsh 
and tch throughout the series of words in which they occur, but words 

containing the sounds m and n were left intermingled with those containing 

n% and the nasalized explosives mb, nip, nd, ng, nk, nk, nt, of which they 
form components.

V occurs only in the combination vu. Words with initial wu- are all 

entered under vu-.
See remarks on the diphthongs, Texts, page 12.

Forms included in parenthesis ( ) are very unfrequently met with.

The simple sounds susceptible of gemination are as follows: the 

vowels a, e, i, o, u; the consonants g, h, k, 1, m, n, p, s, t.
From the alternating list of sounds and the rules submitted the finding 

of a Klamath word in the Dictionary will not, after a few hours of practice, 

meet with any difficulties. I subjoin a list of instances, which will prove 

useful to beginners, and have italicized the most frequent form of the word 

as the one occupying the first or only place in the list of words.
Ge*-uni can be pronounced ke*-uni, ka'-uni, %a'-uni, ga'-uni, and will be 

found under ke-uni.

N#llla can be pronounced ki'la, ki'la, killa, killa, n^fla, and will be 
found under ki'la, though in this special instance it is difficult to state which 

is the pronunciation most frequently resorted to.
The term tamno can be pronounced tam'nu, damenu, tamenu, and 

will be found under tamenu. Other instances are :

hualtoks, hualtaks, waltaks, wdltoks.

Sa-ad, Sa-at, Sa't, Shat, Sha't.
p'la'ntant, p'lentant, p'le'ntant, ple'ntant.
i-amnash, iyanmash, yamnash.
pen6dsha, peno'tcha, peno'dsa, pino'dsa, pinu/tcha, pimitsa.
guka, guka, k6ka, k6ga, ku'ka
ud6pka, vut6pka, wud6pka, udupka, vudiipka, wiitupka.
sawiga, shawiga, sawika, shawika, tchawiga, tcha-uika.
uy^sh, u-iesh, wiesli.
t^mdshka, t'm^ska, tmeshka, teme'sga, t'm^shga.
k6kua, kukua, guhua, gu'kua, guh4 etc.
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tchaggdya, tchakaya, tchakai.
kaika, ka-ika, kaya, kaiha, kaihha.
kuhuashgdsha, guhudshktcha, guhuasktsa.
gu'li, ffulij gu'hli
ntaggal, ndaggal, nddkal, xitakal.
ntultchna. ntunshna, ntiinsna, tiinsna, tiildshiia etc..
ggnalla, gendla, genalla, k'ndlla.

abbr.
adj.
adv.
aniin.
apoc.
apher.
caus.
cf.
Chin. J.
cond.
conj.
contr.
desid.
def.
dem.
der.

d.
dim.
dur.
e. g.
etc.
encl.
cxcl.
exh.

abbreviated
adjective
adverb
animate
apocopated
apheretically
causal
compare
Chinook Jargon
conditional mode
conjunction
contracted
desiderative
definite
demonstrative
derivation, derived

from
distributive form 
diminutive 
durative 
for example 
et cetera 
enclitic form 
exclamation 
exhortative mode

ABBREVIATIONS.

fern.
fut.
imper.
inan.
indef.
intent.
interj.
interr.
instr.
Kl.

lit. 
loc.

locat. 
masc. 
met. 
Mod.

nom. pr.
obj.
obi.
onomatop.
partic.
pass.

feminine
future tense
imperative
inanimate
indefinite
intentional
interjection
interrogative
instrumental case
Klamath Lake or

northern dialect 
literally 
local, referring to a

locality 
locative case 
masculine 
metathetically 
Modoc or southern

dialect 
proper noun 
objective case 
oblique case or cases 
onomatopoetic term 
participle 
passive signification
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ABBREVIATIONS Continued.

periphr. periphrastic form
pers. personal
pi. plural
poss. possessive
postp. postposition
prep. preposition
pres. present tense or pre-

	sential form
pret. preterit form
procl. proclitic form
pron. pronoun
q. v. quod vide; (reference

	to another term) 
redupl. reduplicated form 
rel. relative

sq. 

sqq.

subj. 
subst. 
v.
v. act. 
v. impers. 
v. intr. 
v. med. 
v. recipr. 
v. refl. 
v. trans.

and the line follow 
ing

and the lines follow 
ing

subjective case
substantive
verb

active verb
impersonal verb
intransitive verb
medial verb
reciprocal verb
reflective verb
transitive verb.
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A, when beginning a word, is usually pronounced clear, as in barge, large; 
it alternates at times, when in the middle of or at the end of words, with a, 
e and other vowels. This vowel is a component of many radical syllables, 
as observed in paha, tamenu, taktakli, and when serving as a prefix is in 
dicative of one long-shaped article; cf. adshaga, atchiga, atpa; before a 
nasalized consonant in amda, anku.

a the enclitic particle of the declarative mode of the Klamath verb; it is 
appended to every verbal base not ending in another vowel or in -1, -n, as 
ktana to sleep; latcha to build a house. It then becomes frequently em 
phasized, especially in such verbs as indicate locomotion, removal, travel 
etc.: guka, guka to climb up; me'dsha, medsha to emigrate; mita, nuta to 
set on fire, 89, 2. A occurs also often as a separate word, more frequently 
so in the Kl. than in the Mod. dialect, and then is usually placed before 
the verb: Titak a latcha Titak is building a house. It is not easily trans 
latable in English, but indicates very frequently custom or habit, as will 
be seen by the following instances: Spii'klish a sha shu'ta kue'-utch they 
construct sweat-lodges from willows, 82, 2; tatataks a hlshuaksh tchimena 
whenever a husband became a widower, 82, 4; tia'muk a hu'ntsna hungry I 
fly around, 177; 21; pa'p an a nu sha'shatk; nu a gatpa pa/p I am called 
the marten; I, the marten, am coming, 177; 10. Cf. 82, 6, 8. 12.; 84, 1.; 
87, 4. 10.; 88, 4. In historic narrative a is almost as frequent; cf. 22, 
19. 24, 21. 29, 21. 64, 9. 68, 4. 70, 9. 120, 11. 140, 2. 5. 6. 11. (an for 
a nu); 141, 3. 5. When coalescing with other words than verbs, it often 
changes into a or e: atgnen for at a nen, 23, 5.; tankte riat for tankt a 
nat; tatatenat for tat at a nat, 24, 19.; atenish, ateni, 90, 12. 13. and 
Note to 138, 6. 7.; or it becomes emphasized: tata for tat a, tat ha (this 
is also interrogative); tatatuk; aka, aka, for ak a, ak ha, ak ha; una for 
lina 4; tidsha, 189; 5.

15
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a? 4? ha? ha? Interrogative particle, often enclitic, inserted into ques 
tions, and mostly appended to them as the concluding word or standing 
after the first word. . Being a particle of actuality, it refers to the present 
tense. Shana-ul' i ampo a? or simply: ampu a? do you want water? at 
ha pitcha 161oks? is the fire out? Mod : Ple'nkamkshi 4? at Frank's house? 
140, 4; ka-itak ha i ntsh 161a? do you not believe me? Mod.; at ha 1 
miilua? are you ready? In tata, 41, 5., it is combined with the adverb 
tata (tata ha?).

a abbr. from at, now, then, q. v. 22, 2 21. 29, 19. 30, 3. 31, 13. 184; 37. 
It is pronounced long.

a abbr. from the pronoun at, ye, q. v., as na is abbr. from nad, nat.
a-ahahiya, a refrain frequently heard in shamanic and popular songs. 

Of. hahi-iya. Occurs also in Iroquois and other Indian songs, and is of 
a lugubrious character. 156; 34.

a - a t i, d. of ati, q. v.
4 dak, atak, d. a-adak salt: 4. ita, shewana to put salt on, to salt. Kl. shul, 

shu'J. Only Modoc ; it is the Shasti term atak, 4ta%, salt.
a d s h a g a, d. a-adshaga to play the violin, to fiddle.
adshago'tkish, d. a-adshago'tkish violin, fiddle.
Ag4wesh, Ak4-ush, (1) nom. pr. of an Indian settlement and camping 

place on Lower Klamath Lake and on Hot Creek, Cal., which runs into 
that lake from the south. (2) nom. pr. of Lower Klamath Lake. The 
name is mentioned by Squire E Steele as Okk6wish in Report of Indian 
Affairs 1864, p. 121, but it is given there a too wide signification. Cf. 
Ak4-uskni.

Agency, agens', the agency buildings of the Klamath Reservation, Lake 
Co., Oregon: 36, 11. 66, 12. 14. Laki pen ge"ria agency luldarn the chief 
went again to the agency in winter, 35, 17.

agenci'ni, adj., pertaining to the agency: agencl'nish 14kiash hashashu4kia 
he spoke to the "agency-officer", viz. to the agent, 66, 15.

a g g 4 - i d s h a, d. a-agg4-idsha to go and stick up, to raise on a stick or pole, to 
suspend on a pole. Speaking of more than one object: igga-idsha, 11 9, 12.

agga-idshna, d. a-agga-idshna to hang up, to suspend while going. 

Speaking of many objects: igg4-idshna, 105, 2.
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aggay a, d. a-aggaya (1) to be hung, fixed, or suspended; to ~be stuck in at 
some elevated spot: ladshashtat aggayank being hung up inside the lodge, 
122, 10. Refers to one long-shaped article; and as v. trans.: to hang up, 
to suspend, as clothing after washing: wakash pi'l sha yamtki aggaipksh 
they forgot none except the bone-awl which was sticking (in the upper part of 
wigwam), 120, 22. (2) to hang up provisions, food etc. in sacks upon trees. 
Speaking of many objects: iggaya, d. i-iggaya. Of. ipma'tsa, kshaggaya, 
laggaya.

agge*dsha, d. a-agge'dsha (1) v. trans. and intr., to turn around in a cir 
cular motion, to describe a circle or segment of-a circle. (2) snbst.: hand of 
a clock- or watcli-dial. Of. kshakidsha, niulgl'dsha.

aggidsha, d. a-aggidsha to go up while sticking close to; as weasels do 
when climbing trees, 168; 37.

a g g i7 m a, d. a-aggima (1) to go around, encircle; said of inanimate ob 
jects. (2) subst: rim encircling kettle or other vase. Of. takima.

ah a-ash, pi. tunri a., small species of crows. Onomatop.
a i, a-i. See hai.
a i s h i, d. a-i'shi to secrete, to conceal; to keep secret, to keep as a secret, 122,20.
Aishiamtch, " Old Aishish", one of the many mytholpgic names com 

posed with -amtch, q. v. See also Aishish.
Aishish, Aisis, nom. pr. of Aishish, in whom some natural powers were 

deified in masculine shape by the Maklaks. He is reputed to be the son 
of the creator and ruler of the world and mankind, the tricky K'mukamtch: 
94, 8. 9., 95, 20 He has five wives, whose names are given 99, 9. 10.: 
Tuhdsh, St<5kua, Kli'tish, Wa'ks, Tsi'ka; four of these are the names of 
birds, and three among them of water-fowls. He associates with men 
(maklaks), gambles with them, 99, 2 8; and rivalizes with them success 
fully when shooting at the mark, as reported in his "shashapke'le'ash" or 
myth: 99, 4. 100, 20. To judge of his mythologic character correctly, 
it is important to observe that when he kindled his camp-fire the flames 
were purple-blue, while those of Silver Fox, K'mukamtch's companion, 
were yellow, and K'mukamtch's own fire emitted smoke only, 99, 3. 4. 
His father attempts to destroy him by inducing him to climb a pine-tree to 
obtain an eagle's nest: 100,1 sqq., 94, 8 sqq. Famished and almost dead, 

2
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he is finally rescued by two butterflies, 95, 13-22., 101, 7-21. K'mii- 
kamtch had seduced one of his wives and attempted to seduce the others; 
Aishish therefore revenges himself on him by causing his son to throw 
his (K'mukamtch's) tobacco-pipe into the fire; the death of K'mukaintch 
was the immediate consequence of this act: 96, 10-18. When K'mii- 
kamtch had returned to life, he attempted to wipe out Aisis and his entire 
family by a general conflagration of the country, 96, 19 97, 2. The 
Klamath folklore ascribes personal beauty to this deity. Two Aishish- 
songs were obtained from a Modoc, 193; 10. 11 and Note. Der. aishi.

aishishtchi (1) beautiful, pretty, handsome, lit. "Aishish-like". This 
epithet is sometimes ironically applied to ugly women. (2) subst.: 
personal beauty. Der. Aishish, -ptchi.

Aish = Tkall'ks, nom. pr. of a locality on Upper Sprague River, above 
Yaineks, called after a large standing rock. Der. tgaliga; Aish is perhaps 
the abbreviated atinsh (tall).

a - i t i, aitini, Kl. dialectic or d. form for ati, atini, q. v.
Aitinsh = Lak = Gritko, nom. pr. fern., Kl. *' Long-Haired".
ait%arnna, d a-it#amna, to grow smaller than; said of plants only: pawash 

a ke'dsha ait^amenash ko'l the pdwash-root grows to less height than ko'l; 
148, 7. Der. a-iti, d. of ati. Of. eitakta.

ayulal6na, o-ola!6na to dry by the fire, as berries; 75, 7. Of. awala.
a k, ak a, aka, ka. Particle of suppositive and potential signification when 

placed before verbs; to be rendered by perhaps, probably, possibly, 60, 
22. 93, 7. 105, 8. 141, 6,, or by the verb lean, lam able to: 105, 8.: wakak. 
The verb connected with it stands either in the declarative mode: nu ak 
bun shle'a I can see him; bun ak sha ge*-u k'le'pgl kek^wel%a they have prob 
ably wasted my red paint, 121, 2 3.; or it stands in the conditional mode: 
pi ak shuint he can sing; ak a nu ka-i pe'wat / cannot swim; ka-i aka nu 
k6kant ko'shtat I cannot climb the pine-tree.

-ak, -hak are particles appended enclitically to nouns and pronouns. (1) 
appended to substantives or to other nouns used in the capacity of sub 
stantives, ak means : only, but, merely: slayaksak lu'yaga mere smoke arose 

from (it), 100, 16. Cf. 99, 4. ndannantak only for three, 142, 15.; hu'kak 
the same, lit. "none other but he"; na'sh waitak on a single day, 56, 7.;
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hissuaksuk (for hissuaks ak) the husband only, the husband alone, 83, 1.; 
shanks hak sha pan they eat it just raw, 148, 21.; tankak a few, not many; 
pe*niak nude, undressed; lapiak two only, 107, 1. (2) appended to substan 
tives, -ak, -aga, -ka, -ga etc. form dim. nouns: viinak son; miikak babe, 

109, 13; taltsiaga little arrow, 107, 14. (3) appended to adjectives, 
ak often forms a degree of comparison, answering to our comparative: 
shkainiak, skaimhak stronger, 112, 2. 5. 8. 13.; miiak (for mu'ni ak) 
larger, taller, 109, 13. (4) appended to adjectives and adverbs, it be 
comes an enhancive particle, "much, very, intensely"; una, early, una'k 
very early, ketchkaniak very small. Suffixed to adverbs, the meaning of 
merely, only predominates: tinak simultaneously, mantsag a short while, 
tsiissak always, pa'nak once more, wiggatak at one spot, together, nfshtak, 
psinak in the same night. (5) appended to verbs or at least to their 
verbals, just then, just only: kelpokshtak as soon as heated, 113, 1.; 

n6kshtak as soon as cooked, stewed, 113, 2. Cf. hak.
akatchga, d. a-akatchga to break; said of long articles only: a. ma'tchash 

to strike matches. Mod.
Aka-uskni, Agaweshkni, Agaweshni (1) belonging to, native of, coming 

from Hot Creek or Agdwesh, q v. Agaweshni e'-ush Little, or Lower 
Klamath Lake. (2) nom. pr of a Klamath Lake man.

a k u a; ankua, d. a-akua; ankuankua to lay across, to superpose crosswise, 
transversely. Said of logs and other long-shaped objects, when space is 
left between them. Der 4nku. Cf. akuash, kshe't'leka, riakua.

& ' '

akuash, d. a-akuash accumulation of hard material, agglomeration, heap of 
debris, land-or snow-slide; a. kte*kuela an avalanclie or land-slide rushes 
downwards. Mod.

alahi a, alaya, alahi, d. a-alahia, a-alaya, a'lahi to show, let see; to point out, 
exhibit; 106, 6. (where kapka is omitted): 4. mish anku I show you a tree; 
alahi-uapk am'sh nu anku I shall show you that tree. Der. laya.

alketchik, the dentalium-shell or wampum-bead-shell of the Pacific 
Coast Indians, serving as an ornament and as a currency on the coast 
and in the interior. Name borrowed from the Alikwa tribe on outlet and 
lower reaches of Klamath River, Cal., and called by other Indians: kup- 
kup, haikwa, by the Maklaks: tutash, q. v.
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Alkula'na, nom. pr. of a Modoc woman; interpreted by "Bright Eyes".
A1' p a, nom. pr., corrupted from Applegate; 36, 9.
a in, particle expressing potentiality and choice; tche'l^at am i ka'dshikuk 

ye ought to sit down because ye are tired; u'tch gmtak am nu ge'nt I would 
like to go. Of. ampka.

a m a s h, d. a-amash doll
a m b u t k a, amputka, d. a-amputka, v. impers. to be thirsty: ambutka a 

nu'sh, dmbutkan's / am thirsty, I want to drink water; partic., ambutko 
(for ambutkatko) thirsty. Der. ampu. Cf. la=a-ambotkish.

am da, am8ta, pi. tumi a. tool for digging eatable roots and bulbs, 190; 9. 10. 
It has the shape of a stick 2J' to 3' long, is bent or provided with a 
handle at one end and sharpened at the other. A straight stick charred 
in the fire at one end usually serves the purpose, though recently such tools, 
or "camass-sticks" have been manufactured of iron and steel. Also called 
meyo'tkish. Der. m&i, meya.

amnadsha, d. a-amnadsha to speak loud or cry on one's way, 121, 17.
amniamna, d. a-amnfamna to go around speaking, crying, or vociferating 

among the people; to scream, weep or cry while walking in public, 189; 1.
4 m p k a, ambka little water. Der arnbu.
ampka, amka (1) conj.: or. This particle is used, when a choice is left 

between the things mentioned, and when a strict alternative is put; it 
stands for the Latin vel and aut: ha lo'k shiiika amka tdslatch if he killed 

a grizzly bear or a cougar, 90, 19. Cf. 87, 2. and ge'ka. (2) conj.: or else, 
unless, lest: ampka ak 1 hishukat lest you may kill each other.

Ampka/nini k6ke, nom. pr. of Columbia River. This is only one of 
its names, and is more specially intended for that portion running past 
the Dalles (Amp%a/ni) and the Cascades to its junction with the Willamet 
River, in northwestern Oregon.

Ampkokni, A. m£klaks, nom. pr. of the Umpqua Indians; early home 
in Umpqua Valley and in the upper portions of Willamet Valley, south 
of Eugene City, Oregon. These Indians belong to the Tinne' race.

A m p % e' n i, -Amp^ani, nom. pr. of the Dalles, a series of swift rapids of the 
Columbia River, between Oregon and Washington Territory. Of the 
Wasco Indians, of the Chinook family, a portion lives there; the locality
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was a meeting- and market-place for all the aboriginal tribes of Oregon, 
the Columbia River, and the Coast,. 93, 3 4. Der. ampn, -%e'ni.

Amp%ankni, nom pr.: Wasco Indian; pi., the tribe of Wasco Indians, 
belonging to the Chinook family of Columbia River. A portion of them 
still inhabit their old homes at the Dalles (cf. Amp^e'ni), while the ma 
jority have been removed to the Warm Spring'Agency on the Lower 
Des Chutes River, Oregon; 93, 1-10.

amptchiksh, abbr. -amptch, -amtch, -amts. Same as amtchiksh, q. v.
a m p u, ambu, d. a-ambu water; water of spring, river, lake or sea; drinking 

water. Ambu ish tchiktchi! go and get me some water! a. piinua to drink 
water, 123, 2.; 4mbu=tchipko'tkish water-pitcher; shnekalpka nu ambo / am 
boiling water; ampuam 14k, see 14k; amputat mpetla!6na to float down on 
the water's surface; k6-e a vudumtchna ambutat the frog swims (or lives) in 
the water; amputala kayahia to drive off from the water, 42, 20. (explained 
under kaiha); nil ge*na amputka I went through the water (on my errand), 
174; 9.

ampuala, d. a-ampuala (I") to be in the water; to lie in deep water. (2) to 
increase, rise; said of water and liquids only.

a m t c h , d. a-amtch, abbr. from amtchiksh, q. y.
amtchiksh, abbr. amtch, -amtch, d. a-amtchiksh, abbr. a-amtch. (1) 

belonging to the past, old, ancient, primeval, by-gone: a. kaila the country for 
merly inhabited; 4mtch tchl'shtat ga'mpgle he returned to his former home, 
36, 5. Appended, usually in the abbreviated form -amtch, to all mythic 
beings mentioned in Klamath Lake and Modoc folklore: K'mukam- 
tchiksh, or K'mukarntch " the Old Man of the Ancients", Aishiamtch 
"Old Aishish", Lukamtch or Sh4shapamtch "Old She-Grizzly", Tche'- 
wamtch " Old Antelope", Skelamtch and a host of others. (2) old fashioned, 
out of use now; worn out; used up, good for nothing: 4mptchiksh kailiu=sku- 
tash worn out rabbit-skin garment, 126, 12. and Note; shaplamtch old seed- 
paddle. (3) ugly, unseemly, hideous, unattractive; unsightly through age: 
tchilluyamtch old bachelor; shiwamptch old maid, 185; 40. Occurs also 
in some personal names: Kiliiamtch "Fighting Bully", Kiukamtch, " Old 
Conjurer" etc.; -amtch is here applied contemptuously. Der. 4mtch, gish.

ana, d. a-ana to carry away, to take off with'm without permission, as food, 
provisions etc.; to help oneself to. Cf. e'na.
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4 n i g a, anika to order or advise somebody to take (provisions) away with or 
without permission: 75, 9. nu iwam a. Dibash I told you to go to David for 
berries; anika shash pala-ash Dibash I tell them to go where David has his 
flour; anshat anika shash iwam I advise them: "ye may go there for berries" 
75, 8. Causative of 4na; cf. ansha.

anku, d. a-anku (1) tree, shrub: tuitch%sam a. wild cherry-tree; a'pl'sam a. 
apple-tree. Anku is usually omitted in names of trees and shrubs, the 
possessive case in -am standing instead of a subjective case : kailuam ju 
niper-tree; kpu'kam gooseberry bush. (2) forest, bush, shrubbery, ivoodland: 
ankuam tchikass, ankuti tchikass the bird of the forest. (3) ivood; piece of 

wood. Cf. 120, 18. 19. (4) stick, 122, 3. club, block, log, limb of tree, 118, 
11. 120, 4., splinter, 126, 4.: a.=latchash log-house; teVa a. they drive a stick 
into the ground 80, 8.; atini a. a long pole.

a n k u a, see akua and nakua.
ankuala, d. a-ankuala to cut sticks, tree-limbs, trees, 89, 1. Der. anku.
ansha, antcha, d. a-ansha to start out for taking or carrying away for one 

self, as provisions, 75, 8. Der. ana; cf. e'na, anulipka.
a n 11 e* y a. The song-line where this word occurs, 185; 46., is said to mean: 

"you have a large penis". Not Klamath.
anulipka, d. a-anulipka to take away without asking for; to abstract, filch. 

Cf. ana, ansha.
anulipkuish object formerly abstracted from others. Cf. Note to 121, 3.
at; apoc. a (pronounced long), at the time being: now,-presently, from this 

moment; then, at that period, epoch, time; after. This particle refers to the 
time actually mentioned in the context. (1) now, presently, at this time: at 
ga'tak! that all! that's the end of it (cf. gdtak)! 89, 7.; at nu k'ldwi I quit, 
I have enough of it now; at atpa, the time is up; at napal hasp6pke now 
the egg is hatched, Mod.; at ha 1 mu'lua? are you ready? tu'm at nga'-isha 
many are wounded already, 22, 9.; atunk at up, above there now, 100, 9.; 
tcha at now, presently, 87, 14.; at! Mod atui! enough! tchitchiks a hu't 
gi! stop that matter now! 96, 15. (2) then, at that time, or epoch. When 
used in this signification, at generally refers to the past, not to the future: 
tankt at suddenly, at once, 23, 11.; at maklaks hemkanktampka the In 
dians then began to discuss; at ni ho'tsnan at then I ran towards (them),
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22, 10.; at vusha E-ukski'shash then they were afraid of the Lake Indians, 

28, 12.; at toks huk Aishish shuisha but now Aishish became emaciated, 

95, 13. In historic and other narratives, at serves to introduce new 
events changing the situation, to mark antitheses and contrasts, or to 

quote the words spoken by a new speaker; cf. 100, 1-17. 101, 2. 6. 7. 
19-21. (3) after, afterward, hereupon, finally; stands either in the incident, 

or in the principal clause (apodosis), or in both: tchui at hereupon, 23, 4. 
12. 24, 11. 95, 4.; tsiii i'pka ma'nts, at wa'mpele he lay sick for a long time, 

and finally recovered, 101, 21.; k'la'wi at after this they quit, 89, 7. cf. 90, 19.; 
k'le'kuish at just after his death, 65, 8.; at gatpa at shlo'kla when they had 

arrived, they shot at the mark, 100, 20. When at stands in the incident 

clause, the verb connected with it can usually be rendered by our pluper 

fect tense: tu' ge*na M6atuash k'lawisham at away went the Pit River In 

dians, after shooting had come to an end, 20, 5. Cf. 74, 6. 7. 95, 4. 122, 14. 
Cf. at a, atu, atui, atutu.

a t a just now, just then, presently: at a sha i w<5kash hiwi-uapk at this time 
they will transport home the wokash-seed, 74, 14.; atenen presently, as they 
say, 23, 5.; at a na'lsh hu'ktakag pinu'dsha now "she" has caught up with 
us, 121, 22. Cf. 121, 6. 10.

at, apoc. a; obj. ma'lash, ma'lsh, Mod. mal; poss. malam: you, ye, personal 

pron. of second person plural: at shtina'shtat gatpantak! come (ye) to the 

house! tat at gdna ? where do ye go ? ka-i a samtchatka ye do not under 

stand, 34, 11.; cf. 20, 14. 15. 118, 10-12. 120, 10-13. In the imperative, 

at is suffixed to the verbal basis: tchdl^at! sit down! from tche^a; shla't 
Ish! shoot ye at me! from shlin. I, ik thou often stands instead of at; see 1.

a t a k, ata%, see 4dak.
atenen just now, as they say; at connected with nen by the declarative 

particle a (e), 23, 5. Cf. at a; ateni 138, 6. 7. and Note.
&ti, ati, ati', d. 4-ati, a-iti, adj. (1) far, distant, remote: ati kaila into a far- 

off land, for ati kailatala, 44, 7. 9. (2) high, tall, large; deep (of rivers, 
water): ati anku a large tree; tchelash na'sh pe'tch atf the stalk is one 

foot high, 147, 20. (3) long: ati lu'ldam a long winter, 105, 9. Abbr. of 
atini, but differing somewhat in signification from it.

ati', ati, d. d-ati, adv. (1) distantly, remotely, afar: ati tcheleVa to ripple the
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water far and wide, 162; 6.; d-ati keld-ush elm the sand is deep here; d-ati 
dmpfi e-eVa the water (of this pond) is deep; tftf viirish a. ge*na the boat sails 
far out from the shore; a. hu'nk kakf'hha they missed their aim by a wide 
distance, 31, 10; tii'nep pe'tch a. ginte*gatk going into the ground five feet 
deep, 87, 8.; tiitaks atifar away, 141, 12.; a. kddsha high it grew, 95, 3. 4.; 
a. idshna to bring from a long distance, 85, 17. (2) by far, much, a great 
deal: atl' na'lsh wini%itko a great deal stronger than we are, 112, 1.

atini, d. a-atini, a-itini long, long-stretching, long and tall, high, lofty: a. 
ki-intch libettula; a. tji't long tooth, tusk; a. dnku, a long stick, pole; a. 
kshu'n a tall grass, 149, 4.; ati'nsh Idk gitk wearing the hair long, 23, 8. 
90, 6. Cf. dti.

atfkni, d. a-atikni (1) coming from afar, 87, 10. (2) stranger, foreigner, 
alien. Der. dti.

dtp a, d. a-dtpa (1) to carry away or to fetch for oneself; to go for something, 
to bring or carry home. (2) to take somebody along with. (3) to wear, as cloth 
ing. (4) v. intr., to pass by, to be gone: at dtpa the time is up. Refers usually 
to one long-shaped object; when many of them are spoken of: ftpa, q. v.

dtti just now, presently, at the present moment: dtu hdtakt gi now is the time ; 
dtu lulalkshe'mi g! it is time to go to bed. Mod. Per. at, hu\

dtu high up, above, up there, 100, 7.: dtunk at up there now, for dtu hunk 
at, 100, 9. Contr. from dti=u (for hu).

d t u i now, just now, presently Often found in imperative locutions: dtui 
ge*nat! let us go! dtui pdtchat! let us eat now! Mod. dtui shla't! or simply 
dtui! shoot off! fire! dtui tu, same as dtutu. Mod. for dtiu Kl.

dtutii, ad6du presently, just now, already; emphatic form of dtu, dtui: a. 
pa'%tg! the morn is dawning already, 182; 5: a. huggidsha now I dm getting 
letter, 175; 18.

atchiga, atchika, d. a-atchiga (1) to twist, to wring out, as cloth. (2) to 
detract, to slander, to misrepresent, to tell lies about.

A - u s h m e, A-usmi, nom. pr. of A-ushmi, an island situated in Upper Kla- 
math Lake, off Modoc Point, and about two miles from the east shore, 
142, 11. No other trees grow on it but juniper-trees. K'mukamtch 
created it from a game-stick thrown by him into the lake, as the myth 
relates. Cf. U%6tuash.
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a w a 1 a , awa'la, awo'la, d. a-u-ala to bake or roast provisions by burying
them about one foot deep in the ground and then burning a pile of wood
on their top: 74, 9. Cf. ayula!6na. 

awalSsh, pi. tiimi a., thigh of a quadruped1 s hind leg, beef }s foot: lasham a.
quill, feather-quill. Of. wakaluish.

a w a 1 6 g a, d. a-awa!6ga little island. Contr. from awaliiaga. Der. awaluash. 
Awalokaksaksi, nom. pr. of a camping-place on Williamson River ;

lit. "Little Island-there'1. Der. awa!6ga. 
Awal6kat, nom. pr. of a locality on Sprague River; lit. "at Little

Island". 
awaluash, d. a-awaluash island: awalues ske'na they row over to the

Island (in Klamath Marsh) 74, 14. 
Awaluash%e'ni, nom. pr. of a camping-place on Klamath Marsh; "at

the Island"; probably the one mentioned 74, 14.

Interchangeable throughout with e; in a few cases with a. For words 
not found here look under E.
a' - a 1 % a , d. a-a'-al%a to give names; to read, d. of el%a, q. v. 
akSla/kSla to be long and slim, as foxes and some kinds of dogs, 154; 7. 
Amma'ri, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake woman called White Cynthia.

The name is taken from the Shasti language and means, according to
her own statement, "Neatly-Dressed". 

a' m p 6 1 e , a'na, aniya, see dmpgle, e*na, enfa. 
a/ -oho, a-6ho, interj.; a war-cry of the Maklaks, shouted alternatingly

with i-uhu, 194; 8. This war-cry was often heard from the Modocs
during the lava-bed fights in 1873. 

a - o h 6 a , d. a-ohoh6a to emit the d'-oho=cry, to shout a war-whoop. Some
Indians call this: "to cry like goats". Cf. i-uhua. 

a-oho = u/ tchna, d. a-oho=uatchna, a-oho=huhatchna to run while hallooing
d'-oJto; to halloo i-uhuhu while running, 23, 15. Der. a'-oho, hiidshna 

a' p 1 8 s h , a'puls, pi. tiimi a., apple: a/puls-hashuash orchard; a'p'lsam anku,
or: a'p'lsam apple-tree. From the English.
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A! s h 1 i n , nom. pr. of the town of Ashland, Jackson County, Oregon; about
one hundred miles from Fort Klamath. 

A - u k s i, A'-uks, see S-uksi.
A - u k s k n i, A-ukshkni. Same as £-ukshikni, q. v. 
a' - u n a to fill oneself with food. Der. e*wa. Cf. ewisi. 
a-un61a to deplete oneself, defecate; to discharge fecal matter 144, 5. 
a-ush^ltkala, v. intr. to turn into a large pond, lake, or sea; to be changed

into a lake: stl'ya a'-usheltkal nanukash kaila the pitch was changed into a
lake all over the earth, 96, 22. Der. e'-ush.

B.
B, as initial and medial sound, alternates with p, and does not occur at 

the end of words. Words not found here to he looked for under P. 
b a m b a m, (d. babambam) drum. Onomatop. term; cf. Uinta-Uta: tfmbui=

mbamban: '' iron-kettle". 
b a h a 1 k a, see pahalka. 
B a/ n t c h o, nom. pr. of a Modoc warrior, who died as a state prisoner at

the fortress of Alcatraz Island, San Francisco Bay, Cal., in 1875 Cf.
44, 7. He received the above name, as alleged, by being compared
with Sancho Panza on account of his exterior. 

b8la, belat, see pi/la. 
B e-n , nom. pr. of a subchief or headman of Klamath Lake Indians settled

at Yaneks; 58, 5. Abbr. from Benjamin, 
bi, pi. turni bi bee; bi'sam wax beeswax. From the English. 
Bin, nom. pr. of a Modoc man living on Upper Sprague River, 190; 19. 
Black Jim , nom. pr. of a Modoc warrior; he cooperated in the assassi 

nation of the Peace Commissioners, and was executed on that account
Oct. 4, 1873; cf. 44, 6. and Notes to 37, 12. 42, 1. 

Bogus Charley, nom pr. of a young Modoc warrior, 40, 12-22. and
Note. He is called so because his father lived on Bogus Creek, Cal.
For some time he was a chief of the Modocs in the Indian Territory,
where he was exiled with the other Modoc captives. 

B6shtln, pi. tumi B. (1) American, inhabitant or citizen of the United
States of America: B. lakf American agent, Indian agent of the federal gov-
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ernment, 35, 9. 12. 14. 36, 2. 11.; na'sh na'ds B. tu'la an American was 
with us, 19, 7.; Greginkni B. the American settlers in Oregon, 40, 17., cf. 
36, 18. 21.; B. kafla the United States, or: the city of Boston; B6shtinash 
tula on the American side, 28, 13. (title); B6shtinam=shitko in American 
style, 87, 3. (2) white man or woman; white people, 35, 7.: B. yalank like 
white people, 59, 20.; B6shtinash shut61ank after creating the white people, 
103, 3. 5. Term adopted from Chin. J.; the first American traders in 
furs and other articles having come in ships to the Pacific Coast and 
Columbia River from Boston, Mass.

Boshtinaga (1) half-American by descent, one of the parents being of the 
white race. (2) nom. pr. masc. Mod., of Boston Charley: "Little Ameri 
can^, 44, 7.

B 6 s t i n Charley Boston Charley, nom. pr. of a Modoc warrior, also 
called Boshtinaga, q. v He participated in the assassination of the Peace 
Commissioners by mortally wounding Dr. Thomas, 42, 10.; and was 

hanged with three of his accomplices on Oct. 3, 1873. Cf. 44, 5-8.
b6x box, coffin, 87, 3.: b6xtka i'sha they bury in a coffin, 87, 1. From Eng.
b u n o' k i s h, pimo'kish, d. pupano'kish drink, beverage, potion. Der. bmma.
b unu a, pu'mla, d. bubanua, pu'panua (1) to drink: nanuk b. to drink out; 

tumeni b. to drink" of ten; watch a punua the horse is drinking; bu'nuapka 
tcha'kele i'wam they will drink the red juice of berries, 75, 7.; hut a 
pu'nuashtka ambu he wants to drink water. (2) to be a drinker. Cf. p6po-i.

buniidsha, d. pupanudsha to go and drink, to start out after drinking: k6pe 
bunu'tchatko 'going to drink coffee, 186; 56.

bunuish, d. bubanuish, pupanuish drinker, drunkard: k^tcha b. tippler.
b u n u o7 1 k i s h, d. pupanuo'tkish bottle. Mod. for wakoksh Kl.

D.
In the few words in which d is heard as initial sound, it is interchange 

able with t. It does not occur but exceptionally at the end of Kl. words, 
but when final or medial it also alternates with t. The palatal dsh is not 
found as an initial sound in genuine Kl. words, being replaced there by 
the surd palatal tch. 
Dave Hill, nom. pr. of the subchief and interpreter at the Klamath
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agency, 58, 1. His Indian names are Luldatkish, Wawaliksh (from Wa- 
waligish), Wawaliksh=Skaitatko, q. v. Davish laki tapitan the chief rank 
ing just after Dave, 58, 2. In the texts obtained from him he gave lively 
sketchings of the feats of war performed by him against the Pit River 
and Snake Indians, pp. 19-31. Of. Introduction, pp. 6, 7.

Doctor John, the American or "Boston" name of the conjurer Kakash, 
tried and imprisoned for manslaughter, q. v.

Do'tchmal, pi. tiimi D., German, German settler; corruption of the 
popular term "Dutchman". Some German settlers near the reservation 
have married Indian women.

Dshiep, Dshep, nom. pr. masc., Jefferson; from the English.

E.
This vowel occurs as initial, medial, and final sound of words. Short e 

alternates with d, sometimes with i. Long e (e) originated from, and there 
fore alternates with, i, e-i, a-i} ai. E and the vowel i represent a prefix in 
dicative of a plurality of long-shaped objects in words like ^l%a, e'na, dpka,
etle'%i-

e, e-e, e*-d yes, yea; see 1,1-1.
e* d s h a, d. e'-adsha, e*-edsha, v. trans., to suck, to extract by suction. Said of 

milk and blood only; object not always added to the verb
e* d s h a s h, d. e'-edshash (1) milk: 6. ptinua to drink milk; cf. nd6pa. (2) fe 

male breast, mamma, teats, udder: e'dsham lawalash nipple. (3) butter, cheese.
6 h u; same as eVa, q. v.
e*ika, efya, d. e*-ika to advance the head; to put the head out: ef%a Miiash 

the South Wind put his head out of his lodge, 111, 9.
e i k a n a , aikana, d. e-i'kana (1) to put, stick the head out. (2) to nod, as 

lizards do, 155; 19. and Note.
e i 1 a k a, d. e-ilaka to lay the head down upon, as upon a table, pillow etc.
eitakta, d. e-ftakta to hide the head under something.
eitaktnula, d. e-itaktmila to stick out the head from under, as from a den 

or cavity, 156; 36. Der. eitakta.
d 1 h u i s h, d. e-alhuish backbone, vertebral column; back of quadrupeds. Der. 

flhi, ilia.
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e*lktcha, d. e-^lktcha to leave while going, to leave behind; long-shaped 
articles only, as hair, thread, ropes, poles.

61% a, elka, il%a, d. e'-al/a, a'-al%a, i-al%a (1) to lower, let down, to prostrate, 
to deposit, said of long-shaped articles: nu' himpoks e. / am lowering a log; 
ktchal%ishtat, mahieshtat il%a he exposed them to the sunheat, he put them in 
the bhade, 103, 3. 4.; to lay down, put down on the ground: 161oksgish mi elk! 
lay down your gun! 37, 6. 9.; cf. 34, 14.; (kshu'n) lapash l'l%at! make ye two 
stacks (of this hay)! 75, 13. (2) to deposit in the ground; to keep, preserve 
in caches or other places of safety, as food, provisions, seeds etc., 146, 10. 
148, 10. (3) to ~bury, to inter, said of dead bodies 87, 11. (4) to give 
name, to call ~by name, to name, to call the term she'shash name, to he sup 
plied to the verb; 142, 3-12: e'-al^a, a'al%a to give a name to each object, 
142,1.; to read, lit. "to give a name to each word": see a'-al%a. (5) to state 
the price, to price, to value: turn hai 1 nen e'. you charge too much for it, viz: 
"you call it too high"; mu i &, tu'ma 1 e*. you sell dear, too dear; ke'tcha nu 
d. I sell at low figures, cheap Cf. il%i, ilks, shdal/a. Except in No. 4 
and 5, Kl. prefers il%a to el%a, a'l^a.

e' m p Si i, a'mpSle to bring, carry, lead, convey back; to convey home: kiuksas 
a'mpele tchi'shtal they brought the (dead) conjurer to his wigwam, 69, 3.; 
cf. 96, 7. 119, 13. Der. e'na, -pelf.

dmtchna, d. e-dmtchna to carry; said of an infant tied to its board. Der. e'na.
6 n a, a'na, d. e'-ena (1) to carry, bring, transport, mainly used of bulky, 

heavy objects transported by horses: 111, 1. 2.; nanuk nat e'na! all of us 

help in cam/w0r(w6kash-seed)!.75, 2.; nga'-isapksh a/nok ndanna because 

we carried (with us) three wounded men, 24, 7.; watchatka dnank bringing 
(them) out on a horse or on horses, 87, 6. (2) to take along with, remove, 

make go; said of persons: lapksapt weVanuish and.nat hunk we took with 
us the seven women, 31, 6.; cf. 31, 15. 134, 12. (3) to carry by mail; Kl.  
Speaking of many objects: idsha, idshna, q. v., are used, though more 
in Mod. than in Kl. Cf. ana, ansha,

e7 n i, d. e'-eni spirit-land, abode of the deceased: e'-eni nil witka I blew out 
from me in the abode of the deceased, 174; 11.

enia, d. e-enia to carry to somebody; to bring or transport in somebody's inter 
est: pash aniyuk in order to bring him victuals, 66, 8. Der. ena.
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e* p a t, d. e'pat, a/pat (1) species of tall grass found in the Klamath High 
lands. (2) ornament made of it; portions of its stalk are braided around 
buckskin strings and appended to the dress.

e*pka, a'pka, d. e'pka to fetch, to bring, to bring along; said of persons and 
objects of long shape. Mish nu a'pkolatkik (for a'pkolatki gl) I told you 
to bring from there (said of women), 107, lO.; cf. ibid. 4. 8. 11.; tsialsh 
kawi tchish e'pkuapk (sa) they would bring home salmon and lamprey-eels, 
93, 5.; wikansh, atinsh anku ish e*pkl! bring me a short, a long stick! Kl. 
for atpa, itpa Mod.

^ t e s h u a, eVshua, d. e-atshua to sneeze.
e 11 §' * i, a. itle'^i. Cf. ksheYleka.
etchmu'na, d. i-atchmu'na purple salmon, 3-4 feet long, coming up the 

Klamath River into the Lake Region in the latter part of November. 
Shasti term adopted by Modocs; unknown to Klamath Lakes.

e*-ukik broken, rotten canoe or dug-out; wreck of a canoe, leaking canoe: 
d-ukik pl'la 6*wank nothing but a leaking, water-filled canoe, 182; 8 Cf. 
i-ukak.

E - u k s h i, A'-uksi, A'-uks (1) nom. pr. loc. of the whole district including 
the eastern shore of Upper Klamath Lake from Nilaks and Modoc Point to 
Kohdshti, a few miles up the Williamson and Sprague rivers, the agency, 
Fort Klamath, and the country up to and along Klamath Marsh. Lit. "in 
the Lake country". A'-uksi na'dsant shiu'lgishtat on one and the same reser 
vation on the Upper Klamath Lake, 58, 9.; E-ukshitala to Upper Klamath 
Lake country, 34, 2. Cf. 58, 4. 147, 18. (2) nom. pr. loc. of Klamath 
Marsh, an extensive swampy and marshy tract, with sheets of open 
water, in northern part of the reservation. Williamson River (K6ke) 
takes its origin in it; the Marsh is visited annually by the Lake People 
for gathering wokash-seed, berries, and for hunting, and its shores were 

- formerly inhabited throughout the year, fi-uksi (for fi-uksitala) ge"n- 
uapka they will repair to Klamath Marsh, 74, 6.; wakaptch E. ne'pka 
how Klamath Marsh appears, looks, 192; 4. The Marsh is mentioned 
16, 17. 20, 17. 24, 12. 28, 1., referring to a time when the wigwams of 
the Klamath People were still surrounding it. The name for the Upper 
Klamath Lake country is distinguished by these Indians from that of
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Klamath Marsh by a very slight difference in the pronunciation of 
fi-ukshi, which I was unable to represent. Der. e'-ush.

E-ukshikni, fi-ukskni, $-ushkni, A'-ukskni, A'-ushkni, nom. pr., (1) 
adj., belonging to the Klamath Late tribe: fi. weVanuish the Lake females, 
28, 1. 80, 1-7.; E. maklaks, 131, 1. 13.; E. tenuya-ash a maiden from 
Upper Klamath Lake, 190; 21. (2) subst, the tribal name of the Kla 
math Lake People in its phonetic variations. It includes only the Maklaks 
living on the banks of Williamson River and the shores of Upper Kla 
math Lake, not those inhabiting Sprague River Valley (P'laikni), nor the 
Modocs (M6atolmi) or Snake Indians (Sha't), both of whom are P'laikni 
also. The regular form of the name is fi-ukshikni, 13, 1. 2. 79, 1. 103, 3. 
fi-ukskni, A'-ukskni, the form most frequently heard among the Klamath 
Lakes, occurs 16, 3. 9. '20, 2. 9. 28, 8. 12. 35, 5-21. 36, 1-3 fi-ukskni 
na'd tchi tchia we Lake Indians live in this way, 58, 1.; A'ukskni is 
found 18, 2.; E-ushkni, 16, 1. 18, 3. Der. fi-ukshi No. 1.

fi-ukshi wash (1) adj. coming, hailing from Klamath Marsh 190; 13. 
(2) subst,, inhabitant of the shores and surroundings of Klamath Marsh. 
Der. fi-ukshi No. 2.

fi-ukalkshi, nom pr. of a locality on Wood River, between Fort Kla 
math and the agency buildings. A myth relates, that the ancient, mor 
tuary sweat-lodge there was built by K'mukamtch and given by him to 
the Indians at the Lake, 142, 12.

E-ukalksini k 6 k e, nom. pr of Wood River, a rivulet flowing west of 
Fort Klamath and entering Upper Klamath Lake near Kohashti, almost at 
the same spot as Crooked River: tiinsna tu'sh iwutit K6hashti shutandank.

E-iihe'seltko, nom. pr. masc., Kl.; the man lives at Yaneks.
e'-ush, d-us, a'-ush, d. e-e-ush (1) lake, stagnant water; fresh-water lake, 

122, 13. 148, 1. 167; 34.: Agaweshni e\ Little Klamath Lake; e-us, mean 
ing Warner Lake, 29, 7-9.; d. tchiwd the lake is brimful of water, 122, 
12.; e'-usam ambu, e-ushti arnbu the water or waters of the lake; mu/ni d. 
sea, ocean, 127, 14.; simply e-ush in 103, 5. Conjurer's songs, in which 
lakes are mentioned: 162; 6. 164; 1. 165; 15. 167; 34. 179; 4. (2) fi-ush, 
nom. pr. of Upper Klamath Lake; cf. fi-ukshi, fi-ushtat, 144, 6 10.

£-ushtat, (1) nom. pr. of the location*of the Old Agency buildings at
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Kohdshti, northeast corner of Upper Klamath Lake, three miles from 
Ya-aga, 78, 13. (2) "at the Lake", 90, 2. The main settlement of the 
Indians on Lower Williamson River is meant, and fi-ushtat stands for 
El-ukshi No. 1 It may be used for sites on any other lake also, as on 
Tule Lake, Clear Lake etc.

d w a , iwa, eliua, elm, d. e-eVa, e-eliu, (1) v. intr , to be contained within, to 
fill, to fill up: e*wank full of water, 182; 8 (2) v. intr. to be stagnant; to be 
deep: uyuga hatokt &sva it is not deep here; a-ati siipSn ke"ld-ush elm a 
the sand lies deep; ka-i a-ati kela-ush elm the sand is not deep. (3) v. intr., 
to be frozen, ice-covered: k6ke a eVa the river is frozen over. Cf we'n. (4) 
v. impers., to be satiated, replenished, satisfied: ad an tu'm .pan ewa nish, piinua 
ew4 nish I have eaten, drunken enough; atSnish ewa shui'sh I had songs 
enough, I am tired of songs, 90, 12. Cf. a'-una. (5) v. trans., to place, put 
upon, empty upon (mainly in use with collective nouns): tchfpash dwa 
palatka they put the (ground-up) tchipash-seed upon a matted dish, 149, 9.

e'waga, d. e-eVaga pond, spring of water, lagoon, small lake or body of water, 
82, 10. Dim. e*-ush.

e w f s i , a-ui'shi, d. e-ewisi to digest. Cf. a'-una, a-un61a.

Words with initial guttural not found under G to be sought under K 
or K. On initial gutturals representing abbreviated prefixes, cf. introduc 
tory words to letter K. Some verbs in ga-, ge- are used only when more 
than one subject or object is spoken of. 
ga, ga; ga-ag; see ka; gahak. 
ga-asht, ga-ash, ka-asht thus, so, in this manner, 103, 12.; ga-ash, 103,

9.; g. he'mkanka thus he said; so she said. Cf. na-asht. 
gadaktish, d. gaggadaktish quilt for beds or wagons. 
gahak, ga-ag, ka-ag long time hence; many years ago (indicates a more

remote past than ma'ntch in KL), 65, 11.; ga-ag, 94, 1.: shiiilka na/lsh
k4-ag he brought us together long ago, 28, 1 3. Der. kaa, hak. 

g a h i p a, ga-ipa, d. gaggi'pa to catch air with a grunt after weeping or crying. 
gaikanka, d. gaigaikanka to go around sobbing, whining, 1 9 0 ; 1 8 Cf. gahlpa. 
gaikanka, d. gagglkanka, 182; 11. See ka-ikanka.
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gay aha, kaya-a, d. gaggiaha, v. intr., (1) to run away from. (2) to hide, 
to conceal, secrete oneself: gaya-a na'ts (for nalash) they hid themselves on 
seeing us, 31, 11.; nanka gaggiaha peno'dsasam some secreted themselves 
before the pursuers, 17, 14. Said of many subjects only; cf. huyaha, fha.

g a y a - i d s h a, d. gaggia-idsha to pass or advance before, in front of somebody : 
na/ts (jfor na'lash) gaya-itsampk shu'ldshash huk the soldiers had already 
advanced in front of us, unseen by us, 29, 17. Der. gayaya.

gay ay a, d. gaggiaya (1) to go in front of, to pass ahead of. (2) to go in 
front scouting or spying; to be on the lookout. (3) to head off, surround, cut 
°ff from retreat, as enemies, wild horses etc.

g a y a t g 6 1 a, d. gaggiatg<51a (1) to retire from, to get away from. (2) to lack, 
to miss; to be deprived of.

g a y u e, d. gaggi-iie, v. trans., to scatter about, to disperse. Refers to* many 
objects only. . Cf. skiiyui, ulayue.

g 4 k a, gaka, gaka, d. of ge*na, q. v.
gaka-ipka, contr. from gakayapka; see gakaya.
g a k 4 y a, d. gagakaya to go, to enter into woods, bushes, recesses, marshes, or 

other hiding places: gakayapguk M6atuash i-o'ta the Pit River men disap 
peared in the woods and shot (at us), 21, 15.; wash padshayamat gakayapkan 
ka'kin the coyote went into the manzanita-thicket and disappeared, 128, 5. Mod.; 
also contr. into gaka-ipka. Said of many subjects in Kl. Cf. hukaya.

gakayo'la, gakayu'la, d. gag'kayiila to come out from woods, bushes, or 
recesses: atenen gakayoluapka as they say, they will leave now their position 
in the bush, 23, 5. Speaking of one only, hukayo'la. Cf. skuyokayo'la.

gakatpna, 131, 7., d. of gatpna, q. v.
gaker mi, d. gag'ke'mi, v. intr., to make a turn, to turn around, to describe a 

turn, or bend: stu' s^a/tigshtant g. ga/kshtantal the road turns to the left. Kl.
gakiamna, d. gag'kiamna (I) to approach close to, to go near, to go around. 

(2) to encircle, surround, as an enemy: tsui gakiamna latchas then they sur 
rounded (OUT) lodges, 16, 17.; to form a circle around, 87, 12. Cf. 16, 4. 21, 
14. 42, 19. This verb stands without object in 37, 4. Cf. i-ukakiamna.

g a k i' m a, d. gag'ki'ma, v. intr., to move around, to move in. a circle, to en 
circle: g. sa-atchiik they performed a circular dance around the scalp-pole, 
16, 11. Cf. aggfma, gake'mi, takima. 

3
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gaktchui, d. gagaktchui to go into cliffs of rocks, woods or inaccessible 
places: nanuk h&k Sa't gaktsui wali'shtat all the Snake Indians retired into 
rock-cliffs, 30, 7. Said of many subjects only.

g a k u a, kakua, d. gag&kua (1) to cross, to cross over / said of waters, livers, 
lakes etc.: k6kaitat gagakua to cross rivers. Mod.; to cross a brook or river 
on a foot-log, bridge, or ferry: tat%Slampani gaggutk(o) having crossed the 
river halfways, J 23, 2. (2) to approach, come over, go over Guards: Leme'-ish 
gakua shle'dshuk the Thunders went over (to SkeTs couch) to look (after 
him), 113, 15.

g a k a 1 a, kakala, d gag'kala to walk or go around, to go or march in a round, 
circular line: kaila nugakala I run in circles over the ground, 174; 10.

gakl'dsha, d. gaggagi'dsha; same as kaki'dsha, q v.
g al al»a, d. gaggelala to go around in the camp, settlement.
galalina, d. gakalalfna to walk around the water's edge, to follow the shore 

line: ku'tagsh stu'kapksh galalin6ta while (the Crane) walked around the 
waters gigging minnow-fish, 122, 6.

galampaga, d. gakalampaga to follow in a file, to form a file in marching 

behind: tapi' g. to follow in a file after, 85, 5.
galdshawia, d. gaggaldsha.wia to come close to, to approach in a friendly 

or hostile intention: la/ nat wak galdsawia-a! we do not know in which man 
ner to approach! 22, 2.; wikatant galtchawiank when approaching close to, 
121, 3.; cf. galdsha-uyank, 131, 8. Der. galdshui.

gal.dshui, d. gaggaldshui (1) to approach, to meet, to come close to some 
body in a, friendly or hostile intention, 139, 10.: tapftankni g. Tchikash 
from behind he approached Tchika, 96, 2.; Shashapamtch g. TcheVash Old 
Grimly went to meet Old Antelope, 119, 3.; galdshiiyank approaching 96, 6. 
(2) to rejoin, unite to somebody: Alshishash hun g. unite yourself to Aishish, 
193; 11.; M'nke'sh haf nu galdshui-uapka I will attach, unite myself to him.

gam a, ka/ma, d. gagga/rna to grind, to crush, to pound, to mash fine; said of 
seeds, dried fish etc.: 147, 16. 148, 10

gama = pala-ash flour-mill, grist-mill; lit. "grind-flour".
g a m 6 n i, d. gagam'ni (1) to wind around; to dodge (a missile). (2) to climb 

up by going around (a tree, log, mountain etc.).
g a m k i s h, ga/mkish, d. gagamkish mortar, made of stone or any other
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material: skdtka gama ga'mkishtat they pound in a mortar by means of a
pestle, 147, *. 6. Der. gama.   

gamni'kish, d. gaggamnikish" stairs, staircase, flight of stairs: 1' hunk
bubanuish yilokuela gamnigfshtat you kicked that drunkard down stairs.
Der. gamSni. 

gamo'tkish, d. gaggamo'tkish grinding, crushing or mashing apparatus,
mill; grist-mill, coffee-mill etc. Der gama. 

gankanka,d gagankanka to hunt game, 107, 6.: vu'n g. (or vunaldsha)
to hunt elks; pa^o'les, tcha'-u g. to hunt the mule-deer, antelope, 74, 13. 

gankankish, d. gagankankish hunter, huntsman: nanka gakankankish
shfshala some of the hunters became sick, 128, 7. 

gankanktka, d. gagankanktka to return from the chase; to come home from
game-hunting, 111, 21. 

gankanktcha, d gaggankanktcha to hunt while going about, to be on a
hunting trip, 144, 7. 

ganodsha, d. gaggdnodsha to go hunting on the water, lake etc.; to be on
a duck- or geese-hunt. 

g a n t a, d gaganta to approach on the sly, to slip up to, to sneak or move slowly
towards; said of men and .animals, 110, 8. 12. 

ganta = papalish, d gaganta=papalish sneak-thief.
g an til a, gandi'la, d. gagandfla to creep up to; to observe secretly, 185; 40. 
ga-6l£ka; see ga-iil%a
gapneaga, e d. gagapneaga young louse, *young headlouse. Cf. kiitash. 
gapt6ga, d gagapt6ga to join, rejoin, 37, 18. Of. kaptcha. 
g a p t c h a, gaptche ; see kdptcha. 
g d p ft, gapo, gapu'tko etc.; see kdpo etc.
gashaktchna, gasaktsina, d. gakshaktchna (I), to follow, to march be 

hind; used, for instance, of mourners following a corpse to the burying-
ground, 87, 7. 17. (2) to pursue; to follow or hunt in pursuit, 28, 7. 

gashtish doorflap; door. Shorter form of kafshtish, q. v. 
ga/t, ka/t, pi. tiimi g sage-brush: Artemisia tridentata, a shrub of spongy

growth attaining a height of 3 6 feet and covering extensive arid regions
in Western North America The plant furnishes an excellent fuel and the
stems are used by Indians as the turning part of the aboriginal fire-drill.
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gataml'%a, d. gagtaml'%a to go, travel around, 154; 15.
gat i7 tana, d. gakatftana, gaggatitana to walk around a house, lodge or other 

structure on its outside. Cf. luye*na.
g a t k a, gat%a, d gakt%a to reach, attain, arrive, come to.
g A t k a p s h a, d. gagatkapsha to reach while walking or traveling in the dis 

tance, or unseen by others: gat^apshank k6ketat reaching the river's bank, 
122, 18. 20. Contr. from gatkapktcha; same suffix as in geluipktcha.

gdtkta, d. gaggatkta to enter, go into, invade: pakshtat g. to enter into 
a canon or deep valley; gu7shuash k<5-idshi shku'ksh g. wicked spirits, 
"devils", went into the hogs, 128, 1.

gatp a, d. gagatpa to arrive; to come, go, proceed towards; refers to arrivals 
not seen by the one speaking or to movements of distant animate beings: 
g. tumi' maklaks many Indians arrived (in our country), 16, 16. 28, 12.; 
nat sash g. we reached them, 29, 20.; shuldshamkshi g. he came to the camp, 
40, 13.; cf. 109, 8. 122, 16.; g. maklaks ktaklfsh men arrive clad in armor, 
88, 7 ; g. ktu'tpnuk pa/sh he came to bring him food, 66, 7.; hu7dshatoks 
atikni g., watchatka g. but those who come from a distance, come there on 
horseback, 87, 10.; nu a g. pa/p I the marten am coming, 177; 10.; at gat- 
pisht vula after her arrival they asked her, 41, 1.; gdtpa iml'ns (or: mu'n) 
comes out a large object, 68, 5. Cf. 28, 3. 29, 3. 127, 10. Cf. ge'pka:

gcitpamna, d. gagatpamna to come around; to come near, 128, 6.; to arrive 
in the vicinity of, to come to the lodge, lodges or camp: gatpamnan nanuk 
ktchmksh papalla they came to the (Modoc) camp and stole all their rails, 
35, 15.; gatpamnan kailatat arriving on the ground, 85, 2.; Yamatkni gat- 
pam'n6ka on account of the arrival of the Northerners in our land, 192; 1.; 
tud gatpamn6ka./br what object he had come where they were, 34, 1.

gdtpamp8li,d. gagatpampeli to return to one's own home, to come back 
home; used in the sense of gatpna, sometimes with the addition of tchi'sh- 
tat "to the lodge", 95, 9. 100, 11.: sa g latsastat they returned to their wig 
wams, 101, 1., but much more frequently without these locatives: lupi' 
g. to be the first in returning home, 20, 14.; shushotankishamgshi go.tpam- 
pelan having returned to the Peace Commissioners (where she dwelt at that 
time), 40, 6.; K^-utchiamtch g. Old Wolf came home, 112, 15.; gatpampe 
Ifssa they came home, 101, 8. Cf. 20,v 16. 17. 82, 12. 105, 13. 110, 20. 
Der. gatpna, -peli; cf. ge'pgapele, ge'mpe'le.
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gatpankshka, d gagatpankska to come near reaching, to arrive almost up 
to: gatpankshkshi (for gatpankshkash=l) hii'nk wats after he had almost 

reached the horse, 30, 5. Der. gatpna, -kshka.
gatpanula d. gatgatp'niila to come and leave again; to arrive and depart, 

105, 14. Der. gatpna, -u'la.
gatp8n6ta, d.'gagatp'n6ta to arrive, to come near with somebody or some 

thing: m'na unakam g'atpe'ndtash having come there with his son, 66, 14.
g 41 p n a, gatpena, d. gagatp'na to arrive; to come, go, proceed towards; used 

in the same manner as gatpa, but with the idea of contemporaneous oc 
currence, one or several acts being performed during or just after the 
arrivals or comings: gatpanank tche'l^a he arrived and sat down, 96, 12.; 
gatpnank l't%a shash when he reached there he took from them, 109, 4.; ka 
yak tchi'sh gatpenunk not having reached his home yet, 131, 6.; tula 
tchish huk gakatpantk those who had arrived in his company, 131, 7.; 
hatokt gatpantk#ow# there, 140, 6 Cf. 66, 15. 71, 3. and: hu gatpampka 
(met. for gatp'ndpka) he has arrived (far out there). Der. gatpa.

gatchesh, d. gdktchesh thicket, shrubbery, woods, underbrush, forest: ga- 
tche'shtka g^na to go through the woods. Cf gdktchui.

gatche'tko, d. gaktche'tko (1) wooded, overgrown with bushes. (2) tract 
or land overgrown with shrubbery, scrubs, scrub-thickets, bushes.

g a - li 1 a, ga-o'la, d. gaku'la, v. intr., to ascend, to go or move upwards.
ga-iilakpka, d. gaggiilakpka, kak61akpka to ascend, mount repeatedly, to 

climb up by repeated attempts: yainatala kak61akpka we again climbed up the 
hill-ridge, '29, 8. Frequentative of ga-ul%a, q v.

gd-ulapka, d. gaggu'lapka, kak61apka (1) to ascend, mount, climb in the 
distance or unseen by others; as a hill, eminence, roof of house etc. (2) 
g., or ga-u!6pka, v. impers., when referring to the course of the sun: it is 
noon, midday, lit: the sun has ascended. Mod. for shewatya Kl.

ga-ulapgap8le, d. gaggulapkapele (1) to climb up again, or a second 
time; to reclimb. (2) to climb the outside ladder of one's own winter-lodge 
or mud-house, usually without the indirect object luldamalakshtat, 112, 
3. 6. 9 11. 17. Der. ga-ulapka, -pell

ga-u'l%a, ga-ul$ka, d gagga-ul%a to climb up, to ascend, to scale: yafna 
g. to climb an eminence; tu7 ati g. we climbed high hills, 30, 7.; nanuk ga-
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6l8ka all went up hill, 29, 21.; ga-ulakuapk shkuyui shash Tie sent them 
to ascend in the air, 101, 11. Der. ga-iila. Of. ge'kuela, kinual%a.

ga-ulo'la, d. gaggulo'la (1) to descend, to go down hill or down stairs; lit. 
to cease to ascend; Kl. and Mod. (2) when said of the sun or .day-time: 
11 it is mid-afternoon" Mod. for tinolola KL Der. ga-iila, -6'la.

ga-ulu'lkish, d. gaggulu'lkish outside ladder of an Indian winter-lodge; 
the inside ladder being called wakish: ga-ulu'lkishtala shnatkual they fast 
ened U to, or against the outside ladder, 120, 19 Der ga-u!61a.

gawal, gawala, d. gdkual, gagguala to find, to fall in with, to discover 
accidentally, 24, 13.: shiihankptchak an g ko'sh I have discovered, I found 
by chance a similar tree

gawalia'ga, d. gakualia'ga (1) to begin coming up (2) to mount, ascend, 
go up hill, 29, 15. 16. Said of many subjects; cf. huwalie'ga.

gawdlpgli, d. gakudlpeli to find, find out again; to recover, to rediscover, 
110, 21.; partic.: gawalpalank, 110, 22.

g a w i a Hack bird not specified Its incantation, 163; ] 0.
gawlna, d. gakufna, gaggui'na to join, rejoin; to meet again, to meet a 

second time, 23, 12.; to meet for surrendering, 44, 2. and Note to 43, 22.
g a7 - i s h, Kl. for ngeMsh, q. v.
ga/ka, ga'tak, ga/l%alga; see ge*ka, ge*tak, ge*l%alka.
ga/tsa, ga'dsha, ga'dsa; see kitcha
ge, ge'g, g^gsha; see ke, ke'k, ke'ksha.
g e' h 1 a p k a to ascend, mount, step upon by using hands; g. watchat to mount on 

horseback by a grip of the hands; g. shnu'lashtat he helped himself over the 
rim of the nest and climbed into it, 95, 5. Der. gelapka.

ge^hlaptchapka, 66, 13. See gelaptcha.
g 4, k a, gek4, ga/ka, d. g^kga, ke'kga to go out of, to leave, to set out from the 

place, spot or dwelling habitually occupied: shtina/sh nu g<3kish shana-uli 
I want to leave the house, Mod.; siimat g. tchakele the blood rises to the throat, 
83, 5.; ke'kga mbu'shan ku'metat next morning they left the rock-cave, 43, 
3. When g. refers to dwellings, it is used by or in reference to those who 
stay inside: ge*ka ampka, gull ampka! get out or come in! geka shtina/sh! 
go out of the house! Mod. Cf. 82, 9. 113, 21.

gekarnpgli (1) to leave, to go out again: g. pash the food'passes through the 
body, is ejected. (2) to return by going through or out, 87, 13. Der. gdkna.
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gekankish, d. gegakankish aperture for going out, outlet, passage-way; 
kittiam g cat-hole, Mod. Der. g^kna. Of. gutdkuish.

ge'kansha, d. gegakansha to go out of, to loave; refers to the leaving of 

one's own dwelling in: 105, 2. 112, 3. 10. Der. ge"kna.
ge*kanshna, d. gegakanshna to go out or start out of at the time being; re 

fers to one's own lodge in: 112, 5. For gekanshenu'nk see Note to 112, 9.
g ^ k n a ,  ga'kna, d. gegakna (1) to set out from; to march, proceed, start from 

the place or spot habitually occupied: gakan a na't! let us march (against 
them)! 17, 9.; gdkantgi tpa'wa he told him to leave (the lodge), 113, 21.; 
tcha'keli ge'kanuapka the blood will come up (to the throat), 83, 5.; gekua- 
napka met. for gekna-uapka, 17, 9.; ge"knan, gegaknat stfna'sh! get out of 
the house! Mod.; g^knat! ye go out! Kl., both said by those Who remain 
within. (2; to come out of (a place occupied): gelmank shlu'lushtat coming 
out of the reed-whistle, 123, 5.; ge*knan heine^e coming out he said, 37, 5.

g e k n o'1 a, d. gegakno'la to set out to a distance, to walk or travel far off, 
141,9 Der. g&na.

ge'kshta, ke'kshta, adv., on this part or side; correl. ge'kshta ..... ge'k- 
shta on this side . . . . .°on the opposite side, 88, 9. 10.; ge'kshtantala in 
yonder direction. Abbr. from ge'kshtana. Der. ke'k.

g ekuanapk a; 17, 9. See ge"kna.
g e* k u e 1 a, ga'kuela, d. gegdkuela to descend, go down Mil; also: yaina g.
gelapka, d. geklapka (1) to step on, tread upon: g. tchu'kshtat he stepped 

upon the leg, 123, 1. (2) to ascend, mount: g. watchat (or simply gelapka) 
to mount on a horse. (3) to ride on horseback.

gelapkapSle, d geklapkapele (1) to tread upon again. (2) to reascend: 
g. watchat to mount again on horseback. (3) to ride ~back, to ride homeward: 
nat ga/lapgapele shtilshampeli-uapkuk we rode lack to report again, 29, 17. 
Der. gelapka, -pell

gelaptcha, d. gekldptcha to mount a horse while abroad, on a trip or jour 
ney: watch hatokt gd'hlaptchapka there he mounted on horseback ~by a grip 
of hands (-'h-), while unseen ~by others, 66, 13. and Note. Of. gelapka.

g ^ 1 a s h , 186 ;  58.; see kallash.
gelidanka, d. geglidanka (1) to meet somebody at the home or stopping 

place of that person. (2) to meet as friends, to bid welcome. Of. hushtanka.
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gelidanktsa, kelitanktcha, d. geglfdanktsa (1) to go to meet somebody at 
Ms or her home. (2) to go to meet in the distance, or away from home: 
ggledanktsuk Yamakisas in order to bid welcome to the Warm Spring In 
dians, 17, 1. This passage refers to a march of about 30 miles made
bv the Klamath Lake Indians to receive their friends../

g e 1 k a y a, apoc. geTkai, d. geggalkaya to erect a platform on a scaffold.
ge*l%a, ke'tya, d. geggal#a, (1) v. intr, to come down, to drop; to fall acci 

dentally, to happen to fall, 80, 3.: lalakiak (tut) takani'l^uk g£l%a, hu'nkant 
a na'sh wl-uka kshe'sh when the upper (two teeth) fall right side up, they 
win one game-check on this account, 80, 4. (2) v. impers. it is the haMt of, 
it is customary with: kdl%a a n'sh u'nak ge*-u patkalsh I am in the habit of 
rising early; partic. g&%atko used to, accustomed to.

ge*l%algt, d. geggal^algi to reach the ground when climbing down, 112, 11.: 
gal^algfpka to have descended a hill in the direction towards somebody, 29, 18. 
Der. g&%a. Of. liipiak.

ge*l%alka, d. gegal^alka to proceed further after going down hill; to march 
on after a descent. Der. g&%a.

g e 16' 1 a, d. geklo'la to dismount from horse, wagon, or other conveyance, 20, 
13. 29, 12.: watch g. to dismount from horse; nad gelo'la pa-uk we' dis 
mounted for eating, 19, 7.; gelo'lank for gelo'lan gi they dismounted, J9, 10.

ge'luantcha, keluandsa, d. kekaluandsha to go, march or pass around 
(lakes, rivers, prairies etc.): nat e-ushtat geluandsa we marched around a 
lake, 29, 7.

gelulpka, d. gekluipka to be at home after having returned; to arrive home.
geluipkapSle, d. g^kluipkapele to have returned home again, 85, 13.
ge'luipktcha, d. ge*ggaluipktcha to visit, to make a call, to go to see; 111, 

12.; ge'luiptcha is incorrect, though often used. Der. geluipka.
ge'mpe'le, ga/mpeli, d. gegampele to return, to come back; to go or come 

home; the generic term for returning, coming home, but mostly referring 
to places distant from the person speaking, 28, 10.: maklakshamkshl 
ga/mpe'le' he returned to the (Modoc) camp, 40, 22.; ga'mpele ladsashtat 
he returns to his lodge, 83, 3.; cf. 36, 4. 5.; ga/mpe'le Sa't the Snake Indians 
returned (to their camp), 28, 6.; ge'mpe'lin retreating, 37, 22.; g. an I come 
lack, 176; 7. Der. g&ia, -peli.
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g 6* m p k a, d. gegampka to go to, to proceed to: tat' n^ g.? where did she go 
to (after leaving her home) ? 105, 4. Contr. from gdnapka.

ge'mptchi, g&ntchi, adj., shaped, formed in this mode; like this or these; 
constituted alike, looking alike: ge*mtchi ts&as 50 looks the stalk, 147, 5.; ge'n 
ge'ntch (for g&ntcha) in this manner, 95, 20.; nti a ge'mptcha pshe-utfwa- 
shash gi'tki gi: gti'ggamtchishash! I vote, that men be created such, as to 
grow old! 103, 11. 12. Of. 103, 8. and humtchi. Der. ge'n, -ptchi.

ge'n, gen, in compounds: gen- and gin-, gin-: pron. dem., this, this here,
4

referring to objects in close proximity, like Latin hoc, hocce. (1) It 
generally applies to inanimate and abstract things, as in: g. kafla the 
country before you, 34, 5.; g. mbu'shant this morning, 140, 6.; g. waitash 
this day, 87, 15.; ge'nta (for g^ntat) into this (basket), 95, 18.; g^ntka pata 
this summer; ge'nu this thing right before me. It refers to a dead person in 
64, 2. Ge'ntala in this direction, over there, 182; 11.; ge'n ge'ntch in this 
manner, 95, 20. (2) Refers to persons and animate beings in a few in 
stances only: to the person last named in the context, 94, 3. 113, 20. 
114, 2.; ge'nu o-61ka this little gray pigeon here, 182; 4.';. ge'n said of a 
male, 100, 19.; of a female, 107, 9.

g e* n , gi'n, encl. gen, gin, local adv., here, right here, here before you, at this 
spot here, 121, 15.: y£na nu gen ge'na here I go, or went down hill; gin 
wawalkan sitting down here on ground, 34, 13.; gin at those places, 37, 17.; 
gl (for gin) here, 75, 2.; wak 1 ge'n gitkl what are you doing here? 101, 14.; 
una gi'n, linagin long ago; ge'n nanuk kaluat all over the sky up there, 96, 
20. Combined with a in gina: gimi tchal%'! sit here! KL; gina tcneT^S, 
ge'pke! come here and sit close to me (for gin a tchdl%l, ge'pk' 1)!

ge'na, d. gaka (1) to'go away, to depart, to leave, to set out, to travel: tsiii g. 
kfllikankank and he went speeding off, 30, 4.; g. an atf, ge'mpe'le an I go far 
away, and then return, 176; 7.: g. mi at hukfsh! now your.life has departed! 
87, 15. Of. 121, 17. 19. Refers to long travels, 36, 14. 93, 2-10.; cf. 
Ill, 4. 8.: kek6-uya ge'shtka giiiga he tried to reach, to enter into, 55, 11.; 
ge'mpktch (for genapkash) who- has gone, who went, 140, 9. (2) to go, to 
walk, to march, to proceed; generic term for all modes of going and mov 
ing from place to place: watch g. the horse marches, 85, 5.; hu kai at g. 
he is going now, Mod.; sha-amoks hadaktna gen6g& when~some relative
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passes this spot, 85, 15.; ge'ntko kaflatat walking on the earth, 125, 1.; 
papkash walta ge*-u a g£-ish lumber-boards are rattling while I walk on them, 
178; 7. Of. 165; 13. 14 and Note to 164; 4. Speaking of more than 
one subject, ge*na has almost entirely superseded the d. form gaka.

genala, genalla, d. geknala, (1) v. intr.: to start off, to set out, to leave: 
klipa nil genalla / the mink I am starting (on my errand), 174; 12. (2) 
v. trans.: to approach to, to touch, 184; 36. Der. ge*na.

g e n a 1 i, g'nali, d. g'nag'nali after-birth, placental matter. Der. ge*na.
g e* n a n a, d. geknana to go uninterruptedly, to travel without stoppage: nat a 

ge*nanuapk! let us travel right along! 75, 1. Der. ge*na.
g e* n a s h a, d. ge*knasha to follow pell-mell, not in file. Cf. galampaga.
g d n t c h, 95, 20.; same as ge*mptchi, q. v.
g e* n u for ge"n u, ge*n ml; see ge*n.
g e n u a 1 a, geno'la, d. geknu'la to be gone, to depart and be away: get geno'la 

that way he has started off, 189; 2.; ge't a genu'la in this direction she has 
left, 105, 4.; k6-idshi watch g. a wicked steed has disappeared, 184; 35.; 
genu'l a huk una they have gone, they left long ago, 121, 12.; at genti'la now 
he is gone. Der. ge*na. Same word as ginuala, but differently pronounced.

ge*nui.sh, ge*nhuish tread, march. In the Incantations, pp. 164-178, g. 
can often be translated by these terms; but being the verbal preterit of 
ge*na, other renderings are also admissible: ku'ltam at huk ge'nuish I the 
otter have passed here, 177; 9.; kamtilagam ge*-u ge*nhuish / the black snake 
have started off, 165; 8. Cf. 166; 24. 169; 55. 176; 4. 177; 13. and Note 
to 164; 4.; also, geMsh, under ge*na

g e n u t a to go or walk all the time; to go at the time being, 141, 3. Der. ge*na.
gepgapSle, d. gegapgapele (1) to come back, to return; refers to the spot 

where the speaker is or the object just spoken of: tu'kni g. from there they 
returned (to the place where we sat), 29, 14.; leVitchta sha gepgapelish 
they did not want to return, or: they tarried, loitered on their return trip. Cf. 
20, 5. (2) to return home, 20, 7. 24, 12. 141, 11. 144, 8.; to withdraw for 
home, 16, 9. Der. ge*pka, -pgll Cf. gatpampeli.

g 6* p k a, g^pke, d. gegapka to come to, to proceed towards the one speaking 
or the object just spoken of, 28, 2. 4. 95, 14.: slnYldshash ge*pka! soldiers 
are coming/ 42, 16.; i lakl ge*pki! chief/ come out of your lodge/ 37, 4.;
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ge*pk'i! come here! at g^pkat! at gegapkat! come ye! come ye all! i ge*p- 
kuapk lakiamksi you must come to the chief's lodge, 60, 7.; agency ge'pksht 
shash after they had arrived at the agency (the relator being there), 66, 12.; 
tche'kel' a g. the blood comes up (to the throat), 84, 1.

ge't, ga't, ka't (vowel long) (1) pron., so great, so large; the Latin tantus: 
Titak ge't hu t'shm Titdk has grown so tall, to that size; ge't pi tchud so thick 
or so large is the wdpatu-root, 149, 12. (2) pron., so much, that much, so many 
as that; the Latin tot, tantum: ga't 1 n's sku'ktanuapk so much you have to 
pay me, 60, 10. (3) adv. loc., so far as that; this way out, out there: ge't a 
genu'la through there she went away, 105, 4., cf. 189; 2.; ga'tow£ there, 140, 
7. 141, 3.; ga'tant, see ge'tant; getye'ni at this end (of a log, for instance).

ge*tak, ga'tak, adv., just so far, not further than that; most frequently con 
nected with at: at ga'tak Kl., corresponding to kanktak Mod. (1) just this 
thing, 39, 9 : hun g this one only, 97, 1. (2) enough of it, sufficiently: at 
ga/tak no more, now it is enough; frequently involving the idea of surfeit, 
of tediousness,. or of being tired: at g. ni sayuakta that 's all I know of it, 
17, 18.; at g. that's the end, 89, 7.; ga/tak finally, 16, 12. Cf. 62, 6. (3) 
g. and at g. are used as verbs, though not inflected, in the sense of: to quit, 
stop, cease: at ke*tak he quits, 133, 10.; ga/tak pala-ash ktete*gt! do not cut 
any more bread! tsiii nat at ga/tak then we ceased fighting (supply: shenoV 
tanka), 24, 3. Compare herewith: at ga/tak Satas shlaa*, we found no longer 
any Snake Indians, 31, 12.; at sa ga/tak sakla they became tired of gambling

- and quit it, 101, 2. Der. ge't, ak. Cf. keleVi.
g ^ t a n t, ga'tant to the opposite side, to the other side or end of: nakosh ga't 

ant to the other end of the dam (across the river), 132, 4.
ge*tkala, ke'tkal, d. ge'ktkala, ke'ktkal to go out of again, to leave again; to 

vacate, 43, 3. Der. ge*na.
ge'tpa; 68, 5. Same as gatpa, q. v.
g e* t u i, adv. loc., at some distance out there, over yonder. Cf. guni.
ge*-u, ke'-u, pron. poss., my, mine: g. hishuaksh, g. laki my husband, 183; 

19. 20. 21.; g. sndwedsh my wife; ka/gi g. vu'nsh / have no canoe, 122, 
21.; k^-u tala belonging to me alone; g^-utala steinash to my hearts content, 
136, 8. Cf. 39, 6. 22. 65, 7. 9. 125, 3. 168; 43. and g(%a No. 2.

ge'-upka, ge*-upga to arise, ascend, come up; said of celestial bodies: lalap
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(shapash) ge*-upkatki giug through the apparition of two (moons) at a time, 
105, 2. Der. ge*na, hu.

g^-upka, ga'-upka, d. ge*kupka (1) to wade in, to wade through: e*-ushtat 
ga'-upkapk they waded through the lake, 29, 8.; ge*-upgan mti'ni e'-ushtat 
we*ngga going into the sea they were drowned, 127, 14. (2) to swim; to cross 
by swimming Der. geVa.

g d w a, d. gdkua to go, to jump or leap into the water; said of many subjects: 
koka'tat gewd sha they leaped into the river, 17, 12. Of. huwa.

gi, gi, cond. gi't, gi't, partic. gfank, gink; gftko, gitk; verbals: gish, gisht, 
gitki, giug, gfula; d. form not in use. (l).fo exist, to stay, remain; corre 
sponding to the Spanish estar, to be accidentally; 22, 1.: kani gl, kani'g he 
is outside, outdoors; ni nanukash shla'sh ki I can see into every corner, I can 
see all of them, of it, 22, 17.; tfdsh gi to feel comfortably, to feel at ease, 136, 
6.; kii-i gl to be in bad health; to, be sick, unwell; Mpik there ivere two, 
20, 2.; yutetarnpka kt&yat gfpkash they began to fire at them while they 
were in the rocks, 38, 18.; ku'mmetat gfank staying in a cave or in caves; 
tua ki nu k6ga? which is the thing I suck out? 155; 17. cf. 60, 17. 105, 11. 
153; 4. 155; 21. 159; 58.; hatokt nfsh a gishf when or while I was there, 
22, 2. 3.; ne'-ul^a paplishash gftki gfug he caused a dam to come into exist 
ence, 94, 5.; gd-uga, 141, 11. Mod.; see wakaftch; giula, completive form 
of gi: to elapse, to be past: tfna sunde kmlan after more than a week, 44, 3. 
(2) to become, to begin to be: nu gi'tki gi I say that (they) must become, 103, 
8. 9. 12. ) 3 ; tsui kfllitk tsula'ks gi-uapk then your body will become vigor 
ous, 142, 9.; ka-i ni a kiikamtchish gf-uapk I would never become an old 
man, 64, 13.; kii-i gi to become worse, 68, 8. 9.; tidshf un ge'-u sku'tash 
gitak it will become a good robe for me, 125, 3. (3) the substantive verb 
to be, corresponding to the Spanish ser to be really: kani mYt gi? who is 
that man? tchelash palpali gi the stalk is white, 148, 3. cf ibid., 5.; a nu 
hun gitk gi! thus I say it should be! 139, 8 ; nu tchish a Mo'dokni gi / 
am a Modoc also; myself I am a Modoc, 41, 4. Cf. 55, 8. 9. 105, 9. 140, 5. 
167; 29. 35. 36. 168; 40. 45. 169; 53. 57. etc. 185; 44. With the verbals 
and participles of every verb, gi makes up periphrastic conjugational forms: 
nanuktua nu papfsh gi / am devouring, or: I can devour all sorts of food, 
158; 53. Cf. 22, 17. 55, 11. 60, 13. 135, 3. 182; 7. (4) to be possessed by,
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to be the property of; takes the owner or proprietor in its poss. case, the 
poss. pron. in its subj. case; gitko is construed with the obj. case of the 
thing possessed: kanam kek i-amnash gi 1? whose are these beads? tune'pni 
ge'-u welwash gi I have five w^ter-springs, 157; 46.; tmelhak g. possessed 
of a tmelhak-squirrel, 134, 5.; ka-ilalapsh=kitko dressed in leggings, 90, 17 ; 
lapa wewe'ash g., 118, 2.; to be provided, endowed with: ka-4 kalkalish 
liilp g. having too rounded eyes, 91, 5.; k6kuapkash lu'lp gipkash having 
swollen eyes, 186; 54.; stiya pil nush gi'pksh having pitch on her bare 
head, 96, 6.; gi'tkiug (for gi'tki giug) when having, 60, 13. Of. Note to 
146, 7. 14. (5) to do, to act, to perform: ka-i gi! don't do it! 22, 7.; tidsh 
gi to act well, to do one's duty, to do right, 59, 19, 20. 21.; kii-i gi to act 
wickedly, to do evil, wrong, 59, 17. 139, 5.; wak i ge'n gitk? what are you 
doing here? 101, 14.; wak at nu'sh gi'-uapk? what do you intend to do 
with me? 95, 18.; wak giug? why? lit. "for doing what?" 184; 26.; hii- 
masht and wak gisht, w. gi'tk, w. gi, see hiimasht gi, wak. (6) to say, 
to speaJc; the spoken words being quoted verbally: nil na-asht gi / spoke 
thus; na-asht gi, na'shtk, na'shtg I, he, they said so; tchin hataktk 50 there 
I said, 22, 9.; tchi' ni kl' so I said, 22, 8., cf 78, 4. 61, 3-5. and Note; 
ka-i na-asht gi! don't say so! epexegesis to the preceding tchi'tchiks, 119, 
15.; humasht gi, gink, giug, gisht, see hiimasht gi.

-gianggin, -ginggi, -kinki, -kink, suffix forming reflective pronouns, 
when appended to personal pronouns, the syllable -ta- intervening: mu- 
linank itaginggi cutting hay for yourself Occurs also as a suffix in shiii- 
lagien, tidshkianki, q. v. Der. giank, partic. of gi No. 5.

g i 1 h u a, d. giggalhua (1) to slope down on two sides, to slant, to be roof- 
shaped, to extend in a ridge. Cf. gfnshka. (2) to form a level top, to be 
flat-topped: gilhuantko sldnkosh bridge crossing the river; ati ka-4 g. slan- 
kosh huk this bridge is very long, lit. "quite far that bridge extends in a 
level plane". Cf. gfnshka.

gilhuapksh, d giggalhuapksh (1) ridge, roof-shaped body; pshi'sham g. 
ridge of nose. (2) table land, plateau; flat, wide mountain-top. Der. gilhua.

g i 1 % i, d. giggatyi, v. intr., to pass through, to go out from, to be removed from: 
ka-i gfl^isht pdsh since the food was not passing off from the bowels, 68, 9.

gimpka d. giggampka to be empty: gita g. this place is empty, vacant; 
nothing is there; same as ka-i a kaitua.
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ginagshtant, ginagshtan, Mod ginagshta; d. giggana'gshtant, prep, 
and postp., this side of, on this side. Der. ge*n; a, -kshi.

g i n a/1 a; in ginala h61akank, 182; 5.; identical with genala No. 2,q. v.
gf n at, for gin at, here now, 121, 6. 10.  
ginatani, d giggnatani, adj.. (1) situated or being on this side of, in front 

of: g. yaina being on this side of the mountain. (2) next, nearest, proximate, 
vicinal.- Der. ge*n.

g i n-a t a n t, ginatan, d. giggnatant, prep, and postp., this side of, on this side, 
in front of: ginatan ko'sh in front of the pine-tree; gc*-u wakalak latsas g., 
Mtsas wakala% gunitant my corral lies on this side of the house, the house 
on the other side of the corral. Der. ge'n.

ginhidna, d. gigganhie'na (1) v. intr., to be within, inside, as in a lodge, 
house, 182; 4. (2) prep, and postp., inside, indoor, within.

ginhien61atko, d. gigganhien61atko being comprised within; staying in 
side: ka'gi g. there is nothing inside.

gink, gi'nka, gt'nkak; see kinka, kinkak.
ginka, gi'nka, d. gigganka, giggan%a (1) to be hollow, as a reed; to be 

perforated in its length, to be tubiform: ginkatko perforated as a tube. (2) 
to pierce, perforate: psi'sh g. to pierce the septum of the nose; gin%antko 
orifice, opening, of an inkstand or bottle, e. g.

ginkayatko, d giggankayatko clearing in the woods.
ginkakiamna, d. gigankakiamna (1) v intr, to encircle in the form of 

a hollow body, to surround in the shape of a concave body or half globe. (2) 
prep, and postp., all around, in the horizontal dimension: kalo nanuktua 
g. horizon; lit. "sky encircling everything."

ginkaksh, d. giggankaksh intervening space, vacant space between: ndpam 
giggankaksh space between fingers. Der. ginka

g i n k a n k a, d giggankanka to bring there, to make come, to take along with;
  said of a plurality of persons, quadrupeds, and other tall or long-shaped 

objects, as poles, fish-lines: watch a liiluagsh tchi'sh ka-i g. .lu^lkish they 
take no horses or slaves (to the grave) for immolating them, 88, 4.

ginkiamnish, d. gigankiamnish midriff, diaphragm. Der. ginkidmna.
gin^ish, d. giggan%ish (1) passage-way of tubular shape, hole pierced 

through. (2) smoke-hole of lodge; aperture on lodge-top. Der. ginka.
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ginshas%antko, d. gigganshas^antko tubiform, hollow, perforated in its 

length; Mod for ginkatko Kl.

ginshka, d. gigganshka, (1) v. intr., to slope, to slope down, to form de 
clivity; more frequently used than gilhua; ginshkatko hillside, mountain 
side. (2) subst, slope, declivity: yamatat g. slope of mountain.

gins%a, d. giggans^a, (l) v intr., to be hollow, vacant, empty, opened up; 
gita a g. there is empty space here; the place is unoccupied. (2) to be practi 
cable, passable, to be open for passage.

gins%antko, d. giggans^antko (1) adj., passable, open for passage. (2) 
subst, passage-way, thoroughfare ; aperture: ta-uni=g. street of a city or 
town; pshfsham g. nostril.

gins^ish, d. giggans%ish street, roadway, thoroughfare in town or city: 
tii'pen gins^fshtat there is mud in the street. Der. gins%a.

gint, ge*nt, end. gint, gent: thereabout, around there: g. tiwlsh the waters 
rushing, falling there, 94, 5.; tu'sh. gint malash nii shle'tal* where in the 
tvorld shall I find ye? 121, 18.

gintak, conj. almost always postpositive: (1) upon this, thereupon, after 
wards, hereafter: ma'ntch g. long afterwards, 148, 14; kako g. after this, 
a bone, 71, 7.; g. k'le'ksht upon the death of, 87, 1.; cf. 103, 10.; nu'sh g. 1 
witchnoka because you love me, lit. "after you have taken a liking to me", 
1 *3; 16. (2) though, although, in spite of: kla'%atk g. 1, although you be dead, 
110, 6.; tsuti'sh g. kii-i gi she gets worse, though treated by a conjurer, 68, 8.; 
shkayent g. although he is strong, 112, 3.; cf. 185; 44. Cf. u'tch.

gintala, kmtala, d. gigantala, v. intr., to go or stroll around; to circulate, 
186; 52. Cf. gataml^a.

g i n t a n a, d. gigantana, v. intr., to stick on the surface of, to be on something, 
as paint, blood, stains, spots etc., 139, 4.: gek a tud g something sticks to 
it; gintanatko adhering, adhesive; sticking to, 39, 1.   Cf giita.

gintatka, d. giggantatka. v. intr., to be torn, to have a hole or holes; said 
of clothing etc.: gintatkatko stdginsh a stocking with a hole in it

ginte'ga, d giggant^ga, v. intr., to have an opening, to open out, to be open: 
mumu'atch g. the ear has a hole, passage; tu'nep pe'tch ati gintdgatk a 

  hole sunk to the depth of_ five feet, "S7, 8.
gintf la to lie underneath, to lie under or below; fut: gintlltak they will lie 

under (me), 40, 5. .
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gi'nt%i, d. giggant%i, v. intr. (1) to open out above. (2) to slope down, to
be sloping or precipitous; said of valleys, canons, abysses, precipices: ati,
wigga g there is a long, short slope. 

gint^ish, d. giggant^ish (1) aperture, opening, as of the ear. (2) abyss,
precipice, mountain slope or gorge. 

gintlanshna, d. giggdntlanshna to go straight, to run in a straight direction ;
said of anim. and inan. subjects, sometimes adding tala-ak, straight. 

gintch%ish, d. gigantclr/ish orifice, aperture, opening: pshisham g. nostril. 
g i n u a 1 a, gi'nual, d. gigganuala to be empty, vacant: gita at g. there is space,

room here; it is vacant, empty; nothing is in. Same as genuala, q. v. Of.
gins%a, gfmpka.

g 1 s h, gish, verbal indef. of gl, q. v. 
g!' s h a 1 a, kishla, d. glggashla to handle, to have to do with: wak gishla !

hun? what are you doing with this? Kl.; hishuaks tuma nanuktuan gishaltko
a man engaged in various kinds of trade or commerce, Mod. 

g i s h 4 p a; see kshapa. 
g i s h t, glsht, verbal cond of gi, q. v. 
gi' ta, gita, gita, abbr git, (1) loc. adv., at this place or spot, here; near by,

close to: gita in this district, 58, 1 ; g. hush6tpa agency he rode up to the
agency here, 66, 14.: cf. 149,. 10.; g. E-ukak to Fort Klamath near by, 31,
14.; i git' here to my lodge, 182; 4.; gitatoks but right here, 147, 10. 18.;
git ktaiksi where the rocks lie, 142, 3.; git, gita here, 142, 3-15. 143, 4.
Cf. 22, 13. 40, 3. 4. (2) temp adv., then, that time. 

g i t a k n i, adj., coming from there, from this place; inhabitant, native of that
locality, 30, 18.

gitaks, apoc. from gita=kshi at that place, 19, 12. Cf. gita. 
gitala, ge*tala, abbr. gital, gdtal, adv., in that direction, towards that spot,

thereto; also used as a rel. adv.: whereto: g. this way, right ahead, 185; 39.;
leVma ge'tal ta/ds he did not discover (me) in that direction, 30, 15.; gftal a

sha gutelitcha here they have crawled through, 121, 14. 
g i't a t a, adv., right here, just here. 
g i t k o, gitk, partic. of gi, q. v.
gi-udshna, d. giggu'dshna to go out, to start off: pipa g. the letter is mailed.. 
g i u g a, giug, ge*-uga, the verbal caus. of gl, q. v.
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g i - u 1 a, ki-ula, v. intr., to elapse; to be over, to be past; the completive form 
of gi, No. 1 and 3, q. v.

g I7 u 1 % a, gi'uleka, d. gfggtil^a (1) to go out, to come out of; to leave. (2) to be 
born, 109, 13.; hishuakga g. tapita the second born boy; tapini g. the last 
born child; tat i ge'-ule%atk? where are you born? Of. Note to 54, 1. .

G I' w a s h, Ge'wash, nom. pr. of Crater Mountain, 20 miles north of Fort 
Klamath; an extinct volcano, height about 8000 feet.

G i' w a s h fi-ush, nom. pr. of Crater Lake, a volcanic basin filled with 
water, having an island with a high peak in its southwestern part and no 
visible 6utlet; a short distance west of Crater Mountain.

g i' w a s h, d. gikwash (i short, ^ ~) bluish-gray squirrel, of the size of the 
marten: Sciurus Douglassii. 177; 14. 180; 1. In this term the g is differ 
ently pronounced from the g in the word preceding.

g6-itak, pi. tumi g., house snake; a reptile with beautiful skin, about 
three feet long. Mod.

g o y 4, n a, kue'na to walk around within, to go about inside of: pumam nu 
wash g. I walk around in the beaver's den, 185; 42.

g s h -, g s - ; see ksh-, ks-.
gti, gii; giii; see ku, kiii.
gu'ggamtchish, 64, 13. 103, 7. 12., d. of k'mutchish, q. v.
guhashktcha, other form for guhuashktcha, q. v.
g u h i a, kiihia, d. kiik'hia, kukia to have a permanent swelling on a part of 

body, e. g of the neck-glands. Mostly used in the d. form Der. giihua.
gu'hli, gu"hli, to enter, come in, go into; to help oneself into; same as guli, 

gulhi', but implying the use of the hands or extremities of the body 
while entering: gu'hll', 105, 3., refers to entering a winter-lodge. Cf. 
guThi, 71, 1. and ge'hlapka.

gu'hli'peli, to go into again, to re-enter; to go into one's own house or lodge : 
nu7 ak ya hun shkayent gintak gu'hlfplit I can certainly enter my lodge, 
although he (who is in it) is quite strong, 112, 3 Cf. gu'hll

giihua, k6hua, giiha, guha, d. giik'hua, k6kua, giikua, guk'ha, kuk'hua 
to swell, to swell up, to be in a swollen state: guhatko swollen; kokuapkash 
lii'lp gitko having swollen eyes, 186; 54.; used as v. impers : guhu4 nish 
I am swollen, 138, 3. Cf. giihia, gush.

guhuashka, d. guk'huashka to depart, leave, quit Der. kii, hua.
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g u h u 4 s h k t c h a, kuhuashgdsha, d. guk'huashktcha to start off, to set out, 
to go traveling; to walk away, to leave, quit Refers to all modes of loco 
motion, as going on foot, on horseback,~on wagons or canoes: 20, 13. 41, 
23. Ill, 12. 119,21. 126,5. 141, 1. 7;; guhashktcha is a defective pronun 
ciation of the word: 24, 6. 29, 10. 110, 11. 21. Of. Kohashti.

g u i; same as kuish, q. v.
g u i h u a level, fertile ground.
g u i k a k a, k6-i%aga, d. guggikaka (1) to leave home or camp, as for collect 

ing w6kash, roots, berries etc., 74, 3. Of. guikaksh (2) to run off, run 
away; to escape, skedaddle: giiikak lu'gs a slave ran away, 20, 17.; hatokt 
guki'kak lu'luags there (some female) captives ran away, escaped, 20, 12.; 
hudsha a gufkakshtka gi these persons are on the point of running off; they 
want to escape. Der kui.

g u i-k a k s h , guf%aksh, d. gukikaksh (1) the starting-out from home for the 
chase, for fishing, collecting roots and berries: gui%aksha'mi at the time of 
the general exodus of the tribe in May, June, and July; also gui^aksha'- 
migshta, 148, 19. and Note. (2) act of running away; escape, flight.

guikaktcha, gui%aktcha, d. guggi^aktcha (1) to leave one's home or camp 
habitually. (2) to start out from home for gathering provisions: at sa k6- 
i%aktchuapka now they will (soon) leave home, 74, 2.   Der. guikaka.

guikinsha, d. guggikinsha to start away from; generally refers to the 
leaving of open places, waters, prairies, clearings etc. and retreating into 
the bush or timber. Der. kui. Cf. huiklni.

guikidsha, d gukikf dsha to cross, to cross over, to pass, as an eminence; 
lit. "to cross by making turns". Der. kui.

guijci, gui%in, d. guggi'%i, guggi%in to cross, cross over: (1) to cross a 
mountain, mountain pass, eminence. (2) to arrive at the top of a mountain. 
(3) to cross waters ty swimming, 174; 9., or ~by wading. Der. kui.

guyantcha, guyansa, kuyandsha, d. gukiantcha to go or ~fly to a great 
distance: pishash guyantsa nu I the humming-bird I am flying along a moun 
tain side, 177; 26. Der kui.

guyas^atko, d. kukias#atko afflicted with gonorrhxa.
g u k a, gu'ka, k6ka, d. gu'kaka, gug'ka to climb, to climb up; as on trees, 

ladders etc.,: g. kapkagatat he climbed up the small pine-tree, 95, 2. 101, 15.; 
kokfsh ge"-u during my ascent by climbing,. 101, 16.
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gukeno'tkish, d gugakgno'tkish ladder; a movable ladder, not the 
ladder fastened to the Indian winter-houses. Der. giikna. Of. wakish.

gu'kna, gu'kena, d. gugakna, kukakna to climb, to climb up, .WO, 8.: 
shataldi'ldamna gukgnu'ta while climbing up lie persistently looked downwards, 
95, '3.; alahia kokantki giiig lie showed him where to climb up, 100, 6.

guli, guli, gti'li, gulhi', gulhi, d (irregular) gilhi, kilhi to go into, to pass 
into, to enter: ku'me g. to enter a cave, 30, 8.; nu g. stina'sh, latchash I go 
into the house or lodge; g. (without latchash) to go into a lodge, and said of 
more than one person, 84, 1.; g. latchashtat to enter the lodge, 84, 2.; g. to 
enter a house to live in it, 189; 7.; ya-uksmgnarnksh g. he went into the phy 
sician's house, 66, 15.; nu kaishnula gulhi I open the door and enter; ku'lsh 
kule6tank while the badger enters his den, 185; 43. Of. kilibli.

guli7 ndsa, d. guklindsa (1) to go down into, to descend into: tsiii nat g. lapi 
we two went down into the valley or canon, 29, 11. (2) to depart, go away, 
leave: watsak wawa a gulindshlsham dogs are whining when they are left 
behind, 144, 4.

gulipgli, gulhi'pele, d. gilhipeli to go into again, to re-enter; to enter one's 
own dwelling: gulhi'pelank re-entering, 112, 13 19 ; nanuk gulhi'bele all 
went in again, 112, 20. Der. guli.

giilkash, d. guggalkash; see kul%ash.
gii'lki, gu'lgi, d. guggalki to charge, to attack: tsiii g. nad M6atuashash 

hereupon we attacked the Pit River Indians, 19, 15.; pshi'n g. at night they 
made an attack, 54, 10. Of. 21, 14. 28, 9. 54, 7. Der. guli. Of tashui.

g u 1 k m a k s, d. guggalkmaks, species of wild flax; stalks 2-3 feet high, 
the fibers of which serve the Indians as thread.

g u' 1 k s, d. giiggalks, species of large brown-spotted duck; different from kulla.
g u 1 u, kiilo, ku'lu, gulo, nku'lu, d. gu'ggalu, kukalo, ngu'kalu, subst. and 

adj.: female, of the female sex; said of certain animals only: deer, wolf, bear, 
dog, cat- etc. and of all the birds: tchikin g. hen-chicken, hen, 133, 5.; kalsam 
ku'lo the female Mis-bird, 166; 23 ; gulo pushish female cat; wita'm kiilo 
female black bear, 177; 1. Of. laki, ndsilo and their dim. forms.

g u' 1 u ag a, d. gu'ggaluaga, adj. little female; used of smaller female animals 
only, or of young animals, especially of hen-chickens: shai^i'sh g the 
female of a little forest bird, 163; 16.; wita'm kiiluak the young female off-
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spring of the black bear, 177; 1.; ku'kaltiak pu'mam tut both female or lower 
teeth of beaver used in the sku'shash-game, 80, 3. Dim. of gulu, q. v.

g li 1 u y a, kiiluya, d. giiggeluya tadpole. Der. k6e.
Gr u' m b a t, Gumbatkni, Giimpatuash; see Kiimbat etc.
gun, kun; see guni.
guni, gunf, gun, koni, kone*, ko'n, kun, (1) pron., the one there, over there; 

the one yonder; refers to distance rather than to close contiguity: giinitok 
sakta the nail over there; ka-i a bun kon^ tashtant a! do not touch that! k<i-i 
kun pen kaila no other land besides this, 39, 6 (2) adv., same as ge*tui; tarn 
i shiwaksh shlad g.? did you see the girl out there? 140, 9. Kl.: guni 
kanktak! you there, stop! Mod. Der. ku, kui.

gunlgshtant, gunigshta, adv., prep, and postp., on the other side of, on 
opposite side, opposite, 31, 15.: g. sakta the nail on the opposite side; batakt 
g. opposite that locality, 22, 6.; K6ke gunigshta on the other side of Lost 
River, 37, 16.; e*-ush guni'gshta beyond the ocean, 103, 5. Of giinitana

gunitana, giinitan, kunitan, gunl'ta, prep, and postp., (1) on the other side 
of, opposite, relatively to tbe speaker: giinitan arupu beyond the water. (2) 
beyond, further than, behind: gunfta mlsh beyond you, or beyond your house, 
183; 17.; lupi nalam se'llaluish gunfta further than the spot where we had 
fought previously, 21, 12.; giinitan ko'sh behind the pine-tree Of ginatant

gu'pa-1, pi tiimi g black substance, 158; £6.; represents an object sucked 
out of the patient's body, and supposed to have caused his disease.

g u' p a s h t i s h northwest wind
gupdlish, pi. tiimi g, huckleberry. Mod. Of. iwam.
g li s h (u short), d guggush swelling on body. Contr. fr. giihuash. Der. giihua.
g u' s h k a, d. guggasbka to leave, abandon, to part from: ha tchi m's sna- 

wa'dsh gu'skuapk and if your wife should run away from you, 60, 14. 16.
giishu, pi. tiirni g (d. guggashu), swine, hog; Mod.: g. atak itantko salt 

pork. Of. 127, 13-128, 3. From Chin. J. k6sho, tbis from French cochon.
g u s h u 4 g a, pi. tiimi g. pig, young hog. Dim. giisbu.
gu'shuptchi hoglike, hoggish, resembling hogs, swine: pi a kakndgatk g. 

he, she is as dirty as a hog.

gu'ta, d gu'gta, gu'kta (1) to come towards; to go on the outside or surface 
of; to take hold of: g. na/lsh come to us, 139, 2.; shillalsh hu't g. a disease
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took hold of his body; lit " came on him", 64, 1.; eTroixojuai is used in
same sense, Horn. II. I, 50. 383. (2) to stick to, as dirt on cloth. 

g ft' t a 1 % a , d. gu'gtal%a, gu'ktalka to go into, pass into, enter: g. hu'k nga'-
ish t6kstala that bullet entered his body at or near the navel, 23, 19. 

gutampka, d. guktampka to charge, attack, assail; lit. "to come towards
from a distance", 37, 21. 38, 17. Of giilki. 

gute'dsha, guta'dsha, d. gukte'dsha, to start out, as on the war-path; to
wage war, to march out for warfare: M6atuash%eni guta'dsha hu he started
out to the Pit River country on a raid. 

g u t d g a , kute'ga, d guktega to make one's way into, to crawl through; to enter,
to slide into; subject of verb anim. and inan.: guta'ga tsula'kshtat it enters
the body, 73, 5. Of. 121, 16. and kiatega 

g u t e' k t c^h a , d. guktdktcha to enter, go into ; to crawl into, to crawl through,
120, 20. 121, 15. See gftala. 

gute'kuish, d gukte'kuish aperture, orifice, opening, place of exit, issue;
hole to crawl through, 121, 15 Der gutdga. Of. gekankish. 

gu'tgapgli, gutkapgli, d gnggatgapeli to climb back (to the former place):
ka'shgug gu'tgapelish being unable to return by climbing, 95, 6. Der. gut%a; 

gutila, gudila, d. guktila (1) to descend into, to go down into: kaila nu g.
nu / descend into the ground, 154; 5 (2) to go under something, to take
shelter, to go for -shelter. (3) to enter below, to pass underneath: anku
shte'kshtat nu'sh g. / have run a splinter under the finger-nail. 

gutila.pkape'li, d. guktilapkapeli to descend°while making turns or round-
ing a distant hill, 29, 15. 

gutitgiilash, guditkuls d. guktitgiilash belly-ache, 166; 27. 167; 28
179; 8. 

gu' tkga, d. guggatkga to be sick with the small-pox; to be afflicted with the
measles. Der. giita. 

gu' t% a, gu'tke, d. guggat%a to climb down, to descend, as a ladder: gu't^itko
one who has climbed down, 112, 9 and Note. Der. guka 

giit%aksh, d. guggat%aksh (1) small-pox, 7 0, 7 1 66 ; 24. 1 79 ; 8. : ku'tkaks
shilala to fall sick with the small-pox, 70, 5. (2) any other eruption of the
skin, as measles etc. . Der giita. 

gu'tchala, d kiiktchala to bite in the hair or fur; contr from kuatchala,
119,5 Of. kuatchaka.
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H.
This laryngeal sound, when initial, can be dropped in many words begin 

ning in hi-, hi-, hu- and in a few words beginning in ha-, ho-. When medial, 
-h- is often dropped, when standing between two vowels; or it stands there 
to preclude hiatus, as in shanaho'li. When pronounced with emphasis, it be 
comes geminated, as in kafhha, kaf hha to miss. Prefixed or suffixed to the 
radix, -'h- sometimes means that an act is performed with the hands or ex 
tremities (ha by hand), cf. ge'hlapka, gu'hli, p'hu'shka, pu'l'hka, wa'htakia. 
h a, ha, interrogative particle equivalent to a? a?, q. v. 
h a, ha, other form of the declarative particle a, q. v., but occurring very 

unfrequently. Cf. ak ha for aka, .tat ha for tata, and ati ha shuishuk (for 
ati a shuish hu'k) far away are these songs, 68, 4.

hd, adv., in one's hand, witli the hand, by hand: h4 luyam'na, hu liiyam'na 
I hold it in my hand, I hold it, 154; 14. Also used as prefix and suffix, 
cf. introductory words to letter H; and Note to 66, 13. 

ha dak, hadakt, hadaktok; see hatak, hatakt, hataktok. 
haggi, hagga, pi. haggat, interj. serving to call somebody's, attention: 

'look here! lo! behold! halloo! 22, 12.: hagga ta, shle'-ek! well! let me see! 
127, 3.; haggat! look here! 120, 2. 4. 7. When introducing a verb, h. can 
be rendered by letmej let us: hagga shla'k! let me fire! 22, 19. Cf. 127, 2. 

hahayf-fa; 157; 38. variation of a-ahahiya, q. v.
h a i, hai, ai, a-i, a-f, a-i; Mod. hai, ai, kaf, %ai, adverbial particle pointing to 

acts visibly performed before oneself or others, or which everybody can 
take notice of or verify personally; not always translatable, sometimes 
corresponding to our positively, certainly, evidently, of course, as you see, as 
you hear. It is the second word in the sentence. I a-i tawi! evidently 
you have bewitched (her)! 68, 2.; ge*nta a-i mi'sh hlshtcha^u/gank placing 
you into this (basket before you), 95, 18.; nu haf hu/kshi! I surrender my 
self! tu'sh hai at tataksni wawatawa where the children were now sitting in 
the sun, as she positively thought, 121, 7. cf. ai certainly, 121, 10.; ka-a 
pelak ai heme^e he speaks too fast, as you hear. Hai, ai is frequent in the 
incantations, where it points to the supposed travels of the animals sent 

. out to discover the patient's disease within, upon, or above the ground
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or in the water, cf. pp. 164r-171; 176-178. Welwash kai ntsh palalla I 
see that the water spring has become dry to my disadvantage, 173; 4. Mod. 
cf. 174; 9. 193; 10.; Meacham kai hu pipa itpa Meacham brought the docu 
ment itself to use it as an evidence, 34, 6. Mod.; k6e kai hu amputat wa 
the frog lives in the water, as you can see yourself and as everybody knows; 
Mod.; she'shatuish %ai nu ki I am a trader, merchant; said in reply to in 
quiry, Mod Cf. haitch, wakai.

h a i t c h, adv., composed of hai, hai and the additive and emphatic -tch, 
-ts, q. v., by which hai is brought in connection with preceding words, 
phrases or sentences: tarn hak haitch i hu'nk shlaatk? did you perhaps see 
him personally'? refers to a man called Frank mentioned just before, 140, 
5.; nu haitch 16kanka evidently I ran astray; tu'sh haitch tcha'l^a? where 
did ye see him sit? 105, 14., cf. ibid. 5. Frequently connected with wak: 
wak haitch i gi? how do things look down there ? 22, 17. Cf hai, wakaitch.

haitchna, d. hahi'tchna (1) to pursue, prosecute; to hunt, to hunt up, to 
follow up: Mo'dokni watch h. the Modocs went after their (stolen) horses, 
54, 6.; wiwalag h., kueish h. to pursue the young antelopes, -to follow up 
tracks, 122, 17.; said of enemies, 17, 5. 13. 14.; ka-i sa hu'nk haitchant 
luluags they did not hunt for the (runaway) captives, 20, 12. (2) to search, 
to look out for: ne'gsh malam p'gl'sha haitchnuk in order to look out for 
your absent mother, 119, 19.

hak, -hak, (1) other form of ak, -ak only, but, merely: tu'hak on this side of a, 
distant object, lit. "not quite out there", '29, 19. and Note; wikahak not 
far from there, 24, 15. 125, 6. (2) other form of the potential ak: probably, 
perhaps, 140, 4. (3) shorter form of pron. huk, hu'k, this, this one, this 
here: tch6kat ak huk lu'ldam hak they would perish in this (in so long a) 
winter, 105, 8 ^4) other form of the adv. huk: pash hak she'wana there 
he handed food, 66, 9.; hak this time, 41, 14. Cf. ak, tu'hak. .

hakshaktchui, d hahakshaktchui to carry about oneself; to carry in the 
pocket, under the dress, blanket: hakshaktchuitko carrying in his pocket, 
111, 13. Cf. kshe'na, kshe'wa, shitila.

hakshgaya, d. hahakshgaya to hang oneself, to commit suicide by hanging. 
Der. kshaggaya.

haktch, particle composed of hak, q. v., and the connective -tch, -ts, q. v.: 
tu'm haktch shap6sh too many moons altogether, 105, 7.
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haktchamptchi, adj., one who looks or behaves that way, in the same 
manner: 1 haktchampesh we*nni tchikolal^a, klftisham we'ash w. tch. 
strangely you are taking strides just like the young crane, 190; 12.

h&la, d. hahala to swallow, 190; 13. 21. The form hala-ahas the declara 
tive particle a added to it. Of. hla-a.

hamgkiipka, d. hah'me'kupka to speak to, to halloo at a distant person, 122, 
6. Der. heme*%e.

h a m 6 n i, hamSne, d. haham'ni (1) to wish, to desire, to want; to express a 
wish or desire: kuatchdgash h. she wanted to bite the fur, 119, 7.; shu'tanksh 
hameniiiga wishing to come to an understanding, 34, 6.; to prefer, (with 
verbal intentional), 36, .16. (2) to be intent upon, to attempt, to try: lue"lsh 
h. they tried to kill, 128, 9.; hishtchish hameniiiga trying to save him, 42, 
14. Kl. prefers shanaho'li to h., q. v.

ham6asha, d. hah'mtfasha to call, to shout; to shout at somebody, 121, 5. 
Der. ha'ma.

handkerchip handkerchief; 87, 14. From the English.
hdnshish, hantchish, d. hahanshish the substance or small-sized object 

which the conjurer feigns to suck out of a patient's body, 68, 7. It is sup 
posed to have been the material cause of his sickness. Der. hansha.

h a n s h n a, hantchna, d. hahanshna to suck, to suck at; said of the conjurer, 
68, 5.: h. ma'shish he sucks at the patient, 71, 5.; summatka hantchna to 
suck with the mouth, into the mouth, 68, 6. and Note. Of. e'dsha, hanufpka.

hantila, d. hahantila to excavate, to dig a hole or cavity under something: 
hantilatko person who lost the lower range of teeth; shtina/shtat hantilatko 
a cellar. Of. hanufpka, i-utila.

Hantchatchia-ash, nom. pr. fern. Kl.: " Wide-Mouthed".
hantchipka, d. hahantchipka to suck out of, lit. "to suck towards one 

self", 71,6. Of. 68, 6. and Note. Der. hansha.
hanuipka, d. hahanufpka (1) to have a gap or hole in a limb; to have an 

open wound or sore. (2) to keep or hold open: shu'm h. to hold the mouth open.
h a p a, haba, d. hahapa upper end of a cone; upper part, top of a tree, mount 

ain, hill etc.: yaii^al hiintchna k<5sham hdba p'laitana a white-headed 
eagle flies above the pine-top.

h a p u s h, d. hahapush wood-rat, field-rat. Mod. for kmumutch KL, q. v.; 
adopted from the Shasti language.
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hashampka, d. hahashampka to form a ring; to surround, encircle, form a 
circle around: shta IC-ukskm h. the Lake men formed a full ring around 
(them), 23, 12. Of. gaki'ma, sa-atcha.

hashashuakia, d. hah'shashuakia (1) to speak to, to talk, converse with; to 
discuss, 34, 15. 66, 7. 15 16.: h. p'laikishash to pray to God. (2) when con 
nected with pipa: to read, peruse; lit "to speak to the paper, document, 
letter, book". Cf. a'-al^a, e*l%a.

hashashuakio'tkish speaking tool, instrument for transmission of speech: 
watiti h. electric telegraph.

hashashuakitampka to commence conversing; to begin negotiations, 38,12.
hashatuaya, d. hah'shatuaya (1) to assist each other, to afford mutual help. 

(2) to assist, help somebody. Der. shatuaya.
hashiuga, d hahashfuga to teach, instruct, make learn, inform, educate, 

train: ududamtchnish nu h. hu't watchag I taught that dog swimming; 
t%a-ush, watch ni h. I break a colt, a horse for work. Der shayiiga.

.hashiugish, d. hahashiugish teacher, educator, instructor; trainer.
hashfwaktcha, d. hahashiwaktcha to start out for the purpose of showing 

or informing; to show, exhibit, inform of: h. nu stu' I come to show you the 
trail or road. Der. hashfuga.

hashkem61sham, d. hahashkein61sham shrub about 3 to 5 feet in 
height, producing a round, hollow, black, sweet fruit not unlike a small 
cherry; 7A, 4.; .it is rather scarce in the Klamath Highlands.

hash^arnmisli, d. hahash%ammish (1) brushwood inserted in walls to pre 
vent drafts of air. (2) lodge open at the top.^

hash%amnash, d. hahash%amnash small lodge or dwelling open at the top; 
Mod..for hash^ammish No. 2 Kl.

hashla-i%a, d. hahashla-i^a to ewpose to the smoke: h tchu'leks to smoke 
meat. Der. shla'-ika.

h a s h 14 n t c h u i p e'l e d. hahashlantchuipele to get back, to reobtain, to re 
ceive the same thing again; said of garments and other articles enveloping 
the body. Cf. shlatpampe'li.

hashpa, d. hahashpa (1) to feed, give food to children, cattle etc.: h. nu 
hu'nk hishuakga / feed that boy. (2) to hand over, tender the food, with 
double obj. case, 113, 3. Der. pan.
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hashpa^pgli, d. hahashpa^peli to rub oneself dry after bathing: ni h. 
pdniani I rub my face dry after washing Der. spaha, -pelf.

hashpankua, d. hahashpankua to ford a river on horseback. Der. pankua.
hashpapka, d. hahashpapka to hatch, said of eggs: at tchfken napal h. 

the chicken has hatched the eggs, lit. "the eggs were fed by the chicken"; 
hashpap%no'la to come to an end with hatching; to hatch out.

hashpatchka, (for hashtpatchka) d. hahashpatchka to wash another's 
face: kitchkaya'n'sh hashpatski! wash this child'*s face! Der shtapatchka.

hashpkish, d. hahashpkish feed, fodder for animals: watcham h. horse- 
feed; oats Der. hashpa.

h a s h p o' t k i s h , d. hahashpo'tkish (1) feed-trough, manger. (2) dish, plate, 

cup. Kl.: h shapelash assortment for dinner- or supper-table. Der hashpa
h a s h t a k s h, d. hahashtaksh perforation of nose-septum, earlobe. Der. hashtka.
hashtaltala, d. hahashtaltala (1) to converse, to speak to each other (2) 

to dispute, to discuss, to speak pro and contra, to debate: pa't hashtaltal they 
disputed among themselves, 104, 3. (3) to quarrel. Der. shatela

hashtalt&mpka, d. hahashtaltampka (1) to give orders, manage, control. 

(2) to own, possess; to le proprietor, to lord it over: hu him h. stina'sh he owns 
the house; hashtaltampatko owner of property, houses or land; boss, employer, 
principal in business; Mod. for hashtaltampkatko. Der. shatgla.

hashtaltglampka, d. hahashtaltelampka to live in contiguous houses, 
lodges; to be neighbors, lit. "to converse at a distance".- Der. hashtaltala

h 4 s h t a m n a, d. hahcishtamna (1) to fasten by inserting in perforations. (2) 
to wear on oneself in perforated parts of body: sne*wedsh tu'tash hahashtam- 
nipksh (for: hahashtamnfpkash) a woman who wore dentalium-shells in her 
ears, 111, 14. Cf. hashtka, shtashtamnish

hashtatchmaya, d. hahashtatchmaya to fasten or pin together: ankutka 
h. to fasten together with small sticks of wood, 126, 4.

hashtawa, d hahashtawa to starve out, to let perish by hunger: hashtdwan 
shiuka to kill by starvation, 36, 17. Der. stawa.

hashtka, hasht%a, d. hahdsht%a to perforate the nose, nose-wall, ear, ear- 
lobe etc Der stiika Cf hdshtaksh.

hashtchakua, d. hahashtchakua to ivash another's hands. Der. shatchakua.
h a s h u a - a, d. liahashua-a to sow, to plant; to raise vegetables or cereals.
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hashuakish, d hahashuakish garden, garden-led, vegetable-garden; Mod. 
for hashuash Kl

hashuakla, d. hahashuakla (1) to live together, to stay in company of: h. 
na'lsh he stayed with us. (2) to live with another party, to remove into an 
other family This is often done by women expecting confinement.

hashuash, d. hahashuash (1) vegetables, kitchen-greens. (2) ground used 
for sowing, planting: vegetable-garden, garden, garden-bed; field, farm. Cf. 
hashuakish. Der hashua-a.

h a s h u a t a n a, d. hahashuatana to look at oneself, 189; 5. Cf. shuawina.
hassuish^ish breech-clout of buckskin; an obsolete portion of the female 

wardrobe somewhat shorter than the hishtchfsh%ash. Cf. shuftala.
h 41 a k, hatok, loc. adv., mostly connected with verbs of motion in Kl. (1)° 

here, on this place or spot: shui'sh h. nu g^na nu I the magic song am passing 
here before you, 156; 31.; h. nad la'-una we will play here, 120, 8. (2) 
there, over there, at yonder spot or locality: h.=tchi'tko a settler in that country or 
tract of land, 36,18.; h.=tchi'sh, same meaning, 37, 4 16., Mod.; cf. tchi'sh; 
hatoktala towards that spot, 80, 10.; mu'lua gdnuapkug hataktala he made 
himself ready to proceed there, 96, 11. Der. ha, tak.

h a t a k t, hatokt there, but there, at that spot, at yonder place; refers to a lo 
cality out of sight, and is in Kl. mostly connected with verbs of locomo 
tion, like hatak: sakemawank hatokt mu'lua there, as at the rendezvous, 
they prepared for the campaign, 29, 3.; hatokt gatpampSle he went back there, 
95, 9.; kayak an hatokt gatpantk I was not going there at all, 140, 6.; 
kt&-i hadakt nutola'ktcha they threw a 'stone while passing there, 85, 15.; 
Mod., cf. 21, 2. 15. 22, 1-4. 131, 1-4.; humasht nat hatokt maklg^ankso 
acted we, when we passed the night there, 21, 7.; hataktk (for hatakt gi) said 
there, 22, 8. 9.

hataktana, hataktna by that place, through that locality: hadaktna geno'ga 
while passing or traveling by that spot, 85, 15.

hataktok, "hataktak right there; the locality referred to by this adverb 
is described in 24, 12. 85, 17.: h. tchia there they remained, 37, 18. Der. 
hatak, tak, q. v. .

hatkak, hatkok (for hatak ak) right there, just there, on the very spot, 131, 
6.: tia'mishtka tsiii nanka h. ts6ka then others perished on the spot by hunger, 
17,15 ; k'maka tgu'tgank hatkok he stood there and looked around, 110, 16.
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h a', procl. ha, (he*, he) conj., if, when, supposing that, supposed. The conditional 
clause introduced by ha' usually stands before the principal clause, but the 
inverted position of it is just as correct: ha' nen wa'g'n ka'git, watchatka 
sha hu'nk e*nank i'l%tcha wJien a wagon is not on hand, they place the body 
on a horse and bring it to the grave, 87, 5.; spulhi-uapka m's nl, ha/ 1 sas 
palluapk I shall imprison you if you seduce them, 58, 11. Cf. 110, 3. Ha/ 
is sometimes suppressed in the conditional clause, cf. 85, 16. 134,15. The 
principal clause does not generally contain a conj. correlative to ha/, cf. 
59, 6. 14. 90, 7. 110, 6. 134, 16., but it may be introduced by tchui, 36, 2., 
by -tok, -toks, 134, 15., by at: 90, 19., Mod., or by tcha', which is the 
real correlative corresponding to ha/: 'ha sliuapkst, tcha ma/lsh ngatuapk 
na'hlis if ye will be shot, then to ye will snap the bowstring, 21, 10. Ha/ is 
found connected with other particles suffixed to it: ha'tak, ha/tok, ha/toks 
but if, p. 58 sqq.; hii'atoks, 135, 1 ; ha tchui, abbr. ha/ tchi, tsi, 60, 10. 
14.; ha' tchish, contr. ha'tch, ha'ts, 60, 10. 21.

hah a/tamna to cry ha, ha repeatedly; to keep on grunting, humming, 105, 6.
ha'ksklsh walking-stick: sku'ksam h. spirit's walking-staff, 181; 4.
h a/ m a, hdrna, d. haha'ma, hehe'ma to produce or emit sound, noise, voice. (1) 

said of some sounds or noises produced by the forces of nature, of disturb 
ances of the atmosphere, waters etc.: to roar, to sound, to resound, to murmur. 
(2) said of sounds produced by means of musical instruments. (3) said of 
some modes of utterance of the human voice: to cry, to scream, to shout. 
(4) said of the voice of most of the quadrupeds, of birds etc.: to neigh, 
roar, bray, howl, mew, bark, bellow, bleat, cry, squeal, squeak; to twitter, whistle, 
crow, caw, screech; of noises made by insects: to chirp, hum, buzz: mukash 
h. the owl hoots, 88, 6. 192; 2.; piishish, tchiktn h. the cat mews, the chicken 
crows, 133, 4. 5.; wis^ak h the wis%ak-bird sings, 144, 3.

h a/ m e"1 e, hdmele to shout downwards to: Ka'-udshiamtch h. Skelamtchish 
Old Gray Wolf shouted down into the lodge to Old Weasel, 112, 17.

h a' m 61 a, d. haham'ta; see he'm'ta
ha'metchfpka; see he'mtcha.
h a m 61 a, d. hah'm61a to resound, to make noise: mbu'shant kaila h. in the 

morning the Earth resounded, made a rumbling noise, 192; 3. To the In 
dians this is a magic song sung by the Earth.
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hana'sish long,arrow used by conjurers as a magic tool for curing the 

sick, 73, 5.; its incantation: 164; 3.
h a7 n u a s h, d. hahanuash rock standing upright. The Klarnath Lake peo 

ple has a myth about a group of these rocks; incantation, 179; 4. Of. 

yatish and Note to yainalam shuliiyualsh, 1ft 8; 50.
ha'tak, ha'tok, ha'taks, ha'-atoksh, conj., but if, but when; supposing how- 

ever that. Cf. ha'.

he-e-i, a term of unknown signification, adapted to the metre, 156; 34.

h <£ -i', interj , here! look here!. Of. haggi.
h e i h e i, haihai, Mod. heihai, pi tiimi h., red fox, silver fox; other name for 

wan, q. v.: wu'n h. mu sha'shuapk the skins of the elk and the silver fox will 

sell at high prices.

heye'na, d. hehiena to rattle by shaking: lamam=wakokshtat heye'natko 

yamnash beads rattling in a (shaken-up) bottle Of. ha/ma.
h e k s h a t % a, d. hehakshat%a to divide between two, to make two portions. Cf. 

kshe'sh, shiatka.
hekshatleka, d hehakshatleka, v. trans., to load, charge, freight trans 

versely: hekshatlekitko watch a horse carrying a load fastened transversely, 

85, 4. Der. kshe't'leka.

h e m e' % e, hame^e, d. heh'me^e to say, to speak The regular use of this 

verb implies the verbal quotation of the words said or spoken: Aisis 
ha-me^e: "K'mukamts an'sh p'laiwash shti'lta" Aishish said: "K'mukamtch 

sent me after the eagles", 101, 15. Cf. 36, 2. 95, 17. 96, 3. 105, 4 9 10. 
107, 9. For h. Mod. sometimes uses heme'%en: 125, 3. 5. 6. 126, 9.; cf. 

125, 9. The proper words of a speaker are often introduced without h. 
or any other verb of the same import: 21, 10. 41, 3 H. stands instead of 

tpeVa to order: 95, 1.; instead of vu'la to inquire of: 95, 17. 105, 4. 9. 
Der. ha'ma. Cf. gi No. 6., he'mkanka

h e m e7 % i s h, d. heh'me'^ish what is or has been spoken: word, speech, sentence.
he'mkanka, d. hehamkanka (1) to speak, to talk, to deliver a speech; the 

spoken words are not mentioned after this verb, or when they are, they 
are not quoted verbally, but only the gist or abstract of them is given: 

tu'm h. na-asht he spoke at length as follows, 64, 8.; hishuakshash=shitko ish 

la&nkank! speak to me a§ to a man! 37, 8 ; hemkankatko sue*ntch a babbling,
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prattling child, Mod.; na'st ni he'mkank: "huiya"! so 7 said: "don'tgo! 1' 

30, 4. Of. 34, 4. 11. 42, 2 (2) to converse, discourse, to .have a talk, to 
discuss, debate: tidsh h. to speak in favor of peace, to hold a peace-council, 
1 3, 17.; to speak to one's benefit, 34, 12.; kddsha hemkankatko after the dis 
cussion had lasted for a short while, 34, 16.; hemkanku!6tak (for -ta ak) 
just after that talk, 39, 10.; at nu ke*dshika he'mkanksh now I am tired of 
debating, 42, 3. Of 42, 5. (3) to declare, assert, proclaim: spoken words 
quoted, 39, 12.; hemkank6ta ivhile they declared, 35, 6.; Cf. 34, 16. 35, 11.

hemkankatchna, d. hehamkankatchna to repeat while speaking or saying, 
to say repeatedly, 121,19.

he'mkanksh, d. hehamkanksh (1) speech, discourse, sermon, address; cf. 
waltoks. (2) language, dialect: E-ukshikisham, M6atuasham h. the Kla- 
math Lake, the Pit River (Indian) language, 23, 4.; h. tiimena to understand, 
to know a language, 23, 3. Der. he'mkanka.

h e m k a n k t a m p k a, d hehamkanktampka to begin to speak; to commence 
talking, discussing, debating, 38, 7. Der. he'mkanka.

h d m k a n k u i s h, d. hehamkankuish the spoken word or words; speech, 
saying, utterance, 40, 6. Cf. heme'^ish.

li 6 m' t a, ha'meta, d. heham'ta to say, to speak to somebody, in the sense of 
order, command, of inquiry, of reproach etc., with or without verbal 
mention of the spoken words: 109, 9. 110, 18 111, 14. 112, 16.: h. 
Tchashgayash ge*ntki giug he told Weasel to go to, 111, 4.; "skishuli!" 
he'mta. m'na tapia "wake up!" said it (the young antelope) to its younger 
brother, 121, 23. Der. ha'ma.

hemtcha, d. hehanitcha to say, cry, or shout to: ktso'l hametsipka: "pat- 
kal!" the stprs shouted at him: "arise!" 134, 10 Der. ha/ma.

h (^ m t c h n a, d. hehamtchna to say, speak, shout to somebody, to reply to while 
engaged in conversation, 110, 11. 122, 20 Der. ha/ma.

h d s h a, d. hehasha to send, to send out. to dispatch. Kl. for shnidsha Mod.
h e s h a in k a n k a, d. liehashamkanka (1). to tell each other; to give orders to 

each other, 113, 20. (2) to express an idea by different turns of words or 
locutions; to explain, to render plain, to make comprehensible. Der. hemkanka.

heshe'gsha, d. hehashe'gsha (1) to explain to each other; to explain, 122, 8.; 
to understand each other. (2) to make a report, to report (3) to report against,
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to make an unfavorabk report; to complain, to speak against: laki h. E-ukshi-
kfsham ktchinksh pen pallash tlie chief complained that the rails had been
stolen again by the Klamatli Lake Indians, 35, 17. Dei*, shdgsha. 

hesheli6ta, d. hehashli6ta to exchange goods; to follow the bartering trade :
lit. "to exhibit to each other". Der. he'shla. 

heshcimesh, d. heh'she'me'sh jewsharp; contr. from hesh'he'me'sh. Der.
ha/ma. Of. shushap. 

heshe'miitkisli music produced on instruments of every description:
piano, cornet, pansflute, flute, drum etc. Der. ha'ma. Cf. heshe'mesh. 

he'shka, d. hehashga to drop, let fall, lose; to lose something from a set or
from the place to which it belongs, as buttons from a dress, beads or rings
from the body.

heshkatchkl'mish brush lodge. Cf. hash^ammish, hash^amnash. 
h & s h k u, Mod. he'shgun, d. hehashku, Mod. hehashgun to bet, to make bets,

to stake for a bet: turn sa h. they made various bets, 99, 6 Der. shi<5. 
h e s h k u s h, d. hehashkush stake or stakes of a bet; game-stake, 80, 5. 
h e s h % a 1 p 61 i, d. hehash%alpeli to receive back by exchanging for other arti 

cles; to reobtain by bartering or by payment of money, 58, 16. 59, 1. 61, 8. 9.
Der. skdala (sk^a), -peli. 

hes%atana, d. hehas^atana to become rusty, to rust: h. tchikemen iron gets
rusty; hes%atanatko rusty, full of rust; Kl. for heshkatantko Mod. 

hesh%a7 ki, d hehash^a/ki to kill, slay, murder; said of many objects only,
Mod.: lap hishuatch^ash hash^e'gi two men were kitted, 43, 1. and Note, 

he'shla, he'shela, d. hehashla (1) to show, to exhibit, to let see: heshle-uapka
nu mlsh I will let you see; he'sh'la hu shuuialuash he showed (him) that he
had written, 34, 6. (2) to show itself, to appear. (3) svibst:-wild-fire, Jack
^lantern; lit. "what shows itself" Der. shlea. 

h^shlaklash, d. hehashlaklash large whole apron buttoned on back.
Der. shle'kla. Cf. sania-ish. 

h^shlaktcha, d. hehashlaktcha to rust, to become rusty. Der. shlelka. Cf.
hes%atana.

h^shltanksh, d. hehashltanksh cushion of chair. .Der. shldtana. 
heshtal%e'ash, d hehashtal^^ash top (as a plaything). Der. shetal/^a. 
hesht61/a, d. hehasht61%a to live as man and wife, to consort, to live in

concubinage, 60, 2, Per. sbet61#a.
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he'shtcha, d. hehashtcha to suckle: mukaksh h. to suckle an infant. Der. 
e'dsha. Cf. hanshna, hantchipka.

heshtsal%a, heshtch41%a, d. hehashtsal%a to make sit, to set up, to set to 
rest; said, e. g, of babies made to sit up. Der tch^l%a.

heshuampeli, d hehashuampeli (1) to restore to health, to cure, 72, 4. 
(2) to Toe in good health again. Kl. for hishuampeli. Der. we'mpele.

he't^a, ha't%e, d hehatya, hahat%e to fall down, to drop: hehat^e tapak the 
(withered) leaves are falling, 75, 15.

he* wa, ha'wa, d. he*hua to suppose, believe, think: ml ka-i katak h. I doubt 
it, lit "not true I hold it". Kl. for sheVa, Kl. and Mod. Cf. 161a.

hi, hi, hi', i, 1; emphat. hi'-i, i'-l, adv. loc. also serving as prefix and suffix 
and forming contrast to ha and hu' (-u-): (1) on the ground, upon the soil; 
upon this or that ground, here, there, over there: wak haitch i gl? how is it 
down there? 22, 17.; tchui hl'-i lelktcha tchl'ktchik and there (in the 
woods) he abandoned the wagon, 78, 14. and Note; hi ludlks-kiam gi'-uapk 
there will be a fish-killing place, 143, 1.; ka-i kani hi gatpanuapka nobody 
shall go to that place or ground; hi tche!61uish puel%'! throw the peelings 
away! kidshna ai i ambu they throw water on (the stones) while these are 
on the floor of the sweat-lodge, 8'2, 8.; gen s!6kalsht hi after he has shot at 
the mark, which stands on the ground, 100, 19. Cf. 29, 16. 37, 1. 55, 13. 
and Notes; 157; 47. 168; 38. 177; 9. (2) at home; in the lodge or camp; 
towards home, to the camp; this adv. serves to express "home" because the 
floor of the lodge is. the soil itself: hi nu g^nuapk I intend to go home; i 
git' (for i, hi gita) here into my lodge, 182; 4.; cf. also 74, 14. and Notes to 
37, 1. 55, 13. Cf i No. 3.

hiapat^oksh, Mod. hi-ipat%oksh, d. hiapaipat%oksh, Mod. hi-ipaipat- 
%oksh stocking.

hidtala to mash, crush; to exterminate by crushing: pse-utiwash hie'talt 
(cond., for hie'talat) niish the human beings will crush me, are in the habit of 
crushing me, 104, 2.

hikl%a, d. hihakl%a to shake, shatter; said, e. g., of an earthquake.
hiksu'lsha, d. hihaksu'lsha to fish with the teVas=wits61as dip-net on a 

canoe. Cf. 149, 22. 150, 5.
h i 1 li d s h n a, d. hiluhiludshna to push, to push away, to remove by hand,
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feet or otherwise: pi hiink na'lsh hiluhiludshna he pushed us away repeat 
edly. Kl. for yilo'dshna Mod. Der. liidshna.

h i m p o k s, himboksh (1) fallen tree. (2) tree cut down, felled tree, log, 78, 
14.: h.=stina'sh log-house. Der. hinui. Cf. hl'wi.

himputia^ie'a, d. hihamputia^ie'a to bounce, skip, leap over a log or other 
obstruction. Kl. for mbute'%e Mod. Der. himpoks. Cf. shampatia^ie'a.

hinawala, d. hihanwala, (1) v. intr., to swing back and forth, as when 
moved by the wind. (2) v. trans., to swing, shake the head or body, while 
walking, 186; 53. Der. hinua.

h i n s h % a, d. hihans%a to fall near, between or on: hins^an anku a tree falling 
into the midst of others. Said of inanimate subjects only. Der. hinua.

hintila, hindlla, d. hihantila (1) to fall under something. (2) prep, and 
postp, under, underneath, below, beneath. Cf. i-utila, wintila.

hinua, d. hihanua to fall on, upon, into (not into water). Cf. tinua.
h i n u i, hl'nui, d. hihanui (1) to fall to the ground; to fall down, come or tumble 

down; used of inanimate subjects only. Cf. 362; 1. and Note. (2) to fell, 
make come down: nu h. ko'sh I fell that pine-tree. Cf. hinua, hishanui.

h i s h a k t g i, d. liih'shaktgi to shake, bring in motion; as a pole, boulder etc.: 
ko'sh nu ke'shga hishaktgish I cannot shake that pine-tree. Der. shiktka

hishamk4nka, d. hihashamkanka; same as heshamkanka, q. v.
hishanui, d. hihashanui to fell by cutting down, sawing etc.: nu h. hun ko'sh 

I cut down that pine-tree. Contr. from hish'hanui. Der. hinui.
hishkantchna, d hihashkantchna to travel in a file on foot, wagon, 

horseback. Der. kintchna.
hish%e'lul%a, d. hihash#elii'l%a (1) to measure by length, the unit of 

length being a step or pace, or the length of one arm, or of both arms 
extended. (2) to make of the same size, length, breadth. Cf. shikashla.

hishlakshka, d. hihashlakshka to shoot well nigh each other; to come near 
wounding or killing each other by shooting, 110, 2. Der. hishlan, -kska.

hishlan, apoc. hishla, d. hihashlan, hihashla (1) to shoot, to fire at each 
other, 108, 1 ; to wound or kill each other: natak h. ive shot men of our own 
party, 24, 4.; htshla-uk for having fired at our own men, 24, 17. (2) to ri- 
valize with another, or others, in shooting at the mark: h'fshla nte'-ishtka they 
shot with bows at the mark, .109, 15. (3) to shoot oneself; to commit suicide 
by shooting. Der. shlin. Cf. Notes to 24, 4. and 109, 15.
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liishlatchna, d. hihashlatchna to 1)6 or go on a shooting trip, to go around
shooting, to divert oneself by shooting, 136, 3. Der. hishlan. 

hishliitanka, d. hihashlutanka to bend over for clasping, as the blade of
a pocket-knife. Of. liwakukpele.

h i s h 1 u t c h t a n k a, d. hihashlutchtanka to tie up, to tie together: hihash 
lutchtanka lak Lem£-isham he tied the Thunders together by their own hair,
113, 19. Of. shlitchta. 

hislinkita, d. hihashnkita (1) to disobey, disregard: p'gishap nu'sh lewe*-
ula e*-ushtal ge*nuapksht, nu hishnki'ta hunksh my mother forbade me to go to
the lake, but I did not mind her order. (2) to be reckless, rash, audacious:
ka-itoks i-i hishnkfta t don't be so reckless! Der. shnikfta. 

hishnsha, d. hihashnsha to go about eating, to eat while walking. Of. shne%la. 
h i s h 5' t k i s h, d. hih'sho'tkish curtain; window-shade. 
hisliplamna, hishpla'mna, d. hihashpla'mna to lead, to drag, to tow (boats,

animals etc ). Der. shepolamna. * 
h i s hi a 11 a, d. hihashtalta (1) to inform, apprise; to report to. (2) to promise

mutually; to promise, 34, 21. Der. stilta. 
hishtanta, d. hihashtanta (1) to love, cherish each other, to be fond of each

other: gek shiushuak h. these girls love each-other. (2) to love oneself.
Der. stinta. 

hishtatcha, d. hihdshtatcha, hihast'sha to educate, bring up, raise: tata-
kiash, tchikinash hihasht'sha to raise children, chickens. Der. t'shin. 

hishtilankanke-o'tkish hoop as a plaything for children. Der.
tilankankia. Of. shtilanshna. 

hfshtish, d. hihashtish, a species of little sucker-fish, the smallest of that
fish-tribe found in the waters of the Klamath region. 

Hisbtish = Lue'lks, nom. .pr. of a camping and fishing place on the
headwaters of Sprague River: "Fishery of small suckers". 

hishtualk&nka, d. hihashtualkanka (1) to sway, swing, weave, rock to
and fro. (2) to roll forth and back. Of. tilankanka. 

hishtchakta, d. hihashtchakta to become angry, irritated at each other;
to quarrel, to have a fight, contest, difficulty: tsui h. hatakt then they quarreled
there, 19, 8. Der. shitchakta. Of. shawiga. 

hishtchaktna, d. hihashtchaktna, (1) v. refl.: to become angry at each
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other; to start a quarrel, altercation, 35, 1. 60, 19. 22. (2) v. intr.: to become 
angry, wroth at somebody or something, 21, 3. 37, 2. Der. shitchaktna.

hishtcha^iiga, d. hihashtcha%uga to put or place into something, as into 
a basket, 95, 19.

bishtchi, d. hihashtchi to save, rescue, deliver: hu hishtchish Meachash 
hameniiiga because intending to save Meaclmwts life, 42, 13.

hishtchish^ash breech-clout longer than the hassuf sh%ish; two articles 
of female wardrobe which have now become obsolete.

hishuakga, d. hihashuakga boy-child, boy; boys are called so by the 
Klainath Lake people from their birth until they become adult: na'sh 
gitsganits (for kitchkani tchish) h. a young boy too, 23, 13. Dim. hishu- 
aksh; contr. from hishuakaga. Cf. shnawe'dshka, tchaki, tchilloyaga.

h i s h u a k s h, Mod. hishuatch%ash, d. hihashuaksh, hf-assuaks, Mod. hi- 
hashuatch%ash (1) husband: nalam h. our husband, the husband of us all, 
95, 10.; ka'liak h. not having a husband, 60, 1.; hissuaksh m'na k'le*ksht her 
husband having died, 89, 5.; cf 61, 19. 20 78, 3. 7. 142, 9. 14. 16. 186; 54.; 
married man: ha i h. palluapk snawa'dshash if you as a married man should 
seduce a married woman, 59, 2. Cf 61, 14. (2) person of the male sex: 
male, man, adult man: hissuaks ka/liak snawadsh a man without a wife, 60, 
1.; ha/toks i hi'hashuaksh shish6kuapk but should you fight with (other) 
men, 59, 13.; hishuakshash-shitko Ish hemkank! speak to me as to a man! 
37, 7. Cf. 33, 6. 80, 6. 87, 1. 17. 90, 11. (3) young man capable to carry 
arms; fighting man, ^varrior, brave. Cf. the term "yeoman". Ka/gi hi- 
hassuaks tankt no fighting men were present at that time, 16, 17.; hihassuaks 
at tinkayiila the armed men ran out of the bush, 23, 11. Cf. 28, 7 30, 8.  
The d. form here serves as a real pi.; hissuaks stands instead of this pi. 
form in 28, 4. Derived from a form parallel with hashuakla. Cf. laki, 
maklaks, mbushni, shesha!61ish

hishuakshia, d. hihashuakshla (1) to be married to a man,.to take for a 
husband. (2) to consort with a man: hishiiakshlank, for hishuakshlan gi, 
was consorting, 95, 11. Kl. Der. hishuaksh. Cf. shnawe'dshla.

h i s h u a 1 % a, d. liihashual^a (1) to lay oneself down, legs drawn up, face down, 
or leaning on elbows, when stretched out the whole length. (2) to hide, to 
secrete oneself, to lie in ambush. Der. shiulka; lit. "to gather oneself up". 
Cf. kniikla, knukl^a, lutchl^a.
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h i s h u a t c h # a s h ; Mod. for hishuaksh Kl., q. v.
hishuatch%ashla, d hihashuatch%ashla, 54, 16.; Mod. for hishuakshla 

KL, q. v. Of. shnawe'dshashla.
hishu'dsh%a, d. hihashu'dsh^a to spread over, as sheets, blankets etc.
hishuggaya, d. hihashuggaya, v. trans., to hang above or over something; 

to suspend, extend over, as a blanket over a shrub. Der. shuggaya. Of. 
kshaggaya, shak&tchuala.

hishu'ka, d. hihashuka, hih'shiika, (1) v. recipr., to Mil or murder each 
other; 60, 22.: tu' sas hisho'kst that they had killed each other out there, 108, 5. 
(2) v. refl.: to commit suicide. Der. shiiiga.

hishiinua, d. hihashiinua to apply or make use of the song-medicine, 129, 5. 
Der. shuina.

hit a, hita, abbr. hi't, hi'd '(1) loc. adv. here on the ground, on this soil: 
nda'ni nu hi'd shuewatka eVakatat three times I fished with the line here in 
the pond. (2) here in the lodge, in or into this house: hitd tchia! here she sits 
in the lodge! 105, 5 ; hi't a tcha'l%a here he sat down, 105, 15.; rnashipksh 
a sha hi7d itpa h<5nta latcheshtat they bring the sick people into this house 
here (into a hospital). (3) at this place, at that spot: Melat hu'nksh hi't! 
kill ye him on the spot, 190; 15. Of. gita, hi, hitksh, hitok.

h i' t k s h, contr. from hita=kshi at this place; from this point, from here, 192; 4.
hitok, hi-itok, (I) adv., right here on the ground; right here, just on this spot: 

hi'-itak there, meaning on the bottom of the lark's nest, 95, 6. (2) verbi 
fied: hit6k i! hi-it6k at! be quiet! no disturbance! lit. "sit down on the 
ground! sit down again!" 34, 11. From hf, tok.

hiuhiush, d. hihiuhiush soft ground, morass, marsh: h. t/alamta to the west 

of the marsh, 24, 10. A locality is here alluded to, situated on the trail 
followed by the Maklaks when on their raids to Pit River valley.

hiuhiwa, d. hihiuhiwa to be soft, elastic; to rise up after depression like a 
sponge; said of marshy ground; partic. hiuhiwatko marshy, 20, 4.

hiu'shga, d hihu'shga to order, to command: p'na maklakshash hfushga 
ka-i shue'nktgi he ordered his men not to kill, 56, 6.

Hi'wats nom. pr. masc. Kl.: "Lips-hanging", "Big-mouthed".
h f w i, hewi, iwi, d. hi-iwi to fetch home, to pack away for home, to transport 

to one's camp, 74, 13. 14. 75, 1.: kshu'n la., to bring hay to one's home or lodge,
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75, 12.; h. hfmboks to haul logs or fatten trees, 78, 14. Der. hi Of. hiwf-
dsha, iwa, iwfl#a. 

hiwidsha, iwl'dsha, d. hi-iwfdsha (1) to go and fetch home, to haul to one's
camp: w6kash, kshun iwf-idsha they take home the pond-lily seed, the hay,
75, 1. 12. (2) to put, to stow away underground, in caches; used when
speaking of dried provisions to be stored at the prospective wintering
place; 74, 6. Der. hiwi.

h 1 a', d hla'hla to adjust feathers on arrows, to provide them with fliers. Cf. lash, 
hla-a, hla', la-a, d. hlahla, lala-a (1) to breed, to bear offspring; said of

quadrupeds and other animals: watch lala-a mares foal, 75, 6. (2) to lay
eggs: tchikgn napal h. the chicken has laid an egg. Cf. knukla, lalash, le-
le'dshi, lilhanksh. . . 

hi4ka, d. hlalka the shorter wing-feathers of a bird. Dim. of lash, hlash;
contr. from hla-aga

hlakhlakli, d. hlalaklakli; same as laklakli, q. v., but less frequent, 
hle'ka, Mka, d. hlalka, Mka (1) to draw breath in audibly, to make 'hh. (2)

to sob, to breathe heavily: legguta ham^%e she said while sobbing, 121, 4.
(3) to lap, to lap up Cf. h!6pa. 

H1 e* k o s h, nom. pr. of a -Klamath man: " Lapping up", "Lap- Water", 141,
8. 11. Der. hldkua; stands for Hl^kuish. 

h 1 e' k u a, hla/kua, d. hlehlakua to drink out of the hand, to draw water into
the mouth, to lap ; often used instead of h!6pa, q. v. 

hlila, Ifla, d. hlfhla, lil'la; see lila. 
hlintana, d. hlilantana to rub the -sides or flanks against: 157; '61. Cf.

lalash, tflantana. 
hlivash, liwash, d. hlihliwash, lillwash (1) a species octrees; grows near

the Agency buildings. (2) basket, crate probably made of the wood of this
tree; large digger-basket hung over the shoulders to collect edible roots,
tubers and bulbs: 190; 19. Der. liwa 

hi6pa, hlu'pa, d. hlulupa (1) to lap, lap up, sip: watchag eMshash h. the dog
is lapping milk (2) to eat in a brute-like manner: ndpatka tchipash h. they
sop up with their hands the tchipash-pulp, 149, 10. (3) to eat with a spoon. 

hlii'ka, h!6ka, d. hlohl6ka, hlo!6ka (1) to snore. (2) to grunt. 
h 1 u' k a s h, d. hluhikash; see 16kash.
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h6a, h<5ha, d. h<5hoa; same as hiiwa, q. v.
h 6 y e k a, h6ye%a, d. h6hie#a to take a long leap, to leap far out, to jump into 

distance; different from hiiyeka, q. v.
h6ka, Mka, d. h<5h'ka, h61ih'ka (1) to breathe: ke'shga hukish he is unable 

to breathe, he is suffocated, choked or smothering. (2) to sigh heavily; to sigh.
hokdnapele, d. hoh'kampeli (1) to breathe .in, to inspirate air. (2) to re 

gain consciousness, to come to life again, to breathe again. Der. h6kna, -pelf.
h6kansha, d. h6h'kansha; see hiikansha.
hokno'tkish, hfi'knotch, d. huhakno'tkish nostrils of persons and animals, 

lit. "breathing apparatus". Der. h6kna
h6ksaska, d. hohaksaska to catch or capture by hand: kiitash h. to catch a 

louse on one's own head 'Of. kshikla.
h 61 ak a, in ginala h61akank! run and come here! 182; 5 , stands for h61al- 

kank running up to; cf. h61al^a.
h 6 1 a 1 x a, holalka, d. hohalal^a (1) to run fast, to run up to: ho'lalk tchawi'k 

sanaholiug he runs up to, desirous of a mad fight, 1>4; 28. (2) to run or 
jump through: h. lulukshtat to jump through a fire.

holapka, d. hoholapka (1) to leap or jump upon something. (2) to run up 
Mil, to ascend quickly.

hollaksh, h61aksh pine-nut while provided with two wings similar to those 
of the maple-seeds, 75, 4. Der. hul%a. Cf hiidsha No. 2.

holuipka, d. hohaluipka to run up close to, to come near. Cf. hulladshui.
h6ne = shiishatish lee, lit. "honey-maker"; half English. Cf. bi.
H6pats, nom. pr. of a camping place on Sprague River; Indians inter 

pret it by "Passage to the timber".

h 6pe"litchna, d. huhapelitchna to dodge missiles by jumping aside; to 
evade shots: ho'pelitsnank ambutat (sa) ge'na while dodging arrows they ran 

into the water, 20, 3. Cf gameni.
h u, ml, hu', abbr. u, 6, o'; pi. hiidsha, hu'dsha (for hu=sha), pron. dem. 

this, this here; pron. pers. he, she, it. Refers to animate beings and inani 
mate things within sight of the one speaking or supposed to be speaking; 
used more frequently in Mod. than in Kl. Cf. hu ka-i nush 161a Mod., 
mlk ai hunk kd-i 161a nush Kl. he does not believe me. We find it used as 
follows: kailiak hu tup&ks gi he has no sister, 55, 15.; lapgni hu snawe-
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dshdla he married twice, 55, 16.; hu'toks but he, 34, 5.; tcha'lish pawa hu 
lie cats like a porcupine, )90; 14.; cf. 40, 20. Hence it refers to persons 
or objects mentioned immediately before, wnich therefore are present to 
the mind of the speaker and of the hearer: hu ge'-u leVitchta tpeVash he 
(the conjurer) objected to my speaking, 34, 8.; cf. 36, 15.; ketchkanidnash o' 
gisht we'ngga they died when he was an infant, 55, 21 ; cf. 56, 1. 184 ; .'55. and 
Note; h6taks tataksni these, those children previously alluded to, 141, 12.

h u, hu, hu', u, ti, u', 6^, -u, (1) loc. adv., up, above, up there, above there; par 
ticle often found suffixed to pronouns, affixed to verbs etc , and composing 
a series of verbal suffixes. It refers to elevation above the soil or horizon, 
to hills, mountains, to the flight of birds etc.: tu'sh hu wika ne'nu wafwash 
tchilamnu? where is it, that up there waiwash-geese are said to crowd to 
gether? 189; 3. Cf. atu for ati hu (^) loc. adv., far off", in the distance; 
either visibly or so far as to be invisible: not on hand; in many instances 
untranslatable in English: na's wipka hii ambotat one man retreated into 
the water, 88, 7.; pagashtat hu mulk wa worms live in moist ground; kuyu- 
mashtat hu tidsh get utchln in muddy water it is good to fish with nets; ge'-u 
hti ge'pkash when I reached there, 175; 19. Cf. 131, 3. and Note to 112, 
11. 12. (3) adv., right here, here, then, at that time, now; often not transla 
table in English, temporal and local at the same time, and having refer 
ence to local distance of the past, present, or future action from the person 
speaking or supposed to speak. Stands almost exclusively, in Kl. song- 
lines and in the Mod. dialect, for hu'nk, hunk KL: ka-i hu maklaksh 
pupashpu'shlish gu'shu luela the Indians do not kill (at present) Uack Jiogs, 
128, 2.; tiihush 6 willaslina far away the mud-hen is sprawling, 185; 41.; 
nu hu shlu'tila I scratched this ground, 157; 42., cf 91, 7.; hu' (subj.) mlsh 
hii7 shnekshituapka he will save you, 193; 11.; palak ish hu lulpalpaliat! 
quick! make eyes for me at once! 154; 11.; ge'-u hu mu'muatch, ge'-u hu 
na'p, ge'-u hu nii'sh gl these are my ears, this is my paw, this is my head; 
said in reference to a dog by a conjurer. Presence is marked by the 
suffixed forms atii (for at hu), g^nu, ge'-u, hdnu, tamu/ , and others.

hualka, d. huhuAlka, 120, 4.; same as hiiwal^a, q v.
hudlta, hualtka, hualtoks; see walta, w41tka, waltoks.
huashka, d. huhuashka to Jceep away from, 139, 12. Cf. inuhuashka.
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hude*kshin, hiite'kshin trunk to pack things in: hudeksinti tchik&nen 
iron trunk-lining. Cf. utatchkia

h li d s h a, hu'tcha, h6tcha, d. huhatcha to run, to run fast, to rush within 
sight of the one speaking or supposed to speak: nkllank h. to run fast; 
ka-i hu'tsa (for hu'tsi, or hu'tsa i)! don't run! 22, 7. Speaking of two or 
three, tushtcha; of several or many, tfnsha.

hudsha, d. huhiidsha (1) seed of the white oak tree; lit. "it runs, it flies"; 
called so on account of its wings. (2) fruit of the white oak; acorn. Der. 
hiidsha. See hudshnam.

hudshaltka, d. huhudshaltka to disappear, vanish: liiash h. the fog disap 
pears. Der. hudsha.

hudshampeli, d. huhddshampeli to run home, to jump out and run back: 
hutchampelu'ta when Tie had run back home, 1 1?, 4. Der. hudshna, -pelf.

hudshampka, d. huhadshampka to run away, to 'flee, to rush off unseen by 
or at a distance from the one speaking. Speaking of two, tushtchampka; 
of many, tlnshampka: tsiii ktaital ti'nshampk Sa-at huk hereupon the Snake 
warriors fled to the rocks (unseen by me), 29, 19. Der. hudshna, q. "v.

hudshipka, d. huhadshipka to run towards, to rush up to: hutchfpke 
shliuapkuga she ran to shoot him, 55, 5. Der. hudsha.

hudshna, hutchna, ho'tchna, d. huhatchna, huho'tchna (1) to run, to 
hurry; to run or rush away, to make off, to scamper off, to take to one's heels 
within sight of the one speaking or supposed to speak. Applies to one sub 
ject in Kl. Hiitenant hai nu nen if I had run; hudshantak hut he will run 
away; kila nad huhatchna we run, travel fast, Mod.; ka-i huhatchantgi 
(exhortat.) they must not run away,$k, 8. Mod. Cf. 42, 15-17. 54, 7. 125, 4. 
Nu hu'tsna tu7 Iran over there, 22, 4.; mYtchanuapk! I shall rush over! 22, 
8. Said of the young antelope, 177; 5., of other quadrupeds, 125, 4. 6. 9. 
177; 10. 14., of the salmon, 177; 31. (2) to pass, to pass by, to elapse; 
said of time. Speaking of two or three, tushtchna, 122, 5.; of many 
subjects: tfnshna, q. v.

hudshna-m, hutchnam, d. huhadshnam white oak tree: Quercus alba; not 
found in the vicinity of the Klamath lakes. Cf. hudsha No. 2.

huds6tcha, d. huhads6tcha to ride on horseback while abroad, on a trip 
or journey: hudsh6tchipka to ride towards, 182; 3.
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huggfdsha, hukidsha, d. huhaggfdsha, huh'kfdsha (1) to go around some 
thing; to revert, to turn back. (2) to regain health, to be convalescent,: atutu 
huggl'dsha! now I am getting better! 175; 18.

huggi'tko, d. huhaggi'tko deaf.
h u i k f n i, d. huhuikmi to run up into timber, woods, cliffs or recesses.
huikfnsha, d. huhuikinsha to run away from, as from a river, lake, 

prairie, hill into the woods. Speaking of two or a few, tushfkinsha; of 
many subjects, tini'kinsha Der. huikfni. Cf. guikmsha.

h u i # a n s h a, d. huhufyansha to run along a stream or river against its cur 
rent Speaking of two, tushl'^ansha; of many subjects, tinl'^ansha

hui^ipSle, d. huhuf%ipele to hurry, to run, jump or scamper out of again, 
112,4.6.7. Cf.gm#i.

hiiishipe'le, d. huhuishipe'le to threaten, menace. Cf. hushasha.
hti.it, pi, tumi h., wheat; grain of cereals: huitam niish ear of Indian corn 

(maize), wheat etc. From English wheat.
h li y a, hu-iya (1) near, near by, close to: wash a nalsh ge*luipk h. the prairie- 

wolves approach near to our home. (2) for awhile, not a long time. (3) 
interj.: don't do it! used in a prohibitory sense, 30, 3. 4..; na-asht nil he'm- 
tan "hu-iya" hu'nksh I told him not to do it. H. is the radix of wikd near, 
is used as verbal suffix (see Note to 19, 4.) and has no d. form.

hiiy ah-a, huya-a, d. huhfyaha (I) to rush away from, to run away: wash a 
gii' n'sh h. the prairie-wolf runs away from me, 184; 32. 34. (2) to hide, 
conceal oneself, 186; 57  Speaking of more than one subject, gayaha, q. v.

huy4-edsha, d. huhia-edsha to run past, to run by within sight: tche'-u 
K'mu'kamtchash h. the antelope ran past before K'mukamtch, 126, 9.

h u y £ g a, d. huhayega to sit, to be seated in the distance: shla-a Aishishash 
huye'gank she saw Aishish sitting, 96, 5. Cf. hiiyaha.

h u y ^ g a, d. huhie'ga to rise up, to stand up suddenly, to rise to one's feet; lit. 
"to begin to leap", 42, 8. Speaking of a few, tushie'ga; of many subjects, 
tinie'ga, q. v.

hiiyeka, huye#a, hui-i^a, d. huhie%a (1) to skip up high, to jump or leap 
high. (2) to run up hill. (8) to climb, to climb up, as wild beasts  Speaking 
of many subjects, tini^i, q. v. Cf h6yeka.

huye'^edsha, d hnhie'^edsha to jump high while running: nti h. hfmboks 
I jumped over a log. Der. huyeka. Cf" shuyu%i^ga.
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hu y uka, d. hiihiuka to heat, to make hot or incandescent: h. sha kta-i 
heat stones, 8'?, 6. 8. 112, 21.

hu'k, Mk. huk, o'k, obj. hu'nkiash. hu'nkesh, hu'nksh, ml'nk; pi hu'ksha, 
huksa (1) pron. dem. that, that one, yon, yonder; pi. those; referring to 
anim and inan. (but not inflected when alluding to inan.) things re 
moved from sight, or supposed to be unseen by the one speaking and 
distant from him, but present to his mind. Shui'sh hu'k those magic songs, 
83, 5.; hu'k this (distant) man, 101, 10.; shnulas toks hu'k p'laiwasham 
though that (nest) was the nest of the eagle, 100, 9.; hu'ksha nakush- 
kshakshni those who dwelt at the dam, 132, 3. Cf. 20, 17. 65, 11. 66, 10. 
H. may also refer to the dead or their spirits, when they are thought to 
be far away: pil maklakshu'k only a dead Indian, 129, 2. 7. 130, 1. 2 and 
Note. Only when connected with gek, hita, h. can mean proximity: 
hu'k geg this man here before us, 95, 10. 158; 54; liielat hu'nksh hl't! 
kill ye this fellow! 190; 15. (2) pron. pers. anim. and inan., he, she, it; 
pi they; used in the same way as the pron dem : ka-i huk hamgni he 
did not wish, 56, 13.; hunk kuihe'gshash shitko shpunkanka she kept him 
at home like an orphan, 55, 18.; huk ka-4 shellual he fought bravely, 56, 1.; 
cf. 16, 15. 24, 18.; tsiii kedsa huk then it grew up, 100, 7.; ati huk, ka-i 
wiga it is far, not near; tchf hunk hu'ksha gi so they said, 95, 11.; hu'ksha 
gatpa they have reached, 122, 16.; at hu'ksa tu'm waltka tankt hereupon 
they had a long talk, 23, 3.

huk, huk, hu'k, adv. loc. and temp, simultaneously; untranslatable in Eng 
lish, but generally referring to the past tense and to acts performed in 
presence or absence of the one speaking or supposed to speak: kokalam 
huk palkuish'mund tu the dry bed of a river was deep below (us), 21, 15.; 
na'dshak huk hlshuakshlank K'mukamtchash one only consorted with ICmu- 
kamtch, 95, 11.; at toks Mk Afshlsh shu'isha but now Aishish became lean, 
95, 1H.; genii7! a hu'k una tatakshni the children left long ago, 121, 12.; 
hu'k Kayutchish gatpa Gray Wolf arrived, 131, 5.; tat 1 huk a shayan- 
tildsha? wherefrom did you carry off under your arm? 1S6; 50. Cf. 101, 
11. and tchuyuk.

h u k a, d huh'ka to run about; to run or rush to or towards: hu'kank running 
around, 186; 54.; connected with the poss. case: nl'sh lawa'-ula hu-
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kuapksht ku'kalam palkui'sham they did not permit me to run across tJie 
dry led of the river, 22, 5. Speaking of many subjects, g&ka (not tm%a).

h u k a y a, d. huhakaya, huh'kaya to run into, to retire to the timber, bush, 
woods, to inaccessible places: tcMtchak ankutat h. the squirrel climbs around 
the trees, lives among the trees; hukayapka to run into distant woods, to dis 
appear in the lush, 23, 19 21. Speaking of two or three, tushk&ya; of 
many, tin^aya. Cf. gakaya, huikini, huikinsha.

hukayula, d. huhakayiila to run out from lushes, woods, recesses or hiding 
places. Speaking of two or three subjects, tushkayiila; of many, tin- 
kayiila, 23, 11. Cf. gakayula.

hukak, pi. hu'kshak, obj. hunkak the same, the identical one; lit. "he, she 
only": hukak ya ge'n hu'shkanka kitchkani I think it is the same small 
one; hiikak a gek the same person (present); hunkak h4 i shue'ntchash 
he'mta'? did you speak to the same child? Mod.; hu'nk shltko hak exactly in 
the same manner. From hu'k, ak.

hukampeli, d. huhakampeli to hurry, run, rush out again; to run to the 
former place, 112, 14. Speaking of two, tu'shkampeli, 120, 12. 15.; of 
many subjects, tin%ampeli. Der. huka.

huk4mp8li; same as hok&mpele, q. v. Der. h<5ka.
hukansha, hokdnsha, d. huhdkansha to run, to jump out of, to leave hur 

riedly, to depart in haste: mu'-ue pu'tan hukansha the mole ran out half- 
smothered, 127, 7. Speaking of two or three, tu'shkansha; t. ku'me'tat they 
ran out of the cave, 122, 4.; of many, tin%ansha, 23, 14. Cf. ge"kansha.

hukanshampgli, d. huh'kanshampeli to run out of again, 112, 11.: 
hu'kantchampelok for the purpose of hurrying out again, 112, 10. Speak 
ing of two or three, tushkanshampeli; of many subjects, tiri^anshampeli.

h u k i, hukl, pron. deni. and refl., referring to the bodily or mental con 
dition of the person spoken of: he within himself, she ly herself; inessive 
case of hu'k: huki7 kii-i gi she gets worse "within", 68, 7. Cf. huni.

hukian, -hii=kianki, pron. pers. and refl., he for himself, she ly herself, it 
for itself: h. k&hga he'mkanksh he is hoarse. Der. hu or hu'k, -gianggin.

hukie'tansha, d. huhakie'tansha to run past, to pass by quickly.
hukish, d. huk'kish (O breathing, respiration, breath. (2) spirit, animal 

life: h. ge'kansha the spirit or soul departs; ge'na ml at h. now your life is 
ended, 87, 15. (3) Seating of pulse, pulsation. Der. h6ka.
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h li k n a, d. huhakna to run out, to rush out of. Der. huka.
hukgniiksht, 113, 22.; contr. from huh'nunk glsht, periphr. of hukna.
hiikshi, d. huhakshi to surrender, give oneself up to, 55, 14.: ha ka-i h. 

na'lsh 1 if you do not surrender to us.
hu'ksht, 6'ksht, obj. hu'nksht, pi. hu'kshtsha, (1) pron. dem., that one, 

those. (2) pron. pers., he, she, they; referring to persons unseen, far off, 
absent or thought to be at a distance, 192; 7. and Note. Of. hu'nksht.

hu'kt, hukt; obj. hu'nkt, q. v., pi. hu'ktsha, (1) pron. dem., that, that one; 
those; referring to absent persons and distant things: wa'kaltk hu'kt kl this 
one (wife) had a child, 96, 1. (2) pron. pers.: he, she; they; used like the 
pron. dem.: h. pll na'dshek he (P'lii) was the only man, 66, 10.; h. she'llual 
he made war (just after a huk), 56,1.; h. tidsh tm%a he succeeds well, 134, 18.

h u' k t a g a, hu'ktag, a term of familiarity: this little one; this child or young 
one, 96, 15. 121, 23. Dim. hu'kt.

hu'ktakaga, hu'ktakag, a term of familiarity: "that little one", used by 
the antelopes to designate Old Grizzly, 121, 22. 122, 7. Dim. hu'ktaga.

h u 1 h e, hu'lhi, d. huhalhe to enter, run into, rush into: i-a-uka hu'lhi auk run 
ning into other people's houses, 184; 26.; kayata h. he runs into the small 
wigwams, 183; 18.; mu'-iie nayanta wa/shtat h the mole ran into another 
hole or den, 127, 7. Of. 127, 5.

h u 1 h e k a n k a, hulhikanka, d. huhalhekanka to run into continually, to rush 
into frequently, 183; 18.

hulil^a, d huhaKl%a to fly near the ground, 183; 25. Of. hul%a.
hulfpgli, hulhipele, d. huhalipe'li (1) to hurry into again, to re-enter in 

haste. (2) to run or rush into, as into the windings of a chasm, narrow 
vale, 23, 15.; into one's own lodge, 121, 9. Speaking of two or three, 
tu'shlipeli; of many subjects, tflhipe'li. Der. hulhe, -peli.

h u 1 % a, d. huhal%a to stop on the way, to make short stops while traveling, as 
birds do in their flight.

hulladshui, huladshui, d. huhalladshui to run up to, to approach in haste, 
96, 16.: pen h. K'mukamtchash he ran up again to K'mukamtch, 96, 14.

hulladshuitamna, d. huhalladshuitdmna to run up to and back again, 
continually, 96, 13.

h urn ash t, d. humamasht, huh'niasht; the latter used sometimes in Mod.
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(1) adv., thus, so, in this manner, in such a way: ndnka kd-i h. shewanat 
others did not give in this manner (as he did), 66, 10.; h. laldki nd-ulakta 
Kakdshash thus did the chiefs punish Doctor John, p. 64 (title); h. shdpash 
lu'pi shutey^gatk so ivere the moons made at first, p. 105 (title). Of. 
65, 12. 120, 8. 139, 12. (2) interj., that's so! that's the way! that is right! 
h. tidsh, or h. toks tidsh! that's good! 139, 14.; cf. 182; 7. Of. hiimasht 
gi, humtchi.

hiimashtak, d. humdmashtak, adv, equally, in the same manner, just as; 
lit "thus only": h. na'd kd-i hu'shkankuapk just as we would not mind it, 
139, 5.; h. correl. with wdkaktoksh in the same manner ... .as, 139, 10.; h. 
giuga therefore, hence, 91,7.; humdshtak ni shnakelui-udpka in the same man 
ner I shall remove him from his post, 59, 15. Cf 64, 15. 134, 15 18. 139, 8.

humdsht gi, humashtgi, d. humdmasht gi (1) to do so, to act in this man 
ner: h. gisht therefore, for that reason, 135, 4.; h.-gisht shnu'kp'lisht because 
he took her back, 61, 10.; h. gfnk (for giank) by so doing, 96, 18. 119, 10.; 
h. giug on that account, therefore, 61, 21. 103, 4.; on this, subject, 78, 6.; h. 
shdhunk giug for the same reason, 134, 4., lit "for doing so, for acting 
thus"; cf. 139, 7 ; h. gl stands for h. giug, 75, 2.; h. giulank, Mod. h. giu- 
lan, after doing so, having acted thus; tchui sha h. gl'ulank patdmpka having 
achieved this they begin to eat, 149, 9. Cf 94, 8 96, 21. 99, 6, 149, 7. (2) 
to say so, to agree, to assent, to give one's assent: leVitchta humdshtgish he 
refused his assent to, 36, 13.; ke*shga nu hun h. kish / cannot consent to this, 
42, 6. Cf gi, humasht, ne'-ashtgi.

humtsantka, adv., in the same manner, just so, equally; instr. of humtchi: 
ndsh wa'k shli'tk hu'mtsantkak another was shot in the same manner in the 
arm, 24, 8.; the suffixed -k is gi, was

humtchi, M'mtsi, obi., humtcha, adj., (1) alike to this; like him, her, it, 
them; like that thing, like those things. (2) such, such one, one of the same 
kind, one of that sort, one in that condition: humtchi ki it is of the same kind, 
126, 9.; ge'-u tchish h. gi! I have caught one of that ilk! hu'mtcha kalak 
one of the kind called relapses, 72, 3.; hu'mtcha gu'l the kol-root in this state, 
condition, 147, 9.; hu'mtcha hishudtch^ash a husband of this description, 
186; 54. Der. hun, -ptchi. Cf. gemptchi.

hun, hu'n, (1) pron. dem., that thing, that object;, refers to inan. things pres-
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ent, visible, or to acts, words, speeches, etc and things of an abstract 
nature: hu h. hashtaltdmpka stina'sh he owns this house, Mod.; h. humasht 
klsh to consent to this, 42, 6.; l<51oksgish mi h. elk! lay down your rifle! 37, 6. 
Cf. 110, 1. and a quotation under gfshala. When referring to persons, 
it seems abbr. from hunk, hu'nk; cf. 65, 9. D7, 1. and o'nish. Hunta (for 
huntala) thus, 104, 4. and Note, also a quotation under liita. (2) pron. 
pers., it, for inan. things, corresponding to the hu'k as used in relation to 
anim. beings: h. hushkanka to mind it, 139, 4. .

hun, hun, adv. simultaneously loc. and temp., usually marking past tense: 
h. tche'keli kititchna they spilled the blood, 13, 8.; tsi sa hu'n ki 50 they said, 
100, 13.; tank hun shellualtampka hence began the war, 37, 10.; tchilalat 
hun iwam they will boil berries, 75, 8. Cf. 95, 2. 121, 2. Connected with 
imperatives in Mod. songs: 193; 11. 12. Cf. hunk (adv.) un.

hunamasht, interj marking surprise: is that so f indeed? Mod.
huna'shak, abbr. hunshak, hiintsak, hunsak, d. huhanashak, adv, the 

various meanings of which are based on the fundamental signification: 
"for no apparent reason". (1) groundlessly, unreasonably, in vain, foolishly, 
absurdly: h. hu he'mkanka he talks silly things; hu'ndsak tch! insh spu'lhi 
for no reason you thus imprison me, 64, 16.; for no real cause, 38, 1 7. 59, 
16. 64, 10. (2) falsely, abusively: h. she'shatko he has a nickname. (3) 
gratuitously, for nothing, scot-free, without pay: h. pe'lpeli to work for no 
compensation, 35, 18. (4) accidentally, fortuitously: h. nu shniika I obtained 
by mere chance. (Jy) unawares: h. ktiule^a he was knocked down unawares. 

(6) "I do not know", in reply to a query like: "What will you do?" Cf. 
tua lish? what is the matter f or: what do you want? hunsak: "nothing", lit. 
''your question is to no avail": hunsak viila i. In the Nisqualli Selish 
language patlatl corresponds exactly to h.; cf. G. Gibbs' Dictionary, in 
Contrib. No. Am. Ethnol. I, p. 339, under "nothing".

hundred, English term substituted for ta-une*pni ta-unep: tina h. one hun 
dred, 90, 1. 3.; vune'pni h. shu'ldshash four hundred soldiers, troops, 37, 20.

h u n i, hu'nitak, pron. pers. and refL, in his or her own mind, by himself or 
herself: sla/popk hu'nitak he was aware, he knew; lit. "he observed by 
himself", 107, 14. 108, 5. Cf. huki.

hunk, hu'nk, pi. hu'nksha; obj. of sing, and pi. hu'nkiash, hu'nkie'sh,
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hunklsh, hu'nksh, hu'nk, hunk, unk (1) pron. dem. this, this one. (2) pron. 
pers he, she, it. Used very unfrequently in the subj. cases, but in the obi. 
cases referring to anim. beings (and in the form hunk to inan. things also) 
present and visible or supposed to be so: hiinkiash tunepa'nash sha't'la 
he hired these Jive (men), 44, 2.; 161oksgish hunklsh u't%i! disarm him of 
his rifle! 37, 9.; i a-i tawi hiinksh you have bewitched her, 68, 10.; shift i 
hu'nks! you shoot him! 107, 14.; hu'nksh vu'shat he will flee before him, 
147, 13.; na'dskank hu'nk uba-ush while applying that piece of skin, 73, 4.; 
shliutuapkug hu'nk for the purpose of firing at him, 66, 12 ; hu'nk nu nen 
gi I mean him, her; hu'nk sa kiuksas a'mpele tchi'shtal they brought that 
conjurer back to his lodge, 69, 2. Here h. refers to a dead person, and 
like hu't, hu'riksht, it is often used in this sense to avoid giving the name 
of the deceased: huk pll link shla't shku'ks dead persons only can see the 
spirits, 129, 1. Of 68, 5. 10. 87, 1. 11. 12. 129, 4-7. and Note to 64, 1. 
It is not always easy to distinguish, whether h. is the prori. or the adv., 
cf. tchu'tantki giug hu'nk shillalpksh to have the one treated who fell sick, 
65, 18.; cf. 64, 5. 11. 101, 16. Local case: hiinkant (ankutat) ts'halam- 
nank sitting against that tree,. 30, 12.; shnu'lashtat hu'nkant in that nest, 
101, 13.; partit. case: pi hu'nkanti sheVana he gave (him) of that (meat), 
113, 10.; cf. 30, 21.; instr.: hunkantka uba-ushtka by means of that piece 
of buckskin, 73, 2.; hiinkantka waitashtka the same day, 87, 2. Cf. hu, 
hu'k, hiinkanti.

hunk, hu'nk, unk, adv. simultaneously loc. and temp., referring to acts 
performed or states undergone in the distance and proximity, most fre 
quently in the past tense, but sometimes in the present and future tense 
also; not translatable in English. Connected with intransitive verbs we 
find it in: nil h. tia'ma / was hungry; at h. pan pala-ash ye were eating 
bread; maklaks h nanuk wawapkan the Indians all sitting around, 14, 5.; 
wak 1 h. giug ka-i u'na ga'mpele? why did you not go home yesterday? sha 
h. spu'klitcha they start out for sweating, 88, 3 ; 1 unk he*mkanka you were 
talking. With transitive verbs it occurs in: laki p'na h. shu'ldshash hi- 
hashual^an the commander then placing his soldiers in ambush, 14, 3.; ne*- 
ul%a h ge'n he resolved, 94, 3.; h. na-a'sht g! Aishish so said Aishish, 
95, 21.; tank a nu h. shu'ktga I struck myself sometime ago with the hand
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or fist; i nush tula h. wudu'ka hu'nksh you and I struck him with a club; 
cf. 59, 22. 65, 6. 66, 1. 73, 8. 95, 10. 19. Of. the adverbs: hu, huk, 
tchihunk, tchig'hunk, tchiiyunk.

h u n k 4 y a, d. huhankaya to fly on, to fly towards or upon, as upon bushes, 
trees, rocks etc.: p'laiwash h. kapkatat the golden eagle flew upon the pine- 
tree, 100,' 7. Cf. gakaya, tchaggaya.

hunkanka, d. huhankanka (I) to run habitually or repeatedly: hohank- 
ankatk lilhanks the running animals, quadrupeds (viz: animals neither swim 
ming, nor creeping, nor jumping), 145, 1. (2) to fly habitually: ankutat 
tchia nanuktua huhankankatko on trees live all kinds of birds; cf. 145, 8.  
Speaking of two or three: tiishkanka, of many: tinkanka, 80, 7.

hunkanti, hunkganti, hu'nkant (1) partitive case of hunk, q. v. (2) adv. 
and conj.: thereby, therefore, on that account, for that reason: h. sawika he 
became angry for this reason, 19, 8.; cf 21,4.; h. wishink barne^e on this 
subject the garter-snake said, 103, 8.; hunkanti' thereat, 58, 14.; hu'nkant 
tchish a wi-uka on that account also they win, 80, 4. Cf. 96, 14. 21. 103, 11 

Hu'nkant is also locat. case, and then is abbr. from hu'nkantat; see the 
pronoun hunk,

hunkantcha' on account of that, for this reason, considering that, 59, 1. 
Contr. from hunkanti tche'. Cf. tche.

hunkglam, pron. poss. of the third pers. sing.: his, her or hers, its. It is 
the poss. case of hu'hk, q. v., and refers to anim. and inan. objects sup 
posed to be in closer proximity to the one speaking than with p'nalam: 
h. p'gi'shap its mother, 91, 4. 5.; h. we*ash his or her child, 85, 16.

hunkelamsham, syncop. Kl.: hu'nkiamsham, hu'nkimsham, pron. poss. 
of the third pers. pi.: their, theirs (anim. and inan.). It is the poss. case 
of hunksha, pi. of hu'nk, which has to be compared for its signification: 
shu'dshash hunkiamsham while a camp-fire was kept up by them, 119, 21. 
Sham stands for h. in 122, 17. Cf. Ill, 19. and hunkelam.

hunke"14mskni, pi. hunkelamshainskni coming, proceeding from, belong 
ing to his or her place, house, lodge, 20, 18. Contr. from hunkelamkshkni.

h u' n k s h t, pi. hu'nktsha, but more frequently hu'ktsha, obj. cases sing, 
and pi. of hu'ksht, huksht that, that one, referring to anim. beings absent 
or supposed to be at a distance and invisible: na'-ul%a h. Pu'lam snawa'- 
dsas they tried that wife of Ball, 78, 9. Stands also for the pers. pronouns
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him, her, it, them: tankt nat siuga h at last we MUed him, 23, 2.; kayak h. 
sheVanank giving nothing to him, 113, 8.; h.. kaltchitchfkshash heshuam- 
pSlftki gfug that the spider-remedy would cure him, 72, 4. Of. 59, 11.

hunkt, sing, and pi., obj. case of hu'kt, hukt: that thing, those things; or 
as pron. pers.: it, them. Refers to man. objects which are far off or in 
visible, or supposed to be so by the one speaking: ml a eal%a h. / gave 

names to those objects.
h u' n k t a k, hunktoks, obj. case sing, and pi. of pron. dem and pers. hu'k- 

tak: anim. and inan. (1) with emphatic signification: him, her, it, them: 
hu'nktoks ml hushkanka ma'ntchnish all these things of the past I recollect.
(2) with refl signification: himself, herseJf, itself, themselves. 

hiintakia, d huhantakia to fly upon, to rush down upon: yaukal hu'nta-
kiank shnu'ka tchikash the white-headed eagle rushing down catches a bird. 

huntish, d. huh6ntish a butterfly, whose caterpillar is called s%eshfsh and
the chrysalid pu'l%uantch, q. v. Of. huntchna 

hiintsak, 59, 16 ; same as hunashak, q. v ' 
huntchampeli, d. huhantchampeli to fly back or home, to return by flying;

said of the shk^-bird, 177; 21.
huntchfpka, d. huhantchipka to fly towards, 183; 25. 
huntchna, h6ntchna, d huh6ntchna (1) to fly or soar in a straight line,

177; 21.; said of night birds, 145, 7. (2) to fly, to soar away, 144, 5. 6.
(3). to fly or flutter around; said of certain species of butterflies, one of
which is called huntish, q. v.

h u n u, hu'nu, pron dem : that thing before me or you. Cf ge*nu from ge*n. 
h u' n u a, d. huhdnua to fly while skimming the waves, to fly while half in the

water: t4plal w6-a hu'nuank mu stuxt%antko loud is the loon's cry when he
skims the wave-crests, 183; 24. 

hu p akle% a, d. huhapakle%a to meet while running, to run against: tsui nt
h. lap a hihassuaksas while I was running I encountered two men, '23, 16. 
Speaking of two or three, tushpakl8%a; of many subjects, timpakle%a 

h u' p e 1 a n s h a, d. huhdpelansha to run or rush alongside of, as along the
course of a river and in the direction of its current: tsui ni hopelansa and
I followed the river, 23, 16. Speaking of two or a few, tu'shp'lansha; of
many, timp'lansha. Der. hu'ta, -peli. C.f. hufyansha.
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hiipka, d. huhapka to be in a condensed state; to be thick, heavy, strong: inu
h. liiash the fog is very thick; hupkan kto'dsha a heavy rain falls; mu
hupkatk paishash heavy storm-cloud, cloud-burst, Lat: imber; mu hupkatk
kailalapsh trousers of thick material (cloth, buckskin etc.); t#<5po pat
hupkatko as thick as the thumb. 

h IT s h a, d. huhasha to remember, recollect; to think of: skakt'sh m'na hu'shuk
remembering his heirloom, 100, 2. Cf. heVa, sheVa. 

h u s h 4 k a, d. huhashaka to drive out, as animals out of holes, dens, recesses
etc., 127, 8. Der shu'ka. 

hushakgiol6tkish, d. huhashakgiol6tkish key, door-key, lit. "un-
locker". Kl. Der. hushaki61a. 

h u s h a k i a, hush<5kia, d. hukshakia (for huh'shakia) to lock, as a door,
trunk etc.; when door is the object, kaishtish can be added to the verb, 

h u s li a k i 61 a, hushokio'le, d. hukshaki61a to unlock. 
hushaki6tkish, contr. hushakio'tch, d. huhashaki6tkish( 1) key; door-key.

Kl. and Mod. (2) lock, door-lock, Mod., lit. "locking-tool". Der. hushakia. 
h u s h a n u a 1 k s h, d. huhashanualksh paper kite; balloon. Der nuwal%a 
h u s h 4 s h a, d. huh'sMsha to threaten with a blow, to make a motion to hit 
hushatsa, d. huhashdtsa (1) to ride fast. (2) to go and ride, to start on a ride. 
hushatchipgap@li to throw up again after swallowing: hanshish h. to

throw up the sucked-out object, 68, 6.
hushe'nish, d huhashe'msh horse-race. Der. hushina-a. 
hushgdptcha, d. huhashgaptcha, v. trans., to satisfy, to please somebody. 
hushina-a, hushfna-a, apoc. hushma, d. huhashina-a, huhashina (1) to

race horses, to start or arrange a horse-race, to take part in it. A law of the
Klamath Lake tribe interdicts these races: 59, 22.; hushfna 1 a? do you
race any horsesf (2) to have afoot-race. 

h u' s h k a, d. huhdshka to run or swim away. 
hushka (u long), d. huhiishka to think, reflect, study: tua i hiishka? what

do you think about it? Der. hiisha. Cf. hiishkanka. 
h u s h k a k n d g a, d. huhashkakne'ga to soil or besmear oneself, to get dirty.

Der. kakn^ga. 
hushkdlka, d. huhashkdlka, v. trans., to insert into the perforated nose,

as a dentalium-shell (tutash). Cf she'l^ish.
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hushkal^a, hush^al^a, d. huhash^al^a (1) to lay, to stretch out; to lay on 
the ground. (2) to put to led, bring to bed, as babies, patients etc. Der. 
skul%a.

hushkal^anatko of diversified colors, showing various colors.
hushkanka, d. huhashkanka (1) to think, to think over, to reflect: tidsh 

h. to have good intentions, 93, 8. (2) to remember, recollect, 82, J2. (3) to 
mind: ka-i tchin wak 6'skank I do not resent it much, I am not very angry 
about this matter, I don't mind it in any way, 65, 1. Cf. 139, 5. Der. 
hiishka. More in use than hiishka and husha. Cf. heVa, k6pa, sheVa.

hushkanksh, d. huhashkanksh (1) thinking, thought, idea, reflection. (2) 
power of reflection, intellect, mind, will (in 139, 2. it stands for "kingdom"): 
itak hai wak gi mitok h.! do what you please I Mod.; hishuaksh talanish 
ak h. gitko a man of well-balanced mind, Mod. Cf. k6%pash.

hushkiutanka, d huhashkiutanka (1) to bring together. (2) to make live 
together: hushkiu'tankpele to cause to live together again, 78, 6. Der. 
shkiiyui. Cf. hushutanka No 1.

hushkiiitka,d. hukshkiutka, 7<Q , 12 ; same as hushkiutanka, q v.
h u s h % a k t a , d. huhash%akta to demand, charge, ask for money or valuables.
hushliamna, d. huhashliamna to hand over to all around, to put in the 

hands of all: te'kish shash huhashliamna he put swords in all their hands, 
113, 19. Der. shulia.

hushlinsha, d. huhashlinsha (I) to run away from, to abandon, relinquish. 
(2) to step down from the horse, mule. (3) to leave at home, in the camp.  

Speaking of two or three, tushlinsha; of many objects, tilinsha, q. v.
hiishlta, d. huhashlta (1) to comport oneself, the French "se porter"; all 

these verbs being used of the state of one's health: nu tidsh h. gen waitash 
/ feel well to-day; wak i h6shlta <? how do you do? tidsh, kii-i h nu I am 
in good, bad health, or: ku-i a n'sh h I feel unwell (2) to be in good health, 
to do well (without the adv. tidsh) Der. shle'ta.

hushmo'kla, d. huhashmo'kla (I) to weed or pluck out the hair on beard 
or body, 90, 5. (2) to shave oneself Der. smo'k.

hushmok!6tkish, d huhashmok!6tkish, any instrument for removing 
hair. (1) pincer to pluck out hair on body, betird etc. 90, 5. (2) razor.

h u s h n a t a, d. huhashnata, v. trans. and iinpers., to burn oneself on part of
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body: h. a n'sh speluish / burnt myself on the index-finger; nutdk ne'p h. / 
burnt my hand. Der. shnuta.

h u s h n % a, d. huhashn^a (1) to seize,grasp each other. (2) to shake hands; 
n^p hands is usually added to this verb. Der. shnuka, q. v.

h u s h n 6' k a, d. huhashno'ka to bake, to cook. Der. shnu#a.
h u s h6 k a n k a, hushiikanka, d. lmhasli6kaDka to ride upon, the object be 

ing added: pi a h. ge'-u watch he rode my horse; ge*pke i tul' t'sh hush6kank 
i'k a watchatka! come and take a ride with me!

h u s h 61 a1 % a, d. huhh'sh61al%a to prance about, to ride around, 183; 22.
hush6tpa, d. huhash6tpa to ride up to; to arrive on horseback, 66, 14.
hush6tchna, d. huhash6tchna, Iiuhh'sh6tchna (1) to ride fast, to gallop. 

(2) to ride on horseback; watchtat, watchat "on a horse" is added some 
times. Der. shudshna.

hushpali, hushpalhi, d. huhashpdlhi to lock oneself up or in. Der. spulf.
hushpantchna, d. huhashpantchna to walk arm in arm. Der. spiinshna.
h u s h p d n u a, d. huhashpdnua to make drink, give to drink: nu a watchash 

ambu h. I give the horse to drink. Der. biinua.
hushpatchta, d huhashpdtchta to scare, to frighten, 41, 17. Cf. hiisht^a.
h u s h p u't % a, d. huhashpu't%a to put the legs apart. Cf. pe'tch. Der. stiilka.
hushtdnka, d. huhashtanka to meet, when both parties are walking or 

coming towards each other, 40, 13.: Modoki'shash h. K6ketat he met the 
Modocs on Lost River, 33, 2.; cf, 40, 10. 41, 9-19. Ill, 13. Cf. gelfdanka.

hushtdpka, d. huhashtapka (1) to stab each other, 114, 2 3 (2) to stab 
oneself; to prick, puncture oneself. (3) to strike, stab back. Der. stiipka.

hushte'tish, d. huhashte'tish (1) tracing, painting, picture; lit. "scratch 
ing". (2) portrait of somebody: miut (mi hu't) h. this is the portrait of your 
own self. Kl, for hushteVash Mod. Der. hushtiwa.

hushtfktamna, d. huhashtfktamna to dream frequently, 83, 3.; to dream 
habitually. Der. tui^a, -tamna.

hushtiwa, d. huhashtfya to make somebody dream, 129, 2. Der. tiii#a.
hushtiwa, d. huhashtiwa (1) to scratch each other with a sharp instru 

ment, pin, needle etc.; to prick, puncture, stab each other. Mod. hushtfyua. 
(2) to scratch, prick, puncture somebody or something. Der. te'wi.

hushtka, d. huhashtka to stab oneself: h. wdtitka he stabbed himself with a 
knife. Der. stuka.
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husht%a, d. huhasht/a (1) to scare, frighten, make fear: tchdki a h. nd- 
yents the boy scares another; h. i n'sh you frightened me. (2) to threaten with 

a blow or blows. Der tiika Cf. hushpatchta.
hushtlina, d. huhashtlina to quarrel; to be wroth, angry: nan^a huhasht- 

lina some (of us) were quarreling, 23, 7. Der. stulf

h u s h t o' 1 k i, d. Imhashto'lki to pile up, heap up, accumulate, as when gather 

ing up the fire, coals. Cf. shiol^i, shiitualsha.
husht6pakta, d. huhashtupakta (1) to draw forth, pull out: h. 161oksgish 

to draw forth therifte, 19, 9. (2) to prepare for battle, to be ready for the fight; 
to be on the point of attacking Cf. shuktapka, stiipka.

hushtpatchka, d. huhashtpatchka; same as hashpatchka, q, v.

hushtch6ka, hushts6'%a, d. huhashtch6ka (1) to kill, to murder each other, 

108, 5. (2) to cause to perish, to put to death; to kill, murder, exterminate, 

generally used when speaking of more than one object, 88, 7. 9. 10. and 
Note; 93, 7.: ndnka Sa't liu'shtchok some of the Snake Indians were killed, 

28, 10.; iC-ukskni tu'm hu'shtcho% M6atuashash the Klamath Lakes killed 

(in war) many Pit River Indians, 19, 1. Cf. 16, 8. 17, 2. 9. 14. 28, 6. 

69, 1. (one person) 133, 8. 134, 8. Der. tchoka.
hushtcho'k'huya, husts6kuya to kill a few only, 19,4. and Note.

h u s h u7 d s h a, d. huhashiidsha; same as hushatsa, q. v.: hush6tchipka to 

ride fast or gallop towards; to ride up to, .189; 4. Der. shiidsha. Cf.hu- 

sh6tchna.

h u s h u/ k t g i, d. huh'shu'ktgi to make hurry up; to arouse for the start, to 
set a going, to force to go. Der. shuka.

hushutanka, d. huhashiitanka (1) to tie together, strap up. (2) to secure 

a wild or runaway horse or other animal. Kl. for hushu6tanka Mod.

hushutanka, d. huhashutanka to go to meet secretly, to approach on the sly, 

to rejoin clandestinely, 110, !. and Note Der. hiitanka. Cf shawaltanka
hu' t, hut, ho't, pi. hu'dsha (from hu't^sha), pron. dein.: this, this one, the one 

here,\ pi. these, these here. Refers to anim. and inan. objects of a long or 
elongated exterior, as persons, quadrupeds, birds, arrows, poles, fires etc. 
seen in close proximity or at a short or moderate distance only, or sup 

posed to be near: karif h gi? who is this man standing before us? h. lalfga 
Tuhushash it remained sticking on Mud-Hen here, 97, 1.; ge"-u a h. ha'na-
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sish this here is my long magic arrow, 164; 3., cf. 183; 19.; hilt an'sh til' 
shlfkshga this (boy here) well nigh shot me out there, 109, 16.; K'mukamts 
a ho't ki! this one here is K'mukamtchf 100, 13 ; hut tcht'ka-ag (his) old 
mother here, 158; 54.; hut na'sht sha'shatk pi'shash this (bird before you) 
is called humming-bird, 177; 25. In the same sense it may stand also for 
our pers. prons. he, she, it, they. Modocs use hu instead of hii't, and the 
pi. hu'dsha is at the same time the pi. of hu and hu't: hu'dshatoks but those 
persons who, 87, 9. Hu't also refers to the dead, when they (or their 
spirits) are supposed to exist at a small distance only: 64, 1. 9. and Note 
to 64, 1.

h ti t, hu't, adv. referring to the same class of objects as described under 
pron. hu't, and appearing, or supposed to appear visibly either close by or 
at some distance from the one speaking: (1) right here, close by: hu't ka 
shashgu'tkish ge*pka here an old beggar comes. (2) over there, yonder, in the 
distance: hu't malam p'gi'shap shu'dsha over there your mother built a fire, 
119, 20.; kd-i hu't lu'loks Afshisham nu'ta it is not AishisKs fire which 
burns out there, 100, 18.

hiit a, hu'ta, (u short) d. huhata (1) v. intr., to jump up, to run, to start on a 
run. (2) v. trans., to rush upon.

h li t a 1 a, d. huhatala to run against with a hostile intention. Der. huta.
h u t a 1 % a, d. huhatal^a to run or rush towards, to rush at: hu hutalak mish, 

Mod., he rushes at you aggressively. Der. hutala.
h u t a m p k a, d. huh'tampka (1) to run into distance. (2) to run off near to, to 

approach closely while running, the indirect object to be added: yainatat to 
the hills or mountains. Speaking of two or a few, td'shtampka, 23, 15.; 
of many, tfntampka. Der. huta.

h u t a m s % a, d. huhatdms^a to rush near or between, to jump between, 34, 10. 
42, 13. Der. huta.

hut a pen a, d. huhutdpena to reach by running, to run near, to run past: 
hutapSno'lshi n's after I had reached there by running past (for: hutapgno'- 
lashl nush) 22, 11.; hutapenan, Mod., it ran past, went past, 127, 2.

hutatchkia; see hutatchkiiila and utatchkia.
hutatchkiiila, d. hu-utatchkiula to remove the cover or lid, to open up, 

120, 10. Cf. utatchkia.
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li 111 k a 1 a, hu'tkal, d. huhdtkala, huhatkal to arise, get up, start up, as from 
sleep etc.; to jump up, start, 110, 16. When speaking of two or three, 
tii'shtkala; of many subjects, tintkala, 16, 5.

h u t k a 1 p 81 i, d. huhatkalpeli to rise up again, to run or jump up again, 
108, 2.: kla'%atk gl'ntak i hu'tkalpalank shlf-uapk though dead you will rise 
up again to shoot (him), 110, 6.

h u t k a 1 s h n a, d. huhatkalshna to start up, to rise suddenly, to get up pre 
cipitately, 112, 13.

hut^apsha, d. huhat%apsha (1) to run or move fast towards, as towards 
a river, lake, prairie etc. (2) to run straightways, in direct line towards.  
Speaking of two or a few, tu'sht%apsha; of many, tmt%apsha. Der. hut%i.

hu t% i, hut%e, d. huhat^i to rush to a spot, to run towards; to leap, to jump: 
tsiii ni h., tsiii lap nish nte*-isalta hu't%ipsh (for hut^ipkash) thereupon I 
leaped down (the rocky slope), then two men shot at me while I ran down, 
22, 3.; tsiii n! ho't%e then I rushed towards (him), 30, 16.

hut%fdsha, hut%idshna, d. huhatyidsha, huhatyidshna to jump or leap 
while running, 125, 4. 7. 9. 126, 1.

hiitna, d. huhatna to run up to, to rush upon; to attack, 55, 3.: hu'tan for 
hu'tna she ran up (to him), 96, 5 and Note. Der. hiita.

hut pa, d. huhatpa (I) to run towards the one speaking. (2) to run, rush 
or jump towards, 22, 4.; to arrive at. Speaking of two or a few, tu'shtpa; 
of many, tfntpa, 23, 20.

hutch a, d. huhatcha; see hiidsha.
hiitchna, d. huhatchna; see hiidshna.
hutchne'ash, d. huhatchne'ash runner, climber. Cf. p'lama=hutchne'ash.
hiiwa, h6a, d. hu'hua, h6hoa (1) to leap, to jump into the water, river, lake. 

(2) to skip up in the water; said of men jumping from one boulder to 
another in a river, 74, 2. When speaking of two, tu'shua; of many sub 
jects, tfnua Cf. geVa, shuwa.

huwalie*ga, d. huhualie'ga to run up hill; lit "to begin running upwards". 
Said of a young man, 183; 17.

h u w a 1 x a, hu'-ualka, d. huhu'wal^a to run against: hu'walakuapk a't anku- 
tat ye would run against (projecting) tree-limbs, 118, 11.; hualakuapksht 
nalsh ankutat we might run against tree-limbs, 120, 4.
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I.

I is pronounced either clear (i) or dumb (Q, alternates with y, e, a, is 
sometimes lengthened into iy- or yi-, and also forms diphthongs. Initial i 
(or e-} sometimes represents the prefix i-, indicative of a plurality of long- 
shaped articles, even persons; cf. iggaya, ikla, ila, imnaks and the prefixes 
a-, ksh-, ta-, u-. In ibdna, ibutuya the prefixed i- is the particle hi, i, on 
or in the ground, upon the soil, q. v
i, 1', i-i, 1-1; e, e-e, e'-e' (1) yes, yea, yes indeed! "I"', a lu'l%ag "yes", (said) 

the bear cubs, 120, 11.; tarn liiluks pitchga? i', pitchga! Is the fire out? yes, 
it went out! i-i tidsh! thaVs well! all right! I is more frequent than e, 
e-e; cf. 125, 5 , where e marks surprise, and 41, 19. (2) interr., is that 
sof indeed? 140, 11.

i, i, procl. and encl.; i, f, i-i; ik, ik; obj. mish, abbr. m'sh, m's. (1) pron. 
pers. of the second person sing., thou, you: ha i un pen ge'pktak, tchu'i 
mish nu un tush spuldktak if you come here again then I will lock you up at 
some place, 36, 2.; i tckui'n! you must sing! 90, 12 ; i pi'l i hissuaksh pil 
you the husband, you alone, 60, 1.0 ; i-i tclmi tumena? ellipt i-i tchui? do 
you hear me? do you understand now? siuga i'! you killed (him)l 65, 14.; ik 
for i occurs in a quotation under hush6kanka. (2) i, ik are used some 
times in allocutions for at ye, when by addressing one all others present 
are addressed also: i lapuk both of ye, 60, 6.; ampka ak i hishu'kat lest 
ye may kill each other, 60, ^2.; shuinuapk i nanuk! all of ye sing! 90, 14.; 
wak i'k 1611? why do all of ye believe? 64, 10. Cf. 58, 10. 

i, i, -i, -i', apher. form of hi, hi on the ground, etc.; suffixed to nouns as a 
postposition of the inessive case, and to the verbal indef. as a temporal 
suffix; cf. washi, in the den or cavity; ni'sh a gishf while, I stayed, 22, 2. 3.. 
It occurs also as a suffix in huki and hunitak, q v., and in other functions, 

i-ake'wa, yakewa, d. of ikdwa; see ukeVa. 
i-alhish, pi. tumi 1, guardian, watchman, policeman; jail-keeper^ 59, 17.

19. Absolute form not in use. Der. ilhi.
i-amna, iyamna, d. I'-amna, v. trans., referring to a plurality of long- 

shaped objects: (1) to put, set, hang on or around oneself; to wear, as beads. 
(2) to take hold of, to takeaway for oneself, to confiscate: ml f-amnuapk i'^aks
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mi I shall take away your gain, 59,22. (3) to seize, grasp by hand, to take hold 
of: i-amndn l<51oksgish seising their rifles, 34, 10. and Note. (4) to take 
along with, to carry about; when speaking of persons, to be at the head of, to 
command: p&s fyamnatk dmbuts i'yamnatk carrying food and water with 
them, 101, 12.; shu'ldshash 1-amnatko in command of troops, 43, 5.; maklaks 
i-amnatko at the head of Indians, 55, 12. 56, 5, cf. 99, 2. Speaking of 
one object only, uyamna, q. v. Cf. ydmnash, kshiiyamna.

f-amnash; see ydmnash.
i-atklish, pi. tiimi i., (1) one who finds accidentally. (2) lucky, fortunate, 

favored by fortune. Der. itkal; see also nddkal.
i - 4 - u k a 184; 26., d. of fwag, q. v.  
ibe'kantko, d. ip^pkantko (1) hole, boring; perforation made by an 

auger, borer. (2) hole or aperture scratched out. (3) tunnel, subterranean 
gallery, horizontal passage underground. Cf. ibe*na, yeVa, stii.

ib ein a, hipe'na, d. ibe*pa, hipe'pa to dig in the ground; to mine, excavate, dig 
up: to dig a hole, 85, 11. Mod. for ye*pa Kl., q. v. Cf. m^ya, p'n&na.

i b u 16 k a t k o , d. ibu-ipt6katko. (1) adj., honeycombed, full of holes, diggings, 
excavations. (2) subst, mine-shaft, rock-pit. Cf. ibe'na.

i b u t li y a, d. ibu-iptuya to dig, to dig up, to dig a hole; to work with a pick 
axe. Cf. ibe'na.

i d s h a, itcha, d. i-idsha, i-itcha (1) to carry, transport; chiefly used of long- 
shaped, heavy objects and of articles spoken of collectively: ha kanf ko'l 
idshant if somebody carries Mi-roots with him, Note to 147, 12.; at Idshl'sht 
when (the bodies) are brought out, 85, 1. (2) to remove, drive away, make 
go; said of persons, cattle etc.: idsh4 (for i'dsha at) niaklakshash remove 
ye the Indians, 37, 1.; wdtch i.' they drove away the horses, 54, 12.; cf. 44, 
5. (pass.). Speaking of one object, see remarks at end of article e'na.

idshdmpSli, d. i-idsh4mpeli to bring or convey back, to remove to the former 
place or seat: shan4-uliuga itchdmpglish wishing to bring them back, 36, 10. 
Der. idshna, -peli.

idshipa d. i-idshipa to strip, disrobe: nde-ul%apkash i. shulo'tish they strip 
ped the fallen man of his coat, 42, 10. Der. idsha.

lds#a, idshka, d. i-4ds%a (1) to lay, stretch over somebody or something; 
said of long-shaped articles only, as poles, sticks, pencils. (2) to spread,
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sprinkle, 'bestrew with: tchu'leks k'lekapkash i. they spread pieces of flesh 
over the corpse, 85, 8. Der. ita. Of. lids/a, ndds%a, shle'ds/a.

i dshna, itchna, d. i-ddshna; (1) same as idsha: to bring, transport to; ati' 
idshnan bringing from a great distance, 85, 17. (2) to remove to, drive to, 
34, 2. Der. idsha. Of. e*na.

i d u y u a to kick each other, Mod. Of. idii'ka, idiipka.
i d u' k a, idukka, d. i-idiika to kick: idukatko one who is kicked.
idiipka, d. idu-idapka to kick, inflict kicks: tcheVash hft'nk idu'pka tche'- 

keli tilktgl, he kicked the antelope to make it bloodshot, 126, 7.
i-eshk6tkish, ye'shkutch rag; sheet, sheet of paper etc: ne*-ish (for ne*-i 

Ish) un i-e'shkutch! give me this rag, hand me this sheet!
igga-idsha, d. i-igg4-idsha; see aggd-idsha.
iggd-idshna, d. i-iggd-idshna; see aggd-idshna.
i g g 4 y a, d. i-iggdya, (1) v. trans.; see aggdya and kshaggdya. (2) subst, 

provisions hung in sacks upon trees.
ih a, d. i-aha, iyaha to hide, secrete, conceal; said of inan. things. Of. gdyaha.
ihia to pick out, select, choose: ktd-i shiishuankaptcha fhiank selecting stones 

of the same size, 82, 13. Of. shi-iha.
i h f - u , exclam. used chiefly by females; see i-u.
i h u 41 a, d. i-uhuala; see iwdla.
ik, pron. pers. of second pers. sing., thou, you; see i.
f k a, d. i-ika to take out, extract, remove from: wewdas m'na i'ka (the wolf) re 

moved his young (from the lodge), 113, 22.; lo'kpeksh i. to take the ashes out.
ikaga, f#aga, ikak, Mod. ikga; d. i-i%aga, Mod. i-ikga (1) to take out, take 

from, extract, 113, 1.: fkagank pa/n ku'l shtapka ktayatka taking out (of 
the pit) the hoi-roots again they pound them with stones, 147, 11. (2) to win, 
gain; to obtain by winning a game: uduiwisham f^aguk nanuk having won 
all the articles staked by the losers, 79, 6.; i in'sh i%ak! you win me! sas 
Aishish fkak Aishish won their stakes, b9, 6. cf. 99, 8.; sa K'mukamtsas 
i'kak they won over K'mukamtch, 10i, 1.; tu'm i'kak they won many stakes, 
101, 1"; tu'm i%aga he makes many gains, 134, 5. Der. ika

ikayiila, d. i-ikayula to pick out, select, choose, 107, 7. Der. ika. Cf. ihia.
ikakpele, i%akpele, d. i-ikakpele (1) to remove again, take out anew: kta-i 

i'%akpele they took out the stones again, 113, 2. (2) to win again, to gain once 
more. Der. ikaga, -p£li.
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ika k s, i%aksh, d. i-ikaks (I) object taken out, extracted. (2) gain, stake won 
at a race, play or game, 59, 22. Der. ikaga.

fkampeli, d. i-ikampeli (I) to take out again. (2) to take out, haul up, re 

move from, 120, 17. Der. ikna, -p8li.
i k a s h 1 a ; see yikashla.
ike*wa, ika'wa, d i-akeVa; see ukeVa.
ikla, d. i-akla, v. trans. referring to long-shaped objects: (1) to lay down 

upon; to lay, place, put upon: tl'atat 1'kelank tchule'ks putting meat upon a 
paddle, 113, 10. (2) ikla, or partic. iklatko, numeral classifier added to 
numbers from 12 to 19, 22 to !9, 32 to 3 l) etc.: Hay down, he lays down; 
laid down, viz, "counted". (3) to lay under, to put below, underneath; as 
a stick under a table. Der. ika. Cf. ila, kshikla.

i k 1 a s h, d i-aklash saddle-Uanket.
ikna, d. i-akna (1) to take out of, to extract. (2) to extirpate : partic. ikantko 

d. i-ikantko castrated, gelding; castrated ox, hog, horse etc.; also called keliak 
sliilks, Kl. Der. ika.

ik t a, d. i-akta (1) to offer, make an offer. (2) to offer a reward Der. ika.
i k t c h a, i'ktsa, d. i-aktcha to obtain while going; to go and take, to go after; 

to seek, haul, haul in, fetch. Applies to anim and inan. objects: weVansh 
i. to bring in women (for wives), 107, 2., cf. 107, 3. 5.; skutash i'ktsa they 
fetched blankets, mantles, 93, 4.; guhuashktcha 1'ktchuk tchu'leks she started 
out for getting the meat, 119, 22.; shtiili i'ktchatki giug kma' he sent (him) 
to obtain the skullcaps, 109, 3. Der. ika.

iktchapgli, d. i-aktchapSli (1) to reobtain while going. (2) to fetch out 
from the lodge or house: nte*-ish i. Shu'kamtch Old Crane went home to get 
a bow, 123, 4.

ikuakpeli, d. i-akuakpeli (1) to put into again, to fill up, to locate a second 
time within. (2) to reload with bullets. Der ikuga. 0

ikuga, Iku'ga, i%<5ga, d. i-akuga, i-aku/ga, i-a#6ga, yiyu%oga (1) to place 
in, to put, push into; to insert into, locate within or inside, 95, 16.: yakitat i. 
to put into the seed-basket, 119, 11.; 1'bd willishikat Ikugank after filling 
sacks with Vbd-seed, 147, 16. 17.; m'l ikiigank stuffing with down, 144, 2.; 
tchekaksh mbu'shaksh yi'yu^oga lu'lpat he pushed an arrow-head into the 
blackbird js eyes, 113, 16. (2) to load a gun, rifle; the object nge*-ish ball, 
bullet being frequently omitted. Der. ika. Cf. kshe'kuga.
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i % a g a, i%aks; see fkaga, ikaks.
ila, d. i-ala, yala, yalha, yela; v referring to persons and to tall, long- 

shaped objects: (1.) to lay down upon, put down upon, to deposit upon: git 
yalhi! lay (them) down here! vunshta.t ilapka to load a canoe, to charge or 
freight a boat. (2) to be alike, to assimilate to: B6shtin yalank white-man 
like, in the American manner, 59, 21. (3) yala, yela, partic. yalatko, 
ydlatko, numeral classifier appended to numbers from 11 to IP, 21 to 29, 
31 to 3!) etc.: ke'-u lap taunepanta spe'kanash yalatko I possess twelve 
needles. The form ila, to lay down one object, is almost superseded by the 
d form. Cf ilhi, ikla.

i 141 a, d. i-ilala to set to the fire for cooking or roasting.
ilhi, illi, ilhia, d. i-alhi, yalhi (1) to put on, locate upon: nepshish i. to place a 

ring on one's finger. (2) to-bring inside, to carry within: (spuklishtat) ilhiat 
atui then they will bring the heated stones into the sweat-lodge, 82, 8. (3) to 
take in, inclose, confine, lock up: la'p ishka illiuapkuga tchiishni two they re 
moved to have them imprisoned for life, 44, 8.; illi-uapka, ilhi'-uapk mish / 
will imprison you, 59, 7. 13. Speaking of one object only: spulhi, q. v.

i 1' h k a, d. i-al'hka scraper made of stone. Cf. il%6tkish.
iligish, illigish, d. i-iligish (1) inclosure, ground fenced in: ktchinksh=i. 

corral. Cf. niuligish. (2) guard-house, jail, "skukum-house", Kl. Der. ilhi.
i 1 i n a, illina, d. i-ilina to take down, to take off
ilkgish, d. i-alkgish; see ilkshgish.
flksh, ilks, d. i-alksh (1) dish, basket or paddle filled with eatables, 70, 7. 8. 

(2) the dance-feast, to which food-baskets are brought by the partici 
pants: at ge'ntak 1'lksat pan a ye shall go to the feast to eat, 70, 2. and Note. 
(,^) 1'lks, apoc. from ilkshgish, q. v. Der. ^l%a.

t'lkshgish (for ilktchgish), abbr. ilkgish, ilktch, flks, d. i-alkshgtsh grave 
in the ground, 87, 8.: i. yepa to dig a grave; ilks^e'ni towards the grave, 87, 
6. 7. 9. '6.; ilktch spushspaktchampka they make the graves mound-shaped, 
88, 2. Der. ilktcha.

i'lkshgishla, i'lkgishla, d. i-alkshgishla to dig a grave.
ilks h la, d i-alkshla, yalksla to preserve, to keep in caches habitually; to 

preserve by burying in caclies, \ 46, 10. Der. ilksh. Cf. vumi, vumfsh.
ilktcha, d. i-alktcha (1) to carry away out of sight, to dispose of, to secrete 

underground (vumfshtat), or in any other manner: i wigapani to put aivay
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for a while (to get it afterwards). (2) to submerge, immerse, secrete on the 
bottom of waters: wo'ns i. to submerge a dug-out canoe for future use, 74, 15. 
(3) to carry out for burial or cremation, to dispose of the dead, to have a funeral, 
(6, 2. 87, 6. In this signification Kl. prefers isha.

il% a, d. i-al%a; same as dl%a, q. v.
il % i, d. i-al#i to lay down on the ground; to fell, cut down: turn i. anku (the 

ax) fells many trees, 178; 11.
i 1 x <51 a, d. i-al%6ta to bury along with, to inter simultaneously: pupakuak sha 

nanuktua i. they bury (with the corpse) all kinds of drinking vases, 87, 4.
i 1 # <51 k i s h, il/o'tch, d. i-al#6tkish scraping-tool made of iron, bone, horn 

etc., as used in various manufactures (of leather etc.). Of. il'hka.

il^uatchla, d. i-al%uatchla to bury in something: i'l%utchluk in order to 

bury (the corpse) in (a blanket), 88, 5.; in this passage shkiitashtat is gov 

erned by she'shatui. Der. ilktcha.
flli, illigish, illina; see ilhi, iligish, ilina.

i 1161 a, ilh61a, d. i-ill<51a, (I) v. trans., to take away, to take off, to remove from; 
to scrape off. (2) v. trans., to discharge, unload, as a horse, mule: to unsaddle: 
i!161i him watch! unsaddle that horse! (3) v. impers : il!6la Mod, illol61a 
Kl., the year goes round, the year comes to an end, is over, past, completed: 
vune'pni ta-unap i. at, forty years ago; lapeni il!61an after two years; ta- 
unep il!61atko ten years old; i!161uapka the year will be at an end; lapeni 
ta-unepanta lap pe'-ula illo'latko gt he was tiventy-two years old, 55, 8., cf. 
54, 3. 55, 20. Mod.; ti'na il!61olatk Sha/t giiikak after the lapse of one year 
the Snake Indians left, 28, 14 Kl. Der. ila.

il!61ash, d. i-il!61ash year; the lapse of one year from one autumnal sea 
son to the next one: te'-unapni i during ten years, 54, 3.; 1857 i., in the 

year 1857, .A 4, 6.; shalam i in the autumn of the year, 54, 16.
illol<5tkish, contr. ill61otch, illa'lutch, d. i-illo!6tkish tool or instrument 

for removing. Cf. kpatia.

fmnaks necklace, neckwear, beads; Kl. See yamnash.
i n a, d i-ana, yana, adv, downwards, down The absolute form occurs in 

compound words only; see yana.

in o til a (1) to place, put, send below, underneath, in the shadow of, 183; 15. 
(2) prep, and postp., underneath, below, under. Der. fna, yutila.
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inuhuashka to keep off, to keep away, to prevent: inuhuashkpak i (for 
irmhuashkapk i) keep away from, 139, 6.; inuhuashkapka a nu tatakiash 
gulhi-uapkasht ge*-u Mshuashtat / prohibit the children from going into 
my garden. Der. ina, hu, huashka.

ipaksh place, lodge or cache where provisions are kept; storing-place, maga 
zine: mbiishant nu ge'nuapk pu'ksh ge'-u ipakshksaksi to-morrow I repair 
to the place where I keep my camass. Der. ipka.

i p e n e' % i to place on the top of; said of baskets, dishes, vases already filled: 

p'le'ntant i. to place on the top of, 119, 11. Of hapa, ipma/tcha, kshdt'leka
ipka, d. i-apka (1) to lie on or in the ground; to remain, to be kept there;
  said of inan. things: fpakt it may be kept, 14S, 14 (2) to lie on the ground 

or in bed, to be sick in bed, 101, 20.: k'leld^atk i. they lay dead on the ground, 
110, 17. (5) to line, to smear on, to put over: k'la'pki i'p^a teTishtat they 
smeared red paint in their faces, 120, 1*. (4) to. keep ,. to secure, to holdfast 
in one's power: M<5atuashash i'pkan lu'luagslan keeping the Pit River In 
dians and making slaves of them, 54, 10.

Ipkai, nom. pr. masc. of a Modoc; this name is said to be borrowed from 
the Pit River language.

i p m a/1 c h a, d. i-ipma'tcha to fix on the top, to stick up at the top of some 
thing, as of a pole: walas sa tawa 14k ipma'tsank they planted a pole and 
placed dry scalps on the top of it, 16, 0.

i p o, i'po, ipka, ip%a, Shasti terms, largely in use in Southwestern Oregon, 
for the kd'sh-bulb, q. v., which is also called u wild potato".

ipshuna, Mod.; ipshuna, KL; d i-apshuna swamp-dogberry; a blue berry 
growing on the ipshunalam bush. Term borrowed from Shasti.

ipshiinalam, d. i-apshiinalain swamp-dogberry bush, a shrub growing in 
California and throughout Southwestern Oregon, attaining a height which 
varies from 5 to 20 feet. Cf. ipshuna.

i s h, ish, fsh, abbr. from nish me, to me; see nu.
i s h a, d. i-isha (1) to carry out, to bring out. (2) to convey to the grave, to 

dispose of a corpse by interment or cremation, 87, L; to attend a funeral. 
(3) subst, funeral, burial. Cf. ilktcha, ishmila.

i s h a 1 k, istak, isdak, pi. tiimi i. (1) ear of maize or Indian corn. (2) grains 
of same. Kl. and Mod.; term borrowed from the Shasti language.
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ishalkam, istakam, isdakam stalk of maize or Indian corn: Zea mays.
ishka, ishga, d. i-ashka (1) to extract, draw out, take out: tala i. to draw 

money from, to make money by, 64, 13. 14.; istak i. to husk maize-ears; \. 
nayents pshish to wipe another's nose; la'p i. ati kaila two men they brought 
to a far-off land, 44, 7.; tatktish i'shkuk in order to extract the disease (made 
corporeal), 71, 6, (2) to pull, pull up, 140, 13. (tchua); to pull off, collect, 
gather; to cull, as berries, fruits, vegetables: ishku'lank kelatch after having 
finished gathering all the keldtch-berries, 146, 10.; tchelash sha i. they pull 
up the stalks, 148, 2.; wakinsh i. to pick substance for red paint, 150, 6.

i s h n u 1 a, d. i-ashniila (1) to carry out, bring out. (2) to convey to the grave, 
to bury. Der. ishna

istak, isdakam; same as ishalk, ishalkam, q. v. .
it a, d. i-ita (1) to place upon; to lay or locate on: nanukash i. to put all 

over; atak ita to put salt on, to salt down; Mod. (2) to pack, load, charge, 
freight, as horses, wagons etc. (3)_fo paint, to line; to smear over; nanu 
kash itd to paint all over. Cf shi-ita. (4) to embroider.

itak, i'taks, i'tok, itoks, obj.: mishtak (1) with emphatic signification: j'wstf 
thou or you; but you; often marks syntactic contrast. (2) pron. refl.: thy 

self, yourself. Of. i.

itakianki, itagianggin, pron. pers. arid refl.: thou for thyself, you for 

yourself; contr. from i tak giank. Cf -gianggin

itankish, d. i-itankish what is smeared on: k'niikshtat=i. wax put on thread 

(for sewing). Der. ita. Cf. itish.

itatka., d. i-itatka to hold over somebody or something; said of long- 

shaped articles only, as sticks, poles, etc. Der. ita.
itish, d. i-itish what is put or smeared on: wa/gnam i. wagon-grease. Der. 

ita. Cf. itankish.

itkal, d. i-atkal (1) to find, gather up by chance; said of many objects or 

of objects spoken of collectively; see ndakal. (2) to lift up, pick up; to 

collect, catch: kia/ni ftklank scooping up fish (with baskets), 94, 6. (M) to 

extract, to take or pull out, to suck out: tche'ke'le i he sucks out the blood, 71,8.
it%a, it/i, d. i-at%a, i-at%e to carry off; take away from, remove from: i't%e 

he took down from the walls or ceiling, 105, 12 ; ft%a shash he took away 

from them, 109, 4. Speaking of one object only, ut%a, q. v.
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itniila, d. i-atniila to unload, discharge: kek a watch i-itnu'latko this horse 
is unloaded. Der. itna.

it pa, d. i-atpa to fetch, to bring, to carry, to convey; to take persons or things 
along with; refers to a plurality of persons, animals, long-shaped articles, 
or to objects spoken of collectively: Sa-atas i'. gfta he brought the Snake 
Indians here, 28, 13.; at i. tu ladsastat he brought (the women) to the lodge, 
107, 8.; k'lekapkash i. they convey the body, 85, 4 ; tiima tua i to fetch, 
haul many different articles; tu'm watch i'. they brought many horses with 
them, 20, 19.; li'lhankshti i he brought venison, 112, 15. When speaking 
of one object only, atpa, q. v., is preferred to itpa Der. ita. Of. e"na, 
e"pka, idsha, idshna, spiinshna

itpamna, d. i-atpamna to take, bring or carry along with: mitak itpamnan 
ki I take away for myself.

itpampe'li, d. i-atpampeli to convey, bring back to the former place; to bring, 
carry home, 109, 5. 110, 22 : 1'ba sha itpampalank shpaha after carrying 

home the Vbd-seed they dry it, 147, 15 Der. itpna, -peli. Of. atpa.
itp n a, d. i-atpna to carry along, transport, convey: itpano'pkasht for itpanu- 

apkasht (passive) for the purpose of transportation, 85, 3. Der itpa.
itchua to put on, upon; refers to exterior of anim. or inan : ku'shga tcha 

p'lu' i'tchuank Aishishash they combed Aishish and put grease or fat (in his 
hair), 95, 17. Der. ita

i-u, yu, adv., really, surely; identical with ya, but having the particle u 
fhu) instead of a (ha) as final component: i-u n^nak yan'wan' i you are 
quite helpless, as they say, 183; 12.; at yu nat ge*na! Kl., atui g^n nat! 
Mod., let us go!

I - u, ihi-u, exclam. repeated as a sort of refrain at the end of many songs 
sung by females, 186; 49. 197, Note to A.

1 - u a u n a, nom. pr. of Linkville, town on Link River, in Lake Co., Oregon; 
seems a condensed form of Yulal6na, q. v.

i - u' d s h n a, d. i-u-udshna; see yiidshna.
i - u h u, i-uhuhu, interj., a war cry. Of. a'-oho, i-u.
i-uhiia, d. i-uhuhua; same as a-oh6a, q. v.
i-uhu^hii'tchna, d. i-uhu=huhatchna; same as a-oho=u7tchna, q. v.
i-ukak, d-ukag (1) inside, within, in the midst. (2) I-ukak, E-ukak,
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E-ukaka Fort Klamath; so called from its location inside of, or between 
mountains: 44, 5. 8. 147, 9. This fort has accommodations for about 
300 soldiers and is located in a wooded plain at the western foot of a 
steep trap rock ridge, six miles from the seat of the Klamath agency and 
twelve miles from the main settlement of the Lake tribe near the outlet 
of Williamson River. A nat gatpampele gl'ta E-ukak then we returned to 
Fort Klamath near by, 31, 14. Der I'wa (No. 2), with double ak.

i-ukakiamna, d. i-o'kakiamna, adv., prep, and postp., around, about, in 
the vicinity: i shtfnash around the ltdge; tchia i. maklaks the Indians live 
all around. Cf. gakiamna.

i-ulalina, i-ula!6na; see yulalina, yulal<5na.
i - u m a 1 a, y umala to gather annually whortleberries or other berries. Der. f warn.
i-umaltka to return from whortleberry-gathering; to return from berry har 

vest, 75, 7. Der. iwam.
i - u m a m i for fwamami, 75, 6.; see Iwam.
i - u n e g a, yunega, d. i-undga the sun is down; said only of the time be 

tween sunset and complete darkness.
i-undgsh, yun^gsh, yunl'ksh, d. i-unigsh (1) the time between sunset and 

dark: i-uneks^e'ni a yulfna after sunset I menstruate, 182; 2. 185; 48.; 
i-undgshtka just after sunset, 133, 4 7: (2) red at sundown.

i-iita, i-o'ta, i-utantko; same as yuta, yiitantko. Cf. shlfn.
i-utams%a, prep and postp., among, amid, between. Cf. t%alam.
i-utila, yutila, d. i-6tila (1) to fall under something; to be placed, to lie 

underneath. (2) prep, and postp., under, underneath, below: yutila anko 
under the tree; nanuktua kaila i. wa all that grows underground: bulbs, 
roots etc.; cf. 145, 20.; IgmeValiekshtat i under the drifted logs, 21, 19.; 
walfsh i. under the rock-cliff's, 31, 1. The form yutilan is frequent also: 
shumam y., or shumam kako y., lower jaw.

iwa, i'wa (i short), d. i-iwa, i-l'wa (1) to put or to dip into water; (kta-i) 
I'wa kalatt ambo tchi'pgank they dipped (the hot stones) into the bucket 
containing water, 113, 1., cf. 2. (2) adv., into water. Its signification 
comes near to that of e*wa No. 5, q. v.

I' w a (1) outdoors, far from home or camp: I'wa i sh%61akuapk you shall sleep 
under the sky. (2) among the hills, in or among the mountains; the camps 
of the Maklaks being located only in the more level parts of the country.
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i wag, iwak, d i-a-uka near home, a short distance from home; not far from 
the camp: i. shku'l^a lie lay down to sleep before reaching camp, 131, 5.; i. 
sha hu'nk tu'kel^a tliey rested for the night at a place near home, 131, 7.; 
i-a-uka hu'lhiank running about in the neighborhood, into neighbors'1 houses, 
184; 26.' Der. iwa, ak. Cf. i-ukak.

I wal, nom. pr. of a camping-place on Klarnatli Marsh. Iwal means "the 

end, extremity"; cf. iwala (3).

iwala, ihuala, d. i-uhuala; i-owala (l)'fo put on the top of, to fasten at the 

upper end of many long-shaped articles. Speaking of one only, kshawal, 
q. v. (2) to pour on, to let drop on, to fill up ivith a liquid. (3) subst., the 

top or end of something: pshish i. point of nose; loloksgish i. muzzle of a 

gun; yaina ihuala top of a mountain.

i w a 1 p e 1 i, d. i-uhualpeli to empty upon again; to pour out on, 111, 2.
iwani, iyuam, d. i-iwam (1) upland whortleberry; various species of the 

genus Vaccinium, sweeter than the eastern whortleberry, often as large as 

a common cherry; plant 3 to 10 feet high, 75, 7-10. Cf. gupelish. The 
different species of whortleberries growing in the Klamath Highlands are 
as follows: kakam i. the raven's whortleberry; yaukalani i. the bald eagle's 
whortleberry; tchiksham i. the bird's whortleberry; tchu'tchkam i., also 
called washlalam i., the squirrel's ivhortleberry. (2) these berries in the 
dried and pressed state: berry-paste. (3) generic term for other berries of 
whortleberry-size: raspberry etc., and for all berries: i-uma'mi at berry 
time, commencing about the middle of August and extending into au 
tumn, .75, 6. 145, 19 ; tcha'kele i. red berry juice, 75, 7.

i w a s h, d. i-fwash wild, savage, not domesticated; said of beasts. Der. !'wa.
i wi% a, i'wi%i, d. i-o-i/a, i-o'-i^i (1) to put into, to fill up in sacks, as seeds, 

flour etc.; to pack away in sacks or bags, 74, 11. 12.: wokash iwi%fe (for 
iwi/itko a) ripe wokash-seed on hand and put in bags, 74, 11. (2) to load a 
gun, rifle, piece of artillery. Der. (iwa Cf. ikuga.

i w i x & t k i s h, pi. tiimi i., (1) box, case, casket, receptacle; k'lekapkash i. coffin. 
(2) implement for loading: loloksgish i. ramrod.

i w i 1 x a, d. I'wil^a to fetch home by going forth and back. Der. hiwi. '
iwina, d. i-iwina, iwina (1) v. trans., to put into, to place inside of, 150, 9. 

(2) adv, inside, ivithin, in the interior: winkogsht for iwina hu gi'sht. Der. 
(iwa. Cf. yuhiena.
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f w i sh, pi. tumi i'.; same as yowish, q. v.

fwutit, prep, and postp., further away than, farther off, beyond. Term 
formed like kuitit. Of quotation under E-ukalksmi koke. Der. I'wa (1).

Jack, Captain, nom. pr. of a famous Modoc chief. His Indian name

was Kintpuash. For particulars, see Kintpuash and Note to 35, 8. 
Johnson, nom pr. of the head chief of Modocs settled at Yaneks, 58, 6. 7.

Y.
When the vowel .i assumes a consonahtic pronunciation, as in diphthongs,

it is written y, arid both frequently alternate in the Klamath language; cf.
introductory words to letter I. In the scientific alphabet used here, y never

designates a vocalic sound, but is always pronounced like y in yell, yoke.

For terms not found here look under E, I. In many of the terms given
below, initial yan-, ya-, yu-, yo- represents a prefix "down, down below".

ya, ya, i-a, a particle of asseveration corresponding to indeed, really, cer 

tainly, surely. Ya! to be sure! 112, 1J.- ka-i sha i-a vu'sha of course they 

were not afraid of, 93, 6.; tu& ni a tala ya ishka shiugoki what money did 

I make in fact by killing him? 64, 14. Ya is often connected with the po 
tential ak: tidsh ak ya n^pakuapka I expect positively good weather; nu ak 

ya gu'hll'pllt I can certainly enter (my own lodge), 112, 2. Cf. i-u.
ya-a, d. yaya-a, yaiya-a to scream, screech, cry, vociferate: ya-a aka tan 1 

believe you are crying. Mod. for yea Kl. Cf. yewa.
ya-aga (1) a species of willows growing near waters; 20 to 30 feet high. 

(2) Ya-aga, Ya-ag, nom. pr of a locality rich in willows, forming the 
center of the Klamath Lake Indian settlements, situated where the Gov 
ernment bridge crosses the "VVilliamson River (Ind. Aff Report 1870, p. 

68), and about one mile from Upper Klamath Lake. (3) Ya-aga, nom. 
pr. of the Williamson River; called thus near this bridge only: luela 
kapto Ya-ag they catch kdpto-suckers in the Williamson River, 74, 1.; cf. 

54, 1. Dim. yash:

y adsain, noni. pr. of a species of short grass growing in dry places, two 
to three inches long.

y a d s h a p k a, d. ya-idshapka to mash, mangle. Cf. ndshapka.
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yahi, d yayahi, ya-ihi(l) generic term for bead: sh<5kaltko y. beads of va 
rious colors mixed together. (2) glass bead.

y 4 h i a g a, d yayahiaga little bead: Mashptchi yayahiak small smoke-colored 
beads. Dim. yahi.

yahiash a water-fowl not specified, 163; 8.
yaina, d. ya-i'na (1) mountain, peak, butte: mu'nk y. shuteye*ga the mole 

began to make mountains, 104, 4.; yainash a-i nu shluLSla I am wafted off 
from the mountain, 157; 43.; yainatat on a mountain, 135, 1. 156; 36. Cf. 
158; 50. 179; 3. Occurs in proper names: 193; 14. (2) ridge of mountains, 
mountain range: Yamakisham yaina Cascade Range; yainatala, yainatal 
uphill, up the mountain, up the ridge; yainatal kak<51akpka we climbed up 
(Warner) ridge, 29, 8. Der. yana. Cf. gi'nshka, iwala.

yaina-dga, d. ya-Ina-aga, ya-ina'ga (1) hill, hillock, eminence, little mount 
ain; kima'dshani y. ant-hill; yaina-ag tu'pka a low hill lay (back of us), 31, 
9.; cf. 43, 11. 12. (2) Yainaga, nom. pr. of a hill: "Littk Butte 11, two 
miles south from Sprague River, at Yaneks subagency, and giving its 
name to the latter. Dim. yaina.

Y a i n a k s h i, nom. pr. of the Indian settlements of Ydneks, along Middle 
Sprague River, in a healthy and fertile tract of land inhabited by Kla- 
math Lake, Modoc, and Snake Indians; lit. "where the hill is", 58, 6. 
90, 3. 148, 8. Ydneks is the seat of a subagent of the Klamath Indian 
reservation. Lupitala me'dsha Y. sheshapkash they migrated eastward to 
what is called Ydneks, 36, 6.; Yainakslii glshl' (Mod.) whose residence was 
at Ydneks, or: while he stayed at Ydneks, 56, 9.; tu'-una Yainakshina around 
Ydneks, 40, 4. For the origin of the name, see yaina-aga. Gf. P'lai.

Yainakskni, adj. and subst, staying at, native of, inhabiting Ydneks; In 
dian settled at Ydneks; Sk6ntchiesh laki Yainakskisham maklaksam Skon- 
tchishis a chief of the Ydneks Indians, 58, 5. Der. Yainakshi. Cf. P'laikni.

yainala, d. ya-ixnala to make, create, throw up Mils or mountain-ridges, 
104, 4. Der yaina.

yayaya-as bewitching power, from which the conjurer gets his inspira 
tion, when he prepares to cast around him the dire spells of his magic 
influence, or, as the Indians call it, "the doctor's poison", 70, 5. 6. and 
Note. Cf yayakia.
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yayakia to be afraid, to be in fear of: ka-i luela yayakiuk / was too terri 
fied (at the eagles) to kill them, 100, 4.

yak a, ya'ka; see y^ka.
y a k i, d. yayaki, y4-iki (a short in Kl.) conical basket or receptacle worn on 

back for collecting roots, tubers, seeds, and seed-grasses, and made from 
branches of the young willow: y. shkatkgla to carry a basket on back, 109,

1.; y. shleyamna to string a basket around oneself, 10', 11.; y. shtagi to fill 
the basket, seed-basket, 118, 4. 7.; yakiamtch old, broken or used up basket. 
Of. 146, 4. 147, 15. 148, 6. Der. yash.

yala, yalatko, yalha; see ila.
y a 1 i a 1 a to become clear, transparent, pure, unclouded: ampu a yalialtk g! 

the water is clear, limpid.
Ydlialant, nom. pr. of a camping ground on Williamson River: "At the 

Crystal-Water^. Local of yaliali.

yaliali d. yayaliali clean, pure, limpid, transparent; said of water.
y d 1 k a m, yal%am, d. yayal^am bad weather, storm, tempest, atmospheric dis 

turbance. Der. i-al%a, d. of el%a (to prostrate).
yal^amala, d. yayal^amala to produce a storm or rainy weather. Some 

Oregonian Indians believe this can be effected by rolling rocks downhill.
Yamak, nom. pr. of Oregon, 44, 10.; abbr. from Yamakni; stands for Yd- 

mat, Ydmatala, or Yamakisham kailatat. Mod. Cf. Note to 44, 6.

ydmakish, same as yamakni, to which it furnishes the oblique cases. 
Na/wapksh ydmakstan to the north side of Goose Lake, 31, 7.; see Note.

Yamakisham Yaina, nom. pr. of Cascade Range; lit. "mountains of 
the Northerners". Cf. yamakni.

yamakni, yarnatkni, yamatni; obj yamakishash (1) adj., coming from 

the North, born in a northern land; inhabiting the country north of the Klamath 

Lake highlands: y. gatpa came from the north, 131,5 (2) subst., Yamakni 
Northerner; generic name for all Indians living north and northwest of the 
Klamath Lakes and Modocs, 192; 1.: Yamakfshamkshi in the country of 

the Northerners, 1^9; 2 Special tribes are sometimes designated by this 
name; the Nez-Perce*s; the Warm Spring Indians in 13, 16. 17, 1. (cf. 18,

2. and 78, 10.), the scouts recruited among this tribe in the -Modoc war, 

who were largely mixed with Wasco Indians: 43, 5. (Note!) 6. 15. 21.
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(3) Ytimakni, name given by Modocs to ivhite settlers in the northern 
and southern parts of Oregon: Oyegomans, Oregonian volunteers, 39, 3.: 
Yamatknfsham kaila in Oregon, 54, 1. Der. yuniat, q. v.

y am a 1, d. ya-imal, yaimal pelican; a large water-fowl. Of. kumal.
yam ash (1) north wind; often mentioned in the incantations: y. a. nu 

shui'sh / sing about the north wind, 170; 58.; yanisam ge-isli the north 
ivind^s tread, passage, 164; 4.; yamashtka in the north ivind, while the north 
unndlloics (upon me), 155; 16. 24, cf. 155; 20. 179; 1. (2) Yamash, nom. 
pr. of the personified North wind, a power of nature deified in the myths 
of the majority of Indian tribes: Yamshamkshi at the house or home of the 
Northwind, 111, 5-10.; also called Yamshamtch, cf. amtchiksh: Skelamtch 
lalkadsha Yanishamtcham nu'sh Old Marten cut off the head of Old North- 
wind, in, 11. Cf. Yarns! and Notes to 111, 4. 164; 4.

yam at (1) the north, as a point of the compass: talaaks yamtital (for ta- 
laak=ts ydmat-i-tala) in a direction due north, 29, 6., cf, 29, 10.; yamatala 
gdnuta while traveling north, 103, 3. (2) adv., northwards, toivards the 
north: y. tamenuota while running northwards, 37, 16.; (3) adv., from the 
north: y. tdluitgank having returned from the north, 184; 31. (4) Yamat, 
nom. pr. given by Modocs to the State of Oregon, as far as it extends 
north of the Klamath uplands; Yamatala (Yamat-tala) into, towards 
Oregon, 13, 4.; in Oregon, 44, 8.

y a m n a s h, i-amnash, pi. tiimi y., (1) neckwear, necklace; necklace of beads, 
shells, teeth, claws etc.; bead-string, wampum-collar: skiitash i'ktsa Amp- 
%ani y. tchish blankets they fetched at the Dalles, and bead-strings also, 93, 4. 
Cf. 19,1. 87, 5 96, 8. 9. Ill, 1-3. 131, 6. 9. 12. (2) leads, grains of leads, 
cf. yamnashptchi. Der. iyamna (1). Cf. fmnaks, yahi.

Y4mnash = Paktish, nom. pr. of a young Klamath Lake man, now 
deceased, the friend of Dave Hill. Some notices about him will be found 
in A. B. Meacham's "Winema", p. 109 sqq. Lit. "tearing his bead- 
strings". Cf. yamnash, pakaga.

yamnashla to manufacture, to make neckwear or leads: tchelish hu/nk 
luelank y. he killed porcupines and made necklaces (from their bristles), 96, 
8. Der. yamnash.

yamnashptchi purple-Hue; lit. "looking like beads": y. mat Ift'loks 
Afshisham they say that Aishistts fire-flame was purple-Hue, 99, 3.
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ydmpka, yamka, d. yayampka to be lazy, inactive; to lounge about.
ydmpkamptcli, d. yayamkamptch laziness, lack of activity.

ydmpkash, d. yaydmpkash logy person; idler, bummer, lounger.
Y d m s 1, nom. pr. of a mountain lying north of Klamath Marsh; it passes 

for the mythic abode of K'mukamtch and his brother, the "Weaslet", 

107, 1 and Note. Stands for Yamashi, inessive case of ydmash, q. v.

ydmtital for yamatl'tala, 29, 6.; see ydmat (1).
y amtki, d. yayamtki to forget: wakash pil sha y. they forgot none but tJie 

bone-awl, 120, 22.; ydmtkln he'mkanksh forgetting what he had said, 35, 8.
y a n a, i-ana, yena, d. of ina, which occurs as prefix only: adv., down, down 

hill, downwards, down below, further down: y. telshna to look down, 174; 13; 

ye'na nu gen gt'na I went down stairs.

y a n a, yana to hand or bring something from below; to bring up, uphiU.
yana = kani, yanakani, adj., somebody or something at the lower end or ex 

tremity, below; pi. or d. yanakiinini each one, every one at the lower end. 

Refers to stalks (tchelash) in 148, 2.
yanakni, pi. tumi y., native, inhabitant of a lower country or lowland; 

dweller on lower course of a river.
Yan aldi, Yanalti (1) nom. pr. of a mountain ridge close to and north of 

Klamath agency buildings, rising 4' 0 to 600 feet above Upper Klamath 

Lake, and continuing past Fort Klamath due north into the vicinity of 
Klamath Marsh. (2) Y., or Y. K6ke, nom pr. given sometimes to Crooked 

River, because this rivulet is bordered on the east side for miles by the 
Yanaldi hill-ridge. Of. Tutashtaliksini K6ke

ydnani (1) nether; located below, under, underneath; relating to lower, in 
ferior part or end; the Latin inftmus, imus: yanansh (for yananish) pil 
ma-i p'dnk eating only the lower end of the iule-grass, 148, 2. (2) referring 
to what is underground. Der. y£na No. 1.

y 4 n i to give; see uya.

y a n h u a, yan'hua, yanua to be in a wretched state through sickness, aban 
donment or extreme poverty; lit. "to lie deep down''. Yanua-uk shi'Ia 
to be on the verge of death through disease Der. yana, w£. Cf. wakidnua.

yanhudni, yariuani wretched, poor, miserable, distressed, 183; 12.; yari- 
hudni k^liak tua a poor person destitute of everything. Cf. i-u.
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yankapshti, yankapshtia, d. yayankapshti (1) to place into an opening, 
aperture, as a stick, straw, pebble etc. (2) to bar an entrance, to close an 
aperture; said, e. g., of pasting paper on a broken window-pane: wa'shtat 
y. to obstruct the den (of a burrowing animal), 127, 6. Of. kmakapshti

y an k u a, d. yayankua to take down; to take, to score for oneself: la'p kshe'sh 
y. they win two counting-checks, 80, 2.

yantana, d. yayantana (1) to put down into, to put alongside of, to insert: 
taldshi mish nl yantanuapk t6-ukankshtat I will put arrows rito your 
quiver. (2) adv., y., abbr. yanta down, downwards, 190; 15.

yantani, yantanni (1) adj., situated below, located underneath or further 
down; lower, nether, inferior. (2) subst, lower, nether part or portion of: 
lulpam y. lower eyelid. Der. yana No. 1.

y a n t c h, nom. pr. of an edible cylindric root of the size of the camass- 
bulb (puksh) and as thick as a thumb; the plant grows on rocks, in fields 
and in prairies to the height of one to two feet, bearing a dark-colored 
fruit: 146, 1-2. Der. yana.

yapalpule'ash butterfly, diurnal lepidopterous insect, 95, 22. Der. palpali.
y&sh, ya'sh, pi. tumi y., willow; water-willow: y. stinash gin%ant (Kl.) 

willow lodge; tsiii sa shlad yastat ll'ukaipksh then they discovered them 
crowded among the willows, 20, 6. Of. ya-aga; kiilsham ydsh.

y4shala to be full, grown over with willows: ydshaltko studded, lined with 
willow-bushes, 31, 1.

Yash = Lama/dsh, nom. pr. of a camping-place on Klamath Marsh; lit. 
''Ahead of the willows". From yash, lamadsha.

yatasl%a to press. Of. yadsapka, y^ts^aka.
y a t i' s h (- -) rock standing upright; smaller than the ha/nuash, q. v., I rt 9; 4.
ya-uya, d. yayo'-uya; same as yauyawa, q. v.: sawals g^-u y. my bird- 

claws are rattling, being fastened to a necklace or conjurer's rattle: 177; ! 6.
yauyawa, d. yayo'yawa to make noise, to be noisy, to rattle. Onomatop.
ya-uka, d. yayu'^a (1) to treat in sickness, said of the conjurer, 73, 1., 

and of the physician. (2) to cure, restore to health.
y aukgla, contr. y6ke"la, y6k'la to perform puberty or pil/pil dances. When 

the tribe participates in them, they usually last five nights. Cf. 134, 21. 
22. and shuyu^ala, stupui, stina/sh.
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Yauk8lam = Lashi, nom. pr. of a Klamath camping-place on Klamath 
Marsh; lit. "at the Eagle's Wing". From yaii%al, lash.

YaTik6lam=Sn61ash, nom. pr. of a camping-place near Klamath Marsh; 
lit. "Eagle's Nest". From yau%al, shnulash.

yd-uks, pi. turni y., (1) drug used as medicine; remedy, medicament of a 
palpable nature: k6-idshi y. poison, mischievous drug. (2) tamdnuash- or 
spiritual remedy of the conjurer, consisting of witchcraft, dreams, shamanic 
songs etc. When these songs are sung by the shaman, they reveal to 
him miraculously the nature of the patient's disease: y. huk shlad kalak 
a gek the song finds out that the patient has a relapse, 72, 2. Cf. kiuks, 
shufsh. (3) said to be the name of a certain poisonous plant: kSlako'tch 
y. deadly berries; k6-idshi y. poison-berries. Der. yd-uka.

yaiiksman physician of the white race; a hybrid word half Klamath, half 
English, and recently formed: yd-uks=mendmksh at the physician's shop 
or house, 66, 15.; the syllable mgn- embodying the word man,

y a li % a 1, yaukal, d. yayaiikal white-headed eagle, bald eagle: Haliaetus leu- 
cocephalus. 144, 5. Another name used for this bird is shkushki, KL, 
q. v. Incantations: 162; 4. 165; 5. 180; 3. Quoted under iwam.

y a u % a 1 d 1 a, d. yayau%alala to go on a bald eagle hunt; to hunt bald eagles.
y a' k a, ya'kua; see y^ka, ydkua.
y e* a, d. ye*ya to howl: wash y. tchlishak the prairie-wolf howls in one strain. 

Onomatop. Cf. ya-a, y^ka, y^wa, we*a.
y e* h i s h, d. yeye'hish arrow-shaft polisher. A rough stone serves for pol 

ishing arrow-shafts. Cf. tkiiilkish, tkuy<5tkish.
y ̂  k a, ya/ka, (yaka), d. y^rika, ya'-ika (1) to howl and cry in chorus; to sing 

in chorus, 153; 1. (2) to sing while dancing; to celebrate a victory or happy 
event by dances, dance-songs and glee-songs; often used of scalp-dances, but 
may be said of every sort of social dances: tsiii sa ya/ka then they sang 
and danced, 16, 10. and Note. Der. yda. Cf sha/dsha.

yeke*wa, d. ye-ikeVa (1) to break one long article in many places, as an 
arrow: yekeVitko broken, fractured in several or many places. The distr. 
form: to break each long article in many places. (2) to disregard, to treat 
with contempt: na'-ulaks y. to break the law or laws, 61, 7.; rat. yeka'-uapk, 
for yeka'w-uapk (na/-ulaks), 68, 14. Cf. ye*kua.
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yekish, d. ye-ikish Indian dance of any kind; scalp-dance, war-dance, 
"doctor"-dance, dance in dance-liouse etc. Der. yeka.

yekna, (yakna) d. ye-ikna, 16, 10. and Note; same as yeka, q. v.
y e k u a, d ye-ikua to break one long object in one place only, as an arrow; the 

distr. form: to break each long article in one place only: ameta y. to break 
tlie camass-stick in two, 190; 10. Cf. yekewa, kewa, pekewa, shdyakua.

yekualola, d. ye-ikualola to break off, to sever a piece l)ij breaking it off: 
y. anku na-it^eui to break a stick at one end.

y e 1 a, yelatko, d. of ila, q. v.
y e 1 m a t k o , d. yeyelmatko ripened; ripe.
y e' n, ya'n, a very palatable fish of the sticker tribe, over one foot long, 

and caught in April in large quantities in the Williamson River: Catosto- 
mus labiatus Gird., 180; 14 In the incantation 165; 6. ye'nash occurs as 
obj case, instead of ye'n. Other sucker-fish are the kapto, sawalsh, 
tsuam, utsaks and wiiya-ak, q. v. The ye'n is darker than the other 
suckers caught in the Williamson River.

y 6 n a; see yana No. 1.
y e*pa, d. ye-ipa to dig, to dig up; to scratch up, to scratch for digging, 82, 1.: 

wa-titchaga yt'-ipa kailanti the dogs scratch the ground. Kl. for ibena Mod.
ye*pantchna, ydpontchna, d. ye-fpantchna to dig or scratch holes while 

going from place to place. Der ydp'na.
y d p' n a, yepona, d. ye-ipna; same as yepa, q. v.: ycipantko, ydpontko dug 

out, excavated, 87, 8. Kl
y 4 s h k u t c h ; see i-eshkotkish.
Y (i t k a s h , nom pr. of a locality at Yaneks.
ydts%aka to choke, throttle. Cf. yatasl^a, shayets%aka, tuitch%ash.
ye-ush, d. yeyush (1) den of a burrowing animal (2) eatables gathered 

and hoarded up by mice and other rodents in their dens. Der. yewa.
y e w a, d. yeyu'a to burroiv, undermine; said of mice, moles etc
ye*wa, d. yeyua to howl, as the storm does. (2) to Hlow; said of the east 

wind only: 165;. 7. and Note. Cf. yea.
yd wash east wind; lit. " the howler".
y e w a t (1) subst., the east, as a point of compass. (2) adv., easttvard, towards 

east. (3) adv., from the east. Cf yamat, Mpit, m6at.
y i y u % o g a , d. of ikug-a, q. v.
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y i k a s h 1 a, y&ashla, ikashla to spear fish through ice-holes; we"shtat 
"through ice, in the ice" .can be added. Der. fka,

yikiak, d. yiakiak, dialectic form of yiikiak, q. v.
yi!6dshna, d yilu-iliidshna, Mod for hiludshna KX, q. v, .......

yilokudla, d. yilo-ilpkue'la to kick down, to kick downhill. Cf gamni'kish.
y i m d s h k a r d. yime-ime'shka to take away; to remove from. Mod. Cf. 

t'me'shka. . . .
y i me shgap.ele r d. yime-imeshgapele to take back, retake, reconquer: 

watch y. to reoUain one's horses,. 54;, 12. and.Note ..
yiulina,.d. yiyulina to push of,.to push or send over the edge. Identical 

with yulina, q. v., but differentiated from it in course of time in its pro 
nunciation and signification. ........... .. ...... ..

yi-ushna, d. yiyushna to push down, to push under.: nu watchag yiu- 
shampkan ambutat hun shiiika I pushed the dog under the water and 
drowned him. .........

y6-ishi, yo'shi, d. yoy6-ishi to be lost, to be astray; said of .arrows sent 
too far, 136, 3. 4.; y6shinko, yo-osink (for y6-ishiank hu, yo's.hiank) he 
is lost, astray, said of a vicious steed, 184; 35. and N.ote. Cf yiishka.

yo'ta, see yuta, shlin. . . ...._..

y 6 w i s h , i'-oish, I'wish, pi tumi y., (1) heel of persons and animals, 13, 5. 

Mod. (2)hock; knee of quadruped's hind lea. (3) calf of leg; back of knee.

yua, d yuyua (1) to strike the water, to splash in the water; «ontr. from 

yuwa. ('2) to strike upon something; to strike the ground; said of bullets 
or arrows shot, stones thrown etc. Cf. yiiash, yul%a.  

y u a 1 k a, d. yuyalka, yuyeT/a; chiefly used in the distributive form in the 
three last definitions: (1) to be indigent, to be in need or poverty.' (2) to 
be full of sorrow, to suffer, to pine away: ma'sha stemash yuyal%6ga to 
suffer from sick-heartedness (3) to be sorry about, to regret: yuyalka nu 
I am sorry for it. (4) to pity, have pity on: yuyel^a a nu hu'nksh I pity 
him or her. Kl,

y u a 1 k i s h , yualks, d. yiryalkish, yiiyalks; chiefly used in the distributive 

form in the second definition: (1) poor, indigent, wretched: ha'toks i yualks 
but if you are poor, 60, 9. 10. 12.; yuyalks tsi tidsh kf-uapk although 

wretchedly poor, lie will fed at ease, 136, 6. (2) afflicted; mournful, sorrow-
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ful, worried; saddened by experiencing heavy losses, as of relatives, personal 
liberty, property etc.: yiialks=sitk, yuyalks=sltk su'ta to render sorrowful; 
to make a mourner of somebody, 17, 21.; yuyalk=shitko (for yuyalkishash= 
shitko) behaving like a mourner or captive.

yualkishptclii, d. yuy alkishptchi (1) having a wretched appearance; 
poor- or sad-looking. (2) sorrowful, pining away. Of. yualkish

yiiash, d yuyiiash limit, terminus for throwing, shooting, or running: 
shiidshna yu'ashtala sha tchui then they pursue each other up to the limits 
meted out, to the base of the pla)^-ground, 80, 12. Der. yua.

yiiashla, d. y uyuashla to fix a demarcation line, to set up a limit for shoot 
ing, throwing, running. Der. yiia.

yudshlaktkal, d. yuyadshlaktkal to slip with the feet.
yiidshna, d yii-udshna to be flying, to move through the air; said of arrows, 

balls or other projectiles.
yuhandash sword, dagger, or knife over two feet long, 193; 10. Mod. for 

te'kish Kl. The derivation from yuhie'na points to a weapon kept in a 
scabbard or sheath

yuhie'na, d. I uhie'na (1) to be inside, within; as on the ground-floor of 
lodge, in a receptacle, case etc. ('^) prep, and postp, inside, indoors, 
within: y. gl'sht being inside, or, for being within, 128, 5 ; speaking of more 
than one being within, winkogsht (we'nku gi'sht or iwina, iwinank hii7 
gtsht) or wdnkogsht, 127, 14.

y uh6, d. yu-ih6 buffalo: Bos americanus. Of. hiika, hiil^a, hiiwa.
yuh61al%a, d yu-ih61al%a to march and dance around; this being a por 

tion of certain dances performed before starting on the warpath. Of. h6- 
lal%a, yuhulaklatya.

yuhulak!41%a, d. yu-iholaklal%a to perform a certain war-dance. Mod. 
for yuh61al%a KL, q. v.

y u y a 1 k a, yuyel%a, yuyalkish ; see yualka,, yualkish.
y li k i a k, yikiak, d. yu-ikiak, yiakiak (1) species of owl living on squir 

rels; small and of reddish color: Scops asia. (2) yiikiak: mocking-bird, 
Mimus polyglottus; Mod., 183; 21. (3) jay bird, Cyanura stelleri: y6ki- 
kam shkiitantki having the head adorned with jay feathers, 183; 20.

yiikiuka, yii^iuga, d yuyukiuka, v. intr., to smart, give pain; to itch. 
Cf. yuktgi, kima'dsh and the German: "jucken".
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yiikmalam, pi. tuini y., the so-called "mountain mahogany": Cercoearpus 

ledifolius ; a tree furnishing the yellowish-brown wood, for bows, for the 

cylindric gaming-sticks used in the spelshna-game, and other implements. 

It grows in the mountains east of .Upper Klarnath Lake.

yiiktgi, d. yuyu'ktgi to itch; Mod for yukiuka Kl.
yulalfna, i-ulalina (1) v. intr., to fall over an edge or rim; to form an edge 

in falling (2) v. intr, to form a beach or shore-line; said of water. (3) 
subst, edge of thin articles, as of paper, or sheets of any kind. (4) prep, 
and postp., alongside of, along the brink of: kiike y. along a river side, 

127, 11. Of yiulina, yulfna.

yula!6na, i-ula!6na (1) to move forth and back, to rub, to make the motion 

of rubbing: lematchatka y. to mash fine upon the mealing-stone, 149, 8. (2) 
Yulal6na, nom pr. of Link River, the outlet of Upper Klamath Lake, 
running into Lower or Little Klamath Lake The name is interpreted 

by " receding and returning water" ; for the waters of Link River retreat 

there under the pressure of the south wind to return afterwards, 94, 4. 
(3) Yulal6na, nom pr. of Linkville, a town located on Link River, below 
the cascade of this stream. Of. 1-uauna, Tiwisir/e'ni.

y u 1 i n a, d. yuyulma to menstruate: i-ungks%e'ni a y. after sunset I am men 

struating, 182; 2., cf. 185; 48. The distributive form also occurs in 
puberty songs, and indicates that the catamenia have occurred repeatedly: 
yuyuline'pka, abbr. yuyulinne I am in the age of female puberty, 185; 47., 
cf. 182; 1. and Note. Cf. yiulina.

y u 1 k a, l-ul%a, d yuyiil%a to go down, to strike the ground; said of an ar 
row or other missile: K'mukamts tii' hak yu'l'ka K'mukamtch struck the 

ground with his arrow this side of the mark, 99, 5.; tu' a nit y. my bullet 

(or arrow) struck down there Cf. 100, 20. 110, 9. 136, 3. Der. yiia.
yumadsha, i-umadsha, d. i-omddsha (first a pronounced long) to be at 

the lower end or extremity. Cf. lamadsha, tamadsha.

yushakgna to extend or put forward the index finger, 79, 3 Der. yiishka.
y u s h k a, yiish^a to put forward or to use the index finger when making 

guesses in the spelshna-game. Cf yiish^ish.

yush%ish second finger of hand; technical term used by gamesters in 

stead of speluish: y. spelshisht by proffering the index finger, 79, 6.
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yuta, i-iita, i-6'ta (1) to be heavy, weighty, ponderous; cf. yutantko. (2) to 
walk with heavy, ponderous steps: 169; 52. (3) to shoot at, to fire at: liuka- 
yank a i-u'ta! lying in ambush they are firing! 307 3. Cf. 21, 16. 22, 9. 21. 
23, 1. 31, 2. (4) to hit or wound by shooting, firing: nia'ns hu'k tchaka- 
yank f-ii'ta for some time he, -while sitting in the bush, fired with effect, 
23, 21. (5) to kill by shooting or firing. In the definitions (3) (4) (5) 
yuta is used only when many objects are spoken of; speaking of one 
object, or of one shot bitting many objects, shliu, q. v. Cf nge-isha, tewi.

yutantko heavt/j weighty, ponderous; partie. of yutna. Cf. t'shakatko
y u t a t k a to cry, weep for, after somebody; said of mourners, of babes, or 

of children prevented from following their parents, 89, 3.
yutetampka to begin shooting, to commence firing, 37, 12.: y. ktayat gip- 

kash they began firing at them ivhile they were in the rocky tedges or lava beds, 
38, 18. Der. yuta, q. v.

y u t i 1 a, y utilan; see i-utila
yutlanshna, d. yuyu'tlanshna to shoot or hit aside of the mark; to miss 

the mark in direction, though not in distance, 99, 5. 100, 21. Der. yuta.

K.
K alternates with g, % and, less frequently, with ~k, h, hh and g; in some 

instances, k becomes nasalized into nk, n% etc Words with initial k, %, and 
g not found under K, to be looked for under G or K; or, if nasalized, 
under N. K- is sometimes prefix, abbr. from ke, ki thuSj so; cf. kshapa; 
the prefix ke-, ki-, abbr. k-, refers to an act performed sideways or above; 
the prefixes kshi-, gshe-, kshu- point to animate beings, or more frequently 
to one animate being only, as object. The prefixes kui-, gui-, ku-, gu- 
allude to distance, while in a few verbs the initial syllables (radicals here, 
not prefixes) kavga-, ke-, ge- indicate plurality of the subject or object. 
The negative particle ka-i, not, is embodied in a few terms beginning with 
k- or k-, cf kampka, kayutch.
ka, ka, ga, ga; d. kaka, kagga, kak (1) pron. rel., abbr. from kat, q. v., 

usually proclitic: ga tuata (for tuatala) shkamihaktch gatpa whosoever 
has come, stronger (than I), 112, 2.; kagga i hemkankish? tvhich words 
have you been speaking (to me)? 158; 55. (2) pron. interr., abbr. from
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kam, q v.ikatuata? katuak? what sort of ? what kind of $ 112, 
8. 12.; ka tal (for kani tala)? who then? 189; 7. (3) adv, so, so much, 

that much, thus: abbr. from the adverb kank: ka tanni: ndan pe'tch three 

feet long, lit. "so long: three feet"; yantch kak tan: 18" each of the ydntch- 

plants is as tall as eighteen inches (tan for tanni), 146, 1.; ka tanni: 1' one 

foot long, 146, 12

ka, ga (1) adv., abbr. from ka-a, q. v. Of. 122, 15. and Note. (2) conj., 
same as ak, ak a, aka; originated from the latter by aphei'esis of the a in 
ak Quot under adv hut, q. v. Cf. ak, ampka, kam.

ka-a, ka-a, kaa, contr. ka, ka, ga, adv. of quality: very, greatly, strongly, 

largely; is found in connection with adjectives, adverbs, attributive and 
other verbs, and is usually placed before them: ka ati, d. ka a-ati very 

high or tall; ka-a ktchal^a the sun is quite hot; kaa lua the fog is thick; k. 
ma'sha it is bitter, it pinches the tongue; or: he is very sick, he feels acute 

pain; k. papalish of very mean character; k. pushpiishli of a deep black 

color; k. sheTlual lie fought bravely, with vigor, 56, 1 ; k. tidshi rather good- 

looking, quite pretty, 183; 14.; ka-a tchemuka to be pitcli-dark Cf. 182; 7. 

Contr. into ga in 122, 15. (*2) stands sometimes for our too, too much: 

kaa kalkallsh lu'lp gitko having too round eyes, having eyes very round- 

shaped, 91, 5 and Note to 105, 7 Cf. mii, ska.
ka-ag, ka-ak; see gahak.

k 4 - a.k t for kakat, d. of kat, q. v.
ka-a slit, ka-ash; see ga-asht.

k a g a, kaka, d. kakga to wear out, to use up: ka-i kagatko unworn, not torn, 
not used up, complete, whole. Mod. for tega Kl.

k a h a h a, d. kakahaha to ache, cry, cry loudly as one afflicted with pain: k. 

shli'sham he ached, having been shot, 22, 11. Onbmatop.;" cf. gahipa, 
gaikanka, kaikaya, kayaiha.

kahicwa, d. kakieVa to hunt up, to try to obtain, 182; 9. Cf. kaihia,

kai, kai, %ai, same as hai, q. v.; especially in use in the Mod dialect.
ka-i, kai, d. kaki, species of rabbit whose fur is white in winter, bluish in 

summer: Lepus campestris.

ka-iha, kaiha, kaya; kayahia, ka-ika, d. kaka-iga, kaka-ika (1) to seek, to 

search, to look for, to start out after: kahhiank w^wanuish looking out for the
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females, 20, 6 ; weVanuish ka-ig<5ga in order to run after women, 186; 52.; 
kdkiash llsh i ka-iga whom you perhaps look out for, 121, 13 ; ma'ns kd-ika 
I searched a long time for (the arrows); inbiisant kdyakuapk (nii) to-morrow 
I shall go on the search, 136, 4. (2) to pursue, to chase; to hunt, hunt 
down; to follow up in a hostile intention; chiefly in use for the pursuit of 
enemies: dmputala kaydhia they chased them away, cut them off from the 
water, 42, 20.; kd-itoks kdyaktgi nlsh he must not pursue me, 40, 4. Cf. 
gdnkanka, haftchna, kayaktcha.

k a i h h a, kd'hhia to miss the aim. See kaf hha.
k a i h i a, kaigia, d. kakfgia to hunt for, to pursue in the interest of somebody. 

Cf. Note to 55, 14. etc. Der. kd-iha.
k d - i k a, gd-ika, kd-iga, d. kaki'ga (1) to behave extravagantly, to act in a 

foolish, silly, odd manner. (2) to swarm or skip around, to fool around: 
tchdshgai nu k. I the weasel am behaving oddly, make odd jumps, 177; 12., 
cf. 158; 52. Cf. ka'la

kaikdya, gaikdya to sob,'whine; to snore. Cf. gaikdnka.
kd-ikanka, gaikanka, d. kakikanka to hunt after, to seek continually or 

repeatedly, 182; 11. Der. kd-ika, same as kd-iha, q. v.
kd-ikash, gaikash, d. kaki'kash, gaggi'kash (1) acting in an extravagant 

manner; behaving excitedly, oddly, foolishly: gaikash nuy&mna, fooling I run 
about, 158; 52. (2) subst, wag, fun-maker, punster. (3) Mod. adj., silly, 
imbecile Der. kd-ika.

k d - i k e m a, kafyema, d. kaki%ema (1) not to know, not to recognize, to con 
sider as a stranger. (2) to suspect, to cast suspicions upon, 95, 10. 100, 12.: 
at sa kdyek'ma then they suspected (him), 100, 16.

k a i 1 a 1 d p' 1 i, d. kakilaldp'li (1) to put on one's leggings. (2) to put on one's 
pantaloons, trousers.

kailalap61a, d. kakilalap61a to take off one's leggings or pantaloons.

kaildlapsh, d. kakildlapsh (1) pair of leggings, usually made of buck 
skin ; an aboriginal garment covering the whole leg, but now out of use: 
k.=kitko having leggings on, 90, 17. Cf. mitash, shndshmksh. (2) pair of 
pantaloons, trousers.

k a i 1 i, kaili, d kdkeli to gird oneself; to put a belt on.
kailish, kailish, contr. kdlish, d. kdkalish, kdkelish (1) belt, skin belt,
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90, 6. 95, 2.: s^i'l k. otter-skin belt; belts were made of the skins of almost 
every quadruped, 90, 6. (2) loin cloth; breech-clout originally made of skin.

kailiu, kailiu, d. kakaliu (1) mantle or robe made of rabbit skins or bird 
skins, especially from duck-scalps; not made at the present time by the 
Maklaks, but manufactured in great perfection and beauty by the In 
dian women of Puget Sound and on the coast north of it: k=skiitatko 
clad in a rabbit-skin mantle, 125, 2. (2) fur-skin mat; fur dress: kafliulam 
skutash, or kailio^skutash, fur-skin blanket or mantle, 125, 3.

K a 1 m o m, nom. pr masc. Kl.; a son of Tselo^ins, q. v. Some Indians 
interpret this name by "Light-Haired". Of. ka-i.

ka-ishna, d. kaki'shna (1) to close with a cover or lid. (2) to close} shut 
up a lodge or house by closing the door-flap, smoke-hole, door, or other 
issue; to lock a door, 66, 4.

kaishn6tkish, d. kaklshn6tkish lock, latch, door-latch.
kaishniila, kaishn61a, d. kakishnula (1) to open up a cover or lid; to un 

cover the top of the mud- or winter-lodge, 120, 12. 13. 15. 17. (2) to open 
a door: kitchkani, kaishnuli! boy, open the door! nu gaishniila gdka / open 
the door and go out Der. ka-ishna.

kaishnulia, d. kakishnulfa to uncover, open up, open the door for some 
body, 120, 17.

kaishtish, gashtish, d. kaki'shtish (1) door-flap of lodge. (2) hinge door, 
door of room or house; cover serving as door or entrance, 66, 13.: waklakam 
k. wall-gate, corral-gate.

k a y a h i a; same as ka-iha, q. v.
kayaktampka to begin hunting, pursuing, searching or looking out for, 

126, 8. Der. ka-iha.
kayaktgi, 40, 4.; exhortat. mode of ka-iha, q v.
kayak tka, d. kakl'ktka to return from the search, lookout, pursuit or hunt, 

140, 7. 141, 3 Der. ka-iha
kayaktcha, d. kakayaktcha (1) to go and look out for, to be searching for, 

108, 4. 5. 110, 20. (2) to be engaged in pursuing: maklaksash k. they pur 
sued the Indians, 43, 4. Der. ka-iha.

kayaktchna, d. kakayaktchna to pursue to a distance, 30, 11.
kayata, the smallest kind of Klamath dwellings: 183; 18. The two old 

Thunders, parents of the five Thunders, are supposed to have lived in a
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kayata or little lodge, while their progeny lived in an earth-lodge. Cf. 
katni, and Notes to 111, 12.; 112, 3.

kayatala to erect a haydta-lodge.
k a y e k' m a, 100, 16; see ka-ikgma.
kayetcho, same as ka'dshu, q. v.
kay utch, kayuds, kayu, Mod. ka-iu, kayu (1) not yet, not at the time be 

ing: k. nu'ka w6kash pond-lily seed is not ripe yet, 74, 7.; k. tua ka'sh not 
any ipos at all, 118, 4, cf. 184; 37 ; kayu shlapatko not yet opening out or 
blossoming. (2) before, prior to: ka-iu B6shtinash gatpish before the 
Americans arrived, 90, 16. (3) never, at no time. Der. ka-i, litch or u, hu.

kayutchish, d. kaka=utchish; see ke'-utchish.
kak, kak; see ka.
k a k , kakat; see kat.
k a k i a k, d. kakakiak a species of little white marine shells.
kakiaksh, kakiegsh, Mod. kakiegsh, d. kakakieksh whirlwind, cyclone, 

tornado. Der. kakidsha.
k a k i a s h, obj. d. of kanf, pron. interr., and of kat, pron. rel., q. v.
kakidsapSle, d. kakakidsapele, 20, 4.; same as kaki'dsha, q. v.
kakidsha, gakl'dsha, d. kak'kl'dsha, gaggagi'dsha to proceed by turns; 

to move, to fly in serpentine, meandering, winding lines; to go snake-like; said 
of the shka'-bird, 167; 36.

kaklash, d. kakaklash saddle: k. hu il!61a to take off the saddle. Cf. iklash.
kakne"ga, d. kakakndga to besmear, to soil: k. shiashka to soil, to make 

dirty; lit. "to smear and rub on"; kakne*gatko dirty, soiled, unclean. 
Cf. shiashka.

kakn61a, d kakakn61a to put on, to be dressed in an elk-skin armor or par- 
flesh : partic. kakn<5latko; kakakn61atk giug on account of being protected 
by elk-skin parfleshes, 17,4.

kakn61sh, d. kakakn61sh armor, parflesh, war-cuirass; was made of half- 
tanned, doubled-up skins, usually elk-skins, and when put on as a cuirass 
was almost impenetrable to arrows. Indians used them all over Oregon 
and the Columbia River Basin. Nga'-ishtka shlin kakno'lsh to strike the 
cuirass with arrows ; k. terne'shka, shle'tya to abstract, to take away parfleshes, 
21, 4. 5. Incantation: 178; 5.
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kako'dsha, gako'tcha, d. kak'ko'dsha (1) to cross, to go across, to go over to : 
Skelamtch k. Leme'-isharnksh Old Marten passed over to the place where the 
Thunders were, Hi), lS.a (2) to ford a river, brook, or other shallow 
water while traveling. Der. gakua.

kako'kish, kdkogsh, d. kak'ko'kish ford; fording place of a river or shal 
low water. In 74, 16. is mentioned a ford over a tributary of Williamson 
River, remarkable by its blackish waters; the ford is close to the outflow 
of Klamath Marsh into the Williamson River. Der. gakua.

kak61akpka, d. of ga-ulakpka, q. v.
kakpatn6tkish, d. knkakpatnotkish (l) pin, cloth-pin, Kl. (2) screw, 

Mod. Der. kapatna.
k a k t a, d. of ktana, q. v ; k a k t a k, see katak.
Kaktsamkshi, nom pr. of a camp and little spring near the subagency 

buildings at Yaneks.
k a 1, gal, d. gagal species of tree-moss of black or dark color.
k a 1 a, pi. turni k., flat and round or ovoid basket having the shape of a 

bucket and made in the Shasti country of roots growing there. They 
are of various sizes; the larger ones, impervious to water, serve for boiling 
water and for cooking food, 113, 9. Mu'ni k. a large flat bucket, 112, 21. 
The cooking by means of this vase is described 112, 21-113, 4. T<5kiam 
k. cup made of horn.

kalak, d. kakalak person relapsed into disease; used attributively, 72, 1.; 
predicatively, 72, 2.: k. antch (for a nush) ma'sha ka-ak vud6kuisham 
nush / have suffered relapses on account of having been beaten.

kalam, poss. of kani, pron.; and of kat, pron. rel., q. v.
k a 1 a p s h , <1. kakalapsh decayed log. Of kalina, under k'le'ka.
kalina to die; see k'le'ka.
k a 1 k a 1 a, d. kakalkala to rustle; said of crawling reptiles.
kalkgla, d. kakalkela (1) to fall sick, to hurt oneself, to be hurt, 158; 54. 

(2) to relapse into sickness; to become kalak.
k a 1km a, kal%ma, pi. tumi k, woman1 s skull-cap made of the roots of trees 

found in the ancient domain of the Shasti tribe, in Northern California. 
This cap is of half-globular shape and also serves as drinking-cup. Der. 
kalkali, kma7 . Of. kma/, maksha.
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k 41 k s h, d. kakalksh, a peculiar fishing-implement or scoop not unlike 
the meat- or flesh-hooks used by the Romans, called creagra. Der. kalkali.

kalktch<5la, d. kakalktch61a to catch fish by means of tlie kdlksh.
K 41 p s h i, nom. pr. of Silver Lake; a water basin about seventy miles north 

east of the outlet of the Williamson River, bordered by rocks inclosing 
petrifactions. Of. kalapsh.

kaltchitchiks, d. kakaltchitchiks (1) spider; its incantation: 175; 15. 
(2) the magic song called "spider", sung by the conjurer during the 
treatment of relapsed patients, 72, 4. 73, 1. 3. Der. kalkali, tchi'dsha.

kaltchuyuga, d. kakaltchuyuga to be red hot or incandescent, Kl. Cf 
ktchui!6ka, tchuitchiga.

kaluish, d kakaluish anterior dorsal fin, above the gills, 177; 31.
kam, kam, particle expressing desire, hope, probability; corresponds 

somewhat to our adverb "fain": hft'kt kam gatpant, i kam gatpant, I hope 
he, you will come; nil7 kam hftksh telu'lit I would like to look down (upon 
it), 192; 4. From ak, am.

kamalsh, gamalsh; d. kakmalsh dried fish reduced to powder. The vari 
ous species of fish, caught by the Maklaks, are hung on limbs of trees 
to be dried by sunheat, then pounded and filled into sacks holding 50 
to 70 pounds, to be stored in cache's and kept for winter. They often buy 
this kind of provisions from Warm Spring Indians, who call the sacks 
tgfllak. Kamals paha they dry and prepare the fish, 74, 3. Der. garna.

kampka to be deprived of, to stand in need of, the object missed being 
usually added to the verb; lap tatakiash (or simply: lap) k. to lose two 
children by death; kamp'kuk keliak pash tia'ma the indigent man is hungry 
when he lacks food, 136, 8. Contr. from kawampka; cf. kawantko.

kamtilaga, species of black snake of the genus Bascanium: its incanta 
tion: 165; 8. Cf. 180; 16.

k a n, d. kakan urine-bladder. Cf shuf dshash.
k an dan forms (1) oblique cases of the sing, of kat, pron. rel., q. v.; or (2) 

stands for kanitani and kanftant, q. v.
k a n f, kani, abbr. kan, ka, obj. kanash, kansh, kants, poss. kalam, Mod. ka- 

nam; d. kaka, obj kakiash (1) pron. interr., who? what? which? referring to 
persons and animals as well as to inanimate things: k. hu? k ml't gi? who is
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he, she? mish k. ggnalla? who has touched you? 184; 36.; kani lakf? what 
husband? what sort of a husband? 186; 55.; k. hush6tchipka? who is riding 
towards me? 182; 3. 189; 4.; kan tsh shim? who shot me? 138, 2., cf. 74, 
12 ; kants (for kanash) sliuapkst who might be shot, 21, 10.; kalam ge 
latchash gi? who owns this house? kanam shapiya (1)? by whom were you 
told? 41, 1.; kani anku shla'a i? which tree do you see? (2) pron indef, 
somebody, some one; anybody, any one: ha k. ko'l e'nt when somebody carries 
Jcol about oneself, 147, 12.; hak. shla'-a, shualka if somebody finds, saves, 13 1 , 
16.; ka-i k. nobody, not anybody, not one (anim. and inan.); kaltoks k. vuini'^i 
certainly no one conquers (him), 134, 14. 15.; ka-i kants shiuksh not to Mil 
anybody, 64, 14.; nil tin ka-i kanash shapftak I shall tell it to nobody, 40, 8. 
Suffixed to adjectives, -kani means an uncounted, undetermined number: 
nu klnkan=kansh, i'toks tuma=kan'sh watch gitko I possess a few horses, but 
you have many; lit. "a few ones", "many ones". Cf. 60, 13., and yana- 
kani, kitchkani, also ka No. 1 (2).

kani, kgnf, geni, d. kakni, adj. and adv., being or staying outdoors; one who, 
one thing which, those who are outside, without, out of doors, out of the house : 
mdklaks a kanfg (for kanf gi) an Indian is outside; maklaks a kakni several 
Indians are outside; kani giank being outside of the lodge, 121, 9.; ka'gi a 
kani gl nobody is outside; tarn i kanf paka? do you smoke outdoors? kanf 
gekno'la he went out, he left the house, 141, 9.; katni for kakni outdoors, 
outside of the lodge, 121, 10.

kanitani, d. kaknitani (1) adj., exterior, being on the outside of (2) subst., 
outside, exterior; crust.

kanitant, kanitan, kanita, d. kaknitant, kaknita, prep, and postp., out 
side of': dmbu k., or: kanitan ampu out of the water, not in the water; kanita 
pfsh outside of Ms lodge, lit. " outside of himself", 71, 2.; kanita nen? who 
is that fellow (making noise) outside?

kank, abbr. ka, adj. and adv., so many; so much, that much; Lat. tantum, 
tot: k. she'sha that was the cost, 44, 11.; k. shdshatko worth that price;

. kant (for k. at) kii'sh 50 many pine-trees, 148, 21. K. is correlative with 
tank in tankeni (tank a ni) in 70, 9. From kanni, gi. Cf. ka No. 1 (3).

kanktak (1) adj. and adv, emphatic form of kank: so many, an equal 
number of; so much; when referring to time: so long, 74, 8. (2) enough,
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sufficiently; when added to a verb, or when standing for itself, it corre 
sponds in Mod. exactly to Kl. ge*tak (2) and (3), q. v. (3) exclam. or
interj , you or ye stop! quit! hold on! enough of it! give us a rest! Mod.
Cf. giini. (4) adv., quietly, with ease, dispassionately, 34, 13. Mod. 

kanni, ganni, abbr. k4n so many, such a number of; chiefly used when
pointing at objects or counting them on the fingers: ganni watch so many

horses. Cf. ka, kank, tanni. 
kant, 148, 21.; see kank.
kants for kanash; see kani, (1) pron. interr., and (2) pron. indef. 
kap, d. kakap stalk; see tkap. 
k a p a, d. kakpa cup, saucer, small vase. From the English cup. Cf. p6ko.

On kapa, 164; 4., see Note.
k a p d g a, d. kakpaga little cup, dipper, saucer. Dim. kapa. Cf. tutish, 
k a p a t a, d. kakpata to touch, to reach up to: ka!6 k. kapka the kdpka-pine

reached to the skies, \ 00, 8. Cf. kaptchi. 
Kapga'ksi, nom. pr. of a camping-place on Klamath Marsh; lit. "at the

thicket of kapka-pine trees". 
kapiunks, pi turni k. a palatable black seed growing on the kapiunksam-

grass on prairies, and ripening about the month of August, 146, 5. 6.;
k.=shitko in the same manner as kapiunks, 148, 6.

kapiunksam the plant producing the kapiunks=seed; described 146, 3-6. 
kapka, d. kakapka (1) species of low pine growing on the Klamath Lake

reservation: Pinus contorta. In spring its fiber-bark (st<5palsh) is peeled
off by the natives and eaten: 148, 20. 150, 2. (2) young pine-tree: 82, 11.
100, 7. 8. 101, 16. This definition was obtained from many Indians, but
its correctness was doubted by others. Der. tkap. 

kapkablantaks! interj., be silent! hush up! stop talking or crying! 192;
7. Der. kapkap, also occurring in kapkapagmk 1, q. v Cf. ke'mkem, and
the ka ka refrain mentioned in Note to 194; 2. 

k a p k 4 g a, d. kakapkaga a young or small pine of the kapka species: nl
k6ka kapka-agatat I climbed up the young kdpka-pine, 101, 15. Dim. kapka,
and double dim. of tHp. 

kapkapo, t%at#abo, d. kakapkapo, t%at%at%abo wrist-bone. Der. t%6po.
Cf. nawalash.
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k4po, gapu, d. kakpo, g4kpo coat, citizen's coat, dress; overcoat. From Ch. 

J.; this from French capot: overcoat.
kap61a, d. kakp61a (I) to take off the coat. (2) to undress.
kap6peli, d. kakp6peli to put the coat on.

k a p 6 p k a, d. kakp6pka to put another's coat on
k 4 p t u, kapto, pi. tumi k., a species of small sucker-fish, named by Prof. 

E. D. Cope Chasmistes brevirostris, sp. nov. They are fourteen to sixteen 

inches long, body nearly cylindric, dusky above, silvery below; caught in 
April, before the larger sucker species, in the Klamath lakes and in the 
Williamson River: 74, 1.

k a p t c h a, gaptcha, d. gagaptcha (1) to go behind. (2) to hide behind, to be 

close to, to be in contact with. (3) k. or gaptche fifth finger, small finger; the 

spur of. certain birds: kaptchelam shinaktish, q. v.; gaptchatka tchi'l%ia 
they placed on the floor with their small fingers, 113, 3., cf. 113, 4. (4) the 
moons or months of the Maklaks year, which are counted on the smallest 

finger, and correspond inaccurately to our May: gaptsatka in May, 74, 
1.; gaptche'tka t%alampani 1870 in the middle of May 1870, 36, 7.; and to 
our December, 75, 17. Cf. yankapshti, kapata.

kaptchelam shinaktish (I) fourth finger of the hand, or ring finger. 

(2) the moons or months counted on this finger; they correspond, though 

not exactly, to our April, 75, 21., and to our November, 75, 16.

Kapuak, nom. pr. masc.: "Little Coat on", 140, 4. 9. Der. kapo.
k a p li t k o, d. kakputko wearing a coat, dressed in a coat. Der. kapo.
k 4 s h m a the edible root or bulb of a plant growing on rocky ground, 146, 7.

K4ssilag, nom. pr. masc., a son of Tselo^ins, q. v. The name is in 
terpreted by "Straying, Runaway".

kat, k4t, abbr. ka, obi. k4ndan, d. k4kat, met k4-akt, abbr k4k, obj. k4- 
kiash, (1) pron. dem.-rel., that one who, that which, those who or which. (2) 
pron. rel., who, what, which. Applies to anim. and inan. equally: k. huk 
shli'kshga the ones who had almost killed him, 30, 6.: k. huk hu't tchiii lali'ga 

Tuhu'shash which thing since then stuck on Mud Hen, 97, 1.; kat p'lai 
tchfa who dwells on high, 139, 1.; tsui ni shim hu'nk, kat huk yu'ta then 

I wounded the one who was shooting, 23, 1.; k4ndan hu'nk shim the one 

whom I had shot, 23, 20., cf. 30, 18.; k4nda nat a'na the one whom we car-
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nee?, 24, 9.; kahaktok whatsoever, 71, 7. and Note; nanuktua ka-akt htik 
gag all various kinds (of beings) ivhich exist here, 94, 3.; hu'ksa, kdk at 
tini'fti tsa those who had just gone up hill, 23,13.; tatakshni, kakiash Ikd-iga 
the children, whom you are seeking, 121, 13. Of. 68, 10. and ka No 1 (1).

k a't, pi. tumi k.; see gS/t.
kata, d. kakata (1) v. intr., to break asunder; said of strings, straps, reins: 

shtchigt%fshti puka'wish a katatk the bridle-rein is broken. (2) v. trans, 
to cause to break; to gnaw through. Of. kaga, katchka, ukata.

k a t a g s, katoksh, d. kakataks (1) adj., frosty, cold, cool, chilly (of weather): 
k. gi-uapka ge*n waftash it will be cold to-day. (2) subst., the cold, frost, 
chill, chilliness: kdtogshtka ambu we'sh k'ldka, or katogshtka ampu we*n, 
by cold the water turns into ice. Der. katka.

K a t a7 g s i, nom. pr. of a camping-place on eastern part of Klamath 
Marsh; lit. "where ga't-bushes are".

kdtak, katok, d. kaktak (1) adv., truly, faithfully, with veracity: k. gi to 
speak, tell the truth; kaktak pl'la hdmkanka to speak nothing but the truth, 
61,3.; nil ka-i kaktak heVa I doubt these things. Of. 64, 11. 139, 1. (2) 
subst., the truth, what is true: k. ge*-u what I know to be true, 65, 7. (3) k. 
for katak gi, the gl having coalesced with final -k: to tell the truth, 61,4

kat'hiawash (1) tying up the hair and putting something long in it; an 
Indian conjurer's manipulation in curing sickness: 165; 9. 181; 3. (2) 
name of a little white aquatic bird with a forked tail; the forks are 
slightly ovoid; the "doctor" sings the magic song of this bird.

katka, kdtga, d. kakatka (1) to feel cold, to be cold (on body): k. nu / am 
cold; gd-u tchole'ks k my body is cold all over. (2) to have the body or 
parts of it frozen; chiefly said of nose, ears etc., while freezing of hands 
and feet is nda-itia. Of. eVa, katags, ska, tchkawa.

katn i (for kayatni) adj., sitting, staying, or living in a kaydta-lodge, 112, 10.
katni, 121, tO.: for kakni, d. of kani No. 2., q. v.
katokiwash, d. kakatokiwash, pi. tumi k., (1) promontory, hillspur, foot 

hill. (2) Katoglwash, nom. pr. of the Sacramento River country and In 
dians, being situated south of a number of spurs or promontories to be 
passed when coming from the Klamath or old Modoc country. Katugf- 
washam K6ke, nom. pr. of the Sacramento River, Northern California.

katpash, d. kakatpash tail of bird.
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kat'sitsutsue'as the power of producing large snow/lakes ; it is attributed 
to conjurers, cf. 181; 3.

katchaga, d. kaktchdga (1) to mix, to mix up. (2) to knead, as dough; 
to handle, stir up: katchak61a to stop stirring up or kneading.

katchakidni, d. kaktchakie'ni to stir up, set in motion, as liquids, Mod.
Katsaklatko, nom. pr. masc.; interpreted by: "Bump-Buttocks".

K a't s i, nom. pr. of a little spring at Yaneks.

katchka, d. kakdtchga, v. trans, to break by striking, to break, as strings 
tied or fastened to some object Cf. kata.

katchkal, d. kakatehkal (1) Indian tobacco, a mixture of leaves from 
various growths, known as kinnikinnik, killikinik, an Algonkin term: 
pa'ks katchkalam mu'luash the pipe is the implement for the weed, 167; 33., 

cf. 178; 12. (2) tobacco, the leaves of Nicotiana tabacum, usually sold in 
flat pressed bars in the United States, 189; 1.: k. pan to masticate tobacco, 

136, 8. 137, 1. 3. Der. katchaga. Gf. k6kanka.

katchna pine-log; fallen pitch-pine tree: katchannat, loc. for katchna-at, 
into a pine-log, 111, 16.

Katsuats, nom. pr. of a locality and camp on Sprague River; it is in 
terpreted by: "wild rocks sloping into the river".

Kauhalpkni, Kauhaipni, nom. pr. of a tribe of Indians (uncertain 
which) visited by Klamath Lake Indians in the vicinity of Oregon City, 
on lowest course of Willamet River, Oregon.

Kaiikatsi Yaina, nom. pr loc. of a mountain in the Klamath Lake 
Highlands: 193; 14.

ka-uka-uli, Mod. ke-uke*-uli, kevkeVli, d. kakuka-uli, Mod. kekuke-uli 
brown, cinnamon-colored, light sorrel. Sometimes abbr. into ka-uka-u.

ka-ukawa, d. kakukawa to rattle, to make a clattering noise, 122, 9.
ka-u!6ktana, d. kaku!6ktana to step across a space, as floor, room, in 

side of a lodge etc. Der. ga-ula
ka-uloktantktamna, d. kakuloktantktamna to continue walking forth 

and back across a space, 113, 13. and Note. Der. ka-u!6ktana, -tka, -tamna.
ka-ulu'ktcha, d. kakulu'ktcha to spy, to spy out; to scout, to be on a 

scouting trip. Der. ga-ula.
ka-ututkish, d. kaka-utiitkish, species of scorpion one inch in length 

aad much dreaded. Der kawiita.
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K d w a, Kaiia, nom. pr. of a camp at Yaneks inhabited by Modoc Indians. 
Apocopated from Kawam, q. v.

kawakaga, d. kakaukdga, kawakaukdga to rip up witli the teeth; to tear 
to pieces with the teeth, 127, 5. Cf kako.

k a w a m, kawiam, d. kakuam (supply ampu, or kokeaga) spring or water 
peopled with eels; some of these springs in the Klamath country are con 
sidered sacred, since bathers derive from their use miraculous effects on 
character and bravery. 17^; 4. and Note. Poss. case of kawe.

K a w a m or Kawiam K6ke, (1) nom. pr. of Columbia River of Oregon; also 
called Tuma=Kawe=Gitko, "many lamprey-eels". (2) nom. pr. of JEel River 
in Northern California. Poss. case of kawe.

Kawamkshiksh, nom. pr. of a fishing place and camp on Sprague 
River; lit. "Eels'-Place". Cf. kawam.

Kawam%e'ni, nom. pr. of a spring and camp on Sprague River, where 
eels are caught; lit. "Eels'-Home". Cf. kawam.

k&wantko, d. kakdwantko poor, indigent, 182; 10.: k. papatalish poor 
and begging. Der. kd-i, wd. See kampka.

kawe, kd-ui, d. kakui (1) eel (2) lamprey eel, 93, 5. Forms the name 
of several springs and rivers; cf. kawam and its derivates

kawiaga, d. kakuydga (1) young eel, 177; 30. (2) a species of small eel 
or eel-like fish. Dim. kawe

k a w u t a, d. kakwiita to catch, to get hold of; to catch what is thrown, 80, 9-
k a' b a t % a, d keka'bat^a to cover, as with straw, earth, mud.
kabat%61e d kekabat#61e to uncover, disinter: w^tta hissuaks kabat%o/l- 

sham the man laughed when they disinterred him, -4, 14.
kaila, ka/la, ke'la, obj., kaila and kailash, loc. kailatat, kailant, kaila, .(d. 

kakaila), pi. tiimi k., (1) earthy matter, mud, dirt; soil, ground: k. spiamna 
to drag out dirt, 163; 14., cf. 157; 42.; k. slmta to work underground, to be 
a miner; kailant skat%ipeli to carry down to the ground in a basket, 95, 22. 
(2) place, section or piece of land, farm: "TcheVam Stu7 ", tchihuk sa/satk 
k. a place called the "Antelope's Pathway," 29, 11.; Fairchildam k. 
gishi'kni coming from Fairchild1 s farm, 55, 11.; Tuli'sh k., Tu'kua ka/la the 
place Tulish, Tukua, 142, 2-5., cf. 11. (3) district, country, land, region: 
kailatat m'nalam in their respective districts, or lands; g<5-u k. my own
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country, my native land; B6shtinam k. the land of the whites, the United 
States; Yarnatknfsham k. in the country of the Oregonians, in Oregon, 54, 1.; 
k.-nakant all over the country, 157; 40.; k. sayuakta to be acquainted with 
the country, 16, 15. Of. 36, 19. 20. 39, 5-7. (4) the earth or world as far 
as known to these Indians: kailash shut61an having made the earth, 125, 
1., cf. 103, 5. 142, 1.; ge*nta kailatat about this world, 94, 2.; ndnukashni 
k. the universe. Several telluric phenomena gave rise to superstitious 
fears expressed in "earth songs," a most remarkable class of song lines: 
158; 48. 175; 16. 176; 3. 192; 3. 9. In some other incantations the 
earth is simply made mention of; 162; 5. 173; 2. 174; 9. 10. 175; 19. 
192; 8. On the meaning of k. in creation myths, see Note to 96, 23.

kailala, ka'lala, d. kakailala (1) to haul earth, dirt, or mud; to carry off 
earth. (2) to make, procure a country, or world; to create the earth or world.

kailalia to make or create a country or world for somebody, 103, 5.
kaila nti, d. kakailanti yellow ground snake, a species of the genus Pityo- 

phis. Der. kaila (1).
kailaptchi, d. kakailaptchi earth-colored, gray, the color shade of many 

woolen blankets. Cf. Mashptchi, ma'kmakli. Der. kafla, -ptchi.
kaflash, gelash, d. kakailash semen, seminal fluid, 186; 58.; kailash 

shtani! an opprobrious epithet in use among the Maklaks. Der. kaila (1).
kaila = shushatish, pi. tumi k. (1) excavator, miner. (2) mole; lit. 

" ground-worker," 134, 17. Der. kaila, shiita.
kaila = shutesh, d. kaila=shushtesh ploughed land, cultivated area; corn 

field, agricultural land. Der. kaila, shiita. ,
ka'katilsh, pi. tumi k. (1) hair under armpits. (2) Ka'katilsh, norn. pr. 

of an Indian tribe inhabiting the Dalles of the Columbia River, Oregon. 
On their origin, see 143, 3. and Note. This name, "the Armpit-Hairy", 
is a contemptuous nickname bearing analogy to Ka'kakilsh and to Sma'k, 
q. v. Cf. viiyukiaks.

kaka/kli, kaka'kli, d. kakaka/kli (1) green, the common word for this 
color; said of leaves, grass, etc. (2) yellow, copper colored; of a reddish, 
yellowish metallic shine: k. watiti copper, brass, bronze; k. tala, k. tchikemal, 
Mod., gold coin, metallic gold; k. ydmnash or fmnaks yellow beads of a 
rounded shape, K.I.; k. lu'loks yellow fire-flame, 99, 3. Original form: 
kakkii/kli. Cf. k^dsha, tolaluptchi.
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kakaktkanf tslkka, name of a forest hird not specified, perhaps the 
oriole; stands for ka'kakli=tkani tchlkash, "bird somewhat yellow," 180; 8.

Ka'kashti, nom. pr. of a mountain on Upper Klamath Lake.
kakn<5tkish, ka'knotch, d. kakakn6tkish sJwvel. Cf ke*ka.
k a/ k t s n a, see ke*dshna.
ka'la, d. kakala; see ka'la.
Ka'lalkshi, Ka'lalks (1) nom. pr. of a mountain on the east side of 

middle part of Upper Klamath Lake, near Captain Ferree's house. (2) 
nom. pr. of a locality west of Upper Klamath Lake: "Dirt-hauling Place", 
142, 6. Der. kaflala.

k a' 1 a s h, gelash; same as kailash, q. v.
ka/lish, obj. case of ka'liak; see keliak.
Ka'mpu, nom. pr. niasc., "The Tall One": Shasti name of Captain Jack, 

the Modoc chief; kfmpi, gimpi great, large, in Shasti. See Kintpuash.
k a/ s h, d. ka'kash, Kl., same as shkfsh, q. v.
ka/tch, d. ka/katch (vowels long) a species of magpie: Pica melanoleuca 

hudsonica. Onomatop.; cf. wekwdkash.
ka/tsa, ka/tcha, ka/tsna; see keMsha, ke'dshna.
ke, ge, ka/, ga/, procl. and'encl. ke, ga; poss. ke*l3m. (1) pron. dem., this 

here, this; refers to one person, animal or inan. object within sight and in 
close proximity; Lat. hicce, hocce. (2) pron. pers., he, she, it. It is the 
simplex form of ke'k, q. v., and the radix of ge*t and ge'-u. Ga/ kl hu 
shlako'tklsh this thing here is an ax, 178; 10.; ga/ a ge'-u kaknulsh this is 
my war-cuirass, 178; 5.; ga/ kanl? who right there? 182; 3.; k^ hai, g^ 
hai this one before you; ke' lish tok wal%atchkatko guli this (woman) has 
entered the lodge of a poorly dressed (husband), 189; 7; kalam ge Idtchash 
gil who owns this house? k^lam wunfbi wenuipkam wew^as she is a 
widow with four children; ge*tala this way, through here; see gitala.

ke, ke, kl, d. kek, adv., 50, thus; "what follows"; used in introducing 
speeches in the form as delivered. Cf. 155; 19. 185; 43. Kl. for kie 
Mod., q. v.

ke*dsha, ke'tcha, ka/tcha, d. ke*katcha, ke*ktcha (1) to leave, abandon, cast 
away, said of persons: tchui pan ke*dsa Paul then Ball left (his wife) again, 

78, 10.; cf. 77, 2. 3. and vut6dshna. To throw away, reject, said of inan.
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things. (2) to run away from, to flee, withdraw: kiimgti ke'ktcha to with 
draw from the cave, 42, 21. (pass.). (3) to give an answer or answers, to 
reply to, lit. "to throw out words": ka-i ke'ktchank hu'nksh not replying to 
him, keeping silence, 110, 19. Of. wal#a.

kedshamkedshalke'a to wheel or turn around on one's feet.
ke'dshlaksh, d. kekadshlaksh heap, pile; pile of wood, 85, 7.

ke'dshna, ka'tsna, d. keke'dshna, ka'ktsna (1) to cast, throw away. (2) to 
spread, to sprinUe; to sow. (3) to flee away, to take flight, to withdraw; to 
be running away, 88, 10.: tsiii k. sa, tsiii ambutat ge'na then they fled and 
ran into the water, 20, 3. Der. kddsha.

k ^ - i s h, kd-ishala; see ke'sh, ke'shala.
k e' k, ge'k, gek, ga'g, ohj. keTdsh, ge'ksh, poss. ke'kelam; pi. ke'ksha, 

g^gsha. (1) pron. dem., this here, this; same as ke and a reduplication of 
it, but referring' almost exclusively to persons and other anim. beings 

in close proximity: kek tidshi (gi) he is of good character; ke'ksha titadshi 
they are good men, people; ge'k hunk nii.e'l^a I give name to this person; 
hfik gek this here; ke'k this (patient) here, 158; 54.; kat gek wa which lives 

there, 129, 7.; nanuktua ka-akt hu'k gag all whatsoever is here, 94, 3.; ge'k 

a lu'lp, miimuatch these are the eyes, ears (of the old hag's spirit), 178; 

13.; ka-i a ke'k Aisis! this is not Aishish! supposing him to be at a 
distance, 100, 16. (2) pers. pron., he, she, it; pi. they: g£kish tchek 

k'lewiuapka at ye will flinch before him, 39, 1.

k d k a, ka'ka, d. ke'k'ka, ka'k'ka to bore, pierce, perforate with an awl, nail 
etc ; as cloth, wood, portions of the body etc. Of. ka'k, tk^ka, tu^ka.

ke'kanka, d. keke*kanka to spend, lavish, throw away: tala k., to spend 
money, 182; 9. Of. keMsha (1).

k e* k 61 a m, ge'ggelam, poss. pron. of third person singular, anim., his, her, 
its; his, hers, its; the poss. case of kek, q. v.: k. maklaks his or her pro 
geny, descendants; k. ma'ntchni maklaks his, her ancestors.

ke'ke'lamsham, poss. pron. of third person plural, anim., their, theirs; 
the poss case of ke'ksha, pi. of kek: k. p'tishap their father.

kekeluipalish, pi. tiimi k., dissolute, debauched person, male or female.
k e' k g a, 43, 3.; see ge'ka.
ke*knish, pi. turni k., (1) a falling of snow: hftak a ke*knish gi ati there
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ivas a heavy snow-fall here; hi't ka-i k. not much snow fell here. (2) heap 
of fallen snow; snow heap. Der. ke"na.

ke'ktcha, 110, 19.; see kddsha.
k e' % t g 1 to 'become pale in the face.
koladshla to collect Match-berries annually or habitually: k'ladshla'mi in 

the k'la'dsh-gathering season, a period of the year commencing 111 the middle 
of August and extending into autumn, 46, 9. Der kelatch.

k e 1 a y u a, species of long-tailed mouse, black, with large eyes, living in 
earth-holes. Its incantation: 165; 10, cf. 179; 10. Of. k'layuaga.

kelamtcha, d. kakelamtcha to close the eyes: 1 kelamtsank si'tk lu'dshna 
ye wander as if ye had your eyes closed, 64, 11.

kelamtchtamna, d. kak'lamtchtamna to continue closing and opening the 
eyelids; to keep on winking, to nictate, to blink Cf. shuekaptcha.

kelatch, k'la'dsh, kid-ads, kids, pi. tumi k., a bean-shaped, sweet-tasting, 
black or deep blue berry growing on the low kelatcham-bush Some In 
dians compare it with a whortleberry, others with a prune; 7*", 5. To 
the natives it is an important article of food, cf 146, 8-11.

kelatcham, pi tumi k., the bush producing the Jceldtch-berry; this bush is 
of low growth (wikani), not over eight inches high; 146, 8 Cf kelatch

k(ila-una, ke'la-una to cover up with, to bury in; to throw down or upon: 
kaila k. to cover with earth, mud, dirt; to bury, inter, 85, 11. Der. kaila. 
Cf. kelua, kela-ush, shekelalona, sheke'lki.

kela-ush, kla-ush, k'la-ush, pi. tumi k., sand Der. kaila. Cf. k'laiishaltko.
k e 1 a/ p i, k'la'pl, d. klakla'pi; see kla'pi.
ke'lam, kelam, poss. pron. of third person sing., his, her, its; his, hers, its; 

the poss. case of ke, ge, q. v.
k 6 1 m a s h, gelmash, d. kekalmash tear, eye-water, 110, 15.
ke'ltama, d. keka/ltama to drop on, to let fall upon, 80, 1.
k 6 1 u a, ki'lua, kl'lhua, ka/lua, d. kekalua, kikalhua (1) v. trans., to throw 

down or into, to cover up with, to fill up: k. kaila il%uk they fill up the earth 
into the grave to bury (the corpse), 87, 11.; kaila ka/lua they fill up with 
earth, 148, 18. (2) v. intr., to pass over, to cover up, said of liquids: 
4mbu a n'sh nii'sh kilhua the water went over my head. Cf. kela-una.

kemutcha, kernutchatko; see k'nmtcha.
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k e* n a, d. ke*kna it snows, snowfalls: ke*ntak a-ati deep snow has fallen, KL; 
k^kna much snowfalls; it is snowing all over the country; mu ka'na there is 
a heavy snowfall, 75, 17. C£ ke'knish.

k e n a w a t, Mod. kanawat, d. kaknawat horse-sorrel, a vegetable growing 
to the height of 1 to 2 feet; the leaves are eaten when young and soft. 
Found in the Shasti country, around the Siskiyou mountain ridge. In 
warmer climates this lettuce-shaped plant grows very fast, but in the Kla- 
math Highlands it is of a stunted growth. Leaves lanceolate or obo- 

vate, 3 inches long. A species of Rumex, or "dock" is called horse-sorrel 
in the east of the United States. 94, 9. and Note; 146, 12.

k e* n e k a n, Mod. ka'nkan, d. kekankan, species of tree-squirrel, long and 
of gra}ash hue: Sciurus fossor. Of kenkatflatuash.

kenkatilatuash, one of the popular names given to the wanaka or 
young silver fox. Of. kdnSkan.

k e n 61 a, d. kekn61a to cease snowing: kenolasht after snowing. Der. ke"na.
k e7 s h, ke'-ish, pi. tiimi k., snow: k. ka'gi the snow is gone; k. miilua the snow 

is ready (to arrive), 170; 60.; kelianta ke'-ishtat when no snow covered the 
ground, 37, 21.

k e7 s h a 1 a to produce snoivfall, to make snow This artifice is attributed to 
several birds, as to the tchiutchiwash, 180; 7., the wihuash, 180; 8.

k d 11 a s h , ge'tlash, d. gegatlash Nock of wood on which the fire-drill sage 
brush stick (ga't) is turned. These wood-blocks are usually taken from 
the cedar-tree (vuluandsham).

ke*tcha, keMsha, keMsa; ketchkani; see kitcha; kitchkani.
ke-uke*-uli, kevke*vli; see ka-uka-uli.
ke-ulala, d. kekulala to push into, to push towards, as with a stick: ke- 

ulalapka to push away into, to make go further, 96, 17.
kd-una, ge'-una, ke'-uni, d. keku'na, gege-una, adv., (1) slowly, at an easy 

pace; nat ga/-una ge'na we proceeded slowly, 24, 6. (2) loosely: k. shlitchlka 
to tie loosely. (3) lightly, not heavily.

ke'-uni, d. keku'ni, gege'-uni, adj., (1) slow, gentle. (2) loose, easy, slight 
(3) light, not heavy.

Ke-utchiamtch, abbr. from Ke*-utchi=amtchiksh, nom. pr of " the Gray 
Wolf of tJie Ancients", a personified mythic animal, the prototype of the 
present race of the gray wolf; 112, 15. 17. 19. 113, 9. 131,8. 10. He is
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called Ska'lam sha-amoksh the Jcimman of Old Marten, 111, 21., and lived 
with his cubs in the same lodge with the Thunders. Also called Kd- 
utchish; see ke'-utchish (2).

ke'-utchish, ka'-utchish, kayutchish, kawitchish, ka-utchish, d. kakaii- 
tchish, kaka-utchish (1) wo^f, gray wolf : Canis lupus, 88, 3. 144, 11. 12.: 
ka'-utchish gu'lo the female wolf, 190; 16.; incantations, 157; 37. 165; 
12.; ka'-udshish topinkan(i) the younger wolf, the wolfs younger brother, 
184; 31. (2) Ke'-utchish, nom. pr. of the gray wolf personified, 111, 20. 
112, 17. 113, 21. 131, 5-15.; identical with Ke'-utchiamtch, q. v.

k^wa, nke'wa, n%a'wa, d kekeVa, kdkua, nke'kua (1) to break, fracture, 
smash, disintegrate; said of one object only: nteMsh n%a'wa the bow ivas 
broken, 23, 18.; ts'u'ks ke'-usht when a leg is broken, 71, 8.; tcha'shasli 

tch6kash nkeVatko a skunk with a fractured leg, 127, 10.; wekriirii n^a'wa 
his arm was broken at different places, sustained a compound fracture.  
Speaking of many objects, ngiildsha, q. v. (2) to put on or into, to mix 
in; said of salt put on meat, of sugar put in tea, and of other processes 
of dilution. Of. yekdwa, ydkua, ngumshka, pekeVa, she'yakua, ukeVa.

Kewa = Gitko, nom. pr. masc. of a Klamath Lake chief at Yaneks; 
"Broken-Leg". Abbr. from Tch'u'ks=Kewapkash=Gftko.

kewe'l^a, d. kekewe'tya to waste, to use unavailingly, 121, 2. 3. Der. keVa.
k'hiulaksalsh, kiulaksalsh, d. k'hikiilaksalsh flag, banner; lit. "what 

is hoisted". Der. k'hiule%a, kiuleka.
k'hiul6%a, d. k'hikul6%a- (L) to raise or hoist by the simple motion of the 

hands, as a flag is raised by pulling a string. (2) to hold up by hand, arm: 
palpalish shil k'hfule^an raising a white flag (of truce), 14, 2. Der kiul&ka.

ki, 155; 19. Same as kie, q. v.
kia, kiya, d. kikiya, kekfa lizard, 180; 17. Incantations: kfya mi aikana 

I the lizard am nodding at the issue of my den, 155; 19.; kfalam ke*-ish 
the lizard's tread or passage, 165; 13. 14. Cf. kidsha.

k i' - a d s h yolk of egg.
kiakuga, d. kikakuga to rub sideways, to move the fingers from one side into 

or around something; k. liilpat to move the fingers over the eye, either to the 
right or left, a treatment resorted to by Indian mothers on their infants 
when the eyes or features seem out of shape. Kl. for kianciga Mod.
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k i a n e* g a, d. kikane'ga to move the fingers sideways over, to rub from one 
side; lit. "to begin moving sideways": p'gi'shap kikannega lulput ndpatka 
the mother passes with her hands over the eyes, 91, 6. Mod. Cf. kiakuga.

kiapka, d kakiapka (1) to lie on one side of the body, to recline sideways. 
(2) to lean on one arm.

kiatdga, d. kikate'ga, v. intr., to enter sideways, 73, 5.; to slip into from 
one side, to slide into. Cf. gutega.

kia'm (d. ke'kiam), pi. tumi k., generic term for all kinds of fish, 94, 4. 
145, 11.: k. liiela to catch fish, 28, 5. 132, 3.; k. pan to eat fish, viz., to eat 
nothing but fish, to fast on fish, 89, 7. and Note; ku-idshi k. rotten, sting 
ing fish, 132, 3. 4.; kiama'mi, kiame'mi, kiaina'm in the fishing season; 
this period comprehends the early and the warm months, during which 
the fish ascend the waters of these highlands, 148, 19. Of. kia, kfdsha.

kia'm = lue'lks, kia'm^lue'lkish, or lue'lksJda'm fishing-place; a place where 
fish are caught in large quantities, as an obstruction, dam in a river etc.

kia/ m = luelkslia to procure, to make a fishing-place or fish-trap for some 
body's use, 142, 2.

kia'm = luelo'tksh; see Iuel6tkish.
kidsha, kfdsa, d. kikadsa, Mod. kiktcha (1) to swim below the water's sur 

face. (2) to dive: k. tala to dive after a coin of money. (3) to creep, crawl, 
as snakes, lizards, worms.

kidshash, d. ki'ktchash fin of fish; generic term for all fins except the 
kaluish, q. v.: k. yutilan, or k. vush6ksaksin breast fin; pipelantan k. 
side fin; shuitchashksaksin k. belly fin.

kie, ki in this manner, 155; 19; so, thus; can be used when quoting the 
very words used by the one speaking: he'mkanka kie, Mod., she spoke thus, 
34, 11., for Kl. ke a he'mkanka, kek he'mkanka so she said. Stands also 
for Kl. ga-asht, na-asht, tchi.

k i k 1 o7 s, kiklu's, d. of kilosh, q. v.
k f 1 a, d. kikala; see kila.
kildshna, d. kikaldshna, Mod. for kintchna, q. v.
kilibli, d- kiklibli (1) to go into, to enter, to pass within, said of one or sev 

eral animals entering their dens, burrows. (2) to slide into; to crawl, creep 
into. Speaking of one subject, gulipeli may be used in the second defi 
nition. Der. kilhi, -peli.
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kilhi, gilhi, d. kikalhi, giggalhi to enter, to go into, to pass into; said of 
many subjects; speaking of one subject, guli, q. v.

kilidshiga, d. kik'lidshiga a species of little, long-necked ducks; syni- 
zesis for kill dshiaga, 193; 13. Dim. kilidshiksh.

kilidshiksh, d. kiklidshiksh, species of duck, rather large-sized. Its 
incantation: 165; 15. 180; 12.

kili'lka to raise, kick up, whirl up dust; said of the otter's tread, 166; 24.
kf lilks, killilksh dust; raised by the march of persons or animals, 29, 7.
kilit, gi'lit (1) hole, aperture, orifice, (2) rectum or anus as a part of the 

entrails, 119, 12. 20.: gllit=mashash piles, hemorrhoids. Der. kilhi.
kili wash, d. kikli' wash the flicker, a red-headed woodpecker, whose scalp 

is highly prized by the Western Indians, is used as a charm, and enters 
in the ornamentation of belts, mantles and blankets: k. shkutatko wrapped 
in a robe ornamented with scalps of the k. woodpecker, 189; 6. and Note.

kilka, Kl. kil#a, d. kikal%a to become humpbacked: kil^antko, humpbacked 
person, humpback; kityantko humpback, when imitated by playing children.

k i 1 % i s h, d. kikal%ish hump, gibbosity.
Kil6kaga, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man, signer of the treaty of 

1864: lit. "Warrior of small stature." Der. kilosh.
kilosh, kilu's, nkilush, d. kiklosh, kikliis (1) angry, irate, wroth; furious, 

133, 10.: kilos k^-udsis impetuous is the gray wolf, 144, 11.; kpu'tsampeli 
sas kiklo's hu'k in their war-fury they forced them to withdraw, 17, 3. (2) 
bold warrior or fighter; rabid fellow: Sa't laki kilu's the war-leader of the 
Snake Indians, 28, 8. and Note Der. kilua.

kilua, kilua, kflhua (1) to become or be angry, to be in a wrath, anger, rage, 
36, 2.: k4-i kiluat! don't be angry! 34, 13. (2) to be in the wild, savage state.

kl'lua, kilhua, d. kikalua; see kelua.
Kiluamtch, nom. pr. masc., "Old Brave", or "Captain George". This 

was the name of a Klamath Lake warrior, a reckless fighter of a remark 
ably tall stature. Of. Note to 21, 5. Der kilosh, -amtch.

kima'dsh, kimatch, d. kikma/dsh ant: liikam k. black ant, lit. "bear's 
ant"; kima'dsham patko afflicted with toothache; lit. "eaten by the ant", 
126, 6.; compare with this the French fourmiller, the Ital. formicolare.

kimdlia, d. kikmalia to smart, to cause pain: ka-a k. it smarts intensely.
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kimbaks, kimpoksh file, row, line; file of persons: lap k. gashaktchna 
they follow in two files, 87, 17. Of. kintchna, me'poks, tiinshish.

kinka, gi'nka, gi'nk (1) adv., to a small extent; not largely, a little, a trifle: 
Lu'kamtch gi'nka m^ya Old Grizzly did not dig much, 118, 7.; cf. 119, 2. 
(2) when used as adj. it is abbr. from kinkani, q. v.

kinkak, ginkag, adj. and adv., only a few, 25, 2.; but little; kinkag 
tchu'leks but a small portion of meat, 119, 12. 18. Der. kinka, ak.

kinkani, ginkdni, adj., (1) scarce, spare, "few and far between": kinkan' 
smo'k gitk having a spare beard, 90, 5.; k. tut wa they are scarce out there, 
134, 16.; cf. 144, 10. 149, 14. (2) few in number, not many, in small 
quantity: ml kinkanish weweshaltko he, she has few children only; k. 
katchkal a little bit of tobacco, 137, 3 and Note. Abbr. into kinka (2).

kinkutko, kinggo'tko, d. kikanko'tko square, jour-cornered, four-edged: 
mu kinkutko forming a large square; broad, wide; mu gl'nggotk ne'p a 
broad hand; kitcha ginko'tko forming a small square; narrow.

kinsh, ki-intch, d. kfkansh (1) wasp. (2) yellow jacket wasp, also called 
skintch; incantations of this insect, 165; 16 180; 18. (3) generic term for 
wasp-like insects: atini ki-intch libellula, dragon-fly. Cf. ki'sh, kiutka (3).

kinshakpka, d. kikanshakpka (I) to point by hand at an object located 
below. (2) to give a downward direction to an arrow, rifle or piece of 
artillery, ball or bullet, 24, 1.

kinshakshna, d kikanshakshna to follow in a file: shashamoks tchi'k 
k. then the relatives follow (the wagon) in a file, 87, 9. Cf. gashaktchna.

kinshampka, d. kikanshampka to point at a distant object.
kinshipka, d. kikanshipka to point at; to show with the extended arm. Cf. 

a!4hia, kinshampka.
kinshipkia, d. kikanshipkia to beckon, to make a sign or signs to somebody; 

to make come by beckoning. Cf shahamiiya.
Kintpuash, nom. pr. of the Modoc chief and principal leader in the 

Modoc war of 1872-1873, called Captain Jack by the white population. 
Through his personal influence upon the younger and more turbulent 
portion of the Modoc warriors he brought on a separation from the more 
peaceable moiety of the tribe in April, 1870, and while the latter 
migrated from Modoc Point to Yaneks, he returned to the old Modoc
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country on the California border, Lost River etc., with the other half: 
36, 3 8. The first active measures taken by the Government to bring 
back the runaway Modocs of Kintpuash to the Klamath reservation from 
the lands which they had ceded and sold, ended in a massacre of Indian 
women, children, and defenseless whites, and thus gave rise to the Modoc 
war: 37, 3-19. Kintpuash with his warriors and their families retreated 
to the lava beds, an inaccessible tract of land impregnable by mere 
assault, set up his "headquarters" in Wright's cave, and resisted all 
attempts of the American troops to carry his position from January 16 
to the bombardment of the lava beds, April 16-18, 1873: 42, 18-43, 2. 
The progress of the war, which up to April had been exceedingly slow 
and meager in results, became more active only on account of the assas 
sination of two of the Peace Commissioners, a dastardly act in which 
Kintpuash had played the most prominent part: 42, 1-17. After leaving 
the "rocky cave" and the lava beds, K. with his warriors resisted for a 
while successfully the regular troops in the engagements on Sand Hill, 43, 
6-12, and Dry Lake (or Grass Lake), 43. 13 16. But finally the Indians 
separated and this ended the Modoc campaign. K was captured June 
1, and with five others tried in Fort Klamath, and hung October 3, 
1873. In our texts K. is mentioned as Captain Jack, or as: laki, 
Mo'dokni laki in 34, 3 35, 8. 17. 21. 36, 4. 10. 13. 37, 4. 5. 17. 39, 5-10. 
18-22. 40, 2-5. 41, 6. 42, 1-5. 7. 8. 18. 44, 2-8. He was the cousin of 
Toby Riddle, both descending from brothers, 39, 22. His name is inter 
preted by " Having the waterbrash", cf. kidshipka, a verb of the same 
meaning, though provided with another suffix; others explain it, though 
incorrectly, by the Shasti term kimpi, as referring to his high, tall 
stature Cf. Ka/mpu, and Notes to 34, 4. 8. 42, 1. etc., especially the 
Note to 35, 8. Oregonians wrote his name: Kreintpoos, Keintpoos.

kintchampeli, d. kikantchampeli to return, go or ride ~back in a file; to 
go home single file, 85, 12. Der. kintchna, -pgli.

kintchantko, d. kikantchantko (I) adj. passable for travelers walking or 
riding single file. (2) adj., open for passage, practicable: tidsh ginshantk 
hatakt it is good walking through here. (3) subst, narrow way or pass, 
pathway: kdtcha k. foot-path. Der. kintchna, q. v. Cf. gins^antko.
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kintchna, Mod kfldslma. d. kikantchna to walk, march, or ride in a file;

to go single file. Cf. kfnshakshna, kintchantko, skintchna. 
kfnual%a, d. kikanual%a (1) to go, march or travel uphill in a file, 23, 7.

(2) to go up Mil, to climb an eminence, said of many subjects. Cf. ga-ul%a. 

kfnualpka, d. kik&nualpka to give an upward direction to an arrow, rifle,

piece of artillery. Cf. kinshakpka, laya. 
kinuina, d. kikanuina (1) to go single file, to travel one behind the other.

(2) to proceed in a serpentine, meandering line, Note to 162; 1. 
kt'sh, d. kl'kash (i short) fishing-spear; fish-gig, fish-harpoon of Indian

manufacture, 180; 20 Cf. kfutka (3). 
ki'sh, ki's, d. kiklsh sunset, sundown, eve, evening: kissa'mi, kishe'mi, d.

kfk'she'mi at sundown, in the evening twilight, 31, 1.; kishamtki, Mod., about
six o'clock in the evening. Contr. from ge*-ish; see ge*na 

k i s h 1 % a, d. kikashl^a to step, pace, tread. 

kfshkanka d. kikashkanka to walk about, 24, 20.; to walk outdoors, in the
field, prairie etc. 

kishtelantcha, d. kikashtelantcha to go around the camp; to visit one's

neighbor or neighbors. 
kishtelantchna, d. kikashtelantchna to walk on the side of the horse or

wagon: ge!61ank k. to dismount and walk on the horse's side. . 
kishtchipka, d. kikashtchipka to step up, to come towards; to approach to

somebody, 136, 6. 
kishtchka, d. kikashtchka to step on something while marching; to tread

upon, 104, 2. Cf. kfshl%a. 
kfshtchna, d. kikashtchria (1) to go slow, to pace; said of persons, horses,

etc. (2) to step on, tread upon: na/shak wakish kf shtchnank after step 
ping on one step of the inside ladder, 112, 4.

kitita, kitlua, kituina, kitulala; see kitita, kitltia, kituina, kitulala. 

kitti, pi. tiimi k, domestic cat; from Engl. kitten. Mod. for piishish Kl. 
kittiaga, pi. tiimi k., kitten, young of cat. Mod. Dim. kltti. 
kitcha, ke'tcha, ke'dsa, ga'dsa, (1) adv., in a small degree; a little, not much,

somewhat: ke'tcha i ^l%a you are selling cheap; t#alamash k^tsa miiatita
shMwish southwest wind. (2) adj., little, small; abbr. from kitchkani:
ga'tsa Itipi kiate'ga a little bit (of it) enters first, 73, 5.: kdtsa=laki subchief.
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kitch4kgla, d. kikatchak'la (1) to pay a sum owed, to repay a debt: ml 
watch spun! kitchakluk talatat I gave a Jwrse to repay the money I owed. 
(2) to settle up; to pay, to reward, 35, 19.: 1 kitchakli! you pay him! you 
settle with himf Cf. ske*-uta, skiikta.

Kitcha = Kiutko, nom pr. of a Klamath Lake man: "Small-Posteriors". 
Stands for: kitchkanish. kiu gitko.

kitchka, d. kikatchka small fin; all fins of small fish are called so except 
the tailfin. Dim. kfdshash Cf. kaluish, kfdshash, kpel.

kitchkani handkerchief.
kitchkani, ketchkani, d. kikatchkani (1) small-sized, small, little: k. 

shlapsh small is the flower, 147, 6. 149, 22.; k. ak very small; ka-i k. not 
so small; k. laki chief of second order, subchief, cf. kitcha; kitchganM 
the smallest; ketchgane skutash a small mantle, a 25, 7.; ketchkane we'sh 
a small block or chunk of ice. (2) young, not adult, not having reached full 
size: gitsgani hissuakga a youngster, boy, 23, 13. or simply kitchgani, 19, 
6 ; ketchkani e'nash o' gisht when he was quite young, 55, 20. 56, 1.; cf. 54, 
1. and Note; ketchk4ne anku young tree, sapling. Der. kitcha, -kani; 
original form kitchikani, cf. 82, 3.

kitcho'tki to rush down: yaiikal k. the eagle rushes down. Cf. huntakia.
kiu, ki-u, kiu, pi tumi k., (1) anus; lower end of rectum. (2) posteriors, 

buttocks. Cf. kilit, Kitcha=Kiutko, pushaklish, Push=Kiu, shkia, shkiwa.
kiudshna, d. kikudshna, 80, 11.; same as gi-udshna, q. v.
ki-uggidsha, d. kikuggidsha (1) v. intr, to circle around, to describe 

circles: yaukal k. kalo-ushtat the eagle circles up in the skies. (2) v. 
trans., to cause to turn; to wind up, as a watch Cf. aggddsha.

ki-uggitch6tkish, abbr. kiuggitchotch, d. kikuggitch6tkish screw; 
linear, not hook screw.

kiuy^ga, d. kikuye*ga (i) to hoist up sideways, to raise obliquely. (2) to 
pull up, to hoist, to raise, as a flag; to pitch up, as with a pitchfork; to lift 
over oneself: tia kiuyaga he held a tray over himself and family, 96, 21. 
Der. uye'ga. Cf. kiulgka, shuye'ga.

kiuyia%i6tkish, d. kikuyia%i6tgish kitchen fork, large fork; pitchfork.
kiukay a, d. kikukaya to stick up obliquely; to hang out sideways; said of 

flags, conjurers7 signs, etc.: wan k. to hang out a fox-skin, 71, 2.; kiuka- 
yunk flags they are sticking out flags on oblique poles, 134, 4.
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Kfukamtch, nom. pr. of a Modoc headman: "Old Conjurer". See 21, 
5. and Note. Der. kfuks, amtchtksh.

kiukiaga young or little conjurer, shaman. Dim. kiuks, q. v.
kiuks, kiuksh, d. kiukiaks, kukiaksh Indian conjurer, shaman, sorcerer; 

conjurer of diseases, medical practitioner, 59, 6. 70, 4. 7. and pages 68, 69. 
These "medicine-men" do not only treat the sick, but they arrange 
and preside over the "doctor-dances" in the communal dance-house, are 
consulted for dreams, predict the weather, during the pond-lily harvest 
give advice on the more important incidents of tribal pursuits, and are 
much dreaded on account of their alleged power of sorcery. They are 
called kiuks, because they stick out a rabbit skin or some other sign on 
a rod slanting obliquely over their lodges (kiukaya). It is estimated that 
more female than male conjurers are now engaged in the treatment of 
patients among the Modocs. Kgmutchatko k. the old conjurer, 40, 20.; 
k. wele^ash doctress, old female conjurer; tsashash=k. a skunk acting as con 
jurer, 134, 8.; kiuksam tchuye'sh a very high buck-skin hat; kiuksam 
shui'sh magic song; see shui'sh and Note on page 159; nanka kukiaks 
several conjurers, 64, 1. cf. 65, 10. 71, 1-4. 72, 1. To call a conjurer for 
the treatment of a patient is shuakia, shuakidsha, q. v.

kiulaksalsh; see k'hiulaksalsh.
'ki u 141 a ? d. kikulala to roast on a spit: tchiileks k. to roast meat. Cf. ilala.
k i u 1 a n, partic. of giula, verbal and derivative of gi, q. v.
k i u 16 k a, d. kikuleka (1) to raise, stick up, hoist, lift, pull up. (2) to take 

up by means of a stick, pole. Cf. k'hiul8%a.
kiuliga, n%i-uliga, d. kikuliga, v. intr., to drip or drizzle down; to fall 

upon: stiya n%l'-ul!ga laki Tuhu'shash the pitch dripped down on the forehead 
of Mud Hen, 97, 1. Cf. laliga.

k i u 161 a, d. kiku!61a (1) to peel off, scrape off: kakowatka sha k st6palsh 
they scrape off with, pieces of bone the fibre-bark (of a tree), 148, 19. (2) to 
skim off froth, cream, etc.

kiulolsh, d. kl'kulolsh, lower horse-rib sharpened into a bark-scraper.
kiupata , d. kikupata to land, to arrive on shore. Cf. s^apata.
k i u t k a, d. kikiitka (1) to raise up repeatedly. (2) to take up, lift with a fork, 

as meat; to put into a kettle with a fork. (3) to prick, sting. Cf. kiuye'ga.
kiutchna to stick out; to hold up while moving or traveling, 87, 16.
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kiwalapata, d. kikualapata to drag or trail along upon the soil: lakiam 
pa'-ia sha kafla (for kaflatat) k. they dragged the chief's daughter on the 
soil, along the ground, 190; 11.

kla' dsh, d. klakladsh (1) level piece of ground, plain. (2) clearing in the 
woods: tchd-n kladshat gshl'kla an antelope lay in a clearing, 126, 6. Mod. 
for kna't Kl., q. v.

k 1 a' d s h, k'latch; see kelatch.
klala, klah'la, klalha, pi. tiimi k., hailstones fall; it is hailing.
k 1 a 1 a s h, abbr. klalsh, pi. tiimi k., (1) hail, fall of hailstones. (2) hailstone; 

nddshiak k. a single hailstone. Of. stiikish.
Kla'll, nom. pr. fern. Kl: "Skin Scorched off".
k 1 a n a, the palatable root of an aquatic plant growing in rivers, 146,14.
klap gonorrhoea: klap=mashash gonorrhoea; klap^mashetko afflicted with 

gonorrhoea. From the English clap. Of guyas^atko.
k 14 p a, pi. tiimi k., tlie edible, cylindric root of the small-leaved, red- 

blossoming pudshak-plant, 147, 1.
k' 1 d p ft, a hawk-like black bird changing to a lighter hue in winter and 

living on mice; tail white.
k 1 a7 s h, d. klaklash raw skin, raw fur-skin, untanned hide. Of. kiu!61a.
k 1 a t c h a, gelatsa, d. keklatcha to move the hand sideways, to perform a lat 

eral or whirling motion with the hand or arm Der. ki-, le'na.
klatchna, gelatchna, d. keklatchna to make a side motion with the hand. 

When relating to the spelshna-game, it designates a half circular side 
motion performed with all the fingers: vu'ish sha klatchnank shlfn they 
express their guessing at the vuish ~by a side motion of the hand, 79, 4. and Note.

K'laushalpkash Yaina-aga = gishi, nom. pr. of Sand Hillj a lo 
cality where a battle of the Modoc campaign was fought on April 26, 
1873; 43, 12. and Note to 43, 1. Kela-ushalpkash=Yainaktshi, 56, 4. 
Lit. "Sand-covered Hill at". Der. k'laushaltko, yaina-dga, gi.

k'laushaltko, pi. tiimi k., sand-covered, sandy Der. kela-ush.
kla'yam, species of grass about 3 inches long, with a narrow panicle.
k'layudga, a kind of mouse not specified. Dim. kelayua.
k 1 a/ p i, kela/pi, k'le'pi, d. klakla/pi, a long flat species of rush or scirpus; 

used for manufacturing little arrows as playthings: k'le*piam lutish, shlapsh 
seed, flower of Ida'pi-reed. Not to be confounded with klapa, q. v.
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kle'dshu, kla'dsho clam; fresh-water and salt-water muscle; "bivalve: kle*-
dshuam wakoksh shell, muscle-shell, clam-shell. 

Kle'dshu = Pdkishkni, nom.pr. fem.; name of one of Chief Leldkash's
ten wives, who came from a lake or river productive of muscle-shells;
"Belonging to the Shell-Eaters". Der. kle'dshu, paka. 

k' 1 i k a, d. k'lellka; see k'le'ka. 
k 1 6* n a, gldna, d. kleklana, gMgla (1) to walk on one leg, to hop. Of. she-

kli^ie'a. (2) -to obtain fire, to get a spark of fire from the nearest lodge or
camp-fire; the object, liiloks, is not expressed. Der. le'na. Of. klatcha. 

k' 1 e'p k i, kla'pke, k'le'pgi, pi. tumi k., red paint consisting of a yellow earth
mixed with grease and used by Indians to line over or paint their faces.
It is of a dark red color; the natives apply it at times to keep off the cold,
while the Dankali of Nubia put a similar loamy substance on their bodies
to keep off the sunheat 121, 2. 181; 1. k. tdlishtat ip%a they smeared
red paint in their faces, 120, 18. 

Kle*tiamtch, nom. pr. of "Old Sandhill Crane", a miraculous bird of
Klamath Lake mythology and one of Aishish's five wives, 95, 23.; cf. 96,
6. Der. kle'tish, amtchiksh. 

kle'tish, klftish sandhill crane; a noisy bird found on the shores of the
upland lakes in the Klamath region: Grus canadensis. Klitisham we'ash
the crane's offspring, 190; 12. These birds take long strides or steps:
tchikolal^a, 190; 12. Personified in Kle'tiamtch, q. v. 

k' 1 e' w i, kele'-ui, d. keldui; see k'leVi. 
k 1 i p a, d. kllklipa mink, a quadruped of the weasel tribe: Putorius vison.

Mink-incantations: 156; 29. 162; 6. 174; 12. 177; 13. 

Kli/ p = Skiitatk, nom. pr. of Dave Hill's father: ''Minkskin-Dressed". 
k 1 f s h, d. kliklsh acorn of the black oak. 
k 1 f s h a m, d. kliklsham black oak tree; the wood of this tree serves for the

manufacture of bows.
kliulala to sprinkle with water or other liquids, 82, 8. 
klu7 , a cylindric, eatable root found in the old Modoc country, 147, 2. 
kliidshoa, d klukladshua to fish with a light or lantern. 
kludso%a, d. klu'kltso^a to suck at something, 
kl atsu6tki sh, klutsuo'tch, d. klukltsu6tkish apparatus intended for at-
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traction, especially for alluring fish: kl. anku pitch wood set on fire on a

fishing-canoe, 150, 5. Der. kliidshoa. 
klukalgi, d. kti'kulgalgi to haul, fetch, to come after or for something: k.

an lu'loks, ka-i ni shiidshank tchia I come after fire, for I have no fire
where I stop. Cf. kle'na. 

klu'shl%a, d. kluklashl%a to go to sleep, to go to rest; said of birds and
other animals in Kl.; in Mod. of persons also, 

k m a' , pi. tumi k., (1) woman's skullcap of the Maklaks pattern, similar to the
kalkma, but flat on the top. This headcover, sometimes worn by old

' J. '  /

men also, is manufactured from various kinds of aquatic grasses and 
scirpus. One specimen was bordered at the rim with ma-i (bulrush, 
tule-grass), further inside appeared the yellow-colored tkap; the shma- 
yarn, also yellow, on the outside, and the ornaments of the cap were 
interwoven with the black miikuash. Of. 87, 4. 109, 3-5. 9. 10. (2) 
small tray, or drinking cup manufactured as above. Of. kalkma.

kmaka, k'makka, d. k4kmka, kmak'mka (1) to look about, to look around 
oneself, 110,15. (2) to ~be on the lookout, to spy, reconnaitre, scout: kmakok 
Moatuashash in order to espy the Pit River Indians, 21, 12. 29, 12.13. (3) 
to expect, wait. The first d. form is used when speaking of a few subjects, 
the second, when speaking of many.

kmakapshti, d. kakmkapshti to put a stick or straw into an orifice, open 
ing, den, hole. Cf. yankapshti.

kmapat'hie'natko, d. kmakmpatie'natko wrinkled, furrowed: kmapat'- 
hie'napksh telish gftko wrinkled in face.

kmatch%6tkish, d. kmakmatch%6tkish both spurs of a rider. Mod. 
Cf. ktuk<5tkish Kl.

km6*1%a, d. ke'kmel^a, km^kmal^a, v. trans., to lay down, to leave; said of 
threads, ropes, and similar objects. The first d. form is used when speak 
ing of a few objects, the second, when speaking of many.

kmitik, a muscle of the human neck: the sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle.
kmu'gga, kmuka, d. km6kumka to growl; said of dogs only. Cf. the 

German: mucksen.
kmiiyulatko, k. kukmfulatko shaggy.
K'mukamtchiksh, abbr. K'mukamtch, K'mukamts, nom. pr. of K'mu-
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Itamtch, the creator and supreme ruler of the world and of mankind in the 
mythology of the Modocs and Klamath Lake Indians. His name means: 
"the Old Man of the forefathers", or "the primeval Old Man". In him the 
natives have deified the most powerful agency of nature known to them, 
the sun. As the supreme deity of a hunting race, he is invested with all 
the attributes of certain animals pursued by the Indian hunter: sagacity, 
cunning, recklessness, gigantic power etc. He also appears under the 
mask of the sagacious marten (Skelamtch), 107, 1. 3., and as such he is 
the elder brother of Little Weasel (Tchashgayak), whom he is sending out 
from Yamsi, his temporary residence, to obtain one-eyed wives for both, 
107, 1-4. 109, 3. 4. K. creates the earth, 104, 4. 125, 1. 142, 1., and 
gives names to all the localities made by him in the Klamath country, 
142,1 sqq. He creates the human beings, 94, 1. 2.; the races and tribes 
of men, 103,1-5. 143, 2 4.; all things upon the earth and the fish in the 
water, 94, 3 4. In concert with him some animals determine the duration 
of human life, 103, 6-104, 5. He saves the child of a mother who is in 
the act of leaping into the fire to destroy herself, and hides it in his leg; 
from there it is afterwards born miraculously and called his son, Aishish. 
During the incessant persecutions of Afshish (<j_. v.), K. shows himself as 
a tricky, treacherous, and low character, as a typical beast-god. In the 
same light he appears in his dealings with the mother-coyote, 105, 3-16., 
cf. 132, 1-3. He revenges himself upon the Northwind (Yamshamtch) 
and the South wind (Muash, Mii'shamtch) for the killing of his younger 
brother, by cutting off their heads, a myth describing the final victory of 
the warming rays of the sun over the rough blasts of the wintry season, 
111, 4 11. The extermination of the five Thunders and the two Old 
Thunders is the syrnbolization of another meteorologic process, 113, 
13-114, 12. From several of our Texts it becomes apparent that in the 
popular belief K. is not alone regarded as an unapproachable, terrific and 
demoniac power, but, like the- devil of medieval Europe, has begun to 
assume a grotesque and popularly comical character: pp. 105, 125, 126. 
Being merely a power of nature and not a moral power, the Indians do 
not pray to him, but worship him in their dances (ye'kish) only. Two 
Modoc songs describe his unlimited power over the earth and mankind,
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192; 8. 9. Being the ruler of the whole world (K. nanuktua ne'-utya), he 
will punish bad men (shiktchaktchanuapka k6-idshash hihashuaktchash) 
by changing them into rocks or by burning them. For the orthography 
of the name, see 125, 1-9. and Note to 126, 11. 12. Of. also 65, 11. 131, 
2. and in the Dictionary: Aishish, amtchiksh, k'mutcha, Kta-iti, ka'k.

kmuk61tgi, d. kmuk'mk61tgi, v. intr., (1) to wither, fade out; to become 

wrinkled by wetting. (2) to become decrepit ~by age.
kmult%aga, d. kmukmalt^aga to bubble up in water; the result of a mo 

tion made below. C£ kmutcho'sha.
kmumutch, km6match, pi. tumi k., field rat, wood rat; called hapush by 

Shastis and Modocs, q. v.: Neotoma cinerea. Der. mumuatch
k'mutcha, kemiitcha, d. ku'kumtcha, kiik'mtcha to grow, become old, to 

attain old age, 142, 10.; partic. k'mutchatko, d. kok'mtchatko, guggum- 
tchatko (1) decrepit by age, grown old. (2) old person; old man, 40, 20. 
94, 2.; tchika kemutsatk a man bent by eld, 136, 5.

K'mutcham = Latsaskshi, nom. pr. of a hill and camping place on the 
Sprague River: "At K'mukamtch's Lodge", as the Indians interpret it.

k'mutche'watko, k'mutche'witko, d. kuk'mtcha'witko old person; old 
man. The incantation of the "Old Man" is declared to be of a perni 
cious influence, 179; 7.; 'mutche'watk an old man, 183; 13.

k'mutchish, kgmutchlsh, d. kukamtchish, kuk'mtchish, gu'ggamtchlsh. 
old, aged, advanced in years: nu ya ka-i nl a kukamtchish gi'-uapk shf ugok 
I would certainly never get old if I had kitted him, 64, 13. and Note; nil a 
gu'ggamtchlshash gl'tki gi! I want them to become old, 103, 7. 12.

kmutcho'sha, d. kokmtcho'sha (1) to bubble up in water, Mod. for 
kmult%aga Kl. (2) to suck juice out of bones, stalks etc. Kl.

K'mutchuyakshi nom pr. of a rock on Klamath Marsh, shaped like 
a man and visible from afar; lit "Old Man's Place." Der. k'mutcha.

knadshikia, d. kakandshikia to wink, blink with one eye.
knaklitko, d. knaknalitko beach, shore line.
k n a/1, d. kna/knat level, dry, rocky land without vegetation, table land; on 

tracts of this kind the ipo-root is often found. Kl. for kla'dsh Mod.
kne*-udshi, kne'-udshe, d. kne*knudshi coarse outer bark of tree, especially 

of the pine-tree, 148, 18. Of. ndshe'dsh, st6palsh.
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kne'-ush fish-line, fish-string, to which a piece of hark is fastened; nu k. 

rnbu'shan shle-etehuapka to-morrow I shall go and look at the fish-lines. 

Der. kne'wa. Of. shue'-ush, take'le'ash.

k n 6 w a to put out the fish-line: pshin k., or simply kne'wa, to put the fish-line 
out for the night. Of. shue'-udsha.

k n i a, d. kniknia (i short) to be in erection.

knukaga, k'nukaga, d. knuknukaga thread; little, thin or tiny string: k. 
tuns^antko wick; lit. "small string passing through it." Dim. kniiks.

kniikla, d. knuknakla (1) to lend the body downwards, as in squatting, 

stooping etc. (2) to deposit, lay; said of birds laying eggs: tchikass napal 
k. the bird has laid an egg, or eggs.

k n u' k 1 % a, d. knuknakl%a (1) to lie down curled up, face down or leaning on 
elbows; to have the knees drawn up in sitting or lying. (2) to lurk, watch 
when lying in ambush; to place oneself in ambush. Dor. kniikla. Cf. Idigl^a

knuks, k'miks, kenu'ks, pi. tiimi k, (1) thread, string, cord: k'no'kshtat 
itankish wax, beeswax to put on threads (2) rope, cable, 82, 11.; the in 
cantation of the rope, 165; 11. Lit. "what is bent, twisted." Cf. kniikla.

k 6 a, d. k6koa, kiikua, a white species of crane or heron living on the Kla- 
math lakes, spread of wings two feet; probably Herodias egretta. K. 
walidshtat tgaliga a Ma-fowl stands on the rock-cliff at the shore.

k<5dsinks; see kudshinksh.

k6e, ku'e, d. k6koe, kiikue (1) toad. (2) the larger species of frogs, like 
the bullfrog, Rana pipiens. Incantations of kii-e wele'kash the old female 

frog, 163; 9. 173; 5.: hu'kt shuisham laki, k6a .this is the chief of songs; 

the toad (or frog) song, 180; 17. Cf. wekdtash.
k6-eptchi, kue'ptchi, d. kukue*ptchi toad-shaped, frog-like: k. snawe'dshash 

a frog-like wife, 186; 54. Der. k<5e, -ptchi.

Kohashti, nom. pr. of an Indian settlement of five or six lodges, located 
on northeast end of Upper Klamath Lake, three miles north of Ya-aga, 
q. v.; also fishing place and starting point for canoes going to the western 

and southern shores of this upland water basin. During about three 

years it was the seat of the reservation agent; cf. Ind Aff. Rep. 1866, p 
89-91. On the origin of the name, "Set-Out", cf. 142, 12.; K. is also 
called Skohudsliki. Cf. E-ukalksmi k6ke, guhuashktcha, s%owashka.
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k6hiash, d. k6kiash (1) flea. (2) bedbug. Der. k<Ska.
k6-ika, d. koki%a; see kiii^a
k6-i%aga, d. kukf%aga; see guikaka.
ko-ishe'wa, ku-idsheVa, d. kok!she"wa to rejoice over, to be glad of: kui- 

dsheVa 1 gatpisht I am glad that you have arrived; ku-isheVank shla'pele 
rejoicing to have found him again, 96, 5.; ku-ishe-uk rejoicing, joyful, merry, 
96, 13. Of. kuyeVa.

k6ka, ku'ka, d. kiikaka, kiik'ka (1) to be dressed in a gown, long robe; to 
wear the kuks-garment; said of both sexes. (2) to be dressed, arrayed, clad; 
said of women only: tidsha hu't k6katko she is nicely dressed; cf. 189, 5. 
Cf. kukpeli, kuks, shu!6ta.

k6kantcha, kukansha, d. kuk'kantcha to go climbing, to climb up to a 
distance, 100, 7.; to ascend, as a ladder or tree. Der. giika.

k6kat%ash, pi. tiimi L, noni. pr. of an edible root not specified. Cf. 
k6katka, frequentat. of k6ka.

k6kna, d. kokakna; see gukna.
k o k 61 e /lint-rock, a whitish rock used in the manufacture of arrow- and 

spear-heads: k shawalsh flint arrow-head, flint spear-head. Little pieces 
of this rock are found at different spots on the reservation.

k6ktingsh, ku'ktinksh, abbr. ko'tingsh, ku'ktu, d. kokaktingsh dragon 
fly, libellula, muskito hawk. Der. giita. Cf kinsh, K6tingsh.

koktkinshka, d. kokaktkinshka to scold, blame, vituperate; to charge with 
reproaches, 184; 30. and Note. Der. k6ktingsh.

k<5kua, k6kuatko, d. of guhua, q v.
k61ansh, pi. tumi k., (1) joint, articulation of limbs. (2) knee-joint, knee- 

articulation, knee-bone, knee. Der. ga-ula.
K61mai, nom. pr. fern.; interpreted by "Great Talker."
ko'l t a, k61ta, d. koka/lta otter, fish otter: Lutra canadensis. K61ta w^as the 

otter's offspring, 180; 1. and Note. Incantations: 166; 24. 177; 9. Por 
tions of its skin serve as magic curing-tools in the form of belts, 167; 30.

komu'shni, kamushni, d. kokmu/shni wild, savage, runaway: ka-i k. tame, 
domesticated. Der. kii, me'dsha.

k o n e, kon, koni, kun, same as guni, q. v.
ko'pe, k6pi coffee: k. bunu'tchatko (you are) going to drink coffee, 186; 56. 

From the English.
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ko's h, ku'sh, obj. k6shash and ko'sh, d. k6kosh, %6%osh (1) pine free, pine. 
The species most generally met with in the settled parts of the reserve is 
Pinus ponderosa, growing from eighty to one hundred feet high and 
branching out at a distance of thirty feet from the soil; k6shash at the 
pine tree, 162; 2. (2) pine trees being the only conspicuous trees near 
the settlements of the Klamath Lake natives, they use k. as generic term 
for every kind of tree, 145, 21.; the kapka-pine is called so, 148, 21.: 
kte'leam k. sugar pine. The Mod. term for tree is anku, q. v.

k6shapash, d. k6kshapash clasping-knife, pocket-knife.
k6shpaksh, ku'shpaksh, d. kok6shpaksh father-in-law, mother-in-law; 

said by or in reference to husband of elder or younger daughter.
Ko/ s=Tue/ ts, nom. pr. of an encampment of Snake Indians ten miles 

above Yaneks; lit. "where pine trees stand." Der. ko'sh, tiiya.
k 61 a k s h, kutagsh, ku'toks minnow, a species of fish of the genus Phoxi- 

nus, occurring in Upper Klamath Lake, long 3 5 inches, 180; 14.: 
ku'tagsh stu'ka to gig minnow-fish, 122, 6.

k 61 a s.h, gu'tash, pi. tumi k., head louse, 71, 9.119, 3. 6. 8.: gu'tash kshlkla 
to catch a louse on another's head. Der. guta. Of gapneaga.

K6tingsh, nom. pr. fern. Kl.: "Dragon-fly" nickname for a woman with 
a slender waist. Regular form k6ktingsh, q. v.

k6to , ku'to, d. k6kto, ku'kto (1) waist, loin of man. (2) the part of quad 
rupeds where the hind legs join the body; middle portion of back, "horse- 
lump". Der. giita.

kowaktcha, d kokuaktcha to bite through, to tear off by biting: k. m'sh 
she bit through the neck, 119, 9.

k p 4, d. kpakpa fire-poker of wood or iron. Of. kpe'l.
kpadsha, d. kpakptcha to extinguish a light or candle by hand.
kpapsha, d. kpakpapsha to taste, degustate, as food, liquids. Of. kp^to.
kpapshash, d. kpakpapshash sense of taste, taste of tongue and palate: 

hiiluyatk k. sweet to the taste, 148, 7.
kpatakanka, d. kpaptakanka to hold between one's legs or knees.
k p a t i a, d. kpakpatia to poke in the fire: illa'ludsh kpatiank loloksh fire- 

pincers. Of. illol6tkish. Der. kpa,
kpS'l, kpe'l, Mod. kpexl, d. kpe'kpal (1) tail, caudal appendage, 144, 9.:
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watchagalam k. the dog's tail; Tcheiname'naiii k. Chinaman's tail; kpg'lam 
tiitish origin of the tail. Incantations exist on the tails of several animals; 
Note, p. 178. (2) long hair on tail, Kl. for lak Mod. (3) tail-fin of fish.

k p e" t o, d. kpdkpto to taste, to sip. Of. kpapsha.
kpiamna (1) to put into the mouth; said of articles larger than the mouth 

and protruding from it. (2) to have or to roll in the mouth an object pro 
truding from it. Of. shikpualkana.

kpitchtchna, d. kpikpatchtchna to spit; Mod. for shliiktchna Kl. and 
Mod. Of. kpiitchna.

k p 6' k, d. kpo'kpak gooseberry of dark hue and of the size of the domesti 
cated gooseberry, growing in clusters; the fruit of the kp6kam-bush. 
Of. luiluish, piikpok

kp6kam, kpu'kam, d. kpukpakam (supply: anku), a species of the 
gooseberry bush; probably Ribes aureum.

kpudsho'sha, d. kpukptcho'sha to suck. Cf. kludso%a
kpiiyumna to revolve in the mouth; to masticate, chew: katchgal k. to masti 

cate tobacco. Cf. ktcMn, k6kanka, pan.
kpiilaktcha to drive away while marching or running; to follow up, hunt, 

pursue, as an enemy, 30, 7. Der. kpu'l%a.
kpuli, kpiili, d. kpiikpli to drive into, huddle into: watsagkpuli' wakalakat 

shi'p the dog huddled the sheep into the corral.
kpu'l%a to drive off, expel, remove by force, 29, 21.
kpiitcha, kpiidsha, d. kpu'kptcha, kpu'kpdsha (1) to expel, oust, to drive 

out. (2) to chase, pursue, follow up closely, to press upon. Cf. tpiidsha.
kputchampeli, d. kpukptchampeli to drive out again; to force to a home 

ward retreat, to expel from the country, 17, 3. 28, 11. Der. kpiitchna, -peli.

kputchapka, d. kpukptchapka to chase, pursue, while unseen by, or dis 
tant from the object pursued: nalsh kpu/dshapka she presses hard upon us 
from the rear, 122, 7. Der. kputcha.

kputchitchka to kiss; it is against the custom of western Indians to 
kiss any person except babies.

kpiitchna, kpo'tchna, d. kpukpo'tchna (1) to drive out, expel. (2) to 
squirt from the mouth. Der. kpiitcha. Cf. kpitchtchna, kputchitchka.

kshaggaya, d. kshakshgaya, v. trans., (1) to hang, to hang up, suspend,
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as game, clothing. (2) to put to death by hanging, 44, 4. 7. 8. 55, 21.  
Speaking of many objects, iggaya Cf. aggaya, hishuggaya, laggaya.

kshaggay6tkish, d. kshakshgay6tkish gallows.
kshakidsha to circle in the air; to describe circles, as birds of prey, 165; 

5. 169; 50. Cf. aggddsha, ki-uggidsha.
-ksaksi, -ksaksina, postp. of the emphatic adessive case in KL, "at, just 

at, there", not occurring in our Modoc texts. Often appended to parts of 
animal body, 21, 17. 30, 5.; to local names and terms of topography, 
19, 7. 20, 10-13. 22, 1.: kela-ush ish iktchi e'-ushkshakshi! get me some 
sand at the lake! Cf. WeMkash=Knukleks4ksi.

kshdpa, ksapa, gishapa (1) to tell, to relate, to state, to say so; introducing 
sometimes the proper words of the one speaking, sometimes not, 119, 21.: 
"kafla p'nalam" kshapa, "Modokishash 161oaksh" kshapa, "B6shtin 
kle'ksht" kshapa they said that the land belonged to themselves, that the 
Modocs were slaves and would soon become white people, 35, 6-8.; hiin 
watchag hu'mtcha kshapa he told me that this dog was of such a description; 
kant sha Dr. J6hnash tawiank shl'uks gishapa the one whom, they said to 
have been bewitched by Doctor John, 65, 18 ; "ml'nksh" u'nk kshapa "this 
one" said he. (2) to think, to believe, to hold, to suppose: hu'nk M6atuashash 
ksapok thinking him to be a Pit River man, 24, 4. Der. ke No. 2, shapa.

kshapata, d. kshakshpata (1) v. trans., to bend backward or downward. 
(2) v. intr., to lean bade on one's seat or chair. Cf. tchapata.

-kshapta, -gshapta, a terra composing the numeral terms six, seven, eight; 
also their multiples sixty, seventy, eighty, and others; lit. "I bend down 
wards (the finger)". Contr. from kshapata,

kshatgatniila to draw out, extract, pull out; katchannat kshatgatnil'lank 
taking out from, extracting from the log, 111, 17. Der. tgatmila.

k s h 4 w a 1, ksawala, d kshakshual, ksaksuala (1) to stretch out upon, to 
deposit, lay upon: k. k'lekapkash anko kedshlakstat they laid the body 
upon a pile of wood, 85, 6.: shtchik'l^ank tchui ge'lkai, tchiiyunk k. 
k'lekapkash after erecting poles they construct a platform and deposit on it the 
corpse. (2) to fix, fasten or tie above, high up, as at the top of a standing 
pole. Speaking of more than one object, iwala. Cf. ipma/tcha, kshuiwal.

kshawalie'ga, d. kshakshawalie'ga to carry up, to transport upwards, up 
hill. Cf. 74, 17. Der. kshawal. Cf. huwaliega. 

10
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k s h a w i 11 a, d. kshashuina to fall down, one of one pair with marks up or
down, the other three with the marks down or up; said of the two pairs
of beaver or woodchuck teeth used in the skushash-game. By this
throw none of the players on either side will gain anything, 80, 5. 

kshe'kansha to fly around, to take an aerial flight: kalo nu k. I fly through
the clear skies, 169; 50.

kshekiiila, d. kshekshakiiila to catch, capture: xna/nk k. to catch a fly. 
kshe'kuga, ksik6ga, d. kshekshakoga to put, place or locate into, as into a

basket, cradle etc.: tchakelatat k. to place into a ivillow basket, 101, 19.;
bo'xstat kshe#6ga to lay, place in a coffin. Refers to one person or anim.
object; speaking of many or collective objects, ikuga. 

k s h 6 1 a, ksha'la to place within, to put or lift into: tsiii nat ksa'lapk hii'nk
shlipks then we lifted that wounded man into (the ambulance bed), 24, 5. 

kshdlktcha, d. kshekshalktcha to leave behind, relinquish while going;
said of one long or anim. object only. Speaking of many, e'lktcha. Of.
lelktcha. 

kshe'l^a, d. kshekshal^a to deposit; to lay down on the ground; said of
one long-shaped object, person etc.: tankni maklaks k. k'lekapkash the
forefathers laid down the body of the deceased, 85, 6. Der. el%a. 

ksheluikie'tish, d. kshekshaluikie'tish (1) one who is living with others.
(2) servant, hired person. Der ksheluya. 

kshe'luish, kse'lhuish, d, kshekshaluish mane of horse, lion etc. Cf.
eThuish, wamelhuish. 

kshe'luya, kshe'lui, d. kshekshaluya to lie near or ~by the fire; to warm
oneself: ktana ksheluyank lu'lukshtat she slept within the warming rays of
the fire, 122, 1. Cf. kshel^a. 

kshe'na, d. ksheksha, ksdgsa (1) to carry on the arms one long-shaped
object: mukak k. to carry a looby, Kl. (2) to carry off, take away in the
arms or hands: anku k. to carry away sticks, wood. Der. e'na. 

k s h e' s h , kshi'sh little stick serving as counting check in games. In the
spelshna-game six of them are commonly used, 80, 2-4.: na'shak k. only
one check, 79, 5. Der. kshdna 

kshe't'leka, kshatla'%1, kshatle'^i, d. kshekshe't'le^a, kshakshtle'^i (1) to
lay across, transversely, athwart; to deposit crosswise, as one log across
another. (2) to fasten, tie transversely:' kshet'la%ipkash watchtat itpa
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(k'lekapkash) they convey the body tied transversely over a horse, 85, 3.  

Speaking of more than one long-shaped object, etle'%i. Cf. akua.
kshe'wa, d. kshdkshua to put upon, to locate inside; to introduce: ku'tash 

k. lulpat he puts a louse into the eye, 71,9. Der. eVa.
-kshi, -ksi, -ks, Mod. -gishi, postp. of the adessive case. Aishishamksh 

the home of Aishish, is used as a subj. case in 96', 23. Cf. -ksaksi.
kshikla, d. kshikshakla; refers to one long-shaped or anim. object or 

subject. (1) v. trans., to lay down, to place, stretch out, deposit on the ground 
or elsewhere: kiitash k. to catch, hill a louse on another's head; kiitash 
kshikshakla to hill lice. (2) k., or partic kshiklatko, numeral classifier 

added to the numbers 11, 21, 31, 151 etc. "I lay down one", "laid down 

one", viz. "counted", 37, 15. 42, 20. In 55, 11. kshlklapkash stands in 

correctly for pe-ulapkash. (3) v. intr., to lie in, to ~be placed or deposited on 

or within, 126, 6.: shmilashtat kshl'klapksh lying in the nest, 95, 15.  
Speaking of more than one object or subject, ikla (1) and (2), q. v.

kshi'kshnish, a gray species of sparrow-hawk: also called tchikass=k.; 

Tinnunculus sparverius Its incantation: 166; 18., cf 180; 9. Der. kshe'na.
kshita, d. kshikshita to escape, 14, 9. and Note; 42, 17. 128, 1. Mod.
kshiulakgish, abbr. ksiulgish, d. kshikshulakgish, ksiksiilgish dance- 

house, communal lodge erected for public dances, 75, 19. 90, 10.: k. latcha to 

erect a dance-house; ksiulaksh^en towards the dance-house, 141, 3. The 
dance-house is called spu'klish in 7. , 11. Der. kshiule^a.

kshiulaktampka d kshikshulaktampka to begin to dance, 70, 3.
ksiulaktcha to go and dance; to arrange or have a dance, 70,1. 141, 4. 5.
kshiule'^a, ksiulka, kshiwal%a, d. kshikshule%a to dance, 163; 12.: sha 

ksiulakuapk they propose to dance, 140, 1.4.; kshi'ul^ish for dancing, for 

the dance, 140, 3.; spu'klishtat kshiwal%a they dance in the dance- (lit. 
"sweat-") house, 75, 11.; shtupuyuka gshhilaka they have a puberty dance, 

134, 21. The term is applied to animals also: to the prairie-wolf, 128, 
8.; to the skunk, 162; 7. (2) to perform ceremonial dances: tsiii sa ksl'ule^ 
ki'uks suawinuk and they danced, when a conjurer examined them, 21, 9.

ksiiitaki, ksiu'tgi, d. ksiksiutaki, ksiksiu/tgi to run fast; said of foot- 
racers and horsemen: nki'l k. to run fast, to run hard; nat ksl'utakiank 
gdpgapele we returned home speedily, 24, 11.; nki'l ksiu'tgish, ksiiitgish
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tchatchui the speediest runner; ksi'utakiank at g&mapk! ye must travel as 
fast as ye can! 20, 15. Of. kshiiitchna,

kshiutchna, d. kshikshiitchna (1) to bounce, to skip, go around Jiopping. 
(2) to perform long dances. Cf. kshfule%a.

ksliiulgish; abbr. from kshiulakgish, q. v0
kshiwal%a; same as kshiule^a, q. v.
kshiwi6tkish animal's cage; cage for wild beasts. Mod. Der. ksheVa.
kshui%i, d. kshukshfyi to surpass, excel in size, strength or power: watch, 

kshui^itko t%a-ushash the Jiorse is larger than the colt. Cf. uye*%itko, wini^i.
kshiiiwal, kshiiyuwala to lay or deposit upon, as a corpse upon the funeral 

pile, 89, 1. Of. kshawal.
k s h u y a to give, bestow; said of one long-shaped object. Speaking of more 

than one object, shewana. Der. uya. Of. luya.
kshiiyamna, d. kshukshiyamna, ksuksi-amna to hold on one's arms one 

long-shaped object; said chiefly of babes.
kshukatkal (1) to carry about in the arms, to carry around with oneself, to 

bring back: we*ash a-i nu k I carry my young with me, 166; 18. (2) to carry 
off, to steal, kidnap.

kshukshie'^ash grease in the flank of animals. Mod. Cf. tchashlaksh.
kshu!6tkish, d. kshuksha!6tkish mowing scythe. Mod. Cf. mulin6tkish.
kshu'n, kshun, pi. tiimi k., (1) grass, grass stalk; generic term for all 

graminaceous or even glurnaceous plants, including bulrushes, aquatic 
grasses etc.: k. puetilank putting grass underneath, 148, 17.; atini k. a 
high, tall grass, 149, 4.; nadshak k. a blade of grass; kshu'nat on a (prairie-) 
grass stalk, 148, 5. (2) dry or dried grass, hay: k. hiwidsha to lay in hay 
for winter, 75, 12.; kshune'mi in haying time, 148, 3. Haying begins in 
July. Cf. vuf^ankish. (3) seed-grass, 145, 18. 148,5. Der. kshe'na.

kshunaltko productive of grass, grassy: k. k&ilsi.grazing land, pasture land; 
tu'm kshun&lpash (for kshunalpkash) kaila producing much grass every 
where, 36, 20. and Note. Der. kshunala.

kshu'nptchi having the appearance of a grass-stalk or graminaceous plant; 
looking like grass, 140, 5.

kshiisha, d. kshu'ksha to lie, to be lying on, upon, within, below, underneath; 
k. talual%an he was lying inside, the face turned upward, 24, 14. Der. usha.
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k s h li t i, ksu'ti, d. ksuksu'ti, a species of swamp grass, often used as hay for 
cattle. Of. kshii'n.

kshutfla, d. kshukshtila (1) to be or lie underneath; to live below: kshutl'la 
pu'shish te'bullat the cat lies under the table. (2) to be, lie or live in the shade 
or shadow. Speaking of many subjects, i-utila. Der. utila.

kta-i, ktaf, loc. ktayatat, kta-itat, ktayat, (d. ktakti), pi. tiimi k., (1) stone, 
pebble, rock-fragment, 82, 7. 13. 85, 12.: k. sha hiiyu%a they are heating 
stones, 82, 6.; ktayatka by the throwing of a stone, 125, 5. 8. (2) rock, 
rocky formation, rock ledge: k. su'smaluatk painted rocks, 179; 3., cf. shii- 
malua; ktayam skiitash rock-moss'; kiiitsant tchia ktayat they stayed in the 
midst of inaccessible rocks, 21, 13.; ktayat ll'uptsank hiding behind rocks,. 
22, 6.; git ktaiksi where the rocks lie, 142; 3. (3) brick, tile.

ktal = shishnish, pi tiimi k., the dipper; a little brown dipping bird be 
longing to the ousel tribe: Cinclus mexicanus. Der. ktd-i, shina.

ktai = shtina'sh house built of stone or brick. Mod.
Kta-iti, nom. pr. given to a rock standing in the bed of the Williamson 

River, about three-quarters of a mile below the Sprague River junction. 
According to a myth, K'niiikamtch was changed into this rock, after he 
had selected this spot as a fishing place. Lit "at the Rock".

Ktai = Tup4kshi, nom. pr loc., " Standing'-Rock"; name of a rock about 
ten feet high and fourteen feet in width, situated fifty yards north of the 
Sprague River and about one hundred and fifty yards from the junction 
of Sprague and Williamson Rivers. Indian pictures are visible on its 
surface, and the rock is called " K'mukamtch's chair", because this deity 
had, according to the myth, constructed a fish-trap of willow branches 
there, and was watching on this rock for the preservation of this struc 
ture. West of K. is an obstruction in the Williamson River, serving as 
a fish-trap to the Indians: 74, 2. and Notes; 143, 2. Der. kta-i, tiipka.

Ktai = Washi, nom. pr. of a camping place on Klamath Marsh; lit. "where 
rocks are", or "Rocky Hollow". Der. ktai, wash.

ktayaga, d. ktaktiaga little stone or pebble, 82, 12. Dim. kta-i.
ktayalish, ktayalsh, d. ktaktayalish (1) adj., rocky, full of rocks, rock- 

bound; denuded of vegetation: tiimi Sha't tu Ktayalshtat Yainatat wd many 
Shoshoni Indians live in the Rocky Mountains. (2) subst., rocky region, 
stony tract: ktayalshtala gdna he proceeded towards the lava beds, 37, 18.
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k t a k a g a , d. ktaktkaga to rip open, to tear open. 
ktakakitchna, d. ktaktkakitchna to rip or tear open successively. 
ktakalitko (1) adj., wounded by a cut or gash. (2) subst, the ^vound,

gash: mu'm k. a large, wide wound; ke'tcha k. a, small ivound. 
ktakI61a, ktaknila to sever, cut off: watsag M'k k'leka kandan kpe'l

ktakio'la the dog died, whose tail I cut off. Cf. ktakta No. 1. 
ktaklish, d. ktaktaklish (1) adj., arrayed with the kakno'lsh or elk-shin

armor: maklaks ktakli'sh men clad in skin-armors, 88, 1. (2) subst,
warrior on the warpath; fighter arrayed for war. Cf. kakn61a, kakn61sh. 

k 14 k t a , d. ktaktakta to cut off; to cut asunder, sever in two, as a string,
rope, limb, 134, 14. Cf. kttikta, ktaki61a. 

ktakta, d. of ktana, q. v. 
ktaladshna, d. ktaktladshna to cut, slash; to wound with a cutting

instrument, Cf. ktakalitko. 
ktana, d. ktakta, kakta to sleep, to be asleep, 110, 20. 113, 17.: nishta nat

ka-i kaktant (for kakta nat) the whole night we did not sleep, 31, y., cf.
sa kakta they slept, held siesta, 19, 13.; ktanhuish (h epenthetic) while she
slept, 122, 3.; ktampskshftk (for ktanapkash=shitko) shle"ash appearing
like one who is asleep, 113, 17., cf. 131, 9.

ktanapka, d. ktaktanapka to be drowsy, sleepy: ktanapkatko (ungram 
matically ktanap&tko in 91, 7.), one who is sleepy. Der. ktana. 

ktansha, ktandsha, d. kaktansha (1) to go to sleep, to retire to bed: Leme'-
ish k4ktansha the Thunders went to sleep, 113, 18. (2) to fall asleep: sku'l-
%ank ktandsha lying down she fell asleep, 122, 3.; tamu'dsh ktanshisht
whether he was asleep or not, 113, 15.; ktandshi, 122, 4., stands for ktan-
dshisht. Der. ktana. 

ktanshna, d. kaktanshna to fall asleep, 113, 14.: Skelamtch kt^nshan
(inverted for ktdnshna) ndnui sh%ol%6tak Old Marten fell asleep as soon as
he lay down, 113, 11. Der. ktansha. 

k t a/1 o , kta/lualsha; see ktelo, ktelualsha. 
ktdk'hiehe, d. ktektak'hiehe to notch; to indentate. Partic. ktek'hieht3tko

(1) notched; indentated. (2) subst., angle or particle cut out on a rim or
edge; a notch. Of. ktiii^i. 

k t £ k n a, d. ktektakna to cut a hole into: y 6wish kte'ktaknan having made a
cut through both heels, 13, 5. Cf. tke*ka.
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ktekudla, d. ktektakuela to rush down; to slide down, to slip. Of. akuash. 

kteleshka, d. ktektele'shka to push away; kteleshkapka to push away to a

distance, or forcibly; intensifies the signification of the simple k., 42, 13. 
k 16* 1 % a, d. ktektal%a, v. trans., referring to persons or long-shaped objects

only. (1) to cut with a knife, as sticks, wood etc.; same as ktakta No. 1.
Of. ktetega. (2) to let fall, to let down on the ground, to drop: 161oksg!sh k.
sha they let the rifle rest on the ground, 74, 16. (3) to let fall, to let slip into
the water. (4) to slide down into the water, to let oneself fall in the water; to
be drowned: t4m hiinkelam t'shishap una kteT/a? was his father drowned

some time ago? Of. tinua, tinuash. Der. el%a. 
k t d 1 o , kta'lu, d. ktektelo pine-nut; the brown resinous fruits contained in

the burs of the pine are eaten raw by Indians, 75, 5. Kteleam ko'sh sugar- 

pine. They prefer the nuts of the sugar-pine.to those of other pine-trees, 

kte'lualsha, d. ktektelualsha to gather pine-nuts annually or habitually:
ktalowalshuapka nad we shall gather pine-nuts, 75, 3. Der. ktelo. 

k t e p e t a, kte'pta, d. ktektp^ta, ktektapta to notch, to indentate. 

k t e 16* g a, to cut up, to cut to pieces: k. nanuk she cut up the whole of the
body, 119, 10.; watch hunk tchui ktede'ga they then cut up the horse,
85, 7. Mod.; pala-ash k. to cut bread into slices, Kl. 

ktiyuiakia, ktiwia^ia, d. ktiktiyuakia to lift up, push over, place on the
top in somebody's interest, 22, 12. Der. ktiwi^i. 

kti'tchitcha to split the long way, to split in the whole length: watitka anku
k. to split a stick with a knife. 

ktiudshna, d. ktiktudshna to continue pushing; to push somebody, e. g.
to excite his attention or to stop his talking, 119, 15.: i a nush tula k.
hunksh you and I are pushing him. 

ktiuga, d. ktiktuga (I) to throw, to throw out; to push or force out of, as
out of the house: k. or k. pdtchtka to kick out Of. ktuka, shikt6kanksh.
(2) to close forcibly, bolt up, as a door, gate, 

ktiugia, d. ktiktugia (1) to throw out, push out of for somebody. (2) to
kick, force for somebody, or in one's own interest. 

ktiugiiila, d ktiktugiiila to push, force or kick open: ktiugiulank ka-ish-
tish kicking the cover or door open, 66, 13. 

ktiuye'ga, d. ktiktuye'ga (1) to push open, to open, as a door, window.
(2) to help up, assist in rising or getting up (persons, beasts).
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ktiukish, d. ktiktukish latch, bolt on door. Der. ktfuga. 
ktiukue'la, d. ktiktukuela to throiv downhill or doivn stairs, 131, 11. 
ktiul§%a, d. ktiktule^a, ktiktul%a (1) to push doivn, to maize descend. (2)

to knock down, to prostrate on the ground: huna'shak k. hu'k he was knocked
down unaivares. Cf. ktfuga.

ktiwala, d. ktiktuala to lift or post up, on the top of. Der. iwala. 
ktiwalkidsha, k. ktiktualkidsha (1) v. trans., to make revolve, veer

around. (2) v. intr., to turn, revolve, gyrate, veer around, move in a circular
line; said of birds. Cf. agge*dsha? talkfdsha, 

ktlwal%a, d. ktiktual%a; same as ktiwala, q. v.
k t i w f % i, d. ktiktut'%i to place or push on the top, to lift or push over some 

thing, 22, 13. 18. Cf. ktiyuiakfa. 
kto'dsha, ktu'tcha, d. ktokto'dsha it rains, rainfalls: hu' ka-a k., k. mu,

75, 19. it rains hard; kto'dshuapka a rainstorm conies on; tcheksla kto-
tchuapka after a while it will rain; ktudshie'ga, ktudshtampka it begins to
rain; ktudshi61a the rain is over 

kto'dshash, kto'tchash, d. ktokto'dshash vain, rainfall, rainstorm, 179; 2.:
k. gatpa it is going to rain; keleVi k. it ceases to rain, Cf. Mt'lka. 

kt6tchka, d. ktoktatchka; same as ktiishka, q. v. 
k t li i % \, d. ktukti%i to notch, to make indentations. 
ktiiy ua, d. ktuktiwa, v. recipr., to strike, hit each other; to inflict blows to

each other. Mod for shuktapka Kl. Der. ktiika. 
k t u y li g a, d. ktuktiyiiga (1) to cut off, sever, clip, crop. (2) to clip the

hair; to shear, as the wool of sheep, 
k t u y li m a, d. ktuktmma to cut into many pieces. 
k t li k a, ktiiga, d. ktiiktka, ktiiktga to strike by hand, with the clasped hand

or fist: ktlikuapk mlsh nu I shall give you a beating; nad ktlikuapka hiinksh
we are going to strike him; k. pe'tchtka to kick. Cf. ktiuga. 

ktuk6tkish, ktug6tkish, d. ktuktk6tkish, ktuktgo'tch spur of rider. 
k t it k s, eatable root of the aquatic cat-tail plant, 147, 3.: shlapsh ktiVksam

piipash the top (lit. blossom) of the ktuks=root consists of whorls, 147, 3. 
ktiiksam cat-tail plant, on which the eatable ktiiks-root grows; the

leaves of the plant are made up of whorls (pu'sh, d. piipash) 147, 3. 
k t li k t a., d. ktuktakta to cut in two, to sever, as a rope; Mod. for ktakta No. 1.
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ktiildsha, d. ktuktaldsha to cut or sever in many places, into many frag 

ments, portions or pieces.
ktul6dsha, d. ktukt!6dsha to cut in two, to separate many things simulta 

neously by cutting.
ktu!6dshna, d. ktukt!6dshna (1) to push away, to force away, to separate. 

(2) to push repeatedly. Cf. ktludshna.
k t u' 11 s lead of an elongated cylindric form, inserted into necklaces, neck 

wear (yamnash). Der. ktuldsha.
ktiipka, d. ktuktapka (1) to strike repeatedly. (2) to beat, slap, chastise by 

beating, 62, 5. 96, 3. 4. Der. ktuka.
ktushka, ktutska, kt6tchka, d. ktuktashka, ktoktatchka (1) to cut out, to 

cut off, to separate with knife or scissors, as a piece from a hide, 73, 3.: to 

slice off, to cut into slices. (2) to cut off, to clip somebody's hair, the object 
(14k) being usually omitted, 78, 9. Clipping the hair short so as to reach 
only the ears or neck is the usual punishment inflicted on Kl. and Mod. 

females for being too intimate with the other sex, 58, 16. 90, 7. Ktoktats- 
ka na't, at hunk yaka'wa na'-ulaks we cut her hair, for she broke the law, 
6¥ 1, 6. (3) subst, slice, cut, clipping.

ktushk6tkisli, abbr. ktushgo'tch, d. ktuktashk6tkish shears, scissors: 
shi'pam^nfli. shears to clip wool. Der. ktushka.

ktushkuish, d. ktuktashkuish portion, piece cut or sliced off: na-igshtani 
k. one half of a thing cut through the middle. Der. ktushka.

ktiishna, d. ktuktashna, v. intr., to sink down; to sink down in water, Mod.: 
amputat ktiishnan k'Mka to be drowned. Of. ktute"ga, tchla'l%a.

k t u t £ g a, ktuta'ga, d. ktuktega to sink down in water, moist or soft ground, 
sand etc. Kl. Of. ktiishna.

ktiiteks, d. ktiikteks impression made by stamping with the foot or other 
long-shaped object. Of. miteks.

ktu/tpna to bring, transport, haul in front of, close to, near: Sh%elag gatpa 
ktu/tp'nuk pa/sh Skelag came to bring him victuals, 66, 7.

k t c h a y a s h, d. ktchaktchiash scarabee with fangs; large beetle, 91,10, Cf. 
ktchapash, ktchidsha.

ktchak (a short), d. ktchaktchak (1) mother of pearl shell, avlone shell of 
the Pacific Coast; a common species is Haliotis rufescens. (2) sea shell 
and fresh-ivater shell of every description. Cf. ktchal^a, laktash.
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ktchalhua, ktchalua, d. ktchaktchalhua, ktchaktchalua (1) to shine, to 
shine with light, to radiate, to l)e resplendent, to beam forth, to shed rays, to 
cast a glare. (2) to reflect the sunlight, as water, glass, polished stones etc.

lttchal%a, d. ktchaktchalua (1) to radiate light, to shine, to emit rays, as 
sun, moon etc. (2) to radiate heat, to emit ivarmth or heat, as sun, fire etc. 
(3) to produce sunburns. Cf. ktchalhua, ktcho'l.

ktchal%ish, d ktchaktchal%ish (1) shine, ray of light, beam of light, 
dazzling splendor, radiance. (2) sunshine, sunray, sunbeam; glare of sun- 
rays, 121, 7. (3) heat; heat of the sun, 103, 3., of the fire etc. (4) sun 
burn, 150, 8. Der. ktchalua.

ktchalshkash glory, splendor; lit. "radiance", and hence correspond 
ing to the word do^a occurring in the Lord's Prayer, 139, 7.

ktchalta, d. ktchaktchalta to reverberate; to reflect sunbeams, as is done by 
water or polished articles. Cf. ktchalhua (2).

ktchalua; see ktchalhua
ktchalui, ktsalui, d. ktchaktchalui to be resplendent, radiant; to be multi 

colored, to shine in many hues, colors, or tinges; said of water sheets, of the 
rainbow etc., 164; 1.: the lizard's skin, 165; 14.; the weasel's, 169; 55.

k t c h 4 n , d. ktchaktchan to chew, masticate, as tobacco.
ktchapash, pi tumi k., wild silkworm, bombycine caterpillar.
k t c h e a'm u, ktse'anm, species of aquatic grass, 180; 19
ktche!61a, d. ktchektch!61a to husk, to peel 'with the hands or teeth: 

ktche!61atko peeled off. Der. tchel-, radix of tchdlksh.
ktche!61ash, d. ktchektch!61ash rind, peeling; emptied husk.
ktche!61uish, d. ktchektch!61uish peeled fruit, husked ear.
ktche'na, d. ktche'ktcha, ktse'ktsa (1) to pierce, strike, stab. (2) to be 

stabbed accidentally; to run a splinter into the foot or other part of body.
k t c h i d s h a, ktsi'tsa, d. ktchiktcha, ktsi'ktsa to crawl, creep, train oneself 

along the ground; said of insects, reptiles, babies unable to walk yet; to 
slip up while crawling, creeping: tsiii nat ktsi'ktsa, tsiii nat sas tu/ shla'popk, 
we crept up (along the rock surface), then we saw them in the distance, 22, 
19.: ni ktsi'tsa I crept forward, 22, 13. Cf. shiktchashla.

ktchidshu, (d. ktchiktchtchu) pi. tumi k., bat, cf. 127, 1-8.: mo-6we 
ktchidshuash hu'tnan the mole jumping or rushing at the bat, 127, -1. Der 
ktchfdsha, hu (1) "above".
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ktchi'k, pi. tumik., oar, paddle, 133, 10. 180; 20.
ktchikaya, d. ktchiktchk&ya (1) to climb up, as on trees, rocks etc. (2)

to creep, crawl into woods, thickets, timber or wildernesses: pelakag mu'ni
witam ktchlkayu'la suddenly a huge brown bear came out (of the manzanita-
shrubs) 128, 6. Der. ktchidsha. 

ktchikansha, pi. tiimi k., to crawl, to creep through an aperture, hole,
passage, barrier. Of. ktchidsha, ktchitpa. 

ktchikidsha to crawl around, to crawl forward, to go on creeping by turns :
ktchigidshapeli to creep back to the former place, 22, 15. 

ktchinkaga, d. ktchiktchankagu fenced inclosure, corral of small dimen 
sions. Kl. Der. ktchinksh. 

ktchinksh, d. ktchiktchanksh (1) rail, split rail, fence-rail, 35,4. etc.
(2) fence, rail-fence, inclosure: k.-illigish corral, fenced inclosure; ktchink-
sham stukish gate of corral. 

ktchi'shlkish, d. ktchiktchashlkish cow. Kl. for titchi'tchkish Mod.
Der. ktchl'tchta.

ktchitana, d. ktchtktchatana to crawl upon, to creep along. 
ktchitpa, d. ktchiktchtpa to creep, to crawl towards something, somebody

to some purpose, 
ktchitpampgli, d. ktchi'ktchtpampeli to creep or crawl back towards

somebody on purpose, 22, 16. 
Ktchitchok, nom. pr. masc. of an individual of short stature; abbr. from

ktchitchoaga "Little Bat". Dim. ktchidshu.
ktchi'tchta, d. ktchiktchatchta to trample, stamp or touch with the feet. 
ktchui!6ka, d. ktchuktchi!6ka to be incandescent; to be at.red ox white

heat. Mod. for tchiiitchiga Kl. Of. kaltchuyiiga. 
ktchu'l, ktso'l, d. ktch6ktchol (1) star; constellation; the stars, 134, 10.

(2) meteor; shooting star: k. le*na a meteor passes over the sky. Of. ktchal^a, 
kii, ku/, gux far, far off; same as km, q. v.: gu' n'sh hiiyaha he runs far

away from me, 184; 32. 34.; chiefly occurring in compounds, 
k u a g a, k6-aga, d. kukuaga young, small toad or bullfrog, 71,6. Dim. k6e. 
Kuaiyutsak, nom. pr fern Kl.; apparently a diminutive form, 
kua/ka, kuakka, kowa'ka, d. kakuaka (1) to bite off from, to bite holes into.

(2) to tear off particles from. Of- kowaktcha, kiipka, kwiishka.
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kuakdkshka, d. kak6kakshka (1) to bite off minute portions, to nibble at.
(2) to take, tear off a piece from. Cf. kueknola.

k u 4 n k a, d kuakuanka to be lame, to limp: kuankatko limping, lamed, lame. 
kua'nkuana to experience the natural alteration of the voice, as boys do

from their 16th to 18th year. Cf. wakena. 
kuata, pi. tumi k., quarter of a dollar, 25 cents; or, in Western parlance,

"two bits'11 . From English "quarter".
£

Kuatilak, nom. pr. of a subchief of the Modocs at Yaneks, George K., 
58, 6.: lit. "the one who hurt his foot". A man called Kiletoak was a 
signer of the treaty in 1864, but is mentioned there as a headman of the 
Yahushkin band of Snake Indians. Der. kuatil^a.

kuatfl%a, d. kakuatil%a to hurt onds foot, e. g., by wearing tight boots. 
Der. kuata.

kuatcha, d. kakuatcha to bite off, io tear away by biting, to remove with the 
teeth. Der. kua'ka. Cf. kwiishka.

k u a t c h a k a, d. kakutchaga to bite into, as into the hair, fur. 119, 4. 6 9.
kuatch&ki, d. kakutchaki to bite, itch; said, e. g., of lice, 119, 6.
ku'dsa, pi. tumi k., gray wood rat or field rat, resembling a peccary, not 

throwing up mole-hills; a species of Neotoma. Cf. knuimutch.
kudsha, gu'tcha, pi. tumi k., (1) gudgeon; mud-gudgeon. (2) dorsal back- 

fin, between the kaluish-fin and the tail-fin.
kiidsha-aga, ku'tsag small gudgeon; gudgeon or some other fish of small 

est size; incantation: 178; 1. Dim. kudsha.
k u' d s h a 1 a to fish or catch gudgeons. Der. kudsha (1).
kudshinksh, ko'dshinks, Mod. ku'shinksh, d. ko'ktchinksh foot, claw, 

hoof oi a deer, horse or ruminant: kodsings a ge"-u walta my deer-hoof is 
rattling; song-line referring to the custom of rattling with deer-hoof 
rattles during festive dances, 166; 17. and Note. Cf. lash^ish.

kudshfnkshka, d. kuktchl'ngshka claw, hoof of a young deer, horse 
etc., 166; 21. Cf. Note to 166; 17. Dim. kudshinksh.

kueish, d. ke'kuish footstep, foot-print, track: k. haitchna to follow foot 
prints, 122, 17. Cf. goye*na, ku^ntchna, k6-ena.

kuekn61a, d. kakuakn61a to bite, nibble or pull off small particles or minute 
things sticking on a surface. Der. kua'ka.
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kue*nt%apsha, d. kukuent%apsha, v. intr., to reach to while going, to reach 

a spot in the distance; said of footsteps only: ge* a k. tatakiam gat%ap- 

shuish the foot-prints go to this spot, since the children have reached it, 122, 
19. Cf. goye'na, kueish.

kue"ntchna, d. kukue*ntcha to go to, to lead; said of foot-prints only: 
latsastala, k6katala k. the foot-prints lead towards the lodge, towards the river.

k u e* t a, d. kue'kuta to beckon, make signs. Mod.; unknown to Kl. Der. kii.

kue'-utch, kwe'-utch, apher. we'-utch, a species of willow of low growth; 
its branches are used in constructing the small sweat-lodges, 82, 3.

kuhashgdsha, 126, 5.; same as guhuashktcha, q. v.
kui, giii, gu'-i (1) adv., away, away from, far off, at a distance; over there, 

out there. (2) prep, and postp., when speaking of a brook, river, lake, 
or hill ridge: on this side, on the same side where the speaker is, but at 
some distance from him. Der. ku. ° Cf. ge'kshta, ge*t (3), ge*tui, ginatant, 
gunitant, pelui, tiigshta

kti'-i (pronounced like ggu'i), pi. tiimi k., core in a boil or ulcer. Cf. giita.
kuika-ush, pi. tiimi k., other name for the taslatch (q. v.) or cougar; 

called some-times mduntain lion in the West.
K u i k n i, K. maklaks, nom. pr., Molale Indian. The M61ale tribe is now 

settled on Grande Ronde reserve and near Oregon City, and is some 
times called " Straight M61ale" in contradistinction to the Tchaka/nkni, 
q. v. The ancient habitat of this roving hunter tribe, cognate with the 

Cayuses, was the western slope of the Cascade Range, Oregon. Reduced 
to about 50 Indians in 1877. Der. kui.

kuikuish rabbit; a species of Lepus: kiiikuisham nil rabbit skin. Cf. kai.

kui%a, k6-ika, d. kukfya, kokf%a (~-~) (1) to discover, to find out, 100, 
12. (2) to recognize, to be aware of, to know, Lat. cognovisse; nanuk sa at 
pipa kuki^ank hashashuakia they read the whole book through and know its 
contents; kui%an Sa'tas I recognized the Snake man, 30, 17.; tids kui%a 
m's ni J know you well, 65, 11. Cf. kai%ema, k6%pash.

kui nag away from town, settlement or village; far away from the lodges, 
houses, 140, 7. Der. kui, -na, ak.

kiiish, gu'-i, gii-ish, d. ku'kuish, black-bellied plover, black below in the 
breeding season, long legs and lonff bill: Squatarola helvetica Cuv.
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kuita, prep, and postp., in the rear, hack of, "backwards of: kuita nats (or 
na'lsh) ~back of us, in our rear, 31,9. Der. kiii.

kuitak! exclam., go lack! remove! sit aivay from! (e. g., from the fire) 
get away! From kuita, gL

kuitit, kiiitita, prep, and postp., this side of, referring to the location 
of the one speaking:: Ki'uti kiiitit, this side of Kiuti-place, 131, 5.

kuitchia, ku'itsia, (d. kuikuatchia), pi. tiimi k., a small fat water bird 
having the appearance of the k6kiaks-duck, and provided with rudi 
mentary wings. Probably a species of grebe or Podiceps.

kiiy a, kiiye, ku'-ie, d. ku'kia, kiikie, (1) crab, either marine or living in 
fresh water; (2) lobster.

Kiiyam = Ska7-ikshj nom. pr. of a lodge-site on the Williamson River, 
"The Crabs' Water Trail", 140, 9. and Note. Der. kiiya, ska'-ika.

k u y <£ w a, d. kukie'wa to rejoice, to be gladdened, to be glad of: k. m's ni 
gatplsht I am glad that you came. Kl. for ko-isheVa KL and Mod.

kuyiima, koyoma, d. kukiiima to be or become muddy, to he defiled, soiled: 
ampu a k. the water is turbid; guyuma k(3-u ka/la my ground becomes 
muddy, 169; 56., cf. 177; 13., where kaila is suppressed; partic. kuyii- 
matko muddied, roiled, unclean, impure. Der. ku-i.

kuyiimash, d. kukiiimash turbid, muddy water; gully; muddy ground.
ku'kalam, ku'kaluak, kukamtchish; see k6ke, guxluag'a, k'mii- 

tchish.
kukiaks, 64, 1.; d. of kiuks, q. v.
Kukiwash, nom. pr. fern. Kl.: "Uphill Goer 11 . Der. guka.
kuk61e, d. kukak61e (I) to take off, to lay aside, the robe or gown; said of 

both sexes. (2) to undress oneself; said of females only. Der. k6ka. Cf. 
ku/ks, kap61a, shanatchvula.

k u.' k p e 1 i, d. kuk&kpeli (1) to dress oneself in the kuks-garment. (2) to dress 
oneself. Der k6ka. Cf. kapopeli, kuk61e, kuks.

k LI k s, ku'ksh, ko'ks, pi. tiimi k., (1) gown, long robe, long dress, adorned with 
fringes, but rarely worn by men at the present time. The men wore 
ku/ks usually made of buckskin, while those of females, snawe'dsham 
ku/ks, were made more frequently of dressed deerskins, before they 
adopted the habit, now almost universal, of wearing citizen's dress. 
Kaknegatko kiYks unclean gown. (2) female dress, clothing, garb, array.
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kuktakia, abbr. ku'^tgi, d. kuku'ktakia, kuku'%tgi to covet, to le enam 
ored of; said of males coveting females, 100, 4.

ku'ktu (i) dragon-fly, abbr. from k6ktingsh, Kl. (2) name of a root or 
bulb eaten by the Klamath Lake people, 147, 5 (3) d. form of koto.

kukui mother's uncle, an archaic term, 122, 7.
Kukume'kshi, nom. pr. of a mountain northwest of Klamath agency; 

lit. "where the caves are." Der. ku'mme.
ku'%t gi, d. kuku'%tgi; same as kuktakia, q. v.
kule6ta, guli6ta, 185; 43. durat. form of guli, q. v.
k u 1I' g s , the chrysalis of a butterfly, roasted and eaten by the Klamath 

Lake and Modoc Indians. Cf. pul/uantch.
k li 1 % a m s h , pi. tumi k., vegetal product used for catching fish on account 

of its narcotic qualities, 149, 21. and Note.
k li 1 % a s h, d. kukal%ash, guggal^ash rain and snow falling simultaneously. 

Incantation 164; 2. Cf. 179; 2.
kulla, ku'la, d. ku'kla, guggla red-head; a canvas-back duck on the 

Klamath lakes, white on body: Ay thy a ferina var. americana; 180; 11.
kuloye'na, d. kukloye'na, kuklohia'na to stir up liquids. Cf. shtiwini.
ku'lsh, d. kukalsh badger: Taxidea americana. His cry: nak, nak, alluded 

to in 185; 43. Ku/lsham yash badger-willow, a tree growing in dry 
soil; called so from its reddish, badger-colored bark: Cornus sericea.

Kur lsh = Tge'-ush, Ku'lsana^Tge'-ush, nom. pr. of a camp on Williamson 
River; lit "Where the badger stands in the water". Der. ku'lsh, tgewa.

Ku/ltam = Wash, nom. pr. of a lodge-site on the Williamson River; lit. 
1 ' Otter- Den ". From kolta, wash.

k u m a 1, or yamal, pelican, a large water-bird with a voluminous gullet. 
The only pelican species of those parts is Pelecanus erytlirorliynclms, which 
is frequently found on the lake shores. Incantation: 166; 19. ku/mlam= 
shu'm-tchuye'sh gull's-bill-cap, a low cap with a cover or shield to pro 
tect the forehead.

Kuma/kshi, nom. pr. of a locality near Sprague River: "At the Cave".
K u m b a t, Griimbat, nom. pr. (1) of a locality on west side of Upper Kla 

math Lake, now called Rocky Point. The Indians stopping there are 
called Kiimbatkni, 142, 5. (*2) of a rocky tract of land southeast of Tule
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or Rhett Lake, CaL, extending from the lake shore up to the lava beds, 
and inhabited by the Kumbatuash, Kumbatuashkni or Kiimbatkni On 
this territory was fought a part of the Modoc war of 1873.

Kiimbatkni, Grumbatkni (1) Indian inhabiting Kiimbat or Rocky Point. 
(2) Indian residing at Kumbat, southeast of Tule or Rhett Lake. (3) 
Indian stopping south of the Willianison River, about Modoc Point.

Kumbatni Yafna, or "Rocky Mountain" ̂ noni. pr. of an eminence in 
the Klamath reservation. At its base is a fishing-place called Kawam.

Kumbatuash, nom.pr., Indian inhabiting or stopping at Kurnbat, south 
east of Tule or Rhett Lake, California, near or within the lava beds, 13, 2. 
Also called Kumbatuashkni and Kiimbatkni; they form a medley of Kla 
math Lake and Modoc Indians and are said to have separated from these 
some time after 1830. Der. Kumbat (2), wa.

kii'mme, kiime, ^u'nrnie, pi. tiimi k., rock-cave, cavern: kiimeti shla'wish 
the wind blowing out of the cave; k. lalaiishaltko the cave of the lava beds, 
42,19. and ku'meti/rom the cave, 42, 21.; both passages referring to Ben. 
Wright's cave, the refuge of Captain Jack and his Modocs in the lava 
beds, cf. Notes to 37,18. 39, 17.; ku'mets hatakt gulf they also entered the 
caves there, 30, <Q .; makle%a ku'metat to pass the night in a cave, 121, 20.

kiipka, kii'pga, k6pka ( ~), d. kukapka (1) to bite, itch repeatedly. (2) to 
bite; to itch, puncture: kai-udshish nlsh k6pka the gray wolf bites me, 144, 
11.; giitash nu'sh ku'pga nu'sh a louse bites me on the head, 119, 3 Cf. 
kua'ka, kuatchaka, k6ka.

k ii'p k a s h, d. kukapkash (1) sticks of kindling-wood eaten by the conjurer 
at festive dances. (2) torch made of pitch, resin.

k u p k li p e 1 e, d. kukapklipele gulch, dried up river-bed. Cf. g^-upka, uka.
k ifs h, d. ku'kash white swan. This bird is believed to have the power of 

making storms and tempests; incantation 166; 20. Cf. 180; 13. Two 
species of the white swan occur in that region: the smaller being Cygnus 
americanus, the larger Cygnus buccinator.

kushaltko, d. kukshaltko pregnant, with child.
ku'shka, d. kuku'shka (-!--,  '--) (1) to brush, to clean by brushing. (2) to 

comb another's hair, 95, 17.
kushk6tkish, kiishkuts, d. kukushk<5tkish brush; cloth-brush.
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kiishkusha, d. kukushkusha to rustle, crackle, as hay, straw, dry bul
rushes. Of. tiishtusha. 

kiishlaksh, d. kakiishlaksh stepfather; said by stepson or stepdaughter.
Of. kukui, kushaltko

kushl^atko, d. kukushl^atko stepson or stepdaughter ; said by stepfather. 
kutaksh, kutash, k u t % a k s ; see k6taksh, k6tash, gut^aksh. 

k u 1 6 1 a , d. kukt61a to squeeze out, pinch out; to squeeze, press down Of. ku'-i. 

Kut61itko, nom. pr fern. Kl. : "Pimple- Squeezer" 

ku'tchala; see (1) giitchala; Der. kuatcha. (2) kudshala. 
kwu'ldsha, Mod. kavu'ldsha, ka-u'ldsha, d. kakualdsha, Mod. kakowal-

dsha to erode, to gnaw; to gnaw through. Cf. kata. 
k w li s h k a , kvushka to ~bite off a piece, portion or particle.

The lingual-guttural sound k alternates with the other gutturals in the 

following order of frequency: %, k, g, g; in a few instances also with the 
spirant h ('/&-, 'M-). Modocs pronounce it more forcibly than Klamath 
Lake Indians, but often elide it altogether when initial, and then substitute 
the "arrested sound" for it: -6ke for k6ke river. The sound k occurs at 
the end of words ; when it begins words or stands in the middle of them, it 
is either pronounced ke-, k'-, or is followed by a vowel Terms with initial 
k, %, g not found here to be looked for under Gr or K. Some of the voca 
bles below contain the negative particle ka-i as initial syllable. Cf. intro 
ductory words to letters G and K.
k4-ak, ka-ag, ka/k, pi tiimi k., raven: Corvus carnivorus, mentioned 177; 

16. This bird's cry, especially when heard just after sunset, is regarded 
as ominous, not only on account of its peculiar sound, approaching the 
voice of man, but also because the raven was seen to devour dead men; 
cf. 134, 1. '2. The raven therefore became personified in Ka-akamtch, 
q. v.; also called simply Ka-ak Cf. iwani. Onomatop. 

Ka-akamtch, or Ka-ak " Old Raven" ; personification of the raven with 
his oracular powers. In three of our mythic stories the cry or " laugh 
ing" of "Old Raven" changes men into rocks, a transformation performed 
by order of K'mukamtch. Cf. pp. 131. 132 with 134, 1. 2. K. wdtanta
shash Old Raven laughed at them, 131, 2. 14. Ka-ag, 132, 7. Cf. ka-ak. 

11
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Ka-ashkshi, nom. pr. of a locality on the eastern shore of Upper Kla- 
math Lake, about three hundred yards north of Capt. Ferree's house. 
An ancient funeral sweat-lodge, K. spiiklish, lies there; cf. Note on p. 143.

ka = i, adv., (I) the negative particle not. It is used for negativing facts or 
assertions in an objective manner, thus differing from le, la, q. v.: kd-i 
tidshi skiitash gf-uapka! it will not be a good mantle! 125, 5. Cf. 42, 1. 
43, 11. It usually occupies the position just before the word to be nega 
tived, and very frequently figures at the head of a sentence, and then is 
spoken with a higher pitch of the voice: 100, 18. 118, 9-11. 119, 15. 
127, 4. 140, 11. 142, 15.; cf. 140, 6., but seldom at the end of such: 
87, 5. In English it has often to be rendered by the indefinite pronoun 
no, none, not one, though in the mind of the Maklaks it remains adverb: 
ka-i tataksni gasaktslna no children follow, instead of: children do not follow, 
87, 7. With many words ka-i forms negative phrases, which we are wont 
to render by a positive turn of the phrase: ka-i kagatko whole, entire; ka-i 
stinta to hate; ka-i vu'shish brave, bold, plucky. Among the many com 
pounds of the prefixed ka-i we mention: kai%ema, ka'gi, kayak, kayutch, 
kaitua, ka-itata, ke'shga etc. Cf. also ka-i kani under kanl (2) no! 
when used in reply to queries. Such replies are generally expressed by 
whole sentences: tarn 1 shlda hunksh? ka-i nu hunksh shle'a. Did you see 
him f I did not.

k a i g a, ka-ika, Kl. and Mod. for kaiha KL, q. v.
k a i' h h a, ka'hhia, kdhhia, d. kaki'ha, kaki'ha to miss the aim in shooting, 

firing, striking, throwing: tsiii kahhia n's; wigga n's hu'nk kaihha and he 

missed me; by a hairbreadth he missed me, 23, 17.; tsiii nlsh kakl'ha and 
they missed me at every shot they fired, 22, 10.; tchtii ka'hhian then (he) 
missed while striking, 114, 8. Cf. 31, 10. 110, 9. 125, 8. Cf. shakfha.

kai'hh6ta, kai'huta, d. kaki'hdta to miss the aim at the time being, 125, 4.: 
k. ktayatka he threw a stone, but missed, 125, 5.

k a i 1 i a k, kaile'ak; see keliak.
kailpaksh Mod. for kelpoksh Kl. and Mod., q. v.
ka-itata, ka-itata, ka-i tata (1) adv. loc., nowhere, at no place. (2) adv. 

temp., no more, at no time, not at any time, never, 60, 20.: ka-i an tata 
ma'nsh ma/sha / am no longer sick; k. gatpant they never came again, 28, 12.
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kaitua, ka-i tua (1) nothing, not a thing or article, 39, 8. 15. 41, 7. 95, 13 : 
kaftua wawawish kaila unproductive soil. (2) none, no one, not even a 
single one, when used of persons, animals: k. shnu'kuk (liiluagsh) having 
obtained none (of the women to be enslaved), 23, 7. From ka-i, tua.

k 4 - i u, kayii, Mod. for kayutch Kl. q. v.
kaya, kd-ia, kd-ie, (d. kakia,) pi. tumi k., entrails of animals; gut, bowel.
k a y a i h a, kayaya to weep as a mourner, to cry mournfully. Of. kahaha.
kayak, kayak, adv., (1) not yet; kayak wenggapkash when not dead yet, 

38, 1. (2) never, at no time: kayak ktakt'nan not sleeping at all, 134, 21.: 
kayak we'mpe'lank never recovering again, 65, 20. (3) not at all, in no 
manner, noways: k. tadsh talakank but they do not paint (them) at all, 87, 
3.: kayak hishtchaktnan not at all in a boisterous, unfriendly manner, 37, 2.; 
kayak hassasuakiank exchanging no words at all, 66, 7.: kayak hu'nksht 
sheVanank not giving to him anything, 113, &. From ka-i, ak.

kakan, gaggan, pi. tumi k., crow; KL, 180; 7. Of. kak. Onomatop.
kakash, d. kakakash (1) great blue heron, yellow-breasted, edge of wings 

brown-colored: Ardea herodias L. Onomatop. (2) Kakash, nom. pr. 
of an Indian conjurer or wizard, called "Doctor John". Several texts 
obtained of him are inserted in this report. His trial for witchcraft is 
mentioned pp. 64-66.

Kakasam=Yaina, nom. pr. of a little mountain northwest of the Kla- 
math agency buildings, named after the kakash-heron.

k a k i' h a, d. of ka'hhia; see kai'hha.
Kak = Kshawaliaksh, nom. pr. of a locality not very distant from 

Klamath Marsh, where a halt is made by the Lake people when return 
ing home from the w6kash=harvest, 74, 17. From kak, kshawalie'ga.

kako, poss. kakowam, d. kakgo (1) bone; bone-substance, 71, 7.: k. yahi, 
k. yamnash grain of beads made of bone, looking like small whitish disks, 
with a usual diameter of one-fourth of an inch; k. pll k'leka he was 
reduced to mere bones, 95, 13. j cf. 157; 44.; kak6 bela reduced to mere bones; 
lit. "bones only", 101, 7.; kakowatka sha kiulo'la st6palsh with (horse- 
rib-) bones they peel off the fiber-bark, 148, 20. (2) jaw, jawbone. (3) 
with a pronunciation somewhat different: molar tooth.

K a k s i, nom. pr. of a camping place on Klamath Marsh; stands for Kak- 
kshi, "Raven's Home ".
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k 41k ali, kalkali, k61koli, d. kakalkali, kok61koli round, rounded, of round 
shape, viz.: (1) disk-shaped or circular, lenticular, 91, 5. (2) cylindric: 
yantch kalkali the ydntch-root is cylindric, 146, 1. (3) annular, (^^all- 
shaped, globiform: kolkoli iewasli a ball for playing; ka'ls kalkali the kals- 
root is globular, 147, 6. Original form: kalkal-li. C£ Shemitic: gal, galgal.

kal^alsh, kalkalesh, d. kakal%alsh; see kalsh No. 2.

kalm6moksh, d. kakalm6moksh glowworm, firefly, Mod.; riot KL
k 41 o, kalu, poss. kal6wain, locat. kaluashtat, kalo-utat, kalowat, kaluat 

dear sky, cloudless sky, 96, 20.: k. wika't near, close to the sky, 101, 6. 7.: k. 
gl the sky is clear: kal 6 kapata at kapka the kapka-pine now reached up to 

the sky, 100, 8.; shti'ya pitli'ga kaluat he lined pitch over the sky, 96, 20. 
Incantations: 162; 1. and Note; 162; 4. 176; 1. 2. 177; 24. Cf. pafshash.

kalsh, the eatable root or tuber of the witchpai water-plant: ka'ls kalkali 
the kals-root is globular, 147, 6. Der. kal, rad. of kalkali.

kalsh, kal%alsh, d. kakalsh, a nightbird of gray hue, small (7-8"), vari 

ously spotted like the pa/'hpash, living in woods. Males and females are 
supposed to be fog-makers because they fly about in cold nights, during 
which fog is often formed, 166; 22. 23. 180; 9. Abbr. from kal^alsh.

kaltki, d. kakaltgi (1) to become round: k. at ukaukosh the moon is just 

full. (2) to become hard, dry, strong. Der. kal, rad. of kalkali. Cf. ta/%tki.
kamtata, %amtata, d. kakamtata grasshopper, Mod. for ta'hta-ash KL, 

q. v. Cf. ka/mat.

kapkapagink 1!, pi. kakapkapagink at! exclam. hush up! don't speak 

further about it! stop talking about this matter! KL for kapkapagl'tn'-k i! 
pi. kapkapagftn-k at! Mod. Cf. kdmkem.

kata, gata, d. kakata to gnaw, erode; to chew at; same as kata No. 2.

ka-u'ldsha; see kwuldsha.

kawiash, d. kak'wiash unripe, not yet ripened or matured. Cf. ydlmatko.
ka-ashtamna to keep off, to keep or retain away from repeatedly; to pre 

vent from doing something through admonition, 96, 15. Der. ke-ash (2).
k a/ d s h o , kadsu, kayetcho, d. kaka'dshu chin: kadsuksaksina la'kshktsa 

(it) grazed him on the chin, 30, 5.

ka/gi, ka'ki, ke'gi, ^exgi, kayeke, ka-iki, d. kaka/gi, kek^gi (1) not to 

exist;'not to be on hand, or present: ha wa/g'n ka'git if a wagon is not to be
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had, 87, 5.; k ge-u vu'nsh I have no canoe, 122, 21.; k. nush vu'nsh I have 
no canoe on hand (2) to disappear, to wane, recede; to be gone: k. sha 
waita tliey are absent the whole day, 110, 18 ; pafshash k. the clouds disap 
pear; k. gd-u papkash gd-ish the lumber-board swings under my tread, 178; 
8.; wash ka/kin the prairie-wolf disappeared, 128, 5. cf. 7.; kayeke he, she 
is gone; Mod. euphemistically for "he, she is dead"; ke'sh k. the snow is 
gone. (3) to be scarce, unfrequent. Cf. kinkani. (4) to be powerless, de 
ficient in strength: kaka/gi a n'sh tcho'ksh my legs do not support me, I am 
lame. Der. ka-i, gt. Cf hesh^e'gi, laki, le'ki.

ka/gipgle, d. kaka'gipele to be absent again; to disappear again: nanuk 

hu'k wuyalapsh k all the icicles disappeared, 112, 19. Der. ka'gi, -peli.

ka/k, d. ka/kak penis of persons and animals. K'mukamtcham k., ludi 
crous name given to the thistle. Der. ke'ka.

Ka'kakilsh, ludicrous nickname given by the Klamath Lake people to 
some Oregonian tribe. K'mukaintch is said to have created them from 

skunks, 103, 2.; but the name itself points to the d. form of ka/k, with 

the suffix -fla appended. Cf. kii/katilsh, ka/k.
ka/kl'kish, pi. turni k., one who gesticulates; actor, orator, speaker: Sunde 

k Sunday speaker, preacher. Der. ka/la.
Kak = Taliksh, riom. pr. of a camping-place on the Williamson River; lit. 

"Two phalli standing aside of each other, touching each other". Refers 
to rock-pillars. Der kaYk, taliga.

ka/la, ka/la, d. kaka/la, kaka/la, kakala, (1) to do or perform with actions of 

the body, demonstrations, playful gestures etc.; to gesticulate; said of speak 
ers, playing children etc.: tu/sh ak nen huk wak k. 1 what can they be doing 

at some place or other? 110, 19. (2) to act extravagantly, to behave fool 

ishly. Cf. ka-ika, ka-ikash, ka/kl'kish, le'shuat%ish, utiissusd-ash.
ka'lo, ka/lu, d. kakalo (or kaluam, d. kaka/luam; supply ko'sh or anku) 

juniper-tree: Juniperus occidentalis. Mu'ni k. hatakt tuya an enormous ju 

niper-tree stood there below (me), 30, 12.
Ka/lu = T%alamna,. nom. pr of a lodge-site or locality on the Sprague 

River: " Juniper-tree on hill".

k a/mat, #a/mat, d. kaka/mat back of persons and animals: %amtetan (for 
kamati=tana) behind on back; ^iimte'tan seldapkutko buttoned behind:
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ke'm'tam ksheluish mane (of horse); ke'mat pi'la un waldshtak it will cover
tlie lack only, 125, 9.; ka'mat (for ka'matat) on their backs, 75, 3. 

k a' s h, ke'sh, pi. tiinii k., a small, oblong, hard and farinaceous eatable root,
of whitish color, growing in quantities in the Pacific States and Territories
and serving as food to the Indian tribes; commonly called ipo, potato, wild
potato or ipo, i'p^a, q. v. It is often shaped like a date-kernel; the plant
producing it is a species of Calochortus, with stalk furcated. K. mdya,
shta-ila to dig ipo-roots, 109, 1. 118, 3-8.; cf. 135, 1. 2. 147, 8. and kna't 

ka'shla to gather ipos, to go after the M'sh-root, 74, 3. 75, 21.: kashalsha'mi
"in the ipo-season", a time of the year corresponding to our month of June, 

k 4 - a s h, d. keke'ash red-tailed squirrel-hawk: Buteo calurus. 
k e' - a s h, ka'-ash bad thing; a term used to prevent children from handling

or eating certain articles. Der. ka-i or kii-i. Cf ka-ashtamna. 
k 6 d s h a, ^e'dsha, d. ke'ktcha to grow; said of plants only, 100, 7.; to sprout

up, grow up, 95, 3. 101, 16.: k. kshu'nat grows on grass-stalks, 148, 5.; k.
saigatat grows on prairies, 146, 3. 12.; k. tu'ui grows in profusion, 148, 11.;
kedshd le'hiash M6atok the ley ash-root grows in the Modoc country, 147,18.;
tsiii kedsh4 huk then it grew up, 100, 7.; kdtsa p&lpali grows white, 149, 20.;
ati at k^dshisht until it had grown high, 95, 4. Cf t'shin. 

ke*dshika, d. kekadshika, kakadshika; v. intr. and impers. (1) to become
tired, exhausted, fatigued: M6atuash liipiak Modokishash k. the Pit River
Indians became exhausted before theModocs; nlsh ka-a ka'dshlka I became
much exhausted, 20, 4. (2) to be tired, exhausted, worn out: at nil k. hdm-
kanksh I have talked to satiety, 42, 3. Cf. kdshga.

kedshik61a, ka'dshik61a, d. kekadshik61a to rest, repose, take a rest or lull, 
kedshniita, d. kektchnuta to grow while something else is done or going

on, to grow at the time being, 101, 16. Durat. of kddshna. 
ke'-ish, kfsh, Mod. #e-l'sh, d. ke-ikash rattlesnake, 180; 16. Among the

four species found in the West Crotalus confluentus is the most common.
Kl'sham shpautish venom of rattlesnake; snake-venom. Quot. under k6ka. 

kekammamenish (1) tendril on creepers, vines etc. (2) ivy. Der. kdmni. 
k 4 k a d s h, ke"ketch, Kl. ke*ketch, gdggesh, pi. tiimi k., vein, blood-vein. 
ke*ko, ka'ku, d. k^kgo to try, undertake, endeavor: nanuktua ka'kgo to make

many trials, to undertake frequently, to try in every way. Quot. under ke*shga.
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keko-uya, kekowiya, d. kekgowiya to try for a while, to attempt more 
than once: k. shm'lkish%eni ge'shtga giu'ga he attempted several times to reach 
the reservation-ground, 55, 10. Der. ke'ko, -Mya.

ke'liak, ka'liak, kailiak, obj. keliash, local kelianta, d. kekaliak, adj., (1) 
being without, not possessed of; lacking, wanting, deprived of: k. pash without 

food, 136, 8.; k. tua empty, vacant; k. 161oksglsh not armed with guns, 41, 
12.; k. shul<5tish naked, undressed; k. k6#pash stupid, foolish, extravagant, 
deprived of common sense, Mod./ kailiak skiitash without a mantle on, 186; 
54., Mod.; ka'liak snawedsh, obj. ka'lish (for ka'liash) snawedsh an un 
married man, 60, 2. and Note; tchfa kailiak wa'wans they lived unmarried, 
107, 2. Of. 55, 15. 77, 1. (2) in the absence of is expressed by the local 
case: Meachash kelianta during Meacham's absence, 41, 10.; kelianta ke"- 
ishtat no snow lying on the ground, 37, 21.; ka'liant washash the prairie- 
wolf not being at home, 105, 3.

k e* 1 % a, d. kekal^a; see gel#a.
k 41 p a, d. kekalpa to pant, to breathe heavily from internal heat.
ke'lpka, d. kek&lpka, v. trans. and impers., to be hot, to feel warm; said of 

the temperature of weather, water, body and the fire heat: Tit%ash k. 
Utah feels hot, TitaJc is very warm; tchule'ks k. to feel warm, lit. "to feel 
warm as to the body"; k. a at after they are heated, 82, 8.; kelpkuk when 
feeling hot, 82, 9.; kta-i kelpokshtak (for kelpaksht ak) the stones having 
just been heated, 113, 1. Cf. kitita, shualka.

ke'lpoksh, #elpoks, in Mod. also: kailpaksh, d. kekalpoksh (1) adj., hot, 
heated, boiling, overheated; said of the temperature of the animal body 
and of winds, fire, objects of nature, boiling water etc.: k; mashash fever, 
feverish disease; kailpakshtala kailatala nulidsha (nu) I am sliding down 
ward towards the burning region^ 173; 2.; ktayatat kelpokshtat with heated 
stones, 148, 17. (2) subsl, high temperature, heat. (3) subsl, fever: %el- 
pogs nia'sha to be sick with fever.

k ^ 1 u a, d. kekdlua to bathe in warm or hot water. Cf. ke'lpka, pe'wa.
ke'luash, d. ke'kaluash hot, boiling; said of liquids. Ka'luas 4mpu Hot 

Springs, nom. pr. of a locality.
ke* ink em, %dm%em, d. ke%am%em, adv., quietly, still, silently: k. a gi'n! pi. 

ke^amkem a gink at! (gi'n, gink, abbr. from giank) keep quiet! be still!
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k 6* m n i, ka'm'ni, d. kekam'ni creeping plant, creeper, vine. Cf. ke'dsha.
-ke'ni, -#e'ni, -#a'n, case postp., with the meaning of (1) towards, in the 

direction of. (2) at that place, there. Often appended to local names, as 
M6atuash%eni, Saikan, Tiwish%e'ni, Tchua%exni etc.

kenkapshla'li, a popular epithet given to the young silver fox, which 
figures as the mythic companion of K'mukamtch. Cf. kenkatilatuash.

kdpkap, %^p%ap, d. kdkapkap (1) a species of butterfly originating, 
through its metamorphosis, from the "wild silkworm"; cf. ktchapash. 
(2) any diurnal lepidopterous insect with gay colors.

ke*shga, d. kekashga (1) to be unable; connected usually with the verbal 
indefinite or a participle: k ml 161ash / cannot believe it; k. ka-i nu ka'- 
kotko / did not succeed when trying; k. nu humasht klsh I cannot consent, 
42, G.; k. kani hunk nobody was able to, 128, 6., cf. 127, 8.; ke'shguga 
idshi'sh because they were unable to get them out, 38, 1., cf. 95, 5.; ke'shguk 
for keshga huk she could not, 121, 16. (2) to be impossible: k. gui^ish it 
is not possible to get over. Der. ka-i.

ke'tchkatch, d. ke'katchkatch little gray fox, a species of Urocyon; lit. 
"rough-furred". Der. kitchkitchli. Cf. wan.

kidshna, kitchna, d. kikadshna to pour over, upon: ambu ktdyatat k. to 
pour water on the stones, 82, 8.

k i' d s h i p k a, cU kikadshipka to have the waterbrash. Cf. Kintpuash.
kiy a, ki'a, d kikia, giggia to lie, to tell a lie, 40, 20. 41, 16.; to be a liar, 

93, 2.: i kiya! you lie! kiyan ne-ulkia to make fraudulent compacts (seem 
ingly) in somebody's interest, 36, 14.; giyan shti'lshga they reported un 
truths, 38, 16.; kf sh^wa nu hu'nkesh / thought her to be a liar, 40, 21.; 
ha' 1 kl'-uapka if you should tell a lie or lies, 59, 3.; ki'tgik (for kftki gi), 
61, 3., see Note; ki-i-a a nen Te'tematsis, kl'ya hu'nk Tetematsis Aunt 
Susie lies by saying this, 64, 4. 5. 6.

ki'l, kila, nki'l, n%i'l, d. kikal, n%m%al, the adverbial form of Jdla: (1) 
rashly, quickly, hurriedly, suddenly: kila gdn' 1! make hurry! go quick! (2) 
strongly, forcibly; a great deal: nki'l yuta to be heavy in weight; n%il pe'l- 
pela to work hard. (3) aloud: k ha'ma to cry aloud or: to produce a loud 
or shrill sound: n%i'l ha'ma muni 161oksgish the cannon makes a loud report. 
Cf. kila, killitko.
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k i 1 a, killa, nkfla, n%illa, d kikala, n%in%ala (1) to make haste, to hurry, to 
be in a hurry: nki'llan huho'tchna they ran away fast, 42, 17. (2) to be 
quick, fast, impetuous, rapid: n^ilank t'shin to grow fast; nkillank nalsh 
sko'tki! cross us over quickly! 122, 7., cf. 21. 22. (3) to be angry, irate, 
wroth, pugnacious. (4) to be strong, powerful: ka-i k. to be without strength; 
killan shleVi it blows a gale, Mod.; nkillank shishukish a brave fighter; 
kilank tsuina to sing loud, 10, 2.; killank i'sh gu'tash kuatchaki! the lice 
bite me sharply in the fur! 119, 6. Cf. ki'l, killitko.

killantko, d. kikal^antko; see kilka.
kille'tana, d. kikel^tana (1) to insist upon, to tell forcibly: k. nalash ge*ntge 

he insisted upon our going, 34, 9.; ma/lash killetanuapka he will insist 
upon ye, 39, 1. (2) to reproach, reprimand. Der. kila.

killikanka, d. kikelikanka to speed off, to move with great speed, to run 
fast, 30, 4. Der. kila.

killitko, nkillitko (1) hurried, accelerated, rapid: mu' nki'llipsh tiwish 
ndu'lshampksll the roar of the rapidly rushing waters, 94, 5. (2) strong, 
vigorous; brave, gallant, plucky: k. tsula'ks gl'-uapk the body will become 
vigorous, 142, 9.; also used of inan. things: nkillitko latchash "strong- 
house", jail, guard-house. (3) severe, harsh: k. na'-ulaks the law is strict, 
60, 4. (4j subst, force, power, strength, 139, 7. Partic. of kila, q. v.

ki'sh, d. kikish lie, lying statement, untruth: ka-i k. it is true, certain, sure; 
there is no doubt about it. Contr. from kiyash. Der. kiya.

k i t i t a, kiteta, d. kiktata (I) to throw upon, pour on water, liquids: ampti 
kelpkapkash k. to scald. (2) to throw into water. (3) v. intr., to burst, ex 
plode: k. pitak nkash her belly burst asunder, shed its contents, 105, 16.

kftitchna, d. kikatitchna to spill: tchdkeli k. to spill blood, 13, 7. Mod. 
for kit6tchna Kl

kit%oga, d kikat%oga to fill with water or any other liquid.

k i 11 u a, d. kikdtlua to over flood. Cf. tchie'ga.
k i 16 k a, d. kikl6ka, kekt6ka to drain, to take the water out; to bail: vunshtat 

ampii k. to bail a canoe.
kft'le'ka, d. kikatle%a to fall in quantities, to pour down: kto'dshash kitl.%a 

a heavy rain is falling.
kitotchna, d. kikto'tchna; same as kititchna, q. v. Kl.
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kitua to pour on, upon, on the surface of: k. lu'lpat to pour into the eye; 
said of coal mixed with blood, 71, 9. -

kituina, d. kikatuina to pour into, to pour upon: ambu kltuinank pour 
ing water into, 149, 9. Der. kitua.

kituini, d. kikatuini to put in, mix in; said of milk put in tea, of yeast put 
in dough, and of other processes of assimilation. Der. kitua. Of. keVa.

kitulala, d. kiktulala to sprinlde, to pour upon or into: ambu liu'n kitulal' 
1 lu'lukshtat! tliroiv water into that fire! Of. kliulala.

kit li tana, d. kiktiitana to throw or to pour along, to pour or throiv a liquid 
over: pi k. ambu nush lie threw water on me.

kitchkitch, ke'tchketch, d. kikatchkitch, kekatchketch, adv. of kitch- 
kitchli: (1) roughly, not smoothly. (2) tightly fitting.

kitchkitchli, ketchk^tchli, d. kikdtchkitchli, kekatchke'tchli (1) rough, 
of a rough surface; said of furs, tissues etc.: k tchulish woolen shirt. (2) 
tight-fitting, adjusting itself closely. (3) gray, of grayish tint or color; so 
called after the ke'tchkatch (q. v.) fox-species Der. kitcha.

K i u t i, nom. pr. of a locality on Upper Klamath Lake near Modoc Point, 
close to the scene of the legendary encounter of "Old Grizzly" and "Old 
Gray Wolf", 131, 5.

kiwash, d. kikiwash whippoorwill, a night bird: Antrostomus Nuttalli; 
Mod.; term unknown to Kl.

k'l^ka, kle'ka, k'laka, d. k'leTkr/a, k'la/klka (1) to reach, to reach to, to 
arrive: tsiii nat la'p k., tsiii nat ktsi'ktsa then two of us came up (on the 
rock) and we crept along (its surface), 22, 18. (2) to turn into, to be changed 
into, to come out as, to become: ke'sh we'sh k. the snow turns to ice; k6-i k. 
to become spoiled, musty, mouldy, unfit for use, 148, 4. 15.; nanuk kako pil 
k. all his body became reduced to mere bones, 95. 13.; hu kta-i k'la/ka they 
became rocks, 131, 3.; cf. 73, (>. 131, 15. 132, 7.; shesha!61esh kele^a he 
became a warrior, 90, 20.; cf. 3-% 7. (3) to die, to expire; mostly used of 
natural, not of violent death; cf. 64, 15. and tch6ka: k'le^a he dies, 85, 
16, 17.; k'lakat n' u'nk shla-6k I may die for having seen him, 129, 5.; 
tutene*pni wait61an keldksht vumi the fifth day after each death they bury 
the body, 85, 1. Mod.; k'le'ksht at his death, 87, !. 89, 3. 6.; k'ldkuish after 
his death, 65, 20.; k'lelmish at just after his death, 6.r>, 8.; k'Mkatko dead,
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deceased; the dead person, corpse, 85, 4-14.; k'lekatk giiil%a hishuakga 
stillborn male child; k'ldkatko tchule'ksh dead body, mortal coil; k'lekatk in 
the sense of half dead, almost dead, 177; 29., c£, 196; 8. and Note; lapuk 
k'le'kl^atk i'pka both lay dead on the ground, 110, 17. and Note; ku'ki 
kelekatko" they weep for cause of death, 82, 5.; k'le'kshashtala and k'le'ksh- 
tala, in the locution "k. telshampka", ungrammatic abbreviations of k'le- 
kapkashtala telshampka to look towards the spirit-land, to be on the verge 
of death, lit. "to look towards those who have died before"; 158; f)4.; 
k'la'ksh telsampka, 68, 8. stands for k'lekapkash t Cf. 82, 12. 87, 11. 
110, 6. and in the Dictionary: iwi%6tkish, kshawal, kshe't'leka, ktiishna. 
K. refers to one person or anim. being; speaking of a plurality of subjects, 
three verbs are in use: (a) lula, 161a, q. v.; see also 4iilatko, =liilsh; (&) 
kalina: kall'napka rianuk all have died in my absence, 183; 13. 194; 16. 
and Notes; (c) we"nka, wdngga, q. v.

k'lekala, k'lekdlla, d. keklkala, k'leklkalla (1) v. intr., to be moribund, at 
the point of deatli; to sink fast, 138, 7. (2) v. trans., to suffer bereavement, 
to lose children, relatives by death, 142, 13. (3) subst, mother of an infant 
just deceased. (4) subst., placental matter, after-birth, cf. genali.

k'le'klxatko, d. of k'L&atko; see k'l^ka (3).
k'ldkna (1) to be half dead, almost dying: at k'leknapk kak6 bela he was 

reduced to mere bones and almost dead at a far-off distance, 101, 6. (2) 
to be afflicted with mortal sorrow. Der. k'l^ka (3).

k'lek6tkish, kela/kotch substance producing death; deadly poison, danger 
ous drug, 150, 1. 2.: k. ya-uks poison berries. Der. k'l^ka (3).

k' 14 w i, k'la'wi, kele'wi, d. ke'klui, k^klui, v. intr., to cease, quit, stop; to come 
to an end, finish, stop short, 20, 5. 38, 19.: at nu k. shishu'kash now I want 
to stop warfare, 14, 1.; tche'k, tchui k. then he, she ceased; then they quit; 
a very common phrase, often applied without necessity, cf. 20, 5. 37, 21. 
85, 10. 89, 7. 96, 17.; e nu k'lewi-uapka he'mkanksh I will hush it up, 
cease speaking about it; k'lawisham at after (they) had ceased (shooting) 
20, 5.; k. used in the medial sense of "to surrender", 39, 1.; k'leViank 
subsequently, afterwards; in this signification it occurs only when standing 
absolutely: k'l^wiank guhuashktcha hereupon he set out; lit. "after 
finishing (the abovesaid), he set out," U 1, 12. cf. Ill, 3.
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k'lewidsha, d. k'lek'luidsha to leave, quit, to start away from: latchash, 
kaila k. to leave the lodge, country; cf. 39, 5.; k'lewidshapka A'-ukskni the 
Klamath Lake Indians had dispersed, 28, 4.

k'le'widshna, d. k'lek'k'widshna (1) to abandon, relinquish by walking 
away: kle'lfridshnank weweas tchi'sh%eni leaving their children at home 
118, 3. (2) to abandon maliciously or treacherously, i'5, 8.

k'lika, d. Jt'lik'l^a to be in a hurry or haste, to hurry up: k'lika nu nen I
have no twie; ka-i nu k'lika I have time, I am at full leisure; k'likug an

$" ? 
ka-i niish tchawaya I have no time to wait for you; klikog an ka-i shud-
udshat I have no time for fishing with the line. Der. kila.

k!6pa, klu'pa,d. kluklii'pa (1) to wheeze (2) to move the tongue between 
the compressed lips, Mod.; unknown to Kl. Cf. h!6pa

k 6 - e n a, d. ko-dkoa, ka'koa to leave trades, foot-prints, Mod. Cf. goydna, 
kueish, kudntchna.

k 6' h i e g s h, Mod. kuihegsh, kuyeksh, d. kok6hiegsh, Mod kukuihe'gsh 
orphan who has lost both parents: snawe'dshga k. female orphan, father and 
mother deceased; kuilie'gshash^shitko like an orphan, 55, 18. Cf. lula.

k 6 - i, k6-idshi; see ku-i, ku-idshi.
k6-il, ku'il, d. kuikuil (1) mountain sheep, Mod. for wiesh Kl. (2) 

sometimes used for the domestic sheep (see shi'p) and goat.
ko-itchatchta, d. ko-iku'tchatchta to bite somebody in the bone. Der. 

k6ka. Cf. kua/ka, ku4tchaka.
k6ka, k6ka, k6ga, d. kok6ga (1) to bite; to bite into: ke'-isham nu k6katko 

I am bitten by a rattlesnake; Mkuapkug intending to bite, 184; 30. (2) to 
suck, to suck out, viz. first to bite and then to suck from the bite: na/paks 
ai mi k6ga I am sucking out the disease, 155: 17. 156; 28. Cf. eMsha, 
hanshna. (3) to cat up, devour, 169; 54. 177; 32. (4) to weep, lament 
with suppressed voice and biting the teeth; different from kiiki, q. v.

kokaga, k6kak, kokeaga, d. kokgak, kokgeaga (1) river of moderate 
width and depth; stream, streamlet, creek, brook, 30, 21.; ditch, small water 
course: kukaga stuntchishti ditch filled with water, wet ditch. (2) spring of 
water; such springs are called "little rivers" in the Klamath country, 
because they surge at once from the soil, which consists of volcanic sand, 
with a very considerable amount of water, forming ponds from twenty to 
forty feet wide. Dim. k6ke.
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kokagtalkni, adj., (1) coming over the stream: k. gdpgap'l' they returned 
over a brook, 29, 14. (2) coming from or living on the other side of a rivulet, 
brook or water-course. Der. k6kaga, -tala, -kni.

Kokaksakshi, nom pr. of a fording place, "at Little River", probably 

northeast of Linkville, 19, 7.: sa gelo'la Koka'ksaks they dismounted at 

Little River, 20, 13. A large spring of this name is fifteen miles east of 
the Klamath agency buildings, on the road from there to Yaneks.

K 6 k a k s i, (1) nom. pr. of a camping place on a tributary of the William- 
son river. (2) nom. pr. of a lodge-site or camp in Sprague River Valley, 

also called Koka%a'ni.
k o k a 1 a m, k6kelam, poss. case of k6ke, q. v.
kokalkokaltko, d. kokgalkokgaltko (1) weak in the joints of knees, 

fingers, elbows etc.; said, e. g., of children just commencing to walk, Kl. 
(2) clumsy, shapeless, Mod. Of. kalkali.

k6kanka, kukanka, d, kok6kanka (1) to masticate, chew: kdtchkal k. to 

masticate tobacco; kukarika sha tiitatka they masticate with the teeth, 149, 

13.; cf. ktchan. (2) to gnash or grate with the teeth. Der. k6ka (1). Cf 

shekuke'dsha.
koke, k6ka, ku'ke, Mod. k6ke, k6kai, d. k6kge, ku'kga (1) river, stream, 

large running water: kuke yulalina alongside the river, along the river beach, 

127, 11 ; E-ukalksin k6ka Wood River; k6kailam ktayaga the pebble of 

the river, Mod.; k6kelam shurnalkish mouth of river; kokalam palkuish 
dry bed of a river, dry river bottom, 21, 15.; deep furrow; kukgetat gagakua 
to cross rivers. Cf. gakua. (2) K6ke, locat. K<5ketat, is nom. pr. of all 
the larger rivers of the country, being frequently used without further 
epithet; the hearer has to gather from the context which river is referred 
to. Thus we find the Williamson, Lost, Sprague, and Klamath Rivers 
called "the River", whereas to the Pit, Sacramento, Rogue, Umpqua, 
Willamet, Columbia and other rivers adjectives are usually prefixed. 
The Sprague River is generally called P'laikni K6ke, abbr P'laikni, 
P'lai; the Pit River: Moatuash%e/ni Koke. The Williamson River is 
referred to in 16, 16. 28, 1. 143, 1.; in 54, 1. it is called Ya-aga k6ke, cf. 
Ya-aga. The Lost River, in the former country of the Modocs, is referred 

to in 33, 2. 36, 9. 21 37, 12. 16. 75, 21.
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K6ketat, local of koke (2); sometimes used instead of Koke, q. v.
kokiaks, d. kokakiags, a species of duck, red-eyed; not often seen flying. 

Probably a grebe of the genus Podiceps. Of. kuitchia.
k 6 k o - i, pi tiimi k, to drink; said of infants only. Der. k6ka. C£ p6po-i.
Kok61ish, nom. pr. fern. Kl.; means "Kpl-root Eater" ̂ and, as a conse 

quence of this, " of repugnant breatli". Der. ko'l.

ko/pash, d. koko^pash (1) thought, reflection: ge*-u maklaksham k. the 
disposition of my people, 39, 22, (2) memory, remembrance, recollection. 
(3) mind; mental faculty. Mod. for hushkanksh KL and Mod. Der. 
k6%pa, d. of k6pa.

ko'l, ku'l, gu'l, gu'l, (d. k6kol), pi. tiimi k, edible root of the Mlam-plant. 
This root has a brownish color and a pungent, but not disagreeable taste, 
when first dug; after roasting it is black and spreads a fetid smell, but 
is very nutritious and highly prized by Indians; it looks like an irregu 
larly-shaped beet, and is from one to three inches long, 147, 9 13.

k 61 a 1 s h a, d. kok61alsha to gather annually the kpl- or Valeriana-root, 74, 
3.: kolalsha'mi in the kp'l-gathering time. This root is dug throughout all 
the warmer months of the year.

ko'l am, gulam, pi. tumi k., plant producing the kol-root or: wild tobacco- 
plant. The kulam-plant has been identified with some species of Aralia, 
and with the Valeriana edulis or tobacco root, which has a less woody 
root than the Aralia; of. Report of Commissioner of Agriculture, 1870, 
p. 409. Taktakl! tch^lash gu'lam mikuk the stalk of the ko'l-plant is red 
when ripe, 147, 9.

K61am%eni K6ke, nom. pr. of an Oregonian river; probably no other 
than the Des Chutes River. K. K. tu' tu'nsna Sidaikt liipian the river of 
the Mi-root country runs on the east side of Sidaikti.

k61koli, d. kok61koli; see kalkali.
k61kolsh, k61#olsh, d. kok61%olsh thimble. When used as an intertribal 

currency, a dozen thimbles are worth among these Indians about $1.50. 
Der. kalkali.

k6pa, d. k6%pa, k6kpa (1) to think, to reflect; to study: tidsh ko/patko 
well disposed, generous, liberal (2) to suppose, believe: ka-ik. p'nalam kii-i 
giwish they did not believe that outrages had been committed by their own
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people, 38, 17. (3) to recall to one's mind, to recollect, remember. Mod. for 
hushkanka Kl. and Mod. Cf. kopakta, she"wa.

k o p a k t a, kupakta, d. ko^pakta to think of; to remember, recollect. Only 
the d. form is in general use. Mod. Der. k6pa.

k6pka, k6vka, 144, 11.; same as kupka, q. v. Cf. kua'ka, k6ka (1).
k o - li y u a to bite each other. Der. k6ka (1).
kowitlwatko, d. kowikowitiwatko (1) grimacing, making faces, distort 

ing the features (2) frowning.
kuakuaksh, d. huahuakuaksh gillflirt mare, mare ruptured in Joaling. 

Der. the redupl. keVa.
k u a t a, kua/ta, d. kuakuata (1) to be hard, firm, of hard or solid consistence; 

to be tight: at k. kela-ush now the sand has hardened; partic. kuatatko 
hardened, tightened, firm. (2) adv., firmly, tightly; forcibly, with energetic 
grasp: hu'nk k shnukpapka she held her firmly, 55, 6.; k. shHtchlka to tie 
firmly; ku&ta with a firm grasp, 162; 3. (3) adj., hard; solid, firm, tight: 
kuata kta-i a hard stone.

kui, ku'-i, k6-i, d. ku'ki, k6ki, adv. of kii-idshi: (1) badly, wretchedly; 
when speaking of physical qualities of arrim. or inan. objects: k. ne'pka 
it is bad weather or these are hard times; cf. ne'pka; k. pilui to smell badly; 
k. piluye'ash onion (wild); k. tcha m'l li'k the signs are bad for ye, 133, 6.; 
k. taka to be dull, blunt; k6-i tiimenash disturbance, bad noise; k6-itoks nu 
hiishlta I feel unwell. (2) wrongly, wickedly, injustly; used when speaking 
of wicked or hateful moral qualities: kii-i shiita to spoil, to break, 132, 5. 
6.; to treat badly, abuse, injure, outrage, 36, 20., to do wrong, neglect one's 
duty; k. shteinash aggrieved in one's heart, or of wicked intentions; k. 
shpulhi to lock up for punishment, Mod.; 1 a kii-i gt! you are wrong! k6-i 
ne'-ul^a E-ukshlkni the Klamath Lake people did wrong, acted in a wicked 
manner, 35, 5., sa kii-i hak tsia they lived miserably all the time, 78, 12., 
cf. 78, 5.; kti-i sft'ta stamas to embitter each other's hearts, 78, 5.; ku-i gi 
to do evil to, 139, 5.

Kuidsha = Nu'sh = Gitko Ugly Head, nom. pr. of one of the ten wives of 
Lele'kash, a former Klamath Lake chief.

kuidshi, k6-idshi, d. kuki'dshi, kokfdshi, adj. (1) bad, wretched, unavail 
able, obnoxious in the physical sense: k. kia'm rotten or poisoned fish, 132,
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3. 4.; misshaped, ugly ; hard, rocky, inaccessible, impracticable; kiiitsant tchia 
ktayat they remained within inaccessible rocks, 21, 13.; k. ambu hatakt 
hiuhiuatk there the water is of difficult passage on account of the softness 
of its bottom, 20, 3. 4.; sterile, unproductive: k. kaila lad land. (2) bad, 
wrong, mischievous; embodying all the bad and obnoxious moral qualities: 
k. steinash a bad character; ko-idsha ne-ul#6ga for having done mischief, 
192; 8.; k maklaks a dangerous, wicked fellow, 184; 28.; k6-idshi watsag 
a vicious dog, 184; 30.; stubborn, inflexible; wrong-doing, vulgar, unbecom 
ing; k6-idshitoks hishuaksh a criminal, a rogue, Mod.; terrible, horrific: 
kii-idshi skiiks a wicked spirit, ghost, 127, 13. 128, 1.; k6-idshi shul'sh a 
conjurer's song of pernicious influence, 179; 7.

kuihe'gsh, kuyeksh ; Mod. for ko'hiegsh, q. v.
kiiki, d. kuk'ki to lament, weep, mourn silently over somebody: k. kelekatko 

they mourn silently for cause of death, 82, 1. 5. and Note. Abbr. from 
kukia and thereby differing from k6ka (4) Cf. kahaha, kayaiha.

ku'lu, kiiluag, ku'me; see giilu, giiluaga, ku'mme.
k u' t p a s h , d. kukatpash gnat. Der. giita.

A number of terms commencing in g, k and especially in k are sometimes 
pronounced with %. No list of these is needed, for they are given in 
alphabetic order under k, as %a/mat, %e"-ish, ^elpka, %^m%em, -^e'ni, %^p%ap, 
^u'mme and others.

L.
This sound is interchangeable with n and hi in a few terms; I stands in 

stead of r in words borrowed from foreign languages: ribbon, Kpin, lipai. 
Initial 1-, la- may be a prefix referring to the configuration of the soil, de 
clivities etc., or to existence upon the ground; initial 1-, lu- may be a prefix 
indicating round or rounded, bulky shape, and in this case often refers to 
one subject or object only; cf. prefix pe-. The prefix le- is of a negative 
import. The initial syllables le-, li-, lui- and Ika-, l%e- are not prefixes, but 
radical syllables, each forming a series of verbs with their derivatives. 
14, -la, -lg, adverbial particle of emphatic or augmentative signification:

kitchkan Id the smallest; tche'ksle nu gatpantki I shall come very soon. 
1 a - a , d. lala-a ; see hld-a.
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lagga-idsha, d. lalga-idsha to stick up, to elevate or hang on a pole or 
stick; said of rounded, hollow and globular objects: tchu'leks gi'lit tchish 
1. she hung on a stick the meat and the anus, 119, 12., cf. 20. Of. igga-idsha.

laggaya, d. lalgaya, lalkaya, v. intr., (1) to hang down from, to be sticking 
on; to grow on trees or shrubs, as fruits, berries, 146, 9. (2) to stand in the 
sky; said of the celestial bodies, which seem suspended there. (3) Mod.: 
to lie upset, to lie upside down, as bottles etc.

laggalagash, d. lalgalagash Adam's apple, thyroid cartilage; called by 
this term on account of its rounded shape Der. laggaya.

laggaltchna, d. lalggaltchna to make gashes or long cuts; to cut by means 
of gashes: partic. laggaltchantko cut or slashed with gashes,

1 a - i k s, la-ikash, lai^s, d. laliks, lali'kash, lale'kash fish-net with small meshes. 

It is a dip-net provided with a handle and differs from the wits61as by its 
smaller meshes L4-ikash=shftko shuta to embroider, viz. "to work net- 
like". Cf. radix la- with latcha, le'dsha.

1 a y a to point at, to take aim: tani hai mish layank teVi? did he shoot by aim 
ing at you? 109,17.; layipka to point at somebody, or at the one speaking: 
shlaank hu/nkt layipaksht (for layipkasht) lulukshgishtka perceiving that 
he had pointed his gun (at me), 30, 13., cf. 15. Cf. alahia, kinualpka.

14k, la'k, pi. tumi 1., long hair; (1) hair of head, scalp: yakanuapkuk 1. 
hu'nk in order to have a scalp-dance or scalp feast, 16, 10.; 1. shiashka to 
cut off the hair, 89, 5. 90, 6.; 1 shu'ktaldsha to cut off one's own hair, 132, 
6. Cf. ktiishka. (2) hair of mane, of tail or other long hair; ampuam 1., 
"horse-hair", a film- or thread-like organism found in morasses and wet 
places, making snake-like motions in the water: a species of Gordius; 
180; 18. and Note.

laka'dsha, d. lalka/dsha; same as laktcha, q. v.
Lakelaksi, nom. pr of a mountain situated between Crater Mountain 

and Upper Klamath Lake. Der. lak'laka.
laki, la'ki, laggi, d. lalki forehead, 24, 4 and Note, 97, 1. Der. 14k.
14kia, d. lalakia (1) to put or place against something. (2) to stop or bung 

up; to cork; as barrels, bottles. Cf. shalgia, shalgidsha.
14kish, d 141kish (1) cork, stopper, bung. (2) knob, as door-knob etc.
1 a k i's h = s h u s h 41 i s h locksmith; lit "lock-maker". Half English. 

12
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1 a k' 1 a k a, lilakhlaka, d. lalak'laka to be, to become slick or slippery, as from 
ice, 111, 20. Gf. laklakli.

laklakpka, d. lal&klakpka to ivhisper, to speak low-voiced. Cf. leklekpka.
La'klakshti, noni. pr. of a water-course west of the Klamath agency 

buildings. Of. Lakelaksi.
laklakli, hlakhlakli, d. lalaklakli, hlahlakhlakli; said of inan. things. 

(1) smooth, smoothened; slick, " slicking nice", polished. (2) slippery. (3) 
even, level. (4) thin, tiny; the opposite of "bulky".

la'klaksh, d, lala'klaksh bag, satchel, pouch. Of. laklakli (4).
L a k m a's k n i, L. maklaks, nom. pr.: Klakamas Indian. The Klakamas 

tribe of the Upper Chinook family of aborigines lives at the Grande 
Ronde reservation and near Oregon City, Oregon.

lakpeks, d. lalakpeks ashes, 14, 7. Cf. lukshlaksh.
1 a k t a s h , d. lalaktash, Idlktash (1) haliotis or mother- of-pearl shell of the 

Pacific Ocean. One species of Haliotis, the Haliotis tuberculata, Span. 
avlone, is 8 12" wide, 3 to 3-£ Ibs. in weight, and is gathered in large 
quantities near Cape Meridocino, Cal., and at other places on that coast 
by whites, Chinese and Indians, the mollusk serving as food., the shell 
for ornament. See "Bastian u. Hartmann, Zeitschr. f. Ethnologie, 1877 
(ix. vol.) p. 74". Cf. ktchak. (2) when wrought out into ornaments: 
mother-of-pearl ornament: 1. snawakitko wearing a necklace of this shell.

laktcha, d. lalaktcha; also, laka'dsha, d lalka'dsha: (1) to cut, sever; to 
clip, crop: nu'sh 1. to cut the head off, to behead; t%alampani 1. to cut through 
in the middle; lakadshatko watch bobtail horse. (2) to cut the throat of per 
sons, animals: nde-ul%apkash 1. after he fell they cut his throat, 42, 10.; 
Mu'sham rm'sh lalkadsha he cut off the Southwind's head, 111, 10.

1 a k a k a s h, d. lalkakash bell. Cf. wawa-ush.
laki, laki, d. laki to h gone, lost: nte'-ish m'na 1. his bow is gone, meaning 

that it was stolen from him; sku'tash sha pallapka hu/nksh; lakf hunk 
they robbed him of that blanket; it is gone. Der. le, ha, gl. Cf. ka'gi (1) (2).

laki, d. and pi., lalaki, lalaki, lala%i (1) chief of an Indian tribe. Tutas- 
.%e7 nini L, miini 1., abbr. urn 1. head-chief, high chief; cf. 58, 1.; kitchkani 
L, abbr. kitcha, k^tcha 1. subchief, subaltern chief; lalaki, or nanuk lalaki, 
the head-chief and the subchiefs, 64, 8. 10. (and Title), 65, 14.; L, in the 
absolute form, is also used for subchief on pp. 59 62.; sessa!61ish 1. leader
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of war-expeditions, also called 1. kilu's, 28, 8.; tidsi L, tidsh hiishkankatk 1. 

"peace-chief"; Walamskni 1. the chief of the Rogue River Indians, 16, 7.; 
Tchaktot Satam 1. Tchaktot is chief of the Snake Indians, 58, 8.; Sa't 1. 
the Snake chief, 28, 7-10.; Mo'dokni 1. the Modoc chief, 38, 14. 39, 5., cf. 

21, 6. 37, 17.; lakiam we'ash son of a chief, the chief's son, 182; 6.; lakiam 
pe-ip the chiefs daughter, 190; 11.; lakiamksi to or at the chief's house, 

60, 7.; l&kiam shashamoks the family, relatives of the chief. The attri 
bute rich, wealthy is connected with the idea of an Indian chief through 

out Oregon and also among many tribes of other territories; cf. 182; 6. 7. 
(2) male person wielding poiver, authority, or influence: army officer; com 

mander, leader; lord, ruler; master, employer; officer, manager, director; 

judge; agent of an Indian reservation. Mu 1. tii tchia (for tchiank) B6shtin 
kaila the President of the United States; lit. "the head-chief living far off 
in the American land"; cf. 38, 3.; B6shtin 1 the American commander, 14, 
3. 6. lieutenant, 37, 4. 5. army officer, 43, 4. 55, 14.; skuyu'i natch hu'k 

lalaki the two officers in command dispatched us (there), 29, 12.; agent of an 

Indian reservation, 36, 3. 2. 11.; lakiam pipa pass-ticket, written permit to 
leave the Indian reservation temporarily, issued to Indians by the agents 
of the reserves; 1m lalaki he'rnkank the judges or jury passed sentence, 44, 
6. L. also stands for God and for K'mukamtch: p'laikish 1. the heavenly 

lord, 134, 19.; mu'ni 1. the great ruler, 40, 9. 192; 8.; and, with unknown 

reference, shappashti nu 1. gi I am the lord of the sun, 163; 15. (3) when 

used attributively, chief means more powerful or more influential than any 

other: shuisham 1 k6-a of all incantations that of the toad is the most power 

ful, 180; 17.; shakalshtat 1. trnelhak the tmelhak-squirrel is the most powerful 

(charm) in any game, 134, 6. (4) husband: .183; 19. 20. 21. 186; 55. Cf. 
hishuaksh, lakiala. (5) subst. arid adj., masculine, male animal: 1. tchaskai 
male weasel; 1. ku-il ram, buck, wether; wo'n 1. (for wo'n lakiash in 190; 
16.) elk-buck. Cf. Mkiaga

1 aki aga, lakiak, d. lalakiak, subst. and adj., little male, young male; said of 

animals only: lakiag wan young male fox; used often in connection with 
names of animals showing the dim. form: lakiag wilaga young male deer; 

lalakiak pu'niain, muyarn tut both upper or male teeth of a beaver, wood- 

chuck; cf. 80, 1-6. and Note. Dim. laid (5).
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lakiala, lakiala, d. lalakiala to marry; said of females only, 55, 18. Der.
laki (4). C£ hishuakshla, snawedshla, 

La%it, nom. pr. of a mountain near Modoc Point, on the east side of
Upper Klamath Lake.

1 a 1 a, lalela, lal'la, d. lala'la to slope dowmvards, to be steep, to form a decliv 
ity: partic. lalatko, laletko sloping down, abrupt; laletko walish precipice,
steep rock or rocks. Of. m'lai. 

lalago (d. lal'lago), pi. tumi I., pine gum; a clear substance flowing from

pine-trees and hardening in a short time. Of. lala, walakish. 
lala-ish, pi. tumi 1, pregnant, ivitli young, breeding; said of animals only:

miishmush 1. pregnant coiu. Der. lila-a. 

lalak, d. lalalak brant, or Canada goose; grayish-brown, paler below,
head, neck and tail black: Anser canadensis. Ononiatop. 

1 alamuatko, pi. tumi L, humpback. . Der. lala. Cf kilka, tis^antko. 
lalash, d. lalalash flank, side of animal: lalalashtala through the flanks,

156; 32. and Note; side of human body above hip; rib-portion. Der. lala, 
lalaiishaltko, pi. tumi L, composed or built up of slaty, schistous forma 

tions, lava rocks: pipelantan ku'mrne 1. on two opposite sides of the lava-rock
cave, 42, 19. Der. lala wash. Cf. tcheltchlish. 

lala wash, lala-ush (1) slate-rock, schistous rock formation. (2) any rock
of hard texture, as lava etc. Der. lawa. 

Lalawas%e'ni, iiom. pr. of a camping-place on Klamath Marsh; lit.
"At the Slate-Rock". Der. lalawash.

laldsish, d. lalaldsish, house-builder, constructor of buildings. Der. latcha. 

laliga, d. lal'liga (1) to stick, remain upon; said of stains, patches etc. of
rounded shape, 97, 1. (2) to be by or on, to stand near by. (3) to be near,
to stand by the water: latchash a 1. k6ketat the lodge stands by the river. 

lalfsh, lalish, d. lalalish mountain or hill slope, declivity, valley side; steep
shore, 21, 15. Der. lala. 

Lal'laks, "Sloping Steps"; name of a steep little eminence bordering on
Klamath Marsh with about twenty-five steps for its ascent, 74, 15. Abbr.

from Lal'lakish. Der. lala. 

lain, lum spirituous liquor; whisky, brandy, rum: lamam or 1. bunu6tkish, 1.
wakoksh whisky- or rum-bottle. From Chin. 3. lum, this from Engl. rum.
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lama, d. lalama (1) to lie dwzy, giddy, bewildered. Cf. la'mlemsh. (2) to be 
drunk, tipsy; to be in a state of inebriation. (3) to curse, to call opprobrious 
names: tina 1. to curse once; to call by one saucy name. Cf. shlamia.

1 a m a d s h a, d. lalmadsha to go aliead or to be ahead of others. Cf. Yash= 

Lama'dsh, yumadsha, tam&dsha.
lamkosh (1) a species of willow, sometimes used in constructing bridges 

^2) Lamkosh, nom. pr. of a brook in Sprague River Valley, about two 

yards wide and named after the willows growing on it. The whites, by 
a misunderstanding of the name, call it Whisky Creek; cf. lamam wa- 
koksh, under lam.

1 a' m 1 e m s h dizziness, giddiness; state of bewilderment, Kl. Der lama.
lam = punu'tkishti, abbr lan>punu'tchti, d. lalam=punu.'tkishti (1) glass- 

substance. (2) drinking-glass, tumbler. Der. Mm, bunu6tkish.
Lank = Tchan, nom. pr. of Long John, a Klamath Lake subchief, 58, 2. 

3. He figures in one of the Pit, River raids: Lank=Tsanash tchish sli'ksga 

they also came near shooting Long John, 21, 16.
lapaklash, d. lalpaklash shoulder. Der. lapok. Cf. tchnipal.
Lapa = Kiu = Gri/ tko, nom. pr. masc.: '' Having-Two-Rumps"; alludes 

either to gluttony or to some bodil}r deformity, HO, ly. Cf. Push=Kiu.
lap ash, d. lalpash at two places, in two spots, localities, 75, 13. Der. lapi.
lapa'yalsh, lape-alsh twins. Der. lapeala.

lapeala, d. lalpeala to give birth to twins, to have twins. Der. lapi.
lapeni, lap'ni, d. lalapeni, Idlap'ni (1) adv., twice; P'lii 1. sh^wana Slow 

gave twice, 66, 9., cf. 16, 1. 55, 16. 59, 16. 144, 7. Used as a multiplica 
tive in forming compound numerals: 1. ta-unepanta lap pd-ula il!61atko 

twenty-two years old, 55, 8. 19.; 1. wait61an two days after, 43, 17. 44, 1. 

Mod. Cf. 37, 3. 13. 43, 7. 20. (2) adv., in two days, for two days, dur 

ing the lapse of two days; supply waita, q. v.; lap'ni gatpampele E-uksi 

in two days (we) returned to Klamath Marsh, 24, 12.; lap'ni waita, Tues 

day, stands for 1. tinshna Sunde=giulank waita. Der. lapi.

1dpi, la/pi, abbr. lap, la/p; d. lalapi, lalapi, abbr. lalap, numeral adj., two. 

At 1. lalaki shatashi then the two chiefs shook hands, 35, 2.: 1. stands instead 

of lapeni, 37, L3.; la/pi sha-ungaltk the two related as father and son, 94, 
2., cf. 107, 1.; la/pi giug for being double, 60, 18.; lap miles two miles;
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kat lalapa wa'wans gitk those wJio have two wives, 61, 12.; cf. 60, 17. 18.;
lapa weweash gitko had tivo young ones or cubs, 118, 1. 2.; refers to the
fact, that in mythic stories a family of quadrupeds counts two young
only, cf. 177; 2. (Note) 14. 184; 31. and Note to 118, 1. 7.; lalapi, lalap
two to each, serves for counting objects by pairs or couples; lalap shapash
shipat^iikank each couple of moons were covering each other, one of each
becoming eclipsed, 105, 1.; lapantka yuta they fired at him twice, 42, 14.
and Note. Cf. also 21, 5. 43, 4. 7 44? 1, 61, 9. 79, 2. 101, 7. Ill, 18.
and labS for Mpa 107, 4. 

lapkshaptani, abbr. lapkshapta, d. lalapkshaptani, numeral adj., seven,
37, 14. Der. lapi, -kshapta. 

lapkshaptankni, d. lalapkshaptankni, adv., seven times; 1. ^hliri he was
shot seven times, 42, 14.; 1. ta-unep seventy, 36, 5. 

lapkleksh, le"p=%leks, d. lalapkleksh, l^lap=%leks mother who lost two or
more children by death. Cf. lepkle'ka, tchakle^a. 

lap ok, la'puk; obj. lapukaya'nash, 61, 19., Mod. lapukdnash both; shash 1.
a'mpele both of them he brought (home), 96, 7.; 1. pe'tch both feet; 1.
watch both horses; 1. sumsealgmamks both man and wife, 59, 8.; tsiii rifsh
hu'k lapukantka shlatampk then both drew their boivs at me, 23, 1 7.; Mpuk
sh!6a both lynxes, 126, 1. Cf. 60, 6 108, 3. 110, 17. Der. 1dpi, ak 

laptak, pi tumi 1., bulrush mat, tule mat. Mod ; Kl. prefer shla-ish. 
lapukni, d. lalapukni. adv., at both spots, locations, places: kanf nush

Idpukni gendlla? who has reached or touched you at both spots (of your
body)? 184; 36. Der. lapok 

la'sh, hlds, d. lalash, hldlas (1) wing of bird. (2) wing-feather; feather, cf.
awal&sh, hldka, pul#a; cf. Note to 183; 21. (3) filer of arrow. Der. hla/. 

lashaltko, d. lalashaltko winged, feathered, providedivithfeathers; Msaltk
nanuktua all the feathered tribe, 145, 3. Der. la/sh. 

lash%ish, d lalds^ish, or watcham lashkish horse-shoe; also 1. ku'dsh-
inkshtat: lit. "shoe on hoof."

latadsha, d. laltadsha to iron, as shirts, clothing. 
latadshl'%a, d laltadshl'%a (1) to press down by weight; to place weights

upon. (2) to smooth, iron with the fiat-iron. 

Iatadsh6tkish, d. Ialtadsh6tkish, Mod. for Iatashtin6tkish Kl., q. v.
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Iatashtin6tkish, latastinu'dsh^a^ro^ for ironing. Cf. latadsha,
1 a t k a. d. laltka to be sorrowful, sad.
Idtktchish, d. lalatktchlsh case, sheath, cover: shulhash=l. pillow-case.

1 a t c h a, d. laltcha to build a lodge, house resting on bent willow sticks, or 

on rails, frames or posts. Quot. under kshiulakgish.

latchaksh, d. laltchaksh (1) fence, enclosure, paling. (2) paling around 

grave. Klamath Lake and Modoc Indians erect palings on their ceme 

teries almost in the American fashion, paint them white, and make them 

high enough to secure the one or two graves inclosed against the inroads 

of wild beasts. Der. latcha.
latchakshla, d. laltchakshla (1) to erect a fence, enclosure. (2) to set up 

palings around a grave.  
late hash, d. la'ltchash (I) Indian lodge constructed of sundry material; 

mostly resting on posts or rails, over which mats, boards and slabs are 
laid, 83, 3. 84, t.: kaila 1 earth lodge, dirt-house, winter-house, more fre 
quently called luldamalaksh. Cf. stapsh. (2) the generic Kl. term for 
house, dwelling, building; Mod. shtina'sh. Cf. killitko. (3) Latchash, 
nom. pr. masc. Kl.; pointing to the owner of a spacious lodge, 77, 4.

la-ulawa, d. lalulawa to rattle, to make a clattering noise, as bones striking 

against each other, 157; 44.
1 d - u 1 % a, d. lalu'l^a, Ial61#a to drive a team uphill. Cf. niul%a.
lawa, d. lalua, v. intr, to project, to advance into; said of capes, promonto 

ries, terraces or of foot-hills advancing into a plain. Cf. Spu'klish^Lawish.
lawala, lawal, d. lalawala, lalual (I) to place on the top of; to lay upon, 

place upon, as a ball on a table. (2) to be on the top, to spread or extend over 
the upper part of, 149, 1.: shlapsh tsunikalam lawalatko '2" the flower of 
the tsunika-plant is two inches wide (viz. "extends 2" over the plant"), 
149, 17.; lawalatko, Mod. pin. (3) to shake the head while putting on airs. 
Mod. Cf. hinawala.

lawalash, lawalsh, d. lalawalash, lalualsh, any round or rounded body 
fastened on the top of something: (1) pin-head, Mod. (2) nipph of breast; 

cf. e*dshash. (3) lawalsh, or nkasham 14walsh, the upper stomach of a 

ruminant; in this signification always pronounced lawalsh. (4) bladder: 

shuitchash4awalsh, abbr. shuitchashJawish (a) urine bladder; (b) fisli-
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bladder, swimming bladder; (c) any kind of bladder fastened to another or 
gan. (5) the junction of a round organ to the body: nfsham lawalsh 

junction of neck to head w quadrupeds, Kl.
la = a~ambotkish, an amphibian described as of thumb size and not 

unlike a frog in statu nascenti; newt; lit. "unwilling to drink"; 180; 17. 
and Note. Der. le, ambutka.  

la'kshktsa; see le'ktchktsa.
1'ba, a palatable grain or seed gathered for food in autumn, 147, 14.
lbe*na to dig; to dig in the ground, to dig a hole; refers to excavations of a 

rounded shape: 1. shtu'nshnuk ambu shnu'ntaltchanuapkug to dig a ditch 
for the water to run through. Cf. ibe'na, ye"pa.

Ibiika, d. Ibu'lbka, (1) v. intr., to be, to exist, to rest on the ground; to stand 
(buildings etc.), to lie on the ground; said of man. things: shlak6tkish a 1. 
kailant the ax lies on the ground. (2) subst., plant, fruit, bulbous root, or 
bunch of grass of a round or rounded exterior and growing on the sur= 
face of the soil; vegetable bulb, knoll, tuber, cf. 149, 18. and mn=lbuka.

1 d i g 1 % a, ld!'gel%a, d. Idildagl^a to kneel, to kneel down.
Idi'gtatka, d. Idildagtatka to stand on tiptoe. Cf. Idigl^a, tgel^a.
Idukala, Ida'ggala, d. Idu'ldukala to pick up from the ground, to lift up 

one round object. Cf. itkal, lgu'm=ldaklish, ndakal.
1 d u k u a, d. Idu'ldakua to hug and caress.
-16, -la, adverbial suffixed particle identical with la, q. v.
1 e, le, la, negative particle not, used in a putative sense only like the Latin 

haud, and often connected with the potential ak, ka, aka; le gdnug for 
not being allowed to leave, 144, 4.; Id nu ak gdna probably I shall not go, I 
do not expect to go; le nu ak pan I don't know how to eat, I cannot eat. Forms 
several compounds: la=a-ambotkish, laki, Ieh6witko, Idki, le* wak, q. v.

le'dsha, ledsha, d. leldsha to knit: n^tu an leMshish I have the practice of 
knitting: ledshnuta an I am used to knitting. Cf. latcha.

16 - d k a, le-dkanka, le-dlkish; see l^ka, l^kanka, lelkish.
ISgakish, whip-rod inserted into the whip-stick; see vut6kutksh.
Idhiash, Idyash, pi. tumi 1., the radish-shaped tuber of the lehiasham-plant 

growing in the country formerly held by the Modoc tribe, 147, 18-21; 
it is called uKouse" by the Nez-Percd Indians. Cf. tawiks.
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le*hiasham, l^yasham, le-isham, the plant producing the radish-shaped 
" lehiash: Peucedanum ambiguum. Tchelash It^-isham taktakli shlapsh gi'tk 

the stalk ofPencedanum has red flowers, 147, 19. 20. Cf. Rep. of Commiss. 
of Agriculture, 1870, p. 407.

Ie = h6witko, d. Iela=h6witko, Iele=h6witko running slow, slow-going: lit. 
"not racing, not liking to run"; said of horses, 189; 8. Cf. le, huwal%a.

1 d y a s h, pi. turni 1.; see leTiiash
le"ka, re"ka, Mod. le-e"ka, d. le"lka, lelgka, Mod. le-dlga, le-e"lka. (1) to le 

mad, crazed, out of one's mind: wash le"ka gi'tk, wash le*ggat% a crazed 
prairie-wolf, 184; 32. 33. 34. (2) to be drunk, inebriated: ka-a 1. he is 
dead drunk; Idkatko drunk, one who is drunk. Cf. hle'ka.

1 ^ k a n k a, I'e'kanka, d. lelakanka, le-elakanka to carouse, to drink to excess, 
to go on a spree; to partake in carousals, libations. 1). form more in use 
than absol. form. Der. le*ka.

lekankish, 1'ekankish, d. lelakankish carousal, excess in drinking.
le*ki! legi! legf! pi. le'kat! excl. quit! stop! cease! hold on! don't! Der. 

le, gi (5). Cf. ka-i gt! (under gi (5)), ka'gi (2).
l^kish, 1'dklsh, 1'^ksh, d l^laksh, Ig-elekish, le-^lkish (1) adj., crazy, mad 

dened, resembling a dmnken person: said of the gait of a fox-species, 155; 
22. (2) subst, habitual drunkard.

le*klekpka to whisper, to speak or converse with suppressed voice: leklek- 
pkank waltka ta'dsh to chat or have a talk at low voice. Cf. laklakpka.

leklektcbampka to whisper; to speak at a low tone of voice to people 
who are at a distance, 113, 6.

l^ktcha, la/ktcha, d. lelaktcha to grind; to hone, whet, as knives, scissors,
Hktchi = h6witko slow-running, slow-going, as a horse. Cf. Ie-h6witko.
Iektch6tkish, d. Ielaktch6tkish (1) round, disk-shaped grindstone; 

turning grindstone. (2) sandstone rock; this being the rock from which 
the above are made. (3) hone, whetstone. Der. Idktcha.

le'ktchktsa, d. le'laktchktsa, 161akshktcha to graze the skin; said of mis 
siles, 30, 5. Der. l^ktcha.

le*lamiaksh, pi. tumi 1., kidneys.
le la/ma, d. lel'la'ma, v. intr. (1) to become rotten, putrid, mouldy; to rot; 

to be or become friable (2) to wear out, to be used up, ivorn out, as clothing.
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lele'dshi, d. lel'l^dsbi young of mammals, brood; cub, puppy etc : miish- 
mnsham 1. calf one year old and upward; shi'pam 1. lamb, lambkin. Der. 
hla-a. Of. lala-ish, lilhanksh.

leled shiaga, lele'dshiak, d. lel'ledshiaga young cub, puppy, ivhelp; 
animal in its earliest stage of life Dim. lel^dshi.

Lele'kash, abbr. Lele'ks, Leleksh, nom. pr. of a deceased head-chief of the 
Klamath Lake tribe, a signer of the treaty of 1864. He had ten wives, 
of whom a few were still living in 1877, while others had been repudi 
ated by himself. In May 18G9 he was removed from his position as 
chief for imbecility and Alien David chosen in his stead; Ind. Aff. Report, 
1869, p. 176; cf. 1867, p. 92. He died a short time after the Modoc war 
in the wooden house built for him by the government at Ya-aga, and 
since then no person of the tribe dared to live in it. Having been the 
owner of a spotted horse, his name is interpreted by: lele'kash, spotted; 
another name of his was Tchm6%altko, q. v.

1 e 1 i w a to be at the end or in a corner of; to form an edge or corner; to stand 
or lie at the end of a row or series, 174; 7. Cf. lawa, tamadsha.

Idlktcha, d. lelalktcha to leave, leave behind, relinquish, throiv away and 
leave; said of rocks, stones, watches, wheels, balls, filled sacks etc.: 
tchi'ktchik 1. to let a wagon stand, 78, 14 ; ktai 1. to leave stones behind, 85, 
14. Der. elktcha.

1 e' 1 k a, l^l%a, d. lelal%a to lay, to put or place down; to deposit on the ground; 
said of round and bulky things only. Der. el^a.

le'ltki, d. lele'ltki to peep out, to look at, 126, 8.; to look who comes in.
le"luish, pi. tumi 1., a species of black bug moving rapidly in the water; 

dangerous when swallowed.
le'luidshish time or epoch of death; hishuakga, snawedshga gful^a 

leluidshishti son, daughter born after the father's death. Cf. 4ulsh.
LSmaikshi, phonetic metathesis for Melafkshi, q. v.
16 match, lematch, pi. turni 1., mealing - stone; large flat stone about one 

foot square, used by Indian women for grinding (roasted) seeds, wheat, 
corn, small fruits etc., 80, 1.; the Aztecmetlatl; lematchatka shilaklgishtka 
yi-ula!6nank tchipash they rub fine the tchipash-seed upon the metate by means 
of the rubbing-stone, 1 -19, 8. Der. lam- in lama, lemldma.
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l§md-ish, Pme'-ish, d. lemdle'mish (1) thunder, peal of thunder, 169; 53. 
(2) thunderbolt, stroke of lightning. (3) Leme'-ish, the mythic genii of the 
Thunder, five in number, and their parents, the "Old Thunders". The 

large earth-lodge in which the five lived is represented as a black, dusky 
cave; Ske'l set this lodge on fire and killed all the Thunders. Similar 
myths are found in other portions of the Columbia River Basin. Of. Ill, 
12-114, 12. and lemle'ma (1), liiepalsh.

L8me'-isham = ]Srute/ ks "Place where the thunderbolt went down''; nom. 
pr. of a locality on Klamath Marsh, 74, 15. From leme'-ish, miteks.

16 m e' n a, d. lemelma, lemelema it thunders; ka-4 I'me'na it thunders loud.

leme'sham, d. Igmelmesham, species of mushroom growing above the 
ground; not eatable. Mod.; unknown to Kl. Der. leme'-ish.

18 m e* w a 1 i e k s h, d. ImelmeValieksh obstruction in a river formed by 
drifted logs; drift-wood piled up, 21, 19. Der. lemewil%a.

lemewil^a, d. lemelemewil%a, v. intr., to drift away; to be moved off by 
circular motion: 1. kililks the dust is whirling about.

1 e m 1 e m a, d. lelarnl&na (1) to whirl about, to reel, to be shaken up, 174; 9. 
(2) to be in state of dizziness, giddiness; to stagger when walking: partic., 
la'mlematko staggering. Der. lama. Of. la'mlemsh.

lemiina, d lemu'lm'na (1) to be at the bottom, to be underground. (2) to 

swim below the surface, near the bottom of the water. (3) subst, bottom, 
ground, earth. (4) subst, underground, dark region; the earth's interior.

I6mun4kni, d. lemulm'nakni coming from underground; belonging to the 
dark regions below. Of. nmnatalkni.

1e* n a, d. Mla (1) v. trans., to carry something round, rounded or bulky. (2) 
v. intr., to move on, to travel; said of round bodies; to ride in wagon, sled 
etc.: ktsu'l 1. a meteor or shooting star travels on. (3) v intr., to move in 
an orbit, circular line, to make a circular or half circular motion: t^opowatka 
tch le'nank shlin they express their guesses by making a side move with their 
hand, 79, 4.; cf. 80, 11. Der. e'na. Of. klatcha, klatchna, le'ntko.

le'n tko moved away, removed; lying on or in the ground; said of round or 
bulky objects: wi-uka le'ntk leVash the ley ash-tubers are lying not very 
deep in the ground, 147, 19. Partic. of le"na. Cf. wika.

le'p, la'p, hla/p, d. lelep, hldliip bran; ray-grass. Cf. 1'ba.
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lepka to bring, fetch, haul; said of around or bulky object. Der. e*pka. 
I e p k 1 ^ k a, d. lelapkle^a to lose children by death; said of mothers, who

have lost two or more children. Partic. lepk'lekatko bereaved of two or
more children. Der. 1dpi, k'lcka (3). Of. lapkleksh. 

lepleputa'na to play "smoke in" or "smoke out", a game described in the
myth of the Bear and the Antelope, and played by their offspring;
lit. "to smother each other repeatedly by smoke", 120, 7. and Note.
Der. 1dpi (in the archaic form lep), piita. 

leplepute'a to cry leplepute or lepleputa-a, this cry forming a part of the
game described 120, 9-17. Of. lepleputa'na and Notes. 

le"puinsh frying-pan; instr. Idpuinatka, 147, 21. Kl. for lipash Mod. 
le'shma, le'sma, d. lelashma not to see, find or discover; not to perceive or

discover at the spot where sought for, 121, 10.: tchui nl'sh leVma ge'tal
ta'ds but he did not discover me in that direction, 30, 15. Der. le, shlda, -ma. 

1 e* s h u a t % a s h fun, sport, comics, antics: le'shuat^sh hemkanka to talk fun 
nily, comically; 1. kela to act comically, to behave in a grotesque manner.
Met for leVasht^ash. Der. leVa (2). Of. kd-ikash, ka'la, shesh%ela. 

16* t a 1 a n i, d l^letalani (I) mischievous, vicious, reckless. (2) stupid, foolish.
Der. le, tala (in talaak). Lit. "not straight". 

1 e* - u 1 a, d. lele'-ula to play a game, 159; 58. Der. leVa (2). 
je-uluatka, d. of levuatka, q. v. 
1 ^ - u n a, la'-una, d. leld-una to go and play, to play a game, to amuse oneself

at: ndd lii'-una hu'masht! let us play this game! 320, 8. Der. leVa (2). 
le'-ushain, d. lele-usham flower of every size and description; cluster of

flowers on the stem, inflorescence: tch^kenish lele-usam gi'tk tch^lash the
stalk has little flowers (on it), 148, 12. Of. Idwa, leliwa. 

l(i-utcha, la'-udsha, d. lel^-utcha to go to play; to go out playing, 107, 16.
109, 15. Der. Idwa (2). Of shdkma. 

1 d - u t c h n a, d. lele'-utchna to play while going, to play on one's way. Of.
shakla, shdkma, shuedshna. 

Ie-utch61a, d. lele-utchola to have gone to play in the distance, to be absent
for playing, 141, 9. Der. 1^-utcha. 

levuatka, liiatka, d. levuluatka, contr. le-uluatka, luluatka to stand, when
speaking of two or a few subjects only; the absolute form is unfrequent:
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nad 1'iil'uatka tikdshtat we stand on clay ground. Speaking of one subject, 
tgiitga; of many, liikantatka.

le'viiluatka, d. of ISvuatka, q. v.
ISvuliita, d. of levuta, q. v. Of. also tgiita.
levuta, Piita, luta, d. Igvuliita, (for I6vul6vuta) 1'uliita, liilta (1) to hang 

on, to stick to, to adhere to at the time being: yana liita shappesh the sun is 
setting, lit. "hangs down"; wakinsh panut lultampkash ishka they remove 
the round pieces of red paint sticking on the panam-tree, 150, 6. (2) to be tied 
to, to hang on, to stand before temporarily: hut huk Igvuluta watch tchik- 
tchigat these horses are harnessed to the wagon; lit. "these horses stand at 
the wagon for a time". Speaking of one subject, tgiita. (3) v. trans., 
to hang over, to dress in at the time being: shu!6tish sha le'vuta they dressed 
him in garments, 95, 17.

ISvutila, d. 1§ vulutila; see tgutila.
1 d w a, d. leldwa (1) to play a ball-game. (2) to play any game, to have social 

sport: gi'n at a nat katni 1. here we are playing outdoors, 121, 10.; tataksni 
Idwapka (for Idwuapka) the children will play, 141, 12. and Note; Id- 
watkuk (for l^watko huk) after they had done playing, after play, 109, 15. 
and Note. (3) to disport or amuse oneself; to romp. Of. luar/a, shakla.

1 d w a, la'wa, d. Idlua; same as liwa, q. v.
1 d w a k, la/ wak, Idwak to be undecided, to be at a loss, to be in a quandary 

or uncertainty about; the pers. pron. being inserted before or after le: nat 
Id wak ka-a; la/ a nat wak ka-a we did not know at all what to do, 21, 18. 
22, 2.; nat Idwak na'-uleka we were undecided how to arrange matters, 22, 
12.; la/nwak na/ule%a / do not know how to have (her) tried, 65, 1. 2. Lit. 
"not how"; supply shayuakta to know.

Id wash, d. leldwash (I) playing ball, toy-ball. Cf. shakudash. (2) ball,
  globe, globiform body: lu'lpam 1. eyeball. Der. leVa No. 1 (1).
lewd-ula, le-wd-ula, d. lelud-ula (1) to forbid, to caution against; to dis 

allow, prohibit, interdict. Of. hishnkita. (2) to give warning, to forewarn: 
ni'sh sa lawa'-ula hu'kuapksht palkul'sham they warned me not to run 
across-the dry (river) bottom, 22, 5.; cf. 30, 3. and Note. Der. le, wd-ula.

lewitchta, lewitchta, d. leluitchta to refuse; to object, resist, 24, 16. 75, 
10.: ka-i nu 1. / am willing; maklaks 1. kd-ish the tribe refused to go (there),
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34, 9.; 1. ge'sh lie declined to go, 36, 14.; ge'-u 1. tpewash lie objected to my 
speaking, lie would not listen to my words, 34, 8.; 1. hunk nanuk gepgapelish 
they were all loitering on the return trip. Der. le, witchta.

1 g u' black mixture of burnt plum seeds and bulrushes used as a paint. It 
is put in little round spots on the cheeks. Of. Igiim, shatua%a.

Iguy a, Igoya, d. Igu'lgia, Igoigia (1) to collect, gather, pick (berries, fruits). 

(2) to husk; to shell, to "shuck." Of. ktchelola.
Igum, 1'gu'm, leku'm, d. Igulgam, Ikulkam (1) coals, the residuum of 

burnt wood, 71, 8. 121, 15. (2) Hack paint made from coals and used for 

lining the face and tattooing; different from Igu', q. v.
Igii'ni-ldaklish, Igum^du'klish, d. lguui=ldcildaklish crepuscularian or 

nocturnal moth, called "coal-lifter" Kl. for lgu/m=lolie'gish Mod., q. v. Der. 
Igiim, Idiikala.

lgu/ m = lolie'gish, d. lgulgam=lolie'gish nocturnal butterfly; crepuscularian 

or nocturnal moth; Mod. The name is due to a legend, according to 
which these insects are carrying away coals at night. Der. Igiim, luye'ga 
(or liwaye'ga). Of. Igu'mJdaklish.

lids%a, litch^a, d. lilads%a to lay or place on the top of, to superpose to. 

Der. fds#a. Cf. liitatka.
likla, d. lilakla, said of one round, rounded or bulky object only: (1) to 

lay down, to lay, put or place upon, to deposit: watchag shlu'ki ria/sh liklash 
pala-ash the dog ate up the whole loaf of bread. (2) llkla, or partic. liklatko: 
I lay doivn, he lays down; laid down; viz. "counted"; classifying terms 

placed after the compound numerals 11, 21, 31, 161 etc.; pe"-ula being 
used for the remainder of the units. Der. ikla. Cf. ila, pe-ula.

Likosh, nom. pr. of a Modoc man; other form of Hle'kosh, q. v.

likual%a, d. lilakual^a (1) to spark forth, to emit sparks. (2) subst, 
spark of fire.

Ill a, hlila, d lil'la, hli'hla (1) to be sorry, to complain about: 1. an hu'n I 
am sorry about that; 1. an hu'nksh ma'shisht, k'l^ksht I am sorry[ that he 
is sick, dead. (2) to mourn, to be a mourner: Wa'-aks ka-i hlfla Aisisas 
Mallard did not mourn over Aishish's death, 101, 5. Cf. luatpishla.

lilhanksh, Mod. lidlanksh; d. lilalhanks, Mod. lildlanksh (1) young of 

wild animals, Mod. (2) young deer; little deer, Mod. (3) quadruped; hunter's
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game, beast hunted: hohankankatk 1., nariuktua 1. the running animals; all 
kinds of quadrupeds, 145, 1. 2.; tchulS'ksh li'lhankshti deer-meat, venison, 
113, 7.; li'lhankshti (without tchule'ks) i'tpa he brought venison, 112, 15. 
and Note. Der. hla-a. Of. lala-ish, lele'dshi.

L i' 1 o, Lilu, nom. pr. of a Klarnath Lake chief, signer of the treaty of 1864, 
58, 3. Some interpret it by "wolf-dog"; others by "gray wolf".

lil p ash, d. lildlpash, round oven; bake-oven, as used for making bread. 
Of. lepuinsh, lipash.

limi'l (1) mule. (2) Limi'l, nom. pr. fern., interpreted by "Mule-Ear". 
From Chin. J., this from French la mule.

limi'l^nan packer of army baggage, 29, 21: lit. " mule-man''. From limi'l, 
and Engl. man. Of yauksman.

limli'mli, d. lilamlimli dark-colored; of persons: dark-complexioned.
1 i m 1 i m a, d. lilamllma to drizzle; kto'dshash 1 a drizzling rain falls.
Link River Jack, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake subchief, 58, 2.
1 i p a i, d. lilapai ribbon The Mod. form is lipin. From the English.
lipash, d. lilapash, Mod.; same as Kl. le'puinsh, q. v. Of. lilpash.
1 i s h, lish, encl. particle usually occupying the place of the second word 

in a sentence. It is mostly found in interrogative sentences, and there 
it answers to our "it is notl" "perhaps," "probably", and to the German 
"etwa". In most instances it remains untranslatable; wak lish i gif 
what is the matter with you? tamu' lish a mulo'la? are you ready or not? 
41, 18.; tat lish mi u'nak? where is your son? 141, 8.; tatakshni, kakiash 
lish i ka-iga those children whom probably you are seeking, 121, 13.; ka-i 
lish kani nobody, I should say, 39, 8.; ke lish tok guli she has entered a 
house, 189; 7. Mod. uses it oftener than Kl. Der. le.

litki, litke, lityi, d. lilat%i (1) subst., eve, evening. (2) adv., in the even 
ing, late in the day, at nightfall, 20, 17. 141, 12. Of. liita (1), liit%i.

Littlejohn, nom. pr. of a chief or headman of Lake Indians settled at 
Y&neks, on the Sprague River, 58, 5.

1 i t c h % a s h, d. lilatch^ash, headstone, headboard; tchpinuat lilatch^ash each 
headstone on a graveyard. Der. lids^a.

litchlitch, d. lilatchlitch, adv. of litchlitchli, q. v. (1) powerfully, 
strongly. (2) bravely, heroically: mu 1. shish6ka shellualshe'mi he fought 
very bravely during the war, 55, 10.
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litchlitchli, d. lilatchlitchli (1) mighty, powerful, strong in a physical 
sense: ke hai makloks 1. (Mod.) this man (or Indian} is physically strong, 
of a powerful physique. (2) strong in a moral sense; brave, valorous, 
heroic: litchlitchlish steinash gitko a hero; lit. "possessed of a strong 
heart"; cf. 139, 14. (3) subst, power, force, might, 139, 13. Of. killitko.

litchtakia, d lilatchtakia to make strenuous exertions, to try hard, 70, 4. 
Der. litch, radix of litchlitchli.

1 i u k a y a, d liuliukaya, v. intr., to gather, assemble, crowd together in bushes, 
woods, cliffs; to stand, sit or lie, or to be ambushed in the timber, bushes, 
recesses: liukayank a i-u'ta they shoot (at you) while ambushed in their 
recesses, 30, 3 ; sa shliia yastat li'ukaipksh (for liukayapkash) and they 
discovered them crowded under the willows, 20, 6.; tsiii m 1m'tpa hihassuaksas 
hatokt Iiuk4-is! (for liukayash!) then I ran to the place where (our) men 
had cro'tvded together, 22, 4. Der. liwa (2). Cf. tgakaya (2).

liukatko, d. liuliukatko ear-lobe; Mod., unknown to KL Cf. tgakaya (1).
1 i u k i a m 11 a, d. liuliukiamna, v. intr., to gather, assemble around somebody 

or something; to stand, sit or lie in a row, series, fie, croivd, or ring: 
w^wanuish win6ta liukiarnnank the women accompany the wizard's song 
while sitting around (in the lodge or outside of it), 71, 5. Der. liwa. Cf 
tgakiamna.

1 i u x u g a, d. liuliu^uga, v. intr., to crowd or gather indoors along the walls; 
to stand, sit or lie around inside a house, lodge. Der. liwa (2). Cf. tgi/uga.

1 i u 1 i g a, d. liluliga to be, to remain, to stand on the beach or shore-line; said 
of many subjects. Der. Hwa (2). Cf. tgaliga.

liuliwa, d. liloliwa to tremble from terror, fright
liul%a, d. lilo'l^a to form a circle; to sit, sit down, lie in a row, ring or 

circle: liulekdn while sitting in a circle, 193; 12. Der. liwa (2). Cf. gaki'ma.
liuna, d. liluna (1) to stand, sit, lie or crowd inside, indoors, within. (2) 

to stand, sit, lie, be gathered on one side of. Der. liwa (2).
liuna, d. lilu/na, lilu'-una to produce a distant roar, crash or rushing noise, 

as a land-slide does. Cf. liuliwa.
liupka, d. lilupka to sit in a circle, ring or file; to be collected or lumped 

together in one heap or body, 22, 1. Der. liwa (2).
li-uptcha, le-uptcha, d. liluptcha, v. intr., to gather or collect behind; to sit
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behind, to gather behind in a crowd: sen6tank ktayat li'-uptsank they 
fought while hiding themselves behind rocks, 22, 6. Der. liwa (2).

liiitatka, d. liliitatka to stand, sit, lie or gather in a ring or circle. Der. 
liwa (2). Of. Idi'gtatka.

1 i u 111 a, d. lilutila, v. intr, to gather, collect, stand, sit or lie under, under 

neath, below. Der. liwa (2). Of. tchutfla, wawatila.

liutita, d. lilutita to crowd or gather outside, outdoors; to stand, sit or lie 
around on the outside of (a lodge, camp etc.). Der. liwa (2). Of. tgatita.

liutitna, d. lilutitna; same as liutita, q.v.
1 i u t k a, d. liliutka to blaze up by the wind or by itself; said of fire-flames. 

Lit, "to gather up again". Der. liwa (2). Of. tgepalia'ga.
liwa, leVa, la'wa, d. lilua, lelua (1) to be crowded together in the water. (2) 

to crowd together, to congregate into one crowd or file, to mass up, to unite into 
one body, 21, 19.: tu'shtuk M6atuash 1. where the Pit Eiver Indians were 

gathered up, 22, 20.; at hu'ksa liwatk tu'rn waltka tankt then those who 
were crowded together had a lively talk among themselves, 23, 3.; If wank i-o'ta 
after gathering tliey shot (at us), 21, 16.; It'wapksh (for liwapkash) nl 
telshapka I saw them crowded together, 22, 14. (3) to grow, to come forth 
in clusters; to be, exist together in bunches, grapes or clusters; said of fruits, 
berries etc. Der eVa, iwa. Of hlivash.

liwayaks, liyuiaks, liuyaksh, pocket, sheath, scabbard; wati 1. knife-pocket, 
or any other pocket in the dress; pushpiishli 1., pupil of the eye.

1 i w a y d g a, d. liluayega (1) to begin lifting up or hoisting. (2) to lift up 
one end of something. Contr. into luye'ga (2).

liwakanka, d. liluakanka to move or shake some object when lifted at one 
end, as a log, stick etc.

liwakiikpSle, d. liluakiikpele to clasp the pocket-knife blade.
liwala, apoc. liwal, d. liluala, lilual (1) to stand gathered on the top of; 

to stand in a bulk upon: hatakt li'wal Sa't on the top (of that hillock) 
gathered or stood the Snake Indians, 31, 10. (2) to stand up, to be erect 
on one's feet. Differs from liwala by its accentuation. Speaking of one 
subject only, tgawala, tga-ula, q. v. Der. iwala.

liwala, d. liluala (1) v. intr., to unite, gather, collect in a heap or crowd. 
(2) v. intr., to gather in a hidden spot, to collect in an ambush or sheltered
place; to stand, sit, or lie in a secreted location. Der. liwa (2). 

13
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liwatkal, d. liludtkal to lift up, to raise up again ; to place in a seat, 101,13. 
liwatchampka, d liluatchampka to help up or hold up somebody, 158; 55. 
Lko'm A'-ush, nom. pr. of Black Lake, near Klamafh Marsh, 74, 16.

Lit. "Coal Lake". From Igiim, e*-ush.
Ikakimitko, d. Ikalkimitko (1) undulating, wavy. (2) striped horizontally. 
Ikan, l%an, d. l%al#an (1) v. intr., to be agitated, in commotion; said of

waters. (2) v. trans., to produce commotion in waters^ to raise waves or
billows: shleVish l#an the wind agitates the waters. 

Ikapata, d. Ikalkpata, v. intr., to be violently agitated, to form surf; said of
water: ampu Ik. the water makes a surf. Der. Ikan. Of. ndakalpata. 

1 k a p a, Ikappa, d. Ikalkpa, l%al%pa to pile up, to pile upon each other: 1. ktai
to erect a stone pile, 85, 12. Mod. for lokaptch%a Kl. 

1 k a s h, d. Ikalkash wave, billow; motion on the water's surface. Der. Ikan. 
Ikdshkish, l%ash%ish, d. lkal%ash#ish martingale. 
Ikelhu6pkash, d. Ikel%alhu6pkash crupper of saddle. 
Iketkitko, d. Ikelkatkitko, l%el%atkitko striped vertically; the absolute

form is little used. Cf. Ikakimitko.
Ik61kosh, l#61%osh, d. Ie'hk61e'hkosh flank of quadrupeds near genitals. 
1 k li m, Igum, d. Ikulkam, Igiilgam; see Igiim. 
l%ak canoe-pole; Lat. contus. Cf. legakish. 
l%al%amnish bulky, kng, capacious sack or bag to keep provisions, grain,

w6kash etc.: l%al%amnishti lulinash recently ground pond-lily seed put in
long sacks, 74, 10. Cf. willishik. 

l^awaltko, d. l%al%awaltko provided with antlers, long horns or prongs:
pakolsh 1. gi the mule-deer is armed with prongs.

l%awawash, Mod. l^awawintch, d. I%al%aw4wash (1) finger-joint; articu 
lation on fingers and toes. (2) finger; all the fingers taken together. (3) toe;
all the toes taken together. Cf. shulapshkish. Der. Ikan, wawalamna. 

I%el%at4nash, pi. tiimi L, harness.

l^et'knula, d. l%el%at'knula to hang down from the mouth, 158; 56. 
lo'k, luk, lu'k, d. 161ok, lu'luk (1) seed of flowers, fruits, shrubs, trees;

kernel of fruits: lu/k liii^itk tchi'pshash the seeds are larger than the tchi-
pash-seeds, 146, 3. (2) marrow, pith. 

16kanka, d. Iol6kanka to go astray, to get lost, to wander about.
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l<5kanksh, d. Iol6kanksh smoke-hole of lodge. Of. gi'n^ish (2).
16kansha, d. lol<5kansha to pass through, escape: gi'n^ishtala 1. shlayaksh 

the smoke goes through the smoke-hole.
Iok4ptch^a to place or spread over, on the top of; to superimpose: kta-i 1. to 

pile up stones, as on a place of incremation or burial; tchik sha kne*-udshi 
1. hereupon they spread pieces of bark on the top, 148,18. KL; c£ Ikapa.

16 k a s h, 16%ash, Kl. HhYkash; d. lo'lkash roe offish. Der. lo'k.
L 6 k 11 n i, nom. pr. of a mountain between the headwaters of Lost River 

and Clear Lake. Cf. 16kuash.
l<5kuash (1) adj., hot, heated, boiling; said of water. (2) subst, high tem 

perature, heat. Der. lukua. Cf. kelpoksh, keluash.
16kuashtkni (1) adj., coming from, belonging to warm or hot, boiling 

springs. (2) subst., L6kuashtkni, (or L. niaklaks), nom. pr. of the Warm 
Spring Indians of Des Chutes Eiver, Oregon; also called Yamakni, q. v. 
and Waita'nkni, q.- v. Der. liikuashti, partitive case of 16kuash.

L6'k = Pshi'sh, nom. pr. fern. Kl.: " Grizzly Sear's Nose". Cf. lu'k.
161 a, lu'la, d Iol61a, lulu'la to believe, to trust, to give credence to: kd-i mlsh nu 

1 I do not believe you; p'laikt'shash 1 to believe, to trust in God, 41,17. 134, 
19.; sa lu'la waskam t£ii't%ash they believe in the prairie-wolf's prophecy, 
133, 1., cf. 2. 4.; luluk sa kakam t%u't%atkash since they believe in the 
raven's oft-repeated prophecy, 134, 1. Cf. 64, 7. 127, 13. 128, 5. 135, 4.

161al%a, d. lolo'lal%a to go straying, to be abandoned; to be astray, wander 
ing, 183; 12. Cf. 16kanka, lulina (I).

lo'lksam, pi. tumi L, nom. pr. of a short grass growing in dry places, 
three to four inches long.

1 6 1 o g s h, LSloks; see luloks.
Iol61oisam, d. of luiluisham, q. v.
161omak, lul<5mak, pi. tumi L, grain of cereals: wheat, rye, maize, etc.: 

nanuk tchu'ks 1. g£-u wutd the blackbirds have eaten all my grain.
161 u a, d. lulalua, lolalua to sleep outdoors, to sleep outside the lodge or 

house; said of more than one subject. Cf. lu'l^a, sku'lpka.
161 u m i, d lulal'mi; see sku'lpka.
16 p k a s h black pine-tree, probably Pinus contorta: 1. tiipka a black pine stands 

up there. Cf. kapka, ko'sh, pan, wapal.
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Iotel6tash greenish substance excreted, or removed through vomiting, Kl.
Refers to snakes only. 

161 e s h, d. 161tesh (1) mat, piece of matting made from a species of slough-
or sedge-grass. (2) a kind of Klamath Lake divellings, now obsolete, 

lo'tkala, 1'hu'tkala, d. l5'ltkala, 1'hul'hutkala to push, move forward; said
of round or bulky articles only. Der. hutkala.

I s h i'k 1 a k, lshfkl'%, d. Ishilshaklak willow branch or rod bent over and stuck 
in the ground at both ends; thus forming the rude frame for a family 
sweat-lodge or other small structure. Der. latcha.

Ishiklakufga, Itchildakulka, d. Ishilshaklakuf ga to make a ivillow frame 
for a sweat-lodge, shed, outhouse. Mod.

II a k a y a, d. Italtkaya to pick and eat berries, fruit from bushes: Itakaitkiug
tuitch^ash in order to feed on choke-cherries (1. for Itakayatki gluga). 

Itoks, d. It61toks (1) spot, dot: wamenigsam ge*-u 1. those are my spots, those
of the black snake. (2) buckle; as brass buckle on trunks etc. Der. hita. 

Itui^aga to pierce, perforate; said of round objects: pu'klash Itui^aktgi
giug in order to let it consume, eat up the ivhite of the eye, 71,10. Der. tiieka. 

Itchama'shka, d. Itchaltchma'shka; see ntchama'shka. 
Itchiklakuitko, d. Itchiltchaklakuftko (I) shed or outhouse just begun

or existing as a skeleton frame only, Kl. (2) shed, shelter, outhouse, Mod.
Der. Ishiklak. Of. Ishiklakuiga, mahiash.

1 u a, d. lulua it is foggy, misty, hazy: kaa 1. the fog is very thick. Of. lu'l%a. 
1 li a g s h, hiagshla, d. liiluagsh, luluagshla; the absolute form exists only

in the synaeresis: lu'gsh, lu'gshla, q. v. 
luaf%a, luaika, d. lualui%a (1) to make fun, to joke; to deride, cf. Note to

126, 3. (2) to smile, titter, giggle. Der. leVa (2). 
1 u 41 a m n a, d. lualo'lamna; see tkalamna. 
1 u a 1 1 a, d. lualol%a Mod., luelual^a Kl.; see tg^a. 
1 u a 16 y a, d. Iuelual6ya to stand or remain near, in proximity; said of more

than one subject: 1. pipelantan to stand by on both sides, 85, 9. 
liiash, d. luluashyo^, mist: 1. luydga the fog goes up; 1. hil%a, lu't^i the fog

goes down; luashtka nu lu'tchipka through the fog I wander about, 157; 40.;
luhi-uash shkutatk wrapped in, surrounded by fogs, 183; 17. Der. liia. 

luashptchi, d. luluashptchi gray, as fog; smoke-colored; said of beads,
e. g. Der. liiash, -ptchi. Cf. yahiaga.
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1 u a t k a, 1'iiatka, d. luluatka, 1'ul'uatka; same as leviiatka, q. v.
luatpishla, d. lualuatpishla to weep at, to mourn over somebody's death. 

Besides the weeping (lila) and the loud or suppressed cries of lamentation 
(stut^ishla, kiiki) over a deceased relative or consort, this term also com 
prehends the rambles at night (shp6tu), the fast, the diving in cold waters 
and the dreams seen in this excited condition, 87, 12. Of. 83, 1-84, 3.

luatpishlalsh, d. lualuatpishlalsh cry of a mourner; weeping cry, death- 
lament, 101, 5. Der. luatpishlala. Of. lila.

ludshlpa, lu'tchipa to take off from, to strip, to draw out: 1. nayensh ne'p- 
shish to take off a ring from another's finger. Der. udshipa. Of. shulshipa.

liidshna, d. luludshna (1) to move about, to be wafted, to drift along, as 
clouds, fog. (2) to wander, to stray out: 1 kelamtsank sl'tk 1. ye wander 
along as if ye had your eyes closed, 64, 11. Cf. Mtchipka.

ludso'sha, d. luludsho'sha, v. trans., to besmear, to line over; to black shoes 
or boots. Cf. tudso'sha.

luela, d. luelola (for lueluala) to kill, to slay, to put to death; said of more 
than one object, or of many subjects killing one or several objects, or of 
objects spoken of collectively, as fish, cattle etc. Lapgshapta shu'ldshash 
1. they killed seven soldiers, 37, 14.; tatakiash ka-i 1. they murdered no children, 
37, 17. Said of one object: liielat hu'nksh lift! kill ye him on the spot! 
190; 15.; SMLam tapia gen luelat! kill ye Marten's younger brother! 118, 
20. 114, 2. In 186; 51. Iuel61a is used in an obscene sense, the term 
purporting that the young woman had been debauched several times; 
nad hatokt mu'shmush 1. we butchered an ox there, 21,2. L. and its deriva 
tives are the standing terms used when a copious catch of fish is referred 
to: 1. giug (for luelatki giug) kia'm in order to catch fish, 28, 5.; 1. kapto 
Ya-ag they catch kdpto-suckers at the Bridge, 74, 1., cf. 75, 20. Cf. hesh- 
%a'ki, hushtcli6ka, shiuga, shue'nka.

lue'lkish, luniks, d. Iuel61kish (1) locality, place, where animals are killed 
singly or in bulk: luelks=kia'm fish-catching place, fish-trap, 143, 1.; cf. 
kia'm=lue'lks; p'lalwash p'tiVlulsham m'na luelks a spot where his deceased 
father was habitually killing golden eagles, 100, 2. 3. Cf. 142, 2. and 
Hishtish=Luelks. (2) object for killing, immolating, 88, 5.

luelkslia to make a killing-place for somebody; 142,2. Cf. kia'm-luelkslia.
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Iuel61ish, pi. tiimi 1., a habitual or professional killer, as of animals: 
kia'm=l. fisherman. Der. Mela.

Iuel6tkish, abbr. luelu'tksh, d. Iuelol6tkisli substance, drug or article used 
in 'killing or poisoning many animals: kia'm^luelo'tksh a fish-poisoning sub 
stance, 149, 21. 150, 3. Der. Mela, Of. k'lek6tkish.

luelual%a, d. of luar/a, 20, 16.j cf. tgel^a.
1 u 6* n, pi. tiimi 1., verdigris.
luepalsh, d. luelupalsh (1) lightning. (2) thunderbolt, stroke of lightning, 

179; 2. Der. lu- in Mloks. Cf. leme'-ish.
lii'gsh, liiksh, lo'ks (for liiagsh etc.), d. luluagsh, 161oaks (1) prisoner of 

war; captive: guki'kak luluags the captives ran away, 20, 12.; cf. 20, 10. 
54, 9. (2) slave of both sexes: the enslaving of women and children was 
the real object of the annual raids performed by the Maklaks against the 
Pit Eiver Indians, 20, 17. 20. 88, 4. 93, 3. " Mo'dokishash 161oaksh" 
kshapa "the Modocs were 'bondsmen 1 '1 , so they said, 35, 7.

lu'gshla, lu'ksla, d. Mluagshla (1) to take prisoner, to take captive in war, 
20, 1. 25, 2. 54, 9.: Mluagslash (for liiluagsla sha) they made captives of 
them, 31, 6. (2) to make a slave of, to enslave, 133, 9.: Mluagsla tii'm 
weVanuish nde*ndgan's tchfsh they made slaves of many women and children, 
16, 8. 9.; lugsalshtkak sa nanka some of them wanted to make a slave of 
him, 24, 16. Cf. 17, 19. 20. 19, 2. 16. 59, 10. Der. to'gsh..

luhashktcha, luashktcha, d. luluhashktcha to start out, set out, to depart 
in a wagon, carriage. Cf. guhuashktcha.

liii%i to surpass in size, to be larger than; said of a rounded or bulky arti 
cle: lu'k tchfpshash liii^itko (this) seed is larger than the tchipash-seed, 
146, 3. Der. viii%i. Cf. kshui%i, wini%i.

luilamna, d. luhiilamna; see tkalamna.
luiluish, d. luliiiluish, Iol61oish gooseberry. This is the common, sweet, 

wild gooseberry of these regions, black in its ripe state. The natives 
prepare a sort of pies from the boiled fruit. Cf. kpo'k.

liiiluisham, d. luluiluisham, Iol61oisam wild gooseberry-bush, producing 
the luiluish, q. v. In 75, 4. the bush is mentioned instead of the berry 
gathered from it. The d. form is often used instead of the absolute.

liiiluya, d. luluiluya to be sweet to the taste; lit. "to taste like the goose-
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berry": partic. liiiluyatko sweet, saccharine; of sweet, sweetish, agreeable 
flavor or taste, 148, 7. 14. 20.

L u i t s a s, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake woman.
liiya, Mi, d. Mli (1) to give, transfer, bestow; said of one round article, or 

of one lodge, house, table, ax, hatchet etc., or of many of them when 
spoken of collectively: iwam hiitki n's to give me berries, 75, 10. (2) to 
pay in one coin. Speaking of many objects considered as separate: pe*wi, 
shewana. Der. uya. Gf. kshiiya, ne'ya, skaya.

luyamna, d. 161iamna (1) v. trans., to hold in hand; said of one rounded, 
globiform or bulky article, 154; 14. (2) v. intr., to ascend, go up, as a 
spider in the web, 175; 15. and Note. Speaking of more than one round 
object or subject: pd-ukanka.

Luyansti, nom. pr. of a camping ground near Klamath Marsh; inter 
preted by "Inside the Circle". Der. luydna.

luyapka, to go astray, to wander about, as blind persons, 157; 40. Of. 
liidshna, lutchipka.

luye'ga, luyaga, d. lulidga (1) v. trans., to lift up, to pick or take up one 
rounded or bulky object: kta-i 1. to pick up a stone, 126, 1. (2) v. trans., 
to lift at one end; lit. "to begin lifting up." Speaking of more than one 
object: pe-uy^ga. (3) v. intr., to arise, ascend, go up; to drift upward; 
said of inan. things: luash 1. the fog ascends, mounts; slayaksak lu'yaga 
only smoke was curling up, 100, 16. Of. liway^ga, shuydga, uydga.

1 u y e' n a, d. lulie'na to go in a circle inside of something, as of a wigwam: 
luya'nitki for luya/nitko gi who goes around all the time, 184; 29. The 
wording of this song seems incomplete, cf. Note. Cf gatftana.

1 li k a, lu'ka, d. liilka to fetch, bring; round, bulky objects being referred to.
lu'kanka, d. luhikanka; see 16kanka.
liikantatka to be standing; see leviiatka, tgiitga.
lu'kslaksh, pi. tiimi 1., ashes; ashes of the funeral pile, 85, 11. Cf. 

lakpeks, luloks.
lu'ktcha, d. lulaktcha to start out to fetch, haul, bring: shiunks=pakish 

nu'sh lu'ktchi! bring me a watermelon! Der. luka.
liikua, d. hilukua (1) to be tepid, lukewarm: ampu 1. the water is lukewarm. 

(2) to be hot; to be at boiling heat. Cf. 16kuash.
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Lukuashti, nom. pr. of the Hot Springs near Linkville, Lake County, 
Oregon. The northeastern springs have a temperature of 190° F., and 
the others are used for bathing. Partitive case of 16kuash, q. v.

lu'k, lo'k, 16k, d. lulak grizzly bear; a large kind of bear occurring only in 
the Rocky Mountains and in the countries west of them: Ursus ameri- 
canus var. horribilis; 147; 13.; lu'kam wdash the gritty bear's cub, 156; 
36.; hii lo'k sliiuka if he kills a grizzly bear, 90, 19. This bear enjoys a 
great popularity among these and other Indians, and is often mentioned 
in the incantations: 156; 36. 157; 42. 46.158; 50. 176; 4. In the myths 
he appears personified as Luk, '20, 21., Lukamtch, Shashapsh, Shashap- 
amtch, q. v. Of. L6k-Pshfsh, and Note, p. 132, sect. II. Cf. kima'dsh.

liikaga, lu'kag, d. lu'l^aga, lii'lkag cub of the grizzly bear. In one of the 
mythic tales two of these play with two young antelopes and become 
their victims, 120, 5-121, 11. Cf. shashapka.

Lukamtch, one of the names given to the personified grizzly bear in 
mythic stories: "Old Grizzly" or "Old She-Sear", 118, 7. More fre 
quently called Shashapamtch, q. v. From lii'k, amtch.

liila, 161a to die, to expire; said of one or more subjects. Tatataks a 
wdas 1. whenever a child has died, 82, 4.; shashamoks=161atko who has 
or have lost relatives by death, 82, 5.: p'gi'sh=lulatko bereaved of the mother. 
Speaking of one subject: k'l^ka (3), q. v. Cf. leluidshish, =lulsh.

lulalkish, d. lul'lalkish, subst, the act of going to sleep; said of more 
than one person: at tu lulalkshe'mi gi now it is time to retire for the night. 
Der. lu'l^a. Cf. skit'l^a, sku'lpka.-

1 u 1 a 1 % a, d. of lu'l%a, q. v.
1 ill a ran a (1) to wander about, to be lost while straying: shai%i'sh guluaga 

\\ila,mn6la, the female shai%ish-bird has lost its way home, 163; 16. (2) to 
follow, pursue: Mash ai nu'sh a lu'lamnapka fog drifted after me; fog fol 
lowed me from a distance, 158; 57.

lu'ldam, d. lulaldam winter, wintry season; lit. "season of fogs", 35, 17.: 
lu'ldam giula the winter is over; i'lksla 1. to preserve (food) for winter in 
caches etc., 146, 10.; 1. pashluk when they gather food for the wintry season, 
148, 10.; ati hu'k 1. gi't too long would that winter become, 105, 9. (2) 
adv., in, during winter, 105, 8, Der. liia, -tamna.
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luldamalaksh, d. lulaldanialaksh winter-house, lodge for passing the 
winter. These structures rest on a square, solid entablature of wooden 
pillars and are closed on all sides with slabs or planks, the interstices being 
filled with brushwood. A thick layer of mud is usually thrown on the 
outside to prevent drafts of air. Some of these mud-houses are entered 
by means of an outside and an inside ladder (ga-ululkish, waki'sh) 
while the others have a doorway on a level with the ground. A winter- 
lodge has the appearance of a beehive and rises to a height of 12 to 15 
feet. Der. luldemal%a. Of. latchash, shtiiltish.

Lu'ldam = Tchi'ks " Winter Settlement" or " Winter-Lodge", nom. pr. of a 
lodge-site on the Sprague River.

Lu'ldatkish Interpreter, meaning Dave Hill, subchief of the Klamath 
Lake Indians, and interpreter at the agency, 28, 13. See lutatkish.

luldemal%a ? luldamal^a, d. lulaldemal%a to erect a winter-lodge or mud- 
house. Der. lu/ldam.

1 u' 1 d i s h, d. lulaldish stirrup: 1. a papatk the stirrup is broken. Der. liita.
lu'lhi, liili, d. lulalhi, lul'li to take off, remove around object: 1. ndpshish 

ilsh (for ilhish) nayensli to take a ring from one's finger and place it on 
another's finger. Cf. hiilhi, ilhi, ludshipa.

lull, d. liiluli to rattle around; to handle roughly, to run against: tchaki 
kayata 1. the young man runs against the kaydta-lodge (when entering it), 
183; 18. Cf. la-ulawa, lulula.

1 u 1 i k 4 n k a, d. lululikanka to rattle around frequently, to liandle roughly 
more than once, 183; 18. Der. lulhi.

lulina (1) to wander away, to go astray, 192; 5.: tuti^ash nu 1. lam wander 
ing about as a dreamer, 192; 6. (2) to grind, make fine, reduce to flour or 
powder; said of grain, roasted seeds etc. 74, 10.

1 u 11 n a s h, pi. tumi L, (1) grain, vegetable seed reduced to flour. (2) wokash- 
seed pounded, ground lily-seed, 74, 10. Der. lulina (2).

lii'l%a, d. Iul41%a (1) to go down, descend: hiash 1. the fog goes down. Cf. 
liit^i. (2) to go to sleep, to retire to one's bed or couch: tchui sha lu'latya 
pa-ulank after the meal they went to sleep, 113, 11.; said of more than one 
subject and used in the d. form only; speaking of one subject, sku'l%a.

1 u' 1 % a g, d. of lukaga, q. v.
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liiloks, 161ogsh, pi. tumi 1. (1) fire; fire on fire-place, camp-fire, or any 
combustion by fire: Wanakalam kaka'kli 1. the fire of Silver Fox was 
yellow, 99, 3.; 1., the fire of the cremation pile, 85, 9. 10. 138, 7.; 161oks 
wiggata close to the camp-fire, 16, 13.; liilukshtka in tJie fire; viz. in the 
hot coals or embers, 149, 6.; lu'luksh shpitcht the fire having gone out, 85, 
10.; h61al/a lulukshtat to jump through a fire; incantations of the fire, 
154; 8. 166; 26. Of. ksheluya. (2) discharge of 'fire-arms. Cf. shu'dsha.

luloksgish, 161okskish, pi. tumi 1. gun, shot-gun, rifle, carbine, 21, 1. 
74, 16.: lit. "fire-maker": 1 teVi to fire off a gun, 38, 11.; mu'ni 1. piece of 
artillery, cannon; luluksga'-ishtka shlt'tk shot with a rifle, 24, 8.; cf. Note; 
161oksgisham anku wooden rifle-shaft. Der. liiloks, gi (5). Cf. iwala.

lu'lp (d. lulalp), pi. tumi 1. eye, eyes, 110, 15.: 1. ma'sha to have sore eyes, 
71, 8.; ske*tish 1 the left eye, 42, 8.; k6kuatko 1. swollen-eyes, 186; 54.; 
kalkali 1. rounded eyes, 91, 5 ; papksham 1. knot in lumber board, 178; 7., 
cf. p6ko; lulpam leVash eyeball; lulpam yantanni lower eyelid; lu'lput to 
the eyes, 91, 6.; cf. 71, 9.

Lu'lpakat, nom. pr. of a camping place on Klamath Marsh, where white 
chalk is found, and used for the manufacture of body-paint. Der. lupaks.

lulpalpalia to make eyes for somebody, 154; 11. Der. liilp, pelpela.
lu'lpaltko, d. lulalpaltko provided with eyes; having eyes: mu'kisham nu 

1. 1 can see as sharp as the horned owl, 175; 14.; lu/lpatka (for lulpaltko a) 
seeing sharp, \ 22, 2. 15. and Note. Der. lu'lpala.

lu'lpatko, d. lulalpatko, formed by ekthlipsis from lu'lpaltko, q. v.
Lulpina, nom. pr. fern. KL, "The Sopper". Der. h!6pa.
= 1 ft 1 s h defunct, deceased; a term used only as the final part of compound 

words, often end.: p'tish4ulsh deceased father, 100, 2.; p'gfshJfilsh de 
ceased mother. Der. Mla. Cf. le'luidshish.

liiluatka to stand; see tgiitga.
liiluksalks cremation-place; old Indian cemetery. Der hilukshla.
liilukshaltka to return from incremation, 89, 4. Der. lulukshla.
liilukshla to burn, to cremate; said of dead bodies only, 59, 5. 69, 2. 3. 

89, 1.: 1. sha lu'lokshtat they burn him on the funeral pile, 138, 7.; hiluk- 
shalshok nuYlua they made preparations for cremating (the dead children), 
110, 22. Der. hiloks.
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Liilukuashti, nom. pr. of a little lukewarm spring in the volcanic 
region of Yaneks; lit. "At the Warm Springs." Der. l<5kuash.

lulu la to rattle, clatter, make noise, 112, 9. 183; 16. Of. la-ulawa, liili.
luliilish, pi. tiimi 1. cramps, 179; 8.
liimalaks fog-maker, producer of fog; contr. from lumalakish. This 

faculty is attributed to the kalsh- or kal%alsh-bird in the incantations, 
166; 22. 23. and Note. Der. lumal/a.

1 u m a 1 % a, lumaleka to produce fog, to make fog or mist at will. Der. lua.
1 ft m k 6 k a, Iomk6ka, d. Iulamk6ka to take a sweat- or steam bath in the 

sweat-lodge, 91, 2. Mod. for spukli Kl. Der." lua. Of. lumal%a.
lu'mkoksh, d. lu'lamkoksh family sweat-lodge; framed of bent willow 

boughs and located near the water in close proximity to the Indian 
lodge. Mod. for spuklish KL, q. v.

lupaks, liibaksh, d. lulpaks (1) chalk, white chalk: 1. as the color-shade of 
the nush=tilansne'ash-owl, 167; 32.; 1. shna-ulamna to spit chalk on or upon, 
132, 7. (2) chalk, used as material for painting or lining the body, 181; 
1.: 1. shatua%a to paint one's body or face with white chalk paint. This 
paint is often put on in streaks or stripes, 22, 21. Of. shatchl%amia.

lupatkue'la, d. lulpatkuela to produce a scar, 56, 1. This term forms 
the final part of Scarface Charley's Modoc name: Tchiktchikam=Lupat- 
kuelatko, q. v., 55, 19. and refers to a scar produced by a round or 
rounded article, as a wheel. Der. up&ta, -kuela. Of. upatia.

lupi, lupi' (1) adv. loc., firstly, at the head of: 1. gull7 they went in first, be 
fore the others, 120, 9.; lupf watch ge'na the horse marches at the head of 
the file, 85, 4. (2) adv. temp., at first, for the first time: 1. sellual he (or 
they) warred for the first time, 19, 6. 28, 1. (Titles); 1. gatpampgli to return 
home first, 20, 14.; na/sh shliwitk lo'k shiiiga 1. the grizzly bear was killed 
at the first shot; lupi'tal sha ge"kampele they return to the spot where they 
stood at first, 87, 13. Of. 38, 10. 20. 21.

liipia, prep, and postp. (1) loc., in front of, before: spuklish 1. in front of 
the sweat-lodge, 82, 7. (2) temp., before, earlier than, sooner: pa/ktgish 1. 
before daylight, prior to dawning, 24, 11.

lupiak, conj., sooner than, earlier than, before, 119, 2.: 1. me'-isht before 
having dug, 118, 4. 6.; 1. nats gal%algipka before we had terminated our de 
scent from the hill, 29, 18 (nats stands here for nat tchlsh). Der. lupi, ak.
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1 iipian, prep, and postp., on the east side of; see K61am%eni Koke.
lupini, d. lulpini, adj., (1) first; first in space and first in time: 1. kiii'm 

ge-u shnu'ksh Ike first fish that I caught. (2) preceding, prior to.
1 u p i t (1) snbst, the east, as a point of the compass: lupitala (for lupit-tala) 

gen a to go or travel eastward. (2) adv., eastward, towards the east. (3) adv., 
from the east. Cf. yumat, yewat

lupitalani, adj., belonging to, coming from eastern parts; brought from the 
east. Kl. Der. lupit, -tala. Cf. lupitkni, t%alamtalakni.

lu pi tan a, lupitan, d. lulpitana, (1) prep, and postp. loc., before, in front 
of. (2) prep, and postp. temp., before, earlier than, sooner than. (3) adv. 
temp.; lupidana, Mod. for the first time, 13, 8. Der. lupi.

lupi'tkni, d. lulpitkni, adj., coming from the east; eastern, native or inhab 

itant of eastern lands. Der. liipit. Cf. yamakni.
lupitni, d. lulpitni, adj., first in order; what comes first: 1. pe'tch foreleg.
luposhotkish, d. Iulposh6tkish fleshing- chisel to clean skins with before 

dressing them. Cf. mba-ush.
1 u' s h, lu'sh, d. liilusli, lu'losh, a dusky-colored goose-species. Der. lua.
1 li s h a, d. lulsha to lie, to lie in, on or upon, to extend over; said of round or 

cylinder-shaped articles: kailatat 1. lies upon the soil, 146, 1. 149, 1. 15. 
18.; mu'na 1. dmbutat lies deep down in the ^uaters, 147, 6.; yantch ktai- 
yatat lusha the ydntch-root lies, grows upon rocks, 146, 2. Der. lisha.

lushantchna to scratch a hollow, den, rounded hole; miina 1. to scratch a 
deep hole, 134, 7. Cf. liishna.

lushg&pele, d. lulashgdpele to go and take off, to start out and take back 
again; said of round things. Met. for luktchapele. Der. luktcha, -peli.

1 u's h k a, d, lulashka to become or to be warmed or heated up, as by running, 
dancing: wu'sa n! luskuapkug I am afraid I may get too warm, 70, 2.; 
ktsu'l 1. a shooting star rushes through the sky; a meteor explodes. Der. 
lush-, in lushhishli. Cf. liishna.

lushlush, d lulashlush, adv. of lushlushli: warmly; lushlush gi, or 
lushliishki to feel ivarm.

lushlushli, d. lulashliishli warm; said of weather, articles of dress, tem 
perature of the animal body etc. Cf. lu- in liikua, liiloks.

lushlushlish, d. lulashlushlish warmth, warm temperature; of the ani 
mal body, of the weather, winds etc.
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liishna, d. lulashna to roast, expose to fire, as on the fire-place, 150, 7.
1 u t a, Piita, d. Puliita, liilta; same as leviita, q. v.
lutatka, lutatka, d. liiltatka (1) to hold over somebody or something; said 

of rounded, bulky, or globular things only. (2) to expound, repeat; to act 
as tlie repeater of a wizard or conjurer; to assist a conjurer in Ms perform 
ances. (3) to interpret; to act as interpreter from one language into another, 
33, 4. 38, 5. Der. leviita.

liitatkish, d. liiltatkish, lu'ldatkish (1) expounder, repeater of the conju 
rer's songs, words, and acts during the treatment of patients; conjurer's 
assistant, 68, 7. 84, 2. (2) 1., more commonly liiltatkish, interpreter from 
one language into another; translator. (3) Liiltatkish, used as nom pr. 
masc.; see Lu'ldatkish.

1 u t ̂  a s h dip-net with a handle, the dipping portion being circular. If 
small-meshed, it is a la-iks, if wider-meshed, a wits61as. Der. leviita.

lutila, d.'lultila to be under, below, underneath, beneath; to stand, sit or lie 
under, below: kapkatat stina'sh 1. to be inside of a brush-lodge. Der. utila.

lii t ish, luti'sh, pi. tiimi L, round fruit; berry, small fruit, 145, 20.; root, 
bulb, 147, 2.: miiinanti tapa%ti luti'sh, nom. pr. of a berry growing on a 
certain shrub not specified: "Bigleaf-berry". Der. leviita. Cf. o'tish.

liitkish, liitkish, lu't%esh, d. lulatkish fish-hook: lu'tkeshtkan shudwa 
waitan I fished all day with the hook-line. Der. liit%i.

1 li t % a, d. lul&t/a to take away, to wrench off; said of a round or bulky ob 
ject, 127, 5. Der. u'tya. Cf. liilhi.

1 li t % i, lu'tki, d. liilt%i to descend, to be wafted downward, to come to the ground: 
Mash lu'tki the fog descends, goes down. Der. leviita.

Lutuami, a word of the Pit River language meaning "lake". (1) nom. 
pr. given to several lakes, e. g. to Rhett or Modoc Lake. (2) L. ish, nom. 
pr., Modoc Indian; tribal name given to Modocs by the Pit River Indians 
from one of their residences, on Rhett Lake (ish is man in Pit River).

llitchipka, Mdshipka to go straying, to wander about, as a blind person 
does, 157; 40. Cf. hidshna, Myapka.

liitchl%a, d. lulatchl^a to kneel down. Cf. kniikla, knu'kl/a, ldigl%a.
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M.
Initial m does not alternate with any other sound. Mb and mp repre 

sent the nasalized forms of b and p and alternate with them in a few terms.
m a, abbr. from mat, adverbial oral particle, q. v.
madna, d. mame'dna sunflower; a species of Helianthus, probably lenticu- 

laris. Mod.; unknown to Kl Of. matne'shani.
mahiash, mahiesh, d. mamhiash, mamhiesh (1) shadow; shade: shlda m. 

Aishisham it saw Aishish's shadow, 96, 2.; B6shtinash mahieshtat i'l#a he 
deposited the white people in the shade, 103, 4. (2) shed, shelter erected for 
cattle, horses, haystacks etc.: mu'ni nalam m. we have a spacious shed.

m 4 - i, mai, pi. tumi m., (1) a tall and very common species of bulrush or 
lacustrine grass serving for the manufacture of mats, baskets, for cover 
ing lodges; a portion of the stem is eaten raw when just sprouted up; 
Scirpus validus, 148, 1-4. Western people commonly call it tule, from 
Aztec tolint 24, 5. The largest of these scirpus sometimes extend six feet 
under and ten feet above the water's surface. (2) generic term for the 
larger species of bulrushes. (3) mat made of tule or bulrush.

maidiktak, pi. tumi m., black-headed snow bird; a bird-species of spar 
row's size, black head and neck, white bill; Junco oregonus Scl.

mayalsha, d. mamialsha to collect, to gather tule-grass annually or habitu 
ally, 148, 1. Der. ma-i.

mayaltko, d. mamialtko overgrown with tule-grass, studded or fitted with 
bulrush. Der. mayala.

Mayaltko IC-ush, nom. pr. of "Tule Lake", also called Modoc Lake 
and Rhett Lake, extending from California into Oregon. Of. M6atak.

Makash, nom. pr. masc. KL; interpreted by "Snorer".
ma'kash, d. m&ma'kash; see mukash.
niaklaktcha, d. mamaklaktcha to encamp at different places while on one 

and the "same trip, hunt or journey: hu'masht i tchi-uapk maklaktsuk 
yainatat kankanktsuk tche'-u thus you will live when camping out on the 
heights and hunting the antelope; at gdmpgle nat mak'laktsuk, at tfnnaga, 
and when the sun was setting we returned to encamp for the night, 30, 20.

makmakli, m§/km&kli, d. mamakmakli; same as mukmukli, q. v.
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niakokap, d. mak6kishap, mamkokap elder and younger sisters1 son or 
daughter; said by aunt.

m 4 k p k a, d. mamakpka to remain encamped for a while, or for days, while 
on a trip, hunt or expedition.

maksha (1) large cup or bowl, made of tule grass, 122, 23. 123, 2.; it is 
also used as: (2) skull-cap, worn by females. Der. ma-i.

makt6tkish, d. mamakt6tkish mowing scythe. Of. mulin6tkish.
m a k t c h a to camp out, to pass the night while on a trip or hunt.
maktchna, maktsina, d. mamaktchna to encamp, to pitch camp, to pass 

the night while traveling a certain distance: lapgni m. sha A'shlin ge'nug 
they encamped twice when they went to Ashland; awalues skdna, maktsina 
Nu'shkshi they paddle over to the island and pitch their camp for the night at 
Skull-Place, 74, 14.; ridanni maktchanuapk ge'nug when traveling they will 
camp out three days.

m a k u a 1 a, makual, makuela, d. mamakuala, mamakuela to pass the night 
in the wilds or mountains: makual, sta-6tank kaitua pat in the wilds he 
slays out while starving and fasting, 83, 2.

makualksh, d. mamakualksh camping place in the wilds or mountains.
makualsha, d mamakualsha to go and stay, to go and camp in the wilds 

or mountains, annually or habitually: makualshuapka i yainatat you will 
pass the nights in the mountains.

maklakpeli, d maxnaklakpeli to encamp again, to pitch camp, to pass the 
night for a second or subsequent time, 20, 9. 11. Der. mak'le"%a, -peli.

maklaks, mak'laks (d. mamaklaks), pi. tumi in ; pronounced sometimes 
mak'l6ks by Modocs; lit. "the encamped". (1) body of Indians encamped; 
Indian community, people; Indian tribe, chieftaincy, band: Walamskni, 
Walamswash m. the Mogue River tribe of Indians; Shasti m. the Shasti 
Indian tribe. In the "Modoc war" m. often stands for Mo'dokni, the whole 
Modoc tribe under Captain Jack: cf. 38, 8. 18 21. and m. lakl the band 
chief, 37, 17. for maklaksam laki, 34, 3. 38, 10. Cf. 29, 13. 38, 4. 43, 
11-15. 58, 5. 143, 2-4. (2) generic term for Indian: Indian man or 
woman, "redskin", native of the. American continent. Ketchkane m. a young 
Indian, 54, 1.; m. puelhf they threw into (the lodge) bodies of Indians, 112, 
21., cf. 113, 1.; kiuksam m. the men under the conjurer's leadership, 37, 15.;
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limi m. gita gatpa many Indians arrived there; nanuk in. wawapka the 
whole tribe sat there, 33, 5.; tcinkni m. the former generations of Indians, 85, 
6.; m. pan the Indians feed on it, 146, 15.; Mo'dokni m. a Modoc man or 
woman: maklaksam tchi'sh Indian settlement, Indian camping ground and 
lodges; mak'laksam pash edible roots, tiibers, bulbs and seeds, not eaten by 
the whites, 91, 2. 145, 20.; maklaksksaksi the place where the Indians 
encamped, 20, 10. 11. Of. 36, 20. 65, 12. 68, 1. 69, 3. Quot. under kd- 
kelanL (3) person, human being, individual: Boshtin m. American, white 
person; m.=papi'sh alligator, caiman; lit. "man-eater"; m.=shitko, 128, 10.; 
see below. Der. mak'leka.

maklaksni Indians and their families; Indians and what belongs to them: 
nanuktua m. ts6katk dead Indians of every tribe and age, 130, 2. Of. -ni.

maklaks = shitko (1) Indian-like. (2) resembling, alike to men or persons, 
human-like; m.=sh. shlesh gl they have the appearance of human beings, 
128, 10. (3) neighbor, fellow-man, 139, 12.

m 4 k' 1 e % a, maklg%a, mak'leka, d. mam4k'le%a (1) to encamp, to settle down 
in a temporary or permanent resting place: tsui m. we"wanuish then the 
women went to their camping place, 28, 3. (2) to pass the night away from 
home, to strike camp for the night; sa m. Wu'ksalks they encamped that 
night at Wokash-Place, 19, 11.; at pshl'n makleka and at night they camped 
out, 54, 6.; mak'le%apksh ku'metat when they slept in a cave, 121, 20. Cf. 
28, 7. 8. 38, 14. 119, 17. 20. Cf. tuketya.

m 41 a m, ma/lam, poss. case of pron. pers. a/t, a, ye, you ; it serves as a pron. 
poss. of the second person plural: your, yours, of ye, belonging to ye. Cf. 
34, 12. 14. 38, 22. 105, 5. 119, 17-20 M41arntak belonging to yourselves.

m 41 a s h, contr. malsh, abbr. Mod ma/1, m41, obj. case of a/t, a, pron. pers. 
of second person plural, ye, you; to ye, to you. Cf. 39, 1 3. 65, 3. 122, 
1. M41ashtak, ma/lshtak yourselves, to yourselves. See a/t, m41am.

m4maktsu, a species of duck, black and white, length of body about 
one foot. Incantation: 166; 27. Cf. ma'maklL

ma'msh, or mu'msh, in mu/msh tumi! 17, 8.; see mu'ni.
ma/nk, m4nk, d. m4mank (\~)fly: m. ha/ma the fly is buzzing. (2) generic 

term for any flying insect, 145, 16. Quot. under kshekiula.
mankaga, d. mam4nkaga little fly, 178; 4. Dim. ma/nk,
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m a'n t c h, mantch, ma'ns, d. mamantch, adv., (1) for some time, for a while; 

refers to the future as well as to the past, but to no definite length of 
time: ka-i tatd m. no longer, 88, 4.; tchawika m. he was insane for some 

time, 128, 9.; ma'ns hu'k tchakayank 1-u'ta he shot arrows for some time, 

while posted in the bush, 23, 21. In 73, 6. ma'ns stands for ma'ntch=gitko, 
q. v. (2) when the vowel a is pronounced very long, m. means for a long 

time: spukli-udpka m. they will sweat for many hours, 82, 10 ; m. sheno- 
tanka they fought a. long time, 4'*, 8.; ka-i ma'nsh i'pka not long can lie, 

148, 3. Cf. gahak, ma/ntch=gftko, nia, tank.

nia'ntchak, mantsag, d. mamantchak, adv., a long while; for some time; 

refers to the past and to the future: tata mantsak mbusa'lan gl then he 

lived with her for a good while, 77, 2.; tsui shp6ka mantchak then he lay 

quite a while on the ground, 110, 14.; ma'nshaktch (for m tchi) for such a 

long time, 110, 18. From ma'ntch, ak.

ina'ntchak = gitko, d. mamantchak=gftko sometime afterwards, 29, 13.
ma'ntch = gitko, mantch=gitk (1) some time after; long after; lit. " long- 

been"; refers only to the past or to what is supposed to be past: m.=gitk 

Skelamtch guhdshktcha after a while Old Marten set out, 110, 21.; cf. 73, 
7. 105, 13. 119, 6. 121, 1. 12. 122, 14. 22.; m.=gltk tche'k finally, at last, 

112, 15. (2) informer times, long ago, 93, 3. Der. ma/ntch, gi.
ma'ntchni, d mama'ntchni (1) foregoing, previous, early: m. Modokisham 

kaila the old Modoc country (on Modoc Lake, Lost River etc.), 44, 10. 
(2) ancestral, antique, belonging to the past: m. maklaks the former generations 
of Indians; m. shtap an old-fashioned arrow-head, 134, 17. Cf. tankni.

rna'sh, pi. tiimi m., a plant similar to wild parsnip; its stalk serves as 
food, its root as medicine. Der. ma'sha.

ma/sha, masha, ma/sa, d. mama/sha (1) v. intr., to taste; to taste like, to be 

flavored like, 119, 15.: liiiluyatk m. it tastes sweet, 148, 14., cf. 146,14.; ka-a 
m. it tastes bitter, sour, tart; ka-a mashitko bitter; sour, tart; wl\'kash=shitk 
mashetk tastes like pond-lily seed, 14fi, 6.; le'hiash ku-i nia/shetk the ley ash 

tastes badly, 147, 21. (2) v. intr. and impers., to suffer from an acute or 

painful disease; often confounded with shila, q. v.: ke'lpoksh m. to suffer 

from a fever; tii'tak huk m. where he suffers, 73, 3., cf. 2.; m. n'sh I am sick,

138, 3. 4.; ha nayans hissuaksas ma'shitk kalak if some man suffers from 
14
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a relapse, 72, 1. and Note; mashetko, mashitko patient, diseased person; 
obj. mashipksh, abbr. ma'shish, 71, 5.; ku-i mashish gish shapa they say 
that he is seriously sick, 140, 5.; stefnash m. to endure mental suffering; 
ma'sa nat stainas we were sorry at lieart, 24, 17. Cf. yualka, kalak, kel- 
poks (3). Quot. under hita, ka-itata, klap, nkdsh.

ma's hash, d. mama'shash (1) taste, flavor. (2) disease, distemper, acute or 
painful sickness: kelpoks m. fever; lit. "hot disease". Cf. klap. (3) sore.

mat, encl. oral particle, mostly inserted after the first word of the sentence: 
" allegedly, as alleged, as reported, so they say, as he, she said", the Latin 
dicitur, ferunt, aiunt; refers only to facts reported, not to words, speeches, 
sentences, sayings etc. Yamnashptchi mat lu'loks Aishisham it is said, 
that the fire of Aishish was purplish-blue, 99, 3.; hu'nk ka-i rnatpl'sh siukat 
I did not kill him, as she alleges. 'Jl, 5., c£ the nen in the foregoing sentence. 
Mythic stories frequently begin with mat as the second word : 99, 2. 109, 
1. 2. 142, 1. Cf. also 70, 1. 5. 6. 74, 3. 4. 107, 13. 140, 2. 7. Abbr. into 
ma in: ma na? do we? did we? Mod. tu4 ma? what is it? hunk ma sha 
watchag shiuga it is said that they have killed a dog. Cf. mut, nen.

matne'sham, d. mamatne'sham poison oak: Rhus toxicodendron.
matchdta, d. mamtchata to hearken, to listen attentively to somebody.
matchatka, d. mamtchatka (1) to listen to, pay attention to, 34, 11.: ma- 

tchatgfsh listeners, 84, 2. 'and Note. (2) to obey.
matchawa, d. mamtchawa to listen to noises, clangs, words etc
ma'kmakli, d. mamakmakli, rnema/kmakli blue mixed or sprinkled with 

white, bluish-gray; the color of many water-birds. Cf. mamaktsu, ma7- 
makli, matchma/tchli.

ma'm mother; a child's term, adopted from English mum. Mod.
ma/makli, pi. tiirni m., generic term for all wild ducks and geese, 145, 

6. 177; 21.: shliiituk ma'makla (obj.) to hunt and kill waterfowl, 136, 1.
matchma/tchli, metsme'tsli, d. mamatchma'tchli, mematsme'tsli (1) blue, 

sky-blue, 146, 8. 148, 12.: metsmetsawals (form, shawalsh) obsidian arrow 
head; the obsidian rock found in the Klarnath Highlands being of a black 
color with a very slight tinge of blue. (2) purple-colored, violet-colored.

mawi%6tkish, ma/wi%otksh little box or casket which can be locked.
mbaka, d. mbambka to break; same word as paka No. 3, q. v.
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mbakla, d. mbambakla (1) v. trans., to break or crack something by let 

ting it fall, as bottles, tumblers. (2) v. intr., to break or crack by heat, 

dry ness, drought, exsiccation; to be parched up. Of. mpdkuala.
Mbakualshi, nom. pr. of a camping place or former lodge-site on Kla 

math Marsh; lit. " Top-Dried-Tree". Der. mpakuala.

mbakuish broken fragment, as of tumblers, pottery. Der. mbaka.

m b d t a s h, patash, d. mbambtash; see rnpatash.
mbati^i, d. mbambtfyi; same as mbute'%e, q. v.
mbatchna, d. mbambtchna to jump while running or going. Cf. mbu'tl%a.

mbaubdwash "the howler", a popular name given to the young silver 
fox. Der. mbawa. Cf. wanaka.

mba-ush, uba-tish, uba'-ush, pi. tumi mb., dressed, tanned skin or hide; 

tanned buckskin, as a material for making clothing: Mo'dokni mb. shulo'- 

tantko the Modocs were clad in buckskin, 90, 16.; vunam mb. tanned elks 

skin, 90, 17.; pushaklash pani tsulish ubd-ush skin-shirt, toga-shirt; kaila- 
lapsh=uba-ush, or simply uba-ush, buckskin breeches; uba-ush piece of deer 

skin, 73, 1-6. Of. kla'sh, ndshe'dsh, ni'l, tchdlksh.
Mba-ush = Shne'kash, nom. pr. of a mountain west of Upper Klamath 

Lake. Lit. "Bosom-Burnt-Through"; the name is founded on a legend, 
mb. being here the bosom-piece of an aboriginal buckskin dress.

mba-uta, d. mbambuta to shoot; to hurt, wound by shooting: wats mb. na- 
a'nam somebody's horse was shot by another man, 19, 8.

mbawa, d. mbambua (1) v. intr., to explode, burst, burst up; said of a 
bomb-shell, 43, 2 : mb. steinash nu'dshnuk the heart burst when flying, 
114, 4.; cf. 114, 5. 6. 8. (2) v. trans., to cause to explode: mb. ski's to 
break wind, 134, 7. (3) v. intr., to scream, screech: yaiikal a mb. the white- 
headed eagle is screaming; to howl; cf. mbaub4wash.

mbiiitch, d. mbu/mbitch (1) tendon, sinew, ligament. (2) the strong foot 
ligament above the heel: tendo Achillis. (3) sinew or cord made of ten 
dons and used on bows and other implements.

m b u k a, d. mbii'mbuka, mbu/nib^a, v. trans., (1) to break something hollow, 
as bones, bottles etc. (2) to parch or make crumble by exsiccation or 
drought. (3) subst., dust. Cf mbakla.

mbukamnatko, d. mbumbakamnatko what bites the tongue; bitter, sharp, 
acrid. Der. mbukamna.
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mbiikash, d. mbu'mb^ash earth crumbling into dust, disintegrated by 
parching heat or drought. Der. mbiika.

xnbu'shaksh, d. mbu'mbshaksh (1) obsidian of a black or almost black 
color, a volcanic rock found in the Klamath Highlands and serving for 
the manufacture of arrow- and spear-heads, knives etc.: mb^shawalsh, or 
simply nib., arrow-head made of obsidian, 113, 16.; mb.-wati obsidian knife. 
(2) implement manufactured from obsidian: stone-knife, skinning implement, 
126, 7. (3) Mbu'saks, nom. pr., an appellation given to the /Snake Indians 
by the Klamath Lake people, 143, 2. Cf. kok61e, shawalsh.

M b u s h a k s h a 11 k o , nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man, signer of the 
treaty of 1864, and mentioned there as "Poosaksult"; lit. " Possessed of 
obsidian-tools". Der. mbu'shakshala.

Mbu'shaksham = W4sh, nom. pr. of a locality on Williamson River; 
identical with Mbu'shaksh=Shawalsh. From mbu'shaksh, wash.

M b iT s h a k = S li i w a s h k n i Indians inhabiting the locality around Mbu'- 
shaksh=Shawalsh; corruption from Mbu'shaksh^Shawalshkni: 141, 5.

Mbu'shaksh = Shawalsh, nom. pr. of a locality at the junction of the 
Williamson and Sprague Rivers, near the house of the Indian Tselo^ins. 
About 200 yards above this junction a small stream detaches itself from 
Williamson River and joins Sprague River further below, so as to leave 
a rocky island of the shape of an arrow-head. Gatpa turn!' maklaks Mb. 
many (hostile) Indians came to "the Arrow-Head", 16, 16.

mbushanak, d. mbumbushanak the early morning of next day.
mbushant, Mod. mbiishan, d. mbumbushant, adv. (1), on the next morn 

ing: mb. gdna pa'n next morning they marched again, 19, 11.; cf. 24, 11. 
100, 14. 119, 1. (2) on the next day; to-morrow: mb. unak to-morrotv early, 
118, 2.; also: one morning early; mb. at unak the next day early, 101, 11.; 
mb. tchek to-morrow at last, 122, 1.; mb. wait61ank na-ent waitashtka two 
days afterward, 66, 2.; mbu'shan pa'n ge*na next day they went again, 110, 
8. (3) in the morning: gen mb. pil this morning only, 140, 7., KL; mb 
in the morning, 144, 3.

mbushe'ala, mbushela, d. mburnbshe'ala, mbumbshe'la (1) to wed, marry, 
espouse; said of both sexes, 182; 6. 7. (2) to be married, to be in the mar 
ried state: mbusa/lan gi, or mbusha/lank he lived with her: they lived as
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man and wife, 77, 2.; hu'k mbushela kalamkshi tak nu tank mak'le%a the 
man at whose house I stopped, is married; E-ukskishash mbushe'altk he 
was the husband of a Klamath Lake woman, 30, 19.

mbushe'alpe'li, d. mbumbshe'alpeli (1) to marry the same person again. 
(2) to live again as man and wife, 60, 20. 77, 2. 78, 2. 11.

m b u's h n i, d. mbu'mbshni (1) to consort with, to cohabit, 90, 7. (2) subst., 
consort; person living with another of the opposite sex, legitimately or not: 
Sastiam mb. the husband of a Shasti woman.

m b u t e'% e, nibati/i, d. mbambute'%e, cnbanibti^i (1) to jump, skip, leap over 
something, as an,obstruction: Titak a mb. himpoks Titak jumps over a log. 
(2) to make jumps on level ground. Mod. for himputia^ie'a Kl.

m b u'11 % a, d. mbumbatl%a to jump or leap down. Of. mbatchna, mbute'%e.
m (i a; see me'ya.
m e* d s h a, medsha, d. me'mdsha, memdsha (1) to remove, to move away from 

the country or district, to emigrate, cf. 13, 4. (2) to remove with family, 
relatives, 96, 18., or with the whole tribe: medshapka to remove distantly 
from or unseen by the one speaking, 34, 4.

medshampeli, d. memdshampeli to migrate to the former place; to return 
with family to the former settlement. Der. me'dshna, -peli.

me" hi ash, me*hias, me*yas, pi. turni m., trout; generic term for all trout, 
the most frequent there being Salmo irideus, 180; 14 : rneliiess pan to cat 

trout, cf. 136, 6.; mehiashe'mi, contr. messa/mi, mdssam "in the trout-catch 

ing time", lasting from spring till autumn. Derived from rneya to dig out, 

as the term trout, Lat. tructa, Gr. rpcourrj? is derived from rpooyeiv to 

gnaw, dig, make holes.

me'-idsha, d. memi'dsha to go to dig, to start out for digging edible roots: 
sha mbu'shant ge*na me'-idshuk ka'sh next day they went out to dig ipo-roots,

118, 3. 6. 119,1. Der. meVa.ii ./
m ^ -1 s h , d. m^mlsh digging-ground for eatable roots, tubers and bulbs: 

ge*na me-ish%e'ni he went to the digging-prairie, 96, 1.
m ^ y a, m^a, d. memia to dig out, to extract from the soil with a tool; said 

only of edible roots, tubers, bulbs etc., the names of these being often 
subjoined; 109, 1. 118, 6 7.: amtatka sha m. they dig up with, the camass- 
stick, 147, 10.; simply m., 95, 23. 107, 6.; me'-ipks (for meyapkash)
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galdsui lie met them digging roots, 107, 5.; lu'piak tu& ka'sh me'-isht before
she had dug any kd'sh-lulbs, 118, 5.; me'-ishl while she had dug, 119, 2.
Speaking of more than one subject, Kl. uses me'ya and shta-ila, Mod.
shta-ila only, q. v. 

mey6tkish, meyiitkish, abbr. me'yutch; Mod. me-iitkish, d. memi-
iitkish, Mod. mermitkish tool, spade or stick for digging edible roots and

bulbs; camass-stick, camass-spade. Usually called amda, q. v. 
me'kia, d. memdkia to be or become childish, doting; to be in one's dotage:

m. hu't kemutchuga he is doting on account of his old age. 
m 6 k i s h, d. meme'kish childish, doting person. 
Melafkshi, met. Lemaikshi, nom. pr. of Shasta Butte or Mount Shasta, a

volcanic cone in the northeastern parts of Sacramento Valley, California;
elevation 14,442 feet (Whitney). Tu'-una Lemaikshina around Shasta
Suite, 40, 3. Der. m'laf. Cf. M'laiksini Yaina. 

menik, mnik, d. mnimnak, adv. temp., very little; a very short lapse of
time: m. nu pa'dshit ktana I slept very little to-night. 

m 6 p k a, d. me'mapka to be encamped together, to inhabit the same locality, to
form a community. Cf. me'wa. 

m 6 p o k s, d. me"mpoks body of people living at the same spot or belonging
together; association, community, company: la'p m. shuldshash two military
companies, 29, 4. Der. me'pka Cf. kimbaks.

m d t' h 1 i, d. memat'hli hole, aperture, crack, cleft; said e. g. of a key-hole, 
me'tkalsh, d. mematkalsh (1) what is carried on back or shoulders: burden,

load, of hay, grass, e. g. (2) bundle, pack, package, parcel. Der. mdtk'la. 
me'tk'la, me'tgla, d. mematk'la, ine'matgla to carry on one's back or

shoulders, this being usually done with the strap on forehead: me'tklank
a e*na yutampksh he carries a heavy load on his back; partic. ma/tkaltko
load carried on back. Cf. shkatkela. 

met-tdms%a, d. memat-tams^a to dig out, excavate in the vicinity of; to
excavate between two places, as between fences, lodges, houses etc.; to dig
among, in the midst of. Der. me'ya. 

me'tchish, d ine'lnatchish hole, orifice, as of ear, nose. Der. me'ya. Cf.
gint%ish, gmtch^ish, me't'hli. 

metsmetsawals obsidian arrow-head; a compound term formed by
the agglutination of raatchma/tchli to sbawalsh, q. v.
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me-utkish, d memutkish, Mod. for mey6tkish Kl.
me'wa, d. memu-ua, memuwa to mew, to miaul; kitti m. the cat is mewing. 

Mod. Onomatop. Cf. ha/ma.
m d w a, d. me"'mu, me'mu to pitch camp, to encamp away from the lodge or 

house, on prairie etc. Cf. me'dsha.
mhishetko, d. mhimshetko oily; of oily appearance; said of faces, e. g.
mhii, d. mhu'mlm (u short) grouse, 135, 3. Mod. for trnu' Kl., q. v.
mi, ml, pron. poss. of second person sing., usually procl.: thy, thine; your, 

yours; ml p'gl'shap thy, your mother; me we'ash (for ml we'ash) thy child, 
ml snawedsh thy wife, 142, 7.; mftant latchashtat in thy lodge; mitak, 
mitok. just thine; thy own; mi tala thine alone.

mid s ho, d. mimdsho ladle, spoon, 138, .*>.: t6kiti rnidsu horn spoon.
mish, mish, abbr. m'sh, m's, procl. and encl. obj. case of the pers. pron. i, 

thee, to thee; you, to you: ko-idsheVa mish nu gatplsht I am glad that you 
came; nu mish shawal^uapk I will revenge myself on you; spulhi-uapka 
m's nl I would imprison you, 58, 11. sqq.; tids taks mi'sh nl kni%4 m's nl 
I know you perfectly well, 65, 10. , Cf. i, ik.

m i t a s h, midash, d. mfmtash, mimdash leggings covering the leg below the 
knee. Chin. J., from French mitasse; the Kl. term is shnashniksh, q. v.

m' 1 a i , adv., steeply, abruptly, going straight up, sloping rapidly. Cf. p'lai.
M'laikslni Yaina, nom. pr. of Mount Pitt, a high mountain of the 

Cascade Eange, of pyramidal shape, situated due west from the mouth 
of the Williamson River. Der. m'laf. Cf. Melafkshi.

m' n a, m'ndlam, m'nalsh, Kl; for p'na, p'nalam, p'nalsh Mod., see pi, 
p'na, p'nalam.

m 6 a, rn6at; see miia, miiat.
M6atak, M6atok, Mo'dok (1) nom. pr. of Modoc Lake, also called Tule 

Lake (Kl. Tulik) and Rhett Lake; a large fresh-water basin surrounded 
by volcanic formations, situated east of Little Klamath Lake and extend 
ing from California into Oregon, 20, 11. 21. 8.; also called M6atokui 
E-ush. Cf. Lutuami, Mayaltko £-ush. (2) nom. pr. of the district at 
the southern shore of Modoc Lake (one of the ancient homes of the 
Modoc tribe), and its surroundings; Mo'dokam kaila Modoc land, the 
Moatok district; klu' kedsha M. the klu-root grows in the Modoc country, 
147, 2.: cf. 18. Der. muat Cf Kumbat (2), Kumbatuash
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M<5atakish, M6atok=glsh, M6adokisli; see Mo'dokish.
Moatni Koke, one of the names given to the Pit River, a large eastern 

tributary of Sacramento River, draining the whole of Pit River Valley, 
California. Its English name is derived from the pits or pit-falls dug 
out by the natives for the trapping of deer and other game on its banks 
and in the numerous side valleys. Of. k6ke (2).

M6atokni E-ush, nom. pr. of Modoc Lake, also called Rhett Lake and 
Tule Lake. Of. M6atak.

M6atuash, Muatwash; or M. maklaks, nom, pr., Pit River Indian; lit. 
" Southern Dweller". Tribes of this family occupied the largest portion 
of Pit River Valley, California, from Goose Lake down to Hat Creek. 
Raids into their territory were made almost every year by the Klamath 
Lake and Modoc Indians up to the time of the treaty of 1864; for ac 
counts of them, see pp. 19-27 and 54, 5-15. For various depredations and 
other acts of violence committed upon American settlers a portion of these 
Indians was severely punished by General Geo. Crook in 1867 and re 
moved to Round Valley reservation, west of the Sacramento River. Shlaa 
(nad) Mdatuashash tchi'pksh (for tchipkash) we saw the Pit River Indians 
encamped, 19, 15.; cf. 20, 1. 5. 8. 21. etc.; 135, 3. Moatuash%e'ni into or in 
the Pit River country. Cf. k6ke (2) and Notes on p. 25. Der. miiat, wd.

M6atuasham K6ke, one of the names of the Pit River, California, 
135, 3.; lit. "River of the Southern Dwellers". Cf. k6ke (2)

Moatuashamkshini K 6 k e, nom. pr. of the Pit River; lit. " River of 
the Southern Dwellers' Country".

Mo'dokish, M6atok=gish, M6atakish, pi. tumi M., nom. pr. (1) adj., be 
longing or having reference to the Modoc tribe, or to the Modoc country, or to 
Modoc (Tule, Rhett) Lake; staying, living around Modoc Lake. (2) subst., 
Modoc Indian, Modoc man or woman: M6atokish nu'sh shim a Modoc war 
rior was shot in the head, 21, 18.; Moadokfsh 28, 13. stands for Moadokl'- 
shash. In the subj. case the usual form is Mo'dokni, q. v., and M6atokni.

Mo'dokni, M6atokni, Mu'atokni, pi. tumi M., nom. pr. (1) adj., relating, 
belonging to the Modoc people or tribe: M. rruiklaks the Modoc people; when 
speaking of themselves they generally say: rnaklaks "the" tribe; M. 
maklaks sheTlual the Modoc war; lit. "the Modoc Indians fought", p.
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33 (title). (2) subst., Modoc man or woman: na'sh M. one Modoc indi 
vidual of either sex, or one Modoc man; M., M6atokni all Modocs, 134, 19. 
21. 135, 4.; tu'm shash nga'-isha Moatoki'shash (or Moatokgi'shash) they 
wounded many Modocs, 21, 16, cf. 22. 1.; M6atokni n&nka sa-ulantchna 
some Modocs marched with us, 21, 9. The home of one part of the Mo- 
docs was at the springs, Nushaltkaga, of Lost River, cf. 21, 4.; the 
other two principal settlements of this tribe were on Modoc Lake, and 
on Hot Creek, or Agawesh, a rivulet running into Little Klamath Lake 
One half of the Modoc tribe was removed to the northeastern portion of 
the Indian Territory for having participated in the Modoc war of 1872-73; 
a few families have remained on Hot Creek, others in the Lost River 
Valley, while some 150 Modocs established themselves around Yaneks, 
on the Sprague River, in May, 1870; cf. 36, 5-8. Their chiefs and head 
men are mentioned in 58, 5-7. Der. M6atok.

Mo'dok Point, nom. pr of a high and rocky promontory on the east side 
of Upper Klamath Lake, 34, 19., called so because the Modoc tribe 
lived there from Dec. 31, 1869, to April 26, 1870. Cf Notes to 34, 18. 
19. 35, 5. This locality is one of the prominent landmarks of the coun 
try, is frequently referred to in Indian mythic folklore, and lies about 
four miles south of the main settlements of the E-ukshikni near the outlet 
of the Williamson River. The road from Fort Klamath to Lirikville 
passes at the base of the promontory. Cf Kiuti, Miiyant, shuyake'kish.

M 6 k a i, M6ke, or M. maklaks Kalapuya Indian of Willamet Valley, Ore 
gon: M6keash uduyua A'-ukskni the Lake tribe whipped the Kalapuyas, 18, 2

m 61 a s h , pi. tiimi m., slime, phlegm; pus.
mpakuala, mbakuala, d. mpampdkuala to dry up on the top, as trees. 

Der. paha, Cf. mbakla, mbu'ka.
mpampaktish, mbambaktish, a species of small ducks. Incantations 

167; 28. 177; 29.
ruparnptish, pi. tumi mp. (1) one who strikes upon, (2) one who beats or 

strikes through: tchikemen=mp. Nacksmith. Der. mpata.
mpata, d. mpampta (1) to strike, beat upon with a tool. (2) to strike into 

something after going through another object; to pin fast to: gdn ish tsu- 
yii/sh mp. (tdlak) the arrow struck me after piercing this hat, 138, 2.
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m p 41 a s h, patash, pata, p. mpamptash, paptash, papta milt, spleen.
mpatkia, d mpampatkia to strike down into, to beat, hit upon repeatedly: 

sha skukum-house mpampatkia tchikeminatka they fastened the (under 
ground)^^ with nails; they nailed down the jail-cover, 66, 4. Der. mpata.

mpato, mpatu, pato, pat6, d. mpdmptu, papto (1) cheek; cheek-bone: pat6 
n shli'n I shot him in the cheek, 30, 16.; mpatuam kakgo cheek ~bones. (2) 
gill of fish. Der. pat-, in patpatli.

mpe'titchna, d. mpempatitchna to float, drift; to drift away: yana mp. 
to drift down stream, Den mpe'tchna.

mp^tla^sh, d. mpe'mpetla^sh gizzard. Of. lawalash.
mpetlal6na, d. mpempatla!6na to float down stream: amputat mp. to float 

down on the water's surface.
mpetluansha, d. mpempatluansha to be afloat, to float: amputat mp; to 

be afloat in the water.
mpet-te'ga, mpetega, d. mpempat't^ga to sink down in water; to be 

drowned. Der. ampu. Of. ktiishna.
mpe'tchna, d. mpe'mpatchna, mpa'mpatchna to float, drift; to be drifted 

away. Der. ampu.
mpumpualtka, pi. turni mp., to bubble up in water. Der. ampu.
mputchlaluish, d. mpumpatchlaluish moustache.
m' s h a s h, mshash, d. msdmsash chipmunk, fence-mouse; species of squirrel 

burrowing in the ground, 110, 2. Of. washla.
mshashaltcha, d. mshamshashaltcha to start on a squirrel-hunt; msha- 

shaltchatk (supply: gi) sha hunk they were hunting squirrels, 110, 1.
mii, mu, mu', d. muma, mu'm, mum (1) adv. of muni: greatly, largely, 

extensively; much, very, a great deal. Usually prod., and placed before 
adjectives, verbs, verbal adjectives and adverbs: mu tidshi nice, admirable; 
rnu=lbuka, see Ibiika; mu tia/ma to be very hungry; mu ktana to sleep long; 
mil ka/na it snows heavily, 75, 17.; mu n^-ul/a to punish in an exemplary 
manner, 59, 5.; mu tcha/k nutfsht when at last the fire blazed with might, 
114, 1.; mtl shiidsha to make a large camp-fire, 121, 20.; mu kink6tko wide, 
opened widely; mu nkillitko very rapid, 94, 5.; mu7 sk& sla/wi it blew very 
cold, 31, 2.; muak, 109, 13., see below; inu'm ktak&litko a large, wide gash. 
Of. hupka. (2) adj., abbr. of muni: muJaki head chief, principal chief.
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miia, mu'a, m6a, d. mumua, v. impers., the south wind blows; it blows from 
the south. Cf. miina.

muak, mti'ak, adv., a little more, somewhat more; more intensely, 59, 11.: 
m'na u'nakag mii'ak t'shi'sht (for the time when) his little son would have 
grown a little taller, 109, 13. Der. mu, ak.

miiash, mti'ash, d. munmash (I) south wind: mu'ash shle'-uyuk when the 
south wind blows, 94, 6.; mu'ashtka in the south wind, 156; 29. its incanta 
tion, 167; 29. (2) Muash, contr. Mu'sh, the mythic personification of the 
South Wind: Mu'shamkshi to or at the dwelling of the South Wind, 111, 4. 7. 
The decapitation of the South Wind by Old Marten is related in 111, 
4 11. Der miia. Cf. Yamash.

rniiat, mti'at, d. mumiiat (1) subst, the south, as a point of compass; k^tsa 
muatitala (abbr. muatita) shleVish southwest wind, lit. "a wind a little to 
the south". Cf. kitcha. (2) adv., m., miiatala or nniatana southward: 
mti'at geno'ga in order to go, or: when going south, 186; 53.; mti'atan nat 
ge*na we marched south, 31, 4. (3) adv., from the south. Cf. yamat, ye*wat

M ft? a t a k, Mu'atokni; see M6atak, Mo'dokni.
nniatni, m6atni, d. mumiiatni, adj., coming from southern lands; belonging 

to, or native of lands to the south. Der. miiat. Cf. M6atni K6ke.
miiatch, 144, 9, for mrniish; see muni.

miii, d. mumi woodchuck, a species of rodents belonging to the squirrel 
family, genus Arctomys. Incantation: 154; 5. Cf. mu-iie.

muigidsha, d. mumigidsha to form eddy, to be eddying: ambu k6ketat m. 
the water is eddying in the river. Cf. niulgidsha.

muimiiya, d. mumimuya to tremble, shiver; to be shaky like old people, 
103, 12. Also pronounced muhimuya. Cf. nainaya, tiishtusha.

M li y a n t, noni. pr. of a mountain near Modoc Point.
rnuye'nash, mii'yans, 60, 8., obj. case of muni, q. v.

m u k a, d. nmmka to menstruate. Cf. yulfna, stupui.
mukaga, mukak, d. mu'mkaga, mumkak little babe, suckling child, 140, 

10.: mu'mkak gi'ul%a un4k the babies were born early in the morning; cf. 
109, 13.; mukak k'laka the babe died, 78, 1. Dim. nmksh.

mukalta, d. mumkalta (1) to become wet; to be drenched all through: 

partic. mukaltatko wetted, wet; said of cloth, clothing, e. g. Kl. for pa-
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gatko Mod. (2) v. impers., it is wet, damp weather: gen ilh61ash m. this 
year the weather is wet. Cf. miika, shmiikalta.

in u k a m u k food, provisions, eatables. Term adopted from Chin. J. Of. pash.
mukash, ma'kash, mii'ksh, d. mu'nmkash, mamakash (1) down; downy, 

softy fine feather of birds, especially ducks: ma'kash tchuye'sh head-dress 
made of pretty duck-skins. (2) plume, soft feather of animal or vegetable 
origin; filaments composing veins of feather; plume of grass-stalk etc.: 
katpasham t miiksh tail-feather of bird; eagle feather incantation, 163; 11. 
(3) the finest, thinnest hair on the human head. (4) horned owl, a large 
owl-species, clothed on the breast with the finest down, length of body 
2 to 2£ feet; Bubo subarcticus: m. ha'ma the owl is hooting, 88, 6. 192; 2.; 
miikasham shn^kash lichen, lit. "owl-snot"; muk'sham napal owl's egg; 
mu'kisham for mu'kasham, 175; 14. (the owl's incantation).

mukrniikatko, d. mumakmiikatko provided, endowed with doiun, soft and 
tiny feathers, plumes; downy; plum,ed; said of animals and plants, 148, 9.: 
tchelash m. gi the plant-stalk forms a plume. Der. miikash

mukmiikli, d. mumakmukli (1) downy, soft to the touch, as cotton wad 
ding: m. shlapsh a downy blossom, 150; 3. (2) light-haired, fair-haired; 
m. 14k blonde, auburn Jiair; lit. "hair of down color". (3) of light cinnamon 
complexion, like that of the Oregonian Indians: na/d m&klaks mu'mak- 
mukli we Indians are cinnamon-skinned, 103, 4. Cf. mukash.

Mu'kmuksh "The Downy", nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake woman; having 
once suffered of a sore head, cotton wads were applied to it, which look 
like down (mukash). Cf. mukmiikli (1).

miiksh, mu'ggs, d. miimoksh, miimoggs babe, baby, infant; suckling child. 
Der. miika. Kl. for shue'ntch Mod.

m li k u a g a, miikug, d. miimkuaga a species of forest- or field-mouse, dark 
colored. Cf. kmumutch, kii'dsa, miii.

miikuash, d. mu'mkuash a grass-species of dark hue. Cf. kma/.
miikukaga, d. miimkukaga little forest mouse, 179; 10. Dim. miikuaga.
mu'lalak a species of duck with large flat bill; perhaps the shoveler or 

spoonbill duck, 180; 12.
rniUlbiika, mulbu'ka, d. mu=lbu'lbka (1) large turnip- or bulb-shaped 

fruit growing on surface of ground: m.=l. gitk having a large turnip or bulb, 
149, 18 (2) round-shaped bunch of grass. From urn, Ibiika.
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mu'lgap, d. mtilgishap, Mod. mumalgap (1) sister-in-law; brother's wife, 
said by elder or younger brother; wife's elder or younger sister, said by 
husband. (2) brother-in-law; husband's elder or younger brother, said by 
wife; elder or younger sister's husband, said by sister.

m u 1 i n a, d. mumlfna to cut off", mow; kshiin m. to cut the grass with a scythe, 
to mow grass, to make hay. Cf. mu'shka.

mulin6tkish, contr. mulinutch, d. mumlin6tkish scythe, mowing scythe.

m u 1 i n u i s h, d. mumlinuish stubble. Der. mulina.
mu'lk, d. mu'malk small insect, worm, maggot; a generic term comprising 

the smaller and less conspicuous kinds of insects and worms crawling on 
the ground or found in the earth, 145, 17.

mu'lkaga, d. nrn'malkaga insect, worm, maggot of diminutive size, 71, 7. 
145, 17. Dim. mu'lk

mu'lka, mu'l^a, d. mumal^a to be dense, thick; said of drifting fogs, smoke 
etc.: shlayaksh in. the smoke is very dense. Der. mu, l%an.

mu'lmulatko bog, quagmire, mud-puddle. Of. mu'lu.
mulo'la (for mulu61a), d. mumalo'la to be entirely ready, to be fully pre 

pared, 41, 19. Der. miilua.
mu'lu, mulo, d. mumalu rotten wood, 120, 9. 121, 17.; dust or atoms of 

decayed wood-substance.
mulua, d. mumdlua (1) to make oneself ready, to get ready, 29, 4. 31, 3. 

95, 22. 110, 22.; to prepare oneself: m. sa lit%i they got ready (for march 
ing) in the evening, 19, 13.; m. ge*nuapkug he made ready to go. (2) to be 
ready, prepared, 170; GO; muluank nu ge*na / am ready to go.

mu'luala, d. nmrnaluala to rot, to be rotten, to decay; said of wood, logs 
etc.: partic. mu'lualtko rotten, decayed, putrescent; m. anku a rotten tree. 
Der. mii'lu. Cf. nd6pa.

muluapele, d. mumaluapele to make oneself ready again, 20, 12. Der. 
mulua, -peli.

mulu ash, mu'luesh curing implement, magic help of the conjurer in his 
treatment of the diseased. Articles serving for this purpose are bird- 
feathers, scoops, otter-skin straps, rattles, rabbit- or fox-skins etc.: kiuksh 
wan kiukayank m. m'na the conjurer sticks out a fox-skin as his sign, 71, 2.; 
kutchfngshka hu' mu'luesh hoofs of young deer are my curing-tools, 166; 
21. Cf. 167; 30. 32-34. Der. mulua.
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rnumie'nash, mumia'nash, rmimenish; see nnini
niu'msh, 17, 8; see miini (!) 

mu'muatch both ears; said of persons and animals, KL; word existing 
only in the distributive form: na~igshtant, Mod. nagshtant m. on one ear 

only. C£ kmiimutch, na-igshtani, ndsh6ka, wawakash, and Note to 177; 5.
mu'muma to hum, hum around, to buzz: mumumsh a m. the bumble-bee is 

humming, buzzing. Onomatop.
mumumsh, d. mumamumsh bumble-bee.

muna, mii'na, muna, adv., deeply, at a depth, deep down, low down, 147, 6.; 
tu' m. or: muna tu down there in the bottom, deep down, 21, 15. 19. 22, 1.; 

m. lushantchna to scratch a deep round hole, 134, 7.; mundna deep down, 

165; 10.; mundna tatdmnish mole, viz. "traveler in the depth", 179; 10.
munatdlkni, adj. (1) staying deep down; coming from below. (2) Muna- 

tdlkni, nom. pr. of Munatdlkni, the genius of the underground regions. 
From nnina, -tala, -kni. Of. Note to 173; 3. Of. lemiina, lemunakni.

muni, mu'ni, obj. muye'nash, muyans, miinish, poss. muye'nam; d. mu- 
mSni, obj. mumia'nash and miime'msh, poss. munrie'nain; abbr. mu: (1) 

adj., great in the physical, concrete sense of the word: large, bulky, big; 

wide, extensive; long, tall, high: m. e'-ush ocean, sea; m wdti sword, lit. 
"long knife"; mu-u-uni very large, of colossal dimensions; mu/yans pi'la 
lakiash only to the head chief, 60, 8.; muatch (for miinish) kpexl gftko 
having a long tail, 144, 9.; Idp niume'ni (shulshesh) the two larger sticks 

(of four in the spelshna-game), 79, 2. 3.; mume'ni a keld-ush the sand is 

coarse; mu'msh (or ma'msh, ma/msh) tuml! (for mu'meni u'tch tuml!) 

whether a large number (of enemies) or not! 17. 8..; watchag mu'menish 
wawdkash gitko fox-hound, viz. "long-eared dog", Mod.; mumeanti, mii- 

manti, cf. lutish. (2) adult person, grown-up man: mu'ns (for nnl'nish) 

lu'gsla to make a slave of an adult man or person, 24, 16. (3) great in the 

abstract sense: powerful, strong, superior, mighty; excellent; m. laki head- 

chief, governor; m. laki the President of the United States, 36, 21.; mu'ni 
Idkiam shtina/sh the President's house; or: the federal government, Mod.; 

mu'yans lakiash sku'kta to pay a fine to the headchief, 60, 8.

Mu'ni Yaina, nom. pr. of a wooded mountain peak of the Cascade 
Range, west of the Klamath agency buildings: "Big Mountain".
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sh = Nkaski&ga = Gi'tko, nom. pr. masc. The father of this
man, having signed the treaty of 1864, is mentioned in it as Dick
Mosenkasket: lit. " Big-Bell j-Having". 

mu'nk, (1) generic term comprehending mice and other smallest quadru
peds, Mod. (2) mole, Kl. 103, 6. 7. 11. 104, 3. See under uiiina, mu-iie. 

m u' n t a n a drawers, underwear. Der. miina, -tana. 
M ft' s h , Mushamkshi ; see miiash. 
m u' s h k a , d. murhashka to mow, to cut with the scythe : kshu'n m. to mow

grass. Mod. for mulina, KL 
miishmush, Mod. viishmush, d. mumashmush (1) horned cattle, beef; ox,

steer, cow, calf, 21, 2. 182; 10. (2) white-tail deer; the smallest deer-
species in the Klamath Highlands, of brown color: Cervus macrotis.
From Oh. J. Onomatop. Of. Note to 13, 13. 

miit, adv., as reported, as alleged; the oral particle mat with the infixed u,
hu, which points to elevation or distance, 190; 19. 

'mutchdga, d. 'mumtchaga little old person; old man lent by age. Abbr.
from k'mutchaga. Dim. k'mutchish. Cf. k'miitcha. 

mu/tchenesh, d. mu'matchenesh large fish-net; the netting being fastened
to a hoop. Formerly in use on the Williamson River. 

'mutche'watko, 183; 13. a common abbreviation for kmutcheVatko,
kmutchewitko, q. v.

mu'tchka to hate, detest, abhor: m. nu hun hishuatchkash I hate that man. 
mutchutchuyapka, d. mumatchutchuyapka to smile. Cf. tchiitchua. 
mu-ue, mo-<5we, d. mu-umu'e mole, species of the order of InsectivorcB,

throwing up mole-hills, 127, 1-8. Mod. for nuYnk Kl. Der. mu- (in
muna), wa. Cf. miii, munana tatamnish (under miina).

The sound n alternates with I only, and rather unfrequently ; cf. ntcha- 
ma/shka. Guttural and dental sounds, though in a limited number of 
terms only, become nasalized into ng, nk, nk, n%; nd, nt; palatal sounds 
into ndsh, ntch. Initial n-, followed by a vowel or diphthong, is in a num 
ber of terms a prefix descriptive of something thin, flat, pliant, sheet- like, 
string- or rope-like, or pointing to a motion along the ground, or on the
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horizon. Initial mi-, in a series of words, is a radix referring to some 
thing round, rounded, or bulky, heavy, moving in the air.
na, na/; see nat.
na-a   Terms commencing with na-a to be looked for under na-, na-, 

excepting na-asht, na-asht gi.
na-asht, na-ash, na'st, na/sh, na/s, Mod. ne-asht, nd-ash; do nanasht, 

nanash, Mod. ntjnasht, ne'nash thus, so, in this manner, in the same way; 
agreeing with: n. sdmtsal^ so she discovered it to be, 64, 4.; cf. 103, 1.; nu 
na-ash hii'shkanka gdn waitash kt6tchuapka I think it will rain to-day, 
When used with the verbs to speak, to tell etc., n. introduces the spoken 
words in their literal form as uttered: "as follows", or stands right after 
them: tu'm he'mkank n. he spoke at length as follows, 64, 8.; cf. 30, 4. 64, 
4. 5. 65, 10. II. 70, 5-7. 103, 1. 142, 5 sqq.; inu'nk n. hem^%e the mole 
spoke thus, 103, 11.; cf. 104, 1.; sa sa'gsa n. iliey reported thus, 17, 12.; cf

. 23, 6.; n. she'shatk thus named, by the name of, 29, 1. 4. 5. 9; shepke'dsha 
nu mish ne'nash gisht / thank you for having said that, Mod.; na-ashtak 
so again, in this sense only, 64, 6. Cf. ga-asht, na-asht gi, tchi.

na-asht gl, na'shtgi, na/shtk, Mod. ne'-asht gl; d. nanasht gi, Mod. ne*- 
nasht g! (1) to agree with, to conform with, to comply with; lit. "to do so, 
to act thus": rnu'ni Mkiash shana-uli nu neasht g! I desire to agree with 
the great ruler (Grod), 40, 10. From na-asht, gi (5). (2) to say so, to 
speak thus, to speak in this manner; the spoken words either preceding or 
following: n. gl he said so, 95, 21., cf. 17, 8. 13. 65, 8. 95, 18.; n. giug 
for saying so, 78, 5., cf. 65, 10.; hutchampeliita Leme'-ish n. giuta after 
running home (this) Thunder reported thus, 112, 5. Abbr. into na-ashtg, 
na/shtk I, he, she, or they said, 100, 19.; gi after n. is omitted in 65, 10. 
100, 17. From na-asht, gi (6), q. v. Cf. humasht gi, tchi, wak.

na-ashtg, na/shtk; see na-asht gi.
na-ant, 59, 3., for nayent; see na/dsh.
na/d, nad, pron. pers., we; see na/t.
na/dsh, na/sh, na/s, na-as, obj. na/dsh, na/sh, d. nanadsh, nanash (1) 

num. adj., one; a single one: n. ke'sh one flake of snow; watch na/sh 
tkalamna a single horse stood on a hill, 30, 1.; na/sh. sapash in one month, 
93, 4.; na/sh waita in one day, 127, 9.; cf. 56, 7.; ha i na's liiluksaluapk
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if you should cremate one (corpse), 59, 5.; na'sh kailatoks tchpinualank 
they ~bury on one graveyard only, 88, 1.; nanash s%6's%tash several bunches 
Cf. 20, 1. 7. 30, 2. 87, 17. 88, 7. 99, 9. 10. 114, 5-8. 125, 4-8. (2) 
other, another one; inflected differently from (1) in the oblique cases; 
see nayensh. (3) somebody, some one; inflected like (2); see nayensh. 
(4) next, following; see nayensh.

n a' d s a g, na'dsak; see na'dshak and nadshashak.
na'dshak, na'shak, nadsh ak (1) adj., only one, but one, a single one only, 

95, 11.: n. kshu'n one blade of grass; n. shumaluash one letter of the alpha 
bet; na/shak kshe'sh sha wiuka they win only one counting stick at a time, 
79, 5.; na'dshek the only one, 66, 10. and Note; na'dshek 'mutche'watk only 
one old man, 183; 13.; patcho'le na/shak he stepped down one'step'only, 
112, 3. Cf. kishtchna. (2) adv., abbr. from nadsha'shak, q. v.

na'dshash, adv. (1) at one place, on one spot, locality. (2) on or to another 
place: n. shellualshgishi on another battle-field, 56, 6.; n. shiashla he re 
moved (them) to another spot, 35, 19. Der. na'dsh. Cf. ndanash.

n a d s h a's h a k, abbr. na'dshak, na'dsag, adv. (1) loc., together, in one spot, 
88, 1., locality or district; into one spot, place or locality: n. nanuk tchia 
they live or stay all together; na'dsag tchia to live together in one spot, 28, 
14.; cf. 13, 2. 35, 1.; mu'lk n. wa the insects fly or stay together in one bevy 
or swarm; na'dsag t'tpa he gathered or collected into one district. (2) modal, 
at once, simultaneously: n. hu shiashla he removed them at once, in one 
latch; n. vudshaya to crack, split all through. (3) temp., at the same time, 
simultaneously: n. tchutchtnishash win6ta they accompany in chorus the 
conjurer while he treats (the patient), 71, 5. and Notes.

n a/ d s h i, abbr. from the more frequent na'dshiak, q. v.
na'dshiak, abbr. na'dshi, d. nana'dshiak, abbr. nana'dshi, adj., alone, 

unique; being alone, standing alone, 107, 5.: n. hu'nk none but he, 22, 21.; n. 
1m watch there is one horse only (Mod.); n. klalash, klalesh one hailstone 
only; n. shiiltish the only room in the house; n. pelpela to work alone; 
na'dsiak mi snawa'ds your monogamic wife, 60, 21.

nadshi/atko, d. nandshi%atko having one eye open. Der. na'dsh.
nadshkshdptani, abbr. nashgshdpta, d. nanadshkshaptani, abbr. na- 

nashksapta six; 43, 10. 44, 6.: nadshgshapta taiinep pe*-ula Mo'dokni
sixteen Modocs, 44, 1. Der. na'dsh, -kshapta. 

16
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n a d s li k s h a p t d u k n I, d. nanadsbkshaptanknl six times: u. te*-unap (or 
td-unip, taiinep) sixty; lit. "six times ten"; n. taunep Yamakni sixty 
Warm Spring scouts, 43, 20.; cf. 43, 5.

na'ds^eks, d. nanads^eks nine; lit. "one left over"; nanads%eks lapensh 
hihashuakshish nine to each two men. Kl. for ske*kish Mod.

n nd s% ek slit an kill, d, nanads%ekshtankin nine times; KL: n, te'-unap 
(or t(j-unip, taiinep) ninety.

n a d s b p a k s !i t, 96, 17.; see natspka.
n a - e n d s; same as nayents, q. v.
11 a g g a y a } nakaya, d. nangtiya, v. traus., to hang up, to suspend; said of 

tbin or sheet-like objects: tchiiyesh n. to hang up a hat. Der. aggaya.
naggidsha, d. nanggi'dsha, v. intr, to circle, to float, turn about in the air; 

said," e. g., of birds: tchuafsh ai nii n. I the vulture am circling above, 
170; 62. Der. aggldsha. Cf. kshake'dsha, kakfdsha.

n a' h 1 i s h, d. nanalish "bowstring, 21, 10. 11.
na'hniash, nanias, a mytbic divarfish human creature leaving small foot 

prints like those of a little child behind him; is visible only to Indian 
conjurers: 163; 13. and Note.

na-i, pi. tiimi n., seed basket made of roots and having a diameter of 
2 to 2£ feet; women carry it on their backs when gathering tchfpasli 
and other small seeds: na-iti m'nalam sha skayamtch pash ambutch 
i'kugank they carried in their basket food and water, which they had placed 
into it, 95? 15=

na-igshtani, Mode nagshtani, abbr. na'gsta, adj., half parted, halved, 
half: n. ktiishkuish one half cut off, one half of; n. B6shtin of half white 
blood and the other half either Indian or other race; la/p te*-unap pe'-ula 
nagshta twelve and a half; na'dsh tdla pen nd-igsta, Kl.; nddsh tala (pan) 
nagsta, Mod., one dollar and a half; nagshtani a/pulsh half an apple; na- 
igsbtala shepat^a tQ sever, break off at one end; cf. ktiishkuish; nia'sha 
nii na/gshtant miimuatch, Kl., I suffer pain in one ear; see mu/ruuatch, 
ndsh6ka. Der. na-i in nayents, na-it^ni, nainaya.

nainaya, v. intr., to totter, tremble, as a,n animal stunned by a blow; to 

shake, shiver when chilled by frost or winds, 156; 27. Lit. "to sway to 
and fro laterally". Cf. muimuya.
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nai shlakgish, d. naishlashlakgish (1) species of beetle with large 
fangs, brown-colored and found in rocks. (2) fang of beetle; horn of 
the horned toad or horned frog; naishlashlakgish=gftko horned toad, horned 
frog, Mod.: Phrynosoma (platyrrhinumf), 91, 9. Of. shlakat6tkish (2).

naitalte'lshna to stretch or extend on one side, sideways: naitaltelshnank 
husho'dshna to ride sideways, women fashion. Der. na-i (base), taltali.

na-it^dni at one extremity or side: yekua!61a anku n. to break a stick at 
one end. Of. get%eni, under ge't.

n a y a n t a, nayant; oblique case of nayensh, q. v.
nayensh, naySns; also nadsh, na'sh, nas; obj. naye*nash, nayents, na- 

ends, pdss. naydnam, na-a'nam, d. nanl-ensh (I) another one; other, another: 
na-ends nu'sh shim M6atokish another man, a Modoc, was shot in the head, 
21, 18., cf. naygns, 22, 11.; tchaki a hii'shtya nayents one boy scares an 
other; ktiwal^at na-e'ntch tchkash! lift ye up another man besides (me)! 22, 
15., cf. 18.; ha'doks 1 na-ant snawa'dshash sheto'lakuapk but if you cohabit 
with another wife, 59, 3.; ha nayans hissu4ksas ma'shitk kalak when another 
man (than the conjurer) has relapsed into the same disease, 72, 1. and Note; 
na'shtoks but the other one, 23, 19. cf. 24, 8.; na-ens to another, 20, 18.; 
nash tcha/shash another skunk, 127, 10.; nayanta wa'shtat hiilhe he ran 
into another hole, 127, 7.; nayanta kaila elsewhere. Of. 112, 5. 10 125, 
4-8. (2) somebody, some one, the Lat. quidam: ha i na-ands sat61akuapk 
if you should sleep with some man, 60, 1.; nash hfshuaksh some married man, 
61, 9. («3) next, following, subsequent: nayantka shappesh next month} 
na-iintka sko'shtka the next spring season, 21, 1. Cf. 66, 2.

n a k, onomatopoetic imitation of the cry or muttering sound of the beaver; 
kf nak en gf (for: ki7 nak, nen gf), 185; 43. and Note. The kf standing 
first is the particle'ke, Mod. kle, q. v.

n a k a, d. nanaka cinnamon bear; also called red bear, yellow, brown and 
black bear, the color of his fur changing with the season: Ursus ameri- 
canus, var. cinnamomeus. This bear is a variety of the wita/m, not a dif 
ferent species, though the Indians distinguish closely between the two.

n 4 k a n t for nanukant; see nanuk.
nakantkni, adj., coming from everywhere; belonging to all surrounding 

places, countries: nanukash=nakantkni maklaks gatpa all tribes of Indians 
have come. Contr. from nanukantkni.
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nakia, d. nanakia to patch, to mend; said of garments etc. Of. lakia.
nakish, naggish, d. na'nkish (1) patch for mending. (2) sole of foot.
nakosh, nakush, d. nankosh, nanggosh dam made of felled or fallen trees; 

river-obstruction, fish-trap. The mythic dam destroyed by the loon upon 
K'miikamtch's order was a lumber-dam similar to a beaver-dam and 
fastened upon rocks projecting from the river bottom, 132, 1 8.: n. 
ga'tant to the other side or end of the dam, 132, 4.; nak<5tk (for nakotka) 
on account of its dam, 143, 1.; piimam n. beaver dam. Der. nakua. Of. 
akuash, otilks, paplish.

Nak6sksiks, nom. pr. of a fishing-place in the Sprague River, near its 
junction with the Williamson River: "At the Pile-Dam".

nakua, d. nanakua to build a dam, to dam up the water. Der. akua.
nakushksh&kshni, adj., living near a lumber-dam; inhabitant of the 

place where the dam is, 132, 3. Der. nakosh.
n a k u s h % e'n k n i, d. nankush^e'nkni, 132, 6 ; same as nakushkshakshni.
nal, nal, Mod., abbr. from nalash, na'lsh, pron. pers.; see nat.
nal am, na/lam, pron. poss., our, ours, of us, belonging to us; the poss. case 

of nat, we, q. v.: n. p'gl'shap our mother, 120, 3.; n. liishuaksh our 
common husband, 95, 10. Nalamtak, na/laintoks of ourselves, our own; 
nalamtoks maklaks our own people, tribe; nalamtak kiiila our own country.

n a n a s h g i s h, pi. tiimi n. butcher. Der. nashki.
nan flash, a species of little bird, ascending high in the air, 177; 24. 

Der. ne"na.
n a n k a, nan%a, d. nananka some, a few, 64, 1.; a part, portion, section of; 

something, 22, 7. 23, 3. 7. 24, 17.; n. toks but the others, 95, 11.; n. hilu- 
agsla some became prisoners of war; n. tchiika some perish, fade away, 148, 
22.; n. vumf some they buried, 85, 17.; nanka .... ndnka, or nanka .... 
nan^atoks some some, some some others, one part the other part, 17, 14. 
15. 20, 16. 28, 10. 44, 9. 10.

nan%atch, contr. either (1) from nanka tchish some also, 16, 7., or (2) 
from nanka tchiii then some, or (3) from nanka sha some they.

nanui as soon as; immediately after: n sh^ol%6tak as soon as he laid him 
self down, 113, 12. and Note.

n a n u y a to make everything ready; to put in readiness, said of inan. objects, 
30, 14. Der. nanui. Of. mulua.
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nanuk, obj. anim. nanuke'nash and nanuk, obj. inan. nanuk; locat. nanu- 
kanta, contr. ndkanta, nakant (1) all, every; every one, everything: na'd n. all 
of us, 66, 16.; n. maklaks all people, all men, 85, 13. 134, 7; all the tribes, 
54, 18.; n. every person, man, 22, 20. 85, 12. 99, 7.; i'#ak n. sas he won 
everything from them, 99, 8.; n. she'gsha to explain everything, 95, 20.; n. 
nadsha'shak shuma all sing in a chorus; n. tua, nanuktua everything, q. v.; 
n. pshm every night, cf nishta; n. n! tids shla'popka shash 7 could distin 
guish every one of their number, 22, 14.; naimki (for n gi) all are, 91, 8.; 
nanuke'nash lalakiash all the chiefs, 56, 2. (2) whole, entire, in its totality, 
the whole of: n. shu!6ta to put on the whole dress, all garments; n. shu!6tish 
the whole garb, dress, 95, 7.; pushish n. mshash pan the cat ate up the whole 
squirrel; n. shdllualsh the entire war, 44, 11.; n. the whole of his body,
95. 13.; of her body, 119, 10.; kaila=nakant (for nanukant) all over the 
land, 64, 16.; over, through this whole country, 157; 40. 

nanukash, adv., everywhere, in every part, all over, throughout, 168; 43. 
173; 6.: tchu'leks n. k'lekapkash i'dsh^a they laid the flesh all over the 
body of the deceased, 85, 8.; n.=kaila everywhere, 148, 11.; all over the world,
96. 23.; n. sbla'sh ki I can see all over, into every corner, 22. 17. Quoted 
under ita, q. v. Cf. na/dshash, ndanash.

nanukash = kailakni, (1) adj, coming from, belonging to every land. 
(2) subst., persons, natives from all parts; ka-i tatd lu'luagsla n. the sur 
rounding tribes never made slaves, 17, 20. Der. nanukash, kaila.

nanukashkni, nanukdshni, also nanukash-ki'sh (1) settled everywhere; 

inhabiting all parts of the country, coming from every part: E-ukskni pi'la 
lu'luagsla ndnukash=ki'sas ga'nta kallatat only the Lake People enslaved all 
the Indians settled within this country, 17, 21. (2) general, universal: nanu- 
kashni kaila the universe.

nanuktua, nanuk tua, obj. nanuktualash (1) all different kinds of, every 
kind of articles, 71, 7. 87, 4.: n. shayuaksh knowing everything, smart, 
intelligent; tiimi n. ginhie'na house furniture, Mod.; n. shunuishaltko rich, 
wealthy; n. kia'm every species of fish, 130, 1. Like tua and kaitua, n. 
applies also to persons and to things personified: nanuktualash sha 
shtuli'dsha they enjoined to every article, to every object, 120, 21.; ml 
sa-anioks n. your relations of all degrees, 142, 15. Cf. 145, 1-9. (2)
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everything, all things; all objects indiscriminately; nanuktuanta in regard 
to all things, 59, 19.; nanuktuanta pdpuadshnish spendthrift, too lavish 
person; n. ka-ii p&\luwpk you shall steal nothing whatever, 58, 13. 14.; cf 16.

Nanuktua Shayuaksh, nom. pr. fern. Mod.; see nanuktua (L)
napal, d, n&npal egg, 185; 45.: n. hashpapka to hatch eggs.
ndpenapsh, d. natnapgnapsh temple-bone, temple.

n a' s, a kind of tule or bulrush, used in manufacturing arrows
na'sh, na'shkshapta; see na'dsh, nat; nadshkshaptani.
ndshki, na'shge, d. nanashgi (1) to skin, flay: nashgiuta while skinning. 

(2) to butcher, slaughter; to cut up. Cf. nanashgish.
nashkiiitna, nashgiiitna, d. nanashgiutna to skin, flay with, by means of, 

as with a knife or other instrument, 126, 8. Der. n&shki.
n ashkul a, d. nanashkula to skin, flay, to remove the skin. Der. nashki.
na'sni , 142, 5. sqq.; contr. from na-asht ni.
na'shtk, na'shtg; contr. from na-asht gi. Cf. na-asht gl.
nat, na't, nat, nat, nad, na'd, nad; apoc. Mod. na, na'; obj. nalash, na'lsh, 

natch, na'sh, Mod. na'l; poss. nalam, q. v., loc. na/lamtant: pron. pers. of 
first person plural, we; us, to us, for us: ka-i nat kaktant (for: kakta nat) 
we did not sleep, 31, 8. 9.; nats shla'pka Sha't the Snake Indians perceived 
or noticed us, 29, 7.; na/sh for nalash, 20, 9.; na'ts shlad M6atuash the 
Pit Eiver Indians saw us, 21, 14.; shapfya na/tch they notified us, 23, 5.; 
at na gatpa we arrived there, 33, 5. Cf. 31, 9-13, 103, 4. 120, 1-8, 121, 
10. 22. 122, 7. 8. 192; 3.

n a't a, nata, d nana'ta, a species of small black duck. Incantation, 167; 31.
natak, natoks (for na't tak, na't toks); obj. nalashtak, na'lshtak: (1) with 

emphatic signification: just we, none but we; often marks syntactic con 
trast. (2) pron. refl., ourselves: na/tak hfshlan we had shot one (or more) 
of our own party, 24, 4.; ridtakinki we for ourselves. Cf. itak, nutak.

natkalga, d nanatkalga to blase up. Der. nuta.
natkolua; see mitkolua.
nats, natch, na/tch; contr. for nalash; see nat.
natsagiula, d. nantsagiula to melt off at the bottom of cooking ntensils. 

Der. natchdka. Cf. n%iita, n%utagia.
natchaka, natsaga, d. nantchaka, v. intr,, to melt, dissolve by fire heat.
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natspka, nadshpka to be burnt up, to be consumed by fire, to be charred: 
n. tchula'ks the body was consumed, 89, 4.; Aishish paksh ke-ulalapka 
nadshpaksht Aishish pushed the tobacco-pipe further (into the fire), until it 
was all burnt up, 96, 17. Der. niita.

n a u k a s h, contr. no'ksh, d. nanaiikash throat: n. laktcha to cut somebody's 
throat; nii ktakta ge*-u n. I cut my own throat.

N a - u k i, nom. pr. of Butte Creek Lake, a water basin of the Modoc High 
lands, in California, about forty miles from Upper Klamath Lake.

nauknauksaksh gullet of quadrupeds: n. slakaga the gullethangsdown. 
Der. naukash.

nawal, d. nanual (1) v. intr., to lie, be lying upon; said of thin or sheet- 
like articles: pipa te*bullat n papers are lying on the table. (2) v. intr., to 
be fastened on or upon. (3) v. trans., to put or place at the top of, to fasten 
at the upper end of. Of. newal.

nawalash, contr. nawalsh, d nanualash, nanualsh (1) joint, articulation 
of body: pe'tcham nawalsh instep of foot. (2) n. or ne*pam n. wrist of hand, 
wrist-joint Of kapkapo. (3) whip reed, thin whip-stick; a small rod in 
serted into the top of the Western whip-stick or vutuk6tkish.

n a'n s ak in vain, to no avail; to no purpose: na'nsak toks i nen sakamka in 
vain you attempt to deny or to controvert it, 65, 9. Kl.; cf. huna'shak.

nda-itia, ndaitia, nda-iti, d. ndandt'ti, ndanda-iti, v. impers. (1) to feel 
cold, to be cold on limbs: nd. a n's my hands and feet are cold; ndandi'ti 
na/lsh our hands and feet are cold. (2) to be benumbed by cold, as in a 
foot, finger, to have a limb frozen. Cf. katka.

n d 4 k a, d. ndantya. to pound, pound fine, mash with a flat piece or board of 
wood. Cf. gama (to mash with a stone), nduka.

n d a k a 1, ntaggal, d. ndantkal to find by chance; to pick or gather up fortui 
tously, 134, 13. Speaking of more than one object, itkal. Cf. Idukala.

ndakalk&nka, d. ndandkalkanka to find accidentally while going, to pick 
up while walking, 126, 4. Der. ndakal.

ndakalpata, ntakalpata, d. nda/ntkalpata to be in violent agitation, to form 
surf; said of water: ampu, d-ush nd. the water, the lake is surfy. Cf nduka.

ndan, d. ndandan, abbr. form of ndani (1), q. v.
ndanash, d. nd4ndanash, adv., (1) at three places. (2) in a third place or
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location: at Mo'dokni nd. pelpeltampka then the Modocs commenced to work 
in a third place, 35, 20. Der. ndani. Cf. lapash, na'dshash, nanukash.

ndana'yala, ndane'ala, d. ndandana'yala to have triplets; to bear three 
children at once, Der. ndani. Cf. lapeala, pe"yala, we'kala

ndana'yalsh triplets, three children born at one birth.
nd&ndaksni the three stars in Orion's belt. Der. ndani.
n d a n i, ndanni, abbr. ndan; d. ndandani, abbr. ndandan: (1) numeral adj., 

three: ndana she'ktatyatko one third; ndanne'ntch weVanshish (for ndan- 
ne"nash wewanuishash) to three (of his) wives, 96, 9.; ndanni waitash three 
days. (2) adv. (not in the abbr. form ndan), thrice, three times; 59, 16.; 
nd. te*-unap, ndanni ta-unep thirty; ndannitaks ni taineno'tka three times I 
have been there, 25, 1., cf. 2.; nd. wafta for or after three days, lit. "three 
times a day has elapsed"; nd. tmshna sunde=giulank wafta Wednesday; 
nd. il!61a, Kl. illo!61a after three years. (3) adv., nd., (not: ndan) during, 
for or after three days; waita being omitted. Cf. maktchna.

ndankshaptani, abbr. ndanksapta, d. ndandankshaptani, adj., eight: nd. 
maklaks wawdpka eight Indians sat there, 42, 1. Der. ndani, -kshapta.

ndankshaptankni, d. ndandakshaptdnkni, numeral adv., eight times: 
nd. ta-unep eighty; lit. a eight times ten".

nde*ga, nd^ka, d. ndende"ga, Mod. nd^ntga (1) v. intr., to explode, burst, 
burst up. (2) v. trans., to crush; to pound, thresh. Cf. mbawa, ndaka, te*ga.

nd^kani, d. nd^ndgani; same as ndsh^kani, q. v.
nde"ksktsa, d. nd^ndaksktsa; same as ntikshktcha, q. v.'
n d ^ k t a, d. ndendakta to stain, dot with, to make stains or dots, to dot over.
nde"ktish, d. ndend&ktish dot, stain.
nde*ktana, d. ndenddktana to stain over and over, to make dots all along: 

partic., nde^atanatko stained over, studded with marks etc. Cf. nde*kta.
nd^na, d. nde*nda (1) to cry or scream aloud, to halloo; to halloo at some 

body to come, 68, 3. 71, 1. (2) to talk indistinctly; to prattle, as children. 
(3) to speak in public; to deliver a speech, discourse; to preach.

Nddndinish, nom.pr. masc. Kl.: "Prattler"; name given in early youth.
N d§'s , nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man; interpreted by "Swimmer" (?).
nde"tchgl, nde"tchki, d. ndendatchki, Mod. for nde"tchka Kl., q. v.
nddtchka, d. ndendatchka (1) to feel shame, to be ashamed, to blush: nd. 

nu I am ashamed. (2) to be timid, bashful. Kl. for nde'tchgi Mod.
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nde'tchkish shame, feeling of shame, blushing.
nde-ukudla, d. ndendukue'la, ndiiidukudla to fall downhill; to roll down

the hill; to flow down. Speaking of more than one subject, wetkuela.
Der. ndeVa (2), -kuela. 

nde-ukue'lapeli, d. ndendukudlapeli to roll downhill again, to fall down

an eminence previously ascended, 23, 10. 

nde'-uli, ndl'-uli, d. ndende'-oli, ndindiuli to fall down; to slide or rush

downwards, to roll down. Speaking of two or more subjects, wetoli: tsui
weto'li lali'shtat then they rushed down the slope, 21, 15. 

nde-ulina, ndi-ulina, d. ndinde-ulina to fall or roll down a small distance.

Der. ndeVa (2). Cf. nde'-utxi. 
nde'-ul^a, ndl-ul^a, d. ndendd-ul^a, ndinde-ulgka (1) to fall from an

upright position; to fall while standing or going, 23, 19.: ndiulaksht nl'sh
after I have fallen; or: when lam killed in battle, 40, 5.; nde-ul%apkash
laktcha when he had fatten, they cut his throat, 42, 10. (2) to let oneself
fall or tumble down, 30, 13. (3) to roll down, downhill. Der. ndewa (2) 

nde'-ushka, ndf-ushka, d. ndl'ndushka to fall down by becoming detached;
to get loose, to break off, 118, 10.

nde'-ut^i, ndi'-ut^i, d. ndindut^l to fall down from a height, tree, rock etc. 

nde'wa, ndiwa, d. nde'ndua, ndfndua (1) to fall into the water: kta-i n. the

stone fell into the water; nil (amputat) ndiwa I let myself fall into the water.
(2) to fall down, roll or topple over. Cf. geVa, huwa, tinua. 

ndewa to scream, vociferate; to laugh loudly, 192; 7. Cf. nde'na. 
nddwakshka, ndfwakska, d. ndinduakska to come near falling into the

water; to roll almost into the water. Der. ndeVa (1). 
nddwanka, ndl'wanka, d. ndend6wanka, ndinduanka to fall down from

a sitting position; to topple over, 23, 1. 30, 16. Der. ndeVa (2). 

ndilash, ndflsh, pi. tumi nd., species of gudgeon not unlike in size to the
sardine. The ndilsh-catching season (ndilsa'mi) lasts throughout the
warmer months of the year. Der. tila (1). 

ndi-ush, pi. tumi n., kangaroo rat; probably Jaculus hudsonius. Mod.
Cf. gi'wash, nde'wa.

n d o'k a 1 s h, pi. tumi n. foam, froth of water. Cf. ndakalpata. 
nd<5pa, ndiipa, d. ndu'ntpa (1) v. intr., to be rotten, musty, decomposed,
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said of fruits etc.; to stagnate, said of liquids; to become putrescent: ndii-
patko fetid, stinking, rotten. (2) v. intr., to curdle; said of rnilk: ndiipatko
e'dshash serum of milk; also swill milk. (3) v. trans., to smell, to perceive by
the sense of smell, 134, 10. Of. nm'luala, ntiiptpa, tiipesh. 

n d li y u a to strike each other, to fight, to inflict blows, Der. nduka. 
nduka, d. ndu'ntka to strike by hand or with a weapon; to strike, hit with

the bill, when speaking of birds: liiepalsh a hunk nd. latchash lightning
struck the house. Of. ndukish. 

ndiikish, abbr. ndu'ks, d. ndiintkish (1) pigeon-hawk, American merlin,

popularly called in Oregon: sparrow-hawk, king-hawk: Falco columbarius
L., 180; 4. This bird strikes his game on the breast. (2) pestle, 180;
20. Of. ska'. Der. nduka. 

ndund6tatuash, a popular name of the silver fox or wan, and of the
young silver fox, wandka, q. v. 

ndupash, d. ndu'ntpash putrid smell, rottenness, "rotten stink": nd. pilui
to emit a rotten smell. Der. nd6pa.

ndu'pka, d. ndu'ndupka to beat; to assault, attack with bloivs. Der. ndiika. 

ndupual%a, nd'hu'pual%a, d. ndu'ndapual^a to bubble up in hot water.
Der. nd6pa. Of. kmult%aga. 

ndupiila, d. nduntpula to be in commotion; said of waters: d-ush nd. the
lake has waves without wind. Lit. "to cease stagnating". Der. nd6pa. 

ndsakia, d. ndsansakia (1) to stop up, close an opening. (2) to be choked
through swallowing something obnoxious or too bulky. Cf. ydts%aka. 

Ndsakiaks, nom. pr. of a Modoc headman, who signed the treaty of
1864 and is mentioned in it as Chuckeiox; "Almost-Choked". Der. ndsakia. 

ndsakish hole, opening, orifice, chink, slit. Der. ndsakia. 
ndshama-a, Mod. ndshama-a, d. ndshandshama-a to look on, to be a

spectator: nanuktua n. to look at everything. 
ndshapka, nshapka, d. ndshanshapka (1) to pound, to pound fine, to mash,

as grains in a mortar: s#atka n. to pound with a pestle. (2) to mash, break;
to dash to pieces, to break forcibly: nshapkuapka nu wdkamua I shall smash
the tumbler to pieces. Cf. yadsh&pka

ndshashlina, d. ndshandshashlma to brush down; to wipe down from. 
n d s h a s h 161 a, d. ndshandshashl61a to brush off; to. wipe, to wipe off.
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ndshg'dsh, ndsddsh, ndshi'tch, tse*dsh, tche*tch, d. ndshe"ndshadsh, tse*n- 
tsatch, tche'tchatch: (1) generic term for shell, hardcover: napalam n. egg 
shell; hard fruit-shell, as of walnut, filbert etc.; seed-receptacle, pod. (2) 
outside bark of tree or shrub, synonymous with kne*-udshe: ndshidtchatka 
knu'ks a sha shiishata from (willow) bark they make strings, 82, 11. 12.
(3) snake skin, when on body and before being shed. Of. skinshgdkuish.
(4) mythic cetacean, fabulous "whalefish" said to exist in Western rivers.
K'mukamtch made it as large "as a house", put it into Lost River, and
if anybody has the misfortune of seeing it, he will die. Fossil bones of
it are said to exist on Lost River, and the name is evidently derived from
some kind of petrifactions, 

ndshe'kani, tchdkani, tse'ke'ni, loc. ntchekayant, d. ndshe'ndshkani,
tche'tchkani: (1) adj., small-sized, small, little, petty; fine, tiny, exiguous, 148,
12. 13.: tche'kan'e a kela-ush this sand is fine; tche'keni kia'rn small fish;
ntchekayant kshu'nat on small grasses, 148, 5.; nanuktua nshendshkane
everything that is small-sized, 71, 7.; cf. 149, 12.; ndshe'kansh (shulshesh)
shlin at the slender (game-sticks) they guess, 79, 3.; cf. 2. (2) subst. and
adj., child, offspring; the young of certain animals, as quadrupeds, birds;
young and small: ndshenshkani the young (cranes), 122, 11.13. Cf. kitch-
kani, ntchalka, -tkani, tchaki.

ndshe'l^a to understand, comprehend: k4-i a mi n. I do not understand. 
ndshie'tch, 82, 11.; other form of ndshe'dsh, q. v. 
ndshilo, d. ndshmdsnalo (1) female of certain animals: n. watchaga

bitch. (2) n. or n. watch mare. Cf. giilu, ndshe'kani, t'shfn. 
ndshiluaga, d. ndshindshaluaga (1) young or small female of certain

animals; ndsiluag watsag young bitch. (2) n. or n. watch young mare,
mare colt. Dim. ndshilo. Cf. giiluaga. 

ndshindshishkanka, d. ndshindshandshishkanka to drizzle down in
atoms: kt6dshash n. a drizzling rain comes down. Kl. for tchiptchima Mod.
Der. tchi- in ndshishl%a, tchie'ga, tohishkidsha. Cf. limlima. 

ndshiptchpa, d. ndshindshaptchpa (1) to be irritated, to ivax wroth. (2)
to be petulant, to show oneself reckless. 

ndshishl%a, d. ndshindshashl%a (1) v. intr., to drip down, to ".ome down
in small drops. (2) subst., drop: in. amputi a drop of water.
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ndshi'tch, d. ndshmdshatch; same as ndshg'dsh, q. v.
ndsh6ka, ntchu'ka, d. ndshu^nds^a, ntchu'ntchka (1) v. impers., to be 

deaf: n. mlsh you are deaf; ndshoka nish na-igstant ma'shok I cannot hear 
with one ear, being sick (2) v. trans., not to understand: n. a nad Sdstiam 
waltoks we do not understand- the Shasti language. Of. ndshel%a.

ndshok61atko, ndshukiilatko, d. ndshondsh%61atko curled, curly: n= 14k 
curly hair. Of. tchftaksh.

n & , 105, 4.; abbr. from nen, q. v., like ma from mat.
nd-asht; ne*asht gi, Mod. for na-asht; na-asht gi, KL, q. v.
n 6 d s % a, na'ds%a, na'dska to lay on the top of, to apply over; said of flat, 

thin articles, sheets etc. 73, 4.
neine*ya, 174; 8. same as ninia, q. v.
nog, ne'g, ne*k, na'g, obj. ndgsh, pi. ne'gsha, na'gsha absent, gone; who has 

gone, who has left, 119, 17. 19.: tu'm ne'gsh p'gi'sha nialani tchii'leks 
shdwana they gave mucli meat to your absent mother, 119, 17 ; wak giug 
nii'g td'm haktch shapesh shushdta? why did the absent mother-coyote make 
too many moons? 105, 7.; tarn 1 na'gsh shiwaksh shla/i? did you see the 
girl who is absent from home? 140, 9. Of. kuinag.

ndya, nda, nd-i, d. n^ni (1) to give, to tender, hand over; as cloth, paper, 
sheet, rope, thread, and speaking of one article only: ndat tsh knu'ks! 
give ye a thread or string to me! nd-i ish (contr. newish) hu'n t6ntish! give 
me that rope! see: i-eshk6tkish. (2) to pay in one greenback, note or check. 
 Speaking of many objects given or paid out, shewana Of. luya, uya.

n dkla, nikla, d. nenakla, ninakla (J) to lay down, deposit, place upon or on 
the top of; said of objects of a flat, even, sheet-like, or thready, string- 
like shape: Shu'kamtch spu/kua m'na tchu'ksh, maksha n^klank Old Crane 
parted his legs, placing a skull-cap upon one of them, 122, 23. (2) n. or 
partic. ndklatko, riiklatko, numeral classifier placed after numbers from 
10 to 19, 21 to 29, 71 to 79 etc., I lay down, he, she deposits upon; laid 
down, viz "counted". Der. ikla. Of. ne*l%a.

nelina, d. nenlina (1) to skin, flay. (2) to scalp: ka-itat sa nellfnat they 
never were in the habit of scalping, 19, 3.; tsui nelfna nu then I scalped 
him, 30, 17.; nelfnulank having terminated the scalping act, 30, 20.; shana- 
uli nelinash they were willing to scalp (him), 42, J5. 43, 21. Der. nil.

ne'lka, d. nene'lka; see nflka.
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ne*lktcha, d. nenalktcha to leave, leave behind, relinquish; refers to thin, 
tissue- and thread-like articles only. Der. elktcha. Of. lelktcha.

ndlka, ne'l%a, nel^a, d. nenalka, nenal%a, v. intr; , to burn, to be burnt up, 
to be reduced to ashes, as houses, trees. Of. shne'-ilaks, shndka, shne'r/a.

ndl^a, d. nenalka to lay down, to deposit on the ground or elsewhere: 
n. m'na tchiiyesh he laid, down his hat, 112, 18. Der. ^l%a. Of. ndkla.

nen, nen, abbr. ne\ encl. oral particle used sometimes adverbially, some 
times as a conjunction; usually the second word in the sentence, it alludes 
to the words, speech, or conversation of others, as to the contents only, 
not to the words themselves. Of. mat. To be translated by: "as re 
ported, as alleged, as they say, as you say; I say so": kanitan nen kani'g 
(for kani gi)? who is outside? viz: who says that he is outside*? tat' n^ 
ge'mpka? where did she go? viz: where did she say she would go, 105, 4.; 
atenen gakayoluapka, neri sa skuyokoyo'la wewanlshash; na-asht nen 
waltka now, as they say among -themselves, they are going to leave the woods, 
they will send the women away from there, 23, 5. 6.; tua nu mish nen sha- 
piyash harnene I want to tell you something, 40, 7.; tua nen? what is it you 
say? i-u ne'nak yan'wan 1 as they say, you may be suffering (for nen ak), 
183; 12.; nen shapa they say so, 140, 5.; cf. 64, 4. 11. 120, 7. 122, 21. 
Nen also refers to other sounds than those of the human voice; the 
tsis%i%i-bird says about its own voice: nu ai nen nu shui'sh g! I sing my 
own song; viz: my twittering is my song, 170; 59.: cf. ndnu.

n d n a (1) v. trans., to bring or carry something thin or string-like. (2) v. 
intr., to move, beat, flap the wings ivhile walking on the ground, as birds do 
when starting to fly up, 158; 49. Kl. for shne'dsha Mod. Der. e*na. Cf. 
le'na, nairiaya, ninia.

Ne'natchkish, nom. pr. fern.; interpreted by "Sunken-Eyes".
ndnea, 174; 8. same as ninia, q. v.
nen61%ish, d. of ne'-ulaksh, q v.
n 6* n u, na/nu as I hear from the distance; as heard from afar or from above, 

189; 3 ; na/nu wika=shitko rmikash ha/ma an owl is screeching up there, 
and seemingly close by, as I hear, 192; 2. From nen, hu.

nenu', words of the conjurer manipulating on the patient, 157; 38.; 
connected with ne*na, q. v.

n 6 p, ne'p, na/p, d. ne'nap (1) back of hand. Cf. ne'peli, takak. (2) hand,
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148, 3.: n. shmika to shake hands, to clasp hands, with double obj. case, 
87, 10.; cf. hushn%a, shatashi; ma/lam ne'ptat on your hands, 40, 17.; 
nepatka tkuya to straighten by hand, 91, 5. Sometimes n. means forearm 
with hand; cf. gi'nkaksh, l%awawash, nawalash, shulapshkish. (3) claw, 
paw: tchiksam n. shnawakitko wearing a necklace of bird-claws.

nepaga, d. nenpaga (1) little hand, 91, 9. (2) little claw, paw. Dim. ne'p.
ne*paksh, ndpoks, na'poks disease, sickness, epidemy; lit. "what comes 

through the air". The occurrence of diseases, their being wafted through 
the air, their discovery by animals sent out after them, their removal by 
suction or other manipulations are among the most constant subjects of 
the shamanic songs: 153; 3. 4. 155; 17. 21. 156; 28. 35. 157; 45. 162; 1. 
167; 28. 168; 43. Der. ne'pka, q. v.

ndpgli, d. nenapeli (1) v. trans., to turn over, to invert. (2) subst, a spe 

cies of rodents with a large inverted foot; gopher. Cf. n^ya.
n d p e s h, d. ndnpesh glove; mitten. Der, ne'p.
n e' p k a, ne'pka, na'pka, verb used of flat, thin, pliant, even of invisible, 

aeriform, or imaginary objects, of appearances. (1) v. trans., to bring, 
fetch, haul: ne'pki un y^shkutch! bring this sheet (or rag} \ (2) v. trans. and 
intr., to ~bring on; to occur, to come on, to happen; said of facts or changes 
occurring without the (direct) co-operation of man, like accidere, rvy- 
xdveiv: k6-i na'pka there were hard times, 192; 1. It is most frequently 
used of diseases, epidemics: giitkaks ge*-u n. my small-pox has come, 166; 
24., cf. 166; 27. 168; 39. 47. 169; 48.; shilalsh na'pka nalsh disease has. 
invaded us; silalsh na'bakuapk disease will come on, 70, 5.; na'pka to bring 
sickness, 168; 39. or to have brought it, 170; 64. 67. N applies particu 
larly to the infectious diseases the germs of which are wafted through the 
air; but it is also used of other diseases, even of hunger. N. is also often 
used of the changes of weather: tidsh, kii-i n. the weather is fine, bad; 
tidsh a ndpakuapka the weather is clearing up; k6-i ak ya ne'pakuapka / 
expect bad weather, a storm; paha ndpkank the weather is dry. (3) v. intr., 
to look like, to appear as; said of landscapes etc : wakaptch hi'tksh S-ukshi 
n. how Klamath Marsh appears when seen from here, 192; 4. Cf. ipka.

n 6 p n i, d. nepnini, adv., on or about the hand or hands: nepnl'ni nguldsh6- 
tan I struck him upon the hand in several places, 23, 18. Cf. ne'p, -ni.
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n 6 p s hi s h finger-ring: n. shulshl'pa to take off a ring from one's own finger. 

Der. ncp. Of. ludshipa, ne'pesh.

n e s h k 61 k i s h, ne'shkotch, d. nenashk6tkish fleshing implement, dressing- 

knife made of bone. Der. nashki.

n d t a, d. neneta, ndnta (i) to fix or paste on; to put on; word accompany 

ing the manipulations of the conjurer: 157; 38. (2) to add, to adjoin: pen 

nasli n., pen la'p ndn'ta adding one, adding two. Der. n^ya. Of. ita.

n 61 a t k a,, na'tatka, d. ndntatka to hold over, to stretch out over; said of thin 
articles only: p'laita skutash n. he stretches a blanket over it, 73, 4.

netila, d. nentila (1) v. trans., to put under, to place below, to lay down 
underneath. (2) v. intr., to lie below: mish tchaggagatat netilapkash you, 
ivlien you lay under the serviceberry-bush, 186; 51. Of. i-utila, lutila.

netna, d. ndntna; same as ne*ta, q. v.: nu netanuapka I am going to put 

more on; I shall add to it.

n d t n a k, na'tnag, ne'tnaksh then; after this, hereupon, in the future: ti'dshok 
n. git k'mii'tchatk after having grown, so as to be old people, 103, 10.; at

. untsa'g na/tnag pa-uapk tii'm mbu'shant then, as to the future, ye shall eat 
plenty to-morrow, 70, 4. From ne*tna, ak; lit. "adding only this".

nctn61%ish, natno'l^ish (1) government of an Indian tribe; government, 
administration of a county, state, country: netno'l^isham latchash council 
chamber; council lodge. (2) legislature. Der. ne'-utya

n 61 u , d. ne"ntu to have the practice, to be used to: n. an le'dshish ste'ginsh I 
have the practice of knitting stockings.

nd-ukish (1) confluence, junction of running waters. (2) Nd-ukish, nom. 
pr. of a locality in Sprague River Valley: "Stream-Junction". Der. neVa.

ne-u%alpeli, ni-u%alpeli, d. nenu^alpSli to order repeatedly, to order or 
summon several times: ne-u%alp'lish gfntak lakiam although we had been re 
peatedly summoned by the chief, 21, 6. Met. for ne-ul%apeli. Der. ne*-ul%a.

nd-ulakgish, contr. ne'-ulaksh, d. n^nulakgish council meeting, general 
council: n. stina/sh council-house, council-lodge, Mod.; ne-ulakshgishi (Mod., 
for ne-ulakshkshi, ne-ulakshksaksi Kl.) K6ketat upon the (customary) 
council-ground on Lost River, 33, 2.

ne-ulakgishla, d. nenulakgishla to erect a communal lodge, council-house.
ne-ulakidga, d. nenulakie'ga to commence to order, resolve or administer; 

to begin to legislate, 103, 6. Der. n
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nc-ulaksh, na'-ulaks, d. ne'nulaksh, nen61%ish (1) legal practice, legal 
custom, umvritten or written laiv, 60, 5.: yaka'wa n. she broke the law, 61, 7., 
cf. 58, 14.; na'-ulaks K'niukamtsam a law of K'miikamtch, viz.: an ancient 
popular custom, 65, 11. (2) judgment, decree, resolution, edict; rule, sway; 
stands for the biblical term kingdom in 139, 7. (3) message; order, behest. 
(4) abbr. from ne*-ulakgish, q. v, Der. ne*-ul%a.

nd-ulakta, d. ne*nulakta (1) to resolve, conclude, to make up one's mind, 72, 
1. (2) to treat, handle, deal with. (3) to chastise, punish; to treat badly, 
95, 20.; corresponds somewhat to the Latin: animadvertere in c. accus.; 
p. 64 (title). (4) to plot against, to make plans, form a complot; to proceed 
secretly or insidiously against, 96, 19. 100, 1. Der. ne-ul#a.

ne-ulaktampka, d. nenulaktampka (1) to punish, chastise somebody 
who is absent, 121, 5. (2) to plot against such.

nd-ulinsh, a black bird living on trees; wings red underneath, 180; 7.
n c - u 1 % a, na-iil^a, nd-uleka, d. nenu'l%a, nanol%a (1) to resolve, decree, con 

clude; to take a vote, to command, to order, to ordain: n. hunk ge'n this one 
resolved, 94, 3., cf. 142, 11.; at makloks n. then the tribe took a vote, 40, 1.; 
tchi laki na'-ul^a so the chief orders, 59, 23.; kaitua k6-i ne-ulkuapkuga 
to give no outrageous, wicked orders, 39, 15. (2) to arrange, manage, to pro 
ceed in the matter; to bring on, to cause, procure: k6-i n. to act wickedly, 35, 
6.; k<5-idsha n. to do mischief; lit. "to cause mischief to be done", 192; 8.; 
paplishash gi'tki giug n. he caused a dam to come into existence, 94, 5.; ne*- 
ul%ug for taking action, 104, 3.; ha i hak nd-ulaktak (for ne'-ur/a tak) if 
you will arrange things in this manner, 41, 14. (3) to try in court, to try in 
the capacity of a judge: lalaki na'-ul%a the chiefs tried in court, 78, 6. 9. 
15. Cf. 59, 1. 61, 13. 18. (4) to punish; said of a chief, judge or other 
person in authority: 59, 3-6. 9-12. 62, 1.; nm' n. to punish hard, 59, 5.

ne-ul%ia, d. nenul^ia (1) to decree, order, command in the interest of some 
body, to rule in favor of. (2) to make a compact, to promise mutually, to arrange 
with, 38, 8. 10. In 36, 14. ne-ulkiash must be taken in a passive sense, 
as shown by the poss. case lakiam: (knowing) that three times fraudulent 
compacts had been made by the government (cf. Note) Der. ne'-ul^a.

n 6, - u s h, d. ne'nush (1) field, tilled ground, cultivated land (2) land adapted 
to agricultural pursuits. Der. neVa. Cf. kaila=shutesh.
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ne'-utko, d. n&mtko field, piece of ground, section or patch of land; lit. 
"what extends, stretches out", Mod.: tch6ke n. field covered with pumice- 
stone. Partic. of neVa.

n e' w a, d. ndnua to form an extension, to be extended, to form a sheet; said, 
e. g., of prairies, level lands, water: eVaga shtani wishink n. the pond is 
full of garter-snakes. Der. eVa. Of. nd-ush, ne'-utko, tchiwa.

n e' w a 1, d. ndnual (1) v. trans., other form of nawal, q. y. (2) subsl, mis 
tletoe: Phorodendron arceuthobium. Cf iwala, kshawal, lawala, llwal.

newalka, d. nenualka; same as niwalka, q. v.
n 6 - u p k a, na'-upka, d. ndnuapka to run into a pond, marsh, lake, or other 

sheet of water; said of rivers. Contr. from neVapka. Der. neVa.
Ne'wapkshi, apoc. Na'wapksh, nom. pr. of Goose Lake, a large water 

basin extending from Oregon into Californian territory, 31, 7. 14. and 
Note. Its shores were and are still a favorite resort for all the neighbor 
ing tribes of Indians. Der. nd-upka.

ndwisht, d. ndnuisht remains of human or animal body: lukslaksh n. 
tchi'sh sheke'lke they rake up the ashes and the remains, 85, 11.

n g a - i s h k a, d. ngangishka to remove through breaking, fracturing: partic. 
nga-ishkatko, d. ngangishkatko having no front teeth; having a gap in the 
teeth: p'laitanisli n. one who lost his upper teeth. Cf. keVa, ngata.

ngak, d. ngangak turtle; land and water turtle. Probably species of Che- 
lopus. Its incantation: 159; 58.

ngangatf^i, nkankati^i to play leap-frog. Cf. ngak.
ngata, d. ngangata, v. intr., to break, to break off; to snap in two, as a string: 

ma/lsh ngatuapk na'hlis the bowstring will snap to ye, 21, 10. Speaking of 
many subjects, nguldsha. Cf. keVa.

nge'-ish, nge'sh, nga'-ish, ga'-ish, d. ngdngish (1) arrow used in war; 
arrow tipped with a stone, bone or iron point, 138, 1.: nas nu'sh shli'tk 
M6atokni nga'-ishtka one Modoc man shot in the head by an arrow, 24, 7. 8.; 
nge'shtka shenotanka to fight with arrows, 90, 18. (2) projectile of fire-arms : 
bullet, ball, shell, 21, 17. 24, 4. 30, f>. Der. keVa. Cf. shawalsh, taldshi

nge-isha, nga'-isa, contr. nge'sha, d. ngengi'sha, (1) to shoot at with war 
arroivs or fire-arms. (2) to hit, wound, to inflict a wound by shooting, 21, 16.:
nga'-isapksh for nge-ishapkash, 24, 7. 133, 7. 

16
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nge*-ishna, d. ngenggishna to go and shoot, to start out for shooting or 
wounding: ngd-ishan for nge-ishna, 123, 5. 6,

nge'shalsh, d. ngengl'shalsh lead. Der. nge-ishala.
n g e s h e - u y a, d. ngengeshe-uya to disable by shooting, ivoitnding; to ivound 

but not to kill, 43 5 10, 16.: kanktak shu'ldshash n0 an equally large number 
of soldiers were wounded, 37, 14,

ngiildsha, ngu'ltcha, d, ngungaldsha (1) v. trans.; same as kewa, but 
referring to more than one object: a-atmsh ko'sh nu ng, I have felled tall 
pine-trees; nepni'ni nguldsli6tan I struck him about the hand, 23, 18. (2) v. 
intr.; same as ngata, but referring to more than one subject.

n g li 1 o , nku'lo, d. ngungalo, nku'nkalo; see gulu»
ngiimshka, d. ngumgamshka, v. trans., to break, fracture: laid ng. nga'- 

ish the bullet had fractured his forehead, 24, 4. Cf. keVa, ngata, ngiildsha.
ni, nl, pron. pers., I; see nu, nu<,
n i, ni', pi. tumi nf, wide and rounded, sole-shaped, buckskin snow-shoe on 

a wood-frame, fastened with strings to the foot.
-ni, -ni, d. -nini, suffix appended to nouns, especially generic and collec 

tive nouns, to express the idea: "and all that sort of, and all belonging 
to them, and all connected with him, her, it, them": nanuk weVansni 
(for wewanuishni) the women and all, all ivomen and their families, 21, 19.; 
ne'pnini nguldsha he has or had his hand fractured at several places by one 
shot, cf. 23, 18.; huk a nanuk watch gena, gc-uni all the horses are going 
and mine also / watch tchish maklaksni nanuk tamen6tka the horses and all 
the Indians with them have been there.' Cf. -ni in tataksni children.

n ia, d. ninia, adv. (1) lately, newly, recently; not limiting the length of time 
elapsed: nl'a i hdmkanka you told a short time ago, 39, 15., Mod ; niatoks 
ma/ntch some time hence; siinde giulank, or n. sunde last iveek. (2) yester 
day, Mod. Cf. unak. (3) a wMle ago, long ago, 158; 55.; Kl.

nidshonidshua, d. nindshonidshua (1) to wink with the eyes. (2) to 
grimace, to make faces.

nigga, pi. tumi n., negro, Ethiopian, 190; 22.: niggalam sha-amoksh, 
Mod., monkey. From the English. Cf. waiha.

n i k a, d. ninka (1) to extend the arm. (2) to put the arm out of, as of a door, 
lodge, window etc.; wa'k, arm, is usually added: we'k ninakampka nu I 
put both arms out. Cf. ei%a, spuka.
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nikanka to beckon with onds arm, hand: n. ne"p to make signs with the hand.
niklka, n^kl^a, d. ninakl%a to ivork by hand, to do hand work, as field 

work, chopping wood etc. Mod. Der. nika.
nikualka, ni'kual%a, d. ninakual%a to extend one arm or hand: riinakual%an 

tk6tka to stand with both arms extended; p'laitala n. to come down right side 

up when fatting; said of beaver's teeth, 80, 2.

ni'l, ni'l, ne'l (d. ninll), pi. tumi n. (1) short hair on animal body; fur, 

wool, bristle; down, smaller feathers of birds; hair of tail etc.; hair on a 

person's arms, chest, back: shi'p tuma u. gitko a sheep having much wool; 

n. w^ksa the down of the mallard, 144, 1. 2. (2) hide or skin with the 

animal hair on; fur, peltry, whether dressed or not: pumam, k<51tam, 
nkolam n. beaver-, otter-, rabbit-skin; tids4 ne'l gitko wash the prairie-wolf 
has a delicate fur, 144, 10 Der. newal. Of. lak, mukash, nelina, smo'k.

nilakla, d. ninilakla to appear Jirst, said of daylight; nilak!61a na'lsh, 
nilakloltamna na'lsh the daylight dawns over us. Met. for nilkala. Der. 
nilka.

Nilakshi, apoc. Nilaksh, Ni'laks, nom. pr. ofNilaks or "Daylight" Mount 

ain, a steep hill-ridge two miles south of Modoc Point, bordering on the 

middle part of Upper Klamath Lake, 75, 20. Pronounced Nailix by the 
white settlers. Der. nilka.

Nilakskni, adj. and subst., coming from, native of Nilakshi; settled at 

Nilaks-Mountain. N. maklaks are the portion of the Klamath Lake 
Indians once settled at the western base of Nilaks Mountain, 17, 3.

ni'laltko, d. ninilaltko covered with hair, fur, pelt, down, feathers; same 
as m'l gitko, cf. ni'l. When used of persons it is identical with p6pam- 

kish and means "hairy all over the body". Der. m'lala.
nili wa, d. nin'liwa to blaze up, to burst into a light; said of fire blazing up 

by itself, or when excited by the wind: kaila n. the ground tvas on fire, 

174; 9. Cf. liutka, ne"lka, nflka, mita, shniliwa, tgepalia'ga.
ni'lka, nilka, ne'lka, d nim'lka, nene'lka (1) v. irnpers., it is dawning; 

daylight appears: tsui nelka; tsiii sa gu'lki at the first dawn they attacked, 

17, 2.; nilaksht at daivn of day, 144, 3. (2) subst., dawn, daylight, begin 

ning of day. (3) v. intr., to expect the dawn of day in camp or elsewhere; 
to be somewhere at daylight, 31, 5. Cf. pa/ktgl.
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n f n i a ? ne"neas iieineya to flutter like chickens, ducks or geese moving their
wings while walking on the grounds 174; 8, Der. ne*na. Cf. nainaya. 

n i n k for ni giank, I for myself, 122? 15. and Note, Cf. -gianggin, itakianki,
nutagianggL

nlslij nish, confer,, n'sli, n's, pron. pers. wte3 to me; see nu? ntL 
ni'sh, nishj d. nimsh neck of persons and animals, 119, 9.: ni'sh it& to put

upon the neck, 91, 10.; nisham lawalsh, Kl., nisham shalatchgu&lash, Mod.,
junction of neck to Jiead in quadrupeds, 

B i s ^ a g a j nish^akj d. ains%aga little girl. Girls are called so from
infancy to the age of puberty and even later. Of. shiwaga. 

n f s h t a, adv., (1) during the night, at night (obsolete). (2) all night long,
the whole night; n. ktana to sleep all night, 31, 8.: ttinepni sd-atsa sa n.
during five whole nights they danced around the scalps, 16, 11.; ntshta nat
gena we marched the whole night, 31, 4., cf. 19, 13.; n. ha/ma mu'kash the
horned owl hoots all night, 88, <>. See pshin. 

nishtak, adv., during the same night: nfshtak tchi'sh gdkiamna the same
night they surrounded the lodges, 16, 4. Contr. from nishta (1), ak. 

nitu, nito, d. ninto to suppose, guess, conjecture: nu n. mish wdtch pdllasht
I suppose you were the thief of the horse or horses. Cf. she"wa. 

n i u d s h n a, d. ninudshna to drive on level ground, as horses, cattle: shtiitka
n. to drive on a road, along a trail, 127, 11. 

n i u k 1 a, d. ninukla to give or confer through another; to bestow through
somebody else. Der. ne"ya. 

niukna, d. ninukna to compel to leave, to drive out of, as horses, cattle:
w&tch nf-uknan driving the horses out of the inclosure, 127, 11. 

n i - u % a, d. nin4-u%a; see shui-u^a.
niulgidsha, d. ninulgfdsha (1) v. trans., to drive together what is scat 

tered, as horses, cattle. (*2) v. intr., to whirl around, to move in a circle, to
form a whirl or eddy. Der. nfuli, -kidsha. Cf. aggddsha. 

ni-uli, ni-ule, d. ninu'le to drive into, 127, 10.
niuligish, d. ninuligish fenced-inpasture-ground. Der. ni-uli. Cf. iligish. 
niul#a, niu'l^a, d. ninul^a; same as niwal^a No. 1. Cf. 14-ul#a. 
niwa, d. ninua; see sbuwa. 
n i w d 1 k a, newal%a, niul%a, d ninualka (1) v. intr., to ascend, go uphill: stu'
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n. to follow the uphill trail, 185; 39. (2) v. trans., to drive uphill, as a team
with two or more horses etc. Mod. for tpul%a Kl. Der. neVal. 

niwalka, d. ninualka, v. intr., to go away, to be removed: k6-i n. it goes away

too slowly; said of food not agreeing with the stomach. Der. nfwa (2). 
niwikakpeli, niwikina; see shuikipeli, shuikma. 

nka'kgi, n^akgi, d. nkankakgi to give birth, to be confined, to become a

mother: n%akgi lapuk both became mothers, 107, 12.; snawe'dshash vunfpa

nka'kgin, Mod., a woman delivered of four children at one birth; nka'kgiuga
on account of a childbirth, 91, 1. Der. nk4sh. 

nkankatuish, pi. turni n., fetlocks and small pastern of horse or mule,

just above hoof. Der. ngata. 
nkash, nkash, d. nkankash, n%an#ash (1) abdomen, belly, the bowels; the

largest stomach of ruminants, 105, 16.: nkasham lawalsh stomach of man;
the first or smallest stomach of ruminants; crop, craw; maw, cf. mpe'tla%sli;
nkasham walshash peritoneum, tissue enveloping the bowels; rik. ma'sha

to feel pain in the bowels, to have belly-ache: colics, dysentery, diarrhoea.
Cf. nkashgt. (2) mountain-trout; a spotted fish found in the Williamson
River, but not in Upper Klamath Lake.

nkashgl, nga'sgi, d. nkankashki, ngangaski to have diarrhoea. 
nkashkiaga belly; occurs in the proper name Munish=Nkaskiaga=Gri'tko,

q. v., and seems dim. of nkash.
nke'wa, nka'wa, n%a'wa, d. nkenkewa, nkdkua; same as k^wa, q. v. 
nki'ka, d. nkinkga (1) to be full of dust, atoms, pulverized substance. (2)

subst, dust, atoms. Cf. kililks, nibuka.
n k i'k 61 x a, d. nklnkak'le^a, v. intr., to weigh: kank nil a nk. I am weigh 

ing so much. Der. kila (4). 
nkak, n^ak, d. nkankak (1) top of the head, vertex or crown of head: n#ak-

ksaksfna, ngak-ksaksh on the top of the head, 21, 17. Cf. welwash. (2)
skull of fish; crest or comb of bird. Cf. nka/kgL 

nkala, n#ala, d. nkankala to wither, fade; said of trees, plants: n^altko
withered. Cf. kmuk61tgi, nukola. 

nkdna, n%^na (e short), d. n%en%a to halloo, to cry loudly, to shout; the
words halloed are quoted, 42, 16. Cf. nd^na, stuka. 

nke*nkanka ? n^a'nkanka to halloo to somebody repeatedly or continually;
to shout in one strain.
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nki'l; nkfla, nkflla; see kil; kila etc.

nku'k, d. n#u'n%ak, a black goose not specified
nku'l, nk61, n%61, d. nkunkal, n%iYn%al gray white-tailed rabbit: nk61am

ni'l rabbit-skin. Of. ka-i, kuikuish. 
n%aka, nka-aga young mountain-trout, or a smaller species of this fish.

incantation: 177; 34. Dim. nkash (2), 

npce'wa, n%a'-ua, d. njf&i/ua; same as keVa, q. v, 

njgl'la, d. n%m%ala; same as kila, q. v. 

n^i'tsa, n^itcha, d. n/in/tcha, v. intr, to dry up. to become exsiccated:

partic. n%i'tchatko dry, dried up, atrophied.
N%ltsa = Tsu'ks, abbr. from N^ftsatko-Tsii'ks, nom. pr. Kl. of "Dried- 

Leg", a chief of the Snake Indians, 28, 7. 9. Der. n^l'tsa, tchu/ksh. 
n%l'-ullga, d. n%in%uliga, 97, 1.; same as kiulfga, q. v. 

n%uta, d. n%u7n%ta to burn at the bottom of a pan, kettle, cooking utensil:

partic. n%utatko (a) half charred, almost burnt up. (b) subst, slags, dross.
Der. n6ka. Of natsagiula, nkala.

n / u 14 g i a, d. n%un%atagia to burn at the bottom of a pan, cooking utensil 
n6ka, n6ka, n6%a, d. n6nuka (1) to ripen, to mature; to be ripe for, eating,

147, 14.: nu'kuk ivhenripe, 147, 9.; k4yudsh nu'ka it is not ripe yet, 74, 7.
(2) to become palatable by boiling, cooking, roasting or broiling; to be cooked.
(3) v. trans., to cook, boil, stew: partic. nukatko cooked,prepared, done; nu- 
kapkash pan to eat cooked food; no'ksh when steived, boiled; n6%uk ivhcn 
done, 148, 14.; niiksht after baking it, 150, 7.; nu'ksht after roasting it, 
113, 9.; nokshtak (for n6ksht ak) as soon as stewed or done, 113, 2.

n 6kla, no'kla, niikala, d. noniikla to roast, broil on hot coals: nukaltampka 
tchule'ks he commenced roasting meat, 113, 9. Der. n6ka. Cf. puka.

nshapka, d. nshanshapka; same as ndshapka, q. v.
nsh4tcht%i, d. nshanshatcht%i to form a waterfall, cascade; said only of 

water falling free from an elevation, not of rapids in rivers.
nshatcht^ish, d. nshanshatcht^ish cascade over a vertical rock; water 

fall as from a mill-run.
n s h e n d s h k a n e, 71, 7.; d. of ndshe'kani, q. v.
Nshkaukalsh, nom. pr. masc. Kl.; interpreted by "The Coaxer".
Ntapa, nom. pr. masc. Mod., interpreted by "Broken Arm".
ntd-ish, nte'sh, d ntdntish (1) bow ivith arroivs as making up the outfit
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of a warrior or hunter, 123, 4.: nte*-ish nl f-amnatk ge"na I started out 
carrying bow and arrows, 21, 1. (2) bow as a weapon, having a length of 
24 to 3J feet: hi'shla nte'-ishtka they shot at the mark with bows, 109, 15. 
136, 1. 2. (3) clavicular bone; collar-bone. Der. te*wi.

ntd-ishala, d. ntentishala to shoot arrows.
nt^-ishalta, d. ntentishalta to shoot arrows at a person or animal, 22f 3.
n 16* y a g a, d. ntdntiaga (1) small bow with arrows; small bow. (2) Nte*yak, 

noin. pr. masc.: "Small Sow and Arrows". Dim.ute'-ish.
ntey&kala, d. ntentiakala to make a little bow as a plaything.
nteyakalia, nteyakaliya to make a little bow for somebody; nt. m'na 

unakag he made a bow for his little son, 109, 13, 14. Der. nte*yaga.
n t e'k ti s h , nd^ktish, abbr. nt^ktch, d. nte'ntaktish (1) stem of arrow; the 

lighter portion of the bird-hunter's arrow, into which the tulish, of harder 
and heavier wood, is inserted as a point: nte*ktcham tulish arrow-point 
of wood. These arrows are used for shooting ducks and geese while on 
the water; their points make up one-third of the whole length and are 
fastened to the stems by means of a glutinous substance called walakish. 
(2) arrow made of the shdl-reed; shaped differently from the arrow called 
shal, 136, 2. (3) any reed or reed-like stem used for the manufacture of 
arrows. Of. nt^-ish, taldshi, telak, tchuitiam.

n t i k 1 a k s h , d. ntintaklaksh drop: na'dsh ampu nt. one drop of water.
n t f k s h k t c h a, nddksktsa (1) to scratch, graze; to inflict a slight wound, 21, 

18. (2) to shoot a hole through, as through a sleeve, blanket. Of. nde*ga.
ntintelakta, d. ntintantelakta to go to stool. Der. til%a. Of. ntiklaksh.
n t i t e 1 a k t c h a, d. ntintatelaktcha to go to stool. Der. til#a. Of. s^edsha.
ntu'lkidsha, d. ntuntalkidsha to eddy around, to form an eddy; said of 

running waters only. Cf. muigidsha, niulgidsha, tchishkidsha.
ntu'ltsanuish dry river-bed; the former water-course of a stream, rivulet, 

brook. Der. ntultchna. Cf palkuish.
n t u 11 k i, ndu'ltke to fall down, to form a chute or cascade; said of waters: 

ati huk ntu'ltke k6ke this river forms a high cascade. Cf. nshatcht%i.
iitu/ lt%aga, ndultyaga, d. ntultalt%aga (for ntuntalt%aga) (1) to have its 

spring, to run down from its source or origin; said of waters: k6kag nt. the 
brook runs down from there. (2) to bubble up; said of springs only.
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ntu'ltpa to run, flow towards the one speaking: pen ambu nt. the water 
rims again towards (me, us) after a stoppage.

ntultchampka, ndu'lshampka, ntulshampka to rush, run, flow while out 
of sight or in the distance; to rim doivn away from; said of rivers, streams, 
ditched waters etc. Der. ntiiltchna.

ntiiltch%antcha, tiins%antsa to pass through; to run, to flow through; 
kokag tu'ns%antsa a stream ran through, 31, 1,

ntultchna, ntulsna/nduTshna, tiinshna to be in the act of running,, to flow 
continually: ambu nt. the water runs all the time; kinkani ambu nt. only a little 
water is running in the river bed or ditch; k6kag hatakt tu'nsna a brook was 
running there, 30, 21. 31, 8 : partic. ndu'lshantko flowing past, 94, 5.

ntunshna, tu'nshna ; same as ntultchna, q. v. Of. shtu'nshna.

ntiiptpa, d. ntuntaptpa (1) to throw up bubbles. (2) to seethe, to be in a 
boiling state: ntuptpatko ampu boiling water. Der. nd6pa.

ntuptchinaga, d. ntuntaptchmaga to come up in bubbles, to bubble up in 
water or liquids. Cf. ntiiptpa.

ntchaya, d. ntchantchaya to split; same as utchaya, q. v.: Mo'dokni 
ktchinksh ntchayetampka the Modocs commenced to split rails, 35, 4.

ntchakta, d. ntchantchakta to be sticky, glutinous; to stick on. Cf. gintana.
ntchalka, d. ntchantchalka (1) to be green, fresh. (2) to be young; said 

of persons and animals.
ntchalkni, d. ntchantchalkni (1) adj., fresh, green: n. w6kash raw pond- 

lily seed; ntchal%ni tchiileks fresh meat. (2) subst., boy, youngster: hunk 
ntchalke'nash shiiika sha they have killed that boy. Cf. tch&ki.

ntchama/shka, Itchama'shka, d. ntchantchama/shka to ivipe off from.
ntchamash!61a, d. ntchantchamash!61a to wipe off. Cf. ndshash!61a.
ntchaska, ntchashki, d. ntchantchaska, ntchantchaski to clean off, remove; 

to rub with the hand: ntchaski a nu gen kaila I clean off that dust.
Ntch6kish, nom. pr. masc. Mod.: "Deaf-Ear". Der. ndsh6ka.
nu, nu, euiphat. nu'-u; ni, nl; both abbr. -n; obj. nush, nu'sh, nish, ni'sh, 

abbr. n'sh, n's, ish, i'sh, pers. pron. of the first person sing., I; obj. me, to 
me. Nu hunk lalakiash hemkanka I spoke to the chief; lap a nu shle'a ta- 
takiash I see ttvo children; nu hu'nk i'-aninuapk i'^aks mi I will confiscate 
your gain, 59, 22.; tsi ni gi (or Id) so I said, 22, 8. .16. 17.; nu tala none but 
me, I alone; pat6 n slili'n I shot him in the cheek, 30, 16., cf. 61, 3. 154;
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12.; shnu'kshtkan I want to obtain, 23, 8.; nush shumal6tkish 6-i! give me 
a pen! hu nish he'shela, Mod., he showed to me; tchf n'sh sa gl so they said 
to me, '22, 17.; cf. 22, 7-11.; i'sh shla't! shoot ye at me! kill me! 41, 5.; 
I'sh ktiyuiaki'at! ye lift me up there! 22, 12.; ish hu lulpalpaliat! make ye 
eyes for me! 154; 11.; nush%e'm towards me, 158; 55. In the subj. case 
the pron. frequently appears double: ni gita ni telshapka wik4 li'wapksh 

I perceived them crowded there at no great distance, 22, 14.; tchin a ni 
shleVal 161oksgish thus I cocked my gun, 22, 21.; "tsiii na'-ulekan titatnan 
then sometimes I chastise, 61, 10., cf. 23, 18. 59, 17. 119, 3. 136, 1 NU 
stands for nat in: lapi nu two of us, 177; 2.

nuata%atko, n'huta%atko, d. nuanuta^atko (1) soiled, full of spots, specks, 
etc.; said of ink-dots etc. (2) passing gradually into darker or lighter 
shades, blending insensibly, cloudy; said of colors, spots on dress, etc.

n u' d s h a, d. nuno'dsha to flit, to be borne at or into a long distance: p'laitala 
n. to go to the upper regions (after death). Cf. idsha.

n u'dshna, d. nuno'dshna to flit away, to fly off into distance; said of the 
heart of one of the Thunders, 114, 4.

n u y a m n a, d. nuniamna to whirl about, to run, skip, or walk around; said 
of the weasel, 158; 52.; wishtkak nu n. I walk around blowing; said of the 
pelican, 166; 19. Cf. nutiiyamna.

n u y u a, d. nuniwa to shine from a distance, as a light Cf. iiutkolua.
n u k a 1 a, nu'kla, d. nuniikla ;*same as n6kla, q. v.
nukanka, d. nunukanka to go astray; to stray around, as dogs, 155; 24.
n u k 61 a, d. nun#61a to shrink by heat, as observed 011 skins etc. Der. nuka.
Nu'ksham, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man, signer of the treaty of 

1864; interpreted by "Dried Fish". Der. n6ka.
n u'l i d s h a to be wafted downwards, to glide down into distance; to pass to the 

inferior regions of the earth, 173; 2. (spirits' song). Cf. vu'li.
nu'sh, nu'sh, nu'ss (d. minash), pi. tumi n. (1) head of persons and ani 

mals: n. shlin he was shot in the head, 21, 18. 22, 11.; tsiii ni pa/n shim n. 
I shot him a second time, and in the head, 30, 16.; Mu'sham n., Yamsham- 
tcham n. lalkadsha he cut off the head of the South Wind, and that of the 
North Wind, viz. he stopped their blowing, 111, 10. 11.; gu'tash nu'sh 
ku'pga nu'sh lice bite me on the head, 119, 4.; n.4ilansndash, name of a
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bird, q. v.; n.-ma'shash headache; mishti kako skull. Cf. 89, 6. 98, G. io8, 
1. 3. 6. 154; 12. (2) ear of wheat, maize etc.

nushaltkaga, d nunshaltkaga (1) small ivater-spring. (2) head-ivaters, 
pond-source, spring of a stream or river. It is peculiar to the streams 
coming from the volcanic soil of the Klamath Highlands, that they origi 
nate in large ponds or small lakes surging by many sources out of the 
ground, which are seen bubbling at the edges of the ponds. Such a 
pond is called welwash or n., nushaltkaga. Der. nushaltko.

Nushaltkaga; nom. pr. of (1) head-ivaters or pond-sources of streams 
running from the north into Lost River near Bonanza, a recent settlement 
about twelve miles east of Linkville, Lake County. This section was 
the home of one portion of the Modoc Indians. (2) the head-ivaters of 
Willow Creek, also called Rush Creek, running into Clear Lake from the 
east, in Modoc County, California: N. p'la-itan above the springs of Willow 
Creek, 44, 3., the spot where Captain Jack surrendered.

Nushaltkagakni, Nusalt%agakish, nom. pr., Modoc Indian settled at the 
head-waters mentioned under Nushaltkaga (i): nanka tchilluk Nushalt- 
%agaki'shash some men who were friends of the Head-water Modocs, 21, 4.

nushaltko, d. nunshaltko (1) provided with a head. (2) bearing an ear 
or ears, as cereals. (3) taking its source or origin, as a river. Der. nushala.

Nii'shkshi, nom. pr. of a camping-place on east side of Klamath Marsh. 
Lit. "At the Skull"; so called because % human skull was once found 
there, 74, 15. From nii'sh, -kshi.

nu'sh-tilansn eas h "turnhead" or "rollhead", a large, grayish-white 
owl living in earth-holes: Speotyto hypugaia. Incantations: 154; 12. 167; 
32. Der. nu'sh, tilanshne'a. Cf. lupaks.

n li t a, nu'ta, d. nunata, nu'nta (1) v. intr. and impers., to burn, to flame, to 
Naze up: n., or lu'loks n , the fire is burning, 100, 18.; ga/s n. the gas is burn 
ing; tiinepni nutish while five fires were burning; lit. "when it was burning 
fivefold"; mil tcha/k nutisht ivhen at last the fire was blazing high, 114, 1.; 
mYnatank tchu'ka they perished w the flames, 114, 4. (2) v. trans., to burn 
up, to destroy by fire: tsiii sa nanuktua n. then they burnt up everything, 89, 2.

nutagianggi, mitagiank, nutakink, pron. pers. and refl., I for myself: 
nutagiank shiu'la, or nutak shiula gianggin I am gathering for myself. 
From mitak, -gfanggin. Cf. itakianki, nink.
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n u t a k , a palatable, very small seed growing on a prairie-grass, this being 

a species of the Glyceria family, 148, 5. 6. and Note.
nutak, nutak, nu'taks, mitok, nu'toksh, obj. nu'shtak (1) but I, just I, I 

however; standing in clauses which express contrast or emphasis: nu'toks 

as for me, as far as I am concerned, 103, 8. 186; 56.; nu'shtoks maklaks 

shl^a people have seen me; niitoks hun spaga shil I am wetting this piece of 

cloth. (2) pron. refl., myself: ka-i i genuapk, n. ge'sh shanti-uli you shall 

not go, I want to go myself, 111, 6.; nutak iie'p hushnata I burnt my own 

hand, or I received a burn on my hand.

Nii'tas, nom. pr. masc.: "Burnt-Back"; for Nuta-ish. Der. nuta.

nute'ks, d. nunte'ks rounded spot where the effect or impress of a blow 
is visible: contusion by a hammer-stroke, aperture made by a thunder 

bolt, round-shaped impression. Of. ktute'ks.

niitkolua, Mod. natkolua, d. nu'ntkolua, Mod nanatkolua to shine from 

a distance, as from a lake, prairie, mountain. Cf. niiyua.
nut6dshna, d. nunto'dshna, nuntiidshna to hurl, to throw away, as spears, 

rocks etc.: tank haitch 1 kta-i nutiidshna? how many stones did you throw?

nut6kakua, d. nunt6kakua to swing to and fro, as a pendulum.
nut61aktcha, d. nunt61aktcha to throiu or hurl away to a distance, as a 

rock, stone etc.; to throw there ivhile going, marching, passing: kta-i hadakt 
nutola/ktcha (Mod.) they threw a stone there while passing, 85, 15.

nutolala, d. nuntolala to throw by swinging, to swing away: lu'lukshtat 
11. to jerk, throw into the flre, 96, 16. Cf. nut6dshna.

nutola!61a, d. nuntolal61a to throw away from by swinging: shtuli pa/ks 

nutolalolatkiuk (for nutolaloldtki giug) he ordered him to swing off and 

throw away (into the fire) the tobacco-pipe, 96, 11.

n u t u y a k i a, d. nuntuy akf a to throw or swing over for somebody, in some 
body's interest, 132, 4.

nutiiyamna to hum, buzz around; said of insects which fly with a swing 
ing, whirling motion, 165; 16. Cf. mu'muma, nuyamna.

n u w d 1 x a, nu-ual%a, d. nunu'al%a to take an upward flight, to fly skyward; 

said of rounded or bulky subjects: steinash huk n. this heart flew up to the 

sky, 114, 8. Cf. hushanualksh, nu'dshna, shuwar^a.
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o.
0 alternates throughout with the primitive vowel u, and in many 

instances is the product of synizesis, especially when pronounced long. 
Words not found here to be looked for under U. 
o, o', interj. marking surprise, all! ohe! sometimes followed by a quick

inspiration of breath.
o, 6', abbr. for Ira, proii. dem. and for hu, adv., q. v. 
6 - i, 6ya; see liya. 
6-itchna, d. u'-itchna, o-ui'dshna, u-uidshna to give away a gift or present

previously received ly oneself. Der. uya. 
o y 6 k a, d. uy6ka; see uyiika. 
oka-ilagen! d. o-oka-ilagen! certainly! of course! "you lei!" term of

asseveration used in confirming statements or for answering questions in
an affirmative sense. Mod. for wak hai la gen Kl. 

o' k s h t, pron. dem.; same as hu'ksht, q. v. 
6kshua, d. oakshua (1) to cough. (2) to throw up phlegm. 
o-ola!6na, 75,7.; see ayula!6na. 
o'lash, Kl. o'lsh, u'lsh, (d. o-61ash), pi. tumi 6'. (1) white hair; whitish

down. (2) mourning dove, a species of dove or wild pigeon of a whitish
or ashy color, called so onomatopoetically after its melancholy, pitiful
cry: o-o; Zenaidura carolinensis. The Maklaks say the bird cries after
its grandmother. B6shtinam o'. domestic pigeon. 

o' 1 s h a 11 k o, u'lshaltko, d. o-alshaltko white- or gray-haired. 
6riion onion: 6nions=shitko like onions, 148, 13. From the English, 
oni'sh, obj. case of hun, pron. dem., 136, 7. and Note, 
o- 6 akgl, d. u-6akgi to do so, to act tlwis, to act in such a manner: o. mitok

shteinash do what you please. From 1m, wak, gi. 
o - 61 k a , o'laga, pi. turni o., little or young dove. Dim. o'lash, q. v. 
0 r e g i n k n i, nom. pr., Oregonian; while settler of Lake County who eame

there from some other portion of the Oregon territory: Oreginkni B6sh-
tinash ma/1 kd-i shu^nktgi in order that the Oregonian settlers (who had
formed a corps of volunteers) may not Itill any more of ye, 40, 17. 

o'skank, 05, 1., cf: 7.; see hushkanka.
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otilks, utilksh (--), d. u-utflks dam, fishing-dam extending" below the 
water's surface. The natives wade over it to scoop up the fish with their 

dip-nets. A dam of this kind is at Ktai=Tupakshi, 74, 2. Der. utila.

o'tish, u'tish, d. u'tish fruit of long shape; ear of cereals: istakani, tkapam 

6'. ear of maize Of. lutish, nu'sh (2).

our, aur hour: Idp ours two hours. Mod. From the English.

p.
P alternates with b, m, and is nasalized into mb, mp; only the alternation 

with b is of frequent occurrence. Words not found under P to be looked 

for under B, M. Initial p-, p'- is often the proprietary prefix p-, as in the 
terms of relationship etc. The prefix pe- is indicative of a plurality of 
round-shaped and bulky objects, of persons etc., though it is not entirely 
confined to this function-; cf. pe'-ula. 

pa, pa, particle referring to the logical subject of the clause or sentence.
Cf. pa-ak, pash and suffix -pa. 

p 4 - a k, a particle of same meaning as pa, q. v., in most cases intranslat-
able: pa-ak ka-i an sh&yuakta! what do Ilmow of it! 140, 2. This can be
expressed in a shorter way: pa-ak (or pa) I do not know. From pa, ak. 

pa-alamip, d. pa-alamishap (1) elder or younger brother's wife; said by
his sisters. (2) husband's elder or younger sister; said by his wife, 

pa-anip, d. pa-anishap (1) elder brother; said by younger sister. (2)
elder sister; said by younger brother. Of Note to 134, 9. 

p a d s h a, patcha, d. papddsha to split up, to rip, to tear a hole, as into an
article of dress. Cf. gintatka, spatcha. 

pa'dsha to become blind of one eye; d papa'dsha of both eyes: partic. papa'-
dshatko blind; lit. "having become blind of both eyes". Der. paha. 

padshaya, d. papdshaya to tear up, to tear; as dress, cloth. Cf. pakaga. 
padshayam, d. papdshayam (supply: anku) manzanita bush, 128,5.;

grows not higher than four feet in the colder portions of the reservation, 

p a d s h i t; see pa'dshit. 
paga, d. papaga to make wet, to wet, to wet through, to drench: partic.

pagatko drenched, wetted, wet. Cf. shpaga. 
paha, d. pap'ha, papa (1) v. intr., to become dry; to be, stay, remain dry:
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Aishishamksh pl'l paha only Aishish's home remained dry, 96, 28 ; ko-e 
pahapkash a dried-lip frog, 134, 14., cf. 17.; pa/slit (for pahasht) after 
having become dry, 147, 17.; pa'shtak, pa'sht ak as soon as dried by the 
sun, 148, 4.; gen padshit i'lhulsh (for illolash) p. nepkank this year 
the iveather is dry, (2) v. trails., to make dry, to dry, to exsiccate; p. udsaks 
they dry the large sucker-fish on the fire and in the sun, 74, 1.; kamals paha 
they dry fish and reduce them to powder, 74, 3. and Note; paha (for pahatko, 
pahapkash) at po'ks iwidshat then they put in caches the baked camass- 
roots, 74, 6.; pahapk (for pahapkash) iwam dried berries, 75, 10.; pahatko 
mushmusham tchule'ks jerked beef Cf. pata, shpaha.

pdhalka, bahhal^a, pfi'lka, d. papahalka (1) v. trans., to make dry, to 
exsiccate. (2) v. intr., to become dry, to dry up; said of the soil, of rivers 
etc. (3) v. intr., Mod., to suffer of a lingering disease; to look meager, lean, 
sickly, famished. Der. paha. Cf. pa'hlaksh.

Pahdpkash = £-usli = gi/ shi, nom. pr. of Grass Lake or Dry Lake, 
where a battle of the Modoc campaign was fought: lit- "Dried-up Lake 
at"; 43, 14. Pah&tko E-ush (the same locality), at Dry Lake, 43, 17. 
From p4ha, d-ush, gi.

pa'hi a, pala, d. pap'hla, p&p'la (1) circular dish made of root fibers or 
rushes, tight and solid, having often a diameter of three feet; round 
matted dish or tray; wickerwork dish. (2) sort of scoop or paddle made of 
branches or of tule-bulrushes, larger than the shaplash, q. v.; used on 
the water, 167; 34. Der. pala. Cf. tia.

p a' h 1 a k, palaga, d. pap'lak ^villow tray, matted dish of small size; from six 
to twenty inches in diameter. Dim. pa'hla, q. v.

pa'hlaksh, d. pap4'hlaksh of lean, meager or sickly appearance; famished, 
emaciated: wash=p. a fox species; see wdshpalaksh. Der. p&halka.

p a h 6 k a, d. papah6ka, v. intr. and impers., to linger with a slow or internal 
disease: nu p. steinash, or p. n'sh I am permanently sick, Kl.; kaka/gi a 
n'sh kako; papok=shltku n'sh (for papahoka-shitko nush, or papahokatko- 
shitko) my bones (or legs} are weak; they are paining me; lit. "to me they 
seem exsiccated". Der. paha.

p 4' h p a s h , papash earwax; Mod. for tutu'ksh Kl. Der. palia.
pa'htchna, d papd'htchna to be thirsty; to suffer from exhaustion. Der. 

paha. Cf. ambutka, pah6ka, patchnam.
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paisha, pa-isha, d. papi'sha, v. irnpers., (1) it is damp, sidtry: kii-i a n'sh 

hu'shlta paishuk sultriness oppresses me. (2) it is cloudy weather, the sky is 

. clouded, overcast Of. paga, shtipa, tgiwa.
paishash, pa-ishash, d. papi'shasli (1) clouded, overcast sky. Of. kalo. 

(2) cloud, rain-cloud, 179; 2. Quot. under hupka, ka'gi, pitkala.
paishkaga, d. papi'shkaga little cloud: kitchkani p. lamb-cloud.

p a y a k u a pocket, side pocket in dress: payakuatat tchele'tka to take out of 

the pocket; pi a shalaktclmi wati rn'natant payakutat he is putting his 

knife in his pocket. Der pe-uyega Of. liyuiaks.

paka, paka, d. papka, pap^a (1) to eat, to feed on: tut!%61atko unak papka 
she took early meals each time after a dreamy night, 158; 54. (2) to smoke 

tobacco, either pipe or cigar, 137, 2. 3.; at nu k'ldwi paksh now I abstain 

from smoking; pak61a to cease smoking, 137, 4. Der. pan.
paka, paga, d. papka to bark; said of the dog, wolf, and prairie-wolf: 

watchagalam pakash kd-idshi the barking of a dog is of bad augury.

paka, mbaka, d. papka, mbambka, (1) v. intr., to be broken, fractured; 
partic. pakatko, mbakatko, d. p4patko (for papkatko), mbambakatko 
broken; kaklash, lu'ldish a papatko the saddle, the stirrup is broken; said 
of plants: old, decaying, withered. (2) v. trans., to break, to break to pieces: 

we'kamua p. to break a tumbler. Of. ndshapka.

p ak a ga, d. papkaga to tear; tear up, to jerk off.
pakak61a, d. papkak61a to tear away from, to jerk off to a distance, 96,16.: 

pa/ksh pakakoleshtka (supply gi) he attempted to jerk off the pipe, 96, 14.
pakalaksh fold, crease; term for composing multiplicative numerals: 

nda/nash, vu'nipsh p threefold, fourfold. Cf. spagal/a.

pake61 a, d. papake61a to open by tearing, pulling, or jerking: pipa p. to 
open a letter. Der. paka No. 3 (2).

pakish, d. papkish eatable, serviceable as food: skawanks ka-i p. the wild 

parsnip) is not eatable, 150, 2 ; p. wak ku'tsag! how palatable is the gudgeon! 

178; 1.; ka/s pakl'sh the ipo-root is eatable, 147, 8.; shankish=pakish water 

melon. Cf/pp 146-150, also Kle'dshuxPakishkrii. Der. paka No. 1.

pak'lgish, d. papak'lgish (1) mess-table, dinner-table. (2) table: kek p. 
ktek'hiehe'tko this table is notched. Der. paka No. 1.

paklua, d. papaklua to howl, bark; said, e. g., of the cry of the prairie-
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wolf: washam pakluipkasli ivlien the wolf howls at (them) from a distance, 
133, 2., cf. 3. Der. paka No. 2,

p a k s h , d. papaksh canon, ravine, steep valley, deep gorge. Derived from 
paka to break, as Span, quebrada is derived from quebrar, to break, to burst 
open. Of. gatkta, uki.

paksh, pa'ksh, d. papksh tobacco-pipe; originally made of stone (ktai=p.), 
96, 11-16.: laki pa'kshtga lakpeks shuye'ga the commander lifted up ashes 
tvith his pipe, 14, 6.; incantations: 167; 33. 178; 12. Der. paka No. 1 (2).

pakta, d. papakta to tear in two, to pull apart, to jerk asunder; said of 
long-shaped objects, as cords, bead-strings etc. Cf. pakaga, paktish.

p 4 k t i s h, d. papaktish one ivlio tears, one who pulls apart long-shaped 
objects. Cf. Yamnasli=Paktish.

p a'k ti s h, pa-aktish, d. pa'ktishap (1) elder and younger brother's son; said 
by uncle. (2) elder and younger brother's daughter; said by uncle.

p d k u i s h; same as mbakuish, q v.
pak61esh, pa%olsh, d. papakolsh mule-deer; the largest deer-species in 

the Klamath Highlands: Cervus macrotis, 74, 13.
pal a, pa'la, d. pap'la, p4pla (1) to become dry, exsiccated, drained; to dry up: 

p. nanuk everything is dried up; tl'wlsh ndu'lshampksh paltkt the rushing 
waters to be left dry, 94,6.; paltko welw.ash gl the springs of water are dried 
up, 157; 46. (2) to be, stay, remain dry; to be in a drained condition. (3) 
liver, 120, 2. Contr. from pahala; cf. paha.

pala, palaksh; see pa'hla, pa'hlaksh.
p a 1 a - a s h , palash, pi. tiimi p., (1) flour, Kl. and Mod.: palasham wa%ogsh 

flour-sack, flour-bag, 74, 10. (2) bread, 139, 3., KL: p. liklatko a loaf of 
bread. Der. pala. Cf ktete*ga, shapele.

palak, Mod. pdlak; d. papelak, p4plak/Mod. pdp'lak (1) quickly, rapidly, 
fast, 142, 10.; swiftly, hurriedly, in a haste: p. pan to eat hurriedly; p. sha/- 
wan i! give me quickly! 138, 4. 5.; ka-i pap'lak hemeV i! do not speak fast! 
(2) ivitliin a short time, without delay, at once, 144, 8. 154; 11.: ka-i pelak 
shayuka to learn with difficulty. P. and pelak are used equally often in Kl.

pdlakak, palakag, Mod. p^lakag, d. pap'lakak, adv. (1) very quickly, quite 
rapidly, without delay, 120, 10. 13.: p. n^akgi lapuk both became mothers 
ivithin a short time, 107, 12.: pe"lakag shortly after this, 40, 22. (2) sud 
denly, on a sudden, 128, 5. From palak, ak.
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palakmalank quickly, fast, at a rapid gait, 122, 5.
palala, palalla, d. pap'lala, v. intr., to dry up, to become dry: welwash p. 

the spring has ceased to flow, 173; 4. Der. pala.

pal aid a to pull out, take out with the roots; said of certain kinds of lacus 

trine rushes, grasses etc., 184; 37. Of patchnam.

Palan S-ush, nom. pr. of a flat rock emerging from the surface of the 

Sprague River at low water; lies close to Wel<^kag=Knuklekshakshi, q, v.; 

lit. "Water drying up". Der. pala, e'-ush.
palapgle, pallapele, d. papalapele, papallapeli (1) to steal or deceive again, 

for a second time. (2) to steal or seduce repeatedly. Der. palla, -peli.

paldshapele, d. papaldshapele, v. intr., to return for stealing, to go back 

and steal or seduce: sueVedsh paldshapelnk for the purpose of going to se 

duce (another's) wife, 95, 8. Der. palla, -peli.

p41 ash, palsh, d. papalsh dried-upplace or spot; waterless space, spot left 
dry by the waters, 94, 7. Der. pala.

p a 1 k i s h d. papalkish dried-up spot, dry bottom, dry river-bed. Der. pahalka.
p d 1 k u i s h, d. papalkuish ancient river-bed or lake bottom left dry long ago; 

gulch deeply washed out: kiikelam p. dried-up river, dry ditch; kokalam 
huk p. muna tu there was a dry river-bottom far below, 21, 15., cf. 22, 5. 
Der. pahalka. Cf. kupkupele, ntu'ltsanuish, palash, uka

palla, d. papalla (1) to steal, pilfer, purloin: kani watch ge'-u p.? who stole 
my horse? vii'nsh p. to abstract, steal a boat, canoe, 78, 8. Cf. 35, 16. 21. 
54, 6. 58, 13. 14. (2) to cheat, defraud, deceive. (3) to deceive by seducing, 
to seduce from, as a wife from her husband, or a husband from his wife: 
tina snawads huk p. hishuaks m'na this woman once deceived her husband, 
78, 7. Cf. 58, 10. 11. 61, 14. and nitu.

palpali, pa/lpali, d. papalpali, papalpali (I) white-colored, white, 146, 7. 
149, 20.: p. tchikeman silver, silver coin, silver money; p. watsatka on a 
white horse, 183; 22.; palpalish shlapshaltko having a white flower, 146, 14.; 
the vowels are dissimilated in: pa/lpali kshu'n a white (-flowering) grass, 
149, 3.; pa/lpali shlapsh the flower is white, 149, 19. (2) white, light-com- 
plexioned: p.=tchiileks, or palpal=tchuleks=gitko white manor person; Ameri 
can, European, pale-face; term standing instead of B6shtin, q. v.; 38, 15. 
and Note; 55, 4. cf. 103, 5. Original form palpal-li. Der. pala. Cf. 
mukmukli, o'lshaltko. 

17
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palpildga, unmeaning word sung by Modocs during games; formed by 
analogy of yapalpule'ash day-butterfly, 195; 3. 4.

palsh, d. papalsh, 94, 7. Contr. from palash, q. v
pampaktish; see mpampaktish.
Pampi, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man, 77, 1. Not a Kl. term; it is 

probably the Shoshoni word pampi, "head", in the sense of "Large-Head".
pan, d. papan (1) to eat, to feed upon: tchuleks, kiii'rn p. to feed on meat, 

fish; maklaks p. the Indians feed on it, 14^, 15.; palak p. to eat ravenously; 
pushish shiuga m'shash, p. hunk nanuk the cat killed a chipmunk and ate it 
all up; yanan'sh pil p^mk eating the lower end only, 148, 2.; pa-uk/or cat- 
ing, 19, 7.; pa-uk shlink to eat after killing, 136, 1.; tia'muk kaitua pa-uk 
through hunger and abstention from food, 95, 14.; sta-6tank kaitua p&t fast 
ing and hence eating nothing, 83, 'A; (at) pa-uapk tu'm ye shall eat plenty, 70, 
4.; mbu'shant tche'k pa-uapkuk in order to cat it next day, 119, 1G.; pa- 
ulank after repast, 113, 11. (2) to chew, masticate: katchgal p. to masticate 
tobacco, 137, 1. Of kirna'dsh, kpuyumna, pawa.

p a n a, d. papa, pap4 to dive, to plunge under the ivater's surface.
Panaina, nom. pr. of a chief of the Walpapi tribe of Snake Indians, 

better known to the Oregonians as Pauline, Paulini, Palihi. Not long 
after the government had concluded a separate treaty with the Walpapi, 
dated August 1?, 1865, this inveterate enemy of the whites prevailed 
upon his tribe to leave the Klamath reserve in April, 1866; cf. '29, 2. 
He fell in an engagement with scouting parties at a locality north of the 
reserve in 1867. Cf. Note to 33, ?. Pauline Marsh and Lake, about 
sixty miles northeast of Fort Klamath, have since perpetuated his name.

pan am, d. papanam; also: pan, d. papan; locat. Kl. panut, Mod piinatat 
spruce pine, spruce: Abies menziesii; grows west of the Klamath Lakes, 
in the Cascade Kange. Its bark exudates a reddish substance used by 
the natives as a red paint, called wakinsh, 150, 6. Cf. lupkash.

panani, d. papanam, adj., as long as, to the length of: nc'p panani being as 
long as the hand; to the length of a hand, 148, 3. Der. pdni. Cf. -ni.

pani, panf, pan, pan, d. papani (1) loc. adv., prep, and postp., up to, as far 
as, reaching to or up to: viVshu p. reaching or coming up to the chest, breast; 
kailish pan down to the waist, hip, 9°, 6.. Cf. mbd-ush, peniak (2) temp.
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adv., prep, andpostp., until, as long as: wiga pam, wigapani a short while; 
kaitua shu'ta tchi'sh p. shalam nothing was done further till autumn, 36, 
18.; shu'-utanksh ne*-ulaksh pan!' as long as an agreement was being dis 
cussed, .U 8, 9. (nd-ulaksh is here a verbal, not substantive).

p 4 n k 6 k s h, d. papankoksh wading ford, ford which can be passed on foot. 
Der pankua. Of kako'kish.

p a u k u a, bankua, d. papankua to wade through, to ford on foot a river, pond, 
lake, swamp, marsh etc. Der. pana. Of. ge'-upka No. 2, hashpankua.

panopka, v. impers., to desire to eat, to be hungry: p. a nu'sh, contr. pa- 
n6pkansh, I want to eat. Contr. from panuapka. Of. pan.

Papahuatk, Papa-uatko, nom. pr. masc. KL: "Dry-Eyes". This name 
was further explained: "Eyes turned upward with mouth open". Der. 
paha. Cf. pa'dsha, papatkawatko.

papalish, pi. tumi p (1) subst., casual or professional thief, purloiner, 
filclier: ganta=p. sneak-thief. (2) adj , mean, abject, wicked. Der. palla.

p a p a t a 1 i s h , pi. tumi p., parasite, beggar. Cf. kawantko, patadsha.
papatkawatko, pi. tumi p. (1) blear-eyed, Mod. (2) raw-boned, lean, 

meager, Kl. Cf. shu-isha, tchmu/tch.
p 4 p a t k o , partic. d. of paka No. 3, q. v.
p a p i a7 n a to enjoy a picnic at a communal dance or at the inauguration 

of a new winter-house. Every family contributes a portion of the eat 
ables consumed at this festive occasion, 75, 11. and Note. Der. pan.

p a p i s h , papl'sh, pi. tumi p., an eater, devourer; habitual eater of: nanuktua 
imp gi I can eat everything, 158; 53.; maklaks^papfsh alligator. Der. pan.

p tip k ash, pi. tiimi p. (1) lumber, board, plank, sawed timber, 180; 22.: p. 
walta gc-u a g($-ish the board cracks when I walk on it, 178; 7. 8.; papkashti 
shu'tank box of lumber they make a coffin, 87, 2.; papksham lu'lp knot in 
board, 178; 7. Incantation: 155; 18. (2) what is made of lumber: lumber 
wall of house etc. (3) club, heavy stick, piece of wood. Der. paka, No. 3.

p a p k a s h = s h u s h a t i s h carpenter; lit. " lumber-worker ". Cf. shuta.
p 4 p 1 i s h , d. papaplish dam, stoppage of running waters, originally and 

usually made of wood; obj. paplishash (for paplish), 94, 5. Cf. nakosh, 
otilks, papkash.

pash, pa'sh, d. papash Jood, eatables, victuals, provisions, "grub", 66, 7.: 
tidshi p. a nutritious food, 147, 12.; maklaksam p. eatable roots, tubers and
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bulbs, 91, 2. and Note; cf mtiklaks (2); pash=shushatish cook; p. ambutch 
food and, ivater, 95, 15. 16. and Note. Der. pan.

pash, pash, particle related to pa, pa-ak, (q. v.) like lish to le, tu'sh to tu: 
tu& p. nu what am I? 154; 13.; tanmdsh pash nu tumena (? do I hear some 
thing said concerning myself? 185; 38. Cf. pani, pat No. 2.

Pash&yuks, d. Papshayuks Frenchman. From Chin. J.
p a s h i li t a, d. papshiuta to cook: waitan pashiut61a an luiluish I have cooked 

gooseberries all day. Der. pash.
pdshla , or lu'ldam p. to gather food for the ivinter, 148, 10. Der. pdsh
p a s h li t a, pash6ta, d. papshuta, papsh6ta (1) to attend to the cooking, to be in 

the habit of cooking. (2) to feast on, to have a meal: tchiii sha shutchapelank 
pdshota then they built afire and took their supper, 112, 20. Der. p&sh.

pat, pat, pa't they, pi. of the pron. pers. pi, pi, q. v.
p&t, pat, d. papat, postp. in or to the size of: t%6po pat hu'pkatk, or: t%6po 

pdt=pani as thick as the thumb. Cf. p4ni, panani.
p&ta, pa'ta, d. papta (1) v. intr, it is dry or hot weather, it is dry season, it 

is summer. (2) subst., dry or hot time of the year, summer, warm season, 
heated term: p. giula the summer is past; p.-giulshemi after summer is over, 
146, 4.; p. tchl'k about summer-time, 149, 5. Cf sk6a. (3) subst; see 
mpdtash. Der. paha.

patadsha, d. paptadsha, v. trans., to stretch, extend, to strain out: wawd- 
kash p. she stretches both ears, 91, 9. Der. pat- in patp&tli.

p a t a k , pL of the pron. pitak, q. v.
pat&mpka, d. papatampka to commence to eat, 113, 5.: p. sha wawal#ank 

they commence eating it sitting all around, 149, 10. Der. pan, -tampka.
p d t a s h, mpatash a kind of hat or hat ornament. Cf Note to 183; 21, and 

l&sh tchuye'sh, under tchuyesh.
p&tash, p&ta, d. p4ptash, papta; see mpatash.
p 4tkal, d. papdtkal to get up, to rise from bed, to rise in the morning, 37, 5. 

134, 11.: mbusant patkglank rising the next morning, 137, 2.; Walamskni 
papatkal the Rogue Eiver Indians arose from sleep, 16, 5.

pdtkalpeli, d. papatkalpeli (1) to arise from sleep, to rise from bed, 134, 
11. (2) to arise from sleep every morning.

p a to, d. pdpto; see mpdto.
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patpani d. papatpani as large as, just as great or thick as: yantch t%6po 
patpan the yantch-root is as thick as the thumb, 146, 1. From pat, pani.

patpat, d. papatpat, adv. of patpatli: (L) rough but level, Kl. (2) smooth, 
flat: patpat shiita to plane, to make even, to smooth, Mod.

patpatli, pa'tpatli, d. papatpatli, pap&'tpatli (1) rough and level, like cut 
stone, Kl. (2) even, smooth, level, flat, Mod. (for tatatli, KL). Of. mpato.

p a t c h a, d. paptcha to eat, as an habitual, every-day act; to feed upon habit 
ually: tsialash patso'k for the purpose of feeding upon salmon, 189; 2.; atui 
patchat! take your meal! Der. pan.

patch%41ip, d. patch^alishap, papatch%41ip elder or younger sister's son 
or daughter; said by uncle. Kl. for patch/alap Mod., sister's daughter.

patchnam, mpatchnam (1) grass tuft, bunch of grass; used in an obscene 
sense for hair on genitals, 184; 37. (^) a species of lacustrine grass.

pa-ukish, d. papu'kish pasture land; pasture ground not fenced in. Der. 
pawa. Of. ktchinksh, niuligish.

p a - u 1 a, d. papula (L) v. trans. (for pavvala) to take food, to eat: nu tiimena 
mat p. I heard say that he was taking food, 140, 7.; unan pa-ula I ate some 
time ago. Der. pawa. (2) p., J13, 11.; verbal completive of pan, q. v.

pa-litkish, pa-u/tksh d. papa-utkish reed-stem of tobacco pipe: dnku p. 
pipe-stem made of wood. Of. paka to smoke.

p 4 w a, d. papua (1) to eat, browse, graze, feed, as beasts: mushmush saigatat 
p. the cattle are grazing in the field (2) to eat, to feed on; said of persons, 
beasts, etc.: tcha'lish p hu he eats like a porcupine, 190; 14.

p 4 w a s h; same as p4watch, but a vulgarism and less in use.
p 4 watch, p4wash, d. pap4watch, pap4wash (1) tongue. Of. pelka. (2) 

an edible, tongue-shaped tap-root of sweet taste, smaller than the ko'l- 
root, 148, 7-10. (3) beet, carrot: taktdkli p. red beet. Der. pawa.

p a/ d s h a, d. papa'dsha to simulate sickness.
pa/dshit, p4dshit (1) to-day, this day: p. or padshit waita to-day; p. 

tchg4ki it is cold to-day. Cf. menik. (2) at the time being: p. sko' (Mod.) 
when it was just spring time, 54, 2.; gen p4dshit i'lhulsh in the present year.

p a/' h p a s h, a prettily colored or spotted species of owl.
pa'ka, d. pa'pka, mantle or blanket of Indian manufacture enveloping 

the whole body.
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pakpa'kli, d. papakpa'kli gray, gray-tinted; the hue of many water-birds.
pa'ktgl, d. pepii'ktgi (a long) (1) to dawn; to appear, said of daylight: 

atutu pa'%tgi it daivns already, 182; 5.; pa'ktgish lu'pia wdnga they died 
before, daivn, 24, 11 ; mbu'shan pii'ktgisht next morning after daylight, 
before sunrise, 54, 1 , Mod.; nad pa'ktgist gakiamna at dawn we surrounded 
(them\ 21, 14. (2) v. intr., to pass, remain or stop at a place at dawn, 
sunrise: tu' nat yainatat p. on the distant hills we were at dawn, 31, 4. (3) 
subst., the dawn of day; early hours, morning. Der. pak- in pakpa/kli. 
Of. ni'lka, pa'dshit, ta'^tka.

pan, pa'nak, pa'niak; see pe'n, pe'nak, pe*niak
pa'ni, d. papa'ni, a species of grass, 5 to 5 feet long, used in the manu 

facture of coarse mats to cover small lodges: pe'ni std-ulash mat made of 
the pd'ni-grass.

pa'patchle, 112,6.; see petch61i.
p e* - i p, pa'-ip, pe'p (pa'p, pa'v), obj. p^-ia, pa'ya, poss. p^yalam, abbr. 

p^yam, d. pe'-ishap daughter: g^-u linakam p. my son's daughter; ge'-u 
ptiyalam vu'nak my daughter's son; lakiam pe-ia the chief's daughter, 190; 
11.; Pampiam pii'-ia Pampas daughter, 11, 1 ; cf 4

p e y a 1 a, p^-iala to give Hrth to a daughter. Cf. ndanii/yala.
p ^ k a 1 u i, d. pdp%alui to be an accomplice.
p e k a s h, d. pe'pkash strap for holding saddles etc., cut from the hide of 

horses, elks and other animals. Cf. pukeVish (2).
p e k e w a, d. pepkeVa to break to pieces, smash, smash up, destroy by break 

ing; said of a plurality of round-shaped or bulky objects: tchui p. tat- 
/elampani shapash then he broke to pieces one half of the moons, 105, 12. 
Der keVa, q. v. Cf. pe'ksh, pe'ksha.

pe'ksh, d. pdpaksh rubbing stone; the small mealing stone used on the 
lematch or flat, large mealing-stone. Cf. lematch, shilaklkish.

p 6 k s h a, d. pepaksha to grind, to grind into flour, powder or atoms, mash 

fine by means of the mealing apparatus, 74, 9. 146, 4.: p. lematchatka 
to grind on the flat mealing stone or metate, 149, 7.; peksh61a to cease, stop 
grinding, 149, 8. Der. pe'ksh. Cf. gama, ndshapka, tanua.

p 6 k s h i, d. pepakshi; same as pe'ksha, q. v.
pdlak, d pe"p'lak, Mod. for palak Kl., q. v.
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p e1ak a g, p^lak ak, Mod. for pdlakak Kl., q v.
pdlka, pe"l%a, d. p^palka to lick with the tongue; said of persons and ani 

mals: peT%a p&watch to put the tongue out. Of. p'lai.

p 6 1 x a t a n a, d pepal^atana to lick with the tongue repeatedly or continuously: 
to lick something in its whole length: pushish ge'-u ne'p p. a cat licks my hand.

pelpela, d. pepelpela to work, to perform labor: pe'lpela, d. pepe'lpela 
(e long) to work for oneself or for somebody; E-ukshiki'shash pelpe'liash 

hunashak to work gratuitously for the Lake Indians, 35, 18. Cf. liilpalpalia.

pdlpela to murmur, to talk indistinctly. Cf. the suffix -peli.
pelpelie'ga, d. pepelpelidga to commence to work, \ 04, 3. Kl.
pelpeltampka, d. pepelpeltampka, 35, 20 ; same as pelpelie'ga; Mod.

pdlui, pa'lui, adv., prep and postp. (1) down in, down below: p. k6kagtat 
down on the beach, down in or along the holloiv of the river bed. (2) farther 
off, farther away. Cf. p'lai, spc'luish, tupelui

pe'mptki, d. pepamptki to fall in a swoon, to faint, to become unconscious, 
to take a fit: partic. pemptkitko one who has fainted.

pe'n, pen, pa'n (d. pe'pen) (J) a second time, once more, once over again: p. 
humasht gi to say so a second time, to repeat; pen tchia they made another 
stand, 43, 4.; cf. 78, 2. (2) again, anew, repeatedly: k&-i nu p. kshun 
sliandholi / want no more hay; ka-i pen no longer, no more, 42, 7.; p. na/sh 
another one, 114, 5. 6. 8. 125, 6 ; cf. 34, 15. 16. 78, 10-12. 16. R often 
introduces a new item or sentence and thus marks progress in the narra 
tive; tchui pan hereupon, 91, 8. 103, 2.; at pan after this, now, and; cf. 
42, 9. 43, 4. 94, 4. 105, 7.; the English again is often used in the same 
sense. (3) and in numerals, 3i5, 6. 37, 20. 43, 7. 10. 20. 54, 13.

p e n a, 34, 6., Mod , emphatic form for p'na, q. v.
pe'nak, pa/n ak a second time, once more, 78, 11. 12. 120, 7. Cf. pe'n.
peniak, pa/niak, d. peperiiak naked, undressed, destitute of clothing, 93, 4.: 

p. ko'ks without any dress or garments; stark-naked, 82, 9. Cf. pdni.
peno'dsha, pinu/dsa (1) to pursue, to run after, to hunt, to follow up, 17, 

14.: gaggiaha peno'dsasam they hid themselves, being pursued, 17, 15. (2) 
to reach after following, to attain through pursuit, to catch up with, 121, 20. 
21. 22. 122, 6. 7. Cf. hudsha.

p e' n t c h , d. pcpantch hunter's pit for trapping deer and other game. The 
Pit River of California is named after pits of this kind. Cf. p'mlna
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pe'p, pa'p, p'ha'p, d. pe*pap, p'ha'pap^'we marten, sable: Mustela americana.
Incantation 177; 10. Of. ske'I. 

Pe'pakli, noni pr. fern. KL; interpreted by "Dry-Skinned", 141, 9. 12.
Der. pahalka, in the contr. form pa'lka, 

pdpuadshnish, d. tiimi p. spendthrift, prodigal, squanderer: nanuk-
tuanta p. one who squanders all Ms property, Der. piiadslia (tinder piiedsha). 

pet, pe't, d. pe*pat, 24, 5.; see sku'Ihash pet 
pete*ga, d. peptdga to Ireak, tear; to tear to pieces, as cloth, paper; pete'-

gank hl'mboks tearing the log to pieces, 111, 17.; nanuk p. to tear into
shreds; lit: "to tear the whole of it." Der. t^ga. 

petila, d. pepti'la (1) v. intr., to be a midwife. (2) subst, midwife. 
pe'tch, d. pdpatch, pa'patch foot: lapi p. tivo feet, 149, 15.; lapok p. both

feet: p. ska'tish tapidshni the left hind leg, 134, 14.; tu'nep p. at! ginte'gatk
five feet into the ground, 87, 8.; pe'tcham nawalsh, Mod., ankle. Of. ktiika. 

petchaga, d. peptchaga little foot, 91, 9. Dim. pe'tch. Of. petchakaltko. 
petchakaltko, d. peptchakaltko having a little foot, leg, small-legged;

said of lizards, insects etc ; used mainly in the d. form. Der. petchagala. 
pe'tchaltko, d. pe'ptchaltko provided with afoot, leg. Der. pe'tchala. 
p e t c h 61 i, padsho'le, d. pepatcho'li; by elision: p^patchle, pa'patchle to

step off from, to step down from: patcho'le na'shak he stepped down only one
ladder-step, 112, 3.; pa'patchle lapok wakish he stepped down two steps of
the inside ladder, 112, 6.; cf. 9. and Note to 112, 3. 

pe'tchtna, d. pe'patchtna to touch with the feet, to step upon, to tread on:
(wakish) pe'tchtnank when stepping upon or down on, 112, 6. 

pd-udsha, d. pepe'-udsha to go bathing; to go and take a cold plunge: pepd-
udshak (for pepe'-udsha ak) just for bathing, 82, 9. Der. peVa. 

pe-uye'ga, d. pepuy%a, v. trans., (1) to pick, lift, gather up; said of a
plurality of round or bulky articles: ktai pe-uyegan picking up stones,
125, 4. (2) to lift at one end. Speaking of one object, luye'ga. 

pe'-ukanka, d. pdpukanka; see luyamna. 
pe'-ula, pa'-ula, d. pdpula, v. trans., referring to a plurality of persons,

animals, round, rounded and bulky objects: (1) to lay down, to deposit in
or upon: shlaa tchitchill'lgka pa'-ulapksh shnu'lashtat he saw little birds
deposited in the nest, 95, 4. (2) p. or parti c. pd-ulatko, numeral classifier
added to numbers from 12 to 19, 22 to 29, 32 to 39, 192 to 199 etc. and
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referring to objects as mentioned above, and also to periods of time, as 
days, months, years: "Hay down, lie lays down; laid down", viz. "counted". 
Nadshgshapta taiinep p. .Mo'dokni sixteen Modoc Indians, 44, 1.: tina, 

hundred pen lap p. latchash one hundred and two lodges, 90, 3.; lapeni ta- 
unepdnta lap p. illo'latko gl lie was twenty-two years old, 55, 8. 20. Cf. 
33, 6. 40, 1. and Note, 43, 10. 15. 18. 56, 5. 105, 1.; used irregularly in 
90, 2.; p. instead of pe'-ulatko, 90, 3.; omitted in 54, 13. Speaking of 
one object: kshikla, likla. Der. peVi.

pe" wa, pa'wa, d. pepeVa (1) v. intr., to bathe in cold water; to bathe, swim, 
plunge, 83, 1. 144, 8. (2) v. trans., to wash or bathe; said of anim. beings 
only: ge'k shash shiushuak pepeVa these girls washed each other (the 
whole body). Cf. geVa, ne'wa, p4na, tchiwa.

p e* w a s h, d. pe'puash locality for bathing or swimming; bathing-place.
p e* w i, pa'wi, d. pe'pui; see luya. Cf. shewdna.
p'gdship, d. p'g&shishap, Mod. p'gap'gdship (I) grandfather; said to or 

of the grandfather by the children of his daughter. (2) grandchild; said 
by grandfather to or of the children of his daughter. Cf. p'lugship.

p'gfshap, p'ki'shap, d. p'gishishap mother, 54, 2. 55, 9. 20. 91, 4-10.119, 
14.-120, 8.: t'shi'shap p'kfshap the father and the mother, 91, 1.; shapfya 
p'gf sha m'na it said to its mother, 105, 13. 15.; p'gfsham^shitko n&lam like 
our mother, 119, 14. Der. gl; cf. ki- in kf-adsh

p'gish = liilatko, d. p'gip'gash=lulatko bereaved of the mother, motherless. 
From p'gishap, lula.

p'gish = lulsh, d. p'gipgashJulsh deceased mother. From p'gishap, lula.
p' g u' m x i P ? d. p'gu'm%ishap (1) husband's younger sister's son or daughter; 

said by aunt. (2) mother's elder brother's wife; said by nephew or niece.
p' h u' s h k a, p'hiiska, d. p'hup'hdshka to tear off by hand, Kl. Der. piishka.
p'hu'shkuish, d. p'hup'hdshkuish piece torn off by hand.
pi, pi, obj. pish, pu'sh, p4sh, m'ndlsh, poss. sing, p'na, Kl. m'na, d. and pi. 

pat, p&t, pat, obj. p'ndlash, p'na'lsh, p'ndsh, pe'nsh, pdnts, push; poss 
p'nalam, Kl. m'n41am; pers. pron. of third person anim : he, she, it, pi. 
they; refers to anim. beings invisible, distant or thought to be at a distance, 
and is usually procl. in the subj. case of the singular; pi ge'nuapkug 
himself proposing to go, 111, 4.; tchui hu'nk shiuga pi Shdshaparntchash
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then he (the wolf) killed Old Grizzly Bear, 131,12., cf. 103, 12.; pi' tchkusli 
ne-ulakta rn'na linaka lie then punished Ms son, 96, 19.; pi is sometimes 
added attributively to the subject of the sentence; pi shki'shkish nti-aslit 
lie the fly-bug said thus, 104, ].; pi p'ti'shap ge*-u he, my father, 95, 20., cf. 
132, 2.; ka-i nu shlea pu'sh I did not see her, 140, 11.; K'mukamts stuli'sht 
pfts that K'miikamtch had advised him, 107, 15. and Note; bants' for pash, 
pu'sh, obj. sing him, 129, 3.; shli'sht m'nalsh i shim if he shoots then you 
shoot (him), 107, 15.; pa't hashtaltal ne'-ul%ug they disputed among them 
selves before taking action, 104, 3 Cf. 121, 21. 134, 2. Pi is used excep 
tionally of man. things; gdt pi tchua of this shape it is, the ^vdpatu-root, 
149, 12. To p'nalash, obj. pi., the form shash is preferred by Kl., by Mod. 
po'sh: shishuka po'sh ka-a they fight each other vigorously; shla/wi bosh 
the wind blozvs at them. For the poss. cases see p'na, p'nalam.

pi ash, pi. tumi p. (1) fore end or boiv of canoe, boat. (2) same as piil^u- 
antch, q. v. Cf. plena.

plena to shove or scrape sideivays: pienu'tkishtka p. they scrape (the ground, 
kaila) sideways tvith a scraping-paddle, 75, 3. 148, 10. Cf. plash.

pienutkish, pieno'tkish scraping-paddle; aflat piece of wood used by 
women when searching for chrysalids in the soil of pine-forests, 148, 16.

pila, pila, bela, pi'l, pil, d. plpil, adv, only, but, solely, merely: wewega pil 
tchi'shi only the children being at home, 105, o.; kemat pi'la nothing bitt the 
back, 125, 9 ; gdn mbii'shant pil this morning only, L40, 7.; ka-i ki'lank 
pi'la i-u'ta they do not shoot in quick succession, 22, 9.; nanuk titads%atko 
pil ilktch every grave being provided with head- and foot-board only (not with 
one board alone), 88, 2.; at mu'nk pi'pil hunta nd-ul%a the mole thus made 
(each mountain) alone, 104, 4. P. is often added to parts of the animal 
body in the sense of: bared, bare; kak6 pila nush skullj skull-bone; stlya 
pi'l nu'sh gi'pksh having pitch on her bare head, 96, 6. Cf. kako, shkl'sh.

pil hap, d. pi pal hap sinew, strong ligament; said, e. g., of the sinews con 
necting the head with the back of man. Cf. mbiiitch, p'lln.

pil pil first menstruation. From Chin. J. pllpil "blood"-, this from pil red. 
Cf. yulina, muka, stiipui.

p 111 p a n t k o , d. pipaltpantko fat of deer and other game. Der. p'lin.
pilui, d. pipalui, v. intr. (1) to smell, to emit an odor, a flavor: ko-i p. lie
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was stinldng, 134, 10.; k6-i piluitko smelling disagreeably, 148, 7.; shlaps 
tidsli piluitko the flower has an agreeable smell, 146, 13.; tsmo'k pi'luitk 
smelling after rotten fish, 146, 7. (2) to taste, to be flavored, said of food 
and beverages: ku-i piluitko, or piluitko tainted, infected, musty; piluitko 
tchuleks tainted meat. Of. nd6pa.

piluyeash, d pipaluyeash (1) adj., what emits odor, flavor, or has a pe 
culiar taste. (2) subst. in: ko-i piluyeash (a) a species of wild, small onion, 
Kl.; (&) onion, a kitchen vegetable, Mod.

pino'ptcha, d. pipno'ptcha to bloiv out a candle, light or lamp. Der. pniwa,
p I'll s h , pintch beans. From the English
p i n u' d s h a; see peno'dsha.
pip a (pe"pa), pi. tumi p. (1) paper; sheet of paper, card, paste-board. (2) 

anything manufactured or made from paper or card-board: letter, document, 
book, newspaper, writing-look, cover of book, ticket; p. shnigo'dshna to send 
a letter by mail, to mail a note, parcel; p. shnig6ta, 36, 21. Mod., same

" signification; p. hashashuakia to read; lit. "to speak to the paper"; ke-u 
lakiam p. iyamna nu I carry my pass-ticket with me; p. hu itpa he brought 

the document, 34, 6. From Chin. J. pip& paper.

p i p e 1 a n t a n a, pipelantan, pipelangshta, adv., prep, and postp., from oppo 

site sides, from or on two flanks or sides, on two or both sides or parts: p. ki- 
dshash pectoral fins; lapuk pfpelantana ganta both sneaked up from opposite 

sides, 110, 12 ; kii-i su'ta pipelangshtan stainas they embittered each others' 

hearts, 78, 5.; pipelangshtant on either side, 80, 8.; pipelangshta Modok- 
ishash lakiash on both sides of the Modoc chiefs position, 39, 18. Of. 42, 
18. 19. 85, 9. Der. pipil (d of pila). Cf. shipapelangshtant.

p i s li, d. pipash gall, bile.

p i s h a s h, poss pisham, d. pip&shash humming-bird: pfsham shnu'lash nest 

of humming-bird, 134, 13.; incantation 177; 25. 26. The species found in 

these highlands is either Selasphorus rufus or Stellula calliope.

pitagianggi n, pita=kiank, pitagfnk, d and pi. patagianggin, pron. 

pers. and refl., he (absent) for himself, she for herself, it for itself; pi. they 
for themselves. From pitak, giank. Cf. -gianggin, itakianki.

pitak, pitak, d. and pi. patak, pa'tak, pron. (1) with emphatic significa 
tion: just he, she, it, they; but he, but she, but it; but they; often marks syn-
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tactic contrast. (2) pron. refl., himself, herself, itself, pi. themselves: kiti'ta
pitak nkash her belly burst up; lit "herself she burst as to the belly", 105,
16.; pitak shi-ita to paint one's oivn body; tchashash tchla'l%a pitakmani
the skunk was drowned itself, 127, 12. and Note 

p i t i u, d. pipatiu dew-claw on middle part of a canine's hind-leg, 
pitkala, v. intr., to travel, move in any direction; said of inan subjects:

paishash pitkal the cloud travels Of. itkal, ndakal.
pitllga to smear, daub or line over, as pitch, 96, 20. Of. kiuliga, laliga. 
Pit River Charley, iiom. pr. of the headman of the few Pit River In 

dians settled on the Klamath reservation: 58, 4. and Note. His lodge
is but one mile south of the agency buildings, 

pitch a to go out through lack of fuel, to become extinct; said of fire, 85, 10.
and Note: pitchuapka loloks the fire will go out; pitch61a to go out wholly.
Mod. for pftchka Kl. Of. shpitcha. 

Pitsua, nom. pr. of an eminence about two miles SSW. of the Klamath
agency buildings. A fine view of Upper Klamath Lake and the Cascade
Range can be enjoyed from the rocky summit, 

p i u p i u t a n a, pi. tumi p., to go or move along something while picking at it,
as at the bark of trees: 162; 2. Onomatop. 

p'katchip, pka'dshlp, d. pkatchishap, Mod. p%apkadship (i) female
cousin; daughters of persons related as brothers and sisters call each
other thus, 54, 4. (2) daughter of a female cousin; daughters of p'katchip
(1) call each other by this term, 

p'ka'ship, d. pka'pkaship son-in-law; said to or of the husband of an
elder or younger daughter by her father or mother. Cf. p'ke'shap. 

p'ke'shap, p'ka'shap, d. pke'p^eshap; Mod. for p'ka'ship Kl., q. v. 
p' k 1' s h a p ; see p'gishap. 
p'kiilip, p#61ip, d. p'kulishap, p%61ishap (I) grandmother; said to or of

the grandmother by the children of her daughter. (2) grandchild; said
by the grandmother to or of the children of her daughter, 

p'kutchip, d. pku'tchishap, p%6'tchishap (1) elder or younger brother'1 s
son or daughter; said by aunt. Cf. patch/alip. (2) father's elder or younger
sister; said by nephew and niece. Cf. p'shakip. 

p'lai, pla-i, d. plaplai, adv., (1) above, high up, on an eminence; in the air;
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on high, 139, 1.; p. shlaps the flower or blossom on the top, 146, 12.; cf. 14. 

(2) upward, uphill, skyward; p. (or p'laitala) nu'dsha to go to "the good 

spirits"; cf. nu'dsha. (3) P'lai, nom. pr. of Sprague River Valley. (4) 
P'lai, nom. pr. of the Sprague Rivet, an eastern affluent of the William- 

son River, draining Sprague River Valley and flowing past the settle 

ments at Yaneks. Cf. k6ke (2), p'laikni (4).
p'laiki, p'lai gi, d. p'laplaiki to be high up; to culminate: gitaks p'lai- 

kishtka (or p'laikishtka gi, p'laikishtkak) sappash then the sun approached 

its culmination point, 19, 12.
p'laikish, plaikish, d. p'laplikish, other form of subj. case for the more 

common p'laikni, q. v. Der. p'lai, gi.

p'laikni, d. plaplikni (1) adj., coming from, native of the upper part of a 

country. (2) adj., doing, acting from above; p'l. shulipka to hand down 

from above, 66, 9. (3) adj , what is high above, on high, heavenly; p. laki 
the heavenly ruler, 134, 19. (4) P'laikni, nom. pr. of the Indians living 
along the Sprague River, so called to distinguish them from the Indians 

living at Upper Klamath Lake (or in its nearest vicinity) on the outlet of 

the Williamson River. (5) P'laikni, abbr. from P. K6ke, nom. pr. of the 
Sprague River. (6) subst., the Christian God: p'laikishash hashashuakia 
to pray to God; p'laikishash 161a to trust in God, 41, 17. 22. Cf. p'laitalkni.

p'lain a, d. p'lap'lina, plaplina, adv. (1) upward, towards the sky; p. nu ai 

ho'tsna I am running up the trees; said of the gi'wash-squirrel, 177; 14.; 
p nu luyamna upward I travel; said of the spider, 175; 15. (2) up, above; 

on high, in the sky: p. nu kshakidsha on high I am circling about; said of 
the white-headed eagle, 165; 5. Cf. 167; 36. 173; 6. Cf. p'laitala.

p'laina = hutchne'ash upward-climber, an epithet frequently given to the 

kdnekan or gray squirrel, Sciurus fossor, to distinguish it from squirrels 
moving along the ground. Cf. p'laina (1). From p'laina, hudshna.

p' 1 a - i n i, plaini, d. p'laplini (1) adj., highest, topmost. (2) subst., top, 

summit, apex. Cf. hapa.

p'laitala, plaital, d. p'lap'litala, adv. (1) upward, skyward: p. nikual%a to 

fall with the marked side upward, 80, 2. (2) above, on high. Der. p'lai, -tala.

p' 1 a i t a 1 a n t n i, adj., who or what is up, above, in the heaven or skies, 173; 1.
p'laitalkni, d. p'laplitalkni (1) adj., coming from above, staying, living or.
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being above, 139, 3. (2) subst., the Christian God, 139, 4; cf. 139, 1.; 
p.=shushatish preacher, lit: "God-worker"; p'laitalkishash hashashuakia 
to pray to God; p. nu'sh shla'popk God sees me, 64, 12.; hu'nk p'lai telkni 
shayuakta God knows it, 65, 4. Der. p'laitala.

p'laitana, p'laitan, p'la-ita, d. p'lap'litana, prep, and postp, above, higher 
than, farther up than: Nushaltkaga p'la-itan above the headwaters, 44, 3.; 
p'laita netatka he extends over it, 73, 4. Der. p'lai. Quot. under hapa.

p'lai tani, d. plaplitani, adj., upper, superior, ivhat is above: p'laitanish 
(supply tiitat) nga-ishgatko one ivho lobt the upper teeth. Der. p'laitana.

p'lai wash, d. plapliwash golden eagle; so called on account of the 
golden-brown color of the bead and neck: Aqitila chrysaetos L. The 
blackish quill-feathers of this largest Oregonian bird (six feet span) form 
an article of Indian commercial exchange; cf. 94, 9. 100, 2-9. 134, 8-11. 
180; 3.; p.=ludlks spot ivhere eagles are caught and killed, 100, 2. 3. Der. 
p'lai, wa. Cf. yaiikal, luelkisb.

p' 1 a i w a s h a 11 c h a to go on a golden-eagle hunt. Cf. yau%alala.
p 1 e'k, pla'g, pi. tumi pi. flag, banner Cf. 14, 2. 87, 16. From English flag.
Ple'nk, nom pr. masc., Frank,; Ple'nkamkshl at Frank's house, 140, 4. 

From the English name
p'ldntankni, d. peplcintankni, adj., the one or those above, up, uphill; 

that or those remaining, sitting or posted above, in a domineering position: 
also used as adverb: p'la'ntankni kinshakpkank pointing their rifles from 
the hill-top or hillside downward, 24, 1. Der. p'ldntant

p'lentant, pla'ntan, d. peplcntant, pepla'ntan, adv., prep, and postp., 
above, higher than, on the upper side of, on the surf ace or top of; p. tchi'wish- 
ksaksi overlooking (their abandoned) camping-place, 22, 1,; skdtisham 
nepam p. the back of the left hand; p. latchash in the upper story or stories 
of the house, or on the house-top; p'le'ritant ipene'^i she laid on the top of a 
basket already filled, 119, 11. Der. p'laina, -tana

p'liri, d. pliplan to become fat, to gain flesh; partic.: plitko (1) fat, well-fed, 
corpulent; (2) subst, fat or grease of the animal or human body. Der. p'lu.

p'lu, plu', pelu, d. p'liiplu (1) fat, tallow, suet, grease, lf>0, 9.; lard, bacon; 
oily substance: p. shtika nu / smell tallow; wli/gnarn p. wagon-grease or 
wagon-oil; p. itchua to rub with fat, oil or grease, 95, 17. (2) P'lu, nom.
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pr. of the head-chief of the Klamath Lake tribe, referring to his fat, 
stout exterior, and corrupted into "Blow" by the Americans. He was 
one of the signers of the treaty of 1864: P. laki tutas%enini Blow is head- 
chief, 58, 1. Of. 58, 2. 6«, 9.

p'liigship, Mod. p'lu'kshap, d. p'lu'gshishap (I) grandfather; said to or 
of the grandfather by the children of his son, 96, 13. (2) grandchild; 
said by the grandfather to or of the children of his sons. Of. p'gaship.

p'luku'tchip, d. p'lukii'tchishap (1) mother's elder or younger brother; 
said by nephew and niece. (2) father's elder brother; said by niece.

p' n a, p'na Mod., rn'na, m'na Kl., pron. poss. of the third person sing. 
anim., and referring to absence or distance: his, her, its; his, hers, its. It 
is the poss. case of pi, pi, q. v., and is quite distinct in its use from ke"lam, 
k^kelam, hunkelam, q. v.; wu'la m'na unakag he asked his young son, 109, 
17.; nel%a m'na tchuyesh he laid down his hat, 112, '8., cf. 71, 2. 105, 14. 
15. 112, 13.; ge'mpelan p'na shne-ipakshtat returning to his hearth, 36, 4.; 
hanshish m'na the article sucked out by him, 68, 7.; m'natoks sha watch 
she'shatui but they barter off his horses, 88, ft.; lidshl'a hu pena she'shash 
shumaluash he showed (him) that he had ^vritten his own name; pena being 
an emphatic Mod. form of p'na, for p'natak his oivn, 34, 6.; m'natant 
yakitat into her basket, 119, 11.

p'nalam Mod., m'nalam KL, pron. poss of the third person pi. anim., 
their, theirs: shul6tish p. their garments, 91, 3.; klewldshnank m'nalam 
wewe'ash leaving their offspring at home, 118, 3. Cf. 65, 20. 134, 3.

p'nalamtak Mod., m'nalamtak Kl., pron. poss. pi. (1) emphatic: but their, 
just theirs; often marks syntactic contrast. (2) their own.

p'nana, v. trans. (1) to bury, inhume, inter. (2) to store underground.
p'nanip, d. p'nanishap, father's elder or younger brother's daughter: 

female cousin; laki heme^e p'nana p'na the chief said to his cousin, 39, 22.
p'nankish graveyard, place to bury, bury ing-ground. Cf. tchpinu.
P'nanksi, nom. pr. of the Indian burying-ground in the woods on the 

Williamson River. It includes the old cremation-place, and at present 
its aspect differs but little from that of our cemeteries. Der. p'nana.

p'nankuish, pi. tumi p., cache; spot where provisions etc. are stored 
underground. Der. p'nana.
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p'natak, pmitok, Mod., m'natak KL, pron. poss. emphat.: (I) but Ms, but 
her, hers, or its; just his etc.; often marks syntactic contrast (2) his oivn, 
her or its own: pnatak kiiilatat in his own country, 39, 7.; pnata tchulfsh 
tcdsha to wash one!s own shirt, Mod.; m'natak unakag for his own little son, 
109, 14.; m'natak shakta her own bone-awl, 112,12. From p'na, tak (q. v.).

p'rii, peni, pi. tiimi p., wild garlic; a species of Attium. Cf. pniwa.
puiudaktana, d. pnipnudaktana to blow into, as into a tube: pn. katch- 

annat snawedsh he blew the woman into a pine log, 111, 16. Der. pniwa.
pni-ukshla, d. pnipnu'kshla (1) to blow with the month; to puff air out. 

(2) to extinguish by blowing. Der. pniwa.
pni-ukshna, d. pnipnukshna; same as pni-ukshla, q. v«
pniulina, d. pnipnulina (1) to blow out of, to blow down. (2) to blow away, 

as dust, flies etc. Der. pniwa.
pniutakta, d. pnipnutakta, to blow into; said of long-shaped objects; p. 

shash sh!61ushtat he blew them into a whistle, 122, 9. Der. pniwa.
pniwa, d. pnipnua (1) v. intr., to blow with the mouth. (2) v. trans , to fill 

with air, to bloiv up: p. shi'pnush to blow up a bladder. Der. niwa. Of. shl^wi.
p 6 k a , d. p6pka; see piika
p6kangsh, pu'kanksh, d. pu'pkangsh dandruff.
p oka wish, pukayuish, d. pop%a-uish; same as pukeVish, q. v.
p6ko, p6ko, p6%o, pu'ku, d. p6pko, pup%o, (1) cooking vessel, kettle; origi 

nally a wickerwork vase intended for cooking with heated stones; bucket, 
pail: tche'keli p. bucket OY kettle of yellow metal. (2) p. or iwam p. cylindric 
crate roughly made from spruce-bark, holding from one-quarter of a gallon 
up to several gallons. They can be made water-tight, but serve mainly 
for collecting whortleberries. (3) knot in a tree, plank or board; Mod 
for piikualtish Kl.: k6sam p. knot in a pine-board. Der. piika.

p o k 6 y a, d. popk6ya to pull out, tear away, as sticks, wood etc. Of. put6ga.
pok6ti, pokoti, d. pupkoti tinned sheet-iron; lit. "bucket-substance". Der. 

poko. Cf. watiti.
po'ks, po'ksh camass; see puksh.
po'ks, pi. tumi p., mud, dirt, slush. Cf. P6ksti.
p o7 k s a 1 s h a, pil'kshla, p6ksla, d. pupaksalsha to dig, gather, collect annu 

ally the pu'ks or bulb of Camassia esculenta, 74, 4. Der. pu'ks.
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Poksti, nom. pr. fern.: u Mud-Lark"; lit. "mud on her". Der. po ks. 

p o k u a g a, d. pu'pakuaga small bucket, cup or drinking-vase; little vessel, jar,

or mug; goblet: pupakuak nanuktua ll%6ta small cups of various kinds they
inter with (the dead), 87, 4. Dim. p6ko.

P6pamksh, nom. pr. masc., interpreted: "Hairy all over". Of. m'laltko. 
p6po-i, pi. tiimi p., to drink; said of babes etc.: mu'ksh. ambu p. the child

drinks water. Of. k6ko-i.
p6p = tsikas, a forest-bird living in the higher mountain ranges. Incan 

tation 167; 35. Of. 180; 10. From popo-i, tchikass. 
p 6 p u s h a, d. p6p'pusha, a species of prairie-chicken or sage-cock, Mod.,

either Pedioecetes phasianellus, the sharp-tailed grouse, or Centrocercus
urophasianus, the sage-cock. See pu'pisha, Kl. 

p6p = waks, a species of duck; 180; 12. Der. p6po-i, wa'-aks. 
powete'ga, d. popuetega to cut into parts or pieces, to sever, to shatter. 
pox (1) pox, or small-pox. Mod. for giitaksh Kl. (2) syphilitic tumor: pox=

rna'shetko afflicted with syphilis. From the English, 
p' s h a k i p, p'sha^ip, d pshakishap mother's elder or younger sister; said by

nephew or niece, 
p'shaship, d. p'shashishap (1) stepmother. (2) stepson or stepdaughter;

said by stepmother Of. kushl^atko.
pshe', d. pshdpsha, adv., in the day-time, during the day, 122. 2. and Note, 
p'shd-ip, p'sh^yip, d. pshe'-ishap (1) father's elder and younger brother;

said by nephew. (2) father's younger brother; said by niece, 
p s e* k s h , psiksht, d. pse'psaksh, psipsaksht noon, noon-time, midday: ps&shfc

giula afternoon. From pshe, gi'sh (or gfsht) 
pshe-utiwash, abbr. pshe-utuash human beings, people, folks; a plural

word occurring only in mythic stories, where maklaks, people, is found
less frequently. Some animals are discussing the most appropriate
limit to be given to the life of the p., cf. 103, 12. 13.: hu/nshak 1 pshe-
utuashash shnulu/kuapkak you will simply frighten the human beings, and to

no effect, 114, 11. Cf. 104, 1. 126, 11.

pshl-ke'kenish the planet Venus, when evening star. Der. pshin, gdkna. 
p s i'k s t, d. psi'psaksht; a word- given as equivalent to pse"ksh, q. v.
pshin, psin, d. pshipshan (1) subst., night: p. tat^elam midnight. (2) adv., 

18
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in the night, at night, 54, 6. 10 83, 3.; p.=tatamnish a night traveler; nanuk
p., or n&nuk p. gish every night, Note to 83, 3.; p. huntchna they fly at night,
145, 7.; p. M at gatpampele when he had returned in the evening, 41, 12.;
psmak in the same night, 31, 3.; tsui sa psin ge*na then they traveled at night,
19, 13 ; psin i-iita they fired sometime during the night, 31, 2. Of. nishta 

pshin = tat%Slam (1) subst, midnight. (2) adv., at midnight, 113, 17.
Der. psliin, t/alam. 

p s hi's h, d. pshi'pshash (1) nose, nasal organ: tchaktchakli p. sharp nose;
p. iwalan (or iwala) point, end of nose; tchekeli ntu'lsna psi'shtat the blood
floivs from the nose; pshisham kikantch^ish nostrils. Cf. gintch%ish. (2)
snout, proboscis, nasal organ of animals. Cf. gi'nka, Lo'k=Pshi'sh. 

p s h u k a, to twist: psukatko mbiiitch twisted thread of sinew Cf. od'hlish,
ptcli6katko. 

p'talip, d. p'tdlishap (1) elder sister; said by younger sister. (2) elder
female cousin; called so by younger female cousin. Cf. shaptdlaltko. 

p't^wip, p'ta'wip, d. p'teVishap, p'tep't^wip (1) grandmother; said to or
of the grandmother by the child of her son. (2) grandchild; said by the
grandmother to or of the child of her son. Cf. p'kiilip. 

p'tfshalpka to call somebody father; to call the father, by his name, 96,3.
Der. p'ti'shap. 

p'tfshap, d. pti'shishap, ptiptashap father: p. ge'-u my father, 95, 20.;
nalam p. our father, 139, 1.; p'tis4 m'na sapiya they said to their father, 101,
8.; p'tissap sam shkuyui shash their father sent them, 101, 11.; ptlssisap
sham their fathers, 108, 4. Kl. for t'shishap Mod. 

ptl/ sh = lulatko, d. ptiptash-lulatko bereaved of the father, fatherless;
hishuakga, snaw^dshga p male orphan, female orphan whose father has died.
Der. p'ti'shap, lula. Cf. ko'hiegsh. 

p'tfsh = lulsh, d. p'tip'tash=lulsh deceased father; p'tfs-lulsham m'na of
his dead father, 100, 2. Der. p'ti'shap, lula. Cf. lucilkish. 

p'tutap, d. p'tutshap, Mod. p'tup'tap elder or younger son's wife; said by
his father and mother: daughter-in-law. Cf. p'ka/ship. 

p'tii't%ap, d. p'tu't^ishap father-in-law, mother-in-law; said by elder or
younger son's wife. Cf. k6shpaksh. 

ptchakl%a, d. ptchaptchakl%a to pat, to caress by stroking or patting.
Mod. for ptchikl^a Kl. Cf. shashtashta, talaka, tatcha'lka.
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p'tchikap, d. p'tchikshap (1) husband's elder or younger brother's wife; 
said by wife. (2) wife's younger or elder sister's husband; said by husband.

ptchikl%a, d, ptiptchakl%a Kl. for ptchakl^a, Mod., q. v.
ptchink 50 it looks; the ptchi united to gi it is, which is nasalized into 

-nk: lit. "thus shaped it is", 149, 21. and Note.
ptchiwip, d. ptchitchiwip, Mod. ptchiptchuip owner of a slave; master or 

mistress of slave: shap'sam p., a species of black caterpillar, often found in 
hay or straw, 1 to 2 inches long: lit. "the sun's proprietor", a term evi 
dently referring to some legendary tale. Of. pshe- in pshe-utiwash.

ptch6katko, ps6#atko, d. ptch6ptch%atko (1) soft to the touch; said of 
cloth, fur. (2) shaggy; said of bears' or goats' skins, Mod. Of. pshiika.

p'tchu'kap, d. ptcho'ptchashap, ptchu'ptchkap (1) brother-in-law; said 
by males only: (a) elder or younger sister's husband; said by her younger 
and elder brother; (&) wife's elder or younger brother; said by husband. 
(2) mother's younger brother's son or daughter; said by male cousin.

pualala to throw or cast upon, into: p. sha hunkelam tukanksh (liilukshtat) 
they throw his quiver (into the fire), 89, 2.

puds ha, "going to smother you", exclamation used by children playing 
the lepleputeVgame, 120, 14. Der. piita.

pu'dshak, a red-flowered, small-leaved plant which produces the eatable 
klapa-root, 147, 1. and Note. Of. klapa,

p li d s h o , d. pu'pfccho, species of wild vegetable of agreeable smell, some 
what bitter and strong to the taste; its root and leaves serve as food. 
Said to be a species of Angelica (Umbelliferse).

piiedsha, puedsha, (piiadsha) d. pue"pudsha, pepiidsha (1) to cast or 
throw away, to reject as useless or undesirable, 148, 2. 4.; to scatter about: 
shu!6tish p. they cast away their garments, 91, 3. (2) to give up, abandon, 
relinquish. (3) to spend, expend, give away: tala p. to spend money, to 
incur expenses. Of. pe*puadshnish.

puedsha mpeli, d. pepudshampeli to put to flight, to drive back to his or 
their own home, 16, 2. Der. piiedshna, -peli.

puekampele, d. pepuekampele to throw back, to return by throwing or 
hurling back: kma' puakampele ladsheshtat he threw the scullcaps back to 
them out of his lodge, 109, 9.
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p u d 1 h i, d. pepuelhi to throw down to the ground; to throw, cast down into: 
maklaks puelhi' they threw (dead) persons into the lodge, 112, 21. and Note.

pii^l^ a, d. pepuel%a, said of inan. objects: (I) to throw down, Kl. (2) to 
project, cast, hurl. Cf. puedsba.

puetila to put underneath, to place beloiv, 148, 17. and Note to 148, 16.
pui, d. piipui (1) to cut into strips or fringes, as a skin. (2) to adorn with 

fringes, as a garment; partic. piiitko cut into fringes; fringed, adorned with 
fringes; puitko kii'ks a fringed gown

puish, biYish, d. pupuish fringe, buckskin fringe while not yet fastened to 
leggings or other garments Of. push.

puitlantchantko, d. pupuitlantchantko having fringes on; fringed, 90, 

16. Cf. puitlantchish.

puitlantchish, d pupuitlantchish fringe, set of fringes, while fastened 
to the garment. Der. pui.

p 11. k a, p6ka, d. piipka, p6pka to roast, bake in a pit by superimposing grass, 
then heated stones, 147, 11. 148, 9. 16. 18.: at sa po'ks p6pakuapk they 
will roast camass now, 74, 4.; partic. piikatko roasted; pukatk tchek after 
being roasted, ivhen in the roasted state, 148, 13. Cf. n6kla.

p ti'k a 1 s h, 01- p. tchuye'sh, d. pupkalsh, a sort of high cap manufactured of 
elk- or buckskin in the shape of the vu/la^tchuye'sh; now obsolete. It 
was wide-brimmed and painted; cf. 90, 17. and Note.

pukewiga, puke-uiga, d. pupkewiga (1) small piece of leather. (2) small 
leather string, buckskin strap, buckskin shoe- or moccasin-string. Contr. from 
pukewiaga. Dim. pukeVish.

puke'wish, poka'-uish, pokawish, puk^-ush, d. pupkeVish, pop^e'-uish 
(1) leather: p.=nu/sh, p^shu'm "leather-head," "leather-sno'iit," opprobrious 
epithets corresponding to our. blockhead, dunce. (2) article manufactured 
from leather: harness, rein, strap: poka/wishtka wepla to bind with straps. 
(3) fringe or set of fringes on a skin garment.

Pukish, "Camass-Baker" nom. pr. of the Klamath Lake man whose 
unexpected death caused the arraignment of Doctor John for man 
slaughter through witchcraft. Cf. pp. 64-68. Der. piika.

p u' k 1 a s h white of the eye, 71,9.
p u k p o k , a species of gooseberry. Probably aphaeresis of kpukpok, 

kpo'kpak, d. of kpo'k, q. v. Cf. luiluish, pu'kpuka.
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pu'kpuka to crack with the teeth, to bite audibly, 119, 9. Onomatop.
p ii' k u, p u' k u a g a; see p6ko, pokuaga.

pii'kualtish, d. pupakualtish knot in a board. Cf. lu'lp, p6ko.

piikuish, pukguish old or former roasting place, roast-pit. For pu'k- 

guishamtat, 147, 10., see Note. Der. piika.
piiksh, po'ks, d. tiimi p. camass, the edible, saccharine bulb of the blue- 

flowered plant Camassia (or Scilld) esculenta, growing extensively through 
out Oregon, Idaho and Washington Territory, and forming in the roasted 

state one of the principal food supplies of the natives, 148, 11 15. and 

Note: saka a po'ks they eat camass raw, 74, 5.; po'kshami, pu'kshami in 

the camass-season, 148, 19. Der. puka. Of. Note to 164; 1.

Pu'l, nom. pr. masc. This name is pronounced Pol, Pii'l, Paiil, Ball, 
Boll, and is probably of English origin, 77, 1. 78, 9-15.

piil'hka, d. pupal'hka to pluck out, to tear out by hand: m'l p. to pluck out 
down-feathers by hand, 144, 1. Der. piil%a. Cf shupa'hlka.

pul%a, pii'lka, d. pupal%a, pupa'lka to tear out, to pluck out: lash p. to 

pluck out feathers from wings. Cf. piie'tya,

pu'l%uantch, p61okuantch, the chrysalid of a lepidopterous insect called 
huntish, whose caterpillar is called s^eshish.. This chrysalid, one inch 
long and ^ of an inch thick, is scraped up annually by the women of the 
tribe, who find it imbedded in the ground around the larger pine-trees. 
After roasting it is said to possess an egg-like flavor; 75, 3. 148, 16-18. 
and Note. Der. pul%a. Cf. piash

pu'l%uantchla to collect or scrape up the pu'lxiiantch-chTjs&lid annually 

or habitually, 148, 16. Cf. pienutkish.

p u' m, d. piipam, pupom beaver; Castor fiber L.; pumam nakosh beaver- 

dam; pumam wash the beaver's den, 185; 42.; pii'mam tiitatka with beaver's 

teeth, 80, 1. Pumam ski'sh castorium; lit. "beaver's wind." TheMaklaks 
Indians place this substance into a ball-shaped, sometimes beaded, sachel 
and wear it on the neck or suspend it in their lodges; when worn as an 

amulet, its agreeable smell is believed to act as a remedy against sore eyes.
piimtchip, d. pupamtchip (1) male cousin; said by or in reference to 

brother's or sister's son or daughter. (2) sons of such cousins as descend 
from brothers or sisters call each other thus. Cf shupumtchishaltko.
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piinua, p u n u i s h, punuo'tkish, etc.; see biinua, biinuish etc. 
pu'pa, d. pu'pupa, v. impers., to bleed, to lose blood: pu'pa a n's wa'k I am

bleeding from the arm; my arm is bleeding. Cf. p6po-i, tche'keli. 
pupakuak, 87, «'*.; d. of pokuaga, q. v. 
pupanua, d. of bu'nua, q. v. 
pupi'dsha blue-colored beads; blue glass-beads. 
pu'pisha, d pu'p'pisha sage-cock, sage-hen; it is either another name for

the shua't-bird or designates a species related to it, Kl. Cf. p6pusha. 
push-, abbreviation of pushpiishli (q. v.) occurring in several terms,

when standing at the beginning of -the word, 
push, d. piipash whorl, as seen on the cat-tail and many other plants; cf.

ktu'ksam, 147, 3. Der. piii. Cf. ktiiks, pu'shak, pu'sh%am. 
p u's h a k, d. pu'pashak little whorl; little bunch of pine-needles. Dim. push, 
pu'shaklish, pushaklash, d. pu'pshaklish (1) upper part of leg between

hip and knee. Cf. mb4-ush, tchu'ksh. (2) posteriors, buttocks. Cf. kiu. 
piishish, pi. tumi p. domestic cat, Kl., 133, 4. From the English pussy. 
p u s h k a, d. pupashka to cut off with knife, scissors, sharp stone or other

cutting tool.   Cf. ktushka, p'hu'shka. 
Push = Kiu, Push=Kiyu, nom pr. of a headman of the Klamath Lake

tribe, living at Ya-aga, the brother of Kiluamtch, q. v., and a signer of.
the treaty of 1864. From push- (in pushpiishli), kiu. 

piishkuish, d. pupashkuish piece cut off with knife or scissors; portion
cut or shorn off. Der pushka. 

pu'sh^am twig, limb, bough of coniferous trees, on which the pu'shak, q. v.,
grow: p. kapkalam the branches of the kd/pka-pine, 150, 2. 

piishpush, d. piipashpush, adv. of pushpushli black: pushpushuk (for
pushpiish huk) shle'sh it appears dark; lit. "it is black to look at"; 73, 6 

pushpushli, d. pupashpiishli (1) black, of dark color, 1 3, 7.: p. gu'shu a
black hog, 128, 1. 2.; shlaps p. the flower or top is dark-colored, 146, 12.;
lu'k pupashpush=tkani the seeds are a little black, blackish, 146, 3. (2) dark- 
complexioned, 37, 6. 8. 182; 1J. 

piita, d. pupta to have a choking sensation in the throat; to be smothering, to
lose breath, 127, 7.: tsui putd hereupon he feels choked, 68, 6.; pu'tank
smothering, 118, 12. 120, 6 ; puta'-a! smother! 120, 14-16. Cf. pudsha.
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p u t i s h small dip-net with a handle. Cf. put6ga.
put6ga, d. pupt6ga to tear out, to pull out; said of grasses, weeds, hair.

Of. palalda, shupa'hlka, shupt6ga.
p u 16 y a, d. pupt6ya to remove, scratch away ground or sod. Cf. sputuya. 

putpiitli, d. piipatputli, KL; same as patpatli, q. v. 

p li t c h k a, d. pupatch^a to spread, part the feet or legs. Der. pe'tch. 
putchk&nka, d. pupatchkanka (1) to move the feet or legs quickly. Cf.

shpiikanka (2) to hold the feet or legs apart. Cf. spukua. Der. pe'tch. 

putch%ash, d pupatch^ash arrow-head diverging into two points on

lower end; made of deer-bone or iron. Der. piitchka. 
piitchta, d. pupatchta to touch with the feet. Cf. hushpatchta. Der. pe'tch.

s. SHE.
S alternates throughout with sh. Some words are more frequently pro 

nounced with initial s than with sh, and these I have written with s, although 
both were made to form only one alphabetic series. In the conversational 
form of language 5 prevails over sh before vocalic sounds as well as before 
some consonants. Dialectically, sh, s sometimes alternate with tch, ts: 

shku'mla, sgu'mla, Mod.: tchgu'mla, tsku'mla to form hoar front. The prefix 

s-, sh- forms medial and a few reflective and reciprocal verbs, as well as a 

number of compound prefixes, like shl-, slm-, etc.
sha, sa, tsa, obj. shash, sas, poss. sham, sam, procl. and encl. pers. pron. 

of third person pi. anim., they, themselves: sha hu'nk tu'kel^a they stopped 

on their way, 131, 7.; at mat sa waslala then, as reported, they hunted chip 

munks, 107, 13.; tsi sa hemkank so they speak, 58, 9.; kak at tini'%! tsa 
who had just gone up the hill, 23, 13.: Leuie'-isli hashpa shash Sk^lamtchash 

the Thunders handed them over to Old Marten, 113, 3.; pniutakta shash 
shl61ushtat he blew them into a whistlestick, 122, 9.; hutams%an shash 
rushing between them, 42, 33.; Ka-akamtch wdtanta shash Old Haven 

laughed at them, 131, 3. H.; ku-i sham nakush shu'ta he spoiled their dam, 

or "the dam to them," 132, 5.; nash wa'ka sham klak4 one of their babes 

died, 77, 3. Sha may form compounds with other pronouns, as hu'dsha, 

huksha, hu'ktsha, ke'ksha, ndgsha, and often stands in their stead, as sham 
stands for hii'nkelarnsham in 101, 11. 108, 4. 122, 17. Sha is used in a
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sense almost equivalent to the reciprocal pronoun each other in 58, 10.11. 
13 sqq. 100, 15.; cf. Note to 58, 10. and quot. under peVa. It is often 
omitted altogether, when the hearer can supply it by the context, 144, 
7. 8.; it may coalesce with the foregoing word, as in tchissa (for tchi sa) 
thus they, 17, 17.; shushu'dshapelish (for shushu'dshapeli sha) they rebuilt 
their camp-fires, 16, 5.; cf. lu'luagslash 31, 6.; mats, 74, 4.; se, 82, 4.

sha-akakta; see shakakta.
sha-amoks, d. shashamoks (sheshamaks) (1) relative, kinsman, person 

related through consanguinity or marriage; kin, kindred, 87, G. 9. 16. Ill, 
21. 133, 8.; sliashamoks=161atko who have lost relatives, 82, 5.; sha-amoks- 
ksaksl m'na geno'la he went to his relative; sa-amoksamkshi m'na at the lodge 
of his relative, 88, 8.; k'le%apkam sh. the relatives of the deceased, 85, 5. 15. 
Cf. nanuktua (1), nigga. (2) friend; or collectively: friends, company, 
party, 13, 7.; ge*-u sh. my friend, 111, 15. Cf. shitchlip.

sha-apa-a, d. shasha-apa-a to dare, to provoke, to call out for action: teVi 
sh. mish nu nen! shoot me if you dare! lit. "to shoot me I provoke you". 
Sh. is the word shapa, q. v., lengthened by diaeresis.

s h a' d s h a, sa-atcha, d. shasha'dsha to perform a scalp-dance, 16,11. and Note.
s h a h 4 k a, sahaga, v. med., to breathe upon parts of onds own "body: an hu't 

ndp sahaga I warm my hands by breathing on them. Der. h6ka.
s h a h a m li y a, sahamui, d. shashamuya, sassamui to make come, let come, 

to call to the spot, to send for, 66, 16.; the Latin arcessere: n^patka sahamui 
to beckon with the hand to come. Der. ha/ma. Cf. sha'hmulgi.

shahiash couch, bed, resting-place: shahiashtala m'na on his couch, 112, 
13. Cf. sha-ishi.

sha'hlmal%a it is autumn, the fall of the year is at hand. Der. shalam.
sh a'hlmal^o'tch the beginning of the autumn or fall season, 147, 14. 

Contr. from sha'hlmal^uish. Der. shalam,
sha'hm6ka, d. shasha'hm6ka (1) to call out, call to the spot: shtiria/shtat 

sh., Mod., to call out of the house; (sha) ndena sha'hmoknok they halloo to 
call (him) out, 71, 2. (2) to assemble, convocate by a call. Der. ha/ma

sha'hmulgi, d. shasha'hmulgi to call together, convocate, assemble: sha'h 
mulgi Shashtiash, E-ukshikishas etc she called together the Shasti, Kla- 
math Lake Indians etc. in her capacity as a messenger, 54, 17. Der. ham61a.
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s h a h u a 11 a , shahualtana; see shaw&lta, shawaltana.

shah link, 134, 4.; met for shiihank, q. v.
saiga, sha-ika, zaiga, d. shashiga prairie; level, grassy tract of land, treeless 

ground, 148, 5.; plain, field, 30, 21.; mu'ni s. wide prairie-lands; saigatat 
on the prairie, 107, 5.; sa saikan (for saiga^e'ni) ge*na they went to the field, 
107, 2., cf. 6. Valleys are also called s., if grassy and not timbered.

s a i k a g a, sha-ikag, zaikaga, d. shashikaga little prairie, level grassy land 
of small extent Dim saiga.

Saikan, nom. pr. of Saiken, a grassy prairie in the northeastern corner 
of the Klamath Lake reserve, often called Thompson's Marsh, and over 
flowed in certain seasons of the year. Saikan River, which is the north 
branch of the Sprague River, runs out of it The northern boundary 
line of the reserve runs through this prairie. Abbr. from Saiga^e'ni.

shaikish, shar/ish, d. shashi^ish (1) name of a little black forest-bird: 
sh. guluaga the female shai%ish, 163j 16. (2) other name for the tchakiuks 
water-bird, q. v. (3) species of beetle, scarabee: sh. a-i n! k6ga I, the lug, 
am sucking, 156; 28.

shaipatmawa, d shashipatmawa to hold a thin or flat article above another 
of the same kind.

s li a - i s h a s h , d. shashishash secret: shegsha m'sh nl sh. ge'-u I tell you 
my secret; shapa sha hu'nk sh. they divulged a secret. Der. sha-ishi.

s h a - i s h i, (for sha-aishi) d. shashl'sh! to keep as a secret; to hush up, con 
ceal, 78, 4.; sha-ishian ipka (Mod.) to keep concealed, secret. Der. aishi.

shayakshua, d. shashiakshua to wish for, to desire.
s h a y a 1 a, d. shashiala to groan, to moan.
s h a y a n t i 1 d s h a, d. shashiantl'ldsha (1) to put under one's arm; to carry 

of under one's arm or arms, 186; 50. (2) to start, set out or travel, taking 
along large-sized objects. Der. yantana. Cf. shaktila.

shaye'ts/aka to choke, throttle oneself. Der. ye'tsjraka.
shayuaksh, d. shashiyuaksh, shashiwaks, adj., always accompanied by 

its object: (1) knowwg, apprised of, aware of: sayuaks hu'mtcha kalak 
having discovered that he is of the kind of relapsed (patients), 72, 3. (2) 
expert, instructed, well informed; intellectual, useful: nanuktua sh. informed of 
everything, smart; kaitua sh. sloiv of perception, ignorant, obtuse, of no account;
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cf. 41, 7. and Note; good for nothing, 114, 10.; tmelhak sh. the tmelhak is 
of great help in the game, 134, 6.; shakalshtat sh. expert, successful in 
gamUing; sh. tu4 hissuaks the man is intelligent. Cf. 145, 9. Der. shayuga.

shayuakta, d. shashiyuakta, shashiwakta (1) to recognise, acknowledge, 
54, 15. ('2) to know, to be acquainted with, to be apprised, informed of, 65, 4.: 
pipa nanuk sh. to be erudite, learned; lit. "to know everything from books"; 
ka-i nii sh. I do not knoiv; perhaps, may be; tsi ml s. thus I am informed, 
73, 8., cf. 20, 21 ; ka-i an sh. I do not know, 140, 2.; cf. pa-ak; saytiaktant 
(for sayuaktank) kaila well, acquainted with the country, 16, 15., cf. 65, 4.; 
nanukdnam sayuaktish well-known; lit. "known by everybody." (3) to 
become aware of: sh. hu'nk nanuk he'mkanksh he found out all about the 
discourse, 110, 4. Cf. shla'popka. Der. shayuga.

sh4yuaktna, d. shashlyuaktna, shashiwaktna to go and inform oneself, 
39, 6.; ka-i kun pen kaila shayuaktnu'ga tclri'sh because (I am) not going 
to learn of another country to live in, 39, ft.

shayuga, sayuka, d. shashiiika to learn: udu'damtchnish hunk sh. hu^t 
watchag, Kl., this dog has learned swimming; cf. 145, 9.

s a k a - a, d. saska-a, shashka-a (]) to be raw, uncooked. (2) to eat uncooked: 
saka a po'ks they eat camass-bulbs raw, 74, .*>. Cf. shanki.

shakakaga, d shashkakaga to carry on one's chest, breast. Cf. shalanma.
shakdkta, sha-akakta, d. shashakakta to reproach, blame, reprimand: 

nu'tak sh. I blame myself.
shakaktna, d. shashakaktna, 41, 21.; same as shakakta, q. v.
shakali^ga, d. shashkalie'ga to start the game, to commence gambling, 99, 

6 100, 21. Kl. Der shakla.
shakalsh, d. shashkalsh game, play of any description, 134, 6. Der. 

shakla. Cf. laki (3), le*-ula, le*-una, l^wa.
shdkalsha, d. shashkalsha (1) to be in the habit of playing, gaming, gamb 

ling. (2) to play the spelshna-game habitually; shakalsh for sh., 80, 6.
shakamka, d shashkamka (1) to deny, contest; to oppose denial to, 68, 11. 

(2) to deny an averred, accomplished fact; to dispute perversely, 64, 5. 65, 9.
shakamshia, d. shashakamshia to be lonely, lonesome, solitary.
shakamshinea, d. shashakamshinea to be lonely, lonesome through fear. 

Cf. shinamshta.
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s h a k a p s t a k a, d. shashkapshtaka to cluck with the tongue. Kl. for sha- 
kptaksha Mod. Cf. kaptcha (2).

s h a k a t g a - a, d. shashkatga-a to be in earnest. Der. katak.

s h a k a 11 a, d. shdshkatla to come, arrive, approach by the trail or road, 28, 2.
shakatpampele'a, d. shashkatpampele'a to engage in a horse-, foot- or 

other race, 20, 13. Der. gatpampeli.

s h a k a t p a m p e 1 d g i s h, d. shashkatpampele'kish race, mutual contest by 

racing: horse-race, foot-race, swimming-match etc.
s h a k a t c h a 1 i s h , d. shashkatchalish sun-halo: shap'sham wanam sh. yel 

low or reddish halo around the sun. Cf. sela, wan, and Note to 99, 3.
s h a k a t c h u a 1 a, d. shashkatchuala to place or lay upon, as a pack upon 

one's shoulders, or to hang a blanket over bushes for protection against 
sun-heat or rain: tidsh sh. to protect effectively against the sun-rays, 193; 
12. Der. aggdya. Cf. hishuggaya.

s h a k e 1 a m t c h a, d. shashak'lamtcha to wink, nictate with the eyes. Der. 
kelamtcha. Cf. kelamtchtamna, shuekaptcha.

shake ma, shakma, d. shashkma to play; to play a game. Cf. Id-una, 
le'-utcha, leVa, shakla.

sliakenadwa, sak'mawa, d. shashakemdwa to meet by previous arrange 
ment; to meet at a rendezvous, 29, 3. Quot. under hatakt.

s h a k e m i a , d. shashkemia (1) to play in somebody's or one's own interest. 
(2) to play treacherously or deceptively; to pretend to play when deception 
or treason is intended: malsh nu tatakiash shakemiyuapk I will play a 
sharp game with ye children, 122, 1., cf. 15. Der. shakema.

shakla, shakela, d. shashakla (1) to play, to play a game. (2) to play for 
a stake or stakes, to gamble, 99, 2. (3) same as spelshna, q. v.: shakeluk 
shl-i'%aga yamnash while gambling with sticks they win from each other neck 
wear, 79, 1. Cf. 1^-una, leVa, shakema.

s h a-k 16tkish, d. shashak!6tkish (1) gamester, player; professional gambler, 
134, 5. 13. 15. (2) small stick used in certain games: lit. "gaming imple 
ment." Der. shakla. Cf. kshe'sh, shulshesh.

shak6tka, d. shashk6tka to ask for repeatedly, to insist, as beggars do, 
113, 5. Der. guta. Cf. shashkutkish.

shakpaksh, d. shashakpatch hair-tress, hair-braid of males, worn on fore 
head and falling over the ears and shoulders. Der. shakpka. Cf. wektash.
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shakpatanka, d. shashakpatanka; same as shakpatmawa, q. v.
s h a k p a t m a w a, d. shashakpatmawa, to spear several objects at once, 

(1) to pin together. (2) to gig two or more fish simultaneously. Der. kapata. 

Of. hashtatchmawa, mpata.
s h 4 k p k a, d. shashakpka to braid one's own hair habitually. Of. sh&k- 

paksh, wektash.

s h a k p t a k s h a, d. shashaptaksha; Mod. for shakapstaka Kl., q. v.

s a k t a, shakta, d. shashakta, any long, thin and sharp piercing tool. (1) awl, 

mostly bone-awl (s. or kako s. lone-awl): kakoat saktat ska'ntsna to sew 

with a lone-awl; m'natak sh. her own lone-awl, 121, 12., cf. 14. (2) nail: 

kaka'kli 1m s. (Mod.) this nail is made of Irass or copper. Mod. Cf. 
tchfkemen. (3) table-fork, Mod. Cf. wakash.

s h a k t a k 1 a , d. shashaktakla to cut or wound without removal of flesh. Cf. 
shiiktakla.

s h a k t a k t % a, d. shasliaktakt%a to clap the hands. Der. ktuka.
shaktila, d. shashaktila (1) to take under the arm or arms. (2) to carry 

under the arm. Der. gutila. Cf. shayantildsha.
s h a. k t k a 1 u i s h incision, wound, scar or cut ly which no flesh ivas removed. 

Der. shaktakla. Cf. slmktashkuish.
shakual, d shashakual (1) v. refl., to find oneself. (2) v. recipr., to find 

each other: ankutat sli. to find each other in the woods. Der. gawal.

s h a k u a s h , sakuash, abbr. from shtchakuash, q. v.
shaku^ash, d. shashakueash loll, play-ball; made of thread, strings or 

other material: la/wa shakudashtka to play at loll. Cf. kawuta, lewash, 
shakla, shakema, shup'luash.

s h a k u y ash, d. shashakuyash; same as shakudash, q. v.

s h a k i h a, d. shash%iha (1) to miss each other, 37, 10. (2) to miss in shoot 

ing or throwing; to miss one's aim. Der. kai'hha.

sha'l, sal, d. shashal, sasal (1) a lacustrine or swamp reed of the genus 
Phragmitcs, 4 to G feet high, a little thicker than a common lead pencil, 

and used for manufacturing arrows, 180; 19.. Cf. tkap. (2) arrow manu 
factured from the shal-reed; see nte'ktish.

shalaggaya to ascend, climl up; as spiders in the web. Der. laggaya. 
Cf. luyamna, shalanmidsha.
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s a 1 a k i a, saleki, shal%i, d. sasalkia, shashar/i to miss through absence or

disappearance of: salakiuk Aisisas because tliey missed Aishish, 101, 2.; at

saleki ptissisap sham then their fathers missed them, 108, 4. 

shalakla, d. shashlakla to cut or slash oneself. Of. laktcha. 

shalakta, d. shashlakta (1) to cut off, sever one's own foot or arm. (2) to

cut oneself loose from. Of. laktcha.
shalaktcha, d. shashlaktcha to cut one's own throat. Der. laktcha. 

shalaktchui to put into, as a knife into the pocket. Quot. under payakua. 
shalalalina, d. shashlalalina, v. trans., to pass from one end of mouth to

the other; as is done with the jewsharp. 

shalala, d. shashlala to scratch oneself, rub oneself against a post or tree;
said of quadrupeds. Der. lala. Cf. hlintana.

shalallish, d. shashalallish jewsharp; Paris flute. Cf. shalalalina. 
shalam, sh'halam, sha'hlam, d. shashlam autumn, fall of the year, 13, 9.

33, 1. 36, 18. 54, 16.; sh.-n%altko withered by the cold of autumn. 
shalam a, d. shashlama to curse, to of end by the use of opprobrious terms, to

call saucy names. Der. lama. Cf. shlamia.
shalamna, d. shashalamna to carry on back. Cf. metk'la, shdpolamna. 

shalamnidsha, d. shashlarnnidsha to climb iip, ascend, go up; as spiders
in the web. Cf. luyamna, shalaggaya.

shalashla, d. shashlashla to move, remove, as a table in a room, 
shalatchgapshtish room in a lodge or house, 

shalatchguala, d. shashlatchguala (1) v. intr., to be joined to, to be in

connection with. (2) v. intr., to join, to unite, to meet ivith others. 

shalatchgualash, d. shashlatchgualash/jwc^m, connection: nfsham sh.

junction of head to neck in animals, especially quadrupeds. Cf. lawalash. 
s h a 1 g i a, d. shashalgia to put or place against something. Der. lakia. 

shalgidsha, d. shashalgidsha to go and put or place against; to throw

against, as against a wall, a hole, or opening: gutekui'shtala Igu'rn sh.

they threw coal into the opening, 121, 15. and Note. 
shalkakiamna, d. shashalkakiamna to climb (a tree) by going around it;

to go around something, said of anim. subjects, 
salkakish, shalkaksh necktie, bow-necktie. 

shalkia-a, d. shashalkia-a to put on airs, to swagger; to be dandy-like.
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s h a 1 % i t a, d. shashal^ita to suffer from a dangerous spell of witchcraft; to lie

prostrated under, or to be bewitched ~by the spell of the conjurer or some
wicked spirit, 68, 1 (Note). 5. Only used in a passive sense, the active
verb being tawi, q. v. Of. shila.

shal%itna, d. sliashal^itna, 68, 10. 6% 1.; same as shal/fta. 
shal^ue'tgish starting-point; line from which the game is started, 80, 8. 
shalt, salt salt: sh. ita, shewana to salt, to put salt on; to salt down. From

the English. Of. adak. 
shaltkala, v. impers., to be surrounded by a halo; said of the moon. Der.

Itit^a. Of. shakatchalish, sela. 
sham, sain, poss. case of pron. pers. sha, sa, q. v. 
shamgnakia, d. shashmgnakia to express one's wishes; to desire, claim for

oneself, 190; 16.; cf. Note. Contr. from sh'hamenakia. Der. harneni, 
s a m k a - a, shanr/a-a, d. shashamka-a to stand out above, to rise from the

midst of a river, lake or prairie. 
samka-ush, sham%a-ush rocks projecting from a lake or water-course, often

used as fishing-places; file or series of cliffs, 179; 4. Cf samka-a. 
Sanika-ush%eni, nom. pr. of a camping-place on the Williamson River,

just below Klamath Marsh; the rocks projecting above the river afford
good opportunities for catching fish. 

s h a/ rn o k s ; see sha-amoks. 
shampatia%ie'a, d. shashampatia^ie'a to jump or skip over beams, logs,

obstructions, 118, 11. 120, 4. Der. mbatf/i. 
shampatia^ie'na to start out for jumping over beams, 120, 2. 
s h a m p 6' s h a, d. shashampo'sha to knock one thing against another, to knock

together. Cf. mbakla, mbuka. 
samtchakta, d. sasamtchakta, formed by metathesis from samtchatka,

and identical in signification, 
samtch&tka, d. sasamtchatka to understand, comprehend; to comprehend

the meaning of, 34, 12. Der. matchatka. Cf. shemtchal%a. 
shanatchviila to take off, divest oneself of, as of a hat, 112, 17. 18. 
shana-uli, shanahole, shanaho'li, d. shashna-uli, v. trans., construed

with the verbal indef. and intentional; (1) to wish, want, desire: pelak hu
sh. shno'ksh he is of a greedy, grabbing disposition; sh. itchampelish, gem-
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pelish he wanted to bring back, to return to, 34, 7. 8. 36, 10.; sh. kanash 
push shlepaktgi he wanted somebody to care for him, 36, 14., cf. 19.; ka-i 
nu shanaho'le tu'ma shapash gi'tki giug / do not wish that too many moons 

exist, 105, 11., cf. 120, 1-5.; nu'sh shana-ulitko although you wanted me, 
186; 56.; cf. 95, 12. Ill, 6. 120, 1-5. 129, 3. (2) to like, to ~be fond of: 
ka-i nu sanahole Amp%anknishash / do not like the Wasco Indians-, see 
Note to 93, 7. 9.; ka-i shana-ul' ge"-ishtka giug he did not like to go to, 
111, 5.; ka-i nu sh. k6-eptcha snawe'dshash / do not take a fancy in a frog- 
like female, 186; 54. (3) to need, require: mu'nsh an latchash sh. I need 
a large (or larger) house; 1 tchuye'sh sh. you need a hat or cap. The usual 
Kl. pronunciation is shanaho'li. Der. n4wal.

shanhish, Mod. shianhish, d. shashanhish rafter, 180; 22.
sania-ish, shaniash skin apron worn by women; small apron: mba-ush 

s. buckskin apron. Cf he'shlaklash.
shank4kash, d. shashank4kash string of beads worn around the neck; 

collar, beads, neckwear; usually showing a variety of colors.
sankawaltko one whose hair rises up stiff, in porcupine fashion; high- 

crested, when said of the blue jay, 170; 61. Cf. samka-a.
shanki, shan^i, d. shashanki, shashan^i (I) to be raw, uncooked: partic. 

shankitko raw, crude, not cooked or roasted; shankitk giug while raw, 148, 
13. (2) to be unripe; partic. unripe. Der. n<5ka. Cf. saka-a.

shankish, sh4n%ish, d shash4n%ish raw, uncooked, unboiled: sh.=pakish 
(commonly pronounced: shungsp'kfsh) watermelon; lit. "raw-eatable"; 
sh. p4n to eat uncooked; sh4nks (for sh4nkish) hak sha p4n just raw they 
eat it, 148, 21. Cf sak4-a.

shantchaktantko, d. shashantchakt4ntko (I) growing together, united 
in the same lump or bunch, Kl. (2) manifold; triple, threefold, tripartite; 
Mod. Der. na/dshak. Cf. pakalaksh, shtcha%alk4tko.

sha61a, d. shash61a; same as sha-ula, q. v.
sh4pa, sapa, d. sh4shpa (I) to make known, indicate, divulge; to enunciate, 

declare: sh4-ishash sh. to divulge a secret; 1 sh4pa welisht just now you have- 
declared, 185; 44.; sha shtuli'dsha k4-i sh4ptki giug they enjoined them not 
to divulge anything, not to say a word, 120, 21.; yayaya-as, shui'sh s4pa 
the magic power, the magic song declares, 70, 5» 6. 72, 3. (2) to say, speak,
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discourse; often followed by the very words spoken, at other times by 
an abstract of what was said: na-asht kinks sapa the conjurer speaks as 
folloivs, 70, 7.; shapuk when speaking about the matter, 65, 13.; sha hunk 
mashish gi'sh sh. they reported him sick, 140, 5.; shashap'i! shashp'a't, at 
shashpat! tell on! go on'with your story! Cf, gi (6), heme^e, hc'mkanka, 
hem'ta, shashapkeldash, shapiya, waltka.

s hap ash, sappesh, sliapesh, pi. tumi sh. (1) sun: sh. a tinshipka the sun 
ascends in the sky; sh. a. tinolenapka the sun is near setting / sh. aktchal^a 
the sun shines hot; tu'sh lish at gi sh.? Mod., what time is it? lit. "where 
is the sun now?" shap'sam ptchiwip a caterpillar; cf. ptchiwip; p'lai- 
kishtkak sappash the sun ivas going to culminate, 19, 12.; shappashti laki 
the lord of the sun, 163; 15.; shap'sam stuti'sh beams of rising or setting 
sun, 179; 3. (2) moon: wash sh. shu'ta the prairie-wolf made moons, 
105, 1., c£ 7 12.; sh. (or ukaukosh) k'leka it is new moon; lit. "the moon 
is dead"; cf. kaltgi, shukuashka, tgel#a, tge'l^manka, ukaukosh. (3) 
lunar month, lunation; moon as a division of time, and counted on the 
fingers of the hand; there are twelve and a half in the year. La'p sh. 
spu'lhi I imprison (him) for t^vo moons, 61, 11.; sha'hlmal%o'tchtat sha- 
pashtat in the moon or month, in which autumn begins, 147, 14.; nash sapash 
gepgapeliuapk they would return after one months absence, 93, 4. (4) clock, 
ivatch, time-piece, indicator of day-time. (5) kneepan; so called from its 
rounded, moon-shaped outlines. Der. shapa; lit.: "indicator (of time)".

shapele, d. shashapele (1) flour, Kl. and Mod. (2) bread, Mod.: sh. pan 
they eat bread, 91, 2. and Note. From Chin. J. sapelil flour, Cf. pala-ash.

shapiya, sapia, d. shashpia (1) to inform, notify somebody; to report, 
announce to somebody, the words of the one speaking being given ver 
batim or ad sensum: sh. m'na p'gisha it said to its mother, 105, 15.; lakiash 
sh. she announced to the chief, 39, 21.; shapi ml lakiash! tell your general! 
40, 3.; wiulagalam shapiyash after the young antelopes had related, 122, 
10. Cf. 22, 16. 36, 1. 40, 6-18. (2) to say, to tell to, to discourse with 
somebody; the words of the one speaking being usually given verbatim: 
nu haitch sh. hiinkak I told him the same thing. Mod. often uses sh. where 
Kl. has shapa. Der. shapa.

shapiyula, d. shashpiyula to come to an end in telling or reporting; to
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notify fully, to give full notice to somebody: maklakshash shapiyulan having 
notified the Indians.

s h a p i t a m p k a, d. shashpitampka to commence reporting, divulging, or 
telling: nad hu'nkesh sh. we commenced telling him. Der. sbapiya.

shapkatchaltko, d. shashapkatchaltko females related to each other as 

cousins. Der. p'katchip. Of. shaptalaltko.
shapkua, d. shdshapl^ua (1) to paint oneself in the face; refers only to 

painting with the red mineral paint (k'le'pki). Of. shat^adsha, shatua^a 
(2) to strut about, to put on airs. Modocs use this term of females only, 

and in the form shapkua-a. Of. shalkia-a, shipnu.

s hap lash, d. shashpelash (1) concave, oblong wickerwork paddle, one to 
two feet long-, used by the women for beating ripe seeds from grasses 

etc. into the seed-basket: shaplamtch, d. sassaplamtch used up, worn-out 

seed-paddle; cf amtch. (2) plate, dish of wickerwork or pottery: sh. 
vudsho'ka to wash, clean dishes. Cf. hashpo'tkish.

s h 4 p 1 k a, d. sassaplka shdplash of small size; small dish made of wicker- 
work, rushes or earthenware. Dim. shaplash.

shaptalaltko, d. shashaptalaltko, Mod. shashaptalishaltko (1) females 

related as sisters; sisters by Hood, 101, 12. (2) females related as cousins, 

descending either from sisters or from brothers. Der. p'talip.

shash, sas, end. obj. case of pron. pers. sha: them, to them. See sha.

s a s s a g a, shashaga, d. shashshaga to provide against danger, to take care of 

oneself: sassaguk kd-i ge'na I will not go if I incur danger, 93, 9.; sassagank 
1 gl! take care of yourself! 93, 7.; sassagasbt hashuakla ria/lsh he remained 

with us, being afraid of danger. Contr. from sha-ishaga. Der. aishi.
s h a s h a 1 k i a, d. shash'shalkia to quarrel.

Shashapamtch, abbr. from Shashapamtchiksh, nom. pr., "GrizzlyBear 

of the ancestors," "Old Grizzly" the mythic personification of hYk, q. v. 
This familiar name of the male and female grizzly bear does not occur in 
conjurers' songs nor elsewhere except in mythology, and alternates there 
with Lu'k, Liikamtch, Shashapsh. Old She-Grizzly, the mother of two 

cubs, is one of the chief actors in the burlesque story of the "Bear and 
the Antelope," pp. 118-123.; Sh. is killed by "Old Wolf," near Modoc
Point, as related in 131, 12. Cf. lu/k. Der. shapa, amtchiksh. 

19
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shashapka, d. shashashapka cub of the grizzly bear; bear cub; familiar 
term occurring only in mythologic stories and alternating there with 
lukaga, lu%ag: 119, 23. 120, 3. 9. Contr. from shashapaga. Dim. 
Shashapsh. Of. Shashapamtch.

shashapke'le'ash, d. shashashapkele'ash (1) narrative, story, account 
given of a fact, 77, 1. (title) (2) mythologic fiction, fabulous story, especially 
dealing with personified animals; folklore, fable, myth, "old yarn," 99, 1. 
(title), 94, 1. (title). Der. shashapkelfa.

shashapke'le'-ish, d. shashashapkele-ish (1) narrator, story-teller, rliap- 
sodist (2) expounder, narrator of mythologic tales; myth-, legend-, or fable- 
teller. Der. shashapkelfa.

shashapke'lfa, shashapkelfa, d. shashashapkelia to narrate or expound a 
'story or stories, to relate historical facts, fictions or myths, 94, 2.: shashap- 
kele-uapkan Aishishash I shall tell a story about Aisis, 99, 1. Der. shapa.

Shashapsh, nom. pr., one of the Grizzly Bear's mythologic names; in 
cantation, 176; 4. Much less in use than Shashapamtch, q. v.

shashkotaktalish, shash^utaktalish, pi. tumi sh constant, persistent 
beggar. Der. shak6tka

shashkiitkish, shash^otkish, pi. turni sh., beggar. Der. shak6tka
shashtamnish, pi. tumi sh. stairs, flight of stairs.
shashtanu!61ash, shashtanu'lolsh outside ladder of large sweat-lodge, 

180; 22. Cf. ga-ulu'lkisb, wakish.
shashtashta, d. shashashtashta to touch each other with the hand or hands. 

Der. tashta. Cf. tasbul61a
Shasti, Sasti, pi. tiimi Sh., (1) nom. pr., Shasti Indian. The ancient 

domain of this tribe was in Northern California on the Klamath River 
near Shasta Butte, Yreka and vicinity and in Scott's Valley, extending 
also into Southwestern Oregon. A few Shasti still exist in Horse Creek, 
in Hamburg etc., but the larger portion was, after their participation in the 
Oregon Indian War (1855-1856), removed to the Grande Ronde, Siletz 
and the (abolished) Alsdya reservations, Oregon. The usual form Shasta 
is a corruption of Shasti, Sasti, 18, 1. 19, 1. 54, 17 ; Shastiam maklaks 
the people of the Shasti; Sdstiam h^mkanks, kaila the language, country of 
the Shasti; Sastiam inbu'shm the husband of a Shasti ivoman; nom. pr. of
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a man called Ts<51o%ins, q. v. (2) adj., 'belonging or referring to the Shasti 

Indians or their country: Shasti maklaks a Shasti Indian, 55, 9. Of ndsh6ka.

Sliastiaga, Sastiak (1) half Shasti by descent, the other parent being of 
another race or tribe. (2) nom. pr. of the daughter of Tse"lo%ins; "Half 

Shasti". Dim. Shasti. Cf. Boshtinaga.

Shast%e'ni, Tchastye'ni, nom. pr. (1) of the ancient seats of the Shasti 
people on Middle Klamath River, in Scott's Valley and surroundings, 

California. (2) sometimes used for State of California.

Shast%e'nini Yaina, nom. pr. of Shasta Batte or Mount Shasta: lit. 

" Mountain of the Shasti Country." Also called Melaikshi, q. v.

shashuaki'sh, 84, 1.; see shuakia.

Sa't, Sha't, Sa-ad, pi. tumi S., nom. pr. (1) Snake Indian; Indian of the 

Snake tribe, a branch of the great inland Shoshoni race of Indians. 

About 140 of them, belonging to the Walpapi and Yahushkin tribes, 

reside east of Yaneks, in Sprague River Valley, and are mainly hunters 

and root-diggers. Cf. pp. 28-31, and 13, 6. 18, 1. (2) Payute, Bannock 

Indian; also said of other Shoshoni Indians of Oregon, Idaho, and 
Nevada. (3) adj., belonging or referring to the race or tribes of Snake In 
dians: sfuka Sa'tas lakias they kitted the Snake chief, 28, 9. cf. 28, 7. 8.; 
Sa'tas wats horses of the Snake Indians, 31, 13 , cf. 15. Cf. mbu'shaksh (3).

s h a't, d. shashat (1) looking like a Snake Indian; large-headed (mu-nu'sh 
gitko), 'as the Snake Indians are. (2) adj., unclean; disheveled, uncombed, 
Kl. (3) mean, inferior, of low character, Mod. Cf. Sa/t, Sha'tptchi.

s h a t a k n u 1 a, d. shatashtakmila (for shatashataknula) to remove from one's 
own mouth; said of a disease, 153; 4. Der. taknula. Cf shatatka.

shatal&ka, d. shashtal&ka (1) to rub, friction oneself. (2) to rub on one's 
body. Der. talaka. Cf. shatelakish.

shataliaya, d. shashtaliaya to look out ahead, to look forward: shatalia- 
yapka to look ahead into distance, 121, 1.

shatalkiamna, d. shashtalkiamna to look about, look around oneself, 96, 
4. Cf. shataltila, t^Usli.

shataltila, d. shashtaltila to look downward.
shataltiltamna, d. shashtaltiltamna to look downward constantly; to con 

tinue looking dowmvard: Aishish shataldi'ldamna gukenu'ta while climbing 
up, Aishish was looking downward constantly, 95, 3.
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shatapialtko, d. shashtapialtko related as brothers or sisters are to their 

younger brothers or sisters: satapealtk Tchashgayaks he was the older 

brother of Weaslet, 107, 1. Der. tapiap.
shatashi, d. shashtashi (1) to touch each other. (2) to shake hands: lapi 

lalaki sh. both chiefs shook hands, 35, 2. Of. hiislm^a, nep, tashta.
shatashkakiamna to pass around while touching, to encompass closely: 

wa'k sh. to embrace, to pass the arm around. Cf. tashta.
shatashpapkia, d. shashtashpapkia to make the gesture of washing the 

face. Cf. stapatchka, t^dsha.
shatash taknu'la, 153; 4; d. of shataknula, q. v.
shatashtat%a, 153; 4.; d. of shatatka, q. v.
shatatka, d. shatashtatka to make go out from mouth, to remove from mouth: 

tua kl nii shatashtatyi'sh 1? what thing is it, which I did remove from my 
mouth repeatedly? '53; 4. Of. shataknula, takniila.

shatela, shatgla, d. shashatela (1) to tell to, to declare to somebody, 119, 
5. Of. hashtaltala. (2) to require, enjoin to do something, to hire into 
service; mostly connected with the verbal intentional: sh lutatkatki he 
hired as interpreters, 33, 3 ; sh. kayaktcha he hired for the pursuit of, 41, 2.

shate"lakish, d. shdshtelakish what is rubbed on or applied to the body- 
surface: mashishtat shf-ush shatelaks salve; lit. "rubbing substance put 
on sores." Der. shatalaka. 

. sha'tki, d. shasha/tki to be tired, fatigued; to be exhausted, as from travel.
shat%asha, d. shashatyasha to paint one's face; term used by Kl. of the 

red mineral paint (k'le'pki) only. Of. shapkua.
shatma, d. shashatma to call, to call out, to call by name; to invite, said of 

the voice of the sage-cock, 135, 4. Of. she'tma.
shatmapele, d. shashatmapele to call back, to call home, 96, 6.
satnalha, d. sastnalha to heat the cooking stones repeatedly when baking 

camass or other roots, 74, 4. This operation lasts three clays.
Sha/tptchi, adj., (1) looking like a Snake Indian; cf. Sa/t, shli/t. (2) 

unclean; uncombed, disheveled; often applied to females, Kl. From Sa/t, 
-ptchi. Cf. aishishtchi.

shatuaya, d. shashtuaya to help somebody, to be helpful to, as in work 
ing; to busy oneself for somebody, 75, 14. Der. shiita Cf. hashatuaya
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shatua^a, d. shashatua%a to mark the face with small dots of paint. This 
may be done with the tchpal or yellow mineral paint, cf. tchpal; with 
the white chalk paint, cf. hipaks; with black paint, cf. Igu'ni; Igu' 
shatua/a to mark the cheeks with little round Igu'-dots. Der. tudka.

shatchaktchaka, d. shashtchaktchaka to rub, friction against each other: 
ne*p sh. to rub one's hands. Cf. shatchakua, shudshoka.

s h a t c h a k u a, d. shashtchakua to wash onds hands. Cf. hashtchakua, 
shudshoka.

shatchatka, d. shashatchatka to lose part of what is staked in game. Cf. 
shakla, watchpka.

s h a t c h 1 % a m i a, d. shashatchl^amia to paint white one's face or body, 
while holding the fingers at some distance from each other: "to scratch- 
paint." The paint put on is chalk, 22, 21. Cf. tchlakadsha.

shatcho'lgi, d. shashatcho'lgi to contract the half-opened hand or fingers.
s h a - u k 4 g a, d. shaslmkaga to place or tie around one's neck, as a neck- 

kerchief. Cf. shakakaga, shepukaga.
sha-iila, sa-u'la, d. shaslnila (1) to provide an arrow with a stone-point or 

iron-head, to tip it with an arrow-head. (2) to carry on head an object 
fastened or not fastened to it. Cf. shawalsh, tudshna.

sha-ulanka, d. shaslm-ulanka to accompany, to go with, to walk in com 
pany. Stands for shawalhanka. Der wal^a. Cf. shawalina/a.

sha-ulankanka, d. shashulankanka to accompany on a walk, trip, hunt, 
travel; to be the habitual companion of, 100, M.

sha-ulantc'ha, d. shashiilantcha to go with, to accompany to some distance: 
nu'sh wika i sha-ulantcha! go a short distance with me!

shaulantchna, d. shashulantchna, 21, 9.; same as sha-ulantcha, q. v.
s h a - u 1 i a, d. shashulia to arm, tip an arrow with a stone- or iron-head for 

somebody: taltsiagatat sh. to tip a boy's arrow, 107, 14. Der. sha-iila (J).
sha-u!61a, d. shashu!61a to swing around, brandish above one's head, 193; 

10. Der. sha-iila (2).
sha-ungaltko, sha-un'kaltko, d. shashungaltko related as father to son 

or son to father, 94, 2. Der. viinak. Cf. shepialtko.
sha-upalaksh, d. shashupalaksh garter,
sha-utama, d. shashiitma to wrap around oneself, to cover oneself with, as 

with a blanket, mantle, quilt, 108, 5.
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s b a w a 1 i n a/a, sawalhin^a, d. shashualina'a (J) to associate, to stay together 
as companions, to befriends, to play together. (2) to accompany, to march 
or travel in company. Der. walha, under wal%a. Of. sha-ulanka.

shawaline'asb, d. shashualine'-ash (1) companion, associate; playmate, 
mate, folloiver; Kl. for sbftchlip Mod. (2) fellow-traveler, fellow-warrior: 
sawalina'-ash ge'-u my companions on the warpath, 17, 9.

shawal^a, d. shasbual%a (1) to present with a gift, to make a present, 136, 
7. (2) to take revenge on somebody: nu mish shawal^uapk I ivill revenge 
myself on you. Der. wal%a, d. of vul%a. Lit. "to reciprocate, return to."

shawalsh, sawals, d. shashualsh (]) arrow-head manufactured of stone: 
kok61e sh. flint arroiv-liead; metsmetsawals, mbu'shaksh=sh. obsidian arroiv- 
head; cf. matchma'tchli, mbu'shaksh; tchlkemen sh. iron arrow-head; 
shawalish for the more usual shawalsh, 163; J 0. Cf. nge-ish. (2) rifle- 
ball, leaden projectile: mu'ni sh. cannon ball; explosive shell, 43, 2. (3) 
when used in connection with bird names in incantations it means crest, 
plume-crest, feathers growing on head, 153; 2.; cf. sha-ula (2); for sawals 
177; 16. see ya-uya. (4) a small fish of the sucker species; probably 
identical with shawash, by an elision referred to in Note to 56, 1.; 
sawalsa'mi "at the time of catching small suckers" about the commence 
ment of April. Met. for sha-ulash Der. sha-ula.

 shawalta, shahualta, d. shashualta, v. intr, to tremble, to shake, to be 
shaken, to rattle through shaking: kaila nu ai sh. / the soil am shaldng and 
rattling, 176; 3. and Note. Der. walta. Cf. muimuya, tushtusha.

shawaltana, shahualt'na, d. shashualtana (1) to tremble, to be shaken up; 
to shake oneself spontaneously. (2) to make a rattling noise, to croak; we'k- 
wekash ai nl shahualtarnpk / the magpie chatter in the distance, 177; 17.; 
w^keta nu shahualtampka / the green frog am croaking on the soil, 178; 2.

shawaltanka, d. shashualtanka to creep up, to move forward in a crouch 
ing position of the body, 110, 12.

shawaltcha, d. shashualdsha to cover: sh. pitak to cover oneself.
shawaltchna, d. shashualtchna, v. refl., to go and shelter oneself, to go 

under cover: shawaltchnish slu'ka we'kwekash I the magpie am devouring 
(my prey) while under cover, 177; 18.

shawash, tcbawash, tsawas, a species of sucker-fish, small and palatable,
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found in Klamath Marsh and in Upper Klamath Lake, 4 to 6 inches long. 
Apparently identical with shawalsh (4), q. v.: 169; 57. 180; 14.

s h a w e 1, pi. tumi sh. shovel. From the English term.
sh a wiga , tchawika, d. shashuiga, tchatchuiga (1) to become angry, ivroth, 

furious, to be aroused to wrath; to be in a rage, fury: sawika hishuaksh the 
man became angry, 19, 8.; shawigank hemd/e angered she cried out, 12 J, 2.; 
partic. shawigatk excitable, irritable, 93, 2.; shawiguk made angry, 123, 3.; 
tchawika lie became furious, 134, 9. Cf. 17, 8. 29, 2. 30, 9. 132, 5. 184; 
28. (2) to be a maniac, to rave, to be crazed: tchawika ma'ntch shle-iiga 
for seeing them he became insane for some time, 128, 9.; tsa'wik he is 
demented, 133, 11. In this definition (2) the form tchawiga is more fre 
quent than shawiga, especially in Mod.; kilu6ka hu tchawika he is in a 
state of madness. Of. tchawikatko.

s a -, sha-. For words not found under these initials look out under se-, she-.
sha/tu, sa'tua, d. sha'shtu; same as she'tua, q v.
sa'-ug, 20, 15.; see shdwa.
Scar face Charley, nom. pr. Mod. See Tchiktchikam=Lupatkuelatko.
she41% a, d. sheshal^a to call oneself by name; to give a name to oneself: 

nad sheshal%a we call ourselves. Der. dl%a (4).
she-a'ta, she-dta, sa-a'ta, d. sheshe-a'ta, sheshe'ta (1) to divide up, appor 

tion, distribute. (2) to pay out, to have pay-day.
she'dshala, d. sheshidshala to emit, to ejaculate the seminal fluid. Der. idsha.
s h e - d t i s h , slid-edsh (1) distribution, apportionment (2)pay-day; Saturday: 

she-e'dshtat mat sha nanuk shuku'lki-uapk kshi'ul^ish on Saturday they 
tvill all, as reported, gather for dancing, 140, 2., cf. 141, 5. Der. she-a/ta.

shegdpele, d. sheshgapele to return; to go home. Cf. ge'mpe'le, gepgapgle.
s h e g g a t k t c h a, d sheshgatktcha to become scattered by going or running 

in different directions. Der. sheggat/a. Cf. gayue.
sheggdt%a, shekatka, d. sheshgat^a, v. intr., to separate from each other; 

to break up connection, 36, 6. 43, 17.: E-ukshikni Modokfshash sh. the 
Klamath Lake Indians became separated from the Modocs, 13, 1. cf 3.; partic. 

- sheggat%atko, she%atgatko (a) separated, removed from each other, (b) 
subst., space between fingers, (c) subst., interdigital membrane of canines, 
felines, waterfowl etc. Cf. she'kelui, shipi't%a.
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she'gsha, sa'gsa, d sheshdgsha, sesa'gsa (1) to speak out one's mind; to 
speak out, to declare, to explain, 95, 20. 101, 18.; tsiii huk sa'gsa nu hereupon 
I declared, 17, 7. 65, 3. 7.; katak sh. to profess the truth, 65, 5.; sa'gs' ish 
(for shdgsh'i msh)! let me know! confess! tell it all to me! 78, 4. (2) to 
reply to; to inform, report; tunepni sa'ksa na-asht five men made such a 
report, 17, 12.; to announce, 20, 9. (3) to report unfavorably, to denounce, 
to complain of. Cf. sliapiya.

s h e g s li d w a, d. sheshekshewa to tell knowingly, to declare under standingly: 
katok nt ge-u sagsa'wa I am certain that I made a truthful report or state 

ment (katok is used here as a noun), 65, 7.
shdyakua, d. slieshikdwa, v med., to break one's limbs, as arms, legs in 

one place. Der. ydkua. Of. kewa (1).
slieka, d. shesha'ka, sheshdka (1) to squeal; said, e. g., of the weasel, 155; 

23. (2) to bid fareivell, to say good bye: tcha shdkug mi'sh nu shmika ne'p! 
now to say good bye I shake hands ivith you! 87, 14., cf. 15.

shekaktcha, d. sheshkaktcha to return blows, to fight back: ka-i sh. to 
avoid fighting, to refuse to fight, £9, (J.

s h d k a t c h a, d. sheshkatcha, v. intr, to become or be divorced. Der. kddsha; 
lit. "to cast off from oneself." Cf. vut6dshna.

s h e k e 1 a 1 6 n a, d. sheshkela!6na to cover up, to fill in, as a hole in the 
ground: tsu'tskam snu'lash sakiilalo'nank having covered with earth the den 
of a squirrel, 24, 13. Der kaila. Cf k^la-una.

sheke'lki, d. sheshke'lki to heap, to rake together, 85, 11. Der. kaila.
shekelui, d. sheshakelui, v. intr. (1) to terminate, to be at the end, to end. 

(2) to separate, to part; to be no longer united: ka-i shdkelui to stay together 
in one body, to remain united. Der. keldwi.

shekla't^ a, d. sheshkla/t/a to open and lay down fiat, so that both sides 
are visible; said of books and similar-shaped articles. Cf. shitchl6t#a.

s h e k 1 i % i 6 a, d. sheshkli%ie'a to walk on one leg, to hop. Cf. kldna.
shekpe^a, d. sheshakpe%a to beat, strike or hit each other.
s h e k 14 k t a, met. shektatka, d. sheshaktakta to cut in two parts or por 

tions; the d. form means: to cut these 'two portions into smaller portions. 
The partic. shektaktatko, met shektat%atko divided into, cut up into, serves 
to express arithmetic fractions: ndana sh. one-third; 1dpi tunip sh tivo- 
fifths. Der. ktakta. Cf. shelat%a, shenat^a.
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shektakue'la, d. sheshaktakuela to slide downhill; to play at sliding
downhill. Der. ktekuela.

shdktanksh line in hand, hand-wrinkle. Of. sheldtko, partic. of she'ka. 
shektla!6na, d. sheshaktlal6na to skate. Of. ktele'shka. 
shekutka, v. trans., to break, to break asunder: anku sh. tat%elamtala to

break a stick in the middle. Cf. ye'kua. 
she'ka, sha'ka, d. she'sh^a to pierce, punch, perforate: wawakash sh. to

pierce the ear, ear-lobe; the partic. she'kitko, sa'/itko cruciform, in form of
a cross, originally referred to perforations, by which the piercing object
remains in the aperture after going through it.

s h e* k i s h , d. sh£sh%ish piercing, perforation: wawakam sh. gi'ntatko per 
foration of the ear. Cf. she'l^ish.

shekuke'dsha to gnash, grate the teeth. Der. k<5ka. Of. k6kanka (2). 
SB*la, shela, d. she'shla; or shap'sham sh^la: ring around sun; light-colored

halo around sun. Cf. shakatchalish, skapash (1). 
shdlakla, d. sheshlakla to cut oneself: stelapksh sh. nu gd-u n£p I cut

myself in the right hand. Cf. shel^alua.
s h e 14 k t c h a, d. sheshlaktcha to cut one's own throat. Der. laktcha. 
shelaktchia, d. sheshlaktchfa to make the gesture of cutting one's own

throat. Cf. shatashpapkia. 
she!4t%a, d. sheshlat%a to divide among several or many; said of whole

articles only, which are distributed intact. 
Selkantko, nom. pr. fern. KL, "Shell-Nosed"-, viz: wearing a long den-

talium shell in the nose-septum. 

s h e 1 % a k a n a t k o , d. sheshal^akanatko (L) adj., striped transversely or at

right angles. (2) subst., woven tissue. Only the d. form is in constant use. 
she'l%alua (l)fofre striped lengthwise, as a garter-snake (wfshink). Cf.

Ikakimitko, Iketkitko, shel%akanatko. (2) to gash one's skin. This was
practiced by the Shasti Indians for the purpose of tattooing themselves

by rubbing coal-dust into the gashes. Cf. shelakla. 
she'l%ish, d. sheshal%ish nose-ornament; white dentalium shell inserted

through the nose-septum: "nose-quill". Cf hashtka, she'ka. 
s^llaluish, for sellualuish, verbal indef. of shdllual, q. v. 
shellual, seminal, sa/lual, d. slidshlual to give battle, to wage war, to be out
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on the warpath, to battle, fight against, with obj. case, 16, 1. 17, 19. 28, 11.: 
ka4 sh. he fought bravely, 56, 1.; shellualsh shana-uli he wanted to ivage 
war, 55, 13.; p'nalam shellualutsh in the fights fought by them or among 
themselves, in their former hostilities, 55, 1.; lupf nalam se'llaluish (for 
she'lluahiish) guni'ta further than when we were on the warpath for the first 
time, 21, 12.; sel!6lok (for sellualuk) when at war, or for the purpose of 
warfare, 17, 20. and Note, cf. 90, 18.; she'llualpksh (for shellualapkash) 
shash when they were engaged in fighting, 131, 14.; lapeni wait61an shellu- 
lo'lash (for shellua!61ash) two days after having fought, 43, 18. Of. p. 33 
(title); 43, 12. and shenotanka, shiuga. Der. .liwala.

shellualsh, d. she'shlualsh (1) war, ivar-expedition, campaign, 44, 11.: 
shellualshe'mi during the ivar; the Modoc war of 1872-'73 being referred 
to in 55, 8. 10. (2) battle, action in war: shellualshgish! (Mod.) on a battle- 
field, 56, 6. For 55, 13. see shellual and Note to 56, 1.

she'llualsha, d. shdshlualsha to start for ivarfare, to go out on the war 
path, to go and fight: Wawaliks tapi' sh. Dave Hill went to war for the 
second time, 21, 1. (title). Cf. 25, 1. and Note. Der. she'llual.

shell naltampka, d. sheshlualtampka to begin fighting, to start warfare, 
37, 11. 12. 38, 20. 131, 13.; to recommence the fight, 54, 8.

shellol6tkish (1) implement for fighting, weapon, e. g., a club. (2) a sort 
of sententious interlocution delivered between the incantations by wizards 
or conjurers, expressly declared to be distinct from the songs (shuish and 
shuin6tkish). Der. shellual.

sheltdpka, seldapka, d. sheshaltapka to button: %amtdtan seltapkatko 
(or sheldapkutko) biittmed behind. Der. lovuta (3).

sheltapk6tkish, seldapko'tch, selt&pkush, d. sheshaltopkotkish, sesal- 
tapkush button on garments.

s h e m a s h 1 a, d. sheshmashla to remove to a distance ; to remove or migrate 
with one1 s family to another place; to emigrate, 85, 14. Cf. me'dsha.

S ^ m i a n d i, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man.
s h e m p d t a, d. sheshampe'ta to quarrel; to argue. Der. mpata. Cf. shdpa.
s h (i m t c h a , d. shdshamtcha (1) to hold a stick or pole in hand or hands. (2) 

to move along while leaning on a stick; to go around slowly, to move with diffi 
culty. Der. e'na. Cf. dmtchna, shikamba.
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shcmtchal^a, siimtsal^a, d. sheshamtchal%a (1) to become aware of, to
notice: sh. Shdshapamtchash pin6dshasht m'nalsh they became aware that
Old Grizzly had reached them in her pursuit, 121, 21. (2) to find out, to
discover through inquiry, 64, 2-4.; shiunu'tnuk s. to discover by singing
magic songs, 65, 16. Of. matchatka, and 65, 2-8. 

she'mtchna, d. sheshamtchna to hold a stick or pole in hand or hands; to
swing a stick: nanuk shue'kush shdshamtchantk every one holding a willow
pole in hands, 80, 7. Der. dmtchna. 

v shenat%a, d. sheshnat%a to divide among several or many; said only of
articles equal in size. Cf. shelat%a. 

Se'ndakliks, nom pr. masc. KL; interpreted by "Black-Painted", or

having "embellished" his head with black paint. Cf. nde'kta, shutpashui. 
shenge'sha, shenki'sha, d. sheshnge'sha (1) to shoot at oneself. (2) to

shoot at each other. Der. ngd-isha. Cf. hishlan. 
sheniiita, d. sheshniiita to exchange, barter, swap. Cf. she'shatui. 
shen6k'la, d. sheshn6k'la, v. intr., to cross each other, to form a cross;

said of roads, streets or trails forming four corners. Cf. she'ka. 
shen61akuish, d. sheshn61akuish promise, engagement, compact, 41, 115.

Der. sheno'l%a. 
s h e n o'l% a, d. sheshno'l^a, sheshnu'l^a (1) to engage oneself, to compact, to

promise, 41, 11. (2) to form a complot, to plot: Leme'-ish sheshnu'l^a
shiiikuapkuk Skelamtchash the Thunders formed a plot to kill Old Marten,
113, 13. Der. ne'-ul^a. 

shen6tanka, d. sheshn6tanka to fight, battle with bows, guns, pistols etc.,
17, 2. 3. 20, 1. 22, 6 43, 8. 14. 90, 18.; tchiiyunk sen6tankash (for
shen6tanka sha) hereupon they fought, 22, 5.; nat kayak shen6tankatk
(supply gl) we were not fighting at all, 25, 1.; san6tanksi when or while
they fought, 29, 20. Der. niwa. Cf. shellual, shiuga. 

shenotaxikakska, d. sheshnotankakska to come near fighting; to engage
almost in a fight, battle, 21, 3. 

s h e n o t a n k' h u y a, d. sheshnotank'huya to fight for a while only, to
skirmish about, 20, 2. 

sheno'tkatko, d. sheshno'tkatko (1) confluence, junction of running
waters. (2) affluent, tributary. Mod. Cf. nd-ukish, nd-upka, shutandanka.
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s h d n u a, d sheshanua, Mod.; same as shdnuya, Kl.
shdnuidsha, d. shdshnuidsha (1) v. intr., to avoid, to go out of the ivay. 

(2) v. trans., to turn over, to transfer to somebody, 35, 3. Der. shenuya.
shdnuy a, shdnua, d. sheshanuya to avoid, shun, keep out of the way; to flee 

before: shc'nui i'sh! go out of my way! sheniiyatko nl (supply gi) / am 

keeping out of the way of, i 84; 29 Der. niwa.
s h e p a 1 u a, d. sheshpalua to make an object of derision or mockery, to shoiv 

the long nose; to move the tongue in and out as a gesture of mockery.
shepat%a, d. sheshpat/a (1) to cut, tear, break asunder; to break into frag 

ments, portions: na-igshtala, tat^elamtala sh. to break at one end, in the 
middle. (2) to divide, distribute the severed portions of an object among an 
equal number of persons.

shepatchtila, d. sheshpatchtila to place one's legs under oneself: shepatch- 

tilank tchia to sit like a Turk or tailor. Der. pe'tch.

shepelpeldtko, d. sheshpelpelatko acting on one's own impulse; self- 
trained, self-reliant, Mod.; tidsh sh. spirited, sly, smart, resolute, u up to 
snuff." Der. pdlpela: lit. "working by oneself."

shepidltko, d. sheshapidltko related as mother to daughter or as daughter 

to mother. Der. pd-ip. Of. sha-nngaltko.
shepkddsha, d. sheshapkddsha to thank, to render thanks: sh. mish nu 

I thank you; nu.lmnta Imnkesh sh. I thank him for it. See under nd-asht.

shdpolamna, d. shdshpolamna to carry on back, 1^3; 13. Der. p'lai. 
Of. hishpldmna.

shepuka-ga, d. sheshpukaga to wear on the neck: partic. shepukagatko 

(a) worn on neck or chest, tied around neck. (&) subst, two (or more) 
oblong pieces o/haliotis or mother-of-pearl shell tied together and worn on 

the neck. Of. shakakaga, sha-ukaga.

shdsha, sa'sa, d. sheshasha, sasdsa, v. trans., (1) to name; to give a name 

or appellation; to call by name, J42, 11.; tchfhuk sii/satk so he was called, 

1G, 7. 30, 19.; na-asht shdsatk called by that name, so called, 28, 8. 29, 1-5. 
30,19., cf. 143, 2.3.; sh^sha (for: sheshatko) waiwash birds named waiwash- 

geese, 189; 3. (2) to price, to put a price or value on: mu shdshuapka 

i you will price it high; partic. shdshatko priced, valued at; kank she'shatko 
worth so much; tii'm s^ssiitko high-priced. (3) v. intr., to be worth, to cost:
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ge'g mii'shmush lap'ni ta-unep tala sh. (or: shdshatko) this cow is worth 

twenty dollars; kank she'sha shdllualsh the war has cost so much, 44, 11. 

Of. el%a, heihei, shdshatuish.

s h e s h a 1 k o s h, pi. tumi sh. spectacles, eye-glass. Der. shldkua.

sheshal%akanatko, d. of shel%akanatko, q. v.
shesha!61ish, pi. tiimi sh., fighter, warrior, brave; male adult Indian: 

sessalo'lish laki war-chief (of olden times); T6biash sheshaloli'shash 

shayuakta they acknowledged Toby to be a fighter, 54, 15.; shesha!61esh 
keld%a to become a brave, 90, 20. Der shdllual Of. kilosh, shish6kish.

shdshash, shii/shash, d. sheshdshash name, proper name; appellation of 

persons or things: nil sh. thy name, 139, 1. 9.; sh. dl%a (or simply dl%a, 
a'l%a) to give, bestow, impart a name, 143, 1.; huna'shak sh, Mod., nick 

name; she'shash shumalua to write a name, 34, 7. Of. dl%a.
sheshatua-ish, d. sheshshatua-ish person ivho wants to trade, dealer 

intent upon a bargain, Kl. Der shdshatui.
shdshatui, s^ssatui, d. sheshshatui (1) to trade, barter, exchange, swap, 

traffic: watch sh. shkiitashtat they exchange horses for blankets, 88, 5.; lu'gs 
watchat sdsatui to barter slaves for horses, 20, 19.; she'shatuishtka hu'k 
gi he is willing to or on the point of bartering, exchanging; cf. 75, 10. Of. 
sheniiita. (2) to exchange for money or valuables; to sell: kaila sh. to sell 
the country, 34, 4. 5. Per. she'tua.

sheshatuika, d. sheshshatuiga to trade off, to barter, to give in exchange 
for goods, valuables, 93, 3.

s h e s h a t u i k i s h, d. sheshshatufkish shop, warehouse, store-house.

shdshatuish, sessa/tuish, d. shdshshatuish (1) trader, shopkeeper, mer 

chant. (2) cost, cost-price. (3) price paid to parents for obtaining their 
daughter in marriage: nanuktua sh. m'na the whole marriage fee paid by 

him, 58, 16. cf. 61, 8. (4) retail price, selling price. Der. she'shatui.
shdshatuishla to be about to trade off; to intend to sell.
sheshatuitka (l)fo return from trading, bartering, swapping, 20, 20. (2) 

to return from selling; to have achieved a sale. Der. she'shatui.
shdshana, d. sheshe'shana to be sad, afflicted, dreary.
shesh%atkatko, d. of sheggat^atko, partic. of sheggat%a, q. v.
shesh^e'la, d. sheshashke'la (1) to act extravagantly, to behave noisily:
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utiissusa-ash sh. the down performs his tricks. (2) to act as conjurer,
wizard, sorcerer, Mod. Der. ka'la. 

shesh%eila-ash, d. sheshash%eila-ash (1) noisy fellow. (2) conjurer,
wizard, "medicine-man"; called so with respect to his noisy performances
Mod. (3) company offrolickers, revelers. Of. ka-ika, kiuks, ka/la. 

shdshtaIkash, d. sheshashtalkash wag, punster, funny fellow. Der.
tal%ea. Of utiissusa-ash. 

shesht61kish, d. sheshashto'lkish (1) prostitute, whore, harlot. (2)
whoremonger, fornicator. Der. shet61%a.

s h d t a 1 a, shdtalha, d sheshtala to be in the presence of persons, while visit 
ing them (patients, e. g ) Of. shdtaltcha, tc'lish. 

shetalatka, shetalhatka, d. sheshtalatka to return from a visit 
shetal%da, d. sheshtal%da to stand on one's head; said of persons and

inan. things. Der. talka. Of. heshtal%dash.
shetal^dash, d. sheshtal%dash top (as a plaything). Of. talkidsha 
shetalpeli, d. sheshtalpeli to look behind oneself, to look backward. 
s h e t a 11 c h a, d. shesktaltcha to visit, to call upon, as upon sick persons,

friends etc, 140, 10. Der. she'tala. 
shdtalua, d. shdshtalua (1) v. intr., to be reflected by the water or other

smooth surface, as of mirrors, panes of glass or polished metal. (2) v.
trans, to reflect, to reverberate; said of the same. Of. shetala, tdlshna. 

s h d t a 1 u a s h, d. shdshtaluash (I) pane of glass, window pane; window, Kl.
(2) mirror, looking-glass, Mod. 

shdtaluatko, d. shdshtaluatko possessed of: mu sh. possessed of many
things; rich, wealthy, 189; 7. Of. talaltko. 

shdtasht%apksh, d. shdshtasht%apksh shoulder-blade, omoplate. Cf.
lapaklash, tchnipal.

shdtat%a, d shdshtatya to frown. Cf. shitchakta.
s h e 141 c h a, d. sheshtdtcha to wash one's head. Der. tddsha. Cf. stapatchka. 
Sdtatsash, riom. pr. masc. KL "Wet-Head." 
shet%d-unaltko, d. sheshat%d-unaltko KL, sheshat%d-unishaltko Mod.

with obj. case: standing in the relation of older to younger brother, of older
to younger male cousin, 109, 2. Der. t%e-unap. Cf shaptalaltko. 

s h d tm a, d. shdshtma to call somebody to come, to call out for; to request to
go with oneself. Cf. shatma.
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shet61%a, shat61eka, d. sheshto'1/a (1) to cohabit, to copulate, to sleep with, 
59, 3. 78, 7. 9.; ha 1 B6shtinash shii'tolakuapk if you should cohabit with 
a white man, 58, 15.; na-ands sat61%a to copulate with some man, 60, 1.; 
mi'sh setu'l^a to consort with you, 78, 3. (2) to stay or lodge with, 78, 10. 
Der. she'tui. Of. hesht61#a, shdtupka, shina.

s h 4 1 u a, sha'tua, sa'tu, she'to, d. sha'shtua, sa'stu, she'shto to count, figure 
up, enumerate, 70, 8. 9.: she'tuank hank (for hak) mi heme^ish! speak only 
in a slow measure! lit. "just count your speaking!" Of. she-a7ta, she'shatui.

shetuaya, d. sheshtuaya; same as shatuaya, q. v.
she'tui, d. she'shtui, v. recipr., to shoot or fire at each other: lapok sh. both 

fired at each other, 37, 10 ; lit. "to pierce each other" Der. teVi.
she'tupka, d. shdshtupka to consort, to cohabit with: sha'tupk Stii'kuaksh 

he slept with Little Squirrel, 100, 11. Der. teVi; iterative of she'tui.
shetchakta, shetchaktna; see shitchakta, shitchaktna.
shdwa, sa/wa, d. shdshua, sa'sua (1) to think, believe, assume; to form an 

opinion, to suppose; the object being usually expressed by an objective 
clause, a verbal, or a participle: kf sh. nu hu'nkesh / thought she was 
telling lies, 40, '21.; 4 nu toks shiwaga sh. I assume that you are a virgin, 
184; 37.; tidsh a k6katk 1 sh. you think you are nicely dressed, 189; 5.; 
nan#a ts sa/wa and some were of the opinion, 65, 15.; tamu'dsh ktandshi 
(for ktdndshisht) shdwuk shutuyakie'a thinking that she might be asleep, they 
bombarded her, 122, 4.; kawalia/kuapk sa'-ug assuming they would ascend 
the hill, 29, 15. (2) to consider oneself as, 177; 20. 178; 3. Der. heVa.

s h d w a 1 a, shdwal, d. sheshual (1) to state, affirm, 185; 44.; to aver, to cor 
roborate (2) to slander, to defame; to be a slanderer, backbiter: watchagalam 
we'ash sha/walsh tiiinena / heard that this son of a bitch has imputed immor 
alities to me, 185; 38.

s h e w a n a, d. sheshuana (1) to give, confer, transfer to; to hand over, to give 
away; to donate, to make a present with; a verb used when many objects of 
every kind or shape, or objects spoken of collectively, are transferred, 
139, 3. 11.; watch sh. to transfer horses, 60, 15. 16.; yamnash sh. he 
gave necklaces, 96, 8. 9.; pash sh. to give food, 66, 9. 95, 16.; hu'nk na-as 
sa nga'-is sawana to him alone they passed the arrows, 22, 21.; shewan61ank 
pa's after having finished giving food, 101, 20 ; (nu) seVanuapk patki giuga
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m^hiess I shall give (her) trout to eat, 136, 5. cf. 7.; slialt sh. to put salt on, 
to salt. (2) to pay in more than one coin, bill, check or other means of 
monetary exchange; see skiulaksh Of. kshiiya, liiya, neya, shui, spurn.

shewanapeli, d. sheshuanapeli to return, restore to, 39, 11. 12. 14.; to 
return things previously given, 109, 8.

shewanish, d sheshuanish present, gift, donation. Der. shewana.
she wan tamna, d. sheslmantamna to continue to give, 136, 7.; to keep 

on handing over. Der. shewana, q. v.
s h e w a t % a, sawat%a, d. sheshuat%a, v. intr., to separate in two, to fall 

asunder in two; applied to the division of the day into forenoon and after 
noon: sh. shappash the sun culminates, is in the meridian-line. Cf. ga- 
ulapka, shewat%ula.

she'watftash, sawat%ash, d. sheshuat%ash noon, noon-time: shewdt%astka 
at noon-time, 19, 10; shewat%ash pani up to noon-time, till noon; sewat- 
kashtka nanuk watchpka about noon-time all the gamesters had lost their 
stakes, 99, 7. Der. shewat%a

s h e w a t % li 1 a, d. sheshuat^ula, v. intr., to come to an end with separating in 
two: sh. shappash the sun has passed the meridian-line. Der. shewat^a, q. v.

s h e w a t % u 1 a s h, d. sheshuat^ulash afternoon: sawat^o'lsi, skewat^u'lsi 
in the afternoon, 24, 6. and Note.

shewatl%($ash, d. sheshuatl%^ash die, cube, cubiform body.
shewd-ula, d. sheshwe' ula, v. med., to agree to, to give one's assent, 38, 

10. Der. w(^-ula. Cf. humasht gi, lewe-ula.
s h e w 6 k a g a, d. shashewokaga to shake, wag: wa-utchag shashewokaga 

kpe'l the dogs wag their tails.
sg-, shg-; for words not found here look under sk-, shk-; sk-, shk-.
s g u' m 1 a, sku'rnla, d. sgushgamla, v. impers. (1) to form, hoar-frost: sku'mla 

ko'shtat there is hoar-frost on pine-trees; shgu'mla mbii'shant there was frost 
in the morning. (2) to be cold weather, to freeze: shkumluapka frost will 
come on. Kl. for tchgu'mna, tchgu'mla, tsku'mla Mod. Der. ska.

sgu'mlash, shkiimlash, d. sgushgamlash hoar-frost.
s g u't c h, sku'tch father of a first child. Cf. skuksap.
shiakshiaga, d. shiashidkshiaga (1) to shake, to shake up, to make trem 

ble, as a tree. (2) to lalance on one's arms.
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shialamna, d. shishalamna to rub, line, smear on one's back. Cf. shiashka.
shialamnu to follow close to, to travel behind: tsele'wash nlsh sh. taplalas 

the rippling of the waters travels behind me, the loon, 168; 46.
s h i a m n a, shiyamna, d shishiyamna to seize, grasp each other; to clinch 

together; said of nanilash-birds, 177; 24. Der. fyamna.
s h i a p k a to line, put on one's face, as paint etc. Cf. shat%asha.
shiapk61a to remove or wash off from one's face, body.
shiapko!6tkish wash-towel: ne*pkt hun sh.! bring me that towel!
shiashka, siasga, d. shishashka, sissasga (1) to take off from; to divest 

oneself of: K'mu'kamtch herue^e shl'ashkank hu'n tchulish K'm. told (him) 
to take off his shirt, 95, 1.; kfktsamatka shnf%tch sh. to clean one's nose with 
the handkerchief; pshish sh. to clean one's nose. (2) to cut off short, to crop: 
shishashka sha 14k they cut off the hair in every instance, 89, 5.; shiashgatko 
lak (their) hair is cut short, 90, 6. (3) to rub, line, to pass over something; 
to rub or smear on: kaknega (or kakne*gatko) sh. to besmear, pollute, render 
dirty, to soil. Cf. ktushka (2), shiapka, shiiktaldsha.

shiashla, d. shishashla, v. trans., to remove, displace, to take away, 35, 20.: 
wenni sh. to remove to another place or spot, 35, 14.; said of anim. and inan. 
objects, as utensils, furniture. Cf. me'dsha, nadsha'shak.

shiashlkanka, d. shishashlkanka, v. trans., to continue removing; to 
transport to different places.

shiashna, d. shishashna, 39, 17.; same as shiashla, q. v.
shi&tka, shiat^a, d. shishatka, shishat%a (1) to take out of, as of a pocket, 

bag etc. (2) to select, to pick out: E-ukskni shishatka weVanuish the Lake 
men selected females (to be their slaves), 23, 6. (3) to segregate, divide 
into several portions, to put asunder. Cf. hekshatya.

Sidaikti, nom pr. of locality thirty miles south of The Dalles (on the 
Columbia River), Oregon, and forming a part of the Warm Spring Indian 
reservation. Wasco Indians were located there by the Government: 
Amp^ankni Sidaikti tchia Wasco Indians reside at Sidaikti. A small 
western tributary of the Des Chutes River, called Shitike Creek, runs 
through that reservation. Cf. K61am%eni K6ke.

shfdsha (for shi-idsha), d. shishi'dsha to put or lay upon oneself: shldmiuk
shti'ya shishfdsha in their sorrow they laid resin (or pitch) upon their heads, 

20
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132, 6.; shti'a sa nu'shtat shi'dsho they put pitch on their heads (shi'dsho,
suffix -u for suffix -a), 101, 4. Der. itchua.

s h i d s h i' j'Q, m n a, 177; 24. for shishiyamna, d. of shiamna, q. v. 
shidshla, d. shfshtchla; see shitchla. 
shi-iha, d. shishiha to agree, to consent: ha sl-i'huapk 1 lapuk when both

of ye shall have agreed, 60, 6. Cf. iliia, shitko. 
shi-i%aga, d. shishi%aga to win, gain from each other; to win through

gambling, 79, 1. 80. 5. Der. ikaga. Of ika, ikampeli, ikna. 
sbi-ita, d. shisbita to line on, to paint, smear on: pitak sli. to line on one's

own body, to bedaiib oneself. Der. ita. 
shi-itna, d. shishitria to load, charge; to overload: ke a sliishitantk watch

this horse is overloaded; kinkani shishitautk watch the horse is not loaded
enough. Der. ftna. Cf. itniila.

shiyuta, d. shishiyuta to exchange, to barter, swap; to carry on the barter 
ing trade. Cf. hesheliota, sheniuta, shushatui. 

shikamba to walk with a stick; to lean on a staff while walking: uii si'kamba
i (or hi) I am leaning upon, 168; 38. and Note. Cf. shikutcha. 

s h i k a n 1a n a, d. shishkantana to show, point to something on a person's
body, as wounds, scars, attire, garments etc. Der. gintana. Cf. hashu-
atana, shikantila. 

shikante'la, d. shish^ante'la (1) to pile up, lay upon each oMer, as sheets
etc. (2) to ruffle: shikantelatko k6ksh a ruffled dress. 

shikantila, d. shish%antila to shoiv, point to something on a person's foot
or feet, as scars, moccasins, boots. Der. gintila. Cf. shikaritana. 

shikashla, d. shishkashla to step, pace, walk, tread. Cf. kishl^a. 
s h i k a s h 1 a s h, d shishkashlash a step, a pace.
s h i k a s h t k a, d. shishkashtka to take one step or pace. Cf. shikashla. 
shike'nitgfka, d. shishake'iiitgi'ka little pistol ; contr. for shikenitkf-aga,

19, 6. Dim. shikenitkish. 
shikenitkish, d. shishakenitgish pistol, revolver, 30, 17. 66, 11.; lit.

'"object pulled out by hand." Der. shikna. 
s h i k i a n k a to convey on one's shoulder, to carry on the shoulders: shi'-i^iank

a e'na i-utcimpksh he carries a heavy load on his shoulder. Cf. me'tk'la. 
s h i k 11 a, d. shishkita to report falsely, to make false reports about, to repre 

sent wrongly. Der. kiya.
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s h i k i t n a, d. shishkitna; same as shikita, q. v.. ha nl siki'tnank sa'gsuapk

if I should make false statements (before the chiefs), 65, 7. 
shikna, si'kna to throw, dart, hurl: dalts si'kna-uk for throwing a spear. 

shikpiayash, d. shishakpiayash apron; term interpreted by: "what
comes down, falls down." Cf. he'shlaklash, sha-upalaksh. 

shikpualkana, shikpualkdna to put into or roll in the mouth; said of
articles smaller than the mouth: nu shikpualkana ktayaga I roll a little

(gravel) stone in the mouth. Cf. kpianma. 
shiktka, d. shishaktka to make motions, to move about: ka-i shl'ktgisht

since she did not stir, 122, 4. Cf. shiwina. 

shikt6kanksh, d. shishakt6kanksh (1) foot-ball. (2) ball of various
other descriptions. Der. ktiuga. 

shiktu'dshampka, d. shishaktu'dshampka to lean on both elbows; as,
e. g., when sitting at table. Der. ktiudshna.

s h i k t u' d s h n a, d. shishktu'dshna to push oneself. Der. ktiudshna. 

s h i k t c h a k t c h n a, d. shishaktchaktchna to cause to expiate; to punish, to

make atone by chastising. Cf. kitchakela. 
s hikt c has hi a, d. shishaktchashla to crawl on the ground: si'ktsaslan

wika I moved a short distance by creeping about, 30, 14. Cf. ktchidsha. 

s h i k li i x i s h, d. shishkui^ish umbrella.

s h i k u i % i t k o , d. shishkui%itko provided with, carrying an umbrella. 

shikukangotch (for shikukank<5tkish), d. shishkukangotch stilts. 

s h i k u t c h a, d. shishkiitcha to walk while leaning or reclining on: shikii-
tchipk (or shikutchipkatko) tchik4 an old man walking on a stick, 136, T>.
and Note. Cf. shikamba 

s h i k i k i a, shiki^ie'a, d. shishkikia to dive, plunge in the water (with or

without ambutat), 118, 11. 120, 6. Cf. kidsha, peVa. 
shiki%ie'na, d. shishki^ie'na to go and dive, to start for a plunge, 120, 5. 
shi'l, Kl. shl'l, d. shi'shil, pi. tumi sh., (1) cloth, woven tissue, textile fabric

of any description: sheeting, linen, cotton or silk cloth; printed goods,
calico. (2) flag, banner, Mod., 14, 2. The d. form is in use for smaller
pieces or sheets, while the absolute refers to sheets of larger size (Mod.).
From Chin. J. sill, sail, this from English sail. 

s h i 1 a , shfla, si'la, d. shisha'la, sissala to be sick, diseased; to be afflicted with
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sickness or distemper, 64, 3. 68, 10. 128, 7. Refers to chronic and incur 
able diseases: kelpogs sh. to be fever-stricken; shteinash sh. to be heart-sick, 
heart-broken; shillalsht having fallen sick, 68, 2. Der. ila. Of. ma'sha.

s h i' 1 a k a, shi'l^a, d. shishal%a to become sick, to fall sick, 68, 11. Der. shila.
shilaklkish, shilaklgish rubbing-stone used for grinding seeds and grains 

on the large mealing-stone or lematck It is generally of small size and 
often provided with two horns serving as handles, 149, 8. Of. pe'ksh.

s h i 1 d 1 a, d. shishalala to fall sick: ku'tkaks sissalaluapk (sa) they will be 
afflicted with small-pox, 70, 6.; tchii'tantki giug hu/nk shillalpksh (for 
shilalapkash) in order to treat the man who fell sick, 6n, 18. Der. shila.

shilalsh, shillalsh, d. shishalalsh disease, sickness, distemper of a chronic 
or incurable nature: shfllalsh hu't gu'ta some disease invaded him, 64, 1.; 
silalsh na'bakuapk disease will come on, 70, 4. Der. shila. Cf. ma'shash,

sh flash, d. shishaMash tent. Der. shi'l.
s h 11 b a silver: sh. tala silver dollar; silver coin. From the English. '
shi'lkshla, d. shishalkshla to dig a well; the word for well, welwash, is 

not added. Cf. i'lkshgishla, ilkshla.
shilodtcha, d. shishaloatcha (1) to help each other, to cooperate: tchime 

ish tula sh.! come and do the thing with me! Mod. (2) to help in carrying, 
to carry together Der. liwa Cf. shatuaya.

shilshila, d. shishalshila to resound like thunder; said of the earth, 158; 48.
s h i m h u'1 c h n a , d. shishamhu/tchna to curse each other, to call each other 

opprobrious epithets. Cf. l&ma,, nm'tchka.
s h i n a, shi'na, d. shl'sha to cohabit. Cf. ktche'na, shishna.
s h i n 4 k t a, d. shishnakta, v. intr., to touch, to be close to.
s h i n a k t i s h , d. shishndktish one who touches, one who is or lies close by: 

kaptchelam sh. fourth finger, q. v.; lit. "the one touching the smallest 
finger"; also name of two months.

shinamshta, d. shishnamshta to be afraid of, to be frightened, 96, 22.: 
shfnamshtnuk for fear, 122, 10. Cf. shakamshinea, vu/sha.

shinshi%a, d. shishanshi%a to crowd in or into.
s h i n li y a, shinui, d. shishnuya to cohabit: partic. shinuitko after cohabita 

tion; said of a female, 186; 57. Der. shina.
s h i n u k 1 a, d. shishnukla to cause to give away, to persuade to part with. 

Der. niukla.
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shi6, shiu', d. shi'sho, shishu to bet, to make a bet or bets; said, e. g., of
gamblers. Cf. the refl. verb he'shku, Mod. he'shgun. 

shi6'l%i, d. shisho'l%i, Kl. for hushto'lki Mod., q. v. 
shi'p, pi. tiimi sh., sheep, domestic sheep: shi'pam lele'dshi lamb, lambkin;

shi'pam watchaga shepherd's dog; shi'pam m'l wool. From the English.
Cf. ktushk6tkish, k6-il, m'l, wiesh. 

shipalkanka, d. shishpalkanka to go around stinking, to stink around,
with obj. case, 186; 58. Der. pilui. 

shipapelankstant, prep, and postp, among each other, against each
other, 61, 17. Der. pipglangsta, under pipelantana. 

shipat%uka, d. shishpat/uga (1) to use as a shield or means of covering;
e. g, by raising the foot to shield oneself. (2) to cover or eclipse each
other: shipat^ukank they were continually eclipsing each other, 105, 2. 

shfpatch, d. shishapatch fit, appropriate, convenient: sh. nanuktua shnte-
6tkish fit for every use, appropriate to any purpose; at a sh. pala-ash the
bread is now done (or: fit to eat). 

shipi't%a, shipftka, d. shishpl't^a, v. intr., to separate, part from each other
by going in different directions, 31,14.: to separate; said, e. g., of husband
and wife, 77, 4. Cf. sheggat%a. 

shipkgish, d. shishapkgish, shishapk-gish beads in a ring inserted in the
nose-septum; nose-ring. Cf. shepukaga. 

shipnu, d. shish4pnu (1) to be blown up, to be full of air, wind. (2) to be
haughty, swaggering, bragging. Der. pniwa. Cf. shalkia-a, shapkua. 

s h i p n u s h , d. shishapnush bladder blown up, wind-bag. Der. pniwa. 
shiptch%altko, d. shishaptch^altko related to each other as brothers-in- 

law or sisters-in-law. Only relatives of the same sex call each other by
this term Der. p'tchikap. 

shishat%a, 23, 6.; d. of shiatka, q. v. 
shishna, d. shishashna, v. intr., to enter the flesh or skin; as splinters,

thorns, filaments of plants. Cf. ktche'na, shma.
shishnish, pi. tiimi sh. fornicator. Der. shina. Cf. ktai=shfshnish. 
shishcSkish, d. shish'sh6kish (1) fighter, bruiser, butty. (2) warrior. (3)

enemy, foe, hostile warrior, Der. shiuga. Cf. sheshal61ish. 
shishuka, siss6ka; d. of shiuga, q. v.
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shishiikash, sisso'ksh, d. shish'shokash (1) row, scuffle, fist or chib fight, 
affray, disturbance. (2) battle, battling, skirmish: shishukshe'nri at the time 
of the battles (of the Modoc war), 55, 19. Der. shiuga.

s h i t a s h, d. shishitash clitoris. Der. shin a.
shitiaika, d. shishatiaika to cry ivithjoy, to give a shout, to shout from exul 

tation; said, e. g., of children who see their parents coming.
shit 11 a, d. shishitila to carry beneath the clothing, in the dress, 66, 12.
s h itk o , si'tko, encl. =shitk, =sitk, (d. shishatko), adj., alike to, similar to, re 

sembling; comparable to: used of resemblances perceived by the senses of 
hearing, seeing, tasting etc., but also of resemblances of an abstract and 
moral nature, and appended to other words, mostly in an enclitic form: 
wu'kash-shitk mashetk tasting like pond-lily seed, 146, 6., cf. 147, 3. 148, 
7. 149, 12.; wika=shitko seemingly near, 192; 2.; hu/nk shitko hak exactly 
alike; Afshish=shitk sla/s looking like Aishish, 100, 10.; yuyalks-sltk sor 
rowful, wretched, 17, 21., cf. yualkish and 64, Jl. Sh. is not inflected and 
governs either the obj. or the poss. case; ktampsh- (for ktaimpkash=) shitk 
like one sleeping, 113, 17.; B6shtinam sh. in American style, 87, 3.; p'gi'- 
sham=shitko nalam like our mother, 111), 14 Contr. from shi-itko, partic. of 
shi-iha: lit. "agreeing with". Cf ila, maklaks=shitko, -ptchi (in ptchmk).

s h i t c h a, d. shishatcha to fly away, to fly up, 101, 7. Der. idsha
s h i t c h a k t a, d. shishtchakta to be angry, to be incensed at; to become irri 

tated, to wax wroth, 192; 3.: sh. nu hun hishuakshash I am angry at this 
man. Cf. shawiga, she'tat%a.

s h i t c h a k t n a, d. shishtchaktna to become angry, to get into a rage, 58, 15.
shitch^ktnish, d. shishtchaktnish quarreler; termagant, habitual quar- 

reler; personal enemy, G4, (J.
shitchalshui, d. shishatchdlshui to move towards; said of objects resting 

on the ground: shltchalshue kalati he moved (them) towards the bucket, 
113, 4. Cf. tchftya, tchil^ia.

shitch&t%epele, shitsdtkapeli to fly back, to fly home, 101, 8. Der. 
shitcha, -tka, -peli

shitchkatch!6tkish, d. shishatchkatchl6tkish fine-toothed comb. Cf. 
tchlakadsha, tchf%tchi%a.

shitchla, shidshla, d. shish4tchla (1) to unite, associate, to club together.
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(2) to lielp each other, to help somebody; to stand together, form alliance: 
E-ukshlkni Mo'dokishash shidshla the Modocs were assisted by the Lake 
people, 54, 11. Der. tchilla. Cf. shawalina/a.

s h i t c h 1 a 1 a, d. shishatchlala to associate, to become friends, to form friend 
ship; to keep up friendly relations with, 35, 1.

s hitch lip, poss. shitchlam, d shishatchlip (1) companion, comrade, fellow- 

warrior; Mod. for shawaline'ash Kl. (2) guest, friend, ally, 34, 12. (3) 

neighbor; ke'-u shitchlam gu'shu the hogs of my neighbor. Der. shitchla.
s h i t c h 161 % a, d. shishatch!6t%a to spread out, lay out equally on both sides; 

said, e. g., of laying down flat an opened book: (n4p) lu'lput shisha= 
tchelo'tka (she lays a hand) on each eye and draws them apart, 91, 6. Cf. 
shekla't%a, tchel^tka.

shitchpale'ash, d. shishatchpale'ash tattoo-marks, tattooing.

shitchpalua, shitspolua, d. shishatchpalua to tattoo. The coloring sub 
stance used in tattooing is pulverized coal (Igiiin).

shiuga, siuka, d. shishiika, siss6ka (1) to fight, quarrel, to come to blotvs; 

to scuffle, to fight with fists or clubs; chiefly used in the d form, with 
reciprocal signification: si'ssok hu'k wewe'as sham their boys quarreled 

among themselves, 107, 13.; sissu'kuk tsu'ssak on account of their continual 

quarrels, 77, 3. Cf. 55, 4. 59, C-1G. 78, 4. 11. (2) sh., usually siss6ka, 
to battle; to fight in battle or war, 43, 19. Cf. shish6kish. (3) to kill, slay, 

put to death, to butcher; to assassinate, murder. Eefers to the killing of 

one or of many objects collectively or by one stroke by one subject: 
shi'uguapkug hiVnk for the purpose of killing him, 113, 15.; shiukuapklika 
na'ts intending to kill (all of) us, 192; 3.; snaw^dsh kiuksam sinks the 

woman killed by the ivizard, 69, 2.; shiuk<51a to come to an end with killing, 

55, 7.; wushmush shiukiilan after butchering the ox, 13, 15. Cf. 13, 6. 30, 
18. 43, 15. 21. 62, 4. 64, 5-14. 65, 9-15. 19. Ill, 17. 123, 7. 128, 4. 6. 
133, 9. In 110, 14. it refers to shooting with fatal result. The killing 
of more than one object, and the slaying of one or many objects by 

many subjects are expressed by liiela, shue'nka, q. v. Cf. hesh%a'ki, 
hushtch<5ka, shim, te*wi.

shiukala, d. shishukala to kill, slay, murder; said of persons in reference 
to their relatives, or of animals to their owners, 133, 10. Cf. shiuga (3).
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s h i u k i a, d. shishukfa to kill, butcher for or in the interest of somebody: 
maklakshash wiishmush shiukie'shtka that he proposed to butcher an ox for 
the benefit of the Indians, 13, 13.

s h i u k i g a, d. shishukiga to kill, to slay: p'laf wash sh. to kill a golden eagle.
shiukiiya, d. sissukiiya to fight, scuffle; to have a bout, roio of slight conse 

quence, 61, 18. Occurs chiefly in the d. form. Der. shiuga.
shiiilagia, (u long) Mod. shi61agianki, shiulagien, d. shishulagia, Mod. 

shishulagien: to gather, collect for oneself; to gather, to bring together: shiii- 
lakiank ktai they are in the habit of collecting stones, 82, 6.; shiulakiank 
ko'l they bring the ko'l-roots to one spot, 147, 11.; anko turn shiu'lagian it 
collected a quantity of fire-wood, 127, 6.; nanuk shiulagien f-uyiak to gather 
the crop into the barn; lit. "to gather the whole inside", Mod.; cf. iwi^a. 
Sh. can be separated into its components: niitak shiulagian, or shiula 
mitak giankin I gather for myself. From shiula (in shiu'lka), -gianggin.

shiula pko"tkish, siulapkotch fan, Kl. Cf. shiulina.
shiulatchka, d. shishulatchka to shake off from oneself: hishuaksh a 

shiullatchkampka gapo killilkshtat the man shakes the dust from his coat.
shiulina, d. shishulina (J) to fan. (2) to winnow; to clean by winnowing, 

74, y. Cf yiulina, shiulopk6tkish, wiuka.
s h i u'l k a, d. shishu'lka to collect, unite, gather, assemble, 28,13. Cf. hishuar/a.
shiu'lki, d. shishu/Iki to gather, collect to a certain spot: nanuk sh. iwika 

to gather the crop into the barn; lit. "to collect the whole inside." Cf. 
shiiilagia, shiu'lka.

shiu'lkipSli, d. shishu/lkipeli to gather again; to gather, collect, bring 
together: shiu'lgip'l sha ts6#apksh they brought the fallen to one spot, 89, 1.

shiu'lkish, d shishu'lkish (1) gathering-place, place of accumulation. (2) 
sh. or maklaksam sh. Indian reservation; tract of land reserved by the 
Federal Grovernment for the residence and exclusive use of one or several 
Indian tribes, 58, 9.: shiu/lkish^kafla, same meaning, 34, 7. 9 ; shiulklsh- 
%^ni=kaila, 34, 17. and shiulkish%dni at or into the Indian reservation, 34, 
2 18. 55, 10. Der. shifi'lki.

shiuloks!6tkish, d shishuloks!6tldsh fan, Mod Cf shiulatchka.
shiun6ta, d. shishun6ta to start a chorus-song; said, e. g., of the conjurer 

starting a remedial song over a patient and advising those present, who
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are mostly women, to join him: huk kaltchitchiks siun6ta lie starts the 

spider-incantation for the choristers, 73, 3.; said of a duck, 177; 29. Met. 
for shuin6ta, of which sh. is a vulgar form. Der. shuina. Of. win<5ta.

shiun6tish, d. shishun6tish (1) song of choristers. (2) chorus song of 

women, started by the Indian kiuks or sorcerer when treating a patient: 

shla'popka siunotfsh he hears in his dreams the chorus-songs of the women, 
83, 4. Met. for shuin6tish.

shiunutna, d. shishun6tna to sing magic or dream chorus-songs uninter 

ruptedly, .65, 16. Vulgarism for shuinutna. Der. shiun6ta.
shi-usha to rnb on, to line upon: ma/shishtat sh. shatelaks to rub a salve on 

a sore, or: a salve to ~be rubbed on sores Of. shi-ita.
shiw&ga, siwak, d. shishuaga (1) girl, unmarried female, young woman, 

whether adult or not, 23, 10.; siwak (obj.) ati'nsh lak gitk girl wearing 

the hair long, 23, 8.; na/gsh shiwaksh the girl absent from her home, 140, 
9. and Note; shiwakshash (obj.) for shiwakash, 185; 40. and Note to 
184; 37.; shiwakuash to the girls, 80, 11. and Note. (2) virgin; ml sh. 
sheVa I hold (you) to be a virgin, 184; 37. Cf. hishtanta, nis^aga, peVa.

shiwamtch, d. shishuamtch (l) old maid: shiwamptchash wafwash gan- 
dila waiwash-geese secretly observed an old maid, ) 85; 40. Ironically applied 

to lazy girls and to hermaphrodites. (2) virago. Der. shiwaga, amtch.
s h i w i % i, d. shishui^i to increase, to become stronger; said of winds, tem 

pests etc. Cf. shiwfna, ska (3).
shiwina, d. shishuina to move or stir about, to be active: ka-i sh. hu'k he 

feels sick, is unable to move about. Cf. shiktka.
ska, shka, d. skaska, shkashka (I) v. impers., to be cold, chilly, frosty weather: 

sk4 a ka it is very cold; it is quite chilly; pa'dshit a s. ne'pka it is cold 

weather to-day. (2) adv., with chill, coldly: mu' skd tankt sla/wi it blew 

very cold at that time, 31, 2.; pa/dshit s. gi it is cold to-day. (3) v. impers., 

to be strong, powerful; said of winds, storms etc. (4) adv., strongly, hard, 

with might; said of the blowing of the wind, and associated with the idea of 
cold or chill: sk4 shla/wi it is blowing hard. Kl. for tchgd Mod. Der. ka-a.

ska', s%a', d. ska7 ska, s#as%a wooden or stone pestle, used for pounding 
seeds, dried fruits or grain in a mortar, 147, 16.: s%atka ndshapka to 

pound with a pestle. Cf. gamkish, keVa, ndiikish.
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shkaini, d. shkashki'ni (1) strong, powerful, untamed. (2) irresistible, of 
unearthly poiver, strong as a demon: ga tuata sh. gatpa how unapproachable 
soever that man is who has arrived, 112, 2.; skayent (for shkaini at) 
gi'ntak though he is quite strong, 112, 3.; shkainiak stronger, more power 
ful, 112, 2. 5. 8. 13. and Note. Der. ska,

skaya, skaf, d. shkashkia, skaski to give in a basket: ani'k tchakela n's 
skai tak / send a willow basket, so that they may give me (berries) in, 75, 9.

skayamna, d. skashkiamna (1) to carry on one's bach. (2) to hold or 
carry in a large basket or seed-basket, these baskets being always worn on 
the back by females: na-iti s. to carry in a nd-i-basket, 95, 15. and Note.

Ska k awash, nom. pr. Mod. of Frank Riddle; interpreted by "lean, raw- 
boned." Of. papatkawatko, tchmu'tch.

s h k a 1 k e 1 a, d. shkashkalkela, v. trans., to hurt, injure, 97, 2. Der. kalkela.
shkanaga, shknaka, d. shkashknaga (L) to assault, attack: watsag shka- 

nakapka (nish) a dog attacks (me), 184; 30. (2) to scold, blame, reprimand.
s k a n s h n a, ska'nshna, shk6nshna, d skashkanshna, skoskanshna to walk 

with the head bent forward and sticking out; to go head fonvard or downward, 
to ivalh pole-necked, as horses. Cf. Sk6ntchish.

shkapshtchala to roll up, coil up: shkapshtchalola to unroll, uncoil.
shkapshtchila'liksh, skapshtsila'liks eyelid. Der. shkapshtchala. 

See s%emintch.
skapukak, s%4bugak man just married and not father yet. Dim. skapuksh.
skapuksh, s%abugs married man or woman ivho has no children. Also 

expressed by s. kailiak wew^ash. Cf. sgu'teb, skukshap.
skatish, d. skashkdtish,.Mod. for skatchish Kl., q. v.
skatkala, shkdtkela, Mod. skatkelan, d. shkashkatkela, ska'shkatgala to 

carry on back: yaki shka'shkatkaltk each carrying on back a basket, 109, 
1. and Note; shkashktitkaltk ka/sh carrying ipo-roots in their seed-baskets 
on the back, 109, 8. Der. ska- in skaya, skayamna, q. v. Cf. m^tk'la.

skatkanka, d. skashkatkanka to leap repeatedly; to skip habitually, as 
frogs, toads, 145, 12.

skatkelan, d. skaskatkelan, Mod. for skatkala Kl.
s k a t ̂  a, d. skashkat%a to carry about in a basket. Cf. skaya, skatkala.
skat/idsha, d. skashkat^idsha to take back, to bring back or home on one's 

back, or in a seed-basket carried on the back, 101, 20.
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skat^ipgli, d. skashkat%ipeli to carry lack or home on one's back or in 
a basket, 95, 19.: skat%ipeli-u4pkuk kailant for taking down to tlie ground 
again, 95, 22. Der. skat%a, hi, -pelf. Cf. skat^idsha.

skatchampele, d. skaskatchampele to pay a visit to the old home as a 
skatish or skatchish, q. v.

skatchish, d. skask4tchish (1) woman married to an Indian of an alien 
tribe visiting lier old home and offering cloth, clothing or beads, blankets 
etc. as presents to her relatives. (2) her welcoming by the relatives. Kl. 
for skatish Mod. Der. skaya.

Skatchpalikni, pi tiinri S., (1) inhabitant of Scott's Valley, in Northern 
California, which is drained by Scott's River, a southern affluent of the 
Klamath River: Shasti Indian inhabiting Scott''s Valley. (2) inhabitant of 
Klamath River Valley below Scott's River Junction: Ara or Kdrok In 
dian; Hupa Indian; Alikwa or Yurok Indian; white settler inhabiting these 
tracts of land. From the English "Scott's Valley".

skaiikush, sbk6kas, s^u'kas, sk4-ukosh, large black species of wood 
pecker; probably Hylotomus pileatus, 180; 6. Cf. ka-ukawa.

s k 4 w a 11 k s h a m , abbr. sk&wanks, d. s%as#u-anksham, a weed popularly 
called wild parsnip, growing in wet ground, poisonous to cattle; described 
150, 1.2.; s. spautish virus of wild parsnip. Probably a species of Sium.

s k a'- i k a, s%e'%i, d. skashki'ka, s%es%e'%i to walk backward like a crab. 
Probably identical with ske'ka (2), q. v. Cf. Kuyam=Ska'-iksh.

s k a/ - i k s h, s%e'ks, d. ska/shkiks gait of a crab; crab's trail.
Ska/ititko, Skaititko, nom. pr. masc. Kl. "Left-Handed"; see shke'titko.
s k a y a d s h u a to yawn. Cf. skeka (2).
slike*, ska', shga7 , a species of gray hawk, size-of the tsi'ktu-hawk, thick 

and fat; sk^lam lash wing-feather of the shke-hawk. Incantations, 167; 36. 
177; 21 23. The female of the shke* is called spu/m. Cf. ska'-ika, ske'fya.

s k ̂  a, shk^a, d. shkeshka to buy, purchase: t6ntish ish shk^an itak! you buy a 
rope for me! Mod.; snaweMshash s. they purchased, a wife, 90, 19.

s k 4 d s h a t k o, d. skeshke'dshatko gray, gray-colored: s. kta-i, s watch a 
gray stone, a gray horse. Cf. kailaptchi, pakpa/kli, spiigatko.

ske'ka, shk^ka, s%a/ka, d. shkeshka (for shkdshk-ka) (1) v. med., to pierce, 
transfix by shooting or stabbing, 138, 1. and Note. (2) to part, to place
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apart, especially applied to the parting of the legs: ske*kank tg<%a,
tk6tka to stand ivith the legs apart. Cf. hushpu't^a, piitchka. (3) to be
weak physically. Cf. ska'-ika, te*ga, tke*ka.

skeki'shla, d. skeshki'shla; same as skaki'shla, q. v.
shke'ktle^ia to sit astraddle, to sit with legs apart: ske*ktle%iank hu- 

sho'dshna to ride astraddle. Der. ske*ka (2), etle'%i. Cf. naitaltelshna.
ske'l, ske'l, ska'l, s#i'l (1) archaic term for the marten; called so from his 

variable, often smoky color; cf. Skelamtch. The Indians allege that 
"the marten had this name before man was created." (2) Ske'l, Skel, 
nom. pr., shorter form of Skelamtch, q. v. (3) otter-skin strap; rope 
twisted from otter skins, usually not over three feet long; skin strap 
twisted into the braids of men and made from the skin of any furred 
quadruped: s^i'l tchuye'sh -tie or diadem encircling the head and made of 
an otter-skin strap; s%i'l ai nu mu'luash the otter skin is my curing tool, 
168; 40.; s%i'l kaflish otter-skin belt. (4) conjurer's long otter-tail orna 
ment hanging over his chest or back, embellished with beads, shells etc. 
Cf. 167; 30. (Note). Der. ske%a (2). Cf. pe'p.

S h k 6 1 a g a, Ska'lag, S^elag, nom. pr. of Skelag, one of the two watchmen 
appointed to guard the underground jail on the Williamson River, 66, 
5-8. 140, 2. 6. etc.: Shkelaksh tu'la aided ~by Skelag, 66, 5.

Skelamtch, Ska'lamtch, nom. pr. of Old Marten, a mythic character in 
the folklore of Klamath (and other Western) Indians, the elder brother 
of Old Weasel. K'mukarntch assumes the mask of S. when he starts to 
destroy the five Thunders and their parents; cf. his "shashapkele'ash," 
pp 109-114. Called Ske'l, Shkel in 110, 9-14. Incantation, 168; 37. 
cf. 180; 1. From ske'l, -amtch.

sk^lketa, d. skeskalkta, v. intr., to become sooty; to be sooty. Cf. skel%a.
s ke* 1 x a, ske*-il%a, ska'lka (1) to construct afire-place in the free air, gener 

ally for the purpose of baking camass. (2) to become black or dusky-colored 
from smoke or other agencies; said of the fur of wild quadrupeds.

Ske'llanskni, orS. maklaks, nom. pr.: inhabitant of a locality on Lost 
River, Lake County, near Henry's store.

s k d 11 i a, d. skeshkallia to hem by sewing, to hem.
ske*lliash, d. skeshkalliash hem-seam.
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ske*nshna, Mod. skdntchna, d. skeshkanshna to sew, to stitch. 
skenshnutkish, ske*nshn6tksh, d. skeshkanshmitkish, "what is used

for sewing;" (1) thread, cord: shke'nshnutksh mbu-itch psiikatko twisted
sinew-thread. (2) sewing-machine. 

ske'ntana, d. skeshkantana (I) to sew up into, to inclose by sewing, 85, 3.
(2) to paste over, to cover tightly.

ske'ntchish, d. skeskantchish seam, stitching. Der. ske'nshna. 
ske'sh, ska'sh, d. s#e'sh%ash; same as shkish, q. v. 
skdtchlaksh brush-wall around camp-fire. Der. sketchle%a, 
ske'tchle'^a, d. sketchkatchl'%a, sketch%atchl%a to secure fire against

the wind by putting brush-wood around. Der. ske*l%a. Of. heshkatchki'mish. 
s k e* - u t a, d. skeshkuta; see skiuta. 
ske"-utish, shkiutish, d. skeshku'tish debt; money owed: kitchakli nush

tala skiutishtat! pay me the money you owe me! Der. skiuta. 
s h k i a, d. shkishkia to fart, fizzle.. Der. kiu. Of. shkish, shkiwa. 
skilhi, d. skiskalhi to craivl into a hole, to creep underground; said of

snakes, lizards etc. Kl. Der. kilhi. Cf. guli. 
skilul%6tkish, abbr. skillul^otch apparatus, instrument for measuring:

s.=anku measuring - stick; yard-stick. Der. kal- in kalkali. Cf. hish/elul/a. 
Sking Dshu'dsh, King=Dshiitch, nom. pr. Englishman; in the Atfalati

dialect of Kalapiiya: Akindshodsh. From Chin. J. King Chautsh (G.
Gibbs): lit. "King George's man." Cf. B6shtin, Pashayuks. 

S k i n k n i, or S. maklaks, nom. pr. of an Indian tribe said to inhabit a
country above the Dalles (Amp^e'ni, q. v.) of Columbia River, 

skinshgakuish, d. skiskanshgakuish snake skin after being shed. Kl.
Der. skintchna. Cf. ndshe'dsh (3).

s h k i n s h n a, d. shkishkanshna; same as skintchna, q. v. 
skintch, KL; same as kinsh, q. v. 
skintchishgakuish, d. skiskantchishgakuisll, Mod. for the syncopated

skinshgakuish Kl., q. v.
skintchish^dga, d. skishkantchish^aga to shed the skin; said of am 

phibious animals, as snakes etc. 103, 9. Der. skintchna. 
skintchna, skintchna, shkinshna, d. skiskantchna, s%is#antchna to crawl,

creep; said of reptiles, eels etc.: skt'ntsnan kawiag I the little eel am
crawling, IT'i; 30. KL for s^idsha Mod. Der. kintchna.
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skinuaslika, d. ski'shkanuashka to creep away from: kosham we-uk 
skiskanuashka ka'ilant the roots oftliepine creep along the ground.

shkish, shki'sh, ske'sh, kii'sh, d. shki'shkish, s^esh^ash, kii'kash (1) fart, 
fizzle, breaking wind: mbdwa ski's to break ivind, 134, 7.; pumam ski'sh 
castoriwn; a substance hung up in the Indian lodges to counteract 
offensive smells; see under pu'rn. (2) dung, excrements of men and 
animals, especially quadrupeds: shka'sh pila ki-u gitko! a very oppro 
brious epithet. Der. shkia.

s k i' s h k a n k a, d. sklshkashkanka to creep, crawl repeatedly or habitually; 
as snakes, 145, 15. Cf. kidsha (3), skintchna.

shki'shkish, a small insect with wings, living in the ground; rendered 
by "fly-bug", 103, 6. 13. 104, 1. Cf. s^idsha, Mod. for skintchna.

ski sh ill a, s%ish61a, d. shkishkashula, s#ishk'sh61a (1) v. intr., to become 
awake, to wake up from slumber, 113, 18. 114, 1.: nu a s. I am awake-, 
skishu'li! wake up! 121, 23 : s%ishu'lank aivakening, 122, 14. 131, 11. 
(2) v. trans., to awake somebody, 121, 22.

s h k i t c h i w a, d. shkishktchiwa to wink, nictate with one or both eyes, Cf. 
knadshikia, nadshi%atko.

Skitchueshtkni, orS. maklaks, nom. pr. of a tribe of Indians said to 
be living near Portland, in Northwestern Oregon. Not yet identified 
with any of the present tribes. For the suffix -tkni cf. 16kuashtkni.

shkiu%iutch, d. shkishku%mtch table fork. Der. kiuyega. Cf. kiuyia- 
%i6tkish, kiutka.

s h k i u 1 a k s h, d. shgishgulaksh money owed, debt, indebtedness: shkiulak- 
shtat shewani! pay what you owe! ko-idshi hu ka-i kikadshaklish skiu- 
lakshtat wicked is he who does not pay his debts, Mod. Der. shkiiilka.

shkiiilka, d. shgishgul%a to be in debt, to owe. Der. skda. Cf. skiuta.
skiuta, shk^-uta, d. skiskiita, shgeshgo'ta (1) to owe, to be indebted: tala s. 

to be in debt, to owe money. (2) to buy on credit, to run up a bill. Der. 
ske'a. Cf. ske-utish, shkiiilka.

s h k i w a, d. shkishkua to spawn. Der. kiu.
skiw6tkish sling, as an implement for throwing; term more frequent 

than shuntoyakea-6tkish.
sklu'tchkantcha (1) to go, move, travel about with a light or spark of fire.
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(2) to paddle about with a (pitch-wood) light on the canoe when fishing after 

dark. Cf. kle'na, kliidshoa, klutsu6tkish, shlu'tchua.

sk6 ! d. sku'sku! "come up!" particle used as exclamation, and referring to 

one's own forgetfulness or lack of memory, e. g., when a name or fact 
cannot be remembered.

sk6, sko'sh, sko"hs, d. sk6sku, sko'shku'sh spring of the year, spring season, 

135, 4.: pa'dshit sko' when it was spring, 54, 2.; shko-emi and skoshe'mi 
in spring-time; nanuk sko'-hs every year in the spring-season, 19, 2. and 
Note.; na-antka sko'shtka next spring or in the spring of next year, 21, 1.

sk6a, sk6wa, cl. skoshkua, v. impers., to be spring-time; to be in the spring 
season: skowapka spring comes on; winter is soon over.

Skohuashki, other form of the loc. name Kohashti, q. v.: "Canoe- 

Starting-Place". Der. s%owashka.

sko-il%a, d. shkoshki'r/a to pile upon each other, 82, 7.: ktaktiag shko- 
shki'r/a to erect cairns, 82, 12.

sk6kanka, d. skushkokanka to be in the act of cohabitation.
shko'ks, sku'ks, d. shkiishkoks (1) spirit of deceased person. When seen 

in dreams the}^ are of funest influence and objects of the most intense 

dread; after leaving the body of the deceased they are supposed to travel 
through the air on sticks and to rattle their dry bones against each other: 

wengapkam (or wengapkash) shko'kshash (obj.) the spirits of the deceased, 

134, 20.; sku/ksam ha'kskish walking-stick, staff', cane supposed to be used 
by spirits, 168; 38. 181; 4. Cf. 129, 1-8. 130, 1-4., e'ni, shko'ksJda/m. 

(2) demon, ghost, spirit, of beneficial or pernicious influence on mankind: 

161a k6-idsha sku/ksh washtat wenkogsht they believe that a wicked spirit 

resides in the prairie-wolf, 127, 13., cf. 128, 2. 4. and gatkta; shko'ksam 

stein ash the spirit's heart, supposed to have brought on disease, 174; 11.; 
sko'ksam kaila gen i! go to hell!

shko'ks^kia'm "spirit-fish"; fish whose body is supposed to contain 
the soul or spirit of a deceased Indian, 129, 1. (title), 4.

skola, d. shku'shkla; see shkiile.

s k 61 o s, sku'lush turkey-buzzard; a black vulture, with long bill, red neck, 
carrion-eating: Cathartes aura, 180; 3.

s k 6 n s h n a, cl. skoshkanshna; same as skanshna, q. v.
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Skontchish, nom. pr. masc. Mod.: "Stick-out Head 11 . (1) name of John 
Skontchish, signer of the treaty (in which he is mentioned as "Schon- 
chin"), a Modoc headman, conjurer, and leader, hanged for having par 
ticipated in the assassination of the Peace Commissioners during the 
Modoc war of 1873: 34, 5. 42, 12. 13. 44, 6.; mentioned as kiuks, 34, 8. 
and Note. During the progress of the war be showed himself more 
fanatical and averse to any compromise with the Americans than Kint- 
puash or any other of the leaders. (2) name of the brother of John 
Sk6ntchish, who is a subchief of the Modocs settled at Yaneks, and quite 
different from his brother in character and disposition: Sk6ntchiesh laki 
Skontchish is subchief, 58, 5. Of. Note to 34, 18. Der. skanshna.

sk6tka, s^u'tka, sku't%a, d. skoshk6tka, s%us%dtka, v. traris., "to make 
pass" (1) to swallow, to gulp down, 68, 7. (2) to convey over the -water, to 
set over a river, lake etc., 122, 7. 8. 123, .: killank i'sh s%u'tki! set me 
over in a hurry! 122, 21. 22. Cf. s^u'tchgush.

sk6tigsh, sku'tigs, d. s%osh%6tigsh, a species of lizard about one foot in 
length, 180; 17.: s.=sMm hare-lip person.

Skua7 Sti'l, nom. pr. masc.; Skua' is the Modoc pronunciation of squire, 
38, 13. Cf. 38, 22. 55, 1. and Notes.

skuy a, d. sku'shkia, shkushkiya (1) v. trans., to crush, mash, bray, 74, 14. 
Cf. ndshapka, ska'. (2) v. intr., to be crooked, to be a humpback; lit. "to 
be crushed down". Cf. kilka.

skuyok&ya, d. skushki-ukaya to send or dispatch into the woods, recesses 
or hiding-places. Der. skuyui. Cf. gak&ya.

skuyokay61a, d. skushkiukay61a to send out of the woods, timber or 
cliff's: s. wewairishash they send the females out of the bush, 23, 5.

skiiyuash, d. skuski'wash spy, scout, war-scout. Der. skuyui.
skuyudpeli, d. skuskiyue*p8li to send off again, to remove away from: 

shu'ldshash s. to dismiss the troops, 42, 4. From skuyui, -peli.
skuyui, shgiiyue, Mod. skuyui, shgiiyuen, d. skuskiwi, shgushgiyue to 

send, to send away, to dispatch, 29, 11. 68, 2. 101, 11. 107, 3.: ge't nu 
Kunkesh Ya-aga shguyuyiila I dispatched him to the Williamson Hiver 
bridge; nal shgiiyuen mal shutanktgi lie sent us to make peace with ye, 
40, 15. Der. kiii. Cf. gayue, ulayue.
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s k u y u s h k a to send away from, part one from the other, 60, 19-61, 2.
s k ii k a s h a g a, sku'kashak young woodpecker of the species called skaii- 

kush, q. v.; mentioned in the incantation, 168; 39.
s k u k 1 a to have the limbs chapped through frost or heat, as hands, feet, face: 

p'na'sh ktchal%ishtka shkukluapkasht to preserve or keep themselves (viz. 
their faces) from chapping through sunburns; the idea of "preserving 
against" is here expressed by the future tense, 150, 8. Der. ska.

skiikshap mother whose children are all alive. Cf. sgu'tch.
skukta, s/6kta, d. skoskakta (1) to pay in money or in goods, to pay cash, 

to make a transfer to effect a purchase: hats 1 sku'ktish hameniuk and 
if you want to pay the marriage fee to the parents, 60, 11.; wats sk6kta he 
transferred horses, 78, 11. Cf. Note to 35, 19. (2) to pay a fine, to be 
fined: watch sk6kta to be fined in horses, 62, 5. 78, 16. 90, 8. Cf. kitchakla.

s k u k t n a, s%6ktna, d. skushkaktna to go and pay in money or in articles; to 
come and pay: tu'nep 1 n's tula sku'ktanuapk you shall pay me five dollars 
as a fee, 60, -S., cf. 9. 10.; tu'nip (watch) 1 sku'ktanuapk snawa'dshash 
you may transfer five horses for the wife, 60, 11.

skiikum-house jail, guard-house, prison, 66, 4; lit. "strong-house"; 
Chin. J. for iligish, kfllitko latchash Kl. The Chin. J. term skiikum 
strong occurs in the Chin. J. phrases: s. tchuk rapid stream, s. te'yi head- 
chief, s. doctor stout doctor etc.

s k li 1 e , shku'le, sk61a, d. shku'shk'le, skushkela lark, skylark, a small gray, 
yellow-bellied bird: Eremophila cornuta, 183; 25.: shnu'lashtat shku'lelani 
in the nest of the lark, 95, 5.; shkiilelam (or skule'lani) wewe'ka the young 
of a lark, 94, 9. People who pick up larks are believed to become indo 
lent and lazy: a Modoc superstition. Incantation, 168; 43.

sku'lha, d. skushkalha, v. intr., to lie upon, to rest on: s^o'lhok for the 
purpose of lying on, 144, 1.; s%o'lhank when resting upon them, 144, 2.

sku'lhash pet, d. skiilhash pdpat ambulance-bed: md-i s. ambulance made 
of tule-reeds, bulrushes, 24, 5. Cf. shla-ish.

skii'1% a, d. skuskal%a, shkushkdlka to lie down, to go to sleep, to go to bed: 
i'-uag shku'l/a he lay down near his home, 131, 6.; nanui sh%ol%6tak as 
soon as she had lain 'down, 113, 12.; s#61akok to induce sleep, 144, 8.;
pak61ank s%61akuapka (nu) after smoking my pipe I will go to rest, 137, 4. 

21
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Of. 108, 5. 121, 21. The original form of s. is skualaka. sappush at 
tinaga, s^ualakuapk patkaluapk the sun Ms set; it will rest and rise again. 
Speaking of more than one subject, lulal^a, d. 01 lu'l^a, q. v. Of. 
ktansha, makle/a, skulha. spiika.

skii'lpka, s/T/lpka, d. skuskalpka to lie extended, as one who is asleep; to 
be lying, to lie in led: shko'lpkank ktana lie lay on his couch and slept, \ 10, 
20. Speaking of more than one subject, 161umi. Cf. sku'l%a.

sku'lush, sku'mlash; see skolos, sgu'inlash.
s k li p m a to conquer, vanquish, outdo. Cf. vutol%a.
shku'shki, d. shkushkashki ivhite-headed eagle; other name for yaukal.
skiita, d. skushkta to put around oneself, to wrap oneself in: kailio sku'tan, 

Mod., ivrapping himself in his mantle, 126, .; .: parti c., sku'tatko (a) dressed 
in a sku'tash or robe, skin-robe, blanket, mantle, 125, 2. 1S9; 6. and Note; 
skiitash skutapkash, obj., wrapped in a garment or robe, 12(>, 12. Cf. 
kill wash, tche-ush. (&) clad, dressed in, surrounded by, wrapped in: 
luluash skutatk ivrapped in fog, surrounded with mist, 183; 17. (c) Sku- 
tatko, nom. pr. masc. and fern., "Dressedin a blanket". Der. guta. Cf. s%uta.

s k u t a s h, shku'tas, cl sku'shktash (1) sleeveless garment, cloak to wrap 
the whole person in; blanket, mantle of native or American manufacture, 
79, 1.; tanned buckskin robe, skin-robe, skin-blanket: shloa (for shl6alam, 
shloam) s. ivild-cat or lynx-skin mantle, not reaching down to the knee, 
now out of use; pakolsham s. mule-deer skin robe; 16kam s. grizzly bear's 
tanned skin; mu'shm'sham s. white-tailed-deer robe; n#61am ml s, gray- 
rabbit-skin mantle; kailio s. rabbit-fur robe, 12;\ 3. 5. 126, 11. 12. Cf 
kuks. (2) enveloping organ: sue'ntcham s., Mod, ^vomb. (3) cover, cover 
ing substance: ktayani s. rock-moss, Mod. Cf. s%utash, walshash.

sku'tawia to tie together, to bind or fasten together, 82, J1. Der. s/u/ta.
s k u t i a, shkutiya, d. sktisktiya to dress oneself or to be dressed in a robe, 

mantle, blanket, cloak, 154; 8.
s k u/1 c h a 1 a, skiitchla, d. skushkatchla, v. trans. (1) to dress in a long 

dress, cloak or blanket, skutasli. (2) to clad, clothe, wrap in, surround: 
lii'luks^sku'tchaltko dressed in a fire-blanket, wrapped in fire; forms the 
subject of a funeral incantation, Ifi6; 26. (3) to manufacture a blanket 
from small patches or pieces of cloth. Der. skutash. Cf. teshashkuala.
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s k ii' w a s h, skii'-u-ash rock projecting above water or above the level of the 
prairie: Skii'washkshi, nom pr. of a locality near Yaneks. Of. samk4-ush.

skalaps, s%alapsh, d. s%ash%alaps, a peculiar kind of head-cover, 127, 
1-5. Its round or rounded shape is indicated by the verb lii't%a, 127, 5.

s k a p u k s, s%abuksh; see skapuksh.
Skatiagitko il Left-Handed", nom. pr. of two signers of the treaty of 

1864, one a Klamath Lake and the other a Snake headman. The first is 
mentioned there as Skiatic, the latter as Sky-te-ock-et. Of. shke'titko.

skaki'shla, d. skashld'shla to inherit. Der. ske'kish (1).
ske'ka, s%a'ka, d. shke'shka; same as shke'ka, q. v.
ske'kish, s^kish, ska'kish, d. s%es%^kish (1) heirloom, inheritance: ska- 

ki'sh p'ti's4ulsham m'na p'lalwash=lue'lks the hunting-place of golden eagles, 
inherited from his deceased father, 100, 2. (2) nine; lit. "left over": s. ngak 
nine turtles; te-unepanta s. pd-ula nineteen. Mod. for nads%eks Kl.

skekisht&nkni, d s#es%ekishtankni nine times: s. te'-unap ninety. 
Mod. for nads^ekshtankni Kl.

s k d t i s h, s%dtish, d. skeshketish, s^es%(itish, adj., left, left-sided, on left- 
hand side: s. ndp, w($k left hand, left arm; pe'tch ska'tish tapl'dshnish 
(obj.) left hind-leg, 134, J.4.; skdtish lii'lp shlin he shot him in the left eye, 
42, 8.; ske'tigshta vush6 in the left breast, 42, 10. Of. shke'ka (3).

s h k d t i t k o, d. shkeshke'titko (1) left-handed person. (2) Skaititko, Skai- 
titko, nom. pr. of Dave Hill's father; cf. Introd. to the Texts, page 7. 
(3) Shke'titko, nom. pr. of Shacknasty Jim, the son of "Patch-Eye"; a 
Modoc warrior who voted for the assassination of the Peace Commis 
sioners, and was present at this sanguinary event. At the close of the 
Modoc war he assisted the troops in tracking up Kintpuash. Cf. Note to 
42, 1. and Meacham, Winema, pp. 87-91. Cf. Skatiagitko.

s h k 6 k a s, sku/kash; see skaukush.
S k 6 k a t k, nom. pr. of a Modoc chief; called so, as reported, after his 

grandmother, who was in the habit of wearing something tight-fitting or 
choking around her neck.

s h k 6 k s , sh^o'ksh, d. s#6sh%oksh tick, sheep's tick.
s ku/s h a, d. sku'shksha to play the beaver- or woodchuck-teeth game, 80, 1. 6.
sku/shash, s%6shesh game of dropping beaver's or woodchuck's teeth, four 

in a set and provided with certain marks; played by women. Cf. 80, 1-6.
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s % a y e, shkaya, Mod. tch%aye, d. s%as%aye, Mod. tch%atch%aye gill of fish
and amphibians. Cf. mpato.

s^akndga, d. shash^aknega to soil, besmear, render dirty. Der. kaknega. 
s % a p a t a, d. s%ash%pata, v. intr, to land, to disembark. Cf. kiupata. 
s%atkipeli to come lack, to wv, paddle back in a canoe, boat. Cf. s#dna. 
s#at%idsha, d. skasli%at%idsha to come back in a dug-out canoe; to row

one's canoe back, or home. Cf, s%ena,
s%ddsha, d. s%e'sh%tcha to defecate Cf. a-un61a, ntintelakta, shkish (2). 
s X G' X i > d. s^es^e'^i; same as skii'-ika, q. v. 
s^dmintch, d. skeshke'inmtch. eyelash. 
s/e"na, skdna, d. s%<5sh%a to paddle, to row: to go boating, 74, 14.: vu'nsh s.

to row away a canoe, 133, 9.; vu'nsatka ska/na to row out in a canoe, 78, 8.;
tank nu s. long time ago I was rowing a boat; tarn 1 s%es%enfsh %i? can
you row? lit. u are you a rower'?" tchanish tak nu 8%6'sh gi I cannot row;
lit. "I am not a rower", Mod. Der. gdna. 

s x e s h i's h, the caterpillar of the huntish-butterfly and of the pul^uantch-
chrysalis. It is roasted for food in the same manner as the chrysalis. 

s%dtcha, d. s#es%atcka to put out two fingers, the index- and middle-finger;
a manipulation resorted to in the shulshesh-game; cf. 79, 1 6. and Notes. 

s^e'tchash, d. s^e's^tchash the putting forward of the two fingers mentioned
under s^dtcha: s^tchashtka sha shim they indicate their guess by putting
forward these two fingers, 79, 3. 5. 

s%i'b, s%i'p, skip, a forest bird not specified: s%ipa nu shui'sh /, the syjib-
bird, sing my own sony, 168; 41. and Note. Cf. tsasgipsh. 

s^ I'd sha to crawl, creep; said of snakes. Mod. for skintchna Kl 
s^fntchna, d. s%is^antchna; same as skfntchna, q. v. 
s^inueta to ride on a swing.
s%inuit6tkish, abbr. s^inuito'tch swing for children. 
s^i'tonksh, d. s%is#atonksh wart. 
s%6dshish, d. s%u'sh%tchish breast, chest of horses, mules, cattle, etc.;

the French llpoitrail".
s%o-ikina, d. s%us#ikina to row, paddle to or along the shore. Cf. s^dna. 
s%61akgish couch, bed, as used b}r the natives. Der. sku'l^a. 
8%6'li, or S. maklaks, nom. pr. of an Indian tribe or band which, as

alleged, lived formerly around Oregon City, Northwestern Oregon.
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s%owashka, skuwashka, d. skuskuwashka (1) to paddle, to sail off the 
shore. (2) to stay off from the shore: walidshat s. to keep away from the 
cliff's, reefs, rocks or rocky shore. Cf. s%e*na.

s/uyamnish, d. s^ush/iamnish rower, sailor; boatman; person handling 
canoes, oars, boats, ships; used chiefly in the d. form. Cf. s/e'na.

s%ulkish, d. s^ush^o'lkish; Mod. for s%61akgish -Kl., q. v.
s/ulualkish, d. s%ush%alualkish bedstead.
s% uta, d. s%u's#ata (1) to tie together, tie up in a bunch or bundle; to wrap 

in: partic. s%utatko tied together, forming one bunch or bundle: ankuag 
s/utatko bunch of short sticks; bundle of kindling-wood. (2) to tie up pro 
visions for a trip or journey. Same word as skuta, but differentiated 
from it in course of time in signification and pronunciation. Cf. we'pla.

s%utal%a, d. s#u'sh%tal'ka to run against a reef, to strike on a shoal.
s# lit ash, sko'tash, d. s#u'sh%tash, s%6's%tash (1) bunch; what is bundled, 

bound together, or tied around, wrapped in: na'nash s%o's%tash several 
bunches. (2) the two slender sticks of the four used in the spelshna-game; 
they are cylindric and wrapped over with narrow buckskin straps, 79, 2. 
Same word as skiitash; see remark under s^iita.

s % u'1 k a, d. s%ush%atka; same as sk6tka, q. v.
s^utkanu'tkish, abbr. s^otnotkish, d. s%us%utkanu'tkish (i) oesophagus, 

pharynx. (2) larynx, wind pipe; s.=lakish Adam's apple; also, throat in 
general. Cf. sk6tka (1).

s % u7 1 c h g u s h, d. s%us#atchgush crossing piece, foot-log Der. sk6tka (2).
s h 1 a - a, shlaa, d. shlashla; see shle'a.
shla-imugsh, d shlashlimuksh rattle of rattlesnake.
shla-ish, shlaish, d. shlashlish (i) mat; rush-mat: nia-i=sh. mat made of 

tule or bulrush; coarse mat for covering lodges. (2) bed of the natives; 
made of mats (3) bedcloth. Cf. laptak, shlania, shlanka.

shlayaks, shla'-iyaks, sla'-iks, d shlashlayaksh (1) smoke; smoke of fire: 
K'mukamtcham lu'loks shlayaksak the camp-fire ofK'mukamtchwas nothing 

but smoke, 99, 4. (2) gunpowder: shlayaksam wawakoksh powder-horn: 
shla'yaksam wetkok6tkish load-ganger, charger. Cf. shlakaya; lit. "what 
is spread, suspended in the air". Quot. under 16kansha.

shlaka, Mod. shle'ka, d. shlashlka, Mod. shldshlka (1) to observe, watch,
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guard. (2) to keep guard over, to keep in order, to control: watch sh to 
guard the horses, 30, 1.; ka-i kanam shldklsh by no one I am observed, con 
trolled, 192; 8. Der. shlea.

shlakaya, shlaggaya, d. shlashlk&ya (1) v. intr., to hang down from, to be 
hanging. (2) v. trans., to hang up, suspend, as clothing on a hook or line. 
Of. aggaya, kshaggaya, laggaya.

shlakaka, d. shlashlkaga, v. intr., to hang down. Cf. naiiknauksaksh.
shlakakash, contr. shlakaksh, d. shlashlkakash -gullet of quadrupeds etc.
shlakata, d. shlashlkata to saiv with a small saw. Cf. laktcha.
shlakat6tkish, d. shlashlkat6tkish (1) saw, hand-saw, small saw. (2) 

dagger, poniard.
Shlakeitatko, Shla^aitatko, nom. pr. of a Modoc man.
shlak6tkish, shlako'tksh, d. shlashl%6tkish ax, hatchet; larger than the 

tchiktchikash. Incantation 178; 10. 1'. Cf. laktcha.
shlalaksh, d. shlashlalaksh floor of room. Cf. shla-ish, shlania.
shlaltpa to give for use, to surrender for some purpose; said of tissues, 

mats and similar objects: kala sh. taluodsh maklaks they gave a large flat 
bucket to stew the (dead) Indians in, llii, 1.

shlamia, d. shlashlamia (1) to feel offended by hearing a deceased rela 
tive's, friend's or other dead person's name called or mentioned; to resent 
or punish it as an insult, 96, 3. (2) to look sad, aggrieved, mournful; to 
act like a mourner or one bereaved, 132, <".: shlamuapk (for shlami-uapk) 
1 nanuk! look ye all mournful and therefore stop singing! 90, I.H., cf. 14. 
For external signs of mourning, cf. stiya. Der. lama (3).

shlania, shlaniya, d. shlashlniya to spread out for somebody, as carpets, 
mats, cloth, blankets, skins, 186; 55.

s blank a, d. shlashldnka to spread out, as skins, blankets: slankok sh!6a 
tchakelatat spreading a lynx-skin in the willow-basket, 101, 19. Cf shlania.

shlankayash, d. shlashlankayash scaffold, scaffolding. Cf. gelkaya.
shlankosh, d. shlashlankosh (1) bridge. (2) Shlankosh, or Tchushnini 

Slankosh, nom. pr. of the Natural Bridge, a natural rock-arch on Lost 
River, Lake County, Oregon, «">3, 3. and Note to 33, 2.; it is overflowed 
by the waters of Lost River during many months of the year and hence 
its other name: Tilhuantko, q. v. (.H) Slankosh, nom. pr. of another 
natural bridge near Klamath Marsh. Der. shlankua.
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S 1 anko shks u'k si, nom. pr. of a locality on the Williamson Eiver;

lit. "where the old bridge was."
s h 1 a n k o s h 1 a, d. shlashlankoshla to erect a bridge. Der. shlankosh. 
s h 1 a n k u a, d. shlashlankua, v. trans., to spread out over the water, river. 

shlan/oksh lining, as of a hat. Cf. shlanka, shletilsh. 

s h 1 a n u a 1 a, d. shlashlanuala to roof over, to cover with a roof. Cf. shlania. 

s h 1 a n u a 1 s h, contr. shlanuash, d. shlashlanualsh roof. 

shlapa, d. shldshlpa (1) v. intr., to open out, display itself. (2) v. intr., to

bloom, to blossom; to produce flowers: kayu shlapatko in the budding stage,
not yet expanded into a flower.

shlapaliaksh, pi. tumi sh., twins. Der. lapeala Cf. lapa'yalsh. 
shlapsh, d. shldshlapsh (1) flower; state of inflorescence: sh. pushpushli

the flowers are of a dark color, 146, 2.; cf. 7. 12. 147, 20. (2) bud; upper
portion of plant or weed with the flowers on it, 147, £. Der. shlapa. 

s h 1 a p s h a 11 k o, d. shlashlapshaltko flowering, blossoming; having flowers,

buds, blossoms, inflorescence: skawanks pushpu'shlish sh. wild parsnip has
dark-colored blossoms, 150, 1.; cf. 146, 14.

shlapshta, d. slilashlapshta to close, clinch the hand. Der. shlapa. 
shlatampka, d. shlashltampka to draw the bowstring for shooting; to draw

the bow, 23, 17. Der. shlin, -tampka. 

shlataniya, shlatania, d. shlashlatania to be on the point of shooting at, to

make ready for shooting at, 163; 10. Der. shlin. 
shlatpampgli to give back, to return or bring back; said of garments,

sheets etc. Der. atpa. Cf. hashlantchuipele. 
shlatcha-ish, d. shlashl'tcha-ish; see shlatchay6tkish. 
shlatchayotkish, slatsayu'tksh, d. shlashl'tchay otkish saw-mill. Mod.

for shlatcha-ish Kl.

shlatchie'ga, d. shlashlatchie'ga to splash. 

shlatchka, d. shlashlatchka to sift; same as shlitchka, q. v. 
shlatchkn6tkisli, contr. shlatchknotch, d. shlushlatchkn6tkish sieve. 

sh!4tchual%a, d. shlashlatchual%a to splash. Cf. shlatchi^ga. 

shla-uki, slauki (1) to close with a cover^or lid. (2) to close or shut an

opening, as the door-flap of lodge, a door or gate: partic slaukitko the door
is closed. Mod. for M-ishna Kl.
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shla-uki61a, shlaukio'le (1) to uncover. (2) to open a lodge-cover, door, 
doorflap, opening. Mod. for kaishniila.

shlaukipele, to shut or close the door or door-flap as an habitual act, 
Mod.: i slaukipeli! shut that door!

shla'-ika, d. shlashli'ka to make or produce smoke: luloks sh. the fire is 
smoking; hagga shla'k! (for h. shla'-ika!) let me fire off (my rifle)! 22, 19. 
Of hashla-ika, shlayaks.

s h 1 a/ k, 22, 19.; see shla'-ika.
s h 1 ^ a, slaa, shld-a, d. shle'shla, sla'sla (1) to see, to behold, to look at, to per 

ceive: tiinep sh. sh!6a he saw five lynxes, 125, 1 ; tsui shlad maklaks then 
he sees people, 83, 2.; shla'-at, shla't can see, may behold, 129, 1. 2. 7. 130, 
2.; ha nl unk shlaat if I should see, 129, 4.; shlii-6k/0r seeing, >on account 
of having seen, 129, 5. 130, 3.; shla-iikit (for shla'-ok at) na'd if we should 
see, 129, 6.; slild-l! pi. shle'-at! see this here! look here! kanktak shleshl'i! 
(Mod) stop looking at these things! pushpiishuk (for pushpush hu'k) 
shle'sh this thing black to look at, 73, b.; tsula'ks=sitk shla'sh Jlesh-like to 
look at, appearing like flesh, 73, 7.; Aishish=shitk sla's so as to look like 
Aishish, 100, 10., cf. 91, 7. 147, 19. 148, 13.; n! namikash shla'sh ki 1 
can see into every corner, 22, 17.; shlao'tak at the mere sight, 19, 3. Cf. 
29, 7. 100, 8. 126, 10. Note to 127, 2-4. and haggi, hernia, le"shrna 
(2) to find, to find out, to discover after a search: slaa mak'le^apks (for 
mak'le%apkash) they found him encamped, 28, 8., cf. 21, 13. 14.; gita nish 
shle-uapka ktayat he will find me here in the rocks, 40, 3 ; ka-i 1 ke*sh shle'- 
etak (Mod.) you will find no ipo-roots, 135, 1., cf. 2.; ka-i shle'ank gatpam- 
pele not finding them, he returned home, 110, 20.; shlaank watch finding d 
horse, 66, 13.; shle-iita nu mish sheVant a when I find it I will give it to 
you. Cf. 43, 6. 14. 72, 2. 134, 14-16. and Note, 136, 3. 148, 1.

shle'dsha, d. shle'shltcha to come and see, to visit, to go on a visit, 113, 15.: 
maklakshash K6ketat sh. he visited the Indians on Lost River, 36, 10.

shle'dsh, sle'ds, (1) a species of wild hemp; made into ropes. (2) nar 
cotic part of (1); used by Indians for poisoning fish, 150, 3. Cf. shle'dsha.

shle'ds^a, d. shleshldds^a, v. trans., to lay on the top of, to lay over; said 
of garments, large sheets, blankets etc. Der. ids%a Of. ne'ds^a.

shle'-ipe'le, d. shle'shlipele, v. trans ; said of woven or sheet-like objects
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etc.: (1) to return, to hand over in return: sh. shasb kala he handed them 
back the kdla-bucket, 113, 8. (2) to restore, give back: kakno'lsh s. nad we 
restored (to them) their elk-skin armors, 21, 5. G. Cf. 178; 5.

shldyamna, d. shleshli'amna to take along, to carry around oneself: y&ki 
shle'yame'nank taking a basket with them strung around their bodies, 101, 12.

shle'ka, d. shl&shlka, Mod. for shlaka Kl., q. v.
shle'kla, d. shleshlakla, said of garments, sheet- or thread-like objects 

only: (1) v. trans., to lay down, deposit; to lay on the ground. (2) sh or 
partic. shleldatko I, he or she lays down; laid down; viz. "counted"; 
numeral classifier added to numerals from 11 to 19, 21 to 29, 151 to 
159 etc., when counting articles of the shape as described above. (3) 
v. trans.. to put on as a dress, to put around oneself, to dress in, as in a 
cloak: kailiu sh. to dress in a rabbit-skin- or feather mantle. (4) v. intr., 
to lie upon, to be deposited upon: kailiu tcheVat shleklapkash shle'a he saw 
his mantle lying upon the antelope's back, 126, 10.; to lie on the ground. Der. 
ikla. Cf. heshlaklash.

shle'ka, shle'ka, d. shle'shl'%a to molder, to become musty or moldy, as eat 
ables: shle'xatko shapele, Mod., musty bread. Cf. heshlaktcha.

shldlaluash, d. shle'shlaluash, sheet-like article serving as a cover: sh., 
or lu'lpam sh. upper eyelid.

shle'laluish, d. shle'shlaluish cream: e'dshashtat sh. cream of milk; lit. 
"what has formed a cover over the milk".

shle*lktcha, shla'l^tcha, d. shleshlalktcha to deposit while going, to leave 
behind, relinquish on the way; said of articles of a sheet-like form. Der. 
shlel^a. Cf. elktcha, Mktcha.

shle'lktchana, slelktsna, d. shleshlal%tchana; same as shlelktcha.
s h 1 ^ 1 x a, d. shleshlal%a to lay down, deposit, as on the ground, floor etc.; 

said of objects of a sheet-like form. Der. e^/a. Cf. shlelktcha.
shle'mpeli, d. shleshlarnpeli to bring back or home; to take home: yaki 

shla/mp'l t! take that seed-basket home! Der. e'mpeli. Cf. e"na.
shle'pele (1) to see, behold again. (2) to find anew, to meet again, 96, 5. 

Der. shle'a, -peli.
shle'pka, d. shle'shl'pka to bring, haul, fetch, as cloth, shirts, mantles: skil'- 

tash te'nish shl^pki! bring a new blanket! Der. (ipka.
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shle'pka, shla'pka (1) to see or notice at a distance, 29, 7. 19. (2) to care 
for, protect, guard the interests of: B6shtinash tidsh shlepakuapkasht Mo- 
dokishash that the Government ivould efficiently protect the Modocs, 35, 9.; 
shayuakta Tchnm'tcham talaak shlepakuapkash he knew that he would be 
well cared for by Frank Riddle, 36, 12.; nu'shtoks ma/lash shle'paktgi that 
ye take care of me, 42, 3. Contr. from shle-apka. Der. shlea (1).

shlepki.pele (1) to bring, fetch, or carry back. (2) to bring, fetch, as done 
habitually: shle'pkipal' t'sh ge'-u te*nish kapo! bring me my new coat! 
Der. shlepka, -i-, -peli.

shle'popka, shla'popka, sle'papka, d. shleshlepa'pka (1) to look at from 
a distance; to take notice of; to notice, 20, 1.; to notice in one's dreams, 83, 
4.; tua 1 sla'popk? what are you looking at? nanuk nl tids shla'popka shash 
/ perceived every one of them perfectly well (though they did not see me),
22. 14. (2) to watch, observe, to observe closely, 64, 12.: a't shla'papa- 
kuapk ye will find out by observing, 100, 19.; tgi'ts^ank sh. standing near, he 
looked at him closely, 110, 15.; tidsh sh. (Mod.) to take care of. Der. shlea

shle'shlaptcham, pi. tumi sh., wild crab-apple tree; growing to an alti 
tude of 6 to 10 feet and bearing eatable fruit: Pyrus rivularis.

s h 1 e* t a, d. shleshlta to find, discover; said of persons, animals and other 
objects of long shape, 121, 19. Der. shlea (2).

shle'tana, d. shleshlatana to put on loose, to cover loosely: partic. shleta- 
natko loose: fitting loosely; not tight. Of. he'shltanksh.

shle'tatka, d. shlesh!4tatka to hold over somebody or something; said of 
sheet- or tissue-like articles only. Of. liitatka, shle'tana.

s h 1 e* t' h Is h , shle'tish, d. shleshlatish (I) any loose cover or covering: sho'l- 
hashtat sh. pillow-case. (2) mat to cover lodges.

shle'tilsh lining of clothing: kailalapshtat s. lining of pantaloons. .Cf. 
shlan^oksh, shle'tana, shle't'hish.

s h 1 6 1 % a, d. shleshlat^a to take away, to carry off: la/p nat kakno'lsh sh. 
ive took away two elk-skin armors, 21, 5. Der. it%a. Cf. lut#a, iit%a.

shle'wala, Mod. shliwala, d. shle'shluala (1) to draw the bowstring for 
shooting. (2) to cock the hammer for firing: 161oksgish sh. to cock the rifle,
23. 1.; cf. 30, 14.; shlishlol61an, 41, 3.; see Note. Der. shlin. Cf. shliulula. 

shle'wi, sla/wi, d. shl&hlui (1) v. impers., to blow; said of storms, winds,
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wind-gusts: kd-uni, nkilak, killitk, mu' ska sh. the tvind blows gently, 

stronger, very strong, very cold, cf. 31, 2.; mu'ash shle'-uyuk when the south 

wind blows, 94, 6. (2) v. intr., to blow from the mouth. Cf. pniwa.
shlewilamna, d. shleshluflamna to blow around in the sty, to blow in 

various directions; said of winds, 156; 35.: lit. "to blow down around".

s hi d wish, sla'wish, d. shle'shluish (1) wind; any commotion of the at 
mosphere moving in one direction only, as blast, breeze, gale, puff, storm, 

tempest. The wind, as a carrier of infectious diseases, is very frequently 
mentioned in the conjurer's incantations: 153; 3. 155; 25. 156; 27. 30. 

and Note; 168; 42. 173; 6., also the winds specified after the points of 
compass, as yamash, muash etc. Cf. kakiegsh. (2) blast from the mouth, 

157; 45. (3) Sla'wish, nom. pr. of a windy locality in a bend of Lost 
River. Der. shleVi. Quot. under kitcha/lkan.

shlewita, slawita, d. shleshluita to blow at or upon persons, animals etc.; 

said of winds, of animal breath: nu'sh a-i shlawi'ta, ka'mat a-i shlawita 

I blow upon myself, I blow upon my back, 177; 28. Der. shleVi.
shlewitakniila, d. shleshluitakrnila to blow breath from one's mouth: 

ne'paksh nish sh. the disease is being blown out through my mouth, 153; 3. 

Der. shlewi. Cf. shataknula, tilwtakniila.
shli'kshga, shll'kska, d. shlishlakshga to come near shooting, wounding or 

killing, 30, 7. 10 ', 16. 110, 10. 13.: tu' shlikshgan's a Sa't by shooting at 

long range the Snakes came near killing me, 29, 20. Der. shlin (1) (2).
shlikui, d. shlishlakui (1) v. trans., to make fire by the fire-drill or 

shlikuy6tkish, q. v.; to kindle fire by friction or by rapid turning; to strike 

a match. (2) v. intr., to catch fire, to begin to burn. Der. shlin.

shlikuish, d. shlishlakuish piece of pine-root serving to catch the spark 
elicited by the aboriginal fire-drill. This piece of resinous wood is made 
more susceptible to fire by being rubbed with willow-bark and charcoal. 
Der. shlikui. Cf. ga't, k^tlash.

shlikuy6tkish, d. shlishlakuy6tkish, any apparatus for making fire: In 
dian fire-drill; match-box, rough surface to strike matches on etc. Der. 
shlikui. Cf. shlikuish.

shlin, d. shlishlan (1) to shoot at with arrows, balls, bullets or other mis 
siles: shli't nfsh a nen! or shla'ttsh! i'sh shla't! 41, 5.; shoot ye at me f
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ka-i i shli-uapk shash do not shoot at each other, 58, 10.; shliutnapkug 
hu'nk for the purpose of firing at him ivith it (the pistol), 66, 12. Cf. 
sh!6kla. (2) to hit, wound by shooting; to hit, ivound, lacerate, disable by 
an arrow or other missile dispatched: tsiii sa sh. tu'kni then the men from 
the other side shot him, 23, 21.; nu'sh sh. M6atokish a Modoc man was shot 
in the head, 21, 18.; shift ! hu'nks! you must shoot him! 107, 14.; shlink 
shhiga he killed by a shot, 110, 14.; shliuapka m'sh! they will shoot you! 22, 
7.: partic. shlltko wounded, 24, 3. 7. 8.; obj. shlfpks for shlipkash, 24, f>.; 
shift for shlftko gi was shot, 20, 8. Cf. 23, 1. 24, 1. (3) to kill by shoot 
ing or firing, to shoot with fatal effect: n'unk sh. siwaga I killed that girl, 
23, 10.; kants sli-uapkst who might be killed, wounded to death, 21, 10.; ha' 
mish shli-uapk if he kills you, 110, 6.; shlink ndekti'shtka killing them with 
arrows, 136, 1.; shliutitk ma'makla for killing water-fowl with it, 136, 1. 
(4) to indicate a guess by a gesture made with the hand or finger; lit. "to 
shoot the finger forward", 79, 3. 4. and Note. Cf. yiishka. Speaking of 
many objects shot, hit or killed, or of one subject shooting many objects 
by different, repeated shots, yuta, q. v. Der. le'na. Cf. nge'-isha, t&wi.

shlitamna, d. shlishl'tamna to shoot, hit, wound continually: Aishish shll'- 
tam'natalaak Aishish hits the mark at every shot, 1UO, 20. Der. shlin.

shlfti^apka, d. shlishlti^apka to hold the fingers at some distance from 
each other in a scratching position, Cf. shatchl%ama.

shlitchi%a, d shlishltchi%a to comb: tidsh shlitchi%atko well combed. Cf. 
shlftchka.

shlitchf%ash, d. shlishltchi/ash comb,
shlitchi%<5tkish, d. shlisliltchi%6tkish comb.
shlitchka, shlatchka, d. shlishlatchka, shlashlatchka, v. trans., to pass 

through a sieve; to sift. Cf. latcha, ledsha.
shlitchkapele, d. shlishlatchgapele to untie, unhitch: watch at nu 

shlitchgapele ko'shtat I unhitch the horse from the pine tree.
shlftchlka, d. shlishlatchlka to tie, to tie together, as strings, animals etc.: 

ke'-une (ke'-una), kuata sh. to tie loose, tight.
shlitchta, d shlishlatchta (1) to tie to or together: to hitch, to attach: sh. 

ankutat to tie the branches or twigs of a shrub: watch sh. nl ko'shtat I hitch 
the horse to the pine tree; topitan wag'n sh. they fastened behind a wagon, 
13, 6. (2) to hitch (horses, mules) to a wagon.
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shli-uya, shlihiiya, d. shlishl'uya to hit or wound, though not danger 

ously or fatally, 54, 14.; partic. shliwitko (a) wounded, disabled by a. shot. 

(6) shot-wound. Der. shlin. Cf. ngeshe-iiya, stiika.

shliu!61ash, d. shlishliu!61ash hammer or lock of gun, rifle, pistol.

shliulula, d. shlishlulula (1) to unstring the bow (nte-ish). (2) to uncock 
a pistol, gun, rifle; to drop the hammer.

s hi i lit a, d. shlishliita to shoot, kill by means of; see shlin (1), (3).

shliwala, d. shlishluala, Mod. for shlewala KL, q. v.
sh!6a, shlii'a, pi. turni sh. (1) lynx> vulgarly called wild-cat: Lynx rufus: 

shle*a sh. ankotat wawakayapkash he saw lynxes sitting on tree-limbs, 125, 

2.; cf. 3. sqq. (2) hide, fur or tanned skin of lynx, 186; 55. Cf. skutash.
s h 16' k i n g s h, d. shlushlo'kingsh surf. Cf. Ikapata.
s h 16 k 1 a, slo'kla, d. shlushlu'kla to try marksmanship, to shoot at the mark, 

99, 4. 100, 20.: gen sh!6kalsht hi after his shooting; lit. "after the time 
when he will have shot at the mark," 100, 19. Der. shlin.

sh!6klglsh spittoon, cuspidor: wikaino=s. chamber-pot; lit. "spittoon 

standing on ground." Cf. shluktchna.
shlok6pash, shlukopsh former location of a lodge, house or building, exca 

vated area of former house; remains of Indian lodge, 180; 23. -
Shlok6pashkshi " Lodge-Hole", nom. pr. of a locality at Yaneks.
slo'ksh, shlo'ktsna; see shlu'ktch, shlu'ktchna.
shl61ush, slu'lush, d. shlushlulush whistling-stick, whistling-reed, chiefly 

made of elder-wood, 122, 9. 12M, 5.; reed-pipe, reed-flute. These Indians 
use wooden and reed flutes, pipes being scarce. Der. shlewi (2).

sh!61usham, pi. tiimi sh., elder-tree: /Sambucus (glaucusf). Cf. shlolush.
shluihuya, d. shlushluihuya to trot, to ride at a trotting gait. Cf. shna/- 

uldsha, waksha.
s 1 u i t c h, d. slushlitch slough, swamp, marshy tract of land; wet meadow.
shluyakiga, shlauyakiga, d. shlashluyakiga to whistle; to whistle a tune. 

Der. shleVi. Cf. sh!61ush.
s h 1 u y li g a, sloyuka, d. shlushliuga to zvhistle. Cf. sh!61ush.
shliika, slu'ka, d. shlu'shlka, 177; 17. 18.; same as shlu'ki, q. v.
shlukalaksh, d. shlu'shl'kalaksh (1) loop, noose, knot: shutat hu'n sh.! 

make ye a knot! (2) trap, lasso. Der. shlukal%a.
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shlukal%a, d. shlushlkal%a to make a knot or noose, to tie a knot: shlu-
kal%61a to untie a knot. 

shl ii'ki, d. shiu'shiki to eat up, devour, consume: watchag sh. na'sh liklash
pala-ash the dog ate up a ivlwle loaf of bread.

s h 1 u k s h k a, d. shlushlakshga to pick to pieces for eating, devouring, 114, 9. 
slu'ktch, slo'ksh, d. slu'slaktch, slo'slaksh (1) saliva, spittle; phlegm spit

out. (2) constellation formed of "six stars" standing close together;
evidently the cluster of the seven Pleiades. Cf. shliiktchna. 

s h 111 k t c h n a., d. shlushlaktchna to spit, spit out. Kl. for kpitchtchna
Mod. Cf. kputchna (2).

s h 1 ii' 1 d s h a, d. shlushlaldsha to saw with a hand-saw. Cf. spuldsha. 
shluldsh6tkish, d. shlushlaldsh<5tkish (I) large saw. (2) sword. Cf.

shlakat6tkish, shlatchay6tkish. 
shlu'lksh, d. shlu'shlalksh (1) scrotum. (2) testicle. (3) Slfi'lks, nom.

pr. of a Modoc warrior, sentenced to life-long imprisonment for partici 
pating in the assassination of the Peace Commissioners on April IJ,
1873; lit. "Large Testicles". Called S161eks by the whites, 44, 7. 

shlulkshaltko, d. shlushlalkshaltko domestic animal not castrated; bull,
stallion. Der. shlu'lks. 

shlu!61a, d. shlushlo!61a to drift away, as a cloud or fog, 1^7; 43. Cf.
lua, lula, hisha. 

slu/mdamd^wash steep hole showing location of an old sweat-house,
180; 23. Der. wash. Cf. shlok6pash. 

shlushl61uish, pL tumi sh. ? trumpeter, bugleman. 
s h 1 u s h s h 4 - i s h, pi. tumi sh., sawyer. Cf. shlu'ldsha. 
s h 1 u' t i 1 a, d. shlushlu'tila to scratch out a den, burrow: kaila sh. to scratch

up the ground; said of beasts, 157; 42. Der. lutila. 
s h 1 ux t c h u a, d. shlu'shl'tehua to take fish with a light or fire-brand: pshiri

s!6tsuank sht6ka, or pshin sh. to fish with a fire-brand or torch. Stands
for shkhYtchua; cf. klutsu6tkish, sklu'tchkantcha. 

s m 4 h i a, d. shmdshm'hia to cast a shadow. Cf. mahiash. 
shrnahilaksh, d. shmashnie'hilaksh slied, covered at the top only, 
sh ma'hitch% a, d. shmashm'hitch^a (1) to make shadow. (2) to shelter,

to give shelter. Cf. mahiash.
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s h m a' h t c h a, d. shmdshm'tcha to project one's shadow while walking or 
moving. Of. mahiash.

shma'htchaga, d. shmashm'tchaga to project one's shadow, 1 35, 1. 2.

s m a h u i, smdwi, d. smasmahui to cease raining or snowing. Of. mahiash.
sniahuy61a, shmauy61a, d. smasmauy61a to cease raining or snowing.

s h m a y a 1 s h , d shmashmayalsh buckskin robe of female, fringed with por 

cupine quills, 154; 6. and Note; shmashmayalti is the partitive case of the 

d. form. Der. shmayam (2).
shmayam, pi. tiimi s., (1) a yellowish species of tough lacustrine or 

prairie grass used in the manufacture of basket-ware, woman's skullcaps 

etc.: Juncus (balticusf). Of. kma/. (2) bristle or quill of porcupine, 154; 
G. and Note. Der. ma-i.

sma'k, shma'k, d. smasmak (1) coarse hair on genitals. (2) Sma/k, nom. 
pr. given to a tribe of Indians living in Oregon, south of The Dalles, as a

 

burlesque nickname, 143, 3. Cf. Ka'kakilsh, patchnam, smo'k. 
s h m 4 k a 11 k o , d. shmashmakaltko provided with hair on private parts.

The passage, 185; 44.: ka-i weli'sht i mish shmakalpsh (for shmakalpkash)
gl'sh shapa explains itself through the custom of many Indian tribes of
pulling out all hair growing around the genital organs. 

shmauy61a; see smahuy61a. 

Smd-ushish, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man. 
smo'k, shmo'k, d. shmu/shmok (1) hair of beard; long hair around the

mouth of cats and other felines. (2) beard, mustache, whiskers, goatee.
Der muk- in mukash, mukmukli. Cf. m'l, sma'k. 

shm6kaltko, pi. tumi sh., (1) wearing a beard, mustache, or whiskers.

(2) Shm6kaltko, Tchm6%altko, nom. pr., given, e. g., to the Klamath Lake
chief LeMkash, who wore a little beard. 

s h m 6' t k a, shmu/tka to Jill, Jill up, replenish: kela-ush a sh. nalam la-

tchash sand Jills our house; nanuktua kaila shmu'tkatko everything is filled
with dust. Der. mu- in miina. Cf. eVa, sh6pa. 

shmukalta, d. shmu'shmkalta, v. trans., to wet, to moisten: pi kitutana

4mbu nush, sh. g^-u ku'ksh nanuk he threw water on me, and drenched my
whole dress. Der. mukalta. Cf. mu- in muka. 

s h m u k a tana to wet, drench, dip in liquids. Cf. mukalta.
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smu'links, shmulinksh bladder of fish. Of. lawalash, sliuidshash. 
shmushmo'klish barber, shaver. Cf hushmo'kla. 
shnahualpakta, d. shnashnahualpakta to start, raise an echo. Cf.

walta, waltka. 
s b n a h u a 11 a, d. shn&shualta to cause to sound; to ring, as a door-bell.

Der. walta. Cf. spatchiga (2).
shnailigsh, d. shnashm'ligsh eyebrow. Mod. for shndkelish Kl. 
shnaydna, d. shnashnie'na to fly or flutter around, as a captive bird, 177;

29. Cf. ninia, shne'dsha.
shnakptiga, d. shnashnakptiga to seize with pincers or tongs. Cf. shniika. 
shnakptig6tkisli, d. shnashnakptig6tkish pincers; blacksmith's tongs. 
shnalualsh, d. shnashnalualsh coverlet spread over the bed. Der. lawala. 
s h n a in b u a , d. shnashnambua to make explode by a stroke of the hand, as a

bladder. Der. mbawa. 
shnandshma-a, d shnashnandshma-a to amuse by jests or tricks. Der.

ndshama-a. Cf. ka'la, le'shuat%ash, sheshtalkash. 
s h n a n t a t c h 1 % a, d. shnashnantatchl%a to obtain by trapping, to ensnare:

shnantatchl^ank shniika to catch by trapping. 
shnantatchl%ish, d. shnashnantatchl^ish trapper: pu'm slmashnan-

tatchl%ish beaver-trapper.
shnant4tchl%otch trap; hunter's trap, steel trap. 
shnantchakta, d. shnashnantchakta (1) v. intr, to be sticking, stuck or

pasted on. (2) v. trans., to stick or paste upon. Cf. shnatchaka, shnatkuala. 
shnape'mpema, Mod. shnepe'iiipema, d. shnashnp^mpema (1) to allure,

to fool, to induce by tricks, to entrap, 44, 3. 94, 10. (2) to feign, simulate 
shnapka, d. shnashn'pka to flatten, to render flat: nu'sh sh. to flatten the

head of infants; a custom largely observed by the coast tribes from
Middle Oregon northward and by the Klamath Lake and Modoc Indians, 

slinashnatia, d. shnashnashnatia to sneer at, to grimace at, to make faces:
ka-a sh. to make many grimaces. Cf. kowitiwatko, nidshonidshua 

s h n a s h n i k s h , snasneks, pi. turni s., leggings covering the leg below the
knee, and formerly worn by males and females. The summer leggings
were made of buckskin, those for winter of tule-bulrush; on both ends
they fitted tight, but were loose in the middle and had no fringes. Cf.
kailalapsh, mitash.
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s li n a1 a k p u t c b , d. shnashntakputch cattle-whip made of leather.

shnatchaka, d. shnashntchaka, v. trans., to melt, dissolve, as tallow, 

wax, pitch. Der. natchaka.

shnatchaktka, d. shnashntchaktka to point, to sharpen, as a stick. 
Mod. for shnatchaktgi Kl. Der. tchak- in tchaktchakli. Of. watchaka.

shnatkalka, shnatgalka, d. shnashnatkalka (1) to kindle up; to light, as 

a lamp, candle. (2) to set on fire: shnatgalka kalo he set the sky on fire, 

96, 20 Cf. nutkolua.
shnatkolua, d. shnashnatkolua (1) v. intr., to shine from a distance. (2) 

v. trans., to light a fire away from the camp or home. Der. nutkolua. Cf. 
shne'na, shne'pka, shniita, shu'dsha.

shnatkuala, shnatkual, d. shnashnatkual to set up straight, to raise up to 

an erect position, 120, 18. 20. Cf. tgiita, tgiitga, tkana.
shna-ulamna to spit all over, to spit upon, 132, 8. Der. nawal.

shnawa'ka, d. shnashua/ka to put on neckwear, to adorn one's neck with 

beads; partic. shnawakitko wearing a necklace, adorned with beads or other 
neckwear: tchl'ksam shu'm shnawakitko wearing a necklace of bird-bills; 
these necklaces are worn by boys. Cf. laktash (2), ne"p.

shnawa/kish, snawaksh, d shnashuaksh (1) beads in a bunch. (2) 
neck-ornament, necklace; necklace of shells: wakash=sh. necklace of bone.

shnawedsh, snawa/ds, sne"wedsh, Mod. shnaw^dshash, pi. wdwanuish (1) 
woman; said of an adult female only: na/sh n! lu/gsla snawa/ds (foi* 
snawa'dsas) I captured one female, 20, 1.; hu lish snawddshash kiya, Mod. 
this woman lies, 40, 20., cf. 41, 6.; snewddshash refers to a female con 
jurer in the incantation 158; 51. (2) wife; married woman: sh. go-u 
my wife, 68, 1.; Riddlam sna\vddshash Middle's wife, 40, 19.; lupini sna- 
we'dshash the former or first wife, 55, 17.; hissuaks ka'liak snawadsh a 
single man, 60, 1.; sneVedsh paldshapeluk in order to abduct (his) wife, 
95, 8.; snawa/dshash palla to seduce a married woman, 59, 2. Cf. 60, 11. 
14-16. Ill, 13-17. Cf. gulu, mbu'shni, ndsilo, shnawe'dshka, waishi, 
wele'kash, wdwanuish.

shnawddshashla, d. shnashnu^dshashla, Mod. for shnawe'dshla KL, 
q. v. Cf. hishuatch/ashla, 14kiala.

shnawddshka, snawddsga, met. Kl shneVadshka (I) infant of the female
sex, baby girl: sh. giul%a the first-born girl; lit. "a girl is born first", with 

22
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ellipsis of lupi "at first". (2) little girl: sh. kohiegsh female orphan, of 
tender age; sh. tgaptcha gaishtishtat the little girl hides herself behind the 
door. Contr. for shnawe'dshaga, dim. shnawedsh. Of. hishuakga.

shnawe'dshla, Mod. shnawedshashla and snawedshala, d. shnashnud- 
dshla, Mod. shnashnuedshashla and snasnuedshala to marry, espouse; 
said of the husband only: na'sak, lap snawa'dsla to take one wife, two 
wives, 60, 17 ; pe*n snawa'dshla to marry a second wife; lapeni hii snawed 
shala he married twice, 55, 16. Cf. mbushe'ala, shumpseala, wewanuishla.

shnaka'gi, d. shnashrr/a'gi; see shnekegi.
shna'-uldsha to ride at a gallop, to gallop, or in Western parlance "to 

lope", 29, 12. Cf. w4ksha.
shne'dsha, d. shne'shndsha to flutter, to beat or flap the wings in water or 

when running on the ground. Mod. for ne*na Kl. Der. ne- in neiia.
shne'-ilaksh, contr. slme'laks, d. shneshnilaksh (1) fire-place, hearth, 

120, 20. 150, 7.; cf. Note to 36, 4. (2) chimney in a room, open chim 
ney; flue of chimney. Der. shnel%a. Cf. shlayaks.

shn(3-ipaksh, d. shneshnipaksh fire-place belonging to a lodge or en 
campment, 36, 4. and Note. Der. shne'pka.

shnd-ish, species of duck, small, spotted in white on head and wings: 
Bucephala albeola, 177; 27. Its limbs are made the subject of conjurer's 
incantations; cf. Note on page 178. Der. shne'dsha.

shn e'ka, d. shne'shnka, v. intr. (1) to burn; to be lit up, to shine. Cf. shne- 
kiipka. (2) to burn through. Cf. Mba-ush=Shne'kash. Der. niita.

shnek&lpka, d. shneshnkalpka to heat or boil liquids: sh nu ambo, 
Kl, I am boiling water. Der kelpka. Cf. tchilala.

shne'ke'lish eyebrow; lit. "what moves from its position". Kl. for 
snailigsh Mod. Der. shne'ke'lui.

shne'ke'lui, sna/klui, v. trans. (1) to remove from position or location. (2) 
to remove from office: lakiash snakeli-uapka nu I will remove the chief (or 
subchief) from the chieftaincy, 59, 12. 15 17. 20. Der. keleSvi.

shneklo'tchna, d. shneshnaklo'tchna to sail. Word recently formed, 
as these Indians use no sails on their dugout canoes. Der. shne'kelui (1).

shn.ekiotchn6tkish, pi. tumi sh , sail, canvas spread out, Mod.: sh.= 
vu'nsh sail-boat. Cf. shneklo'tchna. Cf. shniwatn6tkish.
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shndkshita, shnikshita, d. shneshnakshita to save, deliver, rescue, 193; 

11. Der. kshita; lit. "to cause to escape".
shne'ktchigsh, d. shneshnaktchiksh (1) shoulder; term chiefly applied 

to quadrupeds. (2) shoulder-Node.

slinekiipka, d. shneshnkupka to shine, ~be lit up above and at a distance: 

wakai (for wak ka-i) lalap a hun shneku'pkashtkak 1? why don't you want 

two at a time to shine up there? 105, 10. Der. shne'ka, -u-, -apka.

shneke'gi, d. shneshnke'gi, shneshn^a'gi (1) to spill, waste, lose. (2) to 

lose something, as from a side-pocket. Kl. for steVa Mod. Der. ka'gi.
shne'^ash, sne^ash, d. shmslme^ash, Mod. for shni'^sh KL, q. v.

shne^ia to eat up, devour, consume, 154; 10. Of. shluki, shniika.
shne'laksh, 150, 7.; see shne'-ilaksh.
s h n 4 1 % a, shne'lka, d. shneshnal%a to set on fire, to l)urn down, to reduce to 

ashes, as wood, lodges, corpses etc.: tchl'sh sh. to burn a lodge, 85, 13.; 
latchash shna'l%a to set a lodge on fire, 59, 14. 113, 22.; shneshnal%6ta 

(supply latchash) while setting fire to the lodges, 88, 7.; sh. Leme-ish titska- 
aksh he burnt up the Old Thunders, 0 114, 12. Der. ne"lka. Of. shne'-ilaks.

s h n e* 1 u a, d shneshnalua to stain, to color, to dye: partic. shneluatko colored, 
dyed. Of n^wal.

shndluash, d. shneshnaluash (1) dot, stain, spot. (2) color, as the pro 
duct of a dyeing process.

shnelu6tkish, sneluotch, d. shneshnalu6tkish dye-stuff, coloring matter. 
Der. shnelua. Cf. shneluash.

s h n 4 n a, d. shne'shna, or sh. lu'loks to make or build a fire while on a 
journey, 99, 3. and Note; 100, 15.

s h n e p 4, m p e m a, d. shneshn'p(irnpema, Mod. for shnapempema Kl, q. v.
s h n e' p k a to make or build a fire: shu'tchank anut hu/nk sh. we have a fire 

in the camp. Contr. from shne-ipka Cf. shne'-ipaksh, shu/dsha.
shnetchue'ktekiutch wax, beeswax: bi sh. shu'ta the bee produces wax. 

Cf. tchiwf%a.
shne-uyala to destroy, annihilate almost; to render useless by partial de 

struction: nakosh hu/nk taplalash ne'-ul^a shne-uyalatki shash he ordered 
the loon to destroy the dam to their disadvantage, 132, 1. Der. shneVi.

shne'-ulia, Mod. sniula, d. shriesbnulia to catch a cold, to become rheu 
matic; to suffer of rheumatism.
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s h n e - u 161 a to throw doivn, as a horse does a rider. Cf. shna'-uldsha. 
shne'-utchna, d. slmeshnutchna to mark, to draw a line: talaak sh. to

draw a straight line.
shne'wadshka; met. for shnaw^dshga, q. v.
shnewalkn6tkish, d. shneshn'\valkn6tkish bellows. Cf. niwalka No. 2. 
shnewi, d. slme'shnui to destroy, demolish, 132, 2. Der. niwa 
shniaktcha, d. shnishnaktcha to send a person for something: spautish

sh to send for poison, 13, 14. 
shnig6ta, d. shmshng6ta (1) to send off, to send aivay, to dispatch, (2)

to send by mail, to mail, 36, 21. 
shnigo'tchna, d. shnishngo'tchna to send by mail; to send away; said

only of letters and similar objects, 
shnikdlua, d. shnishnkalua to madden, excite to rage, irritate, as persons,

dogs etc. Der. kilua. 
shnlkanua, d. shmshnakanua to let ripen, to allow time for ripening; said

of seeds, w6kash, berries, 74, 8. Der. niika 
shnikanuanka, d. shnishnkanuanka (!) to make pauses in the gathering

of fruits or digging of eatable roots, tubers. (2) to cease fishing and then re 
commence; to fish with interruptions. Der shnikanua 

shnikishala, shniggishala, d. shnishnkishala to distrust: sh. n'hunk
hiinkglam hishudksham shapiyash I do not believe all that is said by this
man. Der. kt'sh. Of. shikita. 

shnikita, d. shnishnkita to lose, let fall; said of long-shaped objects, as
needles, pencils etc. Der. k^vva. Cf. hishn'kita. 

shniklwa, d. shnishnkiwa to throw, hurl, cast; said of round or bulky,
heavy objects. Kl for shnik6a Mod. Cf. nutodshna, nuwal%a. 

shnikda, d. shnishnk6a; Mod. for shnikiwa KL, q. v. 
shniksh6kshuka, pi. turni sh., (1) to smell around, to put the nose about,

as horses, cows etc. (2) to root, as hogs, 
shnikshu'l^a, d. shnishnakshu'l^a to make dance; to force, prompt, or

cause to dance, 16, 12.: pan sa shniksho'1/a lu'luags they made the captives
dance again, 20, 10. Der. ksiu/lg%a. 

shni'%a, d. shnishne^a (1) to remove the mucus: sni%t ml psish! blow
your nose! (2) to snuff", sniff: p'laitan snr/a to snuff up into the nose.
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shni'^sh, slmiksh, d. shnishne^sh mucus, snot: shiaski mi hun snl'%sh!
clean your nose with the handkerchief! Kl. for shne'%ash Mod. 

shnilfwa, d. shnishnliwa to kindle a fire; to strike a match. Der. niliwa. 
shnindu'dshna, d. shnishnandu'dshna to lose something, as out of the

side-pocket Of nde'-uli, shneke'gi, shnikita.
shninduwa to dip, douse, let fall into the ^vater, 123, 4. Der. nd^wa (2). 
shninkak'lk6tkish, shnenkakl%6'tch weighing-scale. Der. shnin-

kak'l^a. 
shninkak'l%a, d. shnishnankak'l^a, v. trans., to weigh by means of a

scale. Der. nkl'kel^a. 
shninshaptchpa, d. shnishnshaptchpa to tease, to annoy. Mod. Der.

ndshfptchpa. 
shnint61a, d. shnishnant61a (1) v. trans., to let fall, to drop down. (2)

v. intr., Mod., to fall, to drop. Of. ride'-uli.
shnint6'l%a, d. shnishnant6'l%a, to let fall, to drop. Der. nde'-ul^a. 
s h n i n t o' t % i, d. shnishnanto't%i, v. trans, to let fall, to drop upon the

ground, as fruits from a tree. Der. nde'-utyi. 
shnipelan, d shnishnape'lan to fatten, to render fat. Der. p'lin. 
shnitchi%a, d. shnishnatchi%a to fry: le'puinatka sh to fry in frying- 

pans, 147, 20. Cf. shnitchkua. 
shnitchkua, snitskoa, d. shnishndtchkua, snisnatskoa (1) to broil in a

pan; to fry. (2) to dry meat, berries or fruits over the fire. Cf. shnitchi%a. 
shnitchlkiitkish, contr. snitchlgutch small hook, crochet, fibula. 
sniu%tcha, d. smsnii^tcha to detest, hate. Cf. mu'tchka, shn6kakia. 
s n i u 1 a, d. shnishniila, Mod.; same as shnd-ulia KL, q. v. 
shniulatchganka, d. shnishriulatchganka to glance off; said of mis 

siles: shnl'ulatchgankan hu/n gi it was glancing off; the subject, tal-
dshiaga, to be supplied, 110, 11. 

shniwddshna, d. shnishnuadshna to "swallow: tina'k shniwatchna to
swallow in one draught. Cf. sk<5tka (1). 

shniwatn6tkish, d. shnishnuatn6tkish canvas spread out, sail. Der.
niwatana; lit. "what drives along". Cf. shneklotchn6tkish. 

shniwatchn6tkish, d. shnishnuatchn6tkish (1) oesophagus, pharynx.
(2) throat. Der. shniwcadshna. Cf. s^utkaniitkish.
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shn6kakia to detest, hate: shn6kakiula nu hunksh ka-a / hate him thor 
oughly. Cf. mu'tchka, sniu%tcha.

shn6kglsh, d. shnushnokgish handle of tools, trunk etc. Der. shnuka.
shnuitampka d. shnushnitampka to keep burning: I61oksh sh. they kept 

up the fire by stirring it, 85, 9. Der. shniiya.
shniiy a, d. shnti'shnia (1) v. intr., to burn, conflagrate; to be consumed by 

fire. (2) v. intr., to shine, radiate; to appear radiantly or as a fire. (3) 
subst, polar light, aurora borealis. Der. nuyua.

shnuydkta, d. shnushniakta to singe. Der. shniiya.
shnuy6ka, d. shnushniiika to cause to burn; to burn off, to singe off, as 

hair. Der. shniiya (1).
shnuka, sn6ka, d. shmishnka, sn6shn%a (1) to seize, to take hold of; to 

grasp, to seise forcibly; to catch, to capture: shnuk' at mi'dsu he taJces up the 
spoon, 138, 5.; ndp sh. to shake hands ivith somebody; sh. ne'p k'lakapkash 
to shake hands with the deceased, 87, 10.;-cf. nep; naimk shul6tish sh he 
took away the whole dress, 95, 7.; hii/nk lu'luags wii'k shnu'shne/ank -seis 
ing the war-captives by their arms, 16, 12.; tala shnu'ksh hu hameni, Mod.: 
he, she is eager to grab money; nu shnuk6tak (or: nu shnukdntki), Mod., 
I will get it for myself; shnu'kshtkan (for shnu'kshtka gi nu) na'sh siwak 
I want to obtain (this) one girl, 23, 8., cf. 20, 7. 23, 7.; kd-i nat snu'kat 
watch hunk we did not capture the horse under these circumstances, 30, 6. 
Cf. lupini. (2") to receive, obtain, be presented with. Der. ika.

shnukatka, d. shimshnkatka to approach for seizing, grasping or catching; 
to go and get hold of, 183; 23.

s h n li k p a, sno'kpa, d. shnushnakpa to seize for oneself; to grasp, to hold 
fast on purpose: shnukpapka to seize an object standing or lying on the 
ground, 55, 7. Der. shnuka.

shnu/kpe'li, d. shnushnakpeli to take back, to get back, to reobtain, 60, 14. 
61, 10.: snukp'la 61, 10. for shnu'kp'li a. Der. slmuka, -peli.

shnuktcha, d. shnushnaktcha to go and seize; to catch, capture while going 
or running: na'sh shnuktsdstkak hu'nk watch a man started to get hold of 
the horsey 30, 2. Der. shnuka.

shniikua, d. shnushnakua (1) to grasp, to get hold of, to catch: shnuku61a 
to get a firm hold of. (2) to catch in the water. Der. shnuka.
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shnii'^a, d. shnu'shn^a to parch; said of seeds, roots, fruits etc., 149, 7. 
Der n6ka. Of. shniita.

shniilash, sno'lash, d. shnusbnalash (1) birds? nest, 154; 9.: sh. shkiile- 

lam lartfs nest, 95, 5.; p'laiwasham sh., 94, 9. 100, 9., yaukelam s. eagles' 

eyrie; pfsham sh. humming bird's nest, 134, 13. (2) den of animals, bur 

row, hole, recess: tsu'tskam snu'lash ground-squirrels' hole, 24, 13.
shnu!6ka, d. shnushnl6ka (1) to snap at, as dogs, turtles etc.; said of the 

spu'rn-bird, 168; 44. (2) to scold, threaten; to scare off by threats, scolding; 

to frighten, to scare: hu'nshak 1 pshe-utuashash shnulu'kuapkak (for 
shnuliikuapka ak) you will only scare the human beings, and to no effect, 

114, 11. Cf. shkanaga, shiila.

shnumatchka, d. shnushn'matchka to annoy, tease, 36, 3. Der. mu'tchka.
shnumpshe'ala, srm'mpsa-ala to unite a couple in wedlock, 60, 7. Der. 

shumpshela. Cf. mbushe'ala.
shnu'ntatka to interpret: shahamiiyank sh. sending for somebody to act 

as interpreter, 66, 16. and Note. Cf. liitatka (3), ne'tatka.

shnuntaltchish, d. shnushnantaltchish erosion, wash-out, earth or hill 
side washed out. Der. ntiiltchna,

shnuntaltchna, d. shnushnantaltchna to come down, to flow, rush down 
ward; said of water: Ibe'na stunshnuk ambu shnuntaltchanudpkug to dig a 
canal-ditch for the water, to canalize a stream or water-course. Der. ntultchna.

shnuntatchelo'ks trap; cf. the more original form: shnantatchl%6tch.
shnuntop'lk6tkish, d. shnushnantop'1^6tkish (1) iron oven, round 

oven. (2) yeast; yeasted dough for raising bread, Kl. Der. mita, p'lai.
shnuiitch^61a, d. shnushnantch%61a to curl, as hair; to put into curls. 

Cf. ndshok61atko, tchitaksb.
shnuntch%olsh, d. shnushnantch/olsh curl; curl of hair.
shnupo'dsha, d. shnushnpo'dsha to cause to eject, to force out of; said, 

e. g., of the contraction of the musculus sphincter after defecation. Der. 
piiedsha.

s h n u t a, shn6ta, d. shnushnata (1) to burn; to destroy by fire; cf. hushnata. 
(2) to parch or dry by fire-heat: shnute'tko t6pesh brick, tile; lit. "parched 
mud". (3) to build, kindle a fire while away from the lodge or camp: 
tsiii M6atuash shnushnata then the Pit River Indians built fires, 23, 15. 
Der. niita. Cf. shnatkolua, shu'dsha.
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s li n u 161 k i s h , contr. shnutotch, d. shnushntotkish, contr. shnushntotch 
liard crust or shell of round or rounded shape: shniishntotch=gitko small 
beetle; lady-bug: Coccinella septempunctata.

shnutchliiktagia to plane, render smooth, 87, 3. Der. tchlu%atko.
shnutch6ka, d. shnushntch6%a (i) to burn or singe to death; to kill by 

burning. (2) to torment to death; to tease unbearably. Der. tchoka.
s h o -, so-; words not entered here may be found under shu-, su-.
sho'dshna, d. shusho'dshna to carry in hand, in a bucket or pail. Of. ste*na.
shoh6ta, d. shosh'h6ta to satisfy appetite or hunger; to fill the stomach.
shokeka-ash, d. shoshkeka-ash, Mod. for shukikash Kl., q. v.
shok<5tana, d. shoshk6tana to bite oneself in the tongue or lip, as when 

eating: shok6tantk tu't fore-teeth; lit. ^teeth biting the lip". Der. k6ka.
sho'ksh, shu'ksh, so'ks, Mod. tche6ksh; d. shushoks, sh6shoks, Mod. 

tche6tch6oksh (1) night-heron; a noisy, gray or grayish-blue species of 
heron or crane inhabiting the shores of the Klamath upland lakes and 
rivers; two feet spread of wings, long bill: Nyctiardea Gardenii: su/mmat 
(for shu'matka) shtu'ka kia'm sho'ks the night-heron catches fish with its 
bill. (2) Sho'ksh, the mythic personification of this heron, 122, 9.; also 
in the form Shu'kamtch, q. v. Of. tchu'ksh.

sh6kunka, d. shush6kunka to form, produce or develop froth, foam, to 
foam; said of waters. Of. keVa.

sh6kunksh, d. shusk6kunksh foam, froth of waves.
sh61alua to pack goods on a horse or mule with ropes.
Sh61aluish "Horse-Packer", nom. pr. of Klamath headman, signer of 

the treaty of 1864, and mentioned in it as "Shollasloos".
S61dshoks, S6ld'hoks, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man; interpreted 

by "Long-Legs". Der. tchu'ksh.
sho'lhash, d. shushdlhash pillow: sho'lhashtat shldt'hish pillow-case.
s 6 11, sho'lt; see shalt.
S61tchokni, orS. maklaks, nom. pr., "Salt-Chuck" or Pacific Coast In 

dian; a comprehensive term including the Coquille, Coos Bay, Sayiiskla, 
Siletz, Alsdya, Yakona, Nestucca, Tillamuk, Neh^lim, Clatsop Indians, 
who are the fisher tribes of the Oregon Coast. Among the Salt-Chuck 
Indians are counted c^lso remnants of some tribes formerly living inland,
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as a portion of the Rogue River and Shasti Indians. From the Chin. J.

salt-tchuk salt-water.
s h o - 61 a. d. shosh6ta, Mod. for shu-uta KL, q. v. 

sh6pa, su'pen, shupa (1) v. intr, to lie in a heap, stack, pile, layer. Cf.

sh6pal^a. (z) adv., in a heap, in a pile: a-ati su'pen kela-ush e"hua the

sand lies deep; lit. "deeply in a layer the sand extends." 
sh6pal%a, shu'paleka, d. sh6shpal%a to pile up, to heap up in a stack or

stacks, 75, 13.: kshu'n tiinepni na'd sh6pelakuapk we will make five stacks

of that liay (each to form one load, for hauling it home), 75, 12. 

shote!61a, shutal61a, d. shushtel61a (1) to terminate, finish up, achieve; to

come to an end with preparing. (2) to unfetter, disengage, unroll, uncoil;
wi-ilti nu sh. I am drawing back my prepuce, 185; 42. Der. shutela. 

s h p a g a, spa'gga, d. shpashpaga, spashpa'gga to wet, to drench. Der. paga. 

s p a g a 1 a k s h , d. spaspgdlaksh fold, crease in cloth, paper etc. Der.

spagal%a. 
spagal%a, d. spaspagar/a to fold, to fold up: partic. shpagal%atko folded,

doubled up. Cf. pakalaksh 
shpaha, spaha, spaha, d. shpashp'ha, spaspa, v. trans., to render dry, to

dry near the fire, in the sun etc., 146, 9. 147, 15 : shpahank after drying

it, 146, 10. 148, 10. Der. paha, Cf hashpa^peli. 

Spa-ish Valley, nom. pr.: Surprise Valley. Lies in the northeastern
angle of California, southeast of Goose Lake. The Snake Indian chief

Cchoho resides there with many of his men. Cf. 29, *>. and Note; 31, 1ft. 
spdka, d. shpashpka to punch, to oreak by punching: spaka=wesh tool for

breaking chunks of ice. Der. paka.
spakaga, d. spashpkaga to tear, to tear up by hand, 125, 2. Der. pakaga. 

s p a 1, tchpal, pi. tumi s., yellow ocher, a light-colored or yellow mineral

substance; when exposed to the fire it turns red and then is used as a
paint to mark tlie face with small dots: tchpal shatua^a to mark the face

with ocher-dots. One of the places where it is found lies between Link-
ville and Upper Klamath Lake, on the Link River. Der pala. Lit.
"what is dried". Cf. Lu'lpakat. 

spalala, d. spashpalala to feed; said of animals feeding their young. Der.

pan. Cf. hashpa.
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spalptchi (1) looking like spdl-paint,- ocher. (2) light yettoiv, light brown, 
like dry leaves in the fall. Der. spal, -ptchi.

s p 4 m i, d. spaspami needle of the pine-tree, green or dried up. Der. pala.
Spaniolkni Spaniard; Mexican; tvhite man from the South.
spatddsha, d spashp'tadsha, v. trans., to stretch, to stretch out by hand; to 

extend. Der. patadsha. Cf. spitddsha.
spatcha, spa'tcha, sp6tsa, d. spaptcha (1) to split in the whole length, as a 

piece of wood. (2) to tear, as cloth, paper. Der. padsha. Cf. pete'ga.
spatchiga, d. spashptchiga (1) to twist, turn over, as one's lips, ears. Kl. 

(2) to ring, as a door-bell: vvawa-ush s. to ring the door-bell. Cf. atchiga.
spa-utish, shpautish, d. spashpa-utish poison of every description, 13, 

14 17.:, s. it& tchule'kshtat to poison meat. Der. pan. Cf. ke"-ish, ste'tmash.
Spawaukshi, nom. pr. of a locality on the Sprague River, near Yaneks.
spekan6tkish, d. speshpakan6tkish sewing needle: lit. ' l tool to draw 

out". Kl. for spfkanash Mod, q. v. Der. spika.
spekpdla, d. speshpakpela to squint: partic spekpelitko (a) squinting, 

squinter, cross-eyed, (b) Spekpelitko, nom. pr. masc. Kl. Der. spika, -peli.
spekp'litkptchi, d. speshpakp'litkptchi cross-eyed.
spel^taklutch, d. speshpldtaklutch rake. Kl. for wakatch6tkish Mod.
spe'lsha, d. spespdlsha to advance, to put forward; usually said of fingers, 

79, 6. Der. speluish.
spe'lshna, d. speshpalshna (1) to put forward the index-linger (spdlmsh), 

or other fingers. (2) to play the spelshna- or Indian guessing game by 
putting forward fingers to indicate the supposed location of the four 
game-sticks lying under a cover. See p. 80, first Note. Speldshna is a 
corruption of spe'lshna. Contr. from speluishna. Der. speluish.

spe'luish, d. speshpaluish (1) second finger, index-finger; cf. yiishka, 
yush%ish, the first Note on p. 80, and Note to 79, 3. (2) name of several 
moons of the Maklaks year: usually mentioned in the instrumental case 
speluishtka, and then used in a temporal sense. The spe'luish- or index- 
moons correspond, though not exactly, to our month of February, 75, 
19.; to our July, 75, 1.; and to our September, 75, 11. Der. pelui (2).

Spespakp'litko, nom. pr. masc. Kl.: "Squinter", "Cross-Eye"; d. 
form of partic. of spekpe'la, q. v.
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spd-ukitchna, d. shpe'shpukitchna to continue eating up, 118, 5.
spiamna, shplyamna (1) to pull forth, to draw forth, to drag out: kalla s. 

to drag out earth, dirt, 163; 14. (2) to lead by hand, as a child or horse: 

spiyamnatko watch nu ge'na A'shim I take horses with me when going to 

Ashland. Cf. plena, spika, uyamna.

spidsha, d. spishptcha to drag behind, to draw, pull after oneself. Cf. 

plena, spiamna, spika.
spidshu'dshna, d. spishptchudshna to uncoil, draw out; said of a string 

or rope fastened at one end. Der. spidsha.

splka, shpt'ka, spika, d. spi'shpka to draw, pull out, as a rope, string, 

thread. Of. plena.
splkanash, spe'kanash, d." spishpakanash needle, sewing needle: 1 spika- 

nashtka skentchantak you will sew with a needle. Mod. for spekanotkish Kl.

spitadsha, d. spishptadsha to pull at; to stretch, extend, pull out; said of 
the pulling of ears, fingers, the pinching of noses, the stretching out of 

elastic objects etc. Cf. spatadsha.
spltkala, spitkal (1) v. intr., to drift, to move up slowly, as clouds. Of. 

shlu!61a. (2) v. trans., to make stand up, to raise up, 24, 15. Der. pitkala.

s p 11 c h a , shpi'tcha, d. spi'shptcha; said of fire only: (1) v. trans., to extin 

guish, put out: spitch' 1 161oks! put out the fire! (2) v. intr., to go out, to 

become extinct: lu'luksh shpltcht (for spltchasht) after the fire has become 

extinct, 85, 10. Mod. for spltchka Kl. Der. pltcha.

spltchka, d. spishpatchka, Kl. for spltcha Mod., q. v.
spitchotklpgli, d. spishptchotklpeli to haul or pull down: ple'k s. to 

haul down the/lag. Der. spidsha.

shplu'hpush Harris' woodpecker, spotted; Picus Harrisii: 180; 6. Ono- 

matop. Cf. piupiiitana.

s h p 6 tu , spiitua, d. sp6shptu, spu'shptu, spu'spatua (1) to take strong physi 

cal exercise by rambling for five days and nights through hills, woods 

and vales, fasting, plunging in cold water, rolling large boulders uphill, 
then sleeping outdoors to obtain magic dreams etc. These exertions 
form a part of the mourning customs of the Oregonian Indians, 82, 10. 

83, 1. (2) to become vigorous, strong by the above exercises; to fortify, 

strengthen, invigorate oneself. Cf. luatpishla, spiika, sputiidsha
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spiigatko, d. spushpiigatko gray, gray-colored. Cf. pakpa'kli, ske*dshatko.
spuka, spuka, shpoka, d. spu'shpka (1) to put out the feet, as out of a door, 

wigwam, window, with or without adding pe'tch (feet). Cf. ei%a, nika. 
(2) to lie down, to lie on the ground: shpoka mantchak lie lay on the ground 
for a while, 110, 14; tu'shtok spuka shlftk E-ukskn! where the wounded 
Lake Indian ivas lying, 24, 3.; spu'ksksaksi ivhere the (wounded man) was 
lying, 24, 20.; partic. spukatko recumbent, lying on ground. (3) to lie in 
bed; lit. "to stretch the legs out". Cf. spiinka.

s p u k a n k a, d. shpushpiikanka to move the feet quickly. Cf. putchkanka.
Spuka'n, or Sp. maklaks, nora. pr., Indian of the Spokane tribe of Wash 

ington Territory, eastern part, belonging to the Selish family. Two or 
three Spokane men live on the Klamath reservation. Cf. Note to 78, 15.

spu'kli, spiiklia, spiiklea, d. spushpakli, shpushpaklia (1) to take a steam- 
bath in a sweat-lodge; refers either to the daily steam-bath in the small 
willow-lodges, 82, 4. 8. 10., or to the three mortuary sweat-lodges, 89, 7. 
142, 6-9. 12 15. (2) to sweat in willow-lodges and dance during five 
days under the direction of the conjurers at Klamath Marsh, in the 
w6kash-season, in order to insure a good crop of pond-lily seed. Der. 
spiika. Cf. Iumk6ka, spu'klish.

spu'kliga, d. spushpakliga little sweat-lodge; such as found erected near 
every Indian lodge. Contr. from spukliaga. Dim. spu'klish.

spu'klish, d. spushpaklish sudatory, sweat-lodge. They are of three 
kinds: (1) small ones made by bending over a few willow boughs; these 
are covered by mats or blankets to confine the steam, are used daily by 
the Indians, 82, '6., and a more spacious kind serves also as a place of 
retirement for women in childbed and during- the menstrual period; in 
cantation, 178; 9. (2) solid structures erected of timber, stones and 
earth, and visited by mourners only. Three of these exist in the Upper 
Klamath Lake country, all given to the Lake Indians by K'mukamtch, 
82, 7. 142, 6. (Wakaksi) 12. (E-ukalkshi), and the Ka-ashkshi s.; the 
Modoc tribe had some of their own. (3) the communal dance-house or 
kshiu'lgish is also called sweat-lodge (cf. wala); it is a spacious structure 
erected in the style of earth-lodges (Ifildamalaksh, q. v.), having an 
entrance on a level with the floor, 75, 11. Der. spiika (2).
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s p u'k 1 i s h 1 a, d. spusp&klishla (1) to erect a sweat-lodge by bending over 
a few willow poles. (2) to lay mats or blankets upon the sweat-lodge to 
confine the steam. Der. spfi'klish.

Spu/klish = Lawish, nom. pr. of a sweat-lodge and camping-place on 
Klamath Marsh; lit. "Promontorial Sweat-Lodge".

spu'klitcha, d. spushpaklitcha to go and sweat in a sudatory; to start out 
for a sweat-bath or steam-bath, 82, 5. 88, 3. 89, 6.

spukliiita, d. spuspakliuta to use for sweating purposes, to use for steam- 
baths; lit "to sweat by means of", 82, 7. Der. spu'kli.

spuktchampka, d. spushpaktchampka to heap up earth, to make mounds; 
said especially of the small grave-mounds, about man's length and sur 
rounded by palings, 88, 2.

spiikua, d. spushpakua to spread out, extend, display: Shu'kamlch s. rn'na 
tchu'ksh Old Crane parted his legs (across the river); Old Crane stepped 
across, 122, 23.: partic. spiikuatko (a) spread out, displayed, distended; (6) 
inflamed; said of eyes only; lu'lp shpushpashkuatko gi both eyes are in 
flamed. Of patadsha, spiikanka

spukuga, d. spushpukiiga (1) to drag by tjie feet. (2) to drag, to draw, 
pull. Der. spiika.

spukiigatchna, d. spushpkugatchna (1) to drag by the feet or legs, while 
on a march, 13, 6. (2) to drag behind, to drag over the ground.

spuldsha, d. spuspaldsha to saw with a cross-saw.
spiilhi, spuli, d. spushpalhi, spu'shp'li, v trans., referring to one object 

only: (1) to put, place, carry, bring inside, within, indoors. (2) to close, 
close up, contract; to contract a muscle, e. g., the musculus sphincter Cf. 
shnupo'dsha. (3) to take in, confine, lock up, imprison; to punish by im 
prisonment, 58, 11. 12. 13. 59, 2. 11. 60, 2. 3. 21. 78, 15. etc.: tche'ks 
shpulhiuapka he will soon be locked up, 66, 4. 5. Speaking of more than 
one object, ilhi, q. v. Cf. hushpalhi, kiii (2).

spulhikish, d. spushpalhikish, full form of spuli'ksh,.q. v. Der. spiilhi
spulhitka, spulitka, d. spushpalhitka to return from placing inside, closing 

up, imprisoning: gii/rnpele spulhi'tkuk they went home, returning from the 
imprisonment (of Doctor John), 66, 6.

spuli'ksh, d. spushpalfksh jail, guard-house, place of confinement, imprison 
ment for one person. Contr. from spulhikish. Cf. iligish, skukum-house.
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spu'rn the female of the slika'-hawk, q. v.; incantation, 168; 44.
s p u n a'k s h , shpone'ksll, d. spushpne'ksh time for rest; night or later part of 

evening: nanuk spunii'ks every night, 78, 4. Der. spunega. Of lulalkish 
and the Lat. nox concubia.

spundga, d. spiishpna'ga, v. irnpers., it is late in the evening or night; it is 
sleeping time: tchui shp6nak then it became late, 100, 11. Cf. spiika.

spundkla, d. spushp'ndkla. v. impers., it is getting late at night.
spungatgap&le, spunkatkapeli, d spuspangatgapele to take back, bring 

back again; said of one anim. object, 78, 13.

spungatka, spunkatka, d. spuspangatka to take a person along with 
ivlien returning; to return in somebody's company Der. spiinka.

spiingatcha, d. spusp4ngatcha; same as spunktcha, q. v.
s p u'n i, shpuni, d. spu'shpni to give, to confer upon; to present with, transfer 

to, as a squaw, slave, head of cattle etc.: k<i-i huk watch m'sh spimi-uapka 
she need not transfer a horse to you, 60, 15.; lu'gs ge-u spuni'sh the slave 
transferred by me, 20, 18.; spuni'n (for spuni' nu) / had given or trans 
ferred, 20, 18.; ka-i sndwedsh spuni vushuk through fear they did not give a 
wife to him, 93, 1. Speeding of more than one object, shewana, cf. 60, 16.

s p u n k a, shpu'n^a, d. spushpanka, spushp4n%a to let out of, to dismiss, to 
let go. Lit "to cause to move the legs"; cf. spiika.

spunk. ampSli, d. spushpankampeli to dismiss from jail, to set free, 78, 16.
spu'nkanka, d. spushpankanka (1) to travel along ivith, to take as com 

panion for traveling. (2) to take up for oneself, to keep in onets company, as 
a man, child, strange dog etc., 55, 18. Der. spiinka.

spunktcha, spungatcha, d. spuspanktcha to take, bring along while on 
one's march; said of one anim. object. Der. spunka.

splinktchapeli, d. spushpanktchapeli to convey, to bring back or home 
while on a trip, march or journey; said of one anim. object, 78, 14.

spunshampele, d. spushpanshampele to lead, convey or take back, to 
take or bring home, 66, 3. 96, 5. Der. spiinshna, -pell

s p li n s h i p k a to bring or convey somebody towards, 107, 4.
spunshipkia to bring along witli, lead, convey a person for another, 107, 9.
spiinshna, d. spushpanshna (1) to take along with, to take along as com 

panion, 95, 1. (2) to take away by flattering, to coax away. (3) to take
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along forcibly; to capture, arrest; to convey as a captive, 24, 15. 36, 17. 66, 
3. 133, 9. 10. Speaking of more than one anim. object, e"na, idshna. 
Of. hushpantchna.  

spunt%a, d. spnshpant%a to abduct, steal, take away from: spu'nt^ashtka 
giug snawedsh m'na/or the purpose of abducting one of his wives, 94, 10.

spiintpa, d. spushpantpa to bring, take along with; the French "em- 
mener"1 : lu'ks t'shi'n spu'ntpisham a prisoner of war grew up to adult age, 
after they (the enemies) had carried him off, 16, 14. Speaking of a plural 
ity of anim. objects, itpa.

spuntpampe'li, d. spushpantpampeli to bring back to, to travel back or 
homeward with, 78, 15. Speaking of a plurality of anim. objects, 
ftpampeli.

sputidshanuish, d. spushptidshanuish furrow made by the plow
spu'tua, sp6tu, d. shpu'shpatua; same as shp6tu, q. v. Cf. spuka.
sputu'dsha, d. shpushptu'dsha to go out to fortify oneself; to go and take 

exercise for becoming strong in body. Der. shpotu.
s p u t li y a, d. spushptiiya to plow. Der. put6ya.
sputiiyotch, d. spushptiiyotch plow. Kl. for shutoy otkish Mod.
sputiiyuish, sput6-iwish, sputu-ihuish, d. spushpt6-iwish furrow of 

plow. Der. sputiiya.
spiitchta, d. spushpatchta to frighten, to scare, to terrify. Cf. hush- 

patchta, piitchta.
st4, shta, d. stdsta, shtashta (1) to be full, filled, replete, 75, 9 : shtd saika 

the prairie was full of them, 107, 6. Cf. eVa, iwa, shmo'tka, sh6pa. (2) 
to be complete, entire. (3) adv., fully, to repletion. (4) adA7 ., completely, 
entirely: shta tok sa E-ukskni hashampka the Lake warriors completely 
encircled them, formed an unbroken ring around them, 23, 12.

st4gi, shtagi, d. shtashtagi to fill, fill up, make full: shtagi m'na ya'ki she 
filled her seed-basket with roots, 118, 4. 7. Speaking of many subjects, 
sta-ila. Der. st4, gi (5).

s 14 - i 1 a, shta'-ila, d. shtashtila, v. trans., referring to more than one sub 
ject: (1) to dig out edible roots, tubers or bulbs with a tool (amda); an 
occupation devolving almost exclusively upon the women of the tribe. 
Cf. meVa, stagi. (2) to gather, collect, reap edible seeds by beating them
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from the bushes into the basket, 75, 5. 146, 4.; to gather berries; to 'bring 
together; said of the stalks of the ma-i or tall bulrush-grass, 148, 3. Lit. 
.'*to fill down into (the basket)". Der. sta.

stainaksh, d. stastinaksh lieel. Of. staklinsh.
stakla to fasten, to stick up: vu'nshtat s. to slick up on a dugout canoe, 150, ft.
staklinsh, stakelins loll of the foot: stakelinsksaks! at the ball, 24, 18.
stako!61atko, d. stashtako!61atko bald-headed.
stakpunksh, d. stastakpunksh (1) leech (2) snail', slug: stakpunksam 

latchash snail-shell; lit. "snail-house". C£ the German: Sclmeckenhaus.
Staktaks, nom. pr. of a camp-site on the Sprague River; interpreted by 

"End of the Hill".
stalala, d. stash talala, shtasht'lala to fill: paksh s. to fill the pipe, 14, 4. 

and Note. Der. stani.
staldgatko, shtalikatko, d. stashtale'gatko, adj., in close contact with, 

fastened to, e. g., to the animal body. Said of coverings for the feet: ati 
s. waksna high-topped moccasins ; wiuka s. low-topped. Der. taliga (1).

stalksh, d. stashtalksh wall; house-wall, wall of building. Der. stal%a.
s t a 1 % a, d. shtashtal%a to plant two poles in the ground; see tdwa.
stani, shtani, d. stastni, shtashtni, adj., full, filled with, replete, brimful: 

s. kalo ktchu'l (supply: gi) the sky is full of stars; shnulash a s. napal 
the nest is full of eggs; e"waga s. wishink the pond is fitted with garter- 
snakes; ya/kiti w6kash s. the seed-basket is full of wokash; lit. "the lily- 
seed is brimful within the basket"; ne*p, we'k s. a handful, armful. Der. 
sta. Of. kailash, n(iwa, stdna, stii.

stanu'tchna, d. shtasbt'nutchria (1) v. intr, to lose, to be deprived of one 
object, 43, 9. (2) v. trans., to deprive of, to cause to lose, 43, 16. Of. stewa.

sta-6ta, d. shtashta-6ta, v. intr., to starve for a while, to be famished for the 
time being: sta-6tank makual he camps out while starving himself OY fasting, 
83, 2. Dur. of stawa. Of. shp6tu.

stap, shtap, pi. tiimi s., flint arrow-head, flint spear-head, 134, 17.
stapala, stapal, d. sht4shtpal, Mod. form of st6pela, q. v.
s t a p a t c h k a, stlipatchka, d. shtashtapatchka to wash one's own face: p'lai- 

wash st6patchka the golden eagle washed his face, 134, 11.: nu stapatsku- 
apka / am going to wash my face. Cf. shatashpapkia, shetatcha.

stapatchk6tkish wash-basin; lit. "what serves for washing the face''.
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stapka, d. stastapka to pound, make fine, mash fine: shtapka (sha) kta- 
yatka they pound with stones, 147, 11. Cf. ndshapka, ska'.

stap6tkish, d. stashtp6tkish wooden or steel needle used in the manu 
facture of mats; length about six inches. Cf. stapsh.

stapsh mat made of bulrush, lacustrine grass: s. latchash cabin covered 
with bulrush mats, "title lodge". Cf. stapka, ste'-ulash.

stashtamnish, pi. tumi sh., set of earrings. Cf. hashtamna.
s ta w a , d. stashtua (1) v. trans., to deprive somebody of food or necessaries;

* to starve. (2) v. intr. or refl., to be deprived, to deprive oneself of the neces 
saries of life; to starve, to starve to death, to l>e famished. Cf. hashtawa.

sta-ildsha, shta-ildsha, to start out for digging roots, bulbs; to set out for 
gathering fruits, seeds, 101, 4. Der. sta-ila, q. v.

Steamboat, nom. pr. of Steamboat Frank's first wife, 5", 17.
s h t d g i n s h, pi. tumi st., stocking: ne'tu an le'dshish s. I have practice in 

knitting stockings. From the English.
shtdginshala to knit, make, manufacture stockings.
steinash, shta-inash, d. shtashtmash (1) heart; the agency and principle 

of physical life, vitality, 118, 10., 175; 17.: Leme'-isham s. the heart of 
the Thunders, 114, 4-8.; shko'ksam s. the spirits' heart, 174; 11. Cf. 
pah6ka, shila. (2) soul or sensitive power of man: ge'-utala s. to my heart's 
content; ku-i s. gi to be aggrieved in one's heart; ku-i su'ta pipelangshtan 
stainas they mutually embittered their lives, 78, 5.; litchlltchlish s. gitko 
plucky, brave. Cf. ma'sha, o-<5akgi. (3) morals, sense of right and wrong: 
tidshi, k6-idshi s. of good, of wicked character.

steinshaltko, d. stashtinshaltko (1) possessed of a heart. (2) having 
sensitive or moral affections or qualities; disposed, affected: at tfdsh nu 
stainshaltko now I am rejoicing, now my heart is gladdened. (3) thoughtful, 
reflective. (4) Steinshaltko, nom. pr. masc. Kl.; interpreted by "Big 
Heart", which is intended for "plucky" or "magnanimous" and presup 
poses a fuller form of the name: Mu'=Steinshaltko.

shtdyak'lakpa to listen, hearken, 114, 1.
ste'kish, d. shte'shtkish doorway, passage, entry: latch'sam s. doorway of 

lodge. Cf. st6kish.
shte'ksh, ste'ks, stl'ks, Mod ste'ks (e short), d. shte'kshtaks, Mod. stg'k- 

23
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shtaks (1) nail on finger and toe. Quot. under gutila. (2) claiv, fang; 
talon: tsi'ksam s. bird's daws or necklace made of such; 16kam s. grizzly 
bear's daws: lokam s. shnawakitk wearing a neddace of grizzly bear's daws; 
such necklaces are seen no longer, but formerly were worn by men and 
especially by women below the breast, being highly valued on account 
of their flavor (cf. stika). Of. nep (3).

stela pkish, d. shteshtlapkish, adj., right, on right-hand side: shnu'ka 
stelapksh (for stela pkishash) ne'p they grasp his right hand, 87, 13. Mod. 
also pronounce stelopgosh. Cf. sketish, shketitko.

s t e 1 e w a, d. shteshtalewa to stir, excite the ivater. Cf. Ikan, tchele'wa.
stem s h, d. shteshtanish woman's private parts.
s t e n a, d shteshta to carry in a pail or bucket. Der. e*na. Cf. sho'dshna.
stetm ash, d. stestatmash dipped in poison; poisoned: nge'sh s. poisoned 

arrow, 90, ) 8. Cf. temadsha.
ste-u lash, shte-ulish, d. steshtu'lash (1) rush or tule-mat to cover Indian 

lodges: pe'ni shte-ulash coarse mat made of the tall pd'ni-grass; used for 
covering cabins. (2) willow-framed lodge (stina'sh) covered with rush-mats.

s t e w a, d. shteshtua to lose, to be deprived of: nanuktua s., to lose every 
thing; shu'ldshash s. they lost or missed soldiers, 37, 22. Speaking of one 
object, staml/tclma, q. v. Mod. Cf. shnekegi, stawa.

stewa, shte-ua (1) to mix with, to mix up, mash up with, mingle, 150, 9. 
(2) to mix imtli water for kneading; said of dough. Der. ewa

s t e w i, shtewa to shoot several objects by the same charge. Der. tewi.
atialtko, stc'altko, d. stista/ltko containing resin or pitch, 75, 5.; smelling 

like resin. Der. stiya.
stiya, stia, shti-e, d. stishtia, shtfshtie (1) resin, as exsudated by pine- 

and other trees, 96, 6., cf. pila; shtfya shishi'dsha they put resin on their 
heads as a sign of sorrow, 132, 6.; slitie slmpeloka nu/ss wen6yuk they 
heaped resin on her head, for she had become widowed, 89, G. (2) pitch, tar.

stika, shti'ka, d. shti'shtka, v. trans., to scent, to perceive by smelling: p'lu 
s. to smell fat or lard; lu'k hii'nksh shti'kok vu'shat the grizzly bear smell 
ing (the ko'1-roots) will flee him, 147, 13. Cf. shte'ksh.

stfklkish, shtiklgish, d shtishtaklgish notch, incision: nge'sham s. 
notch at lower end of arrow for applying the bowstring.
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s 11 k s h u i, Mod. stikshuai, d shtislitakshui (1) loot. (2) shoe. From 

English through Chin. J.; stick-shoe: "high shoe". Of. wakshna.
s t i 1 a k a, stillaga, stile^a, d. stistaleka to await in a canoe the entering of 

fish into the tewash-net; to fish with the tewash-dipnet: la-ikashtka s. to fish 
with the Id-iksh-dipnet. Der. tila.

Stilakgish uDipnet Fishery", nom. pr. of a camping site on the William- 

soii River. Der. stilaka.
stilankansha to pass a gate, as teams and wagons. Der. tilankansha.
stilanksh, d. stishtelanksh (1) hoop, circle: tchikeman s. iron hoop. Cf. 

hishtilankanke-o'tkish. (2) quiver with its string and arrows. Cf. stilash, 
tukanksh.

stilankua, d. stishtelankua to ford a river on a wagon; lit. "to wheel 

through the water". Cf. gakua, pankua.
stilanshna, stilantchna, d. stishtelanshna, v. trans. (1) to roll on the 

ground or floor. (2) to drive a hoop, wheel or circle.

stilash, shti'lhash, d. shtishtalash string used as a holder, handle (of basket 

etc.); s., or tiikankshti s., quiver-strap, made of buckskin hide: tsuye'sham 

or tsuye'shti s. guard-string of hat; ya'kiti s. string of the conical root-basket, 

which is worn on back.
stilhipeli, d shtishtalhipeli to return and tell, to report: s. shash katni 

he reported to those staying in the kaydta-lodge, 112, 10. Cf. stil%a No. 2.
stilkakuish, d. shtishtalkakuish person sent out to report forth and back; 

messenger, dispatch carrier; chiefly used in the d form. Der. stil%aNo 2
s t i 1 x a, shtilka, d. shtishtal%a, v. trans., to melt, as lead, tallow: shulalan 

s. to melt in a pan, pot, ladle or crucible; to place into (the net) to be dis 

solved m the water; said of fish-killing substance^, 150, 4. Der. til/a.
stil%a, d. stistal%a to report; to make known, to divulge. Cf. stilta, stiltpa.
stillidanka, shtilitanka to report, to carry news, to bring information, 

111, 21. Der. stilta. Cf stilta No. 2, stuli.
stillinash, d. stisht'linash .tallow, rendered fat. Cf. stil%a No. 1.

stilshampeli, d. stistalshampeli (1) to report back: shtilshampeli- 
uapkuk for the purpose of reporting, 29, 17.; stildsampelok sas in order to 

announce (it) to them, 22, 15. (2) to bring a message. Der. stiltchna, -peli.
stilta, d. stishtalta to-announce, report to; to inform somebody personally
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or through a messenger, to tell somebody about, 94, 9.: K'mukamts an'sh
p'laiwash shtt'lta K'mukamtch told me about the golden eagles, 101, 15.
Of. hishtalta, shapiya, stuli. 

stiltish, d. stistaltish (I) announcement, message. (2) used as a verbal of
stilta in 55, 14, cf. Note.

stiltpa, d. stistaltpa to announce to, to bring a message to, 40, 23. 
stiltchka, stilshka, d. stistaltchka (1) to report, to announce in the quality

of a messenger: giyan shti'lshga to report lies, to lie in one's reports, Mod.,
38, 16. (2) to divulge a secret, Kl. Der. stilta. 

stiltclina, shti'lshna, d. stistaltchna to go and report, to start off, to report,
inform, to carry news or information, with verbal cond., 39, kO. 43, 22.:
ne'-ulaksh s. to bring a message, 38, 14.; gena shtl'ldshnuk he went ^vith
the message, 88, 8. Der. stflta. 

stina-a, d. shtishtna-a (1) to build, erect a stina'sh or tule- covereel lodge, Kl.
(2) to build a house, lodge, cabin of any description, Mod.: shtishtnao'tan 
for erecting lodges with the split rails, £5, 4.

stina'ga d. stistina'ga little willow-lodge, small cabin, 82, 3. Contr. form 
stina-aga. Dim. stina'sh, q. v.

stina'sh , shtina'sh, d. shti'shtinash, stistinash (1) KL, willow-lodge; Indian 
cabin erected on a frame of willow boughs bent over; when covered witli 
mats, it is called std-ulash: yaukela=stupiiyuk s menstrual lodge. (2) 
building, lodge, house of any description; dwelling-house built in Indian 
or American style; outhouse, provision-house, shed etc.: shtinashti palla 
to steal from the house. Mod. for latchash Kl. Der, stina-a. Cf. at, 16tesh, 
lutila, ste-ulash, tchi'sh (2).

sti'nkpeli to bend, to bend back: na'hle'shtka s. nte'-ish to bend the bow by 
(drawing) the string.

stinta, d. stistanta (1) to receive well, in a friendly manner or with honors: 
p! a n'sh tidsh stinta lie received me well. (2) to love, to like, as a friend, 
parent or relative: mi hu ge'-u stintish you are dear to me; cf. 93, 7.
(3) to revere, worship, 134, 19.; to appreciate, to value or prize highly, 139, 
2. 9 Cf. hishtanta, tintampka, tintpa.

shtipa, d. shtishtpa (1) to be clouded, to be full of clouds: kalu a stipa 
paishash the sky is covered with clouds. (2) to be clouded ivith lamb-clouds, 
Mod. Cf. kalo, paisha, tgiwa.
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stipale^a, d. shtishtepal%a to turn upside down, to turn over. Der. p'lai.

stipl, pi. turni s., stable; stable with barn. From English stable.
s t i t % a , d. shtishtat%a to cheat, defraud of. Der. it%a. Of. palla.
stiwi%6tkish, d. stishtui%6tkish baby-board; small board to which 

infants of Western Indians are tied and carried about by their mothers 
while their heads are undergoing the process of flattening. Mod. Der. 

iwi#6tkish. Of. dmtchna, shue'ntch.

stiwini, d. stishtufni to stir up, as dough: n^patka s. to stir with the hand 

or hands. Der. iwina. Of. kuloye'na.

st6, sht6, d. st6shtu; see stu.

st6kish, d. st6shtkish doorway, gate: ktchfnksham s. gate of a corral, in- 

closure. Mod.; unknown to Kl. Der. stu. Cf ste*kish.
st6kuaga, st6kuak li little burrower": (1) species of small fish, four or five 

inches long. (2) species of long-tailed squirrel: Spermophilus Beecheyi. 

(3) St6kuag, abbr. St6kua, one of Afshish's mythic wives, mentioned in a 

mythologic tale, and supposed by some to be the small fish (1), by others 
the squirrel (2), 99, 10. 100, 5. 11. 12. Der. stu (1). Cf. mdhiash.

st6palhuish, or stapalufsham, d. sta'shtpalhuish (1) tree partly peeled 

off. (2) verbal indef. preterit of st6pela, q. v. Cf. wapalash.
st6palsh, d. sht6shtpalsh the inner or fibrous bark of trees; the sweet- 

tasting fiber-bark of the kapka pine-tree is peeled off and eaten raw by 

the Indians in April, when the sap goes up, and later in the spring, 148, 

19-22. Cf. st6pela. Cf. kne'-udshi.

st6palsha, d. st6shtpalsh to scrape off annually or habitually the fibrous 

or inner bark of pine-trees, especially of the kapka-pine; to peel a pine- 
tree and eat the fiber-bark, 148, 19. and Note.

St6palsh = Tamadsh " Solitary Peeled Pine", nom. pf. of a locality near 
Klamath Marsh, 74, 16. From st6palhuish, tamadsha.

st6patchka, shtu'patchka, d. shtu'shtpatchka; same as stapatchka, q. v.
s 16 p 61 a, Mod. stapala, d. st6shtp8la to scrape off, peel, remove the inner bark 

of trees, 148, 20.: ku'sh st<5paluish, st6palhuish pine-tree partly deprived 

of the fiber-bark, 148, 21. 22. Der. u-, pala; lit. "to make dry above."
stosht6tish, pi. tumi s. (1) gopher, mole; a species of Thomomys; lit. 

"maker of passages". (2) bugleman, trumpeter. Der. stu. Cf. stuka.
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stii, shtu', sto, d. shtu'shtu, stoshtii (\) passage, aperture in the ground; 
burrow, den, hole, tunnel, subterranean passage-way, gangivay; loiv entrance. 
(2) tubiform passage, tube, air-passage. (3) passage, thoroughfare above the 
ground; trail, path, pathway; ivay, road, causeivay, street: slitu' stani kela- 
ush the road is full of sand; 161oks=wa'genam sto railroad; lit. " fire- 
wagon's path"; path, trail of animals, 29, 11.

s t u a g a, shto-aga, d. shtushtuaga (1) small burrow or subterranean passage. 
(2) path, pathway, foot-path. Dim stu.

s tu'i 1 a s h , d. shtushti'lash (1) pile of ivood. (2) fire-wood put away for 
the cold season, Kl. Der. tuila. Cf. T6-ilkat, tiiilash.

stilish, shtu'ish, d. shtu'shtish burrow; gophers den; mole-hill: shtu'lshtat 
gatpamnan coming to a gopher-hole, 128, 6. Der stiiya.

stiiya, sht6ya, d. shtushtia (1) to make a road, way, passage, gangway; to 
tunnel through, 104, 4. (2) to place on the road or trail, to set going, to 
circulate: stoyudpka (supply: nu pa'ksh) I will put the tobacco-pipe in circu 
lation, 137, 2. Der. stu.

stuy&kishka, .d. stushtiakishka to clip the hair. Cf. shiashka (2), 
shuyoka (2), shuktaldsha.

stiiyua, d. stushtiyua to stab each other; to wound or cut each other with 
sharp-pointed weapons: partic. stuyuetko stabbed, pierced Der. stu'ka.

stu'ka, shtiika, d. stu/shtka (1) to shout through the hands applied to the 
mouth as a tube. (2) to shout, halloo, cry aloud. Cf. nde*na, nkena, 
stu't^ena, stu; t%ishla. (3) to stab; to zvoundor cut with a pointed weapon, 
to pierce; lit "to make a way through": partic. stukatko (a} cut, stabbed; 
wounded with a knife or spear; (&) stab-wound. (4) to gig, to catch with 
poles, to spear; said of fish: ku'tagsh s. to gig minnow-fish; said of Old 
Crane, 122, 6.; pshin slotsuank sht6ka to spear fish by torchlight. Cf. 
stukua. (5) to sting, bite, Mod.; said of hees, snakes etc. Cf. kiutka. 
Der stu. Cf. hashtaksh, h&shtka.

stu'kish, stokish, d. stu/shtkish (1) hailstone: mu'meni s. heavy hailstones, 
156; 26. (2) hailstorm. Der. stu'ka (3).

s t ft' k s h a 11 k o notched; having portions or angles cut out.
stukua, d. stushtkua to stab in the water; to gig, kill by stabbing in water: 

kia/m s. to gig, harpoon fish. Cf. tuakish.
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stuleolish, d. stustale61ish definite order, command: ka-i hu'shkanlc 
K'mukamtsam stuleo'ls gi'ulatki he was not mindful of K'mukamtch's sliarp 
order enjoining him (to bring etc.), 107, 7. Der. stuli.

s t u 1 i, shtuli, stulhi, d. stustali, stustalhi to order, command; to enjoin, give 
directions; connected usually with the verbal intentional: s. i'ktchatki 
giug km a/ he sent him to obtain the skullcaps, 109, « *.; s. unakag m'na 
shli'tki he advised his little son to shoot, 110, 2.; nanuk maklaksash shtu- 
liulank after having left orders with all the Indians. Of. 96, 11.107, 13. 15. 
110, 5. 118, 9. Of. tpewa.

stulidsha, d. stushtalidsha to order, enjoin while going; to give directions 
while passing around: nanuktualash sha shtulidsha ka-i shaptld giug they 
went around commanding every article not to tell, 120, 21. Of. stuli.

stu'lka, d. stushtalka to perforate another person's nose with a sharp in 
strument, as a needle. Der. talka. Of. hashtaksh.

stu'nka, d. stushtanka to pass or run through, as a rope, string, 13, 6.
stunke'dsha, d. stushtanke'dsha, v. trans., to encompass, encircle with; 

said, e. g., of embroidering or sewing beads around the rim of a cushion.
stunkiamna, d. stushtankiamna (1) v. intr., to pass around, go around; 

said of inan. subjects, as neckties, e. g. (2) v. trans., to encompass, en 
circle, as a piece of land with a fence Der. stu'nka.

s t u n % i a, d. stushtankia to pass or run through oneself: kenuks a-i nil 
stu'n%i-uapk I will pass out a rope through my anus, 165; II. and Note.

stunshish, Mod stu'ntchish, d. stushtanshish, Mod. stushtantchish exca 
vated canal, ditch, wet ditch: kukaga shtunshishti stream passing through 
an artificial bed; canalized rivulet or brook. Of. stu^nshna.

stu'nshna, Mod. shtuntchna, d. stushtanshna, Mod. stushtantchna to 
make pass through; to conduct, force, or putt through or onward: knukstat 
s to drag an object behind on a rope; Ibena shtiinshnuk ambu to dig a 
conduit for water, to dig a canal or ditch. Der. ntiiltchna.

s t u' n t a, shtu'nta, d. shtushtanta to fasten or fix on, as a rope, string.
stiip, stu'pa, pi. tumi s., stove; iron heater: stu'pat wintila to lie under, near 

the stove, 186; 56. From English stove.
s tup ash, stopesh, pi. tumi s., bone marrow, animal marrow.
stupka, d. stustapka (1) to puncture. (2) to stab repeatedly in several
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places; to wound or Mil by stabbing: partic. st6pkatko, stiipkatko (#) 
wounded by stab-ivounds. (b) stab-wound. Der. stu'ka. Of. hushtapka, 
ktakalitko, stu'ka (3).

stiipka, d. shtushtlipka to stand, to be contained in; said of inan. subjects: 
ampu sh. pok6ti water stands in the bucket. Der. tiipka. Of. stiitka.

s t u'p u a 1 x a, d. stushtapual^a to bubble up in cold water; said of the effect 
of articles thrown in. Of. kmult^aga, kmutcho'sha, puelhi

stiipui, d. stushtapui to menstruate for the first time; to enter the age of 
feminine puberty: stupuyiiga, stupiiyuk on account of first menstruation, 
134, 21.; y aiike" laFstupiiyuk stina'sh menstrual lodge. Of yulfna, pilpil.

stiipuish, d stushtapuish first menstruation.
stiitash, d. stushtiitash^jpe; reed-pipe. Der. stii (2)
stutila, d. stushtila to roof over, to cover with a roof resting on pillars: stu- 

tilantko spu'klish (these) sweat-lodges are roofed, 82, 2.
stutilash, stuti'lsh roof-pillar, post, solid tvood frame of Indian lodge: lult- 

nialaksam s. vertical booms or posts sustaining a winter-lodge; usually set up 
in the form of a regular square.

s t li t i s h , d. stushtish; occurs in: shap'sam stutl'sh beams of light projected 
by the rising and the setting sun, 179; 3.

s t li t k a, d. stushtatka to stand, to be standing; said of anim. subjects: watch 
a ati stiitkatko the horse is tall. Of. stiipka No. 2, tiipka.

stu't^gna, d. shtushtat^ena to emit a voice, sound; said of persons and 
animals: kii-i an s. I have no good or strong voice: partic. stut%antko having 
a voice, endowed with a voice; mu^stut^ampkash gisht being possessed of 
a strong voice, 55, 17. cf. 183; 24.; wayoxsham stu/tyantk singing like the 
waiwash-goose, i. e. "harmoniously", 183; 19.; yiikikam stu7t%antk pos 
sessing the voice of the mocking-bird, 183; 21. Der. stii (2).

stu't^ish, d. stushtatpsh (1) sound, clang, tone. (2) human or animal 
voice. Cf. stiit^ena.

stu't#ishla, d. shtushtat%ishla to weep aloud, to cry in mourning; to weep 
as a mourner, while sitting at the side of the deceased, 89, 3. Cf. kuki, 
luatpishla, stu't%6na.

shtchayashla, d. shtchashtchiashla, v. intr., to produce a noise, report, 

rustle; said of the elementary forces.
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shtchakalka, d. shtchashtchkal'ka to form a corner, angle; partic. d.
shtchashtch%alkatko triangular; lit. "acute-angular." Der. tchak, radix
of tchaktchakli.

shtchakaliatpish angle of any description; corner of a room. 
shtchakuash, abbr. sakuash, d. shtchashtchakuash (I) pole sharpened

at one end. (2) spear, gig-spear, gigging pole used in fishing, 180; 20.:
sakuashtka kia'm stu'ka to spear fish. This spear is composed of two
long poles inserted into each other and of a smaller one at the end, the
whole reaching sometimes a length up to twenty feet (3) fish-spear,
pole with three iron prongs. Der. tchak, rad. of tchaktchakli. Cf. ki'sh. 

shtchalapshtish, d. shtchashtchalapshtish rainbow, Mod. Cf. witchiak. 
shtchaukitko, d. shtchashtchu'kitko deaf. Der. ndsh6ka. 
shtcha-ush, stsa-us stick, rod or pole, used in erecting sweat-lodges: stsa-

usa=walks (for stsa-usam=walks) hole made in the ground for planting the
rods when building a sweat-lodge, 168; 45. 180; 23. Cf. shtchakuash (1). 

shtchautantko, d. shtchashtchu'tantko deaf. Mod. for shtchaukitko Kl. 
shtchele'wa, d. shtcheshtchele'wa to bubble up in water, to form ripples

spontaneously. Mod. Der. tchele'wa. 
shtchidshapka, d. shtchishtchapka to bring, carry to somebody several

objects of the same description or things gathered in a bunch. Cf. tchipka. 
shtchiyake"ka, d. shtchishtchiake'ka to tickle, Mod. Cf. sheyakua. 
shtchiyamna, d. shtchishtchiamna to carry in hand articles in a bunch

or several objects of the same description. Cf. i-amna. 
shtchi'ke'dshna, d. shtchishtchak'tchna to trot, as a horse. Cf. kish-

tchna, shna'-uldsha.
shtchl'kedshnish, d. shtchishtchagge'dshnish trotting horse, trotter. 
s h t c h i k' 1 % a, d. shtchishtchak'l%a to erect poles for a scaffold or platform.

Cf. kshawal, tchikla, tchik61al#a.
shtchikpaksh, d. shtchishtchakpaksh natter of horse. 
shtchfkt^ish, d. shtchishtchakt%ish bridle. Cf. tchfytchi^a. 

shtchipka, d. shtchishtchapka to gather, unite articles into a bunch; to
collect objects of the same nature. Der. tchipka. 

shtchishalkatko, shtchlshl%atko, d. shtchishtchash'l%atko crooked,
curved, bent over. Cf. tishilatko.
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shtchitchtchna, d. shtchitchtchatchtchna to squirt. Cf. kpitclitclma. 
shtchl'waksh, shtchiyuaks, d. shtchfshtclmaksh (I) shortgoicnreaching

from waist to knees, worn by women; also called uba-ush sh. (2) petticoat
or skirt, as parts of female dress, 

s h t c h li y a m p k a, d. shtchushtchiampka to shine or reflect into the eyes so
as to injure the poiver of vision. Cf. shtchu'katko. 

s h t c h u k a 1 k i d s h a, d. shtchushtch^alkidsha, v. intr., to make a bend or
turn, as a river or road, 

shtchtl'katko, d. shtchu'shtch^atko (1) one-eyed, 107, 4. 8. 10. 109,
3 12. (2) Stsokatko, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man. Der. shtchu%a.
Cf. Note to 109, 6.

shuadshamtch'rna, d. shuashudshamtch'ma to ivag the tail. 
shua-i, sua-i Hack-tail deer; a species found only in and west of the

Rocky Mountains: Cervus colmnbianus. Cf. mushmush (2), pakolesh. 
shuaitlala, .d. shuashuaitlala to heat stones during one day for cooking,

baking or roasting purposes, 74, 4. Cf. satnalha 
s h u a k a k, shuakaga, d. shuashuakak prairie-chicken; gray and brownish,

with down. A bird closely related to the p6pusha, q. v. Der. shua't. 
s h u a k a t c h k t c h a, d. shuashukatchktcha to shake the head in refusal. 
shuakia, d. shushuakia to call a conjurer for help; term used of conjurers

only and therefore not necessarily connected with its object, kiuksash.
Customers are afraid to enter the wizard's own lodge and therefore call
him out by loud cries and hallooing. Tsika shuakiuk nd^na the old man
shouted after the shaman or conjurer, 68, 3 ; shuakiuk kiukshash when
calling the conjurer, 71, 1.; shashuaki'sh (another d. form for shushuakish
or shuashuakish) people calling the conjurer, &4, 1. Cf. kiuks, wakena. 

s h u a k i d s h a, d. shuashukidsha to start out for shamanic help; to go and
call a conjurer for help, 65, 18. 68, 2., construed like shuakia, q. v.: tsui
ge*na tchika suakitsuk then the old man left for obtaining the conjurer's help,
68, 3. Cf. kiuks, shuishala. 

shuaktcha, suaktcha, d. shuashuaktcha to shed tears, to weep, to wail; to
cry loudly, 122, 12. 13. 190; 17.: kaila sh. the earth wept, 17.5; 19.; suas-
suaktch rnaklaks nanuk every individual is weeping, 70, 6 ; shuashuaktchish
loud mourners, bewailers, 84, 2. 100, 9.; shuashuaktch6ta while weeping
over their loss, 110, 22. Cf. luatpishla, stu't/ishla.
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s h u a k t c h t a m p k a, d. shuashuaktchtampka to commence tveeping, wail 
ing; to begin to shed tears, 126, 2. 

s h u a 1 a, d. shuashuala to pile up, to pile upon each other: kta-i sh. to pile up
rocks, to erect a rock-barricade, 30, 9. Of. walash, walish. 

\
s h IT a 1 a 1 i a in p k a, d. shuashualaliampka (1) to watch, to keep watch over:

sh. kia'm to watch the fish. (2) to protect, watch the interests of, 34, 20.; to
take care of, 39, 13. 21.; to manage, to superintend, cf. 33, 2. and Note,
134, 6. Cf. shualka No. 1, wal%a (1). 

shualka, d. shuashualka to preserve, keep entire; to save, 134, 7. Mod.;
unknown to Kl. Der. wal%a (1). 

s h u a 1 k a, d. shuashualka to sweat, perspire, to be in a perspiration, to be

warm or hot; not referring to the sweat-lodge. Der. wala. 
s h u 41 k a s h , d. shuashualkash sweat, perspiration. 

s li u a 1 k 61 a, d. shuashualk61a to cool oneself off. Der. shualka. 

shualko'ltcha, d. shuashualko'ltcha to cool oneself while walking, 82, 9. 
shual%a, d. shushual^a; same as shuwar/a, q. v. 

S h u al s% e'ni, nom. pr. of a camping-site on Klamath Marsh; lit. "At
the Pile of Rocks". Der. shuala. 

s h u a n k a p t c h i; same as shuhankptchi, q. v. 

s h u a n s h a k 1 u i s h , Mod. shuantchakeluish (1) mane of horse, lion. Cf.

ksheluish, wakaluish, wamelhuish. (2) Mod., bristles on hog's back 

s h u a n u i, d. shushanui to covet, to be in love with. Cf. kiiktakia 
s h u a s h u 1 a 1 i a m p k i s h, pi. turn! sh. (1) watcher, watchman, guardian :

shi'p sh. shepherd. (2) administrator, superintendent, 33, 1., and Note
to 33, 2.; Government agent of an Indian reservation: Dya sh. kshita the
agent Dyar escaped, 42, 17. Der. shualaliampka. 

shua/t, d. shuashuat sage-cock, sage-lien; a western bird belonging to the

Tetraonid or grouse family: Centrocercus urophasianus, 135, 4. Cf.

p6pusha, pupisha, shuakak 

shuatawi, Kl. shuatawa, d. shuashuatawi (1) to stretch, to extend one's

limbs through laziness or other causes. (2) to sprain a limb: shuatawitko

ma'sha huk he suffers of nerve-spraining. Cf. tchatawa 

shua-uka, d. shuashua-uka (1) to squeal, whine; said of persons and

beasts. (2) to yelp. Cf. shdka, shuaktcha.
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S li u a w a1 i, nom. pr. of a camp-site on the Sprague River, near Y&neks.
shuawidshna, d. shuashuawfdshna to take aim, to point at with a gem, 

arrow etc. Cf. kinshampka, lay a, shuawina.
s h u a w i n a, d. slmashuwina to look over, to overlook in the sense of exam 

ining: ki'uks suawfnuk sas kants sliuapkst when a conjurer overlooked them 
to find out who would he shot, 21, 9. 10.

shu'dsha, shu'dsha, d. shushu'dsha (I) to build afire; to have an open fire 
at the camping-place, in or before the lodge; refers especially to camp- 
fires at night and to fires built for cooking, the object, luloks, being 
usually omitted: kissa'mi sh. Sa't at nightfall the Snake Indians built a 
camp-fire, 31, I.; makle%uk sh. she built a fire to pass the night by, 119, 
20.; mu' sh. to build or have a large fire, 121, 20.; shu'dshank nat tchia 
we sit around the fire in camp; nanuk te-unipni latchashtat shushu'dshuapk 
luloks for each ten lodges they will kindle a fire. Cf. klukalgi, shnatkolua, 
shndna, shne'pka. (2) to build, to have a fire in a stove, on the hearth etc.

s h u' d s h a p e 1 i, d. shushu'dshapeli (1) to rekindle, rebuild a fire; to build 
another or a new fire, as at dawn of day, 16, 5. and Note; 112, 20. (2) 
to rekindle the fire before or in the lodge habitually every morning or day.

shu'dshgish, d. shusho'dshgish fireplace in or outside the wigwam, 
lodge or house. Der. shu'dsha

s h u d s h g i's h a 1 s h , d. shusho'dshgishalsh provision for the fire-place: sh. 
anku fire-wood. Cf. stu'ilash.

shiidshipka, d. shushlidshipka, v. trans , to follow up, to walk towards by 
following or pursuing; said of one object only, 174; 8. 183; 14.; mu'sh- 
mush sh. to drive one head of cattle, 182; 10. Contr. from sh'hudshipka. 
Der. hudshfpka. Cf. ka-ika, ka-ikanka.

shfi'dshna, d. shushu'dshna (1) v. trans., to chase, pursue; said of per 
sons and animals: shu-u'dshant 1! (for shiidshnat l!) chase him! 193; 14. 
Cf. kayaktcha, kayaktchna. (2) v. recipr., to chase each other, to run after 
each other: shu'dshnuk when chasing each other, 80, 10., cf. 80, 12. Contr. 
from sh'hudshna. i)er. hiidshna.

s h u d s h o k a, Mod. shutch6ka, d. shushudshoka (1) to wash onds whole body. 
( 0 to wash part of one! s body: wexk, pe'tch sh. to wash one's arms, feet. Cf. 
peVa, shatchaktchaka, shatchakua.
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s h u d s h o k a 1 a m n a, d. shushudshokalamna to wash one's back; ka'mat 
back is sometimes added. Lit. "to wash oneself all around".

s h u e d s h a n t a rn n'a, d. shueshudshantamna to be in the habit of gambling 
when on a journey, 100, 15. Der. shue'dshna, -tamna.

shue'dshna, sue'tsna, d. shue'shudshna to go to play, to go to the gambling- 
place, to be on a gaming tour: shuddshnuk when gambling on their way, 99, 
2.; shash at shua'tsna he went away from them for gambling, 100, 14. and 
Note; sue'tsnuk sas in order to have a game among themselves, 100, 15.

shudkalsh, d. shue'shukalsh sleeve, as of a shirt, coat.
shuekaptcha to wink with the eyelids; to nictate. Cf. kelamtchtamna, 

knadshikfa, shakelamtcha.

shue'kush, shue'kosh pole, wand, rod; switch used in certain games, 80, 7. 

9. Der. kdwa. Cf. shtchakuash, shtcha-tish.

shuelita, d. shueshulita, v. intr., to form a cross, to intersect; said of lines 
etc.: partic. shuelite'tko (a) disposed crosswise. (6) crossing diagonally the 
texture of woven cloth. Cf. sh^ka, shen6k'la.

shudnka, d. shueshuanka to kill, slay, to put to death; said of more than 
one object, and used almost exclusively by Modocs: mu'ne shawalsh 
mbawan sh. an exploding shell killed them, 43, 2. Cf. 40, 17. 41, 15. 21. 
43, 11. Der. w&ika. Cf. luela, shfuga (3).

shue'ntch, d. shue'shuantch (1) baby-board, cradle-board to which the in 
fant or child is tied or strapped, Kl. for stiwi%6tkish Mod., q v. (2) baby- 
board with the baby on it. (3) Mod., infant, babe, suckling child, 91, 8. 9.: 
sudntcham skiitash womb, uterus. Der. e'na. Cf. mukaga, muksh.

shuentchdga, d. shueshuantchaga (1) small baby-board, Kl (2) little 
babe; infant just born, Mod., 91, 4. Dim. shue'ntch.

shud-udsha,' d. shue'shudsha to go fishing with the line: nu sud-utchuapk 
gen waitash I shall start for angling this day. Der shueVa. Cf. k'lika.

shue'-ush, d. shue'shush fish-line,angling-line. Der. shue'wa. Cf. takele'ash.
shue'-usham, d. shue'shusham yellow tree-moss: Evernia vulpina.
shue'-utka, d. shudshutka (1) to return from angling. (2) to angle habit 

ually or repeatedly: ndani a nu hid sh. eVakatat gen waitash to-day I went 
three times to the pond to fish with the line.

shudwa, d. shue'shua to fish with the line, to angle: nishtd nu sh. I have 
angled all night. Der. cwa Cf. knd-ush, kneVa, lutkish.
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s li u g g a i, pi. tumi sh., sugar. Frorn the English.
shuggay a, shukaya, d. shushkaya to hang on or out, to be suspended on; 

said, e. g., of young birds hanging out of their nests, 94, 10.
shuggu/laki, shugu'l'ki, d. sbushgu'laggi: same as shuku'lki, q. v.
s h u li a n k, shu'ank, met. shahunk, d. shushuank agreeing with, alike, 

similar to, conformably with: humasht shahunk giug for this same reason, 
134, 4. Of. haktchamptchi, shdwa, shitko.

shu h an k p t chi , shiihanktchi, d. shushankptchi, adj., similar to, resem 
bling; of same shape, form, size, exterior, color etc.: kdtcha sh. resembling 

somewhat; a little alike; shuhankptchak an gawal ko'sh tii'gshta e-ush 1 
found the same kind of pines on the other side of the lake; kta-i shush uank- 
aptcha i'hiank selecting stones of equal size, 82, 13.

s h u h a n k = s h i t k o , shuhankshitk, d. shushank^shitko, shushanloshishatko 
(1) adv., alike, similarly to; equally, evenly, in a similar manner: sh,=sh. telan 
having the same features, when speaking of members of same family; 
shuliank=sitk siss6ka to beat each other evenly, 59, H. (2) adv., at the same 
time, simultaneously. (3) conj., at the time when, 1U9, 12.

s h u h a t c h % a, d. shushuatch^a to step, tread on one's own foot.
sh uli atch% al a, shuhitchkala, d shushuatch^ala, shushuitchkala to roll 

oneself up, to double up; to curl or coil oneself up, to contract one's body, to 
draw up one's legs; shuhatch^alatko ke-ish (gi) the rattlesnake is coiled up.

Shuhia%i(igish, nom. pr. of rocks near Modoc Point; cf. shuyake'kish.
shuhu'lulea, d. shushii'lulea to jump, skip doivn from, 120, 1.: ka-i a't 

shuhu/lule-uapk latchashtat ye shall not skip doivn from the lodge-top, 
118, 10. Cf. hulhe, hulipeli.

s h u h u 1 u 1 e n a, d. shushululena to go and jump down from, 119, 23.
shiii, d. shushui to give in a cup, bucket, on a plate, pan, dish, tray, pd'hla 

or shdplash. Speaking of many different objects, shewana. Cf. luya, uya.
s h u i d s h a, shuitcha, d. shulshudsha to urinate. Der. idsha.
shui.dshash, suitchash, d. shuishudshash (1) urine. (2) sh. or sh.4a- 

walsh urine bladder. Cf. kan. (3) bladder of any kind; sh. or sh.4awalsh 
sivimming bladder of fish: shuitchashksaksiniitchash anal fin. (4) any 
organ of the shape of a bladder; maw, craw, gizzard etc. Cf. lawalash.

sh uikina, d. shuishukina to drive away from water, as a horse, dog, cow 
etc. Speaking of more than one object, niwikina, Cf shuina, shuwa.
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shuikipeli, d shuishkipeli to drive out of the watei again, as a horse, 
cow, dog. Speaking of more than one object, niwikapeli.

shuikashllna, d. shushlkashlina to sprain: pe'tcham nawalsh sh. to 

sprain the instep. Cf. shuatawa.

s h li i % i a, d. shushi%ia to carry on shoulder: shui%iarik ena, Mod. shur/ian, 
shui^ien ena to carry on shoulder. Cf. shepolamna, shikianka.

shu'ila, d. shuishu'la to shake oneself: watch a sh. the horse shakes himself.
s h u i 1 a 1 s h k a, d. shuishulalshka to shake off, remove from oneself by shak 

ing: watch a killilksh sh. the horse shakes of the dust.
s h u i 1 p k a, d. shuishualpka (1) to lie or stretch oneself on the ground, back 

upward. Speaking of more than one subject, wiwampka, d. of wimpka. 
(2) to lie flat on the ground, as for sleeping. (3) to lie or hide oneself in 

ambush: tsui E-uksknl sh., tsiii ti'ntkal sha, yo'ta sha then the Klamath 

Lake men ambushed themselves, then they suddenly arose, and dispatched their 

missiles, 16, 5. Der. ilapka, from ila. Cf. hishual/a.

s h u i m p a t a m p k a to lean backward on a chair, bench or seat; to lean 
against the back of a chair. Cf. kshapata, tchapata.

shuina, Mod. shuincia, d. shushina, Mod. shushine'a to race; to take part 
in afoot or other race. Kl. Cf. shakatpampele'a, shuikina.

shuina, tsuiua, d. shuishua to sing, either solo or in chorus: tutiksh ma- 
klaks sh. the natives express their dreams in song, 134, 3.; nu tchuinuapk! 
i tchui'n! I will sing! you sing! 90, 12.; ateni keleVi shufsh now I cease 
to sing, 90, 13.; shuinuapk 1 nanuk! sing all of ye! 90, 14.; kilank at 
tsuinuapk! ye must sing loudly! 70, 3.; nanuk nadsha/shak sh. all are 
singing in a chorus; luatpishluk sh. (sha) they sing mourning songs, 87, 12. 
The voices of animals and spirits, the twittering of birds etc., are often 
compared to the singing of songs; e. g., the voice of the weasel, 162; 5.; 
that of a black mouse, 165; 10.; of a spirit, 173; 1.; of K'mukamtch, 
1:>2; 9. Tchuina, tsiiina is a vulgarism for shuina. Der. wina.

shuinala, shuinalla, d shuishuala (1) to sing simultaneously with the 
starter of the song, to accompany the leader of the chorus (2) to sing 
repeatedly, to repeat a song: kaila nu shuinalla I repeat my earth-song, 
175; 16. All the incantations, song-lines, tunes, melodies etc., are 
repeated an indefinite number of times by the Oregonian Indians, varia 
tions being introduced m llitj words as well as in their tunes.
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s h u i n e a, d. shushine'a to race; same as shiiina, q. v.
s h u i n e a, d. shushine'a to sing in some person's interest; to sing for some 

body's pleasure. Kl. Der. shuina.
shuinota, d. shushinota; same as shiun6ta, q. v.
s h u i n 61 i s h , d. shushin6tish; same as shiunotish, q. v.
s h u i n 61 k i s h , d. shushinotkish incantation started by the conjurer to be 

repeated by a chorus, and supposed to emanate not from himself, but 
from some animal sent out to search after the disease, or from another 
object of nature, of which he acts as the mouthpiece. Of. shui'sh and 
Notes to 154; 9. 155; 16. 2 1. and first Note on p. 171. Der. shuina. Of. 
shello!6tkish (2), shui'sh, winota.

shui'sh, shui'sh, su-is, d. shuishuish, suisuis (1) song, chant; referring 
either to solo songs or to choruses; pilpil sh. puberty or virginity song. (2) 
melody, tune. (3) magic song of conjurer; tamdnuash-song, fatal incantation, 
11 medicine song", wizard's spell. These songs are agencies of terrific power 
in the hands of conjurers of both sexes, and can inflict, according to the 
common belief, sudden death or fatal disease upon any person present 
or absent. Conjurers who obtain this power of casting spells by fasting 
and dreaming can thereby ascertain by whom and by what agencies a 
person has been bewitched into disease or has suffered violent death. 
Many of these song-spells are called mischief-bearing (ku-idshi): k6- 
idshi a-i nu shuish g! 1 am a conjurer's fatal song, 166; 25.; k'mutcha'witk: 
ko-idshi shui'sh genti kailati the old man's song is a fatal song in this 
country, 179; 7. Other songs sung by conjurers are considered bene 
ficial to mankind: laki shuisham k6-a the toad song is chief of all songs, 
180; 18. Cf. kaltchitchiks (2). Magic songs are mentioned: sins mi'sh 
g(i-u slaa my dream song has seen you; viz. "it has revealed to me the truth 
concerning yourself," 65, P.; tchi hnk sh. sapa so the magic song indicates, 
tells, 72, 3.; sh. hu'k na'sht ki the magic 'songs say (to him) as follows, 83, 5. 
The incantation appears in a personified form in 156; 31. 165; 12.; 
kiuksam sh. sometimes means the dire spell sent out by the wizard; at 
other times it is equivalent to slmin6tkish, q. v. Cf. 68, 4. (4) sh. is 
equivalent to shuin6tkish, when the conjurer acts simply as the organ 
of birds or other animals or objects of nature previously intrusted by
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him with the search after the disease: nu ai na'ta sh. / am the song of the 

ndta-duck, 167; 31. Of. 167, 35. 36. and kiuks, shuin6tkish. Der. shuina.

s h u i n s h n a to protract, to drag out, to make a long line of: (kshu'n) ati'sh 

shui'nshnank i'l%at stack ye the hay into long-protracted heaps, 75,13. The 
word heap lies in the verb sh., which is connected with the objective case 

of an adjective (atl'nsh stands for ati'nish), which assumes here the 

function of an adverb. Of. palpalish in 146, 14. and shuina, shuine'a.

shuipkulish, d. shuishuapkulish; Kl. for shuipuklash Mod., q. v.
shuipuklash, d. shuishupu'klash small cushion or pillow used in flatten 

ing infants' foreheads on the baby-board Mod for shuipkulish Kl. 

Der. ipkiila, from ipka.

s h u 1 s h a, sh<5-isha, d. shushisha to become lean, meager, emaciated; to lose 

flesh, 95, 13.: tia/muk sh. to lose flesh through hunger or famine: partic. 
shiiishatko lean, meager.

s u i s i, species of mole or shrew with a long and sharp proboscis.

shuishla, d. stmishuishla to free oneself of the magic spell, 12H, 3. and 
Note: ha'toks ni shuishaltk (gl) but if I undergo fasts, ascetic exercises 

and recur to magic songs (in order to liberate myself from the tamanuash- 

spell cast upon me), 130, 3. Indians call this "to keep the song-medicine 
for oneself". Der. shui'sh (3).

shuishtchaktchka, d. shuishushtchaktchka to bend or turn the head 

for a bite; said of dogs and wild beasts. Der. hishtchakta
s h u i t a 1 a, shuit'la, d. shuishuat'la to gird, to strap the saddle-girth around, 

as around a horse. Der. ita. Cf. hassuish%ish.

shuitalsh, d. shuishutalsh girth of saddle, saddle-strap.
Sui'tstis, nom. pr. of a camp-site on Upper Sprague River, near Wu'ksi.

shui-u%a d. shushi-u%a to drive out of an inclosure or corral. Speaking 

of many objects, ni-u%a. Cf. shiika, shuwa.
sh uy ak e'kish, shuye'akeks (1) place for leaping, jumping, 142, 4. (2) 

Shuyake'ksh "Leaping-Place", nom. pr. of a locality at Modoc Point, 
close to north end of the Nilaks mountain-ridge and the shore of Upper 

Klamath Lake, a quarter of a mile from Chief Link River Jack's lodge. 
Here the Indians leap for amusement over large rocks, which have rolled
down from the impending ridge into the plain. Pronounced also Shuyi- 

24
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keks, Suhia^e'gish, Shnhia%ia'gish, Tsuyakeks, 142, 3. Sh. sometimes 
designates Modoc Point, q. v." Der. shuya%iega.

S h u y a k e'k s h n i, Tsuyake'ksni, or Sh. maklaks, nom. pr. of a portion 
of the Klamath Lake Indians settled near the Shuyake'ksh-rocks, q. v. 
They are also called Linkville Indians, 75, 20., Link River Jack being 
their chief, cf. 58, 3. They were 92 in number in October, 1877.

shuya%ie'ga to leap, jump or skip over, as over a rock. Cf. huye#a.
s h u y d g a to begin singing, to start a chorus or choruses, 71,4. Der. shufna.
s h u y e* g a, shu-iyega, d. shushuye'ga, said of long-shaped and anim. ob 

jects: (I) to lift up, to lift or raise above something: lakf pakshtga lak- 
peks sh. the commander lifted up ashes with his tobacco-pipe, 14, 6. (2) to 
stir up, to cause to rise, as an animal lying on the ground. Der. uy^ga.

s h u y 6 k a, shu'yuga, d. shushuy6ka (1) to clip, cut one's hair short: partic. 
slmyukatko, more frequently d. shushuyiikatko, one who wears the hair 
short.   The majority of males in the tribe cut their hair off one inch from 
the skull. (2) to shave oneself: smo'k sh. to shave one's beard., whiskers; 
the proper term for "to shave"; cf. hushmo'kla. Der. uyiika

shuyii^ala, shuyuk'la, d. shushiuk'la to dance the shuyu%alsh or virginity 
dance, a solemn festivity celebrated during five nights, 131, 1 4.: shuyii- 
#'lotk latch ash menstrual lodge Der. yaukela. Cf. stupui.

Shuyu%alkshi, nom. pr. of camps and dancing-places on the William- 
son River and other places. Abbr. from Shuyu%alshkshi. Cf. 131, 1 4.

s h u y u % a 1 s h (1) virginity or puberty dance performed at various localities 
on the reservation. (2) Shuyu^alsh, Su'-ii^als, "thePilpil-Dancer", nom. 
pr. of a Klamath Lake girl. Der. shuyu%ala.

shuyuluish, d. shushuyuluish, species of polecat smaller than the com 
mon skunk. Cf. tchdshish.

shuka, d. shiishka (1) to drive out from a lodge, house or oother locality, by 
entering it for the purpose. (2) to fight, combat. Der. huka. Cf. ika.

shukalsh, sh6kols paste made of berries (whortleberries, serviceberries 
etc.) and camass; it is pressed and kept in cache's as food for winter. Lit. 
"mixture". Der. shii'kla.

shukaltko, sh6kaltko, d. shu'shkaltko; partic. of shu'kla, q. v
S h u'k a in t c h , nom pr. of " Old Crane", a mythic bird of Indian folklore,
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called the uncle (kiikui) of "Old Antelope"; by causing Old Grizzly's 
death in the waters of a river, Sh. managed to save the young of the 
Antelope from destruction, 122, 6-123, 7 : gatpa Shu'kamtchaniksh they 
reached the home of Old Crane, 122, 16. From sho'ksh, amtch.

shii'kanka, d. shushu'kanka (1) to follow steadily. (2) to chase continu 
ally, to pursue each other persistently or repeatedly. Der. shuka.

shukapka, d. shushkapka to be crowded within, to crowd up a space.
shukat'nola, d. shushokat'n61a to gather one's hair into a braid or plait.
shukatono!6tkisli, shukatonolo'tch, d. shushokatono!6tkish fur-skin 

strap tied into the hair, 95, '^.; men let it dangle over the ears and cheeks, 
women tie it into their braids and let it hang down behind.

shukelatchitchna, d. shushakglatchitchna to use torches; to travel with 
torches, firebrands, lights. Cf. kliidshoa.

shukelatchn6tkish, d. shushkelatehn6tkish (1) torch, torchlight. (2) 
large-sized lamp or light.

shiikidsha, d. shiishkidsha to start for driving out, ousting, expelling from. 
Der. shuka. Cf tpugidsha.

shukikash, Mod shokeka-ash, d. shushkikash, Mod. shoshkeka-ash 
parents, progenitors; father and mother, 111, 19.: pelpela shuki'kasham 
tpeVash to obey the parents' commands Cf. p'gishap, t'shika-aga.

shuki6ta, d. shushaki6ta ("1) to pass another on the way; to go past, to 
pass by. (2) to shun, avoid, go out of the way. Cf. shemiya, shuka.

shu'kla, shu'kela, sh6k'la, d. shushakla (1) v. trans., to mix together, inter 
mingle; said of objects differing among themselves in aspect or quality: 
tche'ke'litat Igu'm shu'kelank mixing coal with blood, 71, 8.; shiikaltko yahi 
beads of various colors mixed together. Cf. hushkal%anatko, shankakash. 
(2) v. intr., to dwell, reside among others, to be mixed with; said of a plurality 
of subjects only, 37, 14. 20 Cf. tchawina. Der. ikla.

shu/klaksh, d. slm'shaklaksh pole-lodge; skin-lodge. Der. shu'kla (2).
shiikpeli, v. intr., to leave again, to quit, to retire: shiikpaltaking, for 

shukpelftki or shukpalitki giug in order to withdraw, 68, 8. and Note.
shukptchitchka, d. shushakptchitchka to kiss each other. Der. 

kputchitchka, q v. Cf. shuldakua, witchta.
shiiktakla to inflict a wound by which flesh is removed. Cf. shaktakla.
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shiiktaldsha, d. shushaktaldsha to cut off", clip, remove from one's own
body: lak sh to clip one's own hair, 132, 6. Der. ktuldsha. Of. shidshka. 

shukt&mpka, d. shushktampka to commence fighting; to begin active war 
fare: shuktampkan ndani waita shellual when they began to fight, the battle
lasted three days, 42, 18. Der. shuka. 

shuktapka, d. sliushaktapka to fight with fists, to pummel each other, to
scuffle. .Der. ktupka. Of. ktuytia, shmga (1), shuntapka, shutapka. 

shuktashkuish scar of a wound by which flesh had been removed. Of.
shaktkaluish, shiiktakla.

s h u'k t k a, d. shushaktga to beat or strike oneself. Der. kttika. 
shukudshka to be severed, to be broken or cut to pieces: sh. shappash it is

half moon; lit. "part of the moon is broken off." Der. ukeVa. Of. tge*l#-
manka, ukaiikosh. 

shuku'lki, shuggiilaki, shugu'lki, d. shushku'lki, shushgulaki, v. intr., to
collect, gather up, assemble; to meet, come together, to be or go together, 140, 3.;
to form a company, society, crowd, flock, swarm, bevy: suku'lki yakanuapkuk
lak they came together for the scalp-dance, 16, 10.; nanuk lala%i shugu'laggi
at when all the Peace Commissioners had met together, 41, 20. 

shukii'lkipeli, d. shushku'lkipeli, v. intr., to reassemble, to meet, come
together again, 24, 3.: ua/sh se'gsa E-ukskni sukolkipaluk the Klamath
Lake Indians bid us to reassemble, 20, 9. 

shuku'lkish, d shushku'lkish council, general assembly: suku'lkish^eni
at the council-house, at the meeting place of the council. Der. shuku'lki. 

shukushgiitkish, d. shushkushkiitkish hair-brush. Der kushk6tkish 
shuke'ki, shoke'ki, d shushkdki to growl, to quarrel, to dispute 
shuke'kish, d. shushke'kish quarrelsome person, scold; shrew, termagant. 
shukikshlga, d. shush%ikshlea to quarrel; said, e g., of jealous women

quarreling over their husbands. Der. shuke'ki. 
s h u k 6 k a, d. shushk6ka to bite oneself: nu or rnitak sh. I bite myself; I bite

myself accidentally (in tongue or lip). Der. k6ka. 
s h li 1 a, siila, d. shushula (1) to hand over, to pass, to transmit. Cf. shulipka.

(2) to chide, scold, wrangle, 78, 3. Der. ila. 
shulakuawe'ta, d. shushlakuawe'ta to swing to and fro; to ride on a

swing. Cf. s^inueta.
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s h u 1 111 a . d. shushlala, v. trans., to melt, dissolve in a pan, ladle. Der. 
ilala Of. stflzaNo. I.

shula!6tkish, d. shushla!6tkish melting-pan, bullet-ladle.

shulapshkish, d. shushlapshkish (1) forearm of man. Cf. ne'p. (2) 
elbow: sh. tapini knuckles of hand. (3) knee of quadruped's foreleg. Mod. 
for shiilpshaksh Kl. Der. shulapka, from shiila (1). Cf. r/awawash.

shulatchtila to throw back one's kg or legs: shulatchtilan tchel^a to be 

on one's knees. Cf. lutchl^a.

shuldakua, d. shushuldakua to make love to, to hug and caress. Der. 
Idiikua. Cf. witchna, witchta.

shu'ldshash, sho'ldshish, sho'lsas, pi. tiimi sh., soldier: shfi'ldsisas, su'ld- 
sisas sheto'l/a to consort with a soldier, 78, 7. 10.; shuldshamkshl, suld- 
samkshi to the soldier's camp, to the troops, 40, 12. 23. 41, 8. 78, 8.; cf. 14, 

7. 29, 2-6. 37, 13. 20. 22. 38, 2. 16. 39, 17. 48, 10. 20. Frequently the 
term is not inflected for case: sh. i-amnatko being at the head of troops, 

13, 9., cf. 14, 3. 4. (for shu'ldshashash); laki sh. or sh. (for shu'ldshasham) 

laki the officer, lieutenant, 29, 3-6.; cf. 29, 4. 61, 6. From the English.

s h 111 e % a, shu'l^a, d. shushdle%a to grumble, growl, roar; to pur, as a cat.

shule'l^a, d. shusholel%a to roar, as a bear; to roar or growl loudly. Mod.

shulemokedsha, d. shushlemoke'dsha, v. trans., to swing, whirl around, 

to cause to turn around: "kaila nil sh. I am whirling the earth about", the 

words of an earth-song, 192; 9. and Note. Der. lama. Cf. agge*dsha.
shulha, d. shushalha to put, place, shove into, as into a bag, pouch. Cf. 

sho'lhash, shulhfpeli.

shulhash, d. shushalhash; same as sho'lhash, q. v. Cf. latktchish.
shiilhashla to make or manufacture pillows, 144, 1.
shulhipeli to shove or join one part into the other; said, e. g., of arrows, 

pitch being put over the joint. Der. ilhi (2), -peli. Cf. tulhipeli.
s h u 1' h u'l % a-, d. shushal'hu^a, v. trans., to run over, to run to the ground.

s h u 1 i a, d. shushlia to hand over to and in the interest of somebody. Der. 
shiila Cf hushliamna.

shulipka, d. shushalipka to hand over to, pass, transmit to: pash shu'lip- 
kank p'laikni handing him down food from above, 66, 9. Der. shiila (1).

shulitanka, to pursue, to chase, as a refugee or enemy; to follow up
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closely: Le'me'-ish sndwedsh (for snawe'dshash) sh. one of the TJmnders
pursued a woman, 111, 14. Of. hulhe, shu'dshna. 

s h u' 1 x a, d. shushal%a to tie or bind together, to make bundles: sh. ankutat
to tie together the boughs of bushes, shrubs, when returning from the mor 
tuary sweat-lodge. Der. el#a. Of. skutawia, shlitchta. 

shul%atchna, d. shushal^atchna to walk together, to go in company; said of
two persons, generally when of different sex. Kl. for shul%atchtchna Mod. 

shu!6ta, d. shushaldta to dress, clothe oneself. Der. ISviita. Of. 95, 17. 
shu!6tana, su!6tna, d. shushal<5tana to put one's whole suit on, to dress

the whole body; partic. shu!6tantko dressed, clad in, clothed with: mba-ush
shu!6tantko dressed in tanned buckskins, 90, 16. Cf k6ka, ku'kpeli. 

shul6tish, d. shusha!6tish, shush!6tish (1) suit, garb, dress, 34, 20. 87,
4.; nanuk sh. the whole dress, 95, 7 , its parts being described in 95, 2.;
keliak sh. naked. (2) article of dress, garment, 91, 3. 95, 17. Der. shu!6ta. 

shulpshaksh, shu'lpshoksh, siilpsoks, d. shushalpshaksh, Kl.; same as
shulapshkish, Mod., q. v. 

shulshesh, d. shushdlshesh gaming-stickused in the spelshna or shulshesh-
game. Two slender and two thicker sticks, each about one foot in
length, make up the spe'lshna-set. Cf. shak!6tkish (2). 

shulshe'shla, d. shushalshe'shla to play the spelshna-game with the four
shulshesh-sticks: vu/nip shulshe'shlank (for shulsh^shlan ki) they are in the
habit of playing the spelshna-game with four sticks, 79, 2. 

shulshipa to take off, remove from one's body; said of round or rounded
objects only: sh. ne'pshish to take off a ring from one's own finger. Contr.
from shuludshipa. Der. ludshipa. 

shultila, d. shushaltila to hold or carry under the arm or arms, 127, 1.;
partic. shultllatko, when used as subst.: round or bulky object held or
carried under the arm: bundle, package, parcel. Der. lutlla. Cf. shutila. 

shultilash, shu'ldilsh, d. shushaltilash (1) hunter's game-bag; bullet

pouch. (2) soldier's canteen; small pilgrim bottle of basket-ware. 
shiiltish, d. shushaltish room, apartment in lodge: nadshiak sh. the only

room in the lodge or house. Der. leviita. Cf. stutila. 
shuluakta, d. shushaluakta to laugh at, scoff; to jeer at a person, 125, 8 :

mlsh iin shushaluaktdntak they will jeer at you, 126, 11. Der. luai%a.
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shuluaktcha, d. shushaluaktcha to continue making fun of, to deride 
repeatedly. Cf. tal%ea.

shuluatchna, contr. shulu'dshna, d. shushaluatchna to dress in, to put 

on clothing, attire or neckwear while walking or traveling, 95, 7. 131, 10.
shuliiyu&la, d. shushaliiyuala to be or stand high up in a file, row; 

said of rounded or globular articles.

shuliiyualsh; yainalam sh. "round objects standing in a row or file 
on top of a mountain or elevation." Occurs in a grizzly bear's song 
and probably refers to projecting cliffs or rocks. See Note to 158; 50.

shulu'lkish, d. shushalu'lkish gathering-place, meeting-place: kima'dsham 
sh. ant-hill. Der. liwala.

shuliitamna, d. shush'lutamna to be in full attire; to have a dress, orna 
ments or beads on: nanuk shulu'tamantko yamnash being in full style, 
having all beads on, 131, 6. Der. shu!6ta.

shulutantcha, d. shush'lutantcha to dress oneself, to put clothing on 
while going or traveling: K'mukamts ga'mpele at, sulu'tantsa Aishish 
shl'tk sla's when ICmukamtch returned home he dressed himself so as to 
appear like Aishish (by putting on Aishish's dress), 100, 10. Der. shu!6ta.

shu'm, sum, sii'm, d. shiishum, susum (1) mouth of persons, snout of 
mammals; vocal organ: sh. shudshoka to wash one's mouth; sh. tdkua to 
gag the mouth, snout, 120, 18. 19.; siimmatka through the mouth, 68, 5., 
cf. 6.; it stands for throat, back part of mouth, in: suinat (or sumtat) g^ka 
tchakele the blood mounts to the throat, 83, f>. Cf. hanuipka, pukeVish, 
sk6tigsh. (2) bill, beak of birds. Cf. kumal, shnawa/ka, sho'ksh, shu 
malua. (3) mouth, outlet of running water. Cf. shumalkish, Su'mti.

shuinalgaMtko, d. shushmalgaltko related by marriage, as brothers-in- 
law to sisters-in-law, or vice versa. Only relatives of different sex call 
each other by this term Der. rnu'lgap.

shumalkish, d. shushmalkish outlet, mouth of river, brook or other 
running water. Der. shu'm. Cf. k6ke (1).

shuma!6tkish, Kl. shumaluatch, d. shushma!6tkish (1) 'hair-pencil, 
hair-brush. (2) writing-pen, lead-pencil: 6-i hu'nksh sh.! give him a lead- 
pencil! Der. shumalua.

shumalua, d. shushmalua (1) to use bird-bills as neckwear, to put on an
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ornament or necklace of bird-beaks: tchikass=sumaluatko wearing a necklace 

of bird-bills. (2) to mark, to provide with marks; to make dots, daubs, spots, 
stains; to dot, stud or stain over; to scratch marks into: shumaluatko watch 
a piebald horse. (3) to draiv, paint; to make drawings, pictures: kta-i su'- 
smaluatk rocks painted over with red concentric circles or other rude draw 
ings as seen in various parts of the Klamath reservation, 179; 3. (4) to 
write with a pen, lead-pencil etc.: hu she'shash pe'na sh. he wrote his own 
name, 34, 6. 7.: pipa shumaluan setting up a document, petition, 36, 21., 
Mod.; lit "to use a tool shaped like a bird-bill". Der. shii'm.

shunial uakitko, d. shushmaluakitko marked; provided with distin 
guishing marks, scratchings, incisions, signs, letters: pumam, muiyuam sh. 
tut marked beaver's or woodchuck's tooth, 80, 1. 2. and Note. Contr. from 
shumaluash gitko.

shiimaluash, d shushmaluash painted, drawn or written object; writing 
mark; letter of the alphabet; numerical figure. Der. shumalua.

shiimaluatch, the usual Kl. form for shuma!6tkish.
sh'u'nika, she-umka, d. shushamka (1) to make hm, hm, ha, ha: K'mu'- 

karntch shu'shamka: ha, ha! ICmukamtch hummed on: ha, ha! 105, 6. 
(2) to grunt; to grunt when expressing dissent, disbelief.

shumpsdala, sumsa'-ala, contr shumpshe'la, d. shushampshe'ala to marry, 
to enter into the married state; said of both sexes, 60, 10 78, 17.: shump- 
sealuapka hu't he is a bridegroom; she is a bride; partic. shumpshealtko 
married; sumsealstka gi to be on the point or to be willing to enter the 
married state, 60, 6. Der. mbushe'ala. Of. lakiala, shnawe'dshla

shumpse'alsh, d. shushampse'alsh marriage, wedlock, 77, 1. (title).
shumshealSmdntko, d. shushamshealemantko married man or woman: 

lapuk sumsealemamks, obj. case (for shum(p)shealemampkash) the 
married couple, 59, 8. Of. mbiishni (2).

Su'mti, Su'mde "At the'Outlet," nom. pr. of a camping-ground on Kla 
math Marsh. Der. shu'm (3). Of. shumalkish.

siinde, pi. tumi s (]) Sunday, the first day of the week: s^ka/klkish 
preacher: Sunday kt-iiks clergyman; lit. "Sunday conjurer," 42, 12. (2) 
week: nash s. for one week, 61, 16.; lapeni s. for two weeks, 43, 13. 61, 19. 
62, 2.; ndan s. for three weeks, 61, 20. 21. From Eng. Cf. nfa, tankak.
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sunde = giula, sunde=gfulank Monday; lit. "Sunday past": vunepni
tinshna s.=giulank waita, or simply: vunepni tinshna Thursday. Of. lapeni

(2), ndani (2), she-e'tish (2). When not a compound: last week. Of.

nia (1). . 
shuntapka, d. shushantapka to engage in a fight, to assault each other with

stones, blocks or other bulky things. Of. nut6dshna. 
shuntoyakea-6tkish, shuntoyaki6tkish (1) sling for throwing heavy

missiles. (2) ball, play-ball. Of. skiw6tkish, shunt6wa-udsha. 
shunt6wa-udsha, d. shushant6wa-udsha to throw at each other, 185;

45. Of. nut6dshna, nutolala. 
shiinuish, shun6-ish, d. shu'shnuish property,-possession, riches, valuables:

ke'-u shnawe'dsham sh. the property of my wife. 

shunuishaltko, d. shushnuishaltko possessed of, owning: nanuktua sh.

rich, wealthy. Of. hashtaltampka.
shuniiyua. shunui-uya to feel ill or aggrieved, 190; IT. 

shunu'kanka, d. shushnukanka to make- observe, to, compel observance, as

of laws, orders, regulations. Der. nivva.
shunu/kanksh, d. shushnukanksh order, ordinance, behest, 61, 7. 
shupa'hlka, d. shushpa'hlka to pull, to tear out from one's body: lak sh.

to tear out one's own hair. Der. piil'hka. Of. shupt6ga. 

shiipal^a, shupaleka, d. shiishpal^a; same as sh6pal%a, q. v. 
shupashka, d. shushpashka to draw, pull out (a weapon) for a fight, 37,

10. Der. piishka. 

shupe!6ka to lay on, put on, heap upon: shtie sh. nu/ss to cover the head

with a coating of resin, 89, 6. Of. sh6pal%a. 
s h u' p k a, d. shushapka to be heaped up, to lie on a heap; to be loaded on a

vehicle, to form a load: kshu'n sh. here is a load of hay; kta-i, papkash sh.,
a load of stones, lumber lies heaped upon the ground, on a wagon etc. Der.
sh6pa. C£ sh6pal%a, shu'ptclma. 

shu'p'luash, shu/pluhash, d. shushap'lu'hash ball, play-ball, toy-ball.

Der. shu-u'ta, pelf, -u-. Of. l^wash, shakudash..
shupliiga, d. shushap'lu'ga little ball, little play-ball. Dim. shu'p'luash. 

shupt6ga, d. shushapt6ga to pull, tear out from oneself: lak sh. to tear out

one's own hair. Der. putoga. Of. shupa'hlka.
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shu'ptchna, d. shushaptchna to be in motion; said of a load, heap or 
pile: ksmin sh. a wagon load of hay is traveling. Der. sh6pa

shupumtchishaltko, d. shushapumtchishaltko related as male cousins; 
sons of brothers or sisters call each other by this name. Der. piimtchip.

shu'shap, pi. tiimi sh., jewsharp, Kl. From the English. Cf. shalallish.
shushatish, pi. tiimi sh., worker; maker, producer, manufacturer; forms 

a large number of compounds, as: kaila-sh. miner; mole, 134, 17 ; lit. 
"worker in the ground"; laki'sh=sh. locksmith; papkash=sh. carpenter; 
pash=sh. cook; p'laitalkni sh. (a) preacher. (&) heavenly Maker, creator, 
God: sunde=sh. preacher; watiti=sh. smith, blacksmith. The absolute form 
shutesh, q. v., is unfrequent. Der. shuta.

shushutdnkish, pi. tumi sh., negotiator; negotiator of peace, peace com 
missioner, 38, 5. 14. 39, 20. Der. shutanka.

shut a, su'ta, d. shushata (1) to perform, to act, to achieve, to do: kaitua sh. 
nothing was done, 36, 18. 43, 13. cf. 134, 15.; ko-i sh. to spoil, to render use 
less; to outrage etc.; see kui; kani kii-i shiita? who has spoiled? yiialks= 
shitko sh. to render sorrowful, 17, 21.; shute-uapka huk he will do it; at 
an hunk nanuk shut61a I have finished all my work; talaak sh. to straighten 
out, to make right, 34, 14.; shu'ta to work on somebody; said of the con 
jurer's manipulations upon a patient, 68, 5.: wak 1'sh shuta! do, perform 
something for me! protect me! Ill, 15 and Note; ka-i iia/lsh i tua shute'tki 
let us do nothing wicked, 139, 6.; cf. 11. (2) to manufacture, to prepare, to 
produce, to shape: gapiunks sh. they prepare the kdpiunks-food, 146, 5.; 
palash sh. le'hiash they make bread from the lehiash-root, 147, 21.; shul6tish 
sh to make a garment or a suit of garments; ktchinksh shushata they made 
rails, 35, 5. 15.; kaila sh. to work in the ground; said of miners and of 
burrowing animals; tumantka shute-uapka laki the majority will (or 
has to) elect the chief, 90, 4.; tidsh sh. she shapes (them) aright, 91, 9. cf. 
91, 6. Cf. la-iks, shushatish. (3) to create, to make: kaila, or kailash sh. 
to create the earth, world, 125, 1. 142,1. 2., cf. kailalia; B6shtinash shut61ank 
after creating the white race, 103, 4.; K'muk&mtcham shut61ash after 
K'mukamtch had created (the earth); lit. "when creating was terminated 
by K'mukamtch", 104, 5. cf. 142, 1 ; shapash sh. to create moons, 105, 
1. 7.; sli is construed with two objective cases in 103, 2. (4) to gain, to
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make profit by: tua nu shuta'-uapk? what would I have profited by it? 
64, 12. The majority of the derivatives of shuta come from an original 
form shute'a, shuta/-a.

shutakta, d. shushtakta to swagger, to put on airs. Of. shalkia-a, shapkua 
(or shapkua-a), shipnu.

shuta 11 danka, d. shushtandanka to form confluence; said of two streams. 
Cf. sheno'tkatko. Quot. under E-ukalksini K6ke.

shiitanka, sliu-iitanka, d. shushutanka, shusho'tanka (1) to meet from 
opposite directions; to meet in council; to palaver, negotiate, confer: shu- 
utanktgi pf sh to meet him in council, 13, 12. Mod. for hushtanka Kl. (2) 
to conclude a treaty, agreement, 55, 1.; to make peace; ha 1 un shu'tanktak 
if you make peace, 39, 21.; shutankuapkiiga for the purpose of making a 
peaceable settlement, 38, 3.; shu'tanksh to treat for peace; euphemistically 
for: to surrender, 43, 22. Contr. from sh'hutanka Der. huta.

shutankish, shu-iitanksh, d. shush6tanksh (1) negotiation, parley, war- 
council, palaver. (2) treaty, agreement, 38, 9. Cf. pani (2).

shutank6tkish, d. shushtank6tkish tool, instrument or contrivance to 
effect an agreement, treaty or peace negotiation: shu-utanko'tkish=paksh 
council-pipe, 14, 5. Der. shutanka. Cf. shushutankish.

shutanktpa, d. shushotanktpa to meet in council or for negotiation, 14, 3.
shutankiila, d. shushotankiila (1) to close negotiations. (2) to succeed 

in concluding peace; to makepeace at last, 39, 13. Der. shutanka.
shutapka, d. shushutapka to fight with clubs, sticks or other long articles: 

' pitak sh. he strikes himself. Der. udupka. Cf. shuktapka, shu-utapka,
shutapke'a, d. shushtapke'a to stand on one's head; said of persons and 

things. Der. tiipka. Cf. shetal%^a.
shute'dshanuish, d. shushte'dshanuish, lit. "what has been performed 

on the way while walking": (1) road cleared of obstacles. (2) plow1 s fur 
row. Kl. for shutltchanuish Mod. Der. shute'dshna.

shute'dshka, d. shushtedshka to surround with rails, palings or fence; to 
fence in, as a grave, 88, 2. Der. shuta.

shute'dshna, d. shusbte'dshna to do, perform on one's way, to make while 
traveling, 103, 3.: lapi gdna tidsh shutedshn6ka two men will go and put 
(the road) in good order, viz., clearing it of every obstacle, as fallen trees, 
e. g., 85, 2. Der. shuta.
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shuteye'ga, shutaydga, d. shushteye'ga to begin to make; to commence 
producing, creating, 104, 4.: hiimasht shapash lu'pi shuteydgatk in this 
manner the moons were first made, 105, 1. (title); lupf na'lsh shutaye'ga he 
created us first, 94, 1. and Note. Der. shuta.

s h u 1 6 1 a, d. shushtela to prepare; to build, construct, manufacture for a 
purpose, 24, 5.; watsat shuta'lank preparing (a bed) on a horse, 24, 9.

shutel6ma, d. shushatel6ma, v. trans. and refl., to put on, to line or smear 

oneself ivith; said of body-paint: shushatel<5ma telish every one lines his 
face with it, 150, 8.

shuteloinashla, d. shushtelomashla to be in the habit of lining or smear 
ing oneself; said of body-paint, 150, 6.

shute-6tkish, contr. shuto'tkish, d. shushte-6tkish article serving for 
performing, doing, making or accomplishing something: (1) working tool; 
tool, instrument of any description: nge'sh= or slmwalsh=sh. bullet-mold. 
(2) article forming part of an instrument or implement: t6kanksti=sh. quiver- 
string ; stilhanks=sh. quiver with string and arrows complete. Der. shuta. 
Quot. under shipatch.

shutesh, d. shiishtesh (1) adj., for shuta-ish, shuta'ish appropriate for 
work, fit to work upon. Occurs in kaila=shutesh, q. v. (2) subst.; same 
as shutish worker; maker, manufacturer of one object only: kaila shutish 
creator-, speaking of many objects, shiishatish, q v. Der. shuta.

shute'shla, d. shushte'shla (1) to cook; to cook in a kettle or pot, 147, 15.; 
pash sh. to cook food. (2) to make bread; to grind, pound into flour: w6- 
kash sh. to grind pond-lily seedt 74, 9. Der. shuta.

shutila, d. shushtila (1) to hold or carry under the arm or arms; said of a 
long-shaped object. (2) to tie, bind together; to make a long-shaped bundle. 
Der. utila. Of. i-utila, shultila.

shutish, shutesh, abs. form of shiishatish. See shutesh.
s h u t k a, d. shushutka to injure by wounding; to   inflict wounds, bruises or 

bodily injury: titatna tch ka-i sh., sissukiiya hak also at times they do not 
wound each other, but treat each other to fisticuff's only, 61, 18.

s h u 16 y a, d. shusht6ya, shushtiiya to plow. Mod. for sputuya Kl. Der. 
vut6ya. Of. yepa, sputiiyuish.

shutoy6tkish, d. shushtoy6tkish plow. Mod. for sputuyotch Kl.
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shutpakshaltko, d. shushatpakshaltko (1) related to each other as
younger sister to elder brother. (2) related to each other as brother to sister,
and vice versa. Der. tiipakship. Of. shatapialtko. 

shutpashui, d. shushatpashui to put black paint on onds body; this being
the paint of dancers, 158; 51. and Note. Of. slmtel6rna. 

s h u t u a 1 s h a, d. shushtualsha to throw at each other repeatedly, as balls
while at play, 80, 10. Der. shu-u'ta. 

shutuyakie'a to throw over, to throw at, to bombard: ankutka sh. to throw
sticks at, 122, 3. 4. Of. slm-u'ta. 

shutcho'sha, d. slmshtcho'sha, shushatso'sha to rub, line, smear over;
e. g., the skin with oil; to besmear oneself. Der. tudsho'sha. 

shu'-uashipka, a lengthened pronunciation of shu'dshipka, q. v., as
required by the metre, 183; 14. 

shu-u'ta, shuwu'ta, d. shushu-u'ta, shushwu'ta (1) to throw, to hurl at
each other. (2) to play at ball or club; to play bandy, balls being hit and
driven with sticks. Der. viita (1). Of. vutodsha.

s h u - u t a p k a, shu'tapka, shut<5pka, d. shushutapka to throw at each other;
'said of long objects, as clubs; different from shutapka, q. v. Der. vuta.

shiiwa, shu-ua, v. trans.; said of one anim. object, as a man, horse, cow,
dog etc. (1) to drive out, expel, oust. Of. shuka, its derivatives and those
of niwa. (2) to drive into the water. Of. geVa, hiiwa. Speaking of more
than one object, niwa, d. ninua: watch kuketat n he drove the horses into
the river, 127, 11. 

shuwal%a, shual%a, d. slmshual%a, v. intr., to fly, flit, glide, move, agitate
through the air: shual%6ta while flying, 114, 9.; shiulapk6tkishtka shual^a
to fan. Cf. nuwal%a. 

shuwaltktcha, d. shushualtktcha to fly after, to follow through the air,
114,9.; to fly after to distant parts. Cf. nuwal%a. 

shvuyusha, d. shvushvuyusha (1) to think of, remember. (2) to think
over, to study. Cf. hiishka, sheVa.

s h v u y u s h 4 g a, d. shvushvuyushaga, Mod.; same as shvuyusha. 
shvu'ntka, Mod. tchvu'ntka, d. shvushvantka, v. impers., hoar-frost is

forming. Der. w^n. Cf. sgu'mla.
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T.
T alternates with d, sometimes with nt, nd; cf. Introductory words to the 

letters D and N. Words beginning with tch, ts were gathered under a 
separate heading. The prefix ta- refers to persons or to long-shaped things 
standing upright, and usually occurs In some abbreviated form: te-, te-, t'-, t-. 
The initial syllables ti-, tin- and tush- form verbs with the signification of 
running, moving fast, when more than one subject is spoken of, and are not 
prefixes, but radical syllables. To some verbs with the radical ti- this does 
not apply. Words with initial tg-, tk-, tk, t%- generally express the idea 
of one subject standing upright.
t a, -ta, accented -ta. (1) abbr. of Mod. particle tala none but, just, merely : 

hagga ta shld-ek! hallo! let me just see it! 127, 3. Cf. tala (3). (2) abbr. 
of the postp. of the directive case, -tala. Cf. tala (4). (3) abbr. of the 
particle tala then. Cf. tala (5). Quot. under hun, shepke'dsha, wak. 

tadsh, ta/dsh, encl. tads, conj. introducing a strong and unexpected con 
trast and answering somewhat to our in spite of, however, though: tu' hak 
yu'l'ka K'mukamts; Wanak tads yu'tlansna K'mukamtcKs arrow fell this 
side of the mark, ~but that of Silver Fox missed the direction, 100, 21.; waltka 
sha ta/dsh le'klekpkank they conversed among themselves, but only in whis 
pers; unak ta'ds mu'luape'le in spite of that they got ready at an early hour, 
20, 12. It is connected with ak in: kiii t. ak giug hie'talt nush by mere 
cruelty (lit. "by acting wickedly") they will tramp on me, 104, 1.; with 
toks in: na-asht ta/dsh toks nu tu'mena I was,, however, informed to that 
effect, 140, 6. Cf. 101, 17. 108, 5. 122, 20. 134, 5. 147, 12. Usually t. 
stands after the first word of the sentence, 

t a d s h a, d. tat&dsha to-touch each other while walking. 
tadsi, unmeaning term serving to beat the measure for dancing with

short steps, 163; 8. Cf. te*-i.
tadsh61a, d. tatadsh61a to dance a war dance before the fight. Der tadsha. 
ta'hta-ash, d. tatat4-ash, tatata'sh grasshopper, Kl. for kamtata Mod.

Dried grasshoppers serve as food to many Indian tribes. Der. takt^a. 
t a y a s h, d. tatayash sack, bag for holding provisions, as seeds, roots etc. 

They were manufactured of lacustrine grasses and reeds, and are now 
superseded by flour-sacks bought from the whites. Cf. Note to 74, 10.
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t a k , -tak, -tak, tok, -tok, -tuk, encl. particle of adversative, disjunctive im 
port, conveying the idea of contrast; it is appended to all parts of speech, 
more in use in Mod. than in K.I., and not always easily translated in 
English, though it corresponds to but, however. (1) Contrast is indicated 
by it when it is suffixed to the first word of a sentence, the contents of 
which form contrast to a previous one: tapitak Leme'-ish shiuga snawedsh 
but after this the Thunder killed the woman, 111,17. Of. 150, 9. (2) Stand 
ing in the principal clause of a sentence it.often indicates the future 
tense, when appended to a verb: tatank itak. shewanash hamenian Ish 
shpunkaktak vushmush / will let you have this cow for what you like to 
pay, Mod. Modocs place it in the incident as well as in the principal 
clause in conditional sentences, and connect it in the latter, or in both, 
with the particle un, tin, q. v.: ha 1 paltak, spiilhitak sha mlsh un if you 
steal, they will lock you up; ha nish un B6shtin laki tidsh shualaliampaktak, 
ge'ntak nu un agency if the American agent will protect me well, I will go 
to the agency, 36, 11. Cf. 36, 2. 3. 75, 9. (3) Emphasis rather than con 
trast is indicated when tak is appended to pronouns: nu I, nutak myself: 
nutak idshnan (g!) I take away to keep, Mod.; mitok thy own; cf. 189; 7.; 
with other parts of speech, taks, toksh is more frequent to mark emphasis. 
Cf. tadsh, taks.

tak a, d. tatka, v. intr., to be sharp, to cut: Titkam wati a kiii takatko 
Titatfs knife is dull, blunt; tidsh takatk sharp, cutting well.

t a k a g a, d. tatkaga to tear up, to tear to shreds, as paper, cloth. Der. kaga. 
Cf. kata, pet^ga.

takaga, taggaga, d. tatgaga, tatkaka (1) quail, mountain quail; Oreortyx 
picta. Kl (2) female quail. Mod. Cf. tikaga. Onomatop.

takak, takak, taka%, d. tatkak, tatkak flat portion of foot, hand: (1) sole 
of foot. (2) t. or ndpam t. palm of hand. (3) callosity on foot or hand.

takanil%a to turn the right side up, 80, 3.: (ha) lalakiak tut takanfl^uk 
gel%a if the male pair of beaver teeth are dropped with the wrong side down, 
80, 4. Cf. ge'tya, nfkualka.

take'le'ash float; cork or tule-reed is used for this purpose: sue'-ushtatt. 
float on fish-line. Cf. kne'-ush, kneVa, stakla, shue-ush.

takia, d. tatkia to stop up, bung up, as a barrel: partic. taki'tko bunged up.
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takima, d. tatkima to form a ring, circle; said of persons. Mod. Of. 
gaki'ma, tgakiamna.

takish, d. tatkish small net; seed-net or net for catching insects.
t a k n i, d. tatakui, abbr. from tatkni, q. v.
taks, -taks, -taksh, toks, -toksh, -tuksh, particle mostly used enclitically, 

enlarged from tak and of the same signification, but connecting words 
or sentences more closely to what precedes, and not employed in form 
ing a future tense. (1) Contrast is indicated to what is contained in the 
sentence preceding: tchelash toks le-isham but the stalk of the leyash, 147, 
19.: gitatoks but here, 147, 10. 18.; hiitaks tin%antk6 gi he is indeed a lucky 
felloiv; kshawinasht tu'ksh but if they fall 'unequally, 80, 5.; Aishish toks 
shll'tam'na talaak! Aishish, however, always hits the mark! 100, 20 ; ha'- 
toks 1 hussinuapk but if you join in a horse-race, 59, 22., cf. 59, 2. 9.; 
shniilas toks Im'k p'laiwasham although it ivas the nest of the eagle (not of 
the lark), 100, 9.; tankt .... huktoks hfssuaks ge'pka that time . . . when 
these men arrived, 28, 4. Cf. 19, 1. 29, 21. 79, 3. 80, 3. 88, 1. 95, 7. 13.
19. 23. 119, 15. 149, 11. and tadsh. (2) t. indicates emphasis, when ap 
pended to personal, possessive and other pronouns; cf. tak: nalamtoks 
maklaks our own tribe. Cf. 184; 37. and kani (2). (3) Gradation is often 
intended, when t is connected with adjectives and adverbs: tidshitoks 
very good, better than, superior to; ma/ntchtoks a.t padshit waitash, Mod, 
the days are quite long (this season of the year).

taksish, the eatable portion of an alimentary plant described in 149, 1.
taktakli, taktakli, dissimilated takta/kli; do tataktakli, dissimilated 

tata/ktakli, 147, 1. 9. (1) red, red-colored: t. watch sorrel horse; t. pa- 
watch red beet; t. (for taktaklish) shlapsh gi'tk having a red /lower, 147,
20.; ke'tcha t. reddish. (2) Taktakli "the Red," "Reddy," nom. pr. of a
Rogue River Indian chief, 16, 6. (3) vermilion, scarlet, crimson and other
shades of red. (4) pink. Cf. ta'^tka, ta'%tki. 

taktakli, ta/ta^li, d. tataktakli even, level, plane, unbroken: taktaklanta
kailatat in an open field, 43, 20. (Mod.); cf. 43, 8. Contr. from talakta-
lakli. Cf. talaka, taltali. 

14 k t % a, d. tatakt%a to make a chirping, rustling, whirring noise. Said of
the chirping of grasshoppers, crickets etc. Cf. ta'hta-ash.
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Takt/ish, nom. pr. of a camping-place on Klamath Marsh; lit. " Crickets' 
Chirping."

t a k n a, d. tatkua to gag: ankutka shu'm t. to gag the mouth with a piece of 

wood, 120, 18. 19. Of. takia.
ta'^tka, d. tata'xtka to be or become red, ruddy; said, e. g., of coloration 

produced by sun rays: paishash t the clouds are glowing red. Der. tak- 
in taktakli. Cf. skdl%a (2).

t af% t k i, d. tata'^tki to blush. Der. tak- in taktakli. Cf. ke'%tgi, nde'tchka.
tal a, dala, pi. tumi t. (1) dollar: lap, tiinep t. two, five dollars, 74, 10. 11. 

(2) money in coin or in notes, 87, 5.; t. piiedsha to spend money; to incur 
expenses; t. shewanatki money to be paid, 35, 13. 36, 1.; talalam wakoksh 
purse, money-bag. From the English dollar. Cf. ske'-utish.

tal a, -tala, d. tatala, titala (1) adv., right ahead, straight out, direct: tatala 
ka'gi none of them are straight ahead of me, 136, 3. (2) adv., correctly, 
justly: i a tala gi! you are right! (3) adv., but, only, merely, solely, none 
but; Mod. for pila, pi'l Kl.: hu'-utak t. it was none other than he, 173; 3. 
(for hu't pilak Kl); i tala, ml t. you alone, I alone; ge'-u t. p'ti'shap my 
father alone. Often abbr. into -ta, especially when suffixed to pronouns. 
(4) postposition of the directive case: («) towards, to: kailatala towards 
the region, 173; 2. (&) at, in (a place): Yamatala in Oregon; t%alamtal in 
the West; frequently occurs as a formative of compounds: kokagtalkni, 
p'laitalkni etc. (5) particle expressing amazement, surprise; not easily 
translated, but sometimes corresponding to then and abbr. into -tal, -ta: 
tuatala what then, what after all, 158; 56.; tuatal, tuata which kind of, 
112, 2. 5. 12.; wak ta giug how then, why then? 110, 10., cf. 65, 5.; ka 
tal? (for kani tala?) who then? 189; 7. Cf. ta.

talaak, d. tatalak; adv., and emphatic form of tala No. 2. (1) straight, 
straightly, right ahead, directly: t. shne'-utchna to draw a straight line; at 
nu t. shu'ta then I will straighten out all difficulties, 34, 14., cf. 16, 11.; nat 
talaaks yamtital gdna we proceeded in a direction due north, 29, 6.; here 
talaaks was explained by talaak-kshi, as its original form. (2) correctly, 
justly, rightly: talaak ha? is that correct? shlftam'na t. he always hits the 
mark, 100, 20. (3) truly, justly, uprightly, imimpeachably, 36, 12. 14. 15.
(4) prep and postp., directly toward: t. nats toward us, 29, 15. Cf. talaat.
(5) used as adj.: straight, long: t (or talak) anku fire-wood. From tala, ak. 

25
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t a 1 a a t for talaak. Of. Note to 29, 10.
t a 1 a k a, talaka, d. tatalaka (1) to nib with the palm of the hand; to pass over

a level surface; to rub. (2) to plane, plane off, smooth off. (3) to paint, put

paint on, to varnish, as furniture: talakank (for tiilakau gi) they are in the
habit of painting, 87, 3. and Note Der. tala No. 2. 

talaltko, pi. tumi t. (1) provided with money, coin or notes. (2) wealthy,
moneyed, rich. Der. tala No. 1. Cf. shetaluatko, shunuishaltko. 

t a 14 n i, d tataMni right-minded, upright, honest, exemplary: talanishak
hu'shkanksh gitko well-intentioned. Der. tala No. 2. Cf. le'talani. 

t a 1 d s h i, d. tataldshi (1) arrow with wooden point to hunt small game with:
long arrow provided with a heavy wooden point. (2) shooting apparatus; 

.bow and arrow. (3) short spear, javelin: dalts shikna to throw a spear.
Lit. "straightened" (wood). Der. tala No. 2. Cf. nge'-ish, nte'ktish. 

taldshiaga, taltsiak, d. tataldshiaga little arrow; used by boys as play 
things, 107, 14. 109, 15. Dim. taldshi. Cf. sha-ulia. 

taldshitko, d. tataldshitko armed with arrows, or with bow and arrows:
Sho'ksham wewdkalam t. provided with the arrows of the young cranes, 123,
6. and Note. Der. taldshi. 

tale, d tatale stagnant water, slough, swamp: wekdtash taletat tchia the
green frog lives in the swamp. Cf. 147, 3. 149, 20. 150, 1. Cf. taltali. 

t a 1 i g a, d. tatliga (1) to be or stand near; to touch, to be in contact with. Cf.
Kak=Taliksh. (2). to be or stand near the water. Cf Wak=Taliksh. 

talk a, tal%a, d. tetal^a to stick up something sharp or pointed; to pierce, to
impale, to spit: wakash tetal%ok while sticking bone-awls into the ground,
105, 6. Cf. shetal/ea, stulka. 

talkidsha, d. tatalkidsha, v. intr. (3 ) to veer around, rotate, gyrate; to turn
around like the hands of a clock. (2) to whirl around; said of persons. 

tal% ea, tal%a-a, d. tetal%ea to talk jokingly, with exaggerations; to make fun
of, to joke about: talke-ug while joking about, 105, 16. Cf. sheshtalkash. 

talpakpka, d. tatalpakpka to look into another's face; to look at a person's
features closely, e. g. when surprised. Cf. telish. 

talpatka, d. tatalpatka to look into a person's face.
talpatk61a, d. tatalpatk61a to look out from under a cover or shed, 96, 23. 
t a 1 s % a, d. tatals^a to see, look through a tube.
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taltali, d. tataltali, adj., running straight; forming an unbroken straight 
line; said, e. g., of the border of a square table. Der. tala No. 2. Of. 
naitalte'lshna, taktakli.

taltalsh, d. tataltalsh plate; tin plate.
talual%a, d. tatalual^a to turn tlie face to the sky, upwards: talual^ank 

s^u'lpka to lie on one's back; kshu'sha talual^an he was lying within on his 
lack, 24, 14. Of. tdlish.

taluodsha, d. tataluodsha to stew, boil up, 113, 1.
t a m, prod, tarn (1) interr. particle standing as the first word in a direct or 

indirect query in the absence of another interr. particle (or pronoun); 
not translatable in English, but generally used where an affirmative reply 
is expected: tarn 1 nush Itfla? do you believe mef tarn ml'sh setu'r/a kani? 
did anybody consort with youf 78, 3 ; tarn hai tchf msh hu'nk layank tewi? 
did he really shoot at you, taking aim? 109, 17.; tarn tatakiash shle'sht 1? 
if he had seen the children? 122, 18., cf. 19.; tarn 1 shla'a? do you see? 
Modocs most frequently connect t. with lish: tarn lish 1 im'sh I61a? do 
you believe mef Kl. with hai, haitch; cf. 140, 4 9. Cf. tamu, tamiidsh. 
(2) adv., somewhere, at some place; contr. from tata am: kani hi tdm pakal 
who is smoking around here ?

tamadsha, d. tat'rnadsha (a in -ma- long) (1) v. intr., to stand at the end 
of a row, file or series; to stand out, aside or in front of a group; to be the 
first or last. (2) v. trans., to place, fasten at the extremity of: with double 
obj. case in: kia'mJuelo'tksh vu'nsat tarnadsank tewas they fasten it as a 
fish-killing article in the forked net at the bow of a canoe, 149, 22. Cf 
yumadsha, lamadsha, leliwa, St6palsh=Tarna/dsh.

t a m e n 61 k a , tamnu'tka, d. tatamno'tka to return, come back; to have been 
at, to have visited a place; lit. "to return from traveling": nl t. tina tapf 
/ ivas there for the last time, 24, 21.; cf. 25, 1. 2.; tat 1 tamnu'tka? where 
do you come from? 141, 2.; tat lish i tamno'tkal Mod. where have you been? 
Der. tamenu. Quot. under -ni.

tarnenu, tamno, damenu, d. tatamnu (1) to4ravel, march; to be on a jour 
ney, trip or march: yamat tamenuo'ta while running out in a northern 
direction, 37, 16. (2) to walk, go away; to go. Cf. tatamnuish.

tamii for tarn hu'; cf. tarn. In 41, 18 -ux , -hu7 points to local and tem 
poral presence: tamu' lish a mulo'la! are ye ready here now? Cf. tarn.
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tamu dsh, tamu'dsh (1) interr. particle in questions put directly; like 
tarn, it is generally untranslatable, and often used when a negative an 
swer is expected: t. kek hishuakga hemkanka? can this boy speak? ka- 
yudsh hu't he'mkankatk gi he cannot speak yet: t. pash nu tiimgna? do I 
hear something said concerning myself? 185; 38. T. is sometimes used 
elliptically for tanm'dsli i (or at) mu'lua? are you (or ye) ready? (2) 
particle introducing questions put indirectly: that, whether, if, whether or 
not: shle'dshuk, tanm'dsh ktanshisht in order to see whether he was asleep, 
113, 15. Cf. 122, 4. as quoted under sheVa. Der. tarn, u'tch. Cf. tarn.

tan, d. tatan, abhr. from tanni, q. v.
tanapsh, pi. tumi t., turnip, 147, 18. From the English.
taniani, d. ta taniani, adj , as large in size; so large: lawal ka tanian 

slapshtat this is its width at the bud, 149, 1. Der. tanni. Cf. -ni, panani.
tank, d. tatank (I) adv temp, then, at that time, epoch, or period; often 

placed after the noun: tina il!61ash t. last year. (2) adv. temp, (a long: 
ta'nk) long ago, many months or years ago; the length of time elapsed 
remaining wholly undetermined: snawedsh keleni t. keldka the wife of 
this (man) died long ago. Cf. gahak, ma'ntch, nia. (3) adj., so many, so 
much. Quot. under tak (2). (4) pron. interr., how many? how much? 
70, 8.; tankeni standing for tank a ni. Contr. from tanni gi. Cf. kank.

tank, dank, d. ttitank; abbr. from tankatch, q. v.
tankak (1) adv. temp., then, that time; referring to a short lapse of time. 

(2) adv. temp., not long ago, a short time ago: tankak na-entk siinditka 
last week. Cf. nia, welfsht (3) adj., a few, some, some few, not many: 
M6atuashash pila sa siuga tankak they killed a few Pit River Indians only, 
20, 8.; wats sawana t. he gave a few horses only, 78, 1. From tank, ak.

tankakak (1) adv. temp., a short time only. (2) adj., a few only: t sa 
siuka wewala/ksas k'mutchapkas tchi'sh they killed only a few old women 
and old men, 17, 18. From tankak, ak.

tankatch, tangatch, abbr. tank, d. tatankatch palate.
tankni, d. tatankni, adj., often with adverbial function: (1) belonging to 

that time; living at the time, existing at the period referred to (2) early, 
ancient, bygone: t. maklaks (a) the ancient tribe; (b) the earlier generation, 
85, 6. Cf. ma'ntchni. (o) short, not extended, brief in time (from tank in
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the sense of tankak (2), cf. tankt at, tanktak): t. waito'lan after the lapse 
of a few days only, 43, 4.; ma'ns tankeni ak waitash after a while, within 
so many days, 73, 7. (4) adv., so many times; many times, often, 59, 16. 
(5) tankSni in 70, 8. is: tank a ni'(satu)? how many do I count? Cf. 
tank (4). Der. tank No. 1.

t a.n k s k n i, 24, 21.; same as tanktchikni, q. v.
tankt, d. tatankt (1) adv., at that time, then: ka'gi t. none were there at 

that time, 16, 17.; t. ni ge'na that time I set out, 21, 1.; tu'm t. hushtch<5ka 
sa many they kitted then, 16, 8.; t. gatpanuapkshe'mi in a future time, in 
a time to come; nash (for nalash) se'gsa t. E-ukskni suko'lkipaluk at that 
time (or hour) the Klamath Lake warriors told us to reassemble, 20, 9.; ef. 
19, 6. 21, 1. 24, 20. 28, 4. 31, 2. 6. 64, 3.; tankt at quickly, suddenly, 
at once, 23, 11. (2) adv., finally, at last, 23, 2. 20. 60, 19. 22. (3) conj., 
after, afterwards: t. nu hemkanktak after this is done, I will talk over, 42, 
5.; t. shuldsham ge'nuish maklaks shue'nka hu'nk after the troops had left, 
the Indians killed (the disabled ones), 38, 2.; tankt then, after these acts, 
59, 17. 18. Cf tapitana (2). From tank, at,

tanktak, d. tatanktak (1) adv., very soon, pretty soon, shortly afterwards, 
28, 6. 37, 12.: t. tchfksh at the same time, 87, 11.; composed of tankt and 
ak. (2) adv , formerly, long ago, long since; composed of tank and tak. Cf. 
gahak, ma'ntch. (3) t. and tanktoksh, excl. of one molested or teased by 
others: enough! stop! quit! cease! lit. "so much then!" Composed of tank 
(3), tak. Mod. for ga'tak Kl. Cf. kanktak.

tanktchik, adv., at that time, then; lit. "then at last". T. is a correlative 
to tatataks in 12cS, 1. From tank, tche'k. Cf. tanktak tchiksh simulta 

neously, at the same time, 87, 11.
tanktchikni, Kl. tankshikni, tankskni, d. tatanktchikni, adj., he, she or 

it from that time; this or that from that time to the present time; that or those 
living since that epoch, 128, 9. and Note; t. ka-i pen nadsha'shak tcki&from 
that time they never dwelt together again, 13, 2.; tchui t. ka-itata ge'nt sel- 
lualshuk from that time I never started again for warfare, 24, 21. Der. 
tank, tche'k; the adj. of tanktchik.

tanni, abbr. tan, d. tatanni (1) pron. interr., how many? how much? to 
what amount? t. ilksh sha'tu a/t? how many food-buckets do ye count? 70, 8.;
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t. sha gena? hoiv many went there? 93, 5.; t. watch gi? Mod.; t. ml watch 
gi? Kl. hoiv many horses have you? tan a i wewe'ash gitk? lioiv many children 
have you? (2) pron. dem., so many, so much; to that figure, to that amount: 
ka t: 3" so long: three inches, 147, 1., cf. 146, 1. 12. 149, 15. Of. kank, 
tdniani, tank

tant, d. tatant (1) floor of the sweat-lodge or spuklish. (2) fire-place of 
ivinter-house: t. waki'sh inside-ladder of the winter-lodge, 180; 22.

tanua, danua, d. tatanua (1) heavy fiat stone serving as a mealing-stone 
for grinding pond-lily and other seeds; resembling the lematch, but hol 
lowed out more deeply: danuatat pe'ksha to grind upon the mealing-stone. 
Kl. (2) slone mortar for pounding corn, grain, seeds etc. Mod.

Tanua=L ut fish, nom. pr. of a camping-ground on the Williamson 
River; lit. "Under the Flat Rock". From tanua, lutila.

tapak, tapa%, d. tatpak, tatpak leaf of plant, shrub, or tree: hehat^e t. 
the (withered) leaves are falling, 75, 15.; tapa% kitchkani (supply: g!) the 
leaves are small, 147, 1. Der. tapka. Cf. lutish.

tap at a, d. tatpata to hold together articles unequal in size or quality: (1) to 
hold or lay together sheets of unequal size. (2) to seise hot objects by means 
of a substance intervening. Cf. shnakptiga.

tapi, tap! d. tatpi (1) adv. loc., behind, aft; in succession, following: sha- 
amoksh tapf galampaga the relatives follow behind, 85, 5., Mod. (2) adv. 
temp., following in time, subsequently, afterwards: t. tita, t. titna a short time 
after this, 66, 12.; tind t. for the last time, 24, 21.; tapi' shellualsha he went 
to fight a second time, 21, 1. (title); tapftak but after this, 111, 16.

tapiap, ta'piap, t6piap, d. tatpishap, tatapiap (1) younger brother, said by 
or in reference to elder brother, 113, 20. 114, 2.: shtulf ta/pia m'na he 
ordered his younger brother, 109, 3.; younger sister, said by or in reference 
to elder sister. Cf. tapinkani. (2) younger male or female cousin; said by 
elder male or elder female cousin. (3) half-brother; half-sister. Der. tapi. 
Cf. pa-anip, shatapialtko, t%e'-unap, tupakship.

tapidshni, d. tatpidshni, Mod.: 134, 15.; same as tapitni, q. v.
tapini, t&pini, topini, d. tatpini, totpini, adj. (1) second, second to; second 

in order, file or rank, station, age etc. Cf. tapiap, tapfnkani. (2) follow 
ing, subsequent, latter; last, ultimate: t. tchkash g^kansha the last one also 
rushed out, 112, 12. Cf. shulapshkish. (3) secondary, inferior. Der. tapi
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tapinkani, tapinikani, d. tatpfnkani the younger or youngest; coming in 

age right after another, 119, 14.; said of children and of young animals: 
ka'-udshish topinkan the gray wolf's younger brother, 18-i; .'U.; tapinika- 

yentch (for tapinikame'nassh) ankutka takuank shii'in gagging the mouth of 

the younger (cub) with a piece of wood, 120, 19.; cf. 121, 22. Der. tapfni, 
-kani. Cf. tapiap, t/eVaga.

tapitana, tapitan, t&pita, topita, d. tatpftana, totpita (1) loc. prep, and 

postp., after, behind, in the sequel or wake of; in the rear of: Davish tapi'tan 
laki the chief ranking next after Dave Hill, 58, 2. 3.; tch^-u tapitanna hu'd- 
shna an antelope was running behind (him), 126, 8 ; topitan wa'g'n behind 

the wagon, lii, 6.; nu'sh tap!'tan in the back of the head, 42, 9. (2) temp, 

conj., subsequently: tapi'ta gatpa Walamskni tchl'shtat afterwards (or after 

this) the Rogue River Indians came to the settlement, 17, 1 Cf. tapi (2), 
tchiii. From tapf, -tana.

tapf tan kni, cl. tatpitankni, adj., one who is or remains behind; staying or 
coming in the rear of, 96, 1.

tapftni, tapitni, Mod. tapfdshni, d. tatpitni, tatpftni, adj., posterior, hind 

most: t pe'tch hind leg, cf. 134, 15.; t. tchu'kash from behind their hips, 

128, 10. Der. tapita, the abbr. tapitana.

tapka, d. tatapka, v. intr., to stand out from, to jut out, to be salient; said 
of long things: pshl'sh t. the nose projects. Cf samka-a, tapak, tiiila.

taplal, pi. tiinri t., loon: a large fowl, black, with white spots; an excel 

lent diver, allied to the grebe, but having the toes fully webbed: Colym- 

bus torquatus. By order of K'mukamtch the loon destroys a fish-trap of 
the Maklaks Indians at the junction of Sprague and Williamson Rivers. 

This myth is given 152, 1-8., and more explicitly in the Notes. Incan 
tations: 168; 46. 177; 28.: t. w6a the loon cries, 183; 24.

t&ps%oya, d. tataps%oya, v. impers., to be benumbed, rigid, as with cold; 
said only of extremities of the body; t. an's, t. na/lsh my, our fingers are 

stiff by cold. Kl. Der. tapka. Cf. katka, nda-itia.

tapsnek, d. tatapsnek, titapsni% brain. Kl. for t!6%o Mod.
14 s h k a, tasga, d. tatashka to let go, let loose, 55, 7.: tashg' i ish! let me go I 

kdkish tashk' i! let him go! at tashgat hunkesh! ye let him go!
taslatch, d. tat&slatch cougar or American tiger: Felis concolor, 00, 19 ;
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also called kuika-ush, q. v. Indian and American hunters have recently 
exterminated all the cougars in the Klamath Highlands. Cf. tchlakatcha.

tashta, d. tatashta to touch by hand: ka-i 1 hun kimi tashtanta! don't touch 

that! hands off! Cf. shatashi, tadsha, tashu!61a.
tashui, tassui, d. tataslrai to attack, charge, as an enemy: tsui tassutpk 

(Sa'tas) then tliey attacked (the Snake Indians') in the absence of the one 
speaking, 29, 19.; cf. Note. Cf. gutampka.

tashu!61a, d. tatashu!61a to stroke, to pass through with the hand, e. g. 
through hair or fur; the French effleurer: 155; 21. Cf. tashta.

Tata, noin. pr. of a Klamath Lake female.
tata, abbr. tat, tat (1) adv. intevr. Inc., where? in which spot? at which 

place? 141, 1. 4.: tat a't tatdkshni gl? children! where are yef 121, 5., cf. 
Note to 121, 9.; tat lishl Mod., where then? where? 141, 8.; tatai? for tata 
hi? q. v. (2) where? to or toward which place? tat at gdna? where are ye 
going? in questions put indirectly: tat k6#pash genuapka, Mod., where 
the heart tends to go, 31', 22. Cf. 105, 4. (3) adv. loc., where, at ivhich 
place. Cf. tatd No. 2., tatatuk, tatkni, ta'tak.

tat4, abbr. tat, d. tatata, tat'ta (1) interr. temp, particle, when? at which 

time or period? tata (for tat a) mi'sh nu tp^wa? when did I order you? 
109, 6., cf. 10.; t. ma'ntch? how long ago? t. lish sha ksiulakuapkf when 
will they have a dance? 140, 1. (2) conj. temp., when, at the time when; 
then: tu' tawipk, t Doctor Johnam snaweclsh shila out there he bewitched 
him, when Doctor John's wife was sick, 64, 2.; tatatSnat (for tatat a nat) 
that time we, 24, 19., forms epexegesis to the foregoing tankte nat; tata 
gen 1 shle-uga kukpaktak i nu'sh! Mod., when you see this think of me! 
(3) adv. temp., ever, at any time: ka-i t. never; ka-i nu'sh shiugat tata he 
can never kill me, 96, 22. Cf. ka-itata, tatatak and 24, 21. 34, 5.

tata whence, where from; from whom, 41,5. and Note; also used interroga 
tively. Contr. from tata where? and interr. particle 4, ha.

tatai? at which spot, place, locality? 140, 4. From tata, hi.
tatdksni, tatoksni, obj. tatakiash children; children able to walk; a subst. 

having plural signification only, 34, 1. 37, 15. 17. 141, 10. 12.; said of 
boys, 109, 15.; t. Tch^wamtcham the children of Old Antelope, 121,4.; cf. 
121, 6. 13. 15-19. 21. 122, 1. lo-19. Cf. suffix -ni, w&ish.
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tataksniptchi acting like children; childlike; childish. 
tatamnuish, abbr tatamnish, pi. tumi t, one who is walking, traveling,

journeying, strolling about; habitual walker; traveler: tchussak t. a tramp,
vagrant, Mod.; ka-i hu t. he is tarrying, loitering on his journey, or walk;
munana tatamnish mole; see under muna. Der. tamenu. Cf. pshiri. 

Tatapkaksh "High-Cheekbones", nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man,
signer of the treaty in 1864; mentioned there as Tatetpas. Der. tapka. 

tatatak, tatataksh whenever, at the time when, just when, 82, 4. 5.: tatatak
s§ (for tatatak sha) spuklia when they are sweating inside, 82, 3. Der tata. 

tatatli, d. tatatatli flat, level, even, smooth. Original form tat-tat-li; cf.
patpatli, tdktakli. 

T at at in i, nom. pr. of a hill near Yaneks subagency, in Sprague River
Valley. Cf. tatatli. 

tatatuk? where then? t. maklaks gatpa? where have the (Rogue River)
Indians gone? 17, 7. From tata where? d, ha interr., tuk (cf. tak) then. 

tatita, d. tatatita, v. intr., to be stuck up, to stick out; said of long-shaped,
inan. things: mu'luash t. the rabbit-skin sign (of the Indian conjurer) is
stuck up, hanging out. Cf. kiuye'ga, kiukaya. 

tatkni, abbr. takni, d. tatatkni, abbr. tatakni, adj. of tata: (1) coming
from where f inhabitant, native of which place or country? tatkni i gi? where
are you from 0/ (2) the one being there; he ivho, that which is there: tatakni
yu'l%a (the arrows) that have struck the ground at that spot, 136, 3.; native
of that place or country. Also used as an adverb, 

t a t k t a, d. tatatkta, v. intr., to smart, to feel pain. 
tatktish, d. tatatktish (1) pain, smarting, bodily suffering: incantation,

168; 47.. (2) the article or substance producing disease; the sickness or
disease in a tangible bodily form, 71, 6. Conjurers feign to suck it out
from the patient's body in the form of a pin, small stick, little frog etc. 

tat%e"lam, tat^Slamni, tat%e!4mpani etc., forms used by Kl.
in the absolute as well as in the distributive signification; cf. tyalam,
t^alamni, t^alampani, etc. 

tatcha'lka, d. tafatcha'lka to stroke, pat, caress by patting, 183; 23.
Der. tddsha. Cf. ptchakl%a, tatchapka. 

t a t c h d p k a, d. tat'tchapka to squeeze, press by hand; to mash. Cf. ndshapka.
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tatchtadshatko, d. tatatchtadshatko elastic, as india-rubber.
ta-tilaktamna, d. tatulaktamna to swallow wlrile raising the head: tchf- 

kass a ambu piinuog t. the bird is drinking water.
ta-unep, ta'-unep, d. tatunep, tatunep; same as td-unep, q. v.
ta-uni, d. tata-uni (1) town, city, settlement of white people: t%alampan- 

kani t. one-half of the town (2) Ta-uni, name given to several of the 

larger towns in the vicinity of the Klamath reservation, as Ashland and 

Jacksonville in Oregon, Yreka (pronounced Wariki) in California, and 

their surroundings. Yreka is referred to in 54, 4. 55, 1. Of. Note to 
55, 1 and 3. From the English town; -i is the suffix of the inessive case.

t a w a 1 s h, d. t.atualsh young quadruped; a term referring to certain animals 
only: viinam t. elk one year old. Of. lele'dshi, wi'hlaga.

tawi, d. tatui, v. trans., to bewitch, to charm; to cast a deadly spell upon, to 

infect with a long-lasting disease by sorcery, witchcraft, magic artifice, by the 

"evil eye". The people believe that conjurers only have the power to do 
this at will, and that they cast their spells during festive dances, or when 
visiting the sick etc. Ha/ 1 kiiiks tawi-uapk, mu7 mtsh ni na'-ulakuapk 

should you, as a conjurer, cast a spell, then I would punish you in an exem 

plary manner, 59, 6.; k'lSka tawfsh the beivitched one dies, 62, 3.; tu7 tawipk 
far away from here he cast the spell upon him (tawipk for tawi-apka), at a 
distance from others, or unseen by them, 64, 2. 3. Of. 66, 1. 68, 2. 10. 
11. Of. kfuks, shal%fta,.te*wi.

ta w ik s , pi. turni t, a plant growing in open places in the Klamath high 

lands, producing small yellow flowers standing in a bunch. The stalk 
is about one foot long and has a white tap-root of the same length, 

which is eaten raw or roasted.

tawiksalsha, d. tatuiksalsha to gather the tdwiks-root annually or habitu 
ally, 74, 3. Of. k61alsha, po'ksalsha.

ta/tak, adv. loc., where, just where; when correlative with ga/tak "so 

much . ... as where," 73, 3. Der. tata, ak.
ta/taktak, adv. loc., just where, right at the spot where: tataktak huk 

kalak ma/sha, ga/tak uba-ush ktu'shka as far as the»infect>ion extends on the 
body of the relapsed patient, just so large a piece he cuts out of the deer-skin, 
73, 2. From ta/tak, tak.
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Tda%tkni, orT. maklaks, nom. pr. of the Tygli Indians, a tribe in North 
ern Oregon, called so from Tygh Creek, a western tributary of the Des
Chutes River near its influx into the Columbia River. Rev. Pandosy
mentions the Tairtla as a tribe of the Sahaptin family. Also called
Telknikni, T maklaks. 

1 4 d s h a, te'tcha, d. tetadsha to wash, as articles of dress, bedding etc.:
tetadsha tchulish to wash shirts. Absol. form little in use. Cf. shetatcha. 

t e d s h i a, tetchia, d. tetadshia to wash for somebody. Cf. tddsha, temadsha. 
t <5 g a, d. tetega to wear out, to use up by wear and tear. Kl. for kaga Mod.,

q. v. Cf. lela'ma (2), ndega, petdga, we"na. 
te'-i, unmeaning word; spoken while beating the measure for short-step

dances, 162; 7. Cf. tadsi. 
t e* - i n, te'n, t'e'n, d. te'tin, adv. of te*-ini, a short while ago, very recently: a-ati

k^na t. deep snow fell a little while ago; te*-intaks nia a short time ago.
Cf. nia, tankak, welisht.

teina, taina maiden; young woman in her teens, 186; 49. Cf. te'-ini. 
t e* - i n i, te'ni, d. tetini new, recent; young. Quot. under shlepka, sklepkipele. 
te-iniwa-ash, t^niwash, tenuya-ash, d. tetiniwa-ash (1) woman recently

married; called so by her husband's parents. (2) young ivoman, maiden,
190; 9. Der. te'-ini, wa. Cf. tenuyaga. 

tdyi chief, headman; commander; high officer; applies to white and Indian
dignitaries. Chin. J. for laki Kl. Cf. laki, skukum-house. 

Te'kash/nom pr. masc. Kl., interpreted by: "crying tik, tik." 
te'kish, tdkish sword, long Hade, long knife, 113, 19. 114, 2. Cf. yuha-

ne'ash, tk^ka, wati.
T^kmal, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man, 65, 17. 
tekteka, d. tetakteka to pain, burn; to produce a smarting sensation: nii'sh

t shleledsham the nettle burns me. Der. tika. 
te'kua, d. tetakua to break, to break asunder, to smash to pieces; said of

long-shaped objects. Der. keVa. Cf. tkeVa, uke'wa. 
tdlak, ta'lak war-arrow; battle-arrow, 138, 1. Der. t^l%a. Cf. ngd-ish,

nte'ktish, taldshi, falka. 
te'lak, d. te'telak Mod., tete'lak Kl., waistcoat; garment belonging to the

wardrobe of males, 186; 50.
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te*lha, tela, d. tetalha, tetala (1) to look upon, to look on, to overlook: tdl-
hapka, tei'apka to look upon from a distance; nat waita yainatat telliap-
kank we passed one day in looking down, observing from an eminence, 21, 12.
(2) to look like, resemble in the face; to have the features of: shuhank=shftko
telan having similar features; partic, t&antko having a face, provided tvith
such a face: wika4elantko short-faced, short-featured, 190; 14. Der. tala
No. 2 (1) Of. telish, teloli, telshapka. 

t d 1 h i, d. tetalhi to look at, to look down upon; said of objects on the ground,
in a lodge etc.: s^ishu'lank te'lhl ku'rnetat waking up, she looked into the
cave, 122, 14. Cf. telha, te!61i.

ttjlikual% a, d. titlakual^a to look up, upward, ski/ward. Cf. talual%a. 
t el in a, d. tetelina to let go, to set free: telin'i ish let me alone; telintok nal

hu un he will let us go. Mod. Cf. spiinka, tashka, tila. 
te*lish, ta'lish, de*lish, d. tetalish (l^face: I7p%a telishtat they smeared into

their faces, 120, 18. (2) human face, human features, 87, '3. 150, 8. Der.
t^la. Cf. kmapafhienatko, tdlha, t^lhi. 

telitankpka, d. tetalitankpka to see somebody's face from a distance;
to see somebody within recognizing distance; to see one coming, 100, 19.
Der. telhi. Cf te!61i. 

te'lkgtsh. d. tet^lkg-ish place of perforation: waw/iksam t. ear-lobe. Der,

tel%a. Cf. hashtaksh, she'kish.
T^lknikni, T maklaks; same as Te*a%tkni, q. v. 

tdl%a, tel'ka, tii'l^a, d. tet^l%a to wound with an arrow; to shoot, pierce:

nga'-isli a ni ta'l^apksh the arrow by which I was shot, 138, 1. and Note.
Cf. talka, te*lak, te"wa, t^wi. 

t el 611, talo'li, d. tet'lo'li, tetlii'li to look doivn on, to embrace with one sweep
rof the eye, 29, 10.; to overlook, said of scouts, 29, 12.: nu kam telu'lit /
tvouldfain look down (upon it), 192.; 4. Der. te*lha. 

'telsh&mpka, d. tetalshampka (1) to turn the eyes toward, to look at, see or
observe something distant; to fix one's looks or attention upon, 113, 14 (2)
t. or k'ldkshashtala t. to turn the sight toward the dead; to be on the verge of
death, 158; 54; explained under k'le"ka (3), q. v. (3) to turn the eyes
around, to look about or around. Der. telshna. 

te*lshapka, d. tetalshapka to see, perceive, observe; said of objects at a
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certain distance: Moatuashash nl t. wika liwapksh I perceived at a short 
distance Pit River Indians crowded together, but was not seen by them, 
22, 14. Of. telhi, telshna.

te'lshna, d. tetalshna (1) to have the power of vision: nutoks ka-i t. / have 
lost my eyesight. (2) to sight, to behold, to have a look at: p'lai, yana t. to 
look upward, downward, 174; 13. Of. tclish.

telte'lhi, Kl. te'hltd'hli; d. tetaltelhi, Kl. teta'hlte'hli flat, depressed, low; 
deep: t. kaila deep valley.

teluakuya, d. tetaluakiiya to run or ride after an object seen, 31, 11."
tdluitka, d. tetaluitka to return from a visit or ride: yamat teluitgank 

after having returned from a northern trip, 184; 31.
t e 1 uk s , tlu'ks, d. tutl'uks small rush or reed basket of any shape, 75, 9.
tSlu%aga, d. tiitl'%aga small rush or reed-basket. Dim. teluks, q. v.
temadsha, d. tetemadsha, to wash, as clothing: nu ge'-u tetematcha shu- 

lotish I wash my own clothing; wennikisham 1 tchulish tetma'tcha you wash 
other people's sUrts. Only used in the d. form. Der. te'dsha. Of ste'tmash.

t e m 61 a, d. tetm61a to produce ground-fog, to be clad in or covered with mist: 
mbu'shant kaila tam61a early in the morn the earth was clad in mist; tam61a 
being a variant of hamo'la in 192; 3. According to the belief of the 
natives this portends that the earth is angry at the people Cf. lua.

tem61o, tm61o, tom61o, d. t6t'mlo wild plum: temolola'mi in the wild 
plum season, a period of the year corresponding to end of August and 
commencement of September. Cf. tmuk61atko.

tenuya-ash, 190; 21.; other form of te-iniwa-ash, q. v.
tenuyaga, 190; 13.; dim. of tenuya-ash, q. v.
t e" p a, ta/pa, t'a'ba, d. tetdpa, species of bony fish, popularly called sun- 

fish; not unlike the minnow, smaller than the vunai, q. v.
tdshashko, d. tet'shashko torn cloth, piece of cloth, rag: t. amtchiksh old 

rag. Cf. i-eshk6tkish.
teshashkuala, d. tet'shashkuala (1) to tear cloth into shreds or pieces. 

(2) to make a blanket from small rags or patches. Cf. sku'tchala.
tdtadshish, pi. turni t, launderer, laundress: t. snaweMshash washer 

woman, laundress. Der. te'dsha. Mod. for tetemadshish Kl.
tetake'wa, tetkewa, d. of tkeVa, q. v.
t e t a 1 % a, d. of talka, q. v. Cf. tdwa.
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tetal%ea, d. of tal%ea, q. v.
tetemadsha, tetma'tcka, d. of termidsha, q. v.
tetemadskisk, pi. tiimi t. (1) washerman or ivaslier-ivoman. Cf. tdta- 

dskisk. (2) Tetemadskisk, Tdtematsis, nom. pr. of a Klamatk Lake 
woman, also called Aunt Susie, Vuya-ak. Ske is mentioned in Kakask's 
trial as one of tke female "doctors" in tke Klamatk Lake tribe, 64, 1-10. 
65, 2-13. 16. 66, 1. and Note to 64, 1. (p. 67). Der. temadska.

tet'maskkisk, pi. tiimi t. (1) thief, robber, filcher. (2) vagrant, tramp. 
Der. findskka. Of. p&palisk.

tetck6tkisk, d. tetatck<5tkisk wash-tub, laundry-tub. Der. tddska.
te-uktd-ukask, te-uktd-uks, d. tetoktd-ukask, a species of hawk, long- 

tailed; perkaps tke marsk-kawk: Circus hudsonius. Onomatop.
td-unep, ta'-unap, ta-unep, d. tdtunep, tatunap ten: te-unepanta na'sk 

likla, ta-unepanta la'p pd-ula eleven, tivelve: nda'ni taiinap Yamakni thirty 
Warm Spring scouts, 43, 5., cf 42, 20. 43, 10. 18. 20. 44, 1.; tunepni t. 
fifty; lapkskaptankni t. seventy; td-unepa skdktat%atko a tenth part; td- 
unepask pakalaksk tenfold. Cf. tousand.

td-unepni, ta-iinepni, d. tdtunepni ten times: t. td-unep one hundred; 
t. ska gdna ten men went there; lit. "tkey went ten togetker", 93, 5.

td-unolsk; same as tiuno'lsk, q. v.
te-utdwa, pi. tiimi t., to break down, to fall to pieces, to be crushed, as by 

trampling upon, 121, 17.
t d w a, ta/wa, d. tdtua to fix, drive, run, plant in the ground; to set up, 

fasten: walas t. to plant a pole or scalp-pole; kailatat anku t. to drive a post 
or stick into the ground; t. anku they plant sticks (as limits), 80, 8.; ameta 
tdwank when planting the camass-stick into tke soil, 190; 9. To plant two 
posts into tke soil for building, stal%a; many posts, tdtal%a, d. of talka.

td w a s k, d. tdtuask scoop-net, dip-net with a handle, 149, 22. Tke dipping 
portion, wkick kolds the meskes, is formed by two sticks forking out from 
tke kandle, and kerein tke t. differs from tke round-skaped lutdask. 
Wken tke meskes are narrow and small, tke t. is a la-iks; wken wider, a 
witck61ask. See kiksii'lska, tamadska.

td wi, d. tdtui (1) to shoot an arroiv, arrows: na's t., kakkia n's one sent an 
arrow, but missed me, 23, 17.; tarn kai m'sk t.? did he really shoot at you?
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109, 17. Of. 110, 9. 13. (2) to shoot with fire-arms, to give fire, to fire off; 
generally used without obj. case, 30, 4.: 161oksgish t. to fire a gun, 38, 
11. 21. Der. tdwa. Of. hushtiwa, nte'-ish, she'tui, shlin, tawi.

te'wish, d. tetuish loud report, as of gun, cannon; explosion.
t g -; terms not found under these initials to be looked for under tk-, t%-.
tgakaya, d. tgatgakaya (1) to stand or remain on something. Cf. tgi- 

kela. (2) to stand, stay, remain in the woods, marshes, wilderness, cliffs: 
lilhanks t. gatchdshtat the deer is standing in the bushes. Speaking of more 
than one subject, liukaya, q. v. Der. gakaya.

tgakiarnna, d. tgatgakiamna to stand near by; to be standing in a file, 
crowd, ring with others. Speaking of more than one subject, liukiamna, 
Iual6ya and their d. forms. Der. gakiamna.

t g a 1 i g a, tkallika, d. tgatgliga, tkatklika to stand, remain or exist on the 
shore, near the water: kii-il k6ketat t. a mountain sheep stands on the river 
shore; sho'ks walidshtat t. a heron stands on a cliff at the shore. Speak 
ing of more than one subject, liluliga, d. of liuliga. Cf. Afsh=Tkali'ks.

tgapata, tkapata, d. tgatkpata to stand against an object while touching 
it: pap%ashtat t. to stand against a wooden wall. Der. kapata

tgaptcha, d. tgatgaptcha (1). to go and stand close to. (2) to hide, conceal 
oneself while standing behind. Quot. under shnawe'dshka. Der. kaptcha.

t g a s h a s h % i s h, d. tgatg'shash^ish woman1 s shirt, shift.
tgatita, tgutita, d. tgatgatita; same as tgatitana, q. v. Speaking of more 

than one subject, lilutita or lualutita, d. of liutita, q. v. Cf. gati'tana.
tgatitana, tgatidna, d. tgatgaiitna to stand outdoors; to stand outside of, as 

of a building, lodge, 114, 1. Speaking of more than one subject, lilutitna
tga-ule%a, tga-iil%a, d. tgatgu'r/a (1) to arise, to rise or get up, as from 

a sitting attitude or from the ground. (2) to assume a standing position; 
said of the moon: t. at ukaukosh the moon is completing the first (or last) 
quarter, Mod. Der. ga-u'l%a. Cf. tgeT/a (1).

tgawala, tga-ula, d. tgatgiila (1) to stand on the top of; to stand upon; to be 
erect upon: tchaki t. himpokshtat the boy stands on a log; tga-ulank (hitcli- 
ashtat) standing on the top of the lodge, 113, 22. (2) to be standing, to stand 
on one1 s feet: tkawalsh one who is standing erect Speaking of more than 
one subject, liwala. Der. gawal.
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tgeliwa, d. tgetgaliwa, tge tgeliwa to stand on the top or rim; to stand
above, on high, 154; 9 

tgel/a, t/a'l%a, d. tgetgal%a, t%at%al/a (1) to rise up, stand up; to start
up from a sitting position: t/a'l/a (ni) I rose upon my feet, 30, 14. 105,
12.; tgcl/an ambutat vu'shii pani I stood in the water up to the chest. Kl.
for tgo-iil%a Mod. (2) to stop, to stop short after a run: tgel%! (for tgel/'
i!) stop right here! 126, LO. (3) to be exhausted, to give out after exertion.
Speaking of more than one subject, luelual%a Kl 20, 16., lualo'1/a Mod.,
d. of lual%a. Of. piita. (4) to stand up, to be in a standing attitude; said
of the moon when half or in the shape of a crescent: t/a'l/a shappash
the moon is in the first or last quarter. Of. tga-ule%a (2). 

tge'l/mauka, d. tgetgal/manka to be crescent-shaped; lit "to assume a
standing attitude": ukaukosh tgel/mangatko the moon is crescent-shaped,
in the first or last quarter. Der. tgel%a (4), q. v. 

tgepalia/ga, d. tgitgpalidga to blaze up, to start up vertically; said of
fire: luloks t. the fire gets started, blazes up. Of. liutka, niliwa. 

tgdwa, d tgetgua to stand in the water: tgdwan ambutat vu'shu pani I
stood in the water up to the chest. Speaking of more than one subject, liwa
(I). Der. gdwa. Of. hiiwa, Ku'lsb/Tge'-ush. 

tgikela, tgi'kla, d tgitgakla to stand upon something: ke'nta kailatat t
to stand on this earth, 192; 9. Of. tgakaya. 

t g" i % u g a, d. tgitga%uga to stand indoors, inside of a lodge or building.
Speaking of more than one subject, liu^uga, liuna No. 2, with their d.
forms: lmliu%uga, inverted luilua%uga; liluna. 

t g i 11 a k dried fish reduced to powder and bought, in sacks weighing about
70 pounds, of the Sahaptins of Columbia River, especially of the Warm
Spring Indians of Des Chutes River, from whose language the word is
said to be borrowed. Cf. kajnalsh. 

t gits/ a, d. tgitgats/a (L) to stand close by, 110, 15. (2) to stand between;
to be or remain standing betwixt, among.

t g i w a, d. tgitgiwa it is damp, close, sultry weather. Cf. paisha, shtipa. 
tgo-iil%a, d. tgotgu'l^a, Mod. for tgd-ule/a (L) and for tgel/a (1) Kl.,

q. v.: tgo-iil%an rising upon his feet, 42, 7. 
tgulutch, d. tgu/tglutch small beetle with a green or purplish shell, living

in the ground or seeking the shelter of bushes. Cf. tgutila.
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Tgiilutcham Kshutdlsh "Beetle's Rest", nom. pr. of the small brook 
on which the buildings of the Klamath agency are erected. It rises in a 
deep spring of clear water, is one-eighth of a mile in length, drives a saw 
mill and a grist-mill and joins Crooked River. See tgulutch, kshutila.

t g li t a, tgu'ta, d. tgutgata to stand for a time, to be standing there for a while 
or for the time being: hu'k t. watch tchiktchigat this horse is harnessed to 
the wagon; lit. "stands at the wagon for a time". Speaking of more 
than one subject, levuluta, I'uluta, q. v.

t g u t g a, tku'tka, d. tgutgatka, generic term for to stand: tgu'tgank hdtkok 
standing there, 110, 15.; watch hatokt tku'tkapksh shlaank finding a horse 
standing there, 66, 13.; ninakual%an tk6tka to stand with both arms extended 
to right and left. Refers to one subject only; speaking of two, three or 
four subjects the d. forms of Igvuatka (syncop. luatka) are used: ISviilu- 
atka, contr. 16-iiluatka, 1'ul'uatka, luluatka; cf. Igvuatka. Speaking of 
many subjects, liikantatka, d. luliikantatka.

tgutila, d. tgutgatila to stand underneath, below. Speaking of more than 
one subject, levutila, often syncop. into 1'utila" lutila, q. v.; la/pi a watch 
levutila mahieshtat two horses are hitched under the shed (or in the shadow).

tgutita, d. tgutgatita; same as tgatita, tgatitana, q. v.
t i a, a kind of flat or concave wickerwork paddle larger than the shaplash, 

q. v.; used by the women in gathering seeds, 96, 21.: tiatka with a paddle, 
147, 15.; tfatat i'kelank placing on a paddle, 113, 10. Cf. pa'hla.

tia'ma, d. tetia'ma (1) v. intr. and impers., to feel hungry: t. nu, 1 I am, you 
are hungry, Mod.; mu t. mish you are very hungry; you are famished; shk4 
tia/muk a hu'ntsna I-the shke-hawJc fly around hungry, 177; 21.; tia/rnuk by 
hunger, 95, 13.; tia/rnansh, tia'ma ansh (for tia'ma a nu'sh), I feel hungry; 
ni'sh tia'matk ka-a I am very hungry, 138, 5.; cf. 136, 8. (2) v. trans., 
to long for, desire, crave: tia/mantk shul'sh (nu) I am desirous of singing 
or of hearing songs, 90, 12.

tia'rnish, d. tetia/mish (1) hunger, strong appetite; starvation, famine. In 
cantation: 169; 48. (2) strong desire, craving.

tidsh, tids, titch, d. titadsh, titads, titatch, the adverb of tidshi: (L) well, 
in a satisfactory manner, in a physical or concrete sense: nicely, thoroughly,
strongly, elaborately, beautifully, perfectly, agreeably etc.; t. smita to set 

26
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aright or to treat ivell; t. tiimena to hear clearly; t. i shn6ka! take good hold 
of! rnbiisant t. ne'pakuapk to-morrow the lueather ivill be fine; t. tchia to 
live comfortably, 34, 13.; t. tirr%a he has good luck, 134, 5. 16. 18 ; tids 
masitk of agreeable taste, 146, 14.; t. gi to feel comfortable, to feel well, to 
be at ease, 136, 6 ; t. shute'dshna to put in order while on the way, 85, 2. 
Of. 22, 14. 90, 10. 14. (2) well, in a satisfactory way, morally and 
abstractly speaking: uprightly, generously, nobly, adequately, rejoicingly; t. 
k6kpatko generous, Mod.; t. shlepapka to take good care of; t. gi to do one's 
duty, 59, 19-21.; t. a steinash gitko good-hearted or rejoicing at; t, nad 
tchitchia we live contented; hemkanka t. he spoke well-meaning words, 34, 
12.; t. hu'shkanka to be well-intentioned, 93, 8. Cf. talaak (3), and 36, 11.

tidsha, tidsha, d. tit'tcha to flow, run off, to escape; said of liquids.

tidshe'wa, titcheVa, d. titedshdwa, tit'tchdwa to rejoice at, to like, to be 
glad, to be pleased with: ka-i a rni'sh t. he does not like you; 6-it nu tidsa'wa 
I like to give, 136, 1.; tidshe'wan mi'sli nu un vu'lktak I shall lend it to 
you with pleasure; tidshe'wan tilotpa to receive in a friendly manner, 38, 15. 
Mod.; tidsa'wank tchia being glad to remain alive, 64, 14. Cf. 136, 2. and 
ko-isheVa, kuyeVa.

tids hi, tidsi, titchi, d. titadshi, titatchi, titadsi (1) good, in a physical or 
concrete sense; nice, fine, deliglitful, beautiful, handsome, agreeable; sweet to 
the taste; useful, easy: t. tchawalkish ginhie'na furniture of house or rooms ; 
lit. "good chairs inside"; t. watch enduring horses; fleet horses, 20, 14.; 
ka-a t. snawe'dshash a rather pretty female, 183; 14.; t. ne'l delicate fur, 
144, 10.; t. tadsh pa'sh but it is a wholesome food, 147, 12.; ti'dsa, tftatsa 
weVanuish pretty, handsome women, 107, 7. 10. 11.; tidshantala kaila into 
a good country, 39, 2. Cf. taks (3). (2) good in the moral, abstract 
sense: well-meaning, peaceful; upright, generous, just, noble; smart, intel 
lectual; contented, satisfied; t. hissuaks a good man, G4, 9. 101, 9.; t. laki, 
or tidsh hemkankatko laki peace-chief; t. watchag the dog is smart; ka-i t. 
not well-meaning, not to be trusted, 93,8. Cf. steinash (3).

tidshkianki, d. titadshkianki careful, provident; lit. "acting well for 
oneself". Der. tidsh, -gianggin.

tids^atko; see titads^atko.
tik a, tigga, d. titaka, titagga to be sore, to cause pain; said of ulcers, boils, 

open wounds. Mod.; unknown to Kl. Cf. tdkteka.
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tikaga, tiggaga, d. titgaga male of the mountain quail. Mod.; unknown

to Kl. Onomatop. Of. takaga.
t i k e s h, d titkesh clay, loam, argillaceous soil, Mod. Of. Igvuatka. 
tikiwatko, d. titkiwatko bent, crooked, wry-shaped. Cf. Note to 91, 4. 

tikogsh, d. titkoksh woman's private parts. Cf. ste'msh. 
til a, tila, d. titela (1) v. intr., to roll, to roll on; to be borne; to spread about.

(2) v. intr. and trans., to flood, to pass the limits; to overflow, submerge:
ambu til%an tila- the water dripped down and overflooded. 

Tilak, nom. pr. masc. Mod.; interpreted by "Small", "Stunted", 

tilalina, d titelalina to roll off and down; to spread, extend in a downward

direction. Der. tila.
tilaluansha, d. tit'laluansha, v. intr., to roll around, 154; 12. 

tilankanka, d. titelankanka to roll forth and back, to keep on rolling to

and fro, 105, 16. 
tilankansha, d. titelankansha (1) v. trans., to roll away. (2) v. intr.,

to wheel or swing around, to swing to and fro: hlivash t. the root-basket
moves to and fro, 190; 19. Of. stilankansha, tilankanka. 

tilanke'dsh a, d. titelankedsha, v. trans. (1) to wheel or roll away; to

wheel around. (2) to turn over, to upset: kaila t. to upset the earth, world,
the whole creation, 192; 8.

tila n kids hatko, d. titelankidshatko wheel. Partic. of tilanke'dsha. 

tilankue'la, v. trans., to roll downhill; when unattended by injuries or

breakage. Of. vud'hitakue'la. 
tilans/a, d. titlans%a to make a slight cut or scar; to pass over body or

limb while making a slight incision. Der. tila. 
tilanshnea, d. tit'lanshnea to contort, wrench, turn about; referring to

the limbs of the body. Of. nu'sh-tilansn^ash. 

tilantana, d. tit'lantana, v. intr., to roll against; to roll around or along;

said, e. g., of animals. Der. tila. Cf. hlintana. 
tilhipeli, tilipeli, d titalhipeli, titalipeli; see hulipeli. 

tilhua, tilua, d. titalhua, titalua (1) v. intr., to spread, to flood, to run over;

said of liquids. (2) v. trans., to flood, overflow, submerge; partic. tilhuantko

submerged. Der. tila. Cf. kitlua, tchie'ga. 
Tilhuantko (1), nom. pr. of Natural Bridge, a huge rock arch annually
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submerged by the spring floods of Lost River; described under Shlan- 
kosh, q. v. (2) nom. pr. of several other localities periodically overflowed.

tilihash, a light wood or portion of a plant serving to attract fish, 150, 
5. It is cut to the length of about three feet, then fastened on the fish 
ing canoes almost in the shape of forks.

tilindsha, ti'llintsa, tilinsha, d. titalindsha, titalinsha; see hushlindsha: 
tillfndsa wewanuish they deserted their women, 1 9, 6.

til%a, d. tital%a (1) v. intr., to fall in drops, to drip down; said of liquids: 
at ampu t. the water is dripping; latchashtat t. to drip down from the house 
top; til%an tchidga ampu the water dripped down and overflowed. (2) v. 
intr., to decline towards the horizon; said of celestial bodies: at yana t. 
shappash the sun began to descend, 30, 10. Of. leviita. (3) v. trans., to make 
drip, fall in drops; to force liquids into; with double obj. case in: tcheVash 
tchdkeli tflktgi in order to make the antelope bloodshot, 126, 7. Der. tila.

Tfl%o-it "Drip-Water", nom. pr. of a mountain peak on Upper Klamath 
Lake, south of the agency. Of. ntlklaksh.

tilo'dsha, telo'dsha, d. tite!6dsha to see moving, going or coming; said of 
distant anim. and inan. objects: tilo'dshipk nat Satas we saw the Snake 
Indians coming from a distance toward us, 29, 14. Der. te*lha. Of. telshna.

ti!6takna, d. titelotakna (1) to see somebody putting food in his mouth. 
(2) to cause to fall sick, to render sick: for if a shko'ks, q. v., sees anybody 
putting food in his mouth, he may enter the mouth and the eater may 
fall sick, 179; 8. Cf. shatakniila, shatatka, telha.

tilo'tkala, dilo'tkal, d. tit'lo'tkala (1) to start after a stoppage; to be on 
one's way again after a short stop; to depart unexpectedly: nu am'sh dilo't- 
kala (or tilo'tkalsha) shla'papka I saw that you started off suddenly. (2) to 
labor under hallucinations, delusions of mind.

t i 1 o7 1 p a, d. titelo'tpa (1) to see somebody coming, arriving. (2) to receive 
a newcomer or visitor: maklaksh nal tidsheVan t. the Indians received us 
with kindness, 38, 15. Cf. stinta.

tilutakniila, d. titelutaknula to see somebody spitting out, or removing 
something from the mouth, 157; 45. Der. ti!6takna. Cf. shataknula, 
shlewitakmila

timpdkle%a, d. titampakle^a; see hupakle%a.
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tirnpelansha, d. titampelansha; see hu'pelansha.
tin a, tina, d. titna, abbr. tfta; d. of titna: titatna, adv., a single time, one 

time, once, 25, 1. 78, fi.: t. waita, t. il!61a to complete, finish one year; t. 
il!61ash tank one year since; lit. "a year being once ended since then"; 
t. siinde kiulan more than one iveek afterward, 44, 3.; cf. lama (3); at a 
certain time: tapl' ti'ta sometime afterward, 66, 12.; tinatoks some other 
time; tina ..... tinatoks one time ..... but the second time, 16, 1. 2.: titna 
at a time, 17, 17. 78, 8.; titnd some other time, J6, 14.; titatna, titatna a 
few times, not often, sometimes, at times, 18, 2. lb, 1. 61, 8. 11. 16-21. 146, 
5. 148, 11.; titatnatoks but at other times, 61, 11 87, 16. Der. te*-in.

tina-ak, tina'k, d. titna-ak, titnak; d. of titna-ak: titatna-ak (1) at one 
time, at once, simultaneously; lit. "once only": t. shniwatchna to swallow at 
once, in one draught or gulp. (2) once only, 144, 7.: titatnak heme*%'!! 
tell me only one thing or word at a time! Der. tina, ak.

tinega, tinnaga (^~~), d. titanega to go down, to set; said of celestial 
bodies: t. shappash the sun sets; it is sundown; nat at ge'mpele inak'laktsuk, 
at tl'nnaga when we returned to encamp, the sun went down, 30, 20. Quot. 
under sku'l%a. Not to be confounded with tinie'ga to rise.

tine'ga, tinna'ga (~j.~) to snort; to inhale breath with noise, to inspire 
forcibly: watch t. the horse is snorting loudly.

tine'^ish (1) sunrise. (2) the point of horizon where the sun rises; east, 

orient: tine%ish%e'nl on the east side, 39, 17. Synizesis of tinie^ish. Der. 
tinie'ga. Cf. ki'sh, liipit.

tinie'ga, d. titania'ga, v intr. (1) to rise on one:'s feet; to rise, jump up: at 
tinea/ga makloks i-amnan 161oksgish then the Indians rose upon their feet, 

sewing their guns, 34, 10. Speaking of one only: huye'ga No. 2. (2) to 

rise, to ascend above the horizon; said of celestial bodies: shapash a t. the sun 

has just risen; shappgsh a tinie'kska (for tiniegishtka) it is forenoon; lit. 
"the sun is on the point of ascending". Cf. tini%i.

tinie'kska, d. titanie'kska; verbal desid. of tinie'ga, q. v.
tini%ansha, d. titani^ansha; see hui%ansha.

tini^i, tine^e, d. titanfyi (1) to go uphill, to ascend: tsui at nan^a t. and 

some of them went uphill, 23, 12. cf. 13. Speaking of one subject, huyeka. 
(2) to rise; said of celestial bodies.
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tinkanka, d. titdnkanka; see hiinkanka.
tinkansha, tin/ansha, d. titankansha, titan^ansha; see hukansha.

tinkopka, d. titankopka to tie, bind, fasten together, as by strings, wisps 
etc. Of. skiitawia, s^u'tka, wepla.

tinkue'la, d. titankuela to sink down, disappear; said of the setting snn or 
moon. Of. tinaga, tin61a, tinol61a.

tin% a, d. titan%a, v. intr,, to have luck, to succeed: tidsh t. good luck favors 
him, 134, 5. 16. 18.; partic. tin^antko lucky; favored by luck in gambling 
etc.: hiitoks t. gi he is a lucky fellow indeed. Cf. i-atklish.

t i n % a y a, d. titan%aya; see hukaya.

tin%ayuia, d. titan^ayuia; see hukayiila.
tin^ampeli, d. titan^ampele; see hiikampeli.
t i n 61 a Mod., tin61e, tino'li Kl. and Mod., d. titan61a, titan61i to pass 

under the horizon; to go down, to set: shapash a t. the sun is setting; tino'li 
(without shapash) the sun went down, 34, 16. Contr. from tiniiala

tinole'na, d. titanole'na to be on the way of setting, to approach setting time : 
shapash a tinole'riapka the sun is near setting.

tinoli61a, tinualiula, d. titanoli61a, v. impers.; same as tino!61a, q. v. 
Kl. Der. tino'li.

tin61ish (1) sunset. (2) the point of compass where the sun is setting: 
west, Occident: tinolish/e'ni on the west side, 59, 17. Of. t/alam.

tino!61a, d. titanu!61a, v. impers., it is late, it is sunset time; lit. "the sun 
(supply shapash) has ended its descent". Der. tin61a. Cf. ga-u!61a.

tino!61esh, tinuliilash time about sundown, 37,21.
t i n s h a, d. titansha; see hiidsha No. 1, and tinshna.
tinshampka, d. titdnshampka; see hiidshampka and hudshna.
tinshipka, d. titanshipka to come toward the one speaking, to go up toward. 

When referring to celestial bodies, t. describes their motion from the rise 
to the culmination point: shapash a t. the sun rises upon the sky; it is fore 
noon; pshi=ke'kenish tintchipka the morning star has appeared. Of. tinshna.

tinshna, d. titanshna (1) to run away, to hurry off; to take to one's heels 
within sight of the real or supposed speaker: tchui sha t. hatoktala then 
they hurry toward that spot, 80, 10.; tfnsna Sa't the Snake Indians fled, 
28, 9.; cf. 19, 3. 16. Speaking of one subject only, hudshna, q. v. (2) 
to pass by, elapse: p^lak shapash t. the clock or time moves rapidly.
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tintampka, d. titantampka; see hiitainpka.
11 n t a n, pi. tumi t., church-bell. From Chin. J. tintin bell. Onomatop.

tintkala, tintkal, d. titantkala, titantkal, 16, 5.; see hiitkala.
tint%apsha, d. titant^apsha; see hut^apsha.
t i n t p a , d. titantpa; see hutpa.
tinua, d. titanua (1) to run, skip, jump, go into the water; speaking of one 

subject only, Mwa, q. v. Of. tgeVa. (2) to fall into the water; to be 
drowned: t. we'shtat to fall through the ice. Of. ktel%a (4), ndeVa.

tinuash, d. titanuash (L) act of going into the water. (2) place for water 
ing; drowning place. Of. peVash, Vushi'nkam. Tinuash.

tiptipli, d. titaptipli (1) dark- or dusky-colored, brownish-black: t. paishash 
dark, heavy cloud; storm-cloud. Of. hupka. (2) dim, obscured, murky; said 
of the sky, weather etc. Of. shtipa.

tishilatko, d. tidshilatko bent, crooked, not straight. Kl. for tishiwatko 
Mod. Of. shtchishalkatko, tikiwatko, tishka (2).

tishiwatko, d tit'shiwatko, 91, 4. Mod. for tishilatko Kl., q. v.
tishka, tis%a, d. titashka (1) to drop, fall down; said, e. g., of rain: ka-i 

ampu hi tiska no rain-water falls. Of. kto'dsha, tidsha. (2) to become 
bent by age; partic. tis^atko, tis^antko (a) bent, crooked through old age. 
(&) Tishkatko "Crooked", nom. pr. fern. Kl. Of. lalamnatko, skiiya.

t i s h % a 1 k u 1 e 41 k o , d. titash^alkuleatko (1) showing or imitating the 
motion of a crawling snake. (2) crumpled; corrugated; plicated, ruffled.

tit,a, d. titita, v. intr., to explode, burst, to become rent.. Of. mbawa.
tita, 66, 12.; d. of tina, q v.
titads^atko provided with head- and foot-board, said of a grave: appears 

in the d. form and not in the absolute, tids/atko, because all graves are 
provided with loth boards at the Klamath Lake cemetery, 88, 1. Cf. pila.

titak, pi. tiimi t. (1) swallow. (2) Titak, nom. pr. masc. KL, interpreted 
by "Short Man".

t i t a k i a, pi. tumi t swallow. Mod. for titak Kl.
titatna, d. of titna; see tina.
t i t' s h a n, tit'sha, d. of t'shi'n, q. v.
titsga-ak, titska-amtch, d. and pi. of t'shika-aga, t'shika-amtch, q. v.
titchi'tchkish, d. titchtchi'tchkish cow. Mod. for ktchfshlkish Kl., q. v.
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tiu!6Ia to drip down: ampu a t. latchashtat water drips from the roof.
tiu n 61i, te'-unoli, d. tftun61i to flmv from above; to rise in the mountains.
tiuno'lsh, te'-unolish (1) rivulet or brook running down from a hill or 

mountain side. (2) Tiuno'lsh, nom. pr. of a locality in Modoc County, 
California, distant one day's Indian travel from the Pit River to the north, 
20, 9.; Tiuno'lsh for Tiuno'leshtat, 19, 12 21, 9. (3) Td-unolsh, nom. 
pr. of a spring rising on a hill near the valley road, at Yaneks.

t i w i, d titui to roar? to rush down with noise; to fall, shoot down with roaring, 
thundering noise; said of cascades, rapids etc. Cf. liuna No. 2.

t i w i s h, d. tituish rush and roar of fatting waters, 94, 5. Cf. pala.
Tiwish^e'ni (1) nom. pr. of the Cascade formed by the Link River, 

a little north of Linkville and near the mouth of Upper Klamath Lake. 
The Link River forms the connection between Upper and Lower 
Klamath Lakes, and is only a few miles long. (2) nom. pr. of the 
town of Linkville, Lake County, Oregon. Cf. 1-uauna, yula!6na.

tk-; terms not found under these initials to be looked for under tg-, t#-.
tkalamna, t^alamna, d tkatkalamna (1) to stand among or around, to be 

near, about, around, between. (2) to stand on an eminence, hill or mountain, 
30, 2.; to stand above others or above the one speaking. Cf. Ka'lu= 
T%alamna (3) to sit on a horse or mule. Speaking of two or three sub 
jects, lualamna; of many, luilamna. (4) tkalamna, 31, 7.; see t^alam (3).

t k a 1 ($ g a, tgale*ga, d. tkatkldga to rise, stand up on one's feet; lit. "to com 
mence getting up": o'kst a t ndeVa that woman rises up and cries with a 
loud voice, 192; 7. and Note. Cf. tga-ule^a (1), tg^l^a (1).

t k a n a, d. tkatkna to stuff: tkanatko tchikass a stuffed bird. Cf. shnatkuala.
-tkani, suffix of adjectives: a little, somewhat, not intensely; lu'k pupash- 

piish=tkani the seeds are somewhat black, 146, 3. Cf. 180; 8.
tk4p, (d. tkatkap, tkakap), pi. tumi t. (1) species of grass reaching the 

height of five feet; seeds not edible. Cf. kma/ (I), sha/1. (2) t. or more 
frequently kap, d. kakap, generic Mod. term for any kind of tall rush, 
reed or stalk belonging to the family of gramineous plants: maize-stalk; 
tkapam or kapam o'tish ear of maize. Cf, ma-i.

tka-ukua, t^aiikoa, d. t%at^oxkua to knock; to rap with the hand or 
knuckles. Cf. uka-ukua.
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tkdka to make a hole with a cutting instrument or with a stroke of the hand. 
Der. kdka. Cf. kte'kna, ktete'ga, ske'ka, tue'ka.

tke'wa, d. tetak^wa, tetkeVa to break asunder, to break to pieces; said of 
long-shaped objects. Original form: tekeVa or takeVa. Cf te'kua

tkuilkish arrow-shaft straightener made of stone. Der. tkiiya.
tkuy a, t%iiya, tyuya, d. tkiitkia, t%u't%ia (1) to make straight, to straighten; 

to extend or make straight by slightly rubbing or squeezing, 91, 4. (2) to 
extend, spread for tanning; to tan, dress; said of hides. Cf. talaka.

tkuy6tkish, t%uyiitkish (1) arrow-shaft straightener made of wood. (2) 
fleshing-chisel of stone, to clean skins with. Cf. ye'hish.

t# -; terms not found under these initials to be looked for under tg-, tk-.
t^alam, tat%elam, d. t%at%alam Mod., prep, and postp. (1) in the midst 

of: t. e'-ushtat awa!6ka the little isle is in the midst of the lake; pshin tat- 
%elam at midnight, 11:', 17.; tat^elam shal^ue'tgish in the midst between the 
two starting-places, 80, 8. Cf. shelmtka, shepat%a. (2) between, among, 
when on the same level: t. lukslakshtat in the midst of the ashes, 85, 10. 
 For the definitions (1) and (2) t. is the Mod. form, but Kl uses tat^elam 
for the absolute and for the d form. (3) subst, t%alaui Kl. and Mod., the 
west: t^alamtala westwards, in a western direction, or the western lands, the 
west; talaat tyalamti'tal (for -tala) due westward, 29, 10, cf. yamatital 
under yamat; t^alamna to the west, is t%alam with the locat. suffix -na, 
31, 7. and Note. Cf. T^alamtala. (4) t. Mod., tatyelam Kl., the middle 
finger; abbr. from t^alamni (3), q. v. (5) t. Mod., tat^elam KL, name 
given to the months counted on the middle finger; abbr. from t/alamni 
(4), q. v. Der. tkalamna (1).

t % a 1 a m a, t%alma, d. t%at%lama it is west wind; the wind blows from the 
west; lit. "it is between (the north and the south)".

t%alamash, abbr t%almash, d. t%at%lamash west wind, 179; 1.: t. ke*tsa 
muatita shleVish southwest wind. Cf. t%alama.

T/alamgiplis, nom. pr. of a camping-place near Klamath Marsh; in 
terpreted by "back away from the west". Der. t%alam, gi, -peli.

t%alamni, Kl. tat^elamni, d. t%at%alamni, Mod., adj. (1) being, sitting or 
standing amid, in the midst or middle: t. tutyhm£ tooth; t. l%awawitch, Mod., 
middle finger, cf. (3); tat^elamni' tchkash heine^e the one intermediate in
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age also said, 112, 8.; see Note. (2) half: t. B6shtin, t. niak'laks a mixed- 
blood ;-person half ivhite, half Indian. Of. t%alampani. For the definitions 
(1) and (2) Kl. uses tat^elamni for the absolute and for the d. form. (3) 
subst., the middle finger; abbr. into tat%elam KL, t^alam Mod. (4) the 
months of the year which are counted on the middle finger; abbr. into 
tat^elam KL, t^alam Mod. They correspond, though not exactly, to our 
March, 75, 20. and October, 75, 15. Der. tkalamna.

t^alampani, Kl. tatyelampani, d. t%at#alampani (1) one half of, half 
portion of; used with collective nouns. (2) halfway s, in the middle, in the 
midst of, 123, 1.: gaptche'tka t. in the second half of the small-finger month, 
36, 7.; t, maklaks one half of the tribe; t laktcha to cut through in the 
middle; tat%elampani gu't%itkt after he had climbed down but one half (of 
the ladder), 112, 9 ; i't^e tat^elampani shapash he took down one half of 
the moons, 105, 12. Kl. uses tat%elampani for the absolute as well as for 
the d. form. From t%41am (I), pani.

t%alampankani, Kl. tat%elampankani, d. t#at%alainpankam Mod., adj., 

forming one half, making up one moiety: t. ta-uni one half of the town; part 

of city; abbr. in t%alanipanki makloks, Mod., half the tribe, 36, 6.
t%alampankl, 36, 6.; abbr. form of t^alampankani, q. v.
T%alamtala, nom. pr., the State of Oregon; lit. "towards the west, 

westward", 33, 2. A term formerly in use among the Modocs instead of 
Yamat and Yamatala, q. v. Der. t^alam (3).

t ̂  a 1 a m t a 1 a k n i, contr. t%alamtalkni, adj., also used as adv., who or what 
comes from the west: t. shl^wish west wind; incantation 16' ; 49. Der. 
t^alam (3),'-tala, -kni. Of. lupftalani, lupi'tkni.

t^alamtana, abbr. tyalamta, d. t%at%alamtana, prep, and postp. (1) 
through the middle or midst of: t. gu/'hliank passing through the midst of 
(the circle), 87, 12. (2) to the west of, westward from: hfuhiush t%alarnta 
to the west of the marsh, 24, ] 0. Cf. t%alrnakstant.

t % a 1 rn a k s t a n t to the westward of: Ktai=Tiipakshi t. on the west side of 
Standing-Rock, 74, 2. From t%alam, -kshi, -tat.

t % a/ n t % a n a, pi. tumi t., to be possessed of a deep or basso voice.
t.%4-ush, d. t%at%a-ush colt; filly. Cf. kshui%i, ndshiluaga, tawalsh.
t% e* - u, t#a/-u, t%et%^-u (1) first; first in rank or order of time; antecedent,
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preceding, standing ahead of. (2) senior, eldest; said of the first-born child 
of either sex in a family: t. hunkelam pe'-ip his first daughter; t. Leme'-ish 
the oldest of the Thunders, 112, 2. Abbr. from tye'-uni. Of. tapini.

t%e'-unap, d. t%e'-unishap, tyetye'-unap (1) eldest or elder brother; said by 

younger brother, 39, 7.; simply brother in 55, 16. (2) elder male cousin; 

said by younger male cousin Der. tye'-u. Of. shet^e'-unaltko, tapiap.

t% d w ag a, t% a/wag, d. t%et%ewaga the elder or eldest of the little ones; said 
of children and young animals. Of the latter two are supposed to belong 

to one family of quadrupeds in fictitious stories concerning animals: wa- 
sha=we'ka t%a'wag the elder of the young prairie-wolves, 105, 9. 13. Cf. 

119, 15. 120, 18. 121, 22. and some passages mentioned under lapi, q. v. 
Dim. t^e'-u. Cf. tapinkani.

t% 6po, instr. t#op6watka; (d. t#iit%po) pi. tumi t. (1) thumb, 79, 4. 146, 1.; 

t%op6=shitko looking like a thumb, 149, 12. (2) the largest of the toes. (3) 
name of three Klamath months counted on the thumb; corresponding, 

though not exactly, to our January, 75, 18.; June, 74, 6.; August, 75, 6. 
Cf. kapkapo, le"na (3), tkap.

t%u't%a, t%6t%a, d. t#u't%at%a to presage death or overwhelming calamity, to 
foretell a violent death; said of the dismal cries of some animals, heard 
shortly after sunset, 88, 6. 133, 2-7. Cf. tiika.

t%u't%ash, d. t%u't%at%ash fatal prophecy or presage, 133, 1. 134, 1.
t% u't% atkish, pi. tumi t, one who presages death or great misfortune: 

wash, kak t. the prairie-wolf, the raven is a presager of death, 133, 1. 134, 1.
11 6 x o, d. to'tl^o, t6tl%o brain, cerebrum. Mod. for tapsnek Kl.
11 li 1, d. tliitlal ground-cricket. Cf. tchigatchkish.
tme'lhak, species of squirrel, short-tailed, bluish or black; legs fastened 

sideways on the body, a curious circumstance, which caused these organs 
to be adopted as charms for gamblers, 134, 5. and Note.

t m d n a, d. te't'mna to go or get through, to come to an end; to terminate, 
finish, wind up. Cf. tamenui, tmuye'ga.

t m d s h k a, teme'shga, t'me'ska, d. tmetmashka and tet'ma'shga to abstract, 
remove from; to take away in an illicit manner; nanuk ktchinksh fi-ukshikni 
t. the Klamath Lake Indians abstracted all the rails, 35, 6. 10. Mod. Speak 
ing of a plurality of anim or long-shaped objects, yime'shka.. Cf. Note 
to 54, 12. and yimeshgapele.
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t m 6 k i 1, d. t6t'mkil, ta'tmkil green lizard. Of. tmukolatko.
Tm6kila, nom. pr. fern. Mod.; interpreted by "Squint-Eye".
t m 61 o, d. t6t'mlo; see tem61o.
tmii', d. tmii'tmu Oregon ruffed grouse: Bonasa vorsdbinei. Kl. Cf. mhu.
tmuye'ga, tmoye'ga, d. tutmiye'ga to start ivith, to begin, commence at one 

end: lupi t. to commence. Cf. tme'na.
tmuk61atko, d. tutirik61atko wrinkled in the face. Cf. tm6kil.
to-; terms not found here to be looked for under ta-, tu-.
Toby Riddle, nom pr. of Frank Riddle's Modoc wife, and interpreter 

during the Modoc war of 1872-'73. She is mentioned 33, 3. 34, 10-15. 
38, 5. 8. 13. 39, 20=41, 7. 42, 13=16. Some facts concerning her pre 
vious life are contained in her biographic notice, pp. 54, 55. The Modoc 
man, who informed her of the intended assassination of the Peace Com 
missioners (40, 6 11. 41, 4 9.), was, according to a communication in 
A. B. Meacham's "Council Fire", a monthly periodical (April, 1880, 
pp. 62, 63), Samuel Clinton, or "Faithful William", now living with 
the other exiled Modocs on the Quapaw Reservation, Ind. Terr. Cf. 
Tchmu'tch, and Introduct. to the Texts, p. 6.

T6-ilkat, nom. pr. of a locality near Klamath Marsh; lit. "rail-tripod, 
stick-pyramid", 74, 16. Der. tuilka.

tok, -tok; toks, -toksh. tuksh; see tak, taks.
t6k, an aquatic food-plant, mentioned 149, 3. Cf. t6ke.
t6'ke, d. to't%e fire-place, hearth. Cf. shne'-ilaksh, shne'-ipaksh.
t6ke, t6ki, t6#e, d. tu't%e, tu't%i (i) horn of quadrupeds, as of cattle, 

buffalo, goat, wether; antler of deer, elk etc.; prong of antelope; fang, 
feeler of insect, slug; muni t6ki large, strong horn Cf. l^awaltko, midsho, 
naishlakgish. (2) tool made of horn; especially the elk-horn wedge, form 
erly used for splitting wood. (3) corn on feet.

t<5ksh, d. tu'taks, t6taksh (1) t., ort. yantant navel: gutal%a huk t6kstala 
it entered at or into the navel, 23, 19. (2) fish-bladder, swimming-bladder 
of a fish. Cf. lawalash (4), smu/links, shuidshash (3).

t61%ash, d. tutal%ash (1) a kind of grass not specified; used in the 
manufacture of tissues. Cf. tulalui. (2) tuft of grass, grass-sod, clod. 

Der. tulha. Cf. patchnam.
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topi, t6piap, topini etc.; see tapi, tapiap, tapini etc.
T6plaineni, nom. pr. of a mountain near Modoc Point and Nilaks.

t<5-ugshtant, t6-ukanksh; see tiigshtant, tiikanksh.
toiisand, toiisan thousand, 35, 5. 15.; also expressed by te'-unepni te*- 

unepni te'-unap From the English.

t o d s h i t o' d s h i, d. totodshito'dshi to rattle, as arrows in a quiver.

t p e* w a, tpa'wa, d. tpetpeVa, tpatp^wa, v. trans., usually connected with 
the verbal intentional: (1) to tell, announce, 12, 4.; to entreat, invite: nad 

mu'shmush luela B6shtin tpa-6k na'lsh we butchered an ox, an American 

having invited us to do so (by offering us the animal), 21, 3. (^) to com 

mand, order, enjoin: ka-i t. he did not give orders, 35, 12. 13.: shui'shuk t. 
he orders songs (to be sung), 68, 6. 109, 6. 10. 113, 21.; pit taplalash 
shnewl'tki giug (nakush), he ordered the loon to destroy the dam, 132, 2. 
Of. he'm'ta, hiu'shga, stuli.

tpe"wash, d tpetpeVash (1) announcement, invitation, message. In 34, 8. 

it refers to interpreted words. (2) order, command, 85, 8.
tpualie'ga, d. tputpu.lie'ga to drive up to the top of a hill, mountain, passage 

etc., as cattle: p'la/ntant is sometimes added. Of. niwalka (1).

tp fids ha, tputcha, d. tpiitptcha to expel forcibly, oust, drive out: M6atuash 
t. they repulsed the Pit River Indians, 54, 9. Of. tpull

t p u d s h n a, tpii'tchna, d. tputptchna; same as tpiidsha, q. v.: ka-i ge'-isht, 
tpudshantak! iftliey do not go, expel them by force! 37, 2.

tpugidsha, d. tputpgidsha to set out, to start for expelling, driving away. 

Speaking of more than one object, shiikidsha.

tpugidshapglitamna, d. tputpgidshapelitamna to continue driving 

back, to repulse repeatedly, 55, 12. From tpugidsha, -peli, -tamna.
tpiiyamna, d. tputpayamna (1) v. refl., to chase each other around (2) 

v. trans., to chase, run after; to drive around, chase about. Cf. tpuli.
tpuli, tpiili, d. tpiitpli to drive, drive away; to make go, to force to retreat: 

ktayat t. to drive into the rocks, 38, 18. Cf. kpuli, tupelui.
tpuligish, d. tputplfgish corral, inclosure for cattle.
tpulina, d. tputplina to drive out or off, to expel, to oust: Modokishash 

kaila t. to drive the Modocs out of the (or their) country, 36, 19. Der. tpuli.
tpu'1% a, d. tputpul^a to drive uphill, as cattle. Cf. kpul^a, tpualie'ga.
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t p u tp a y a m n i s h, pi. tumi t., one ivho pursues, chases, runs after: wewan- 
uishash t one who runs after ivomen. Der. tpuyarnna

t'shakatko, d. t'shat'shakatko light of iveight. Of ylitantko.
t'shi'ka, tchika, d. tchitchka (1) v. intr., to ~be old; to have attained old age. 

(2) v. intr., to groiv old, to become aged. (3) subst, old person; person, man 
bent by age, 68, 3.; tchikasli skiiyui he sent out an old man, 68, 2. 136, 5 ; 
old bachelor (4) T^shikka, nom. pr. "Old Man", 54, 2. Der. t'shi'n.

t'shika-aga, tchika-ag, tchikag, d. and pi. titsga-ak, tchitchkak (1) old 
man or woman; person bent by age. (2) old parent; old father, old mother, 
158; 54.; lapi titsga-ak Lemd-ish the two old Thunders, parents of the five 
Thunders, 111, 18. 22. 114, 12. Dim. t'shi'ka (3). Of. shukikash.

t'shika-amtch, tchikamtch, d. and pi. titska-amtch; same as t'shika- 
aga, q. v. From t'shi'ka, aintch.

t'shimank&tko, d. t'shit'shmankatko young person of either sex.
t'shi'n, teshin, d. t'shi't'shan, tit'shan, tit'sha to grow, to increase; said of 

bodily growth of men and animals: ka-d ati nu t. / have grown quite tall; 
get hu t. he grew so tall;. P61uk t. Ball grew up, 11, 1.; ti'dshok having 
grown, cf Note to 103, 10.; tit'sha wewdas the children grew up, 107, 12.; 
mu'ak t'shi'sht when he will grow taller, 109, 13. Cf. kddsha, ndshilo, tchiya.

t'shishap, d. t'shishishap father; the Mod. term for p'ti'shap Kl., 39, 6. 
54, 2. 3. 55, 9. 20. 21.: na'lam t. our father, 40, 9. 10. 139, 9., stands for 
God; mu'ni t, uncommon for mu'ni laki, the President of the United States, 
40, 15.; limi'lam t. ass, jackass; lit. "the mule's father", Mod.; t'shisham 
smo'k the father's beard. Der. t'shi'n.

tu, tu, tu', tu, d. tiita, tu't (1) adv. loc., there, out there, yonder; far, far off; 
generally refers to considerable distances, the objects being within sight 
or out of sight: tu' atiguni'ta much further than, 21, 11.; tu' pe'n makle^a 
sha at a distance they passed another night, 19, 10., cf. 20, 5. 21, 2. 8. 11.;

. tiitaks ati far away, quite a distance off, 141, 12., cf. 122, 16.; guhashktcha 
tu he started to a distance, 110, 21.; tii shlin to shoot at long range, cf. 29, 
20.; tut out there, 134, 16. Cf. 107, 5. 8. 108, 5. 109, 16. Ill, 18. 112, 
12. (2) up, above; refers to heights, mountains, hills, for what is high 
above the level ground is far off also: tu'taks ga-61eka they climbed high 
up, 29, 21., cf. 30, 7. 100, 3.; Aisis kokantsa tu' Aishish climbed up (the
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kapka-tree), 100, 7.; tiimi Sha't tu' yainatat tchia many Snake Indians live 

in the mountains. (3) adv. temp., at that time, then; referring to a distant 

past or future: at tu' tsussak ever since, 99, 7 : tu hi, tui at that time. Cf 

atu, hu No. 2, kiii, miina, tuhak, tiish.

tua, encl. tua, -tua (1) pron. interr., which? what? what thing? 34, 1.: t. 

tala? what money? which amount of money? 64, 13.14.; t. ma, Mod., which? 

what then? cf. mat; t. 1 shana-uli shiyiitash? what will you barter this for? 

t. ki nu k6ga? what do I suck out? 155; 17. (2) adv. interr., why? where 

fore? tuatala? why then? 185; 39.; tuatalaf why then? why after all? 174; 8. 
Cf. 64, 9. (3) something, some object; some kind or sort of: t. k<5-idshi any 

wicked thing, 139, 4. 6. 7.; wennini t. gatpa some kind of a stranger has 

entered, 112, 1. 7., cf. 12. 16.; ga tuata shkainihaktch gatpa of whatsoever 

kind the demoniac one may be, who has come in, 112, 2. (4) thing, object, 

article: tumi t. many things; laki tu'ma t. gitko a rich man; keliak t. empty, 

vacant; lit. "without anything"; t. ml shapiyash "the thing which is your 

talk", or what you want to tell, 40, 11. Kl. uses tud sometimes for persons 
when speaking collectively: ka-i shash t. (for kaitua shash) none of them, 
20, 7 ; cf. kaitua, nanuktna and 17, 17. 23, 7. 173; 3.

tiiaka, tuagga, d. tuatuga to evaporate; to produce vapor, steam. Der. 
wak- in wakwaka.

tuakish, wakish, wakas, poss. tuaksham, waksam, species of crane (vul 
garly called shitepoke) of a greenish-gray color, spread of wings two feet; 
t. summutka kia'm stukua the tudkish-crane catches fish with its bill; wakas 
nl tcheklela /, the crane, crouch on the water's edge, 170; 63. and Note. 
Incantations: 154; 9. and Note,. 156; 33. 34. and wakashak. Onomatop.

tuankshi (1) adv. interr., at which spot or place? where? tuanksi m'sh 
ma'sha? where do you feel pain? (2) adv. loc, somewhere; at some place; 
anywhere on body, 59, 11. From tua,-kshi.

t u d s h n a, d. tutudshna to carry on the head or back. Der. idshna. Cf. 
sha-ula, she'polamna.

t u d s h 6' s h a , d. tutadso'sha to besmear the body of another. Cf. shutcho'sha.
t u 4 k a, tue^a, d. tu^to^a to perforate, pierce, make a hole with a boring 

instrument; to bore through. Cf. k<3ka, tkeka.
t u e k 61 k i s h , d. tuetu%6'tkish small boring-instrument, gimlet: mbushaksh=t. 

boring tool made of obsidian or other stone.
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tudktueka, d. tuetu^ktueka to stare at, to fix the eyes upon; lit. "to bore 
through with the eyes". Dei*, tudka. C£ talpakpka.

tu'gshtanta, tukshtant (diaeretic. t6-ugshtant), tiigshta, d. tutugshtanta, 
tuto'gshta, prep, and postp., on the opposite side of; to the other side or 
shore, opposite, across, beyond: tu'gshta K6ke on the other lank of Lost River, 
37, l kA; t.6-ugshtant A'-ushtat, (or IC-ush), to the opposite shore of Upper 
Klamath Lake, 144, 6. Cf gunigshtant, gunitana, kui, shuhaiikptehi.

tiihak, tu' hak, adv., this side of; referring to a spot between the speaker 
and some distant object, 99, 5. 100, 20.; behind something or somebody, 
29, 19. and Note; cf. 119, 17. Lit. "not quite so far". Cf. hak, kui.

tlihush, pi. tiimi t., (1) coot, popularly called mud-hen; a bluish-black or 
lead-colored fowl inhabiting in large numbers the lakes of Southern 
Oregon: Fulica americana: t. o willaslfna the mud-hen is sprawling, 185; 
41. (2) Tlihush, nom. pr. of one of the five mythic wives of Aishish: 
97, I. 99, 9. A mythic explanation of the origin of the black spot on 
its forehead is given: T. talpatk61a Mud-Hen put out her head, 96, 23.

tui, for tu hi, at that time, just then, 99, 6.; at the same time.
t u i d s h, d. tiitidsh nap, light slumber, short sleep.
tiiidsha, d tutidsha to doze, to take a nap, to slumber. Cf. ktana, tiii%a.
tiiidshna, d. tu't'shna, tiitshna to doze, slumber at intervals, 83, 2.
tuiksh, d. tutiksh (I) dream. (2) dream of a presaging, magic character, 

often unfolding secrets: tutiks shuina to express in song what was seen while 
dreaming, 65, 20. All dreams are regarded by these Indians as super 
natural revelations. Der. tui%a.

tui# a, tuika, d. tuti%a, tuti'ka, totika (j) to have a dream or dreams: tuti- 
%ash while constantly dreaming, 192; 6.; tuti%61atk having ceased to dream, 
158; 54. (2) to have a magic, prophetic dream, 83, 2. 3. Mainly used in 
the d. form. Cf. tiiidsha, tuiksh.

tiii% a to swell up, protrude: piiklash tui%4mpgatko the white of the eye being 
swollen, protruding, 71, 9. Cf. tiiila.

t li i 1 a, d. tutila (1) to converge at the top, to stand in a converging, pyramidal 
or conical form. (2) to advance, project, stand out, as a triangle, cone or 
bump: stikshui-shitk hu7k tutfla stakelinsksaksl his foot was projecting at 
the ball like a boott 24, 18. and Note. Cf. tapka.
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tiiilash, d. tutilash pyramid of sticks, logs, or rails. Rails are put together 
in this position to preserve them from rotting. Of. stu'ilash.

t u i 1 k a, tuilaga, d. tutilka small rail-pyramid. Dim. tuilash. Cf. T6-ilkat.
tuinega, d. tuitune*ga to cave in; said of wells, diggings etc.
tuini%atko, d. tuituni%atko hermaphrodite.
tuitid, tuiti,' pi. tumi t, young duck, 180; 12. Cf. tuhush, tuituigidsha.
tuituigidsha, d. tutituigidsha to hop around, to perform a gay dance; 

said, e. g., of the skunk, 155; 16. Cf. tuitia.
t u i t c h x a s h , d. tuituatch^ash choke-cherry; the fruit of the tuitch^sam- 

tree, q. v. Der. ye"ts%aka, ndsakia.
tuitch%sain, d. tuituatch%sham choke-cherry tree: Prunus demissa.

tuftch%ashla, d. tuituatch^ashla to gather choke-cherries: tuitch^ash- 
la/mi "in the choke-cherry time"-, a period of the year corresponding to 
the end of August and the commencement of September.

tiiya, d tiitia to stand below the location of the one who speaks; said of 
one inaii. subject, 30, 12. Cf. KoVTue'ts, stuish, stiiya, tuinega, tupka.

tuyamna, d tutfyamna, tuti'amna to swim ~below the water's surface: kia/in 
a tutlyamna the fish swims in all directions.- Cf kidsha, udumtchna,

tu'k, 87, 12. for t6k; see tak (1). This passage explains itself as follows: 
away from the file or circle formed by the mourners, they step forward 
to the deceased and bid the last farewell to him, then return to their 
former place in the circle.

tiika, t6ka, d. tu'tka, tiit^a to be startled, frightened; said, e. g., of persons, 
wild horses: tchaki a t. the boy is scared. Cf. t%u't%a, tchamptki.

tukanksh, t6-ukanksh, d. tutukanksh quiver; receptacle or pocket for 
arrows, worn on back; made of the skins of deer, prairie-wolf, etc. 89, 3.: 
incantation, 163; 8. Cf. stilanksh, stflash, shute-6tkish.

tiikglga, d. tutakel^a to halt, to rest on the way, as travelers do, 181, 7.
tukl.aktchna, d. tutaklaktchna to make stops on the way; to stop at times 

when traveling: nfshta sha ge*na tuklaktsnank they traveled all night, stop 
ping at intervals, 19, 14. Cf. tukel%a.

tu'kni, d. tutkni, adj., he, that or those over there; the one or those placed, 
located or stopping on one side, on the other side or in the distance, 80, 11:
100, 18.: sa shim tu'kni they shot him from the other side, 23, "21. Der. tu.

27
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tu'ksh, 80, 5.; same as taks, q. v. Of. tak.
tuktukuash, d. tutaktukuash fish-hawk, a bird of the osprey family: 

Pandion carolinensis. Incantations, 162; 3. 169; 50. Onomatop
tiikua, d. tut'kua (1) to go toward the water; to travel in the direction of a 

lake, ~bay, river, (2) Tukua, Tokua, noni. pr. of a camping and landing 
place on Upper Klamath Lake, eastern shore, at the mouth of the Wil- 
liamson River, 142; 5. Of. geVa, hiiwa, tiniia.

t uk nag a, d. tutkuaga little stream, rivulet, brook. Of. tiikua.
t u k i a g a, d. tutakiaga little horn, antler, fang, feeler etc. Dim. toke, q. v.
t u 1 -; words not found here to be looked for under ntul-, nturi-.
tula, tula, t61a, prep, and postp., with, in company of, on the side of; along 

with, together with; also; connected with the obj. case: mish t., hishuak- 
shash t. with you, with a man; ka-i nalash t. without us; nu'sh t. ge*n! go 
with me! hu p'na t'shisha t. tchia she lived with her father, 54, 3.; Shke'- 
laksh t. aided by SMlag, 66, 5.; mu'nkash tiilak (for tula ak) only ivith the 
mole, 104, 1. The use of t. as a preposition is rather exceptional: tuP ish 
in my company; t. hak (for hunk) with him or her; Canby tula shushu- 
tanki'shash ge'na Gen. Canby went with the Peace Commissioners, 38, 4. 5. 
T. stands without any complement in: tuld shu^nksh to hill at the same 
time and spot, 55, 3.; shasli them is suppressed in 34, 18. Of 19, 7. 37, 
4. 18. 90, 12. 137, 2. Cf. ttilha.

t li 1 a 1 u i, t61alui, d. tut'lalui a sort of tissue, cover or mantle made of swamp- 
grasses. Cf. t61%ash.

tulaliiptchi, d. tut'lahiptchi light-green; lit. "colored like a tiilalui- 
mantle". From tiilalui, -ptehi

t u 1 e, tuli, generic term for bulrush, reed, scirpus, swamp-grass. From the 
Aztec tolin; cf. Molina, Aztec Diet.: juncia (Cyperus] 6 espadana (reed- 
mace: Typha latifolia): atolin, itztolin, tolli, tulli. This term has not 
passed into Chin. J., but is in daily use among the white population of 
the Pacific Coast. The Kl. generic terms for tiile are kshu'n, ma-i.

tulha, tiila, d. tutalha, tutala to club together, to be in company; to form a 
swarm, crowd, school or bevy; said, e. g., of birds, fish. Cf. t61%ash, tuli.

tulhipeli, tulhibele, d. tutlipele to shove or join one part into another; 
said, e. g., of arrows, no pitch being put over the joint. Cf. shulhipeli.
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t u 1 i, tulhi, d. tiitli to insert; to join together.
T u 1 i k, nom. pr. loc. Tule Lake. Abbr. from the English. Of. M6atok.

tulina, d. tutelina, tutlina to leave behind; to abandon, relinquish, 38, 1.
t u 1 i s h, d. tutlish, any article inserted, joined or serving for inserting pur 

poses: (1) handle: watiam t. knife handle; pakshtat t. stem of tobacco-pipe, 

usually made of reeds. (2) notch in upper end of arrow to insert the arrow 

head. (3) wooden head, tip, point of arrow, when made of heavier wood 
than the arrow itself. Of. nte'ktish. (4) the stem or rod of a certain 
shrub growing in the water; used in the manufacture of these arrow- 
points. (5) spawning-place offish. (6) Tulish, nom. pr. of a locality on 

Upper Klamatli Lake near the mouth of the Williamson River, abundant 
in fish: T. kaila the place Tulish, 142, 2. Der. tuli.

t u'l s h n a, ntu'lshna; same as ntultchna, q. v.
t li m, tu'm, adv. of turni: much, greatly, in profusion, largely; very: t. waltka 

to talk much, to converse on many things or for a long time, 23, 3.; t. hern- 

kankish one who talks much; t. she'shatko valuable, high in price; t 
tchatchui too much, cf. Note to 105, 7.; shta'-ila t. they gather it in large 

quantities, 147, 10.; ke'dsha t. it grows in abundance, 148, 11.; hushts6#a 

t. they killed many; lit. "they killed to a great extent", 16, 8. 88, 10., cf. 
34, 5. 148, 8. T. often stands abbr. for tumi or for tuma, obj. or obi. 
case of tumi; cf. 13, 14. Ill, 22. and tumi. Cf. ka-a.

Tuma = K4we = Gritko, nom. pr. of several rivers, streams etc yielding 
large quantities of eels or lamprey-eels (kawe): (1) Columbia River, 

Oregon. Cf. Ampka'nini K6ke, Kawam K6ke. (2) Eel River, Cali 
fornia, etc. Lit. "Many-Eels-Having." Cf. kawam, kawe.

t u m 8 n a, tuuina, d. tutamna (1) to hear, 68, 3. 101, 5. 6. (2) to be informed 

of; to learn, to be apprised of, 39, 20. 60, 3. 93, 10. 140, 6 185; 38.; ka-i 
ni tu'mgnat I had no opportunity to learn, 78, 18.; t. m'na unaka tchi'sht 
he was informed that his son was alive, 96, 10. (3) to understand, compre 

hend: nan/a tumenatk (g!) M6atuasam he'mkanks some understood the Pit 

River language, 23, 3. The French entendre is used in the same sense. 
(4) to listen to; to obey, 61, 7.

tumenash, d tutamnash (1) sound, clang, noise: k6-i t. disturbance, bad 
noise. (2) information, intelligence, 40, 11.
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111 rne nl, d. tutamni, adv., often, frequently; many times, 78, 6.; -in manifold 
ways: t. biinua to drink often; t. waitan illola there are many days in the 
year; lit. "the year completes itself going through many days"; i'pakt t. 
illolash it may remain for many yearst 148, 15.; t. hours several hours;
lit. "many times one hour", 82, 9. Der. turni.

fj ' f

tiiini, tu'nii, tmmi, obj. tuma; abbr. tu'rn, adj. (1) many, a great deal of, a 
number of; much, much of, 13 ? 4. 16, 16.: t. maklaks many people, 88, U.; 
ka-I t. not in profusion, 148, ll.j tumi-i-i tiit a large number of teeth; turna 
shunulsh gitko ivealthy, rich in property; tu'nia watchaltko having many 
horses, 127, 9., cf. 60, 11. 13.; tu/ma weweshaltko having many offspring, 
85, 16.; tumanta washtat into many holes; tumantka by the majority, 90, «J. 
t. paka (stands for tu'm paka, adv.) to smoke much, 137, 3. Abbr. in 
tu'm:'tu'm Mo'dokni g&tpa many Modocs arrived, 13, 14. and Note; cf. 
16, 8. Ill, 22. (2) sufficient, enough of: at a t. pala-ash gi! there is bread 
enough! lit. "much bread is there"! (3) too many, too much; cf. 105, 7. 9. 
11. and Note. Cf. turn, tiimeni, tumiaga.

t u m i a g a, d. tutmiaga, adj., few; not many: t. tut a few teeth. Dim. tumi.
Tumshamnini Y a i n a, nom. pr. of a mountain in the Klamath Lake 

Highlands.
tun-; words not found here to be looked for under ntul-, ntun-.
tuna, diseretic. tu'-iina, d. tutana, totan, prep, and postp., around, in the 

vicinity of: tu'-iina Lemaikshina, Yainakshina around Mount Shasta, around 
Ydneks, 40, 3. 4. The d. form means also: on the other side of, beyond; 
totan yaina on the other side of the mountain. Der. tu. Cf. gunitana.

tunep, tunap, tunip, d. tutenep, tut'nap, tu'tnip five: t. kshi'ta five men 
escaped, 14, 9.; t. sh\6&five lynxes, 125, 1.; te-unepanta t. likla fifteen; cf. 
43, 1ft. 18.; tunipa shdktat^atk one fifth part; lapi tunipa sh^ktat^atko 
two fifths. Cf 70, 8. 88, 9. Five is a number constantly recurring in the 
myths, traditions and customs of the Maklaks and many other Oregonian 
Indians; cf. tiinepni.

t u n c p n i, d. tutenepni (1) adv, five times, 75, 12.: t. te*-unap fifty; t. waita 
glulan, or t. waita Friday, cf. sunde; t. sa-atsa sha nl'shtaj^ve whole nights 
they danced around the scalps, 16, 11.; t. (supply waita) spu'kle-uapk you 
shall siveat five days, 1 *2, 8. 9. 13.; t. wait61at during five days, 70, 1., cf.
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if. and lo! 4, 21.; tunupni waita five days long, 134, 21., Mod.; tu'teuipni 

iwalpSle each one emptied five (sacks), 111,2.; tutene*pni waitolan in every 

instance after five days have elapsed, 85, 1.; tiiteuapni waitash for jive days 

in every instance, 88, 4. Quot. under niita (2) adj. num., five, when con 

sidered as belonging together, forming a whole, 17, 2. 13.; tiinepanti five 

more added to the five previous ones, 111, 1.; sa wula hu'nkiast tu'nipans 
they inquired of these five (men), 17, 6.; tunipantok only five.

tiinshish, d. tutanshish series, file, row, line, e. g., of persons; lit. "what 

runs along"; 88, 1. Of. kimbaks, ntultchna.

tiinshna, tu'ns%antsa; same as ntultchna, ntultch^antcha, q. v.

tuns%antko, d. tutans%antko passing "through, going across a solid body 
from end to end: t. keuukaga wick of candle; talaak t. passing through in a 
straight line. Of. gi'nka, gin%ish, gins/antko.

t li n t i s h, t6ntish, d. tutantish (1) Indian short rope twisted or braided from 
straps of raw hide. (2) any sort of rope, cable, thick cord or string.

tunuliila, d. tutanuliila to hang over, to be suspended over something, to 

dangle down from, as snakes from rocks, 157; 47.
tiipaksh, d. tiitpaksh (1) standing place: Ktai-Tupakshi, nom. pr. "at 

the place where the rock is standing", q. v. Der. tiipka. (2) abbr. from 

tiipakship, q. v.
tiipakship, abbr. tiipaksh, t6paks; d. tutpakship, abbr. tiitpaks (I) 

younger sister; said by or in reference to elder brother. Kl. (2) Modocs 
use tiipaksh for sister indiscriminately, 39, 12. 134, 11.: p'laiwasham t. 

the golden eagle's sister, 134, 9. and Note; tapini t6paks the younger or 
youngest sister. Der. tapi. Of. shutpaksh&ltko, tapiap.

tupakslia, d. tutpakslia to give a sister to somebody: lapeni t. to give two 

sisters. Of. kailalia.

t li p e 1 u i to be next in order, following after, second to. From tii, pelui.
tiipeluish (1) adj., who or which comes next. (2) subst, neighbor, next 

house, nearest lodge: tiipeluish (for tiipeluishtala) anl'k (mi) teliiks I send 
somebody with a tule-basJcet to the nearest lodge, 75, 9.

tupe*na, tupen, t6pan, d. tiitpen to be muddy, miry, boggy; to mire: tu'pen 
gins^ishtat there is mud in the road or thoroughfare. Der. nd6pa.

tiipesh, t6pesh, d. tiitpesh (1) mud, dirt, wet ground; muddy place, puddle;
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the partitive case: tup&shti "mud on it", is used as adj.: miry, full of mud 
(2) Kl.: wet clay; dough. Of. po'ksh, shniita (2), tikesh.

t li p k a, d. tutapka to stand on the same level with the one speaking or sup 
posed to speak; said of one anim., but more especially of one long inan. 
subject: nu'shtga t to stand on the head; p'lai t. to stand above the level 
of: tu'sh t. kailatat stands straight up on the ground, 149, 21.; yaina-ag 
kuita nats huk tu'pka a hillock lay lack of us, 31, 9. Speaking of more 
than one subject, liupka. C£ 16pkash, stiipka No 2, stutka, tapka, 
tgiitga, tkalamna, tiiya.

tiish, tush, tu'sh, d. tutash; same definitions as tii, but connecting what 
follows closely with the sentence preceding: (1) adv. loc., out in the distance; 
far out there, 78, 13. 140, 11.: at some place, 36, 2.: tu'shtaks to the spot 
where, 68, 4. In 149, 21. distance from the ground is alluded to: 
"straight up". (2) adv. loc. interr., at which place or spot? where? 75, 12. 
110, 19. 121, 18.: tiishu (or tush hu) waiwash tchilamnu? where do the 

waiwash-geese assemble on a hill? 189; 3 ; tu'sh haitch malam p'gi'shap 
tchia? at which of these places does your mother sit? 105, 5.; tu'shtal? 
whither? in what direction? 121, 13. Der. tii. Of. tiishtak, tutas^enini.

tiishak, adv., at some other place; somewhere far out. From tush, ak.
tiishgish, tushkish (1) adv. temp., that time, then, at the time being: t. 

tchek some other time. (2) adv. temp, interr., when? what time? at which 
hour? t. 1 patkal? when did you rise from sleep? Der. tii, gi.

tushie'ga, d. tutashie'ga; see huyega No. 2.
t u s h i % a n s h a, d. tutashi%ansha; see hui/ansha.
tushkaya, d. tutashkaya; see hukaya.
tushkayiila, d tutashkayula; see hukayula.
tiishkampgli, d. tutdshkampgle; see hukampeli.
tushkansha, d. tutashkansha; see hukansha.
tushlindsha, d. tutashlindsha ; see hushlindsha.
tiishlipeli, d. tutashlipeli; see hu'lipeli
tu'shnakm^a to grunt: giishu t. the hog is grunting. Cf. sh'u'mka.
tu'shni, d. tiitashni, tutshni (1) adj. and adv., coming from somewhere in 

the distance; coming from above. (2) adj. and adv. interr., coming, arriv 
ing from where? kaiki paisas; to'sni hut ampu gepka 1? there are no clouds; 
whence does that rain-water come ? Der. tush.
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t u s h 6 k a s h , tu'ssoksh, tiishuksh, d. tut'sh6kash, tiitshoksh lungs, lights.

tushpakle%a, d. tutashpakl'^a; see hupakle/a.
tiishpelansha, d. tutdshp'lansha; see hu'pelansha.
tu'sht, adv. loc., just where, right at the place where, 133, 8. Abbr. from 

tu'sh at or tu'shtala; cf. tush.
tiishtampka, d. tutashtampka; see hu'tampka.
tiishtkala, tu'shtkal, d. tutashtkala, tutashtkal; see hu'tkala.

tusht^apsha, d. tutasht^apsha; see hu't%apsha.
t u's h t a k , tu'shtuk, tft'shtoks./wsl where, there where, 24, 3., the particle tak, 

q. v., connecting the preceding- sentence with the one following. It is 
used as a particle correlative to hatokt: hatokt t. M6atuash li'wa at the spot 

where the Pit Ewer Indians had collected, 22, 20.; tu'shtuk ku'mme where 

a rock-cave was (there the Snake Indians made a fire), 31,2. Cf. tush.
t u s h t p a, d. tutashtpa; see hu'tpa.
tush tush a, Mod. tiishtushla, d. tutashtusha (1) to be shaken by frost, to 

tremble from cold; to shiver. (2) to suffer of malarial or remitting fever; to 
have fever and ague. Cf. umimuya, shawaltana.

t u s h t u s h i s h, d. tutdshtushish fever and ague, malarial fever, the "chills".
t u s h t u s h 1 a, d. tutashtushla, Mod. for tushtusha Kl., q. v.
tiishtcha, d. tutashtcha; see hiidsha No. 1.

tiishtchna, d. tutashtchna; see hiidshna.
t u s h u a, d. tut&shua; see hu'wa.

tut, tu't, d. tutat tooth: t%alamni t. fore tooth; pumam, viinam t. beaver's, 

elk's tooth; t m&shash toothache; t mashetko afflicted with toothache, cf. 
kima/dsh; atini t. long tooth, tusk; tutatka with the teeth, 149, 14 ; sku'sha 
pu'mam tutatka they play a drop game with 'beaver's teeth, 80, 1. Cf. kako 
(3), nga-ishka.

tut, tu't, adv., d. of tu, q. v. (1) out there, 134, 16. (2) high up there.

tuta, d. tiit'ta to take away, seise, remove from: tii'tuk spu'nshna they arrest 
and take him away, 133, 9.

ttitak , tiitaks, tiitoks but there;'but up there. From tu, tak.
tii tank sham, pi. tumi t., nom. pr. of several species of Eubus: black 

berry shrub; raspberry bush; t. lutish raspberry, blackberry, dewberry. Cf. 
kpo'k, liiiluish, piikpok.
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tiitash, d. tut'tash (1) stump of tree, shmb or bush. (2) trunk of tree; 
more particularly of thick trees. (3) thick post of wood. (4) the long, 
white, marine dentalimn shell, shaped like a slender cornucopia open at 
both ends, used as on ornament and fastened to blankets, belts, hats etc. 
or strung around the neck; serving as a wampum-currency to the 
natives of the Pacific Coast, and sold to the Indians of the interior, 111, 
13. and Note. They sell by the fathom and increase in value with their 
length. In Chin. J. the shorter shells are called ktipkup, the larger ones 
haikwa; some Californians call them alkgtchik, q. v. (or allikotchik). 
The mollusk living in the shell is eaten by the Indians. The species 
most frequently found on the Pacific Coast are Dentalium corneum, dentale 
and striolatum. See G. Gibbs, Diet, of Chin J., p. 5. Der. tiita.

tutas%enfni what concerns all those living in a locality; universal,general: 
laki t head-chief, high or principal chief, f>H, 1.; tchiken a t. laki tchikenam 
the rooster is at the head of all chickens. From d. of tush, -ke'ni.

Tutashtaliksini K 6 k e , nom. pr. of Crooked River, a limpid rivulet 
winding itself in unnumbered meanders from the vicinity of Fort 
Klamath through.volcanic detritus to the Upper Klamath Lake; it emp 
ties into the lake at its northeastern end not far from Kohashti, and is 
also called Yanaldi K6ke, q. v. From d. of tush, -tala, -i, -kshi, -ni.

tutie*na, tut'hie'na, d. tutatie'na to totter about, to stagger along, 183; 13.
tutiksh, tutila; see tuiksh, tuila.
t u 11 s h cup, dipper, rounded vase. Cf. kapaga.
1111 k i s h , tiit%ish bridle-Mt. Der. tuka.
tu'tshna, 83, 2. for tutidshna, d. of tuidshna, q. v.
tut'tu'ksh, pi. tumi 1, earwax. Kl. for pa'hpash Mod. Der. tiita.
tiitutu, interjection implying fright, pain or dismay, 112, 4. 7. Cf. tiika.
tutiitua to cry tututu: tututu-u'ta while crying tututu, 112, 11.
t li - u n a, d. tiitana; same as tuna, q. v.

TS. TCH.
The compound sounds ts and tch constantly alternate, and, when medial 

and final, both also alternate with ds, dsh. The few terms written ts seem 
to be more frequently pronounced so than tch. In a large number of words
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ts, tch alternate with s, sh, this being sometimes a dialectic change. When
this alternation is observed at the beginning of a word, the ts-, tch- is the
medial prefix s-, sh-. The terms where ts, tch can stand for nts, ntch, nds,
ndsh and Ms, ktch are of rare occuiTence. A few words often pronounced
with initial ts, tch have to be orthographed t's-, t'sh- and will be found
under T. A prefix ts-, tch- refers to water and other liquids, to flowing,
dripping etc.; cf. tchi-.
tch, ts, -tch, -ts, -ds, abbreviation appended as suffix to accented words: 

(1) abbr. of tcha "now", 112, 2. 5. 8. 13. and Note. (2) abbr. of tcha 
for sha "they"; cf. 23, 13. and tcha. (3) abbr. of tchi "thus", 110, 18. 
and Note. (4) abbr. of tchl'sh, tchish, "too", "also", "and": gitsganits 
and a young, 23, 13.; niids, nuts, I also, 58, 1. 59, 4. 61, 17. 65, 14.; pash 
ambutch eatables and water, 95, 15.; lu'luagslats they also enslaved, 19, 2.; 
ha'ts and if, 60, 10. 21.; tcha'tch then, 129, 6.; nan^a ts and some, 65, 15.

tcha, tsa, -tsa, -ts often stands for sha they, when appended to a verb, 
23, 13.; in 95, 17. it stands either for sha, sha a, or for tchish a.

tcha, tsa,. adv, now, just now, presently; same as tcha-u, q. v.: tcha at tchl' 
m'sh nu she'ka now I bid you farewell in'this way, 87, 14. Cf. Ill, 16.

tchaggaya, tchakaya, d. tchatchgaya (1) to sit, to be seated upon, as on 
a rock, limb of tree etc.: ya-ukal tch. ankutat the bald eagle sits on a tree, 
144, 5.; tch. nu I roost; said of the shke"-hawk, 177; 23. (2) to sit, stay, 
remain in the woods, cliff's or recesses; to be posted in the bushes or timber, 
23, 21. 24, 1. Speaking of a few subjects: wawaggaya, d. of waggaya; 
said of three lynxes, 125, 7. of five lynxes, 125, 2. Speaking of many 
subjects, liukaya, q. v. Cf. tgakaya

t c h 4 g s h, 103, 2.; see tchashash.
tcha'hlanshna to sit down close to, 71, 4. Der. tche*l%a.
tchai^ish net made of strings to hold the hair; hair-net.
tchaitchaya, pi. tiimi tch., grezil-stones fall. Cf. shtchayashla.
tchak, d. tchatchak (1) abbr. from tchakaga, q. v. (2) the fruit of the 

service-tree; cf. tchakptchi. (H) species of reed or bulrush. (4) arrow 
made from this reed.

tchakaga, tckaggaga, abbr. tchak; d. tchatchkaga service-tree, or, as 
called in the West, serviceberry bush; a species of wild-apple tree: Ame-
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lanchier alnifolia; 186; 51.; E-ukshikishash tchak rnaklaks shu'ta lie made 
the Lake People from the serviceberry bush, 103, 2. Cf. tchaggaya.

tchakalsh, d. tchatch%alsh (1) adj., passionate, excited. (2) adj. and 
subst., of debased character; mean person Der. tchakela.

tchakatko, d. tchatchagatko, same as t'shakatko Kl., q. v.
Tchakawana K <5 k e, nom. pr. of the Willdmet River of Wesiern Ore 

gon; lit. "Cascade-River". The falls of Willamet River at Oregon City 
are called Turn water, "resounding water", in Chin. J.: ati huk ntiiltke 
Teh. Koke the Willdmet River forms a high cascade. Cf. ntultki and the 
suffix of I-uaiina, tuna.

Tchakawetch, nom. pr. of a locality and camping-place near Yaneks.
Tchaka'ni, nom. pr. of Tchaka'ni, a mountainous section of land in the 

Cascade Range, west of the main ridge, northwest of Upper Klamath 
Lake and about one and a half day's ride from the Williamson River 
bridge. It contains the headwaters of an affluent of the Rogue River 
and is inhabited by Indians of the hunting M61ale tribe, called Tcha- 
ka'nkni, q. v. Cf. ind. Aff. Report 1866, pp 89 sq.: "Thirteen Molalles 
are at Flounce Rock, on headwaters of Rogue River; a little band of the 
same tribe is on Cascade Range further north". For the suffix -ka'ni, in 
local names, cf. Lalawas^e'ni, Saikan, Tchua^e'ni.

T c h a k a' n k n i, Mod. Tchakenikni, or Teh. maklaks, nom. pr. of the 
Tchakd'nkni, a portion of the Molale Indians. They settled at Tcha 
ka'ni, and have acquired the Klamath language, speaking it with a nasal 
accent The Lake people were often engaged in war with them. Some 
Teh. are still there, but much reduced in numbers. A woman on the 
Klamath reservation, called Ella, belongs to this tribe. Cf. Kuikni

tchakela, d. tchatchake'la to be angry, irritated. Der. tchak- in tchak- 
tchakli. Cf. hishtchakta, shawiga.

tchakela, tsakele, d. tchatchakela large root- and seed-basket worn on 
back; made of willow-twigs, 101, 19.: tsakelatka n's skaitki to give me 
(berries) in the willow-basket, 75, 9. Cf. hlivash, yaki, na-i, teliiks.

tchakela, tchakla, d. tchatchakla, Mod. for tchakle%a Kl.
t c h a k e 1 a - a g a, pi. tchatchakela-aga small willow-basket. Dim. tchakgla.
tch akelu, pi. tiinri tch., sort of low shrub or weed growing in the Kla 

math Highlands; apparently a species of grease wood (Artemisid).
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tsakgnush, an aquatic bird; its incantation, 169; 51.
tchaki, d. tchatchaki boy, lad, 183; 17. 18. Of. ndshdkani, ntchalkni.
t c h a k i a, d. tchatchkia to put in the mouth, 119, 9.
tchakiaga, tsakeaka, tsakiag, d. tchatchakiaga, tsatskiag (1) little boy,

lad, youngster, 109, 14. 179; 6., incantation: 169; 53. (2) the bright low
in a double rainbow. Dim. tchaki. Of. hishuakga. 

tchakinksh northeast wind. Of. gu'pashtish.
tchakiuks, a water-bird of a gray color, 169; 52. Of. shaikish (2). 
tchakle%a, d. tchatchaki e%a to lose children by death; said of fathers only:

partic. tchaklakatko bereaved of all his children. Kl. for tchdkela Mod.
Der. tchoka. Of. k'lekala, l&pkleksh. 

tchakptchi, tchakptch, pi. tiimi tch. (1) adj , looking like the fruit of the
service-tree. (2) subst, a sort of beads worn on neck, elongated and
bulging out at both ends. From tchak (2), -ptchi. 

Tchak tot, nom. pr. of a chief of the Snake Indians settled at Yaneks,
ten to twelve miles above the subagency buildings; he personally be 
longs to the Yahuskin tribe, 58, 8. and Note. 

tchaktchakli, tsaktsakli, d. tchatchaktchakli (1) adj., sharp, pointed, as
a needle or thorn : tch. psi'sh sharp nose. (2) adj., triangular, pyramidal;
viz. "as sharp as a triangle". (3) subst, point of arrow-head. Of.
shtchakalka, shtchakuash. 

Tsa%eak-Tkawalsh, nom. pr. of a locality and camping-ground on
Upper Sprague River, named after a high standing rock which presents
some likeness to a boy. From tchakiaga, tgawala (2). 

tchala, tsala large basket-shaped hat in the Shasti style; not worn in the
Klamath Lake country. Of. kma/, kalkma, tchakela. 

tsala-esh, 169; 54.; tsalayesh, 180; 15.; same as tchialash, q. v. Cf.
tsantsan. 

t dial ani, word occurring in several dancing tunes; seems abbr. from
tchalanma: 194; 4. 5. 195; 5. 

tchalamna, ts41amna, ts'halanma, d. tchatchalamna to sit on something
or against some object, 30, 13. Speaking of two or more subjects, wa-
walamna, d. of walamna. Der. tchia. 

tchalamnu, d. tchatchalamnu to sit, stay high up or at a distance. Contr.
from tchalamna hu.
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tchalash, d. tchatchlash fishing-net of any description. Cf. tewash. 
tchalekiya, tchalekia, d tchatchalekiya to sit, be seated on or near the

water, 173; 5.: nu welwash (for welwashtat) tch. I sit at the ivater-spriny,
163; 9. Der. tchalfga. 

tchaliga, d. tchatchaliga to sit close to the ^vater, on a river beach, lake
shore, 173; 5. Speaking of two or more, wawaliga. Der. tcliia. 

tchalushkanka, d. tchatchlushkanka to feel around, as in the dark or
like a blind person, 154; 10. Cf. liidshna.

tsamgikuak, species of small duck; white-headed, body brown, 
tcharnptakia, d. tchatchamptakia, Mod. for tchamptki Kl., q. v. 
tchamptki, Mod. tchamptakia; d. tchatchamptki to be scared, frightened:

tchamptakian huhatchna frightened, they ran away, 54, 7. Cf. tuka. 
tchanish, negative particle equivalent to if not, when not, but used also

like our "not'', when introducing a sentence: huk hihashuaks ak nen
ktiiktshant we'nkat, tch. tchutchehiish gfug these men zvould have been
drowned, had they been unable to swim, Mod Der. tclia'. Cf. s^ena. 

tch anshan, d. tchatch&nshan (1) adj. and adv., firm, motionless; said of
trees, rocks, e. g.: tch. tu'pka ko'sh the pine-tree stands firm. (2) Tchan-
shan "Immovable", nom. pr. masc. KL 

tsantsan, tchanshan, d. tchatchanshan swift or belted kingfisher; a little,
ashy-blue species of picarian birds, feeding on salmon in the upland
lakes: Ceryle alcyon. Incantations, 169; 54. 177; 19. Onomatop.; the
note of the bird is: tchatchatcha ...

tsantsana-aga young tsantsan or kingfisher; incantation, 177; 19. 
tcha-olaksh, tsa-ulaks, d. tsatsu'laks, a species of pretty, small, red- 

eyed duck, almost black; lays its eggs in trees. Possibly the crested
wood-duck, Aix sponsa, 180; 11. Der. tchawal.

tchapata, d. tchatchpata back of chair. Cf. kshapata, shuimpatampka. 
tsaps%ish, d. tsatsaps%ish soot. Cf. ske'lketa.
T c h a p s % o , nom. pr. of Clear Lake, east of Modoc Lake, in California. 
Tchasarn = Pe'wash, nom. pr. of a camping site on Klamath Marsh; lit.

."Skunks' Swimming-Place." Der. tchashash, peVash. 
t c h a s h a s h, Kl. tsasis, d. tchatchashash skunk, usually black with white

spots; Mephitis rnephitica. A scurrilous skunk-myth is given in 134,
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7-12.; a tribe of Indians is said to be created from them, 103, 2. Of. 
127, <J-12. Incantations, 155; 16. and Note; 162; 7. Of shuyuluish.

tchashkai, d. tchatchashkai (1) weasel: laki t. male weasel. The various 

colors of Putorius ermineus, Cuv., the common weasel, and of other weasel 

species, turn to white in winter, 180; 1. The curious freaks and jumps of 
weasels are often alluded to by conjurers in their incantations, 155; 23. 

158; 52. 162; ft. 169; 55. 56. 174; 10. 11. 177; 12. (2) Tchasgai, nom. 

pr. of the mythic "Weaslet"; see tchashkayaga. Of. ka-i.

tchashkayaga, tsasgayak (1) little weasel; this species is probably 
Putorius. vulgaris, Cuv. (2) Tchashgayak and Tchdshgai, nom. pr. of 
"Weaslet", a mythic being often mentioned in the folklore of the West 
ern and other Indians. In our Texts Tchashgai appears as the younger 

brother and companion of Ske'lamtch, q. v., 107, 1.-108, 5. 109, 1. 114, 
12., and is sent out by him to bring home one-eyed females to be their 
wives, 107, 3-12. 109, 3-11. Their sons kill each other with arrows, 

107, 12 sqq. 109, 14 sqq. (3) young of weasel.

tsas^ibs, d. tsatsas^ibs, a species of night-bird, black, with thick head 
and spotted wings, 180; 3. Cf. s%i'b.

tchashlaksh, d. tchatchashlaksh kidney-tallow, grease enveloping kid 
neys and bowels. Cf. ndshash!61a, tchashash.

tchashlina, d. tchatchashlina; same as ndshashlina, q. v.

tchatawa, d. tchatchtawa to warm oneself in the sun, to bask: ktchal- 

%ishtat "in the sunshine", may be added. Speaking of more than one 

subject, wawat&wa. Der. tchia. Cf. ksheluya, shuatawi.

tchatchakma, pi. tumi t, v. impers., liaze is forming; it is ~hazy weather. 

Mod., unknown to Kl. Cf. tem61a.

Tchatchaktchaksh, nom. pr. of a Snake Indian chief, who deserted 
from the Klamath reservation accompanied by his warriors, 29, 1.

tchatcha = p6lu, pi. tumi tch., a sweet-tasting resin running out of the 
sugar-pine, kteleam ko'sh, when tapped, to the amount of one handful 
from each tree; hardened, it becomes white, 75, 4 Der. ndse'dsh (2), p'lu.

t c h a t c h g a 1 a m, d. tchatchatchgalam (1) capsule of seeds, pod; cod, husk 

(2) pine ~bur. Dim. ndshe^dsh (1), poss. case. Cf. ktche!61ash, tchilak.
t c h a t c h g a 1 i n k s, d. tchatchatchgalinks; Mod. for tchatchgalam Kl.
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t c h a t c h 1 a i, d. tchatchatchlai lightning-bug; fire-fly. Cf. ktchalui.
t c h a t c h 1 a i p t c h i (1) adj., what has the appearance of, looks like a fire-fly.

(2) subst, species of fire-fly, lightning-lug, 134, 16. 
tchatchui, adv. of intensive signification: "indeed"; occurs in: turn tch.

too much, in too large quantity or measure. Cf. Note to 105, 1. 
t c h a - u, tsa-u, abbr. tcha, adv., now, right now, just now, at the present

moment, 120, 8. Der. tcha, and the temporal hu (3). Cf. at, tcha. 
tsautsau, pi. tiimi ts., flying wood-rat or squirrel: Pteromys volucella. 
t c h a w a y a, tchawa-i, d. tchatchuaya to wait, to wait for: kli'kugan ka-i

rnish tch. I have no time to wait for you; tchawahi u-e nu'sh ge'pgapelisht
tche'k Insh ginuk! you wait till I come! tchawahi-uapk we a (for at) mlsh
nu gatpampeli-uapksht I shall wait till you return. Quot. under tche'k (2). 

t c h a w a 1, d. tchatchual to sit on, to be seated on, as on a chair: ktayat tch.
to sit on a rock, 127, 1. Der. tchia. Cf. tgawala, tchaggaya. 

t c h d w a 1 k i s h , d. tchatchualkish seat of any description; bench, chair,
sofa etc : tidshi tch. ginhie'na furniture of a room, house. 

t c h a w a s h, tsa was; see shawash. 
tchawika, tchawfga, d. tchatchuika, dialectic form of shawiga, q. v.

Cf. tchawikatko. 
tchawikatko, d. tchatchuikatko (1) deranged in mind, insane, chronically

demented. (2) stupid, foolish Partic of shawfga, q. v. 
t c h a w i n a, d. tchatchuina to live, dwell among others, to reside among people,

to be a resident:' B6shtinash tchawinatko having lived among the Americans,
13, 16 Speaking of more than one subject, shu'kla. Der. tchia. 

tcha', tcha, tsa/, tche, tse', d. tcha/tcha, tchetche (1) then; after that time,
127, 4.; abbr. from tche'k, q. v.: mbushant tchd an shue-uapka to-morrow
(and not sooner) I will go and fish with the line. Cf. tche'-etak. (2) then;
the correlative particle to ha if: ha tcha if- then, 21, 10.; hunkantcha7
is the correlative of ha'doks in 59, 1.; tsa takes the place of ha in 129, 3.
and tsa'taks but if, 129, 2. of ha'toks. Cf. ha, tchamluk, tchatch. 

t s a' - i, d. tsa'tsi anus of animals. Cf. kilit, kiu.
Tsa'kela = Ndp, nom. pr. fern. KL, "Blood-red Hand". Fr. tche'ke'li, n<^p. 
tchamluk for tcha' ma/lsh huk, 133, 6. and Note. 
Tsan6tanksh, nom. pr.; the Junction of Sprague and Williamson Rivers,
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about three miles above the mouth of the Williamson River. Cf. Ktai= 
Tupakshi, sheno'tkatko.

tchatch, tcha'tch then, and then, 129, 6. From tcha/, tchish.
tche, tche', d. tche'tche; same as tcha/, q. v.
tsedsh, tcha'tch, d. tche'ndshadsh; same as ndse'dsh, q. v.
t c h e - e't a k, d. tchetche'tak (1) at length, finally: tch. hii'n ktai luye'ga riu 

finally I succeeded in lifting that rock, (2) at the right, appropriate time; in 
time. Der. tcha/, tak.

tche-ini, tcheini, d. tchetcha/ni (1) soft, tender: ko'sh tchemish anku 
gitko a pine-tree having soft wood. (2) brittle, frail.

t c h d y a 1 a 1 % a to swing the body around, 185; 39.
tche'k, tche'k, tchi'k, tsik, tcha/k, abbr. tche, tsa'; d. tche'tchek (1) adv, 

finally, at last, 91, 6. Ill, 3. 113, 10. 119, 5.: mbushant tch. to-morrow at 
last; undshe'k tch. after some time, 113, 7.; tchiii ma'ntch-gitk tch. finally, 
after a while, 112, 15. (2) postp., until, till, 37, 19.; nibu'shan tch. until 
next morning, Mod., 40, 12., cf. 119, 16.; pitchash tch. until (the fire) went 
out, 85, 10.; pata tch. unk 1 (supply tchawayi)! wait till summer time! 
cf. 149, 5. and pani. (3) conj., then, after this; afterwards, since then: 
na/sh laki tchig another chief besides, 29, 2. 5.; hantchipka tchi'k then he 
sucks out, 71, 6., cf. 71, 4.; k'le'kuapksht tch. that they will die after this, 
133, 2.; waldsha tchik sha kshiin then they lay grass on the top, 148, 17.; 
tsiii tsik hereupon, 83, 1. 149, 7. Cf. 13, 15. 78, 18. When tch. intro 
duces the principal clause (apodosis), it usually occupies the first place 
in that clause: tch. tashka then she let her go, 55, 7 ; tch. keleVi then they 
stopped; cf. k'leVi. It occupies the second place, when introducing co 
ordinate sentences, cf. 109, 11. 148, 17., and when connected with verbals 
and participles, 61, 8. 133, 5. 146, 11. Cf. tanktchik, tcha', tche-etak, 
tche'ksh, tchui, untchek.

tche'kaga, tche'kak (1) Brewer's blackbird, a small, black forest-bird with 
yellow, glistening eyes:. Scolecophagus cyanocephalus. (2) Tche'kag, nom. 
pr. of the personified Blackbird, as mentioned in a mythic tale, 113, 14. 
16. 114, 9. (3) young or small tse'ks-duck. Cf. tse'ks, tcho'kshash.

t c h e k a n i, tche'kem, d. tchetchakani; same as ndshe'kani, q. v.
t c h 4 k e 1 a 1 a, d. tchetchak'lala, v. trans., to bleed, to extract Hood. This
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practice is sometimes resorted to by conjurers and other Indians, the limb 
selected for it being the arm just below the elbow. Der. tche'keli.

Tchekele-Tsiwish, nom. pr. of an encampment of Snake Indians'* 
near a little spring with water as red as blood, ten miles above Yaneks. 
From tche'keli, tchiwish No. 2.

tchdkeli, tsa'kele, d. tchetchakeli (1) blood: tch. vumi' the blood is buried, 
viz. "the bloodshed is forgotten", 54, 18.; tch. tchiinua to Need from the 
lungs; tch. til%a to make or render bloodshot, 126, 7.; tch. itkal to suck out 
blood, 71, 8 0 ; ge'ka tchakele the blood ascends, 83, 5. Quot. under pshi'sh, 
p6ko. (2) red juice: tcha'kele t'wam whortleberry juice, 75, 7., and in 
Tsa'kela=Ne'p, q. v.

tch^kelila,d. tchetchakelila, v. impers., to bleed, to lose blood: nush tch. 
tankatch I bleed from the palate; mlsh 1 (for hi) a tch. you are bleeding.

tchdklash, d. tchetcMklash, a species of fish found in Upper Klamath 
Lake; length, two inches.

tchekleUa (1) to sit on the side or edge of; to sit at somebody's side, to take 
a vacant seat. (2) to sit or crouch on the water's edge; said, e. g., of the 
tuakish-crane, 170; 63. and Note. Der. tchia.

t s e'k s, d. tse'tseks, species of duck, small, with gray head. Of. tche'kaga (3).
tche'ksh, tche'ks, tchi'ksh, d. tche'tcheksh; the enlarged form of tche'k: 

(1) used in the same sense as tche'k (3), q v., as a connective of words 
or clauses, 149, 8. Quot. under spulhi (3). (2) used in the same sense 
as tchkash, q. v., but only in the Modoc dialect.

tche'ksla, tche'ksle after a while. Mod. for untchek Kl. Of. kto'dsha, Id.
tche'ktcheka, tsa/ktsika, d tchetcha/ktcheka (1) to squeal, to cry or 

weep pitifully on account of pain, sickness. (2) to possess a high voice; to 
speak or sing at a high pitch of voice; said also (Mod.) of imitations of 
some person's or animal's voice. Cf. t%a/nt%ana. (3) to be unwilling, to 
dislike doing something, to complain of it in a whining voice. Cf. shdka.

tchektch e^kli, d. tchetchdktchekli (1) hateful, mean, low, debased. (2) 
ugly, unpleasant to the sight. Cf. tche'ktcheka.

tche%6ga; see tchi%6ga.
tche"lash, tselas (1) stalk, stem of plant, 146, 12. 147, 5-9. 10 149, 15.: 

tch. sha ishka they pull up the stalks, 148, 2. (2) grass, weed, bush.
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tcheldya, d. tchetche'le'ya to bask in the sun. Mod. Der. tchfa. Cf. 
tchatawa, toh&ui.

tchSldya, d. tchletchliya; Mod. for tcbile'ya KL, q. v.

tcheldyash, species of fish differing from the tsialash (salmon). In 
cantation 177; 32. Cf. tcheleVa

tchSleye'ga, d. tchetche'lie'ga to lift, take off from the camp- or lodge-fire: 
tchule'ks tch. to remove meat from the fire. Cf. ilala, tchilala

tche'le'^ish, tchle'kish, d. tche'tch'l^ish morsel, bit, mouthful: na'sh tch. 
one morsel or one swallow. Cf. tchele'tka, tchileya.

tcheletdyewish, d. tchetche'lete'yewish food-particle, crumb, morsel: tch. 
shapele, Mod., crumb of bread. Cf. tcheldtka.

tchele'tka, d. tche'tchlatka to take out of, as of a pocket. Cf. shitch!6t%a.
tchele'wa, tsela'wa, d. tchetchleVa (1) v. intr., to form circles or concen 

tric rings in the water: tseleVa ge'-u e'-ush the lake where I swim forms 
ripples, 165; 15. (2) v. trans., to produce circles, ripples, waves by swim 
ming, by objects thrown into, by splashing or shaking the water, 162; 6. 
Cf. steleVa, shtcheleVa.

tchele'wash ripple, concentric wave; wave produced by swimmers, 168; 46.
tchdlish, d. tchetchelish porcupine. The white-haired porcupine, Ere- 

thizon dorsatus, body dark-brown, is found throughout North America. 
Tcha'lish pawa hu he eats like a porcupine, 190; 14.

tche'lksh, tsdlks, d. tche'tchalksh, ts^tsalks (1) generic term for skin, of 
persons, quadrupeds without fur, snakes etc., but distinct from mba-ush, 
q. v. (2) pelt, the delicate inside tissue on the skin of furred and other 
quadrupeds. Mod. Cf. ktchel61a, ndshg'dsh.

tche'l^a, d. tchetchal^a (1) to sit down, to take a seat, 71, 3. 96, 12.: 
tchdl^ank seating himself (on the ground), 105, 6. 15.; at tche'l^at! ye sit 
down! tchelkan! sit down (sing., Mod.)! tcha/l%et nanuk! sit down ye all! 
90,11.; kunfl tche'l^i! sit down a little further! Cf. shulatchtila, tchawal. 
(2) to wait: tch<31%' ish! wait for me! lit. "sit down for me"!- Der. tchia.

tch£l.xp8li, tche'lkpele, d. tchetchal%peli to sit down again, to reoccupy 
one's seat, 112, 13. From tchel%a, -pelf.

Tse'lo^ins, Tche'lo^insh, Tsflokinsh, nom. pr. of Cheloquin, a Klamath 
Lake man, living close to Ktai-Tupaksi, near the confluence of William- 
son and Sprague Rivers. Cf. Kaimom, Kassilag, Shasti, Shastiaga. 

28
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tche!61a, tchel61uish etc., Mod. forms for ktche!61a etc., q. v
tchdltchela, d. tchetchaltehela (1) to glitter, to coruscate; said of stars, 

shining rocks etc. (2) to be resplendent. (3) tch. and tse'hltsd'hla to look 
about quickly; to be lively, ^v^de-awake: partic. tcheltchelatko lively, quick, 
mercurial. Of. ktclialliua.

tcheltchdli, tse'hltsd'hli, d. tchetchaltchdli, tsetsa'hltsd'hli; Mod. for 
tcheltchela (3).

tchdltchlish, pi. tumi tch. (1) lava rock, eruptive formation. (2) Tchdltch- 
lish, nom. pr. of the extensive lava beds situated on the boundary dividing 
the States of Oregon and California. They were the scene of a series 
of bloody fights during the Modoc war of 1873: Tchdltslis kiinime cave 
of the lava beds. Der. tche'ltchela (1). Cf. ktayalish, lalaushaltko.

t c h d 1 u i, d. tchetchalui to sit by the fire, to warm oneself at the fire. Cf. 
kshdluya, tchatawa, tcheldya.

tch6*ma, d. tchdtchma to fracture, to break; said of limbs of the animal 
body: k6to, ka'mat tch. to break one's hip, back.

Tsdmatko, nom. pr.masc. KI, "Back-in-two", 140, 1. Partic. of tchdma.
tcheo'ksh, d. tche"o'tche6ksh, Mod.; same as sho'ksh Kl., q. v.
tchdtchapkatko, pi. tiimi tch., blear-eyed; having dripping, running eyes. 

Cf. papatkawatko (I).
t c h d - u, poss. tche'wam, d. tche'tch'u antelope. The prong-horned antelope, 

Antilocapra americana, is found from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific 
Coast; 126, 6. 8. 9.; gankanka tcha'-u they hunt antelopes, 74, 13.; cf. 
144, 7.; tcheVash Idu'pka he kicked the antelope, 126, 7.; tche'-u for tche- 
utat over the antelope, 126, 7.; tche'wam, or tchd-uti t6ke the antelope's 
prong. Cf. TcheVamtch.

t c h 6 - u 1 % a to rise from seat; to start to leave, 68, 8.
tchd-ush, d. tche'tchush, tchiutchiush red-shafted flicker; the most fre 

quent of all woodpeckers, with a black ring around neck, body about 
the quail's size; popularly called yellow-hammer, yellow colors in east 
ern birds turning into red in the west of North America; Colaptes auratus, 
var. mexicanus. The flesh is eaten and the feathers serve the natives as 
ornaments -for their dress; tsd-usam la/sh the large feathers of the yellow- 
hammer, 181; 2.; tsd-usam sku'tatk, tsd-usam tsiiyatk wearing the feathers
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of the flicker on dress, on hat, 181; 1.2. Incantations, 154, 10. 167; 30. 
180; 9. Named onomatopoetically after its note: tcha, tcha. Of. kiliwash.

tchewa, d. tche'tchua to float; said, e. g., of the mallard-duck, 170; 68. 
Der. eVa. Cf. iwa, tchiwa.

Tc he warn Stu' "Antelope's Trail", nom. pr. of a locality near Warner 

Lake, 29, 10. From tche'-u, stu.
Tchdwamtcli "Old Antelope", nom. pr. of a mythic animal mentioned 

in a mythologic Text, p. 118 sqq., whose young are called wiwalaga; cf. 
wi'hlaga. From tche-u, amtch.

t c h g a, tchgumna, Mod. for ska, sgu'rnk, KL, q. v.
tchi, tchi', tsi, tsi, d. tchitch! (1) so, thus, in this way, 59, 23. 109, 17. 

This particle is, like na-asht, very generally connected with the verbs 
of speaking, naming and thinking: tsi sa hun kl so they said, ICO, 13.; 
tcht hunk hu'ksha gi thus they spoke: tsi sa, for tsi sa gi, so they said, 

22, 2., cf. 7.; tchin (for tchi ni or tchi nu) thus I, 22, 9.; tsin at giso I 

said, 22, 10.; tchi'n gi so I said, 30, 3.; humasht tchi in this strain, 65, 

12.; cf. 60, 4. 65, 7.; tsi ha'mkank she spoke thus, 65, 13.; tchf se'satk so 

called, having such a name, 29, 2.; tchihunk, for tchi hunk thus, so, 103, 9. 

104, 3. Cf. ke, kie. (2) sometimes used for tche, abbr. of tche'k. Cf. 

Ill, 15. (3) sometimes abbr. from tchuL

tchi-, tsi-, tche-. The prefix tch-, ts- occurs in a large number of deriv 

atives, especially verbs, all of which refer to water or. some other liquid, 

and the motions observed in liquids, as flowing, dripping, flooding, boil 

ing etc These terms mostly begin with tchi-, tsi-, initial tche-, tcha-, 
tchu- being less frequent. Where the radical has become obsolete, as in 
tche'keli, the prefix seems to form a radical syllable.

tchia, tsia, d. tchf tchi a (1) to remain, stay, dwell, live; to be settled, encamped; 

to stop, remain at a camping-place, house, village etc.: naka arikutat tch. 

the cinnamon bear lives in the woods: tchia in order to stay there, 173; 2.; 
hi'-itak tchf-uapk here he was going to remain, 95, 6.; kaila tchfsh a 

country to live in, 39, 6.; spungatgapele E-ustat tchi'pksh! (for tchipkash=i) 

hunk snawa/dsas he brought home (his) wife who then stayed at the Lake, 
78, 13.; E-ush gunfgshta maklakshash tchi'pksh (for tchipkash) an Indian 

living on the opposite shore of Upper Klamath Lake, 65, 17., cf. washi; shlaa
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(nat) tchi'pksh ive saw them encamped, 19, 15.; cf. 20, 6. 21, 13. 34, 4. 37, 
18. 78, 1. 107, 1. 2. 109, 2. Ill, 19. Cf. klukalgi, shiidsha, tchi'dsha, 
tchipka No. 1, wa. (2) to-sit, to be seated: tu'sh malam p'gi'shap tch.? 
ivliere does your mother sit? 105, 5. Speaking of more than one sitting, 
wawapka. Cf. shepatchtila, tchel^a. (3) to make halt, to stop on one's 
march; to make a stand: nanuk tch. every one makes halt, 74, 17.; wiga 
gin pen tch. not far from there they made another stand, 43, 4. Cf. tgel%a. 
(4) to be alive, to live, 64, 14. 78, 18. 105, 8. 145, 2. 8.: ku-i tch. to lead 
a miserable life, 78, 5. 12.; tchi'sht that he was alive, 96, 10.

tchialash, tchialsh, tsials, tsia'ls, d. tchitchialash, tsitsialas salmon; an 
important food-fish of the Maklaks Indians, ascending twice every year 
into the lakes and rivers of the Klamath Highlands, the first run being 
in June, the other in autumn: tsials-ha'mi "at salmon time", 1(>, 16.; 
tsials patso'k/br feeding on salmon, 189; 2. Salmon is the staple food of 
the Columbia River Indians, and is sold by them to the Maklaks, 93, 5. 
Cf. 193, 12. Incantation, 177; 31. Cf. tcheldyash.

t c h i a m n a d. tchitchi'amna to carry about water or any liquid in one tub, 
cask, barrel, bottle, vase: lam tsl'amnatko sh<51dshash (g!) the soldier car 
ries a bottle of whisky. Der. 1-amna. Cf. tchiya

tchia-usaui, pi turni tch., species of herb, or weed bearing a panicle; 
seeds eaten by the natives.

tchfdsha, d. tchitchi'dsha to remain, stay continually: lapuk tch. both 
remained there, 109, 11. Der. tchia. Cf. wadshuga

tchidga, d. tchitchie'ga to spread about, to overflow; said of liquids: ampu 
tch. the water overflows; til^an tch. ampu kaila the water dripped down and 
flooded the ground. Cf. kitlua, tilhua, til^a, tchiwa.

tchig, tsfg, tsik; (1) same as tchek, q. v. (2) same as tchik, q. v.
tchig'hunk, d. tchitchig'hunk; see tchik (1).
tchihunk, 103, 9. 104, 3., for tchi hunk; same as tchiyunk, q. v.
tchiya, tchia, t'shia, d. tchitchia to give, present, bestow; said of liquids: 

Aishishash ambu tchl'sh sha tch. they also gave water to Aishish, 95, 16.; 
nu a watchash ambu t'shia I give the horse water to drink; ambo ish tchi! 
give me a drink of water! Cf. t'shfn, uya.

tchiyunk, tsiyunk, tsiunk, tchihunk, d. tchitchiyunk thus, in this manner; 
the adv. tchi 50, connected with the temporal adv. hunk, abbr. into unk.
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tchik, tchi'k, tchig, d. tchitchik (1) thus, so, in this manner; contr. from 
tchi gi il so it is"; frequently connected with hii'nk: tchi'g'hunk, d. tchi'- 
tchigahunk: tchi'tchigahunk mi'sh el%opk she'shash by this name I shall call 
you. (2) sometimes for tche'k, q. v., as in 111, 3. Cf. 61, 6. and Note.

tsika, tchikka, tchigga (1) ts. or tchikash, a little gray or dark-colored 
bird, building its nest in the grass, and called tsika onomatopoetically 
from its note ts, ts, ts; probably a species of the warblers or finches; in 
cantation, 157; 43. (2) Tchika, nom. pr. of one of Aishish's five mythic 
wives, interpreted in Text as "Chaffinch", 95, 23. 96, 2.-6. 99, 10.; Tchi- 
kalam wa'ka Chaffinch's child, 96, 2.

tchi'ka, tchika-aga, tchika-amtch; cf. t'shi'ka, t'shika-aga etc.
t s i k a 1, a tall lacustrine grass, 149, 4.
tchikamna, d. tchitchkamna to have the water-brash. Der. ika.
tchikash, tchikass, d. tchitchkash (1) same as tsika, q. v. (2) bird; 

generic term for the smaller forest birds, 145, 4., as warblers, titmice, 
robins, finches etc.: tch.=kshikshnish, lit. "carrying off birds"; see kshi'- 
kshnish; ka'kak=tkani tsikka a yellowish bird, 180; 8. Cf. iwam, shna- 
wa'ka, shte'ksh, shumalua (1).

Tchikass = W alakgishtat "At Bird's Lookout", nom. pr. of a locality 
near Klamath Marsh, 74, 17.

tchikatchgish, d. tchitchgatchkish cricket; when dried, serves as food 
to Klamath Lake and Modoc Indians. Cf. ta'hta-asb, tlul.

Tchfke'le, nom. pr. fern. Kl.: "Small". Called so because uncommonly 
small at the time of her birth.

tchikemen, tsi'keman, Mod. tchikemal, pi. turni tch. (1) metal: kaka'kli 
tch. gold or copper; lit. "yellow metal": palpali tch. silver, tin or zinc; 
lit. "white metal". (2) gold or copper coin, silver coin. Cf. tala. (3) 
iron; what is made of iron: tch. p6ko iron kettle, iron bucket; tch. stilanksh 
iron hoop; tch.=mpamptish blacksmith. Cf. hes%atana. (4) nail made of 
iron or other metal, 66, 4. Cf. sakta (2). From Chin. J.

Tchike'si, nom. pr. of a camping site on the Williamson River. Der. 
tchi%i. Cf. tch^ashe'tko.

Tchike'skni, nom. pr. of one of the watchmen appointed to guard the- 
underground jail, 66, 5.; lit. "coming from Tchike'si", q. v.
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tchi'kla, d. tchitchakla to sit, be seated or placed in, itpon: snulastat 
tchi'klank ^vh^e sitting in the nest, 100, 10.; watchat or watchatka tcb. 
(or simply tcb.) to ride on horseback; tchikelank watsat riding on a horse, 
184; 33. Cf. 58, 11. 12. and Note. Der. tchia,

tcb i k' n, pi. tumi tcb., chicken, hen: tchikl'n tcbish gu'lu the hen also, 133, 
5. From tbe English. Cf. hashpapka, tutas%enini.

tcbik61al%a to walk on long legs, to stride on long-legged, 190; 12.
tchi'ksh, tchi'ks, 149,8.; the enlarged form of tche'k; see tche'ksh.
t s i'k t u, d. tsitsaktn, a species of hawk living on mice; feathers of yellow 

ish color, changing to white in winter. Incantation, 170; 58. Cf. shke'.
tchfktcha, d. tchitcMktcha to bring, haul, fetch; said of liquids onlv: 

ambush (for ambu i'sh) tchiktch' 1! go and get me water! 4mpu at tchi- 
tchaktchat! bring ye water! Der. iktcba.

tchfktchik, d. tchitchl'ktclrik ivagon, carriage, cart, stage, 78, 14. From 
Chin. J. tsiktsik, Quot under levuta (2), tguta.

Tchiktchikam = Lupatkuel4tko, nom. pr. of Scarface Charley, a 
young Modoc warrior; lit "scarred by a wagon". He was one of the 
bravest and best leaders, and certainly the most ingenious of all defenders 
of the Modoc tribe while fighting in and near the lava beds. Cf. 37, 5. 
7. 43, 7-12. and Note to 37, 3. 42, 1. and his short biographic notice, 
55, 19-56, 7. with Notes. With other Modocs who took part in the war, 
he lives now exiled in the northeastern part of the Indian Territory, 
Quapaw reserve. Cf. lupatkue*la, upatia.

tchiktchikash, d. tchitchaktchfkash small ax, hatchet, 90, 18. Cf. 
shlak6tkish.

tchikual%ulda, d. tchitchakuatyule'a to turn somersaults.
t c h f % i, tchi'%1, d. tchitchi%i to be overfloodtfd, to be covered with water: 

nakosh tcb. the dam is under water.
tchi%6ga, d. tchitchi^oga to live, stay, remain within; to live inside of: 

latchashtat tch. to live in a lodge, house; tch is preferable to tche^ga, 
112,5. Der. tchfa. Cf. tchiwfya.

tchi%tchi%a, d. tchitchfytcbi/a, v. intr., to be tickled; to feel a tickling 
sensation. Cf. shtchiyake'ka, shtchi'ktyish.

tchf la, tchila, d. tchitchla; same as tchilla, q. v.
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tchilak, tchdla^, Mod. tchillak, d. tchitchlak (1) rind, peelings of fruit.

(2) pod; seed-envelope. Of. ktchelolash, ndshe'dsh, tchatchgalam. (3)

scale of fish; tch. vulini to scrape off fish-scales. 
tchilala, d. tchitchlala, v. trans, to boil, to make seethe, as water; to boil

something- in water: tch. iwam they boil berries, 75, 8. cf. 14t>, 5. 10. 149,
13.: nutoks ampu tch. I am heating water; tch. nu tchuleks I am boiling

meat. Der. ilala. Cf. shnektilpka, shulala, tchuleks. 
tchila!6tkish, d tchitchla!6tkish any vase used for boiling or cooking;

pot, jug, kettle. Mod.
tchilaluash, d. tchitchlaluash, Kl. for tchilal6tkish Mod., q. v. 

tchilamna, d. tchitchlamna to be crowded together, to be in a flock. 

tchilamnu, d. tchitchlamnu to crowd together above, high up, or in the

distance: waiwash tch. waiwash-geese flock together on a hill, 189; 3. 
t s i 1 a s h yellow-striped squirrel.
t c h i 1 a'l % a, d. tchitchla'l%a to save, to keep, as cooked meat: tch. sha tchu 

leks they saved the meat, 119, 16. Cf. shual^a. 

tchileya, d. tchitchle'ya to give, present with, donate; to give away; refers
to cooked provisions: tchu'leks i'sh tchileyank i! give me a piece of meat!

cf. 119, 14 ; nush tchele'yan i gl! Mod. give to me! 
t c h i 1 i k a to pinch, to seize with the extremities or claws: kuata tch. to pinch

hard, forcibly, 162; 3. 
tchililika, d. tchitchi'lilika young or little bird of the forest, 95, 4. 145, 5.

Dim. of tchililiks, q. v. 
tchililiks, d. tchitchililiks little or young bird of any species, 145, 5.:

tch. sku'lelam the brood of the lark, 100, 8. 101, 17. 
tchilk6tkish, d. tchitchalk6tkish large tub, vat. 

tchl'l^a, d. tchitchal%a (1) v. trans., to set down, deposit, place upon. Cf.
shitchalshui. (2) v. intr., to bend down, stoop, as for picking up something.
Der. tchia. Cf tche^a.

tchil%ia, d. tclritchal%ia to deposit, place, set on the floor or ground, 113,3. 
t chill a, Mod. tchila; d. tchitchla (1) to side with, to stand on somebody's

side; to befriends, to be on terms of friendship, 21, 4. Cf. Nushaltkagakni.
(2) to help, assist, sustain. Der. tchia. Cf. shitchla, shitchlala. 

Tchillakash, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake girl.
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tchilluyaga, tchiloyaga, d. tchitchaluyaga ~boy between ten and fifteen; 
young man wlnle unmarried, 90, 19.182; 10. 186; 54. Dim. tchiluish, q. v.

tchiltgipSletamna to be revived several times, to become young repeatedly 
after attaining old age, 103, 11. Der. tchiala? -tka, -peli, -tamna.

tchiluish, d. tchitcMluish boy over fifteen; young man, 186; 52. Der. 
tcliilla, because living still with the family. Of. tchaki.

tchiluye*%a, d. tchitchaluye^a to brawl, halloo; to make noise, to be noisy.
tchima-a, tchlmma-a to play the string- or tchima-ash game, as described 

80, 7-12. It is mostly played by females.
tchima-ash, tchl'mma-ash (1) string with two weighted ends used in 

the tchima-ash game; the playmates try to catch it after it is thrown up 
in the air, 80, 9. 10. (2) the string-game itself. Of. Note to III, p. 81.

t c h i m e, tchi'mi, abbr. tchi'm, adv« ? right here, just here: tch. ge*pke! come 
here! tchi'm 1-i shnuki! pi. tchimi at shniikat! come and take hold of! 
tchimi gita right at this place; tchimi ish shatuayi! come here and help me! 
Der. tchi. Quot. under shiloatcha.

tchimena, t'shimana, d. tchitchmena, tchitchmana to be or become a wid 
ower, 82, 4.; partic. tchimantko, t'shima'ntko (a) widower; (b) Tchi- 
ma'ntko, nom. pr. masc. Kl. and Mod.: Steamboat Frank, a Modoc warrior, 
is known by this name; he acted as a scout for the detachment of soldiers 
which captured the chief Jack or Kintpuash; cf. 44, 1-4. For a bio 
graphic notice of him, see 55, 8-13. and Notes.

tchimtash, d. tchitchamtash (1) small sore on skin: scab, itch, pimple, 
scurf. (2) any disease producing sores, eruptions: measles etc.

tchimtatko, tchimdatko, d. tchitchamtatko (1) afflicted with scab, itch, 
sores. (2) pimple-faced, covered with pustules or marks of pustules.

tchin, for tchi nil or tchi nl thus I, 22, 21.
tchinaksh, d. tchitchgnaksh musquito. Kl. for tsinash Mod.
tchine^am, pi. tumi tch. (1) a species of pond-lily, the seeds of which 

are unpalatable: Nuphar polysepalum, 75, 5. (2) wdkash or pond-lily seed 
not yet ripe. Cf. w6kash.

tchinta, d. tchitchanta (1) to help, assist, as in warfare, on the battle-field. 
Cf. tchilla. (2) to assist, sustain the opposite party in war; to be a traitor.

tchinta, adv., not far off; at a short distance.
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tchintawa to turn away from; to turn the back to: tch. nayensh to turn 
one's back to somebody; with or without ka'mat back.

tchipash, pi. tiimi tch., tchipash-seed, a little brown seed somewhat larger 
than that of the niitak, growing on the stalk of the tchipshana-grass. 
This seed is collected by the natives in baskets, and to use it as food 
they make a pulp of it, 149, 5-11.; lui%itk tchl'pshash larger than the 
tchipash-seed, 146, 3.

tchipashptchi looking like, resembling tchipash-seed, 148, 5.
tchipka, d. tchitchapka, v. intr. (1) to be or stand close by each other, to 

form a bundle or bunch of something, as of beads: partic. tchi'pkatko 
something of the same nature or shape put together, united, collected in a 
bunch; flocking together. Of. shtchi'dshapka, shtchipka. (2) to live, dwell, 
stop together in the same camp, village; to be encamped together. Der. tchia.

tchipka, d. tchitchapka to contain, to be full of, as of a liquid: kalatt 
ambo tchl'pgank into a kdla-bucket containing water, 113, 2. Der. fpka.

tchipk6tkish, d. tchitchapk6tkish pitcher. Der. tchipka No. 2.
t c h i' p k s h i, 78, 13., for tchipkash=l; see tchia.
tchipsham, the grass-stalk producing the brown tchipash-seed, 149, 5.
t c?h i p t c h i m a, d. tchitchaptchima to drizzle down, to come down in atoms. 

Mod.; unknown to Kl. Of. ndshindshishkanka.
tchi'sh, tsfs, encl. tchish, tsls, abbr. -tch, -ts, additive particle used only 

as postp. and connecting coordinate nouns: together with, along with, 
including, inclusive of; too, also, and, 34, l.j further, 36, 18.: £-ukshikni 
shakeluk shi-r/aga yanmash, watch, skutash tch. the Lake People when 
gambling win from each other beads, horses, and blankets, 79, 1.; pits it also, 
134, 2.; pash 4mbutch food and water, 95, 15. Of. -tch (4), and 55, 16. 
58, 2. 87, 2-7. 100, 5. 103, 6. 7. 109, 5. 133, 5. 6. Tch. connects co 
ordinate sentences in 134, 18. 19. (Mod.) 141, 6.

tchi'sh (for tchi-ash), d. tchf tchish. inhabitant, settler, colonist, dweller at a 
place or farm: hatak=tch. a settler in that country or section; B6shtin hatak= 
tchitchlsh white settlers in the country, 37, 4., cf. 37, 16. Der. tchia.

tchi'sh (for tchi-ish), d. tchi'tchish home: (1) settlement, camp, encampment; 
night-camp, 29, 16.; assemblage of wigwams, 85, 13.: wigatan tch. near his 
lodge or encampment, 128, 8.; tch. gatpna to reach one's home, 131, 6. cf. 
89, 5; pi a tchfa tchislr/eni he, she is at home; Mo'dokisham lakiam tchi'-
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shtat (nad) gena we went to the residence of the Modoc leader (he was then in 
Wright's cave), 38, 14.; tchl'shtala toivards home, 85, 12. 96, 7.; shash 
tchi'sh^eni i'tpampelank having brought them back home, 96, 8.; cf. ma- 
klaks (2). (2) wigivam, lodge, dwelling: tch. shnel^a to burn down (his) 
lodge, 85, 13.; tchi'sh! in the lodge, at home, 105, 3. It stands for corner 
or place in a lodge, 111, 21. (3) village, town. Der. tchia. Cf. tohfwish.

tchishiwatko, d. tchitch'shiwatko ivarped by fire or sun heat.
tchishka to dislocate, hurt: pala tch. to hurt one's liver, 120, 2 Der. tchia.
tchishkidsha, d. tcliitchashkidsha to form an eddy, whirlpool, vortex. 

Cf. muigidsha, ntu'lkidsha.
tchlsh/i^i (1) v. intr., to be fat. (2) snbst, species of forest bird, small, 

head black, feathers whitish; incantation 170; (,9. Cf. nen, tchashlaksh.
t chissa, 17, 17.; for tchi sha: "thus they".
Tchitak, nom. pr. fern. Kl : "Bushy-Haired". Cf. tchitaksh.
tchitaksh, tchitoks (1) tch, pi. tiimi tch., dewdrop, dew. (2) tch., d. 

tchitchtoks, adj., curly-liaired; having bushy, snarly hair ; metaphoric term 
recalling the round shape of the dewdrops. Der. it#a. Cf. ndshok61atko.

tchi tii, tsito, d. tchitcheto (1) to remain without offspring, to be sterile. (2) 
subst, sterile woman.

tchitchiks! be silent! shut your mouth! shut up! lit. "so so!" 119, 15 : 
tch a hu't gi! let that tiling alone! 96, 15 Der. tchi.

tchitchulak, pi. tumi tch., wren; possibly the western house-wren, 
Troglodytes Parkmanni. Onomatop.

tchiu'nle^a to pur, as cats. Cf. shu'l%a.
tchiutchiush, 154; 10.; d. of tche-ush, q v.
t c hi u tchi wash, a prettily colored little bird supposed to have the 

power of producing snow, 170; 60. Onomatop.
Tchiutchiwashamtch, nom. pr. of a mountain, Upper Klamath Lake.
tchiwa, d. tchitchua to form a body or sheet of water: ewaga shtani weke- 

tash tch. the pond is full of green frogs; d-ush tchiwa! the lake is brimful 
of water! J22, 12, cf. 13. Der. iwa. Cf. eVa, newa, pewa, tcheVa.

tchiwi^a, d. tchitchui%a to sit or stay inside, 6d, 5. 112, 8.; to live or 
dwell in; to inhabit: latchashtat, stina'shrat tch. to live in a house, lodge. 
Der. tchia. Cf. shnetchuektekiutch, tchi^6ga.
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tchiwish, d. tchitchuish former settlement or encampment; camp or village 
abandoned, 22, 1.; former lodge, 85, 14. Der. tchia. Cf p'le*ntant, tchi'sh.

tchiwish, d. tchitchuish standing water; little spring or pond. Der. 
tchiwa. Cf. eVaga, Tcha'kele=Tsiwish.

tchiwititikaga, a little, twittering bird with a red or yellow ring 
around its neck, 157; 39. Dim. tchuititi, q. v.

t c h k 4 s h, encl. tchkash, additive particle placed after the noun to which 
it refers; differs from tchlsh only by referring to temporal succession: 

moreover, in addition to, besides, also, too: na-entch tch. another man besides, 
22, 16. 18 ; na'sh tch. another one also, 112, 10.; 1 tchkash 1 you also, 75, 
13.; Ke'-udshiamtchkash Gray Wolf also, 113, 9. and Note; pi tchkash lie, 
she also, 113, 18. 119, 7. Contr. from tche'kash. Cf. tchish, tche'ksh (2), 
and 83, 4. 88, 10. 94, 5. 8. Ii2, 8. 114, 7 14J, 1.

t chka w a, d. tchkashkua to be cold; said of water and liquids only: ambu 
a tch. the water is cold. Der. ska (1).

tchku'la, pi. tiimi tch., a sort of seed-fan or paddle made of willow 
branches. Cf. pa'hla, tia, tchakela.

tchkule, tch^aye, Mod. for skiile, s%aye, Kl., q. v.
tch%ashe'tko, d. tchatch%ashe'tko (1) irrigated land or meadow; green, 

wet meadow. (2) marsh, marshy ground, Mod. Der. tchi%i. Cf. hiuhiush.
tch% e -u t ch/ ̂ - up t chi, adj., shoiving a color-shade between blue and 

purple; term applied to some sorts of mantles, blankets etc.: lit. "jay- 
colored". Der. tch%e-utch%e'-usb, -ptchi.

tch%e-utch%^-ush, ts/a-uts^a'-ush blue-jay, Steller's jay, a bird of the 
mountains: Cyanura Stelleri frontalis; incantation, 170; 61. Onomatop.

tchlakadsha, d. tchatchlkadsha to scratch with the finger-nails or claws; 
to scratch: papkash tch. to scratch on the wooden wall; tch. ansh I scratch 
myself. Cf. shatchl%amia, tchlika.

t c h 1 a k a t c h n a, d. tchatch'lkatchna; same as tchlakadsha, q. v.
tchlakadsha, d. tchatchlkadsha: same as tchlakadsha, q. v.
t c h 1 a 1 a 1 a, d. tchatchelala to roast, broil on hot coals. Cf. n6kla, tchilala.
tchla/l%a, d. tchlatchla'l%a to sink to the ground: pitakmani tch. to be 

drowned or to drown oneself, 127, 12. Cf. ktiishna.
t c h 1 a k 4 g a, d. tchlatchlkaga to jump on the throat or body; said of wild 

beasts, 144, 11. and Note.
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tchla'pka, d. tche'tchlpka to scratch the face.
tchligatchktcha, d. tchitchlagatchktcha to pinch continually, to keep on

pinching, 113, 5. Der. tchlika.
tchlika, d. tchftchl^a Kl., tchitchlaka Mod. (1) to pinch with the finger 

nails or claws. (2) to holdfast, to grasp. 
tchlikelak, d. tchitchlakelak sparrow-hawk: Falco sparverius; lit. "the

pincher". Der. tchlika.
Tsli'toiksh "Eyelids Upturned", nom. pr. fern. Kl. 
tchlltoi%l, d. tchitchl'tof^i to turn inside out; to turn up, as eyelids:

tchlitoi%ipksh lii'lp gitko having the eyelids upturned; shue'kalsh tch. to
tuck up the sleeves. 

tchliuyag6tkish, d. tchitchluyag6tkish slit in the pocket-knife blade,
to facilitate its opening. Cf. tchlika, uye'ga. 

tchlu%atko, ts!6%atko, d. tchutchl6%atko (1) slick, smooth, polished;
slippery. (2) level, even, plane. Cf. shnutchluktagia. 

tchmekole'ash, d. tchmetchm'kole'ash, a bird popularly called "prairie
hawk"; perhaps the prairie falcon: Falco polyagrus. 

t c h m u y a, tchm6ya, d. tchotchmiiya, v. intr., to taste sour, to be of a sour,
acrid taste. Cf. tchinu'lhak.

tchmuyu%atko, d. tchutchmuyukatko sour; of sour taste. 
tchmo'k, tsmti'k smell of rotten fish: tsmo'k pfluitk smelling like putrid

fish, 146, 7. 148, 15.
tchm6%altko, pi. tmni tch.; same as shm6kaltko, q. v. 
t c h' m u'k a, d. tchu'tch'mka Kl, tchutchmuka Mod., v. impers., it is dark,

obscure: ka-4 tch. pshin the night is pitch-dark. Cf. pushpiishli. 
tchmu'ksh, tchemu'kash, d tchu'tchniuksh darkness, obscurity. 
tchniu/lhak, Mod. tchmii-ilak, pi. turni tch., red wild-currant, a species of

Ribes. Der. tchmiiya. 
tchmii'tch, d. tchiitchmatch (1) lean, raw-boned. Cf. papatkawatko. (2)

Tchmu'tch, nom. pr. of Frank Riddle, a white settler on the headwaters
of the Klamath River and interpreter during the Modoc war. He is
mentioned 33, 3. 34, 8. 36, 12. 15. 38, 5. 8. 13. 41, 20.-22 54, 16.; cf.
40, 19. 42, 16. and Introd. to the Texts, p. 6. Cf. Skakdwash. Several
other persons are called by the same name, 

t c h n i p a 1, tsnipal, tslipal, d. tchitchnpal, tsitsnpal (1) shoulder-blade of man;
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often used for shoulder, 24, 1. (2) largest wing-feathers of bird. Of. lapak-
lash, shetashtyapksh, shne'ktchigsh.

tch<5ya, d. tchotch6ya, v. intr., to melt; same as tchuya No. 2, q. v. 
tch6k e, t'ch6ke, pi. turni tch., pumice-stone, a volcanic rock found in pro 

fusion in the shape of gravel, knolls and boulders throughout the Klamath
Uplands: ne'nutko (kaila) tch6ke fields covered witli pumice-stone gravel. 

Tch6keam = Psi'sh, nom. pr. of a camping-place on Klamath Marsh;
lit. "Pumicestone Nose". 

tchoke'yaltko (1) covered witli pumice-stone. (2) where gravel is formed
by this mineral only, as in many tracts along the Cascade Range:
covered witli gravel. Der. tch6ke. 

tch<5kpa, d. tchutchakpa, v. intr., to drip down-, said, e. g., of melting
snow, ice. Of. tchuya No. 2. 

tcho'kshash, usually abbr. tchu'ksh, ts6ks, pi. tumi tch., blackbird; a
little, gregarious bird, destructive of crops; a species of Agelaius, 180; 7.
Cf. 16lomak, tche'kaga. 

tch6ka, tcho'ka, tsu'%a, d. tchotch6ka, tsutso'%a to perish; said of anim.
and inan. subjects, and generally referring to premature death by violence
or starvation: ku'sh tchu'ka st6paluish pine trees fade away after peeling,
148, 22.; nanuk nu'natank tchu'ka all perished by biasing up, 114, 4.;
tch6%apksh tatakiash the murdered children, 110, 21., cf. 89, 1. 108, 3.
Tch. does not refer to violent death in 134, 3. Cf. hushtch6%a, k'l^ka (3),
shnutch6ka, shtchu'katko, tchukapele. 

tch<5ktamna, d. tchotch6ktamna to faint, to have a fit, to fall in a swoon.
Der. tch<5ka, -tamna. 

tch6tcha, tcho'dsha, d. tcho'tch'tcha, v. intr., to drip down continually
from any pliant article, as from a hat, rag, cloth, blanket, from leaves
etc. Cf. tch6kpa, tchuya No. 2. 

t c h p a 1, tspal; same as spal, q. v. 
tchplnu, d. tchpitchp'nu tribal or family burial-ground, 85, 4. Cf. ib&ia,

p'nana, p'nankish, vumi (3).
tchpinuala, d. tchpftchp'nuala to bury in a tribal or family cemetery, 88, 1. 
Tchpiniiksakshi, nom. pr. of a locality near the Williamson River:

lit. "at the burial ground". Cf. P'nanksi.
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t c h u a, d. tchuatchua, a small bird not specified. Onomatop.
t c h u a, pi. tiimi tch., u water potato", eatable root of the arrow-leaved Sagit- 

taria sagittifolia and 8. varidbilis, growing throughout Oregon and the 

larger part of the United States at the bottom of ponds and lakes; col 
lected by the women of the western tribes, who catch them between the 
toes while standing in water waist-deep, then roasted, baked or fried, 
149, 12.-14. and Note: tsualii'mi "in the ^vater-potato season"; viz: early 

in the spring, before the sprouting of the grass. Called wapatu in 
Chin. J. Cf. Tchua^e'ni.

tchuaish, tclma-ish, d. tchatchuish (1) black vulture of large size, head 
light-colored, or reddish; seems to be identical with the skolos, q. v.; in 
cantation, 170; 62. (2) bald-headed species of buzzard.

tsuak, pi. tiimi ts., the eatable portion of a plant found around Upper 
Klamath Lake; described 149, 15.

t c h u a k e n a, d. tsatsuakena jackass rabbit, cotton-tail rabbit; a species of 
Lepus, small in size, with white tail. Cf. ka-i, kiiikuish, nku'l.

Tchua%e/ ni, Tsua^e'na, nom. pr. of (1) a settlement of the Snake In 
dians in Sprague Eiver Valley; lit. " Wapatu-Plaee". (2) Ghewaukan 

Marsh, an extensive marshy tract in the northeastern part of the Kla 

math reservation. Cf. Note to 149, 12.
t c h u 41 a m , the red-flowered plants producing the tchua or wapatu-root, 

q. v.: Sagittaria sagittifolia and S. variabilis, 149, 14.
t s u a m, pi. tiimi ts., species of sucker-fish, about three feet long, with hump 

on the top of the snout; caught in the lakes of the Klamath Highlands 
and in the Williamson River: Chastnistes luxatus, Cope, 180; 14.: tsua- 

ma'mi li inthe tsudm-sucker season", a period of the year corresponding to 
the first half of April. Cf ye'n, udshaksh.

tsuegatko, d. tsetsudgatko strong, powerful; said of tissues, ropes.
tsu'hlts ti'hli, d. tsutsa'hltsu"hli having aflat or level but coarse, rugged 

surface, as hewn stones. Cf. tchhi^atko.

tchiii, tsui, temp, conj., hereupon, after that, afterwards, then; subsequently, 

hereafter: le'ltki hunk, tchui heme%en he looked at it, then said, 126, 8.; 
tchiii tchi'k and aftenvard, 65, 15. When connecting two or more prin 

cipal clauses it corresponds to our then, and, and to French puis; and
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(with tchliyunk) it is the usual particle met with in historic narratives; 
tsiii lalaki waltka hereupon the headmen deliberated, "65, 14. Exceptionally 
it is found abbr. into tchi, tsi. Of. k'l^wiaiik (under k'ldwi).

t SIT in a, tchuina, vulgar form of shuina, 70, 3. and Note; 90, 12.
teliiiiti, tsiie'ti, d. tsitsuati (1) red berry of wild rose, dog-rose. (2) abbr. 

of tchuitiam, q v.
T s u i t i a k s h i, nom. pr. of a locality on the Sprague River overgrown 

with tchuitiam or dog-rose bushes. Contr. from tsiiitiam-kshi.
t c h IL i t i a m, d. tchitchuatiam (1) dog-rose bush, a thorny plant, the stalk 

of which is used for the manufacture of arrows: Rosa californica. (2) 
arrow made of this wood. Of. nte'ktish, tchuiti.

tchuititi, tchiwititi, pi. tiimi tch., killdeer, a small aquatic bird of the 
plover family, grayish white with black ring around neck: -Aigialitis 
vociferus. English and Indian name onomatopoetic. Of. tchiwititikaga.

tchuitchiga, d. tchutchitchiga to be incandescent; to be at white or red 
heat. Of. tchuitchuili.

tchiiitchiks, d. tchutchitchiks strawberry.
tchuitchiksham, d. tchutcliitchfksarn (1) strawberry-plant. (2) a 

species of plant resembling the strawberry-plant.
tchuitchuili, tchii'itchuili, d. tclmtchuitchuili, adj., sorrel, reddish yel 

low, a darker shade than ka-uka-uli.
t c h u y a, d. tchutchuya to smash, break, as glass.
tchuya, tch6ya, d. tchutch6ya Mod., tchutchaya, tchutche'ya, tsutsa'ya 

KL, v. intr., to melt, dissolve; said of snow, ice. Kl. prefers the d. form; 
cf. stil^a No. 1, tchokpa, tchutche-itampka, tchutchaya, tchutcheye'ga.

t c h u y a m n a, d. tchutchiamna to swim about below the water's surface, as a 
fish. Cf. kidsha, tdyamna.

tchuyesh, tsuye'sh, d. tchlitchiesh, any covering for the head: headwear, 
hat, cap, sombrero, 112, 18. 138, 2.; ml at tch. tu' your hat lies there. The 
various kinds of hats, partly obsolete at the present time, are described 
under kiuks, kiimal, miikash (1), pu'kalsh, s^I'l (under skeT), viilal, 
watchkina. The k61tam tch. is made of otter skin and shaped like our 
caps; the lash tch. a headdress, around which feathers are stuck up for 
adornment; the tchd-usam tch a head cover adorned with the tails of the 
tchd-ush woodpecker, q. v. Cf. naggaya, patash, ^stilash.
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tchuyeshaltko, d. tchutchieshaltko (1) possessed of a headcover, Kl. 
(2) dressed in headgear; wearing a liai or cap, Mod.: vunarn mba-ush 
tchutchi-eshaltko tliey were dressed in caps or hats made of elkskin, 90, 17.

tchuye'tko, d. tchutchie'tko wearing a headcover, headdress, hat or cap, 
181, 1.1 tchuyetk Yamshana niisli using North Wind's head as headcover, 
111, 19. Of. tchd-ush, tchuyeshaltko.

tchuy6ma, d. tchutclrio'ma to be idle, to lounge about. Cf. yampka,,
tchuy6mash, d. tchutchiu'mash idler, lounger. Cf. yampkash.
tchiiyuk, conj. composed of tchui huk, tsui hu'k and used in the same 

signification as tcliiii, q. v, when the verb following indicates an action 
performed in sight of the one speaking, 24, 11. 68, 3. 10. 73, 4. 8. 96, 10.

tchiiyunk, conj. composed of tchui hunk, tsui hunk, having the signifi 
cation of tchui, q. v., when the verb following it contains an action per 
formed or a state of things observed at a distance from or unseen by the 
real or supposed speaker, 94, 4. 6. 95, 1. 131, 1. 5. 132, 7. After tchui, 
tch. is the most frequent conj. connecting portions of historic narratives, 
but more in Kl. than in Mod. Cf. at (2) (3).

tchiiyupiksh, d. tchutchiu'piksh, species of a little, round, black bug.
tsu'k, tchuk, pi. tiimi ts., species of grass producing a seed gathered and 

eaten by Indians: tsuk'hami, tchuka'nii "in the tsu'k-seed ripening time", 
a period corresponding to the middle of our month of July.

tchiik, tsuk, adv., then there; finally, at last out there, the infixed -u-, -hu-, 
pointing to local distance: se'satui tchu'k watsat and they bartered them out 
there for horses, 20, 19.; tsiik at then at last, 83, 5 ; tchuk gdknank^a% 
issuing, 123, 5. Der. tche'k.

tchiika, d. tchiitchka to swim up the river: tch. k6ke to swim against the 
current; kiam tchuka shatma they call the fish to swim up stream, 135, 4.

t c h u'k a p 61 e, d. tchiitch%ap6le (1) to perish again, (2) to disappear, van 
ish again, repeatedly: pafshash tch. the cloud (or clouds') disappears. Der. 
tch6ka, -pgli. Cf. hudshaltka.

t c h u' k s h, tso'ks, Mod. tch6kash; d. tchutchuksh, Mod. tchotch6%ash leg, 
122, 23.; tch. tapitni hind leg, hind quarter; cf. tapftni; tch. ke'watko having 
a leg broken, fractured; ts'u'ks toks ke'-usht but ivnen a leg is broken, 71, 7.; 
wunfpa tso'ks gi'tk a quadruped, 145, 2.; Atini Tch'u'ks "Long-Legs",
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nom. pr. fern. Mod.; tchu'kshtka sh/u'tka lie crossed her on Ms legs, 123, 1. 
Of awalesh (Mod.), N^itsa^Tsu'ks, pe'tch, pu'shaklish.

t c li u' k s h u m tea or coffee pot, made of tinware.
tchiikt^aga, d. tchutckakt%aga to try, attempt, endeavor. Cf. keko.
tchukt%akanka, d. tchutchakt%akanka to try by repeated efforts, to at 

tempt many times: Shashapamtch hataktal kutdguk tch. Old Grizzly tried 
hard to crawl in through there, 121, 16.

tsuktsiikli, tchoktchokli, d. tsutsaktsukli pure, clean, neat, free of spots: 
ts. 'cimbupure water; ts. shu!6tish clean dress. Cf. yaliali.

tchu%'a, tchiika, d. tchutch%a; see tch6ka.
tchu%at%a, d. tchutcha%at%a to be restless, nervous, excited, 179; 6. and 

Note. Cf. tchiikt%aga
tchulash, d. tchutchalash calf of leg. Cf. y6wish, tchuleksh.
tchule'kaga, d. tchutchMkaga body or corpse of child: snawddshkalam 

k'lt^katk tchula'kag corpse of girl. Dim. tchuleksh.
tchuleksh, ts61eks, tchule'ks, d. tchiitchleks (1) flesh, muscles on body: 

watcham tch. horse flesh, 85, 8.; maklaksti tch. human flesh, 113, 6.; 
palpal=tch.=gitko white person, cf. palpali; muni tchiileks gitko thick-set 
fellow, a sobriquet given to German settlers by the Modocs; tsula'ks^sitk 
flesh-like, 73, 7. (2) meat, 113, 9. 119, 11.-14. IS. 22.: tch. tchilala to 
boil meat; tch. pan to eat meat, 91, 1. 119, 16. 184, 22.; tch. li'lhankshti 
venison, 113, 7. Cf. kiulala, pilui (2). (3) human or animal body, alive or 
dead, 73, 5. 6. 142, 9.: k'le'katk tch. snawe"dsham corpse of woman.

tchuliaga, tsuliak, tsulfk, d. tchutchliaga (1) little shirt. (2) little gar 
ment, coat or dress: mba-ush tch. small buckskin gown. Dim. tchulish.

t c h li 1 i s h , tchulish, d. tchiitchlish (1) shirt: kitchkitchli tch. woolen shirt: 
piishaklish pani tsulish ub4-ush skin shirt reaching or covering the upper 
part of the leg; tch. shiashka to take off one's shirt, 95, 2. Quot. under 
p'natak. (2) coat, dress: mba-ush tch. buckskin coat.

t c h li 11 a , d. tchutchalla to have cramps. Cf. luhilish.
tsu'lpas, a large-sized fish found in the lakes of the Klamath Highlands; 

not palatable, 180; 14.
tchiilui, d. tchutchalui, tchiitchelui to swim, Mod. Cf. tcheleVa, tchiika.
t c h u m , adv., same as tchime, with infixed -u- pointing to local distance. 

29
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Mod.: ndnuk a gita vuishink wa ampotat, nu tch. pe'-uta (or pewat a) 
though there are all kinds of snakes in this ivater, I will bathe in it. Of. tchiik.

tsu'mtsak, tchumsa%, d. tsiitsamtsak, tall species of brushwood, used for 
arrows and growing around the Klamath agency buildings.

tchunfka, the eatable, bulbous part of some plant, 149, 17. 18.
t c h u n u a, d. tchutchanua to throw up, to vomit. Quot under tch^keli.
tchunukish d. tchutchanukish producing vomit, emetic: ku-idshi tchunu 

kish poisonous; said of fruits, plants; lit. "a bad emetic".
tsiipinksh, d. tsu'tspinksh bow made from the tsupinksham-tree or bush.
tsupinksham, d. tsu'tspinksham, a tree or bush with red or reddish 

wood and cedar-shaped leaves; bows were made from this tree, which 
has become scarce. It is sometimes called yew in the West, but seems 
to be Juniperus libocedrus.

tsu7 pkish, tchti'pksh (1) sturgeon-like fish found in the Klamath water- 
basins; incantation 177; 33. (2) soft entrails of this fish, used in fasten 
ing arrow-heads.

tchiishak, tsu'ssak always, ever, all the time, continually, perpetually, 60, 21. 
66, 11. 77, 3. 78, 3. 12. 85, 10. 99, 8.: tch. shila to suffer with a chronic dis 
ease; tch. paka to be an habitual smoker; tch. tatamnuish vagrant, tramp; 
tsiissak sellual they fought all the time, 19, 1.; na-asht tsu'ssak (for ts. gi) 
they always speak so, 65, 10.; at tu' tsu'ssak ever since, 99, 8.

tchu'shni, adj. used adverbially, forever, for a perpetuity: tch. wa'mpele 
he always was well again, 73, 9.; kia'm k'leka tch. fish die and remain 
dead forever, 130, 1.; tstishnf m'sh ni skuyu/shkuapk forever I shall 
separate her from you, 60, 19. 61, 2. Of. tchushnini

tchu'shniak, adj., also used adverbially, forever; unceasingly, 139, 8.
tchiishnini, d. tchutchashnini perpetual, lasting for ages, everlasting: tch. 

slankosh, 33, 3., mentioned under shlankosh, Tilhuantko, q. v.; ka-i na/d 
tchtissnfiii inaklaks we men are not immortal, 64, 16.

tchiita, d. tchutchata to administer help in sickness; to treat, nurse, doctor; 
said of conjurers only, 72, 2. 73, 2. 8. This includes the singing of songs 
by the conjurer, his assistant and the chorusing public, which mainly con 
sists of women, 64, 1. 2.: tsutish gi'ntak in spite of being treated by a con 
jurer, 68, 7. Der tchia, by synizesis of tchiuta. Cf. tchutatka.
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tchutanhuya, d. tchutchtanhuya to treat, nurse for a certain time, for a

while, 65, 19. Der. tchiitena. 

tchiitanish, d. tchiitchtanish one who treats or doctors a patient; or while

treating etc., 71, 3. 5.; see tchutgna. 
tchutansha, d. tchutchtansha to go out for curing the sick; to go visiting

a patient, 68, 4. Der. tchiitena.
tchutdtka, d. tchutchatatka to squat. Der. tchuta. 
tchutSna, tchiitna, d. tchutchatena to treat a patient; to administer help,

to try a cure; said of conjurers, 65, 18. 71, 3. 72, 1.; nu tchute"nan ke'kish
heshu&mpeli this person was cured by my treatment; liukiamnank tchutcht-
nfshash crowding around the manipulating (conjurer), 71, 5. Der. tchuta. 

tehut6n6tkish, d. tchutchten6tkish apparatus, tool or article used in

treating the sick, 73, 1. 
tchutila, d. tchutchtila, tsutstila (1) to sit under something; to be below,

to stay or lie underneath. Speaking of many subjects, liutila, wawatila.
(2) prep, and postp., below, underneath: ktayat tsutila under the rocks,
30, 12. Der. tchia. 

tchiitchak (d. tsiitsatsak), pi. tiimi tch., species of squirrel burrowing in
the ground, fur gray or bluish-gray: sh!6a hiitnank shrnika tch. the lynx
rushes up and catches a squirrel; tsu'tskam snu'lash squirrel-hole, 24, 13.;
tchu'tchkam iwam, cf. iwam (1). 

tsu'tsaptsuks, a kind of bead for neckwear, thicker in the middle than
at both ends. Cf tchakptehi (2). 

tchutche-itampka; same as tchutcheye'ga, q. v. 
tchutche'ya, d. tchut'tcha'ya, v. intr., to melt, dissolve, Kl.: w£'sh tch.

the ice is melting. Absol. form tchuya unfrequent in Kl. 
tchutcheye'ga to commence to melt; said of snow, ice: w6'sh tchutcha-

ye'ga the ice begins to melt. Kl. Absol. form tchuye'ga unfrequent in Kl. 
tchutchua, tchutch6a, pi. tiimi tch., to croak; said of the white-headed

eagle, 162; 4. Onomatop.

TJ.
This vowel is pronounced either clear (u) or dumb (u), forms diphthongs, 

frequently interchanges with o (especially the long o) with hu, vu, w and 
wu, and words not found here must be looked for under H, 0, V, W. I
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have written u before consonants, v before u (vu-) and w before the other
vowels, wa-, wa-, we-, wi-, wo-. A prefix u- refers to one long-shaped
article, including animate beings; cf Introductory words to A and I;
another prefix u-, which is the adverb hu, q. v., refers to height, to local
or to temporal distance. Terms with initial u-, vu- w- show a distribu 
tive reduplication, which is either monosyllabic or dissyllabic.
u, u, u', 6'; same as hu, hu adv., q. v. Usually suffixed to other terms, u 

does not occur often as a separate word: kanitala n'sh u shlewitaknii'la'? 
^vho then is bloiving out of my mouth? 153; 3.; nu ai shuina u watsag I the 
dog am singing in the distance, 177; 4. Occurs as an affix in gcnu, gd-u, 
i-u, tamSnu, tarrm, tchilamnn.

u 41 c h n a, u-atchna; for huhdtchna, d. of hudshna, q. v.
u b 4 - u s h, uba'-ush; same as mba-ush, q. v.
u d d k a s h, d. ude-uddkash golden plover. Onomatop. from its note, " uddk".
uddlgatko, d. ude-udalgatko speckled, spotted, dotted over; studded with 

various colors, striped, 175; 14.: u. skintch yellow-jacket wasp.
Udiltalsh, nom. pr. of a Klamath Lake man.
udi'ntSna, d. udi-udantena to beat, as a drum. Der. tintan. Cf bambam.
udinte"n6t kish, d udi-udantenotkish drum-stick.
udita, uditta, d. udi-udata; same as vud'hita, q. v.
u d o k 61 k i s h, uda%<5tkish, d. udo-ud%6tkish ; same as vutukotkish, q. v.
uduyua, d. udu'duyua (1) to beat, bruise with a stick or club; to ivhip: 

watch&ga u. to whip a dog. (2) to conquer in battle, 18, 1. 2. Cf. skupma. 
(3) to win at a game, to be the winner; when used in the passive, to lose, to 
be the loser: uduiwisham f^aguk nanuk having won everything staked by 
the losers, 79, 6. The original signification of u. is reciprocal.

udurnkanka, d. ududamkanka to swim habitually, to live in the water; 
said of aquatic animals, 145, 9.

u d u m k u a, d. ud6damkua, vud6damkua to swim over, to cross by swim 
ming: k6ketat u to swim across a river.

udumla!6na, d. ududamlakma to swim away on the water's surface; 
with or without ambutat.

udumtchna, vudu'mtchna, d. udu'damtchna to swim about on the water's 
surface. Cf. kidsha, tuyamna, tchuyamna.
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udumulfpka, d. udiidamulipka to swim away from the shore towards, as 
towards a canoe; said of the mink leaving the shore, 156; 29.

udiipka, vud6pka, wuto"pka, d. udu-udapka, ududapka (1) to beat, strike, 
whip, give blows, bruise with a stick or club, 59, 9. 12. 73, 5.: titatna u. 
hissuaksh snawa'dsh m'na sometimes a man beats Ms wife, 61, 19. cf. 62,1.: 
wudu'pka makshatka tchu'ksh she struck the leg with the sTtullcap, 123, 2. 
(2) to defeat in battle, to conquer, vanquish.

u d ii p k p a, ud6pkpa, d. udiidapkpa to beat, strike with a club or stick: 
kaa u. to beat mercilessly, 61, 20.

udshaksh, vudsaks, pi. tiimi u., a fish belonging to the sucker or Cata- 
stomidae family; popularly called whitefish, smaller than the viinai. In 
the middle of March this fish is caught in profusion, but in Lost River 
only: udshaksa'mi in the whitefish season, cf. 75, 21.; paha u. they dry the 
whitefish, 74, 1.; pahatk u. dried whitefish. Der. utcha-ika. Cf. ye'n, 
kamalsh, tsuam.

udshaksalsha to take whitefish annually or habitually, cf. 75, 21.
udshidshi, vudshidshi, vutchitchi, d. u-udshidshi, vu-utchitchi to chop, 

split, as logs, wood, stumps of trees: turn udsi'tst anku it splits large quan 
tities of wood, 178; 10. Cf. ukata, utchaya.

u d s h i k 1 % a, d. udshi-udshakl%a to fall when stumbling; to stumble and fall.
u d s h i p a, utchipa to draw out, to pull out; said of one long-shaped object: 

ki u. to take off the key. Speaking of more than one object, idshipa. Cf. 
ludshipa, shulshipa.

u d s h i t c h 61 k i s h, d. u-udshitch6tkish heavy ax for felling trees. Der. 
udshidshi. Cf. shlak<5tkish.

u e, u-e; see we.
u g' h a/p 1 x a to build an Indian summer-lodge. Cf. uke*pelaksh.
u'hlltcha, u'hlidsha to shake out, as liquids, 123, 3.
u'hlopatana, u'h!6ptna, d. ulolopatana, u'h!61optna, v. intr., to produce 

a burn or wound while coming in contact ivith the body; said of nettles. Cf. 
lupatkudla, te*kteka, upata.

u' h 1 ii t u a, d. uh'lulatua to let a dress, garment or blanket reach the ankles 
or feet. Der. leviita, in the form liita.

u'hlutuina, d uh'lulatuina to drag along, train behind, as a gown: to 
wear a garment, walk around in a blanket trailing on the ground, 189; 6
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u-itchna, 6-idshna, hu-itchna, d. u-iiitchna, u-l'tsna to advance in front file, 
to proceed in front line, 30, 11. Der. hiidshna. Different from 6-itchna.

uya, 6ya, 6-i to give, present, bestow; said of one long-shaped article, as 
a pole, bow, arrow, long knife, stick of tobacco, 189; 1 ; ka-i mtsh nil 
6-it nil tidsa'wa I do not like to give you, 136, 1. (for ka-i im tidsa'wa 
mish nil 6-it), cf. 136, 2. Speaking of more than one article: yani, 
shewana. Cf. kshuya, luya.

liyamna, d. u-i'amna, v. trans., referring to one long-shaped or anim. 
object: (1) to seise, take hold of; to hold in one's hand: pi a himkii. 161 oks- 
glsh he held a rifle in his hand. Cf. Note to 34, 10. (2) to carry about; to 
take one person along with: uyamnank ntd-ish ge"-u taking my bow along, 
136, 2.; sike'nitgi'k pi'la uyamnatk being provided with a small pistol only, 
19, 6. Speaking of more than one object, 1-amna.

uye*ga, d. u-uye'ga (1) to lift up, raise one long object; partic. uyd%itko 
high-grown, tall; lit. "lifted up", "raised": ko'sh mu'ni uye*%itk kapka the 
pine is taller than the kdpka-pine. (2) to lift up something long in the 
middle. Cf. kshuf%i, luye'ga, shuye'ga, wini%i.

u y e' s h, d. uye'-uyash, other form for wiesh, q. v.
uyo%atko, uyokatko, d. uyo-uyo%atko striped, as calico; streaked.
uyiiga, other pronunciation of wi-uka, d, of wika, q. v. Cf. eVa (2).
u y li k a, d. u-uyiika, uy6ka to shave, to shear, to clip. Cf. ktuyuga, shuy6ka.
-uk, -uk (1) for huk, huk, pron. dem., q. v. (2) for huk, huk, adv., q. v. 

(3), for -ak, only, just, but, when suffixed to nouns: hissuaksuk the hus 
band alone without a companion, 83, 1. Cf. hak.

ukag6tkish, d. uka-ukg6tkish scoop made of deer's horn to clean fish.
u k a's h, d. uka'-ukash marble: the d. form also signifies quarts-rock, Mod.
u k a t a, ugata, d. uka-ukata (1) to cut, to cut down. (2) to chop, split, as 

wood, a rail, log. Speaking of more than one long object, vu!6dsha. 
Der. kata. Cf. katchka, udshidshi, vuka.

uka-ukua, d. uka-uk6kua to knock, rap with a stick. Cf. tka-ukua.
uke'pe'laksh slab lodge; wigwam constructed of boards. Der. ug'ha'pl%a.
uke'wa, uka/wa, d. uka-uka'wa, v. trans., referring to one long-shaped 

object: (1) to mash, break, break to pieces. Cf. ukaukosh. (2) to break 
down, as the branch of a shrub, tree; to break through or across with the
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foot Speaking of more than one object: ikeVa, d. i-akeVa; kapka 

i-akeVa they bend down kdpka-pines, 82, 11. Of. te*kua, te-uteVa.
ukfdshlin, d. uki-ukadshlin, v. intr., to blow, pass or waftthrough; said of 

light air-drafts. Of. wili.

uki'mtatka, v. intr., to be completely wrapped in, as in a blanket: liiash 

u. (or Mash a p'lai) the fog is high up in the air. Of. aggt'ma, takima.
u k o'11 a k s h knot in a string or rope. Der. uko'tlgka.
u k o't 1 e k a to tie a knot: nu a uk6tle"#a I am making a knot. Der. kuata.

ukshua, d. u-akshua; same as 6kshua, q. v.

uka, u%a, pi. tuini u., gulch, dry river-bed, former water-course. Mod., un 

known to Kl.; compare k6ke, kuka river, pronounced with apheresis of 

k, and Introductory words to letter K. Of. kupkiipe'le, p4ksh No. 1, 
p&lkish, palkuish.

u k a li k o s h moon in all phases, and considered as a changeable body: u 
k'l^ka it is new moon; lit. "the moon is dead"; u. tge*l%mangatko the 

moon is in the first or last quarter, is crescent-shaped. Contr. from uka- 
ukuash. Der. ul^wa (1). Of. shapash (2), shukuashka.

U^ade'-ush, nom. pr. of a camping site at Yaneks; interpreted by 
"planting a willow" (?). Cf. ukata.

u%apalksh, d. u%a-ukpalksh arrow-head chipper, generally made of 
horn. Der. uk^wa.

U % a s h k s h i, nom. pr. of a locality at Yaneks. Der. uka'sh, -kshi.
U%6tuash, nom. pr. of an island in Upper Klamath Lake, near its 

southern end. A myth relates that U. was created from a game-stick 
by K'mukamtch, who was then playing with five sticks. From another 
of these game-sticks A-ushme (q. v.) was made, another gave origin to 
I-ulal6na, another to Modoc Point.

ulay ue, ula/yo-i, ulayue, d. ula-uliyue, v. intr., to scatter about, to run in 
different directions. Cf. gayiie.

ulakatchktcha, d. ula-ulkatchktcha to shake the head as a gesture of 
refusal. Cf. shuakatchktcha.

ulak'kanka, d. ula-ulak'kanka to slide over, to skate: wdshtat u. to slide, 
skate on the ice. Cf. shektla!6na.

ulak'kankish, d. ula-ulak'kankish (1) skater, one who is skating. (2) 
whip snake, from 3 to 4 feet long.
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u 1 a k' k a n k 61 k i s h , d. ula-ulak'kangotkish pair of skates.
ulakluansha, d. ula-ulakluansha to slide on the ice; to make an ice-slide.
ulako!61a, d. ula-ulako!61a to slide down, as from a roof, load of hay etc.
u 1 a k s h a, d. ula-ul&ksha to lick, lap with the tongue, as food, water etc.
ulakshulaksha to drink, lap; said, e. g., of dogs lapping water.
u 1 a 1, U1 a 1 k s h i; same as vulal, Vulalkshi, q. v.
u 1 a p 1 p a, d. ula-ulaplpa (1) to shake the ears, as quadrupeds (2) to flicker 

about, as moths.
ul aw a, d. ula-ulhua to watch the fish; said of fishermen spearing fish 

through ice-holes. Mod. for vulan Kl. Of. yikashla.
u 1 a - i k a n k a, d. ula-nlikanka, v. trans., to shake, put in tremulous motion: 

shldwish u. tapak the wind shakes the leaves. Cf. uli-ukshla.
uld%atko, d. ule-ule^atko pliant, flexible, easily bent. Cf. Ikan.
ule^uga, d. ula-ula%uga to place into; to put or bring into: weVanuish 

ula'%uga yakitat the women put into their baskets, 149, 6. Der. ikuga.
ulindshna, d. uli-ulandshna to stagger; said of old persons. Cf. tutiena.
ulitchkanka, d. uli-ulatchkanka to creep or wall? straight out in the 

manner of lizards, 145, 14. Cf. nu'lidsha.
uli-ukshla, d. uli-ulo'kshla to fan, to cool by fanning. Cf. shiulina, wili.
u'l k i s h , d. u-iilggish, uwalkish slanderer, defamer. Cf. vul%a, wali%ish.
u!6kasha, d. ulo-ulakasha (1) to rub a notched stick, as done at war 

dances. (2) to dance a war-dance.
u'lsh, u'lshaltko, pi. tumi u.; same as o'lash, o'lshaltko, q. v.
un, un, encl. particle, originally temporal and abbr. from the adv. him, 

q. v.;' used extensively only by Modocs. Though not often translatable 
in English, its meaning is then, sometime, ever. Its place is before the 
verb in the principal clause, and in conditional sentences it is often found 
in the incident clause also; with -tak, -tok of the future tense, un is al 
most constantly connected. Ka-i nu un mal tata shapl'tak I ivill not tdl 
ye whence, 41, 5., cf. 41, 2. 15.; 126, 11.; ha' 1 shma-htchaktak yainatat, 
ka-i i un ke"sh shl<^-etak if you let your shadow fall on the mountain you 

will not find any ipo-roots, 1 35, 1., cf. 2.; ha i Cm nen hak ne*-ulaktak, ka-i 
1 un pen t4ta ne'-ulaktak if you should keep this compact you will never keep 
any (other) compact again, 41, 14.; cf. 40, 4. 5. 8. 11. 41, 3. 15. 21. 42, 5.
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li n a, u'na, una, adv. temp. (1) in the past; a short or long time ago, 140, 2.: 
iina gin (gen), u'nagin long ago, 122, 15.; u'nash (for u'na sha) early they, 
43, 3.; una a while ago, 141, 9 , Mod.; una long ago, 186; 51. (2) yester 
day: u'na pshin last night. Cf. wait61a (2). Der. un, a.

una'k, unak, adv., early in the morning, 100, 1. 127, 1. and Note to I; 
unak paka to take an early meal, 158; 54. Der. una, ak. Cf. mbushant

unak, unakaga, u'nakak; same as vunak; viinakaga, q. v.
u n a k a k a 1 a to give birth to a son. Der. unakaga. Cf. pcyala, we'kala.
una'kni, unakni, adj., used also adverbially, early, matutinal; rising at an 

early hour of day: u. ktcho'l Venus as morning star. Der. una'k.
undga, d. u-un^ga, v..trans., to lower, descend, letdown, 87, 11. Cf. uyega.
u n i p , linipni; see viinep, viinepni.
untchek, undshe'k, abbr. untse, undsa', u'nds, uns, adv., some time from 

now, after a while: u. nu ml'sh gu'tchaluapk a while after this I will bite 
you in the hair, 119, 5.; undsa' ni ne-ulakuapk after a while'I will have 
(her) tried in court, 65, 1.; undshe'k tche'k finally after some time, 113, 7.; 
undse'ks sometime^ 136, 5.; unds rnbusant some time next day, 136, 4. 144, 
8.; undset, 136, 8. for untse'k at; cf. 70, 4. 137, 1. 2. 144, 5. and Note 
to 136, 4. 5. Der. un, tche'k.

u - 6 hu , term used as refrain at the end of men's songs. Mod. Cf. i-u.
u p a n 61 k i s h , d. u-apan6tkish, a sort of dip-net. Cf. pana.
up at a, upa'ta, d. u-upata to wound with a long article, or by scratching.
updtia, d. u-upatia to inflict a wound upon a person with a long-shaped 

weapon, implement; partic. upatiantko slashed; scarred. Cf. lupatkue'la, 
rnpamptia, u'hlopatana.

upatn6tkish, d. upa-upatn6tkish hammer; mallet.
u sha, u'sha, d. u-usha to lie, to be extended over or along; said of inan. sub 

jects of long shape: kashma kailatat usha the kdshma-plant grows extended 
over the ground, 146, 7. Cf. 147, 5. and kshusha, lusha.

u s h i k a, d. ushi-ushika, v. impers., it blows a gentle breeze. Mod.
u s h i k s h k a, d. ushi-ushakshka, Kl. for ushika Mod., q. v.
u 1a m a, udama, wudama, d. uda-ud'rna to cover up: telish wudamatko the 

face is covered, 87, 13.; to cover, as. a tub or vase. Cf. waldsha.
utamsh cover of a receptacle, vase or pot.
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utatchkia, hutatchkia, vutatchkia to put a cover upon; to cover, as against 
rain; said, e. g., of the smoke-hole of a lodge, 120, 10. Of. utama.

utatchkiula; same as hutatchkiula, q. v.
u 14 w a, d. uta-utua to converse while standing.
u 1 6 w a, uda'wa, d. u-ut^wa, v. trans., to shoot high up in the air; to shoot 

up perpendicularly, as an arrow. Der. hu, tewi.
u t' h a w a, d. uta-ut'hawa to shake off, as dust. Of. shiulatchka.
11 til a, d. u-utila (1) to le under, to lie below: shakta huk u. uba-ushtat the 

awl tvas under the buckskin. (2) to place, put under the surface of the water; 
as dip-nets. Of. i-utila, lutila, otilks

litk'utka, d. u-atkutka to nod; to bow for a welcome. Der. ut#a.
u t % a, d. u-at%a to take away, to remove, to wrench off; shikenitklsh u. to 

take a pistol away, 55, 6.; 161oksglsh hiinklsh ii't^l! take the rifle away from 
him! 37, 9. Speaking of more than one long object, it%a. Of. lut%a.

utiissusa-ash, pi. turn! u., down, jester. Of. ka'la, shesh%eila-ash.
u'tch, utch, lids (1) exclamation introducing a wish, advice or exhorta 

tion; often connected with gintak: utch gintak am nu ge'nt I should 
like to go; utch git gi! let go! quit! u'tch hu'nksh ga/mpelitki (supply 
gi)! let him go home! (2) never mind! don't care if! an exclamation of 
people worrying about something; gakdn a na/t! ti/tch na/lsh hush- 
tcho'ktgl! let us set out, whether they kill us or not! 17, 9.; u/ts gint (for 
gintak) shll'tki nush! never mind, they may shoot me! 22, 10. Of. ka- 
yudsh, muni (1), tamudsh.

li t c h a, u'dsha, d. u-utcha to cut apart, to sever, to split.
utch4-ika to seize, pull by the handle or long-shaped end: wawa-ush u to 

ring a table-bell; said of fishing implements. Of udshaksh, utchin, vukd
u t c h 4 y a, vutchaya, wuds6ya, ntchaya, d. u-utchaya, vu'dsaya, ntchan- 

tchdya, and utcha-utchaya (1) to chop, cut apart; to crack, split, as wood, 
logs, sticks: anku slak6tkishtka u. to split wood with the ax; utchayatko 
anku slab, board. The first d. form means to split in a few places; the 
second, in many. Cf. nadsha/shak, udshidshi. (2) to bruise, hurt, injure; 
to inflict bodily injury, 59, 11. 61, 16. 17. Der. litcha. Cf. shutka, 
vud'hita (2).

u t c h i n , d. utchi-utchan to fish with any sort of net. Cf. utcha-ika.
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This sound occurs only before the vowel u, and vu constantly alternates 

with u and u-u, wo, wu, sometimes also with hu, o, d, w, but not with b. 

The v occurring in English and foreign terms is rendered in Klamath by b. 

Words most frequently pronounced with initial vu- are given under this 
heading; others, not found here, to be looked for under U, W For pre 

fixes and distributive forms, see Introductory words to letter U. 

v u a k 1 a k , d. vuvaklak ; same as w&kalak, q. v. 

v u a 1 % a , wal^a, d. of vul^a, q. v. 

vuamiam, d. vuavuamiam, species of weed of the Composite^ family pro
ducing a white woolly fruit. Of. walhualam. 

vud'hlta, ut'hita, udfta, d. vud'hiud'hita, udi-udata (1) to make burst, to

cut holes, as into a filled bag or flour-sack. Cf kitita (2), vud'hitakue'ln..
(2) to beat, whip, inflicting permanent injuries. Der. tita, 

v u d ' h i t a k u 6 1 a , v. trans., to push down, to roll over and down ; said when
the rolling is attended with injuries or breakage: v. ktayat Shashap-

amtchash he rolled Old Grizzly over the rocks, 131, 11. Lit. "to make
burst by rolling down". Cf. tilankuela. 

vuduka, d. vu-uduka to strike, beat, as with a club, or other long article,
69, 1.: nu a vudukuapka ke'ksh papkashtka I am going to strike him with

a club. Different from vut6ka, q. v. 
vudshlo'shka, d. vu-udshlo'shka (1) to brush off; to sweep off with a

broom. (2) to rub, scrub with a brush. 

vudshlosh%n6tkish broom. Cf. ndshashlina 

vudsh<5ka, utch6%a, d. vu-udsh6%a (1) to scrub, clean by scrubbing; to

sweep. (2) to wash, clean; shaplash v. to clean dishes; vudshu'^i him
shulo't'sh mi! clean your dress! Cf. tddsha, temadsha. 

vudshokal^a, d. vu-udshok41%a to wash out, clean off, scour; said of

stains, dots, blood, 40, 16.
vudshokn6tkish, pi. tiimi v. scrubbing brush. 

v u d s h ii's h k a , d. vu-udshu'shka to clean off" from; to sweep with a broom.
Der. vudsh6ka. Cf. vudshlo'shka. 

v u ' h 1 i'l s h , d. vu'hli'ulalsh skin, hide of elk or antelope. Cf. mba-ush.
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vuhupiega, vu-upie'ga, d. vuhuhapiega, vu-uapiega to carry, drive before
oneself; to stir up; said of whirlwinds, wind-gusts: sale"wish v. nkillilksh
the wind is carrying dust Cf. piena. 

v u i g salmon, which has become discolored by old age. 
vui/ankish, wi%anksh green grass, standing or just mowed. Cf. kshu'n. 
v u i % i n , viii%e, d. vu-ufyin to surpass in strength, to conquer, defeat: hu la'p

lalakiash v. he defeated two officers, 56, 4.; pen vui%e again they ivere victo 
rious, 54, 11. Mod. Cf. kshui^i, lui%i, winf/i (1). 

v u i n i % i; same as winfyi, q. v. 
vuiple'-ush, wipl^wesli, u-ip8liwash, species of forest-bird, small and of

gray color; incantation, 171; 70. Der. viiya (2), -peli. 
v li i s h, d. vu-uish, the position of the four sticks in the shulshesh-game,

by which the two thicker ones lie on one side under the pa'hla, the two
slender ones (s%utash) on the other, 79, 4. and Note. 

vi'iy a, d vniviiya (1) to shake oneself, to shake onds body, 190; 9. (2) to
shake the wings; to flutter, fly, 169; 51. 

v u y a - a g a, vu'yak (1) species of small sucker-fish. Cf. ye'n, yunai. (2)
Vuya-ak, Wiiyak, nom. pr. fern., "Sucker-Eater". Cf. Note to C4, 1, p. 67. 

vuyalapsh, 112, 19.; same as wayalapsh, q. v. 
vuyamna, d. vuiviamna, v. intr. (1) to shake or contort oneself, to swing

the body about, 190; 10. (2) to blow around, to whirl about in the sky;
said of the storm-blast, 168; 42.: p'laina nu v I am bloiving up in the skies,

173; 6. Der. vuya.
v u y u k i a k s, d. vuyu'yakiaks arm-pit. Cf. ka/katilsh. 
vuyumkddsha, d. vuyuyamkddsha, v. intr., to ivliirl about, as dry leaves

in the wind. Der. vuy4mna.
vuka, uka, w%a fishing-rod, made of a,pole or reed. Cf. shud-ush. 
v u k e t a, d. vuke-ukta to strike glowing wood to elicit fire, 
vukdtchta, d. vuke-ukdtchta to strike flint to elicit sparks, 
v u k i s li (1) fishing-place: wu'ks/en (for vuklsh^e'ni) g^nuapkug intending

to go to the fishing-place, 131, 10. (2) Vu'ksh/eni, nom. pr. of a locality
on the Williamson River below the Sprague River junction; said to be
named after little suckers. Cf. vuya-aga, vuka. 

V u k s a 1 k s h i, Wuksalks; see Wo'ksalkshi.
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V u k s h i, nom. pr. of a camping-place on the Upper Sprague River The
name is interpreted by "Old Fireplace". Der. vukish, -i. 

v u k u t a, d. vu-ukiita to scrape: watitka vukiitank scraping with knives, and

thereby reducing to powder, 150, 8- Of. vulina. 

vula, wu'la, vula, d. vii-ula (1) to inquire, ask a question, 40, 18. 64, 8.

101, 13. 14. 105, 3. 14. 121, 13.; pan shash v. then he asked them, 105, 7.;
vulanuapka nu nanukii'nash I will inquire of everybody. Cf. vulankia.

(2) to ask for, require, 39, 9.; to beg, 119, 3.; pi ansh vulampka patki giug

he requested me to eat. In 127, 3. it stands incorrectly for vul%a, q. v. 

vulal, ulal, d. ula-ulal cottonwood-tree: Populus angustifolia: v.=tchuydsh

hat or head-cover made of cottomuood- or aspen-bark, with circular and wide
O

brim, high, with paint put on in spots; vulalat under the cottonwood-tree, 

183; ty Cf. pu'kalsh.

Vulalkshi, Ulalksi, nom. pr. of (1) Cottonwood Creek, a little brook 

emptying into Lower Klamath Lake from the southeast, in Modoc 
County, California. Here the Peace Commissioners met at John Fair- 
child's farm-house, during the Modoc campaign, on February 20, 1873: 

Vulalkshi gishi', 38, 6. 7. (2) Cottonwood, camping-site on Sprague River.
v u 1 a n, ulan, d. vula-ulan to watch for the fish at the ice-holes. Cf. ulawa.
vulankia^ d. vu-ulankia to inquire; to inform oneself, 141, 1. Der. vula.

vdlantana, d. vu-iilantana to ask or inquire of repeatedly or continually, 

78, 3. Der. vula.

vuldli, vu'le'li, d. vu-uleli to descend into, to run down into, 120, 14. 16.
v u 1 i, vu'li, d. vu-iili to fall down.. Cf. nu'lidsha, vuleli.

vulina, d. vu-ulina, vu'lina (1) to pare with the knife; to trim, to whittle, 

to peel off. Cf. ktche!61a. (2) to smooth off; to make smooth, even; to plane. 

Cf ilina, talaka (2), vukuta.
v u 11 n i, d. vu-ulini to scrub, scrape off: v. tchilak to scrape off fish scales
vulinish, pi. tiimi v., joiner, cabinet-maker; lit. u one who is smoothing, 

planing." Der. vulina (2).

vul# a, vu'lka, d. vual%a, wal#a (1) to reply to a question; to answer, 37, 1. 
121, 6. 8. 10. Cf. kddsba (3), shawtitya. (2) to borrow: vulkashti (for 
vul^apkashti) watch on a borrowed horse, 189; 4., cf. 6. (3) to loan, to 

lend. Quot. under tidsheVa. Der. vula.
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vulodsha, ul6dsha, d. vulol<5dsha to chop, cut, split; said of many long- 
objects, as blocks of wood, rails etc. 35, 12.: anku pitiik vul6dshan gi, 
Mod., he is splitting wood for himself. Of. udshidshi, ukata.

vultchikish, d. vu-ultchikish (1) adj., narroiv-headed, long-headed; doli 
chocephalic, (2) Vu/ltchiksh, nom. pr. fern. Kl.

v u 1 u a n d s h a m, vu'Iuansham, vulvantcham, u./lvantch(am), d. vuvalu- 
andshani (1) cedar tree, with dark-colored bark, the blocks of which are 
used for fire-drills; probably some species of Juniperus: v. anku cedar 
wood. Cf. ke*tlash. (2) redwood: Sequoia sempervirens.

vumi, vu'mi, d. vu-urni (1) to bury in the ground; to cache, 147, 17.; to put, 
store underground, 134,13. 15. and Note. Cf. flkshla, p'nana. (2) subst., 
cache; locality where provisions are stored underground. (3) to bury a corpse 
or to dispose of its ashes after cremation, Mod., 39, 7. 85, 1. 17.: v&mi-u'lan 
after having interred, after burial, 85, 12= Cf. isha, tche'ke'li.

vumish, d. vii-umish, subst; same as vumi (2), 147, 17. Cf. ilktcha.
vun, wu'n, u-iin, d. vu-uan, vuwan elk, the largest species of American 

deer except the moose; chestnut-red, grayish in winter: Cervus cana- 
densis: wo'n laki elk-luck, 190; 16.; wo'n shu'dshna to chase, pursue an 
elk, 193; 14.; vtinam wfhle, Mod., elk fawn; vunam wileaga elk fawn 
of tender age. Incantation of five female elks, 174; 7.; wu'nam tu't 
eltfs teeth. These are of a rounded, flattened shape and of a brownish 
color; those of young animals rose-colored. Teeth of old animals are 
appended to garments, and often form the end of hair-braids; they 
are regarded as amulets, and also serve as a currency, fifty purchas 
ing a pony. Teeth of young elks are not seen among the Maklaks. 
Cf. mba-ush, tawalsh, vu'hlflsh.

vu'na, vu'n'ha, d. wii'na, vii-una to finish up, achieve, to have something 
done, 105, 2.: i unk vii'n-a you have finished, you have come to an end 
with it; vu'na an g^-u steginsh le'dshish I have finished knitting my stock 
ing; i hu'nk vu'nhuapka you will achieve it, 139, 2. Cf. shut61a.

v u n a i, wu/na-i, pi. tumi v., species of freshwater fish, resembling a sucker. 
Cf. te"pa, udshaksh, vuya-aga.

vunak, vunaga, unak, d. vu-unaga, vuna-unak son, male offspring; used 
alternatively with we'ash: k<3-u v. my son; Tsaskayalam v. Weaslefs son,
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108, 2., cf 3. 109, 10.-16.; ml u'nak your son, 141, 8.; unakam'na Aish- 

ishash shtilta he informed his son Aishish of it, 94, 8., cf. 95, 8.; vunakd 
m'na his son, 94,10.; vuna-unaga is contr. into waniinga, 112, 1. Cf. pe"-ip.

viinakaga, u'nakak, d. vu-unakaga little son, a term with double dim. 

ending, 96, 11. 107, 16. 108, 1. 109, 13.-16. 110, 3. 5. 15. Dim. viinak.

vu n aids ha to start on an elk hunt, to hunt elks. Der. viin. Cf. gankanka.

vundkish, d. vune-uue'kish voracious, ravenous; very hungry. Der. un^ga.
v li n e p, viinap, wu'nip, u'nep, d. vu-unep four, 33, 6. 44, 8.: vunipa she'k- 

tat%atko one-fourth part; te-unepanta v. pe-ula fourteen. Cf. pakalaksh.
vunepni, wunepni, unepni, abbr. vunfpi, d. vu-ime'pm (1) adv. num., 

four times: v. taiinep forty, 37, 22.; v. t^-unepanta te"-unep four hundred, 

cf. 33, 6. 37, 20.; v. wafta giiilan Thursday; linipni waitash during four 

days, 75, 14.; vuni'pnl taiinepni yards forty yards away (from the camp), 

40, 13. (2) adj. num., four: wene'pi weVanuish four wives, 101, 4. Quot. 
under ke, No. 1, (2).

vunsh, wu'nsh, wo'ns, d. vuwansh, wii-ons (1) dugout canoe; these In 
dians possess no other boats but pine-logs hollowed out, round below, 
and about 20 feet long, 122, 21. 23. 148, 1.: wo'ns i'lktsat they will sub 

merge their dugouts, 74, 15.; vunshtat ilapka to load into a canoe; vu'nsat 
tamadsa to fasten on the bow of a canoe, 149, 22., cf. 150, 5.; vu'nshatka 
ge*pka to arrive, approach in a canoe or canoes, 28, 2. Cf. s%dna. (2) 
boat, sailboat, scow or any other water vehicle manufactured by whites: 
vu'nshatka ska/na to row out in a boat, 78, 7. Cf. shneklotchn6tkish.

vunshaga, wunshak, d. vu-anshak little dugout, canoe, boat. Dim. vunsh.
vunsh4kaptchi, d. vu-anshakaptchi, adj., long and hollow-shaped; lit. 

"small-canoe-like". Der. vunshaga.
v li s h a, viissa, wu'sa, d. vii-usha (1) to fear, to be in terror of; to be terrified 

or scared at, 70, 2. 7.147, 13.: at vusha E-ukskfshash now they were afraid 
of the Lake men, 28, 12.; vu'ssa shii'ldshash the troops took fright, 30, 9. 
31, 3.; vu'shuk from fright, 88, 10.; vu/shuk Shashapamtchash. ni'nalsh 
pin6dshuapksht fearing that Old Grizzly might overtake them, 122, 5. Cf. 
shinamshta. (2) to be a coward, poltroon; to run away through fright.

Vushfnkam Tinuash, nom. pr. of a locality on Klamath Marsh; lit. 
"where a snake was found drowned", 74, 15. From wishink, tinuash.
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viishish, wo'sis, d. vii-ushish (1) terrified, scared at, 19, 3.; frightened, 
afraid of. (2) coward. Der. viisha.

vushrnush, ii'shmusli, pi. tiimi v., the ]\Iod. pronunciation of miishmush.
v u s h 6, wnshu, u'slrii, pi. tiiini v., chest, breast, bosom, 42, 10.: shlin li'shutal 

he shot him in the breast, 110, 17. Cf edshash, kidshash, pani.
viita, more frequently wu'ta, wuta, d. vu-uta, wuwata (1) to strike, beat 

with a long-shaped article, as with a club, ax Cf. shu-uta, vuya, 
vutodsha, vutoka. (2) to keep off, to hold at a distance: ke-utchishash 
wuwatuapkasht in order to keep off the gray ivolvcs, 88, 2. (3) to eat up, 
consume; to eat, make a repast, have a meal: nanuk wu'ta he ate up every 
thing, 113, 8.; to make use of, 137, 3. Cf. lolomak.

vutatchkia, 120, 10.; see utatchkia.
v u 1 6 k a, d. vute-utega to chop fine: tchuleks v. to chop meat. Cf. vukiita.
vutikapka to put out, protrude the tonfftie: vutikapkia nii'sh hut he draws 

the tongue at me.
vut%a, wutka, d. vii-ut%a to fall down upon something. Cf. hinua
vu't^i, d. vii-ut/i to fall down on the ground: hishiuiksh kat gu'ka wu't^i 

hu'k k6shtat the man who climbed that pine-tree fell down from it. Cf. vu'li.
vut6dsha, d. vu-ut6dsha (I) to remove, cast off; said of long-shaped or 

anim. objects. (2) to repudiate, reject. (3) to remove from office, depose 
from position, 61, 9. Der viita (1). Cf. shne'ke'lui.

vut6dshna, vutu'dshna, d. vu-utiidshna (I) to throiv, hurl sticks, strings 
or other long-shaped objects, 80, 9. (2) to throw away, reject; to repudi 
ate, 59, 21. 78, 2. Cf kedsha, nut6dshna, she'katcha.

v u 16 y a, ut6ya, d. vuto-ut6ya to dig, excavate, make a hole in the ground 
with a tool, spade: nad unak utotoyetampka we have commenced to dig 
early in the morning. Cf. ibutiiya, put6ya, sputiiya, shut6ya.

vutoy6tkish, utoyu'tksh, d. vutotoy6tkish (1) hoe, spade. (2) pick, 
pickax or other sharp digging tool. Cf. meyotkish.

vut6ka, vut6%a, d. vu-uto%a, v. trans. (1) to swing around; to swing in the 
air. (2) to catch with the lasso. Different from vudt'ika, q. v. Der. viita (1).

vut6kakua, d. vu-ut6kakua (1) to move like a clock-pendulum, to swing 
to and fro on a support. (2) subst, clock-pendulum. Cf. nut6kakua.

vut6kanka, d. vu-utokanka, v. trans., to siving by one's arm or hand; said 
of long-shaped objects. Der. vut6ka.
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vutoknotkish, d. vu-utoknotkish lasso; used in capturing antelopes, 
wild horses etc. Der. vutoka.

v u 161 % a, wutul^a, d. vu-utu'l^a to throw down, to throw on the ground, said 
of a long or anim. object, 55, 5.: maklaks shnukan v. the Indians seized 
and threw him down, 42, 11.; skupmank v. to conquer by physical force.

vutual%a, wutuwal^a, d. vu-utuwal%a to throw, cast up in the air: gd-u 
tchuyesh nu v. / throw up my hat; wutu'wal^a shueko'shtka tchimma-asli 
they throw up the game-string with their poles, SO, 9.

v u t u - i p e 1 e, d. vu-utu-ipele to throw back, to return to somebody by 
throwing, 80, 11. Der. viita (1).

vutuk6tkish, udok6tkish, vutku'tksh, udokotcb, d. vu-utok6tkish whip- 
stick; a heavy, conical rounded stick of hard wood, in the end of which 
the nawalash or whip-reed is inserted. Der. vut6ka (1). Of. legakish.

vutche'wa, d. vutche-utche'wa to jump out of the water; to make a somer 
sault out of the water, as fish. Der. tcheVa. Of. utchin.

vu-ua, d. vuwiia; same as w6a, q. v.

w.
The sound w is used here only before vowels; it never has a labial 

sound approaching1 the German w or the English w in wear, wine. Terms 
in which initial w occurs before -u are written vu. Initial wa- in some 
instances stands for the prefix u-, as in wapalash, wawikanka. Verbs with 
initial wawa-, chiefly used in their d. forms, have been inserted under their 
absolute form in wa-.
w a, u-a (d. wawa), pi. tuini wa, v. intr., used of a plurality of subjects 

only: (1) to dwell, stay, remain in or within. Of. wa'sh. (2) to live, to 
exist, to be in a certain place, spot, land or other locality: kat gek wa those 
which live (there), 129, 7.; kinkani tut w&few of them exist there, 134, 16.; 
tanni gushu mi ktchinkshtat wal how many hogs are in your pen? Cf. 
ktayalish. (3) to move about, to fly, flutter, swarm or swim around; said of 
animals, the medium in which they exist being usually added: pagashtat 
1m mulk wa, Mod., worms live in moist ground; nanuktua kia/m ambutat 
wa all kinds of fish existing in the water, 94, 4. Cf. nadsha/shak, tchia. 

w a d s h a k u i s h a m, d. wa-udshaknisham, species of coarse grass, grow 
ing to the length of about twelve inches. Cf. wate'skuam. 

30
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wads hug-a, d. wawadshuga to remain, stay continually at or within; said
of many subjects. Of. tchi'dsha.

w a g g a y a , wakaya, d. wawaggaya; see tchaggaya. 
waggidsha, d. wa-uggidsha (I) to turn, revolve about, to make a complete

-revolution or turn; to turn oneself around. (2) to return, to come back (in a
circle, as it were): at ke-u steinash wakidsha now my vitality (lit. "heart")

has returned, 175; 17. Der. aggddsha. 
w a' h 1 a s h, wah'lka etc.; see walash, wal^a, etc. 
wa'hlklsh, walkish^oZe, stick; pole as used in games, 80, 11. Of. shue-

kush, walash.

w a' h 1 % a, 114, 5.; same as wal%a, q. v. 
w a' h 11 a, d. wawa'hlta to watch, to be on the lookout- in the capacity of a

scout; to be watchful against thieves, enemies etc. 
waiha, d. wawaiha Mod., wawiha Kl. (1) to wait upon, serve. (2) subst.,

negro. (3) to tvaitfor, to expect: kiiilatat wawal^a wawaiha they sit on the
ground and wait, 85, 2. and Note, 

w a - i s h, d. waw4-ish, second d. wawawish what produces offspring, fruits,

crops: kaila kaitua wawa-ish unproductive land; M6atok pi'la tu'm wawa 
wish gi tchipsham only the Modoc country is very productive in tchipash-
grass, 14J ! , 11. Of. waishi, weash. 

waishi, d. wawi'shi to generate, procreate; to cohabit with. Der. wa-ish.
Cf. shiiciwedsh, w^ash. 

wait a, waita, d. wawita, wawita (1) to pass a day: tina w., lapni w. to

pass one, two days; tsiii nat w. we passed one day or the day, 21, 12.;
cf. tumgni, tundpni (1). (2) to wait one day; to lay over for a day and
night, 29, 9. 75, 2. (3) adv., during a tvhole day, all day, 110, 18 : w.
shcllual they fought all day, 37, 21.; ndani w. for three days, 42, 18. 43, 1.;
na'sh waitak (for waita ak) on a single day, 56, 7. and Note. Cf. ndaui,
pa/dshit, sunde giiila, tumeni. 

w ait an , waitan, d. wawitan, adv., all day long, the whole day: w. shlo'ktsna

6ksua nu / spit and coughed all day long; liitkeshtkan w. shueVa / have

angled the whole day long. Partic. of waita; abbr. into waita, see waita (3).
Cf. pashiiita. 

wait ash, waitash, d. wawaitash (1) one day ivith night ensuing: tankgni
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w. after so and so many days, 73, 7.; cf. 66, 2. 88, 4., mbushant. (2) day: 
ge*n w. to-day; unlpni w. during four days, 75, 14.; nayant waitashtat on 
another day, some day, 66, 10. Der. waita.

Waita'nknl, We'tankni, or W. maklaks, nom. pr., Warm Spring Indian 
of Des Chutes Valley, Oregon, belonging to the Sahaptin family; also 
called Yamakni and L6kuashtkni, q. v., 78, 10.; Waitangi'sham temdska 
wats they stole horses from the Warm Spring Indians, 18, 2.

w a i 1 6 1 a, d. wawit61a (1) to have passed a whole day, or a day and the night 
following it: wait61an at one day's end; lapeni waito'lari two days after, 
Mod., 54, 18.; ndani wait61ank three days after, 66, 8., cf. 66, 2.; nda'ni 
tchek wait6lank finally after the lapse of three days, 66, 6, cf. 8.; tu'nepni 
waitolat during five days, 70, 1. and Note; tutendpni wait61an after five 
days have elapsed in every instance, 85, 1.; Mod.; cf. 88, 4.; tanknt waito'- 
lan a few days after this, 43, 4. (2) adv., w. or wait61ank, wait61an yes 
terday ; sometimes used instead of the more frequent una. Der. waita.

w a i w a s h, weiwash, poss. wayo'sham, d. wawiwash, waweiwash snow- 
goose, a long-necked white goose: Anser hyperboreus, 180; 13. 185; 40. 
189; 3. Often observed flying before the advent of storms (witchtaks), 
and hence believed to have the power of producing them; incantation 
170; 69.: way o'sham stu't%antk having the voice of the snow-goose, 183; 19.; 
equivalent to: "having a lovely, harmonious voice." Onomatop.

wayalapsh, wiyalaps, vuyalaps, d. wawialapsh (1) icicle, 112, 19. (2) 
floating cake of ice, ice-chunk, 179; 4. Der. wayalpa.

way alp a, d. wawialpa, v. intr., to form icicles, 111, 20.; to form pieces or 
chunks of ice, to turn into ice. Cf. we'sh.

wayo'sham, 183; 19.; see waiwash.
wak, wak how, in which manner; particle used either interrogatively, rela 

tively or demonstratively: (1) interrogatively, how? wak ak psd-utiwash 
tchi-uapk lu/ldam? how would the people be able to live through the winter? 
105, 8.; tu'sh ak nen hii'k wak ka'la? where are they and what are they 
doing? 110, 19.; wakai? (for wak ka-i?) why not? 105, 10. Connected 
with the verbs g! to exist, to be, and gi to act, to do, wak often, but not 
always, assumes the meaning of why? for what reason? thus correspond 
ing to tua, q. v.; wak gi? wakgi? wak gisht? how? in which manner? lit.
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"liow doing?" 65, 5.; wakgi pii'clshit hiishlta 1? how do you do to-day? 
wak gitko, wak gitk for what cause? lit. "having acted how?" 183; 15. 
184; 27.; wakgiug? why? lit. "for doing what?" 184; 26.; wak la giuga, 
waklakiiika, wak a giuga of course, undoubtedly, certainly; wak i' un giug' 
ktii'pka? why do you slap (the child)? 96, 4.; wak i gdn gitk? what are 
you doing here? lit "how are you acting here?" 101, 14.; wak lish? (for 
wak lish gi?) Mod. ivliat is the matter? why then? lit. "how is it then?" 
40, 14.; wak ma (supply: i hdmkanka)? ivhat do you say? used when a 
question has not been well understood; wak tala, waktala, abbr. wak ta 
wluj then? lit. "how then, how after all?" 65, 5. 110, 18. 158; 55.; w&k ta 
giug? for what reason then? 110, 10. Combined with tua? in: tua i wak 
gi-uapkug te'bl sanaholi? for what purpose do you require the table? (2) 
relatively and demonstratively: how, in which manner; so, in such a 
manner: kd-i tchin wak o'skank I do not mind it in any manner, 65, 1.; 
wak ish shiita! do something for me! help me! lit. "work for me in such 
a way!" Ill, 14.; pakish wak ku'tsag! how good is the gudgeon to eat! 
178; 1.; wak nen se'mtsalka for the manner oy which she found out, 65, 2. 
Of. Idwak, mat, wakaitch, wakaptchi.

wakai, wak hai (1) interr., emphatic form of wak, embodying actuality: 
how? hotu then? wak hai tchf m's nu shutd-uapk? in ivhich manner must 
I then protect you? Ill, 15. Of. hai, wakaitch, wak hai la gen. (2) 
wakai (for wak k4-i) liow not, why not, 105, 10.

«

wakaitch, wak haitch, emphatic form of wak: (1) interr., how then? 
w. giug? why? to what end? ivhy after all? 105, 7. 141, 11.; wak haitch 
at nush gt'-uapk a? what are ye going to do with me? lit. "how are ye 
going* to act upon me?" 95, 18.; wak haitch lulk hishuaksh shdshatk? 
ivhat is that man's name? (2) rel. and dem., in which manner. Cf. haitch, 
humasht, wakai (1).

W a k a k s h i, Wakaksh, abbr. Waka nom. pr. (1) of a mountain on Upper 
Klamath Lake. (2) a locality on the western shore of Upper Klamath 
Lake, where an ancient mortuary sweat-lodge of the tribe is standing: 
W. spuklishtat at the sweat-lodge at Waka, 142, 6. Named after the tud- 
kish- or wakish-crane, cf. tuakish. Cf. spu/klish (2).

wakaktoksh in the same manner as; just as: w. liu nanuk tchia to live just 
like all others (all American citizens), 39, 9.; wAkaktak equall'j as, 139, 3.
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w a k a 1 a k , wakala%, vuaklak, d. wa-uk41ak (1) inclosure, corral limited by 
a fence or stone-wall: kitchkani w., abbr. kftchk' w., a corral of small ex 

tent; waklakam or wakalakat kaishtish gate of inclosure; wall-gate. Quot 

under gin4tant, kpuli. (2) fence or stone-wall of inclosure.

wak&luish, d. wawakaluish (1) leg below knee, lower leg. Of. tchulash. 

(2) shin-bone, bone of lower leg. (3) withers; lower end of mane: kidshash 
w., Mod., dorsal fin. Cf. awalesh, elhuish, tchu'ksh.

wakal w ak alsh , pi. tumi w., Adam's apple: thyroid cartilage. Of. Mi- 
kali, laggalagash, s^utkanu'tkish (2), wakwakli.

wakaptchi,- wakaptch, w4ktchi, d. wawakaptchi, wawaktchi, adj., how 

formed, hoiv shaped or conditioned: wakaptch nen ne'pka how appears, looks, 

192; 4.; waktch a telak, for: w4kaptcha a telak what or such a kind of a 

waistcoat, 186; 50.; waktchi huk pa'tch gltk! what a curious foot he had! 

24, 18. From wak, -ptchi.
w4kash, waksas; same as tuakish, q. v. Of. wakashak.
wakash (1) bone-awl, 105, 6. 120, 21. Of. kako (1), sakta. (2) mother- 

of-pearl; the incrustation forming the inside of the Haliotis shell of the 
Pacific Coast (Span, avlone); cut into oval pieces and worn as ornament 
around the neck, on garments etc.: w. snawakish mother-of-pearl (or bone) 
necklace. Of. ktchak, laktash, wakwakli.

wdkashak young tudkish-crane. Incantation, 170; 64. Dim. tuakish.
wa/kashla; see w6kashla.
w a k a t c h 61 k i s h , d. wa-ukatch6tkish rake.
wakena, wakna, d. waw4kna to experience the natural alteration of the 

voice, as boys do after their fifteenth year; to alter, change ends voice. 
Cf. kua'nkuana, shu4kia, shuaktcha.

W4kenamtch, nom. pr. of a Modoc man, called after his changeable 
voice. Der. wakena, 4mtch.

w4kgi 1 d. wawdkgi ? interr. adv., how? in which mannerf see w4k (1).
wak hai la gen! the Kl. form of ok4-ilagen! q. v.
wakianhua, wakianua, wakdanhua perhaps, may be; by chance, 60, 12. 

129, 3. 5. 144, 7.; w. spulhi-uapka mish perhaps I may lock you up, 59, 1. 
Der. wak, y4nhua.

w 4 k i n s h red paint for face and body; prepared from a resin flowing from 
the p4n or p4nam-tree, 150, 6.-9. Cf. wa!4kish.
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w a k i s h, wakish, d. wa-ukish inside ladder ; ladder leading from the roof 
of the winter-lodge into its interior, 111, 20. 112, 4. 175; 14. 180; 22. 
Of. ga-ululkish, gukeno'tkish, luldamalaksh, shashtanul61ash, tant.

waklakaga, wdklakak small inclosure or corral. Dim. wakalak.
waklkish table-} four-legged table. Vulgarism for pak'lgish, q. v.
w4km a, wak ma, Mod. for w4k mat Kl. Of. mat, wak (1).
wa'ko, or wa'kuam, d. wawa'ko, wawakuam hemlock pine; a species of 

pine-trees with a grayish bark, growing, e. g., around Klamath Marsh. 
Seems to^be the Douglas pine, Abies Douglasii. Of. Wak=Talikshi.

wakogsh, wa^oks, d. waw&koksh any round-shaped receptacle, as: (1) 
sack, lag, pouch, purse: talalam w. money-purse. (2) sack holding about one 
hundred pounds of provisions, grain, seeds etc.; when filled with w6kash- 
seed, it is sold for about two dollars, 74, 10.; shapelearn w. sack of flour, 
Mod. Of pala-ash, willishik. (3) bottle, Kl.; cask, barrel, Mod.: lamam-w. 
whisky-bottle, or any kind of glass-bottle. Of. heye'na, lamkosh. (4) sheath 
or case for instruments, spectacles etc.: shlayaksam w. powder-horn. (5) 
shell of mollusks: kle'dshuam w. clam-shell.

w a k s h a, d. wawaksha to gallop. Cf. shluihuya, shna'-uldsha.
wakshna, d. wawakshna (1) to put moccasins (or shoes) on: wawa- 

kshnatko having moccasins on both feet, 131, 7. (2) subst., moccasin; 
mostly manufactured of buckskin, 131, 9. 12 (3) subst, shoe of Ameri 
can manufacture. Cf. staldgatko, stikshui.

Wak = Talikshi, nom. pr. of a camping place near Klamath Marsh; lit. 
"Pine-on-Eiver". Der. wa/ko, taliga. Cf. Ka/k=Taliksh.

wakta/lash, a tree furnishing a kind of wood used for making shafts; 
often spotted, 180; J9. Cf. ktelo.

waktchi, 24, 18.; wdktch, 186; 50.; same as wakaptchi, q. v.
wak wak a, d. wawakwaka to turn into steam, to become steam: kelpkug 

ambu w. by heat water becomes steam. Cf. tuaka.
wakwakinsh, d. wawakwakinsh red-headed woodpecker or log-cock, body 

black; incantations: 170; 65., 174; 13. Cf. kiliwash, skaukush.
wakwakli, d. wawakwakli high-pointed, conical: w. or abbr. wakwak 

nu'sh a high-pointed head. Cf. hapa.
w 41 a, d wa-ula (1) to sweat, perspire, as after bodily exertion, after danc-
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ing or through the heat of fire. Cf. shualka No. 2. (2) to dance at 
"doctor-dances", 70, 1. 7. 75, 19. Cf. spu'kli.

walakglsh watching'-place; spot where hunters are on the lookout for 
game, cf. 74, 18. Dei*. wal%a.

walakish, d. wa-ulakish (1) resin; liquid resin, turpentine. Cf. lalago. (2) 
pitch, resinous or glutinous substance used in adjusting or fastening the sev 
eral parts of arrows together. Cf. lak'laka, nte'ktish, shulhfpeli.

walaktcha d. wa-ulaktcha to go out hunting. Der. wal/a. Cf walakgish.
Walamkshfni, adj., belonging or referring to Rogue River Butte and its 

surroundings: W. walish Rogue River Valley's rocky sites. Cf. Walamsh.
walamna, d. wawiilamna, chiefly used in the d. form; see tchalamna.
Walamsh, or W. Yama (1) nom pr. of Rogue River Butte, a mountain 

at the head of Rogue River Valley, almost due west of Fort Klamath: 
Walamsi at or to the headwaters of Rogue River, 16, 3. (2) Walamsh, 
nom. pr. of the Rogue River among the Modocs. Der. wal- in walish.

Walamskni, pi. tumi W. (1) adj., belonging to, coming from Rogue River 
Valley, in Southwestern Oregon. (2) W., or W. maklaks, nom. pr., Rogue 
River Indian. These Indians belong, like the Umpqua, to the Tinne' 
family of aborigines; they formerly inhabited the largest part of the 
country drained by the Rogue River and its tributaries (Illinois River, 
Applegate Creek etc.), and also held the coast of the Pacific Ocean be 
tween 41° 30' and 43° of latitude. They are sometimes called Tototen 
or Tutatami after one of their tribes, which was settled at the mouth of 
the Rogue River. When they had been subjugated during the long and 
bloody Oregon war, the majority of this race and of their allies in war, 
the Shasti Indians, were removed to the coast reservations, though many 
still remain in their old haunts and fishing places. Dr. Hubbard, in an 
article written in February 1856, before their removal and the cession of 
their lands by treaty to the Government of the United States, fixed the 
number of Rogue River tribes, each under a chief, at thirteen, and the 
number of Indians at 1,205. Two episodes of their local quarrels with 
the fi-ukshikm are sketched in our Texts, pp. 16-18. A Rogue River 
chief is mentioned, 16, 6. sqq. Der. Walamsh. Cf. Ampkokni, S61- 
tchokni, Tchakii'nkni.
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Walamswash, orW. maklaks, Mod. for Walamskni (2) Kl.: Walams- 
washam kaila Rogue River Valley. Der. Walamsh, wa.

walash, wa"hlas, d. wa'-ulash (1) stick, pole, support, post, lodge-pillar, 
lodge-pole, scalp-pole; tree stem in 170; 65. (2) a bush or tree not specified, 
having a stem of 1 to 2 inches diameter, from which poles are cut by the 
natives; incantation, 170; 66. Of. te'wa, suffix -wala.

walash, d. wa-ulash, whitish glutinous substance of the eye.
w a 1 d s h a , waltcha, d. wawaldsha to cover, cover up; to lay upon, put on top 

of, to superimpose, 148,17.: sku'tash aw. they spread a blanket over, 82, 3.; 
kaila waltchatko covered with earth, 82, 2. Cf shawaltcha, walshash.

walhh'ka, 43, 11.; see wal^a No. 2.
w a 1 h u a 1 a m , hualhualam, pi. tunri w., species of sage-brush; a plant with 

yellow flowers and woolly pods or fruit, of the family of Compositce ; eaten 
by cattle. Cf vuamiam.

w a 1 i g a, d. wawaliga, chiefly used in the distributive form; see tchaliga.
wali^ish, d. wawali^ish slanderer, tell-tale. Kl. for ii'lkish Mod.
w a 1 i s h , wall'sh, walidsh, d. wawalish, wa-ulidsh (1) cliff", edge of hill, rocky 

eminence, high boulder, detached rock-cliff, 179; 3.: Walamkshini w. the 
upper or rocky portion of Rogue River Valley; walidsat on cliffs, 146, 7. 
wali'sh 1-utila under the cliffs, 31,1. (2) shore beach or bank of river, lake, 

sea, when eithe'r rocky or studded with trees. Cf. kta-i, s#6washka, 
shuala, tgaliga and suffix -wala

w a 1 k i s h, walks, d. wawalkish hole in the ground scooped out for a lodge^ 
For stsa-usa=walks, 180; 23., cf. shtcha-ush.

wal%a to reply, 121, 10.; d. of viil%a, q. v.
wal%a, wa'hl%a, wa'hlka, wal'hha, d. wawal%a, wawa'hl%a (1) to watch, to 

look out for; to keep an eye on, to keep within sight, 43, 11 90, 11. 14.: m 
90, 10. 11. 14. it assumes the additional meaning of to stand up, arise; see 
Note. Cf. sha-ulanka, shualka No. 1. (2) to hide in ambush for watch 
ing. (3) to wait, expect, tarry: w. hukenuksht he waited until they would 
rush out, 113, 22. (4) to sit, to sit around, as in expectation, 34, 13. 14.: 
kailatat wawal^a they sit on the ground, 85, 2.; waw41%ank tchipash ne*- 
patka h!6pa sitting around they sop the tchipash-mush with their hands, 
149, 10. Speaking of one subject sitting, tchel^a.
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wal/atchaga, wal%atchka, a quadruped described as a black, large- 
sized marten with a long tail; probably the fisher, Mustela Pennantii. In 
cantations, 154; 15. 177; 7. 180; 1.

wal%atchkatko dressed in the skin of the wal%dtchaga-marten; poorly, 
miserably dressed, 189; 7.

"W alp i, nom. pr. of (1) a mountain near Modoc Point, east side of Upper 
Klamath Lake. (2) a locality at the source of Sprague River.

walshash, d. wawalshash what forms a cover; what envelopes, wraps in: 
nkdsham w. peritoneum. Der. waldsha. Of. skutash.

walta, hualta, d. wawalta, huahualta (1) to make noise, to rattle, 166; 17.: 
kaila n! w. I the earth am trembling, 176; 3.; papkash hualta lumber is ratt 
ling, when men walk on it, 155; 18. 1 78; 7. Of. kudshinksh. (2) to sound, 
resound, as a bell. Of. shnahualta. (3) to emit musical sounds or clangs.

waltakpSli, hualtakpeli, d. wawaltakpeli to talk over and over, to delib 
erate upon a subject; to debate, converse upon. From waltka, -peli.

waltka, hualtka, d. wawaltka, huahualtka (1) to make noise ~by talking 
loudly or promiscuously together; to speak promiscuously, to talk all at once. 
(2) to converse, discourse, debate; to have a talk, to hold council, to deliberate, 
34, 21.; 65, 14. 15.; to utter words, the words being mentioned, 65, 14.: 
tu'm w. to talk a great deal, 23, 3. Der. walta.

w a 11 k a s h , d. wawaltkash, Mod. for waltoks, Kl, q. v.
waltkish, d. waw&ltkish (1) speaker. (2) talker, babbler, prattler: ka-i 

w. shy, bashful person. Der. waltka.
waltk6tkish, d. wawaltk6tkish meeting place for councils, debates: w. 

latchash, Kl., communal lodge. Der. waltka.
waltoks, waltaks, hualtoksh, d. wawaltoks (1) discourse, speech; con 

versation, talk, 23/4. (2) language. Kl. for waltkash Mod. Der. waltka. 
Of. he'mkanksh, ndsh6ka.

walwile'ga, meaningless word often repeated while at play; taken from 
walwile'kash, q. v., 195; 3. and Note.

walwile'kash, d. wawalwile'kash day-butterfly; diurnal lepid-opterous in 
sect: walwile'gsam tiike feeler of the butterfly. Of. ke'pkap, wdkwak.

w a m e 1 h u i s h, wamluish, d. wawam'luish mane of horse, lion. Der. 
wanila. Cf. ksheluish, shuanshakluish.
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wamSnaksh, Mod. wamgnigsh, d. wawam&naks (1) black spotted snake, 
about four feet in length; a reptile found frequently on the sunny, 
rocky shores of Upper Klamath Lake at Nilakshi; a species of Pityophis, 
probably P. sayi bellona: Incantation 157; 47., cf. 180; 16. (2) generic 
Klamath term for all snakes, 145, 13. Der. wamla. Cf. lt<5ks, wishink.

wamla, pi. wawamla to form a file, row, series; said, e. g., of an alley of 
trees. Der. wa.

wa'n, wann, d. w&wan (1) red fox; becomes lighter-colored in winter and 
therefore is also called silver fox: Urocyon cinereo-argentatus, 180; 2 : 
wanam wdash the young silver fox. (2) red-fox skin, 71, 2.; cf. muluash. 
(3) sun-halo: shap'sam wanam shakatchalish silvery sun-halo. Cf. wanaka.

wan 4k a, pi. tiimi w. (1) young of red fox, silver fox; also called wanam 
we'ash in the incantation 156, '60. His epithets are: kenkatilatuash, 
kenkapshla'li, mbaubdwash, ndundotatuash. (2) Wanaka, Wanak, norn. 
pr. of the personified, mythic Young Silver Fox. He figures as the con 
stant companion of K'mukamtch, because he represents the silvery-white 
sun-halo, with its changing colors, K'mukamtch being the personified 
sun: one of the frequent mythologic examples of hunting scenes trans 
ferred to the skies. The fire of Young Silver Fox burns with a yellow 
<kaka'kli) flame. Mentioned in 99, 3. 5. 100, 21. and Note to 99, 3. 
Dim. wa'n, q. v. Cf. muluash.

wankwanka, d. wawankwanka to nod, to raise and drop the head, as 
observed on lizards, whose heads are often seen to describe a semicircu 
lar motion Cf. eikana (2), kuanka.

w a n u n g a, 112, 1., contr. from vuna-iinag-a, una-iinaga, d. form of unaga, 
unak; see viinak.

wapalash, d. wawapalash dead tree; tree still erect, but withered, rotten or 
dead, generally through removal of the bark: wapalatat on the tree stump, 
174; 13. Der. pala. Cf. himboks, st6pela, st6palhuish.

wapil'ma, d. wa-upil'ma (1) to tie or wind around, to wrap around; to 
bind. (2) to twist. (3) to wind up, as a rope. Cf. we'pla.

wapka, d. wawapka to sit together, to be seated together, 29, 13. 33, 5. 42, 1. 
43, 12.: at waw4pka we they are still sitting there. Speaking of one sub 
ject only, tchipka (2). Iterat. of wa, q. v.
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w a p t a s h, d. wawaptash water running through ponds and small lakes 

with visible motion. Cf. wapil'ma.
Wap tash.% e'ni, nom. pr. of a camping ground on Klamath Marsh; lit. 

"water moving perceptibly through ponds".

Warner Lake, nom pr. of a long narrow lake stretching from north to 
south, situated in Grant County, Southern Oregon, 29, 7. 9.; also called 
Christmas Lake. It lies northeast of Goose Lake, and has no perceptible 

outlet.. Warner Ridge extends along its western shores.

w a's h, wash, d. wawash prairie-wolf, called c6yote in the West (term of 
Aztec origin: coyotl "the burrower"), 88, 2. 105, 1. sqq. 127, 13. 128, 

4-10. 144, 9. 10.: Canis latrans. This wolf, which resembles the jackal 
of the eastern hemisphere, is supposed to harbor wicked spirits, 128. 4., 

and forms the subject of a large number of cosmogonic and other myths 
throughout Oregon and California; a lover is called a crazed wolf, 184; 

32. 33. 34.: washa^we'ka the coyote-child, young of the prairie wolf, 105, 
9.; wash t%u't%atkish the prairie wolf is a presager of woe, 133, 1. cf. 2.

wa'sh, wash, d. wawash (1) place of dwelling, living; residence: washi 
indoors, 158; 55.: Skelamtch wa'shl gulf Old Marten stepped into the lodge, 
111, 19.; wa'shin in the lodge room, 111, 20. Cf. tchi'sh No. 2 (2) 
animal's den or burrow, 127, 7; hole in the ground, cavity: pumam w4sh 
the beaver's den, 185; 42. (3) hole, hollow, excavation of any kind, 180; 22. 
Cf. washkn61a. (4) floor of winter-lodge or mudhouse, because excavated. 
Cf. slu'mdamd=wash. (5) winter-lodge, or any Indian' lodge entered at 
the top. (6) spot, locality or place in or upon the ground, where many 
objects of the same description are found. Often occurs in local names: 
Ktai=Washi, Kultam=Wash, Mbushaksham=Wash etc. Der. wa.

washkn61a, d. wawashkn61a to hollow out, as a dug-out canoe These 
Indians make canoes from pine-logs by hollowing them out with the ax

wa'shl a, wa'shala, d. wawa'shla (1) to make, dig, scratch a hole, den: wat- 
saga w. the dog scratches a hole. (2) subst, fence-mouse, chipmunk, ground- 
squirrel; a species of Tamias, generally brown with black stripes, differ 
ing from the smaller washla-aga, 110, 8. i). 12.; washlalam iwam chip 
munk's whortleberry. Der. wa'sh. Cf. m'shash, tchutchak.

washla-aga, washla'g small fence-mouse, chipmunk; little striped ground- 
squirrel; a species of Tamias, 179; 10. Dim. wa'shla. Cf. witchash.
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w a s h 1 a 1 a, d. wawashlala to hunt or shoot chipmunks, 107, 13.
washlalsha, washlaltcha, d. wawashlalsha to start to hunt chipmunks or 

fence-mice, 110, 8. Der. wa'shla (2).
wash61al%a to prance about, 1 84; 33.; stands for huhash61al%a, huhh'sh6- 

lal%a, d. of hush61al%a, q. v.
washpalaksh, wash=palaksh, species of fox, large and slim built: Vulpes 

velox; lit. "the emaciated prairie-wolf." Incantations, 154, 7. and Note; 
155, 22. Of. pahalka, pa'hlaksh, wa'sh.

wassuass, w^shwash, a species of tall aquatic grass, 180; 19. Of. watsaks.
w a t a k i a, d. wa-utakia, wa-u'htakia to disperse, to scare off, to scatter : 

g^pka tumi' maklaks wa-u'htakiug many men arrived in order to put them 
to flight, 88, 9. Der. tuka. Of. tpudsha, ulayue.

W d t a n k s, nom. pr of a mountain east of Link River.
watawa, d. wawatawa; chiefly used in the d. form, 121, 7. 8.; same as 

tchatawa, q. v. Of. shuatdwi.
wateskuam, d. wa-ute'skuam, species of stiff scirpus with cylindric stem.
wati, d. wawati (1) thorn, spine Lit. "sticking, growing on it". (2) 

knife Made; straight knife (not pocket-knife), 174; 7. 184; 29.: watitka 
vuki'ita to scrape with knives, 150, 8. Der. wa. Of. k6shapash, ktftchitcha, 
mbu'shaksh, te'kish, tulish (1).

watila, d. wawatila; chiefly used in the d. form; same as tchutila, q. v.
watiti, d. wawatiti (1) iron, steel in a crude or manufactured shape, as 

in the form of bars, springs, wire etc.: w. ktchinksh cage of metal; w. shu- 
shatish blacksmith; w. hii hashashuaki<5tkish gi this wire is a telegraph. 
(2) metal, Mod. Lit. "knife-substance". Der. wati (2). Of. tchikemen.

watksam, an alimentary plant growing in rocky ground, 149, 19.
watch, wats (d. wawatch), pi. tumi w. horse, 30, 1.-6. 39, 11. 15. 183; 

23. The horses owned by the Maklaks Indians descend from the endur 
ing race of Cayuse ponies, and are almost equal in size to the common 
horse. Laki w. male horse; ndsilo w. mare; w. lala-a mares foal, 75, 6.; 
k6-idshi w. a vicious steed, 184; 35.; nu a watchash pash sheVana I give 
the horse to eat; nu a watchash tchiya (pr t'shfa) I give the horse to drink; 
w&tcham weash colt, filly; watcham lalas%ish horseshoes; watchat tchlkla, 
184; 33.; watchat or watchatka husho'tchna to ride on horseback; sa se-
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satui watchat they bartered them for horses, 20, 19.; watsatka hush61al%a

to prance around on a horse, 183; 22., cf. 184; 33. Of. itnula, shi-itna,
ske'dshatko, sblaka, shlulkshaltko, shumalua (2), taktakli, t^4-ush. 

watchaga, watsag (d. wawatchaga, wa-utchaga), pi. tumi w. (1) dog:

laki w. male dog; ndsilo w. female dog, bitch; ndsiluag w. young female dog;
w. wawa dogs whine, 133, G. 144, 4 ; w. t%6t%a the dog is a presager of woe,
133, 7.; Hiu'menish wawakash gitko watsag fox-hound; cf. muni; watcha-

galam stina'sh, Mod., dog-kennel; watchagalam (abbr. watchagam) wdash!
you son of a bitch! an opprobrious epithet, 37, 6. 8. 185; 38 186; 53.;
watchagalam p^-ip! you old bitch! Incantations: 155; 24. 177; 4. Of.

shewala, shewokaga, shi'p. (2) Watsag, nom. pr. masc. Kl. 
w a t c b a k a, d. wa-utchaka to sharpen, to cut or grind to a sharp point.

Der. tchak- in tchaktchakli. Cf. shnatchaktka, taka.

w 41 s a k s aquatic grass used in the manufacture of matting. Cf. wate'skuam. 
watchaltko owning a horse, possessed of a horse or horses, 127, 9.: Tselo-

%insh tuma w. Tselo%ins has a large number of horses. Der. watch, 
watchkina, d. wawatchkina raccoon; grayish-white, hairs black tipped;

tail with black rings: Procyon lotor: w. tchiiyesh raccoon hat, a high head- 
cover with a "tail" appended behind, 

w a t c h p k a, d. wawatchpka to lose all that is staked successively in playing

or gambling; to be the final loser at a series of games, 99, 7. and Note.

Cf. shatch&tka, wi-uka. 
w a - u' h t u s h, wa-u'htuash, pi. tumi w., long-legged species of duck,

180; 12. Incantation, 170; 67. Cf. watakia. 
wawa-; cf. absolute forms with initial wa-, as walamna etc. 

w a w a, d. .wawawa to whine, to emit querulous sounds: watchag waw4 a
dogs are whining, 133, 6. 144, 4. Cf. shua-uka. 

wawakash, d. wa-u-akash (1) exterior of ears: k6-idshi wawakish gi the

ears are misshaped, 91, 8. (2) both ears: nagshtant w. on one ear only;
wawaksham gintkish ear-canal, aperture of ear. Mod. for mu'muatch Kl.

Quoted under muni (1), q. v. Cf tdlkgish, wakash, wakogsh. 
Wa waligish, Wawaliks, nom. pr. Kl of Dave Hill, 19, 5. 21, 1. (titles).

Der. waliga. Lit. "two (or more) sitting on the water's edge". 
Wawaliks = Skaitatko, nom. pr. of Dave Hill, combining his name
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Wawaligish, q. v., with that of his father, Skaitatko, "the Left-Handed". 
Of. shke"titko (2).

wawa-ush, d. wa-u-a-ush (1) little bell, sleigh-bell. (2) door-bell: w. spa- 
tchiga to ring a door-bell. Cf. tintan, utcha-ika.

wawawish, 149, 11.; see wa-ish.
w a w i g a p, d. wawfgap great grandson or great granddaughter, said by 

great grandfather or great grandmother.
w a w i g s h, d. wawi'gsh great grandfather or great grandmother, said by the 

grandchildren. Cf. wawigap.
wawikanka, v. intr., to shake to and fro, to rock continually, as trees in a 

storm, 170; 66. Der. u-, wika No. 2. Cf. wikansha.
w a -; words with initial wa- not found here to be looked for under we-; 

wayalapsh under wayalapsh
wii'gen, wa'g'n wheeled vehicle, wagon, truck, 56, 1. 87, 5. 9.: wa'ginat upon 

the wagon, 87, 16.; wa'ginam (or wii'g'nain) itish, Mod., ivagon grease. 
From the English Cf. p'lu (1), stii, tchiktchik.

we', wa', wa, u-e, ne* (1) for some time, for a while, Kl.; same as wigapani: 
kuatchaki we ish! bite me for a while in the hair! 119, 4.; tchf wa' (for 
tchia wa) to stop awhile; hagga wa! wait a moment! gen' wa'! go there for 
a while (to return soon)! (2) still, yet, even now, cf. 42, 12.: at (or pen) 
wawapka we, Mod., they are still sitting there; ka-i wa', k&-i we gi not yet.

w e a, d. n-ii-eX uwe'a to cry, to weep, as babes. Cf. ye*a, wawa, w6a.
w e a k s, we'ks; same as w^kash, q. v.
wealapsh; see wayalapsh.
w e ash , contr. we's, d. and pi. wewe'ash (1) offspring, progeny; child, young 

descendant of either sex, son or daughter; applies to persons and also to 
animals; when said of a child, it implies that its parents are alive: hunke- 
lam w. his child, 85, 16.; we*as lula a child dies, 82, 4., cf. 142, 7. 16.; 
The d. form, wewe'ash, often stands for family, cf. skapuksh, weweshaltko.   
Applied to animals, it occurs in k61talam w., k61ta weas young otter, 174; 
9. 180; 1.; tsaskayaw. the weasel's offspring, 180; 1.; watchagalam w. son 
of a bitch, cf watchaga; klitisham w. young of the sandhill crane; ISO-, 12.; 
wanarn w young silver fox, 156; 30.; watcham w. colt, filly; lukam w. the 
grizzly bear's cub, 156; 36.; lapa weweash both children, 118, 1. 2. and
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Note. Of. kshukatkal, tamri (1). (2) son, male descendant; synonym with 
viinak: tapiam ge'-u w. gi lie is the son of my younger brother; we'sam we's 
son's son; wew&ish boys, 107, 13. 118, 3.; lakiam wdashash gi'sht being the 
son of the chief, 182; 6. Der. wa-i in waishi. Of. tataksni, waishi, we'ka.

we'k, wa'k, u-a'k, d. weVak, coritr. we*-uk (1) limb, branch of tree or tall 
shrub: ke"tcha (for ketchkani) w. twig, bough. (2) root of tree, bush, 
shrub: ko'sham w. root of pine-tree. Of. skmuashka. (3) arm, as a linib 
of the human body: ske'tish w. the left arm; w. shudsh6ka to wash one's 
arm; w. stdni an armful; wa/k E-ukski'shas shHn he had shot a Klamath 
Lake man in the arm, 24, 2 ; tishiwapkash wa'k gitko having crooked arms, 
91, 4.; wdktat on the arms, 91, 10.; cf. 16, 12. and nika, nikanka. Der. wa.

w (5k a to shake, hat or paddle into; to beat down into: lu'k shaplashtka w. 
to gather seed by means of wicker-work paddles or seed-fans; wdwanuish 
lu'k wdkank yakitka the women beat the seeds into their seed-baskets, 146, 4. 
148, 6.; we"kank tiatka beating (it) with a tia-paddle, 147, 15.

we'ka, wa'ka, d. wewe'ka, wewaga little child, 17, 3.; little boy or girl, or, 
when said of animals, small pup, cub or young, 96, 2. 3.; shkulelam wewe'ka 
the young brood of a lark, 94, 9.; wewega pil tchl'shi only the young ones 
were at home, 105, 3. Cf. 113, 21. 118, 8. 9 119, 13. 14. Contr. from 
we'-aga, dim. of wdash, q. v.

we'kaga, d. weVakaga (1) small tree-limb; little bush, shrub, shrubbery, 
82, 11. (2) little root of tree, shrub etc. (3) little arm, armlet. Dim. we'k.

we'kala, wa'kala, d. wewa'kala to give birth to; to bear a child or children, 
to become a mother, 77, 2. 78, 1. 109, 12.: partic. w<3kaltko having a child, 
baby; said of mothers only: wa'kaltk hu'kt ki this woman had a child, 
96, 1.; wewe*kaltko hiikt gi this woman has or had several children, babes. 
Der. we'ka. Cf. lapeala, p<3yala.

w 6 k a m u a ; same as wikamua, q. v.
w ^ k a s h, we'ks, wii'ks, weaks, wa'-aks, d wewe'ks (1) mallard duck; a large 

duck with a bluish-colored neck: Anas boschas: ni'l we"ksa (for we*ksain) 
mallard-down, 144, 1. Incantation: 170; 68. Cf. p6p=waks. (2) Wa'ks, 
We'ks, nom. pr. of one of Aishish's wives, 99, 10. 101, 5. Onomatop.

weke*tash, weketa, waka'tas, wake'tish, d. we-u'ketash green frog, small 
frog; a species of Rana, 177; 2. 3. 180; 17.: yainati w. tree-frog; species 
of Hyla. Onomatop. Cf. k6e, tale, tchiwa.
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wekishtchtia, d. we'hkishtchna to walk with a swinging gait; to totter, 
reel. Der. kishtchna. Cf. kishl%a.

wekotkish, contr. wckotch (1) seed-fan. (2) hand seed-basket. Der. 
weka. Cf. shaplash, tia.

w e k t a s li, d. wewaktasb braid, hair-tress of females, worn on back. Cf. 
shakpaksh, shukatoiiolotkish.

w 6 k w a k, d. wdwakwak, large diurnal butterfly of gay colors, black 
trimmed with yellow, inside purple: a species of Vanessa: lapi w. two 
butterflies, 101, 7., cf. 14.: wa'kwak=wewanuish female butterflies, 95, 14. 
Der. wakwakli. Cf. walwilekash.

wekwekash, wdkweks, d. wewakwekash magpie: Pica Jmdsonica; per 
sonified in 114,9. Incantation: 177; 17. 18. Onomatop. Cf. ka'tch.

we* la, wel'ha, d. weVala, wewalha (1) to be sore, to have a sore, to have the 
skin rubbed off: wewdlha watch the horses have become sore, 75, 2. (2) to 
be swollen through sores.

Welaklak, nom. pr. fern Mod.: " Old Woman".
wela'^atka d. we-ula'%atka to travel around as u old woman1 s spirit", 

178; 13. and Note. Der. wele'kash.
weltSkaga, wela/kag, d. we-ulekag (1) little old woman. (2) spirit of old 

ivoman, 178; 13. and Note; 179; 6. Cf. e'ni. (3) in the double rainbow 
the dim and fading bow. Cf. tchakiaga. Dim. wele'kash.

Weldkag = Kiiukleksaksi, nom. pr. of a locality in Sprague River 
Valley, called after a rock of contorted appearance; lit. "At the Old 
Woman stooping down". Cf. Palan fi-ush, Tsa#eak=Tkawalsh.

w e 1 (5 k a, s h, wela/ksh, d. wewale'ksh, we-ule'ksh old woman, old squaw, 
28, 6. 70, '2.: kiuks w. a female conjurer; k6-e wela/kash the old female 
frog, 163; 9. 173; 5.; wdwalaks pt'la old women only, 28, 3.; we-uldksam 
buno'kish wine; lit. "old women's drink".

w e 1 e k a t k o, d. we-ulekatko woman in old age: welekapkash Modokish- 
ash shnuka they captured an old Modoc woman, 13, 5. Cf. k'mutcha.

wele'li, d. wewale'li Oregon grape, barberry bush: a bush about 3 feet 
high, root very bitter, intensely yellow and used as a remedy for colds: 
leaves thorny and of an acid, pungent taste; fruits blue, growing in 
bunches, tasting sour and used for preserves: Berberis aquifolium.
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welina, d, wewiHna to be left over, to remain after use, 111, 3. 
welislit a little while ago, not long since, 185; 44. Of. nia, shapa, tankak,

td-in, welina, welitana. 
welitana, welftan, prep, and postp. away, at a distance from, at another

place: w. k6ke away from the river; gdn w. distant from here, 39, 2.; through
this side road. Cf. shuelita. 

wdlwash, d. wewaluash (1) spring of water: w. palalla the spring has
become dry, 173; 4. and Note; cf. 157; 46. 163; 9. 173; 5. 179; 4. (2)
pond-source of a stream; same as kokaga, nushaltkaga, q. v. (3) well,
deep well, either natural or excavated. (4) children's fontanel. Of. nkak,
wdla (2). 

welwdl'hi, d. wewalweThi liberal, generous, not stingy. Kl. Cf. widshl-
kish. 

w d m p 81 e, u-a/mpeli, d. wewampSli (1) to regain health, to recover, 101, 21.:
kayak tidsh wdmpelank never fully recovering again, 65, 20. (2) to come
to life again, to be revived, 96, 19. (3) to be in good health, 73, 9. Der.
e'rnpSli. Cf. heshuampeli, huggidsha. 

w d n, we'n, d. w£wan to freeze, to turn into ice, to congeal: katogshtka
ambu w. by cold the water freezes; k<5ke a w. the river freezes over; partic.
wdtko frozen, icy, 75, 18.; ka-i wdtk was not frozen, 111, 21. Cf. dwa (3),
katags, katka, shvu'ntka.

w d n a, d. weVa to wear out, to use up, as clothing, blankets. Cf. kaga, te*ga. 
wen dpi, 101, 4.; same as viinepni, q. v. 
wdnka, wdngga, wdnga to die by natural or violent death; said of a

plurality of subjects only, 24, 11. 127, 14. 134, 19.: p'gl'shap t'shi'shap
wdngga mother and father died, 55, 20.; partic. wdnkatko dead persons.
Cf. k'ldka (3), shudnka.

w d n k o g s h t, 127, 14.; see yuhidna and wfnkogsht. 
wcnni, d. wewanni (1) adv., differently from others; curiously, strangely,

remarkably: i w. tchikolal^a you walk very oddly on your long legs, 190; 12.;
w. hdmkanka to speak a different language. (2) adv., to another place, 35,
14. (3) adj., different, separate, distinct: w. taina (nu gi) / am now a
maiden different from the one I was before, 186; 49. (4) adj., strange,
queer, awkward; (3) and (4) are abbr. from wennini, like ati from atini. 

31
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\v e ii n i a 1 a, d. wewanniala to become foreign, strange, estranged, removed
from: wak wenni'lota (for wennialota) rmsh gi'tk? in which manner did

you become estranged from me? 184; 27. 
wennikni, d. wewaimikm (1) adj., coming from different or other parts,

tribes or lands; belonging to another: watch wannikisham a horse not one's
own, 58, 12. (2) subst, stranger / outsider, Der. wdnni. Cf. temadslia. 

wennini, abbr. we'nni (q. v.), d. wewannini (1) adj., different, disparate;
other; wenuinish liu shul6tantko they are dressed in a different manner. (2)
adj., strange, curious, queer, awkward. (3) snbst, stranger, alien: w. a tu£
gatpa some kind of a foreign man has come, 112, 1. 7. Cf. wiktchish. 

w e n 6 y a, d. wewan6ya to become a widow, 89, 5. 6. Cf. tchfmSna, wetu-i. 
wdnuitkoj d. weVanuitko widow; called so even after losing husband

and children, 82, 5. 186; 57. 58. Partic. of wen6ya. Cf. lapkleksh. 
w 6 p 1 a, d. wewapla, v. trans., to bind, tie up; to pass around, to wind around:

poka/wishtka w. to bind with straps. Cf. tinkopka, wapil'ma, witch%a. 
w e p 1 a k i 4 m n a, d. wewaplakidmna to bend or coil up; to form rings, as

an animal does with its tail. Der. we'pla. 
w d s h, w6'sh, d. we^wash ice: w^shtat tinna to fall through the ice. Der.

we'n, Cf. katags, k4tka, sp4ka, tclmtch^ya, ulak'kanka. 
weshaltko, weashaltko; see weweshaltko. 
W(3satko, nom. pr. masc. KL: "Spittle-Mouthed"; viz. "Letting spittle

stand on his closed lips".
we'ta, w^tta (e short), d. wd-uta to laugh, to chuckle, 24, 14. 
wdtanta, d. we-iitanta to deride, to laugh at: w. shash he laughed at them,

131, 3. 14 132, 7. Der. we'ta. Cf. luafya, shuluakta, 
We'tankni, or W. maklaks; same as Waitankni, q. v. 
wetdkuish, d. wewat^kuish caving in of earth. 
we'tish, d. w^-utish laughter; act of derision. Der. w^ta. 
wetishptchi, wetishtchi, d. we-utishptchi laughable, ludicrous, comical.

Der. we'tish, -ptchi.
we'tko, d. wewatko; the partic. of we"n, q v. 
wetkok6tkish, contr. wet#6gutch, d. wewatkok6tkish measure for one

charge of gunpowder; loadgauger: also shlayaksam w. Cf. wetkuela. 
wetku^la, d. wewatkuela (1) to fall, roll or slide down in an oblique
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direction, as down a slope. (2) to flow down from, to drip down, as tears 
from the eyes, 110, 15. Speaking of one subject, nde-ukuela.

w d tli, d. wewdtli to throw down, to throw into, as wood, 120, 9.
wet<51i, d. we-ut<51i, 21, 15.; see nde*-uli.
w e t li - i, wetuwi, abbr. wetu', to become estranged by distance or otherwise, 

184; 26. Of. we'nni, wenniala.
wd-ukala to branch out into limbs, twigs, boughs, roots; to bifurcate: ka's 

wd-u%alks (for we-u%alpkash) tsdlash gi'tk the ipo-plant has a bifurcated 
stalk, 147, 8. Der. wd-uk, d. of we'k.

we-u%alkish mark or target to shoot arrows at; lit. "bifurcation".
w d - u 1 a, d. wewd-ula to permit, allow, concede: ka-i nu w. gull'tki hi't giug 

I do not allow anybody to enter here: tsui ni ka-i sS,m wa'walsh (for w<5- 
ulash) shlin then I shot her, as they would not allow her to remain in my 

possession, 23, 9. Of. lewd-ula, shewe'-ula, wdwalta.
w d - u t c h, wii'-uts, pi. tiimi w., apher. form of kud-utch, q. v. Cf. shue'- 

kosh, shud-ush.
wdwalta, d. wewdwalta to2)ermit, concede to somebody. Der. wd-ula.
w 6 w a n' s, contr. of wcwanuish, q. v., and of wewanuishash.
wdwansni women with their children and families, 21, 19. Cf. -ni.
w 6* w anuish, abbr. wdwan'sh, wdwans; obj. wewanuishash, 28, 2., abbr. 

wewanishash, 23, 5. 36, 20., wdwanuish, 20, 6. 23, 7., wdwanshish, 96, 9., 
wa'wari's, wdwansh, 61, 12. 107, 2., women, females; the female sex; serves 
as a plural to shnawedsh, q. v,: (1) women, whether married or not: we 
wanuishash tputpayamnish one who chases women, runs after them; w. 
kahiewuk in order to obtain women, 182; 9.; E-ukshikni w. the females of 
the Lake tribe, 80, 1. cf. 7.; wa'kwak=w. female butterflies, 95, 14. Cf. 
28, 1. 3. 31, 6. 15. 71, 4. 146, 4. 9. 185; 44. 186; 52. (2) wives; married 
women: Aishisham w. the wives ofAishish, 95, 9. 23.; ha w. la/pi giug hish- 
tchaktanuapk if the wives should quarrel for being double, 60, 18., cf. 61, 12. 
Cf. giilu, shnawedsh, waishi, weldkash, weVansni.

wewanuishla, syncop. weVanshla, wa'wansla; pi tuma w., to take as 
a wife or wives; to marry: (sa) wa/wanslank (for wa/wanslan gi) shash 
they took them as wives, 107, 12. Cf. lakiala, shnawddshla.

weweshaltko parent of two or more children; father or mother of a family,
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55, 16 : hishuaks tii'ma w. a man with a large progeny, cf. 85, 16.; nanuk 
m'na wewe'shaltko (or weweash) his or her family. The absolute form, 
weashaltko having one child, is not in use; cf. we'kala: in Modoc, wewe- 
she'ltko is sometimes heard. Der. we*ash.

widshdpka, 169; 49; see witcha.
wi els hi bain, widshipa, d. wi-udshibam, wi-udshipa (1) lacustrine reed 

used for arrows and resembling the sha'l, q. v.; its flowers produce a 
woolly substance. (2) arrow made of the w. grass or reed. Der. udshipa.

widshika, d. wiwidshika to be niggardly, stingy, parsimonious, 75, 8.
widshikish, widshiksh, d. wiwidshikish avaricious, stingy. Der. widshika.
widshikl'^a; other form of udshikl'/a, q. v.
w i e s h, uye'sh, pi. tunii w., mountain sheep, wild sheep: Ovis montana; some 

of these animals are occasionally seen on the Oregon-California border.
wiga-ak, wikahak not far from; a little further on, 24, 15.: wiga hak 

gdnan having gone a short distance only, 126, 6. From wlka, ak.
wigani, wika'ni, d. wi-ukani (1) low, growing to a small height; said of 

plants: tche*lash pa-usham wi-ukani the stalks of the pdwash-root are of low 
growth, 148, 9.; wi-ukayant keladshamat on the low kelddsh-bushes, 146, 8. 
(2) short in body, of low stature; the opposite of atini,'q. v. Der. wika.

wigapani, wika pani, wigabani, wigapan, d. wi-ukapani a short while; 
for a while, for some time: tsiii wigabani shen6tank-huya shash and they 
fought them for a short while, 20, 2. From wika, pani. Cf tankak, we'.

w i g a t a k , d. wi-ugatak, adv., together, at the same place or home: wiggatak 
tchia sa they (man and wife) lived together, 78, 1. From wigata, ak.

wiga tan , wiggatan; wikata, wi'kat, d. wi-ugata, prep, and postp., close to, 
aside of, in proximity to, 24, 13.: w. tchussni'ntsh slankosh near the Natural 
Bridge, 33, 3.; w. ku'inetat near the cave, 43, 6.; tu' kalo wika't high up 
close to the sky, 101, 6. 7.; wigata ma/shipksh, kiukshgsh near the patient, 
conjurer, 71, 3. 4.; 161oks wiggata close to the fire, 16, 13.; ampu wigata, 
ambu wigat near water; sometimes used for "island"; wiggata u'naka 
l-ul%a close to the son his arroiv struck the ground, 110, 9.; wikatant gal- 
tchawiank approaching nearer to (the object to be supplied), 121, 3. 
Abbr. from wigatana. Der. wika.

w i' h 1 a- apex, point, upper end, as of a pole, pyramid, 74, 17. and Note. 
Cf. hapa, wilhashlash.
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w i' h 1 a, wila, wi'l, d. wiwala, v/l'w&lfawn; young antelope, young deer; also 
said of calves, kids; wilti in the incantation: wi-iiti nu shote!61a uI will 

disengage what is on the wi'hla", 185; 42. is a metaphoric expression of an 

obscene import, and was explained: "I draw back my prepuce". Hence 
this partitive case points to the fine, delicate skin of the young antelope. 

Of. lele'dshi, tawalsh, tche'-u, t%a-ush, vun, wi'hlaga.

w i' h 1 a g a, wilhag, wilag, Mod. wileaga, d. wiwalaga, wi-ulag, wi'lag, 

Mod. wi-uleaga little fawn; very young antelope, younger than the wi'hla, 
p. 120 sqq. incantation 177; 5. 6.: wilag vii'la one young antelope asked, 

120, 2. 4 6., cf. 119, 23.; mumu'atch wilhagam the ears of the young 

antelope; cf. Note to 177; 5. Dim. wi'hla No. 2.
wihuash, a very small bird living among willows: w. ka'-ishalsh sha- 

yuaksh the wihuash is expert in producing snowfall, 180; 8. Cf. ke'shala.
wihii'tch^a, wihu'tska, d. wiwiha'tch%a to whip, chastise by whipping. 

Cf. udupka, wi-udsha.

wi-iiti, 185; 42.; see wi'hla.
wika, wiga, u-ika, d. wi-uga, wiuka, uyiiga, adv. (1) near the ground, 

147, 19.: wi-uka huli'l^ank skipping up and dotvn at short intervals, 183; 
25.; uyiiga hatokt eVa it is not deep here. (2) near, near by, close to, at 
short distance, in the vicinity, 43, 3.; wika=shitko looking as if close by; 
seemingly in close proximity, 192; 2.; wika an' galdsuish sanaholi I intend 
to approach quite closely, 22, 8.; telshapka wika to perceive at a short dis 
tance, though unseen oneself, 22, 14. (3) a little, not much, not a great 
deal. (4) almost: wiga tels&mpka k'la'ksh she almost saw the dead; viz. 
a she almost entered the spirit-land, she came near dying", 68, H.; cf. 
k'ldka («'5). (5) in a shortened, dwarfed shape, condition: wika=te"lantko 
short-faced, 190; 14. Cf. wigani.

wika, wika, d. wi-uka to blow out; to emit air or breath: lalalashtala w. 
nu I blow air through my ribs, 156; 32.

wikdhak, 24, 15; see wiga-ak.
w i k a m u a, we'kamua (1) narrow, low plate, vase, as a soap-dish or spittoon. 

(2) tumbler, drinking glass: shninto'l^a nu w. I let the tumbler fall. Der. 
wika No. 1 (1). Quot. under ndshapka, paka No. 3, shl6klgish.-

wikansha, d. wi-ukansha to blow across, to sweep over, said of wind-gusts: 
kaila nil w. I sweep over the face of the earth, 167; 29. Der. wika No. 2.
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wikniaga, d. wiwakniaga, wiwakm'ka little telltale, 190; 18. Dim. wik- 
nish. Of. wika No. 2.

wfknish, d. wiwaknish, wi-u'knish telltale, tatler, slanderer.
wiktcliish, wikts, d. wiwaktchish various, different: nanuktua lilhanks 

wlkts nakanti (for nanukanti) all different kinds of quadrupeds, 145, 2.; 
tchakiag itpa wiktchishti the boy brings various things. Of. wennini.

wi'l, wi'-il, d. wfwal; same as wfhla No. 2, q. v. C£ wi'lhaga.
w i 1 a 1 a, vuilala, d. wi-ulala to bloiv into, as wind does into fire Der. ilala.
w i 1 a m n a, d. wi-ulamna, v. trans , to bloiv at, to bloiv after, to bloiv around: 

yamash nu'sh wilamnapka the north ivind folloived me, pursued me, 155; 
20. 156; 30. and Note. Der. ila. Of. shlewilamna.

w i 1 h a s h 1 a s h , wilashlash, d. wi-ulashlash apex, top or highest point of, as 
of waves, billows Der. wfhla No. 1. Of. hapa.

wilhaslashna, willaslashna to stay or rest on the top or surface of; to 
sprawl when on a wave-crest; said of aquatic birds, 185; 41. and Note.

wilh ua, d. wiwalhua to blow at or toivard, as the wind does, 155; 25.
wili, wili, vuih'li, d. wi-uli to blow or waft through; said of a strong draft 

of air. Der. ilhi. Of. ukidshlin, uli-ukshla.
wilftgish, wfllitkish, d. wi-ulitgish racking, pacing or ambling horse.
wil#a, d. wiwar/a (1) to cease blowing; said of the wind. (2) to hide 

oneself, to squat down; to place oneself in ambush, to take position, 42, 19.
willasla, 18~>;41. abbr. from willaslina, q v.
w i 11 a s 1 i n a, wilhashHna, d. wi-ulasllna to sprawl or wriggle tvhile lying or 

floating on the belly; said of the motions of the coot and other aquatic 
birds when floating down from the wave tops, 185; 41. and Note.

willishik, vuilishik sack, bag holding over 50 pounds of grain, seeds or 
flour, 74, 10. 12. Used for carrying and keeping provisions and for 
storing them in cache's; anciently they were made of strong swamp- 
grasses, 147, 16. The contents of twelve of these sacks filled with w<5- 
kash etc. are considered sufficient to feed a family during the winter 
months. Tunip wuillishik f-amnash Jive bags full of neckwear, 111, 1. 
(2) generic term for sack, bag, 144, 2. Of tayash, tgillak, wdkogsh (2).

w i m p k a, d. wivvampka to lie on belly; to lie flat on the ground. Speaking 
of one subject, shuilpka. Of. yampka.
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\vi n n , d. wiwa to sing. Of. shuma, shui'sh, win6ta.

W i n a y a, Huinaya, nom. pr. fern. Kl: lit. "Singing in her dreams".

w i ii i a % i a, 56, 2., Mod.; same as wini%i, q. v.

wi ni%i, vuini%i, d. wi-unf%i (1) to surpass, excel, to be superior to, to pre 

ponderate over; to conquer, defeat: wuinl'^iank sel!61ok conquering by war- 

expeditions or raids, 17, 20. 134, 14. 15- Often used to circumscribe gra 

dation or the comparative form of our adjective: ati' nalsh wini^itk much 

stronger tlian ourselves, 112, 1. 12. 16.; nu a tuma gitk w. mish I have 

more than you. (2) to surpass in stature, to be taller than: i a n'sh w. you 

are taller than I am. Of. kshui%i, lui%i, uye'ga (1), viii%in.

w i n i % i s h p t c li i, winr/l'shtchi, d. wi-uni%ishptchi surpassing in size or 
quality, superior to. Der. wini%i, -ptchi.

w i n k a,, d. wiw&nka to be half in, half out; Titakash nu shle'a winkamp- 
kapsh luld'malakshtat I saiv Titak with half the body out of the mud-lodge.

winkogsht, we'nkogsht, for iwina hu gi'sht; said of more than one 

subject; forming- a plural to yuhicSna (q. v.) gi'sht: staying inside, 127, 14.
w i n 61 a, d. wi-un6ta to sing in chorus a shamanic song previously sung in 

full by the conjurer and then started again by his repeater (llitatkish), 
71, 4. Conjurers' choruses are generally sung by women. Der. win a. 
Of. nadsha/shak, shiun6ta, shuinotkish.

win6tna, d. wi-un6tna to go and sing in chorus a song started by the 
conjurer or his expounder: we'warr'sh gulf wino'tnish women enter (the 
lodge) to form a shamanic chorus, 84, 1.

win ta, d. wiwdnta to hold oneself, to stick to, as the woodpecker does to 
the tree, 170; 65. 174; 13.

wintila, d. wiwantila to stay, sit or lie underneath, 186; 56., cf. stup. Of. 
i-utila, tchutila, utila.

winua, d wiw&nua to lie face downward in the water, 178; 1.
wipka, d. wiwiipka to escape an imminent peril by craft or cunning: 

na's w. hu ambotat one man escaped by jumping into the water, 88, 7.
wishink, wissink, d. wi-ushink (1) garter-snake, a harmless, beautiful 

reptile of the genus Eutaenia, striped in yellow, reaching a length of two 
feet; 103, 7.-9. 180; 16. (2) generic Kl. name for snake, the w. being 
the most frequent snake near the Klamath Lake settlements, 145.. 13. 
Quot. under newa, she'l/alua, stani.
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wishinkaga, d wi-ushinkaga (1) young garter-snake. (2) little snake, 
71, 6. Dim. wishink.

wishkaga, wish%ak, d. wiwashkaga, a bird of the lark's size, red or 
yellow bosom; popularly called robin-redbreast, 144, 3.

w i s h t k a k, 1 6; 19., for witchtka gi; see witcha.
wita, d. wi-uta (1) to bloiv; said of the wind: j^enash ai nish sleVIsh w. 

tlie wind is singing about me, the ye'n-fisli; here the noise of the personi- 
fied wind is declared to be the song of the wind, 165; 6. (2) to blotu down 
upon. Cf. shldwi, shlewita, witka.

witii'm, d. wi-uta'm Hack bear, changing to brown and lighter colors ac 
cording to the seasons: Ursus americanus; 128, 6.; incantation, 176; 6. 7., 
rf 180; 2. of the female Uack bear, w. kiilo, 177; 1. Cf. luk, naka

w i t a m a g a, d. wi-utiimaga black bear's cub; incantation, 177; 2. 3, Dim. 
wita'rn. Cf. the black bear's female cub, 177; 1.

Wi tli/m amtch i, nom. pr. of a camping site on the Williamson River; 
lit. " Where the Old Black Bear was". Der. wita'rn, amtch.

witila, d. wi-utila to Uow underneath, to blow into; said of the wind, 157; 
39. Der. wita.

witka, d. wiwatka (1) v. trans. and intr., to blow out from, to blow out 
of: shla/wish wa'shtat w. the wind blows out of a den or cave; e'-eni nu w. 
I blew out from me in the spirit-land, 174; 11. (2) to eviscerate, disem 
bowel, as game, slaughtered cattle. Der. it%a.

w 11 k a t k i s h, witkakash (witkoko), d. wiwatkatkish, species of haivk, 
small but long-tailed, somewhat stronger than the yukiak-hawk; wings 
spotted; gathers in swarms to attack horses and feeds on their carcasses. 
The uniform note of this bird, which is often seen near Klamath Marsh, 
is: wi wi wi; incantation, 171; 71.; witkatkishani la's the feather of the 
^v^tkatkish, forms the subject of an incantation, 181; 2.

wit%n61a, d. wiwat^n61a to blow out from mouth. Der. witka.
witlash, d. wiwatlash (1) eminence, hill or land shaped roof-like. (2) 

Witlas, nom. pr. of a roof-shaped natural rock or rock-dam on the south 
ern bank of the Williamson River, about half a mile below the junction 
with Sprague River; it was given, as is generally believed, by the deity 
K'mukamtch to the LcO-ke tribe as a fishing-place, 143, 1.
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witna, d. wiwatna to Now, to blow off, 153; 2.; to How down upon, 156; 27. 
Der. wita. Cf. shlewita.

wit wit a, d. wiwatwita to shake, tremble; to writhe, struggle, wriggle.
witcha, witsa, d. wiwitcha, wi witsa to blow continually; said of birds, 

winds etc., 176; 2. and Note: shle'wish nil widsapka I the wind am blow 

ing in the distance, 169; 49.: wfshtkak, verbal desiderative for witchtka 

gi (nu) / am on the point of blowing, 166; 19. Der. wita.
witchash, pi. turni w., little chipmunk, a species of ground-squirrel, 

striped and very small: Tamias quadrivittatus. Mod. for washla-aga Kl.

witchiak, d. wiwatchiak, weVatchiak rainbow: lapi w. double rainbow. 

Kl. for shtchalapshtish Mod. Cf. tchakiaga, wele'kaga, witch%a.
witchkatko, d. wiwatchkatko hill range, mountain ridge. Der. witchna.

witchkinsh, d. wiwatchkinsh dew. Mod. for tchitoksh Kl.

w i t c h x a, d. wiwatch^a, v. trans., to wind around, as a thread.
witchna, d. wiwatchna (1) to wish, desire, to be fond of; cf. shand-uli. 

(2) to love a person of the opposite sex: i lulula witchnok a (nu'sh) you 
rattle around because you love (me), 183; 16. Cf. witchta.

witch61ash, wits61as, witsiils, vtiitchu'lsh wide-meshed scoop-net, used 
also by fishing Indians as a drag-net on their canoes; the hoop has a 
diameter from 2 to 3 feet, the handle is about 5 feet long: w. e'na they 
abstract his scoop-net, 133, 9.; nu luela kiii'm wits61ashtka / catch fish 
with the drag-net Cf. hiksil'lsha, 14-iks, lute'ash, te'wash, upan6tkish.

witch61ashla, witso'lsla, d. wiwatchiilashla (1) to manufacture a witchd- 
lash scoop-net. (2) to fish with this net, 149, 22. 150, 3. Cf. utchin.

witch pai, d. wiwatchpai, species of lacustrine grass or tule-bulrush, the 
edible bulb of which is the kalsh, 147, 6.

witchta, d. wiwatchta (1) to like, to be fond of. Cf. shana-uli. (2) to 
love a person of the opposite sex, 186; f>4. Cf. shuldakua, witchna. (3) 
to allow, permit. Cf. lewitchta.

witchtaks, d. wiwatchtaks tempest, storm, stormy and rainy weather. 
The swan can make tempest at will, 166; 20.; also the snow-goose: 
ge-u a-i hu't w. this is the storm which I have produced by my song 
170; 69. Der. witchtka. Cf. kiityash.

witchtka, d. wiwatchtka it is stormy weather; it is snowing or raining 
and blowing at the same time. Der. witcha.
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witch witch, d. wiwatchwitch stiffly, rigidly; adv. of witchwitchli.
witchwitchli, d. wiwatchwitchli stiff, rigid; said of dead bodies, 

frozen limbs etc. Of. tdps^oya,
wi-udsha, d. wi-wu'dsha to beat, to inflict blows, to strike: ankutka w. to 

beat with a dub, 134, 9., used passively in 134, 10. Of. wilm'tch^a.
wi-udshna, d. wiwu'dslma; same as wi-udsha, q. v.
w 1 -tika, wiuga; wi-ukani, d. of wika; wigani, q. v.
w i - u k a, wi-u^a (1) to win; to obtain by winning a game: kshe'sh w. to win 

' a check in the spelshna- or any other game,'l$, 5. 80, 3. 4. 5. (2) to be the 
final winner of all the stakes. Cf. shatchatka, watchpka, wini%i.

wi-uka, d. wi-u'ka (1) to blow smoke into, 127, 6. (2) to smoke out, as an 
animal out of its den.

wiul41 a, d. wiwulala to strike a blow, to strike: nu' na'sh wi-ulalek (for 
wi-ulala ak)! I will strike one only! 114, 1.

wiulalapSle, d. wiwulalapele to strike again: Skelamtch wiulalapele 
steinash "Old Marten" struck another of the hearts, 114, 5. 6.

w i - u 1 61 k i s h, d. wi-ul6tkish anvil. Cf. wiulala.
w i w a k n i k a, 190; 18., for wiwaknidga, d. of wikniaga, q. v.
wiwaknish, wiwalag, d. of wiknish, \vfhlaga, q. v.
wiwi, wihui, d. wivuivui, species of a tall aquatic food-plant, said to be 

a kind of caVs tail, L49, 20. Of. ktiiks, ktuksam.
w i wi w d ! bloivn off! gone! interj., containing the radix of wika, wilamna, 

wilhua, witna, witcha etc. 153, 2.
w6a, vu-iia, d. wow6a (1) to cry, vociferate; to scream, screech, caw; said 

of the larger birds: taplal w. mu stiit%antko the loon cries with a loud 
voice, 183; 24. Cf. tchutchua. (2) to cry, howl, roar; said of wild beasts. 
Onomatop. Cf ha/ma, shua-uka, w6kanka.

w6kanka to howl or cry continuously; said of the prairie-wolf, 184; 31. 
Cf. ha/ma, yd-a, yea.

wok ash, wii'kas, u-6'kash, pi. tumi w. (1) seed of yellow pond-lily, green 
ish and of lenticular shape; when roasted and ground this seed forms 
the most important food article of the Klamath Lake, Modoc and Snake 
Indians on the reservation, 74, 7.-11. 14. 75, 1. 180; 19.: wu'kash-shitk 
mashetk tasting like pond-lily seed, 146, 6. Cf. shnikanua, (2) w. and
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w6kasham, w6ksam yelloiv pond^lilij; a fresh-water plant growing along 

the shores of all the upland' lakes of Southern Oregon and Northern 

California, and in immense numbers in the shallow portions of Klamath 

Marsh: NupJiar advena. The pods are collected by the women, who 

paddle their dugout canoes over the open waters of the marsh; the 

season of gathering them (woksalsa/mi) begins about the middle of 
July and lasts five, to six weeks. Cf. E-ukshi (2), guikaksh, spu'kli (2).

w 6 k a s h 1 a, wu'kshala, abbr. wokshla, wa'ksla to collect pond-lily seed 
annually or habitually: waksl61ank after having gathered in the wokash- 
liarvest, 146, 9.; kanktak w6kslat Elikshikni for so long may the Klamath 
Lake people gather wokash, 74, 8.

W 6' k s a 1 k s h i, Wuksalksh WoJcash-Place, norn. pr. of various places 
along lakes and marshes where w6kash-seed is picked in the summer- 

season; the place mentioned in 19, 11. is a marsh about six miles from 
Linkville, Oregon. Der w6kashla.

w 6 k s a 1 s h a, 74, 6. 7.; other form for w6kashla, q. v.,
wo'ksalsa'mi; see w6kash.

w 6 k s a m, w6kasham, pi. tumi w., pond-lily, especially the yellow pond- 

lily; same as w6kash (2), q. v. Cf. tchine^am.

wo'ksl^a, 74, 8. 13.; same as w6kashla, q. v.
w o % 6 w a, wo#6we, vu%<5yi to surrender, transfer property; said of fines 

paid, J)0, 8., or of horses transferred to parents by the bridegroom as an 
equivalent for their daughter, 182; 8. 189; 8. Cf. skukta, skiiktna.

wo'ses, 19, 3.; same as viishish, q. v.
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INTRODUCTION.

The preparation of this second part of the Dictionary of the Klamath 

Language has been a much more arduous task than would at first appear, 
and therefore I add a few remarks supplementing those introductory to the 
Klamath-English part of the Dictionary in order to set forth the principles 

that guided me in my work.
To be of practical and scientific value, a manual of this kind should 

be something more than a mere accumulation of the terms corresponding 

in each language. When several Klamath terms correspond to one English 

term the reader should be taught which expression must be used in one 
acception of the term and which in another. This discrimination can be 
made only after a careful examination, based upon practical use and 

etymology, of the real signification of each term. By thus preventing as 
much as possible the misapplication of terms in using the language, I have 

tried to make a fair start toward a synonymy of the tongue which I now 

introduce to the public. In cases of doubt, however, there must be a 

reference to the word in Part First under which are given the manifold 

practical applications of the term.
In the following pages the various Klamath terms corresponding to 

one English term are introduced by synonymic and idiomatic English 

expressions in italics, arranged alphabetically, unless, for some reason, 
another arrangement was found to be desirable. In the case of verbs the 
equivalents are enumerated in alphabetic order after the preposition accom-
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panying the verb. Full information on the equivalents of certain English 
nouns and verbs of wide and general signification can be obtained only by 
looking up its synonyms; as, for example, 

assist: to aid, help, cooperate. 
bad: abject, mischievous, mean, wicked, wretched, 
bring: to carry, fetch, haul, transport

It will be observed that in the Klamath, as well as in many other un 
written languages, there are no single equivalents for such abstract English 
terms as the substantives hope, Intrry, love, time, or for the verbs to cause, let, 
prompt, but there are phrases, locutions,'and compound terms by means of 
which these ideas can be expressed with accuracy.

Compound English words are noticed only when they correspond to 
simple Klamath terms. Phrases and sentences when wanting in this part of 
the Dictionary will be found in the Klamain-English part. As to orthogra 
phy, accentuation, and pronunciation, the Klamath words are written pre 
cisely as in Part First, save in a very few instances where circumstances 
seemed to make a change desirable. Where differences occur between the 
two dialects, the Modoc term stands after that of the northern, or Klamath 
Lake dialect.

Names of localities are usually identical in both English and Klamath; 
therefore a few only the more important ones will be found in Part Sec 
ond. The meaning of many of the Klamath topographic names is involved 
in obscurity. Of personal names, only those of well-known Indians are 
recorded as such; others are inserted according to their ordinary significa 
tion, as, for instance, the name Hle'kosh will be found under lap, v. t.

The Klamath terms having the initial y , which is interchangeable with 
i-, iy-, are for convenience of reference inserted in Part First immediately 
after those beginning in i-. In this part, however, the English y, as well as 
tch, occupies its usual place in the alphabet.

Although many additions have suggested themselves, the author 
deemed it preferable to restrict himself to the terms given in the Klamath- 
English part. The majority of verbs, however, can form derivatives of an 
inchoative meaning in -tdmpka, or -iega, -tga, or completives in -6la, -ula, and 
other forms, which students of this language will readily understand when
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conversing with the natives. They will also readily reconstruct the diminu 
tive form in nouns, when not met with in this Dictionary.

Since Klamath makes no formal distinction between the direct and the 
the indirect object, which is expressed by our dative case, the terms transi 
tive and intransitive verb cannot mean the same thing- in Klamath that they 
do in English. English intransitives are sometimes rendered by Klamath 
transitives, and vice versa. In the Klamath language the transitive verb is 
governed by its object, a rule which can be comprehended in its full import 
only by a study of the Grammar.

In their prefixes, verbs and their derivatives indicate the form and num 
ber of the object acted upon, and intransitive verbs the form and number of 
the subject. Thus it may be seen from the prefix attached to many terms, 
whether the action or state refers to one or many, or to a long, flat, thread 
like, round, bulky, erect, animate being or inanimate thing. For the sake of 
brevity, shape and number could not always be referred to in the following 
pages, hence reference to the section "Prefixes" in the Grammar is necessary.

LIST OF PREFIXES.

The most common prefixes, simple and compound, are as follows: 
a- long-shaped object in the singular number or collectively, 
i-, iy-, y- long or animate generally in the plural, 
k-, Id- act performed laterally, obliquely, 
ksh-, ks- long or animate object in the singular or collectively, especially

when held in the arms.
1- round, rounded or bulky object or subject, 
n- thin, thread-like or sheet-like object or subject; also refers to

what is seen on the horizon.
p- proprietary prefix; inalienable ownership.
p-, pe- long, round, or animate object generally in the plural number, 
sh-, s- medial prefix, 
shl- object enveloping the whole body, 
shn- object round, rounded, bulky, in a medial sense, 
t-, ta-, te- subject or object standing erect singular number, 
tch-, ts- subject or object a liquid, as water, etc. 
n-, vu- long or animate subject, or direct arid indirect object standing

or being above. 
32
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

The abbreviations used are those of Part First, and only a few new 
ones require explanation here: 
coll. collective objects; collectively, 
du. (with verb intransitive) referring to two, three, or, at the utmost,

four subjects only, 
no ex. eq. no exact equivalent.
pi. (with verb intransitive) referring to a plurality of subjects, 
pi. (with verb transitive) referring to more than one object. 
s. substantive, 
temp. temporal, 
v. caus. causative verb, 
v. i. intransitive verb, 
v. t. transitive verb.



A..
abandon, v. t, huahlindsha, du. 

tushliridsha, pi. tilindsha; a. mali 
ciously or not, k'lewidshna; cast 
away, inan. obj., puedsha; anirn. 
or inan. kddsha, ke'dshna; leave 
behind, tulina; run away from, gu'- 
slika, guikaka; to be abandoned, 
straying, 161al%a; cf. stray, v.

abdomen, nkash.
abduct, v. t.,oneanim. obj.,spunt%a; 

to carry away on one's arms, kshe'na, 
ksliukatkal. Cf. abstract, kidnap.

abhor, v. t., rnu'tchka, sniu%tcha, 
shn6kakia.

abject, kii-idshi; a. in character, 
kuidshi steinash, tchakalsh, papa- 
lish. Cf. bad, mischievous.

able, to be; usually expressed by 
the particles ak, 4k a, aka, ka; not 
to be able, kcishga, tchana, or the 
particles ak ka-i, ka-i aka. Cf. un 
able, to be.

about, (1) prep., expressed by the 
case-suffixes-ti,-tat. (2) adv.; cf. 
around, near.

above, adv., tu, tu, tut; at a distance 
a., tii; hu, mostly in the suffixed 
form: -u, a. there; a., up there, 
high up, atu, p'lai, p'laitala; a., on 
the top of, p'le'ntant; acting, doing

from a., p'lalkni; coming from a., 
p'laitalkni, plaitalcintni, tu'shni; the 
one, those a., p'le'ntankni; who, what 
is (high) a., p'laikni, p'laitani. Cf. 
hapa.

above, prep., p'laftana, p'le'ntant, 
but mostly expressed by pre- arid 
suffixes; to stand or be a. others, or 
a. the one speaking, tkalamna, du. 
lualamna, pi. liulamna.

abrupt, steep, lalatko, m'laiksini; 
to be a., steep, lala.

abruptly, adv., referring to slopes, 
m'laf.

absence; in the a. of, kelianta, loc. 
of keliak.

absent, gone, neg; to be a., ka'gi; 
to be a. again, ka'gipele.

abstract, v. t, anim. and long obj., 
trne'shka, pi. yime'shka; filch, anu- 
lipka; steal, palla; a. again, re 
peatedly, palapele; abstracted, filched 
object, anulipkuish. Cf. abduct.

absurdly, liuna'shak.
abusively, huna'shak.
abyss, gint^ish.
accelerated, killitko.
accident a 113^, huna'shak; to find 

a., gawal; ndakal, pi. itkal; one 
who finds a., i-atklish.

499
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accompany, v. t., sha-ulanka, j 
shawalina'a; a. on a trip, travel, 
sha-ulankanka; to some distance, 
sha-ulantcha, sha-ulantchna; a. in 
a chorus, shuinala.

accomplice; to be an a., pe'kalui.
account, relation given of a fact, 

shashapke'le'ash; to give an a., sha- 
shapkelia; on that a., huxnasht 
giug, humasht gisht, hiinkanti, 
hunkantcha'; person of no a., kai- 
tua shayuaksh.

accumulate, v. t, shiu'lka, shiu'lki, 
Mod. hushto'lki; a. in a stack, pile, 
sh6pal%a. Of. gather, v. t, heap 
up, v.

accumulation of hard material, 
akuash; of snow, kdknish; place of 
a., shiu'lkish; to form a., liwa, liwa- 
la, llupka. Of. crowd, heap.

accustomed to, g^l^atko; to be 
a. to, nftu; ge'tyatko gi. Cf. habit, 
habitual.

ache, v. i., kahaha, kaikaya.
achieve, v. i, vu'na; a. by work 

ing, shuta, shote!6la.
acknowledge, v. t., shayuakta.
a c o r 11, and a. seed of the ivhite oak, 

hudsha; a. of the black oak, kli'sh.
acquainted, shayuaksh; to be a. 

with, shayuakta.
acrid, mbiikamnatko, ka-a ma- 

shetko, tchmuyu%atko; to be a., 
tchmuya.

across, prep., on the other side of, gu- 
nigshtant, giinitana; when nearer: 
ge'kshta, g^tant; a. a river, lake, 
tu'gshtanta; to go a., gakua, kako'-

dsha, cf. ford, v. What goes a. a 
solid body from end to end, tun- 
s%antko. Usually expressed by 
verbal suffixes.

a c t, v. t, and v. i., to do, gt, cf. gi (5); 
to make, achieve, shuta; a. so, in this 
manner, humasht gi; na-asht gi, 
Mod. ne'-asht gi; a. thus, in such a 
manner, o-6akgi; having acted thus, 
humasht giulank, Mod. h. giu- 
lan; acting on one's own impulse, 
shepelpelatko.

act of doing something; is expressed 
by the verbal in -ish, cf. leluidshish, 
lulalkish.

action, in war, she'llualsh, shish6- 
kish.

active; to be a., to move about, shiwina.
actor, ka/kl'kish.
actually, at, apoc. a.; at a; ha-i, a-i; 

atutu, atiu, Mod. atu, 4tui, 4tui tii. 
Cf. now, presently.

Adam's apple, laggalagash,wakdl- 
wakalsh; s%utkanu/tkish lakish.

add, v. 1, ne*ta, n^tna.
addition; in a. to, tchkash; tchi'sh, 

ne'tnak; afterwards, gintak.
address, v. t., to speak to, he"m- 

kanka, h4m'ta, shapiya.
address, s., he'mkanksh; a. pre 

viously delivered, hdmkankuish.
adhere to, v. i., to hang on, levuta, 

d. 1'uliita; to stick to, to be adhesive, 
gintana; giita.

adhesive, adhering to, gintanatko.
adjoin, v. t., to add, n^ta, n^tna.
administer, v. t, to rule, dispose, 

ne-ul%a; to superintend, shualali-
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ampka, hashtaltampka; a. help in 
sickness, tchuta, tchutena; said of 
conjurers only, ya-uka; to com 
mence to a., ne-ulakiega.

administration, netno'l^ish.
administrator, shuashulaliamp- 

kish; laki.
admirable, mu tidshi.
adult; a. person, mimi; male a., a. 

man, hishuaksh, Mod. hishuatch- 
%ash; warrior, sheshal61ish; a. girl, 
shiwaga ; a. female, shnawedsh.

advance, v. t, one's head, eika, 
eikana; one's fingers, spdlshna, 
spelsha. Of. put out, under: put, v.

advance, v. i., to go before, ahead of 
others, gayaya, gaya-idsha; a. in 
front file, ii-itchna; a., as promonto 
ries, lawa; to project, long subj., 
tapka.

advise, v. t, often expressed by 
the suffixes of causative verbs: a. 
to help oneself to, v. caus., aniga.

afar. Of. far.
affected, steinshaltko.
affection; having sensitive, moral 

affections, steinshaltko.
affirm, v. t, sh^wala.
afflicted, in a miserable condition, 

yanhuani; yuyalkish; yuyalkish- 
ptchi; tobea., she'shana, shunuyua; 
to be a. by bereavement, shlamia; 
latka; to be a. mentally, sterna sh 
ma'sha; to be a. with disease, ma'sha, 
shila.

affluent, s., sheno'tkatko.
afford, v., t.; a. mutual help, hasha- 

tu&ya. Of. give, v.

affray, shishukash; to have an a.,
, shiitka; siss6ka, d. of shiuga.
afloat; to be a., cf. drift, float, v.
afraid of, viishish; to be a. of, 

yayakia, shinamshta, viisha; to 
tremble through being a. of, liuliwa. 
Cf. frighten.

aft, adv. loc., tapi.
after, adv.; some time a., ma'ntch^ 

gitko; ma'ntchak=gitko; one, two 
days a., wait61an, lapgrii wait61ank.

after, prep., tapitana; frequently 
expressed by verbal suffixes: a. this, 
a. that time, gintak, ne'tnak, at pa/n, 
tchiii p^n, tchiii tcha (tche); tche'k; 
tcha'tch; a. some time, a. a while, un- 
tchek, undshe'k tche'k; a. acting 
thus, humasht giulank; one who re 
mains a. another, tapitankni.

after, conj., tankt; at, apoc. a.; at 
a; tchui. The pluperfect tense is 
usually introduced by means of 
the particle at.

after-birth, genali; k'lekala.
afternoon, pshe'ksht^giula, she- 

wat%ulash.
afterwards, (1) adv., gintak; 

some time a., ma/ntch=gitko, ma'n- 
tchak=gitko; shortly a., tanktak; 
untche'k, Mod. tche'ksla; long a., 
ma'ntch gintak. (2) conj., after 
that, hereupon, connecting sen 
tences : tankt; tapi, tapitana; 
tche'k, tche'ksh, tcha; at, apoc. 
a., k'l^wiank; tchui, tchiiyuk, 
tchuyunk.

again, adv., pe'n, p^nak; also ex 
pressed by the suffix -peli, -pele,
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-p'li; when used as additive conj., j 
netnak; tchiii, tchiiyunk.

against, prep.; expressed by ver 
bal affixes, or case-suffixes; a. each 
other, shipapelankstant.

A g a w e s h, nom. pr. of a Modoc 
settlement on Lower Klamatb 
Lake, Cal.: Agawesh.

age; prior, first in a., t%d-u; second in 
a., tapini; coming in a. right after 
another, tapinkani; lasting for ages, 
tchushnini. Of. bent.

aged person, t'shika, k'mutchdwat- 
ko; a. male, k'mutchatko; a. female, 
wele"kash; to become a., t'shika. Cf. 
old.

agency; locality and buildings of a. 
on an Indian reservation: agency; 
pertaining to an a., agenci'ni.

agent of an Indian reservation, 
shuaslmlaliampkish laki, shuashu- 
laliampkish, laid.

agglomeration of debris, akuash; 
cf. accumulation, heap.

aggrieved, yualkish; to look a., 
like one bereaved, shlamia; to feel 
a., shunuyua, latka. Cf. afflicted.

agitated; to be a., waters, Ikan; 
violently, Ikapata.

ago; a short or long time a., nia, una; 
a while a., nia, iina; a short while a., 
te-in, te-intaks nia, tankak; long a., 
gahak; u'na gi'n, una; ma'ntch^ 
gitko; tanktak, tank; done long a., 
ma'ntclmi, tankni, tankak.

agree, v. i.; a. with, humasht gi, na- 
asht gi, Mod. rie-asht gi; to assent, 
shewe'-ula; to consent, shi-ilia; agree

ing ivith, adverbially expressed, na- 
asht, shuhank, shuhank=shitko.

agreeable, tidshi; a. to the taste, 
as a flavor, luiluyatko.

agreement, shutankish; to con 
clude an a., shutanka.

agricultural; a. land, kaila= 
shutesh, nd-ush; a. planting ground, 
liashuash.

ah! o h & \ o, o'.
ahead; straight a., talaak, tala; 

gitaln; standing a. in age, time, 
rank, t%c-u; to go or l>e a. of others, 
lamadsha, tamadsha.

aim; to take a., laya, layipka; shu- 
awidslma.

air; no ex. eq.: up in the a., p'lai, p'lai- 
tala; to emit a., wika, shlevvi; to fill 
ivith a., pniwa; to be full of a., ivind, 
shipnu; to puff a. out, pniukshla; to 
put on airs, swagger, shalkia-a, shu- 
takta. Cf. blow, v., pass through.

A i s h i s h ; nom. pr. of a deity of the 
Klamath Lake and Modoc people, 
Aishish; " OldAishish" Aishiamtch.

alien, wennikni, atikni.
alike, adv., shuhank, slnihank= 

shitko.
alike to, adj.; resemblances seen, 

heard, tasted, etc., are expressed by 
suffix-ptchi, -mtchi, aridby=shitko, 
=shitk appended: a. to this, humtchi: 
a. to that, gemptchi, shuhankptchi; 
a. to men, persons, maklaks=shitko; 
to be a. to, yala; cf. ila; to be or look 
a. in features, telha.

A1 i k w a or Ynrok Indian, nom. pr. 
Skatchpalikni.
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all, nanuk; a. things, nanuktua.
allege, v. t, shapa; "as alleged," 

"as reported": mat, if referring to 
facts only; nen, if referring to 
sayings.

alliance; to form a., shitchla, 
shitchlala; to be in a. of war, 
tchinta, tchflla.

alligator, maklaks=papi'sh.
allow, v. t., we'-ula, witchta; a. to 

somebody, weValta; a., agree to, 
shewe'-ula; not to a., lewe-ula.

all right! that1 s well! i-i tidsh!
allure, v. t., shnape'mpema, Mod. 

shnepe'mpema. Of. coax, v.
ally, shawaline'ash, Mod. shitchlip
almost, wika.
alone, tala; belonging to me a., g«J-u 

tala Sometimes expressed by ak 
(No. 2), abbr.: uk, hu'k; a., stand 
ing a., when referring to the verb 
of the sentence, na'dshiak; solely, 
only, but, referring to a noun, pila.

along with, tchi'sh, tchkash; tula.
alongside of, along the brink of, 

yulalina; verbal and nominal suf 
fix -tana.

aloud, ki'l, kilank; to sing a., ki- 
lank shuina; to halloo, cry a., ndeVui; 
to weep a., stu't^ishla; to speak a. 
in public, amnadsha.

already, atutu, Mod. atu.
also, together with, tula; tchi'sh, 

connecting coordinate nouns only; 
adv. temp., tchkash, q. v.

alter, v. t.; a. the voice, kua'nku- 
ana; as boys do, wakena.

although, gintak; -tak, -taks, -toks.

altercation; to start an a., hish- 
tchaktna, hushtlma, shukikshlea.

always, tchushak; adj. used ad 
verbially, tchu'shni, tchu'shniak.

ambling horse, wilftgish.
ambulance-bed, sku'lhash pet.
ambush, no ex. eq.; to lie, hide in 

a, sing, and pi. of subj., hishual^a, 
pi. liukaya; shuilpka, pi. wiwam- 
pka; to hide in a. for watching, 
w41%a; to place oneself in a., knii- 
kl%a, wil%a.

American, s. and adj., B6shtin. 
B6shtin maklaks, p41pali4chuleks.

amid, between, i-utams%a; t4t%elam, 
Mod. t^alam. Of a,mong, between.

among, i-utams^a; i-ukak; when on 
same level, t%41am, Kl. tat%elam; 
being, sitting, standing, etc. a., amid, 
t/alamni, Kl. tat/elamni; a. each 
other, shipapglankstant; a. the hills, 
mountains, I'wa, f-ukak.

amount; to what a. f tank? tanrii 1 
to that a., tanni.

amuse, v. t., oneself at, le'-una, 
Mwa; kd-ika; a. by jests or tricks, 
shnandshma-a, shesh^eilea.

anal fin, shuidshashksaksin kidsh- 
ash.

ancestors, ma'ntchni maklaks, 
tankni maklaks.

ancestral, ma'ntchni, tankni; 
when said of mythologic beings, 
genii, etc., dmtchiksh, abbr. -amtch.

ancient, same as ancestral, q. v.
and, no ex. eq.; connecting coordi 

nate nouns, tchi'sh; often not ex 
pressed at all. Connecting coordi-,
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nate sentences, tchui, tchiiyuk, (in I 
sight) tchiiyunk, (out of sight of 
the one speaking); at pe'n; in 
numerals pe'n; a. if, a. ivhen, but 
if, ha7tchui, ha'tch, ha'ts.

anew, pe'n, penak, or expressed by 
verbal suffix -pele, -pell

angelica, piidsho, q. v.
angle,s. shtchakaliatpish; having 

angles cut out, stu'kshaltko; to form 
an a., shtchakalka.

angle, v. t, shueVa, cf. kne*wa; a. 
habitually, shue'-utka; to go angling, 
shue'-udsha; to return from angling, 
shue'-utka; angling line, shue'-ush.

angry, kilosh, tchakalsh, shawfga- 
tko; to be a., kila, shitchatka, tcha- 
kela; to be or become a., kilua, sha- 
wiga; to be a. at somebody or some 
thing, hishtchaktna, shitchaktna, 
hushtlina; to become a. at each other, 
hishtchakta, hishtchaktna.

animal, no generic term; a. hunted, 
game, if a quadruped, lilhanksh. 
Cf. Texts, p. 145.

ankle, pe'tcham nawalsh; to let a 
garment or blanket reach the ankles, 
u'hliitua.

annihilate by breaking, te'kua; 
keVa, pi. ngiildsha, peke'wa; a. al 
most, partly, shne-uyala; a. by pres 
sure, ndshapka.

announce, v. t, shapfya; stilta, 
stiltpa; tpe*wa; a., as a messenger 
does, stfltchka; to go and a., stil- 
tchna.

a n n o u n c e m e n t ; stfltish ; tpe*- 
wash.

annoy, v. t., shnunadtchka.
annular, kalkali.
another, a. one, na/dsh, ndyensh;

at a. place, welitana; to a. place,
we'nni; at, on, or to a. place, na'-
dshash. Cf. other. 

answer, s.; to give an a. or ansivers,
viil%a, ke'dsha. 

ant, kima'dsh; black a., liikam ki-
ma'dsh; a-lmll, kima'dsham yaina-
aga, kima'dsham shulu'lkish. 

antecedent, in space or time,
lupini; in time, age, rank, t^e'-u. 

antelope, Antilocapra americana,
tchd-u; young a. wi'hla, dim. wi-
'hlaga; " Old Antelope"', a mythic
animal, Tch^wamtch. 

antics, ldshuat%ash; to perform one's
antics, shesh%e'la. 

antique, ma'ntchni, tdnkni. 
antler, t6ke, dim. tukiaga; provided

with antlers, l%4waltko. 
anus, kilit, kiu; vent of animals,

kilit, tsa'-i. 
anvil, wi-u!6tkish. 
any, anybody, a one, kani; anything,

tu4; in the sense of everything,
nanuk tua, nariuktua. 

apart; to place the legs a., skdka,
putchka, hushpu't%a; to sit with legs
a., shkdktle^ia; to hold the legs a.
putchkanka. Cf. divide, v. 

apartment, in lodge, shultish; a.
in house, shalatchgapshtish. 

aperture, orifice: kilit; gintch%ish,
gint^ish; as of a bottle, inkstand,
ginyantko; of ear, nose, me'tchish;
a. in the ground, stu, dim. stti-
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aga; a. for going out or in, gekan- 
kish, gutdkuish; a., cleft, ndsakish; 
as a keyhole, me't'hli; a. on lodge 
top, smoke-hole, gfn^ish; a. scratched 
out, ib^kantko; a., thoroughfare, gin- 
s%ish; a. of a tube or of the bowels, 
kilft, cf. ginka; a. made by piercing, 
punching, sheldsh; a. made by light 
ning, nute'ks; to close an a., yanka- 
pshti; to place into an a., yankapshti.

apex, wi'hla, wilhashlash; of a con 
ical body, tree, hapa. Of. point.

apparatus; expressed by the suf 
fix -6tkish, contr. -o'tch, -u'tch; a. 
for making fire, shlikuy6tkish; a. for 
measuring, skilul%6tkish; a. for 
shooting, bow and arrows, taldshi, 
nte"-ish. Cf. implement, tool.

appear, v. t., hdshla; a. as, ne'pka; 
a. first, said of daylight only, ni- 
lakla; appearing as, -ptchi, =shitko. 
Cf. alike to.

appellation, she'shash.
appetite; tia'mish; to satisfy one's 

a., shoh6ta, a'-una.
a p p 1 e , a'plesh.
apple-tree, a'p'lsam anku, ellipt. 

a'p'lsam.
apply, v. t.; a. over, lids^a, ne*ds#a, 

ids%a; what is applied, rubbed to the 
body-surface, shatelakish.

apportion, v. t., she-a'ta.
appreciate, v. t., stinta, witchna.
apprise, v. t, teach, hashiiiga; to 

report to, inform, stlltpa, hishtalta; 
apprised of, sh&yuaksh; to be ap 
prised of, shayuakta, tumena. Cf. 
announce, v.

approach, v. i.; a. close to, gaki- 
amna; a. closely while running, hii- 
tampka, du. tiishtampka, pi. tin- 
tampka; a., go over towards, gakua; 
a. in a hostile or friendly intention, 
galdshawia, galdshui; a. on the sly, 
ganta, hushiitanka; a. setting time 
(sun, moon), tinole"na; a. to, in the 
sense of touching, genala; a. by the 
trail, road, shakatla.

appropriate, shipatch; at the 
a. time, tche'-etak; a. for working, 
shiitesh.

April; inaccurately rendered by 
kaptchelam shinaktish, v.

apron, shikpiayash; large whole 
a. buttoned on back, heshlaklash; 
skin a., small a., sania-ish.

Ara or Kdrok Indian, nom. pr.; 
SkatchpaHkni.

argue, v. t., shemp^ta, hashtdltala, 
Cf. dispute, v.

arise, v. i., hiitkala, du. tushtkala, 
pi. tititkala; a., as fog, smoke, luye*- 
ga; a. from sleep, patkal, patkal- 
peli; a. when sitting, tga-ule^a, 
tgel%a, pi. lualo'l^a; a. suddenly, 
hutkalshna.

arm, of human body, we'k; on the 
arms, we*ktat; an armful, we'k sta- 
ni; to balance on one's arms, shiak- 
shiaga; to beckon with one's a., 
nikanka, ne*patka shahamiiya; to 
carry under one's a., shaktila; to 
carry, hold on one's arms, long obj., 
kshe"na, kshiiyamna; to carry off, 
about, in the arms, kshukdtkal; un 
der one's a. or arms, shayantildsha;
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to carry, hold under one's a., arms, ' 
slmltila; sometlling long, shutila; ' 
to lean on one a., kiapka; to put the 
a. out of, extend it, nika wa/k, or j 
nika, nikualka; to put under one's j 
a, or arms, shayantila; to go about 
witli something under one's a., sha- 
yantildsha.,

armlet, small arm, we*kaga.
armor, made of doubled-up (elk-) 

skins, kakn61sh; to he dressed in 
s^lch an a., kakn61a; man arrayed 
with the kakn61sh, ktaklish.

armpit, viiyukiaks ; hair under a., 
ka'katilsh.

around, (1) adv., about, in the vicin 
ity of, i-ukakiamna, tuna; a. there, 
gint; all a., in horizontal dimen 
sion, ginkakiamna. (2) prep.; when 
connected with verbs, it is usuallv'  /

rendered by -mna, -pna, and other
suffixes; to be, stand a., about, tka-
lamna, du. lu^lamna, pi. luilamna 

arouse, v. t.; a. for the start?
hushu'ktgi; a. from sleep, skishula. 

arrange, v. t, ne*-ul#a, shuta; a.
with, ne-ul%ia. 

array, garb, dress of both sexes,
shul6tish; female a., kuks. 

array, v. t, cf. dress, v.; arrayed
with the elk-skin armor, ktaklish. 

arrest, v. t, persons, shnuka; a.
and take along, spu'nshna. 

arrive, v. i ; a. at a place, gatka;
when the arrival is not seen by
the one speaking, gcitpa, gatpna;
a. id, reach to, k'leka; Imtpa, du.
ti'ishtpa, pi. tintpa; a. almost up to,

gatpankshka; a. at the camp, lodge 
gatpamna; a. and depart, gatpanii- 
la; a. home, geluipka, ge'mpele ; a. 
on horseback, hush6tpa; a. at the top 
of an eminence, gui%i; a. by the trail, 
road, shakatla; a, while traveling ID 
the distance, gatkapsha; a. with 
somebody or something, gatpe"n6ta.

arrow; hunting a. with wooden point, 
taldshi, dim. taldshiaga; war-a., 
with stone point, nge'-ish, t^lak; to 
shoot arrows, ng^-isha; arrows at, 
nte'-ishala; shlin, pi. yiita; to shoot 
arrows at somebody, nte'-ishalta ; 
hunting boiv and arrows together, 
taldshi; armed with b. and a., tald- 
shitko; war-bow and arrows to 
gether, nte-ish; long a. used by 
conjurers as magic tool, hana/sish ; 
flier of a,, la'sh ; to provide arrows 
with fliers, hla'; point of a., cf. ar 
row-head, arrow-point; a. made of 
the dog-rose bush, tchuitiam; a. 
made of the sh'cil=reed, nte'ktish, and 
of another shape, sha/1; a. made of 
the tch-cik.=bulrush, tchak; a. made of 
the widshibam=rmZ, widshibam.

arrow-head of stone, shawalsh; of 
flint, kok61e shawalsh; of iron, 
tchikemen shdwalsh; of obsidian, 
inbu7 shaksh=shawalsh, mbu'shaksli, 
metsmetsawals; a.-li. of wood, nte'- 
ktcham tulish or tulish; a.-h. diverg 
ing below, putch%ash; to provide with 
an a.-h., sha-ula; for somebody, 
sha-ulia; a.-h. chipper made of horn, 
u%apalksh; notch for inserting a.-h., 
tulish.
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Arrow-Head, nom. prop, loc., 
Mbu'shaksh^Shawalsh.

arrow-point, wooden, of bird- 
hunters' arrow: nte'ktcham tulish, 
or tulish.

arrow-shaft, of light arrow, nte'k- 
tish; a.-sh. polisher of stone, yeliish; 
a.-sli. straightener of stone, tkuil- 
kish; a.-sh. straightener of wood, 
tkuy6tkish.

article, in the sense of object, 
thing, something, tua; every a. or 
every kind of articles, nanuktua; a. 
in the sense of instrument, tool, is 
expressed by the suffix-6tkish, abbr. 
-otch; a. forming part of an imple 
ment, shute-6tkish ; a. serving for 
doing, performing something, shute- 
6tkish ; a. producing disease, pain, 
tatktish; a. used in treating the sick, 
imiluash, tchuten6tkish; a. used for 
killing, poisoning, k'lek6tkish; many 
obj., Iuel6tkish. Of. object.

articulation, of limbs, k61ansh, 
nawalash.

ascend, v. i., ga-iila, ga-u'l^a; a., 
go up Mil, niwalka, tini%i; when 
quickly, huwalia'ga, pi. gawalia'ga. 
a. above the horizon, said of celestial 
bodies, ge-upka; tini^i, tini^ga, 
tinshipka; a. in the distance, ga- 
ulapka; a. as fog, smoke, luye'ga; a. 
repeatedly, ga-ulakpka; a. r. again, 
ga-ulapkapele; a., as a spider in 
the web, shalamnidsha, shalag- 
gaya; liiyamna, pi. pe'-ukanka; 
a., as a tree, ladder, k6kantcha.

ascend, v. t; a., as a horse, ge-

lapka; a. a horse while on a trip or
journey, gelaptcha; a. Toy using
hands, ge'hlapka; a. quickly, as a
horse, holapka.

ashamed, to be, nde*tchka. 
ashes, lu'kslaksh, Mod. lakpeks; to

reduce to a., shnel%a. 
Ashland, nom. pr. of an Oregonian

town, A/shlin.
aside of, prep.; close to, wigatan. 
ask, v. t, as a question, viila, vu-

lankia; a. questions repeatedly or
continually, viilantana;. a. for, viila,
vulankia; a. for, beg repeatedly, sha-
k6tka; a. for money, valuables, hu-
sh%akta. 

asleep, ktanatko; to fall a., ktansha,
ktdnshna; to be a., ktana. 

assail, v. t. gu'lki, gutampka; a
with blows, ndii'pka. Of. assault, v. 

assassinate, v. t, hushtch6ka;
shiuga, pi. liiela, Mod. liiela, shu-
^nka,, hash^e'gi. Of. kill, murder,
slay, v. 

assault, v. t, shkanaga; a. each
other with stones, etc., shuntapka.
Of. assail, attack, v. 

assemble, v. t, shiu'lki, shiu'l-
kipele; shnilagia, Mod. shiiilagien;
a. by a call, sha'hm6ka, sha'hmiilgi,
shuku'lki. 

assemble, v. i.; cf. derivatives of
radix liu-, under gather, v. i. 

assembly, general a., shuku'lkish. 
assent, v. i. humasht gl; na-asht

gi, Mod. n^-asht gl; shewd-ula. 
assert, v. i., shapa; hdmkanka,

heme'^e.
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assimilate to, v. i. ila, more freq. 
in the d., yala.

assist, v. i., hashatuciya, tchilla; 
a. each other, hashatudya; a. as al 
lies, shitchla, tchilla; a. a conjurer 
in Ills performances\ lutatka; a. in 
(jetting up, ktiuye'ga; a. in ivarfare, 
tchilla, tchlnta; a. the opposite party 
in warfare, tchfnta.

assistant, conjurer's, hitatkish.
associate with, v. i., shawalina'a, 

shitchla, shitchlala.
associntion, nie"poks; to form an 

a., mepka.
assume, v. t, shdwa, heVa. Of. 

suppose, think.
astraddle, shk^ktle^iank; to sit 

a., shke'ktle^ia.
astray; to be a., y6-ishi, 161al%a, 

lulma; to go a., 16kanka, liiyapka, 
liitchipka, nukanka. Of. stray, 
wander, v.

atoms; dust, nki'ka; to be full of a., 
nki'ka; to grind to a., pe'ksha.

atrophied; "dried up," n^i'tchatko.
attach, v. t.; to hitch, shlitchta.
attack, v. t, gu'lki, gutarnpka, 

tashui; with blows, ndu'pka, shka- 
naga; to be on the point of attack 
ing, husht6pakta.

attain, v. t.; reach to, k'ldka; a. 
through pursuit, peno'dsha. Cf. 
arrive, v.

attempt, v. t, ke"ko, tchukt^aga, 
hameni; a. more than once, k^ko-uy a; 
a. many times, tchuktyakanka.

attention; to pay a, to. matchatka: 
to listen to, ste'yak'lakpa.

attire, s , dress, garb, shulotish; a. of 
beads, ornaments, shnawa/kish; to 
be in full a., smiMtarnna; to put on 
a., while going, shuluatchna.

auburn, as hair, mukmukli.
audacious, kilosh; to be an hishn- 

kita.
augury; of good «., tfdshi; of bad 

a., kiiidshi.
August, nom. pi\, corresponds in 

accurately to the month t#6po in 
its instr. case, t#op6watka.

aunt; father's sister, p'kutchip; 
mother's sister, p'shakip.

aurora borealis, shniiya.
autumn, shalani; it is a., sha'hl- 

m41%a; the beginning of a., sha'hl- 
mal/o'tch.

avail; to no a., huna/shak, nii'nsak.
avalanche, snow-slide, akuash.
avaricious, widshikish; to be a., 

widshika.
aver, v. t., sheVala.
avlone shell, ktchak, laktash.
avoid, v. t., shdnuya, sh^nuidsha; 

shukiota.
await, v. t., the coming of somebody, 

something, tchawaya; a. in a canoe 
the entering of the fish into a dip net, 
stilaka.

awake, v. t.; from sleep, skishula.
awake, adj.; to become a., skishula.
aware of, shayuaksh; to be a. of, 

kui^a; to become a. of, shayuakta, 
shemtchal^a.

away, adv.; far, far away, ku, kiii; 
being a., absent, ndg; when con 
nected with verbs, as to send awayt
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a. is expressed by verbal prefixes 
(gu-,ku-), or suffixes (-tclia, -tchna, 
etc.); a. from, prep., welitana; a. 
from home, ca?np, fwa, cf. iwag; a. 
from any houses, lodges, kiiinag. 

awkward, wennini, abbr. wenni.

awl, sakta; bone-a., wakash, kako
sakta, sakta. 

ax; small, tchiktchikash; large, shlak-
otkish; heavy ax for felling trees,
udshitch6tkish.

babbler, waltkish.
baby, mu'ksh, Mod. shue'ntcli; dim. 

miikaga. Mod. shuentchaga; 1). ~boy, 
hishuakga; b. girl, shnawe'dshka; 
~b.-board, shuentch, Mod. stiwi%6t- 
kish; small b-board, Kl. shuen 
tchaga.

bachelor, hishuaksh keliak shna- 
wedsh, tchiluish; old b., t'shika; 
lit. "old man."

back, of persons or animals, ka'- 
mat; behind on b., ^amte'tan; b- 
of quadrupeds, elhuish; to carry 
on b. shalamna, shdpolamna, tu- 
dshna; to carry on b., shoulders, 
especially a load by strap, me'tk'la; 
to hold or carry on b., as baskets, 
skayamna, skatkala, skat%a; to 
smear, line, rub on one's b., shi41am- 
na; b. of chair, tchapata.

back, adv. When connected with 
verbs, as to walk b., it is usually 
expressed by the suffix -peli, -p8le, 
-p'le; go b.! kuitak! Cf. home, adv.

back of, prep., behind, kuita.
backbiter, wiknish, dim. wikni- 

aga; to be ab., shcwala.
backbone, (ilhuish.

backward; to walk b. like a crab, 
ska'-ika.

bacon, p'lu. Cf fat.
bad, kiiidshi; of a b., mean character, 

papalish, tchakalsh, sha'tptchi; a 
man of b. intentions, hishuaksh kii- 
idshi steinash; b., hateful, aniin. and 
in an., tchektcheldi; b. thing! excl., 
k^-ash!

badger, Taxidea americana, ku'lsh.
badly, kui; to treat b., outrage, 

kui shiita.
bag, la/klaksh, wdkogsh, willishik; 

b. for provisions, tayash; long b.for 
grain, provisions, l%al%amnish, wil 
lishik; game b., shultilash Cf. sack.

bail, v. t, as a canoe, ampu kitoka,
bake, v. t., b. or cook, hushno'ka; b. 

in a pit, piika; b. provisions in the 
ground, awala, satndlha; one who 
is baking bulbs, roots, pukish.

balance, v. t.; to b. on one's arms, 
shiakshiaga.

bald-headed, stako!61atko.
ball, globiform body, l^wash; play-b., 

shakue'ash, l^wash, shuntoyakea- 
6tkish; shu'p'luash, dim. shupluga; 
to play a b.-game, lewa; to play at b.
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or dub, shu-ii'ta: some kinds of balls, 
especially foot-b., shiktokanksh; 
eyc-b., lu'lpani Id wash; b. of the 
foot, staklinsh; rifle-b., ngd-ish, 
shawalsh; cannon-b., mu'ni sha- 
walsh; b.-shaped, kalkali.

balloon, hushanualksh.
bandy; to play b., shu-u'ta.
bank, especially when high, walish, 

knaklitko; on the opposite b. of a 
river, tu'gshtant k6ke. Of. beach, 
shore, water.

banner, shi'l, ple'k. Of. flag.
bar, v. t; &. an entrance, opening, 

yankapshti.
barber, shmushmo'klish.
barberry bush, Berberis agui- 

folium, wele'li.
bare, bared, expressed by the 

adv. pila, or by kdliak. Cf. 
skull.

bark, s., of tree, plant, v&s&dLsh; coarse 
outer b. of tree, knd-udshi; ndse'dsh; 
fibrous or inner b. of tree, st6palsh; 
to remove it, st6pela; b. scraper, ki- 
ulolsh.

bark, v. i., paka, paklua, ha/ma.
barrel, Mod. wakogsh
barren, kaitua wawa-ish; said of 

a woman, tchit.u; b., dry, rocky land, 
kna't, Mod. Ida'dsh.

barter, v. t., hesheli6ta, sheniiita, 
shiyuta, shdshatui, sheshatuika; to 
follow the bartering trade, hesheli6ta, 
shiyuta; to reobtain by bartering, 
hesh%dlp8li; to return from barter 
ing, sheshatuitka.

base of play-ground, yuash.

I b a s h f u 1; b. person, ka-i waltkish.
bask, v. t., in the sun, tcheleya; 

tchatawa, pi. wawatawa.
basket, flat and round or ovoid, 

bucket-like, kala; seed-b. made of 
roots, na-i; conical, made of 'ivillows, 
yaki; large root-} seed-b., tchakela, 
dim. tchakela-aga; large root-digger 
b., Mod. hlivash; hand seed b, we- 
kotkish; small rush- or rccd-b., tel- 
liks, dim. telu%aga; b. filled with 
baked roots, food, i'lksh; b.-shaped 
hat, made of willows, tchala; to 
carry about in a b., skayamna, skat- 
kala, skat%a; to carry back or home 
on one's back, or in a b., skat%idsha, 
skat%ipeli; to hold in a large, or 
seed-b., skayanina: to give in a b., 
skaya.

bat, ktchidshu, dim. ktchidshoaga.
bath; to take a steam-b., spu'kli, 

Mod. Iumk6ka; to take a cold b., 
pdwa, pe'-udsha; a hot b., ke'lua.

bathe, v. i., in cold water, pdwa; to 
go and b., pd-udsha; locality for 
bathing, pdwash.

battle, v. i., siss6ka, d. of shiuga; 
with weapons, shen6tanka, shdllual; 
battling, shishiikash.

battle, s., shdllualsh, shishiikash; 
on a b.-field, shellualshkshi, Mod 
shellualsh -gishi; to give b., shdllual; 
to defeat in b., uduyua, udupka; 
winf^i, Mod. vui%in.

be, v. i., gi; to b., exist, stay, gi; tht 
stalk is white, tchdlash palpali gi; 
to begin to b., to become, cri: not to b.\y i i o '

on hand, present, ka'gi; b. below, un-
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derneath, in tfie shadow of, kshutila, 
pi. i-utila; 1}. in contact ivith, said 
of a long subj., taliga; b. on some 
thing, to stick to, gintana; b. on 
the ground, inan. subj., Ibuka; 1). 
in a certain place, tchia, tchi#6ga; 
pi. wa, wadshuga; b. the property 
of, gi, gi'tko, cf. gi (4). b. sick, 
unwell, kui gi; ma'sha, shila; to b. 
well, tidsli gi, tidsli hiishlta; b. to 
gether, shuku'lki; b. near, in contact 
with, or on edge of the water, round 
subj., laliga; long subj., taliga.

beach, knaklitko; to form a b., ju- 
lalina; to stand at the b., liuliga. 
Cf. bank, shore, water.

bead, yahf, dim. yahiaga; grain of 
b., yamnash; blue-colored b., pupf- 
dsha; b. of bone, kako yahi, kako 
yamnash; b. bulging out on ends, 
tchakptchi; b. of an elongated shape, 
ktii'lts; glass b., yahi; b. thickest in 
the middle, tsu'tsaptsuks; b.-string, 
beads, necklace, i'mnaks, yamnash, 
shankakash, shnawa'ldsh; beads in 
a bunch, shriawa'kish; beads in a 
ring, inserted in the nose-septum, 
shipkgish; to adorn one's neck with 
beads, shnawa'ka; to manufacture 
beads, yamnashla; to wear beads, 
slmlutamna, shnawa/ka.

beak of bird, shu'm. Cf. bill.
beam of wood, anku, papkash; log, 

himpoks; to jump over beams, him- 
putia%i£a, Mod. mbute'^e. Cf. 
jump, skip.

beam of light, ktcli&l^ish; of ris 
ing or setting sun, stutish; sun

beam, ktchal%ish; to reflect sun 
beams, ktchalta.

beam, v. i.; to b. forth, ktchalhua, 
ktchal%a.

beans, pfnsh.
bear, v. i, <£na, idsha, idshna; cf. 

carry; to b. children, nka'kgi, 
we'kala; to b. offspring, said of 
animals, hla-a; to be borne, jlii to 
a distance, nu/dsha, nu/dshna; to 
be borne, roll, spread, tila.

bear; black b., Ursus americanus, 
wita'm, dim. witamdga; cinnamon 
b., Ursus americanus, var. cinnamo- 
meus, naka; grizzly b., Ursus 
americanus, var. horribilis, lu'k; 
g. b. cub, lukaga, shashapka; "Old 
Grizzly," noni. pr. of a mythic ani 
mal, Liikamtch, Shdshapsh, Slui- 
shapamtch.

beard, srno'k; wearing a b., shmo- 
kaltko.

beast; no generic term; b. hunted, 
game, if a quadruped, lilhanksh.

beat, v. t, wi-udsha; to chastise by 
beating, wihii'tch^a; b. somebody, 
ndu'pka, udupka; b. with a stick, etc., 
udiipka, udupkpa, udiiyua, vuta, 

. vud'hita, vudiika; b., as a drum, 
udfntena; b. into, down into, as seeds 
into a basket, wdka; b. upon with a 
tool, mpata, nduka; b., hit each other, 
sh^kpe%a, siss6ka, nduyua, udu- 
yua, cf. shuka; b. oneself, shu'ktka; 
b. the wings, ne'na,, ninia, Mod. 
shne'dsha. Cf. hit, slap, strike, v.

beautiful, tidslii; said of per 
sons, tidshi, aishishtchi.
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beautifully, tidsh.
beauty, pevsonal, aisliishtchi
beaver, pu'm; beaver's den, piimarn 

wash; beaver's teeth game, sku'shash.
beckon, v. i.; b. to somebody, kin- 

sliipkia, kueta; b, u'itli one's arm, 
hand, nikanka; b. with the hand 
to come, ndpatka shahamiiya.

become, v. i.; to turn out as, k'leka, 
gi; to b, worse, kid gt When con 
nected with an adj., to become is 
usually expressed by verbal suf 
fixes, as -ala, -tgi, and others. 
Many of these verbs are attribu 
tive verbs at the same time; to 
I. rusty, hes^atana, he'shlaktcha; 
to b. angry, kilua; cf. angry.

bed, shahiash; I. of the natives, 
s%61akgish, Mod. s^ulkish; shla-ish; 
to lie in b., sku'lpka, pi. 161umi; 
spiika, ipka, sku'lha; when sick, 
ipka; to go to &., to retire, sku'l%a, 
pi. lulal%a.

bedaub, v. t., ita, ipka, shiashka; 
1). oneself, pitak shi-ita, sbi-ita. C£ 
besmear, line, smear, v.

bedbug, k6hiash.
bedcloth, shla-ish.
bedstead, s%ulualkish.
bee, bT, h6ne=shiishatish; Iceszvax, 

bi'sam wax, slmetchudktekiutch.
beef; cattle, miishmush, Mod. vush- 

mush; 1}. meat, mushmusham tchul- 
eksh.

beet, pawatch.
beetle; large I)., ktcliayash; small 

5., shnuslmtotch-gitko; species of 
I)., shaikish; species of I), ivith large

fangs, naishlakgish; species of green 
or purple b., tgulutcli. Cf. bug.

before, (1) prep. loc. &., in front of, 
lupia, lupitana; (2) prep. temp, 
lupitana, lupitan, lupia; who or 
ivliat comes &., Inpini, lupitni; in 
rank or age, t%d-u; (3) conj., earlier 
than, lupiak; kayutch and kdyu, 
Mod. kiiyu.

begj v. t., to ask fory vula; &., as a 
beggar, shak6tka.

beggar, shashkutkish; papatalish ; 
constant, persistent &., shashkotdkta- 
lish,

begin, v. t, at one end, tmuye'ga; 
connected with verbs, to b, is ex 
pressed by the suffixes -<%a, -ia/ga, 
-tampka.

behave, v. i.; &. well, tidsh gi, tidsh 
shuta; &. ill, kui gi, kui shiita; 
one who behaves so, that way, hakt- 
champtchi; b. extravagantly, ka-ika, 
ka'la, shesh%e'la; behaving extrava 
gantly, oddly, ka-ikash, shesh%eila- 
ash. Cf. antics.

behest, shunu'kanksh, nd-ulaksh, 
tp^wash. Cf. order, v. and s.

behind; (1) prep, loc., tapitana; on 
the other side of, gunigshtant, gu- 
nitana; back of, kuita. Cf. beyond. 
(2) adv. loc., tapi, tu'hak; one who 
remains b., tapitankni.

behold, v. t, shlda, telshna; b. again, 
shlepele; b. at a distance, shle'pka; 
behold! haggi! h(i-i! Cf. look, see, v.

believe, v. t.; to be of opinion, 
Kl. and Mod. heSva, shewa, kshapa, 
Mod. k6pa; b. in, to trust, 161a.
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bell, lakakash; little b., wawa-ush; 
church b., tintan.

bellow, v. i., ha/ma.
bellows, shnewalkn6tkish.
belly, nkash; to lie on b., lie flat on 

the ground, wimpka; to sprawl while 
lying or floating on b., willaslina.

belly-ache, gutitgulash; to have 
b.-a., nkash ma'sha.

belonging to his, her, or its place, 
house, lodge, hunkelamskni; b. to an 
other, or to other tribes, lands, wen- 
nikni, atikni; b. to the other side, 
tukni; b. to me, ge'-u, to thee, you, mi.

below, prep., hintila, i-utila, tchu- 
tila, inotila; somebody or some 
thing located, situated b., yana=kani, 
yanani, yantani; cominy from &., be 
ing deep b., munatalkni; to be, lie b., 
utila; be, sit, lie, stayb., tchutila, pi. 
lintila, wawatila; be, exist, sit, lie b., 
said of round obj., lutila; to bring 
from b., yana; to put b., utila; to 
stand b., tgutila, pi. levutila; to 
stand b. the one speaking, tiiya.

belt; sldn b., kailish ; to put a b. on, 
kaili.

bench, tchawalkish.
bend, v. t.; b. backward or down- 

^uard, kshap&ta; b., b. back, as a 
bow, stfnkpeli; b. the-body down- 
 wards, stoop down, kmikla, tchi'l^a;" 
b., form a ring or coil, weplakiamna; 
b over for clasping, hishlutanka; b. 
the head for abite, shuishtchaktchka; 
bent over, shtchishalkatko, tikiwa- 
tko; cf. bent; b. around, as roads, 
gake'mi. 

33

bend, s., to make a b., said of rivers, 
etc., shtchukalkidsha; of roads, ga 
ke'mi.

beneath, prep., hintila, i-utila, etc.;
cf. below, under, underneath. 

j bent, adj., tikiwatko, tishilatko, 
Mod. tishiwatko; crooked, shtchi 
shalkatko ; b. through old age, tish- 
%atko; to become b. by age, tishka. 

| be numbed, to be, v. pass., taps- 
^oya; with cold, said of nose, ears, 
etc., katka; of extremities, nda-itia.

bereaved; b. of the father, p'tish= 
lulatko; b. of the mother, p'gi'sh-lu- 
latko, cf. orphan; b. of his children,

. said of father only, tchaklakatko; b. 
of her child, k'lekala; of two or more 
children, said of mother only, lep- 
klekatko.

bereavement;^ suffer b., tchaklg%a, 
k'lekala. Cf. bereaved, lose, v.

berry, iwarn, lutish; a species of 
b., kelatch; deadly berries, k6la- 
ko'tch y4-uks ; b.-paste mixed with 
camass, sh4kalsh; to gather berries, 
sta-ila, habituallyfi-nm&\&; to return 
from b. harvest, i-umaltka.

besmear, v. t., kaknega, or kaknega 
shiashka; ludso'sha, s^akne'ga, ita, 
ipka; b. with oil, etc., shutcho'sha; 
b. the body of another, tudsho'sha, 
shi-usha; b. oneself, hushkakne'ga, 
shi-ita, shi-usha. Of. bedaub, line.

bestow, v. t., round obj., luya, pi. 
pcwi, shewana; long obj., uya, 
kslmya, pi. yana, shewana; b. a 
liquid, tchiya; b. through somebody 
else, niukla. Cf. give, v.
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bestrew with, ids%a; as with 
salt, ita, shewana.

bet, v. t., to make bets, shio; he"- 
shkii, Mod., he'shgun.

1) e t w e e n , amid, i-utams%a; when 
on same level, t%ala.ai, KL tat%elam; 
b., inside of, ivithin, i-ukak; often 
expressed by verbal suffixes: to be, 
stand b., tkalamna, du. lualamna, 
pi. liiilauma; to dig b., met'tains%a; 
to fall b., hins%a; to stand b., tgits^a-

beverage, buno'kish.
bevy; to form a b., shuku'lki, liwa, 

tulha, wa.
bewail, v. t., shuaktcha, luatpishla, 

lila, stti't^ishla.
bewildered, lekatko, lekish; to 

be b., lama.
bewilderment, state of, la'm- 

lernsh.
bewitch, v. t., tawi; to be bewitched 

by a spell, shal/ita; beivitching 
power, yayaya-as; shui'sh.

beyond, gunitana; guni'gshta; re 
ferring to rivers, etc., tu'gslitanta; 
referring to mountains, tutana; b., 
on the opposite side of the camp, 
house, iwutit. Cf. back of.

bid, v.t.; b.farewdl, sheka; b.tvelcomc, 
stinta; cf. welcome.

big, bulky, muni; wide, broad, kin- 
kutko; tall, atini, abbr. ati.

bifurcate, v. i., wd-ukala.
bile, gall, pish.
bill of birds, shii'm; to use bird-bills 

as neckwear, to wear a necklace of 
bird-beaks, slrama 1 ua.

billow, Ikash; to raise billoivs, Ikan.

bind, v.t., wapil'ma; tie up, wepla; 
b. together, sku'tawia, shu'l^a, 
tinkopka; b. into a bundle, slmtila, 
shnltila. Cf. tie, wind, v.

bird, generic, tchikash; nanuk- 
tua liisaltko; forest-b., generic, 
tchikash; species of gray, little, for- 
est-b., tchikash; young or little b. of 
an}" species, tchililiks; youngQY little 
b. of the forest, tchililika: ducks,geese, 
and all aquatic birds resembling 
these, mii/makli. Tlie following 
are the names of such bird-species 
of which the English equivalents 
could not be obtained: species of 
black b , gawi, ne'-ulinsh; species of 
forest b, s^fb, tchish^i/i, tchiwiti- 
tikaga, vuiple-ush; species of very 
small b., wihuash; species of little 
black forest b., shaikish; species of 
niylit b., spotted wings, tsas^ibs; 
species of little b., uani/lash, pop = 
tsikash; species of aquatic b, tsa- 
kenusli, tchakiuks; species of little 
white aquatic b., kat'hiawawh.

bit, morsel, tchek'^ish; a little b. of, 
kitcha, kinka, kinkak; a little b. of 

  ice, kitchkani we'sh; bridle-b., cf. 
bridle'.

bitch, ndshilo watcluiga; young 
b., ndshiluaga watchaga.

bite, v.t; generic:-koka; b. audi 
bly, pu'kpuka; b. each other, ko- 
uyua; b. onesdf, accidentally or on 
purpose, shukoka; b. oneself in the 
tongue or lip, shok6tana; b, some 
body in the bone, ko itchatclita; 6. 
in the hair o\- fur, kiuitchala, contr.
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gu'tcbala; kuatchaka; 6. wfo,k6ka, 
kuatchaka; b. off, kuatcha; b. off a 
piece, particle, kwu'shka; b. off from, 
or holes into, kua/ka; b. off minute 
portions, to nibble, kuakakshka; b. 
off from a surface, kuekn61a; b. re 
peatedly, kupka; to b., itch, kiipka; 
b. the skin, as lice, kuatchaki; b., as 
snakes, stu'ka; tob. through, kowak- 
tcha; what bites the tongue, mbuk- 
amnatko.

b i r t h ; to give b., to be confined, we'- 
kala, nka'kgi; to give b. to twins, 
lapeala; to triplets, ndana'yala.

bitter, ka-a ma'shitko, mbukanma- 
tko; it tastes b., ka-ti ma/sha.

bivalve, kle'dshu.
black, pushpushli; adv. pushpush; 

b bear, wita/m, cf. bear; b. snake, 
wamenaksh; a b. substance regarded 
as a cause of disease, gu'pal; to be 
come b. from smoke, etc., ske^/a; to 
paint oneself with b. paint, shu- 
tpashui.

blackberry, tutanksham lutish; 
b. shrub, tutanksham.

blackbird, Brewer's, Scolecopha- 
gus cyanocephalus, tchekaga; b., 
species of Ayelaius: tcho'kshash.

blacken, v. t, pushpush shuta; 
to b. shoes, boots, ludso'sha.

blackish, puslipiish=tkani.
Black Lake, nom. pr. of a lake 

near Klarnath Marsh, Lko'm A'-ush.
blacksmith, tchi/kemen=mpamp- 

tisli, w4titi = shushatish.
black-tail deer, Cervus colum- 

bianus, shu4-i.

bladder of any kind, shuidshash ; 
b. fastened on something, lawalash, 
usually abbr. lawalsh ; swimming b.

- offish, smu/links, shuidshash, t6ksh ; 
b. blown up, shipnush ; urine b., shui- 
tchash4aw41ash, k4n.

blade; long b., te'kish ; knife &., wati.
blame, v. t., koktkinshka, shakdk- 

ta, shakaktna, shkanaga.
blanket; woolen or skin-b., skiitash; 

a kind of b., pa'ka; wrapped, clad in 
a b., skutatko ; to make a b. from 
small patches, teshashkudla, sku7- 
tchala; to dress oneself in ab., skuta, 
skutia, sku'tchala. Cf. robe, mantle.

blast, of wind, shlewish.
b 1 a z e , v. i. ; to flame, mita; to b. up, 

natkalga, tgepalia'ga; to b. up by 
the wind or by itself, liutka, niHwa.

blear-eyed, papatkawatko, tch($- 
tchapkatko.

bleat, v. i., ha/ma.
bleed, v. t, tch^kglala; v. i., pu'pa,

b 1 e n d , v. i. ; blending insensibly, said
of colors, nuata%atko. 

blind, papa/dshatko ; to become b. of
one eye, pa'dsha, of both, papa'dsha. 

blink, v. i., kelamtchtamna, sha-
kelamtcha; b. with one eye, knadshi-
kia.

block of wood, anku. 
blockhead, puke'wish^nu'sh or

p.^smi'm.
blonde, fair-haired, mukniukli. 
blood, tche'keri; to lose b., to bleed,

pu'pa, tche'kelila ; to extract b., tche'-
kelala.
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bloom, v. i., of. blossom, v. i.
blossom, shiapsh; le-usham, usu 

ally in the d. form: lele-usham; 
having blossoms, f-hlapshaltko, leld- 
usam gitko.

blossom, v. :., shlapa; blossoming, 
shlapshaltko.

blow, s.; to strike a b., wiulala; 
again, wiulalapele; to come to bloivs, 
shiuga, espec. d.: siss6ka; shiukiiya, 
d. sissukuya; to give blows with a 
stick, etc., udupka, udiipkpa; to 
give bloics to each other, shuktapka, 
Mod. nduyua, ktuyua; to return 
bloivs, shekaktcha; to threaten with 
blows, hushasha, hu'sht%a; to attack 
witli blows, ndu/pka.

blow, v. i., said of winds, shlewi; 
of the east wind, yeVa; of the north 
wind, yama; of the west -wind, t%ala- 
ma; of the south wind, mua; to 
b. across, over, wikansha; b. around 
in the sky, shlewilamna; b around, 
as storms, vuyanma; b. at, toward, 
wilhua, b. at, after, around, wila- 
mna; b. at or upon persons, wita, 
shlewita; b. continually, witclia; b. a 
gentle breeze, ushikshka, Mod. ushi- 
ka; b. down upon, wita, witna; b. 
down into, witfla; b. into, wilala; 
b. off, witna; to b. out, emit air, wika; 
b. out from, out of, witka, wit^noN; 
b. through, said of strong air-drafts, 
will; b. through, light air-drafts, 
ukidshlin; b. underneath, into, witila; 
to cease bloiving,

wit^nola; b. into, pniutakta; b. smoke 
into, wiuka; b. out of, down, or away, 
pniulma, witka; b. out a candle, etc., 
pino'ptcha, pni-ukshla; b. up, pm- 
wa; to be blown, up, shipnu; blad 
der blown up, inflated, shipntish; b. 
breath from one's mouth, shlewitak- 
nula.

Blow, nom. pr. of a head cliief, P'lu, 
S61d'hoks.

blue; sky-blue, matchma/tchli; b. of 
tlieb.jay, tch^e-utch^u-uptchi; pur- 
ple-b., yamnashptchi; b. mixed with 
gray, bluish-gray, said, f. i. of water- 
birds, ma/krmikli; b.-colored beads, 
pupi'dsha.

blunt, kui takatko; to be b., kui 
taka.

blush, v. i., ndetchka, Mod. nddtcli- 
gi; ta'^tki.

blushing, s., nd(itchkish.
board, of lumber, pdpkash; b., if 

cut with the ax, utchayatko ariku; 
baby-b., shuentch, Mod. stiwi^ot- 
kish; ivigwam constructed of boards, 
uk^pelaksh; provided with head- 
andfoot-b. (grave), titads%atko.

boat, vunsh, dim. vunshaga; sail-b., 
shneklotchn6tkish = vu'nsh; vunsh.

boatman, s^uyamnish.
body; b. alive or dead, human or 

animal, tchuleksh-r cubiform b., she- 
watl;/eash; b. of people belonging to 
gether, mepoks; to form a b. of peo 
ple, mcpka; dead human b,, k'lekat- 
ko5 tchuleksh; b. of child, tclmle'-

blow, v. t.; with the mouth, pniwa, ; kaga.
pni-ukshla, shlewi; b. out from mouth,   bog, inu'lmulatko.
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boggy, tupe"shti; to be 1)., tupe"na.
boil, v. i., said of water; liikua, 

kelpka; b. and throw up bubbles, 
ndupual%a. Cf. boiling.

boil, v. t, n6ka, taluodsha; b. 
liquids, shnekalpka, tchilala; b. 
meat, etc., tchilala; vase used for 
boiling, tchilal6tkish.

boiling, kelpoksh, keluash, 16- 
kuash; to be at b. heat, lukua.

bold, ka-i vu'shish; b. warrior, fight 
er, kilosh. Cf. brave.

bolt, v. 1, as a door, ktiuga.
bolt, s.j ktiukish.
bombard, v. t, to throw at. shu- 

tuyakida; shnikiwa, Mod. shnik6a.
bondsman, lu'gsh.
bone, kako; beads ofb., kako, yahi; 

string of b. beads, kako yamnash; 
awl of b., wakash; kako sakta, 
sakta; backbone, elhuish; clavicu 
lar b., ntd-ish; jawbone, kako; 
sJmll-b., nushti kako; cf. skull.

book, pipa; ivriting b., cover, leaf of 
b., pipa.

boot, stikshui.
bore, v. t., kdka, shdka; b. through, 

tke'ka, tudka; b. one's nose-septum, 
hashtka; b. another's nose, stu'lka; 
small boring instrument, tuek6tkish. 
Cf. perforate, pierce, v.

boring, aperture, ibdkantko.
born, to be, gi'ul^a; where are you 

bJ tat i gi-ule^atk?
borrow, v. t., viil^a.
bosom, vusbo; of females, e'dsh- 

ash.
boss, laki, hashtaltampkatko.

both, 14pok; at b. places, spots, 
lapukni; b. times, lapukni.

bottle, bunuo'tkish, Kl. wakogsh; 
orifice ofb., gin%antko.

bottom, of barrel, lake, river, etc., 
lemuna; down in the b., miina, mu 
tt an a; dry river b., kokalam pal- 
kuish, kupkiipele; to be at the b., 
or to swim near the b. of the water, 
lemuna.

bough, of tree, we'k, dim. wdkaga; 
of coniferous tree, pu'sh^am.

boulder, mu'ni kta-i; high b., cliff, 
walish.

bounce, v. i., kshiutchna, huyeka; 
b. over an obstruction, himputia%iea, 
Mod. mbute'%e.

b o u t; to have a b., sissukuya, siss6ka, 
shiika. Cf. blow, s.

bow, v. i., for a welcome, utk'utka
bow, as a weapon, with or with 

out arrows, ntd-ish, dim. ntdyaga; 
b. and arrows for bird-hunters, tald- 
shi, dim. taldshidga; armed with b. 
and arrows, taldslritko; b. made from 
the tsiipinksham yew-tree, tsup- 
inksh; to draw the b. for shooting, 
shlatampka, shleVala; to make a 
small b., nteyakala.

b o w of boat, canoe, pf ash.
bowel, kaya; the bowels, nkash; 

soft, bowels of the tsu'pkish-fish, 
tsti'pkish.

bowl, kapa, dim. kapaga; large b. 
made of scirpus, etc., maksha. . Cf. 
cup, vase.

bowstring, na'hlish; to draw the b. 
for shooting, shlatampka, shlewala.
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box, iwi;c6tkish, b6x; little b. ivith 
a lock, mawi%6tkish.

boy, tchaki, dim. tchakiaga; kitch- 
kani hishuakga, usually abbr. 
kitchkani; b. in the sense of son, 
wdash, dim. weka; b.-child, young 
b., up to adult age, hishuakga; b. 
between ten and fifteen, tchilluyaga; 
b. over fifteen, tchiluish.

brag, v. i., to be bragging, shipnu.
braid, v. t., one's own hair, shakpka, 

shukat'nola.
braid; hair-b. of males, on temples, 

shakpaksh; hair-b. of females, on 
back, wdktash; to gather one's hair 
into a b., shakpka, shukat'n61a.

brain, tapsnek, Mod. tlo%o.
bran, le'p.
branch of tree, shrub, we'k, dim. 

wdkaga; anku; willow b. used as 
'frame for structures, Ishi'klak.

branch out, v. i., into limbs, twigs, 
roots, wd-ukala.

brandish, v. t., above one's head, 
sha-u!61a. Of. swing, v.

brandy, Mm.
brant, Anser canadensis, lalak.
brass, kaka'kli watiti; cf. cop 

per, bronze.
brave, adj., litchlitchli; killitko; 

plucky, ka-i vushish; b. fighter, kil- 
lank shishiikish.

brave, s., sheshalolish, shishuk- 
ish; in the sense of man bearing 
arms, hishuaksh, Mod. hishuatch%- 
ash.

bravely, litchiitch.
brawl, v. i., tchiluy^a.

b ray, v. i., ha'ma.
bread, pala-ash, Mod. shapele; to 

make b., shuteshla
breadth; to make of the same b., 

hish%elul%a.
break; v. t.; generic: to fracture, 

disintegrate, kdwa, pi. nguldsha, 
ngumshka; b. asunder, as strings, 
etc., kata, ngata, pi. nguldsha; 
long obj., tekua, tkewa; katchka, 
akatchga; shdkutka; one long obj. 
in one place, ydkua; in many 
places, yekewa; b. down, as tree- 
limbs, ukdwa, pi. ikcwa, i-akewa; 
b into fragments, portions, tkewa, 
shepat^a; b. hollow obj., paka 
(mbaka, mbiika); b. hollow obj. by

- letting them fall, mbakla; broken, 
pakatko; b. a law, ordinance, etc., 
ydkua, pi. yekdwa; b. one's limbs, 
tchema; in one place, sheyakua; b. 
off, remove from by breaking, nga- 
ishka, yekua!61a; b. to pieces, ndsha- 
pka, pi. pekdwa; ukewa, pi. ikewa; 
b. by punching, spaka; b. by striking, 
£ i., strings fastened at one end, 
katchka; b., smash, as glass, tchiiya; 
b. through, across with the foot, 
ukeVa; pi. ikewa; b up connection, 
sheggat%a.

break, v. i., b by itself, be broken, 
hollow things, paka, (mbuka); b. or 
fall off, nde'-ushka; br. off, snap, 
ngata, pi nguldsha; b. down, as rot 
ten wood, te-utdwa; b. doivn by ex 
haustion, tgel%a, pi. luelual^a; b. or 
be broken to pieces, go to pieces, shu- 
kuashka.
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breast, vush6; female, ddshash; 
of cattle, horses, s%6dshish; lo carry 
on one's b., chest, shakakaga.

b r e a t h, and breathing, s., hukish; 
to lose b., puta; to emit b., wika.

b r e a t h e, v. i., h6ka; b. in, b. 
again, hokarnpele; b. audibly, hle'ka; 
heavily, hle'ka; b. from internal heat, 
kelpa; &. upon parts of one's body, 
shahaka.

breech-clout, kailish; b.-c. of 
buckskin, formerly worn by fe 
males, hassuish%ish, hishtchish- 
%ash.

breed, v. t. and i., hla-a.
breeding, s., lala-ish. Of. brood.
breeze, shleVish ; it blows a gentle 

b., ushikshka. Mod. ushika.
brick, shnute'tko t6pesh, kta-i; b.- 

house, kta-i latchash.
bride; she is a I., shumpsealuapka 

M't.

bridegroom; he is a b., shump 
sealuapka hu't.

bridge, shlankosh; to erect a b., 
shlankoshla.

bridle, shtchi'ktyish; b.-bit, tutkish-
brief, referring to time, tankni.
brimful, stani; to be b. of, sta; of 

a liquid, ewa.
bring, v. t.; generic terms, but 

chiefly in use for the bringing or 
carrying of long and heavy obj., 
ena, pi. and coll. (more in Mod. than 
in Kl.), idsha, idshna; to b, carry to 
wards, when seen by the one speak 
ing, e'pka; when not seen by him, 
atpa, pi. itpa; to b., convey home or

back, e'mpeli, idshampeli, itpampeli. 
B. alone/ with, forcibly or not, said of 
persons and quadrupeds, spiinshna, 
pi. e'na, Mod. idsha, idshna, gin- 
kanka; b. along towards, spu'nship- 
ka, for another, spunshipkia; back 
or home, spiinktchapeli, spuntpam- 
peli; on purpose, spu'ntpa, pi. itpa; 
while on one's march, spunktcha; 
back again, spuntgatgapele; b. to 
bed, hushkal^a; b. close to, near to, 
ktil'tpna; b. for or to somebody, in 
somebody's interest, enia; b. infor 
mation, news, stillidanka, stiltchna; 
b. inside, indoors, within, spu'lhi, pi. 
ilhi; b. a liquid in one vase, tchi- 
ktcha, tchiamna; b. long obj., e'pka, 
Mod. atpa, pi. itpa, itpamria; b. one 
long obj. carried on the arms, 
kshe'na, kshukatkal; to go and b , 
iktcha; b. on, to cause, ne'-ul^a; b.on, 
as disease, ne'pka; b. out, as out of 
the lodge, or to the grave, ishn, 
ishnula, ilktcha; b., round obj., lii- 
ka; go and fetch, kiktcha, l^pka; 
b. thin obj., ne'pka, n^na; b., sheet- 
like obj., shle'pka; back or home, 
shle'mpeli, shlepldpele; habitually, 
shlepkipele; b. together, make meet, 
hushkiutanka; shiulagia, shiu'lki, 
Mod. shiulagien; b. together, collect, 
gather, st4-ila; into a long basket, 
ul^xilga l b. up, up hill, yana; b. 
up, raise, as children, hishtatcha. 
Many terms under carry, q. v., will 
apply here also.

bristle, nil; on hog's back, shuan- 
shakluish.
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brittle, tche-ini.
broad, mu kinkutko; kinkutko.
broil, v. t., n6ka; b. in a pan, 

shnitchkua; b. on the hot coals, 
tchlalala, n6kla.

bronze, kaka'kli watiti; 1).-colored, 
kaka'kli.

brood, lelddshi, wewe'ash; tJie 
young b., weweka; 1. of birds, tclii- 
liliks. Cf breeding.

brook, k6kaga, tukuaga; b. flow 
ing from a slope, tiuno'lsh; coming 
from a b. or from the other side of a 
b., kokagtalkni.

broom, vudshlosh%n6tkish. Cf. 
brush.

brother, elder or eldest, said by 
younger b., tye'-unap; b. related as 
elder to younger b., shet%e-unaltko; 
b., elder, said by younger sister, 
pa-anip; b., younger, (in reference 
to elder b.), tapiap; 1). related as 
brothers are to their younger bro 
thers, shatapialtko; b.'s son or 
daughter, said by uncle, pa'ktish; 
said by aunt, p'kutchip; b.'s ^vife, 
said by his sisters, pa-alamip; 
half-b., tapiap.

brothe r-in-law, mu'lgap,p'tchi- 
kap, p'tchu'kap; related as brothers- 
in-law, shiptch%altko. Cf. husband, 
wife.

brow, eyebrow, shne'kelish, Mod. 
shnailigsh.

brown, ka-uka-uli; light b., spal- 
ptchi; b.-spotted duck-species, gii'lks.

b r o w n i s h , /> -black, tiptfpli.
browse, v. i., pawa.

| bruise, v. t, utchaya, slmtka; b. 
1 with a stick, etc., udiiyua, udupka, 

udupkpa. Cf. beat.
bruiser, shish6kish.
b r u s h, s.; cloth &., knshk6tkish; 

hair-b., shukushgutkish; hair-b. of 
painters, shumalotkisli; scrubbing 
b., vudshokn6tkish.

brush, v. t.; as hair, ku'shka; b. off, 
ndshash!61a, vudshlo'shka; b. down 
from, ndshashlina.

brushwood, inserted in walls, 
hash%ammish; b.-lodge, heshkatch- 
kfmish, kapka^stina'sh; b. wall 
around camp-fire, ske'tchlaksh; to 
make a b. wall to secure the fire, 
sketle%a; tall species of b., tsii'm- 
tsak.

bubble, s.; to throw up bubbles, 
seethe, ntuptpa; to come up in bub 
bles, ntiiptchniaga. Cf. bubble up.

bubble up, v. i., mpurapualtka, 
ntuptchmaga; b. up ivhile producing 
ripples, shtchelewa; b. up in water, 
from motion below, krmilt%aga, 
j\fod. kmutcho'sha, from article 
thrown in, stu'pual%a; b. up, springs 
only, ntu/lt%aga; b. up in hot water, 
ndupual^a, ntuptpa.

buck, laki ku-il; in the sense of 
male quadruped, laki, lakiaga.

bucket, p6ko, dim. pokuaga; b.- 
like basket, flat kala; to carry in a b., 
sho'clshna, steiia; to give in a b., 
shiii, pi. shewana.

buckskin, tanned, mba-ush, uba- 
ush: b. breeches, kailala.nsh=uba-ush, 
or uba-iiah; b. fringe, piiish, pui-
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tlantchish; b. leather, b. strap, puke"- 
wish; b. robe, skutasb; to dress in it, 
skuta; b. robe fringed with porcu 
pine quills, shm&yalsh.

bud, s., shl&psh; having buds, shlap- 
sbaltko. Of. blossom.

buffalo, yuh6.
bug; fly-}), tumble-b., shki'shgish; 

lady-b., shnuslmtotch-gitko; light 
ning, or fire-b., tchatchlai; another 
species, tchatchlaiptchi; species of 
black b., leluish; species of little 
round black b., tchuyupiksh

b u g 1 e m a n , shlushl61uish, shto- 
sht6tish.

build, v. t.; b. a lodge, house, etc., 
latcha, Mod. stina-a; b. a lodge cov 
ered witli bulrush, stina-a, Kl. and 
Mod.; b. a summer- or slab-lodge, 
iig'ha'pl%a; b. a winter house, lulde- 
mal%a; b. afire, especially camp-fire, 
shnuta, shne'pka, shu'dsha; b. a 
fire on a journey, shn^na; b. a new 
fire, or a fire every day, shu'dsha- 
peli; b. a fire for cooking, shutela.

builder; house-b., laldsish.
building, latchash, Mod. stina'sh; 

constructor of buildings, laldsish.
bulb, vegetable, Ibiika, liitish; eatable 

b., growing wild, m&klaksam pash; 
large b.-shaped fruit, mu=lbuka.

bulky, muni; kmkutko.
bull, shlulkshaltko.
bullet, nge'-ish; b. ladle, shula- 

16tkish; b. pouch, shultilasli.
bullfrog, Rana pipiens, koe; small 

b., kuaga.
bull}', shishokish.

bulrush, or tule;. generic term for 
larger kinds of b., ma-i, in Mod. 
often: tkap; overgrown with bul 
rushes, mayaltko; largest species 
of b., Scirpus validus, ma-i; other 
species: na's, tchak, witchpai; b. 
mat, Idptak; m4-i, ma-i shla-ish, 
shla-ish; stapsh, st^-ulash,shldt'hish; 
coarseb.-mat, laptak, md-i sbla-ish; to 
gather, collect b., mayalsha. Of. reed.

bumble-bee, mu'mumsh.
bummer, yampkash.
bunch, s%utash; round b. of grass, 

Ibuka; to be, exist together in bunches, 
liwa, tchipka; to carry about articles 
in a b., shtchiyamna; to somebody, 
shtchidshapka; to gather, unite ar 
ticles in a b., shtchipka; growing or 
united in the same b., shantchaktan- 
tko, tchipkatko; to tie up into a b, 
s%iita, shuAl%a.

bundle, me'tkalsh, s%iitash, shulti- 
latko; if long-shaped, shutilatko; to 
form a b., tchipka; to tie up into a 
b., s%uta; to tie up into a long-shaped 
b., shutila. Cf bunch.

bung, lakish.
bung, v. t.; b up, cork, lakia, takia; 

bunged up, taki'tko.
bur, of pine, tchatchgalam, Mod. 

tchatchgalinks.
burden, especially when carried on 

back, shoulders, me'tkalsh, me*tkal- 
tko; heavy b., yutantko; to carry a b., 
me'tk'ln, metklank ena.

burial, isha, ilktcha; b. place, p'nan- 
kish; tribal or family b. ground, 
tchpinu. Cf. bury, v.
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burn, v. t., shniita; b. up, nuta; 
b., cause pain, tekteka; to be burnt, 
charred up, natspka,ne'lka; b., while 
coming in contact with the body, as 
nettles, u'hlopatana; b. corpses, lu- 
lukshla; b. to death, kill by burn 
ing, shnutchoka; b. down, slmel^a; 
b., singe off, shnuyoka; b. oneself on 
part of the body, hushnata; b. through, 
shneka.

burn, v i., nelka, niita, shndka, 
shmiya; b. down, natspka, nelka; to 
begin to b., shlikui; to cause to b., 
shnuyoka, tdkteka; to keep burning, 
shnuitampka; b. at the bottom of a 
cooking utensil, n%utn, n%iitagia.

b u r r o \v , s., stu, stilish, shmilash, 
wa'sh; small b., stuaga; b. contain 
ing grain, eatables, ye-ush; to scratch 
out a b., shlu'tila, stiiya, wa'shla; 
yeVa. Of. den.

burrow, v. i., as moles, mice, 
stuya; chipmunks, stuya, wa'shla; 
b., to make a round hole, shlii'tila; 
b. for depositing eatables, yewa.

burst, v. 1, kitita; b. up, explode, 
mbawa, nddga, tita; to cause to b., 
mbawa; vud'hita.

bury, v. t.; to ydace provisions into 
a cache, p'ndna, vumi, (^1/a; to start 
for burying in a cache, ilktcha; b. 
corpses, etc., p'mina, kela-una, Mod. 
vumi; b. along with, il^ota; b. ivith 
funeral procession, isha, ishniila, ilk 
tcha; b. in something, il^natchla, 
k^la-una; b. in a tribal w family cem 
etery, tchpinuala; burying ground, 
p'nankish, tchpinu.

bush, anku, tchdlash; coll. ga- 
tchesh; little b., wekaga; overgrown 
ivith bushes, gatch^tko. Cf. shrub, 
timber, woods.

busy oneself, pelpela; to b. o. 
for somebody, shatuaya, pe'lpela,

but, (1) conj.: -tak, taks, toksh, 
ta, -ta; b. if, b. when, ha/tak, ha'- 
tok, hii'toks, ha tchui (2) adv., in 
the sense of only, just only, merely, 
ak, -ak, hak, -hak; when but refers 
to the verb of the sentence, pila; b. 
one, na/dsliak, na'dshiak; none b. 
tala, abbr. ta.

butcher, s., niinashgisK
butcher, v. t, shinga, pi. liiela; 

nashki, nashkiiitna; b. for some 
body, shiukia.

b u 11 e, yaina, dim. yaina-aga.
Butte Creek Lake, nom. pr. 

of a lake in California, Na-uki.
butter, edshash.
butterfly, species of moth, hunt- 

ish, kepkap; species of diurnal b., 
yapalpuldash. ke'pkap, walwile- 
kash; b. with gay colors, w^kwak.

buttocks, kiu; b. with upper leg, 
pu'shaklish.

button, s, sheltapkotkish.
button, v. t., sheltapka,
buy, v. t, skea; to b. on credit, ski- 

uta,
buzz, v. i., said of insects, ha'ma; of 

bees, bumble-bees, etc., mii'nmma; 
b. around, nutuyamna.

buzzard; bald headed b,, tchuaish. 
Cf. turke) -buzzard.

bygone, ma'ntchni, tankni.
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0.
cabin. Cf. build, v., house, lodge.
cabinet-maker, vulinish.
cable, tuntish; kniiks.
c a c h 6 , fpaksh, p'nankuish, vumi, 

vumish; to preserve, keep in a c., 
ipka, flkshla; to bury, put into a c., 
ilktcha, p'nana, vumi; hiwidsha.

cage, for wild or other animals, 
kshiwi6tkish, Mod.

calf, mushmusham lelcidshi.
calf of leg, tchulasb; y6wish.
call, v t.; c. out, shout, ham6asha; 

c. somebody to come, c. out for, 
shatma, she'tma; c. back or home, 
shatmapele; c. each other oppro 
brious epithets, shimhu'tchna; c. 
somebody saucy names, shalama; 
c. by name, shdsha, el%a she'shash, 
or simply: ^l%a; c. oneself by name, 
sheal^a; c. out, c. to the spot, sha- 
hamuya, sha'hm6ka, shatma, sheV 
ma; c. upon, visit, shetaltcha; c. a 
conjurer for help, shuakia; to go and 
c. a conjurer for help, shuakidsha; 
so called, na-asht she'shatko, n. she'- 
shash or simply: shdshatko.

callosity, on foot or hand, takak.
c a m a s s, the bulb of Camassia escu- 

lenta, piiksh; in the c. season, pu'ksh- 
ami; berry-paste mixed with c., sha- 
kalsh; to bake c.,piika; to dig, gather, 
collect c., po'ksalsha; c.-stick, amda, 
mey6tkish.

camp, -s, tchi'sh; c. abandoned, 
tchiwish; in one's c. or lodge, to 
wards one's c., hi, hf, i; away, far 
from c., kuinag, I'wa; not far from 
c., iwag; night-c., tchfsh; to pitch c. 
while traveling, maktcha, mdktchna; 
to pitch c. to stay, makle%a; to pitch c. 
again, maklakpeli; to pitch c. away 
from house, lodge, meVa; to pitch 
c. in the mountains, etc., makuala, 
rnakualsha. Cf. camping-ground.

camp, v. i, makle%a; c. out while 
on a trip, maktcha, maktchna; to c. 
in the mountains, cf. camp, s.

campaign, shellualsh.
camping-ground, tchfsh; of 

Indians, maklaksam tchi'sh; c.-g. 
in the mountains, etc., makualksh.

can, cannot. Cf able, unable.
canal, excavated channel, stiinshish.
cannon, mti'ni liiloksgish.
canoe, dugout c., vunsh, dim. vun- 

shaga; leaking or rotten c., e'-ukik; 
c.-pole, l%ak. Cf await, v.

canon, paksh.
canteen, soldier's, shultilash
canvas, shi7!; c. spread out, cf. sail.
canvas-back duck, kiilla.
cap, tchiiyesh; a sort of high c., 

pu'kalsh or p. tchiiyesh. Cf hat.
capsule, of seeds, ndshe'dsh, tchil- 

ak; tchatchgalam, Mod. tchatchga- 
Hnks.
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captive, s., lu'gsh; to take a c. in , 
tvar, lu'gshla.

capture, v. t., shnuka, shnukua; 
c. again, slmukpeli; c., anim. obj., 
spu'nshna, pi. shmika; c. for en 
slaving, Ki'gshla; c., as a fly, kslie- 
kiiila; c. by hand, as lice on one's 
own head, h6ksaska; c. ivhile going, 
running, shmiktcha.

carbine, Mloksgish. Cf. gun.
card, or c.-board, pipa.
care, v. t.; c. for, shle'pka, shle- 

popka; don11 care if! u'tch!
care, s.; to take c. of, manage, shu- 

alaliampka, shle'pka, shlepopka, 
hashtaltampka; to take c. of oneself, 
sassaga.

careful, tidshki^nki.
caress, v. t., l>y stroking, patting, 

tatchfi'lka, ptchakl^a, Kl. ptchi- 
kl%a; to hug andc., Idiikua, shulda- 
kua.

c arousal, lekankish; to partake in 
c., lekanka.

carouse, v. i., lekanka.
carpenter, papkasli-shushatish.
carriage, tchiktchik. Cf. wagon.
carrier, of dispatches, stilkakuish.
carrot, pa watch.
carry, v. t.; for generic terms, cf. 

introductory remark to bring, v.; 
c. about, long obj., iiyamna, pi. 
i-amna; c. about in the arws,kshuka- 
tkal; kslidna, pi. ena; about oneself, 
as in the pocket, hakshaktchui; a 
liquid in one vase, tchiamna, tchi- 
ktclin.: c. under HIP. arm arms, sliu-

7 7 t

til a, shultila; c. aivay, off, with or

without permission, ana, ansha; by 
kidnapping, as a child, kshukatkal; 
to abstract, aniilipka; tme'shka, pi 
yimeshka; put out of sight, ilktcha; c. 
back or home, e'mpeli, pi. itpa mpeli, 
and? more Mod. than KL: idsham- 
peli; c. home or back in a basket, 
skat%idsha, sktit%i])eli; c. on one!s 
back, shalainna, shepolamna, tud- 
shna; by means of a string on fore 
head, mdtk'la; by means of a bas 
ket, skayamna, skatkala, skat^a; 
c. before oneself, as winds, vuhupie- 
ga; c. beneath the clothing, shitila; 
c. in a bucket, pail, sho'dshna, stena; 
c. bulky, heavy obj., ena, pi. idsha, 
idshna; c. a burden, load, metkla, 
metklank ena; c. in hand, sho'dshna, 
stena; when in a bunch, shtchi- 
yamna; c. on ones head, tiidshna, 
sha-ula; c. home, of. c. back; c. an 
infant tied to its board, emtclma; 
c. long or anim. obj., dna, pi. 
idsha, idshna; when unseen or at 
a distance from the one speaking, 
atpa, pi. and coll. itpa, itpna, 
itpamna; c. inside, indoors,  within, 
spu'lhi, pi. illii; c. by mail, ena; c. 
a message, news, stillidanka, stiltch- 
ka, stiltchna; c. on shoulders, shi- 
kianka, shui^ia, Mod. shui/ian ena; 
c. off, sheet-like obj., shk-t%a, cf. c. 
away; c. off from, ika, it%a; c. out 
of, iaha, ishniila; c. out for burial, 
isha, ishnula, ilktcha; c. round obj., 
Mna, luka; to go and c., luktcha, 
lepka; c. to or for somebody, enia; 
when in a bunch, shtchidshapka; c.
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thin obj., ne'pka, nena; c. upward, 
uphill; one obj., yana, kshawalidga; 
to help in carrying, shiloatcha. Of 
bring, fetch, haul, v.

cart, tchiktchik. Of. wagon.
cascade, nshatcht%ish; to form a 

c., nshatchtjfi, ntu'ltki.
Cascade Range, nom. pr. loc., 

Yamakisharn Yahia.
case, iwi%6tkisli; c., especially of 

round shape, vvakogsh; c., loose 
covering, shldt'liish, latktchish; cf. 
pillow.

cask, wakogsh, Mod.
casket, iwi%6tkish; little c. that can 

be locked, mawi#6tkish.
 cast, v. t; c. down, puel%a; c. away, 

abandon, anim. and inan. obj., 
kddsha, kedshna; c. away continu 
ally, kdkanka; c. away as useless, 
etc., puedsha; c. back) puekampeli; 
c. below, puetila; c. down bulky, 
round obj., shnikiwa; c. down to 
the ground or into a lodge, pudlhi; c. 
off, remove, long- obj., vut6dsha; c. 
up in the air, vutual%a; c. upon, 
into, pualala; c. a deadly spell upon, 
tawi; c. a shadow, smahia.

c a s t o r i u m , piimam skfsh.
castrate, v. t., ikna; castrated ani 

mal, ikantko, k^liak slulks.
cat, pushish, Mod. kitti; c.-hole, 

kittiam gekankish, Mod.; wild c., 
lynx, shl6a.

catch, v. t, shnuka, shmikua; c. 
again, shniikpeli; c., said of ob 
jects taken collectively, itkal; c., 
capture, as a fly, kshekiiila; c. while

going, running, slmiiktcha; c. by 
hand, as one's own lice, h6ksaeka; 
c. with the lasso, vutoka; c. in the 
ivater, slmiikua; c. with poles in the 
water or elsewhere, stu'ka; c.what 
is tliroivn, kawuta; c. up with, pe- 
no'dsha; c. air wiili a grunt, g4hipa; 
c. fish, Ida/in luela; fish-catching 
place, kia/m^uelkish; to approach 
for catching, shnukatka.

caterpillar, species of, shap'sam 
ptclnwip; another species, s%e- 
s-lii'sh; bombycine c., ktchapash.

cat's tail, species of, wiwi.
cattle, mushmush, Mod. vush- 

mush; inclosure for c., wakalak, 
tpuligish, iligish, Mod. ktchinksh.

cause, s.; no ex. eq.: for what c.f 
wak, wakgitko, wak giugar for no 
(real) c., huna/shak, na'nsak. Of. 
therefore, why.

cause, v. t., to bring about, nd-ul%a. 
To c. is usually expressed by the 
affixes of causative verbs; e. g. from 
kshiul%a to dance is formed: shnik- 
shul%a, to c. to dance; from aria to 
fetch: aniga, to make fetch, etc.

causeway, stu; to build a c., stuya.
c a u t i o n , v. t.; to c. against, lewd- 

ula.
cave in, v. i., tuinega; caving in of 

earth, wetdkuish.
cavern, cave, ku'mme.
cavity, hollow, wa'sh; c dug out, 

ibekantko; to dig a c., said of per 
sons, ycpa, Mod. ibena; of animals, 
wa'shla, shlutila, Cf. burrow, v. 
and s.
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caw, v. i., ha'ina; said of larger birds, 
woa; c. continuously, wokanka.

cease, v. i., is usually expressed by 
the verbal completive in -61a, -iila; 
when not follow'd by a verb, k'le- 
wi; c.! stop! leki! pi., lekat! ge- 
tak! Mod. kaiiktak! tanktak! Cf. 
quit, stop.

cedar tree, vuluandsham.
celebrate, v. t, by dances, dance- 

songs, glee-songs, yeka.
cellar, latchashtat hantilatko, Mod. 

shtina'shtat hantilatko.
cemetery, p'minkish; tribal or 

family c., tchpinu; old Indian c., 
luluksalks. Cf. bury, v.

cereals, cf. maize, wheat; to raise 
c., hashua-a.

certainly, wak hai la gen, Mod. 
oka-ilagen; of course! waklakiuka! 
wak a giuga! often translatable by 
hai, a-i, haitch, ya.

chair, tchawalkish; -back of ch., 
tchapata; to lean against back of a 
cli., shuimpatampka, kshapata.

chair, flesh, tchuleks.
chalk, lupaks; used as face- or 

body-paint, lupaks.
chance, no ex. eq.; l)y (mere) 

ch., huna'shak, wakianhua; to find 
l)y ch., ndakal, pi. itkal. Cf. ga- 
wal.

c h a ii g e , v. t.; to he changed into, 
k'leka; to be changed into a lake, 
a-usheltkala. Of. become, v.

chant, s., slml'sh; slminotkish.
c Ii a p p e d j to have limbs ch. through 

frost or heat, skiikla.

char, v. t; to l)e charred, natspka; 
half-charred, n^utatko. Cf. burn, v.

character, steinash; of debased, 
mean ch., tchakalsh, kuidshi stei 
nash; of good ch., cf. good.

charge, v. t.; as a horse or wagon, 
ita, itna; ch., as a horse, shi-itna; ch. 
or freight a boat, vu'nshtat ilapka; 
eh., transversely, one long obj., hek- 
shatleka; ch. a price, el%.a; ch. 
somebody money or valuables, hiish- 
%akta; ch with reproaches, kokt- 
kinshka; ch., to attack, gu'lki, gu- 
tampka, tashui.

charger, load-ganger, shla'yaksam 
wetkokotkish.

charm, s., in shape of magic song, 
shufsh, shuinotkish.

charm, v. t.; to ch. ivith, tawi.
chase, v. t., ka-iha, shu/dshna; ch., 

pursue, kputcha, kputchna; ch. con 
tinually, shu/kanka; ch., as an ene 
my, shulitanka; ch. about, tpuyam- 
na; ch. each other, shu/dshna, tpii- 
yamna; ch. for somebody, kaihia; 
one who chases, tputpayamnish.

chastise, v. t, ne-ulakta, nc-ul%a; 
ch. by ivhipping, wihii'tch^a, udup- 
ka; to make atone by chastising, 
shiktcbaktehna.

chatter, v. i., said of birds, ha'ma
cheap; foseZ/G7i.,kc'tchael%a. Cf.sell.
cheat, v. t., stit%a, pall a; ch. re 

peatedly, palapele.
cheek, mpato: ch.-bone, mpato.
cheese, (jdshash.
c h c r i s h , v. t., stinta; ch. each other, 

hishtanta.
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chest, vusho; of cattle, horses, s%6- 
dshish; to carry on one's ch., shaka- 
kaga, shepukaga

chew, v. t., as tobacco, etc., kpu- 
yumna, kokanka, ktchan, pan; ch., 
to gnaw at, kata,ngata.

Chewaukan Marsh, nom. pr. 
loc., Tch.ua%e'ni.

chicken, tchikin, tchi'k'n.
chide, v. t, slitila; ch. each other, 

shuke'ki.
chief of a tribe, laki (Chin J. teyi); 

principal, high, or Jtead-ch., mum 
laki, abbr. mu=laki; tutas%enini laki; 
subchief, kitchkarii 1., abbr. kdtcha 1.

child, offspring, wc'ash, dim. weka; 
ndshekani; suckling ch., nm'ksh, 
miikaga; children able to walk, pi. 
only, tataksni; acting like children, 
tataksniptchi; to bear a ch. or chil 
dren, we'kala, nka'kgi; to lose ch. 
by death, said of mothers who lost 
two or more, lepkldka; to lose ch. 

'by death, said of a father, tchakle%a, 
Mod. tchakela.

childish, doting person, meliish; 
acting in a ch. way, tataksniptchi; to 
be or become ch., me'kia.

childlike, tataksniptchi.
chill, chilliness, katags.
chills, malarial fever, tiishtushish.
chilly, katags, to be ch., said of 

weather, winds, ska.
chimney; flue of ch., shne-ilaksh.
chin, ka/dsho.
chink, m^t'hli, ndsakish. Cf. aper 

ture, hole.
 hipmunk; a species of Tamias,

wa'shla; little ch., Tamias quadrivit- 
tatus, washla-aga, Mod. witchash; 
another species of ch., m'shash; 
to hunt chipmunks, washlala; to go 
and hunt ch., washlalsha, mshash- 
altcha.

chipper; arrow-head ch., generally 
of horn, u%apalksh.

chirp, v. i., ha'ma, takt^a.
chisel; fleshing ch, Iuposh6tkish; 

when of stone, tkuy6tkish.
choke, v. t, y^ts%aka; to be choked, 

piita, keshga h6kish; to be choked 
through swallowing, ndsakia; ch. one 
self, shayets%aka.

c h o k e - c h e r r }f , fruit of Primus de- 
missa, tuitch%ash; the tree, tuitch- 
%sam; to gather ch.-cherries, tuitch- 
%ashla.

choose, v. t.,to select, ihia, ikayula, 
shiatka; ch. for oneself, shi-iha, shia- 
tka.

chop, v. t, long obj, udshidshi, 
iitcha, utchaya; ukata, pi. vu!6d- 
sha; ch. fine, vute'ka. Cf. split, v.

c li o r u s ; ch.-song, shiun6tisli; to start 
a ch., shuyega; said of the conju 
rer, shiun6ta; to sing in ch., winota; 
to go and sing in ch., win<5tna, sliiu- 
nutna; to howl, cry or sing in ch., 
ye'ka. Cf. sing, v., song.

chrysalid, of the liimtish^butterfly, 
pu'l%uantch, piash; to gather, scrape 
up this ch., pu'l^uantchla; ch. of 
another butterfly species, kuli'gs.

chuckle, v. i., we'ta, luai/a.
chunk, of bread, ke'tcha pdla-ash; 

ch. of ice, wayalapsh.
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cinnamon; c.-colored, ka-uka-uli; 
of light c. complexion, mnkmukli; c- 
bear, naka.

c i r c 1 e, s., hoop t stilanksh; to form a c., 
persons, taki'ma,; to form a c. around, 
gakiaiunc, hashampka; to form cir 
cles, rings in the water, tchelewa; 
to describe circles in the air, cf. cir 
cle, v. i.; to move in a continuous c., 
gaki'ma, ki-uggidsha; to sit, to gath 
er in a c., liul%a, liupka, liiitatka; 
to walk around in a c., gakala, ki- 
uggidsha. Cf. eddy, ring.

circle, v. i., ktiwalkidsha; to c. 
around, as birds in the air, ki-uggi 
dsha, kshakidsha, naggidsha.

circular, kalkali.
circulate, v. i., gintala; v. t, 

stiiya.
city, ta-uni.
clad, skii'tchaltko, shulutantko; in 

a long dress, kukatko; wrapped in, 
skutatko; c. in a blanket, mantle, 
skutatko; c. in skin-armor, ktaklish. 
Cf. clothe, dress, v.

c 1 a i m , v. t, to wish for, shana-uli, 
Mod. hameni; c. for oneself, sha- 
menakia.

clam, kle'dshu; c.-shell, kledsbuam 
wakoksh.

clang, s., stu't^ish, tumenash; to 
produce clangs, walta.

clap, v t., the hands, shaktakt%a.
clasp, v. t.; to lend over for clasp 

ing, liislilutanka; clasping-knife, k6- 
shapash.

clatter, v. i ; to matte a clattering 
noise, la-ulawa, lulula.

clavicular, or collar bone, ntc-ish.
claw, shte'ksh; ncp, dim. nepaga; 

hoof-c. of quadruped, kudshinksh, 
dim. kudshi'nkshka; c. of bird, 
shte'ksh.

clay, tikesh, Mod.; wet c., tupesli.
tj ' / ' ' JL

clean, tsuktsiikli. Cf. clear.
clean, v. t, vudshoka; c, off, scour, 

vudshokiil^a; c. off from, vudsliu/- 
shka; ntchdshka; c. one's nose, psisli 
shiashka; c. by brushing, ku'shka; 
c. by winnowing, shiulina.

clear; said of water, yalialtko, 
yaliali; tsuktsukli; to become c., 
yaliala; the weather is c., tidsh ne'- 
pka.

clearing in the woods, ginkayatko, 
Mod. kla'dsh.

Clear Lake, nom. pr. Tchaps%o.
c 1 e a r 1 y; to hear c., tidsh tumena.
cleft, mdt'hli, ndsakish.
clergyman, sunde kiuks, sunde 

ka'klkish or s. shiishatish; p'laital- 
kni shiishatish.

cliff, walish; on cliffs, walidshat; 
file or series of cliffs projecting from 
lake, prairie, samka-ush; "in the 
cliffs" connected with verbs, is ex 
pressed by the suffix -aya.

climb, v. t., gu/ka, gu'kna; ga- 
u'l%a; c. up, as trees, guka, gukna; 
huyeka, pi. tini^i; r.. up in the dis 
tance, ga-ulapka; c., crawl up to, 
ktchikaya; c. up the outside ladder of 
one's winter house, ga-ulapkapele; 
c. up by repeated attempts, ga-ulak- 
pka; c. up again, reclimb at a distance 
from the one speaking, ga-ulapka--
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pele; c. up in the web, said of spiders, 
shalagg&ya, shalamnidsha; c. up 
by going around, gameni, shalka- 
kiamna; c. while sticking close to, 
going around the stem, aggidsha; 
c. bach to the former place, gu'tga- 
peli; c. down, gut%a.

climber; one who runs up, climbs, 
hutchne'ash.

clinch, v. t.; c. the hand, shlapshta; 
c. together, shiamna.

clip, v t., uy6ka; c one's hair, 
shuy6ka, lak shiiktaldsha; c. hair, 
ktiishka, stuyakishka; laktcha, la- 
ka'dsha.

clipping, portion clipped off, ktii- 
shkuish; ktushka.

clitoris, shitash.
cloak, enveloping the whole body, 

skutash; to be dressed in a c., skiita; 
to dress somebody in a c., sku'tchala.

clock, shapash; c.-pendulum, vut6- 
kakua.

clod, t61%ash.
close, v. t., c. with a cover or lid 

kaishnula; c. the door, door/lap, 
cover, shla-uki; c. forcibly a door, 
etc., ktiuga; c. an opening, ndsakia, 
shla-uki; c. the hand, shlapshta; 
c. up, spulhi; pi. ilhi; to return from 
closing up, spulhitka.

close, adv., near, gi'ta, hiiya, 
wika; c. by, when said of persons, 
long obj., hut; to be c., stand c. by 
each other, tchipka, liwa; to be c. to, 
kaptcha, shinakta; one who is c. 
by, shinaktish.

close, prep., c. to, wigatan. 
34

cloth, linen, cotton, silk, etc., shi'l; 
to tear c. into shreds, teshashkuala; 

i piece of c., torn c., te'shashko. 
I clothe, v. t., sku'tchala; c. one 

self, skiita; with a mantle, etc., 
skuta, skutia; c. oneself, said of fe 
males, k6ka; clothed with, shu!6- 
tantko, skiitchaltko; skutatko. Of. 
clad

clothing, shu!6tish; of females, 
kuks; to put c. on while going, travel 
ing, shulutantcha, shuluatchna; to 
carry beneath one's c., shitila,

cloud; rain-c., pafshash; storm-c., 
c.-burst, mu hupkatko pafshash; 
little c., paishkaga; to be full of 
clouds, shtipa, Kl.; paisha; to be 
full of lamb-clouds, shtipa, Mod.

c 1 o u d e d; c. sky, paishash; to be c., 
shtipa Kl.; paisha.

cloudy, blending, said of colors, 
nuata%atko; it is c. weather, paisha.

clown, utiissusa-ash; cf she'shtal- 
kash.

club, s, anku, papkash; tojight with 
clubs, slmtapka; to play at c., shu- 
u'ta; to beat with a c., udupka, vu- 
duka; cf. beat, v.

club, v. i.; c. together, shuku'lki, 
shitchla, tiilha

cluck, v. i.; c. with the tongue, sha- 
kapshtaka.

clumsy, kokalkokaltko, Mod.
cluster, inan., tchipkatko; c. of 

flowers, Iclc-usham, d. of le-ush- 
ain; to be, exist together in a c , liwa, 
tchipka; cf. crowd, file, gather, 
v i., heap.
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coals, Igu'm; coal-paint, Igu'; to 
roast, broil on the hot c., tchlalala; 
cf. nokla. Cf. broilj v.

coarse; sometimes expressed by 
muni. Cf. raw.

coat, shu!6tish; tchulish, dim. tchu- 
liaga; citizen's c., kapo, dim., ka- 
puak; wearing a c., kaputko; to put 
one's c. on, kap6pele; to put another's 
c. on, kap6pka; to take one's c. off, 
kap61a.

coax, v. t; c. away, spu'nshna; c. 
deceptively, shnape'mpema, Mod. 
shnepe'mpema.

cock, v. t.; c. the hammer for firing, 
shleVala.

coffee, ko'pe, k6pi.
coffin, k'lekapkash iwi%6tkish, b6x.
cohabit, v. i.; to c. with, shet61^a, 

she*tupka; shina, shiniiya; to beget, 
engender, waishi; to live in concu 
binage, hesht61#a, mbu'shni.

cohabitation, to be in the act of, 
sk6kanka.

coil, v. t, shkapshtchala; to c. 
something up, weplakiamna; to c. 
oneself up, shuhatch^la.

coin, of gold, kaka'kli tchikenien; 
silver c., shi'lba tala, palpali tala or 
p. tchikgmen; to pay in one c., liiya; 
in many, pe*wi.

cold, (1) adj., said of weather, ka- 
tags; very c., mu ska, used adver 
bially only; to be c., liquids only, 
tchkawa; weather, winds, sgu'mla, 
sk4; to feel, be c. on body, katka; 
on limbs, nda-itia, taps%oya. (2) s., 
to catch a c., shne-ulia, Mod. sniula.

collar, of beads, etc., shankakash, 
shnawa/kish, yamnash. Cf. bead.

c o 11 e c t, v. t.; c. by chance or other 
wise, itkal; c. to a certain spot, 
shiulka, shiu'lki; c, again, to c. at 
the habitual place, shiu/lkipeli; c. 
objects of the same nature, shtchipka; 
c. for oneself, shiulagia, Mod. shiii- 
lagien; c., as fruits, ishka, shiu'lka, 
Iguya, Itakaya; c, edible roots, bulbs, 
fruits, pi. of subj., sta-ila; to start 
for collecting roots, fruits, sta-ild- 
sha; c. pond-lily seed, w6ksalsha, 
w6kashla, Cf. gather, v. t.

collect, v.i., shuku'lkijliwa; c. in a 
body, heap, cluster, ring, liwa, liupka, 
tchipka; c. again, shuku'lkipeli; c. 
behind, liuptcha Cf. gather, v. i.

colonist, tchfsh; c. in that section, 
hatak-tchi'sh, gitakni.

color, s., for dyeing, shnelu6tkish; 
as the product of a dyeing process, 
shneluash; of the same c., shu- 
hankptchi; showing various colors, 
hushkal%anatko.

color, v.i., by dyeing, slmelua; col 
ored, shneluatko; coloring matter, 
shnelu6tkish.

colt, t%a-ush; watcham we'ash.
Columbia River, nom. pr., Kd- 

wam Koke, Tiima=K4we=Gitko; 
for the portion around the Dalles 
more especially, Ampka/nini K6ke.

comb, s., shlitchi/ash, shlitchi%6- 
tkish; fine-toothed c., shitchkatch- 
16tkish.

comb, v. t., shlitchi%a; another's 
hair, ku'shka.
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combat, v. t, shiika, she'llual; sis- 
s6ka, d. of shfuga.

come, v. i.; generic: when the com 
ing is not seen by the one speaking, 
gatpa, gatpna; when the coming is 
toward the one speaking or the ob 
ject just spoken of, ge"pka; c. after, 
fetch, iktcha, e'pka; cf. fetch, v ; c. 
after fire, klukalgi liiloks, klukalgi; 
c. around, near, gatpamna; c. back, 
home, ge'mpele; when unseen by 
the one speaking, or in the distance, 
gatpampeli; c. back from traveling, 
taruen6tka; c. back when moving in a 
circle, waggidsha; c. down, drop, 
inan., ge"l%a; as trees, hinui; c.down 
upon, hinua; to make c. down, hinui; 
c. forth in bunches, grapes, etc., liwa; 
c. in, inside of, guli, pi. kilhi; c. in 
again, gulipeli, pi. kilhipeli; c. and 
leave again, gatpanula; c. near, close 
to, gatpamna, galdshawia, galdshui, 
gatpen6ta; c. near while running, 
holuipka; c. near reaching, gatpank- 
shka; c. near shooting each other, hish- 
lakshka; c. on, happen, ne'pka; c. 
out of, leave, giul^a; as woods, bushes, 
marshes, hukay61a, pi. gakay<5la, 
tin%ayula; c. out as, to become, k'ld- 
ka; c. or cross over to, gakua; c. to, 
reach, gatka, cf. arrive; c. to, to 
wards, gatpa, gdtpna, ge'pka (see 
above); c. to the ground, round obj., 
lutyi; e. together, shuku'lki, cf. meet, 
v.; c. towards, step up to, kishtchip- 
ka; anim. and inan., gu'ta; c., go 
towards, gatpa; the one speaking, 
tinshipka; c. by the trail, road, sha-

katla; come up! referring to lack 
of memory, sk6! to make, let c., sha- 
hamuya, sha'hm<5ka, sha'hmulgi; 
by beckoning, kinshipkfa; to see 
somebody coming, tilo'tpa, tilo'- 
dsha.

comfortable; to feel c., tidsh gl.
comical, wetishptchi.
comics, ldshuat%ash.
command, v. t., ne'-ul^a, stuli, tpe- 

wa; in Mod. also hiu'shga; c. in the 
interest of, ne-ul#ia; c., order while 
going, traveling, stulfdsha; c. over 
many persons, as soldiers, i-amna.

command, s., tpe'wash, ne'-ulaks, 
stule61ish.

commander, laki.
commence, v. t., lupi tmuye'ga; 

c. at one end, tmuye'ga; when con 
nected with verbs, c. is expressed 
by the suffixes -e'ga, -ie'ga, -tampka.

commit suicide, v., hislm'ka; 
by hanging, hakshgaya; by shooting, 
hishlan.

commotion; to be in c., said of 
water, Ikan, ndupiila; to produce c. 
in waters, Ikan.

communal lodge, waltk6tkish 
latchash; in the sense of council 
house, ne'-ulakgish Idtchash, Mod. 
n. stina/sh.

community, m^poks; c. of Indians, 
maklaks; to form a c., me'pka.

compact, adj, solid, hupkatko, 
mu hupkatko.

compact, s., shenolakuish; to make 
a c., ne-ul%ia, sheno'l^a.

compact, v. i., sheno'l^a.
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companion, shawaline'ash, Mod. 
shitchlip; to be the habitual c. of, 
sha-ulankanka; to stay together as 
companions, shawalina'a, Mod. 
sbitchla; to take along as a c., 
spunshna, pi. ena, idshna; to take 
as c. for traveling, spii'nkanka,

company, mdpoks; c. of relatives, 
friends, sha-amoks; in c. of, tula; to 
be in c., tulha, tula; tclulla; to form 
a c., shuku'lki; to march, to ivalk in 

'c., sha-ulanka, shawalina'a; tomarch 
in c. to some distance, sha-ulantchal 
to go about in c., two persons, shul- 
%atchna, Mod. shul^atchtchna; to 
keep in one's c., spu'nkanka.

comparable to, yalank; sbitko, 
or by suffix -ptcbi, -mtcbi.

compel, v. t.; expressed by tbe 
suffixes forming causative verbs, 
as -ka, -anka, etc.; c. observance, 
slmnu'kanka. Of. cause, v.

compensation; for no c., huna'- 
shak.

complain, v. i., she'gsha; c, of, 
lila, heshe'gslia; c. in a whining voice, 
tche'ktcheka.

complete, stani; to be c., sta.
complete, v. t., to fill, stagi; to c. 

one year, tina illola.
completely, sta; adj. used ad 

verbially, ruinuk.
complexion; of dark c., limli'mli; 

of light cinnamon c., mukmukli.
c o m p 1 o t; to form a c. against, 110- 

ulakta. sbeno7 l%a.
com p 1 y witli. v. t.. na-aslit gi, 

Mod. nd-asht gt. Of. agree, v.

comport, v. t., oneself, hiishlta; 
how do you do? wak i hushlta?

comprehend, v. t., ndshe'l^a, 
samtchatka; to hear distinctly, tu- 
mena.

c o m p r e b e n s i b 1 e; to make c., 
heshamkanka.

comrade, shawalineasli, Mod. sbi- 
tchlip. Of. companion.

conceal, v. t., aisbi; inan. obj., 
ilia; c. oneself, liuyaba, pi. gayaha; 
 c. -oneself ivhUe standing behind, tga- 
ptcha, pi. li-uptcba; c. a secret, slia- 
ishi; to keep concealed, sha-ishian 
ipka.

concede, v. t., wd-ula; to c. to, 
wewalta. Of. allow.

conclude, v. t., to resolve upon, 
nd-ul%a, ne-ulakta.

condensed, hupkatko; to be in a 
c. btate, bupka Cf compact, adj.

condition, no ex. eq.; one in this 
c., gemtcbi; one in thatc., luimtclii; 
one in a similar c., shuharikptchi; 
on c. that, conj., hii, ha'toks

conduct, v. t.; to c. through, as 
water, stu'nshna. Cf. lead, v.

cone, upper end of, hdpa. Cf. con 
ical.

confer, v. t.; many obj., shewana; 
c. upon, anira. obj., spu'ni, pi. she 
wana; c through another, niukla. 
For other terms, cf. give, v.

confer, v. i.; c. for negotiation, 
hushtanka, Mod. shutanka.

confine, v. t.; c. in a place of deten 
tion, anim. obj., spulhi, pi. ilhi; to be 
confined, give birth, nkfi/kgi, we'kaln.
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confiscate, v. t, long obj.,
i-amna. 

conflagrate, v. i., nuta, shmiya.
Cf. burn, v. i. 

confluence, ne-ukish, sheno'tka-
tko; to form c., said of two streams,
shutandanka. 

conform, v. i.; to c. with, na-asht
gt, Mod. ne'-asht gt. 

conformably with, shuhank,
shuhank=shftko. 

congeal, v. i., we'n. 
congregate, Y. i., into a crowd,

shuku'lki, liwa, liupka. Cf collect,
gather, v. i. 

conical, wakwakli; to stand in a,
c. form, tuila; c. willow seed-basket,
yaki. 

conjecture,v. t., nitu. Cf. believe,
suppose, v. 

conjurer, kiuks; when performing
noisily, shesh%eila-ash ; female c.,
kiuks weMkash; young c, kiukaga;
to act, treat, in the capacity of a c.,
tcmita; to act, behave noisily, ex 
travagantly, like a c., shesh^e'la; to
call a c. for help, shuakia; to start
out for calling a c., shuakidsha. 

connection by vicinity, junction,
shalatchgualash; to be in c., joined
with, shalatchguala. 

conquer, v. t, skupma; wini%i,
Mod vui%in; c. in battle, udiiyua,
udupka, winfyi. 

consciousness; to regain c., h6-
kampele. 

consent, v. i., humasht gt, shi-iha.
Cf. agree, comply with.

consider, v. t., hushkanka, hiish- 
ka, h^wa, Mod. also k6pa; c. one 
self as, sheVa; c. as a stranger, ka- 
ikgma.

considering that, conj., hiin- 
kanti, hunkantcha'.

consort, s., mbu'shni.
consort with, v. i., said of both 

sexes, mbti'shni, hesht61%a, sh^tu- 
pka, shet61%a: c. with a man, hi- 
shuakshla.

constellation, ktchu'l.
constituted; c. alike, ge'mptchi, 

humtchi; c. similarly, shuhank- 
ptchi.

construct, v. t., shiita; c. a lodge, 
Htcha, Mod. stina-a; c. for a pur 
pose, shutela.

consume, v. t,, eat, shlu'ki, shne- 
^fa, viita; to be consumed by fire, 
natspka, shniiya.

contact; in close c. with, as with the 
body, stale*gatko; to be in c with, ka- 
ptcha, taliga; with the water, taliga.

contain, v. t.; c. a liquid, tchipka; to be 
contained within, inan., dwa, stupka.

contest, v. t., shdkamka
contest, s., mutual c. by racing, slia-

  katpampelegish; to have a c., quar 
rel, hishtchakta; to start a c., hish- 
tchaktna

continually, tchushak; adj. used 
adverbially, tchiishni, tchushniak; 
expressed by the suffix -tamna: 
hulladshuitamna, to run up to and 
back c., or by the suffix -kanka, es- 
peciallv when the action is per 
formed while moving.
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continue, v. t.; same as keep on ? 
q. v. Cf. continually.

contort, v. t., as one's limbs, tilan- 
shne'a.

contract, v. t, as a muscle, spulhi; 
c. one's body, sliuliatch^ala; c. one's 
body and lie down, as when lying in 
ambush, hishual%a, cf. knukla, 
kniikl%a; c. the half-opened hand or 
fingers, shatcho'lgi.

control, v.t., hashtalt&mpka; shla- 
ka, Mod. shlelia.

contusion, if round, nute'ks.
convalescent, to be, huggidsha. 

Cf. health.
convenient, fit, shipatch; ti- 

dshi.
converge, v. i.; c. at the top, to 

stand in a converging form, tiiila.
conversation, waltoks, Mod. 

waltkash.
converse, v. i., he'mkanka, walt- 

ka; c. with, hashashuakia, hashtal- 
tala; c. while standing, utawa; c. 
with suppressed voice, laklakpka, 
Itiklekpka; to commence conversing, 
hashashuakitanipka.

convey, v. t., anim. and long obj., 
itpna; spiinshna, pi. ekia, idshna; c. 
back or home, e'mpeli, itpampeli, 
idshdmpeli; one anim. obj., spiink- 
tchampeli, spuntpampeli, pi. idsh- 
ampeli; c. along with, pi. anim. and 
long obj., itpa, ftpamna; c. out, as 
to the grave, isha, ishmila, ilktcha; 
c on one's shoulder, shikianka. Cf.
rM»i T~I nr» oo YM^TT ~\rWii"5' ^""JJ v '

c o n v o c a t e, v. t., sha'hmiilgi.

cook, s., pash-shushatish; to be a 
c., pashiita.

cook, v. t, hushno'ka, shut^shla, 
pashiiita; c. and to be cooked, noka; 
to attend to cooking, pashuta; c. in a 
kettle or pot, shute'shla; cooking 
stones, c£ to heat; cooking vase, poko.

cool, said of weather, katags.
cool, v. t.; c oneself off, shualk61a; 

c. oneself while walking, shualko'l- 
tcha; c. somebody by fanning, uli- 
ukshla.

cooperate, v. i., shiloatcha.
coot, popularly: mud-hen, Fulica 

americana, tiihush.
copper, kaka'kli watiti; c. coin, 

kaka'kli tchikemen; c.-colored, ka 
ka'kli.

copulate with, v. t, shet61#a, 
mbushni, sh^tupka Cf. cohabit, v.

cord, kmiks, dim. knukaga; sken- 
shmitkish; thick c., tiintish.

core, in boil, ulcer, ku'-i.
cork, s., lakisk
cork, v. t, lakia.
corn, on feet, t6ke.
corn, Indian, cf. maize; cornfield, 

kaila=shutesh.
corner, as of a room, shtchakali- 

atpish; to be, lie, stand in a c, leli- 
wa; to form a c., shtchakalka. Cf. 
angle, s.

corpse, k'lekatko, tchiileks; c. oj 
child, tchule'kaga.

corpulent, plitko.
corral, fenced inclosure for horses,

,,-i , l r "V» "l r "T-i /I 11

ktchinksh, ktchinksh-iligish; dim
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svaklakaga, ktchinkaga; gate of 
c., ktchinksham stiikish; to drive 
out of a c., shui-u%a; pi. ni-u%a; to 
d. into a c., kpuli.

correctly, tala, talaak.
c o r r o b o r a t e, v. t., shdwala; katak 

shegsheVa.
corrugated, tish%alkuleatko.
coruscate, v. i., tcheltchela.
cost, s., c. price, she'shatuish.
cost, v. t., said, to be worth, shesha.
Cottonwood Creek; nom. pr 

loc., Vulalkshi.
cottonwood tree, Populus an- 

gustifolia, viilal.
couch, shahiash; c. of the natives, 

s%61akgish, Mod. s^ulkish; shla- 
ish.

cougar, Felis concolor, taslatch; his 
epithet, kuika-ush.

cough, v. i., 6*kshua.
council; general c., c. meeting, ne'- 

ulakgish, shuku'lkish; war-c. of 
both hostile parties, shutankish; c. 
chamber, lodge, netno'l^isham la- 
tchash,ne'-ulakgish latchash; Mod., 
n. stina'sh; meeting place for coun 
cils, waltk6tkish; c. ground, nd- 
ulakgish; to meet in c., hushtdn- 
ka, shutanktpa, Mod. shiitanka; 
to hold c., waltka, waltkapeli; to 
erect a c. lodge, ne-ulakgishla.

count, v. t, enumerate, she'tua; c. a 
story, myth, shashapkelia.

counted; an expletive term added 
to numerals: ikla, likla, ne"kla, shle'- 
kla, yala, pd-ula, and their partic 
and d. forms.

country, kaila; my c., ge*-u kaila; 
all over the c., kaila nakant; native 
of which c.f and of that c., tatkni; 
oming from the upper c., p'laikni; 
from the lower c., yanakni; belong 
ing to all surrounding countries, 
nakantkni; to make a c., kailala; 
for somebody, kailalia,

couple, of two, lapok; married 
c., shumshealemdntko lapuk.

course; of course f wak la giuga, 
wak a giuga! wak hai la gen I Mod. 
oka-ilagen!

cousin; male c., pumtchip; sons of 
m. c. call each other so also; elder or 
eldest male c., tye'-unap, said by 
younger male cousins; younger 
male c., tapiap; related as male 
cousins, shupumtchishaltko; related 
as older to younger male c., she- 
t%e*-unaltko; female c., p'katchip; 
father's brother's daughter, p'na- 
nip; elder female c., called so 
by a younger female cousin, 
p'talip; younger female c., tapiap -fe 
males related as cousins, shapkatchal- 
tko; daughter of female c., p'katchip; 
females related as cousins, daugh 
ters either of sisters or brothers 
only, shaptalaltko.

cover, v. t, shawaltcha; c. by 
eclipsing and to eclipse each other, 
shipat/uka; c., c. up with, ke*la-una, 
kelua; as with blankets, waldsha; 
c. with earth, straw, etc, ka/bat%a, 
kela-una; c. up face, tub, etc., or 
against rain, utama, utatchkia; a 
hole, etc., shekela!6na; c. oneself,
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shawaltcha, shawaltchna; c. oneself 
ivith, sha-utama; c., shield oneself 
against, shipat/iika; c. tip, said of 
liquids, kelua, tchi%i; c. loosely, 
shletana; c. tightly, skentana; cov 
ered with hair, fur, ivool, niialtko; 
to be covered wiili liquid, tchi%i.

cover, s., utamsh; sheath, latktchish; 
what forms a c., walsliash; hard c , 
shell, veget. and inan., ndse'dsh; 
sheet-like article serving as c., shldla- 
luash; c. in the sense of dress, 
skutash; c. for the entrance of 
lodge, kaishtish; loose c., shldt'hish; 
latktchish; sort of c., mantle made 
of swamp-grasses, tiilalui; head-c., 
tchuyesh; a kind of h.-c., skalaps; 
to go under c., shawaltchna; to put a 
c. upon, utama, utatchkia; to close 
wiili a c., said of winter lodges, 
ka-ishna; to use as a c., shield, 
shipat%iika; to remove the c. or lid, 
hutatchkiula, kaishnula.

coverlet, over the bed, shnalualsh.
covet, v. t, shtianui; said of males, 

kuktakia.
cow, mushrnush; ktchi'shlkish, Mod. 

vushmush; titchi'tchkish.
coward, vushish; to be a c., viisha.
coyote, or prairie wolf, wa/sh.
crab, fresh water and marine, kuya; 

craVs trail, gait of c., ska'-iksh.
crab-apple; wild c. a tree, Pyrus 

rivularis, shleshlaptcham.
crack, v. t.; to break hollow things, 

mbuka (paka, mbaka); to break 
hollow things by letting them fall, 
mbakla; to c. with the teeth, p

crack, v. i., c. by heat, mbakla. Of. 
parch.

crack, s., me't'hli. Of. aperture, 
chink.

crackle, v. i., said of straw, etc., 
kiishkusha.

cradle-board, stiwi%6tkish, Mod. 
shiKintch; c.-b. tvith the baby on it, 
shuentch.

cramps, luliilish; to have c., 
tchulla. ' v

crane, sho'ksh, Mod. tche6ksh; 
sandhill c., Grus canadensis, klci- 
tish; great blue heron, Ardea hero- 
dias, ktikash; species of c. called 
shitepoke, tuakish or wakish; an 
other species of c. or heron, koa; 
11 Old Crane," a mythic bird, Slm'- 
kamtch. Of. night-heron.

crash, tiwish; to produce a distant 
c., roar, linn a.

crate, cylindric, for berries, poko, 
iwam poko; c. for collectors of 
edible roots, yaki, hlivash. Of 
basket.

Crater Lake, nom. pr. loc., Gf- 
wash E-ush.

Crater Mountain, nom. pr. loc. 
Gi'wash.

crave, v. t, tiii/ma; hameni, sha- 
menakia.

craving, tia'mish.
craw, nkash; shuidshash.
crawl, v. i., ktchfdsha, skintchna, 

Mod. s^i'dsha; c. along, upon, ktchi- 
tana; c. around by turns, ktchikid- 
Hua; c. aivay from, skinuashka; c. 
back towards, ktchitpampeli; c. into,
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through, gute*ktcha, gute*ga; c. 
through an aperture, ktchikansha; 
c. into a hole, skilhi; into its den, 
said of an animal, kilibli; c. repeat 
edly, habitually, skl'shkanka; c. on 
the ground, etc., ktchidsha, shik- 
tchaslila; c. towards, ktchitpa; show 
ing, imitating the motion of a crawl 
ing snake, tish^alkuleatko. Of 
creep, v.

crazed, crazy, le"katko, le*kish; to be 
crazed, le*ka, tchawika.

cream, shleUaluish.
crease, pakalaksh, spagalaksh.
create, v. t, shuta; to commence 

creating, shuteyega; c. mountains, 
hills, yainala.

creator, p'laitalkni shtishatish, 
p'laikni shutesh.

creek, k6ke, dim. k6kaga, tukua- 
ga; coming from a c., living on other 
side of a c., kokagtalkni.

creep, v. i., ktchidsha, skintchna, 
Mod. s^i'dsha; c. along, ktchitana; 
c. away from, skinuashka; c. for 
ward by turns, ktchikidsha; c. into, 
gulipeli; c. into its den, said of an 
animal, kilibli; c. into woods, timber, 
ktchikaya; c. repeatedly, habitually, 
skl'shkanka; c. straight out, as-liz 
ards, ulitchkanka; c. through an 
aperture, ktchikansha; c. towards, 
ktchitpa; c. back towards, ktchit- 
pampeli; c. underground, skilhi; c. 
up to, ganta, gantila, shawaltanka. 
Of. crawl, v.

creeper, creeping plant, ke'mni.
cremate, v. t.: c. corpses, lulukshla.

cremation; c.-place, luluksalks; 
to return from c., liilukshaltka. Of. 
funeral.

crescent, tge*l%mankatko ukaii- 
kosh; to be c.-shaped, tgdl%manka.

crest, comb of bird, nkak, shawalsh; 
c. of waves, wilhashlash.

cricket, tchikatchgish; ground c., 
tliil.

crimson, taktakli.
croak, v. i., ha'ma; as birds, frogs, 

shawaltana; as eagles, tchutchua.
crochet, shnitchlkiitkish.
crooked, shtchishalkatko, tikiwa- 

tko, tishilatko, Mod. tishiwatko; to 
be c., persons, skuya; to be or be 
come c. by old age, tishka; c. by old 
age, tishkatko. Of. curved, warped.

Crooked River, nom. pr. Tuta- 
shtaliksini K6ke, Yanaldi K6ke.

crop, s.; what produces crops, wa-ish; 
maw, nkash, shuidshash.

crop, v. t., the hair, lak shiashka, 
shiashka, lak laktcha, or laka/dsha.

cross, s.; no ex. eq.; having the form 
of a c., cruciform, she"kitko; disposed 
in c. shape, shuelitetko; to form a c., 
shen6kla; roads, shuelita.

cross v. t, c. over to, kako'dsha; c. 
an eminence, giii^i; c. by malting 
turns, guikidsha; c. a river, lake, 
water, while or without fording, 
gakua; c. a water by fording, kako' 
dsha; c. by swimming, g^-iipka; c. 
by swimming or loading, giii^i; c. 
each other, roads, shen6kla.

cross-eyed, spekpelitko, spek- 
p'litkptchi.
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crossing piece, footlog, s%u'- 
tchgush.

crosswise; to deposit c , kshet'leka, 
pi. etle'%i; disposed c., shuelite'tko.

crouch, v, i? on the side of, or on 
the water's edge, tchekl^la.

crow, v. i., ha'rna; w6a.
crow, s., kakan; small species of, 

aha-ash.
crowd, s., shuku'lkish; to gather in 

a c., mass up, liwa; to form a c., 
liupka, liwala, shuku'lki, tiilha; to 
stand in a c. ivitli others, tgakiamna, 
pi. liukiamna, Iual6ya. Of. cluster, 
gather, v. i., heap.

crowd together, v. i., tchila- 
mna; c. t. high up, above, tchila- 
mnu; c. t. in or into, shinshfya; to 
be crowded within, shukapka. Of. 
the numerous derivatives of radix 
liu-, under: gather, v. i.

crown of head, nkak.
cruciform, sh^kitko. Cf. cross, s.
crude, said of food, shankitko; to 

le c., shanki.
c r u m b; cf. morsel
crumble, v. i., te-ut^wa; to make 

c. by heat, mbuka (mbaka, paka); 
earth crumbling into dust, mbukash, 
nki'ka.

crumpled, tish%alkuleatko.
crupper, of saddle, Ikelhu6pkash.
crush, v. t., nddga, skuya; to ex 

terminate by crushing, hititala; c. with 
a pestle or stone, gama; c., as in a 
mortar, ndshapka; c., pound with a 
piece of wood, ndaka; to be crushed 
as by stepping upon, te-ntewa.

crust, kamtani; hard, rounded c., 
shnutotkish.

cry, v. i., shout, ha'ma, ya-a; c., 
shout to somebody, he'mtcha, he'm- 
tchna; c. aloud, persons, nde'na, 
nk^na; stu'ka, yea; c. loudly, as 
one afflicted with pain, kahaha; 
c as babes, wea; c. in chorus, ye'ka; 
c. down into, ha/rnele; c., said of 
larger birds and wild quadrupeds, 
w6a; continuously, wokanka; c. for, 
after, yutatka; c. haha repeatedly, 
haha'tamna; c..ivith joy, shitiaika; 
c. mournfully, kayaiha; c. in mourn 
ing, stu't^ishla; c., iveep loudly, 
shuaktcha, tche'ktcheka; c. on one's 
ivay, in public, amnadsha, amni- 
yamna; c., whine, wawa.

crystalline, said of water, ya- 
lialtko, yalyali.

cub, leMdshi, weash; dim. leled- 
shiaga, weka; c. of grizzly bear, 
lukaga, shashapka, liikani w^ash.

cube, cubiform body, shewatl^eash.
cull, v. t., ishka, Iguya, sta-ila. Cf. 

collect, gather, v. t.
culminate, v. i., said of celestial 

bodies, p'laiki; the sun culminates, 
shapash shewat^a, or p'lai ki.

cultivate, v. t., hashua-a; culti 
vated land, kaila=shutesh, ne'-ush.

cup, hashpo'tkish, k4pa, pokuaga, 
tutish; little c., kapaga; c. made of 
horn, t6kiam kdla; c., large, made of 
bulrushes, maksha; small drinking 
c., tray, km a7 ; to give, offer in a c, 
shui, pi. shewdna.

curdle, v, i., nd6pa.
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cure, v. t., heshuampeli; to treat, 
tchiita, ya-uka; to go out for curing 
the sick, tchutansha; curing imple 
ment, muluash, tchuten6tkish.

curious, strange, wennfni; abbr. 
wenni.

curiously, strangely, w(inni.
curl, v. t., sbnuntch%61a; c. oneself 

up, shuhatch%ala, knu'kl^a. Of. 
contract, v.

curl, s., of hair, shnuntch%olsh.
curled, curly, ndsbok61atko; c 

hair, shnuntch^olsh; curly-haired, 
tcbitaksh.

currant; red wild-c., species of 
Ribes, tchmu'lhak.

curse, v. t., lama, shalama; c. each 
other, shimhu'tclina.

curtain, hisho'tkish.
curved, shtchishalkatko. Of. 

bend, v., crooked, warped
cushion, of chair, he'shltanksh; 

small c. on baby-board, shuipuklash.
customary; itisc. with, g"^l%a.
cut, Vot.; c. apart, asunder, sever off", 

laktcha, lakadsha, shepat%a, ktakta, 
ktaki<51a; long obj., nkata, pi. vu- 
16dsba; utcha, utchaya; c. down, 
as trees, il%i, hishanui, ankuala; 
tree cut down, himpoks; c. by means 
of gashes, to slash, ktaladshna, lag- 
galtchna; partic. cut, wounded by a 
cut, ktakalitko; c. with a knife, 
ktakta, kt^l%a; with knife or scissors, 
ktusbka, ktuyiiga; c. oneself loose 
from, sbalakta; c. notches into, 
kte'k'hiehe, ktepdta, ktiii%i; c. off

ktuyuga (and cf. c. apart); c. or 
slice off, ktiisbka; c. off with a sharp 
instrument, pushka; c. off one's hair, 
sbuyoka; another's h., uyiika, ktu- 
-yuga, ktiisbka; c. off from one's 
body, shuktaldsba; one's arm, foot, 
sbalakta; c. off, mow grass, mulina, 
Mod. mu'shka; c. off from retreat, 
gay ay a; piece, portion cut off, ktiisb- 
kuisb, ktushka; c. oneself, shalakla, 
sb^lakla; c. up, c. to pieces, ktetdga; 
c. in two pieces, shektakta, ktu!6dsha; 
into many pieces, parts, ktuyiima, 
ktu!6dsha, powet^ga; to be cut to 
pieces, sbukuashka; c. in many places, 
ktiildslia; c. with a pointed weapon, 
stuka; c. each other, stiiyua; c., 
wound with removal of flesh, shuk- 
takla; c. without r., shaktakla; c. to a 
sharp end, point, watcbaka; c. short, 
crop short, shiashka; one's hair, 
shuy^ga; c. one's throat, shalak- 
tcba, sbelaktcba; another1 s, 14k- 
tcha, lakadsha; to make the gesture 
of cutting one's throat, shelaktcbia; 
c. up, as an animal, ktetega, nasbki; 
c. well, to be sharp, taka; partic. 
takatko; c. wood, sticks, kte"r/a, 
dnkuala.

cut, s., piece cut off, ktushkuish, 
ktushka; gash, ktakalitko; c., scar, 
wound, by which flesh was removed, 
shuktashkuish; by which no flesh was 
removed, shaktkaluish; to make a 
slight c., tilans^a.

cyclone, kakiaksb.
cylindric, kalkali.
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dagger, shlakat6tkish; over two 
feet long, yuhaneash.

Dalles, the, nom. pr. of a series 
of swift rapids in the Columbia 
River, and of town adjacent, Am- 
p%e'ni.

dam, s.; pile-d , wooden d., paplish; 
fishing d or trap, made of fallen or 
felled trees, lumber-d., nakosh; d. 
under the water's surface, otilks; 
l)eaver-d., pumam nakosh; to build a 
d., mikua; living near a lumber d., 
nakushkshakshni, nakush%e'nkni.

d a m , v. t.; to d. up the water, nakua.
d a m p ; it is sultry, paisha ; it is d., 

wet weather, mukalta; d. and hot w., 
tgiwa.

dance, v. t., ksliiulejra; to begin to 
d., kshiulaktampka; to go and d., 
kshiulaktcha; d. at "doctor" dances, 
wala; d. the virginity dance, shuyu- 
%ala, yaiikela, stupuyuka kshiu- 
l6%a; d. a war-dance, ulokasha; d. 
a war-dance before the fight, tadsho- 
la, yuhulaklal%a ; to make d., force, 
prompt to d., slmikstnVl%a.

dance, s.; Indian d. of any kind, 
ydkish; d.-house, kslimlakgish; d. 
feast, i'lksh; to arrange, a d., ksiulak- 
tcha; to perform a ceremonial or 
any other d., kshlule^a; to perform 
a gay d., tiiituigidsha; to per

form long dances, kshiutchna. Of.
dance, v.

d a n d r u f f, pokangsh. 
dandy; to be d.-UJce, shalkia-a. 
danger; to provide against d., sas-

sdga. 
dangerous; d. drug, k'lekotkish,

or Iuel6tkisli ya-uks. 
dare, v. t., sha-apa-a. 
dark, adj. said of night, tch'muka;

d. colored, limlfmli, liiashptchi, tip-
tipli; pushpiishli, adv. pushpush;
d. - complexioned, pushpiishli; cf.
mukmukli.

darkness, tchmu'ksh. 
dart, v. t., as a missile, shikna. 
dash, v. t.; d. to pieces, ndshapka,

t^kua. Cf. break, smash, 
daub, v. t., d. over, laliga, pitliga,

ita, ipka, shumalua, shiashka. Cf.
bedaub, line, smear, 

daub, s., shndluash; round d., Itoks;
to make daubs, shumalua. 

daughter, pe-ip; sometimes we-
ash, dim. wc'ka; to give birth to a d.,
pdyala; related as d. to mother, slie-
pialtko. 

daughter - i n -1 a. w , said by
father- and mother-in-law, p'tutap. 

Dave Hill, nom. pr. masc., Lul-
datkisli, Wawali'gish, Wawaiiks-
Skaitatko.
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dawn, v. i. and irnpers., ni'lka, 
nilakla, pa'ktgi.

dawn, s., ni'lka, pa'ktgi; to await 
the d. of day in camp or elsewhere, 
m'lka, pa'ktgi.

day, waitash; one d. ivith night en 
suing, waitash; all d., all d. long, 
waitan, waita, waita; in the d. time, 
during the d., pshe; to-d., gen wai 
tash; midday, pscksh; to pass a d., 
to wait oned., ord. and night, waita; 
to have passed a whole d., or d. and 
night, wait61a.

daylight, ni'lka; d. appears, ni'lka, 
nilakla, pa'ktgi; to be somewhere 
at d., m'lka, pa'ktgi. Of. dawn.

dead, k'lekatko, pi. wdrikatko; dead 
" persons are referred to only by the 

pronouns gc"n, hu'k (pi. hu'ksha), 
liuksht, Im'kt, because it is regarded 
criminal to call them by their own 
names; to be d., gone, ka'gi; to be 
half d., or almost dying, k'lekna, 
k'lekala; d. tree, wapalash

deadly; d. poison, k'lekotkish, pi, 
luelotkish; d. berries, kelako'tch 
ya-uks.

deaf, shtchaukitko, Mod. shtchau- 
tantko; ntchokish, huggi'tko; to be 
d., iidslioka.

deal, v. t.; d. with somebody, ne'- 
ulakta. Of. shuta.

dealer, shdshatuisli; d. intent upon 
a bargain, sheshatua-ish.

dear; cf. sell.
death, no ex. eq ; after his, her 

death, k'lekuish, k'le'ksht at; time, 
epoch of d, l^luidshish; d.-lament,

luatpishlalsh; prophecy of d., t%u'- 
t%ash; substance producing d., k'le 
kotkish, Iuel6tkish; to be on the 
point, verge of d., k'lekala, k'lekap- 
kashtala tdlshampka; to presage 
d., foretell a violent d., t%u't^a; one 
who presages d., t%u't#atkish; to put 
to d., hushtch6ka; shiuga, pi. shudn- 
ka, Mod.; luela, M. and Kl.

debased, kiiidshi; of d. character, 
tchektcheldi, tchakalsh, kiiidshi 
steinash.

debate, v. t., hashtaltala, waltka, 
waltkapeli; said of one who is tak 
ing part in a debate, hemkanka; 
debating place, waltk6tkish.

debauch, v. t.; debauched person, 
kekeluipalish.

debt, ske-utish, shkiulaksh; to be in 
d., shkiulka, skiuta.

decay, v. i., mu'luala; decaying, 
said of plants, pakatko; decayed, 
mu'lualtko; decayed log, kalapsh; 
decayed wood-substance, nm'lu. Cf. 
putrid, rot, v.

deceased, =lulsh; as in d. father, 
p7tish=lulsh. Cf. dead, andliila.

deceive, v. t, stit%a, palla; d. again, 
repeatedly, palapele; to fool, shna- 
pempema, Mod. shnepempema.

December, expressed inaccurately 
by the instr. case of kaptcha, q. v.

decide, v. t., ne-ul%a; d. in favor 
of, ne-ul%ia.

declare, v. t., sh&pa, she'gsha, 
hemkanka,heme'%e; d. to somebody, 
shapiya, shatela; d. understandingly, 
shegshewa.
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decline, v. t., lewitchta; v. L, as 
towards the horizon, til^a, tinol&ia.

declivity, lali'sh, ginshkatko; d. 
of mountain, yainatat ginshka; to 
form d., ginslika; if steep, lala, 
ni'lai ffi.o

decomposed, putrid, ndiipatko;
to be d., ndopa. 

decree, v. t., ne-ul%a, ne-ulakta,
tpeVa; d. in favor of, ne-ul#ia. 

decree, s., ne-ulaksh. 
decrepit, by age, k'mutchewatko;

plants, pakatko; to become d, by
age, k'mutcha; plants, kmuk61tgi,
nkala. 

deep, atini, abbr. ati; staying d.
down, munatalkni; d., depressed, said
of land, te'hltc'hli, Mod. teltelhi;
to be d., said of water, sand, etc., ati
e*wa, or dwa; to be possessed of a d.
voice, t%a'nt#ana. Cf. bottom, 

deep, adv.; d. down over a precipice,
or in the ground, water, muna,
munana, tii muna. 

deer, no generic term; black-tail d,
Cervus columbianus, slma-i; mule-d.,
Cervus macrotis, pakolesh; ivliite-
tail d., miishmnsh; young or little d.,
lilhanksb, Mod. lidlanksh; wflila,
dim. wi'hlaga. 

defame, v. t., sh^wala, atchiga, shi-
kita. 

defamer, vvali%ish, Mod u'lkish;
wiknish, dim. wikniaga. 

defeat, v. t, skiipma, piiedsha; in
battle, udiiyua, udiipka; wini^i,
Mod. vui%in. 

defecate, v. i., s^dslm, ii-unola;

when afflicted with diarrhoea, ntinte- 
lakta, ntitelaktcha,

d e f i I e , v. t., to soil, kaknega; to be 
defiled, as water, kuyuma.

d e f r a u d, v. t., stit^a, pdlla; d. re 
peatedly or again, palapele.

defunct; cf. deceased, dead.
d e g u s t a t e , v. t., kpapsha.
delay; ivithout d., palak, palakak.
deliberate, v. i., hashtaltala; 

waltka, waltakpeli. Cf. debate, v.
deliver, v. t., to rescue, hishtchi, 

shndkshita; cL a speech, hdmkarika; 
when words are quoted verbatim, 
heme7 %e.

delusion; to labor under delusions 
of mind, f tilo'tkala.

demand, v. t, villa; d. money, 
valuables, hush^akta. Cf. ask, beg, 
require.

demented, tchawikatko, lekish; 
to be d., tchawika, le'ka.

demolish, v. t, standwi; kdwa, 
pi. pekeVa. C£ destroy, v.

demon, shko'ks.
demoniac, irresistible, shkafni.
den, wa/sh; of a burrowing animal, 

shnulash, stu, stuish; ye-ush; go 
pher's d., stuish; small d., stuaga; to 
go, return, crawl into its d., kilibli; 
guli, pi. kilhi; to scratch a d., stiiya, 
wa'shla; a round hole, lushantclma, 
shlii'tila; to insert a stick, etc., into a 
d., kmakapshti; to obstruct a d., yan- 
kapshti.

dense, hupkatko, nm=hupkatko; 
to be d., said of smoke, etc., mu'lka; 
of clouds, mu hiipka.
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dentalium-shell, tiitash; alke- 
tchik.

deny, v. t., shakamka; d. an averred 
fact, shakamka.

depart, v. i.; generic term, geiia; 
gulindsa, genala; d. again, gdtkala; 
d. and be, stay away, genuala; d. in 
haste, hukansha, du. tiishkansha, pi. 
tinkansha; d. on a trip, guhuashka, 
guhuashktcha; d. unexpectedly, ti!6- 
tkala; d. in a wagon, carriage, lu- 
Mshktcha; d. by water, in a canoe, 
s%owashka.

deplete oneself, v. refl.. s%e'- 
dsha, a-un61a.

d e p o s e, v. t., from position, vut6- 
dshna, shne'kelui.

deposit, v. t.; d. long articles, ita, 
el%a; ila, more freq. d.: yala; d. 
round obj.,lelka, likla; d. sheet-like 
things, cf. lay, v.; d., lay, said of 
birds laying eggs, kniikla; d. cross 
wise, ksheVleka, pi. etle'%i.; d. in 
the ground, el%a; d. on the ground or 
elsewhere, kshikla; pi. ikla; vases, 
tubs, etc, tchil%ia; d. on, upon, 
ita, pe*-ula; bulky obj., persons, etc., 
ila, more frequently d.: yala; likla, 
nelda; d. upon, tchil%a; d. upon 
something high, kshui wal; kshawal, 
pi. iwala; to be deposited on, inside, 
to be within, kshikla, pi. ikla.

depressed, low, said of lands, te'- 
hlttfhli, Mod. teltelhi.

deprive, v. t.; d. of, stanu'tchna, 
Mod. steVa; d., take away, long 
obj., trne'shka, pi. yime'shka; d. of 
the necessaries of life, food, etc.,

stawa; to be deprived of, gayatg61a, 
kampka; stawa, Mod. st^wa; to 
be deprived of one obj., stanu'- 
tchna; deprived of, keliak.

depth; into, at a d., niiina, mun4na; 
staying, being at a d., munatalkrii.

deranged in mind, tchawikatko, 
Idkish. Of. crazed, demented.

deride, v. t., luai%a, shepalua, 
shuludkta, wdtanta; d. repeatedly, 
shuluaktcha.

derision, act of, w^tish.
descend, v. i.; ga-ulo'la, ge'kuela; 

d. a ladder, gu't^a; d. into, vuleli; 
as into a valley, gulinclsa; as into 
the earth, gutila; d., to go down, as 
fog, lu'l^a, lut%i; as a fish-hook, 
lut^i; d. while rounding, or making 
turns, gutilapkapeli; to make d., 
kt^l^a, ktiulg^a. Cf. decline, v.

descendant, young, of either sex, 
we'ash, dim. we'ka.

Des Chutes River, nom. pr., 
K61am%eni K6ke.

desert, v. t., to abandon, kddsha, 
ke'dshna; hushlindsha, du. tushlin- 
dsha; pi. tilindsha; guikaka, gu'sh- 
ka; hu'shka.

desire, v. t., shana-uli, hameni; 
to be fond of, witchta, witchna, sha- 
yakshua; d. for oneself, shamena- 
kia; d. strongly, tia'ma.

destroy, v. t., to demolish, shneVi; 
d. almost, shne-uyala; by breaking, 
smashing, k^wa, uk^wa, pi. pekc- 
wa; d. by fire, mita, shnuta, shn^l^a.

detest, v. i, mu'tchka, sniu%tcha, 
shnokakia. Cf. abhor, hate.
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d e t r a c t, v t., atchiga, shewala.
d e v o u r, v. t., shlii'ki, shne^ia, pan, 

paka. Of. consume, v.
d e v o u r e r, eater of, papish.
d e w and deivdrop, tcliitaksli, Mod. 

witchkinsh.
d e w berr y, same as raspberry, q. v.
dew-claw, pitiu.
dialect, hemkanksh.
d i a p h r a g m , gmkiaranisli.
diarrhoea; to have d., nkashgi, 

ntitelaktcha, ntintelakta.
die, v. i.; generally used of natural \ 

death, k'ldka, pi. wdnka, kalina; 
lula, s. and pi.; when speaking of 
violent, premature death, or star 
vation, tchoka.

die, s., cubiform body, shewatl%eash.
different, wennini, apoc. wdnni; 

wiktchish; all d. kinds of objects, 
articles, nanuktua; coming from d, 
lands, parts, tribes, wennikni.

differently, adv., wdnni.
difficulty; to have a d. , hishtchakta.
d i g , v. t.; d. up, yepa, Mod ibe- 

na; ibutuya; d in the ground, vuto- 
ya; dug out, yepantko; d. out edible 
roots with a tool, mdya, pi. of subj. 
sta-ila; to go, start to d., me-idsha, 
pi. of subj.sta-ildsha; digging ground 
of edible roots, nid-ish; d. a den, hole, 
said of animals, wa/shla, stuya, ye- 
wa, lusbantchna, shlu'tila; d. a hole, 
cavity under something, hantila; d. 
a round hole, 1'bena; d. out near, 
between two places, d. in the midst 
of, met'tams%a; d. while going from 
place to place, ye'pantclma; digging

tool, vutoyotkisli; for edible roots,
am da, meyotkish. 

digest, v. t, ewisi. 
d i g g i n g, excavation, ibekantko;

full of diggings, ibutokatko. 
dim, as weather, sky, tiptipli. 
diminutives of substantives and

pronouns are formed by appending
-ak, -aga, -ka, -ga.

dip, v. t, into water, iwa, shnhi- 
diiwa; d., make ivet, shmukatana.

d i p n e t, round, luteash; small- 
meshed d., la-iks luteash; ivide- 
meshed d., wits61as luteash; other 
sort of d., upanotkish; d. fastened in 
the forking of a stick, tewash; small 
d., putish.

dipper, kapaga, tutish; cf. cup; 
name of a bird, Cinclus mexicanus, 
ktai=shishnish.

direct, directly, adv., tala, ta- 
laak; directly totvard, talaak.

direction; in the d. of, case-postp.,
-keni, -/e'ni; in this d., gdntala; in 
that d., gitala, ge'tal; in a straight 
d., tala, talaak; to give directions, stuli, 
tpcvva; to'g. d. ivliile going around, 
stulidsha; to meet from opposite di 
rections, hushtanka, Mod. shutanka; 
to give a doivmvard d. to a rifle, etc., 
kinshakpka; to give an upward d. to 
a rifle, etc., kinualpka.

director, laki.
dirt, earthy matter, kaila; d., slush, 

po'ks, tupesh.
dirty, kaknegatko; to make d., 

kaknega, kaknega shiashka, s%ak- 
nega; to become d., hushkakne'ga.
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disable, v. t., by a missile, etc., cf. 
wound, v.

disallow, v. i, lewe'-ula.
disappear, ka'gi; d. again, ka'gi- 

pele; d., as fog, clouds, hudshaltka, 
tcb6ka; d. again, repeatedly, as 
clouds, tch6kapele; d. under the 
horizon, tinkuela, tinega, tino'li.

disappoint, v. t.; to be disap 
pointed, as in finding a person, 
galala.

discharge, v. i, as a horse, il- 
161a; as a gun, pistol, teVi; shlin, 
pi. yuta; nge-isha.

discourse, v. t, he'mkanka, waltka, 
shapa; d. with somebody, shapiya.

discourse, s., hdmkanksh, waltoks.
discover, v. t., find out, kui%a; d. 

persons, long obj., shl^ta; d. through 
inquiry, shemtchal^a; d. accident 
ally, gawal; after a search, shlda; 
not to d. after a search, le'shma.

discuss, v. t., hashtaltala, waltka- 
pgli; to argue, shempe"ta. Cf. de 
bate, v.

disease, ne'paksh; d., acute or pain 
ful, ma'shash; chronic or incurable, 
shi'lalsh; relapsed into d., kalak; 
article producing d., tatktish; to be 
affected with d., ma'sha, shi'la; to 
fall into d., shilaka, shilala.

diseased, ma'shetko, shilaltko; to 
be d., ma/sha; if chronically or in 
curably, shi'la.

disembark, v. i., kiupata, s/apata.
d i s e m b o AV e 1, v. t., witka.
dish, hashpo'tkish; d. filled with eat 

ables, i'lksh; circular matted d., pa- 
35

'hla, dim. pd'hlak; d. of wicker-work
or pottery, shaplash, dim. shaplka;
tia; to give on a d., shui, pl.shewdna. 

disheveled, sha/t, sha'tptchi. 
disinter, v. t, kabat%61e. 
disk; disk-shaped, kdlkali. 
dislike, v. t; d. and to be cross,

tche'ktcheka. Cf. abhor, 
dislocate, v. t., as a limb, organ,

tchishka. 
dismiss, v. t., spiinka; d. from jail,

prison, spunkampeli; d., as troops,
skuyue'peli.

dismount, v. i., gelo'la. 
disobey, v. t, hishnkita. 
disparate, wennini, abbr. we"nni. 
dispassionately, quietly, ke"-

uni, Mod. kanktak. 
dispatch, v. t., skiiyui; hesha,

Mod. shnidsha; shnig6ta; d. a
person for something, shniaktcha;
d. away from, skuyiishka; d. into the
woods, etc., skuyokaya; d. out of the
woods, skuyokay61a. 

disperse, v. t., gay tie, watakia. 
displace, v. t, shiashla. 
display, v. t, to spread, spukua;

d. itself, open out, shlapa. 
disport oneself, leVa, le-una 
dispose, v. t., of a corpse, ilktcha,

isha, ishmila, p'ndna, vumi. 
disposed, mentally, steinshaltko;

well d, tidsh hushkankatko, Mod.
tidsh ko/patko. Cf. crosswise, 

dispute, v. t.j hashtaltala, waltka-
peli; to argue, shempeta; d. in the
sense of scolding, shuke'ki; d. per 
versely, shakamka.
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disregard, v. t., liishnkita; laivs, 
etc., yekewa,

disrobe, v. t, udshipa, pi. idshipa; 
d. oneself, kap61a. Cf. strip, v.

dissolute; d. person, kekeluipalish.
dissolve, v. t, shnatchaka, stil^a; 

d. in a pan, shulala.
dissolve, v. i.; said of ice, snow, 

tchutchaya, Mod. tch6ya; to cause 
to ~be dissolved, stil%a. Of. melt, v.

distance, no ex. eq.; at a d., adv. 
tii, tut, tush; at a d. above, tu, -u; 
in the d., hut (long objects, per 
sons) ; 1m, u, or suffix -u; ku, kui; 
far out in the d., tu, tush; to a d, 
to a different place, wenni; to, from a 
great d., ati; at a short d., wika, 
tchinta; prep., wig&tan; a short d. 
from home, iwag; being in the d., 
absent, adj. neg; cf. kiiinag; coming 
from somewhere in the d., tu'shni; 
at a d.from, welitana; to jump into 
d, hoyeka; to keep somebody at a 
d., viita. An act performed at a 
distance, or unseen by the one 
speaking, is referred to by the 
suffix -pka (-apka, -ipka); at a d. 
up in the air, -lipka.

distant, adj., atini, abbr. ati; that 
d. one, anim. hu'k, ndg1, tiikni; inan. 
hu'k.

distantly, adv., ati.
distemper, ndpaksh; same as 

disease, q. v.
distended, spukuatko.
distinct from others, wennini, abbr. 

wenni; wiktchish.
distressed, yanhuani, y ualkish.

distribute, v. t, she-ii'ta ; d. what 
has been divided into portions, she- 
pat#a. Cf. divide, v.

distribution, she-etish.
district, region, kiiila.
distrust, v. t. ? shnikishala; ka-i 

lola.
disturbance, by noise, k6-i tu- 

menash; d., affray, shishukash; 
atmospheric d, yalkara; to raise a 
d, hishtchaktna; no d.! hitok i!

ditch; ivet d., kokaga, stunshish.
dive, v. i., kidsha, pan a ; shikikia 

(also with ambutat) ; to go and d., 
shiki%i(3na.

diversified, nanuktua gitko, wi 
ktchish; of d. colors, hushkal%a- 
natko.

divest oneself, v. refl , shi- 
4shka; d. oneself of, as of a hat, 
shanatchvula ; as of a coat, ka- 
p61a.

divide, v. t., into portions, shi- 
atka; d up, distribute, she-a/ta; d, 
in two portions, shektakta ; d. be 
tween two, hekshat%a; d. among sev 
eral or many, said of whole articles, 
shelat%a; d among several or many, 
said of articles equal in size, she- 
nat^a; d. the severed portions among 
an equal number of persons, shepa-

divorce, v. i. ; to become or be di 
vorced, shdkatcha. Cf. vutodsha.

divulge, v. t, shapa, stil^a ; d. 
a secret, stiltchka.

dizzy, as one drunk, le'kish; to be d., 
lama, lemlema.
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dizziness, la/iiilemsh; to be in a 
state of d, lama, lemle'ma

do, v. t., to act, perform, gi; c£ gi 
(5); shiita; d. so, humasht gi; na- 
asht gi, Mod. nd-asht gi; o-6akgi; 
d. one's duty, tidsh gi; d. on one's way, 
shutedshna; don't d. it! hiiya! to 
have to d. ivith, to handle, gishala; 
to have something done, finished, vu'- 
na.

do, v. i.; d. well, to be in health, tidsh 
hushlta; how do you do? tua i hu 
shlta?

doctor, v. i., said of conjurers, 
tchiita, tclmtena; said of physi 
cians, ya-uka. Cf. treat, v.

document, written on paper, pipa.
dodge, v. t., gameni; d. missiles, 

hopelitchna.
dog, watchaga; male d., laki wa- 

tchaga; female d., ndsilo watchaga; 
d. rose-bush, Rosa californica, tchtii- 
tiam. Cf. fox.

dolichocephalic, vultchikish.
doll, 4mash.
dollar, t41a; silver d., shilba tala, 

palpali tala.
domesticated; said of beasts, 

ka-i koinu'shni; not d., fwash.
donate, v. t, many obj. spoken 

of collectively, shewana. Cf. be 
stow, give, v.

donation, shewanish.
door, kaishtish; to close the d., shla- 

uki; to open the d., kaishmila, Mod. 
shla-ukiola; d.-key, d.-lock, cf. key, 
lock.

doorflap, of lodge, kaishtish; to

close the d , shla-uki ; to open the d.,
kaishnula, Mod. shla-uki61a. 

doorway, stekish, Mod. st6kish. 
dorsal; cf. back, s. ; anterior d fin,

kaluish. 
dot, v. t., with a pen, etc., shiimalua;

to stain, shnelua; d. over, ndekta;
d. over all along, ndektana; dotted,
shumaluatko, shumaluakitko. Cf.
dot, s. 

dot, s., ndektish, slmdluash; round
d., Itoks; to make dots, nddkta;
all along, nde'ktana; to make dots
with a pen, brush, etc., shumalua;
full of dots, having dots, shuma
luatko, shumaluakitko, uddlgatko. 

dotage; to be in one's d., me'kia. 
dote, v. i., to be or become doting,

me'kia; doting person, niekish. 
double, sometimes expressed by

lapi, two ; arid by lapok, both. 
double, v. t. ; d. up, as paper, spa-

double up, v. i., shuhatch%ala, 
kniikla, knu'kl^a.

doubt, v. t , ka-i katak hewa, ka-i 
161a; shnikishala.

dough, tiipesh.
douse, v. t, shnindiiwa.
dove; mourning d., 6'lash, dim. o-61ka.
down, s., nfl; downy feathers, in n- 

kash; whitish d., o'lash; provided, 
covered with d,, m'laltko, ni'l gitko. 
Cf. downy

down, adv.; d. to, downhill, down 
wards, yantana, yana; or expressed 
by the prefixes ya-, yi-, ina-, the 
suffixes -(ila, -l%a, etc ; to look d.,
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yana telshna; d. below, low d., deep 
d., muna, munana; d. in, d. below 
(also prep), pelui; d. to the waist, 
kailish pani; the sun is d., i-unega, 
tinoli61a. !

downhill; cf. down. , d
downy, mukmiikatko, mukmukli. i d
d o w n w a rd s , yana, yantana. Cf. ' 

down. j
doze, v. i., tuidsha; d. at intervals, ( d 

tuidshna. :
drag-, v. t, spukiiga; d. along upon 

the soil, kiwalapata; said of a gar- d 
ment, gown, u'hlutuina; d. behind, 
spidsha; d. behind, over the ground, d 
spukugatchna; d. by the feet, spu 
kiiga; while on a march, spuku 
gatchna; d. out, shuinshna, spidsha; 
d. out, as earth, spiamna; d. in tow, 
hishplainna.

drag-net, tdwash; wide-meshed, 
tewash witch61ash; small-meshed, 
teVash 14-iks.

dragon-fly, k6ktingsh, atini kinsh.
drain, v. t, kit6ka; to become or be 

drained, pala, palala.
draw, v. t.; d. at something, spu- 

kuga; d. after oneself, spidsha; d. 
breath in audibly, hle'ka; d. a liquid 
into the mouth, hle'kua; d. forth, spi 
amna; d., make drawings, shuma- 
lua; drawn object, d. picture, slm- d 
maluash; d. out, ishka, spidsha; d. 
out, d. out from, long obj., udshipa, 
pi. idshipa; round obj., ludshipa, 
shulshipa; d out, as rope, spika; 
when fastened at one end, spi- 
dshii'dshna; d. out, as ears, fingers, \ d

spitadsha; d., pull out for a fight, 
husht6pakta; when recipr., shu- 
pashka; d. out, pull out, one long 
obj., kshatgatmila; d. up one's legs, 
shuhatch%ala, knu'kl%a.

r a w e r s, mu'ntana.
ream, tuiksh; d. of a magic, pre 
saging character, tuiksh; to have 
a d., tiii%a.
ream, v i., tiii%a; d frequently, 
habitually, hushtfktamna; to make 
d., hushti%a.
r e a r y , yualkishptchi; to be d., 
she'sbana. Cf. afflicted, sad.

r e n c h , v. t., shmiikalta, shmuka- 
tana, p%a, shpdga; d., douse or dip, 
shninduwa; to be drenched, mukalta.

r e s s, v. t.; d. somebody in a long 
dress, blanket, etc., skiitchala; d. in 
at the time being, le"vuta; d. one 
self, shu!6ta, shu!6tana, shMkla; 
while going, shuliitantcha, shnlu- 
atchna; d. oneself in a gown, long 
robe, ku'kpeli; in a mantle, blanket, 
skuta; d. oneself, females only, 
ku'kpeli; males and females, skuta, 
skutia; dressed in, skutatko; to be 
dressed, shuhitamna; said of wo 
men only, k6ka ; to be dressed in 
an armor, kaknola; in a gown, long 
robe, k6ka.
ress; s., and article of d., shulo- 
tish; tchulish, dim. tchuliaga; d. 
enveloping the whole body, skutash; 
kuks; white man's, citizen's d., kapo;
fur d., kailiu; long d. and female d., 
kuks; to have a d. on, slmlutamna.
ress, v. t.; to tan, said of hides.
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tkiiya; dressing knife, of bone, nesh- 
k6tkish.

drift, v. i., d. along, ludshna; d. 
after, liilamna; d. away, shlu!61a; 
d. downward, lutyi; upward, luye'ga, 
spitkala these terms referring to 
clouds, fog, smoke; d. away in the 
^vater, mpe'titchna, mpe'tchna; when 
by circular motion, lemewil%a; d. 
down stream, mpe'titchna, mpetla- 
16na.

drift-wood, as deposited by a 
current, leme'walieksh.

drink, v. t., bunua; said of infants, 
k6ko-i, p6po-i; d., lap, said of dogs, 
etc., ulakshulaksha; d. out, nanuk 
bunua; d. out of the hand, hlelma; 
d. to excess, le'kanka; to go and d, 
bunudsha; to make d., to give to d., 
hushpanua; drinking glass, lam=pu- 
nu'tkishti, wikamua.

drink, s., buno'kish.
drinker, bunuish, more frequently 

bubanuish; to he a d., bunua, bu- 
banua.

drip, v. i., d. down, kiulfga, ndshi- 
shl#a, til%a, tiulola; d down, d. 
down from, nde-ukuela, pi. wetkue- 
la; as melting snow, ice, tch6kpa; d. 
down continually from a pliant arti 
cle, tch6tcha; to maked., til%a; hav 
ing dripping eyes, papatkdwatko, 
tche'tchapkatko.

drive, v. t.; generic terms: to force 
to go, ginkanka; to pursue, shu'dsha. 
D. around, tpuyamna; in a circle, 
pi. of obj., niulgidsha; d. away, off, 
kpu'l^a, tpuli, tpulina; for pi. and

coll. obj. also idsha, idshna, niwa; 
d. away while marching, kpiilaktcha; 
set out for driving away, tpugidsha; 
to continue driving away, tpugidsha- 
p8lit4mna; d. back, or to one's home, 
puedshdmpeli; d. before oneself, as 
winds do, vuhupie'ga; d., as cattle, 
shu'dsha, pi. nfudshna; ginkanka; 
d. a hoop, wheel, circle, stilanshna; 
d. into the ground, or into something, 
t<3wa, pi. tetal^a; d. into, as into an 
inclosure, kpuli, tpuli, pi. niuli; d. 
on level ground, shudshna, pi. nfu 
dshna; d. out, kpiitcha, kputchna, 
tpiidsha, tpiidshna, pi. niukna; tpu 
lina; shrwa, pi. niwa; d. out, as 
animals, hushaka, kpiitcha, etc.; d. 
out of a lodge, etc., shiika, pi. niwa; 
to go and d. out, shuikidsha; d. out of 
an inclosure, shui-u%a, pi. niu%a; d. 
out again, kputchampgli; d. together 
what is scattered, niulgidsha; d. 
up, to the top of, tpualiega; d. uphill, 
tpu'l^a, pi. niwal^a; a team, la- 
ul%a, niw41%a; d. into water, shiiwa, 
pi. niwa; d. away from water, shui- 
kina, pi. niwikina; d. out of the water 
again, shuikipeli, pi. niwikakpgli.

drizzle down, v. i., said of rain, 
etc., limlirna, ndshindshishkanka, 
ndshishl%a, Mod. tchiptchima.

drop, s., ndshishl%a, ntiklaksh; to 
come down in small drops, ndshi- 
shl%a; to make fall in drops, til%a.

drop, v. t., he'shka, kt^l%a, shnin- 
t61a, shninto'l%a; d. on, upon, ke'l- 
tama, iwala; d. upon the ground, 
shninto't%i.
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drop, v. i., inau. subj., ge"l%a, he'tya; 
Mod. shnintola; said of water, rain, 
tisbka, til%a, tiulola. Of. drizzle, v.

dross, n^utatko.
drown, v. t, amputat shiuga, cf. 

ktel^a, ktushna; d. oneself, pitak 
tchla'l^a, Mod.; to be drowned, kte- 
l%a, mpet'tega, tinua, Mod. pitakma- 
m tchla'l%a; droivningplace, tinuasb.

drowsy, ktanapkatko; to be d., kta- 
napka.

drug, remedial, ya-uks; poisonous, 
ya-uks; d. used for killing, poisoning, 
k'lek<5tkish, many obj., luelotkish.

drum, bambam; d.-stick, udinten6- 
tkisli; to beat a d., udi'ntena.

drunk, Idkatko; to be d., lama, 
Idka.

drunkard, bunuish, more fre 
quently bubanuish; Mkish; to be a 
d., bubanua, d. of biinua.

dry, adj., exsiccated, pahatko, n/i'- 
tchatko; said of water, paltko; it 
is d. weather, season, pata; to be, be 
come, remain d., paha, p^la; to be 
come d., pala, palala, kaltki; to ren 
der d., said of sun, fire, shpaba; of 
fire only, shniita; having d. eyes, 
papahuatko. Cf. blear-eyed.

dry, v. t, paha, paiialka; d. in the 
fire, sun, shp&ha; d. by fire-heat, 
shnuta, sbnu'^a; d. fruits, berries, 
ayula!6na; d. fruits, etc., over the 
fire, shnitchkua; dried berries, pa 
hatko iwam.

dry up, v. i., pala, palala; to become 
and be dry, kaltki; d. up, become 
atrophied, n%!'tsa; d. up, as rivers,

pala, palala, pahalka; d. up on the 
top, as trees, mpakuala.

duck; generic term for all wild ducks 
and geese, mii'makli; young d., Mod. 
tiiitia. Various species of ducks: 
black and small, na'ta; black and 
white, mamaktsu; almost black, 
red eyed, tcha-olaksh; small, 
brown, tsamgikuak; with large 
flat bill, mii'lalak; small, gray 
headed, tse'ks, dim. tch^kaga; 
probably grebe, of the genus Po- 
diceps, kokiaks; cf. kuitchia; long 
necked, kilidshiksh, dim. kili- 
dshiga ; long legged, wa-u'htiish ; 
mallard d., wekash; d. resembling 
the mallard, p6p^waks; red-head 
d., kiilla; small d., mpampaktish; 
spotted and white, Bucephala albe- 
ola, shne-ish Cf. yahiash.

d u g o u t, canoe, vunsh, dim. vun- 
shaga.

dull, blunt, kiii takatko.
dung, shki'sh.
dusky, in color, tiptipli; to be d., 

said of night, tch'muka; to become 
d.-colored from smoke, etc., sk(jl%a. 
Cf dark.

dust, nki'ka; d. ivhirled up, ki'lilks; 
when poivdered by crumbling, by 
heat, mbiika; earth crumbling into 
d., rnbiikash; to be full ofd., nki'ka; 
to raise, whirl up d., kilflka.

dwarfish human creature, myth 
ical, na'hniash.

dwell, v. i., tchia; d. among others, 
tchawina, pi. shu'kla; d. in a cer 
tain place, tchia, pi. wa; d. continu-
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ally in, tvithin, tchi%6ga, tchiwi%a, 
tchi'dsha, pi. wadshuga; d. together 
in the same village, etc., tchipka. 

dweller, at a certain place, tchi'sh.

dwelling, tchi'sh; latchash, Mod.
stina'sh; place of d., living, wa'sh. 

dye, v. t, shndlua; dyed, shneluatko. 
dye-stuff, shnelu6tkish.

each; the idea of severalty con - 
tained in each of, every one of, is 
expressed by the d. form in all 
parts of Kl. speech: nouns, verbs, 
adverbs, etc.; e. other: expressed 
by the prefixes sh-, li-sh-, forming 
recipr. verbs; among, against e. o., 
sliipapelankstant, pipelangshtant.

eagle; bald or white-headed e., Ha- 
liaetus leucocephalus, yaii%al; also 
called sku'shki; to hunt the b. e., 
yau%alala; golden e., Aquila chrys- 
aetos, p'laiwash; to hunt the g. e., 
p'laiwashaltcha.

e a r; both ears, of persons and ani 
mals, mumuatch, Mod. wawa- 
kash; exterior of e., wawakash; e.- 
canal, wawaksham gintkish; e.-lobe,

' wawaksam telkgish, Mod. liiika- 
tko; earrings, set of, stashtam- 
nish; e. of cereals, nu'sh, o'tish; 
bearing an e., nushaltko; e. of maize, 
Indian corn, ishalkam (or istakam) 
otish; in Mod. also: tkapam otish.

early, adj.; e. in the morning, 
una'kni; e., belonging to the past, 
ma'ntchni, tankni.

early, adv.; e. in the morning, una/k, 
una; prep., earlier than, before, 
Mpia, lupiak, lupitana.

earnest; to be in e., shakatga-a.
earth, land, country, world, kaila; 

e., earthy matter, dirt, kaila; e., mud, 
po'ks, tiipesh; interior of e, le- 
miina; e.-colored, kailaptchi; e. or 
dirt-lodge, kaila=latchash, luldama- 
laks;' to create the e., kailala.

e a r w a x, tut'tu'ksh, wawdksam tut'- 
tu'ksh, Mod. pa'hpash.

ease, s.; with e., kd-una; in Mod. 
also: kanktak.

easily, kd-una; in Mod. also: kank- 
ta'k, tanktak

east, ydwat, lu'pit; e., place of sun 
rise, tine'%ish; from the e., ydwat, 
liipit, cf. eastern; eastward, towards 
the e., ydwat, lupitala, liipit; on the 
c. side, tine%ish%e'ni; on the e. side 
of, liipian.

eastern, coming from the east, lu- 
pl'tkni, lupftalani.

east-wind, yd wash; the e. w. bloivs, 
ydwa.

easy, k(i-uni; at an e. pace, ke'-una,
eat, v. t.; persons, pan, paka, pa- 

ula; persons or cattle, pawa; e up, 
k6ka, shlu'ki, slme%ia, viita; e. 
habitually, patcha; e. in a brute-like 
manner, sop up, hl<5pa; e. with a 
spoon, hlopa; e. while walking,
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hishnsha; to cease to e., pa-iila; to 
commence to e., patampka; to con 
tinue eating up, spe-nkitchna; to de 
sire, want to e., v. impers., panopka.

eatable, adj., pakish. ;
eatables, s., pash, mukamuk; e. 

hoarded up by burrowing animals 
in their dens, ye-ush; e. preserved 
in caches, vurni, p'minkuisli. Cf. 
cachd. I

eater; habitual e. of, papish. '
echo; to start, raise an e., shnahual- 

pakta. i
eclipse, v. t., and e. each other, \ 

shipat%uka.
eddy, v. i.; e. around, to form eddy-, 

nmigidsha, niulgidsha, ntulkidsha, 
tchishkidsha. Of. circle, n. and v.

edge, of thin articles, yulalina; e. 
of Mil, if rocky, walish; to form 
an e., leliwa; to form an e. in fall- ' 
ing, or a beach, yulalina; to send 
over the e., yiulma. j

edict, ne-ulaksh, shunu'kanksh; to 
publish an e., nc-ul^a.

educate, v. t., by teaching, ha- 
shiuga; to bring up, raise, hfshta- 
tcha.

educator, hashiiigish.
eel, and lamprey e., kawe, dim. ka- 

wiaga; e. spring, kawam.
Eel River, nom. pr., K4wam j 

K6ke, Tiima=K4we=Gitko.
egg, n&pal; e.-shell, napalam 

ndse'dsli; yolk of e, ki'-adsh; to 
lay eggs, uapal hla-a, hld-a, napal 
kmikla; to hatch eggs, hashpapka.

eight, ndankshaptani, usually abbr.

ndankshapta; e. times, ndankshap-
tankni. 

eighteen, ta-unep pen ndank-
shapta, adding pd-ula, likla, iklat-
ko, etc.

eighty, ndankshaptankni ta-uoep. 
either, adj., if standing for both,

lapok; on e, side, pipel&ngshtant 
either, conj.: e...... or, ampka

..... ampka. 
e j e c t, v. t., expel, anim. obj., kpuli,

tpuli; to cause to e., inan. obj.,
shnupo'dsha. Of. drive, oust, v. 

elapse, v. i., giula, hiidshna. 
elastic, as india-rubber, tatchta-

dshatko; to be e., said of marshy
ground, hiuhiwa. 

elbow, shulpshaksh, Mod. shul-
dpshkish; to lean on one's e. or arm,
kiapka; on both elbows, shiktu'dsh-
ampka. Cf. hishual/a. 

elder or eldest brother and male
cousin, t%d-unap; e. or e. sister and
female cousin, p'talip; e. or e. of the
little ones, t%dwaga. 

elder-tree, Sambucus, shl61usharo. 
elect, v. t., shiita; e. by a majority,

tumantka shiita. 
elevate, v. t., on a pole, stick,

aggaya, agg4-idsha, lagga-idsha; e.
sidewise, obliquely, kiuydga. 

eleven, te'-unepanta na'sh, adding
likla, etc. 

elk, Cervus canadensis, viin; e. buck,
vun laki; e.-faivn, viinam wi'hla,
tdwalsh; e.-skin armor, kaknolsh;
cf. armor; to hunt elks, vun&ldsha. 

else; somebody e., na/dsh, ndyensh;
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elsewhere, nayanta kaila, na'dshash, 
wcinui. Of. another, other.

emaciated, pa'hlaksh; n^itsatko; 
to become e., shu'isha. Of. dry, lean.

embrace, v. t., wa'k shatashka- 
kiamna; Idiikua, shiildakua. Of. 
hug, v.

embroider, v. t., la-ikash=shitko 
shuta; ita.

emetic, tchunukish.
emigrate, v. i., with or without 

family, me'dsha, shemashla.
eminence, yaina, dim. yaina-aga; 

rocky e., walish; e. shaped roof-like, 
witlash; on an e., p'lai, p'laina, 
p'laitala; to stand, be on an e., tka- 
lamna, du. lualamna, pi. luilamna

emit, v. t., air, breath, wika; shleVi; 
e. sound, voice, noise, ha/ma; e., 
musical sounds, walta; e. querulous 
sounds, kahaha, kaikaya, wawa.

employer, hashtaltampkatko; laki.
empty, adj., k^liak tua; to be e., 

gimpka, gins^a, ginuala.
empty, v. t.; e. upon, iwala, eVa; 

e. upon again, iwalpeli. Cf. pour, v.
enamored, witchtank; to be e. of, 

kiiktakia, witchta; witchna, shua- 
nui; stinta.

encamp, v. i., mak'le^a; e. again, 
maklakpeli; e while traveling a cer 
tain distance, maktchna; e.at differ 
ent places while on the same trip, 
maklaktcha; to go and e. annually, 
habitually, makualsha; e. away from 
the lodge, house, mdwa; to be en 
camped, tchia; to be encamped to 
gether, me'pka, tcliipka; to remain

encamped for a while, rnakpka. Cf. 
camp, s. and v.

encampment, tchi'sh-, place of, ma- 
kualksh; former e., tchiwish.

encircle, v. t., gakiamna; sur 
round, hashampka; e. with, stun- 
kedsha, stunkiamna; e. while in 
motion, gakl'ma; e., surround, in the 
form of a hollow body, ginkakiamna.

enclosure, of branches, etc., la- 
tchaksh; fenced e., wakalak, Mod. 
ktchinksh; to erect an e., latchakshla.

encompass, v. t., stunkiamna, 
stunke'dsha; e. closely, shatashka 
kiamna.

end, s, no ex eq.; upper e. of, 
wi'hla, wilhashlash; of a cone, con 
ical tree, etc., hapa; at tins e., as of 
a log, get%dni; at one e., na-igshtala, 
na-it%e'ni; at the other e. of, getant; 
who or what is at the lower e. of, 
yana=kani, yanani; that's the e., 
at gdtak; to be, stand at the e, of a 
file, row, tarnadsha; to be, stand, 
lie at the e. of, leliwa; at the lower 
e. of, yumadsha; to come to an e., 
trne'na; to begin at one e., tmuye'ga; 
to come to an e., to stop, k'lt^wi; in 
working, etc., shekelui; to sever, break 
off at one e., na-igshtala shepat%a.

end, v. t., she'kelui, tme'na. Cf. end, s.
endeavor, v. i., ke*ko, tchukt%aga; 

e. more than once, keko-iiya, tchuk- 
t%akanka.

endow, v. t.; cf. give, v.; endowed 
with, gitko, cf. gi (4).

enemy, in war, shish6kish; per 
sonal e., shitchaktnish.
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engage, v. t, oneself, slieno'l^a, e. o. 
in a fight, shuktampka, shellual- 
tampka; e. in a fight with stones, 
etc., slmntapka; e. almost in a fight, 
battle, shenotankakska.

engagement, shenolakuish; e. in 
ivar, shishokish.

Englishman, nom. pr. ? King- 
Dshutch, Sking Dslm'dsh.

enjoin, v. t., stuli, tpewa, shatela; 
e. while going or traveling, stulidsha.

enough; e. of it, getak, at getak; 
tumi; excl.: getak! Mod. tanktak! 
kanktak!

enslave, v. t., lu'gshla.
enter, v. i., gatkta; guli, gu'hli, pi 

kilhi; e.again, cf.re-enter; e., said of 
animals going into their dens, kili- 
bli; e. below, gutila; e. as a bullet, 
gu'tal^a; e. the flesh, skin, shishna; 
e. or crawl into, gutega; e. by slid 
ing into, gute*ktcha; e., as into a 
house, guli, pi. kilhi; e. quickly, 
hulhe; e. the married state, shump- 
shdala; e. sideivise, kiatdga; e. into 
ivoods, bushes, hiding places, huka- 
ya, du. tushkaya, pi. tin^aya, ga- 
kaya.

entire, nanuk; e., said of garments, 
manufactured objects, ka-i tdgat- 
ko, ka-i wenatko, Mod. ka-i ka- 
gatko; to be e., sta.

entirely, sta; in the sense of 
greatly, largely, mu, ka-a.

entrails, kaya. Cf. bowels.
entrance; stdkish; low e., stu; to 

bar, obstruct an e., ji 
door, gate.

entrap, v. t., shnapdmpema, Mod. 
shnepempema.

entreat, v. t, tp^wa. Cf. ask, v
enumerate, v. t., she'tua.
enunciate, v. t, shapa, hdmkanka.
envelope, s., ivhat envelops, ivraps 

in, walshash, skutash.
e p i d e ni y, n^paksh.
epoch; at that e., at, apoc. a; 

tank; when recent, tankak; exist 
ing at that e., tankni; the one, those 
living at that e., tanktchikni.

equally, humashtak, hiimtsantka, 
shiihank = shitko; e. as, wakaktak.

erect, v. t. Cf. build, v.
erect, adj.; to be e. upon something, 

to stand e. on onds feet, tgawala, pi. 
liwala. Cf. stand, v., and the pre 
fixes t-, ta-, te-; tg-, tk-.

erection; to be in e., knia.
erode, v. t.; to gnaw at, kwu'ldsha, 

kata, ngata.
erudite, to be, v. i., pipa nanuk 

shayuakta.
eruption of the skin, tchimtash, 

giit%aksh; to be sick with such, 
gu'tkga: covered with eruptions, 
tchimtatko.

eruptive formation, tcheltchlish.
escape, v. t. and v i., guikaka, gu'sh- 

ka, Mod. kshita; e. through smoke- 
hole, 16kansha; e. an imminent per II, 
wipka.

escape, s., guikaksh.
espouse, v. t, said of both sexes, 

mbushe'ala. Cf. marry, v.
j_ ^ _ 1-A7 '! e s i r ct n ^ e o.; 10 oecoine e., 
by distance, wetu-i.
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European, s. and adj., palpali 
tchuleks gitko; Boshtin.

evade, v. t.; to dodge, gameni; e. 
shots, h6pelitclma.

evaporate, v. i, tiiaka.
even, adj.; unbroken, taktakli; slip 

pery, lakl&kli; polished, tchhi^atko; 
running straight, taltali; smooth, ta- 
tatli, Mod. patpatli, adv. patpat; to 
make e., p&tpat shuta, vulina; e. but 
of rugged surface, tsu'htsu'hli, pat 
patli.

even, conj., tak, taks, ta'dsh
evening, ki'sh, litki; in the e., litki, 

kishe'mi; later part ofe., spuna'ksh; 
it is late in the e., spundga. Cf. sun 
down, sunset.

evenly, adv., equally, shuhank=shi- 
tko Cf even, adj.

ever, adv., un, tin; at any time, tata; 
always, tchushak. Cf. always.

everlasting, tchushnini.
every, nanuk; everybody, e. one, 

nanuk; e. kind of articles, nanuk- 
tua; e. night, nanuk pshin; every - 
where, nanukash; coming from every 
where, nakantkni. Cf. all, each.

everything, nanuk; all things in 
discriminately, nanuktua.

evidently, adv., can often be 
rendered by hai, hai, a-i; brought 
in connection to what precedes, 
haitch. Cf. of course, under: 
course

eviscerate, v. t., wftka.
excavate, v. t, 3rdpa, Mod. ibdna; 

vut6ya, kaila shiita; e. near, or be 
tween two places, met-'tams%a; e.

from under, hantila; e. around hole, 
I'be'na, lushantchna, shlutila.

excavation, ib^kantko, wa'sh; 
full of excavations, ibut6katko.

excavator, kaila^shushatish.
excel, v. i., kshiii%i; wini%i, Mod. 

viii%i; excelling over, wini^ish, wi- 
ni^ishptchi.

excellent, mu tidshi.
excess, in drinking, lekankish.
exchange, v. t.; to barter, sheni- 

lita, shdshatui, sheshatuika, shi- 
yuta, hesheli6ta; to receive by ex 
changing for other articles, hesh%al- 
peli.

excite, v. t., the water, steleVa; e. 
to rage, shnikalua; excited, tchak- 
alsh, kilosh, shawigatko; to be ex 
cited, nervous, tchu#at%a; shawiga.

excrements, shkfsh.
exertion, s.; to make exertions, 

litchtakia, tchukt^akanka, k<^ko.
exhaust, v. t.; to become exhausted, 

kddshika; to become or be exhausted 
ns after exertion, tgel^a, pi. lue- 
lual%a, Mod. lualo'l^a; from travel, 
sha'tki, pa'htchna.

exhaustion, s.; to suffer from, e , 
ke'dshika, pa'htchna. Cf. exhaust, v.

exhibit, v. t., he'shla, hashiwak- 
tcha; long obj., aldhia.

exist, v. i., gt; cf. gi (1) and (3); not 
to e., ka/gi; e. in a certain place, me 
dium,, tchia, pi. wa; e continually in 
it, tchi%6ga, tchi'dsha, pi. wadshu- 
ga; e. on, as on the ground, inan., 
Ibuka; e. on the shore, near the wa 
ter, tgaliga, pi. liluliga.
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exodus, and time of e., starting, gui- 
kaksh.

expect, v. t, kmaka, wal%a; e. by 
waiting, tchawaya ; waiha.

expel, v. t., kpu'l%a, kputcha, kpii- 
tchna; shiiwa, pi iciwa; e. forcibly, 
tpiidsha, tpiidslma, tpulina; e. from 
a lodge, shiika, pi. niu%a; e, again, 
kputcbampell ; to start for expelling, 
tpugldsha, shiikidsha.

expert, shayuaksh.
expiate, v. t.; to cause to e., shik- 

tchaktchna.
expire, v. I., k'ldka, tch6ka, Mla.
explain, v. t., heshamkanka, she'- 

gsha; e. to each other, lieshe'gsha.
explode, v. i., nde'ga, tita, kitita, 

rnbawa; to cause to e., mbawa; if 
by a stroke of the hand, shnambua.

explosion, tewish.
expose, v t., to the smoke, hashla-

expound, v. t., liitatka; e a story, 
stories, shashapkelia.

expounder, s., of fictive or other 
stories, shashapkele'-ish; of 'the con 
jurer's sayings, Mldatkish.

express, v. t., one's wishes, sham- 
enakia; shana-uli, hameni. Of. de 
sire, v., wish, v.

exsiccate, v. t, paha, pahalka ; 
to become exsiccated, n^ftsa, pala, 
pa'htchna. Cf. dry, v. and adj.

extend, v. i, patadsha; e. the arm, 
nika; e., especially referring to the 
feet, spiikua; e. the index finger, 
yiishka, yushakena, spcisha, spdl 
shna; e, by hand, spatadsha; e. limbs

and elastic obj., spitddsha; e. one's 
limbs, shuatawi; e., or stretch over, 
ne'ds^a; as a blanket over a shrub, 
hishuggaya, shakatchuala; e, 
straighten, tkiiya; e. for tanning, 
tkniya; not extended in time, tankni.

extend, v0 i.; e. m a downward di 
rection, mostly said of liquids, tila- 
lina; e, over, upon, round subj., 
Msha; long subj., nisha; e. over the 
upper part of, lawala; e. in a ridge, 
gilhua; e. on one side, naitalt^lshna; 
e. in width, as prairies, water, neVa.

extensive, muni.
extensively, mu, turn, ka-a.
exterior, adj., being on the outside 

of, kanitanL
exterior, s., crust, kanitani; hav 

ing the same e., shuhankptchi. Cf. 
ear.

exterminate, v. t.; e. by killing, 
generally with pi. of obj., hush- 
tch6ka; e. each other, hushtcho'k- 
'huya; e. by crushing', hidtala. C£ 
destroy.

extinct; to become e., as fire, pitch- 
ka, spitchka, Mod. pitcha, spitcha.

extinguish, v. t., fire, spitchka, 
Mod. spitcha; e. a light by hand, 
kpadsha; by blowing, pni-ukshla.

extirpate, v. t., ikfta
extract, v. t., itkal; one long obj., 

kshatgatnula; e. from, ika, ikaga, 
ikna, ishka; e. from the soil with a 
tool (bulbs, etc.), me'ya, pi. of 
subj. sta-ila; object extracted, ikaks.

extravagant, kd-ikash, le'talani, 
Mod. kdliak k6%pash.
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extravagantly; to act, to behave 
e., ka-ika, ka'la, shesh^e'la; one 
who behaves e., ka-ikash, shesh- 
%eila-ash.

extremity, no ex. eq.; at one e. or 
side, na-it%eni, na-igshtala; to be at 
one e, tamadsha, lamadsha; to be at 
the lower e, yumadsha; to place, 
fasten at one e., tamadsha. Of. end.

eye, lu'lp; having eyes, lu'lpaltko; 
e.-ball, lu'lpam lewash; e.-brow, 
slme'kelish, Mod. slmailigsh; e.- 
glass, sheshalkosh; e.-lasli, s%6- 
mintch; e.-lid, shkapshtchila'liksh; 
upper e.-lid, shlelaluash, or liilpam 
shle'laluash; lower, liilpam yantan-

ni; e.-water, tear, kelmash; white of 
the e., pu'klash; glutinous substance 
of the e., walash; having dry eyes, 
papahuatko; having dripping, run 
ning eyes, tche'tchapkatko, papat- 
kawatko; to have the u evil eye," 
tawi; having one e. open, nadshi- 
%atko; to have e.-sight, telshna; to 
embrace with one sweep of the e., 
te!61i; to close the eyes, kelamtcha; 
repeatedly, kelamtchtamna; to fix 
the eyes upon, tu^ktueka; to make 
eyes for somebody, lulpalpalia; to 
turn the eyes towards, around, tel- 
shampka. Of. nictate, wink, v. 

eyrie, shnulash.

F1 .

fable, fabulous story, shashapkS- 
l^ash; narrator of such, shashapke- 
1^-ish.

face, telish; provided with, having 
such a f., telantko; to look into a 
person's f., talpatka, talpakpka; to 
see, recognize somebody's f. from a 
distance, telitankpka; to scratch the 
f., tchla'pka; to turn the f. upwards, 
talual%a; to make faces, nidshonid- 
shua, shnashn4tia; making faces, 
distorting the features, kowiti- 
watko. Of. paint, wash, v.

fade o u t, v. i., kmuk61tgi; to wither, 
nkala.

fain, adv.; sometimes expressed by 
kam, kam, q v.

f ai n t, v. i., pe'mptki, tch6ktanma.
fair, adj., f.-haired, mukmiikli; /, 

in the sense of beautiful, tidshi, 
aishishtchi.

faithfully, Icatak.
fall, v. i., nde-uli, pi. wet61i; nde- 

wa, inan. h(it%a; Mod. shnintola; 
/ accidentally, inan. gel%a; / asun 
der in two, shewat%a; / down, 
nde'-uli, pi. wet61i; vii'li; to topple 
over, nd^wa; to drop, as leaves, het- 
%a;/, technical term in games, ksha- 
wina; / down from a height, nde- 
ut%i, vu't^i; a small distance, nde- 
ulina; / down obliquely, nde-ut- 
kuela, pi. wetkuela; f. doivn by 
becoming detached, nde-ushka; f.
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down, as rain, tishka; as water in a 
cascade, ntultki; f. down, drip, as 
liquids, kiuliga, tiul6la, til%a; /. 
down a hill, nde-ukuela, pi. wet- 
kuela; again, nde-ukuelapeli ; f.in 
tcith, gtiwal; again, gawalpeli; / 
into, hinua; / into the water, nde- 
wa, pi. tinua; to conic near falling 
into the water, ndewakshka; / 
near, betiveen, or on, inan. hinsh^a; 
/ to pieces, as mold, te-utewa; / 
from a sitting position, ndewanka; 
/ from an upright position while 
going, standing, ndd-ul^a; / in 
quantities, rain, liquids, kit'leka; 
/ side, shflaka, shilala; f. while 
stumbling, udshikl%a; / with noise, 
roar, tiwi, liuna; f. under some 
thing, i-utila, hintila; / upon, on, 
anini. vu't%a, inan. hinua; upon the

himpoks; to let f., heshka, ktcl%a ; 
slmmto'l%a, shnint61a; to letf. in the 
sense of losing, long obj., shnikita ; 
to letf. on, upon, ke'ltama; into the 
water, shnindiiwa, kt^l^a; on the 
ground, slminto't^i; liquids, iwala; 
to let oneself f. into the water, ktel%a.

fall of the year; cf. autumn.
falsely, huna/shak, ka-i katak.
family, of children, wewcash; f., 

relatives included, sha-amoksh; hav 
ing af., weweshaltko ; father, mother 
of a f., weweshaltko; Ids or her f., 
nanuk m'na Aveweshaltko.

fa m i ]i e , tia'rnish.
f n m i s h e d . mfr tia'mantko. pa'li- 

laksh; to &e/, mu tia'ma, stawa; for

the time being, sta-ota; to look f, 
pahalka. Cf. ravenous.

fa n , s., shiulopkotkish, Mod. shiulo- 
kslotkish.

fan, v. t., shiulina, shiulapkotkish- 
tka shua!%a, uli-ukslila.

fang, of bird, shte'ksh; of beetle or 
other insect, naishlakgish; t6ke, 
dim. tukiaga.

far, adj., atini, abbr. ati.
far, far off, adv. ati, hu, -u, kii, 

kui, tii, tush;/ away, tutaks ati;/ 
from house, camp, kuinag, I'wa; / out 
there, tiish; not f. off, tchinta, wiga- 
ak, wika; as f. as, pani; % /, ati; 
coming from afar, kuikni, atikni.

farewell; to bid f., sheka.
farm, haslmash, kiiila; if tilled, 

ploughed, kaila = shutesh, nc-ush.
farther, pelui; iwutit; / up than, 

p'laitana. Cf. further.
fast, v. i., stawa, sta-ota.
fast, adj , swift, killitko; to be f. at 

running, riding", etc., kila ; / horse, 
tidslii watch.

fast, adv., swiftly, kfl, kilank; palak, 
Mod. pelak; palakmalank; very f., 
palakak; to run f., killikanka; klM, 
or killank gdna or hudshna; kshid- 
taki, nki'l ksiutki.

fasten, v. t.; / on something, sta- 
kla; as strings, etc., stfi'nta; / at 
upper end of, ruiwal, kshawo.l, iwala; 
/ at end of, long erect obj., tama- 
dslia; /, especially in the ground, 
one- obj., tcwa; / by inserting 
in perforations, hashtamna; / or 
pin together, hashtatchmaya; / to-
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g'ether, sku'tawia; with strings, etc., 
tinkopka; / transversely, kshet'le'- 
ka, pi. etle'%i; to be fastened on, up 
on, nawal; fastened to, stalegatko.

fat, adj., p'litko; to be f, tchish/i%i, 
p'litko gi; to become f., p'lin; to ren 
der f., shnipelan.

fat, s., p'lu, plitko; / of deer, game, 
etc., piltpantko; rendered f, stilli- 
nash.

fatal, Ictiferous, k'lekotkish, luelot- 
kish; kuidshi; f. song, kuidshi 
shufsh.

father, p'ti'shap, Mod. t'shl'shap; 
f. of a first child, sgu'tch; deceased 
f, p'ti/ sh=lulsh; related as f to son, 
sha-ungaltko; fatherless, p'tfsh = 
liilatko; to call somebody f., p'tf- 
shalpka; father's elder brother., said 
by niece, p'luku'tchip; f.'s younger 
b., said by the same, p'she'-ip; fath 
er's elder and younger brother, said 
by nephew, p'she-ip; f.'s sister, said 
by nephew and niece, p'kiitchip.

father-in-law, said bv husband'  /

of daughter, koshpaksh; said by
son's wife, p'tu'tyap. 

fatigued; to be and to become f,
worn out, ke'dshika; tobef, sha'tki. 

fatten, v. t, shnipelan. 
favored by fortune, i-atklish. 
fawn, wi'hla, dim. wi'hlaga; / of

elk, tawalsh, vunarn wi'hla. 
fear, v. t., viisha, shinamshta; to be

terrified at, yayakia. Cf. afraid, 
fear, s.; to be, stand in f. of, cf. fear,

v. t.; forf., vushuk, shinamshtnuk. 
feast on, v., paslmta.

feather, la/sh; largest f, la/sh, 
tchnipal; shorter wing-f. of bird, 
hlaka; smaller f. of bird, m'l; cov 
ered with such, m'laltko, nfl gitko; 
tiny, soft, downy f., animal and veg 
etal, mukash; / growing on head, 
shawalsh; provided with feathers, 
lashaltko; to adjust feathers on ar 
rows, hla/.

feathered, lashaltko
feature; human features, tdlish; to 

have the features of, telha. Cf. face.
February; inaccurately corre 

sponds to speTuishtka, instr. case of 
speluish.

feed, v. t, hdshpa; said of animals 
feeding their young, spalala; / on, 
pan, paka, pa-ula; mainly said of 
animals, pawa; / on habitually, 
patcha.

f e e d, s.; fodder, hashpkisll; f.-trough, 
hashpo'tkish.

f e e 1, v. t.; / around,&s in the dark, tcha- 
lushkanka; f. cold on body, katka; 
on limbs, nda-itia;/ ill or aggrieved, 
shuniiyua; / offended, shlamia; / 
pain, tatkta; f. a tickling sensation, 
tchi%tohi%a; f. well, tidsh hiishlta; 
f. unwell, kiii hiishlta

feign, v. t, shnapempema, Mod. 
shnepe'mpema; sometimes ex 
pressed by suffix -ia, e. g. shake- 
mia, shatashpapkia, q. v.

fell, adj., kuidshi steinash, kuidslii, 
tchektchdkli, tch4kalsh.

fell, v. t.; to make come doivn, as trees, 
hinui, il%i; / by cutting, sawing, 
hishanui; felled tree, himpoks.
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fellow, and /.-traveler or -war 
rior, shawalineash, Mod. sliitchlip.

female, s., shnawedsh. pi. wcwa- 
nuish; old-f, wel^kash; unmarried 
f, shiwaga.

female, adj.; said of certain ani 
mals only, gulu, dim. giiluaga; of 
others, ndshilo, dim. ndsliiluaga; 
/ infant, shnawldshka.

fence, s.; rail-f., Mtchaksh, Mod,, 
ktchinksh; to erect a /, latchakshla; 
to surround with a f., shutedshka; 
f.-ivall, stone-wall, wakalak

fence in, v. t., shute'dshka.
fence-mouse, m'shash, wa'shla; 

another species, Tamias qitadrivit- 
tatus, washla-aga, Mod. witchash; 
to hunt f.-micc, m'shashaltcha, wa- 
shlala, washlalsha.

fertile, wa-ish, more frequently d. 
wawa-ish; /, level ground, giiihua.

fetch, v. t., iktcha, epka; at.pa, pi. 
itpa, itpna; round obj., luka, le'pka; 
to start for fetching, M'ktcha; to start 
for fetching again, or back, lushga- 
pele;./, thin obj., ne'pka, sheet-like 
obj., shlepka; again or habitually, 
shlepkipele; f. liquids, tchiktcha; f. 
home, hiwi, hiwidsha; / by going 
forth and back, iwil%a (hi\vil%a); f. 
for oneself, atpa, pi. itpa; f. out of the 
house, lodge, iktcbapeli; f. a spark 
of fire, klukalgi, klukalgi liiloks, 
kh'na. Of bring, carry, haul, v.

fetid, ndupatko, kiii piluitko; f. 
smell, ndupash.

f O t 1 O C k S a.ii(l xi}inl]...V, v .. vvvvv

katuish.
_ I

\ fever, kelpoksli^nia'shash, or kel- 
, poksh; / and ague, tiislitushish; to 

suffer from a f., kelpoksh ma'sha, 
I kelpoksh shfla; to suffer from ma 

laria, f. and ague, tushtusha, Mod. 
tiislitnshla.

few, not many, tankak; kinkani, 
abbr. kinka; nanka, tumiaga, ka-i 
tumi; f. and scarce, "f. and far be 
tween" kinkani; some f., tankak; a 
f. only, tankakak, kinkak.

f i b e r - b a r k of larger trees, pines, 
etc., stopalsh.

fibula, shnitchlkiitkish.
fiddle, s., adshago'tkish.
fiddle, v. t, adshaga.
field, prairie, saiga, dim. saikaga; 

level f., uc-utko; planted, arable f., 
hashuash, ne-ush, kaila=shiitesh; 
fertile f., giiihua.

fifteen, te-uiiepanta tiiriep,adding: 
likla, pd-ula, etc.

fifth; one-f part, tunipa shekta- 
t^atko; two-fifths, lapi tunip shek- 
tat%atko.

fifty, tunepni tu-umip
fight, v. t., f. against, shellual, she- 

n6tanka; f. back, shekaktcha; /.' in 
battle, war, shcllual, shiuga, sbiu- 
kuya, shenotanka; / with clubs, 
etc., shutapka; shishuka, d. of shiu 
ga; shuka; f.for driving out, shuka; 
/ with fists, shukttipka, shuka, 
shishiika; f. with stones, etc., shun- 
tapka; /. in troops or bodies, she 
notanka; /, have a contest with 
words, hishtchaktii; to begin fight 
ing, shellualtdnipka, shuktampka;
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to come near fighting, shenotank.ik- 
ska; / for a while only, sheno- ! 
tank'liuya; to be, make ready for 
fighting, husht6pa,kta.

fight, s.; fist or club-f., shishukash; 
to have a /, sbuiga, especially d. 
shishuka; shiukuya; to draw out 

  for af., shupashka.
fighter, shesha!61ish, shishukish, 

kilosh; / arrayed for war, ktaklish; 
brave f, killank shislmkish. Cf. 
brave, s.

figure, image, drawing, shiimal- 
uash; /, numerical, shumaluash.

figure, v. t., to represent by a draw 
ing, shuinalua;/ up, count, shctua,

filament composing veins of feather, 
mukash.

filch, v. t., aniilipka; steal, palla; 
long obj., t'me'shkn, pi. yimeshka; 
to return for filching, paldshapele.

f i 1 c h e r , papalish, tet'mashkish.
file, s.; /, row of persons, etc., tun- 

slrish, kimbaks; to advance in front 
f, u-itchna; to exist, stand high up 
in af, shuliiyuala; to form af, as 
trees, wamla; to follow in a f, ga- 
lampaga, kinshakshna; to gather, 
collect in a f, row, series, cf. gather, 
v. i.; to return in a f, kintchampeli; 
to stand in af, crowd, tgakiamna, pi. 
liukianma, lualoya; to travel, march 
in a f., hishkantchna, kintchna; to 
be at the end of a f., series, leliwa, 
lamadsha, tamadsha; at the lower 
end, yumddsha. Of. lie, sit, stand.

fill, v. t.; / up, stdgi; / up ivith, 
ikuakpeli; with a liquid, iwala, 

3G

kit^oga; f.up and let remain stand 
ing inside, inan. obj., ewa; f. up 
witli, as with earth, k<$lua; / with 
air, pniwa; f. into the basket, sta- 
ila; / in, as a hole, shekela!6na; 
/ into, or / something with, ikuga, 
ul^%uga; / oneself with food, &'-un&, 
shoh6ta; / a pipe, etc., stalala; / up 
in sacks, bags, etc., iwi%a; to be 
filled, sta, stdni gi; with sand, etc., 
shmo'tka; with liquids, etc., I'wa, 
tchlwa.

fin offish, kfdshash, dim. kitchka; 
anal f, shuidshashksaksin kidsh- 
ash; anterior dorsal f, kidshash wa- 
kaluish, Kl. kaluish; dorsal back-f, 
kudsha; pectoral f, vush6ksaksin 
kidshash, or kidshash yutilari; lat 
eral f, pipelantana kidshash; tail-f, 
kpe'l.

finally, g^tak, k'ldwiank; at, apoc. 
a; tche'k, tche'ksh; tche'-etak; 
ma'ntcl^gitko; tchiii nia/ntch=gitk

. tche'k;/ out there, tchiik.
find, v. t; / out after a search, 

shl^a, long obj. shleta; / accident 
ally, by chance, ridakal, pi. itkal; 
/ by chance while going, ndakalkan- 
ka, gawal; one ivho finds accident 
ally, i-atklish; / anew, f out again, 
shle'peli, gawalpeli;/ oneself A^f. 
each other, shakual; / out, kui#a; 
by reasoning, shemtchal^a; not to f. 
after a search, leshma.

fine, v. t; to be fined, skukta.
fine, adj., the opposite of coarse, 

ndshekani; to mash, makef, stapka, 
ndaka, ndshapka. Cf. pound, v.
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filly, t%a-ush, watcham weash.
finger;/, and all the fingers taken 

together, l^awawash; thumb, t#6po; 
index /, second f., speluish, yush- 
%ish; to put it forward, spelshna; 
middle /, tat%elamm, Mod. t%ala- 
mni; ring- or fourth /, kaptchelam 
shinaktish; small f., fifth f.,kaptcha; 
f.-joint, l%awawash;/-«ai£, shte'ksh; 
f.-ring, ne'pshish; to hold the fingers 
in a scratching position, shliti%apka; 
to put fingers forward, spelsha, spel- 
shna; to put out two fingers in a 
game, s^e'tcha; the putting forward 
of these fingers, s%e'tchasli.

finish, v. t.; / up, shote!61a, 
vu'na..

finish, v. i.; to stop short, k'lewi; /, 
wind up, tme'na,; / in the sense of 
to cease, terminate an act or state, 
is expressed by the verbal comple 
tive in -61a, -ula.

fire, luloks; the f. burns, nuta; / ap 
paratus, / drill, shlikuyotkish; to 
build, make, kindle af, shnuta, shni- 
liwa; in the camp, near lodge, or 
in the house, shu'dsha, shne'pka; 
when traveling, shncna; away from 
home, shnatkolua; to catch f., shli- 
kui; to come after, fetch a spark off., 
kle'na, klukalgi; to be consumed by 
/, shmiya; to destroy by f, shnuta; 
to dry by f.-heat, shnuta; to expose to 
the /, roast, liishna, n6kla; to go 
out, said of/, pitchka, Mod. pitcha; 
to give /, shoot, tewi; shlin, pi. yuta; 
to have a / in the camp, shu'dsha; 
to lie near, by the /, ksheluya; to

lift, take off from thef, tcheleyega; 
to poke in the /, kptitia; f.-poker, 
kpa; to put the f. out, spitchka, Mod. 
spitcha; to rebuild af., shudshapeii; 
to set on f, shndl%a, shnatkalka; to 
set to the f. for cooking, etc., ilahi; 
to sit, ivarm oneselfby the /, tchelui; 
f.-wood, talaak auku; when put- 
away, stuilash; cf. pile, s.

fire, v. t, tewi; shlin, pi yuta;/ at 
each other, shetui, hishlan; / off! 
atui shla't! or atui! Mod.; to com 
mence firing, shlitampka, pi. yute- 
tampka; to wound, kill by firing, 
shlin, pi. yuta. Cf. kill, wound, v.

fire-arms; rifle, liiloksgish; dis 
charge off.-a., luloks. Cf. pistol.

f i r e-b r a n d , ku/pkash, shukelatch- 
n6tkish; tofishwithaf.-b., shlu'tchua.

fire-drill, apparatus of, shliku- 
y6tkish; block of wood, on which 
ihef.-d. stick, ga't, is turned, ketlash.

f i r e - f 1 y , kalm6moksh, tchatchlai; 
species of, tchatchlaiptchi; looking 
like af.-f, tchatchlaiptchi.

fire-place, shne-ilaksh, to'ke; 
f.-p. in or outside the lodge, shu/- 
dshgish; belonging to an encamp 
ment, shne'-ipaksh; f.-p. of winter 
house, tant; to construct a f.-p., 
skel^a.

firm, immovable, tchanshan; / and 
to bef., kuata.

firmly, kutita, tchanshan.
first, in space and time, lupiiii, lu- 

pitni; / in rank, age, order of time, 
t%c-u; to be the f. (or last) in a file, 
leliwa, tamadsha, lamadsha.
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first, adv., at f., firstly, lupf; for the 
f. time, lupi, lupitana.

fish, s., kia'rn; species of/, tchele'- 
yash; of large/, tsu'lpas; of small 
/, st6kuaga; of sucker-shaped /, 
vunai; of sturgeon-like /, tsu/p- 
kish; of a / resembling the sun-f, 
tdpa. Dried f. reduced to powder, 
kamalsh, tgillak; f.-bladder, shui- 
dshash=lawalsh, or shuidshash; /- 
fin, kidshash; for specific fin-names 
cf. fin; f.-gig, f.-harpoon, kl'sh; /- 
hook, lutkish; f-line or -string, knd- 
usli; shue'-ush; to put out the f.-line, 
knew a; f.-net, cf. net, dipnet, drag 
net; f.-rod, vuka; f.-scale, tchilak; 
f.-skull,nksik;f.-trap, ludlkish=kia/ m, 
or kia'm = lue'lkish; nakosh; to catch 
/, kia/m luela; with the line, sliue'- 
wa; to spear f. through ice-holes, yf- 
kashla; to watch f. at the ice-holes, 
vulan, Mod. ulawa. Cf. fish, v.

fish, v. t, kia/m shniika, pi. kia'rn 
luela; in the fishing season, kiama'- 
mi; / with a dipnet on a canoe, 
hiksu'lsha; / by means of the 
kalksh, kalktch61a; / with a light or 
lantern, kludshoa, sklii'tchkanka; 
/ with a fire-brand or torch, shlu/- 
tchua; / with any sort of net, 
utchin; with a drag-net, witch61ash- 
la; / with interruptions, shnikanu- 
anka; / with the line, shueVa; kne- 
wa; fishing-net of  any kind, tch4- 
lash; cf. net, dipnet, dragnet; 
fishing-place, viikish; fishing-trap, 
kiiVm'luelkiish; fishing-rod, vuka; 
kind of fishing-scoop, kalksh.

fish-hawk, Pandion carolinensis, 
tuktukuash.

fish-otter; cf. otter.
fisherman, kia'm=ludlkish, kia'm^ 

Iuel61ish.
fit, adj., qualified for use, shipatch; 
/ for working upon, shutesh.

fit, s.; to have a f., pemptki, tch6k- 
tamna.

five, tunep; / times, tunepni; dur 
ing f. days, tune'pni waita, wait61at 
or wait61ank; only f., tunipantok.

fix, v. t.; / or paste on, ne'ta; / in 
the ground, as one stick, teVa; two 
sticks, st41%a, pi. tdtal%a; / one's 
looks, attention upon, telshampka, 
shlepopka; f. the eyes upon, tu^k- 
tueka; / ropes, etc., on something, 
stu'nta; / on the top, as of a pole, 
ipma/tcha; kshawal, pi. iwdla.

fixed, to be, on, v. pass, long 
subj., agg4ya, pi. iggaya.

fizzle, s., shkish.
fizzle , v. i, shkia.
flag, k'hiulaksalsh, ple'k; shi'l.
flame, v. i., nuta Cf. blaze, v.
flank, of animal, lalash; / of quad 

ruped near genitals, Ik61kosh; 
from, on two or both flanks, sides, 
pipelantana; to rub one's f. against, 
hlintana.

flap, v. t.; / the wings, said of birds 
poising themselves for a flight, 
nena, Mod. shne'dsha; neine"ya, 
ninia. Cf. flutter, v.

flat, patpatli, adv. patpat; tatatli; 
taltali; /with a rugged surface, tsu- 
litsu'hli; /, said of lands, te'hlte'hli,
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Mod. teltelhi; f.-topped, to It.', gillma; 
f. mountain-top, gilhuapksh ; /.por 
tion of foot, hand, takak; to lief, on 
the ground, wimpka; to render f., 
shnapka, patpat slmta. Of. even,
adj. 

flat-iron, latashtinotkish, Mod.
latadshotkish. 

flatten, v. t.; shriapka, patpat
shttta. 

flavor, ma'shash; ivhat emits f.,\n\\-i-
yeash; to emit af, pilui; to have the
f. of, ma'sha (with shitko following), 

flavor, v. t.; to be flavored, rna'sha;
pilui.

flax, wild, gulkmaks. 
flay, v. t., nashki, nashkula; nelina:

f. all along, nashkiiitna. 
flea, k6hiash. 
flee, v. i.; / within sight of the one

speaking, hudslma, du. tudslina,
pi. tinshna; / unseen, far from the
one speaking, hiidshampka, du.
tushtchampka, pi. tinshampka; /
away from, gu'shka, guikaka; /,
withdraw from, kedsha, kedshna ;
to make f., put to flight, puedsha,
puedshampeli, kputchn, kpuli, tpuli. 

fleet, adj.; klllitko; af. horse, tidshi
wdtch. 

flesh, human or animal, tclmleksh;
to enter the/., splinters, etc., shishna;
to gainf, p'lin; to losef., shiilsha. 

fleshing chisel, Iuposh6tkish;/
implement, neshk6tkish. 

flexible, ule%atko. 
flicker, v. i.; / about, as moths,

ulaplpa.

flicker, a woodpecker, kiliwash; red- 
shaftedf., Colaptes auratus, tche-ush.

flier, of arrow, la'sh; to put fliers on 
an arroiv, hltV.

flight, guikaksh; to put to f., pue 
dsha, puedshampeli; kpuli, tpuli.

flint; f.-rock, kokole; /.' arrow-head 
or spear-head, k. shawalsh, stap.

flit, v. i.; f.aivay, nu'dsha, nu'dshna; 
f. ilirowjli the air, shuwal^a.

float, v. i.; f. on the water, mpeti- 
tchna, mpetluansha, mpetclma; said 
of aquatic birds, tchewa; / down 
stream, mpetla!6na, inpdtitchna; f., 
circle in the air, naggidsha.

float, s., on fish-line, takeleash.
flock, v. i.; / together, shukii'lki, 

tchilanma; f. up, above, tchilarnnii.
flock, s.; to be in a f., wa, tchi- 

lamna; above, on high, tchilamnu; 
to gather in a f., slmku/lki, shu- 
ku'lkipele.

flood, v. t, tilhua; tchiega; v. t. 
and i., tilhua, tila.

floor of room, shlalaksh ; of sweat- 
lodge, tant; of winter-lodge, wa'sh.

flour, Kl. pala-ash, Kl. and Mod. 
shapele; to grind into, to reduce to 
f., powder, lulina, shutdshla, ndaka, 
pe'ksha. Cf. grind, mash, v.

f 1 o w , v. i.; f. downwards, shniintal- 
tchna ; tiun61i; f. doivn from, nde- 
ukuela, pi. or coll., wetkuela; / 
continually, ntultchna; to cease to f.. 
palala.

f 1 o w er, s., 1^-usham, more frequent 
ly d. lek'-usham ; / budding m just 
opened out, shlapsh.
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flower, v. i.; to produce flowers, 
shlapa; flowering, shlapshaltko.

flutter, v. i., viiya; ne'na, ninia; 
f. around, huntchna, shnaye'na, 
kshekansha; / when on ground or 
in the water, Kl. iiena, Mod. shne'- 
dsha ; /, when said of many birds, 
insects, etc., gathered at a certain 
spot, wa. Cf. flap, fly, v.

fly, v. i., generic, m'mtchna; /, 
move about in one place, medium, 
pi. of snbj.: wa; f. after, shuwalt- 
ktcha; / around, about, away, hiin 
tchna ; /, flutter around, kshe'kan- 
sha, shnayena; / away, up, shitcha; 
/ to distant parts, shuwaltktcha, 
guyantcha; / back or home, hun- 
tchampeli, shitchat^epele; /, rush 
doivn upon, huntakia; in a winding 
flight, kitcho'tki; to be flying, pro 
jectiles, yudslma; / habitually, re 
peatedly, hunkanka; / high above 
the ground, shuwal^a; / near the 
ground, hulil%a; f. on, upon, to 
wards, hunkaya; towards the one 
speaking, rmntchipka; / off into 
distance, round bodies, nu'dshna; 
f in a straight line, hiintchna; in 
serpentine, winding lines, kakidsha; 
f. sldmming the waves, while half in 
the water, hii'nua; / shy ward, 
nuwal%a.

fly, ina'nk, dim. mankaga; f.-luff, 
probably an Ateuchus- species of 
beetle, shki'shkish.

foal, v. t., hla-a.
foam of water, waves, ndo'kalsh, 

sh6kunksh.

foam, v. i., sh6kunka.
fodder, as oats, etc, hashpkish.
foe, enemy, shish6kish.
fog, luash; f.-maker, -producer, lu- 

malaks; gray as f., hiashptchi; the 
f. goes down, luash lu'l^a, luash 
lu't^i; there is a /, lua; the f. is 
thick, ka-4 liia; to make f. at will, 
lumal%a; to produce ground-f., te- 
m61a.

foggy; it is f., lua.
fold, crease, pakalaksh, spagdlaksh; 

fold, adj., in: threefold, nda'nash 
pakalaksh, etc.

fold up, v. t, spagal%a.
folklore, shashapkele'-ash; ex 

pounder of f., shashapkele-ish.
folks, maklaks; pshe-utiwash.
follow, v. t.; /, march behind, ga- 

shdktchna; /, be next in order, 
tupelui ; f. in a file, galampaga, 
kinshakshna; / close to, shialamnu; 
/, pursue, in the sense of drifting 
after, liilamna; / and catch up with, 
peno'dsha; / or hunt in pursuit, 
gashaktchna; / up, hunt, haitchna; 
/ up, hunt, with a hostile intention, 
ka-iha; f. up, hunt for expelling, 
kpiilaktcha, kpiitcha; / up towards, 
shudshipka; f. up closely, shuli- 
t4nka; / pell-mell, g^nasha; / 
steadily, shu'kanka; / through the 
air', shuwaltktcha; "as follows" 
ke, na-asht, Mod. kie, ne-asht.

follower, shawalineash, Mod. shi- 
tchlip.

following, adj., tapini; adv. tapi; 
f. in time, tapini, adv. tapi; / after,
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in space, tupeluish; /, in the sense 
of the next one, the other one, na'dsh, 
na'sh, nayensh.

f on d ; tobef. of, shana-uli, witchna; 
of a person, stinta, witchta; to bef. 
of each other, hishtanta.

fontanel of children, wdlwash.
food, pash; Chin. J.: miikamuk; 

to gather f. for winter, pashla; to give 
f, hashpa; to hand over, tender the/., 
hashpa; to take/., eat, pan, pa-ula.

fool, v. i.; / around, ka-ika, ka'la..
fool, v. t, shnape'mpe'ma, Mod. 

shnepe'mpema. Of. deceive, v.
foolish, le'talani, tchawikatko,Mod. 

keliak ko%pash; to act in af. man 
ner, ka-ika, ka'la.

foolishly, huna'shak; acting f., 
ka-ikash.

foot, pe'tch, dim. petchaga; both 
feet, lapok pe'tch; / of deer, horse, 
or ruminant, kudshinksh, dim. ku- 
dshl'nkshka; provided with af., pe- 
tchaltko, dim. petchakaltko; bait of 
thef., staklinsh; f.-ball, shiktokan- 
ksh   f.-log, s%u'tchgush; f.-step, /- 
print, kaeish; to hold the feet apart 
and to move them quickly, putchkan- 
ka; to hurt one's f.,, kuatil^a; to part 
the feet, piitchka, hnslipu't^a; to put 
out the feet, spuka pe'tch, spuka; to 
step on one's own f., shuhatch^a; to 
let a garment reach the feet, ankles, 
u'hlutua; to stand on one's feet, tga- 
ulg^ti, tgel%a, pi. of subj. lnalo'l%a; 
to touch -with the feet, petchtna, pu- 
tchta.

foothill, katokiwash.

f o o t p r i n t. kuefsh ; to leave foot 
prints, ko-ena.

footrace, shakatpampelegish; to 
take part in a f., shiiina. Of. race, 
s. and v.

for, in the interest of, Is frequently 
expressed synthetically by the ver 
bal suffix -ia, e. g. ne'-ul^a, to give 
orders-, ne-ul%ia, to give orders for, 
in the interest of somebody. If 
for stands for the dative case, it is 
often expressed by the objective 
case in -ash; f. oneself, -gianggin;

* / myself, nutagianggi; f. yourself, 
itakianki, etc.

forbid, v. t., lewe'-ula.
force, s., killitko, litchlitchli.
force, v. t, is generally expressed by 

the causative affixes of verbs: e. g. 
shnikshu'l^a, f. to dance, to make 
dance, from kshiu'l^a, to dance; f. to 
go, hushu'ktgi; f, through,, stu'ii- 
shna; /' out of house, etc., ktiuga; 
f. out of for somebody, ktiugia; f. 
open, ktiugiula; f. out of, inan. obj., 
ylmupo'dsha; / liquids into, til%a,

forcibly, ki'l, killank, kuata; to 
tell f., killctana.

ford, s., kako'kish; wading f., pan- 
Ivoksh.

f or d , v. t, a river, etc., while trav- 
eling,kako'dsha; f. on foot, pankua; 
/ on horseback, hashpankua; f. on 
a wagon, stilankua; fording place, 
kako'kish. Cf. cross, v.

forearm, shulapshkish, Kl. shiilp- 
shaksh; f. with hand, n^p.

fore end of boat, canoe, pfash.
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foregoing, former, ma'ntchni,
tankni ; the vowel -u- in the nom
inal suffix -uish also points to the
past. Of t^-ii. 

forehead, laki. 
foreign, wennini, atikni; to become

/, wenniala. 
foreigner, atikni, wennikni, wen

nini.
foreleg, lupitni pe'tch. 
forenoon; itisf., shapash a tinie'-

kska. 
forest of timber, anku ; f. loitli

bushes, underbrush, gatche'tko. 
foretell, v. t. ; / a violent death,

foretooth, tat%elamni tut, sho- 
k6tantko tut.

forever, tchiishak ; adj. used ad 
verbially: tchushni, tchu'shniak.

f o r e w a r n , v. t, lewe-ula.
forget, v. t., yamtki
fork, s. ; large or pitch-f., kiuy ia%i6- 

tkish ; table-/., sakta, shkiu^iutch ; 
to lift up with af, kiutka.

form, v. t., to give shape, shiita; / 
a circle around, hashampka; when 
moving, gaki'ma; f. circles, rings in 
the water, tcheldwa; / a company, 
society, crowd, levy, shuku'lki; f. 
confluence, shutaridanka; / a cross, 
shuelita, shen6k'la; / a body, sheet 
of water, tchiwa; formed in this 
mode, alike, ge'mptchi, hiimtchi.

formation; slaty or schistous rock-f, 
lalawash; eruptive f, tche'ltchlish.

former; / village, lodge, encamp 
ment, tchf wish ; / generation, tankni

or ma'ntchni maklaks; f location of 
a lodge, shlok<5pash. Of. ancestral, 
early, foregoing, past.

formerly, tank, tanktak.
fornicator, shesht61kish, shishnish.
Fort Klamath, noni. loc.; 1-ukak.
fortify;/ oneself by exercise, shp6tu.
fortuitously, huna'shak.
fortunate; i-atklish, tidsh tin- 

%antko.
forty, viinepni te-unep.
four, viinep, viinepni; / times, vii- 

nej)ni; f-cornered, f.-edged, kinku- 
tko.

fourteen, te-unep4ntaviinep,add 
ing: p^-ula, liklatko, etc.

fourth; one f. part, vunipa she"kta- 
t%atko ; / finger, cf. finger.

fowl, in the sense of bird, tchikass; 
term for most water-fowls, ma'miifcli.

fox; red f, silver f, Vrocyon cine- 
reo-argenteus, wan; other names: 
heihei, kenkatilatuash, kenka- 
pshlii'li, mbaubciwash; young of red 
f, wanaka, wdnam weash; young 
male f, lakiag wan; little gray f, 
species of Urocyon: ketchkatch; 
slim-built f, Vulpes velox, washpa- 
laksh; f-hound, mu'menish wawa- 
kash gitko watchaga.

fracture, v. t., keVa, pi. ngiildsha, 
ngu'mshka; / one's own l lmbs, 
tchiwa; to remove through fractur 
ing, nga-ishka; to be fractured, hol 
low things, paka; fractured, pa- 
katko, keVatko. Cf. break, v.

fragment; broken f, as of pottery, 
mbakuish.
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frail, adj., tche-ini.
frame; solid wooden/ of lodges, stu- 

tilash; / of sweat-lodges, etc., Ish!'- 
klak; to make one, Ishiklakuiga; 
shed, lodge, house existing as a f 
only, just begun, itchiklakuitko.

Frank, noin. pr., Ple'nk; Frank 
Riddle, nom. pr., Tchmiitch, Ska- 
kawash, q. v.

free, said of animals : untamed, wild, 
iwash, komushni; / of spots, tsuk- 
tsiikli; to set f., spiinka, spunkam- 
peli; tashka, telina.

freeze, v. i., w(in; frozen, we'tko; 
to be frozen, ewa; to have nose, ears 
frozen, katka; hands, feet, nda-itia.

freight, v. t, ita; f. a boat, canoe, 
vii'nshtat ilapka; f. transversely, 
long obj., hekshatleka, pi. etle'^i.

Frenchman, nom. pr., Pashayuks.
fresh, te-ini; green, ntch&lkni; to 

bef., ntchalka.
friable, tche -ini; to be or become f., 

lela/ma.
friction, v. t.; / against each other, 

shatchaktchaka; f. oneself, shatala- 
ka. Of. rub, v.

Friday, tune'pni waita sunde=giu- 
lank, or turie'pni waita.

friend, shawaline'ash, Mod. shf- 
tchlip; to be friends, shawalina'a, 
tchilla; to be or become friends, shi- 
tclilala, Mod. shitchla. Of. compan 
ion, company.

friendship; to form /, shftchla, 
shitchlala; to be on terms of f., 
tchilla. Of. companion, company.

fright, s.; from f., vushnk; to take

f., vusha, shinamshta; to tremble
from f., liuliwa 

frighten, v. t, hush patch ta, hu'-
sht%a; sputchta, shnuloka; to be
frightened, vusha-, shinamshta, tu-
ka; tchamptki, Mod. tchamptakia;
frightened, vushish. Of. afraid, 

fringe, or set of fringes, while not
yet on garment, piiish; while on
garment, puitlantchish, pukewish;
having fringes on, puitlantchantko;
to cut into fringes, pui; to adorn
with fringes, pui.

fringed, piiitko, puitlantchantko. 
frog; green f., weketash; larger kinds

of frogs, as bullfrog, koe; tree-f,
yainati weketash; horned f., nai-
shlashlakgish = gitto; f.-like, ko-
eptchi. 

f r o 1 i c k e r , sheshtalkash; lekan-
kish: company of frolickers, shesh-
/eila-ash. 

f r om , prep.; away f., when referring
to inan. objects, is often expressed*
by the locative case in -tat; f. here,
hi'tksh; to hand over f. bcloiv, yana. 

front; inf. of, ginatant, liipia, lupi-
tana; to stand in f. of a group, tn-
madsha, lamadsha; to proceed inf.
file, li-itchna; / tooth, tat%elamni
tiit, shok6tantko tut. 

f r o s t, katags. 
frosty, said of weather, katags; it

is f. weather, wind, ska. 
froth, s, of ivater, ndo'kalsh, sh6-

kunksh; to develop f., sh6kunka. 
frown, v. i., sh^tat%a; frowning,

kowitiwatko.
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fruit; round /, also small /, berry, 
lutish; rounded f. growing on sur 
face of soil, Ibuka; large turnip- or 
bulb-shaped f., inu=lbuka; / of long 
shape, o'tish; what produces f., wd- 
ish; to gather f., sta-ila; to start out 
for gathering /, sta-ildsha; to pick f. 
from bushes, trees, and eat it, Iguya, 
Itakaya; hard-shell f., ndshe'dsh.

fry, v. t., shnitchr/a, shnitchkua;/r?/- 
ing pan, le'puinsh, Mod. lipash.

f u 11, stani; to bef., sta; of a liquid, 
e*wa, tchipka, tchiwa; to make /, 
stag!; / of willows, yashaltko.

fully, adv., sta; in the sense of en 
tirely, much, ka-a, mu, turn.

fun, Idshuat^ash; /-flm/jer,ka-ikash, 
shesh^eila-ash; to makef. of, luai%a, 
shuluakta, tal%ea; to continue mak 
ing f. of, shuluaktcha.

funeral, isha; to attend, have, a /, 
ilktcha, isha, ishmila.

funny fellow, sh^shtalkash.

fur, nil; f.-skin, m'l; covered with f.,
m'laltko, nfl gitko; f.-skin mat, f.
dress, kailiu; f.-skin mantle, kailiu-
lam skiitash. 

furious, kilosh, shawigatko; to be
or become /, kilua, shawiga. Of.
angry, 

f u r n i t u r e of house, tumi nanuktua
ginhie'na, tidshi tchawalkish gin-
hiena. 

f u r r o w, as/ made by theploiv, sputi-
dshanuish, spufcuyuish, shutedsha-
nuish. 

furrowed, wrinkled, kmapat'hi^-
natko. Cf. wrinkled, 

further;/ than, prep., ganigshtant,
gunitana, iwutit; a little f. on, adv.,
wiga-ak, wika; not f. than that, g6-
tak; what is f. doivn, yantani. Cf.
farther, nether, 

f u t u r e ; in the /, as to the /, n^tnak;
in a f. time, tankt gatpanuapkshe7 -
mi.

gag, v. t.j takua.
gain , v. t.; g., to profit, shuta; g. by

winning at play, gambling, ikaga;
g. again, once more, ikakpele; g.,
win from each other, shi-i%aga. 

gain, s., ikaks; to make a g., gains,
ikaga. 

gale, killitko shlewish ; shlewish;
it blows a //., killan 

gall, bile, pish, 
gallant, killitko.

gallop, v. i., hush6tchna, shna'- 
uldsha, waksha; g. towards, up to, 
hushu'dsha. Cf. shliiihuya.

gallows, kshaggay6tkish.
gamble, v. i, to play for valuables, 

shakla; g. habitually, shakalsha; to 
commence gambling, shakaliega; to 
go to the gambling-place, shuedshna; 
to g. habitually when on a journey, 
shuedshantamna; to win by gam 
bling, ikaga.
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gambler, professional, shaklotkish. ;
game, s., of any description, sha-i 

kalsli; g. of dropping beaver's or 
woodcliuctts teeth, sku/shash; to play \ 
it, sku'sha; g.-stake, lieshkiish; g.- ! 
sticks, g.-utensils, shaklotkish; gam 
ing sticks used in the spelshna- 
game,shulshesh; to play a g., shakla, 
cf. play, v.; to play a lall-g., lewa; 
to play tlie Indian guessing-g. with 
four game-sticks, spelshna, shul- 
she'shla; to start tlie g., shakalie'ga; 
to be on a gaming tour, shue'dshna.

g a m e, s., animal hunted; either 
specified by its name, or expressed 
by lilhanksh, if a quadruped; g.- 
bag, shultilash.

gamester, shak!6tkish.
g a n g w a y , stu, dim. stu&ga; to 

make a g., stiiya.
g a p ; to have a g. in a limb, hanuipka. 

Cf. aperture, notch.
g a r b , shulotish ; female g., kiiks.
g a r d e n and g.-bcd, hashuash, Mod. 

hashiuikish.
garlic; species of wild g., Allium, 

p'nf.
garment, shul6tish; tchulish, dim. 

tchuliaga; sleeveless y., skutash.
garter, sha-upalaksh; g.-snake, a 

species of Eutccnia, wishink, dim. 
wishinkaga.

gash, v. t., laggaltchna; g. oneself, 
one's skin, shelakla, shc'l%alua.

gash, s. ktakalitko; to make gashes, 
laggaltchna.

gate, entrance of corral, etc., kai- 
shtish ; \vaklakam kaislitisli; gate

way, ste'kish, Mod. stokish; to pass 
a g., stilankansha.

gather, v. t, shiu'lka; coll. it- 
kal; g. again, shiii'lkipeli; g. to a 
certain spot, shiiilki, shiu'lkipeli; 
g. for oneself, shiulagia, Mod. shiii- 
lagien; g. articles into a bunch, and: 
g. articles of the same nature, 
shtchi'pka; g. fruits, vegetables, 
ishka; g. berries, fruits, Igtiya, Ita- 
kaya, pi. of subj. sta-ila; g. berries 
annually, i-umala; g. edible roots, 
bulbs, mdya, pi. of subj. sta-ila, 
stagi; g. pond-lily seed annually, 
habitually, w6kashla? woksalshn; 
g. up by chance, ndakal, pi. itkal; 
g. one's hair into a braid, plait, 
shukat'nola; to make a pause in 
gathering fruits, roots, shnikanua; 
many successive pauses, shnikanu- 
anka; to start for gathering fruits, 
roots, pi. of subj. stii-ildsha. Cf. 
collect, v.

gather, v. i., shuku/lki; g. around, 
or in a file, row, crowd, -ring, liuki- 
dmna; g. behind, liuptcha; g in a 
circle, lml%a, liutatka; g. in a hid 
den spot, ambush, liwala; g. indoors, 
inside, liu/uga; //. near the water, 
on the beach, liuliga; g. outside, 
outdoors, liutita; g. under, under 
neath, below, liutila; g. up, shu- 
ku'lki; g. up again, shuku'lkipeli; 
g. up into one body, crowd, file, heap, 
liwa, liwala, liukiamna; g. in woods, 
cliffs, liukaya; to stand gathered on 
tlie top of, liwala; to be gathered in 
a body, heap, liupka.
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gathering, shuku/lkish; g.-place, 
shiu'lkish, shulu'lkish.

ganger; load-g.. shlayaksam wet- 
kok6tkish, or simply wetkok6tkish.

general, nanukashni, tutas%enfni.
generate, v. t, waishi.
generous, tidshi steinash, tidshi, 

Mod. tidsh ko%patko; welwel'hi
generously, tidsli.
gentle, and adv., gently, when 

referring to motions performed 
slowly, ke'-uni; adv., ke'-uni, kd- 
una.

German, nom. pr., Do'tchmal; his 
Mod. sobriquet: muni tchuleks 
gitko.

gesticulate, v. i., ka'la,
gesture, s.; one who makes ges 

tures, ka'kl'kish; to make the g. of 
cutting onds throat, shelaktchia; of 
washing one's face, shatashpapkia.

get, v. t, obtain, seize, shnuka; g. 
again, g. back, shnu'kpeli; g. hold 
of, shnuka, shnukua; g. back, as 
garments, etc., hashlantchuipele.

get, v. i.; g. away, run off, guikaka; 
g. away from, gayatgola; ke'dsha, 
gu'shka,; g. up, start, hutkala, du. 
tushtkala, pi. tintkala; g. up again, 
hutkalpeli; g. up from bed, patkal, 
patkalpeli; g. up precipitately, hiit- 
kalshna; g. through, wind up, tme'na.

gibbosity, kir/ish.
giddiness, la/mlemsh ; to be in a 

state of g., lama, lernle'ma.
giddy; to be g., lama, lemlema
gift, shewanish; to present with a g, 

shawal%a; ivith many gifts, shewa.ua.

gig, v. t.; g.fisli in the water, stukn, 
stukua, kia'm stukua; g. two or more 
fish simultaneously, shakpatmawa; 
cf. spear, v.

gig, s.; fish-g., kfsh, shtchakuash.
giggle, v. i., we'ta; luai%a.
gill, of fish, s#aye, Mod. tchkdye; 

mpato.
gill flirt mare, kuakuaksh.
g i tn 1 e t, tuek6tkish.
gird, v. t.; g. oneself, kaili; g. with 

the saddle-girth, shuitala.
girl, shiwdga; old maid, shiwamtch; 

little g., nis^aga, shnawddshka; 
wdka; baby-g., shnavv(idshka.

girth of saddle, shuitalsh.
give, v. t. When objects are given, 

given away, or handed over col 
lectively or in plural number, the 
generic term is shewana. G., hand 
over, one thin obj., ndya; g. one 
anim. obj., spu'ni, pi. shewana; 
g. in a basket, skaya; g. in a cap, 
bucket, shui, pi. shewana; g. liquids, 
tchiya ; g. long obj., uya, pi. yana, 
y4ni, shewana; long obj., carried 
on arms, kshiiya, pi. shewana; 
round obj., Inya, pi. p^wi, shewu- 
na; cooked provisions, tchil^ya; 
mantles, sheets, &c., shlaltpa; g. 
them back, return, shlatpampgli, 
shle'-ipele; g. one's assent to, humasht 
gi, na-asht gi, shewd-ula; g. an an 
swer, vul%a; ke'dsha; g. away, spend, 
piiedsha, ke'dsha; iterat, kdkanka; 
g. to drink, hushpanua; g. to eat, ha- 
shpa; g. away a gift previously re 
ceived by oneself, 6-itchna; g. a
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name, she'shasli el^a, abbr. el%a; 
she'sha, a'-al/a; g. oneself up to, 
hukshi; g. out after exertion, tgel%a, 
pi luelual%a, Mod. lualo'l%a; y. 
through another, niukla; g. up, 
abandon, piiedsha, vutodsha; ke- 
dsha; to cause to g. away, sliinukla; 
to continue to g., shewantamna.

gizzard, nkash; shuiclshash.
glad, ko-isheVank; to be g. of, ko- 

isheVa, kuydwa.
glance off, v. i., shniulatchganka.
glare, of sunrays, ktchal%5sh; to 

cast a g., ktchalhua. Of. radiance.
glass; g.substance, lam^punii/tkishti; 

g.-bead, yahi; drinking g., wikamoa, 
larc^punu'tkishti; eye-g., shesha- 
Ikosb; looking-g., she'taluash; pane 
of g., shetaluash.

glee-song, shul'sh; to celebrate by 
glee-songs and dances, ydka.

glide, v. i., downwards into dis 
tance, nulidsha, viili; g. through the 
air, slmwal^a, huntchna; g. through 
the water, kidsha, tcheldwa. Of. 
roll, v.

glitter, v. i., tchdltchela.
globe, globiform body, ball, leVash. 

Of. ball.
globiform, globular, ktilkali.
glory, ktchalshkash.
glove, n^pesh.
glow-worm, kalmomoksh.
glutinous substance, walakish; of 

the eye, walash; to beg., ritchakta.
gnash, v. i., ivith the teeth, shekukd- 

dsba; k6kanka.
gnat, ku'tpash.

gnaw, v. t., g through, kata, ngata, 
kwii/ldsha,

go, v. i.; generic term for all modes 
of going, gena; to be gone, cf. gone, 
partic.; go across, go over to, kako'- 
dsha; go after or for an obj., iktcha; 
atpa, pi. itpa; go about, around, ga- 
kiamna, gataml'^a; wltli a sparlc of 
fire, sklii'tchkanka; go around, stroll 
about, gintala; in the camp, settle 
ment, etc., galala, kishtehintcha; go 
around, as for attacking, etc., ga- 
kianma; go around, a round obj., 
shalkakiamna; anim. subj., hnggi- 
dsha; inan. subj., aggi'ma; go 
around, as a. a lake, geluantcha; 
go a., encompass, inan. subj., stiin- 
kiamna; go a. sloivly or ivith diffi 
culty, she'mtcha; go a. shooting, hish- 
latchna; go a. speaking or crying in 
public, amniamna; go away, gdna; 
traveling, tamenu; go away, leave, 
gulindsa; go away, be removed, subj. 
inan , niwalka; go before somebody, 
gayaya, gaya-idsha; go behind 
somebody, kaptcha; go, walk in a, 
circle, gakfma,, gakala; when inside 
of lodge, etc , luycna; outside of, ga- 
titana; go to a great distance, guy- 
antcha; go down, downhill, down 
stairs, ga-ulola, gekuela; go down, 
as celestial bodies, tinega, tinkue- 
la, tinola, tino'li; as fog, lu'l^a; as 
projectiles, yua, yulka; go down in 
to, guliudsa; gulf, pi. of subj., kilhi; 
into the ground, gutila; tobeontheway 
of going down, said of celestial bod 
ies, tinolena; go in a file, kintchna;
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go m front of, as scouts, etc., gay ay a, 
gaya-idsha; go home or back, gem- 
pele, gdpgapele, shegapele; when in 
a file, kintchampele; go about inside 
of, goyena; go into, enter, guli, gu- 
'hli, pi. of subj., kilhi, gatkta; said 
of animals returning to their cleris, 
gulipeli, pi. kilibli; go or crawl in 
to, gute'ktcha; go into, as a bullet, 
gu'tal^a; go into the water, luiwa, 
pi. geVa, ge-upka, tinea; act of 
going into the water, tinnasli; go 
into again, gulipeli, pi. kilhipeli; go 
and meet as friends, or in the dis 
tance, away from home, gelidank- 
tcha; go near, approach close to, 
gakiamna; go out, start off, gi-udsh- 
na, giiikaka; go out, said of fire? 
pitchka, spitclika, Mod. pitch a, 
spitcha; go out of, giul#a; out of 
one's lodge, gt'ka, gekansha, ge- 
kanshna; out of the place habit 
ually occupied, ge'ka; again, gc- 
kampeli; go out of again, getkala; 
go out from, inan., gil%i; again from, 
ge'kampeli; go and ride, hushatsa; 
go on the outside, to the surface of, 
gii/ta; go single file, kintchna, kinui- 
na; go stow, to pace, kishtchna; go 
snake-like, in meandering lines, ka- 
kidsha; go straight, gintlanshna, ta- 
laak gdna; go, walk at the time be 
ing, or all the time, genuta; go 
through, wind up, tine'na; go to a 
place, gdmpka; go together, in com- : 
pany, sha-ulanka, sha-ulankanka, ' 
sha-ulantcha; go towards, gatpa; to- . 
 wards the water, lake, etc., tukua;

go under something, as for shelter, 
gutila; go uninterruptedly, genana; 
go up, upivards, to ascend, ga-i'ila, 
gawalia/ga, riiwalka; huyeka, pi. 
tini^i; said of round subj., ns spi 
ders, liiyamna; go up in a file or 
otherwise, pi. kinual^a; go up while 
sticking close to something, aggid- 
sha; go or drift upward, as fog, 
luydga; go up toward, tmshipka; go 
into woods, bushes, hiding places, 
Imkaya, pi. gakaya, tin%aya, gak- 
tchui.

goatee, smo'k; wearing a g, shm6- 
kaltko.

goblet, pokuaga, wikamua.
G o d of Christian religion: p'laikni 

laki, p'laitalkni, p'Jaitaikrii shii- 
shatish; nalam p'tfshap, Mod. na- 
lam t'shishap.

gold; metallic, kiikii'kli tchikemen; 
coined, kaka'kli tala, kaka'kli tchi 
kemen.

golden eagle, p'laiwash. ^
gone, partic. of go, v. i., q. v.; to l)e 

g., genuala, geno'la, kii'gi; to l>e g., 
lost, stolen, laki; one who is g., ab 
sent, neg; cf. keliak; gone! btown 
off! wiwiwa! begone! kuitak!

g o n o r r h o e a, klap, klap=mashash; 
afflicted with g., guyas^atko, klap= 
mashetko.

good, in the concrete and in the 
abstract sense, tidshi; very g., mil 
tidshi; g. for nothing, said of per 
sons, kaitua shayuaksh; that's g.! 
humasht tidsh! liumasht toks tidsh! 
to have g. intentions, tidsh liushkan-
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kii; of g. character, tidshi stein- 
ash, tidsh steinshaltko.

goose; all wild ducks and geese, 
mii'makli; species of Uack g., nku'k; 
another sp., dusty-colored^ lu'sh; 
Canada g. or brant, Anser canaden- 
sis, lalak; snow-g., Anser hyperbo- 
reits, waiwash.

gooseberry, kpo'k; Uack g., luilu- 
ish; species of g., pukpok; g.-bush, 
kp6kam (supply: anku); wild g. 
bush, liiiluisham.

Groose Lake, nom. pr., Nt'wa- 
pkshi.

gopher, nepeii, shtoshtotisli; go 
pher's den, stilish.

gorge, in mountains, gint%ish; deep 
g., paksh.

government, netn61%ish.
governor, muni laki, contr. mu= 

laki, or simply laki. Of. chief.
gown , kiiks ; short g. from waist to 

knees, worn by females, shtchi'- 
waksh; to ivear, to be dressed in a 
g., k6ka, ku'kpeli.

grab, v. t., slmuka, shnukua.
grain, of cereals, lolomak, hiiit; g. 

of Indian corn, maize, ishalk; g. 
reduced to flour, lulinash; g. of beads, 
yahi, yamnash.

g r a n d c h i 1 d ; said by maternal 
grandfather, p'gaship; said by ma 
ternal grandmother, p'kulip; said 
by paternal grandfather, p'liigship; 
said by paternal grandmother, p'te'- 
wip; great g., said by great grand 
parents, wawigap.

grandfather; said by children of

his daughter, p'gaship; said by 
children of his son, p'lugslnp; 
great g., wawigsh.

grandmother; said by the chil 
dren of her daughter, p'kulip; said 
by the children of her son, p't^wip; 
great g., said by grandchildren, 
wawigsh.

grape; growing in the same g., shan- 
tchaktantko; to be, exist together 
in grapes, bunches, tchipka, liwa; 
Oregon g., welexli. . Cf. bunch.

grasp, v. t., obtain, shnuka, shnukua; 
on purpose, shnukpa; g., seize, 
long obj., liyamna, pi. i-amna; g. 
with the extremities, tchilika, contr. 
tchlika; g. each other, shiamna, hu- 
shn%a; to ' approach for grasping, 
shnuk&tka.

grass; generic, kshu'n; g.stalk, blade, 
kslvu/n, tchdlash; dry g., secd-g., 
kslm'n; green g., vui^ankish; round 
bunch of g., mu=lbu'ka; tuft of g., 
patchnam; g.-like, kshu'n ptchi; pro 
ducing g., grassy, kshunaltko; to 
mow g., inulina, Mod. mu'shka. 
Different species of g.: lacustrine: 
tsikal, witchpai, patchnam, kshuti, 
ktchea'mu, wassuass, watsaks; of 
a stiff scirpus, wate'skuam; of a 
junciis, shmayam, m4-i; g. species 
growing in dry places, prairies: 
niitak, lo'lksam, epat, yadsam, 
tsu'k, wadshakuisham, miikuash; 
g. species used in making mats: 
m4-i, pa'ni, tkap, t61%ash.

grasshopper, ta'hta-ash, Mod. 
kanitata.
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Grass Lake, or Dry Lake, nom. 
pr. loc., Pahatko E-ush; at G. L., 
Mod, Pahapkasli E-ush gishi.

grassy, producing grass, kshunal- 
tko.

grate, v. i., with the teeth, shekuke- 
dsha, k6kanka.

gratuitously, huna'shak.
grave, in the ground, 1'lkshgish, 

abbr. i'lktcli; to convey to the g., isha, 
ishnula, .ilktcha; to dig a g., i'lksh- 
gishla; i'lkshgisli y^pa; g-yard, 
p'nankish; tribal or family g.-yard, 
tchpinu. Of. bury, v.; funeral.

g r a y , pakpa'kli; said of horses, 
stones, skedshatko, spugatko; 
earth-colored, kailaptchi; g.sprin- 
Ided ivith blue, as in water-birds, 
ma'kmakli; g. as fog, luashptchi; 
little g.fox, species of Urocyon, kdtch- 
katch ; ofg. and grayish color, kitch- 
kitchli; called so after that fox.

graze, v. t., nti'kshktcha; g. the 
skin, le'ktchktsa.

g r a z e , v. i., to eat grass, pawa. !
grease, p'lii; p'litko ; g. of game, \ 

venison, piltpantko: g. in the flank \ 
of animals, tchashlaksh, Mod. kshu- 
kshie'%ash; ivagon-g, wa'gnamitish.

great, in the physical and abstract 
sense, muni; very g., rnu-u-uni; a 
g. deal, adv. niii, ka-a, turn; when 
used as adj., tuini. Cf. large.

greatly, ka-a, apoc. ka; mu, turn.
grebe, Podiceps; species (?); the ; 

birds called k6kiaks and kuitchia 
are probably grebes.

green, kaka'kli; liglit-g., tulaluptchi; j

g., fresh, ntchalkni; to be g, fresh, 
ntchalka.

g r e z i 1 - stones fall, tchaitchaya,
grimace, v. i., nidshonidshua; g. 

at, shnashnatia; grimacing, kowiti- 
w4tko.

grind, v. t, as knives on a grind 
stone, lektcha; g. to a sharp point, 
watchaka; g. by means of a mortar 
or crushing stone, gama, ndshapka; 
g., make fine, lulina; with a piece of 
^vood, nddka; g. into four or upon 
a mealing-stone, peltsha; to stop 
grinding, peksh61a; g. into flour, 
shute'shla; ground seed, especially 
pond-lily seed, lulinash. Cf. mash.

grindstone, turning, Iektch6- 
tkish. Cf. hone, s.

grist-mill, gama=pala-ash.
grizzly bear, lu'k; cub of g. I)., 

lukaga, in myths: shashapka; "Old 
Grizzly" the mythic female g. I). 
Liikamtch, Shashapsh, Shashap- 
amtch.

groan, v. i., shayala, k4haha.
ground, kail a; on, upon the g., 

upon this or that g., hi, hi/, i; g., 
bottom of water, etc., lemuna; level 
dry g., kna't, Mod. kla'dsh; g. fenced 
in, iligish, wakalak; g. used for 
sowing, planting, haslmaklsh, kaila= 
shiitesh, ne-ush; Mod. hashuash; 
grassy, treeless g., saiga, dim. saika- 
ga; marshy g., hiuhiush; tch^ashe- 
tko; to sink to the g. in water, 
tchla'l^a; to lie flat on the g., wimp- 
ka; face upward, talual^a; lying on 
or in the g., Ie7 ntko.
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g r o u n d - f o g; to 'produce y. /, te- 
inola.

groundless, groitndkssly, liuna'- 
shak.

g r o u n d - s n a k e, yellow, Pityopliis, 
kailanti.

ground-squirrel; cf squirrel.
grouse; Oregon ruffed g., Bonasa 

vorsabinei, timY, Mod. mini; sharp- 
tailed g., cf. p6pusha.

grow, v. i.; g. up, plants only, ke- 
dsha; g., animals and persons, t'shin; 
g. in abundance, turn kedsha; g. in 
dusters, liwa; g. smaller than, said 
of plants only, ait%amna; g. old, 
persons, t'shi'ka; groivn-up person, 
adult, muni; groiviug together in a 
bunch, shantchaktantko.

growl, v. i, grumble, roar at a low 
voice, shule^a; g. loudly, slmlel%a; 
g., scold, shuke'ki; g., dogs only, 
kmu'gga.

grunt, v. i., hlii'ka; hogs: tii'shna- 
km%a; to keep on grunting, haha/ta- 
mna; g., especially when express 
ing dissent, sh'u'mka.

guard; to be on one's g., sassaga. 
g u a r d - h o u s e, spulfksh; for more

than one person, iligish; skukum-
house. Cf. confine, jail. 

guardian, shuasliulaliampkish; of
jail, prisou, i-alhisli. 

gudgeon, or mud-g., kudsha; dim.
kudsha-aga; to catch g., ku'dshala;
species of g. ndilash. 

guess, v. i., nitu. 
guest, in the sense unfriend, shitch-

lip, Mod. 
gulch, dry river bed, kupkupele;

Mod, uka. 
gullet of quadrupeds, nauknauk-

saksh, shlakakash. 
gully, kuyumash. 
gulp down, v. t, skotka. 
gum; pine-g., lalago. Cf resin, 
gun and sliot-g., luloksgish; to load a

g., ikuga, iwi%a. 
gunpowder, shldyaks. 
gut, kaya. Cf. bowel, 
gyrate, v. i., ktiwalkidsha, talki-

clsha. Cf. circle, v.

habit; it is the li. of, g^l^a. Cf. ac 
customed to, habitual; habitually.

habitual; expressed often by the 
d. form of a nomen actoris: h. eater 
of, papish; h. worker, maker of, shii- 
shatish; it is Ji. with, gel^a.

habitually is expressed, when in 
connection with verbs, by the suf

fixes -anka, -kanka; if motion is
implied, sometimes by -alsha, -al-
tcha. 

hail, klalash; hailstone, stu'kish,
klalash; hailstorm, stu'kish. 

hail, v. impers.; it is hailing, klala. 
hair; long h., and h. of head, mane,

tail, lak; short h. on body, also wool,
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fur, m'l; thinnest human h. on head, 
mukash; h. of beard, and long h. on 
feline's mouth, smo'k; h. under arm 
pits, ka'katilsh; h. on genitals, sma'k, 
patchnam; white h., o'lash; having 
white or gray h., o'lshaltko; having 
curly, bushy h., tchitaksh, cf. curly; 
covered with short h. on body, nil- 
altko; one whose h. rises up stiff, 
sankawaltko; h.-brush, shukush- 
gutkish; h.-net, tchai^ish; tying up 
the h. and putting something- long in 
it, kat'hiawash; to cut short, dip one!s 
h., shuye'ga, stuyakishka.

h a If, tat%elamni,tat%elampani, Mod. 
t%alamni, t^alampani; one h. of, h. 
portion of, tat%elampani; forming one 
7^., t%alampankaai, Kl.tat%elampan- 
kani; h.-parted, na-igshtani, Mod. 
nagshtani, abbr. na'gsta; person h. 
American, h. Indian, Boshtinaga; to 
be h. in, h. out} wink a.

h a 1 f w a y s , adj. used adverbially, 
tat/elampani, Mod. t%alampani. Cf. 
middle, midst.

haliotis-shell, ktchak, laktash
halloo, v. t, ha'ma, nke'na; h. and 

h. at somebody to come, nde*na; h. 
<z£-somebody distant, hamekupka, 
ham6asha; h. through the hollow 
hand, stu'ka; h. to somebody re 
peatedly, nkdnkanka; h., be noisy, 
tchiluye^a.

halloo! haggl! hagga ta! when 
standing for: look here f he-i!

hallucination; to labor under h., 
tilo'tkala.

li a 1 o ; sun-h., shakatchalish, 
37

wa'n, wanaka; colored sun-h., shap- 
'sham wanam shakatchalish; to be 
surrounded by a moon-h., shaltkala.

halt, v. i, h. on one's way, tukel^a; 
h., to make a h., tchia; h. after run 
ning, tgel%a; h. at intervals, at times, 
tuklaktchna; h., to be lame, to limp, 
kuanka. Cf. lame.

halter of horse, shtchikpaksh.
hammer, upatn6tkish; h. of gun, 

shliu!61ash; to cock the h., shleVala; 
to drop the h., shliuliila.

hand, ndp, dim nepaga; back ofh., 
ndp; flat portion, palm of h., takak, 
ne'pam tdkak; by h., in one's h., with 
the h., h4, or -'h- infixed; on or about 
the h., hands, n^pni; not on h., adv., 
hu, -u ; line in h., shdktanksh; h. of 
a clock- or watch-dial, agge'dsha; 
hands off! ka-i i hun ktini tashtan- 
ta! kuitak! to beckon with the h., cf. 
beckon; to capture, catch by h., h6k- 
saska; to carry in h., sho'dshna, 
st^na; to clap the hands, shaktakt^a; 
to close, clinch the h., sblapshta; to 
contract the half-opened h. or fingers, 
shatcho'lgi; to extend one's h., arm, 
nika, niknalka; to hold in h., long 
obj.,uyamna, pi. i-amna; she'mtcha, 
shemtchna; round obj., luyamna, pi. 
p^-nkanka; to hold up with one's h., 
k'hiule/a; to make signs tvith the h., 
nikanka n^p; to move the h. sidewise, 
klatcha, klatchna, to shake hands, 
hushn%a, shatashi; nep shniika; to 
touch each other with the h., hands, 
shashtashta; to ivash one's hands, 
shatchakua; to work by h., niklka.
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hand o v e r, v. i, h. over to, pass to, 
shula, shulipka, slmlfa; shewana; h. 
over to all around, hushliam na; li. over 
in return, sheets, etc., shle-ipele; k. 
over from below, yana. Cf. give, v.

li a n d k e r c h i e f, kitclikam; haii d- 
kertchip.

handle, v. i, gishala; li., deal with, 
ne*-ulakta; h., to stir up, katchaga; 
li. roughly, luli; li. roughly more than 
once, lulikanka.

handle of trunk, tools, etc., shn6k- 
gish; when inserted, joined, ttilish; 
to seize, pull ~by the h., as a door 
bell, utcha-ika.

handsome, tidshi; said of per 
sons, tidshi, aishishtchi.

handsomely, tidsh.
hang, v. t.; h. somebody, kshagga- 

ya, pi iggaya; h. up, suspend, n ag 
gaya; shlakaya, laggaya; long obj., 
aggaya, pi. iggaya; h. over at the time 
being, levuta; h. over, above some 
thing, hishiiggaya, shakatchuala; 
h. oneself, hakshgaya; h. on while 
going, agga-idsha, Iagg4-idsha; 
h. out obliquely, kiukaya; h. around 
oneself, as neckwear, i-amna; h.up, 
as a sack of food or provisions 
upon a tree, aggaya, pi. iggaya.

hang, v. i.; h. down from, h. to, lag 
gaya, naggaya, shlakaya, shlaka- 
ka; aggaya, pi. igg&ya; h. down from, 
h. over something, tunulula; h. down 
from the mouth, l%et'kniila; h. on, be 
attached to for a time, tgiita, pi 
levuta, d. 1'uluta; h. on or out of, 
shuggaya. Cf. hang, v. t.

happen, v. i., ne'pka.
hard, adj., and to be h., kuata; hard 

ened, kuatatko, cf. hupka; too h. for 
use, kiudshi; to become h., hardened, 
kaltki.

hard, adv.; to blow h., as winds, 
ska shle'wi; to ivork h., ki'l pelpela.

h a. r e -1 i p person, sk6tigsh=shum.
harlot, shesht61kish.
harness, l%el%atanash; pukciwish.
h a r p o on, jfish-h.^i'sh, shtch&kuash.
h a r p o o n , v. t., stukua, stu'ka
harsli, killitko.
haste; to make h., kila; in h., is ex 

pressed by the verbs of running: 
hiika, hukansha, hukaya, hiidshna, 
etc., or by kil, killank, nkillan; to 
be in a h., k'lika; to approach in h., 
hulladshui; to re-enter in h., hulipeli.

hat, tchiiyesh; large basket-shaped h. 
in Shasti style, tchala; sort of h. or 
cap, pu/kalsh; skalapsh; possessed 
of ah., tchuyeshaltko, Kl.; wearing 
a h., Kl. and Mod., tchuyetko, 
Mod. tchuyeshaltko; h.-ornament, 
patash; guard-string of h., tchuye'- 
sham stllash; to take one's h. off^ 
shanatchvula.

hatch, v. t, hashpapka; h. out, ha- 
shpap%nox la.

hatchet, tchiktchikash. Cf. ax.
hate, v. t., mu'tchka, sniu%tcha, 

shn6kakia; expressed negatively: 
ka-i stinta.

hateful, tchektch^kli. Cf. abject, 
bad, mean.

haughty; to be h., shipnu. Cf. air.
haul, v. t.; h. in, fetch, iktcha, klu-
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kalgi; h. round or bulky obj., h'p- 
ka; thread- or sheet-like, ne'pka; 
garments, etc., shle'pka; h. back, 
shlepkipele; h., liquids, tchiktcha; 
h., take home, as provisions, hi'wi; 
h. to one's camp at a distance, hiwi- 
dsha; h. down, as a flag, spitchotki- 
peli; h. up from, ika, ikampeli.

have, v. t.; to possess, cf. gl (4); 
having, possessing, gitko, or suffix 
-Itko, etc.; h. an open wound or 
sore, hanuipka; to go and h. a dance, 
ksiulaktcha.

hawk, no generic term; fish-h., 
Pandion carolinensis, tuktukuash; a 
species of h., k'lapii; species of 
gray h., shkd; its female, spu'm; 
species of long-tailed h., witkatkish; 
species, perhaps marsh-h., te-ukte*- 
ukash; pigeon-h. or merlin, ndu- 
kas\i',prairie-k., tchmekoleash; yel 
lowish mice-h., tsi'ktu; sparrow-h, 
Falco sparverius, tchlikelak; spe 
cies of sparrow-h., kshi'kshnish; 
red-tailed squirrel-h., Buteo calurus, 
ke-ash.

liay, kshu'n; looking like h., kshu'n- 
ptchi.

haze, Mash; h. is forming, Ida, tcha- 
tchakma.

hazy; it is h., lua; very h., ka-a Ma, 
tchatchakma.

hah a; to make Mhd, sh'u'mka; to 
make h. continuously, haha'tamna,

he, pron. pers.; anim. in close prox 
imity, ke7 ; anim., close by, ke'k; 
standing before you, hut; anim. 
visible or distant,pi; when removed

from sight, hu'k, hu'kt, hu'ksht, 
cf. that; hu, more Mod. than Kl.; 
liunk, cf. this; himself, hti'kak, etc. 
She, it are expressed by the same 
dem. pronouns as: he. Cf. himself

head, nu'sh; provided with a h., 
nu'sh gitko, nushaltko; at the h. of, 
firstly, adv., lupi; h.-ache, nu/sh= 
ma'shash; h.-board or h.-stone, litch- 
%ash; provided with h.- and foot 
board, titads%atko; h.-cover, h.-wear, 
tchuyesh, cf. cap, hat; top of h., 
nkak; to be at the h. of, pi. of 
persons, i-amna, iyamna; to bend, 
turn the h. for a bite, shuishtchak- 
tchka; to carry on h., sha-ula; tiid- 
shna; to raise and drop the h., wank- 
uanka; to shake the h. in refusal, 
shuakatchktcha; to stand on onds h., 
anim. and inan., shutapk^a, shetal- 
%^a; to walk with the h. sticking out, 
to go h. forward or downward, sk£n- 
shna; to ivasli one's h., shetatcha.

-headed; bald-h., stako!61atko; con- 
ical-h., wakwakli nu'sh gitko; nar 
row- or long-h., vultchikish. Cf. 
head

head off, v. t., gayaya.
head-chief, tutas%eninilaki, mu 

ni laki, abbr. mu=laki.
head-waters, nushaltjiaga.
Head-Water Modoc Indian, 

nom. pr. Nushaltkagakni.
health; no ex. eq.; to be in good, 

bad h., tidsh, kui hushlta; to regain 
h., to be in good h. again, hesh- 
uampeli, huggidsha, w^mpele; to 
restore to h., heshuampeli; ya-uka,
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heap, s., as of wood, kddshlaksh; 
h. of snow, keknish ; h. of debris, 
akuash; in a h., adv., sbopa, su'pen; 
to lie in a h., sh6pa, shu'pka; to lay, 
put on in a h., shupe!6ka; to unite, ' 
collect in a h., v. i., liwa, liwala, , 
liupka; shuku'lki; cf. crowd.

heap up, v. t., shio'l^i, Mod. 1m- 
shto'lki; h. up in a stack, pile, sh6- : 
pal%a; Ji. up earth, spuktchampka; 
h. up together, what is on the ground, 
sheke'lki; h. upon, shupel6ka; to 
be heaped up, shu'pka.

hear, v. t., tumena.
hearken, v. i., shleyak'lakpa, ma- 

tchata. Cf. listen, v.
heart, steinash; possessed of a h., 

steinshaltko; to my heart's content, 
ge"-utala steinash ; to he h.-sick, h.- 
broken, steinash sln'la.

hearth, shne'-ilaksh, to'ke. !
heat, of weather, body, etc., kel- j 

poksb ; h. of sun, fire, ktchal/ish; 
of water, lokuash; to emit, radiate 
h., ktchal^a; to be at red or white h., 
tchuitchiga; kaltchuyuga, Mod. ' 
ktchui!6ka. |

heat, v. t.jlmyuka; h. liquids, water, 
shnekalpka, tchilala; /?. stones dur- \ 
ing one day for cooking-, etc., shuait- ! 
lala; h. the cooking stones repeat 
edly when baking roots, satnalha; 
heated, kelpoksb; of liquids only, 
keluash, 16kuash. Cf. hot. |

heavy, yutantko; in the sense of j 
voluminous, solid, strong, hiipkatko; | 
to be h., yiita; hupka; to be veryli., , 
kfl yuta. i
    «/ i

heaven; cf. heavenly, sky.
heavenly, p'laikni, p'laitalaiitni, 

p'laitalkni; h. father, p'laitalkni.
height; no ex. eq.: low in h., wigani; 

growing to a small h., wigani; h. in 
the sense of mountain, yaina; of 
hill, yaina-aga. Cf. high.

help, v. t ; h somebody, shatuaya, 
bashatuaya; h., as an associate, 
ally, shitchla, tchilla; h. in tvar- 
fare, tchinta, tchilla; h. the opposite 
party in war, tcbinta; h. oneself to, 
shniika, shniikua, dna; h. each other, 
shitcbla, shiloatcha; h. in carrying 
something, shiloatcha; h. oneself 
into, inside of, gu'hli; h. up, assist in 
getting up, ktiuye'ga, liwatkal, liwa- 
tchampka.

helpful; to be h. to somebody, sha 
tuaya, shitchla. Cf. help, v.

hem, v. t, skellia.
hemlock pine, wa'ko, or wa/kuam.
hemorrhoids, kilit=mashash.
hemp; wild h., shle'dsh; narcotic 

part of wild h., shle'dsh.
hem-seam, sk^lliash.
hen, tchik'n gulu.
hence, from here; cf. here; h., on 

that account, humasht gmga, huma- 
shtak giug; humasht glsht, hun- 
kanti, hunkantcha/.

her, hers, pron. poss., cf. his.
herb, tch(flash; species of, with eat 

able seeds, tchia-usam. Cf. grass.
heel, stainaksh, yowish.
heirloom, ske'kish.
here, gita, git; when connected 

with verbs of motion, hatak; h., loc.
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and temp, hu, -u, 6'; h. on the ground, 
hi, hi', i; hita, hita, lift; right h., 
gdn, ge'na, gina; gftata; tchime, 
tchimi; right h, referring to long 
obj. and persons, hu't; from h., 
hence, gita, hi'tksh; h.! in the sense 
of look here ! he*-! / haggi! the one h., 
this one, long obj., persons, hu't; com 
ing from h, gitakni. Of. place, there.

hereafter, conj. and adv., after 
this, gintak. Of. after, future.

hereupon, tchui; action in sight, 
tehiiyuk; unseen, tchiiyunk; tchui 
pan, at pe'n, tcha', at, apoc. a; 
h., finally, tche'k; tche'ksh, tchui 
tche'k, k'leViank. Of. after, after 
wards

hermaphrodite; a man "wear 
ing woman's clothes," tuini^atko.

heroical, litchlitchli.
heroically, litchlitch.
heron; great him h., Ardea herodias, 

kakash; night h, Nyctiardea Gar- 
denii, sho'ksh. Of. crane.

herself; same as himself, q. v.
hide, v. t, aislri; inan., iha; h. 

oneself, hiiyaha, pi. gay aha, wil%a; 
h. oneself in ambush, stretched 
out, shuflpka, pi. wiwampka; wal- 
%a; h. oneself while standing behind, 
tgaptcha; h. oneself behind, kap- 
tcha; h. one's head under something, 
eitakta; h. oneself by contracting one's 
body, hishual^a, wal%a.

hide, s., with the fur on, ni'l; h. un- 
tanned, kla'sh; h. dressed, tanned, 
mba-ush; h. of lynx, shl6a; h. of 
antelope, elk, vu'hli'lsh.

hideous, kiiidshi; unsightly by 
use or age, amtchiksh, -amtch.

high, atini, abbr. ati; muni; one 
who is higher than, p'lai tani; high 
est, topmost, p'la-ini; h.-pointed, 
wakwakli; h. in price, turn she'- 
shatko; of h. temperature, kelpoksh; 
water, 16kuash; to possess ah. voice, 
tche'ktcheka.

high-crested, sankdwaltko, bet 
ter: samkawaltko.

high-topped, as moccasins, ati 
staMgatko.

high up, adv., p'lai, p'laitala; atu 
(from ati hu); tii, tutaks; to be h. 
up, p'laiki, p'lai g!; who, what is h. 
up, on high, p'laikni, p'le'ntankni; 
higher up than, adv. and postp., 
p'le'ntant, p'laitana. When con 
nected with verbs, h. up is some 
times expressed by the suffix -u: 
e. g. tchilamnu. Cf. above, up.

hill, y aina- aga; among the hills, \ wa; 
h. shaped roof-like, witlash;' h.-range, 
witchkatko; rocky edge of h., wa- 
lish; ant-h., kinia/dsham yaina-4ga, 
kima'dsham shulu'lkish; to make, 
create hills, yainala; to stand or be 
on a h., cf. eminence; hillspur, ka- 
tokiwash: Cf. declivity.

hillock, kitchkani yaina-aga, or 
same as hill, q. v.

hillside, ginshkdtko; h. washed 
out, shnuntaltchish. Cf. declivity.

h i m s e 1 f , also herself, and (if 
anim.), itself; oneself, hiikak, hu'k- 
tak, hu'tak, pitak; obj. hu'nktak,

c pi'shtak, pu'shtak; he for himself,
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she for herself, etc., hukian, hu'ki- 
anki, pitagiang-gin; he by, wiiliin 
himself, etc., huki; in Ms own mind, 
by himself, hum. Reflective verbs 
are formed by prefix h-, placed 
before the medial prefix sh-, s-, or 
by the latter alone. Of. he, his, 
and the Grammar.

h i n d 1 e g, tapitni pe'tch.
hindmost, tapini, tapitni.
hire, v. t., shatela, q. v.; hired per 

son, ksheluikietish.
his; also her, hers, its, anim. and 

inan., in close proximity, kelam; 
anim. in close proximity, ke'kelam; 
anim. and inan., in proximity less 
close, hiinkelam; referring to anim. 
obj., absent or in the distance, m'na, 
Mod. p'na; coming from his, her 
place, lodge, etc., hunkelamskm, 
kekelamskni, his, her, its own, 
m'natak, Mod. p'natak. Cf. he, 
himself.

hit, v. t.; h. with a long article, 
udiipka, vudiika; h, by shooting, 
firing, nge'-isha; shlin, pi. yiita; 
cf. shoot, wound; h. upon repeat 
edly, mpatia; h. each other, she'kpe- 
%a; shuktapka, Mod ktiiyua; to 
make a motion to h., hushasha.

hitch, v. t., shlitchta; to be hitched 
to, horses, etc., tgdta, pi. Igvuta.

hoar-frost, sgu'mksh; to form \ 
h.-f., sgu'mla; shvii'ntka, Mod. 
tchvu'ntka.

hoarse; he is h., hukian ke'shga 
hemkanksh.

hock, y6wish.

hoe, vutoyotkish.
hog, gii'shu, dim. gushuaga.
h o g g i s h , hoglike, gu'shuptchi.
hoist, v. t, kiule^a; h. by motion 

of hands, k'hiule^a; h. up sidewise, 
kiuye'ga; h. up, and to begin hoist 
ing up, round, bulky obj., liwaye'ga, 
contr. luy^ga, pi. pe-uyega. Cf. 
lift, v.

hold, v. t.; h. in hand, long obj., 
uyamna, pi. i-amna; round obj., 
luyamna, pi. pe'-ukanka; h. or car 
ry about in hand, long obj., shem- 
tcha, she'mtchna; h. on! leki! pi. 
k'kat! ge'tak! Mod. kanktak! h. on 
one's arms, kshuyamna; h. under 
the arm, arms, shultila, long obj., 
slmtila; under one's clothing, shitila; 
h. on one's back, or in a large or 
seed-basket, skayamna; h. at a dis 
tance, vuta; h. fast, tchilika, contr. 
tchlika; h. fast in one's power, ipka; 
h. fast on purpose, shnukpa; h. the 
fingers in a scratching position, shli- 
ti%a,pka; h. between one's legs, knees, 
kpatakanka; h. oneself to, stick to, 
winta; h. open, as one's mouth, 
hanuipka; h. an opinion, hewn, 
sh^wa, kshapa; h. over somebody 
or something, liitatka, shl^tatkn, 
itatka; h. a thin or flat article above 
another of the same kind, shaipat- 
mawa; h. together objects, sheets 
of unequal size, tapata; h. up, km- 
le%a; by Aa^,k'hiule%a; h. up some 
body, liwatkal, liwatchampka; h. 
up while moving, kiutchna. Cf. 
carry, v.
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hold, s.; to take h. of, shnuka, shnu- 
kua; long. obj.,uyamna,pl. i-amna; 
to get h. of what is thrown, kawuta, 
shniikua.

hole in the ground, hollow, den, 
wa'sh; den, subterranean passage, 
burrow, stii, stuish; shniilash, lit. 
"nest;" h., aperture, kilit; h., cleft, 
met'hli, me'tchish; h. excavated for a 
lodge, walkish, wa'sh; h., showing 
location of former sweat-lodge, 
sru'mdamd=wash; h. to be closed 
up, ndsakish; h. to crawl through, 
gekankish, gute'kuish; h pierced 
through, especially when tubifbrm, 
gm%ish; bored, pierced h., ibdkant- 
ko; full of holes, ibut6katko, gintat- 
katko; to cut a h. into, kte'kna; for 
making an obj. burst, vud'luta; to 
dig a h., yepa, Mod. ibena; ut6ya, 
ibutiiya; under something, hantila; 
to have a h. or holes, gintatka; in a 
limb, hanuipka; to make a h., stiiya; 
by boring, tue'ka; by cutting, or by a 
stroke of the hand, tkeka; in the 
ground, ye*pa, stivya, ut6ya; to 
scratch a h., said of animals, stuya, 
wa'shla, lushantchna, shlu'tila. Of. 
aperture, den.

hollow, adj., gins^atko; h.asa reed, 
tube, ginkatko. Mod. ginshas^an- 
tko; to be h., gins%a; as a tube, ginka; 
long and h.-shaped, vunshakaptchi.

hollow, s., wa'sh.
hollow out, v. t, as a dug-out 

canoe, washkn61a.
liome, dwelling-place, tchi'sh; at h., 

towards h., hi, hi', i, i-i; away, far

from h., fwa; near h., fwag; to go, 
come h., ge'mpe'le, gdtpampgle; to 
return h., gdpgapele, q. v.; to be at 
h. after having returned, geluipka; 
to call h., shatmapele.

hone, v. t., le'ktcha.
hone, s., lektchotkish.
honest, taldni.
honeycombed, gintatkatko.
hoof, kiidshinksh, dim. kudshl'nk- 

shka.
hook; fish-h., lutkish; small h., cro 

chet, shnitchlkiitkish.
hoop, stilanksh; h. as a plaything, 

hishtilankankeo'tkish; to drive a h., 
stilanshna.

hoot, v. i., said of owls, ha'ma.
hop, v. i, kle'na, shekli^iea; h. 

around, tuituigidsha; to go around 
hopping, kshiiitchna.

hope, v. t.; no ex. eq.: / h. you will 
come, i kam gatpant. Of am.

horizon, kalo nanuktua ginkaki4- 
mna; to decline towards the h., sun, 
etc., tiljca, tinol^na; to pass under 
the h,, tinku^la, tino'li.

horn, t6ke, dim.tukidga; h. of horned 
toad, etc., naishlakgish; provided 
with long horns, l^awaltko; tool 
made ofh., t6ke.

horned, t6ke gitko; h. cattle, mush- 
mush, Mod. viishmush; h. owl, Bubo 
subarcticus, mukash; h. toad, frog, 
naishlashlakgish gitko.

horse, watch; male h., laki watch; 
possessed of a h. or horses, watchalt- 
ko; pacing, racking, or ambling h , 
wilitgish. Cf colt, mare.
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horseback, on; to ride on h., 
watchat or watchatka husho'tcbna, 
w&tchat or watchtat tchi'kla, tchi'- 
kla; to go and ride on h, hushatsa; 
to sit on h. or on a mule, tkala- 
rnna, du. lualamna, pi. luilaoina; 
to ford a river on h., hashpankua. 
Of. ride, v.

horse-feed, watcham hashpkish.
horse-hair, species of Gordius: 

ampuam lak.
horse-race, hushe'nish; to start, 

arrange a h.-r., hushina-a.
horse-shoe, lash%ish.
horse-sorrel, kenawat.
hostile; k. ivarrior, shishokish.
hot, kelpoksh, 16kuash; said of 

liquids, water, keluash, lokuasli; 
to be, feel h., weather, body, water, 
fire, etc., k&pka, body, shualka; 
to be li., water only, lukua; it is h. 
weather, pata; h. season, dry time 
of the year, pata; to make h., as 
stones, hiiyuka; to bathe in h. water, 
kelua; to be red h., tchuitchiga; 
kaltchuyiiga, Mod. ktchuil6ka; red 
h., tchuitchiiili.

Hot Creek, nom. pr. of a brook, 
with a Modoc settlement: Ag4- 
wesh; native of II. C., Aka-ushkni.

Hot Springs, nom. pr. loc., Lu- 
kuashti.

hour, our, aur; early hours of day, 
pa'ktgi; late hours, spuna'ksh, litki.

h o u is e , tchi'sh; latchash, Mod. sti- 
na'sh; to build a h.. latcha, Mod 
stina-a; in or into this h., lodge, hi, i, 
i-i, hita; out of the h., outdoors, kani;

-li., luldamalaksh; log-h., cf.
log; outhouse, latchash, Mod. sti-
na'sh; if a shed, mahiash; h.-builder,
Idldsish; h.-snake, g6-itak. Cf. lodge, 

how, adv.; (l)/i (notinterrog.), wak;
li. formed, shaped, wakaptchi; h.
many, h. much, tank, tdnni; (2) h.
(interrog.), wak? wdkgi? wakgisht?
h. then? -empliat., wakai 0̂  wakaitch?
h.many? h. much? tankftanni? 

however, -tak, taks, toks, ta'dsh. 
howl, v. i., ha/ma, mbawa, ya-a;

of beasts, y^a,w6a; paklua, mbawa;
h. continuously, w6kanka; h. and cry
in chorus, ye'ka; h, said of the
storm, yewa,

howler, mbaub4wash; said of ani 
mals, etc.

huckleberry; cf. whortleberry, 
huddle, v. t.; h. into, kpuli. 
hug, v. t.; h. and caress, Idiikua,

shuldakua. Cf. embrace, v. 
hum, v. i., said of insects, ha/ma;

mu'muma; h. around, nutiiyamna;
to keep on humming, haha/tamna. 

human; h. being, rnaklaks; pshe-
utiwash; h.-like, maklaks-shitko. 

humming-bird, pishash. 
hump, kil^ish. 
humpback, kil/antko, Idlamna-

tko; to be a h., skuya; to become
humpbacked, kilka. 

h u n d red; one h., t(3-unepni t^-unep;
tina hundred; two h., lapeni te'-
unepni te-unep. 

hung, to be; cf. hang, v. i. 
h u n g e r, tia'mish; to feel h., tia/ma;

to satisfy h., shoh6ta, a'-una.
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hungry, tia'mantko; to be, feel li., 
tia'ma; v. impers., pan6pka; very 
h., vune'kish; to be very h., irm, ka-a 
tia'ma.

hunt, v. t.; h. up, follow up, ka-iha, 
haitchna, kahieVa; for somebody, 
kaihia; h.inpursuit,ga,sh'dktclmn; to 
reach through hunting, peno'dsha; h. 
down,k£,-i ha, for somebody, kaihia; 
h. after continually, ka-ikanka; to be 
gin hunting for, kayaktampka; to re 
turn from hunting, kayaktka; h. 
game, gankanka; to go hunting, wala- 
ktcha; to be on a hunting trip, gan- 
kanktcha; to go hunting on the wa 
ter, ganodsha; h. bald eagles, yau- 
%alala; h. elks, vunaldsha.

h u n t, s.; to go on a h., cf. hunt, v.; 
to return from the h., kayaktka

hunter, huntsman, gankankish; 
h.'s pit, pe'ntch.

H li p a Indian, nom. pr., Skatch- 
palikui.

h u r 1, v. t, shikna, puel%a; h. round, 
bulky things, shnikiwa; long obj., 
vutodshna; h. away, nutodslma, pu- 
edsha: h. away to a distance while 
going, nutolaktcha; h. bach, return 
by hurling, puedshampeli; h. at each 
other, shu-u/ta; repeatedly, shutual- 
sha.

hurriedly, kil' kilank; palak, 
Mod pelak ; palakak. Cf. haste.

hurry, v. i., to be in a h., h. up, kila;

k'lika, hiidsha (and hudshna), du. 
tiishtcha, pi. tinsha; h. away, hu- 
kansha, du. tiishkansha, pi. tinman- 
sha; h. away again, hukansham- 
pele; h. into again, hulipeli; h. off 
within sight of the one speaking, 
hudshna, du. tushtchna,pl. tinshna; 
li. out of again, hui%ipele; hukam- 
peli, du. tushkampeli, pi. tinkam- 
peli, li. towards, huka, pi. gaka; h.! 
make hurry! kila geV 1! to make 
somebody h. up, hushu'ktgi; hur 
ried, killitko.

hurt, v. t, shkalkela; h. by beating, 
shutka, utchaya; h. by dislocation of 
an organ, tchishka; h. by a shot, 
shliu, pi. yiita; to be hurt, h. oneself, 
kalkela.

husband, hishuaksh; laki; to take 
for a h., hishuakshla, Mod. hishua- 
tch%ashla;Mkiala; h.'sbr-other's wife, 
said by wife, p'tchikap; h's sister, 
said by his wife, pa-alamip; elder 
or younger sister's h., p'tchu'kap; 
h's younger sister's son or daughter, 
said by aunt, p'gu'm%ip; wife's sis 
ter's h., said by h, p'tchikap.

hush up, v. t, sha-ishi; h. up! 
kapkablantaks! kapkapagink 1!

husk, tchilak ; tchatchgalam, Mod. 
tchatchgalinks; emptied, ktche!6- 
lash.

husk, v. t, ktche!61a, Iguya; husked 
ear, ktche!61uish.
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I, pron. pers., ira, ni, or -n suffixed; 
I myself, nutak, niitoks; I for my 
self, nutagianggin; hit I, just I, 
I however, nutak, nutoks.

ice, wesh; i-chunk, wayalapsh; 
floating cake of i., wayalapsh; i.-cov- 
ered, we*tko; to be i.-covered, e*wa; 
to form i., to turn into i., wayalpa, 
wen; to slide, skate on i, wesh tat 
ulak'kanka; ulakluansha.

icicle, wayalapsh; to form icicles, 
wayalpa

idea, hushkanksh.
identical; cf. same.
idle, to be, tchuy6ma. Cf. in 

active, lazy.
idler, yampkash; tchuyomash.

Impetuous, kfllitko, kilosh; to be
i., kila. 

implement; expressed by the
suffix -otkish, contr. -otch, -utch,
as in: i. for fighting, sheilolotkish;
curing i., muluash, tchutenotkish.
Cf. apparatus, instrument, tool 

impossible, to be, keshga. 
impress! o n ; made by stamping

with the feet or other long-shaped
object, ktuteks; round-shaped i.,
nute'ks. 

imprison, v. t., spulhi, pi. ilhi; to
return from imprisoning, spulhitka. 

imprisonment; place of i, spu-
ll'ksh; for more than one person,
iligish; Chin. J., skukum=house.

if, conj ; when conditional, ha7 , ha; | impure; said of water, kuyumatko; 
and if, but if, hax tchi, ha' tchui, and 
abbr.ha'tch; wlien causal,-oga,-ok,
-uga, -uk, suffix of the verbal causa 
tive; whether, if, in indirect ques 
tions, tainu', tamudsh

ill, adv., ku-i; to feel i., shunuyua, 
ku-i gf.

imbecile, ka-ikash,Ictalani; tclia- 
wikatko.

immediately after, nanui.
immerse, v. t, ilktcha, kela-una; 

i. in water, shninduwa, ilktcha.
immortal, tchuslmini.
immovable, tchanshan.
impale, v. t., talka.

to become i., kuyuaia. 
inaccessible, inan.,

Cf. clear, 
kuidshi.

inactive, yampkash; to be i., yam- 
pka, tchuyoma,

incandescent, tchuitchiiili; to be 
i., tchuitchiga; kaltchuyuga, Mod. 
ktchuiloka; to make i., huyuka.

i n c a. n t a t i o n , fatal or not, shufsh; 
i startedby the conjurer, shuinotkish.

i licensed, shawigatko; to be or be 
come i,, shawiga, shitcliakta, shi- 
tchaktna, kilua; to be i., kila,

incision, sti'klkish; provided ivith 
incisions, incised drawings, shuma- 
luakitko. Cf. iridentate, notch.
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inclose, v. t, spulhi, pi. ilhi; i. 
by sewing or pasting over, ske'ntana. 
Of. put inside, under, put, v.

inclosure, ground fenced in, tpu- 
Jigish, pi. of obj., iligish; wakalak, 
dim. waklakaga; Mod. ktchinksh, 
dim. ktchinkaga. Of. corral.

increase, v. i.; i. in size, grow, as 
animals, persons, t'shfn; as plants, 
ke'dsha; i. in strength, said of wa 
ters, ampuala; said of winds, shi- 
wina.

indebted; to be or become i., skiu- 
ta; to be i., slikiiilka.

indebtedness, shkmlaksh, ske"- 
utish.

indeed, adv., tcMtchui; -tak, -taksli, 
-toksh suffixed, arid emphatic; yes, 
i.! ya! i-a! i-i! e-e! interrogative 
ly: i.f is that so? i-i? e-e? Mod. 
hunamasht?

indentate, v. t, kte"k'hiehe, kte- 
peta, ktiii%i.

i n d e x - f i i) ger, sp^luish, yush^ish; 
to put forward the i.-f., yushka, yu- 
sliakena, spelshna.

Indian, man or woman, maklaks; 
Modoc I., Mo'dokni maklaks; In 
dians and their families, maklaksni; 
I. band, people, tribe, chieftaincy, ma 
klaks; the Klamath Lake Indians, 
E-ukshikni maklaks

Indian village on Lower Wil- 
liamson River, Ya-aga; also called 
E-ushtat.

indicate, v. t, shapa; i. a guess 
by proffering the hand or finger, 
shlin.

indicator of day-time, time: clock, 
dial, watch, sun, moon: shapash.

indigent, yualkish, kawantko, 
keliak tua; to be i., yualka, kamp- 
ka. Of. lack, v.

individual, human, na/sh mak 
laks; maklaks.

indoors, prep., expressed by loca 
tive cases, as -i, -kshi, etc., and by 
verbal suffixes; washi, yuhiena; re 
ferring to several, ginhie'na; to stand 
i., tgi%ugu, pi. liu%uga, liuria.

induce, v. t ; i. by tricks, shnape'm- 
pema, Mod. shnepe'mpema.

inebriate, v.i.;i. oneself, lekanka; 
to be inebriated, Mka. Cf. drunk.

i n f a ri t, suckling, muksh, Mod shu- 
entch; dim. miikaga, Mod. shuen- 
tcliaga. Cf. baby.

infected, said of food, etc., ki'ii 
piluitko, piluitko, ndiipatko.

i n f e r i o r, yantani, yanani, leniu- 
nakni, munatalkni; in the abstract 
or moral sense, sha'tptchi, kuidshi 
steinash; to pass to the i. regions, 
nu'lidsha. Cf. lower, nether.

inflamed, said of eyes only, spu- 
kuatko.

inflorescence, le'-ushaui.
inform, v. t, she'gsha, shapiya; i., 

report to, stilta, hishtalta; i. fully, 
shapiyula, shegsh^wa; to start out 
for informing, hashiwaktcha, stil- 
tchna; i. or teach, hashiuga; i. one 
self, viila, vulankia; to go andi. one 
self, shayuaktna; to be informed of, 
shayuakta; tumena; well informed, 
shayuaksh, iianuktua sh4yuaksh.
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information, turnenash; to carry, 
bring i., stillidanka, stiltchna; Iia- 
shiwaktcha.

inhabit, v. t, tchfa, pi. wa; tchi- 
%6ga, tchl'dsha, tchiwi^a, pi. wa- 
dshuga; i. the same locality, inepka,

inhabitant of a place, tchfsh; i. 
of that place, locality, gitakni.

inhale, v. t., lioka, hokampele; i. 
breath with noise, tinega.

inherit, v., skaki'shla.
inheritance, ske'kish.
inhume, v. t., kela-una, vumi, 

p'nana, ilktcha vumishtat; i., bury a 
corpse, e'lpca or il%a, p'nana, Mod. 
vumi. Cf. bury, inter, v.

injure, v. t, shkalkela, utchaya; i. 
by wounding, shutka. Cf. hit, hurt

injury; to inflict bodily i., shutka, 
utchaya, vud'hita.

inquire, v. t., viila, vulankia; i. re 
peatedly, viilantana.

insane, tchawikatko, l^kish; to be 
i., tchawika, le'ka.

insect; flying i., ma'nk; crawling i., 
ruu'lk, dim. mu'lkaga.

insert into, v. t, tuli, ikuga; i. 
into an opening, yankapshti; if a 
long obj., yantana; i. into the per 
forated nose, hushkaika.

inside; expressed by locative cases, 
by verbal suffixes, or by: ginhie'na, 
yuhie'na; i-ukak, iwina; to be i., 
indoor, ginhie'na; to be i., within, 
yuhie'na, iwinunk gi; staying i., 
inan., giiahienolatko; to stand, to be 
i. of, tgf%uga, pi. liu^uga, liuna; i. 
ladder of'winter-lodge, wakish.

insist upon, v. t; forcibly, kille- 
tana; i. by solicitation, shakotka.

inspire, v. t.; cf. inhale.
instep of foot, pe'tcham nawalash.
instruct, v. t., hashiuga; instruct 

ed in, shayuaksh.
instructor, hashiugish.
instrument; expressed by the 

suffix -otkish, contr. -otch, -utch; 
small boring i., tuek6tkish; i. for 
measuring, skilul%6tkish; part of an 
i., shute-6tkish. Cf article, imple 
ment.

intellect, Imshkanksh
intellectual, tidshi, shepelpel- 

atko.
intelligent, shayuaksh tua; na- 

nuktua shayuaksh, shepelpelatko.
intensely, k4-a, contr. k4; tiini; 

mu, mii; tidsh, when connected 
with adj. and adverbs, suffix -ak, 
-hak.

intent; to be i. upon, hameni, sha- 
na-uli.

inter, v. t., p'nana; kela-una; ^l%a, 
vumi; i. in something, il^uatchla; 
i. simultaneously, il%6ta. Cf. bury, v.

interdict, v. t, lewd-ula; cf. pro 
hibit, v.

inter digital membrane, shegga- 
t^atko.

interior, s.; i. of the earth, lemiina; 
coming from the i. of the earth, leiuu- 
nakni, inunatalkni; in the i., iwina. 
Cf. inside, indoors.

interlocution; a sort of senten 
tious i., used by conjurers, shellol6- 
tkish.
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intermediate in age, tat%elamni,
Mod. t^alamni. Of. middle, 

intermingle, v. t, inan. obj.,
shu'kla, katchaga. 

interpret, v. t., lutatka, shnu'nta-
tka.

interpreter, liitatkish, more fre 
quently d. luldatkish; to act as i.,
liitatka. 

Interrogative particles: in
direct questions: a? a? ha? ha?
tarn"? tamii? tamudsh? in indirect
questions: tamudsh, tarn, 

i n t e r s e c t, v. t., shuelita, shen6k'la. 
introduce, v. t, iwina, tuli; kshe"-

wa. Of. place, put, v. 
invade, v. t., gatkta. Of. attack, v. 
invert, v t, n^peli. 
invigorate, v. t.; i. oneself, shp6tu. 
invitation, tpeVash. 
invite, v. t., shatma; tpeVa, shate-

la. Of. call, v. 
ipo, bulb of "wild potato" Calo-

chortus, ka'sh; ipo, ip%a; to gather
ipos, ka'shla. 

irate, shawigatko, kllosh; to become

or be i., shawiga, kilua; to be i.,
kila. Of. angry, irritate, v. 

iron, tchikemen, watiti; tinned sheet-
i., pok6ti.

iron, v. t, latadsha, latadshl'%a. 
irresistible, shkaini 
irrigated land, meadow, tch^ashe-

tko. 
irritate, v. t., shnikalua; to be and

become irritated, shitchakta, kilua; to
be irritated, tchakela, kila, shawiga,
ndshiptchpa; to become irritated at
each other, shitchaktna, hishtchakta.
Of. angry, 

island, 4waluash; ampu wigdta;
little i., awa!6ga. 

issue; place of i.. gekankish, gute*-
kuish; door, kaishtish. 

it, pron., cf. he; inan., hun. 
itch, s., tchfmtash; afflicted with i.,

tchimt.4tko. 
itch, v. i., yukiuka, Mod. yiiktgi;

i. repeatedly, kupka. 
its, pron. poss.; same as: his, q. v. 
itself, pron.; same as himself, q. v. 
ivy, kekammamenish.

j.
jackass, limflam p'ti'shap, Mod.

limi'lam t'shishap. 
Jack, Captain, nom. pr., of

a famous Modoc chief, Kintpuash;
the Shasti Indians called him
Xa'mpu. 

jack o ' 1 a n t e r n , he'shla.

jail, skiikum^house; spuh'ksh; when
intended for two or more persons,
iligish; j. keeper, i-alhish. 

January; corresponds inaccurately
to t%6po, in the instr« case:
p6watka. 

jar, p6ko; dim. pokuaga.
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j a w , jatvbone, kako.
jay, j.-birdj yiikiak; blue-j., Cyanura 

Stetteri frontalis, tch^e-utch%e-ush.
jeer a t, v. t, shuluukta, luai^a; in 

tlie sense of laughing at, wdtanta; 
j. at repeated!?/, shuliiaktcha.

jerk, v. t., j. asunder, long obj., 
pakta; j. off, pakaga: to a dis 
tance, pakakola; to open by jerking, 
pakeola; jerked beef, pahatko musli- 
musham tchule'ks.

jest, leshuat^ash; to amuse by jests, 
shndndshma-a.

Tester, down, utiissus&-ash.
»/ ' '

j e w s li a r p , heshe'mesh, shalallish, 
shu'shap.

j oin , v. t.; j., rejoin somebody, gap- 
toga, gawina; j. together, inan obj., 
tuli; to be joined to, in junction 
with, shalatchguala; j. one part into 
the other, pitch put over, when said 
of arrows, shulhipeli; no pitch put 
over, tulhipelL

join, v. i.; j. with others, shalatcbgu- 
ala.

joiner, vulinish.
joint, of limbs, k6Iansh, nawalash; 

knee-j., ko'lansh; wrist-j., nawdlash, 
nepaca nawdlash.

joke, v. i., j. about, luaf%a, tal^ea.
jokingly; to talk j., talgea, Idshua- 

t%ash hdmkanka.
journey, s.; to be on a j., tamenu; 

. gdna, guhuashka; to return from a 
j., tamen6tka.

j o y f n 1; cf. glad, rejoice.
judge, laki; to try in the capacity 

of a/., nd-ul^a.

judgment, ne-ulaksli.
jug, p6ko; j. for boiling, tchilaluash, 

Mod. tchilalotkish.
juice; red j., vegetal, tchekeli; to 

suck j. out of stalks, etc., kmutcho'- 
slia.

July, Inaccurately corresponds to 
spdluish, in itsinstr. case: spdluish- 
tka.

jump, v. i, between, hutams^a; j. or 
leap down, mbu'tl^a; j. doivn from, 
shulm'lulea; to go and j. down from, 
shuhululena; j. down upon the 
ground, Iiut%i; j. down over logs, 
obstructions, shampatia%iea; j. into 
distance, hoyeka; j. or leap high, 
huyeka, pi tini^i; j. high while 
running, huye%edsha; /, make 
jumps on level ground, Mod. rnbu- 
te'%e; j. on one's feet, huye'ga; j. 
on the throat, body, tclilakaga; j. out 
of, hukansha, with loc. case -tat; 
j. out and run back, hiidshampeli; 
j. out of again, hui%ipele; / over 
something, slmya^iega; over an ob 
struction, himputia^iea, Mod. mbu- 
te'%e; j. while running, going, mba- 
tchiia; j. through, h61al%a; j. up, 
huta, hiitkala; j. up again, hiitkal- 
peli; j. upon something, holdpka; 
j. into, and j. up in the water, huwa, 
d. tiishua, pi. tinua, gewa; / out of 
the water, as fish, vutcheVa.

June, corresponds inaccurately to 
the month t%6po; in, during J., 
t%op6watka.

junction; shalatchgualash; j (ff a 
round organ to the body, lawalash;
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j. of hand to arm, foot to leg, nawa- 
lasli; j. of running waters, ne'-ukish, 
sheno'tkatko.

Junction of Sprague and William- 
son Rivers, nom. pr. loc., Tsan6- 
tanksli.

j u n i p e r -1 r e e , Juniperus occiden 
tals, ka'lo.

just, adj.; no ex eq.: right-minded, 
talani; j, well intentioned, talani- 
shak hii'shkanksh gitko; tidsh 
hushkankatko.

just, adv.; in the sense of only, but: 
ak, -ak, hak, -hak, ta, -ta, -tak, 
taksh; j. as, equally as, in the same 
manner as, humashtak, hiimtsantka, 
wakaktoksh; j here, gi'tata, liita, 
hitok; j. only, j. then, -ak, -hak; cf. 
ak No. 2 (5); j. now, atutu, Mod. 
atu, atui, atui. tu;.;". now or j. at that 
time, at a.

justly, tala, talaak.
jut out, v. i., tdpka.

K a 1 a p u y a Indian, nom. pr., 
M6kai, M6ke or M. nmklaks.

kangaroo rat, ndi-ush.
keep, v. t.; k. in a cache, el%a, ilk- 

shla; k. on or in the ground, inan. 
obj., ipka; k. in one's company, spu'n- 
kanka; k. entire, Mod. shualka; in 
one's power, ipka; k. off, away from, 
prevent, huashka, inuhuashka; k. off 
at a distance, vuta; k. off repeatedly, 
ka-ashtamna; k. open, as the mouth, 
hanuipka; k., save, as meat, tchi- 
lii'l/a; other objects, Mod. shualka; 
k. out of the way of, she'nuya; k. 
secret, aishi; sha-ishian ipka; k. 
watch over, shualaliampka; sh!4ka, 
Mod. shldka; k ivithin sight, k. an 
eye on, wal%a.

keep on, v. i., to continue; ex 
pressed by the verbal suffixes 
-tamna, -anka, -kanka: k. on grunt

ing, humming, haha/tamna; k. on 
handing over, giving, shewantamna.

kelatch-berr y, kelatch; the bush 
producing it, kelatcham; to collect 
k.-berries, keladshla.

kernel of fruits, lo'k.
kettle, p6ko; tchi!41uash, Mod. 

tchila!6tkish; to cook in a k., pot, 
shute'shla

key, Kl. hushakgio!6tkisli; Kl. and 
Mod. hushaki6tkish.

k i c k , * v. t, vudiika, pi. idiika; k. re 
peatedly, vudiipka, pi. idupka; k. 
down, downhill, yilokue'la; k. each 
other, idiiyua; k. open, ktiugiula; 
k. out, ktiuga pdtchtka, ktiuga; for 
somebody, ktiugia; one who is 
kicked, idukatko.

kidnap, v. t, kshukatkal, spiint%a.
kidney, Idlamiaksh; k.-tallow, tchd- 

shlaksh.
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kill, v. t; generic, sliiuga, pi. luela, 
Mod. pi. luela, shiu'nka, hesh%ii'ki; 
Jc. ivith arroivs, halls, or other mis 
siles, shlin, pi. yiita; to come near 
killing with a missile, shli'kshga; 
k., generally more than one o~bL

/ <I3 e/ <J *

Iiushtch6ka; Jc. a few only, hush- 
tcho'k'huya; k., sJioot l)y means 
of, shliuta; A;. by burning, slmu- 
tchoka; k by stabbing, stuka; in the 
water, as fish, stiikua; Jc. bij stab 
bing repeatedly, stiipka; k. eacJi other, 
hishu'ka, hushtch6ka; k. eacJi other 
by shooting, hfshlan; Jc. for some 
body, shiukala, slriukia, shiukiga; 
object for killing, luelkish; killing- 
place, luelkish; to make a killing- 
place for somebody, luelkslia.

killdeer, Aigialitisvociferus, tchu- 
ititi.

killer of animals, etc., Iuel61ish.
kin, sha-amoks.
kind, s.; no ex. eq.: one of the same 

k., Immtchi, ge'rntchi; of different, 
other kinds, wiktchish, wennini; 
some k. or sort of, tud; some k. of a 
stranger, wennini tuti; things of va 
rious or all kinds, ndnuktua.

kindle, v. t, shnatkalka; k. a camp- 
fire, shniita, shne'pka, shu'dsha; k. 
by friction, shlikui. Of. build, v.

kindred, sh&-amoks.
kingfisher, swift or belted, Ceryle 

alcyon, tsantsan, dim. tsantsand-
aga.

kinsman, sh4-amoks. 
kiss, v. 1, kputchitchka; k. each 

other, shukptchitchka.

kite he 11-greens, hashuash.
kitten, kittiaga, Mod.
Klakanias Indian, nom. pr., 

Lakrna'skni, or L. maklaks.
Klamath Lake country, especial 

ly the portion bordering on north 
east end of Upper K. L., E-ukshi; 
adj., referring to the K. L. country, 
E-nkshikni. K. L. Indian, nom. 
pr., E-ukshikni, abbr. E-ukskni, 
A'-uksni; with or without inak- 
laks; K. L., Loiver, nom. pr. 
loc., Aka-ushkni E-usli, Agdwesh; 
K. L., Upper, nom. pr. loc., E-nsh.

K I a m a t h Marsh, nom. pr. loc., 
E-ukshi; Indian of K. M., ova resi 
dent there, E-ukshi wash.

K'mukamtch, nom. pr. of the 
principal deity of the Kl. and Modoc 
people, K'mukamtchiksh, usually 
abbr. K'mukamtch.

knead, v. t, katch&ga.
knee, k61ansh; k.-bone, k.-joint, k6- 

lansh; k.-pan, shapash; back of k., 
y6wish; k. of quadruped's hind leg, 
y6wish; k. of quadruped?s foreleg, 
shulpshaksh, Mod. shulapshkish: to 
be on one's knees, shulatchtilan tchd- 
l%a; cf lu'tchl^a; to hold betiveen 
onds knees, kp4takanka.

kneel, v. i., shulatchtilan tcheljca; 
k. and k. down, ldigl%a, hitchl%a.

knife; straight k , and k.-blade, wati; 
clasping, pocket-k., koshapash; k. 
over two feet long, yuhaneash; 
long k., long blade, te'ldsh; k.-handle, 
watiam tulisli; to cut with a k., kta- 
kta, ktaki61a, ktel%a, ktet^ga.
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knit, v. t, le'dsha; k. stockings, shte*- 
ginshala.

knob, as door-k, lakish.
knock, v. 1, and i.; k. with one's 

knuckles, tka-ukua; k. with a stick, 
uka-ukua; k.down, prostrate, ktiu- 
le#a; k. together, one thing against 
another, shampo'sha. Of. rnbakla, 
mbiika.

knot in a cord, shllikalaksh; k. in a 
string or rope, uko'tlaksh; k. in tree, 
plank, pukualtish, Mod. p6ko; k. in 
lumber-board, papksham lu'lp; to tie 
a k., shllikalaksh shuta, shhikal^a.

k n o w , v. t., shayuakta; to recognize,

kui%a; not to k., ka-ikema; to be un 
decided, leVak shayuakta, usually 
abbr. la'wak, leVak; to make known, 
shapa, stil%a; well-known, nanuke'- 
nam shayuaktish; knowing some 
thing, shayuaksh.

knuckles of hand, shulapshkish 
tapini, Mod.; to knock, rap with one's 
k., tka-ukua.

K o h a s h t i, nom. pr. loc., Skohua- 
shki, Kohashti.

Kiimbat Indian, nom. pr., living 
between the Lava Beds and Tule 
Lake, Kiimbatuash.

lack, v. t.; to stand in need of, kamp- 
ka; sometimes rendered by: gayat- 
g61a, shana-uli; lacking, deprived 
of, keliak.

lad, tchaki, dim tchakiaga; tchilu- 
ish, dim. tchilluyaga; hishu4,kga; 
ntchalkni. Of. boy.

ladder, movable, gukeno'tkish; im 
movable outside I. of large sweat- 
lodge, shashtanul61ash; outside I. of 
a winter-lodge, ga-ultilkish; inside 
I. of large sweat-lodge or winter-lodge, 
wakish; to descend a L, gu't^a; to 
ascend a I., giika.

ladle, midsho; bullet-l., shula!6- 
tkish; to melt in a L, shulala.

lady-bug, shnushntotch=gitko.
lagoon, ^-usb, ^waga; tchiwish
lake; fresh water L, d-ush; small 

3S

L, eVaga; small standing water, 
tchiwish; to go towards a L, water, 
etc., tiikua; to be changed into a I, 
a-usheltkala.

lamb and lambkin, shi'pam lele'dshi; 
L-cloud, kitchkani paishkaga.

lame, kuankatko; to be I, kuanka.
lament, v. t., shu4ktcha; L over 

a death, luatpishla, yutdtka, stu't- 
%ishla; /. silently, kiiki; I. while 
biting the teeth, k6ka.

lamprey eel, kawe; water, spring 
peopled with I eels, kawam.

land, kaila; section, piece of I, kaila; 
section of I., nc'-utko; ploughed, agri 
cultural land, kaila-sbutesb, nc-ush; 
hashu4kisb; -irrigated I., tcb^asbc- 
tko; /. shaped roof-like, witlash.

land, v. i., kiupata, s%apata.
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landslide, akuash.
language, hemkanksh; waltoks; to 

understand a I, hemkanksh tumena.
lap, v. t., ulaksha uLakshulaksha; 

L, lap up, hldka, hlekua, h!6pa; one 
who laps, lilekosli.

lapse; after a short I. of time, tank- 
tak; I. of one year from one autumn 
to the next one, illolash C£ elapse, 
time.

lard, p'lu.
large, muni, abbr. mu; L and 

high, tall, atini, abbr. ati; 50 I., so 
great, get, taniani; as 1. in size, 
taniani; to be larger than, wini%i, 
Mod. vui%in; luf#i, kshiii%i; L- 
headed, mu=nu'sh gitko. Of. big, 
great.

largely, ka-a, apoc. k4; mu, turn; 
not I., kinka, kinkak.

lark, skylark, Eremophila cornuta, 
skule.

larynx, s%utkanu'tkish.
lasso, vutokn6tkish; to catch with 

the I., vut6ka.
last, in rank, age, order,- tapmi; /., 

hindmost, tapitni; I. iveek, sunde 
giulank, nia sunde; to l)e the I. of a 
series, long-shaped subj., tamadsha; 
round-sh., lamadsha; at I., ma'ntch= 
gitko, tche'k, tche'ksh, tche'-etak; 
at 1. out there, tchuk. Cf finally.

latch, on door, ktfukish.
late, adv.; I. in the day, litki; it is 

I. in the evening, tinolola, spundga; 
it is getting I., spunekla.

lately, adv., recently, nia; una; 
tankak; te'-in, te-intaks nia.

laugh, v. i., weta; I. loudly, iide'wa; 
1. at, scoff, shuliuikta, luai%a; we- 
tanta; I. at repeatedly, shuluaktcha.

laughable, wetishptchi.
laughter, wetish.
I a u n (1 e r e r and laundress, tetema- 

dshish, Mod. tetadshish.
lava rock, tcheltchlish; /. or any 

hard rock, lalawash; composed of I. 
or hard rocks, lalaiishaltko.

lavish, adj., L person, nanuktuanta 
pepuadshnish.

lavish, v. t., kekanka; puedsha.
1 a \v, written or unwritten, ne-ulaksh; 

to a$ply the I., ne-ul%a; to violate 
laivs, ne-ulaksh yek^wa.

1 a y, v. t.; /. across, kshe't'leka, pi. 
etle'%i; akua, ankua; I. down, el^a; 
ila, espec. d. yala; round obj., li- 
kla; sheet-like obj , nel%a, shlekla; 
threads, ropes, kmel^a; I. down on 
the top of, kshawal, kshiiiwal, pi. 
iwal, iwala; I down, long and anim. 
obj., kshikla, pi. ikla; /. doivn on 
the ground, kshel/a, pi. dl%a; lelka, 
nel%a, shlekla, slilel/a; while going, 
lelktclia, slilelktcha, etc.; /. down 
within, kshela; /. eggs, napal hla a, 
knukla; I. one's head down upon, eila- 
ka; I on, deposit upon, ita, likla, 
lids/a, nekla, shle'kla, pi pe-ula; 
/. on in a heap, shupe!6ka; /. on the 
top of, over, lids%a, neds%a, shle- 
ds%a, ids%a; /. out, stretch out on the 
ground, hushkal%a; I. out, spread 
out equally on both sides, shitchlo- 
t/a; I. oneself down, legs drawn up, 
etc., hishual^a; /. over to make hang
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down on the sides, shakatclmala; I. 
together sheets of unequal size, tapata; 
I. doivn underneath, netila; I. upon, 
down upon, ikla; likla, lawala; n^- 
kla; I. upon, as blankets, eartb, 
waldsha; /. upon oneself, as pitch, 
paint, shl'dsha, sbi-ita; I. one upon 
another, as sheets, shikantela.

1 a y e r, s.; in a I, expressed adverb 
ially, sb6pa, su'pen; to be in a I., in 
layers, shopa; to lay down in layers, 
shopal%a.

laziness, yampkamptch.
lazy person, yampkash; to he L, 

yampka.
lead, s., a metal, nge'shalsh.
lead, v. t.; 1. somebody along, spu'n- 

shna, spiinktclia; I. by hand, .as 
a child, spiamna; I. hack or home, 
spunshampele; I. along a person in 
somebody's interest, spunshipkia; 
/. towards, spunshipka; I., to drag, as 
animals, boats, hishplanma; I. to, 
said of footprints only, kudntchna.

1 o a d e r, commander, laki.
leaf, tapak; /. of paper, pipa.
lean, v. i, on one's arm, elbow, kia- 

pka; L on both elbows, shiktu'dsh- 
ampka; I back on one's seat, ksha- 
pata, shuimpatampka; L on a staff 
while walking, standing, etc., shi- 
kamba, she'mtclma; to walk while 
leaning on, shikiitcha.

lean, adj., meager, skakawash, shu- 
ishatko; of I. appearance, pa'hlaksh; 
papatkawatko, tchmu'tch; to look I., 
pahalka; to be, become 1., shu'isha.

leap, v. i.; 1. down, lmt%i, mbu'tl^a;

I. far out, hoyeka; /. high, huyeka, 
pi. tini/i; I. into, down into, hut%i; 
/. ivlule running, liuy^edsha; I. into 
the water, hiiwa, pi. gewa; I. over 
something, shuya%iega; liimpnti- 
a#ieX Mod. mbute'^e; L repeatedly, 
continually, as frogs, skatkanka; I. 
while running, hut^idsha; I. through, 
h61al%a; L, jump upon something, 
holapka; place for leaping, shuya- 
ke'kish. Of. bounce, jump, skip, v.

leap, s.; to take a long I, h6yeka; a 
high I., huyeka, pi. tini^i.

Leaping-Place, nom. pr. loc., 
Shuyake'ksh.

learn, v. t., shayuga; to be apprised 
of, tuuiena; to be learned, erudite, 
pipa nariuk shayuakta.

leather, pukdwish; what is made 
of 1., puke*wish; small piece of L, 
pukewiga.

leave, v. t.; I., abandon, give up, ke- 
dsha, k'lewidshna, gu'shka; hush- 
lindsha, du. tushlindsha, pi. tilin- 
dsha; /. at home, in the lodge, hush- 
lindsha; I. a house, encampment, coun 
try, guikaka, guikaktcha, k'lewi- 
dsha; I behind while going, travel 
ing, lelktcha, nelktcha, shl^lktcha; 
ksh^lktcha, pi. elktcha; tulina; I. 
in the sense of laying down, cf. lay, 
v. t; to be left over, welina.

leave, v. i., generic, ge'na; I., start 
off, genala, guikaka; on a trip, gu- 
huashka, guhuashktcha; L the place 
habitually occupied, gdka, gekna, 
gekansha, gdkanshna; to start from 
the same again, gekanipeli, shu'k-
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peli; I. hurriedly, hukansha, du 
tushkansha, pi. tin/ausha; I. hur 
riedly again, hukanshampeli; to have 
left, started, genuula, geno'la; to he 
in the act of leaving, genala.

leech, stakpuiiksb.
left, adj.; /., l.-sidcd, sketish; /.- 

handed, shketitko, shkaititko, ska- 
tiagitko.

leg, s., tchu'ksh, Mod. tchokash; 
pe'tch; 1. from hip to bice, pu'shak- 
lish; I. below knee, wakaluish; calf 
of I., tchulash; lone of lower I., 
wakaluish; foreleg, lupitni pe'tch; 
hindleg, tapitni pe'tch; provided^v^th, 
having a I., legs, petchaltko; having 
small legs, petclulkaltko; to drag by 
the legs, spukuga; on a, march, spu- 
kugatchna; to draw up one's legs, 
shuhatch%ala; knu'kr/a; to hold be 
tween one's legs, kpatakanka; to hold 
the legs apart, putehkanka; to move 
the legs quicldy, putehkanka; to 
place the legs under oneself, she- 
patch tila; to put the legs apart, 
lmshpu't%a, piitchka; to put, stretch 
the legs out, spuka; apart, skeka; 
to sit with legs apart, shkektle%ia; 
to throw one's I. or legs lack or 
under, shulatchtila; to walk on long 
legs, tchikolal^a; to walk on one I., 
kle'na.

legal practice, custom, ne'-ulaksh. 
Cf. law.

legend, shashapkel^ash; I-teller, 
sliashapkele'-ish.

leggings; pair of /., kailalapsh; /. 
leloiv knee, shnashniksh, mitash; to ;

put on one's I., kailaiap'li; to take off 
one's I, kailalapola.

legislate, v. i, nc-ul%a; /. for 
somebod}', ne-ul%ia; to commence 
to I, ne-ulakiega.

legislature, iietno'I^isii.
lend, v. t., viil^a.
length; no ex. eq.: at L, tch(5-etak, 

tche'k, tclie'ksh; to the I. of, as long 
as, panani; to measure ly 1., liish- 
%elul%a; to make of the same I., 
hish%elul/a.

lenticular, kalkali.
lest, conj , aoipka.
le°t, v. t, no ex. eq ; /. down, (^l%a; 

unega; /. down on the ground, ktel- 
%a; 1. go, I. loose, tashka, telina; I. 
go, I. out of, as out of jail, spunka, 
spunkampeli; /. go! utcli git gi! 
1. me alone! gctak! Mod. telin'i 
ish! kanktak! /. me fire! bag-era * Oo

shla'k! /. see, hesbla; I. perish ly 
hunger, hashtawa.

letter, or note, pipa; /. of the alpha- 
let, slmmaluasli; provided with al 
phabetic letters, shumaluakitko.

level, taktakli, tatatli; patpatli, 
adv. patpat; /. lut rugged, tsu'btsu- 
'lili; slippery, laklakli; tchlu^atko; 
I., dry, barren ground, kna/t, Kl., 
cf. kla'dsh; I, fertile ground, gui- 
bua; ne-ntko. Cf. even, flat, rough.

liar; to Ic a L, kiya.
libellula, dragon-fly, k6ktingsh; 

atini kinsh.
liberal, welwcl'hi. Cf. generous, 

lavish.
lichen, mukasham shndkash.
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lick, v. t., at something, pdlka, pe*l- 
%atana; I. up, as food, water, ula- 
ksha, ulakshulaksha.

lid, cf. cover, s.; to close the I, ka-i- 
shna, utatchkia,Mod.shla-uki; tore- 
move the I, hutatchkiiila, kaishnula.

lie, s., untruth, ki'sh.
1 i G , v. t.; to tell a I., kiya.
lie, v. i.; generic, spiika, sku'lpka, 

sldi'l%a, pi. 161umi, lulal%a; I. in am 
bush, shuilpka, hishual/a, tchagga- 
ya, pi. wiwampka, liwala, liukaya; 
to go and I. in ambush, wil%a; I. around, 
in a circle on the inside of, liu%uga; 
on the outside of, liutita; I. on one's 
lack, talual^an sku'lpka; I. in led 
or asleep, spiika, ipka, skul%a, 
slm'lpka, pi. 161umi, lulal^a; I. le- 
low, under, underneath, gintila, utila, 
lutila, wintila, netila, pi. i-utila; 
anim. subj., kshusha, kshutila, pi 
i-utila; I. lewitched, shal#ita; I. 
down, I. down on the ground, spiika, 
sku'l^a, ipka; I. down extended, 
as one asleep, skii'lpka, pi. 16- 
lumi; 1. down curled up or leaning 
on ellows, knu'kl%a; I. face down 
ward in the water, winua; I. ly 
the fire, ksheluya; I. in, on, or 
upon, inan., liislia, usba; I inside, 
on, or within, mostty anim., ksliikla, 
pi. ikla; I. inside, indoors, or on one 
side of, pi. liuna; /. in a file, series, 
ring, roiv, pi. liiitatka, liul%a, liu- 
kiamna; I. on the ground, cf.l. down; 
inan., liisha, lisha, Ibiika; I. flat on 
the ground, lack upward, shuilpka, 
wimpka, pi. wiwampka; /. in a

layer, heap, pile, stack, sh6pa, shu- 
pka; I. on, upon, over, underneath, 
within, kshusha; kshikla, pi. ikla; 
anim. and inan., ipka; /. on one side 
of the body, kiapka; I. over, along, 
inan., liisha, usha, Ibiika; I in the 
shadow, same as 1. below, q. v.; I. 
in a secreted, hidden spot, hishual^a, 
pi. liwala; /. sick, ipka; I. upon 
something, skiilha; kshusha, kshi 
kla, pi. ikla; I. upon, inan. lawala, na- 
wal, shle'kla; I. upset, I. upside down, 
round subj.,laggaya; I. in the timber, 
lushes, recesses, tchaggaya, pi. liu- 
kaya, liwdla; I. in the ivater, inan., 
ampuala.

lieutenant, shu'ldshash laki.
life, hukish, cf. steinash; to come to I. 

again, hokampele; wdmpele.
li f t, v. t., I. up, pick up, coll., itkal; 

long obj., uy^ga; I. up in the middle, 
uy^ga;  /. up or above something, 
shuy^ga; /. up, round or bulky 
obj., Idiikala; liway^ga, contr. 
luy^ga, pi. pe-uy^ga; I. up again, 
liwatkal; I. up sidewise, kiuleka; 
/. one end of something, liwa- 
y^ga, contr. luyega, pi. pe-uydga; 
I. into, long obj., ksh^kuga, ksh^la, 
pi. ikuga, ydla; /. off from the fire, 
tcheleye"ga; I. over oneself, kiuydga; 
I on the top of, ktiwala, ktiwfyi; I. 
with a fork, kiutka; to legin lifting, 
liwaye'ga, pi. pe-uyega.

ligament, mbiiitch; strong I., as 
in the neck, pilhap.

light, s.; ray, learn of L, ktchal%ish, 
stiitish; large-sized I., lamp, torch-
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light, shukelatchn6tkish; polar I., 
shniiya; to radiate I, ktchalhua, 
ktchal%a; to fish with a L, slild'- 
tchua; to travel about with a L, 
sklii'tchkanka, shukelatclritchn a.

light, adj , not dark, in color adjec 
tives: k&cha, -tkani; I. in complex 
ion, palpali; l.-haired, mukmukli.

light, adj., not heavy, ke-uni; t'sha- 
katko.

light, v. t, as a candle, shnatkalka; 
to be lit up, shneka; to be lit lip 
above, far off, shnekupka.

lightly, not heavily, ke-una.
lightning, liiepalsh; stroke of I., 

lerne'-ish, liiepalsh; l.-bug, tcha- 
tchlai; a species of l.-bug, tcha- 
tchlafptchi.

1 i k e , adj.; often expressed by ap 
pending shitko, -sitk, or by the 
adj. suffix: -ptchi, -mtchi; I. this, 
these, gdmptchi, shuhankptchi; I. 
that, those, humtchi, shuhankptchi; 
to look L, te'lha. Cf. alike to.

like, v. t., sharia-uli, witchna, wi- 
tchta; /. as a friend, stmta.

limb of tree, we'k, anku; small I, 
wekaga; I. of a coniferous tree, pu'- 
sh%am.

limit for running, etc., yuash; to 
set up a I. for running, yuashla.

limp, v. i., kuanka; limping, kuan- 
liatko.

limpid, yaliali, yalialtko, tsuktsiik- 
li; to become L, yaliala.

line, v. t; L, smear on, ipka; ita; 
sbi-ita; pitlfga, kiuliga, laliga; lu- 
dso'sha, shiashka; I. over, as with oil,

slmtclio'slia; /. on one's OF another's 
body, sM-usha, shi-ita; /. on one's 
back, shialamna; L on one's face, 
shiapka; I. paint on oneself, shute- 
16ma; habitually, shutelomashla.

line, s.; rozv, Jile, kinibaks, tuinsh- 
ish; to make a long L of, shuinshna; 
/  in hand, shektanksh; cf. file, 
gather, sit, stand, etc.; angling L, 
shue-ush; to fish with the I., shuewa; 
to go fishing with the I., shue'-udsha; 
to put the I. out, as for the night, 
knewa.

linger, v. i.; lingering disease, shi- 
lalsh; to suffer from a lingering dis 
ease, slula; pahalka.

lining, shlan^oksh; L of clothing, 
shMtilsh.

Link River, nom. pr. loc., Yula- 
16na; the cascade of L R., near 
Linkville, Tiwish^e'ni.

Linkville, riom. pr. of a town in 
Lake County, Oregon, Tiwish^e'- 
ni, 1-uauna, Yulalona; L. Indian, 
nom. pr., Slmyake'kshni.

lip, same as mouth, q. v ; person 
tvith lips hanging down, hi'wilts; to 
bite oneself in the L, shokotana, Cf. 
hare-lip.

listen, v. i., matchatka; sttiyak'la- 
kpa; to persons, matchata; tumena; 
to noises, etc., rnatchawa.

little, adj., kitchkani, abbr. kitcha; 
ndshe'kani; often expressed by the 
dim. suffix -aga, -ak, -ka, -ga.

little, adv.; I., a L, kinka,kitcha; but 
1., adj. and adv ,kinkak; very I., adv 
temp., menik; a I., not much, wika.
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live, v. i., to l)e alive, tchia, gi; I., 
dwell, tchia; 1. in a lodge, country, 14- 
tcliashtat, kailatat tchia; I. among 
others, tchawina, pi. shiikla; I. below, 
under, or in the shadow of, kshutila, 
pi. i-utila; I. in a certain medium, 
as water, etc., tchia, pi. wa; I. as 
neighbors, in contiguous lodges, 
hashtaltelampka; I. with a person 
of the opposite sex, mbushe'ala; in 
concubinage, hesht61/a; I. with ano 
ther party, hasbuakla; /. together in 
the same camp, settlement, tchipka; 
to make I. together, hushkiiitanka, 
hushkiutka; I., dwell within, inside 
of, in a place, tchia, tchiwi%a, tchi- 
%6ga, pi. tchia, wa, wadshuga; one 
living with others, ksheluikidtish; 
tchawinatko; place to I. in, tchl'sh; 
cf. lodge.

lively, tcheltchelatko; to ~be L, tche'l- 
tchela.

liver, pala.
lizard, kia; species of, one foot in 

length, sk6tigsh; a species of green 
L, tm6kil.

1 o ! haggi! hd-i! pi. haggat!
load, s, burden, me'tkalsh; to carry 

a I., me'tk'la; to form a L, shu'pka; 
l.-g auger, shlayaksam wetkok6tkish.

load, v. t., shi-itna; I. a canoe, vu'n- 
shtat ila, ilapka; I. a gun, pistol, 
cannon, ikuga,, iwi^a; I. transversely, 
long obj., hekshatleka, pi. etle'^i; 
I., as a wagon, ita; to be loaded on a 
vehicle, shu'pka.

loam, loamy soil, tikesh, Mod.
loan, v. t., vul^a.

lobster, kiiya
locate, v. t, ita; I. inside, ksheXva, 

pi. dwa, iwa; /. inside, into, within, 
long obj., kshdkuga, kshela, pi. or 
coll , ikuga; I. within again, ikuak- 
peli ; I. upon, ilhi ; located underneath, 
further down, yantani, yanani, y4-

location, cf. place, spot; former I. 
of. a lodge, house, shlok6pash; of a 
sweat-lodge, slu'mdamd=wash.

lock, hushaki6tkish ; I of a gun, 
shliu!61ash.

lock, v. t., hushakia; /. up, spiilhi, pi. 
ilhi ; to return from locking up, spul- 
hitka; I. oneself up or in, hushpali.

locksmith, lakl/sh=shushatish.
lodge, s  , generic: place to dwell in, 

tchi'sh ; wa'sh ; Indian I., usually 
made from bent boughs, latchash, 
Mod. stina/sh; to build one, latcha, 
Mod. stina-a; willow-framed I., Kl. 
stina'sh; covered with rush-mats, 
std-ulash ; little willow-l., Kl. sti- 
na'ga ; in or to one's I., cabin or 
camp, hi, hf, i ; in, into, or here in 
the /., hita ; assemblage of lodges, 
tchl'sh; brush-l., heshkatchki'mish; 
pine-brush /.,kapka=stina/sh, kapka= 
tchi'sh ; communal I. for dances, 
kshiulakgish ; for councils, ne*-ulak- 
gish ; I. covered with mats of sedge- 
grass, 16tesh; small lodges being 
often called after the kind of mats 
covering them ; L open at the top, ha- 
sh%ammish, Mod. hash^anmash; I. 
where provisions are kept,  ipaksh; 
pole- or sldn-l , shu'klaksh; small-
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est kind of /., kayata; to erect one, 
kayatala; inhabitant of a kaydta, 
katni; sunimer-L, made of boards, 
uk(ipelaksh; to buildoue, ug'hii'pl/a; 
wmfer-?.,luldamnlaksh; wa/sh; cover 
of winter-Lj kaislitish; to open it, 
kaishnula, Mod. slila-ukiola; to close 
it, ka-ishna, utatchkia, Mod. shla- 
ukipele; l.-pole, l.-pillar, walasb, stu- 
tilasli; Iwle scooped out for a I., walk- 
ish; to throiv into the L, puelhi.

lodge, v. i., m&kle%a; tchia, tchi^o- 
ga, pi. wa, wadshuga; 1. ^v^th some- 
body at night, shetol^a.

lofty, atini, abbr. ati.
log, s., felled or fallen tree, himpoks, 

anku; L-house, anku=latchash, Mod. 
himpoks=stma'sh ; pitcli-pine I., ka- 
tchna; l.-cock, wakwakinsh.

loin, of man, k6to; l.-cloth, kailish.
1 o n e 1 y, lonesome; to be I., shakam- 

shia; to be I. through fear, snakam- 
shinea.

long.; adj., I-stretching, atini, abbr. 
4ti; muni; /. and tall, atini, abbr. 
ati; I. and hollow-shaped, vunshd- 
kaptchi; l-headed, vultchikish ; to 
be L and slim, said of animals, ake- 
la/kela; as I. as, to the length of, p4- 
narii; when adv., pani; /. conjurer's 
arrow, liana7sisli Of. long, adv.

long, adv., for a I. time, past and fut 
ure, ma'ntch, mantchak; so I. a time, 
kanktak; all day I, waitan; I. since, 
gahak, u'nagin; rna'ntch=gitko; no 
longer, ka-i pen; to talk for a 1. time, 
turn waltka; L ago, cf. ago.

long for, v. t, tia'ma. Cf. desire.

look, v. 5., tolshna; shlea; /. here! 
haggi! he-i! pi. Mggat! L about, 
around, telsliampka, krnaka, slia- 
talkidmna; L about quickly, tcliel- 
tchela; I. at, telhi, slil^a; I. at one 
self, kashuafoma; L at again, sble- 
pele; /. at ivho comes in, le'ltki; /. 
at from a, distance, slilepopka, tel- 
sliampka; /. at closely, observe, 
slilupopka; /. backward, behind one 
self, shetalpSli; I. down, doivmvard, 
yana telsbna, snataltila; constantly, 
sliataltiltamna; I. down on, upon, 
telha, telhi, telo'li; I. for, seek, 
search, ka-iha, haitchna; I. into a 
person's face, talpatka: closely, tal- 
pakpka; /. like, appear as, telha; 
ne'pka; one who looks alike, ha- 
ktchamptchi; g^mptchi, hu'mtclii; 
cf. alike to; I. on, te'lha; as a spec 
tator, ndshama-a; L out for, wal%a, 
haitchna, k4-iha; I. out ahead, for 
ward, shataliaya; I. out from under 
a cover, etc., talpatk61a; I. over, 
examine, shuawina; I. sad, like one 
bereaved, shlamia, latka; L through 
a tube, tals%a; L up, upivard, sky 
ward, telikual^a, p'lai telshna.

look, s.; to have a I. at, tdlshna; to 
fix one's looks upon, telsliampka; 
tudktueka.

looking-glass, shdtaluash.
lookout; to be on the I., gay4ya, 

kmaka, ka-iha, wa'hlta; to return 
from the I, kayaktka.

loon, Colymbus torquatus, taplal.
loop, shliikalaksh; to make a L, 

shlukal^a.
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loose, ke'-uni; shletanatko; l.cover, 
shleYhish; to get, become /., ndd- 
ushka; to let I., tashka; to put on I., 
shldtana.

loosely, ke*-una; fitting 1., shleta 
natko ; to cover I, shle'tana.

lord, laki; the Lord, p'laikni laki, 
p'laitalkni laki, p'laitalkni.

lose, v. t., long obj , shnikita; to be 
deprived of, stanu'tchna; in Mod. 
also: steVa; 1., waste, shnekegi; I. 
children by death, said of father, 
tchakle^a, Mod. tchakela; said of 
mother, k'lekala, pi. lepkle'ka; I. 
from a set or from its place, he'shka; 
I., as from a side-pocket, shnekegi, 
shnindu'dshna; /. at a game, udu- 
yua, when used passively; 1. part 
of what is staked in a game, shatcha- 
tka; /. all that is staked successively, 
watchpka; 1. flesh, shulsha; to make 
I., deprive of, stanu'tchna; to be lost, 
stolen, laki; to be lost, astray, inan., 
y6-ishi; to be lost while straying, 
ariim., lulamna, 16kanka, 161al%a.

1 o s s, s.; to be at a I., le wak shayua- 
kta, abbr. Ic'wak, Ki'wak.

Lost River, nom. pr., K6ke.
loud, adj.; cf. aloud.
lounge, v. i.; I. about, yampka, 

tchuy6ma.
lounger, yampkash, tchuyomash.
louse, head-l., k6tash; young I., 

gapneaga.
love, s.; no ex. eq.: to be in L with, 

shuanui; witchta, witchna; to make. 
L to, shuldakua.

love, v. t, anim.obj., stinta, shuanui;

/. a person of ̂ the opposite sex, witchta, 
witchna; /. each other, hishtanta; /. 
oneself, hishtanta. Cf. like, v.

low, adj., said of lands, te'hltd'hli, 
teltelhi; /., near the ground, wigani; 
of I. stature, wigdni; ofL character, 
kiiidshi steinash; tchektch^kli, tcha- 
kalsh, sha'tptchi; /. plate, vase, wika- 
mua; l.-topped,as moccasins, wi-uka 
stah'gatko; to speak I -voiced, laklak- 
pka, k'ldekpka. Cf. lower.

lower, nether, yantani; /. part of, 
yantani; somebody, something at 
the 1. end, below, yana=kani, yana- 
ni; I. jaiv, shumam kako i-utila; 
native of a 1. country, dweller on L 
course of river, yanakni; to be at the 
I. end, extremity, yumadsha,

lower, v. t., el^a, unega.
lowland, te'hlte'hli kaila; native, 

inhabitant of a I., yanakni.
luck, s.; to have I , tin%a, tidsh tin/a.
lucky, i-atklish; tin%antko, tidsh 

tin%antko; he, she is I., tidsh tin%a.
ludicrous, wetishptchi.
1 u k e w a r m, lokuash; to be L, liikua.
1 u 11, s.; to take a L, kedshik61a.
lumber, papkash; what is made of I., 

as a wall, etc., papkash; I. dam, pa- 
plish.

lump; united in the same I. or bunch, 
shantchaktantko, tchipkatko. Cf. 
bunch.

lunation, lunar month, shapash.
lungs, tushokash.
1 u r k , v. i.; to watch ivhile lying in am 

bush, wal^a. Cf. ambush.
lynx, and hide of L, sh!6a.
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M.
mad, Idkatko; lekish; to be m., leka.
madden, v. t., slmikalua; mad 

dened, leklsli.
m a g a z i n e, especially of provisions, 

ipaksh; subterranean m., ipaksh, 
vtimi, vumish, p'nankuish.

maggot, mu'lk, dim. mu'lkaga.
magic, adj.; m. song, kiuksam shu- 

i'sh; m. song of conjurer or of those 
initiated, shui'sh; m. lielp of tlie con 
jurer, muluash; to sing m. songs un 
interruptedly, shiunutna. Of. ta- 
manuash.

magpie, Pica Jmdsonica, wdkwek- 
ash; another species, Pica melano- 
leuca, ka'tch.

maid, shiwaga; teina, te-iniwa-ash; 
old m., shiwamtch. Of. girl.

mail, v. t., shnigota, shnigo'tchna; 
ena; the letter is mailed, pipa gi- 
udshna,

maize, Indian corn; m.-ear and m.- 
grain, ishalk, i'stak; m.-stalk, ishal- 
kam. Mod. tkap, kap.

make, v. t., to produce, create, shuta; 
to begin to m., slmteyega; m. ivliile 
traveling, shutedsliria; m. come, 
anim. obj., ginkanka; m. go, said 
of persons, cna, ginkanka, pi. of 
long-shaped obj., persons, idsha; 
m. fine l)y grinding, etc., lulina; m. 
'hh, bldka; m. Imoivn, shapa; m 
learn, teach, hashiuga; m. motions,

mountains, hills, yainala; m. off, hu- 
dsfca, liiidslina; giiikaka, gu'sbka; 
m. peace, shutanka; m. onds way 
into, gutega.

maker, shushatish; lieavenly m., cf. 
creator.

malaria, tushtushish.
male, adj.; person of the m. sex, hf- 

shuaksb, Mod. hishuatch%ash; in. 
animal, laki, dim. lakiaga; m. per 
son wielding power, laki; m. descen 
dant, vunak, weash.

mallard duck, Anasboschas, we- 
kash.

mallet, upatn6tkish.
man, in the sense of person, mak- 

laks; of Indian person, maklaks; in 
the sense of male person, hishuaksb, 
Mod. hishuatcli^ash; adult m., his- 
huaksb, muni; fighting m., young 
warrior, hislmaksh; young m.unmar- 
ried, tchiluish, dim. tchilluyaga; 
m just married and not father yet, 
skapukak; married m. ivho has no 
children, skapuksh; married m. who 
has one child, sgiYtcli; oldm., k'mu- 
tchish, k'mutchatko, k'mutchcvva- 
tko, t'shika, t'shika-aga, t'shika- 
amtch; fellow-m., nmklaks=shitko.

manage, v. t., hashtaltampka, shu-
alaliampka, ne-ul%a. 

' m a n a g e r , bashtaltampkatko, laki.
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HI a n e , s., ka'm'tam ksheluish, kshe'- 
luish; wamelhuish, shuanshakluish; 
lower end ofm, withers, wakaluish.

manger, hashpo'tkish.
maniac, tchawikatko; to be a m, 

shawiga, tchawika.
manifold, shantchaktantko.
manner; no ex. eq : in this m., in 

such a m., ga-asht; na-asht, Mod. 
ne-asht; gdn g^ntch; humasht; in 
making verbatim quotations, ke, 
na-asht, Mod. kie, ne'-asht; in ivhich 
m., dem. and interr., wak, wakgi, 
wak glsht; emphatic, wakai, wak- 
aitch; in the same m., equally, like 
wise, humashtak, humtsantka, wa- 
kaktoksh, shuhank = shitko; in some 
body's m., yalank, cf. ila; in no m., 
kayak.

m a n 11 e, especially skin-m., skii- 
tash; to dress in it, skiita, skutia, 
sku'tchala; fur-skin m., kailiulam 
skiitash; m. made of rabbit or other 
skins, kailiti; sort of m. made of 
swamp-grasses, tulalui; m., a kind 
of, pa'ka. Cf. blanket.

manufacture, v. t., shuta; m. for 
a purpose, shut^la; m. a blanket, cov 
erlet, etc., from patches, etc., sku'- 
tchala; m. a scoop-net, witch61ashla.

manufacturer, shiishatish.
many, tumi; so m., kank, kdnktak, 

kdnni, tdnk, tanni; too m., tumi (u 
prolonged); how m.f tank? tanni? 
not m., kinkani, abbr. kinka; kin- 
kak, tumiaga; m. months or years ' 
ago, tank, ma/ntch=gitko; m. times, 
tumeni.

manzanita bush, padshayam.
marble, uka'sh.
march, v. i., generic: gdn^i. tame- 

nu; m. around a lake, etc., gelnan- 
tcha; m. or follow behind, gashak- 
tchna; m., travel in file, hishkantch- 
na, kmtchna; m. on after a descent, 
g^l%alka; m. out for warfare, gute- 
dsha Cf. go, proceed, set out, 
travel, v.

march, s., gcinuish, q. v.; to be on a 
m, tamenu.

March, nom. pr.; tat^elamni, Mod. 
tyalamni, "the middle finger," cor 
responds inaccurately to our month 
of March.

mare, ndshilo watch, or ndshilo; 
m.-colt, ndshiluaga watch; ware's 
foal, watch lala-a. Cf. horse.

mark, shumaluash; to provide with 
m.arks, dots, shumalua; provided 
with distinguishing marks, shumalu- 
akitko; writing m., shiimaluash; m. 
to shoot at, we-u%alkish. Cf. dot, v. 
and s.

mark, v. t, shumalua; m. the face 
with dots of paint, shatua^a.

m a r k m a n s h i p ; to try m., shlokla.
marriage, shumpse'alsli; related by 

m., shumalgaltko.
marrow, stiipash; lo'k.
marry, v. t.; said of both sexes, 

mbushe'ala, shumpse'ala; m. the 
same person again, mbushealpeli; 
to be married, to be in the married 
state, mbushe'ala; m., said of men 
only, shnawedshla, Mod. shnawe- 
dshashla and shnawedshala; we-
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wanuislila; ;;?., of females only, la- : 
kiala; hisliuakshla, Kl. hishuatch- 
%ashla; m. in the sense of to unite 
a couple in wedlock-, shimmpshe'ala; ! 
married wan, hishuaksh, nibushe'- 
altko; married female, shntiwedsli, 
pi. wd wanuish; woman recently mar 
ried, young wife, te-iniwa-ash; mar 
ried to, mbuslmi, mbushe'altko; 
married man or woman, sliumsbea- 
lemantko. Cf. man.

m a r s b , tch%ashetko; hiuhiush.
marshy, hiubiwatko; m. tract of 

land, sluitch, tclr/ashi'tko; m., soft 
ground, hiuhiusli.

ni a r t e n ; pine-m., salile, Mustela 
amcricana,pG'i~), archaic term: ske'l; 
" Old Marten" nom. pr. of a mythic 
animal, Skelamtch; species of black 
m., wal^atchaga; dressed in the skin 
of tliis m., wal%atchkatko.

martingale, Ikushkish.
m ash , v. t ; m. fine by means of a 

pestle, stone, gama, stapka; m. fine 
upon the mealing stone, lematchatka 
yula!6na; peksha; m. up, as grains 
in a mortar, ndsliapka, tatclmpka; 
m., break, dash, ndsliapka; m.,crush, 
skiiya; m. with a piece of wood, 
ndaka; m-., crush, hictala; m., man 
gle, yadshapka; m up ivith some 
thing else, to mix up, stevva; m. up, 
long obj., nkdwa.

mass up, v. i., liwa; shuku'lki, 
shiu'lagia; to lie massed up, liwa, li- 
upka. Cf. assemble, gather, v. i.

master, laki; of a slave, ptchiwip.
masticate, v. t., of. chew, v.

mat, shla-ish; coarsebulrush or tide it). 
for covering lodges, etc., laptak, Kl. 
shla-ish; ma-i shla-ish, abbr. ma-i; 
in. to cover lodges, shl^t'liish; m. of 
bulrush, title w.,stapsh,ste-ulash; m. 
of sedge-grass, lotesii; (small lodges 
are called like the mats covering 
them); fur-skin m., kailiu.

match, as in English; m.-l)ox, shli- 
ku}r otkish; rough surface to strike 
matches on, shlikuy6tkish; to strike 
a m., shlikui.

matter; no ex. eq.: what is the m. f 
wak lish?

mature, v. i., noka; to let m., shni- 
kanua.

matutinal, una'kni.
maw, nkash; shuidshash.
May; expressed inaccurately by the 

instr. case kaptchatka, of kaptcha, 
q. v.

may be, wakianlma. Cf. chance, 
perhaps.

in e and to me, nish, abbr. ish, i'sh.
meadow, saiga, d. saikaga; wetm., 

sluitch, tch%ashetko.
m eager, shiiishatko; pa'hlaksh, pa- 

patkawatko, skaktiwash ; to lookm., 
pahalka; to become m., shuisha. Cf. 
lean.

meal, pash; to have a m , pashuta, 
vuta, pan, paka, pa-ula, Cf. con 
sume, eat, v.

mealing stone, lematch; with 
a deeper hollow, tanua; the small 
m. s. used upon the larger one, 
shilaklkish, pe'ksh.

m o a n , of low character, papalish,
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sha't, sha'tptcbi, kuidshi steinash, 
tchektchekli; m. person, tchakalsh.

m e a n d e r, v. i.; to proceed in a 
meandering line, kinuina; to move, 
fly in a meandering line, kakidsha.

measles, giit^aksh; eruption caused 
by m., tcbimtash; to be ill with the 
m., gu'tkga.

measure, v. t, by length, hish^el- 
iil#a; instrument for measuring, 
measuring stick, skilul%6tkish.

meat, tcliuleksh.
in e d i c a m e n-t, ya- uks.
medicine, drug, ya-uks; "medi 

cine-man," kiuks, cf. conjurer; 
"medicine-song," shiri'sh; ya-uks; 
to give, prescribe m., ya-uka.

meet, v. t.; m. accidentally, gavval; 
m. at one's home, gelidanka, geli- 
danktcha; m., both parties coming 
towards each other, hushtanka; m. 
from opposite directions, hushtanka, 
Mod. slmtanka; m. as friends, geli 
danka ; m. in a friendly or hostile 
intention,, giildshm, galdsbawia; m. 
ivitli others, shk'a, shuku'lki, sha- 
latcbguala; m. by arrangement, at a 
rendezvous, shakemawa; m. again, 
a second time, gawina, shle-ipele; 
m. in council, shutanktpa; m. while 
running, hupakle%a; to go to m. se 
cretly, hushutanka.

meet, v. i., assemble, shuku'lki; in 
larger numbers, liwa, liupka; m. 
again, shuku'lkipele.

meeting, shukii'lkisb; -m.-place, 
sbiu'lkish, shulii'lkisb; m.-placefoi' 
councils, debates, waltk6tkish.

melody, sbui'sb.
melt, v. t., shnatcbaka; m., as lead, 

tallow, stil%a; m. in a pan, ladle, 
shulala.

melt, v. i.; m. as ice, snow, tcbuya, 
Kl tchutch^ya; to commence to m., 
tchutcheye'ga; m by fire, heat, na- 
tchdka; m. off at the bottom of cook 
ing utensils, natsagiula.

memory, busbkanksh, in Mod. 
also: k6%pash.

menace, v. t., buishipele.
mend, v. t, to patch, nakia; patch 

for mending, nakish.
menstruate, v. i., yulina; muka; 

m. for the first time, stiipui.
menstruation, first, stiipuish, 

pflpil.
mental faculty, hushkanksh, 

in Mod. also: k6%pash,
merchant, she'shatuish.
mercurial, tcheltchelatko.
merely, adv., ak, -ak, hak, -bak; 

tala, abbr. ta, -ta; when referring 
to tbc verb of tbe sentence, pila. 
Cf. ak No 2 (1) and (4), but, 
just, adv.

m e r i d i a n -1 i n e ; to be in the m.-L, 
said of the sun, sbewat%a; to have 
passed the m.-L, shewatyiila.

merry; cf. glad, rejoice, v.
message, stiltish; if containing an 

order, nd-ulaksh, tpevvash; to con 
vey a m. to, stiltpa, stiltchna, stil- 
sbampeli.

m e s s e n g e r, stilkakuish; to an 
nounce m the quality of a m., stil- 
tchka, stiltchna.
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metal, tcliikemexi; in Mod. also 
watiti.

meteor, ktchu'l.
m e w , v. i., ha'ma, Mod. mewa.
Mexican, nom. pr., Spaniolkni.
m i d-after 11 o on ; it is tti.-a., ga- 

ulo'la.
midday; cf. noon.
middle, adj. and s., t%alamni; 

standing, being in the m., tat^ela- 
mni, Mod. t%ala.mni; being halfivays, 
t%alampani; m. finger, tat^elamni, 
Mod. t%alamni. Cf. midst.

midnight, and at m., pshin tat%elani.
midriff, ginkiamnisb.
midst; in the m., adv., i-ukak; half- 

ways, adj. and adv., t^alampani, 
Kl and Mod.; in the m. of, when 
on same level, t%alam, KL tat%e- 
lam, prep, and postp.; often ex 
pressed by verbal suffixes, as-s/a; 
through the m. of, t%alanitana; being, 
standing, etc., in the m., t^alamni, 
Kl. tat%elamni.

midwife, and to l)e a m., petila.
might, s., litchlitchli, killitko.
mighty, litchlitchli, killitko; muni.
m i g r a t e , v. i., with family or sin 

gle, medsha, shemashla; m. to the 
former place, medshampeli.

milk, ddshash.
mill; grist-m., gama=pala-ash, gam- 

6'tkish; coffce-m., gamo'tkish.
QI i 11, spleen, mpatash.
mind, s., Imshkanksh, Kl. and Mod., 

ko%pash, Mod.; sometimes ren 
dered by heart, steinash; in his, 
her m., hum.

'mind, v t., to think of, inishkanka;
never m.! ii'tch! 

mine, pron. poss.; cf. my. 
'mine, s., m.-shaft, ibutokatko; m.-

tunnel, gallery, stu. 
f in i n e , v. t., kaila shiita; yepa, Mod.

ibdna.
i miner, kaila-shushatish; to be a 
i m., kaila shuta.

m ingle, v. t ; said of solids, ka-
tchaga; -m., mix with, solids and
liquids, stdwa, kdwa; m., objects
differing in quality, slm'kla, Cf.

, mix, v.
1 mink, Putorius vison, klipa. 
I minnow, fish of genus Phoxinus,

kotaksh.
mire, v. i., tupdna. 
mirror, shetaluash. 
miry, tupdshti; to be m., tupena. 
mischievous, ku-idshi steinash, 

' kuidshi; tchakalsh, Idtalani. Cf bad. 
! mischievously, kui. 
j miser able, in distress, yanhuani, 
i yualkisli; good for nothing, kuidshi. 
misrepresent, v t.,atchiga; she-

wala, shikita.
miss, v. 1, gayatgola; m. the aim, 

kafhha, shakiha; m. the mark in 
\ direction, yutlanshna; m. each other, 

shakiha; m. through absence or dis- 
i appearance of, salakia, galala. 
(misshaped, kuidshi. 
mist, Mash; m.-like, having the ap 

pearance ofm., luashptchi; to be clad, 
covered with m., temola; to produce, 
make m. at will, lumal%a. 

; mistletoe, newal.
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mistress of slave, ptchiwip.
misty; it is m., lua.
mitten, ne'pesh.
mix, v. t.; m. up, solids, katchaga; 

m. in, as into liquids, kdwa, kituini; 
m. with, m. up, solids and liquids, 
stewa; with water, stewa; m. to 
gether, obj. differing among them 
selves, slm'kla; to be mixed with 
others, anim., tchawina, pi. shu'kla; 
person of mixed Uood, t%alamni ina- 
klaks. Cf. mingle

mixture, shukalsh.
moan, v. i., shay41 a.
m o c c a sin, wakshna; to put on, 

wear moccasins, wakshna.
mocking-bird, yukiak.
M o d o c , adj. and s.; M. country, at 

southern and southeastern end of 
M. Lake, Mo'dokisham kaila, M6a- 
tak; M. Indian, Mo'dokni, Mo'do- 
kish, with or without maklaks (in 
Pit River language, Lutuami ish); 
M. Lake, also called Hhett Lake, 
Tide Lake, nom. pr. loc.; Mo'dokni 
E-ush, M6atak, Mayaltko fi-usli, 
Tulik (in Pit R., Lutuami); M. 
Point, nom. pr. of a promontory, 
Mo'dok Point, Shuyake'kish; In 
dians at M. P., Shuyake'kshni.

moiety, one half of, tat%elampani, 
Mod. t%alampani; making up one m., 
tat%elampankani, na-igshtani, Mod. 
t%alampankani, na'gshtani.

moisten, v t, shmukalta, shmu- 
katana.

M 61 a 1 e Indian, nom.pr,Kuikni 
maklaks, Kuikni.

molar tooth, kako.
mold ; bullet m., nge'sh- or shawalsh= 

shute-6tkish.
mole, kaila=shushatish; shtoshto- 

tish, cf. ndpeli; munana tatam- 
nuish; m.-hill, stuish; species of m. 
with long proboscis, suisi; another, 
mu'nk, Mod. mu-ue

moment; at the present m., at, atu, 
atutu, atui tu, Mod. atui. Cf. time.

Monday, sunde=giula,
money, in coin or notes, tala; sil 

ver m., palpali tala, palpali tchike- 
men; gold m., kaka'kli tala; m. owed, 
ske'-utish; provided wit'i m., mon 
eyed, t41altko; m.-bag, t41alam wa- 
koksh; to borrow m. and to loan m., 
tala viil^a; to owe m., tala skiuta, 
skiulka. Cf. coin, pay, v., silver

monkey, niggalam shd-amoksh.
month; lunar m. and m. of our cal 

endar, shapash.
moon, shapash; considered as a 

changeable body, ukaiikosh ; it is new 
m., shapash k'leka; it is halfm., sha 
pash shukuashka. Cf. crescent

morals, sense of right and wrong, 
steinash.

morass, hiuhiush.
more, adv.; comparatives of ad 

jectives and adverbs are, though 
in a few connections only, formed 
by -ak, -hak, cf. ak No. 2 (3), 
shkaini, wini%i; once m., pe'n; no m., 
kaitata, ka-i pe'n, ge'tak; no m.! 
excl., at ge'tak! Mod. k&nktak! 
tanktak! a little m., muak.

moreover, tchkash; tchi'sh.
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moribund; to be m , k'lekala, k'le- 
kapkashtala telshampka

in o r n i n g, time of dawn, pii'ktgi; 
early in the m., una'k; lina; in the 
m., mbushant; on the early m. of next 
day, inbu'sbanak; on the next m., 
inbii'shant.

in o r s e 1 3 tcliele^ish, tcheleteyewisb.
m o r t a r , ganikish; stone-in., taima.
moss, s.; yellow tree-m., Evernia 

vidpina, shue-ushani; species of 
tree-m., kal; rock-m., ktayam skii- 
tash. Of. lichen.

moth ; species of nocturnal m. or 'but 
terfly, lgii'm=ldaklish, Mod. lgii/ m= 
lolicgish; other species: huntish, 
ko'pkap. Cf. butterfly.

mother, p'gishap; m. whose children 
arc all alive, skuksap; deceased m., 
p'gish4ulsh; m. of an infant just de 
ceased, k'lekala; m. who lost two or 
more children by death, lapkleksh; 
motherless, p'gish4ulatko; to become 
a m., nka'kgi, we'kala; mother's 
brother, p'luku/tchip, said by neph 
ew and niece; mother's sister, said 
by nephew or niece, p'shakip; 
mother's elder brother's wife, p'gu'm- 
%ip, said by nephew or niece; 
mother's younger brother's child, said 
by male cousin, p'tchu'kap; related 
as m. to daughter, shepialtko.

mother-in-law, said by hus 
band of daughter, k6shpaksh; said 
by son's wife, p'tu't^ap.

mother-of-pearl, shell of, ktchak, 
laktash; m.-o.-p. ornament, Mktash; 
m.-o.-p. cut into oval ornaments, wa-

kasli; tivo or several oblong orna 
ments of m.-o.-p. tied around neck, 
sliepukagatko.

motion; no ex. eq.: to be in m., said 
of a load, etc , shii'ptchna; to make 
motions, stir about, shfktka, shiwina; 
to make a circular m., Mna; to put in 
tremulous m., ula-ikanka. C£ hit ? v.

motionless, tchansban.
m o u I d e r, v. i., shleka.
mouldy, shle'^atko; to be, become 

m., lela/ma; to become m., shleka.
mound of earth; to make a m, 

spuktchciuipka.
mount, v. t. and i.; cf. ascend, v.
mountain, yama, dim. yaina-aga; 

among the mountains, I'wa, i-ukak; 
m.-mahogany, yukmalam; m.-ridge, 
-range, yalna; witchkatko; m.-sheep, 
wiesh, Mod. ko-il; to create mount 
ains, yainala; to rise in the mount 
ains, as streams, tiunola; to stand, 
be on a m., cf. eminence.

Mount P i 11, nom. pr. loc., M'lai- 
ksini Yalna.

Mount S h a s t a , nom. pr. loc., 
Mehnkshi; Shast^e'nini Yaina.

mourn, v. t, lila; m. somebody's 
death, luatpishla; to weep, cry in 
mourning, stu't^ishla, kayaiha

mourner; to be a m., lila; to weep 
as a m., kayaiha, luatpishla; cry of 
a m., lualtpishlalsh.

mournful, yuyalkish, yuyalkish- 
ptchi; to look m., shlamia, latka.

mouse; generic for other small 
est quadrupeds also: nm'nk; a spe 
cies, long-tailed, kelayua; a smaller
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one, k'layuaga; species si forest or 
field-m., mukuaga, dim. rmikukaga; 
m.-hawk, tsi'ktu. Of. mole.

moustache, mputchlaluish, smo'k; 
wearing a m., shin6kaltko.

in o u t li, shu'in; m. of running ivaters, 
sliu'm, shumalkish; to Now out from 
m., wit%n61a; to hang down from 
the m., l%et'knula; to pass from one 
end of m to the other, shalalali- 
na; to put into, have, or roll in the 
m. an obj. protruding from it, kpia- 
mna; not protruding from it, shik- 
pualkana; to revolve within the m., 
kptiyumna; to see somebody re 
moving from hism., spitting out, tilu- 
taknula; to see somebody putting 
food in his m., ti!6takna; to squirt 
from the m., kputchna.

111 o v e , v. t.; m. or push, to give a 
push to, ktiuga; m. the feet quickly, 
spukanka, putchkanka; m the fin 
gers into, around, over, kiakuga, 

- Mod. kiandga; m. forward, round 
obj., lo'tkala; m. round or bulky 
obj. lifted up at one end, liwakanka; 
m. on, as a table in a room, sha- 
lashla; m. the tongue in and out for 
mockery, sbepalua; m. towards an 
object resting on the ground, shi- 
tchalshui.

move, v. i.; generic: g<jna; m. in 
any direction, inan., pitkala; m. 
about, stir, sbiktka, shiwina; if said 
of a plurality of animals, wa; m. 
about, be wafted about, ludshna; m. 
along while leaning on a stick, etc., 
she'mtcha; m. away from place of 

39

residence, medsha; to the former 
place again, medshampeli; m. in a 
circle, m. around, gaki'rna, l&ia, niul- 
gl'dsha, talkidsha; cf. whirl, v. t. 
and i.; to be moved off by circular 
motion, lemewil^a; m. like a clock 
pendulum, nut<5kakua, vut6kakua; 
m. downwards, nu'lidsha; m. or flit 
into distance, nu'dsha, nu'dshna, 

.nu'lidsha; m. forth and back, yula- 
16na; cf. swing, v.; m. forward in a 
crouching position, ktchitcha, sha- 
waltanka; m.on, g^na, l^na; inan., 
pitkala; m. along an obj. while pick 
ing at it, piupiiitana; m. slowly to 
ward, ganta; m. slowly up, as clouds, 
spitkala; m. through the air, shu- 
wal%a, shuwalktcha, huntchna; cf. 
flit, v.; projectiles, missiles, yii- 
dshna; m. upwards, ga-ula; m. 
in winding, meandering lines, kaki- 
dsha, kinuina; to see moving, tilo'- 
dsha; moved away, removed, le'ntko.

mow, v. t. s muliua, Mod. niu'shka. 
Cf. scythe.

much, adj., tumi, turn; so m., tank, 
tanni; kank, k4nni; too m., tumi 
(u prolonged); howm.f tank? tan 
ni? not m., not many, a little, kinka, 
tankak, tumidga, wika; cf. few.

ni u c h , adv., ka-a, mu, turn; when 
indicating gradation, -ak, -hak; in 
the sense of: by far, a great deal, ati; 
so m., that m., tank, kank, kanktak, 
ka, ga; too m., turn tcbatchui.

mucus, shm'%sh, Mod. shne'^ash; 
to remove the m., shnf^a.

mud, kaila; po'ks, tiipesh; full of
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in., tupe'shti; m.-house or winter j 
lodge, luldarnalaksh; to erect a m- 
lodge, luldemal^a; m.-puddle, mu'l- 
mulatko; to haul m., dirt, kailala,

muddy, kuyumatko; tupe'shti; m. 
water or ground, kuyumash; m. 
place, tdpesh; to ~be or become m., 
kuyiima; to be m., tupdna.

m u d - h e n ; cf. coot
mug, pokuaga.
mule, lirm'l; m,-deer, Cervus ma- 

crotis, pak<51esh.
multicolored; to be m., ktchalui; 

m., as the result of selection made, 
hushkal%anatko.

murder, v. t,. shiuga, pi. hush- 
tch<5ka, liiela, Mod. pi. luela, shu- 
e'nka,hesh;£a/ ki; m. each other,\iusl\- 
tch6ka; m. a few only, hushtcho'k- 
'huya. Cf. kill, slay.

murky, said of sky, etc., tiptipli,
limlimli.

murmur, v i., ha'ma, pelpela. 
muscle, m. of body, tchuleksh ; cf.

kmitik; mollusk, kle'dshu; m.-shell,
kle'dshuam wakoksh. 

mushroom, species of, leme'sham. 
music, heshemutkish. 
m u s q u i t o , tchinaksh; m.-hatv7c, cf.

dragon-fly, 
musty, shlekatko, ndupatko, kiii

piluitko, piluitko; to be m., ndopa;
to be or become m., shMka. 

m y and mine, gd-u; belonging to me
alone, gd-u tala; my own, gc-utak,
ge-utoks; my wife, gd-u snawedsh. 

myself, nutak; I for m., ni guirik,
contr. nink; nutagianggi. 

m y t'h , mythologic fiction, shashap-
kele'-ash; m.-teller, shashapkel^-ish.

nsr.
nail, sakta; of iron or other metal, 

tchikemen; finger-, toe-n., shte'ksh.
nail down, v. t., mpatia tchikemi- 

natka.
naked, k^liak shu!6tish; peniak 

ko'ks, peniak.
name; proper n., she'shash; to give a 

n., call by n., she'sha, sheshash el%a: 
el%ar d. a'-al%a; to call oneself by n., 
to give a n. to oneself, sheal^a; hav 
ing n., by the n. of, so-called, thus 
named, na-asht shdshatko, Mod ne*- 
asht sheshatko, or simply shesha- 
tko, sheshash.

name, v. t, sh^sha, sheshash el%a,
dl%a; named, she'shatko. 

nap , tuidsh; to take a n., tuidsha. 
narcotic; n. part of wild hemp,

shle'dsh; another kind of n. vegetal
product, kiil^amsh. 

narrate, v. t, stories, myths, sha-
shapkelia.

narrative, shashapkele'-ash. 
narrator, shashapkeM-ish. 
narrow, kitcha kinkutko. 
native, adj.; my n. land, ge'-u kalla, 
native, s.; n. of that place, gitakni;

n. of a distant place, tukni, tu'shni;
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n. of a lowland, yanakni; n. of an 
upland, p'laikni. In tribal names, 
n. is expressed by the suffixes -kni, 
-wash appended to local names: n. 
of Rogue River Valley, Walamskni, 
Walamswash.

Natural Bridge, nom. pr. loc., 
Slankosh, Tchussnini Slankosh, 
Tilhuantko.

navel, t<5ksh yantant, t6ksh.
near, adv., wika; n. by, gl'ta, hiiya, 

wigatan; n. home, cam}), iwag; n- 
the ground, soil, wika; nearest to, 
ginatani; the adv. and prep. n. is 
often expressed by verbal suffixes: 
to be n., about, tkalanma, du. luala- 
mna, pi. luilamna; to come n., gak- 
iamna; to be or stand n., and n. the 
water, taliga; cf. around.

neat, clean, tsuktsukli.
neck of persons and animals, ni'sb; 

to place, tie around one's n., sha- 
ukaga; to wear on n., shepukdga; 
tied around n., shepukagatko.

necklace, yamnash, i'mnaks; n. 
of shells, shnawa'kish; n., usually 
of colored beads, shankakash; n. 
of bird-claws, tsi'ksam shte'ksh; to 
put on, wear a n. of shells, shnawa'ka; 
to wear a n. of birds' bills, shuinalua. 
Cf. neckwear.

necktie, salkakish.
n e ckwear, yamnash, i'mnaks, shan- 

kakash; to manufacture n., yamna- 
shla; n. of sJiells, shnawa'kish; to 
put on a n. of shells, shnawa'ka; 
wearing n., shnaw&kitko; to use 
bird-bills as n., shumalua; to haven.

on, yamnash shuliitamna; to put on 
n. while going, yamnash shulua- 
tchna.

need, s.; to be in n., yualka, kamp- 
ka; to stand in n. of, hameni, sha- 
na-uli. Cf. lack, v.

needle; sewing n., spekan6tkish, 
Mod. spikanash; wood- or steel-n. 
to make mats, stap6tkish; n. of the 
pine-tree, sparni.

negotiate, v. t., shutanka.
negotiation, shutdnkish; instru 

ment for n., shutank6tkish; to meet 
for n., shutanktpa; to begin negotia 
tions, hashashuakitampka, shutank- 
tampka; to close them, shutankula.

negotiator, and peace-n., shushu- 
tankish.

negro., waiha; nigga.
neigh, v. i., ha'ma.
neighbor, tupeluish; in the sense 

of friend, companion, shitchlip, 
Mod.; of feHow-man, maklaks=shi- 
tko; to be neighbors, hashtalteldm- 
pka.

nephew, cf. brother, sister.
nervous, to be, v.i., tchu%at%a.
nest; bird's n., shmilash.
net; fishing-n. of any kind, tchalash; 

sort of dip-n., upan6tkish; scoop,dip- 
ordrag-n. -with a handle,t6w&sh; large 
drag-n. ivith a handle, witch61ash; 
dip-n., drag-n. with wide meshes, te'- 
wasli witch61ash; with small meshes, 
lei-iks witcholash; dip- or drag-n., 
round-shaped, lutdash; if small- 
meshed, la-iks luteash, or simply 
la-iks; to make a witcholash-w.
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mid to fish with it, witcholashla; to
fish ivith any sort of n., utchin; large
fish-n., mu'tchenesh; hair-n., tchai-
%ish; small-n, seed-n., etc., takish.
Of. fish, s. and v. 

nether, yana=kani, yanam, yanta-
ni. Of. inferior, lower, 

never, kayutch; ka-itata, ka-i tata,
kayak.

new, te-ini; fresh, young, ntchalkni. 
newly, nia, una, te'-in. Cf. ago. 
newspaper, pipa. 
newt, la=a-ambotkish. 
next; n. to, ginatani; who, which

comes n., tupeluish; the other or n.
one, na'dsh, na'sh, nayensb; the n.
one after QY following, tapini; on the
n. day, nibiishant; n. house, nearest
lodge, tupeluish: to be n. in order,
tiipelui. 

Nez-Perce Indian, nom. pr.,
Yamakni maklaks, Ydmakni. 

nibble, v. t.; n. at, kuakakshka; n,
off small particles from a surface,
kueknola.

nice, mu tidshi, tfdshi. 
nicely, tidsh. 
nickname; having a n., huna'shak

shdshatko. 
nictate, v. i., kelamtchtamna, shue-

kdptcha; n. ivith one eye, knadshi-
kia; n. ivith one or loth eyes, shki-
tchiwa; n once only, shakelamtcha. 

niece, cf. brother, sister. 
niggardly, widshikish; to be n.,

widshika. 
night, pshin; at n., pshin, spuna'ksh; ,

all n. long, nishta; during the same \

n., nishtak; atn.-fall,litki; it is late 
at n., spunega; it is getting late at 
n., spunekla; to pass the n. away 
from home, makle^a; ivhile traveling, 
maktcha, m4ktchna; a day and n. 
ensuing, waftash; to pass a day and, 
a n. ensuing, waita.

n i g h t - h e r o n, Nydiardea Gar- 
(leniij sho'ksh.

Nilaks Mountain, norrt. pr., 
Nilakshi; native of N., settled at N. 
Mountain ridge, Nilakskni.

nine, na'ds^eks, Mod. skekish; 
ninefold, na/ds^eksh pakalaksli; n. 
times, nads%ekshtankni, Mod. ske- 
kishtankni.

nineteen, te-unepanta na'ds^eks, 
adding pe-ula, likla, etc., Mod. te- 
unepanta skekish, adding pe-ula, 
liklatko, etc.

ninety, nads^ekshtankni te-uniip, 
Mod. skekishtankni te-unap.

ninth; one n.part, na/ds%eksh shek- 
tat%atko.  

nipple, (edsham) lawtilash.
no, often expressed by ka-i; no! 

ka-i! n. longer, n. more, ka-i pen, 
ka-itata; at n. time, kayutch, ka- 
itata, kayak; in n. manner, kayak; 
at n place, ka-itata.

noble, tidshi.
nobly, tidsh.
nod, v.i., eikana, utk'utka, wankuan- 

ka.
noise, tumenash; lad n., ko-i tume- 

nash; to make n., hamola; yauya- 
wn, ya-uya, liili, liilula, wdlta; 
tchiluyd^a; n. of falling wafers, tfw-
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ish; to make n. by talking loudly, 
waltka; to produce, emit n., hii/ma; 
elementary n., shtchayashla; to rush 
down with n., as water, tiwi. Of. 
clatter, rattle, v.

noisy; n. felloiv, shesh%eila-ash; to 
be n., ya-uya, yauyawa, tchiluye^a; 
to behave noisily, ka'la, shesh^e'la.

none; nobody, no one, ka-i kani, 
kaitua; n., referring to man., kaitua. 
Cf. no, not.

noon, pse*ksh, shewat^ash; at n- 
time, shewat^ashtka; itisn., shewa- 
t%a, Mod. ga-ulapka.

noose, shlukalaksh; to make an., 
shlukal%a.

north, yamat; northwards and from 
the n., yamat; coming frdm, born in, 

  native of the n., yamakni.
northeast, y^wat (or lupit) ke*-
. tcha yamatitala.
northeast wind, tchakinksh.
northern, yamakni.
Northerner, and Northern people, 

yamakni.
northwest, tjjalatn ke*tchayama 

titala.
northwest wind, gu'pashtish.
north wind, yarnash; when person 

ified, Yamash; the n. w. blows, yam a; 
while the n. w. Uows, yamashtka.

nose, pshi'sh; point, end ofn., pshi'sh 
iwalan; n.-ring of beads, shipkgish; 
n.-ornament, n.-quilL she'l%ish; wear 
ing a n.-ornament, she'lkantko; to 
insert into the perforated n., hush- 
kalka; to blow the n., shnl'^a psi'sh, 
shnf^a; to put the n. about, as ani

mals, shniksh6kshuka; to shoiv the 
long n., shepalua; to snuff up into 
the n., p'laitan shni'%a; to wipe the n. 
with a handkerchief, psish shiashka.

nostril, pshisham gins^antko, pshi- 
sham gintch/ish; both nostrils, ho- 
kno'tkish.

not, kd-i; putative negation: le, la; 
probably n., le ak; n. at all, kayak; 
n. yet, not at the time being, kayutch; 
kayu, kayu, kayak; n. a person or 
thing, kaitua; n. to be on hand, 
present, ka'gi; n. to see, find, dis 
cover, perceive, le'shina.

notch, s., sti'klkish; ktek'hieh^tko; 
n. to insert arrow-head, tulish. Cf. 
incision.

notch, v. t., kte*k'hiehe, ktepeta, 
ktui%i; notched, stu'kshaltko; to rub 
a. notched stick, as done at war- 
dances, u!6kasha.

nothing, kaitua; for n., scot-free, 
huna/shak.

notice, v. t., shldpopka, shem- 
tchal^a; shle'a; n. again, shl^pele; 
n. at a distance, shle'pka, shlt'popka.

notify, v. t., shapiya; n. fully, 
shapiyiila; to commence, cease notify 
ing, shapitampka, shapiyiila.

November; inaccurately rendered 
by kaptchelam shinaktish, q. v.

now, at, abbr. a ; at pe'n; atiu, atu, 
Mod. atui; temp, and local at the. 
same time, hujo', -u; justn., tcha-u, 
abbr. tcha. Cf. actually, presently.

n o w h ere, ka-itata.
nowise, kayak. 

I number, s.; no ex. eq.: an. of, a great
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n. of, tiimi; an equal n. of, kanktak; nurse, v. t., tclnita, tchutena; n. 
such a n. of, so many, kanni, kank. for a while, tchutanhuya; to go and 

number, v. t, to count, she'tua. , ^., tchutdnsha.

o.
oak; white-o. tree, hiidshnam; black-o. 

tree, kli'sham ;. poison-o., Elms toxi- 
codendron, matnesham. Cf. acorn.

oar, ktchi'k.
oats, hashpkish, lit "fodder."
obey, v. t., tuniena; matchatka; not 

to o., hishnkita.
object, s., thing, mostly inan., tua; 

some o., tua; every o. or o. of ever)/ 
kind, n&nuktua; o. ivon at a game 
or sport, ikaks; o. causing pain, 
disease, tatktish; o. sucked out of 
the patient's body, hanshish. Cf. 
article.

object, v. t, lewitchta, lewc-ula.
obnoxious, kuidshi. Of. bad, 

mischievous.
obscure, it is, tch'mu'ka.
obscured, said of sky, weather; 

tiptipli, limlimli. Of. overcast.
obscurity, tchmu'ksh.
observe, v. t, shlaka, Mod shleka; 

o. closely, shMpopka; o. secretly, gan- 
tila; to make o., shunu'kanka; o. 
from a distance, telshapka, telshani- 
pka, shle'pka, shlepopka.

obsidian and what is made, of it, 
mbu'shaksh; one who possesses o.- 
tools, mbushakshaltko; o. arrow 
head, mbu'shaksh - shawalsh, or sim 
ply: mbushaksh; matchma'tchli 
shawalsh, contr. metsmetsawals.

obstruct, v. t, as an entrance, den, 
aperture, yankapshti.

obstruction in river, intended as 
a fish-trap, nakosh; himber-dam, pap- 
lish; o., dam under the ivater's sur 
face, otflks.

o b t a i n , v. t., shnuka, slmukua; o. on 
purpose, shnukpa; o. ivJiile goiny, 
iktcha; o. a spark of fire, klena, klu- 
kalgi; o. through winning a game, 
ikaga, wi-uka ; to try to o., kahidwa.

obtuse in mind, kaitua shayuaksh.
occur, v. i., ne'pka.
ocean, muni d-ush.
o c h e r; yellow o., spal; looking like o., 

spalptchi.
October, corresponds inaccurately 

to tat%elamni, Mod. t%alamni, q. v.
odd, wennini, abbr. wdnni; to act 

in an o. manner, ka-ika, kala.
oddly, wdnni; to behave o., ka-ika, 

ka'la.
odor; what emits o., piluye'ash; to 

emit o., pilui.
oesophagus, s^utkanu'tkish, shni- 

watchn6tkish.
offend, v. t, shnikalua; to feel of 

fended when a dead person's name 
is mentioned, shlamia.

offer, v. t., ikta; in the sense of 
giving, shewana, cf. give; o. a re- 
ivard, ikta.
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officer, civil, laki; military, laki 
shu'ldshash, laki.

offspring, human or animal, we'- 
ash, dim. we*ka; mostly referring to 
animals, ndshe'kani; o. of quadru 
peds, lele'dshi; male o., viinak, dim. 
vunakaga; we'ash, dim. we'ka; of 
animals, lakiaga, we'ash; female o. 
of animals, guluaga, ndshiluaga; 
what produces o., wa-ish; to bear o., 
nkakgi,we'kala; animals, hla-a; to 
remain without o., tchitu.

often, tumeni, tankni. Cf. titatna.
oily and ofo. appearance, mhishetko.
old, anim., k'mutchatko,k'mutchish; 

o., used up, good for nothing, chiefly 
inan., amtchiksh, abbr. and suffixed, 
-amtch; o., early, belonging to the past, 
anim. and inan., ma'ntchni, tankni; 
o., withered, said of plants, pakatko; 
o. person, o. man, k'nmtcheVatko, 
k'mutchatko, k'mutchish; o. person, 
t'shika; t'shika-aga; o. woman, wele"- 
kash, welekatko; little o. woman, 
wele'kaga; spirit of o. woman, wele- 
kaga; to be o., t'shika; to grow o, 
become o., k'mdtcha; o salmon, 
vuig; o. when referring to mythic 
characters, amtchiksh, -amtch: "Old 
Crane" nom. pr.,Shu'kamtch; "Old 
Grizzly," Shashapamtch. Cf. aged, 
ancestral.

Old Agency Buildings, on 
Upper Klamath Lake, fi-ushtat.

old-fashioned, ma'ntchni, tan- 
kni; amtchiksh, -amtch.

omopiate, sh^tasht/apksh.
once, tina; at. o., simultaneously, ti-

na-ak, tina'k; at o., without delay, 
suddenly, palak, pe'lak, Mod. pelak; 
palakak, tanktak; at o., in one batch, 
nadsha'shak; o. only, tina/k; o. more, 
o. over again, pe'n.

one, na/dsh, na'sh; only o., but o., 
na/dshak; every o., n4nuk; at o. 
place, spot, na/dshash; in or into o. 
spot, nadsha'shak; o. day, in o. day, 
ria/sh waita; to pass o. day or o. day 
and night ensuing, waita; to blink 
with o. eye only, knadshikia.

one-eyed, shtchu'katko,
oneself; reflective verbs are form 

ed by prefix h- placed before the 
medial prefix sh-, s-, or by the lat 
ter alone. For o., -gianggin; provi 
dent for o., tidshkianki. Cf. Gram 
mar, and in the Dictionary: him-

' self.
only, ak, -ak, hak, -hak, cf. ak No. 

2 (i) and (4), tala, abbr. -ta, ta; 
this thing o., hun gdtak; o. one, a 
single one o., na/dshak, nadshiak; 
when referring to the verb of a sen 
tence, pila.

onion, k6-i piluye'ash, 6nion.
open, adj.; o. for passage, gins^an- 

tko, kintchantko; to be o. for pass 
age, gins%a; to be o., ginte'ga; to 
keep o., as the mouth, hanuipka; 
having one eye o., nadshi%atko.

open, v. t.; o. a cover, lid, hutatch- 
kiula, kaishnula; o. up the top of a 
winter-lodge, kaishnula; for some 
body, kaishnulia; o. a door, kaish 
nula, Mod. shlauki61a; ktiuye'ga; 
o. by tearing, pulling, pake61a; o.
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and lay down flat, as a book, shek- 
la't^a; to be opened up, gins%a.

opening, gin^antko, gute'kuish, 
gint%ish; as of the ear, gintch/ish; 
to have an o., gintega; o. to be closed 
up, ndsakish; to place into an 0., 
}^ankapshti. Cf. aperture, hole, 
orifice.

open out, v. i., as blossoms, shla- 
pa; o. out above, gint%i.

opposite; on the o. side, adv. ge'- 
kshta, gdtant; on o. side of, prep, 
gunigshtant, gdnitana, tu'gshtanta; 
from o. sides, pipelantana.

opprobrious, kuidshi; to call o. 
names, lama.

or, ampka, the Lat. vel and aid; 
or else, ampka.

orator, ka/kl'kish, wdltkish.
orchard, a'puls = hashuash.
order, s., nd-ulaksh, shunu'kanksh, 

tpewash; definite o., stule61ish; to 
give orders, hashtaltdmpka, tpewa, 
stuli; while going about, stulidsha.

order, v. t, nd-ul%a; tpewa; stuli, 
hiii'shga; o.for somebody, ne-ul^ia; 
o. while going, stulidsha; o. repeat 
edly, ne-u%alpeli; to commence lo o., 
ne-ulakie'ga.

ordinance, shunu'kanksh.
Oregon, norn. pr , Ydmat, Yamaki- 

sham kaila, Yamatala, 0. kaila; 
T%alamtala, lit. "to the western 
lands 1 '; into, toivards 0., Yamatala; 
0. grape, Berberis aquifoliwn, wele'li.

Oregonian Indian, nom. pr., Ya- 
makni maklaks, Yamakni; 0. set 
tler, Oreginkni, Yamakni B6shtin.

organ; expressed by suffix -otkish, 
eontr. -otch; nasal o. of animals, 
pshi'sh. Cf. apparatus.

orifice, gln/ish, gmt%ish, gin- 
tc1i%ish; o. as of a bottle, gin%antko; 
of entrails, kilit; o, of ear? nose, 
metchish; o., hole to go or crawl 
through, gekankish, gutekuish; to 
put a stick, straw into an o,, kmaka- 
pshti. Cf. aperture, hole, opening.

ornament; neck-o., shnawa'kisli; 
mother-of-pearl o, laktash, ktchak; 
o. on dress, made of a tall grass, 
(^pat; to have ornaments on bod//, 
shulutamna.

orphan , who lost both parents, ko'- 
hiegsh, Mod. kuihegsli; o. ivhose 
father died, pti'sh-lulatko; o. ivhose 
mother died, p'gi'sh^lulatko.

other, na'dsh, ndyensh, wennini; 
the ones, .... the others, nanka ..... 
nanka; on the o. side of, gunitana; 
belonging to others, or to other lands, 
tribes, wennikni. Cf. opposite, side.

otter; fish-o., Lutra canadensis, 
kolta; o.-sldn strap, ske'l.

our, ours, belonging to us, nalam; 
of ourselves, our own, nalamtak, na 
lam toks ; ive for ourselves, nata- 
kinki. Cf. oneself.

oust, v. t., kpuli, kputcha, kputchna; 
tpudsha, tpudshna, tpuli, tpuliria; 
shuwa, pi. niwa; o. from a lodge, 
house, shuka; to start for ousting, 
sjuikidsha. Cf. drive, v.

out, adv.; expressed by verbal suf 
fixes or case-postpositions: o. in the 
distance, far o., tu, tush, ti'it, tutaks;
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o. there, ge'ntala, ge'tui, guni. Of. 
far, out of.

outdo, v. t, to conquer , skiipma; 
wini^i, Mod. vui%in ; to surpass,

outdoors, I'wa, kani ; expressed 
by verbal suffixes, as in gatitana, 
etc. ; being, staying o., kani Of. out 
side.

outhouse; of. shed.  
outlet, for persons or animals, ge- 

kankish; o. to crawl through, gute- 
kuish; o. of running water, shu/m, 
shumalkish.

out of, prep.; expressed by nomi 
nal and verbal pre- and suffixes; 
cf. to jump o. of, hukansha, with 
locat. case -tat; to jump o, of the 
'water, vutchewa. Cf outside, adv.

outrage, v. t.; kui shuta.
outside, adv., kani; o. of, out of, 

prep., kam'tant; expressed by ver 
bal suffixes, a.s in tgatitana, tgatita, 
etc.; being, staying o., kani. Cf. out 
doors.

outside, s., kanitani ; being on the 
o. of, kanitani. Cf. crust.

o u t s i d e r , wennikni.
oven; round o., bake-o., iron o., lil- 

pash: shnuntop'lkotkish. Cf. stove.
over, prep. ; expressed by verbal 

suffixes and case-postpositions; to 
cross o., gakua, kako'dsha; o. there, 
o. yonder, ge'ntala; ge'tui, guni; long

obj. and persons, hut; o. there on the 
soil, ground, hi, hi', i; the one o. 
there, guni.

overcast, tiptipli, limlimli; 0. shy, 
weather, paishash.

overcoat, kapo; wearing an o., 
kaputko; to put on one's o., kapo- 
peli; to take of the o., kap61a.

overflow, v. t., tilhua, tlla; tchie- 
ga; overflowed, tilhuantko; to le 
overflowed, tchi%i; ground overflowed, 
t'ch%ash^tko.

overflow, v. i., kitlua, tila, tilhua.
overload, v. t,, as a horse, shi- 

itna.
overlook, v. t., telha; from a dis 

tance, tdlhapka, te!61i; o. in the 
sense of examining, shuawina; o., 
said of scouts, teloli.

owe, v. t, shkiulka, tala skiuta.
owl, species of, yiikiak, pa'hpash; 

horned o., Bubo subarcticus. mukash; 
"turn-head," Speotyto hypugaia, 
n u' sh = tilan sn^ash.

own, adj.; thy o., initak, mitoks; our 
o., nalamtoks, etc.; the soil's o., vun- 
akam.

own, v. t.; to possess, cf. g! No. 5; 
in the sense of lording it over, hash- 
taltampka; owning, possessed of, gi- 
tko, shunuishaltko, suffix -Itko.

owner of property, houses, land, 
hashtaltampkatko.

o x , rnushniush, Mod. vushmush.
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pace, s., shikashlash; to make one p., 
step, shikashtka.

pace, v. i., kishl%a, shikashla; p. 
sloiv, kishtclina; pacing horse, wilit- 
gish.

Pacific Coast Indian of Oregon, 
S61tchokni maklaks, Soltchokni.

pack, package, nie'tkalsli; shultila- 
tko, slmtilatko.

pack, v. t, horses, wagons, ita, 
itna; p. away for home, hi'wi; when 
distant, hiwidsha; p. goods on a 
horse ivith ropes, sh<51alaa.

p a c k e r of baggage, as army bag 
gage, limi'l=man.

p addle, v. t,, with the oar, s%ena; 
p. lack, home, s^atkipeli; p. along 
the shore, s%o-ikina; p. from the 
shore, s%owashka; p. about ivith a 
light, spark of fire in canoe, sklii- 
tchkanka; p., beat down into, as 
seeds into a basket, \veka.

paddle, s.; oar, ktclri'k; oblong 
wickerivork p., seed-p., shaplash, dim. 
shaplka; flat or concave wickerwork 
p. larger than the shaplash, tia; p. 
of tide, bulrushes, pa'hla, pala; seed- 
P. of willow branches, tchku'la; p. 
filled with eatables, i'lksh; scraping 
p., piemitkish.

pail, p6ko, dim. pokuaga; to carry 
in a p., sho'dslma, stc'na; to give in 
a p., shiii, pi. shewana. Cf. vase.

pain, s., tatktish; article producing 
p., tatktish; to feel p., tatkta; to give 
p., cf. pain, v. t.

pain, v. t. and impers.; to give p., 
yuktgi, Mod. yiikiuka, tika; said of 
toothache, etc., kinialia; to p., burn, 
as a nettle, tdkteka.

paint, s.; red body-p. from ochreous 
earth, k'le'pki; resin-p, wakiosh; 
oclire-p., spill; black p., a mixture of 
burnt bulrushes and plum-seed, 
Igu'; another from coals, Igu'm; to 
put it on, as dancers, shutpashui; 
to put body-p. on oneself, shute!6ma; 
habitually, shutelomashla; to mark 
one's face with small dots of p., sha- 
tua%a.

paint, v. t, ita; shi-ita; c£ itchua; 
p., make pictures, shumalua; p. one 
self, shi-ita, pitak shi-ita; shutelo- 
ma; p., put on p. or varnish, as on 
furniture, talaka; p. onds face or 
body white, to " scratch-paint," sha-

. tchl%amia; p. one1 s face ivith the red 
kle'pki=jpawz£, shapkua, sliat%dsha; 
p. oneself black for a dance, shutpa 
shui; painted object, shumaluash. 
Cf. line, v. t.

painting, picture, hushte'tish.
pair of ttvo, lapi; both of them, 

lapok; in counting by pairs, the 
d. form lalapi, lalap is in use. 
Cf. couple, s.
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palatable; to become p. by cook 
ing, etc., n6ka. Of eatable.

palate, tankatch.
palaver, s., shutankish.
palaver, v. i., shutanka. Of. ne 

gotiate, v.
pale, adj.; to become p. in the face, 

ke'^tgi; paleface, palparUtclmleks= 
gitko, Boshtin.

paling, set up around graves, etc., 
latchaksh; to set up p., latchakshla, 
shute'dsbka.

palm of hand, takak, ndpam takak.
pan; frying-p , lepuinsh, Mod. li- 

pasb; to melt in a p., v. t, stir%a, 
shulala; to give in a p., shin, pi. 
shewana.

pane of glass, mirror, window, she'- 
taluash.

Pan's flute, shalallish. Cf. Jews- 
harp.

pant, v. i., kelpa.
pantaloons, pair of, kailalapsh; 

to put on one's -p., kailalap'li; to take 
off one's p., kailalapola.

p a n t h e r, taslatch, kiiika-ush.
p a per, and what is made of it, pipa; 

p.-kite, hushanualksh.
parasite, papdtalish.
parcel, shutilatko, shultilatko, lit. 

" held under the arm." Cf. pack.
parch, v. t., shnu'^a, shniita; p. or 

make crumble by exsiccation, mbu- 
ka; to be par died up, mbakla,

pare, v. t., with the knife, vulfna.
parents, shukikash, Mod. shoke- 

ka-ash; old parent, t'sliika-aga; 
t'shika-amtch; parent of one child,

weshaltko; of two or more children, 
weweshaltko.

par flesh, kakn61sh; cf. armor.
parley, shutankish.
parsimonious, widshikish; tobe 

p., widshika.
parsnip; wildp. (species ofSiumf), 

skawanksham; a plant resembling 
wild p., ma'sh.

part, portion of, nanka, one p ..... 
the other p., nanka..... nanka; to 
cut into two parts, hekshat^a, she- 
ktatka; divided into parts, shekta- 
t%atko; forms arithmetic fractions. 
Cf. divide, v.

part, v. t, to separate, shdkelui; p. 
one from the other, skuyushka; p. 
the feet, legs, putchka; p., especially 
the legs, ske'ka.

part from, v. i., ke'dsha, gu'shka; 
p. from each other by going in differ 
ent directions, shipi/ t%a.

pass, v. i., said of time or sections 
of time, hiidshna, tinshna, atpa, cf. 
elapse, v.; p. in the sense of to travel, 
gdna, tamenu; p. ahead of, gayaya, 
gaya-idsha; p., go around a lake, 
etc., geluantcha; said of strings, 
etc., we'pla, stunkiamna; p by quick 
ly, hukie'tansha; p. into, guli, pi. 
kilhi; said of a bullet, gu'tal^a; p. 
over, to flood, said of liquids, kelua, 
tila, tilhua; p. over a level surface, 
talaka; p. over body or limb, making 
a slight incision, til an s% a; p. through, 
escape, gil%i; smoke, etc., 16kansha; 
p..through, over with the hand, tash- 
u!61a; p. through, light air-drafts,
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ukidshlin; strong ones, will; p. or 
flow through, waters, nti'iltch%ant-

  clia; to make p. through, as water, 
ropes, stu'nshna; p. under the hori 
zon, tinkue'la, tino'li; p. underneath, 
gutfla ; passing through a solid body 
from end to end, ttms%antko.

pass, v. t, hand over to, sliiila, slm- 
lia, shulipka; p. by, jp. on the ivay, 
aniin. obj., slmkiota; p. the arm 
around, shashkakiamna; p. agate, 
stilankansha; p. a day, waita; p. 
two days, lap'ni waita; p. the limits, 
said of water, tila; p. from one end 
of mouth to the other, slialalalina; 
p. a ford on a wagon, stilankua; p. 
through, as a rope, etc., stu'nka; 
through oneself, stu'n^ia.

passable, gins%antko; to be p., gin 
s/a; p for travelers walking or rid 
ing single file, kintchantko.

passage, steldsh, Mod. st6kisb; 
p.-ivay, thoroughfare, gekankish, 
gins%antko, stu'; narrow p. or pass, 
kintchantko; p., tubiform, subterra 
nean, or above the ground, stu, dim. 
stuaga; p., especially when tubular, 
gin%ish; to make a p., stuya. Of. 
aperture, hole.

passionate, tchakalsh, kilosh.
pass-ticket, lakiam pipa.
past, adj., giulank, Mod. gmlan; in 

the p., una, nia, tank; to be p., giu- 
la, cf. atpa; belonging to the p., 
ma'ntclmi, tankni. The vowel -u 
in the nominal suffix -uish also 
points to the past.

past, prep.; expressed by the verbal

suffix-p'nr., -pena, etc.; to run p., hu- 
tapena; to go p.,o.mn\. obj., slmkiota.

paste made of berries and camass, 
shukalsh.

paste, v. t, p. on, ndta; p. over, 
skentana; p. upon, and to be pasted 
on, shnantchakta.

paste-board, pipa.
pasture ; p.-land, kslmnaltko kiiila; 

fenced-in p.-ground, niuligish; p.- 
ff round not fenced in, pa-ukish.

pat, v. t., tatcha'lka; ptchikl%ci, 
Mod. ptchakl%a

patch^r mending, nakish; p., torn 
cloth, te'shashko; to make a cover, 
blanket from small patches, tesha- 
shkuala, sku'tchala.

patch, v. t, to mend, nakia.
path, pathivay, stu, stuaga, kintch 

antko; to make a p., stuya. 
| p a t i e n t, s., mashetko, shilaltko. 
i Pauline, nom. pr. of a Snake In- 
i dian chief, Panama, 
j p ause , v. i.; cf. end, finish, v ; p., 

make pauses in the gathering of fruits, 
j in fishing, etc.; shnikanua; to make 

successive pauses, etc., shnikanu- 
anka,

paw, ndp, dim. nepaga.
pay, v. t., kitchakela; p. a sum owed, 

debt, kitchakela; p. in money or 
goods, p. cash, skukta; to go and p., 
skuktna; p. in one coin, luya; in 
many, p^wi, shewana; p. in one 
note, greenback, bill, check, etc., 
n(iya; in many, shewana; p. a fine, 
to be fined, skukta; p. out to many, 
she-a/ta.
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pay, s., she-etish; without p., huna'- 
shak; p.-day, slie-etish; to have p.- 
day, she-e'ta.

peace, s.; no ex. eq.: p.-maker, p.- 
negotiator, shuslratankish; to con 
clude, make p., shutanka; to speak in 
favor of p., tidsh hdmkanka.

peaceful, tidshi.
peak, yaina.
pebble, kta-i, ktayaga.
pectoral, vushoksaksini; p. fin, 

pipelantana kidshash.
peel, v. t., kiulola, ktchelola, vuli- 

iia; p. the inner lark of trees, st6- 
pela, st6palshn; tree partly peeled 
off, stopalhuish; peeled fruit, ktche- 
loluish.

peeling, s., ktchehSlash, tchilak.
peep, v. i., p. out, le'ltki.
pelican, Pelecanus erythrorhynchus, 

kumal or yamal.
pelt, tchelksh.
peltry, m'l.
pen; writing p., shumal6tkish
pencil; hair-p. and lead-p., shuma- 

lotkish.
pendulum, vut6kakua.
penis, ka/k.
people, maklaks; pshe-utiwash; 

white p., Boshtin maklaks, B6shtin.
perceive, v. t, sblea; p. again, 

shle'pele; p. from a distance, shle'p- 
ka, t^lsha])ka, telsbampka; p. by 
observing, sbMpopka.

perfect, tidshi, mu tidshi.
perfectly, tidsh.
perforate, v. t, ginka, sheka; to 

pierce, k^ka; p. with a boring in

strument, tueka; p the nose, ear, 
earlobe, hashtka; p. the septum of 
the nose, psi'sh ginka; p. another's 
nose, stu'lka; p. round obj., Itui- 
%aga; to be perforated in its length, 
ginka.

perforation, shdkish; p. made 
by a borer, ibekantko; p. of nose- 
septum, earlobe, hashtaksh; place of 
p., tdlkgish; to fasten by inserting in 
perforations, hashtamna.

perform, v. t, gi, of. gi (5); shuta; 
p. on one's way, shutddshna;^. a gay 
dance, tuituigidsha; p. a scalp-dance, 
sha/dsha;^. labor, pdl.pela.

perhaps, may be, wakianhua, ka-i 
nu shayuakta;   sometimes to be 
rendered by ak, ak a, aka, ka, 
lish.

period; at that p., then, tank, tan- 
kak, tankt, tanktchik; living, exist 
ing at that p., tankni; living since that 
p., tanktchikni. Of. epoch, time.

perish, v. i., by premature death, 
tch6ka; to cause to p., husbtchoka; 
to let p. by hunger, hashtawa.

peritoneum, nkasliam wdlsliash.
permit, v t., we-ula, witchta; p. 

to, wewalta.
perpendicularly; to shoot up p., 

as an arrow, uteVa.
perpetual, tchuslmini; adj. used 

adverbially: tchu'sbni,tchu'shniak.
perpetually, tchushak, tchii7 - 

shniak.
person, maklaks; resembling per 

sons, maklaks=shitko; ivhite p., B6- 
shtin maklaks; old p., t'shika, t'shi-
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ka-aga, t'shika-amtch; young p. of 
either sex, t'shimankatko.

perspiration, shualkash; to be 
in a p., shualka.

perspire, v. i., shualka; after 
"bodily exertion, etc., w&la.

persuade, v. t., often expressed 
by causative verb3; cf. cause, v. t.; 
p. to part with, slmmkla.

peruse, v. t., pipa hashashuakia.
pestle, ndukish; ivooden or stone-p., 

ska'. Cf. mash, v.
petticoat, shtchi'vvaksh.
petty, ndshe'kam; kitchk£ni, abbr. 

Idtcha. Cf. little.
petulant, ka-ikasl]; to be p, 

ndshiptchpa. Cf. reckless.
p h a r y n x , s^utkami'tkish, shni- 

watchn6tkish.
phlegm, slime, niolash; to throw 

up p., 6kshua.
p li y s i c i a n , yauksrmin.
pick, v. t.; p. berries, fruits, Iguya, 

Itakaya; p. to pieces for eating, de 
vouring, shlukshka; p. up, lift up, 
pi. or coll., itkal; p. up by chance, 
ndakal, pi. itkal; ivltile going, nda- 
kalkanka; p. up, take up, round obj., 
luye'ga, pi. pe-uyega; Idukala; p. 
out, clioose, select, ihia, shiatka. Cf. 
collect, gather, v. t.

pickaxe, utoy6tkish; to work with 
a p., ibutiiya.

picnic; to enjoy a p., papia'na.
picture, shiimaluasli; of an object, 

hushte'tish, Mod. liushtewash; to 
draw a p., shiimalua.

piebald horse, slmmaluatko watch.

piece, s.; if cut off with a tool, 
ktushkuish, piishkuish; p, of cloth, 
teshashko; to pick to pieces for de 
vouring, shlu'kslika; divided, cut 
into pieces, shektat%atko.

p i e r c e 5 v. t., with a piercing tool, 
keka; p. by cutting or by a stroke 
of the hand, tke'ka; p. by boring, 
keka, tueka, sh^ka; p, one's nose, 
hashtka; another's nose, stulka; p. 
by stabbing, sk^ka, ktchena, stu'ka; 
round obj., ltui%aga; p. by shooting, 
ske'ka, tel^a; p. by impaling, talka; 
p. in its length, gmka; aperture 
through piercing, shekish; in the 
ear, nose, hashtaksh. Cf. bore, per 
forate, v.

pig, gushuaga.
pigeon; domestic p., Boshtinam 

o'lash; species of ashy wild p. or 
dove, Zenaidura carolinensis, o'lash; 
p -hawk, ndukish.

pile, s.; heap, as of wood, kedsh- 
kksh; p. of pyramidal shape,i{u\&&\\, 
stii'ilash; in a p., adv., sh6pa, sii'- 
pen; to lie in a p., sh6pa.

piles, s., kilit=mashash.
pile up, v. t, sh6pal%a; shio'l^i, 

Mod. hushto'lki; p. upy upon each 
other, round obj., lokaptcha, Mod. 
Ikdpa; sheets, etc., shikantela; 
rocks, shudla; stones, sko-il%a.

pilfer, v. t, p&lla; p. again, pala- 
pele; anim. and long obj-, t'mesh- 
ka, pi. yimeshka.

pilgrim bottle of basket ware, 
etc., sliultilash.

pillar of roof, lodge, walash, stutilash.
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pillow, sho'lhash; small p. on baby- 
board, shuipuklasb; p.-case, shul- 
bash=latktchisli, sho'lhashtat sblet'- 
hish; to make, manufacture pillows, 
shulhashla.

p i 1 p i 1; cf. puberty.
pimple, tchimtash; p.-faced, tchim- 

tatko. Cf. eruption.
pin, s.; cloth-p., kakpatnotkish, Mod- 

lawalatko; p.-liead, lawalash.
pin, v. t., p. fast to, mpata; p. together, 

shakpatmawa, hasbtatchmaya.
pincers, shnakptig6tkish; fire-p., 

illa'ludsh kpatiank 161oksh; p. to 
pluck out hair, hushnioklo'tkish ; to 
seize with p., shnakptiga, tapata.

pinch, v. t.; p. with the extremities, 
tchilika, contr. tcblika; p. contin 
ually, tchligatchktcha; p. out, as 
pimples, kut61a.

pine, s., ko'sh; young p. tree, kapka, 
dim. kapkaga; black p., 16pkash; 
hemlock p., wa'ko, wa'kuam; species 
of low p., Pinus contorta, kapka; 
sugar-p., kteleam ko'sh; fallen p.- 
tree, katcbna, himpoks; p.-bur, tcba- 
tchgalam, Mod. tchatchgalinks; p.- 
gum, cf. pitch; needle of p.-tree, 
spami; piece of p.-wood for the fire- 
drill, shlikuish; wkorl, bunch of p. 
needles, p.-brush, push, dim. pu'shak.

pine, v. i.,latka, shunuyua; p. away, 
yualka; pining away, yuyalkish, 
yuyalkishptchi. Cf. sad.

p i n e - nu t, ktelo; p.-nut, having two 
wings, h611aksh; to gafJier p.-nuts, 
ktelualsha.

]) i n k, k^tcha taktakli; taktakli.

pipe, s.; ivhistling p., reed-p., shlol- 
ush, stutash; tobacco-p., paksh; its 
stem, pa-utkish, tulish

pistol, shikeintgish, dim. shikenit- 
gi'ka.

pit, s., of a well, welwasb; hunter's 
p., pitfall, pe'ntch; former roast-p., 
pukuisb.

pitch, s., and resin, stiya; applied to 
arrows, etc., walakish; smelling 
like, containing p., stialtko; pine- 
gum, lalago.

pitcher, tchipk6tkish.
pitch up, v. t, as with a pitch 

fork, kiuyega.
pith. lo'k.
Pit River, nom. pr. of a Californian 

watercourse, M6atni K6ke, M6atu- 
ash%eni K6ke, M6atuasham Koke, 
Moatuashamkshini K6ke; P. II. 
Indian, nom. pr., M6atuash mak- 
laks, M6atwash; P. R. language, 
M6atuasham he'mkanksh.

pity, v. t.; to have p. on, yualka.
place, s.; no ex. eq.: p.' on the 

ground, kaila; at this p., spot, In, i, 
hita, gi'ta, gftata; with verbs of 
motion, hatak; at that p., gitaks; 
with verbs of motion, batak, hatakt; 
at some p., tarn, tuankshi, tiish; at 
which p.? (also dem. adv.); tata? 
tatai? tuankshi? at some other p., 
tiishak, welitana; atbothplaces, used 
adjectively, 14pukni; to another p., 
we'nni; at no p., ka-itata; to 
wards that p., gitala; to or towards 
which p.? tata? through, by that p., 
hdtaktana; p of dwelling, living,
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tchi'sli, wa'sli; p. of exit, kaislitish, 
gutektiisli, gekankisli; droivning p., 
tinuasli; p. ivhere provisions are kept, 
ipaksh; standing p., tiipaksh; p. where 
many dbj. of the same description 
are found, wr/sli; native of which? 
and of that 2^-, tatkni; coming from 
this p., gitakni. Of. here, there; also 
the numerals: two, etc. 

p 1 a c o , v. t.; generic term, ita; p. 
against, lakia, v. med. shaliiia; p. 
apart, as the legs, skeka, lmshpi'it%a; 
p. around one's neck, slia-ukaga; p., 
put down, el/a, It'lka, m'l^a, shk'l/a; 
p. at the end of, tarnadsha; p. into, 
in, within, ikuga, iwinn ; one obj., 
kshekuga, kshela; p., shove into, as 
into a bag, shulha; p. into a basket, 
etc., hishtcha%ug'a, coll. itkal, ule- 
/nga; p. into ivater, iwa; p. into an 
opening, yankapshti; p. into a seat, li- 
watkal; p. inside of, within, iwina; 
spulhi, pi. illii; kshikla, pi. ikla; 
to return from placing inside, spul- 
hi'tka; to he placed into, on, upon, 
tchi'kla; p. oneself in ainlush, hislm- 
al%a, wil%a; cf. ambush; p. the legs 
under oneself, shepatcliti'la; p., push 
over, ktiwi^i; p., spread over, loka- 
ptch%a, Mod. Ikapa; p. under, he- 
low, heneath, ikla, iietila, inotila, 
utila; p. under ivater, utila; p. un-. 
deiyround, ilktcha, p'mina, vumi; p. 
upon, on, ita,likla, lawdla, ndkla, na- 
\val, shlekla, pc-ula, eVa; long obj., 
persons,ikla; ila, pi. yalaj a kettle? 
etc., tchi'I^a; p upon the ground, 
tchfl%ia; p. upon, so as to let it

hang doivn on both sides, shaka- 
tchnala; p. upon, on the top of, la- 
wala, nawal, iwala; ktiwi/i; p. upon 
something high, long obj., kshawal, 
kshuiwal, pi. iwala; p. upon, as upon 
a basket already filled, ipesie'^i; 
p, upon, as a ring on one's finger, 
illii. Cf. deposit, lay, put, v.

placental matter, genali; k'le- 
k&la.

plain, adj.; to render p., compre 
hensible, heshamkanka, hesh^gsha.

plain, s., saiga, dim. saikaga; level, 
rocky ground, kna/t, Mod. klfi'dsh.

plait; hair-p. of males, shakpaksh; 
of females, wektash; to gather one's 
hair into a pi., shukat'nola, shakpka.

plane, adj., patpatli, adv. patpat; 
tchlu^atko, taktakli, tatatli. Cf. 
even, flat

plane, v. t., patpat shuta, vulina, 
shniitchluktagin, talaka.

p 1 a n k of wood, papkash.
plant, s.; no ex. eq.: loivp., iveed, 

stalk, tchclasb; p. of rounded shape, 
Ibuka; species of alimentary p., 
watksam; species of p. j)roducing 
the kldpa-bulb, pu'dshalc; eatable 
portion of a certain species of p., 
tsuak. Cf. tree, weed.

plant, v. t,, vegetables, hashmi-a; 
p. into the ground, as one pole, 
tewa, two poles, stitl^a, many, 
tetal^a; planting ground, hashuash, 
Mod. hashuakish.

plate, taltalsh ; hashpo'tkish; nar 
row, low p., wikamua: p. of wicker- 
work m pottery, shaplash, dim. sha-
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plka; to give on a p., shui, pi. she- 
vvana.

platform, s.; to erect a p. on a 
scaffold, gelkaya; to erect poles for 
a p. or scaffold, shtchik'l^a.

play , v. t., p. a game, leVa, 14-una, 
le"-ula: mainly used of games im 
plying motion, as running; p. a 
game, while sitting, shakla, shake- 
ma; to go to p., le'-una, Id-utcha, le- 
utchola, shue'dshna; p. while going, 
on one's way, le'-utchna, shue'dshna; 
p. at ball, bandy, club, leVa; shu-u'ta; 
p. the beaver-teeth game, sku'sha; 
p. habitually, shakalsha; p. in some 
body's interest and deceptively, sha- 
kemfa: p. leap-frog, ngangatfyi; p. 
at sliding doivnliill, shektakucla; p. 
"smoke-in, smoke-out," lepleputa'na; 
p. the spelshna- or guessing-game, 
shakalsha, spelshna; p., gamble for 
stakes, shakla; p. the four-stick 
game, spelshna, sh&kla, shakalsha, 
slmlshe'shla; p. the string-game, tchi- 
nia-a.

play, s., of any description, sha- 
kalsh; after p., Iewatk61ank; p,-~ball, 
l^wash, shakudash, shuntoyakea- 
6tkish; shu'pluash, dim. shupluga. 
Cf. game.

player, shak!6tkish.
playfully, adv.; to act, behave p., 

ka'la, shesh%eilda.
playmate, shawalinc'ash.
pliant, ule^atko.
plicated, tish^alkuleatko.
plot, v. t.; p. against, ne-ulakta; 

sheno'l^a. 
40

plover, black bellied, Squatarola 
helvetica, kiiish; golden p., ud^kash.

plow, s., sputiiyotch, Mod. shuto- 
y6tkish; plow's furrow, shut^dsha- 
nuish. Cf. furrow.

plow, v. t, sputiiya, Mod. shut6ya; 
plowed land, kaila=shutesh, ne-ush; 
hashuash, Mod. hashuakish.

pluck out, v. t., as beard, hair, 
hushmo'kla; as feathers, etc., pul- 
%a, pul'hka.

plucky, killitko, ka-i vu'shish; to 
be p., kila, ka-i viisha.

i) 1 u m, wild, tem61o.
plume, anim. or vegetable, mii- 

kash; provided with plumes, muk- 
mukatko; p.-crest of birds, sha- 
walsli.

p 1 u m e d , mukmiikatko.
plunge, v. i., in the water, pana; 

shikikia; to go and p., pewa; to take 
a cold p., pe'-udsha; to go and p., 
start for a p., shiki%ie'na.

pocket, liwayaks; p. in dress, pa- 
yakua.

pod, s., cf. capsule.
point, s., upper end, highest p. of, 

wi'hla, wilhashlash; p. of a con 
ical body, hapa; p. of arrow, sha- 
walsh; p. of arrow-head, knife, etc., 
tchaktchakli.

point, v. t, to sharpen, shnatchak- 
tgi, Mod. shnatchaktka; pointed, 
sharp, tchaktchakli; high-pointed, 
conical, wakwakli.

point, v. i.; p. at, p. out, show a long 
obj., al4hia; p. at by hand, kinship- 
ka; p. at a distant obj., kinshampka;
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p. at, take aim, lay a, shuawfdshna; 
p. by hand downwards, kinshakpka; 
p. to something on a person's body, 
shikantana; p. to sometbing on a 
person's foot, shikantila.

poison, s.; generic, spa-utish; ya- 
uks; k'lekotkislh, pi. of obj., luelo- 
tkish; dipped in p,, stetmash; p.-oalt, 
Rhus toxicodendron, niatne'sbam.

poison, v. t.; p. somebody, ya-uks 
or spa-utish shew&na; object poi 
soned, dipped in p., stdtmasb.

poisonous, k'lek(5tkish, pi. of obj., 
luel<5tkish; kiiidsbi tchunukish; p. 
drug, k'lek<5tkisb ya-uks, ya-uks.

poke, v. t ; p. in the fire, kpatia.
poker, fire-p.j kp4. |
pole, s., of wood, walash; anku; shu- ! 

ekush, wa'hlkish; p. sharpened at 
one end, shtchdkuash; lodge-p., wa- ! 
lash, stutilasb; p. for erecting sweat- , 
lodges, shtcha-ush; p. for fishing, 
p. with three iron prongs, shtcha- 
kuash; p.-lodge, shu'klaksh; to plant 
a p. in the ground, cf. plant, v.

polecat, species of, smaller tban 
tbe skunk, shuyuluish. ;

pole-necked, skanshish, sk6n- \ 
tcbisb; to walk p., skanshna.

policeman, i-'alhish.
polish, v. t., sbnutchbiktagia; pol 

ished, laklaldi, tcblu^atko.
polisher; arrow-shaft p , yehish.
pollute, v, t., kaknega shiashka. 

kakndga.
pond, (^waga; tchiwish; p-source 

of a stream, nushaltkaga, k<5kaga, 
wdlwasb.

pond-lily, yellow, Nuphar advena, 
wokasbam a^wokash; seedofyel- 
loiv p.-l., wokasb; to collect tbis seed, 
wokashla; species of p.-l, with 
unpalatable seeds, Nziphar polyse- 
palimi, tchin(5%am.

ponderous, yiitantko; to be p.^ 
yiita. Cf. heavy.

poniard, shlakat6tkish.
poor, destitute, yanhuani, yudlkisl^ 

kawantko; p.-looking, yualkisb- 
ptchi.

porcupine, tchdlish; bristle, quill 
of p., shmayam.

pork, gushuani tcbule'ks; salt p., 
gushu atak (or shu'l) it4ntko.

portion, s.; no ex. eq : a p. of, 
nanka; one p. .... the other p., 
nanka .... n&nka; to make two por 
tions, heksbat^a, sbektatka; divided, 
cut into two or more portions, she- 
ktat^atko. Cf. divide, v., part, s.

portrait, hushte'tish, Mod. hushte'- 
wasb.

position; to take p., wil%a. Cf. 
ambush, post, v.

positively, adv.; can often be
rendered by bai, 4-i, haitcb. 

'possess, v. t., and to be possessed 
: ty, gi> gitko; cf. gi (4); p. and 

manage one's own property, basbtal- 
ta-mpka; possessed of, gitko, suffix 
-Itko, sbunuishdltko, shdtaluatko; 
p. of many things, mu she'taluatko ; 
possessed of money, talaltko; to be 
possessed of a high voice, tche'k- 
tcheka; not possessed of, kdliak. 

i possession, property, shunuish.
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possibly, adv.; can often be ren- ! 
dered by ak, 4k a, aka, ka, lish. I

posterior, adj., tapitni.
posteriors, s., kfu; pu'shaklish.
post, s., walash; lodge-p., stutilash; 

thick p. of wood, tiitash.
post, v. t.; p. up on the top of, kti- | 

wala, ktiwi^i; to be posted on, upon, 
or in the woods, bushes, tchaggaya, 
pi. wawaggaya.

pot, for boiling, cooking, p6ko; tchi- 
laluash, Mod. tchilal6tkish; tea-or 
coffee-p., tchu'kshum; to cook in a 
p., shute'shla; to melt in a p., stil^a.

potato; wild p. (abusively calle(J. 
so), species of Calochortus, ka'sh; 
fpo, ip%a; "water-p." eatable root 
of Sagittaria, tchua; the plant pro 
ducing the w.-p., tchualam.

potion, buno'kish.
pottery, cf. dish, plate; broken 

piece of p., mbakuish.
pouch, la'klash, wakogsh; bullet-p., \ 

shultilash.
pound, v. t, as grains in a mortar, 

nde'ga, ndshapka; p. by means of 
a mortar or crushing stone, gam a, 
pe'ksha, skiiya, stdpka; p. into flour, 
shute'shla; p., p. fine with a piece 
of wood, ndaka; pounded seed, grain, 
lulinash. Of. crush, mash, v. |

pour, v. t.; p. along, kitutana; p. on, , 
iwala; liquids, kitita, kitua, kitui- 
ni; p. out on, p. out on again, iwal- 
p8li; p. over, upon, kidshna, kitu- 
Idla, kitutana. Cf. empty, v. t.

pour, v. i.; p. down in quantities, said 
of rain, kit'leka.

poverty; to be in p., yualka. Cf. 
indigent, poor.

powder, gunpowder, shlayaksh; p.- 
horn, shlayaksam wakogsh; to re 
duce to p. by grinding, lulfna, pe' 
ksha; cf. mash, pound, v.

power, killitko; litchlitchli; be 
witching p., yayaya-as, shufsh.

powerful, litchlitchli; killitko; 
muni; p., demoniac, shkaini; p., said 
of tissues, ropes, tsue'gatko; to be p., 
kila; winds, sk4; to be more p. than, 
skiipma; wini%i, Mod. vui%in.

powerfully, litchlitch, mu; kil- 
lank, n%i'l.

powerless; to be p., weak in body, 
s%<^i, ka'gi.

pox, pox; small-p., giit%aksh.
practicable for passage, kintch- 

antko.
practice, s.; to have the p. of, ne'tu; 

legal p., n^-ulaksh.
prairie, saiga, dim. saikaga; p,- 

chicken, species of, p6pusha, and 
pu'pisha, Kl.; shuakak; p.-hawk, 
tchmekol^ash; p.-wolf, coyote, Canis 
latrans, wa'sh, dim. washa^we'ka.

prance about, v. i., hush61al%a, 
d. also wash61al%a.

prattle, v. 1, nde*na.
prattler, nd^ndinish, waltkish.
pray, v. t; to beg, shak6tka; p. to 

God, p'laikishash hashashuakia.
preach, v. t., nd^na.
preacher, &unde=ka'kl'kish: p'lai- 

talkni = shushatish; sunde = kiuks, 
siinde=shushatish.

preceding, lupini; p. in age, tye'-u;
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p. in time, lupini, giiilatko. Cf. be
fore, first, past, adj., previous. 

precipice, gint/ish; laletko wal-
ish. 

precipitous; to be p., gint%i ;
Icila. 

prefer, v. t., ham eni, with verbal
intentional. 

pregnant, kushaltko ; said of ani
mals, lala-ish. 

prepare, v. t., shiita, shutdla; p.
oneself and to he prepared, mulua;
to fully p., mulo'la; to come to an
end with preparing, sliotel<51a; p. for
battle, husht6pakta. 

p r e p o n d e r a t e , v. i., wini%i, Mod.
viii^in. 

presage, s., of death or calamity,

presage, v. t. ; p. death or over 
whelming calamity, t%u't%a; one who 
presages death, etc., t^u'tyatkish.

presence; to be in p., gita gl; to be 
in the p. of persons while visiting 
them, she'tala.

present, adj., gita giank ; to be p., 
gita gi. But p. is chiefly rendered 
by the choice of such pronouns 
and adverbs as are suggesting im 
mediate presence, like ge, ke, ke'k, 
hu't, Mod. hu, etc.; in the p. year, 
gen padshit i'lhulsh.

present, s. ; gift, shewanish ; to 
make a p., shawal^a, pi. shewana.

present with, v. t.; p. with a gift, 
shawal%a; p. with a long article, 
liya, pi. yaria, shewana; p. with 
auim. obj., spu'ni, pi. shewana; p.

with a liquid, tchiya; p. witli cook 
ed provisions, tchiMya; to be pre 
sented ivith, shniika. Cf. give, v.

presently, adv., at, apoc. a.; at a, 
atutu, atiu, Mod. atu, atui, dtui tu; 
pii'dshit; tclia-u, abbr. tch£ Cf. 
actually, now, time.

preserve, v. t., in caches or places 
of safety, ipka, ilkshla; p,, keep en 
tire, Mod. shualka; p., save, shnek- 
shita. Cf. keep, save, v.

President of the United 
States, muni laki tu Boshtin 
kiilla tchia; or, muni laki.

press, v. t, yatdsl%a; p. by hand, 
tatchapka; p. doivn, as pimples, 
kut61a; p. down by weight, latadsh- 
l^a; p. upon in pursuing, kputcha, 
kputchna.

pretend, v. t.; usually expressed 
by verbal suffixes, cf. p. to play, to 
play deceptively, shakemia. Cf. 
simulate.

pretty, tidshi; of persons, tidshi, 
aishisbtchi.

prevent, v. t., inuhuashka.
previous, lupini, ma/ntehni, tank- 

ni, giiilatko.
price, s.; retail- and cost-p., shdsha- 

tuish; p. paid to parents for obtain 
ing their daughter in marriage, shc- 
shatuish; to put a p., value on, she- 
shash ^l%a; sh^sha, ^l%a.

price, v. t, eT^a, shcsha, she'shash 
^l%a; priced, valued at, she'shatko.

prick, v. t., hushtiwa, kiutka; to 
puncture, stiipka; p. each other, hush 
tiwa; p. oneself, hushtiwa.
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primeval, amtchiksh; more fre- 
quently in the suffixed and abbr. 
form: -amtch. Of. ancestral.

principal in business, hashtaltamp- 
kdtko.

prior, adj., lupini, lupitni; adv., 
lupia, liipiak, lupitana.

prior to, earlier than, liipiak; kay- 
utch.andkayu, Mod. kayu.

prison, skiikum house, spuligish; 
p. for many, iligish; to put in p., 
spu'lhi, pi. fflri. Of. jail.

prisoner of war, lu'gsh; to take p., 
lu'gshla.

private, adj.; p. parts of man, ka'k, 
shlu'lksh; p. parts of woman, ste'msh, 
tikogsh.

prize, v. t.; p. highly, stfrita.
probably, adv.; sometimes to be 

rendered by ak, 4k a, aka, ka, kam; 
lish. Of. perhaps.

proboscis, pshi'sh.
proceed, v. i.; generic term, geVia; 

p. to a place, ge'mpka; p. towards, 
gatpa, gatpna; p. towards the one 
speaking or the object just spoken 
of, ge*pka; p. from the place habit 
ually occupied, ge*ka, ge*kna; p. by 
turns, kakidsha;°^>. in front line, 
u-itchna; p. further after going down 
hill, gel%alka; p. against secretly or 
for punishing, n^-ulakta.

proclaim, v. t, he'mkanka; hem- 
e'%e, shapa.

procreate, v. t., waishi.
procure, v. t, n^-ul%a.
prodigal, p^puadshnish.
produce, v.t., to make, shuta; to com

mence producing, shuteyega; p. for 
a purpose, shut^la; p. steam, vapor, 
tiiaka; p. a noise, report, rustle, as 
water, winds, shtchaydshla; p. a 
distant crash, rushing noise, liuna; 
p. sound, noise, voice, ha/ma; p. 
waves, surf, Ikapata.

producer, n., shiishatish.
profit, s.; to make p., shuta.
progenitor; parents, shukikash; 

mythic p., cf. ancestral.
progeny of both sexes, but chiefly 

male when used of persons, wdash; 
p. of animals, ndshe'kani, we'ash, or 
expressed by the dim. ending: -aga, 
-ak, -ag, -ka, -k.

prohibit, v. t, lewe'-ula; p., as 
from going, inuhudshka.

project, v. t.; p. one's shadow, 
shma'htchaga, shma'htcha.

project, v. i.; p. into, long subj., 
tapka; round subj., promontories, 
etc., 14wa; rock projecting above wa 
ter, etc., samk4-ush, skii'wash.

projectile of fire-arms, ng^-ish; 
sh4walsh, muni sh4walsh; to hit, 
wound, shoot with a p., nge*-isha.

promise, s., shen61akuish.
promise, v. t, shen61%a; p. and p. 

mutually. hisht41ta, ne-ul%ia.
promontory, katoklwash.
prompt, v. t, mostly expressed by 

suffixes of causative verbs; cf. ad 
vise, cause, v.

prong, t6ke; armed, provided with 
prongs, l%awaltko.

property, shunuish; to be, being the p. 
of, gl, gitko; cf. gi (4); to surrender,
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transfer p., wo#<5wa; possessed of p., 
shunuishaltko, she'taluatko, hash- 
taltampkatko.

proprietor, hashtaltampkatko, 
shunuishaltko; to l)e p., hashtal- 
tampka.

prosecute, v. t, to follow up, ka- 
ilia, liaitclina, shii'dslina, sMdship- 
ka, shulitanka.

prostitute, shesht61kish, keka- 
luipalish.

prostrate, v. t., e*l%a; to knock 
down, ktiule%a; to He prostrated un 
der a spell, shal%ita, shal^itna.

p r o t e c t, v. t., sliualali&inpka; tidsli 
shle'popka, shle'pka.

protract, v. t., shuinshna.
protrude, v. i., l>y swelling, tui%a; 

v, t., p. the tongue, vutikapka.
provide, v. t.; no ex. eq.: p. against 

danger, sassaga; p. an arrow with a 
point, sha-iila; for somebody, sha- 
ulia; p, for somebody, shle'pka, shu- 
alaliainpka; p. well for somebody, 
tidsh shle'popka; to be provided with, 
gl; cf. gi (4): provided with, gitko, 
suffix -Itko; provided with money, 
tdlaltko; provided with eyes, lu'lpal- 
tko; with arrows, taldshitko; with 
legs, pe*tchaltko.

provident, tidshkianki; to be p., 
tidshkianki gl Cf. sassaga.

provision; p. for the fire-place, 
shudshgi'shalsh.

provisions, pash; Chin. J., miik- 
amuk; p. buried in a cache, vumi; 
p. hung in sacks upon trees, iggaya; 
provision-house, fpaksh; bag, sack

for p., l%al#ainnish, tayash, wak- 
ogsli, willishik; to tie up provisions 
for a journey, s/uta.

provoke, v. t., sha-apa-a.
proximate, ginatani.
proximity, s.; cf. close, near, 

adv.
p u b e r t y; p.-song, pilpil shui'sh; 

to enter the age of feminine p., stii- 
pui; p.-dance, shiiyu^alsh; to dance 
it, shuyu^ala; to perform p.-dances, 
yaukela.

puff of ivind, shle*wish.
puff, v. t.; p. air out, pni-ukshla.
pugnacious; to be p., kila=
pull, v. t, ishka; spukiiga, kiuleka; 

p. apart, long obj., pakta; one wlio 
pulls apart, paktish; p. after oneself, 
spidsha; p. by a handle or long- 
shaped end, utcha-ika; p. forth, drag 
out, spiamna; p, by hand, k'hiule%a ; 
p. out, p. at something, as ears, 
spitadsha; p. out, as hair, grass, 
put6ga; p. out with the roots, pa- 
lalea; p. out, extract, ishka, itkal; 
round obj., ludshipa, shulshipa; 
one long obj., kshatgatniila, udshi- 
pa, pi. idshipa, pokoya; p. out a 
rope, etc., spika; when fastened at 
one end, spidshu'dshna; p. out from 
one's body, shupa'hlka, shupt6ga; 
p, out for a fight, shupashka, hu- 
sht6pakta; p. through or onward, 
shtu'nshna, stu'nka; p. up, as roots, 
fruits, ishka, itkal; as a flag, kiu- 
yc'ga; p. up small particles, kuek- 
n61a; to open by pulling, pake61a. 
C£ draw, v.
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pulse, s., beating of p., hukfsh.
pulverize, v. t, cf. grind, mash, 

pound, v.; pulverized fish, kamalsh.
pumice-stone, tch6ke; covered 

with p.-s., tchokfyaltko.
pummel, v. t, shiitka; shiuga, in 

the d. form siss6ka; p. each other, 
shuktapka. Cf. beat, scuffle, v.

punch, v. t., sMka, spaka; aper 
ture made by punching, shekish.

puncture, v. t,, hushtiwa; to prick, 
stupka. Cf. prick, stab, v.

punish, v. t, n^-ulakta; ne*-ul%a, 
shiktchaktchna; p. somebody ab- 
sew£,ne-ulaktampka; p. by imprison 
ment, spulhi, pl.llhi; p. for mentioning 
a deceased person's name, shlamia.

punster, ka-ikash, she'shtalkash.
p u p, puppy, lel&lshi, we*ash; dim. 

leledshiaga, we*ka.
pupil of the eye, pushpushli (lul- 

pam) liwayaks.
pur, v. i., shule^a, tchiu'nle^a.
purchase, v. t, ske'a.
pure, of water, yalialtko, yaliali, 

tsuktsiikli; to become p., yaliala.
purloin, v. t, palla; p. repeatedly, 

palapele.
purloiner, papalish.
purple, adj., ^.-colored, match- 

ma'tchli; p.-blue, ydmnashptchi; 
jay-colored, a shade between p. and 
blue, tch%e-utch#e'-uptchi; p. sal 
mon, etchmu'na.

purpose, s.; on p., when con 
nected with verbs, is sometimes 
indicated by the verbal suffix -pa; 
to no p., huna/shak, na'nsak.

purse, wakogsh; money-p., talalam 
wakoksh.

pursue, v. t, kd-iha, shu'dshna; 
p. for somebody, kaihla; p., chase, 
tpiiyamna; one who pursues, tpu- 
tpayamnish; p., hunt up, haitchna; 
p. closely, kputcha, kpiitchna; kpii- 
laktcha; p. as an enemy, shuli- 
tanka; p., follow . while drifting, 
inan., lulamna; p. and catch up 
with, peno'dsha; p. repeatedly, ka- 
ikanka; p. to a distance, kayak- 
tchna; to be engaged in pursu 
ing, kayaktcha; to begin pursu 
ing, kayaktdmpka; to return from 
pursuing, kayaktka; p. while hunt 
ing, chasing, fighting, gashaktchina; 
p. each other, shu'dshna; p. each 
other persistently, repeatedly, shu'- 
kanka.

pursuit, s.; to be in the p. of, to re 
turn from the p., cf. pursue, v.

pus, m61ash. Cf. core.
push, v. t., and to continue pushing, 

ktiudshna; p., force away, ktu!6d- 
shna, ktele*shka; p. away by hand, 
hiliidshna; p. down, under, yi-ush- 
na, ktiule^a; p. down, attended with 
injuries, vud'hitakuela; p. forward, 
round things, lo'tkala; p. into, iku- 
ga; p. into or towards, ke-ulala; p. 
off, over the edge, yiulina; p. one 
self, shiktu'dshna; p. open, ktiugi- 
ula, ktiuydga; p. or force out of, 
ktfuga: for somebody, ktiugia; p. 
over, on the top of, ktiwi^i; p. re 
peatedly, ktu!6dshna; p., post or lift 
up, ktiwala, ktiwfyi.
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pustule, tchfmtash; covered ivith .; 
p., or their marks, tchimtatko.

put, v. t; no ex. eq.: p. against, la- 
kia, v. med. shalgia; to go and p. 
against, shalgidsha; p. alongside of, 
or p. down along, yantana; p. the 
legs, etc., apart, ske'ka; hushpu't%a; j 
p. around oneself, as beads, f-amna; 
garments, slil(ikla, sluita; a belt, etc., 
kaili, s%uta; p. asunder, p into por 
tions, shiatka; p. to led, hushkal;ta» 
p. beloiv, cf. p. under; p. to death, shi- 
uga, hushtchoka, pi. hiela, hush- 
tch6ka, Mod. pi. luela, shue'nka, ' 
hesh^a'ki; p. to death ~by hanging, \ 
kshaggaya, pi. iggaya; p. each other \ 
to death and oneself, hishii/ka; cf 
kill, shoot, slay, stab, v.; p. or place 
doion,it&, dl^a, Idlka, n^a, shle^a; 
ila, d. yala; p. down, as into a quiver, 
yantana; p., line on one's face, shi- 
apka telishtat, shiapka; on oneself, 
shutpashui, shute!6ma ; shi-ita ; j 
pitch, etc., shi'dsha; habitually, shu- 
telomashla; p. forward, espec. fin 
gers, spe'Isha, spelshna; p. in the 
hands of all, hushliamna; p. in, into or 
on for mixing, k^wa, kituini; p. inside, 
indoors, spulhi, pi. flhi; iwina; p. 
into, ksh^kuga, kshdla, pi. ikuga, 
yala; p. into again, ikuakpeli; p. 
into sacks, to shove into bags, iwi^a, 
shullia; p. into the pocket, shalak- 
tclmi; p. into a basket, hishtcha%uga, 
ul^%uga; p. into water, iwa; p. in 
the mouth obj. larger than mouth,

kpianina; not protruding from it, 
shikpualkana; p. on, add, said of 
conjurers, etc., n^ta, ndtna; p. on 
airs, shutakta, shalkia-a; shapkua, 
Mod. sliapkiui-aj p. on an armor, 
parflesh, kaknola; p. on loose, shle- 
tana; p. on, as a ring, flhi; p. on 
the top, upper end, surface of, wal- 
dsha; nawal, ksliawal,kshiiiwaI,pL 
iwala; p. paint on, cf paint, s.; p. 
out the arm, nfk-a; the feet, spuka, 
spiika pe'tch; the head, eika, eika- 
na; the tongue, vutikapka, p<^lka 
pawatch; p. out fire, spitchka, Mod. 
spitcha; p. over, to smear on, fpka, 
ita, itclma; all over, nanukash ita; 
p. or spread over, fds%a, lids^a, 
ne'ds%a; waldsha; p. under, below, 
ikla, inotila, puetila, netila; under 
the surface of, utila; p., store under 
ground, ilktcha, vumf, p'nana, hi- 
widsha; p. upon, deposit on, down 
upon, ila, rnorefreq. d., yala; llda; 
round obj. ? likla; seeds, sand, etc., 
ewa, fwa; p. upon or ivithin, one 
long obj., kshewa.

putrescent, mu'lualtko; with of 
fensive smell, ndupatko; to become, 
be p., lela'ma, nd6pa. Cf. decay, v.

putrid, ndupatko; to become, be p., 
lela'ma, nd6pa; p. smell, ndupash.

pyramid of sticks, rails, etc., tui- 
lash, stiiilash, dim. tuilka; to stand 
in p.-form, tiiila.

pyramidal, tchaktchakli.
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Q.
quadruped, lilhanksh; cf. Texts, 

p. 145, 1; young q., lele'dshi, wdash, 
dim. leledshiaga, we*ka; young of 
certain quadrupeds, as of elk, ta- 
walsh, of deer, wl'hlaga. Cf. game.

quagmire, mu'lmulatko.
quail, takaga; female q., Mod. ta 

kaga; male q., Mod. tikaga.
quality; no ex. eq.: of such q., 

having such q., .g^mtchi, humtchi; 
having moral qualities, steinshaltko ; 
having good qualities, tidsbi; lad 
qualities, kuidshi.

quandary; to be in a q. about, 
Ic ...... wak, lit'wak; the verb: sha-
yuakta to be supplied.

(] n a r r e 1, v. i.; to argue, shempe'ta; 
to dispute, argue among each other, 
hashtaltala; to inveigh against, sha- 
shalkia; to cast invectives, hushtlina; 
to scold, shuke'ki, shukikshlea; to 
wax wroth at each other, hishtchakta: 
to come to blows, shiuga, especially 
d. sissoka; shukt&pka.

q u a r r e 1 e r and habitual q., shitch- 
aktnish, shuke'kish.

quarter of a dollar, kuata; cf. 
fourth.

quartz-rock, uka-ukash, Mod.
queer, wennini, abbr. we"nni.
question; to ask a q., vula; to reply 

to a q., vul%a.
quick, adj., of persons, tcheltchela- 

tko; to be q., wide-a'ivake, tcheltche-

la; to be q., to act with quickness, 
kila.

quickly, quick, adv., ki'l, kil- 
ank, palakmalank; p41ak, Mod. 
p^lak; very q., palakak; q., imme 
diately after, tankt at; go quick! 
kfla gdn'i! to look about q., tchel- 
tchela.

quietly, quiet, adv.; silently, 
kemkem; easily, ke*-una; being at 
rest, getak, Mod. tanktak, kdnktak; 
be or keep quiet! hitok i! gdtak! 
Mod. kanktak! tanktak!

quill, Msham awalesh; q, of porcu 
pine, shmdyam; robe fringed with 
such, shmayalsh.

quilt, gadaktish.
quit, v. t.; often expressed by the 

adv. phrase at g^tak, Mod. kank 
tak, and by the verbal suffix -ola, 
-lila; q., stop, k'l^wi; quit! Icki! pi. 
l^kat! g^tak! utch git gi! Mod. 
tanktak! kanktak! q. again, shu'k- 
peli; q., leave, as a house, etc., 
k'lewidsha, g£ka, gekna, giiikaka. 
Cf. depart, v.

quite, adv., ka-a, apoc. k&; turn; 
mu. Cf. intensely, very.

quiver, tukanksh; q. with its string 
and arrows, stilariksh; stilanksh= 
shute-6tkish; q.-strap, stllash, tuk- 
ankshti stllash, tukanksti shute-6t- 
kish.
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rabbit; gray, white-tailed r., nkfi'l; 
jackass-r., cotton-tailed r., tchuake- 
na; a species, Lepus campestris, 
ka-i; another species of Lepus, kiii- 
kuish.

rabid, kilosh; demented, tchawika- 
tko, Idkatko.

raccoon, Procyon lotor, watchki- 
na.

race, s., shakatpanipel^gish; horse- 
r., hushe'nish; to have a horse-r., 
foot-r., hushina-a; to engage in a r. 
of any description, shakatpampe- 
Ida, shiiina, shuine'a.

race, v.t. and i., shiiina,shuine'a, sha- 
katpampele'a; r. horses, hushina-a, \

racking horse, wilitgish.
radiate, v. t.; r. light, ktchalhua, i 

ktchal^a, ktchalui, shniiya; r. heat, i 
warmth, ktchal%a. Of. beam, ray.

rafter, shanhish, Mod. shianhish. !
rag, i-eshk6tkish; r., torn cloth, te*- ; 

shashko; to make a blanket from 
small rags, teshashkuala.

rage, s.; to be in a r., kilua, shawiga; 
to get into a r,, shitchakta, shitcha- 
ktna; to excite to r., slmikalua.

rail, fence-r., ktchinksh; to surround 
with rails, shutedshka.

railroad, liiloks=wa/genam=stii.
rain, s., kto'dshash; rainfall, rain 

storm, kto'dshash; the r. is over, ktu- 
dshi6Ia, kel^wi kto'dshash,smahui;

r. and snow falling simultaneously,

rain, v. i., kto'dsha; to begin to r., 
ktudshtampka ; to cease raining, 
ktudshi6Ia, smahui, smahuyola.

rainbow, wltchiak, Mod. shtcha- 
lapslitish; bright ~boiu in the doiible 
r., tchaki&ga ; dim, fading bow in 
the same, weldkaga.

r a i s e , v. t., kiuleka, shuyega; r. by 
motion of hands, k'hiule^a; r, alon« 
obj., uyega; r, above something, 
simy(3ga; r., as children, chickens, 
hishtatcha; r. on a stick, pole, or one 
long-shaped obj., aggaya, pi. ig- 
gaya; while going, marching, agga- 
idsha, agga-idshna ; r. up, make 
stand up, spitkala, shuyega; r. up 
again, liwatkal ; r, up obliquely, 
kiuyega; r. up repeatedly, kiutka; 
r. up to an erect position, shnatkuala; 
r. vegetables, plants, hashua-a. Cf. 
hoist, lift, v.

rake, spele'taklutch, Mod. waka- 
tch6tkish.

rake, v. t., r. together, sheke'lki.
ram, laki shi'p, Mod. lakl kii-il.
ramrod, 161oksgish iwi%6tkish.
range, s.; hill-r., r, of mountains, 

witchkatko; yaina.
rap, v. i, tka-ukua ; r. with a stick, 

uka-ukua.
rapid, kfllitko ; kilank ; to be r., kila
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rapidly, ki'l; palak and pelak, Mod. 
pclak; very r., palakak, palakma- 
lank.

rash, killitko; to be r., hishnkfta.
rashly, ki'l, kilank.
raspberry, tutankshamlutish, tu- 

tanksham iwam; r.-shrub, tutan 
ksham.

rat; wood- or field-r., kmiimutch, 
Mod. hapush; gray wood- or field-r., 
Neotoma, ku'dsa; flying wood-r., 
Pteromys volucella, tsaufsau; kan- 
garoo-r, Mod. ndl-ush.

rattle, v. t. and i, liilula, walta, 
ka-ukawa; r., as bones, la-ulawa; 
to make a rattling noise, shawaltana; 
when said of arrows, todshito'dshi; 
r., as beads, dry claws, yauyawa, 
ya-uya; r. around, luli; frequently, 
lulikanka; r. through shaking, sha- 
walta; as dry peas in a bottle or 
gourd, heye'na.

rattle of rattlesnake, shla-imugsh
rattlesnake, ke'-ish.
rave, v. i., shawiga or tchawika; 

kilua. Of. rabid.
r a v en, ka-ak; "OldRaven," a mythic 

bird personified, Ka-akamtch.
ravenous, vune'kish.
ravine, paksh.
raw, shankish, shankitko; r., fresh, 

ntchalkni; to be r., uncooked, shan- 
ka, saka-a; to eat r., shankish pan, 
saka-a; r.-boned, papatkawatko, 
skakawash, tchmu'tch; r. skin, 
kla'sh.

ray of light, ktch41%ish; sunray, 
ktchal%ish, cf. stiitisli; to emit,

shed rays, ktchdlhua, ktchal^a. 
Cf. beam, radiate, v.

ray-grass, le'p.
razor, hushmok!6tkish.
reach, v. t.; r. a place, spot, gatka; 

while walking in the distance, gat- 
kapsha; r. a place, when unseen by 
the one speaking, gatpa, gatpna 
(q. v.); r. home, the camp, lodge, 
gatpamna; r. the ground when climb 
ing down, gdl^algi; r. after following, 
pursuing, peno'dsha; to come near 
reaching, gatpankshka.

reach, v. i ; r. to, k'le'ka; r. up to, 
long subj., kapata; r. to a spot in 
the distance, said of foot-prints 
only, kudnt/apsha; reaching up to, 
up, down to, panani.

read, v. t., pipa hashashuakia; 
e'-atya, a/-al%a; cf. ^l%a (4).

readiness; to put in r., inan. obj., 
ndnuya. Cf. ready.

ready, miiluatko; to get, to make 
oneself r. and to be r., miilua; to make 
oneself r. again, muluapele; to be 
entirely r., mulo'la; to make every 
thing r., inan. obj., nanuya, shu- 
tela; to make r. for the fight, husht6- 
pakta. Cf. prepare, v.

really, ya; i-u, yu; a-i, ha-i, 
haitch, q. v. Cf. indeed.

reap, v. t., fruits, berries, etc., 
Igiiya, Itakaya, pi. of subj. sta-ila; 
r. and carry home, hiwi, hiwidshi; 
to go and r., pi. of subj., sta-ildsha.

r e a r; in the r. of, kuita, tapitana; stay 
ing, coming in the r. of, tapitankni.

reason; no ex. eq.: for that, r.,
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hiinkanti; In apodosis, hunkan- 
tcba'; for the same r., humasht sha- 
hunkgiug; for what r.? wak? (and 
compounds); for no apparent r., 
huna'shak, abbr. hiinsak; na'nsak. 
Of. account, therefore.

reassemble, v. i., shuku'lkipeli.
recede, v. I., ka'gi; r. or disappear 

again, ka'gipele.
receive, v. t., to get, sbmika; r. again, 

shniikpeli; r. lack by exchanging for 
other articles, hesh%alpeli; r. the 
same thing again, as garments, etc., 
hashlantclmipele; r. a newcomer, 
visitor, tilo7 tpa; r. well, in a friendly 
manner, ivith honors, stinta.

recent, td-ini; r., fresh, ntcMlkni.
recently, nin, te-in; very r., te-in; 

te-intaks nia.
receptacle, iwi%6tkish; if round- 

sbaped, wakogsh,,
recess; den of a wild animal, shm'i- 

lash, wa/sh; into recesses, cliffs, 
marshes, bushes, timber, and other 
localities of difficult access, when 
connected with verbs, as to stand, 
sit, lie, gather in, go or retire, is ex 
pressed by the verbal suffix -aya. 
Of. ambush, gather, v. i., lie, v. i.

reckless, le'talani; to be r., hislin- 
kita, ndshiptchpa.

recline, v. i.; r. sidewise, kiapka; 
r. against bad: of chair, kshapata. 
Of. lie, v. i., recumbent

recognize, v. t, kui%a; shayu- 
akta; not to r., ka-ikema; to sec 
somebody within recognizing dis 
tance, telitarikpka.

recollect, v. t, hiisha; hiish-
knnka, In Mod. also kopa, ko^pak-
ta, shvuyiisha, Mod. shvuyushaga. 

recollection, hiishkanksh, in
3Iod. also k6^pash. 

r e c o n n a i t r e , v. t., kmaka. Of.
scout, v. and s. 

reconquer, v. t., shnnkapeli j,
t'meshgapelej pi. yimeshgapele. 

recover, v. 1, by finding, gawal-
jieli ; r, one's health, we'rnpele, hesh-
uumpeli. 

r e c t n m , kilit; lower end of r., k(u,
kilit. 

r e c, u m bent, spiikatko. Of. re
cline, V0 

recur, v. i. ; r. to magic songs, shui-
shla. 

red, taktdkli; to be or become r.,
ta/%tka; to blush, ta/%tki; to be at
r. heat, tchiiitchiga; cf. hot, incan
descent ; r, body-paint, w&kinsh,
kle'pki. 

redden, v. t., taktakli shiita. Cf.
paint, v.

reddish, ke'tcha taktdkli. 
red fox, wa/n, cf. fox; r. f.-sMn,

wa'n. 
red-head duck, Aythya ferina

var. americana, kulla. 
reduce, v. t.; r. to poverty, misery,

slavery, yualkish shiita ; r. to ashes,

redwood, Sequoia sempervirens, 
viiluandshain.

reed, the larger species of bulrush, 
uid-ij in Mod. also tkap;/k^ of tall 
reeds, mayaltko; species of r., kla/-
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pi, tchak; of a lacustrine r., widshi- 
bam; species of the genus Phrag- 
mites, sha'l; r.-like stem for arrows, 
nte'ktisli; r.-flute, r.-pipe, slil61ush, 
stiitash ; r.-stem of tobacco-pipe, pa- 
utkish ; small r.-basket, teluks, dim. 
telii^aga. Of. bulrush, grass. 

reef, sku'wash; to run against a r.,

reel, v. i., lemle'ma, wekishtchna. 
re-enter, v. t. and i., gulipeli, pi.

kilhipele, contr. kilibli. 
reflect, v. t. ; r. objects being near,

said of water, glass, she'talua; r.
the sunlight, ktchalhua, ktchalta;
r. into the eyes so as to injure them,
shtchuyampka; to be reflected by a
smooth surface, she'talua. 

reflect, v. t., to think, hushkanka,
in Mod. also k6pa ; Iiu'shka, sheVa,
heVa. 

reflection and power of r., hu-
shkanksh; in Mod, also: k6%pash. 

reflective, of a r. disposition,
steinshaltko. 

refuse, v. t., le witch ta ; r. by shale-
ing the head, ulakatchktclia, shua-
katchktcha. 

region of land, kaila; dark r. be
low, lemiina; coming from there,
lemunakni, niunatalkni. 

regret, v. 1, yualka. 
rein of leather, pukeVish. 
reject, v. t., to throw away, kedsha,

vut6dsha, vut6dshna; r. as useless,
etc., piiedsha. 

rejoice, v. i., r. over, ko-isheVa,
kuyeVa.

rejoin, v. t., galdshui; gaptoga, 
gawina; r. clandestinely, hushutan- 
ka. Of. join, meet.

rekindle, v. i, r. a camp-fire, 
shu'dshapeli.

relapse, v. i, r. into disease, kal- 
kela; one r'd into disease, kalak.

relate, v. t, shapa; r. to somebody 
shapiya; r., to tell so, kshapa; r. 
facts, stories, myths, shashaplcelia.

related; r. as father to sou arid 
vice-versa, sha-ungaltko; r. as 
daughter to mother, or vice-versa, 
shepialtko; r., as brother to sister, 
and v. v., shutpakshaltko; r. as 
elder brothers and sisters to younger 
brothers and sisters, and v. v., shata- 
pialtko; r., as older to younger 
brothers or male cousins, shet%ti- 
unaltko; r., as younger sister to 
elder brother, shutpakshaltko; r., as 
sisters or female cousins, shaptalal- 
tko; r., as female cousins, shapka- 
tchaltko; r., as male cousins (sons 
of brothers or sisters), shupumtchi- 
shaltko; r. by marriage, as brothers- 
or sisters-in-law, shumalgaltko; r. 
as brother- or sister-in-law, shi- 
ptch%altko.

relations, sha-amoks.
relinquish, v. t., hushlindsha, du. 

tushlindsha, pi. tilindsha; k'lewi-
. dsha,k'lewidshna; tulina, piiedsha; 

r. on the ivay, l^lktcha, n^lktcha; 
shl^lktcha; long obj., ksh^lktcha, 
pi. ^Iktcha.

reload, v. t., a gun, rifle, ikuak- 
peli.
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remain, v, i., tchia, gi; r. &i, in, 
within a place, house, camping 
site, tchia, pi. also wa; r. in inac 
cessible places, tgaktiya, pi. liukaya; 
r. continually at, tchl'dsha., pi. wa- 
dshuga; r., stay near, tchfpka, pi 
lualoya; near the water, on shore, 
tgaliga, pi. liuliga; r. on or in the 
ground, ipka; r. on, upon, round 
subj., laliga; r. over, as after use, 
welina; r. standing, tgiita, pi. levu- 
liita; r. standing on, tglkela, pi. lin- 
kaya; r. sitting on, tchagg&ya, p3. 
wawagg&ya; r. ivithin, indoor s,tGhi- 
wi%i; tchi%6ga, pi. wadshuga. Cf. 
stand, stay, v.

remains of bodies burnt, newisht; 
r. or corpse, k'lekatko tchule'ksli; 
k'lekatko.

remarkably, we*nni; tidsh.
r e m e d y of a palpable or spiritual 

nature, y4-uks. Cf. medicine.
remember, v. t, Irashkanka, in 

Mod. also k6pa, ko^pakta; shvu- 
yusha, Mod. shvuyushaga.

remembrance, huslikanksh, in 
Mod. also ko^pash.

remote, adj., atini, abbr. ati; round 
obj., le'ntko, q. v.; r. w coming from 
r. parts, atikni, kuikni.

remotely, adv., a,ti-,faroff", ku,kii-i.
remove, v. t., to make go, displace, 

shiashla or shiashna; long-shaped 
or heavy obj. and persons, ena, pi. 
e*na and (chiefly Mod.) idsha, id- 
shna; vut6dsha; round obj., lulhi, 
luli; Idna; r. to the former place, 
seat, dmpele, pi idshampeli; partic.

re

removed, far off, cf. remote; r., con 
vey, carry along, atpa, pi. ftpa, itpna; 
remove! get aivay! kuitak! to con 
tinue removing, displacing, shiash- 
Ikanka; r. back, home, itpampeli; r. 
the Jiber-barkj stopola; habitually, 
stopalsiia; r.froni, illola, tuta, slinii- 
ka; by taking out of, ika, ikaga, ikna; 
long obj., iit^a, pi. it%a; r. illicitly', 
fm^shka, pi. yimeshka; aniilipka;- 
r. by sending out, skuyni, skuyiishka 
sknyudpeli; v, from oneself, shia- 
slikg,; r.from by cleaning, ntchashka; 
by sweeping, vudshu/shka; r. from, 
out of again, empele, itpampeli, 
ikampeli, ikakpele. t'meshkapele;

A ' JL ' i '

r.from the fire, as meat, tcheleyega; 
r. from one's body, face, as paint, 
shiapk61a, shiiktaldsha; rings, etc., 
shulshipa; by shaking, shuilalshka; 
r. from one's mouth, shatakmila, 
shatatka; to see somebody removing 
from his mouth, tilutakniila; r. from 
position, anirn^ and man., slindke- 
lui, vut6dsha; r, by force, by driving 
out, kpiitcha, kpiitchna, tpudsha; 
r. by hand or feet, by pushing, kicking, 
hilu'dshna, Mod. yilo'dslma; r. 
ground, sod, put6ya; r., as furniture 
in a room, shalashla; to be, become 
removed from, anim., wenniala; 
inan., from the body, gil^i, niwalka. 
Cf. lift, move, take, v. 
m o v e, v. i.; r. with or without 

family or relatives, me'dsha, shema- 
shla; r. into another family, hashua- 
kla; to be removed, go away, inan., 
niwalka.
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r e o b t a i ii, v. t., shuukpeli; while 
going, fetching, iktchapeli; r., as gar 
ments, etc., hashlantchuipele; long 
or anim. obj., t'meshkdpeli, pi. yime- 
shkapele; r. ~by bartering or by pay 
ment of money, hesh^alpeli.

r e p a y , v. t., a debt, kitchakela.
repeat, v. t., what is said, pe'n hu- 

masht (or na-asht) gl; r. while 
speaking, saying, hemkankatchna; 
r., said of a conjurer's assistant, lu- 
tatka; r. a song, tune, shuinala.

.repeatedly, pe'n, pe'nak; or ex 
pressed by verbal suffixes of itera 
tion, as -peli, -tamna, etc., and by 
the distributive form of words.

repeater; assistant of a conjurer, 
Mtatkish, more frequently liiltat- 
kish; to act as the r. of a conjurer, 
wizard, lutatka,

replenish, v. t., eVa; stagi; to 
~be replenished, fed, dwa. Of. fill, v.

replete, adj., stani; to be r., sta; 
to repletion, adv., sta

reply, v. t, to a question, viil%a; 
wal%a,d.of viil^a; kedsha; r., when 
engaged in conversation, she'gsha, 
viil^a; he'mtchna.

report, v. t; r., tell, shapa; r. to, 
shapiya; r., to make a r., heshe'gsha, 
she'gsha; r. truthfully, shegshe'wa; 
r. falsely, shikita,shikitna; r. against, 
unfavorably, heshe'gsha; to commence 
reporting to, shapitampka; to cease 
reporting to, shapiyula; r. in the 
capacity of a messenger, stil^a, stil- 
tchka; r., carry iiews, stillidanka; 
r. back, stilshampeli; r. after return- \

ing, stilhipeli; to go and r., stiltch-
na; il as reported" when referring
to facts only, mat; to sayings, nen. 

report, s.; loud r., teVish; to pro 
duce a r., said of the elementary
forces, shtchayashla. Of noise, 

repose, v. i., to rest, kedshik61a, 
represent, v. i, shapiya, she'g-

sha; r. wrongly, shikita, shikftna. 
reprimand, v. t., shakakta, shka-

naga; r. in a forcible manner , kil-
l^tana. 

reproach, v. t, shakakta; kille'-
tana. Of. scold, v. 

repudiate, v. t., vut6dsha, vut6d-
shna, kedsha. Of. reject, 

repulse, v. t., as an enemy, tpu-
gidsha; tpuli; r. repeatedly, tpugi-
dshapelitamna. 

request, v. t, viila; r. by calling
up, shatma, shdtma. 

require, v. t., shan4-uli, hameni,
viila; r. to do something, shatela. 

rescue, v. t, hishtchi, shne'kshita. 
resemble, v. i.; r. as to features,

tdlha; resembling, -ptchi, shitko,
shuhankptchi; resembling a little,
ke'tcha shuhdnkptchi. Of. alike to. 

resent, v. t.,ne'-ulakta; r.whenadead
person's name is mentioned, shlamia. 

reservation; Indian r., makla-
ksam shiu'lkish, shiu'lkish. 

reside, v. i., r. at, tchia, gi; r. among
others, tchawina, pi. shu'kla. Of
live, 

residence, tchi/sh, wa'sh; former
r., tchiwish. 

resin, stiya; liquid r., walakish;
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r. of tJie sugar-pine, tcMtclui-pelu;
pine-gum, lalago; containing r. t sti-
altko.

resist, v. t., lewitchta. 
resolute, adj., tidsh sliepelpelatko. 
resolve, v. t., ne-ul^a. 
r e s o u ii d, v. L } Iia'nia; empliat.,

hamola; *'. like thunder, shilshila;
r., as a bell, walta. 

re spiration, hukisli. 
resplendent; to be »*., ktchaiiiiia,

ktchal%a, ktclmlui; slmiiya; to glit 
ter, tchdltclicla. 

rest, v. i., r. on, lie on, sku'lha; r.
on the ground, in an. Ibiika, lisha,
Msba; r., stay on the top of, willms-
laslma; r. on the ivay, tukel^a; at
times, tuklaktchna. 

rest, s.; to take a r., kedshikola; to
go to r., sleep, ktandsha; animals,
klu'shl%a; time for r., sleep, spu-
nii'ksh. Of. lie, v. i., lulalkisb. 

resting-place, couch, sbablasb.
Of. bed.

restless, to be, tclm%at%a. 
restore, v. t.; r. to, return to, sbe-

wandpeli, sbM-ipele; r. to health,
beshuampeli, ya-uka. 

retake, v. t, sbnukapeli; long obj.,
t'mesbkapeli, pi. yiraesbkapeli. Cf.
take, v. 

retire, v. i., r. again, shu'kpeli; r.
to bed, ktansba; sku'lba, pi. lulal%a;
r. from, gayatg'61a; r. into the ivoods,
etc. Cf. recess, 

retreat, v. i.,gdmpele; r. into woods,
recesses, etc., bukaya,du. tusbkaya,
pi. tin/ ay a; to force to r., tpuli,

tpulina, tpiidsha, tpiidslma; sliuka. 
Of. go, flee, run, v.

e turn , v= i., generic, geinpele; r. 
at a distance from or unseen by 
tbe one speaking, gatpampeli; r. 
to tbe spot where tbe object spoken 
of or tbe person speaking is, gep- 
gapele; r. by going through or out 
of the place habitually occupied, 
gekampeli; r. home, sbegapele, gem- 
pele; from a journey, tamenotka, 
teluitka; r., remove to the former 
place, medsbampeli; r., when mov 
ing in a circle, huggidsha, d. wag- 
gidsba; r. from the chase, gankank- 
tka; r. from a visit, teluitka; r. in 
somebody's company, spungatka; r. 
and tell, r. to report, stilbipeli, stilli- 
danka, stiltcbna.

eturn, v. t., dmpele, pi. idsbam- 
peli, sbewanapeli; r. things pre 
viously given, sbewanapeli; r. obj. 
enveloping tbe whole body, shlat- 
pampeli, shld-ipeli; r. to ~by throw 
ing, puekampeli, vutii-ipele.

e v e 1 e r; company of revelers, she- 
sb%eila-asb.

e v e r b e r a t e, v. t., r. light, ktchalta, 
ktcbalhua, shdtalua. Cf. reflect, v.

e v e r e, v. t., stinta.
evert, v. i., ge'mpele, gepgapele; 
huggidsha, d. waggidsha (for hu- 
haggidsha).

e v i v e, v i.,tol>e revived, wempele; 
to be revived several times, tchiltgi- 
peletamna, Cf. Iife0

e v o 1 ve, v.i., ktiwalkidsha; r. about, 
waggidsha; to make r., ktiwalkidsha.
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revolver, shikemtgish. Of. pistol.
reward, v. t, kitchakela.
rhapsodist, shashapkele'-ish.
rheumatic; to be or become r., shne- 

ulia, Mod. sniula.
rib, r.-portion, Mlash.
ribbon, lipai, Mod. lipin.
ri ch ; r. in money, talaltko; r. in pro 

perty, shunuishaltko; tiima shunu- 
ish gitko; mu shetaluatko; r. in va 
rious kinds of property, nanuktua 
shunuishaltko.

riches, shunuish.
r i d e , v. i.; r. on horseback, watchtat 

tchi'kla, watchatka tchikla, tchi'- 
kla, watchtat hushotchna; to go and 
r., hushatsa; r. upon, hush<5kanka; 
r. after an object seen, teluakuya; r. \ 
around, to prance about, hush61al^a; 
r.fast, hushatsa, hush6tchna; r. in a 
file, kmtchna; r. back in a file, kintch- 
ampele; r. at a gallop, shna'-uldsha, 
hushotchna ; r, homeward, back, 
gelapkapele; r. on a swing, s%inue- 
ta, shulakuaweta; r. towards, 1m- 
dshotchipka; r. while on a trip, jour 
ney, huds6tcha; r. at a trotting gait, 
shluihuya; r. up to, hushotpa, hu- 
shu'dsha; r. inawagon,sled,etc., lena.

ridge, roof-shaped body, gillmapksh; 
to form a r., extend in a r., gilhua; 
r. of mountains, yaina, witchkatko.

rifle, luloksgish; to load a r., ikuga, 
iwi%a; to reload a r., ikuakpeli; to 
shoot with a r., sliliii, pi. yuta; tewi.

right, adj., correct, talaak; just, 
talani; good, tidshi; at the r. time, 
tche'-etak; to make r., talaak shuta. 

41

right, adj., on r. hand sicfe,stelapkish.
right here, adv., gfta, gftata, 

hatak, hataktak; g^n, gin; r. h., re 
ferring to persons, long objects, 
hu't; r. h. on the ground, hitok, 
hita, hi'd; sit h.f gina tchal%!

rightly, tala, talaak.
right - minded, talani, tidsh 

hushkanksh gi'tko.
rigid, witchwitchli; to be r., as with 

cold, taps%oya.
rigidly, witch witch.
rim, s., encircling kettle or other vase, 

aggfma.
rind of fruit, ktche!61ash, tchilak.
ring, v. t, as a bell, shnahualta; a 

door-bell, spatchiga.
ring, s.,jinger-r., n^pshish; r. around 

sun, sun-halo, se'la, shakatchalish, 
cf. circle and gather, v. i.; nose-r., 
shipkgish; r., ripple in the ivater, 
tchel^wash; to form a r., hashamp- 
ka, liul^a; said of persons stand 
ing, taki'ma; to form coils or rings 
with a rope, etc., weplakianma; to 
form a moving r., to move in a r., 
gakl'ma; to produce rings in the 
water, tcheleVa; to place a r. on 
one's finger, nepsbish ilhi; to stand 
in a r. ivith others, tgakiamna, pi. 
liukiamna, lualoya; r.-shaped, an 
nular, kalkali.

rip, v. t.; r., as cloth, padsha; r. 
open, ktakaga; successively, ktaka- 
kitchna; r. up witli the teeth, kawa- 
kaga.

ripe, y^lmatko; to be, become r. for 
eating, noka.
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ripen, v. i. 3 noka; to letr., shnika- 
nua; ripened, yelmatko.

ripple, s., tcheleVash; to produce 
ripples in the water, tcheleVa; to 
form ripples spontaneously, shtche- 

o leVa.
rise, v. i.; no ex. eq.: r. from bed, 

sleep, patkal, patkalpeli; r., celes 
tial bodies, tmshipka, tinidga, tini- 
%i; ge*-upka; r. from the midst of a 
prairie, river, etc., samka-a; r., said 
of liquids, ampuala; r. in the moun 
tains, said of a stream, tiun61i; r., 
jump on one's feet, tkale'ga; huye'ga, 
No. 2; du. tushiega, pi. tinidga; r. 
suddenly, liiitkalshna; hiitkala, hut- 
kalpeli; r. up from the ground, tga- 
ule^a, tgeT%a; pi. luelual^a, Mod. 
lualo'l^a; r. up after depression, 
man. subj., hiuhiwa; to cause to r, 
anim obj., shuye'ga; rising at an 
early hour, una'kni. Of. arise, v

r i v a 1 i z e , v. i., in shooting, hishlan
river, koke; r. of smaller size, k6ka- 

ga; canalised r., ntu'ltsanuish; r.- 
l)cd dried up, kupkupele; kokdlam 
palkisli, palkuish; uk4, Mod. Cf. 
rivulet, stream.

rivulet, k6kaga; tiuno'lsh; inlet, 
tukuaga.

road; r.-way, stu; gins^isli; r. cleared 
of obstacles, shute'dshanuish; to make 
a r., and to place on the r., stuya; to 
approach by the r., trail, shakatla.

roar, v. i., ha/ma; said of wild 
beasts, y^a, w6a; of cascades, 
tiwi; r. gently, shiile/a; r. loudly, 
sliulcl%a.

roar, s.: r. of falling waters, ti- 
wisli; to produce a distant r., crash, 
liuna.

roast, v. t., as on the fire-place, 
liishna, noka; r. provisions in the 
ground, awala; r. on the hot coals, 
n6kla, tchlalala; r. in a pit, piika; 
roasted, piikatko; r. on a spit, kiu- 
lala; notroastedorcooked, shankitko, 
sbankisb.

roaster, person who roasts, pii- 
kish.

roast-pit; former r. p., piikuish.
robber, tet'mddshish.
robe; long r., kuks; to luear a I. r., 

k6ka; skin-r., skutash; to dress 
oneself in a skin-r,, skiita; r. made 
of rabbit- or other skins, kailiu; 
buckskin-r. of females fringed with 
porcupine - quills, shmayalsh. Cf. 
blanket, mantle.

robin redbreast, wishkaga.
rock, v. i.; r. to and fro, hishtual- 

kanka; r. to and fro continually, wa-
wfkanka. 

rock, kt4-i, dim." ktaytiga; r.-ledge,
r. of hard texture, lalawash; lava-r., 
tchdltchlish, lalawash; detached r.- 
cliff, walish; r. projecting from lake, 
prairie, etc., samka-ush; r. project 
ing above water, skii'wash; r. stand 
ing upright, ha'nuash; smaller, ya- 
tish; r.-pit, ibut6katko; r.-bound, 
adj., ktayalish; Standing Rock, q. v.

rocky, ktayalish; kuidshi; r. slope, 
shore, walish; r. region, ktayalish.

Rocky Point, nom. pr. loc.. 
Kiimbat.
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rod, switch, slm^kusli; pole, walash, 
wa'hlkish; r. for erecting sweat- 
lodges, shi,Gh^-us\i',fishing-r., vuka; 
r. of a certain (aquatic) shrub, tu- 
lish. Of. branch, frame, willow.

roe, s., offish, hlu'kash, Mod. 16kash.
Rogue River, norn. pr. loc., 

Walamsh, Mod ; R. R. Butte, nom 
pr. loc., Walarnsh Yaina, Walamsh; 
R. R. Indian, nom. pr. Walarnskni 
rnaklaks, Walamskni, Mod. Wal- 
amswash; R. R. Valley, nom. pr., 
Walarnskisham kaila, Mod. Wal- 
amswasham kaila.

roiled, kuyiimatko, tupe'shti.
roll, v. t.; r. up, shkapshtchala; r. 

on the ground, floor, stilanshna; 
r., coil oneself up, shuhatch^ala; r. 
in the mouth an obj. protruding from 
it, kpiamna; &n obj. not protruding 
from it, shikpualkana; r. downhill, 
tilankuela.

roll, v. i.; r. against, around, along, 
tilantana; r. around, tilaluansha; r. 
away, tilankansha; r. down hill, nde- 
ukuela, pi. wetku^la; r. down, roll 
ing attended with injuries, vud'hi- 
takuela; r. forth and lack, to keep 
on rotting to and fro, tilankanka, 
r. down, in an oblique direction, 
nde-ukuela, pi. wetkuela; r. off and 
down, tilalina; r. on, tila. The de 
rivatives of radix nde'-u signify as 
well to roll as to fall; cf. fall, slide, v.

r o 11 h e a d; cf. turn-head.
romp, v. i., leVa.
roof, shlanualsh; r.-pillar, stutilash, 

walash; to cover with a r., shlanuala;

when resting on pillars, stutila; 
hill, land shaped roof-like, witlash, 
gilhuantko kaila.

roof, v. t ; r. over, stutila.
roof-shaped, to be, gilhua.
room, s.; r. in house, shalatchga- 

pshtish; r. in lodge, shiiltish; there 
is r., space here, gita a ginuala.

root, v. i., as hogs, shmksh6kshuka.
root of plants, we'k, dim. wekaga; 

round, bulbous r., Ibiika, lutish; edi 
ble r., bulb, tuber, lutish, maklak- 
sam pash; species of edible r. : 
yantch, klApa, klu7 , k6kat%ash, 
ku'ktu; conical r.-basket, yaki.

rope, tiintish; knuks, dim. knuka- 
ga; short Indian hide-r., tuntish; 
to pass a r. through, stu'nka.

rose; wild r.-bush, dog-r.-bush, tchui- 
tiam; berry of dog-r., tchiiiti.

rot, v. i., and to be rotten, lela'ma; 
r. while emitting offensive smell, nd6- 
pa; rotten, fetid, ndupatko; r., said 
of wood, etc., mu'luala; rotten wood, 
mu/lu, mu'lualtko anku; smell of 
rotten fish, tchmo'k. Cf. decay, v.

rotate, v. i., talkfdsha, ktiwalki- 
dsha, waggidsha.

rotten; cf. putrid, rot, v. i.
rottenness, rotten smell, ndiipash.
rough, adj., as to surface, kitch- 

kitchli; r. and level, patpatli, tsu7- 
hltsii'hli.

roughly, adv., kitchkitch; patpat.
round, rounded, k41kali; r. fruit, 

lutish; r. plant, bulb, tuber, Ibiika; 
r. bag, sack, wakogsh; to become r., 
kaltki.
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row, s., file, kimbaks; r. of persons, 
ti'uishish; to stand in, form a r., as 
trees, wanila; to be, He, stand at the 
end of a r., leliwa; to be high up in 
a r., shuluyuala. Cf. file.

row, v. i., s#ena; r. lack, home, 
s^a&ipeli, s%at^idsiia; r. along the 
shore, s^o-ikina; r. off the shore, 
s%owashku; r. about while fishing 
with a light, sklu'tchkarika.

row, s, disturbance, shishiikash; to 
have a r., shiukuya; siss6ka, d. of 
shinga. Cf. fight, v. and s.

r o w e r , s^uyamnish.
rub, v. t.; generic: talaka; r. against 

each other, shatchaktchaka; r. with 
a brush, vudshlo'shka; r. by hand, 
talaka, ntchashka; sidewise, kia- 
kuga, Mod. kiandga; r. a notched 
stick, as done at war-dances, ulo- 
kasha; r. on, over somebody or 
.something, shiashka, shi-usha, shu- 
tcho'sha; r. oneself, shatalaka; r. 
oneself dry after bathing, washing, 
hashpa%pSli; r. oneself against a 
tree, etc., shalala, hlintana; r. on 
one's body, shatalaka, sbi-usha, shu- 
tcho'sha; on one's back, shialamna; 
what is rubbed on the body, shate- 
lakish; to make the motion of rub 
bing, yula!6na.

rubbing-stone, small, used on 
the large mealing stone, shilakl- 
kish, pe'ksh.

ruddy, taktakli; to be or become r., 
ta%tka.

ruffle, v. t., shikantdla; ruffled, 
tish%alkuleatko.

rule, v. i., ne-ul^a; r. in favor of, 
ne-ul%ia.

rule, s., sway, ne-ulaksh.
ruler, laki; great r., lord, muni 

laki; heavenly r., p'laikni laki'.
rum, lam; r.-bottle, lamam wakoksh.
run, v. i. ; generic: r.,.riish witliin 

sight of the one speaking, hiidsha, 
Imdshna; du. tiishtcha, tiishtchna. 
pi. tinsha, tinshna; unseen or at a 
distance from the one speaking, 
hudshampka, du. tiishtchampka, 
pi. tinshampka; r. about, towards, 
hiika, pi. gaka; r. after, tpiiya- 
nina; after each other, shii/dshna; 
r. after an obj seen, teluakuya; r 
against, liutala, hutal^a; as against 
a log, lniwal%a; a reef, s%u- 
tal^a; r. against, meet ivhile run 
ning, hupaklo%a; against a round 
obj., liili, freq. lulikanka; r. along,, 
as along a stream, against its cur 
rent, hui^ansha, du. tushi'^ansha, 
pi. tim^ansha; in the direction of its 
current, hupelansha, du. tushp'lan- 
sha, pi. timp'lansha; r. around, ani 
mals, nuyamna; r. away from, hii- 
yaha, pi. gayaha; hu'shka, gu'sh- 
ka; guikaka, kcdsha; hushlindsha, 
du. tushlindsha, pi. tilindsha; hu- 
dsha and hudshampka, see above; 
r, away from, inan. obj., as hills, 
woods, huikinsha, du. tushikinsha, 
pi. tinikinsha; r. away through 
fright, vushuk hutchna, viisha; r. 
bach, home, hiidshampeli; r. in cir 
cles, gakala; in various directions, 
ulakatchktcha; r. down, r doiun to-
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wards, hut%i; r. down into, vuleli; 
r. down, rivers, ntu'ltchna; ntul- 
t%aga; tiun61i; r. fast, ksiutaki, 
nkil ksiutaki, killikanka; r. habit 
ually, as animals, hunkanka; r. into, 
hulhe; again, hulipeli; continually, 
hulhekanka; r. into bushes, woods, 
recesses, etc., hukaya, du. tushkaya, 
pi. tin%aya; cf. go, v.; r. into a lake, 
pond, as river, nei-upka; r. into the 
windings of a valley, hulipeli; r. 
into the water, huwa, pi. tinua; r. 
near or past, hutapena, hutams%a; 
r. off" near, to, hutampka, du. tush- 
tampka, pi. tintampka; r. out of, 
huka, pi. gaka; hukansha, obj. in 
locat. case -tat; r. out of again, 
hukanshampeli, hui%ipele; r. out of 
woods, etc., hukayula, du. tushka- 
yiila, pi. tinkayiila; r. over, liquids, 
tilhua, tila; r. over somebody, slml- 
'hu'l%a; r. past, by, hukidtansha; 
huya-edsha, hutapena, hutams%a; 
r. while shouting a war-tvhoop, 
a-oho=u'tchna; r. straightivays, in 
direct line, towards, hut%apsha; 
talaak gintlanshna, gintlanslma; 
r. towards somebody, hiitpa, hudsh- 
ipka, holuipka; r. toivards some 
thing, hut^apsha; r. towards, said 
of waters, ntultpa; in the distance, 
ntultchampka; r. through, water, 
ntultcli^antcha; all the time, ntul- 
tchna; r. through, r. up to, anim. 
subj., liolal^a; r. up to, hiitna, hul- 
ladshui, holuipka; iterat. hulla- 
dshuitamna; r. up into woods, re 
cesses, etc., huikini; r. uphill, hu-

yeka, holapka; huwalidga, pi. ga- 
walia'ga; running straight, as a line, 
taltali; running slow, horses, etc, 
Ie=h6witko, ldktchi=howitko; to 
reach by running, peno'dshn, liuta- 
pena; to jump while running, hut^i- 
dsha; to start on a run, huta, hutna. 
Cf. rush, v. i.

run, v. t.; r. into, as a pole into the 
ground, tdwa; r. or pass through, 
as a rope, stu'nka; r. a rope through 
oneself, stuy n%ia; r. somebody doivn, 
over, shul'hu'l^a Cf. plant, v.

runaway, as animals, komu/shni.
r u ri n e r, s.; one who runs, climbs, 

hutchne'ash.
rush, v. i.; for generic terms, cf. 

run, v.; r. away from, huyaha, pi. 
gayaha; r. down, downhill, ndd-uli, 
pi. wet61i; hiit^i; inan., ktekuela; 
said of waters, shnuntaltchna, ntu'l 
tchna; with noise, tiwi; r. down 
upon, birds, huntakia, kitcho'tki; 
r. into, hulhe; frequently, hulhe 
kanka; r. near, between, hutams^a; 
r. off unseen or at a distance, 1m- 
dshampka, du. tushtchampka, pi. 
tinshampka; r. out of, hukansha, 
du. tushkansha, pi tin%ansha; huk- 
na; again, hukampeli; r. to a spot, 
or to the ground, hut#i; hiika, pi. 
gdka; r. toivards, against, at, in a 
hostile intention, hutala, hutal%a, 
hutpa, with their du. and pi.; r. up 
to somebody, hudshipka; r. upon, 
huta, hutna.

r u s h, s.; abbr. from bulrush, q. v. Cf. 
reed.
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rust, v. i., hes%atana, he'shlaktcha. 
Cf. rusty.

rustle, v. i., said of elementary 
forces, shtchayashla; of crickets, 
grasshoppers, takt^a; of reptiles,

kalkala; 
sha.

of straw, etc., kiishkii-

rusty, hes%atanatko, Mod. hesh- 
katantko; to 'become r., hes^atana, 
heshlaktcha.

s.
sable, Mustela americana, pe'p.
saccharine, liiiluyatko; to he s., 

liiiluya.
sack, willishik; round s., wakogsh; 

long, capacious grain-s., l%al%am- 
nish; s. for holding provisions, 
tayash, cf. tgillak; to the weight 
of about 50 pounds, willishik; of 
about 100 pounds, wakogsh. Cf. 
bag, satchel.

Sacramento Va Hey, nom. pr., 
Katokiwash; $. V. Indian, Kato- 
kiwash maklaks, Katokiwash; S. 
River, Katokiwasham K6ke,

sad, yuyalkish; to le s., yualka, 
latka, sh^shana, shuniiyua; s.-look- 
ing, yuyalkisliptchi; to look s., like 
one bereaved, shlamia.

saddle, kaklash; girth, strap of s., 
shuitalsh; s.-blanket, iklash; to take 
off the s., kaklash il!61a, il!61a; to 
strap the s-girth around, shuitala.

sagebrush, ga/t; another species, 
w41hualams

sage cock and sagehen, Centrocercus 
urophasianus, pu'pisha; shua't Cf. 
praiiie-chicken.

S a i k e n or Thompson's Marsh, nom. 
pr, loc., Saikan.

s a i 1 , s., shneklotchn6tkisli; shniwat- 
n6tkish.

sail v. . shneklo'tchna.
salient, to be, tapka.
sailor, s^iiyamnish.
salmon, tchialash ; at s.-time, tsi- 

als'ha/mi ; s. discolored l)y age, vuig; 
purple s., etchmu'na.

salt, s., shu'l, sha'lt; Mod. adak.
salt, v. t, shu'l ita, sha'lt shewana; 

s. pork, cf. pork.
salve, s., shatelakish ; remedial s., 

mashishtat shi-ush shatelakish.
same, hu'kak, pi. hukshak; cf. ak 

No. 2 ; one of the s. kind, sort, hurn- 
tchi, gemptchi ; of s. shape, form, 
size, exterior, color, etc., shuhank- 
ptchi; having the s. features, shiihant. 
shitko tc^lan ; at the s. place, home, 
nadsha'shak, wigatak; in the s. man 
ner, humashtak, humtsantka; in the 
s, manner .... as, correlat.,huniash- 
tak .... wakaktoksh ; at the s. time, 
nadslia'shak; shuhank=shitko, tank- 
tak tchiksh, tina/k ; to make of the 
s, length, breadth, sij3et hish%elul%a. 
Cf. reason.

sand, ke!4-ush ; s.-covered, k'laii- 
shaltko.
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Sand Hill, at, nom. pr. loc., K'lau-
shdlpkash Yaina-aga=gishi. 

sandhill crane, Gruscanadensis,
kle'tish.

sandstone, 5. rock, Iektch6tkish. 
sandy, k'laiishaltko. 
sapling, kitchkani anku. 
satchel, la'klaksh, wakogsh. 
satiate, v. t.; s. oneself, shoh6ta;

to be satiated, satisfied, fed, eVa. 
Saturday, she-e'tish. 
saucer, kapa, dim. kapaga. 
savage, adj., komu'shni, iwash; to

be in the s. state, kilua. 
save, v. t, to rescue, hishtchi, shne'k-

shita; s., keep, as meat, tchila'l^a;
5., keep for oneself, shualka, Mod. 

saw, s.; hand- or small s., shlaka-
t6tkish; large s., shludsh6tkish; s.-
mill, shlatcha-ish, Mod. shlatcha-
y6tkish. 

saw, v. t., with a small or hand s.,
shlakata, shlu'ldsha; withacross-s.,
spu'ldsha.

sawyer shlushsha-ish.
say, v. t., to speak, shapa; gi; words 

not quoted, or riot verbatim, hdm- 
kanka; words quoted verbatim, 
heme'%6; s. to, shapiya; he'mta, 
he'mtchna; 5. to while conversing, ha- 
sbastiuakia; s. so, ksbapa; n4-asht 
gi, Mod. ne'-asht gi; tcbf gl; s. good 
bye, sh^ka; 5. repeatedly, hemkan- 
katchna; "so they s. or said," "as he, 
she said": mat, if referring to facts; 
nen, if referring to sayings.

scab, tcbimtash; afflicted with s., 
tchimtatko.

scabbard, Ifwayaks.
scaffold and scaffolding, shlanka- 

yash; to erect poles for a s. or plat 
form, sbtchik'l%a; to erect a platform 
on a s., gelkaya

scald, v. t., ampu kelpkapkash ki- 
tita.

scale of fish, tchilak; s. for weigh 
ing, shninkak'lk6tkish.

scale, v. t, ga-u'l^a; to climb, as a 
steep bill, guka. Of. climb, v.

scalp, hair of head, lak; to perform 
a s.-dance, sba'dsha, y(ika 14k.

scalp, v. t., nelfna.
scamper off, v. i., hiidsha, hii- 

dsbna, hiidshampka; s. out of again, 
hui^ipele. Of. run, rush, v.

scar, s., with removal of flesh, shu- 
ktashkuish; without removal of flesh, 
shaktkaluish; to make a slight s., 
tilans^a; to produce a s., upatia; 
said of a round article, lupatkuela.

scarabee, with fangs, ktchayash. 
Of. beetle.

scarce, kinkani, abbr. kinka; to 
be s., ka/gi.

scare, v. 1, hushpdtchta, lmsht%a, 
tiika; s. and disperse, watakia; s. off 
by scolding, shnu!6ka; to be scared 
at, vusha, spiitchta; tchdmptki, 
Mod. tchdmptakia; scared at, vu- 
shish.

Scar face Charley, nom. pr., 
Tchiktchikam=Lupatkuelatko.

scarlet, taktakli.
scarred through a long article, 

upatiantko; round article, lupat- 
ku^latko.
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scatter, v. t.; s. about, ulayue, pi.
gayiie; puedsha ; ,9. by scaring off, '
watakia; to become scattered, sheg-
gat#a; by running in different '
directions, sheggntktcha, ulayue. 

scent, v. t, stika. 
schistous rock -formation, lala-

wash; composed of such, lalau-
shaltko. 

s c i r p u s, species of, kla'pi; of & stiff
s., watesktiam. Of. grass, 

scissors, ktushlv6tkish. 
scoff, v. t., shuluakta; to continue

scoffing, shuluaktcha. Cf. jeer at. 
scold, v. t., shkanaga, shiila, ko-

ktkinshka, slmuloka; 5. each other,
shuke'ki, shukikshlea; to scare off
by scolding, slmul6ka. 

scold, s., quarreler, shuke'kish. 
scoop, s.; 5. of deer's horn, uka-

g6tkish; sort of fishing s., kalksh;
another sort of s., pa'hla; s.-net
^vith a handle, tewash; wide-meshed
s.-net, witch61ash. Cf. net. 

scoop up, v. t, fish, crabs, etc.,
itkal, slmukua.

score, v. t.; s. for oneself, yankua. 
scorpion, species of, ka-utiitkish 
scot-free, huna'shak 
Scott's Valley, nom. pr., as in

English; inhabitant of S. Valley,
Skatchpalikni.

scour, v.t., vudshoka, vudshokal^a. 
scout, s., skuyuash; to watch as a

s. does, wa'hlta. 
scout, v. i., kmaka; to go in front

scouting, gayaya; to be on a scouting
trip, ka-ulu'ktcha.

scrape, v. t.; s. off, vulina, vukuta; 
illola; 5. obliquely, kiulola; s. off, 
as fish-scales, vulini; 5. offthefiber- 
barl', st6pela, stopalsha; s. the ground 
Hidewise, piena.

scrtiper, illolotkish; 5. of stone, 
il'hka; 5. of other material, il#6t- 
kish; ?wr/r-,9.,ki'ulolsh; scraping pad 
dle or stick, piemitkish.

scratch, v. t, huslitlwa; s. wltli 
nails, claws, tchlakadsha; s. the face, 
tchlii'pka; s each other, hushtivva; 
s., graze, nti'kshktcha; s. out a bur 
row, shlu'tila, stuya; s. holes while 
going from place to place, yepan- 
tchna, lushantclma; s. aivay ground, 
etc , putoya; with a paddle or stick, 
piena; s. up, s. for digging, yepa, 
Mod. ibdna; scratched up, scratched 
out, ycpantko; s. marks into, shu- 
malua; s. or rub oneself against a 
post or tree, hlintana, shalala.

sera t c h i n g, s., shumaluash; pro 
vided with scratchings, shumalua- 
kitko.

scream, v. i., hii/ma; ya-a; s. aloud, 
nd(3na, ndewa, mbawa; 5., said of 
larger birds and wild quadrupeds, 
woa; 5. continuously, wokanka.

screech, v. i., ha/ma, y4-a, mbawa; 
larger birds, woa; s. continuously, 
w6kanka.

screw, s.; straight, linear s., ki-ug- 
gitchotkish, Mod. kakpatn6tkish.

scrotum, shlu'lksh.
scrub, v. t., vudshlo'shka, vudsh(5- 

ka; scrubbing-brush, vudshokn6t- 
kish; s. off, as fish-scales, vulini.
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scrub-thicket, gatchetko.
scuffle, s., shishukash.
s c u f f 1 e , v. i., shiuga, especially d. 

sissoka; shiukuya, slmktapka.
scurf, tchimtash; afflicted with s., 

tchimtatko.
scythe, mulin6tkis1i, maktotkish, 

Mod. kshulutkish.
sea, ocean, muni (3-ush.
seam, skdntchish; hem-s., skc'lliash.
search, v. t., liaitchna, iktcha; 5., 

start out after, k4-iha; to return from 
searching, kayaktka. Cf. seek, v.

season; no ex. eq.: spring-s., sko; 
it is spring-s., skoa; dry, hot, sum- 
mer-s., pata; fall-s., shalam; win 
ter-s.^ luldam; in the liay-, salmon-, 
berry-s., etc., are expressed by ap 
pending -e'mi, -a/mi, -iim.

s e a t, s., of any description, tcha- 
walkish; to take a vacant s., tchek- 
lela; to take a s., tche'l^a; to reoc- 
cupy one's s., tchel^peli; to rise from 
one's s, tchd-ul^a.

seat, v. t.; to make sit up, heshtsal%a; 
to be seated, tchia, pi. wawapka; to be \ 
seated on, upon, tchia, tchi'kla; to be 
seated together, tchipka, pi. wawa 
pka.

second, adj.; 5. to another, tapini; to 
be s. to, tiipelui; a s. time, pe'n, p&iak

secondary, tapini.
secret, s., sha-ishash; to keep as a 

s., aishi, sha-ishi; to divulge a s., 
sha-ishash shapa, sha-ishash she'g- > 
sha; Kl. stiltchka,

secrete, v. t., aishi; to hush up, \ 
sha-ishi; 5., to hide, inan. obj., ilia; !

5. underground, or on the bottom of 
waters, ilktcba; s. oneself, huyaha, 
pi gay aha; by contracting one's body, 
hishual^a.

section, portion of, nanka.
s e c u r e, v. t.; to holdfast, ipka; shnu- 

kua; s., said of animals running 
about, huslmtanka, Mod. hushuo- 
tanka.

seduce, v. t., palla; s. again, pala- 
pele; to go and s. ag., paldsliapele.

see, v. t.; generic: shl^a, telshna; 5. 
an obj. at a distance, telshapka, tel- 
shcimpka, shle'pka; 5., have the power 
of vision, tdlshna; s. again, shlcpele; 
s. somebody coming, telitankpka,ti- 
lo'tpa; s. somebody's face from a dis 
tance, telitankpka; s. moving, going, 
coming, tilo'dsha; not to s., perceive, 
l<^shma; s. somebody putting food 
in his mouth, ti!6takna; s. somebody 
spitting out, removing from mouth, 
tilutaknula; s. through a tube, tal- 
s#a; to come, go and s., shh'dsha ; to 
let s., exhibit, he'shla; to run, ride, 
etc., after an obj. seen, teluakiiya. 
Cf. look, sight, v.

seed, s., generic, lo'k; 5. growing 
wild and eaten by the natives, ma- 
klaksam pash; s. reduced to flour, 
lulinash ; species of seeds: kapi- 
unks, 1'ba; s. of pond-lily, unripe, 
tchiiie^am; 5. of yelloio pond-lily, 
wokash; to gather it, wokashla, 
w6ksalsha; s. of the white oak, hu- 
dsha; s. of the black oak, kli'sh; 5.- 
pod, s.-envelope, tchilak, ndse'dsh; 
s.-basket, na-i, teluks, wekotkisli;
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conical, yaki; to gather seeds, sta- | 
ila, stagi; with s.-fans, wdka; to \ 
start out for gathering seeds, sta- I 
ildsba; to hold, carry in a s.-basket, 
skayamna; s.-fan, s.-paddle, we- 
kotkish, tchkft'la, sMplasIi; s.-net, 
takish. Of. carry on back, under 
carry, v,

seek, v. t., haftchna, iktcha; s., 
start out after, ka-iha; s. continually, 
ka-ikanka. Cf. search, v.

seethe, v. i., Mkua, kdlpka; ndii- 
pual%a; to make s., tchilala, shne- 
kalpka.

segregate, v. t., shi&tka.
seize, v. t., and s. forcibly, shniika; 

s. again, shnukpeli; s. for oneself, 
shnukpa, shnukua; s., take hold of, 
long obj., liyamna, pi. fyamna; to 
go and s., shmiktcha; s. each other, 
hushn^a, shiamna; s., take away 
from, tiita; 61 . with the claws, ex 
tremities, tchilika; s. an obj on the 
ground, shnukpapka; s. with pincers, 
tongs, slmakptiga; s. an obj. bymeans 
of a substance intervening, tapata; s. 
~by the handle or long end, utcha-ika.

select, v. i, to choose, pick out, shi- 
atka, ihia.

self, pron.; cf. myself, oneself, 
yourself, etc.; s.-trained, s.-reliant, 
shepelpelatko.

sell, v. t., shdshatni; s. cheap, kc- 
tcha dl%a; s. dear, turaa dl^a, lit. 
a to price high;" to intend to s., shd- 
shatuishla; to return from selling, 
sheshatuftka; selling price, shesha- 
tuish.

semen, seminal fluid, kailasli; to 
ejaculate the s,, shedshala.

send, v. t.; s. and s. away, skuyui; 
s. again, s. off again, dismiss, sku- 
yudpeli; s. away from, skuyushka; 
s. off, away, s. by mail, slmig6ta, 
shnigotchna; s. below, underneath, 
inotila; s. for, shaharuiiya, sha- 
'hm6ka; s. into the ivoods, recesses, 
etc., skuyokaya; s. out of the woods, 
skuy okay 61a; s. a person for some 
thing, shniaktcha; s. out, dispatch, 
Kl. h^sha; s. over the edge, yiu- 
Ima.

senior, t%d-u.
sentence, heme'^ish.
separate, v. t., shiatka, hekshat%a; 

to part asunder, sh^kelui. Cf. cut, 
sever.

separate, v. i.; s. in two, shewat%a, 
shewat%ula; s., to part by going in 
different directions, shipT7t%a; s.from 
each other, sheggat%a.

separate, adj., wenriini, abbr. 
wdnni.

September, inaccurately corre 
sponds to spdluish; in, during S., 
spdluishtka.

series, tiinshish; to be at the end of 
a s., leliwa; to form a s., as trees,

  wamla. Cf. file, line.
sermon, hdmkanksh; s. previously 

delivered, hemkankuish.
serpentine; cf. meander, v.
s e r u m of milk, ndupatko ddshash.
servant; ksheluikie'tish.
serve, v. t., to wait on, waiha.
service-tree, s.-berry bush, Ame-
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lanchier alnifolia, tchakdga, abbr. 
tchdk; fruit of s.-t.j tchak; looking 
like the fruit of the s-t., tchdkptchi.

set, v. t.; no ex. eq.: s. a-going, 
hushu'ktgi; s. around oneself, as 
neckwear, i-amna; s. down, deposit, 
e'tya; s. on fire, shndtkalka; s. over 
a river, lake, skotka; s. up, make sit 
up, heshtsdl%a; s. up, as a pole, te"- 
wa; s up erect, straight, shndtkuala; 
s., place upon, tchl'l^a; s. upon the 
ground, tchfl^ia; s. upon, in the 
sense of attacking, gu'lki, gutarn- 
pka, tdshui; s, upon a road, passage, 
stuya.

set, v. i.; said of celestial bodies, 
tinega; tinkudla; tin61e, tino'li, 
Mod. tin61a; to be on the way of set 
ting, tinole'na; s. over a river, water, 
gdkua, kako'dsha; cf. ford, pass, v.

s e t o u t, v. i.; generic terms, re 
ferring to all modes of locomotion: 
ge"na, guhudshka, guhudshktcha; 
gendla, guikaka; s. o. from the 
place habitually occupied, geka, 
gekna, ge'kansha, gekno'la; s. o. 
again from the same, gekampeli, 
gelianshampeli; s. o. in a wagon, 
luhdshktcha, l^na; in a canoe, sko- 
hudshka. Cf. go, march, proceed, 
travel, v.

settle, v. t. and i.; s. down at a 
resting place, rnak'le^a;   to be settled 
somewhere, tchia; s. up with, ki- 
tchdkela.

settlement; home, tchi'sh; former 
s., tchiwish; s. of ivhite people, ta- 
uni; Indian s., maklaksam tchi'sli.

settler, tchi'sh; s. in this, that 
country, hatak=tchi/sh, gitdkni.

seven, lapkshaptani, usually abbr. 
lapkshdpta; s. hundred, lapkshap- 
tdnkni te-undpni td-unep; s. times, 
lapkshaptdnkni.

seventy, lapkshaptdnkni td-imep.
sever, v. t.; to cut off, ktaki61a, ktak- 

ta, ktcl/a, ktuyiiga, Mod. ktukta; 
s., split, long obj., litcha, utchdya; 
s. one's foot, arm, shalakta; s. by 
breaking off, keVa and derivatives, 
as yek^wa, yekua!61a; s. forcibly, 
powete'ga; s. in many places, ktul- 
dsha; s. many things simultaneously, 
ktul6dsha; to be severed, shukudsh- 
ka. Cf. separate, v. t.

severe, killitko.
sew, v. t, ske'nshna; s. up into, ske'n- 

tana; sewing-machine, skenshnut- 
kish.

Shacknasty Jim, nom. pr., 
Shke'titko.

shadow and shade, mdhiash; to 
make s., shmd'hitch^a; to cast a s., 
srndhia; to project one's s., shma'h- 
tchaga; while moving, shmd'htcha

shaggy, kmuyulatko, ptch6katko.
shake, v. t.; to bring into motion, as 

trees, boulders, shiakshiaga, hish- 
dktgi; hikl%a; s., to put in tremu 
lous motion, ula-ikdnka; s. an obj. 
lifted up at one end, liwakdnka; s. 
or wag the tail, shewokaga; s. the 
ears, as quadrupeds, uldplpa; s. 
hands, hushn^a nep, hushn%a, shd- 
tashi; s. the head in refusal, shuak- 
iUchktcha, ulakdtchktcha; s. the
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head, while putting airs on, Mod. la- 
wala; s. into, as seeds, weka; s. off] 
as dust, ut'liawa; from oneself, shui- 
lalshka, shiulatchka; s.oneself, shiY- 
ila, vuya, vuyamna, shawaltana; s. 
out, liquids, irlilitclia; s. the iriugs, 
viiya; to rattle ly shaking, hey en a.

shake, v. i.; to sivaij, shawalta, sha 
waltana; to le shaken up, rnuinii^a, 
sliawalta; to reel, lemk'ma, wekish- 
tchna; s. l>y frost, etc., nainaya; s. 
through cold or fever, tushtiisha, 
Mod. tushtushla; s., writhe, witwi- 
ta; s. to and fro, as trees in a storm, 
wawikanka.

shaky, to be, anini., muimiiya.
s h a m a n , kinks.
s li a m e, ndetchkish; to feel s., to l>e 

ashamed, ndetchka.
sliape, v. t., shuta; shaped, -ptchi, 

shitko; shaped tlm$r gc'mptchi, liiim- 
tchi; how shaped, wakaptchi; roof- 
shapedlody, gflhuapksli; r.-s. land, 
witlash; ivell-shaped, tidslii; ill- 
shaped, kuidshi; ring-s., kalkali.

shape, s.; of the same s., shuhank- 
ptchi; gemtcln, huratchi.

shapeless, kokalkokaltko, Mod.; 
s., ill-sliaped, kuidshi, tchektchekli

sharp; s.-edged, takatko; to be s.- 
edged, taka; s.-pointed, tchaktchakli; 
to cut, grind, to a s. point, watchaka; 
tasting s., mbitkamnatko, ka-a ma- 
shetko; to stick up something ,9.- 
pointed, talka.

sharpen, v. t., shnatchaktka, wa 
tchaka.

S h a s t a B u 11 e or Mount Sliasta,

noin. pr. of a volcanic cone in 
California, Melaikshi, Shast^e'nini 
Yaina.

S h a s t i Indian, noni. pr., Shasti; 
Sasti maklaks; lialf-S. by descent, 
Shastiaga; S. I. country, Shast^e'nL

shatter, v. t., kewa, pi. ngu'ldsha, 
powetega.

shave, v. t, uyiika; s, oneself, linsh- 
ino'kla, shuyoka.

shaver, shmushmo'klish.
she, pron. pers.; same as he, q. v.
shear, v. t, uy6ka; s. off, pi'ishka; 

piece shorn off, pushkuish.
shears, ktushkotkish.
sheath, latktchish, liwayaks; of 

round sluipe, wakogsh.
shed, v. t., cf. pour, v.; s, the skin, 

as snakes, skintchish^aga; s. tears, 
shuaktcha.

shed, s, mahiash, ]\Iod. stina'sh, 
Itchiklakuitko; s., existing as a 
skeleton frame only, Kl. Itchikla 
kuitko; s. covered at the top only, 
shmahilaksh.

sheep, domestic, slifp; Mod. ko-il; 
mountain-s., and -goat, wiesh, Mod. 
ko-il; sltcep^s tick, shkoks.

sheet of water, c-ush, dim. ewaga; 
tchiwish; s. of paper, cloth, etc., 
i-eshkotkish; to form a s., exten 
sion, ndwa; to lay, pile one s. upon 
another,, shikantc-la.

shell; sea or fresh ivater s. of any 
description, ktchak; s. of tnolliislts, 
wakogsh; muscle s. ivitli the mollusk 
in it, kle'dsliu; mother-of-pearl or 
hal'wtls-8.^ ktchak; species of ma-
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rine s., kakiak; dentalium-s, tutash, | 
alketchik; s.-nosed, wearing a den 
talium-s., "goose-quill" in the nose, 
shelkaiitko; s., vegetable and ani 
mal, hard fruit-s., ndshe'dsh; round 
ed s., as of beetle, slmutotkish; ex 
plosive s., projectile, muni ngd-ish, 
muni shawalsh.

shell, v. t., ktchelola; Iguya.
shelter, s., shed, mahiash; to give 

s., shm4'hitch%a; to go for s., gutila, 
shawaltchna.

shelter, v. t, slima/hitch^a; s. one 
self, shawaltcha; to go and s. one 
self, shawaltchna, gutila.

8 h e p h e r d , shi'p shuashulaliamp- 
kish.

shield, v. t.; s. oneself with, to use, as 
a s., shipat^uka.

'shift, s., tgashash%ish.
shin-bone, wakaluish.
shine, v. i., shniiya; s. loith light, 

ktchalhua, ktchal^a, shneka; s. 
above and at a distance, shnekupka; 
s. from a distance, niiyua, nutko- 
lua, shnatkolua; s. in many colors, 
ktchalui; 5. into the eyes so as to in 
jure them, shtchuyampka.

shine, s., and sunshine, ktchal%ish.
shirt, tchulisb, dim. tchnliaga; wo 

man's s., tgashasli%ish.
S h i t a i k e Creek, nom. pr. of a 

western tributary of Des Chutes 
River, Oregon; Sidaikti."

shite poke, tuakish or wakish.
shiv.er, v. i., muimiiya; s. by frost, 

nainaya; tushtusha, Mod. tush- 
tushla. Cf. shake, v. i.

shoal, s.; to strike against a s., s%u- 
tal%a.

shoe, wakshna; high s., stikshui; to 
ivear shoes, to put shoes on, wakslma.

shoot, v. t, generic, ngc-isha, ngd- 
ishna; shlin, pi. yuta; tewi; s. ar 
rows, tdl%a; 6'. and woz««^,mba-uta; 
s. several obj. l)y the same charge or 
missile, stewi; to come near shooting, 
shlfkshga; each other, hishlakshga; 
s. at an obj., shlin, pi. yuta; 6'. at 
the mark, sh!6kla; 5. at the mark 
as rivals, hishlan; ,9. aside of the 
mark, yutlanslma; s. by means of, 
shliuta; 5. continually, shlitanma; 
s. at each other, hishlan, shctui; 
shenge'slia; s. high up, perpendicu 
larly, utewa; s. a hole through, ntf- 
kshktcha; s. oneself, hishlan, she- 
nge'sha; to be on the point of shoot 
ing, shlataniya; shlatampka, pi. 
yutetampka; to begin shooting, shla 
tampka, pi. yutetampka; to go on a 
shooting trip, hishlatchna; to disable 
by shooting, ngeshe-uya.

shoot, v. i.; 5. down with noise, said 
of waters, tiwi.

shop, store-house, sheshatuikish.
shopkeeper, shcshatuish.
shore; s.-line, knaklitko; steep s., 

lali'sh; rocky s., walish; on the op 
posite s., tifgshtanta; to arrive on 
s., kiupata; to form a s.-line, yula- 
lina; connected with verbs, 5. is 
often expressed by the suffix -iga, 
"on the water,": to be, remain, 
stand at the s.-line, tgaliga, pi. liu- 
liga. Cf. bank, beach.
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s h o r t, in body, wigani; s.-faced, 
wika=tdlantko; at as. distance,\vika; 
s. in time, tankni; a s. white, adv., 
wigapani, wiga pani; a s. time ago, 
tankak, tankakak; to cut the hair 
s., shuyoka; one who -wears the hair 
s., shushuyukatko.

shortly, adv., a short while, wiga 
pani; s. after this, pulakak, t&nktak.

s h o u 1 d e r, lapaklash; s. and s.- 
blade, tchnipal; s., especially of 
quadrupeds, shne' ktchigsh; to carry 
on one's shoulders, shui%ia, Mod. 
shui%iank ena; by a strap on fore 
head, etc., mdtk'la; without a strap, 
shikianka.

shoulder-blade, shdtasht%apksh, 
tchnipal; especially of quadrupeds, 
shne'ktchigsh. Of. shoulder.

shout, v. t., ha/ma, ham6asha; 
nddna, nkdna; s. repeatedly, in one 
strain, nkdnkanka; s. through the 
hands applied to the mouth as a tube, 
stu'ka; s. to somebody, hdnitcha, 
hcmtclma; s. at somebody, hamo- 
asha, hamekiipka; s. downwards to, 
into, ha'mele: s. from exultation, 
shitiaika.

shove into, v. t., as into a bag, 
shulha; s. one part into the other, 
tuli, shulhipeli. Cf. join, v.

shovel, kakn6tkish, shawel.
show, v. t.; to ex'tibit, in a medial 

sense,hdshla; s.,2wintto,li\,ya,; long 
obj., alahia; s. with the extended arm, 
kinshipka; s, by informing, hashi- 
uga; to start for showing, hashiwa- 
ktcha; s. something on a person's

body, shikantana; on somebody's 
foot or feet, shikantila; s. itself, ap 
pear, hdshla.

shrew, species of, with long pro 
boscis, siiisi.

shrink, v. 1, by heat, nukola.
shrub, anku; little s., bush, tchelash, 

wekaga; land overgrown with shrubs, 
gatchdtko ; species of s., probably 
Artemisia, tchakelu; species of s. 
with black fruit, hashkem61sham. 
In s - andbush-iiam.es anku is gen 
erally omitted, the name of the s. 
being placed in the possessive case. 
Cf. tree.

shrubbery, anku, wdkaga; in the 
sense of thicket, gatchdtko, ga- 
tchesh.

shuck, v. t., ktchelola, Igiiya.
shun, v. t, shdnuya, shdnuidsha, 

shuki6ta.
shut, v. t., ka-ishna, Mod. shla-uki; 

s. the door or doorflap, shla-uki; 
6'. it again or habitually, shla-ukipele; 
s. your mouth! tchitchiks! kapka- 
blantaks! kdmkem! Cf. close, v.

s h y person, ka-i wdltkish.
sick, ill, ma/shetko, shilaltko; s. 

through relapse, kalak; to be s., ma/- 
sha, with obj. case (lam sick, ma/sha 
nu'sh, contr. ma'sha n's); to be chron 
ically or incurably s., shila; to be s. of 
a lingering disease, shila, pahalka; to 
be permanently s., pahoka; to fall s,, 
kalkela, shflaka, shilala; to look s., 
sickly, pahalka; to render s., ti!6- 
takna.

sickness, n^paksh; s., acute or
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painful, ma'shash; s., chronic, shi- 
lalsh; to be afflicted with s., ma'sha, 
shi'la; to relapse into s., kalkela; 
one relapsed, kalak; article produc 
ing s., tatktish

side, s., of human body, above hip, 
lalash; s., flank of animal body, 
lalash; to rub one's s. against, hlin- 
tana, shalala; s. of mountain, gin- 
shkatko, gint^ish, lali'sh; on the s. 
of, along with, tula; on this s. or 
part of, ge'kshta, gdtant; gina'- 
gshtant, ginatant, kui, kiiitit; on 
this s. ..... on the opposite, other
s. of, ge'kshta ..... ge'kshta; on
this s. of a distant obj , tuhak; 
situated, being on this s. of, gina- 
tani; to, on the other s. of, gdtant, 
gunigshtant, gunitana, tu'gshtanta; 
cf. ge'kshta; beyond, on the other s. of, 
as of a mountain, tiitana, d. of tuna; 
of a river, lake, tu'gshtanta; from, 
to or on either or opposite s., pipelan- 
tana, pipelangshtant; from, on boih 
s. reciprocally, shipapelangshtant; on 
one s., extremity, na-it%e'ni, na-igsh- 
t%e'ni, na-igshtala; situated, placed, 
being on the opposite s., as where the 
speaker is, tukni; to lean, lie on one s, 
of the body, kiapka; cf. sidewise; to 
sit on one s., as of a lodge, pi. liuna.

sidewise, obliquely; usually ex 
pressed by the prefix ki-, ke-5 k-; 
to extend, stretch, look s, naitalte'l- 
shna; to ride s., women fashion, 
naitaltelshnank husho'tchna.

side with, v. i., to be allied with, 
tcbilla, tchinta. Cf. associate, v.

sieve, shlatchkn6tkish; to pass 
through a s., v. t., shlitchka and 
shlatchka.

sift, v. t., shlitchka and shlatchka.
sigh, v. i., Ii6ka; 5. repeatedly, h6k- 

ampele.
sight, v. t, sblda, tdlshna; s. some 

body coming, telitankpka.
sign, s.; s. drawn or painted, shu- 

maluash; s. of conjurer, muluash; 
provided with siyxs, marks, shu- 
maluakftko; to make gesture-signs, 
kue'ta; to make signs ivith the hand, 
nik4nka n^p. Cf. beckon, v., ges 
ture.

silent; one who is s., ka-i waltkish; 
be s. I kapkablantaks ! kapkapa- 
gink i! tchitchiks! k^mkem!

silently, keuikem.
silkworm, wild, ktchapash.
silly, le'talani, ka-ikash; he talks s. 

things, huna'shak hu h^mkanka; to 
act in a s., odd manner, ka-ika, she- 
sh%e'la.

silver, palpali tchikemen; shilba; 
s.-money, pdlpali tchikemen, pal 
pali tala; shilba tala; s.-fox, same 
as red fox, cf. fox.

Silver Lake, nom. pr., Kdlpshi.
similar, shitko; -ptchi, -mtchi, 

suffix forming adj.; 5. to, shuhank, 
shnhankptchi. Of. alike to, adj.; 
alike, adv.; like, adj ; similarly.

similarly, hu/nk shitko hak, hii- 
mashtak, humtsantka, shuhank= 
shitko. Cf. alike, equally.

simulate, v. t, for the purpose of 
fooling, shnape'mpema, Mod. shne-
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peLnpema; s sickness, pa/dsiia. Cf. 
feign, v., gesture, s., pretend, v.

simultaneously, nadslia'shak: 
tina-ak, tina'k; tanktak tchiksh; 
shiihank=shitko. Cf. shakpatmawa

since, adv.; not long s., welislit, 
tankak, tankakak; ever s., at tii' 
tsussak. Cf. then, year.

sinew, mbuitch; pilhap; s., cord 
made of tendons, mbuitch.

sing, v. t., s. solo or in chorus, 
shuina; wlmi; s., shout in chorus, 
s. while dancing, yeka; s., said of 
birds, ha'ma; s. in the interest, for 
the pleasure of somebody, slminea; 
s. repeatedly the same song, slmmala; 
to l)cyiu singing, shuyega; s. magic 
or dream-chorus songs, shiunutna; 
s. simultaneously with the starter of 
the song, slminala; s. in chorus a 
conjurer's song, winota, winotna; 
s. at a high voice, tche'ktcheka; s. 
at a deep voice, t^a'nt^aria. Cf. song.

singe, v. t., slmuyakta; s. off, 
slnmyoka.

single; as. one, na'dsh, nfi'sh; a s. 
one only, na'dshak; s., unmarried, 
cf. bachelor, girl; on a s. day, na'sh 
waitak; to ivalk, ride, 8. file, kintch- 
na, kinuina.

s i n k, v. i.; s. down, celestial bodies, 
tinkuela, tino'li; -9. down in, espec 
ially in water, ktutega, m])et'tL'ga, 
^fod. ktushna; s. to the ground, 
tchla'l^a; to l)e sunk in deep water, 
ampuala.

sip, v. t., to lap up, hlopa; -9., to 
taste, kpdto.

sister, elder, said by younger 
])rot!ier, pa-anip; said by younger 
s., p'talip; s., younger, in reference 
to elder s., tapiap; in reference to 
elder brother, tupakship; females 
related as sisters, sisters ly blood, 
shaptalaltko; related, as sisters are 
to their younger sisters, shatapialtko; 
half-s.j tapiap; to give a s. to some 
body, tupakslia; sister's husband^ 
Tjrother-in-laiu, said by her brother, 
p'tchu'kap; elder and younger sis 
ter's son or daughter, nepheiv or 
niece, said by aunt, makokap; said 
])y uncle, patch%alip. Modocs call 
botli elder and younger s. tupak 
ship, abbr. tiipaksh.

sister-in-law, mu'lgap; hus 
band's brother's wife, p'tchikap; fe 
males related as sisters-in-law, ship- 
tch%altko.

sit, v. i., generic, tclidl/a; tcliia, pi. 
wawapka; s. and s. down, tchel%a; 
6-. down again, tchel/peli; s. against 
an obj., tchalamna, du. wawalamna, 
pi. luilamna; 5. around in a circle on 
the outside of, pi. liutita; inside of, in 
doors, liu%uga; s. around, s. in a row, 
ring, file, crowd, pi. liukiamna, liup- 
ka, liutatka; s. behind, close to, tgap- 
tcha, pi. Ifuptcha; ,9. in the distance, 
huyega; ,9. down close to, tcha'hlan- 
shna; s. by the fire, tchelui; 5., stay 
high up, or in the distance, tcliala- 
ninu; 6-. inside of, within, tchi%6ga, 
tchiwi%a, pi. liu%uga; 5. on, upon, 
with legs apart, shkc'ktle^ia; 5. on 
one side of, or indoors, pi. liuna; 5.
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on the side, edge of, as of water, 
tchekle'la; s. secreted, ambushed, 
tchakaya, wir/a, wal%a, pi. liwala, 
liukaya; s. together, tchipka, pi. wa- 
wapka; s. underneath, below, tchuti- 
la, wintfla, du. wawatila, pi. liutila; 
s. upon, on something, tchawal, pi. 
liwala; tchfkla; tchalamna, du. wa- 
walamna, pi. Milamna; tchakaya, 
du. wawaggaya, pi. liukaya; s. in 
the woods, cliffs, etc., same as: sit 
upon; s on, near the water, tchale- 
kiya; tchaliga, du. wawaliga, pi. 
liuliga; s. away from! kuitak! sit 
ting, posted above, p'le'ntankni, p'lai- 
kni; to make s. up, heshtsal^a.

situated above, p'laikni, p'laitani; 
s. below, underneath, yantani.

six, nadshkshaptani, usually abbr. 
nadshksh&pta; s.times, nadshkshap- 
tankni.

sixty , nadshkshaptankni te'-umip.
s i z e , s.; no ex. eq.: in or to the s. of, 

patpani, abbr. pat; of large s., 
miini; of small s., kitchk&ni; of the 
same s., shuhankptchi; to make of 
the same s., nish%elul%a.

skate, v. i., shektlal6na, ulak'kan- 
ka. Cf. slide, v.

skater, ulak'kankish.
skates, pair of, ulak'kank6tkish.
skedaddle, v. i., giiikaka, gii'shka.
skim, v. t.; s. of froth, etc., kiu!61a; 

s. the waves while flying, hu'nua.
skin, tchdlksh; raw fur-s., raw s., 

kla'sh; s. with the fur on, m'l; 
dressed, tanned s., mba-ush; s. of 
elk, antelope, vu'hll'lsh; red-fox s., 

42

wa'n; s. of lynx, shloa; snakc-s. when 
on body, ndse'dsh; when shed, 
skinshgakuish; s.-lodge, shu'klaksh; 
s.-mantle, s.-blanket, etc, skutash; 
to be dressed in one, skuta; to enter 
the s., as splinters, etc., shishna; to 
shed the s., skintchish%aga; to have 
the s. rubbed off, as on 'a sore, wela,

skin, v. t, nashki, nashkiutna, nash- 
kula; s. } said of fur-hides, scalps, 
nelina; skinning implement of ob 
sidian, mbu'shaksh. Cf. fleshing 
chisel.

skip, v. i., kshiutchua; s. or swarm 
around, ka-ika, nuyamna; s. con 
tinually, as frogs, skatkanka; s. 
down from, shuhii'lulea; to go and 
s. down from, shuhululena; s. over 
something, as over a rock, etc, 
shuya%idga; s. over an obstruction, 
log, etc., himputia%iea, Mod. mbu- 
te7%e; shampatia^ida; s. up high, 
Imyeka, pi. tini%i; s. into the water, 
hiiwa, pi. tinua.

s k i r HI i s li, s., shishiikash.
skirmish, v. i., shish6ka, sheno- 

tanka, she'llual; s. about, sheno- 
tanlc'huya.

skirt of females, shtchfwaksh.
s k u k u m - h o u s e; cf. jail, prison.
skull, nushti k4ko; s.-bone, kak<) 

pila nush; top of s., nkak; s. ofjish, 
nk4k.

skull-cap; woman's s.-c., flat on 
top, kma'; of half-globular shape, 
kalkma; another, maksha.

skunk, Mephitis mephitica, tchd- 
shash. Cf. polecat.
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sky, clear, cloudless, kulo; clouded, 
overcasts., paisliash; in the s., p'lai, 
p'laina, p'laitala; skyward, p'lai, 
p'laina, p'laitala. Of. overcast.

slab, utchayatko anku; s.-lodge, 
ukepSlaksh; to construct a s.-l., 
ug'ha'pl%a.

slags, n%iitatko.
slander, v. t, atchfga, sheVala.
slanderer, wali%isli, Mod. u'lk- 

ish; wiknish, dim. wikniaga.
slant, v. i., gilhua.
si ap , v. t., ktiipka.
slash, v. t.; to cut, ktaladshna; one 

slashed, ktakalitko; upatiantko; s. 
oneself, shalakla. Cf. gash, v. and s.

si ate-rock, lalawash.
slat}-; composed of s. rocks, forma 

tions, lalaushaltko.
slaughter, v. t., shiuga, pi. liiela, 

Mod. pi. biela, sku&ika; nashki. 
Cf. butcher, v.

slave of both sexes, lu'gsh; to make 
a s. of, lu'gshla; slave's owner, mas 
ter or mistress, ptchiwip.

slay , v. t., shiuga, pi. luela, Mod. 
pi. liiela, shue'nka, hesh%a'ki; shiii- 
kala, shiukiga; hushtch6ka; s.for 
somebody, shiukia; s. each other, 
hishu'ka, hushtch6ka. Cf. kill.

sleep, v. i., ktana; to lie doiun to 
s., sku'l^a, pi. liilal^a; ktansha; 
animals, klu'shl^a; s. outdoors, pi. 
lolua; s. with, shetol/a; time for 
sleeping, spuna/ksh; the act of going 
to s., many stibj., lulalkish.

sleepy, ktanapkatko; to he s. f kta- 
napka

sleeve, shuekalsh; sleeveless gar 
ment, skutash.

slice, v. t.; 5. off, ktushka; por 
tion, piece sliced off, ktiishkuish; 
ktushka.

slice, s., ktiishkuish; ktiishka.
slick, laklakli, tchlii^atko; to he or 

become s., lak'laka.
slide, v. i.; s. or rush doivnwards, 

nde-uli, pi. wet61i; s. downhill, she- 
ktakuela, ulakolola; s. doivn, kte- 
kuela; 5. into the ivater, ktel%a; s. 
down obliquely, nde-ukuela, pi. wet- 
knela; s. into, as through a hole, 
gutektcha, gutega; kilibli; s. into 
from one side, kiate'ga; 5 on the ice, 
ulakluansha, w^shtat ulak'kanka; 
s. over, to skate, ulak'kanka, Cf. 
fall, roll.

slight, adj., loose, ke-uni.
slime, phlegm, molash.
sling for throwing, skiwotkish; s.for 

throwing heavy missiles, shunto- 
yakea-otkish.

slip, v. i., ktekucla; s. with the feet, 
y udshlaktkal; s. into from one side, 
kiatega; s. up to, ganta; s. while 
crawling, ktchidsha; to let s., espe 
cially into ivater, ktel^a.

slippery, laklakli, tchlu^atko; to 
he or become s., lak'laka.

slit, ndsakish.
slope, s., ginshkatko; if steep, la- 

It7 sh; mountain-s., yainatat ginshka; 
gint%ish; there is a long s., ati gin- 
t%i. Cf. declivity.

slope, v. i.; s. down, ginshka, gi'n- 
t#i; s. down on two sides, gilhua; s
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steeply, lala; sloping down steeply, 
lalatko; adv., m'lai.

slough, shiitch; tale.
slow, adj , ke*-um; running s., slow- 

going, said of horses, Ie=h6witko, 
Ie"ktchi=h6witko; s. of perception, 
kaitua shayuaksh.

slo w 1 y, kd-una.
slug, stakpunksh.
slumber, v. i., ktana; tuidsha, tui- 

dshna.
slumber; light s., tiiidsh. Of. sleep, v.
slush, po'ks, tiipesh.
sly, tidsh shepelpelatko. Of. smart.
small, kitchkani, abbr. kitcha; s.- 

sized, the opposite of coarse, ndshe- 
kani; in s. quantity, kinkani, abbr. 
kinka; growing to a s. height^ wigani; 
in a 5. degree, kitcha; at as., short 
distance, wika; to a s. extent, kinka.

smallpox, giityaksh; pox; to be 
sick with the s.-p., gu'tkga.

smart, v. i., yukiuka, Mod. yuktgi; 
kimalia, tatkta; te'kteka, Mod. tfka.

s m art, adj., shayuaksh, nanuktua 
shayuaksh, tidsh shepelpelatko; 
said of dogs, etc., tidshi.

smarting, s., pain, tatktish.
smash, v. t, keVa, pi. nguldsha, 

pekeVa; s. to pieces, te"kua, ndsMp- 
ka; s., as glass, tchiiya.

s m e a r, v. t.; s. on or over, ita, shi- 
ashka, shi-ita; ipka; s. on one's back, 
shialamna; what is smeared on,, itan- 
kish, itish; s. body-paint on oneself, 
shute!6ma; habitually, shutelomash- 
la; s. over, kiuliga, laliga, pitliga; 
s. over, as oil, shutcho'sha.

smell, v. t.; to perceive by smell 
ing, stika, nd6pa; 5. around, about, 
anim., shniksh6kshuka.

smell, v. i., pilui; s. agreeably, tidsh 
pilui; s. badly, to stink, km pilui; s. 
mustily, fetidly, nd6pa.

smell, s.; what emits s., piluye'ash; 
putrid s., ndiipash; s. of rotten jish, 
tchmo'k.

smile, v i., mutchutchuyapka, 
luai%a.

smith, watiti=shushatish; cf. black 
smith.

smoke, s.; s. of fire, shlayaks; s.- 
colored, luashptchi; s.-hole of lodge, 
gin/ish, 16kanksh; to make, produce 
s., fire, shla'-ika; to expose to the s., 
hashla-i%a; to become black from s., 
sk^l%a; to blow s. into, to s. out, wi- 
uka; to smother by s., piita.

smoke, v. i., shla'-ika.
smoke, v. t, as meat, hashla-i%a; 

s. tobacco, paka; to cease smoking, 
pak61a; 5. out, as an animal, wi- 
uka.

smooth, adj.; slick, laklakli, pat- 
patli, tatatli; tchlu^atko; not s., 
rough to the touch, kitchkitchli; to 
make s., even, vulina, talaka. Cf. 
even, flat, level.

smooth, v. t, latadshl'/a, Mod. 
patpat shuta; 5. off, to plane, shnu- 
tchliiktagia, talaka, vulina.

smoothly, adv., patpat.
smother, v. i, to be smothering, 

puta; ke"shga h6kish.
snail, stakpunksh.
Snake Indian, nom. pr, Sa't;
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Iris nickname, Mbii'shaksh; resem 
bling a S. Indian, sha't, sha'tptchl.

snake, generic, wislrink, Mod. 
wame'naksh; black s., species of, 
Bascanium, kamtilaga; black-s., 
black-spotted s., species of Pity- 
opliis, wame'naksh; garter-s,, wi- 
shink; yellow ground-s., species of 
Pityopltis, kaflanti; Jiouse-s., go- 
itak; rattle-s., ke"-ish; ivhip-s., 3-4 
feet long, ulak'kankish; s.-skin, 
when on body, ndse'dsh; when 
shed, skinshgakuish; to go s.-like, 
kakidsha; kintchna, kinuina.

snap, v. i.; s. in two, ngata, pi. 
nguldsha; s. at, shnuloka.

s n a r 1 y; having s. hair, tchftaksh,
sneak, v. i.; 5. towards, ganta, hu- 

shutanka, shawaltanka.
sneak-thief, ganta=papalish.
sneer at, shnashnatia.
sneeze, v. i., eteshua.
snore, v. i., hlu'ka, kaikaya.
snort, v. i., tindga.
snot; shm'^sh, Mod. shne^ash. Cf. 

mucus.
snout, pshi'sh, shu'm.
snow; ke'sh; 5. is falling, ken a; to 

make s., to produce snowfall, ke'shala; 
s.-bird, Junco oregomis, maidiktak; 
s.-fall, s.-heap, kdknish; s.-goose, 
Anser hyperboreus, waiwash; s.- 
shoe of buckskin, ni.

snow, v. impers., it snows, kena; 
it snows everyivliere, kekna; it ceases 
snowing, kenola, smahui, smahu-

s n if f, v, t,, sbni'^a

snuff, v. t, 5. itp, shni'%a.
s o, adv., thus, in such a manner, 

humasht; na aslit, Mod. ne-asbt; 
ga-asht; gen gentch, tcbi, tsi; 
tcln'k; so, thus, introducing ver 
batim quotations of spoken words, 
tcbi,na-asht; ke,Mod. ne-asht, kie; 
so much, thus much, kank, adj. and 
adv.; kanktak, ka, ga; and so, and 
thus, then so, tehiyuk, tcliiyunk; 
so, in such a manner as, correlat, 
wakaktoksh; just so, bumashtak, 
liurntsantka; 6'0 much, so many as 
that, tank, tanni; kank, kanktak, 
kaniii; get; so far as that, get, ge- 
tak; so great, tall, large, ivide, get; 
taniani; so long, get, tanni; so many 
times, taiikni; so looking, so con 
ditioned, gemptclii, liumtchi.

soar, v. i., s. away, huntchna; s. in 
a straight line, liuntclma.

sob, v. i., hleka, kaikaya; to go 
around sobbing, gaikanka.

society, body of people, sliukii'l- 
kisli, mepoks; to form a s., sliu- 
ku'lki, mepka, tiilba.

soft, tender, tcbe-ini; 6'. to the touch, 
ptchokatko; to be s., elastic, biu- 
hivva

soil, v. t., kaknega, kaknegatko 
shiashka, s^aknega; soiled, kaknd- 
gatko, kuyumatko, nuata^atko; 
to be, become soiled, kuyunia; s. 
oneself, hushkakndga.

soil, s., ground, kaila; upon the s. 
or upon this s., hi, hi', i; when con 
nected with verbs, upon the s. is 
generally expressed by verbal
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affixes; on this s., hita, hitok; argil 
laceous s., tikesh. Of. ground, 

soldier, shu'ldshash. 
sole of foot, takak; nakish. 
solely; sometimes expressed by

tala, abbr. ta, -ta. Of. only, 
solicit, v. t., kille'tana; shak6tka;

viila, shatela. 
solid, and to be s., kuata; s., in a

condensed state, hupkatko; to be s.,
hupka. 

solitary; to be s., shakamshia; to
be s. through fear, shakamshinea. 

some, adj., a few, nanka, kinkani,
tankak; s. few only, tankakak; 5.
one, kani; na'dsh, na'sh, or nay-
ensh; some.... .some, correlat.,
nanka ...... n&n%atoks or nanka;
s. Idnd, sort of, tua. 

somebody, some one, kani; na/dsh,
na'sh, or nayensh; some person
or persons, tua, Kl. 

somersault; to turn a s., tchiku-
al/uMa; out of the water, as fish,
vutohe'wa. 

something, some object, tua; some
things, nanka. 

sometime, un, un; s. from now,
untchek; for s., we7 , wigapani;
some other time, tushgish tche'k.
Cf. time, 

somewhat, kitcha; kinka; a little,
when placed before adjectives:
-tkani; s. more, imiak. 

somewhere, t4m; tuankshi, tush, 
son, vunak, dim. vunakaga; we'ash,

dim. weka; related as s. to father,
sha-ungaltko; son's (*., we'sam we's,

or: we*asham wdash; son's ivtfe, 
said by his father and mother, 
p'tutap; sons of male cousins call 
each other: pumtchip; to give birth 
to a s., unakakala; cf we'kala.

son-in-law, said by father and 
mother-in-law, p'ka'ship.

song, shufsh; chorus-s., shiun6tish; 
magic s., tamdnuash-s. of conjurers 
and others, shu'ish, y4-uks; dance- 
s., y^kish; to celebrate by dance- 
songs, ye"ka; to sing chorus-songs 
uninterruptedly, shiuniitna; to start a 
chorus-s., shuy^ga; said of the con 
jurer, shiun6ta; to apply, make use 
of the s.-medicine, hishunua. Cf. 
chorus, sing, v.

soon, rina; very, pretty s., tanktak; 
as s. as, nanui; sooner than, adj., 
lupini, lupitni; conj., lupia, 1 upiak, 
lupitana.

soot, ts4ps%ish.
sooty; to become, be s., skelketa.
sop, v. t.; 5. up, h!6pa.
sorcerer, kinks; shesh%eila-ash. 

Cf. conjurer.
sore, adj., tchimtatko; to be s., wela; 

t^kteka, Mod. tika.
sore, s., ma'shash; small s., tchim- 

tash; to have a s., wela; hanuipka; 
afflicted tvith sores, tchimtatko. Cf. 
eruption.

sorrel; light s., ka-uka-uli; dark 
s., tchuitchuili; s. horse, taktakli 
watch.

sorrow, s.; to be full of s., yualka, 
shuniiyua. latka; to be afflicted with 
mortal s., k'lekna.
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sorrowful, yuyalkish; yuyalkish-
ptchi; to le s., latka, yualka; to
render s., yuyalks shitk shuta. 

sorry, yuyalkish; to be s. about,
yualka, d. yuyalka; lila. 

sort; no ex. eq.: some s. of, tua; one
of this, that s., Immtchi, gemtchi,
shuhankptchi; all sorts or kinds of,
minuktua; all that s. of, suffix -ni,
d. -nini; of various sorts, wfktehish.
Cf. kind, 

soul, animal life, hukish; sensitive
power of man, stein ash. 

sound, anim., stu't%ish, ti'imenash;
to produce, emit s. } ha'rna, stu'tyena,
walta; to emit musical sounds, clangs,
walta. 

sound, v. i., ha/ma; w&lta; to cause
to s., shnahualta. 

sour, ka-d ma/shitko; tchmuyu-
%atko; to taste s., ka-a rnli'sha;
tchmuya. 

source of water, nushaltkaga; pond-
s., nushaltkaga, welwash, kokaga;
taking its s , nushaltko. Cf. spring, 

south, muat; southward, muat,
muatana, nniatala; frotn the s.,
muat; it blows from tlie s., mua. 

southern, muatni; native of s.
lands, belonging there,- muatni. 

southwest wind, t%alamashkd-
tsa muatita shlewish, 0rke"tsarnua-
titala shldwish. 

southwind, miiash; its mythic
personification, Miiash; the s. ^vind
blows, mua. 

sow, v. t, as vegetables, hashua-a;
s., sprinkle, kddshna; sowing, plant

ing ground, haslinakish, Mod. hash- 
Hash; ne*-ush.

space, s.; intervening s., ginkaksh; 
s. between fingers, n(?pam giggank- 
aksh, sheggat%atko; there is s., 
room, gita a gfnuala.

spade, utoy6tkish; s. for digging 
roots, bulbs, meyotkish; amda.

S p a n i a r d , Spaniolkni.
spare, kinkani, abbr. kinka.
spark, s., of fire, likual^a; to emit 

sparks, likual%a; to go, travel about 
ivith a s. of fire, skhVtchkanka.

sparkle, v. - i.; 5. forth, liknal%a.
s p a r r o w - h a w k; cf. hawk.
spawn, v. i, shkiwa; spaivning 

place, tnlisli.
speak, v. t.; generic: hemkanka; 

shapa; words quoted verbatim, he- 
me'^e, gi; I spoke thus, nu na-asht 
gi, tchi nl gi; words not quoted, or 
not verbatim, hdmkanka; s. to, con 
verse, hashashuakia, shapiya, he'm- 
ta, hdrutchna; s. against, unfavora 
bly, heshdgsha; s. aloud, nde'na; on 
one's way, or in public, amniyamna, 
amnadsha; s., cry down into, ha/ni- 
ele; s. to somebody distant, hame- 
kupka, hashtalteldmpka; s. to each 
other, hashtaltela; s. ozone's mind, 
she'gsha; 5. pro and contra, argue, 
hashtaltala, shempdta; s. promiscu 
ously, waltka, waltkapeli; s. in pub 
lic, deliver a speech, nde'na; s. in a 
high voice, tche'ktcheka; s. low- 
voiced, laklakpka, le*klekpka.

speaker, waltkish, ka/kl'kish.
spear, s.; gig-s. } fishing-s., shtchd-
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kuasli; ki'sh; short s., javelin, tal- 
dshi.

spear, v. t.; s. fish, stukua, kia'm 
stukua; 5. several fish or other ob 
jects simultaneously, shakpatmawa; 
s. fish through ice-holes, yikashla.

speck, s.; cf. dot, mark; full of 
specks, nuata%atko; cf. speckled.

speckled, uddlgatko, shumalua- 
tko, nuata%atko. Cf. stain, v.

spectacles, sheshalkosh.
spectator; to be a s., ndshdma-a; 

cf. observe, v.
speech, heme'%ish, he'mkanksh; 

waltoks; to deliver a s., hdmkanka; 
words quoted verbatim, heme'%e; 
s. delivered, he'mkankuish.

speed off, v. i., to move with great 
s., killikanka, ksiutaki.

spell, s.; s. of witchcraft, magic s., 
shufsh; yayaya-as; to cast a deadly 
s., tawi; to suffer from a s. of witch 
craft, shal^ita; to free oneself of the 
magic s., shufshla.

spend, v. t., to give away, piiedsha; 
s. money, tala piiedsha, tala kekanka.

spendthrift, nanuktuanta pe*pu- 
adshnish; pdpnadshnish.

spelshna-game, shakalsh; to 
play the s.-g., spelshna, shakalsha, 
shakla; s.-g. stick, shiilshesh, shak- 
16tkish; s.-g check, kshe'sh.

spider, kaltchitchiks; to sing the 
s.-song, kaltchitchiks shuina.

spill, v. t, kit6tchna, Mod. kftitch- 
na; shnek^gi.

spine, thorn-, wdti.
spirit, s., vital principle, hukish;

s. of deceased, shko'ks; s.-fish, 
shko'ks^kia'm; s. of old woman, 
witch, weldkaga; to iravel around 
as a witches s., wela'%atka; to look 
towards the s.-land, to be moribund, 
k'lekapkashtala telshampka,

spirited, tidsh shepelpelatko.
spirituous liquor, 1dm.
spit, v. t.; 5. out, shliiktchna, Mod 

kpitchtchna; s. upon, s. all over, 
shna-ulamna; to see somebody spit 
ting out, tilutaknula.

spit, v. t., to impale, talka.
spite; in s. of, gintak; -tak, -toksh, 

tddsh, q. v.
spittoon, shl6klgtsh
splash, v. i., shlatchiega, shh'itchu- 

al%a; s. in the ivater, to strike the 
water, in an., yua.

spleen, milt, mpatash
splendor, dazzling shine, ktchal- 

%ish, ktchalshkash.
splinter, anku, dnkuaga; to run 

a s. into a part of body, ktchdna, 
shishna.

split, v, t, long obj., ukata, pi. 
vu!6dsha; 5. wood, etc., udshidshi; 
5. the long way, kti'tchitcha, litcha, 
utchdya; 5. in the whole length, 
spatcha, padsha; split up, partic. 
utchayatko.

spoil, v. t., kii-i shuta, shne-uyala
Spokane Indian, nom. pr., Spu- 

ka'n inaklaks, Spuka'n.
spoon, midsho; toeatwithas.,\\\6\>fr
sport, Idshuatyash; to have social 

s., leVa; Id-una, k4-ika.
spot, s., stain, shndluash; round s.,
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dot, It6ks; full of spots, nuata%atko, 
udelgatko, shumaluatko; on the 
very s., hataktok, hatkak; at l)otli 
spots, lapukni; to make spots, shu- ' 
malua; 5. where many similar ob 
jects are found, wa'sh. Of. here, 
place, there, and the numerals.

spotted, udelgatko, sliumaluatko. 
Cf. speckled; stain, v. and s. |

S p r a g 11 e R i v e r, nom. pr.,P'laikni ' 
K6ke, Flaikni, P'lai; 8. R. Valley, \ 
P'lai; Indian inhabiting S. R. Val 
ley, P'laikni.

sprain, v. t., a limb, shuatawi, shui- 
kashlina.

sprawl, v. i., while lying or floating 
on the belly, willaslina; 5. when on 
a wave crest, wilhaslaslma.

spread, v. t, to sprinkle, kedslma; 
5. out, spukua; 5. out for tanning, 
tkiiya; 5. out for somebody, sheet- 
like obj.,' shlania, shlanka; 5. out 
equally on both sides, shitchlot^a; 
s, out over the water, river, shlankua; 
s., part legs, feet, putchka; s. over, 
ids%a, ne'ds^a; over, on the top of, 
lokaptch%a; s. over, as sheets, etc., 
hishu'dsh^a.

spread, v. i.; s. abozit, roll on, tila; 
liquids, tila, tchi(fga; s. dowmvards, 
tilalina; 5, extend over the upper part 
of, lawala.

spree, lekdnkish; to go on a s., ld- 
kanka.

sprig; cf. bough.
spring of water, nushaltkaga, wel- 

wash, k6kaga; s. forming a stag 
nant pond, tehiwish; taking, havitig

Its s., source, nushaltko ; to have its
s., source, ntu'lt^aga; in the moun
tains, tiunoli. 

spring of the year, sko ; it is s. time,
skoa. 

sprinkle, v. t., kedshna; Ids/a;
s. with liquids, kliula"la; s. upon, kitu-
lala.

sprout, v. i., s. up, ke*dsha. 
s p r u c e , s.-pine, Abies memiesii, pa-

nam, abbr. pan. 
spur; l>oth spurs of a rider, kma-

tch%6tkish; 5. of certain birds, ka-
ptcha; hill-s., katokiwash= 

spy, s., skuyuash. 
spy, v. t., kmaka; s. out, ka-ulu'k--

tcha; to go in front spying, gay ay a. 
squanderer; cf. spendthrift 
square, kinkntko. 
squat, v. i., tchutdtka ; s. down,

squaw, shnawedsh, pi. wdwanuish ; 
young s., shiwdga; old s., wele'kash, 
welekaga.

squeak, v. i., ba'ma.
squeal, v. i., she'ka; ha'ma, shua- 

uka, tche'ktcheka.
squeeze, v. t., yadshapka, tatch- 

&pka; s. out, kutola.
squint, v. i., spekpela; squinting, 

spekpelitko, spekp'litkptchi.
squirrel; s., bluish-gray, gfwash; 

gray, bluish-gray-s., tchutchak; spe 
cies of long-tailed s., Spermophilus 
Beecheyi, st6kuaga; species of tree- 
s., Sciurus fossor, k^nekan, p'lama= 
hutchneash; yellow-striped s., tsi- 
lasb; species of bluish or Hack s.,
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tmelhak; flying s., Pteromys volu- 
cella, tsautsau; chipmunk, m'shash; 
to hunt them, mshaslmltcha; ground- 
s., two species: wa'shla; washla- 
aga; to hunt or shoot groundrsquir- 
rels, washlala, washlalsha; s.-haivk, 
red-tailed, Butco calurus, ke-ash. 
Of. chipmunk.

squirt, v. t,, from the mouth, kpii- 
tchna; shtchitchtchna.

stab, v. t., stuka; ktche'na; s. each 
other, stiiyua, hushtiwa, hushtapka; 
s. back, hushtka; s. oneself, hushtka, 
hushtapka; s. repeatedly, in several 
places, stupka; s. in the water, stu- 
kua; to be stabbed accidentally, 
ktche'na; stabbed, stuyue'tko, stuka- 
tko; in several places, stupkatko. 
Of. pierce.

stable, and s. with barn, stipl.
stab-wound, stukatko, stupkatko.
stack, s.; in a s., adv., sh6pa, su'- 

pen; to lie in as., sh6pa; to heap up 
in a s., shopal^a.

stack, v. t., as hay, sh6pal%a.
staff, walash, wa'hlkish; anku; to 

lean on a s. while walking, shikiini 
ba, she'mtchna.

stage, tchiktchik. Of. wagon.
stagger, v. i., lemle'ma, tutiena, 

ulindshna. Of. nainaya.
stagnant water, tchiwish, d-ush; 

slough, sluitch, tale; to be s., said of 
water, ewa, tchiwa, nd6pa.

stain, v. t., shnelua, ndekta; s over 
with marks, shiunalua; s. over and 
over, all along, ndektana; stained 
over, nde%atanatko. Of. spotted.

stain, s., ndektish, shndluash; round 
s., Itoks: to make stains, shumalua,

stairs, staircase, gamnikish; flight 
of s., shashtamnish; to go up-s., ga- 
u'l^a; to go doivn-s., ga-ulo'la.

stake, s.; s. of a bet', game-s., hdsh- 
kush; 5. won, ikaks.

stalk, s., of plant, tchdlash; 5. of 
gramineous, especially tall plants, 
tkap, ma-i, Mod. kap.

stallion, shlulkshaltko.
stamp, v. i.; s. with the feet, ktchf- 

tchta.
stand, v. i.; generic: tgiitga, du. 

levuatka, more freq. hiluatka, pi. 
liikantatka; s., anim. subj., stutka; 
s., assume a standing position, said 
of the crescent moon, tgdl%a, tga- 
ule%a, tgel/manka; 5. above, on high, 
tgeliwa, pi. liwala; s. above, among, 
around, between, tkalamna, du. lua- 
lamna, pi. liiilamna; s. against an 
obj., tgapata; s>. ambushed, s. in the 
zvoods, bushes, etc., tgakaya, pi. liu- 
kdya and liwala; cf. ambush; 5. 
around, in a circle inside, indoors, 
tgf^uga, pi. liu%uga; outside of, out 
doors, tgatitana, tgatita, pi. liutita- 
na; s. before temporarily, tguta, pi. 
levnluta, 1'ul-uta; s. between, tgits^a, 
tkalamna; s. at the end of a row, file, 
lamadsha, tamadsha, leliwa; at the 
lower end of a row, yumadsha; s. on 
one's feet, tgawala, pi. liwala; 5. on 
ones head,» c<min\. and inan., shetal- 
%c-a, shutal/ea; nu'shtat tupka; 5. 
on the level of the one speaking, 
tupka, pi. liupka; standing place,
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tupkash; s. above the level of the one 
speaking-, tkalamna, p'lai tiipka; s. 
below the level of the one speaking, 
tiiya; 5. inside, indoors, tgf%uga, pi 
liu^uga, liuna; s. near, taliga, lali- 
ga; tgfts%a, pi Inaloya; s. near by, 
tgakiamna, pi. liukiamna; s. near, 
dose by, behind, tgaptcha, pi. Hup- 
tcha, pi. of inan. siibj., tclnpka; 5= 
on, upon something, tgakaya, pi. 
liukaya; tgikela; tgawala, pi. liwa- 
la; 5. or lie on the ground, inan., 
Ibuka, lusha, usha; 5. outside of, 
owfc?00rs,tgatftana,tgatfta, pi. liutita- 
na, d lilutitana; s. out from, long- 
shaped subj., tapka; rocks, etc., sani- 
ka-a; s. out of a group, row, c£ s. 
at the end of; 5. on the rim of, tge- 
liwa; 5. in a ring, row, file, series, 
crowd, tgakianma, pi. liukiamna, 
also pi. Iual6ya, liiitatka; 5. in a se 
creted location, cf. s. ambushed; s. 
on one side of, pi. liuna; 5. in the 
sky, celestial bodies, laggaya; s for 
a time, tgiita, du. levuluta, 1'uliita; 
5. on tiptoe, Idi'gtatka; s. together, 
form alliance, shitchla, shitchlaln, 
tchilla, tchinta; s. together in a bunch, 
cluster, inan., tchipka, liwa; 5. on 
the top of, tgeliwa; tgawala, pi. li- 
wala; s. underneath, below, tgutila, 
pi. levutila, 1'utila; s. up on one's 
feet, tge1%a, tga-iil/a, tkaldga; to 
be erect, tgawala, pi. liwala; s. up 
from a sitting position, tgel%a; s. 
up suddenly, Imycga, du. tushidga, 
pi. tinidga; to make s. up, spitkala, 
cf. help, v.; s. upon, cf. s. on some

thing: s. on, close to the water, on
the beach, shore-line, tgaliga, pi.
liuliga, d. liluliga; laliga; s. in the
water, tgdwa, pi. liwa. 

stand, s.; to make a s., halt, tchfa;
tgel#a, pi. loelo'l/a. 

Standing Rock, nom. pr. loc.;
several local names correspond to
it, as Alsl^Tkali'ks, Kta-i Tu-
paksi. See ha/nuash, yatish, sliu-
luyualsh, Tsa%eak=Tkdwalsh, We-
ldkag=Knukleksaksi. 

star, and shooting s., ktchu'l; the
three stars in Orion's belt, nda-
ndaksni,

stare, v. i ; 5. at, tudktueka. 
start, v. i.; 5. on a trip, journey, etc.,

sruhuaslika, ffuhnashktcha: to be ono ' o '

the way, gdna, gi-ndshna; also ex 
pressed by the verbal suffixes 
-tcha, -tchna, -dsha, -dshna; s. 
after, ka-iha, haitchna; s. away 
from, gdka, gekna, gu'shka, gui- 
kaka, k'lewidsha, k'lewidshna; s. 
away from into ^voods, etc., guikin- 
sha; s. in a canoe, skohuashka; 
s. in a carriage, luhashktcha; Idna; 
5. for carrying aivay, ansha; long 
obj., shayaritildsha; s. after drinl:- 
ing, buniidsha; s. for fetching, ik- 
tcha, luktcha; s. from home, camp, 
gdka, gdkna, guikaka, to go and s., 
guikaktcha; 5. on one's feet, s. up, 
huydga, pi. tinidga; tgel^a, Mod. 
tgo-iil%a, pi. luelo'l^a; hutkala, du. 
tushtkala, pi. tintkala; suddenly, 
hiitkalshna; 5. to leave, tchd-ul%a; 
.9. on a ride, hushatsa; s. on a run,
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hiita; s. up from a sitting position, 
tgel%a, pi. luelo'l%a; s. up, s up 
vertically, said of fire, tgepalia'ga, 
natkalga; 5. on the warpath, gute'- 
dsha; s. with something, to begin at 
one end, tmuydga; starting-point or 
-line in games, etc., shal^ue'tgish. 
Of. leave, v. t. and v. i.

start, v. t, a chorus, shuyega, 
shiuii6ta; 5 an echo, shnaluuil- 
pakta; s. somebody on his ivay, 
ginkanka, cf. sttiya.

startle, v. t.; to be startled, tiika. 
Cf. scare, v.

starve, v. i.; s. and starve to death, 
stawa; s. by fasting, sta-<5ta.

starve, v. t ; s. out, hashtawa.
starvation, by hunger, tia'mish.
state, v. t., to say so, kshapa, na- 

asht gi, shapa; s. to somebody, 
shapiya, she'gsha; to affirm, she'- 
wala.

stay, v. i., remain, tchia; gi; s. in 
a certain place or medium, tchia, pi. 
wa; wintila; 5. between, among, tgi- 
ts%a; 5. in company of, hasliuakla; 
5. continually at, tchi'dsha, pi. wa- 
dshuga; s. at a place, house, village, 
tchia, pi. tchia, wa; s. upon, on some 
thing, or in the woods, etc., tgakaya, 
pi. liukaya; 5 underneath, tchutila, 
du. wawatila, pi. liutila; s. or lodge 
with at night, shet61%a; 5. within, 
inside of, tchiwi%a, tchi%6ga, pi. 
wadshuga. Cf. remain, stand.

steal, v. t, palla; s. again, repeat 
edly, palapele; to return for steal 
ing, paldshapele; s., kidnap, kshu-

katkal, spu'nt%a; to be stolen, gone, 
laki.

steam, s.; to produce s., tuaka; to 
turn into, become s., wakwaka; to 
take a s. bath, spu'kli, Mod. Iumk6- 
ka; to use for s.-baths, spukliiita; to 
start out for a s.-bath, spu'klitcha.

Steamboat Frank, nom. pr., 
Tchima'ntko.

steel, vvatiti.
steep, lalatko; to be s., lala; s. 

slope, shore, lalfsh; 5. valley, gorge, 
paksh; 5. hole showing location of 
old sweat-lodge, slu'mdamd=wash.

steeply, m'lai.
steer, mushmush, Mod. vushmush.
stem, s., tch^lash; tree-s., anku; es 

pecially of the ivdlash-tree, walash; 
5. of aquatic plant, reed, tulish; ,9. 
of tobacco-pipe, pakshtat tulish.

step, v. i., to tread, kishl^a, shika- 
shla; s., walk across a space, ka- 
u!6ktana; 5. down, off from, pe- 
tch61i; 5. down from the horse, mule, 
hushlinsha; 5. on, upon, kishtclmn, 
pdtchtna; s. on something while 
marching, kishtchka; s. on, upon, 
gelapka, ge'hlapka; s. on again, 
gelapkapele; 5. on one's own foot, 
slmhatch%a; s. up towards, kish- 
tchipka.

step, s., shikashlash; to take ones., 
shikashtka.

stepdaughter, said by step 
father, kushl^atko; said by step 
mother, p'shaship.

stepfather, said by stepchildren, 
Imshlaksh.
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stepmother, p'shaship.
stepson, said by stepfather, ku- 

slir^atko; said by stepmother, 
p'shaship.

sterile, as land, kuidshi, ka-i wa- 
wa-ish; s. woman, tcliftu.

sterno-cleido-mastoid mus 
cle of neck, kmitik.

stew, v. t., n6ka, taluodsha.
stick, s., of ^vood, anku; walash, 

wa'hlkish; heavy s. of ivood, dub, 
piipkash; s.for digging roots, bulbs, 
etc., amda, meyotkish; ivilloiv-s. for 
erecting sweat-lodges, shtcha nsh; 
5. of kindling wood, kii'pkash, q. v.; 
the two slender sticks w the spelshna- 
game, s%utash; little s. serving as 
counting-check, kshe'sh ; short 5. 
used in certain games, shaklotkish, 
shulshesh; zvalking-s., staff, ha'k- 
skish; to hold a s. in hand, hands, 
shdmtcha; to move along by leaning 
on a s., shemtchna; to ^valk ivitli a 
s., shikamba. Of. post, s. ]

stick, v. t.; 5. up obliquely, kiuleka, 
kiukaya, kmtchna; s. up on a pole, \ 
etc., ipma'tcha; aggaya, laggaya; 
while going, agga-idsha, lagga- 
idsha; 5. up a pole, fishnet, etc., 
tewa; cf. tamadsha; s. up some 
thing sharp, talka, stakla; s. or 
paste upon, slmantcliakta; 5. out 
one's head when walking, skan- 
shna; s. out one's head from under, l 
eitaktnula; to be stuck on a pole, 
etc.,aggaya,laggaya? tatita; shnan- ! 
tchakta. i

stick, v. i.; s. on the surface of, gin-

tana; gu'ta; ^. upon, round subj., 
as stains, etc., lali'ga; s on, to be glu 
tinous, ntchakta, shiiiintchakta; s. 
to, to be attached at the time being, 
tgiita, pi. levuta, d. 1'nliita; s. in 
something, long subj., aggaya, pi. 
iggaya; s. to something high, long, 
winta; s. out, to be stuck up, tatita; 
aggaya, laggaya; sticking to, ginta- 
initko; to go up ivliile sticking close 
to, aggidsha.

Stick-out-Head, nom. pr. masc., 
Sk6ntchish.

sticky; to be s., ntchakta, shnan- 
tchdkta.

stiff, witchwitchli; to be s. by cold, 
taps^oya.

stiffly, witcliwitch.
still, adv., quietly, kemkem; s., adv. 

temp., we', un, untchek.
stilts, shikukangotch.
s t.i n g, v. t, as bees, snakes, kmtka, 

stu/ka.
stingy, widshikish; to be s., wi- 

dshika; not s., welwel'lii.
stink, v. i., kui pilui, pilui; 5. 

through rottenness, ndopa; to go 
around stinking, shipalkanka.

stir, v. t., s. up, katchaga; dougli, 
stiwini; liquids, katchakieni, kulo- 
ydna; s. up the water, stele wa; s. up, 
said of winds, vuhupiega; s. up, as 
animals, etc., slmyega.

stir, v. i.; s. about, to make motions, 
shiktka, shiwina.

stirrup, lu'ldish.
stitch, v. t,, skenshna.
stitching, s., seam, skentchish.
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stocking, hiapat^oksh, Mod. hi- 
ipat%oksh; shteginsh; to make, knit 
stockings, shteginshala.

s t om a ch of man, nkasham lawalsh; 
first, upper s. of a ruminant, lawalsh, 
nkasham lawalsh; its largest s., 
nkash; to fill the s., a'-una, shoh6ta.

stone, kta-i, dim. ktayaga; heavy 
flat mealing s., lematch, tanua; 
grindstone, whetstone, Iektcli6tkish; 
s.-knife, .mbii'shaksh; house built of 
s., ktai=latchash, Mod. ktakstina'sh. 
Of. rock.

stony, rocky, ktayalish; 5. tract, 
ktayalish; kna't, Mod. kla'dsh; full 
of pumice-stone, tchokdyaltko Cf. 
lali'sb.

stool, tchawalkish; to go to s., cf. 
defecate, v.

stoop, v. i., to bend down, tchil%a, 
knii'kla, kmi'kl^a.

stop, v. t.; s. or bung up, lakia, ta- 
kia; s. an opening, ndsakia; s. doing 
something, expressed by suffixes 
-61a, -ula; often by adverbs, as by: 
at ge'tak.

stop, v. i., to cease, quit, k'leVi; 5. 
short, k'le'wi; s.f you there, s.! 
loki! pi. tekat! ge'tak! Mod. kank- 
tak! tanktak! guni kanktak! 5. 
talking! s. crying! kapkablantaks! 
k^mkem! 5. at a house, etc., 
tchia; s. on one's way, tukel^a; 
at intervals, at times, tuklaktchna; 
5. on the ivay, said of birds, hul%a; 
s. on one's march, tchia; s. short after 
a run, tge"l%a, pi. luelo'l^a; s. to 
gether in the same camp, village,

tchipka; s. within, inside, tchi^oga, 
tchiwi^i, pi. wadshuga. Cf. quit, 
v. t.

stop, s.; to be on one's way again 
after a s., tilf/tkala; to harvest or 
fish again after a s., shnikanuanka.

stopper, lakish.
store, s.; s.-house, warehouse^ fpaksh, 

sheshatuikish.
store, v. t., ipka; s. underground, 

p'nana, vumi, hiwidsha; storing- 
place, ipaksh; vumi, vumish; cf. 
bury, v., underground.

storm, s., witchtaks, yalkam; to 
produce a s., yal%amala; hail-s., 
stu'kish ; wind-s., killitko shldwish; 
snoiv-s., kdknish; rain-s., ktodsliash; 
5. carrying rain and snow together, 
kul^ash; whirlwind, kakiaksh.

story and fabulous s., shashapkglc- 
ash; s.-teller, shashapkeld-ish.

stove, heater, stup. Cf. oven.
stow, v. t.; s. away underground, 

p'nana, vumi. Cf. store, v. t,
s t r a i g l.i t, adj., talaak; running s., 

linear, taltali; to make s., talaak 
shuta, tkuya; to fiy in a s. line, hun- 
tchna.

straight, adv.; '5. out, t41a, talaak; 
to walk s out, as lizards, ulitchkanka.

straighten, v. t.; s. out, talaak 
shuta, tkuya.

straightener of arrow - shafts, 
made of stone, tkuilkish; made of 
wood, tkuy6tkish.

strain o u t, v. t., patadsha.
strange, wennini, apoc. wenni; to 

become s., wenriiala.
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strangely, wetiiii.
stranger, atikni, wennfkni; to 

consider as a s., ka-ik6ma.
strap, s.; s. of leather, pukewish, 

dim. pukewiga; quiver-s., stilash; 
s. for saddles, etc., pdkasli; otter-skin 
s. or other skin-s., ske'l; fur-skin-s. 
tied into the hair, shukatonol6tkish. 
Of. quiver.

strap, v. t.; s. the saddle-girth 
around, slmitala; s, up into a bun 
dle, hushutanka.

strawberry, tchuitchiks; s.-plant, 
tchiiitchiksliam.

stray, v. i.; 5. around, as dogs, 
nukanka; s. out, ludslma, lulina, 
161al%a, 16kanka; to go straying, 
lutchipka, liiyapka. Of. astray.

streaked, uyo^atko, udelgatko. 
Cf. striped.

stream, k6ke; small s, kokaga, 
tukuaga.

street, stii; gins%ish; s. in a city, 
ta-uni gins^antko.

strength, killitko; litchlftclili.
strengthen, v. t.; s. oneself, 

shpotu.
stretch, v. t.; s. out, hushkal%a; 

upon something high, kshawal, 
kshuiwal, pi. iwala; s. out by hand, 
patadsha, spatadsha; s. out on 
ground or elsewhere, kshikla, pi. 
ikla; s, limbs or elastic objects, spita- 
dsha; s. one's limbs, shuatawi; s. 
over, ndds^a; long-shaped articles, 
ids%a; s. oneself out, back upivard, 
or flat on the ground, shuilpka, pi. 
wiwampka. Cf. extend, v, t.

stride on, v. i., ksiutaki; 5. on 
long-legged, tchikolal%a.

strike, v. t.; 5. with a long article, 
as a club, ivliip, etc., viita, wi-udsha, 
wihu/tch^a, vuduka, vud'kita, wi- 
ulcila; uduyua, udupka, udupkpa; 
s. a ~blow, wiulala; again, wiulala- 
pele; 5. by hand, bill or ^veapon, 
ndiika, ktiipka; 5., stab back, hush- 
tapka; 5. down into repeatedly, mpat- 
kia; s. camp for the night, mak'le^a; 
s. each other, slmtapka, shuktapka, 
shckpe^a, Mod. nduyua, ktuyua; 
s. the ground, said of missiles, yul- 
%a; 5. the water, yiia; s. into after 
going through another obj., mpata; 
6\ a match, shniliwa; s. oneself, shu'- 
ktka, shutapka; s. upon, through 
with a tool, mpata; one who strikes 
with tools habitually, mpamptish.

s t r i n g, knuks, dim. knnkaga; thick 
s., braided, tiintish; s. used as a 
holder, handle, stilash; leather-s., 
puke wish, dim. pukewfga; guard-s. 
of hat, tsuyeshani stilash; s. of beads, 
yamnash; s.-game, and 5. ivith both 
ends iveiglited, tchima-ash; to play 
the s.-game, tchima-a.

strip, v. t, long obj., udshipa, pi. 
idshipa; round obj., ludshipa, shul- 
shipa.

strip of leather, puke wish, dim. 
pukewiga; to cut into strips, pui.

striped, udelgatko, uyo%atko; s. 
horizontally, Ikakimitko; 5. vertical 
ly, Ikelkatkitko; s. transversely or 
at right angles, sheshal^akanatko; 
s. lengthwise, shel^aluatko.
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stroke, s. ; s. of lightning, liiepalsh,
le'me'-ish. 

stroke, v. t., tashul61a; to pat,
tatcha'lka; ptchikl%a, Mod. ptcha-

stroll, v. i. ; s. around, gataml'^a, 
gintala; one who strolls about, tatam- 
nuish.

s^t r o n g ; vigorous, litchlitchli, killi- 
tko; large and s., muni; 5., irresisti 
ble, as a demon, sbkaini; s., said of 
tissues, ropes, tsuegatko; s. in the 
sense of solid, voluminous, hupka- 
tko ; to be s., hupka ; to become 
s., solid, kaltki; to becomes, by phy 
sical exercise, shp6tu; to be s., 
kila; said of winds, ska; to become 
stronger, winds, shiwioa.

strongly, ka-a, apoc. ka, ga ; with 
vigor, litchlitch; a great deal, nm, 
turn; s., forcibly, kf], kfllank; 5., 
said of winds, frost, ska.

struggle, v. i., to writhe, witwita.
strut about, shalkia-a, shapkua.
stubble, mulinuish.
stubborn, kuidshi.
study, v. i. and t, hushkanka, 

hu'shka, in Mod. also: k6pa; shvu- 
yu'sha, Mod. shvuyushaga.

stuff, v. t., as an animal, tkana.
stumble, v. i. ; s. and fall, udshf-

stump of tree, bush, tiitash; s. of
dried-up tree, wapalash. 

stupid, letalani, Mod. keTak ko%-
pash; tchawikatko. 

s u b c h i e f , kitchkani laki, abbr.
ketsa laki.

submerge, v. t, tila, tilhua; 5., 
as a canoe, ilktcha; submerged, til- 
huantko.

subsequent, tapmi; s.,following 
in age, tapinkani.

subsequently, adv. and conj., 
tapf, tapitana, at, apoc. a; tchui, 
tcliiiyuk, tchuyunk; k'le'wiank; cf. 
and, hereupon.

substance, s.; in the sense of 
thing, object, tua; black s., gti'pal, 
q. v.; poisonous s., kuidshi ya-uks, 
ya-uks; coverings., skutash; decay 
ed wood-s., mu'lu;.emetic s., tchumi- 
kish; glass-s., lam=punu/tkishti; glu 
tinous s. of the eye, walash; resinous, 
glutinous s. put on arrows, walakish; 
greenish s. of snakes, lotel<5tash; s. 
producing death, k'lek6tkish, Iuel6t- 
kish; s. producing pain, disease, tatk- 
tish; s sucked out by the conjurer, 
hanshish.

succeed, v. i., to have luck, tm%a, 
tidsh tin%a.

such; 5. one, one of that sort, s.-like, 
ge"mptchi, hu'mtchi, shuhankptchi; 
in s. away, hurnasht, ga-asht; wak; 
correlat. wakaktoksh; to act in s. a 
way, humasht gi; one who looks or 
behaves in s. a way, haktcliamptchi.

suck, v. t; s. out, rnilk and blood 
only, e"dsha; s. out of, hantchipka, 
itkal; k6ka; 5. at something, klu- 
dso%a, kpudsho'sha; s. at, as at 
a patient, hanshna.

sucker, s.; the various fish-species 
known as suckers in the Kl. high 
lands are: Chasmistes luxatus,
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kaptu; Catastomus laliatus, ye'n; 
another of the Cataslomidae, u ivhite- 
fisli" udshaksh; to catch this s., 
udshaksalsha; otlier species: sa- 
walsli or sliiiwasli, vuvii-aga, vii- 
nai, and the smallest 5., hishtisb.

suckle, v. t, lieshtelia; suckling 
child, nm'ksh, Mod. skue'ntcli; dim. 
mukaga, Mod. slmentchaga.

s u d a t o ry, spii'klish, dim. spu'kliga.
suddenly, kl'l, palakak, tankt at.
suet, p'lii.
suffer, v. i., to be afflicted, yualka; 

s. mentally, shunuyua, steinash 
ma'sha; s. from a spell of ivitclicraft, 
shal^ita, shal^itna; s. from an acute 
or painful disease, ma'sha; s. from 
a fever, kelpoksh ma'sha, with obj. 
case; 5. from a lingering disease, 
pahalka, shila; 5. from a slower 
internal disease, palioka; s. from ex- \ 
liaustion, pa'htclma; s. from malaria, 
tushtusha, Mod. tushtushla.

suffering, ma'sliash; if chronic, 
shilash; painful s.,t'dikii^\\; to endure 
mental s., steinash ma'sha.

sufficient, tiimi. Cf enough.
sufficiently, gctak, Mod. kank- 

tak, tanktak.
suffocate, v. t.; to be suffocated. 

keshga hukish; puta.
sugar, shug-gai; s.-pine, kteleani 

ko'sh; sap ofs.-pine, tchatcha^-pelu; 
siveet as s., liiiluyatko.

suicide; of. comniit, v.
sultry; it is s., paisha, tgiwa.
s u m in e r, pdta; it is s., pata; after \

s. is over, pata, giulank; to build a 
s.-lodge, ug'ha'pl^a.

s u m in o n , v. t., tpewa, ne-ul%a; s. 
repeatedly, several times, ne-u/alpeli.

sun, shapash; the s. ascends in the 
ski/, shapasli a tmshipka; the s, is 
culminating, shapash p'laikishtka gi; 
the s. is doivn, shapash i-unega. Cf. 
halo, rise, set, v.

sunburn, ktchal%ish; to produce 
sunburns, ktchal%a.

Sunday, siinde.
sundown, ki'sh, tin61ish; at s., 

kishe'mi; time about s., tinololesh, 
red at s., i-unegsh. Cf. sunset.

sunfish, a fish popularly called 
so, tepa.

sunflower, madna Mod.
sunrise, tine'^ish; cf. east.
sunset, ki'sh, tinolish; time between 

s. and dark, i-unegsh; it is s. time, 
tinolola; it is approaching s., tino- 
k-na.

superimpose, v. t, waldsha; 
neds^a, lids^a, ids%a; to pile up, 
lokaptch%a; Mod Ikapa; s. cross 
wise, transversely, long obj., akua, 
ankua; kshet'leka, pi. etle'%i.

superintend, v.t., shualaliampka.
superintendent, shuashulaliam- 

pkish; hashtaltampk^tko.
superior, adj.; .9. as to location, 

p'laitani; «s. in importance, muni; s. 
to, surpassing, wini%ish, wini%ish- 
ptchi; to be s. to, wini%i, Mod. vui%in, 
wini^ian. Cf. surpass, v.

superior, s., commander, lakl
support, s., post, walash, stutilash.
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suppose, v. t., shcwa, hdwa, nitu, 
kshapa; hushka, . hushkanka, in 
Mod. also: k6pa.

supposed, conj., supposing that, 
ha', ha; cf. if, when.

surface; no ex. eq.: on the s. of, 
p'lentant; to lie, rest, sprawl on the s, 
of, wilhaslashna; to lie on, upon, the 
s., man., lusha, usha. Cf. swim, v.

surpass, v. t., wini%i, Mod. vui/in, 
wini^ian; lui%i, kslmi%i; s. in size, 
strength or stature, winf/i, Mod. vui- 
%in; surpassing in size, quality, win- 
i%ish, wini%ishptchi.

Surprise Valley, nom. pr. loc., 
Spa-ish Valley.

surrender, v. t. and i., hukshi; s. 
property, wo%6wa; s. for a purpose, 
said of flat objects only, shlaltpa.

surround, v. t, gakiamna; s. in 
the sense of heading off, gayaya; s. 
with rails, fence, shute'dshka; s., 
clothe in, sku'tehala; s., form a ring 
around, hashampka; s. in the shape 
of a concave body or half globe, 
ginkakiamna; to be surrounded by a 
halo, said of the moon, shaltkala; 
surrounded with, as with mist, fire, 
skiitatko.

suspect, v. t., k4-ikema.
suspend, v. t, laggaya, naggaya; 

long obj., kshaggaya, aggaya, pi. 
iggaya; 5. while going, agga-idsha, 
pi. igga-idsha; 5. over, as a blanket 
over a bush, hishuggaya, shaka- 
tchuala; to l)e suspended on, shug- 
gaya; over something, tunulula.
Cf. hang, v. t. 
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sustain, v. t., as allies, tchilla, 
shitchla; s. the opposite party in 
war, tchinta.

swagger, v. i., shalkia-a, shipnu, 
shutakta

swallow, v. t, skotka, shniwa- 
dshna; hala; s. while raising the 
head repeatedly, as birds, ta-ulak- 
tamna.

swallow, s., titak, Mod. titakia.
swamp, s., sluitch; tale; s.-dog- 

berry, ipshuna; s. -dogberry - bush, 
ipshunalam.

swan, while, ku/sh.
swap, v. t., sheniuta, shiyuta, hesh- 

eli6ta, shcshatui, sheshatufka, with 
loc. case of the obj. obtained; to 
return from swapping, sheshatuitka; 
to intend to s., shdshatuishla.

s w arm, s.; to form a s., tulha; 
shukii'lki.

swarm, v. i.; s. around, ka-ika, pi. 
of animals, wa, tulha; s. around 
buzzing, as insects, nutuyarnna.

sway, s., ride, ri(3-ulaksh.
sway, v. i., s. over, hashtaltelampka,

sweat, v. i., to perspire, shiuilka; 
s. after exertion through dancing, 
wala; s. in the steam-bath, spu'klia; 
to go and s. in a steam-bath, spii/k- 
litcha; s. and dance during iive 
days, spu'kli; to use for sweating 
purposes, spukliuta.

sweat-lodge; ceremonial s.-l., spii'k- 
lisli; family-s.-l., spii'klish, Mod. 
lu'mkoksh; little s-1., spu'kliga: to 
take a siveat-bath in the s.-!., daily and
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ceremonial, spii'kli, Mod. Mmko- 
ka; to erect a s.-L and to lay mats 
upon it, spu'kiishla; outside ladder 
of large dance- or s.-l., shashtanul6- 
lash; former location of a s.-l., slu'm- 
danid=wask; floor of s.-l., tant.

sweep, v. t, vudsh6ka; s. with a 
broom, vudshu'shka, vudshlo'shka; 
s. over, said of winds, wikansha.

sweet, Miiuyatko; to be s. to the 
taste, Miluya.

swell, v. i.; s, up, giihua, tui%a; 
swollen, guhatko, tui%ampkatko; 
to be s-wollen tlirougli sores, wela.

swelling, s.] s. on body, giihuash, 
contr. gush; to have a permanent s. 
on a part of body, giihia, d. kiik- 
'hia.

swiftly, palak, pelak. Mod. pelak; 
very s., palakak.

swill milk, ndiipatko e'dshash.
swim, v. i.; no ex. eq.: ge'-upka, 

pdwa ? Mod. tchului; to go and s., 
pe-udsha; 5. about, udumkanka, 
udumtchna; 5. against current, up 
stream, tchuka- k6ke, tchuka; s. 
away, hu'shka; on the water's sur 
face, udumla!6na; towards some 
body, udumulipka; s. below the sur 
face, kidsha, tiiyainna, tchuyamna; 
Igmiina"; s. over, across, udumkua, 
giii%i; gakua; s. habitually, udum- 
kankaj pL, said of fish, etc.3 wa;

swimming place, pdwash; swimming 
bladder of fish, shuidshash, shui- 
dshash lawalsh.

swine, gushu; resembling s., gu'sh- 
uptchi.

swing, Vo t.; s. as a stick, she'rn- 
tchna; 5. around, s. in the air, vu- 
t6ka, tilankansha; s. by one's arm, 
hand, vut6kanka; s. around, shu- 
lemokddsha; 5. the body around, 
tcheyalal%a, vuyamna; s. around, 
above one's head, sha-u!61a; s. over 
for somebody, nutuyakia; 5., shake 
the head or body while walking, 
hinawala; to throwbysivinging, nu- 
tolala.

swing, v. i., hishtualkanka; 5. to and 
fro, shulakuaweta; tilankansha, vu- 
t6kakua, mit6kaktia; 5. back and 
forth, hinawala, hishtualkanka.

swing, s., for children, s^inuitot- 
kish; to ride on as., s%inueta, shula- 
kuaw^ta.

switch, s., rod, shu^kush. Of. rod.
swoon, s.; to fall in a s., pdmptki, 

tch6ktamna.
sword, y uhaneash, muni wati, 

shluldsh6tkish, te'kish.
sure, true, kdtak; it is s., katak gi; 

to be s.! ya!
surely, ya; i-u, yu.
surf, Ikash, shlo'kingsh; to form, 

raise s., Ikan, ndakalpata.
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T.
table, for eating, pak'lgish, vul 

garly : waklkish; any kind of t., 
pak'lgish; t.-land, gilhuapksh, kna't.

tadpole, giiluya.
tail, kpe'l; t. of bird, katpash; to 

wag the t., shuadshaintch'ma; kpe'l 
shew6kaga; t.-fin, kpe'l.

tainted, said of food, kui piluitko, 
piluitko; ndupatko.

take, v. t, generic: shniika, shnu- 
kua; t. aim, layipka, shuawfdshna; 
t. along with, persons, uyamna, pi. 
i-amna; spu'nshna, spiintpa, gin- 
kanka, atpa, pi. itpa; t. along, carry 
about, inan., liyarnna, pi. i-amna, 
atpa, atpamna, pi. itpa, itpamna; 
shle'yamna; t. along on onejs march, 
persons, spiinktcha; back to, spunt- 
parnpeli, spungatka; spungatga- 
pele; for another, spunshipkia; 
towards, spunshipka; t. away, away 
from, to remove from, persons, 
kshe'na, pi. e'na; spu'nshna, spiint%a, 
shiashla; cf. kidnap; inan. tula, 
il!61a, shiashla, ana, anulipka; 
t'me'shka, pi. yime'shka; shniika, 
liit/a, shle^a; lit^a, pi. it%a; t. away 
in the arms, hands, kshe'na, pi. e'na; t. 
away from the fire, tcheley ega; t. back 
or home, shnu'kpeli; t'meshkapele, 
pl.yimeshkapelij itpampeli; shMm- 
peli; t. as a companion, spu'nshna, 
for £n«;eZ,spunkanka; t.down, ilina;

t. for oneself, in games, yankua; t. 
hold of, shnuka, shniikua; liyamna, 
pi. i-ainna; said of diseases, gu'ta; 
t. home, inan., hiwi; cf. t. back; t. 
home, persons, spunktchapeli, spun- 
shdmpeli; cf. t. along on one's 
march back to; t. in, to confine, 
spu'lhi, pi. ilhi; t. off from, to strip, 
udshipa, pi. idshipa; ludshipa, 
shulshipa; t. or wrench off, hitya, 
pi. it%a; liilhi, luli; a piece from, 
kuakakshka; t. off from oneself, 
shiashka; the robe, kuk61e; the hat, 
shanatchviila; t. out, to draw out 
from, ishka; ika, ikaga; ikna, 
ikampele; from the pocket, shiatka, 
tehele'tka; t. out again, ikdkpele, 
ikampele; object taken out, ikaks; 
t. physical exercise, shp6tu; t a steam- 
bath, spu'kli, Mod. Iumk6ka; t. to 
onejs heels, hudsha, du. tiishtcha, pi. 
tinsha; hiidshna, hiidshampka, etc.; 
cf. run, v. i.; t. under one's arms, 
shaktila; cf. carry, hold, v.; t. up for 
oneself, anirn., spiinkanka; inan., 
luyega, uy^ga, pi. pe-uye'ga; t. up 
with a stick, kiuleka; with a fork, 
kiutka. Cf. remove, v. t. 

t a 1 k, v. i, to speak, he'mkanka; to con 
verse, to have a talk, waltka, hasha- 
shuakia; to commence talking, hem- 
kanktampka; t. all at once, waltka; 
t. over and over, waltakpeli; t. indis-
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tinctly, iideiia, pulpela; one who talks 
much, turn hernkankish, turn walt- 
kish.

talk, s., waltoks, Mod. waltkash; to 
have a t., waltka.

talker, henikankish, waltkish.
tall, atini, abbr. ati; if strong or 

bulky at the same time, muni; so t., 
get; taller than, wimpish, wini%ish- 
ptclii; to be tatter than, wini%i, Mod. 
vui%in.

tallow, p'lu; t. rendered, stillinash; 
kidney-t., tchashlaksh.

talon, shte'ksh.
tarn a mi ash, adj.; t. or spiritual 

remedy, ya-uks; t. song, magic song, 
shui'sh, ya-uks. Of. magic.

tame, adj., kd-i komu'shni.
tan, v. t., as a hide, tkiiya.
tar, stiya; smelling like, containing 

t., stialtko. Of. pitch, resin. !
target, mark to shoot arrows at, 

we-u%alkish.
tarry, v. i., wal%a; to wait for, tcha- ; 

way a. ;
tart, ka-a ma'shitko; it tastes t., 

ka-a nia'sha.
taste, v. t., kpapsha; t. by sipping, 

kpdto.
taste, v. i., ma'sha; said of food, , 

beverages, pilui; it tastes sour, bit 
ter, tart, ka-a ma'sha; t. like, ma' 
sha, with obj. case.

taste, s., flavor, ma'shash; sense of 
t., t. of tongue, palate, kpapshash; 
what lias a peculiar t, pilnydash.

t a 11 e r; cf. telltale.
tattoo, v. t., shitchpalua.

tattooing", s., tattoo-mark, shitch-

T c h a k a n i, nom. pr. of a section

of land in the Cascade" Range, 
Tchaka'iii.

T c h a k ii n k n i, nom. pr. of the 
Molale Indians inhabiting Tcha- 
kani, Tchakii'nkni maklaks, Tcha- 
ka'nkni.

tc hip ash-seed, tchipash ; re 
sembling tch.-seed, tchipashptchi; 
grass-stalk producing it, tchipsham.

teach, v. t., hashiuga.
teacher, hashiugish.
tear, v. t., generic: pakaga, pa- 

dshaya; t. asunder, shepat%a; t. 
away, pakakola; sod, ground, pu- 
t6ya; sticks, etc., pokoya; t. away 
by biting, kuatcha, kueknola; t. 
cloth into shreds, teshashkuala; t. 
by hand, spakaga, spatcha, p'hu'- 
ahka; piece torn off, p'hii'shkuish; 
t. a hole into, padsha; t. off pieces, 
particles from, by biting or other 
wise, kua'ka, kuakakslika, kowak- 
tcha; t., rip open, ktakaga, pake- 
ola; successively, ktakakitchna; t. to 
pieces, petdga; ivith the teeth, kawa- 
kaga; t., pluck out, feathers, pul%a, 
pu'l'hka; grasses, etc., put6ga, pa- 
lalea; t. in two, pakta; one ^uho tears 
in two. paktish; torn cloth, teshash- 
ko; to be torn, to have holes, gintatka.

tear, s., kelmash; to shed tears, shu- 
aktcha; to commence shedding t., 
shuaktchtampka.

tease, v. t., shnumatchka; t. unbear 
ably, shnutchoka.
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teat, ddshash.
teeth; cf. tooth.
telegraph, hashashuakio'tkish; 

electric t., watiti hashashuakio'tkish.
tell, v. t, shapa; t. somebody, sha- 

piya; t. somebody about, stilta; to 
return and t., stilhipeli; t., declare 
to somebody, shatela; t., announce, 

. tpdwa; t. each other, heshamkanka; 
t. so, kshapa, hurnasht or na-asht 
gi; t. knowingly, shegsheVa; t. lies 
about, kiya, atchiga; t. the truth, 
katak gi, contr. katak; to commence 
telling to, shapitampka; to come to 
an end with telling to, shapiyiila.

telltale, wali%ish, Mod. u'lkish; 
wiknish, dim. wikniaga.

temperature; high t., 16kuash; 
warm t., lushliishlish; coldt., katags.

tempest, yalkam, witchtaks; to 
produce t., yal^amala. Cf. storrn.

temple, t.-bone, napenapsh.
ten, te'-unep; t. times, te-unepni; 

tenfold, te'-unepash pakalaksh.
tender, v. t, uya, n^ya, luya, pi. 

shewana; t. food, hashpa. Cf. give, 
present, v.

tender, adj., soft, tche-ini.
tendon, sinew, mbuitch, pilhap.
tendril, kekammamenish.
tent, shi'lash.
t e n t li; t.part, te'-unepashe'ktat%atko.
tepid, lukuash; to be t., lukua.
termagant, shitchaktnish, shu- 

ke'kish.
terminate, v. t., shdkelui, shote- 

161a, tmdna.
t e r in i n u s , for running, etc., yuash.

terrify, v. t., sputchta, hushpa- 
tcht-i, husht^a; terrified at, vu- 
shish; to l)e terrified at, yayakia, 
vusha, shinamshta.

terror; to be, stand in t. of, viisha; 
yayakia, shinamshta.

testicle, shlu'lksh.
textile fabric, shi'l. Cf. tissue.
thank, v., shepke'dsha.
that, pron. dem.; t one, the one over 

there, guni, gunitok; inan. present 
and visible, hu'n; before me, hunu; 
invisible or far off, hunkt; refer 
ring to distant anim. or inan. ob 
jects, hu'k, pi. hu'ksha; hu'kt, pi. 
hii'ktsha; hu'ksht; t. one who, or 
which, pron. dem.-rel., anim. and 
inan., kat; t. little one, hu'ktaga, 
huktakaga; at t. place, towards t. 
spot, case-suffix -ke'ni, -%e'ni; when 
connected with verbs of motion, 
hatak, hatakt, hataktok, hatkak; 
'upon t. ground, soil, hi, hi, i, hita; 
t. much, kank, abbr. ka, ga; like t. 
thing, hiimtchi, shuhankptchi; that's 
so! t. is right! hiimasht! humaslit 
tidsh! i-i tidsh!

thee, pron. pers. and to thee, mish, 
m'sh, m's

their, theirs, pron. poss.; expressed 
by the plural forms of: his, q. v.; in 
close proximity, kdlamsham, ke'ke- 
lamsham, hunkelamsham; absent 
or in the distance, m'nalam, Mod. 
p'nalam; t. own, m'nalamtak, Mod. 
p'nalamtak.

themselves, pron. refl.; patak, 
hu'ktak, sha; they for t., pitagiang-
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gin, hudshakianki; when connected 
with verbs, cf. himself, oneself.

then, adv., at that time, gita; tank, 
tankak, tankt, tanktchik, tiishgish; 
cf. time; since t., after this, tche'k, 
tche'ksh; until t., pani

then, conj. connecting sentences, 
tchiii, tchuyuk, tchiiyunk; tchiii 
pa'n, at pen, at, apoc. a; tii, tui; 
tat&; Mod. un, u'n; in correlative 
sentences: if'. . . . then, ha/ ..... 
tcha', tche'k, tcha'tcb; t., after this, 
ne'tnak, gintak; tche'k, tche'ksh, 
abbr. tchii; tchiii tche'k; t. there, 
tchiik. Cf. hereupon.

thence, adv., gita, ge'tksh.
there, adv., over t., over yonder, 

hii, -u, o'; tii, tiit, tush; kii, km; 
when referring to persons, hut; gdt, 
ge*tui; connected with verbs of 
motion, hatak, hatakt, hataktok, 
hatkak; cf. that; high up t., just t., 
tut, hit t., tutak; t. where, tu'sht, 
tu'shtak; he, that, those over t., guni, 
tiikni, tiishni; coming from t., gi- 
takni; you t., stop! guni kdnktak! 
Mod.; thereto, toward t.place, gitala; 
through t., hataktana.

thereabout, adv. loc., gint.
thereat, hunkanti.
thereby, hunkanti.
therefore, conj., hiimasht giiiga, 

hiimaslitak giug, humasht gisht, 
hiimasht shahunk giug; hunkanti, 
hunkantcha'. Cf. hence.

thereupon, conj., gintak, tchui, 
tchuyuk, tchiiyunk, tchiii pa'n. 
Cf. afterward, hereupon, then.

they, pron. pers., sha; them, to them, 
shash; of them, sham; expressed 
also by the plural forms of: he, 
q. v., to which sha is appended: in 
close proximity, ke'ksha, hiidsha; 
removed from sight, hiiksha, hu'kt- 
sha; hu'kshtsha ; hunk, hu'nkt; 
visible or distant, pat.

thick; in the sense of strong, solid, 
voluminous, hiipkatko; to be t., 
dense, smoke, etc., nru/lka; as t. as, 
pat, patpani Cf. corpulent, fat.

thicket of shrubs, gatchesh, ga- 
tche'tko.

thief, papalish, tet'mdshkish; sneak- 
t., ganta=papalish.

thigh of a quadruped's hind leg, awa- 
lesh. Cf. leg.

thimble, k61kolsh.
thin, laklakli.
thine, pron.; same as thy, q. v.
thing, object, tua; which t,, tud (also 

interr.); something, tua; many things, 
tiimi tua,; all things, everything, na- 
nuktua.

think, v. t, hiishkanka, hiishka, 
shdwa; hdwa, Mod. k6pa, ko%pak- 
ta; t. of, over, hiisha; shvuyiisha, 
Mod. shvuyushdga; t. so, kshapa.

third; one t. part, ndana she'ktat- 
%atko; in a t. place, location, nda- 
nash.

thirsty, to be, ambutka; pa'h- 
tchna.

thirteen, te-unepdnta ndan, add 
ing p^-ula, likla, etc.

thirty, nddni t^-un*ap.
this, pron. dem.; t. here, referring
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to anim. and inan. obj., present and 
visible, blink; to persons, long obj. 
in proximity, hu't, pi. hu'dsha; to 
anim. and inan obj. within sight, 
more Mod. than KL, hu, lift7 , o, u; 
t. here, anim. and inan., in close 
proximity, Lat. hicce, ke; anim., 
kek; inan., Lat. hoc, hocce, ge"n, 
ge'nu; t. country before you, ge"n 
kaila; just t. thing, g^tak; like 
t. or these, gdmptchi, shuhankptchi; 
at t. spot, place here, gita, git; 
ge*n, gena; connected with verbs 
of motion, hatak, hataktok; t. way 
out, ge'tala, abbr. ge't; int. direction, 
ge*ntala; t. day, gdn waitash, pa'- 
dshit; on t. ground, soil, hi, hi, i, hita, 
hi't; in t. manner, ga-asht, hiimasht, 
g^n ge*ntch. Of. he, here, place, 
that.

thistle, K'mukamtcham ka'k.
Thompson's Marsh, nom. pr. 

loc., Balkan.
thorn, wati.
thoroughfare, stii; gins^antko; 

t. in town or city, gins^ish; to make 
a t., stiiya.

th o u , pron. pers., i, 1, i-i, ik; thee, to 
thee, mish, m'sh, m's; t. alone, i' pila; 
i' tala; justt., but t, itak, itoks; thy 
self, itoks; t. for thy self, itakianki.

though, gintak; ta'dsh; tak, taks, 
tok, -toksh.

thought, s., hiishkanksh; in Mod. 
also k6%pash.

thouerhtful, steinshaltko.O '

thousand, td-unepnit^-unepnite*- 
unep; tousand.

thread, knuks, skenshmitkish; tiny, 
little t, knukaga.

threaten, v. t., huishipele, shnu- 
16ka; t. with a Now, hushasha, 
hu'sht^a.

three, nd4ni, abbr. nd4n; threefold, 
shantchaktantko; t. times, ndani; 
at t. places, ndanash; during, for, 
after t. days, ndani waitash, ndani; 
the t. stars in Orion's belt, ndandaks- 
ni. Of. triplets.

thresh, v. t, nde"ga.
throat, naiikash; s^utkanu'tkish, 

shniwatchn6tkish. Of. cut, v.
throttle, v. t.; t. oneself, shaye'ts- 

%aka.
through, prep.; sometimes ren 

dered by case-postpositions and 
verbal suffixes; to look t. a tube, 
tals%a; t. there, t. that locality, hatak- 
tana; to fall t. the ice, we'shtat tinua; 
to run t., as a rope, stu'nka.

throw, v. t.; t. against something, 
shalgia, shalgidsha; t. at, shutuya- 
ki^a; t. at each other, shu-u'ta, 
shu-utapka, shunt6wa-udsha; re 
peatedly, shiitualsha; t. away, pue- 
dsha; to reject, kddsha, keMshna, vu- 
t6dsha; t. away, long obj., vuto- 
dsha, vut6dshna; bulky obj , shni- 
kfwa, nut6dshna, nutola!61a; t. 
away and leave behind, lelktclm, 
ndlktcha; ksh^lktcha, pi. elktcha; 
nut61aktcha; t. back, puekampele, 
puedshdmpeli, vutu-ipele; one's leg, 
legs, pe'tch shulatchtila; t. 'below, 
underneath, puetfla; t. down, puel^a, 
vut61%a; down into, w^tli, puelhi;
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doivn upon, as earth, kcla-iraa, ke- 
lua; t. somebody down, said of a 
horse, shne-ulola; t. downltill, down 
stairs, ktiuknela; attended with in 
juries, vud'hitakuela; t., to dart a ; 
spear, etc., slr'kim; t. open a door, 
ktiugiula, ktiuyega; t. out, as of a 
house, ktmga, shuka; for some 
body, ktiugia; t. by sivinging, nuto- 
lala; t. up in the air, vutunl^a; t. 
up after swallowing, tchunua; 
hushatchipgapeli; t. up a Mil, moun 
tain, yainala; a mound, spuktch- 
ampka; t. upon, pualala; liquids, 
kitita; kitutana; t. upon flic ground, 
puelhi, vutol^a; t. into ivater, kitita. 
Of. cast, hurl, v.

thumb, t%6po.
thunder, leme'-ish; t. of fatting 

ivaters, tiwish; thunderbolt, leme- 
ish, luepalsh.

thunder, v. i.; it is thundering, 
leme'na.

Thursday, vunepni tinshna sun- 
de=giulank waita, vunepni tinsh 
na, vunepni waita giulan.

thus, conj., humasht; na-asht, Mod. 
ne-asht; ga-asht; hunta; tchi, tsi; 
tchi'k; and t., tchfyunk; when con 
nected with verbs of speaking, 
ke, tchi, n&-asht introduce the 
spoken words: t. I said, tchi ni gi; 
t., that much, so, ka, ga; t., just so, 
humtsantka, humashtak; t., so look 
ing, gdmptchi, hiimtchi; to act t., to 
say t., humasht gi

thy, thine, pron. poss., mi; t. mother, ', 
mi p'gishap; t. own, just thine, ;

mitak, mitok; thine alone, mi 
tala.

thyroid cartilage, laggala- 
gash, wakdlwakalsh; s^utkanu't- 
kish lakish.

tick, shkoks,
ticket, pipa; pass-t, lakiam pipa.
tickle, v. t., j\Iod. shtchiyakeka; 

to he., feel tickled, tchi/tchi/a.
tie, v. I., t. up, wt'pla; t around, 

wapil'ma; t. around one's neck, sha- 
ukaga, cf. shepukaga; t. a knot, 
ukd'tleka, shlukal%a; t. to, t. to 
gether, shlitchta, shlitchlka, skuta- 
wia; s^iita, shu'l^a; by strapping, 
bushutanka; t. by means of wisps, 
tinkopka; to be tied to temporarily, 
tguta, pi. 1'uluta; t. transversely, 
kshet'leka, pi. etle'^i; t. up in a 
loundle, shutila, shultila, s%uta; 
sheet-like obj., hishlutchtanka.

tight, kuata; t.-fitting, kitchkitchli; 
to le t., kudta; not t., shletanatko.

tightly, kitchkitch; kuata.
tile, shnutetko tupesh; kta-i.
ti'll, prep, and conj.; cf. until.
timber, standing, felled, sawed, or 

cut, anku; sa^ved, cut t., papkash; 
t.-dam, paplish; into the t., woods, 
bushes, cf. recess; to go into the t., 
hukaya, pi. gakaya.

time; no ex. eq.: noiv is the t., atu 
hdtakt gi; the t. is up, at dtpa; / 
have t., ka-i nu k'lika; I have no t., 
k'likd nu nen; t.-piece, t.-indicator, 
ivatch, shapash; t. between sunset 
and dark, i-un^gsh; t. about sun 
down, tinololesh; t. for rest, sleeping.
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spuna'ksh; it is sleeping t.. 
it is t. to go to led, atu lulalkshe'mi 
gi; t. of dawn, pa'ktgt, ni'lka; t. of 
decease, leluidshish; t, of starting, 
giiikaksh; at the t., season, epoch of, 
case-suffix -e'mi, -a'mi, -am; at any \

i

t., tata; at the t. Icing, at the present t., 
this t., at, apoc. a; atui tu, atiu, Mod. 
atui; pa'dshit, tushgish; tcha-u, 
abbr. tcha; huk, hak; at a certain t., \ 
at a t,, tina, titna, titna; at that t., at, j 
apoc. a; gi'ta, tank, tankak, tankt, j 
tanktchik; temp, and local at the i 
same time: hu, -u, -o'; tushgish; for 
the distant pastor future, tu hi, tui; 
at the t. when, tata, tatatak; slui- 
hank=shitko; at the same t., simulta 
neously, tanktak tchik, cf. simulta 
neously; at another t., tinatoks, titna; 
but at other times, titatnatoks; at a fu 
ture t., tankt gatpanuapkshe'mi; tui; 
at no t., ka-itata, kayutch, Mod. ka- 
yu; at the right t., in t., tche-etak; at , 
which t.? tata? tushgish I after at., 
some t. after, undshe'k tche'k; after \ 
that t., tcha', tche; tche'k, tcha'tch; 
a feiv times, titatna; for a short t., 
menik; palakak; palak, Mod. pd- 
lak, tankak, huya; for a short t. only, 
tankakak; for a long t., ma'ntch, 
ta'iik; for some t., past and future, 
ma'ntch, ma'ntchak; in former 
times, ma'ntch=gitko, ta'nk, ga.hak; 
not at the t, bewg, not yet, not now, 
kayutch, Mod. kayu; ka-itata: 
many times, often, tumeni; tankni; 
so many times, tankni; a single t., 
one t., once, tina; at one t., tina-ak; j

a short t. ago, tankak, nia, liua; 
sometimes, titatna, titna; sometime 
after, ma'ntch^gitko. The adj. con 
nected with t. are as follows: times 
connected with numerals is ex 
pressed by the adj. ending -ni: 
four times, vunepni; brief in t., 
tankui; long in t., ma/ntchni, ta'nk- 
ni; living at the t., belonging to this, 
that, t., tankni; he, she, it, from that 
t., this, the one existing since then till 
now, tanktchikni. Cf long, adv.

tin, palpali tchikemen.
tinned sheet-iron, pokoti.
tiny, ndshe'kani; laklakli.
tip, v. t.; t. an arrow, sha-iila; for 

somebody, sha-ulia.
tippler, ke'tcha bubanuish.
tipsy, l^katko; to be t., lama, Idka.
tiptoe; to stand on t., Idi'gtatka
tired; to be and to become t., kedshi- 

ka; to be t., sha'tki.
tissue, s.; woven t., sheshaljraka- 

natko, shfl; sort of t., made of 
swamp-grasses, tulalui. Cf. pow 
erful.

titter, v. i., luai%a.
toad, k6e, dim. kuaga; horned t., 

naishlashlakgish=gitko; t.-shaped, 
koeptchi.

tobacco; Indian and common t, 
katchkal; t.-pipe, paksh; stem of t- 
pipe, pakshtat tulish, pa-iitkish; to 
smoke t., paka; to masticate t., katch 
kal pan, kokanka, ktchan, kpii- 
y umn a.

to-day, gen waitash, pa'dshit wai- 
ta, pa'dshit.
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toe; all the toes taken together, and 
t.-joint, 1/awawash; the largest t, 
t%6po; t.-nail, shte'ksh.

together, t. with, tula, tchi'sh; t. 
in or into one spot, nadsha'shak, wi- 
gatak; connected with verbs, t. Is 
expressed synthetically by verbal 
affixes: united or flocking t,, tchfp- 
katko; to come, be, or go t, shu- 
ku'lki.

T 6 k w a, T u k u a, nom. pr. loc., 
Tiikua.

to-morrow, mbiishant; to-m.early, 
rnbushanak.

tone, stu't^ish. Of. clang, sound.
tongs, blacksmiths, shnakptig6tkish; 

to seize with t., shnakptiga, tapata.
tongue, pawatch; to Ute oneself in 

the t., shok6tana; to cluck with the t., 
shakapshtaka; to lick with the t., 
pelka, pe*l%atana; to move the t. be 
tween the compressed lips, Mod. 
k!6pa; to put the t. out, pdlka pa- 
watch; to move the t. in and out for 
mockery, shepalua; to draiv the t. \ 
at somebody, vutikapka.

too, adv.; when connecting coordi 
nate nouns, also, tchi'sh; temporal, 
tchkash; t. much, turn, turn tcha- 
tchui; sometimes to be rendered 
by ka-a. Of. ka-a (2), and Note 
to 105, 7.

tool; when forming compounds, it 
is expressed by nominal suffix -6t- 
kish, -litkish, contr. -o'tch, -u'tch; 
t. of any description, shute-6tkish; 
part of at., shute-otkish; long, pierc 
ing t., sakta; t. made of horn, t6ke;

t. for digging, utoy6tkish; t. for root- 
digging, niey6tkish, amda; t. made 
of obsidian, mbii'shaksh; one ivho 
is possessed of such, mbushak- 
shaltko; t. for removing, illolotkish; 
t. for scraping, il/otkish; when made 
of stone, il'hka; t. for treating the 
sick, tchuten6tkish, miiluash.

tooth, tut; front-t., fore-t., tat% 6M m n i 
tut, Mod. t%alamni tut; shok6tantko 
tut; molar t., kako; t.-ache, tiit= 
ma'shash; suffering of t.-ache, ki- 
madsham patko; one ivlio lost his 
front teeth, or has a gap in them, 
nga-ishkatko; person ivlio lost the 
loiver range of teeth, hantilatko; to 
grate the teeth, shekukedsha; to rip 
lip with the teeth, kawakaga.

top, apex, wi'hla, wllhashlash; p'14- 
ini; t, summit of tree, mountain, 
cone, hapa; on the t. of, p'leVitant; 
ivho, ivliat is on the t. of, p'la-ini, 
p'laitani; to be on the t., lawala; to 
lay on the t. of, lids%a, likla; to put 
on, fasten at the t of, iwala; to stay, 
rest on the t. of, wilhashlashna; t. as 
a plaything, heshtal%eash, shetal^e'- 
ash.

topmost, adj., p'la-ini, p'laitani.
topple, v. i.; t. over, ndeVa, nde- 

wanka. Of. fall.
torch, of pitch, resin, ku'pkash; 

shukelatclm6tkish; to fish with a t., 
shlu'tchua; to use torches, travel with 
t., shukelatchitchna.

torment, v. t, shnumatchka; t. to 
death, shnutch6ka.

tornado, kakiaksh.
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totter, v. i., nainaya, witwita; we- 
kishtchna; t. about, tutie'na.

touch, v. t, genala; to be in con 
tact, taliga; t., to be close to, shi- 
nakta, kaptcha; one who touches, 
shinaktish; t. l>y hand, tashta; t., 
reach up to, long subj., kapata; t. 
each other, shatashi; t. each other 
with the hand, hands, shashtashta; 
t. each other while walking, tadsha; 
t. withthefeet, ktchi'tchta, petchtna, 
putchta; to pass around while touch 
ing, shatashkakfamna.

tow, v. t, as a boat, hishplamna.
towards, prep.; expressed by the 

case-postpositions -ke'ni, -tala; di 
rectly towards us, talaak na'lsh.

towel; cf. wash-towel.
town, ta-uni, tchi'sh.
toy-ball, shii'p'luash, dim. shtip- 

luga; leVash. Cf. ball, play.
tracing, design, hushte'tish.
track, footprint, kueish; to leave 

tracks, kodna.
trade, v. t, sh&shatui; t. off, she- 

shatuika; person who wants to t, 
sheshatua-ish; to be about to t., 
she'shatuisbla; to return from trad 
ing, sheshatuitka.

trader, she'shatuish.
trail, v. t.; t. along on the soil, ki- 

walapata; when said of a dress, 
gown, u'hlutuina. Cf. drag, v.

trail, s., stii, dim. stu%a; craVs t., 
ska'-iksh; to make a t. and to placz 
on the t., stuya; to arrive, approach 
by the t, shakatla.

train, v. t, hashiiiga; t. oneself

along the ground, ktchidsha. Cf. 
trail, v.

trainer, hashiiigish.
traitor; to be a t., tchinta.
tramp, tchiissak tatamnuish; if 

thieving, tet'madshish.
trample, v. t.; with the feet, 

ktchftchta; t. upon, crush with the 
feet, hie'tala.

transfer to, anim. obj., spu/ni, 
pi. shewana; t. property, wo%6wa. 
Cf. bestow, give.

transfix, v. t, ske*ka. Cf. perfo 
rate, pierce, v.

translator, lultatkish.
transmit, v. t, to hand over, shu- 

la, shulia, shulipka.
transparent, said of water, ya- 

lialtko, ydliali; to become t., yaliala.
transport, v. t, e"na, pi. idsba, 

idshna; long, heavy, bulky obj., 
e"na; cf. idsha; t. for somebody or 
in his interest, enia; t., to carry back, 
home, empeli, pi. idshampeli; t. home 
to one's camp, hi'wi, biwidsha; t. in 
front of, close to, near, ktu'tpna; t. 
to different places, shiashlkanka; t. 
upwards, uphill, kshawalie'ga, Cf. 
carry.

trap, s.; noose, lasso, shlukalaksh; t. 
used by hunters, shnantatchl^otcli, 
shnuntatchelo'ks; fish-t., fishing- 
dam, kia/ni=luelkish; nakosh.

trap, v. t, shnantdtchl^a.
trapper, shnantatcbl/ish.
travel, v. i.; generic: tameml, 

g^na; inan. subj., pitkala, lena; t. 
along with somebody, spunkanka:
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t. around, about, gataml'^a, gintala; 
t. back, home, gepgapele, tamenot- 
ka; cf. return; with somebody, 
spuntpampeli; t. behind somebody's 
back, shialanmu; t. in a circle, ga- 
kala; t. in company, sha-ulanka, 
sha-ulankanka; shawalina'a; t. far 
off, gekn61a; t. in a file, Mslikanteh- 
na; single file, kintchna, kinuina; 
t. back in a file,, kintcfoimpeli; t.fast, 
hudshna (and hiidslia), du. tush- 
tchna, pi. tmshna; nki'l ksiutaki, 
ksiutaki; t. on />0rse&acfr,huds6tcha; 
t. ivith a light, spark of fire, shuke- 
latchitchna, skhYtchkanka; t. with 
large-sized objects, shayantildsha; t., 
come by the trail, road, shakatla; t. 
uphill, ga-u'l%a, kinual%a; t. toivards 
the water, lake, etc., tukua; t. without 
stoppage, genana; to return from tra 
veling, tamenotka, teluitka; to start 
for traveling, guliuashktcha, guika- 
ka; one ivho is traveling, tatamnuish. 
Cf. go, march, proceed, set out.

traveler, tatamnuish.
tray, s.; circular, matted t., pa'hla; 

larger t., tia; small t., kmfi', pa'h- 
lak; to give on a t., shui, pi. she- 
wana.

tread, v. i.; to pace, kishl^a, shi- 
kashla; t. on ones own foot, shu- 
hatch^a; t. upon, kislitchna, petcht- 
na; t. upon again, gelapkapeli; t. 
upon ivhile marchwg, kfshtchka, 
Cf. step, v.

tread, s., gdnuisli, q. v.
treat, v. t.; to deal with somebody, 

nd-ulakta; t. badly, nd ulakta; t.

with contempt, as laws, etc., yekc- 
wa; t. for peace, etc., to negotiate, 
slmtanka; t. in sickness, ya-uka; 
tchuta, tchiitena; for a certain time, 
tchutanhuya; to go and t., tchutan- 
sha; one ivho treats a paticut, tcliiita- 
nisli.

treaty and peace-t., slmtankish; to 
conclude a t., shiitanka; instrument 
to effect a t., shutankotkish.

tree, s., anku; kosh, cf. Texts, p. 
145, 21, and Note. Trees, espe 
cially fruit-trees, and bushes, plants 
and stalks producing- eatable fruits 
and berries, are usually named after 
their fruit, the possessi\7e ending 
-lam, -am being appended to the 
name of the fruit, anku or tchelash 
to be supplied. Cf. a/pulsham, 
apple-t., from ii'pulsh; kp6kam, 
gooseberry-bush, from kpok; luilui- 
sham, wild gooseberry-bush, from 
liiiluish. Young t., kitchkani anku, 
ankuaga; dead t., erect, rotten or 
ivithered, wapalash, mbakualsh; t. 
partly peeled off, stopalhuish; stump 
and trunk of t., tutash; fallen t., t. 
cut doivn, felled t., lumpoks; a spe 
cies of t., hlivash; another, walash.

tremble, v. i., t., be shaken up, sha- 
vvalta, shawaltana; t., shiver, mui- 
muya; t., totter, nainaya, witwita; 
t. from terror, liulivva; to make t., 
to shake, shiakshiaga

triangular, tchaktchakli.
tributary of a river, sheno'tkatko.
t r i c k ; to amuse by tricks, shnandsh- 

ma a; shesh^e'la, kd-ika; to induce
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by tricks, shnape'mpema, Mod
shnepempema. 

trifle, s ; at., hit little of, adj. and
adv., kmka, kinkak; kitc.ba. 

trim, v. t, vulina. 
trip, s.; to be on a t., tamenu. 
triple and tripartite, shantchaktant-

ko. Of. three, 
triplets, ndana'y alsh; to bear,

have t., ndana'yala. 
troops, tumi slnTldshash, shu'l-

dshash. 
trot, v. i., shluihuya, shtclii'kedsh-

na; trotting horse, shtcbi'kedshnish. 
trousers; cf. pantaloons, 
trout, mchiash; in the t.-catching

season, mehiasho'mi; abbr. nie'ssiini;
mountain-t., hkash. 

truck, tchiktchik, wa/gen. 
t r u 1 y; really, talaak; truthfully, ka-

tak. 
trumpeter, shtosht6tish, shlush-

161uish. 
trunk, s.; t. of tree, tutash, cf.

walash; t. of travelers, hudeksin. 
trust, v. t.; to believe in, 161a. 
truth, katak; to tell the t., katak gi,

contr. katak 
try, v. t, kelco, tchukt^aga; ha-

meni; t. hard, litchtakia; t. by re 
peated efforts, tcbukt^akanka; t. in
court, ne'-ul^a; t. to obtain, kahidwa. 

tub, s., poko, dim. pokuaga; wash-
t., tetchotkish; large t., vat, tchil-
kotkish. 

tube, tubiform passage, stu; to look
through a t., tals%a; to form a t.,
ginka. Of. tubiform.

tuber, Ibuka; species of, lehiash; 
wild, edible t., inaklaksam pash.

tubiform , ginkatko, Mod. ginslia- 
s/antko; to be t., ginka. Cf. tube.

tuck up, v. t., tchlitof/a.
Tuesday, lapeni tmshna siinde- 

giulank waita ; or, lapeni tinshna, 
lapeni waita.

t u 1 e ; cf. bulrush, reed.
tumble down, v. i., inan. subj., 

hfnui. Cf. fall, v.
tumbler, lam=punu/ tkishti, wika- 

mua,
t u n e , melody, slmi'sh; to ivhistle a t., 

shluyakiga.
tunnel, ibdkantko, stu.
tunnel, v. i, t. through, stuya.
turbid, kuyumatko; t. water, ku- 

y urn ash.
turkey-buzzard, Cathartes aura, 

sk61os.
turn, v. t. ; t. or swing the limbs, tilan- 

shnda; t. the back to, t. away from, 
tchintawa; t. the eyes around, to 
ward, tclshampka; t. the face up 
wards, talual%a; t. the head, nu'sh 
tilanshnea; for a bite, shuishtchak- 
tchka; t. inside out, t. up, as eye 
lids, tchlitoi%i; t. over, ndpeli; to 
twist, spatchfga; t. over, upside 
doivn, stipale%a; t. over to some 
body, shcimidsha; t. oneself about, 
around, waggidsha; t. the right side 
up, takanil^a; t. somersaults, tchi-

turn, v. i , to revolve, waggidsha; t. 
about, around in the air, riaggidsha, 
ktiwalkidsha ; t. around on one's feet,
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kedshanikedshalkea; t. around, as 
roads, shtchukalkidsha, gake'nii, cf. 
bend, v.; as the hands of a clock, 
talkidsha, agge'dsha; in a circular 
motion, agge'dsha, cf. aggi'ma; t. 
back, to revert, huggidsha; t. or l>e 
turned into, k'ldka; to become, gl; t. 
into ice, icicles, wayalpa; t. into a 
lake, a-usheltkala; to cause to t, 
ki-uggidsha, ktiwalkldsha; to cause 
to t. around, slmlernoke'dsha.

turn, s.; to make, form a t., as roads, 
rivers, etc., shtchukalkidsha, ga- 
ke'mi.

turn-head, or rollhead, name of 
an owl, Speotyto hypugaia, nu/ sh= 
tilansne*ash.

turnip, t&napsh; Urge t.-shaped 
fruit, mu=lbuka.

turpentine, walakish.

turtle; land- and water-t., ngak.
tusk, atini tut.
twelve, te-unepanta lap, adding

pe-ula, liklatko, etc. 
twice, lapeni ; lapantka. 
twig of tree, shrub, etc0? we'k, dim.

w^kaga ; of coniferous trees, pu'sh-

twins, lapa/y alsh, slilapaliaksh ; to
give birth to t., lapeala. 

twist, v. t, pshiika, wapil'ma; t.,
wring out, atchiga; t., as one's lips,
ears, spatchiga. 

twitter, v. i., ha'mao 
two, lapi, abbr. lap ; t. to each, la-

lapi; at t. places, in t. spots, lapash;
in or for t. days, Mpeni waita, 14-
peni; to pass t. days, lapeni waita. 

Tygh Indian, nom. pr., T^a%tkni
nidklaks, T^a%tkni.

TJ.
udder, ^dshash.
ugly, kiiidshi; tchektchdkli; am-

tchiksh, abbr. -amtcli. 
ultimate, tapini. 
umbrella, shikui%ish; carrying an

u., shikui^itko. 
Umpqua Indian, nom. pr, Amp-

kokni maklaks, Ampkokni. 
unable, to be, ke"shga, tchdna;

I cannot, ke*shga nu, tchana nu, or
tch&nish nu (gl); also expressed
by particles, cf. able, to be. 

unattractive, dmtchiksh, abbr.
-amtch. Cf. ugly.

unavailable, kuidshi.
unawares, huna'shak.
unbecoming, kuidshi.
unboiled, shankish, sh&nkitko; to 

be u., shdnki.
unbroken, level, taktakli.
unceasingly, tchiishak, tchushni, 

tchushniak.
uncertain; to be it. about, 1(5 . . . . 

wak, la'wak. Cf. quandary.
uncle; father's brother, p'shd-ip; fa 

ther's elder brother, said by niece, 
p'lukiitchip; mother's u., kiikai; 
mother's brother, p'lukiitchip.
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unclean, kakne"gatko, kuyumatko, 
tupe'shti; said of persons, sha't, 
sha'tptchi, kalmegatko, p<5kshti. 
Of. besmear, soil, v.

unclouded; u. t clear sky, kalo; u., 
said of water, yalialtko, yaliali.

uncock, v. t.; u. a gun, rifle, shli- 
uhila.

uncoil, v. t, shkapshtcha!61a, sho- 
te!61a; u., as a rope, string, etc., 
spika; when fastened at one end, 
spidshu'dshna.

uncombed, sha/t, sha'tptchi.
unconscious; to become u., pe"rnp- 

tki, tcli6ktamna.
uncooked, shankish, shankitko; 

to be u., saka-a; sh&nki; to eat u., 
saka-a, shankish pan.

uncover, v. t, kaishnula, Mod. 
shla-uki61a; u. the top of a winter- 
lodge or a lid, kaishnula; u. from 
the earth, from straw, etc., kabat- 
%61e. Cf. cover, lid.

undecided; to be u., 1^... wak, 
la'wak; cf. quandary.

under, prep., hintila,i-utila, inotila, 
tchutila; u. is usually expressed by 
verbal suffixes: to be, lieu., gintila; 
kshutila, pi. utila; to put'u, as u. 
water, utila; to fall u., hintila, i-utila; 
to be, stand, sit, lie u, underneath, 
lutila; located u., underneath, below, 
yantani, yanani. Cf. below, un 
derneath.

underbrush, gatchesh.
underground, adv., kaila i-utila, 

or yutilan; lemiina; ' 'in the ground, " 
kailatat and kailanti; horizontal u.

passage, ib^kantko; coming from u., 
ISmunakni, munatalkni; referring 
to what is u., yanani; to be u., lem- 
lina; to creep u., skilhi, kilibli; to 
put, stow, store u., hiwidsha, vumi, 
p'n4na; to work u., kaila slmta.

undermine, v. t, hantila; said of 
rodents, y^wa.

underneath, i-utila or y utilan; 
tchutila, inotila, hintila; located a., 
yantani, yanani; to be, lie u., long 
and anirn. subj., kshutila, pi. utila; 
to sit, be, stay, lie u., below, tchu 
tila, du. wawatila, pi. liutila; win- 
tila; to fall u., hintila; to stand, re 
main u., below, tgutila, pi. lutila. 
Cf. below, under.

understand, v. t., ndshe'l^a, sam- 
tchatka; tumena; u. each other, he- 
sh^gsha; not to u., ndsh6ka.

undertake, v. t, ke*ko; u. for 
a while, keko-iiya. Cf attempt, try.

underwear, mu'ntana.
undoubtedly, w4klagiuga,wak 

a giuga. Cf. certainly, of course.
undress, v. t.; to strip somebody, 

udshipa, pi. idshipa; u. oneself, ka- 
p61a; females, kuk61e; undressed, 
naked, pe'niak shu!6tish, pdniak.

undulating, Ikakimitko.
unfetter, v. t, shote!61a.
unfrequent, kinkani, abbr. kin- 

ka; to be u, ka'gi, kinkani gi
unhitch, v. t, shlitchkapele.
unique, na/dshiak.
unite, v. t., shiu'lka, shiu'lkipeli; 

shiiilagia, Mod. shiiilagien; u. a 
couple in wedlock, shnumpshe'ala.
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unite, v= i ; u, into one body, heap, 
crowd, liwa, liwala; n. with others, 
shalatchguala; u. to somebody, 
galdshui; to associate, shitchla; to 
be no longer united, shekelui. Cf. 
gather, v, I

universal, nanukashni, tutas#e- 
nini.

universe, nanukashni kaila. !
unless, ampka.
unload, v. t., as a horse, illola, 

itnula.
unlock, v. t., hushakiola.
unmarried; it. man, keliak sna- 

wedsh; when young, tchiluish; 
when old, tchilltiyamtch; u. fe 
male, shiwaga; oldiitaid,slmviimtv\\.

u n p r o d u c t i v e ; u. soil, kaitua 
wawawish (or wawa-ish) kaila. ,

unreasonably, huna/shak. '
unripe, kawiash, shankitko; to be \ 

u., shanki.
unroll, v. t., shkapshtchalola, sho- 

telola. Cf. uncoil, v.
unsaddle, v. t., kaklash illola, il 

lola. '
unseemly, as to exterior, ku- 

idshi; amtchiksh, abbr. -amtch; 
tchektchekli.

unsightly, cf. unseemly; u. through ' 
. age, amtchiksh, -amtch. !

unstring, v. t. ; u. the liow, shliu- ! 
lula.

untamed, iwasb, komii'shni; u., 
demoniac, shkaini. «

untie, v. t., shlitchkapele; u. a knot, 
shlukal%61a.

until, prep., as long as, pani; up to,

tche'k, postp.; conj., n, y till, tclifc k, 
placed after a verbal.

u n truth, lie, ki'sh.
unwilling; to be cross, u., tche'k- 

tcheka.
u n w o r n , adj., ka-i tegatko, Mod. 

ka-i kagatko.
up, adv. and prep.; u. there, hu, u, 

-u; tii, tut, tush.; frequently ex 
pressed by verbal or nominal 
affixes, simple and compound; u. 
to, reaching u. to, pani; who or what 
is u., above, p'laikni, p'laitalantni, 
p'laitani, p'lentankni,. p'laitalkni, 
tit'slim. Cf. above, high up, up 
ward.

uphill, p'lai, p'laina, p'laitala; the 
one, those «., p'lentankni; when con 
nected with verbs, it is expressed 
by verbal affixes: to go, drive u., 
ga-u'l%a, tpu'l^a; to run u., huwa- 
liega, pi. gawalk'ga.

u p per, p'laini, p'laitankni; native 
of the u. country i p'laikni; u. end 
of cone, hapa; u. teeth, of beaver, 
woodclmck, etc., lakiag tu't; on the 
u. side of, p'lentant.

u p right, honest, talani, tidshi stei- 
nash.

uprightly, talaak, tidsh.
upward, .p'lai, p'laina, p'laitala. 

Cf. uphill.
urinate, v. i., shuidsha.
urine, shuidshash; u.-bladder, kan, 

shuidshash lawalsll, shuidshash.
us, to us, nalash, na/lsh, natch; of 

us, na'lam. Cf. our.
use, v. t.; no ex. eq.: u. unavailinyly,
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kewel^a; used to, ge"l%atko; to be useful, tidslii; said of persons,
used to, ne'tu; u. up by wear and tear, dogs, etc., tidshi, shayuaksh.
as clothing, etc., kaga, we*na, Mod. ; u g e 1 e s s; to render u., km slnita,
te*ga; used up, dmtchiksh; suffixed, , shneVi; by partial destruction, shne-
-amtch; not used up, whole, ka-i uyala.
kagatko; to be used up, lelii'ma. uterus, slmeiitcham skiitash, Mod.

vacant, keliaktua; tobev.,gimpk fd, 
ginuala; this place is v., empty, gfta 
gimpka, ka-i a kaitua, ka'gi gin- 
hienolatko; v. space between, gin- 
kaksh.

 

vacate, v. t, g^tkala; v., to aban 
don, ke'dsha; to go out of, ge"ka, 
g^kna, guikaka.

vain; in v., adv.,huna'shak, na'nsak
valley; no ex. eq.: v. side, lali'sh, 

ginshkdtko; steep v., ravine, paksh; 
grassy bottom of v., safga. Cf de 
clivity.

valorous, litchlitchli, kfllitko.
value, s., price, she'shatuish; to put 

a v. on, she'sha, dl%a.
value, v t, el^a, sh^sha; to price, 

shesha, shdshash ^l%a, ^l%a; v. 
highly, stinta; valued at, sh^shatko.

v a n i s h, v. i., as clouds, fog, hu- 
dshaltka, ka'gi; v. again, tchuka- 
pele.

vanquish, v. t, s'kiipma, udiiyua, 
udupka; wini^i, Mod. vui#in, vui- 
na^ian.

vapor; to produce v., tuaka. Cf. 
steam.

44

various, wiktchish; v. objects, n&- 
nuktua.

v a r n i s h , v. t., taldka.
vase; cooking v., p6ko; small v., 

kapa, kap%a, pokuaga; rounded 
v., cup, tutish; narrow and low v., 
wikamua; to carry in a v., sho'- 
dshna, st^na; to give in a v., shui, 
pi. shewana. Cf. cup.

vat, tchilk6tkish.
veer, v. i.; v. around, ktiwalkidsha, 

talkidsha; to make v. around, kti 
walkidsha, shulemokcidsha.

vegetables, hashuash; v.-garden, 
hashuash, Mod. hasliuakish; to raise 
v, hashua-a.

vehicle; wheeled, tchiktchik, ^va'/ - 
ggn; to move, travel on a wheeled 
v., le'na; to start on such, luh^sh- 
ktcha; v. on water, vu'nsh.

vengeance; to take v., sh&wal^a.
v e n i s o n , lilhankshti tchule'ks.
Venus, planet, pslnn=k^kenish
veracity; with v., katak.
verdigris, luen.
vermilion, taktakli.
vertebral column, e'lhuish.
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v e r y , adv., turn; ka-a, abbr. ka :
v. high or tall, ka-a ati; -ak, -hak: v.
small, ketchkaniak; v. in the sense
of intensely, mii; v. cold, mu ska;
v. rapid, mu killitko. 

vessel; vase, poko, dim. pokuaga;
cooking v., poko. Cf. boat, vase, 

vicinal, ginatani, tupeluish. 
vicinity; in the v., adv. 7 wika; in

the v. of, prep., i-ukakiamna, tuna,
wigatan. Cf. around, near, 

vicious, le'talani, tchektchekli; kii-
idshi, kuidshi stem ash. 

victuals, pash. 
vie, v. i.; v. with others in shooting,

hishlan. 
vigorous, litchlitchli, killitko; to

become v. by exercise, shp6tu. 
village, tchi'sh; of whites, ta-uni;

former v., v. abandoned, tchiwish. 
vine, creeper, kdnmi. 
violent, killitko; said of persons,

kilosh; to be in v. agitation, said of
water, ndakalpata. 

violet, adj.; v.- or purple-colored)
rnatchma'tchli. 

violin; cf. fiddle, 
virago, shiwamtch. 
virgin, shiwaga. 
virginity; v.-dance, shiiyu/alsh ;

to dance the v.-dance, shiiyu%ala; v.
song, pilpil shui'sh. 

visit, v. t,, persons, etc., shetaltcha;
shledsha; v. one's neighbors around,
kishtelantcha; v. the old home, ska-
tchampele; a woman visiting the old

home, skatchish; to return from visit 
ing, shetalatka, k'luitka; 'to have 
visited a place, to have been there, 
tamenotka.

visit, s.; to go on a v., shetaltcha, 
shledsha; to return from a v., she 
talatka, teluitka.

vituperate, v. t, koktkiushka, 
shakakta, shkanaga.

vociferate, v. i., ha'ma, ya-a; 
tchiluye%a; v., said of larger birds 
and wild quadrupeds, woa; v. in 
public, amniamna; while going about, 
amnadsha.

voice, human and animal, stu't%ish; 
to emit v., stu/t/ena, hii'rna; having a 
v., stiit^aritko; to alter the v., to mute, 
waken a, kua/nkuana; to be possess 
ed of a deep or basso v., t/a/nt^ana; 
of a high v., tche'ktcheka; to speak 
with suppressed v., laklakpka, Ick- 
lekpka; to a distance, leklektcham- 
pka, Cf. waiwash.

voluminous, muni; kinkutko; v., 
solid, heavy, condensed, hupkatko; 
to be v., heavy, hupka.

vomit, v. i., tchunua; ivhat causes 
vomiting, tchunukish. Cf. throw up.

voracious, vun^kish.
vote, ne'-ulaksh; to take a v., ne'-

vulgar, kuidshi. Cf. character,
mean, 

vulture, black species, large,
tchuaish. Cf. turkey-buzzard.
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w a d e , v. i.; w. in or through, ge- 
upka; w. through, as through a ford, 
pankua; wading ford, pankoksh.

waft, v. i ; w. through, strong air- 
drafts, wili; light drafts, ukidshlin; 
to be wafted, nu'lidsha; to be wafted 
about, Mdshna; to be wafted down 
ward, as fog, lut%i. Of. drift, v.

wag, v. t.; w. the tail, shuadsham- 
tch'ma, (kpe'l) shewokaga.

wag, s., ka-ikash, she'shtalkash.
wage war, v. t, shellual; to go 

and w. w., gut^dsha, shellualsha.
wagon, cart, truck, stage, tchiktchik; 

wa/gen; to ride in aw., le'na: to ford 
a river on a w., stllankua; to start in 
a w., luhashktcha.

wail, v. i., shuaktcha; to commence 
wailing, shuaktchtampka.

waist, k6to.
waistcoat, te'lak.
wait, v. i.; w. for, tchawaya; tehel- 

%a, waiha, wal%a; w., look out for, 
kmaka; w. upon, waiha.

wake, v. i.; w. up from slumber, 
skishula.

walk, v. i., generic: gena, tamenu; 
one who walks, tatamnuish; w. about, 
kishkanka, gintala; w. about inside 
of, goye'na, cf. luydna; w. across the 
water over a bridge or ford, gakua; 
w. arm in arm, hushpantchna; w. 
around, skip about, gataml'%a; ani 
mals, nuyamna; w. around the wa

ter's edge, galalina; w. around a 
lodge on its outside, gati'tana; on its 
inside, luye'na; w. away, gu'shka; 
giiikaka, guhuashktcha; w. away 
from the place habitually occu 
pied, ge*ka, ge'kna; w. backivards, 
as a crab, ska'-ika; w. in company 
of, together, sha-ulanka, sha-ulan- 
kanka, shul%atchna; w. in a circu 
lar line, gakala, ki-uggidsha; cf. 
circle, s.; w. far off, gekn61a, 
guyantcha; w. ivhile leaning on, as 
as on a staff, shikutcha; w. on one 
leg, to hop, kle*na, shekli%ida; w. on 
long legs, tchik61al%a; w. on the 
horse's or wagon's side, kishtelan- 
tchna; w. straight out, as lizards, 
ulitchkanka; w. with a swinging 
gait, wekishtchna; w. towards 
through pursuing, shudshipka. 
Cf. go, v., journey, s.

walker, habitual, tatamnuish.
walking-stick, ha/kskish.
wall of building, st&lksh; lumber-w., 

papkash; stone-w. or fence of inclo- 
sure, wakalak.

wampum consisting of dentalium- 
shells, tutash; w.-collar, yd-mnash.

wand, shue'kush, walash, wa'hlkish.
wander, v. i.; w. about, lokanka, 

161al%a,hidshna; liiyapka, Imamna, 
lutchipka; w., stray away, lulina.

wane, v. i., ka/gi; said of clouds, 
ka'gi, tchukapele.
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w ant, v. t.; to desire, hameni, sha 
na-uli; often expressed by the ver 
bal desiderative in-shtka: he wants 
to drink ivater, hut a pfi'nuashtka 
ainbu; wanting, not possessed of, 
keliak. Of. lack, need, wish, v.

w a p a t u, the edible root of Sayit- 
taria, tchua.

war, s.; w.-expedition, shellualsh; 
former w.-expedition, shellualuish ; 
w.-chief, shellal61ish laki; w.-cui- 
rass, cf. armor; to wage w., cf. 
wage, warfare.

w a r - d a n c e; to dance a w.-d., ul6~ 
kasha; to dance a iv.-d. before the 
fight, tadsh61a, yuhulaklar/a.

warehouse, shcshatuikish.
warfare, s., shellualsh; to start for 

w., shellualsha, gutedsha; to start 
w., to begin active w, shellualtam- 
pka, shuktampka.

warm, adj., lushliishli, kelpoksh; 
to feel iv., ke'lpka, shualka; lush- 
lush gt, or lushlushki; to bathe in 
w. -water, kdlua.

warm, v. t.; w. oneself by the fire, 
tchelui, ksheluya; w. oneself in the 
sun, tchatawa, pi. wavvat&wa; to 
become., be wanned up, animal body, 
liYshka.

w a r m 1 y, adv., liishlush.
Warm Spring Indian, nom. 

pr., Waita'nkni, Lokuashtkni; Ya- 
makni maklaks, Yamakni.

w a r m t h, lushlushlish.
warn, v. t.; to give warning against, 

lewd-ula.
w a r p a t h , shellualsh, slushukash;

to go out on the ^v., gutedsha, shcl- 
lualsha; ivarrior on the iv., kta- 
klish, kilosh, shishokish; to be on 
the iv., shellual.

warped by heat, tchishiwatko. Cf. 
crooked, bend, v.

warrior, sheshalolish, shishokish, 
hishuaksh; iv. arrayed in the clk- 
sJdn armor, ktaklish; bold w. or 
fighter, kilosh; fellow-iv., shawa- 
lineash, Mod. shitchlip; hostile w., 
shishokish.

wart, s%i'tonksh.
Was co Indian, nom pr., Ain- 

p/ankni maklaks, Amp%iinkni.
wash, v. t.; w. clean, vudshoka; w. 

articles of dress, tedsha, tem^dslia; 
w. for somebody, tedshia; w. out, to 
scour, vudshokal%a; w, one's body or 
part of it, shiidshoka; w. oneself and 
plunge, pewa, pan a; w. off from ones 
body, shiapkola; w. one's back, shu- 
dshokalamna; iv. one's face, sta- 
patchka; to make the gesture of 
tvashing one's face, shatashpapkia; 
w. another's face, hashpatchka; w. 
one's hands, shatchakua; w. an 
other's hands, hashtcbakua; w. one's 
head, shetatcha.

wash-basin, stapatchk6tkish
washerwoman, tetemddshish, 

Mod. tetadshish.
washout, slmuntaltchish.
wash-tow el, shiapko!6tkish.
w a s h t u b , tetchotkish.
wasp, kmsh, skfntch; yellow-jacket 

w., ud^lgatko skintch.
waste, v. t., kewel%a, shnekegi.
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watch, v. t. and i., shlaka, Mod. 
shle'ka; shldpopka, w41%a; w., be 
on the lookout, wa'hlta; w., keep w.,

sh ualaliampka; w. the interests of, 
shualaliampka, shle'pka, shldpop- 
ka; w. the fish over ice-holes, vulan, 
Mod. ulawa; watching place, wala- 
kish. Of. care, s.

watch, s., time-piece, shapash.
watchful; to be w., as against 

thieves, wa'hlta.
watchman, shuashulaliampkish; 

w. of a guard-house, i-alhish.
water, 4mpu; small quantity of w., 

ampka; into w., amputat, iwa; in 
the w., when connected with verbs, 
is often expressed by the verbal 
suffix -ua, -wa; cf. geVa, pe*wa, 
etc.; near, on the w., by -iga: to be 
near the w,, taliga, laliga; compare 
prefix tch-, ts-. Body of w., w.- 
sheet, e'-ush; small, eVaga, ampka, 
tchiwish; to form a body ofw., eVa, 
neVa, tchiwa; iv.-course, k<5ke, dim. 
k6kaga; former w.-course, palkish, 
palkuish; ntu'ltsanuish; "w.-pota- 
fo,"tchu4; w.-foivl, ducks and geese, 
ma'makli; spring of w., forming a 
pond, ewaga, nushaltko, kokaga, 
welwash; stagnant w., tale, sluitch, 
tchiwish; w. running through a 
pond with visible motion, waptash; 
to bathe in cold w., peVa, pana; in 
warm w., ke'lua; to bring, fetch w., 
tchiktcha; to carry about w. in 
one vase, tcliiamna; to be cold, 
said of w. only, tchkawa; to con 
vey over the w., sk6tka; to be cov

ered with w., tchfyi; to crowd to 
gether in the w., liwa; to give, pre 
sent w., tchiya, t'shia ; to go, jump, 
leap into the w., huwa, pi gdwa; to 
go towards the w., tiikua; to jump 
out of the w., said of fish, vutche*- 
wa; to live in the w., amputat wa, 
udumkanka; to plunge in the w., 
kidsha, pana, pdwa; to sit near, on 
the w., tchaliga, du. wawalfga, pi. 
liluh'ga; to stand in the w., tgdwa, 
pi. liwa; to stand near the w., tga- 
liga, pi. liluliga; to swim on the 
water's surface, udumlalona, udum- 
tchna; under its surface, kfdsha; 
to take the w. out of, 4m pu kit6ka, 
kit6ka.

water, v. i.; place for watering, tin- 
uash.

w a t e r b r a s h; to have the w., ki'- 
dshipka, tchikamna.

waterfall; cf. cascade.
waterfowl; wild ducks and geese, 

ma'makli; species of w.-f, yahiash.
watermelon, shankish=pakfsh.
wave, Ik4sh; concentric ^v., ripple, 

tcheleVash; to raise waves, Ik4n.
wavy, Ikakimitko.
wax; cf. beeswax and itankish
way, stu; pathway, stuaga; this w., 

adv., gftala; in this w. or manner, 
hiimasht, tchi, tsi; to be on one's w., 
gi-udshna, tamenu; to construct a w., 
road, stiiya; to place on the w., stiiya

w e, pron. pers., nat, na't, Mod. nat, 
na; us, to us, nalsh; of us, nalam; 
just w., none but w., n4tak; w. for 
ourselves, natakinki.
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weak, ka-i killitko; w. in the knee- 
joints, kokalkokaltko; iv.-minded, 
kaitua shavuaksh, letalani; to be
   «/ ' 7

w. t ka'gi; physically, kii'gi, skeka.
wealthy, rnu shetaluatko; tiima 

sliiinuish gitko, shunuishaltko, na- 
nuktua shunuishaltko; talaltko.

weapon, sliellolotkish.
wear, v. t,, said of clothing, atpa; 

iv. a goivn, long robe, koka; w. some 
thing long, uyamna, pi. i-amna, 
iyamna; ivearing a hat, tchuyetko; 
iv. moccasins, wakshna; w. on oneself 
in perforated parts of body, hash- 
tanma; w. on neck-, shepukaga; w. 
out, to use n-p, as clothing, lela/ma, 
wena, toga, Mod. kaga; to be or be 
come worn out, tired, kedshika. Of. 
necklace, neckwear.

weasel, Putorius, tchashkai, dim. 
tchashkayaga.

W e a s 1 e t, nom. pr. of a mythic 
animal: Tchashkayaga, Tchashkai.

weather; no ex. eq.: the iv. is dry, 
paha ne'pkank; the w. is fine, tidsh 
ne'pka; it is liazy iv., tchatchak- 
ma; bad or rainy w., yalkam, kul- 
%ash; it is bad w., kui ne'pka; to 
produce rainy iv., yal%amala; it is 
stormy w., witchtka; it is wet w., 
mukalta; it is ^vindy w., shlcwi; 
ka-a or ska slilewi.

weave, v.i., hishtualkanka. Of. rock.
wed, v. t., said of both sexes, mbu- 

sheala.
wedge of elk-horn, t6ke.
wedlock, shumps^alsh; to unite a 

couple in w., shnumpshdala.

Wednesday, iidaui tinshna sun- 
de^giiilank waita; abbr. ndani tin 
shna.

weed, s.; stalk, tchelash; a species 
of iv., Compositae family, vuamiam. 
Cf. plant, s.

weed out, v. t, said of plants, pu- 
toga, palalea; of hair, beard, Imsh- 
mo'kla.

week, sunde; last w, sunde giula.
weep, v. i., shuaktcha; w., as a 

baby, wea; w. aloud, stu't^ishla; 
w., lament while biting the teeth, koka; 
iv. for, iv. after, yutatka; w. as a 
mourner, kayaiha, luatpishla, lila, 
stu't^islila; iv. pitifully, tche'ktche- 
ka; w., whine, wawa; ^v. silently, 
kuki; to commence ivceping, slmak- 
tchtampka; weeping cry of mourners, 
luatpishlalsh.

weigh, v. t, by means of a scale, 
slminkak'l%a; iveighing-scale, shni- 
nkak'lkotkish.

weigh, v. i., nkfkel%a.
weight, s.; to place iveights upon, 

to press down by w., latadshl'/a.
weighty, yutantko; tobew, yuta.
welcome; to bid w, stinta; geli- 

danka; to bow for a iv., utk'utka; to 
go and bid w., gelidanktcha, tidsh 
tilo'tpa; iv. given a woman visiting 
her old home, skatchish, Mod. ska- 
tish.

well, s., natural or excavated, wel- 
wash; to dig a iv., shi'lkshla.

well, adv., tidsh; in the sense of 
intensely, mii, turn, ka-a, abbr. ka; 
suffix -ak, -hak; w.-fed, p'litko;
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 w.-intentioned, tidsh hushkankatko;
well! hagga ta! 

west, t%alam, tin61ish; westwards,
t^alamtala, t^alamtital, t/alamna;
westward from, to the w. of, tyalani-
tana, t%almakstant; who, what comes
from the w., t%alamtalakni. 

west wind, t^alamash, t%alamta-
lakni shle'wish; it is w. wind, t/ala-
ma. 

wet, mtikaltatko, Mod. pagatko; w.
ground, day, tupesh, kuyumash,
rau'lmulatko; one whose head is w.,
shetatchash; to become w., mukalta;
to make w., paga; it is w. weather,
nmkalta. - 

wet, v. t., shnnikalta, shmukatana;
w. through, paga, shpaga; w. one's
head, shetatcha.

w e t h e r, laki shi'p, Mod. laki ku-il. 
whale; cf. ndse'dsh. 
what, pron. rel., anim. and inan.,

kat; w.? kani? w. is itf tua mat?
w. thing? tua? Cf. who, which, 

wheat, huit; 161omak 
wheel, tilankidshatko. 
wheel, v. t.; w. around, w. or roll

away, tilanke'dsha. 
wheel, v. i.; w. around, tilankan-

sha; w. around on one's feet, ked-
shamkedshalk^a. 

wheeze, v. i., k!6pa, Mod. 
when, if conditional, ha/, ha; if tem 

poral, that time^vhen,ta,ta,; if causal,
-6ga, -uga, -uk (suffix of verbal); at 
the time ^v., shuhank=shitko, tdtatak; 
wJ what time? tatii? tushgish? w. 
ever, just w., tatatak.

whence, adv., also interrog., tat a 
(for tdta ha).

where,(l) not interrog.: tata, tiish; 
just w., right w., the place w., tu'sht, 
tu'shtak; coming from w., tatkni, 
tu'shni, also interrog.; wherefrom, 
tata, also interrog.; whereto, g^tala, 
gita, tushtala, tata; iv., as a cor- 
relat. to there, (ga'tak): ta/tak; just 
w., ta'taktak; somewhere, at some 
place, anywhere, as on body, etc., 
tuankshi; somewhere far out, tushak; 
(2) interrog., w.f tata? tatai? tuan 
kshi? tush? whereto? tata? tushta 
la? wherefore? tua? wak? (and 
compounds), cf. why; w. then? ta- 
tatuk?

whet, v. t., l^ktcha.
whether, conj.; if, w. or not, ta- 

nmdsh, tain.
whetstone, Iektch6tkish.
which, pron. rel., anim. and inan., 

kat, but usually expressed by par 
ticiples or verbals; that 10., the one 
or those w., pron. dem.-rel:: kat; w. 
comes next, tiipeluish; cf. who. E,el. 
and interrog. at the same time are: 
w.? kani? w. thing? (not so often 
applied to persons), tua? at w. time, 
hour? tiishgish? at w. place, spot? 
tuankshi? tiish? to w.place, whither? 
tushtala ?

while, s.; aw. ago, una; a little 
w. ago, welisht, nia, una, te'-in, te- 
intaks nia; for a short w., wiga- 
pani; after a w., tchui ma'ntch^gitk 
tche'k or tche'ksh; untchek, Mod. 
tche'ksla; for a w., huya, ma'ntch;
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we'; a long iv., ma'ntcli, ma'n-
tchak. 

while, conj.; expressed by verbal
durative in -6ta, -lita. 

whine, v. i., kaikaya, shua-uka;
said of dogs, etc., wawa; to go
around whining, gaikanka. 

whip, s.; cattle-w. of leather, shna.-
takputch; w -rod, thin w.-stick, na-
walash, legakish; w.-stick, viitu-
k6tkish; w.-snake, ulak'kankish. 

whip, v.t, vudiika, vud'hita; wi-
hii'tch^a; uduyua, udupka, udiip-
kpa. 

whippoorwill, AntrostomusNut-
talli, kiwash. 

whir, v. i., takt^a. 
whirl, v. t; w. around, shulemo-

kedsha. 
whirl, v. i.; w., skip about, nuya-

mna; w. around, anim., le"na, talki-
dsha; w. around, as winds, vu-
yamna; w. about, as dry leaves
in the wind, vuyumkedsha; as
dust, etc., lemewil%a; lemle'ma; w.
around, to form a whirlpool, mulgf-
dsha.

whirlpool, s. Cf. eddy, whirl, 
whirlwind, kakiaksh. 
whiskers, smo'k; one who wears

w., shm6kaltko. 
whisky, lam; w.-bottle, lam am w4-

kogsh, lamam bunuo'tkish. 
whisper, v.t., laklakpka,leklekpka;

w. to a distance, leklektchampka. 
whistle, v. i., shluyiiga; w. a tune,

shluyakiga; w., said of birds, ha'ma;
whistling reed, shlolusli, stutash.

white, pnlpali; w. man or woman. 
w. people, Boshtin maklaks, Bosh- 
tin; w. paint, Mpaksh; to le at w. 
heat, tclniitchiga, cf. incandescent; 
w. oak, cf. oak.

white-tail deer, mushmush.
whitefish; a kind of sucker-fish, 

Catastomidae family: udshaksh; to 
take w. annually, udshaksalsha.

whither, adv., also interrog., where 
to, in what direction, tushtala, tdta; 
coming, arriving from which direc 
tion, tu/shni.

whittle, v. 1, vulina.
who, pron. rel. anim. and inan., kat; 

whose, kanam; ivhom, to whom, kan- 
dan; the one who, kat; those ivho, 
k&kat; who? kanl?

whole, nanuk; the w. day, waitan, 
wait61an, na'sh wait61ank; w., not 
torn, kd-i te'gatko, Mod. ka-i k4- 
gatko; to pass a w. day, waita; to 
have passed a w. day, waitola.

whore, sheshtolkish; ivhoremonger, 
shesht61kish, kekeluipalish.

whorl, push; little w., lunch, pu'- 
shak.

whortleberry; upland w., iwam; 
a species of w., gupeUibh, arid others 
under iwam, q. v.; to gather ivliortle- 
berries, i-umala; to return from 
gathering them, i-umaltka.

why, adv., also interrog.; for what 
reason, tua, wak, wakgltko, wak 
gmg, wakgiuga, wak lish; w. after 
all, wakaitch, wakaitch giug; w. 
then? w. after all? tuatala? w. not? 
wakai? (for wak ka-i ?)
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wick of candle, etc., tuns%antko ke- 
nukaga.

wicked, kiiidshi steinash, kiiidshi; 
tchakalsh, papalish. Cf. bad.

wickedly, kiii.
wickerwork; w.-dish, -plate, pa- 

'hla; shaplash; w.-paddle, shaplash, 
dim. shaplka; larger, tia. Cf. bas 
ket.

wide, muni, kinkutko; very w., mu- 
u-uni, mu kinkutko; so w., taniani.

widow, wenuitko; to be, become a 
w., wen6ya.

widower, tchimantko; to be, be 
come a w., tchimena.

wife, shnawedsh; wives, weVanu- 
ish; young w., te-iniw4-ash; to take 
as a w. or wives, shnawe'dshla, 
Mod. shnawe'dshashla; wewanui- 
shla; wife's brother, p'tchu'kap; 
wife's sister, mii'lgap; brother's w., 
pa-alamip; wife's sister's husband, 
p'tchikap.

wigwam, latchash, tchi'sh; assem 
blage of wigwams, tchi'sh. Cf. 
lodge.

wild, adj., savage, iwash; said of 
beasts, komii'slini; to be in the w. 
state, kilua; to be w. from rage, 
shawiga; from excitement, kilua.

wildcat, or lynx, sb!6a.
wildfire, he'shla.
wild tobacco; edible root of w. 

t., ko7 !; the plant producing it, Va- 
leriana edulis, ko'lam; to gather w. 
t. habitually, ktflalsha.

will, s., hvisbkanksli; to have the w. 
of doing something is generally

expressed by the future tense in 
-uapka. Cf. willing.

Willamet River, nom.pr.,Tcha- 
kawana Koke.

Williamson River, nom. pr., 
K6ke; K6ketat; W. R. in its low 
est course, Ya-aga Koke, Ya-aga.

willing; to be w., suffix of future 
tense, -uapka; ka-i lewitchta.

willow; species of, yash, dim. ya- 
aga; lamkosli; ku^-utch; badger-w., 
Cornus sericea, ku/lsham y4sh; to be 
full of, studded with willows, yashala; 
full of willows, yashaltko; w.-branch, 
w.-rod, used as frame for structures, 
Ishiklak; w.-basket, yaki; w.-lodge, 
stina'sh Kl., dim. stina'ga.

win, v. t, to gain, ikaga; w. again, 
ikdkpele; to be the winner in a game, 
udiiyua; w. by gambling, shi-i%aga; 
w. from each other, shi-i%aga; to be 
the final winner of all the stakes, wi- 
uka; object won, ikaks.

wind, s., shMwish; the w. bloivs, 
shMwi; to be full of w., air, shipnu; 
breaking w., shkfsh; whirl-w, ka- 
kiegsh; w.-bag, shipnush; w.-pipe, 
s%utkanu / tkish, etc., cf. throat. 
For names of winds, cf. north, 
northeast, west, etc., storm.

wind, v. t.; w. around, wapil'ma, 
w^pla; w. up, as a watch, ki-uggi- 
dsha; iv. up, as a rope, wapil'ma; 
a thread, witch%a; w. up, terminate, 
tinena. Cf. tie, v.

wind, v. i.; w. around, gameni; w. 
around while ascending, nggidsha. 
Cf. bend, turn, v. i.
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w i n d o w, and pane of w., shetalu- 
ash; w.-sJiade, hisho'tkish.

wing, s., of bird, la'sh; provided ivith 
wings, lashaltko; w.-feather, snorter, 
of a bird, hlaka; longer, lash; to 
flap, move the iv'wgs, when poising 
for a flight, or walking on ground, 
nmia; ne'na, Mod. shne'dsha. Of. 
flutter, v,

w i n g e d ? lashaltko.
wink, v. i, kelamtcha, nidshoni- 

dshua, shuekaptcha; ^v. ivitli one 
eye, knadshikia; w. with one or loth 
eyes, shkitchiwa, shakelamtcha; to 
keep on ivinking, kelamtchtamna. 
Of. blink, nictate.

winner, s.; cf. win, v. t.
w i n n o w , v. t., and to dean l>y win 

nowing, shiulina.
winter, s., lu'ldam; during w., lu'l- 

dam ; w.-lodge, luldamalaksh; lul- 
dani-tchi'ksh, wa'sh, kailaJatchash; 
to erect a w.-lodge, luldemal^a; fire 
place of w.-lodge, tant.

wipe, v. t.; iv. down from, ndshash- 
lina; w. off from, ntchama/shka, 
ndshash!61a, ntchamashlola.

wish, v. t.; silently or openly, 
shana-uli; expressing one's wishes 
by words, voice, more Mod. than 
Kl, hamSni; w., desire, witchna; 
w. for, shayakshua; w. for oneself, 
shamenakia. Cf. desire, want, v.

witch, weltikaga. Cf. spirit.
witchcraft; magic spell of iv, 

shui'sh; yayaya-as; to suffer from 
a spell of iv., shal%ita. Cf. spell, s.

with, prep., together iv., tula.

withdraw, v. i.; w. from, kedshn, 
guikaka, gu'shka; w., ir. again, 
shu'kpeli.

wither, v. i, kmuk61tgi; said of 
trees, plants, nkala; withered, as a 
plant, pakatko.

withers, wakaluish.
within, adv., ginhidna, yuhiena; 

also expressed by the locative 
cases and by verbal suffixes; to he 
w., ginhiena, iwina, yuhiena; to 
live w., tchi%6ga, tchiwi^a, pi. wa- 
dshuga. Cf. indoors, inside.

without, prep., ka-i tula; w. us, 
ka-i nalasli tula; l)eing iv., keliak; 
iv. in the sense of outside of, cf. 
outdoors, outside.

wizard; cf. conjurer.
wolf; gray w., Canis lupus, ke*-utch- 

ish; the mythic Gray Wolf, Ke*- 
utchiamtch; prairie-iv. or coyote, 
Canis latrans, wa'sh.

woman, shnawedsh, pi. we'wanu- 
ish; young iv., teina, te-iniwa-asli, 
shiwaga; married w., shnawedsh, 
pi. wewanuish; w. recently married, 
te-iniwa-ash; w. married ivho has 
no children, sliapuksh; ivomen with 
their children, families, wewansni; 
w. ivho lost one child, k'lekala; 
w. ^vho lost two or more children, 
lepkleks; ^v. visiting her old home 
and bringing presents, skatchish, 
Mod. skatish; old w., cf. female, 
old, wife.

womb, su(3ntcham skutash, Mod.
wood; piece of iv., or 'iv. considered 

as a raw material, anku; lumber,
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papkash; fallen or felled log of w., 
himpoks; rotten w., mu'lu; dam of 
w., paplish; pyramidal pile of w., 
fire-w., tiiilash, stuilash; woods, if 
filled with shrubs, gatchesh; woods, 
consisting of timber only, anku; 
into, in the woods, cf. recess, timber.

woodchuck, a rodent of the squir 
rel genus Arctomys, mui; w.'s-teeth- 
game, sku'shash.

wooded, gatchetko.
woodpecker; red-shafted flicker, 

tche'-ush; species of flicker, kill- 
wash; species of black, red-headed 
w., wakwakinsh; black w., Hyloto- 
mus pileatus, skaukush, dim. sku- 
kashaga; Harris' w., Picus Harrisii, 
shpiu'hpush.

Wood River, nom. pr., E-ukalk- 
sini K6ke.

wool, m'l; shi'pam m'l.
woolen, adj., if rough to the touch, 

kitchkitchli.
word, he'mkanksh; in the sense of 

speech, or of connected words, heme'- 
%ish; waltoks, Mod. waltkash; 
ivords spoken by somebody, hcm- 
kankuish. Cf. speech.

work, v. i., pdlpela, shiita; w. for, 
pe'lpela; iv. in the ground, kaila 
shiita; w. on somebody, shuta; w. 
with a pickaxe, ibutuya; to commence 
to w., pelpelidga, pelpeltampka; 
ivorking tool, shute-otkish; v. t., fit, 
appropriate to w. upon, shutesh,

worker, shushatish.
world, earth as well as universe, 

kaila; about this iv., genta kailatat;

to create the tv., kailala; for some 
body, kailalia. Cf. universe.

w o r m , generic: mu'lk, dim. mu/lk- 
aga

worn out, inan.. amtchiksh,-amtch; 
cf. wear, v.

worry, v. t; w. somebody, shnu- 
matchka; worried, yuyalkish.

worship, v. 1, stinta.
worth in price, she'shatko; to be w., 

to cost, she'sha.
wound, v. t.; w. with an arrow, mis 

sile, nge'-isha; shlin, pi. yuta; tdl%a; 
^v. continually, shlitdmna; w. each 
other, hishlan; w. but not to kill, 
ngeshe-uya; to come near wounding, 
shli'kshga; w. by means of, shliuta; 
w. by beating, shutka; w. with a cut 
ting instrument, ktakta; iv. with re 
moval of flesh, shuktakla; without 
removal of flesh, sh&ktakla; wounded 
by a cut, gash, ktakalitko; w. with a 
long article, or by scratching, upata, 
upatia; w. by firing, nge'-isha; shlin, 
pi. yuta; w. slightly, to graze, ntiksh- 
ktcha; w. by stabbing, stuka; each 
other, stiiyua; repeatedly, stiipka.

wound, s ; w., gash, ktakalitko; w. 
by which no flesh was removed, shak- 
tkaluish; w. by which flesh was re 
moved, shuktashkuish; stab-w., q v.; 
shot-w., shlivvitko; to have an open 
w. or sore, hanuipka; to inflict a w., 
ivounds, cf. wound, v. t.; to produce 
a burn, iv., as nettles, u'hlopatana.

wrangle, v. i, shula; w. ivith each 
other, shnke'ki, sjiukikshlea.

wrap, v. t.; w. in, as into a bundle,
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s%uta; w. around, wapil'ma; w. 
around oneself, sha-utama; w. one 
self in, skuta; wrapped in, skutatko; 
to ~be completely ivrapped in, uki'm- 
tatka; what ivraps in, covers, wal- 
shasli.

wreck of canoe, e'-ukik.
wren, tchitchulak.
wrench, v. t.; w., take off. lut%a; 

long- obj., lit/a, pi. it^a; w., contort, 
as one's limbs, tilanshnea.

wretched, yanhuani, y ualkish; 
kiiidshi; to l)e in a w. state, yanhua, 
yualka; w.-looking, yualkishptchi.

wriggle, v. i., witwita; w. ivhile 
lying, floating on the belly, willas- 
lina.

wring, v. t.; w. mtt, as cloth, atch- 
iga.

I w r inkle; hand-iv., shdktanksh. 
wrinkled, adj., kmapat'hienatko;

w. in the face, tinukolatko; to become
iv. by wetting, kmuko'ltgi. 

wrist, s.; w.-joint, nawalash, nepam.
nawalash; iu.-l>one, kapkapo. 

write, v. t., shuuialua; written mark,
letter, paper, shuinaluash; writing
pen or pencil, shumalotkish. 

w r o n g- and iv-doing, ktiidshi, leta-
lani. Of. bad. 

wrongly, km. 
wroth, kilosh, shawigank, sliawi-

gatko; to le or wax w., kilua, sha-
wiga, shitchakta, shitchaktna; to
become iv., angry at, hishtchaktna,
hushtlina. 

wry; w.-shaped, tikiwatko; cf. bend,
v., crooked.

Y a n e k s , nom. pr. loc., Yainakshi;
native of, staying at Y., Yamakshni. 

yard; y.-stick, skilul^otkish. 
yawn, v. i., skayadshna. 
ye, you, pron. pers. second pers.

plur., at, abbr. a; i, ik, thou, is
sometimes used instead; obj. case,
ye, to ye, rnalash, ma/lsh, in Mod.
also: mal; poss. case, of ye, malam.
Cf your, yours, 

year, illolash; the y. goes round,
ends, is over, past, completed, illola;
to finish one y., tina illola; one y.
since, tina illolash tank; many years

ago, gahak; ten years old, ta-uriep 
illo!61atko, Mod. il!61atko; spring 
of the y., sk6; fall of the y., sha- 
lam.

yeast, and yeasted dough, shnunto- 
p'lkotkish.

yellow, kaka/kli; of y. metallic 
shine, as copper, kiika'kli; light y., 
spalptchi; reddish y., dark sorrel, 
tchuitchmli; y. ocher, spal.

yellow-hammer, or red-shafted 
flicker, tche'-ush.

yellowish, ketch a kaka/kli, ka- 
ka'k-tkani.
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yellow-jacket wasp, kinsh, 
skin tch.

yelp, v. i., shua-uka.
yes, yea, aye, e, e-e, d-d, T, 1-1.
yesterday, wait61a, wait61ank, 

na'sh waitolan; una, Mod. lina, 
nia; last night, una pshin.

yet; still, even now, we7 ; not y., ka- 
yutch, kayak, ka-i we gi, kayu, 
Mod. kayu.

yew, popular name of a bush, tsu- 
pinksliam.

yolk of egg, ki'-adsh.
yonder, adj.; the one y., guni; adv., 

guni, ge'tui; tu, tu't, tu'sh; point 
ing to long objects, persons, hut. 
Of. that.

you, pron. pers., second pers. sing.; 
cf. thou, thee; second pers. plur., 
cf. ye.

young, adj., said of persons, te*- 
ini; of persons, animals, plants, 
kitchkanij ntchalkni, ndshekani, or 
by suffix -aga, -ak, -ka; y. man, un 
married, tchiluish, dim.tchilluyaga; 
y. woman, shiwaga; te'-ini, te-iniwa- 
ash; the younger, youngest, tapmka- 
ni; younger brother or sister, tapiap;

to leeome y. repeatedly after attain 
ing old age, tchiltgipeletamna.

young, s.; y. of animals, we'ash, 
dim. we*ka, or expressed by the 
dim. ending -aga, -ak, -ka, etc.; y. 
of quadrupeds, lele"dshi, dim. lele- 
dshiaga; y. of certain quadrupeds, 
elk, tawalsh; of deer, wi'hla, dim. 
wfhlaga; pregnant with y., as ani 
mals, lala-ish; y. of .a wild animal 
and of a deer, lilhanksh, Mod. lid- 
lanksh; y male animal, l&kiaga; y. 
female animal, guluaga, ndshiluaga; 
y. of the coyote, wa/sha,=we'ka; y. of 
the red or silver fox, wanam wdash, 
wanaka; to bear y., we'kala, hla-a.

Young Silver Fox, nom. pr. of 
a mythic animal, Wanaka, Wanak.

youngster, kitchkani, ntchalkni, 
tchakiaga. Cf. boy.

your, yours, pr n. poss. second 
pers. plur., malam; y. own, malani- 
tak; when used in the sense of thy, 
thine, cf. thy.

yourselves, a/tak; obj. case, y., 
to y., malashtak, malshtak; poss. 
case, ofy., your own, malamtak; ye 
for y., ataginggi.

zealous, kfllitko. 
zigzag; to move, fly in a 2. line, 

kakidsha, kinuma.

z.
zinc, pdlpali tchik^men.





LIST OF ERRATA.

PART I.

IN ETHNOGRAPHIC SKETCH.

Page vii, last Hue: Sahaptin (in one word, not iii two).
Page xxxvi, line 6 from below: read Tatapkaksh.
Page xlviii, line 2 from below: comma after "language."

IN THE TEXTS.

Quotations having a semicolon after the page number refer to poetic texts only, all of wltich stand after 
page 152.

Page 2, line 17, tribes, instead of "language."
Page 17, line 14, peno'dsa: caught up with them.
Pago 17, line 19, rea*l: never made slaves those of the Lake tribe.
Page 22, line 4, put semicolon after hiitakt.
Page 22, line 5, senotfinkash they fought.
Page 23, line 11, ta'nkt at suddenly.
Page 23, Hue 18, under tsi'n thus I, not "then I."
Page 24, line 12, hak: in but two days.
Page 24, line 18, Waktchl huk, instead of Wak tchihuk.
Page 25, line 1, separate ni (J) from ucla"nnitaks, and erase note 25, 1, on page 27.
Page 35, line 19, na'clshash: to another spot.
Page 37, lines 3-11, Bartell, false for Boutelle. During an interview which I had in Washington, 

D. C., April 3, 1S90, with this officer, Lieut. (now Capt.) F. A. Boutelle, he stated that this passage 
contained no truth at all, except one fact: "That Major Jackson had asked Bogus Charley for the where 
abouts of Captain Jack. Lieutenant Boutelle did not see Jack that whole day (November 30), for Jack 
kept himself secreted. On the morning of the same day Scarface Charley tired at Boutelle at a dis 
tance of about 30 yards, the bullet teariug his cardigan coat and undershirt at the elbow."

Page 43, lino 5, uadshkshaptc'iukui, instead of nadshapta'nkui.
Page 46, note to 35, 18: change pe"lpelt into p6lpela (the word stands there twice).
Page 47, note 37, 10: for reflective read reciprocal.
Page 47, erase note to 37, 17.
Page 55, line 19, Scarface Charley was then thirty-two years old.
Page 63, erase note to 59, 9.
Page 68, erase note to 66, 16; the verb is not shuu/nta.
Page 72, in note to 71, 2: m'na instead of ni'ualain.
Page 72, line 1, uayiins some, not another.
Page 74, line 1, kiipto: small suckers.
Page 77, lino 2, tayash dry rye-grass.
Page 78, line 13, tchl'pkshi means lohere had lived.
Page 82, line 4, and page 85, line 16, we"as child instead of children.
Page 87, line 12, for tu'k see Dictionary.
Page 96, line 16, vntoliila is preferable to nutol&la.
Page 99, line 8, nfinnk sas everything from them.
Page 100, lines 12 and 16, kaikema and kayekma: did not recognize him.
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Page 102, note to 39, 3: tL-lije-utchj^-uptchi blue is the correct form.
Page 103, lines 6 and 13, ski'shkisli dinig-beeUe, iumbh-bng.
Page 113, Hue 15. gag'kua is preferable to gakua.
Page 122, lines 12 and i:5, ival signification: the hike i-i there! lakcn are there!
Page 128, line ti, gatpamnan coming near.
Page 131, lines 5 and 7 . Cf. Dictionary under fwag.
Page 133, line 2, Ktfi-uTnpfiksi, instead of Ktaitini
Page 138, line 2, inpafa ; fastens or pins (upon me). Erase note.
Page 137, erase note to 137, 2.
Page 147, line 3, pn'pash whorls (not its top).
Page 151, note to 147, 3: taletat is from ta"le small lake, pond, stagnant pool.
Page 153, liue 2, rend uish instead of ni.
Page 153, line 3, read u'sh instead of m'sh.
Page 179, line 3, slnip'sam stnti'sh sunbeams.
Page 180, liue 3, p'laivvash. golden eagle.
Page 186, lino 54, icant instead of like; icife instead of woman.
Page 193, notes, lirst line, six instead of eight.
Page 193, note to 193; 10, paijan instead of animal.

IN THE GUA5J3IAK.

Page 211, erase from Vu- and tlie vowel u- ...... three lines down to uduyua.
Page 236, wiuUtlek ; strike into the fire!
Page 257, p61pela to work; add again at end of line.
Page 204; erase udshakwetn.
Page 351, ske'l mink; erase the whole line.
Page 470,'after "in the inflection of,'' add parts of body.
Page 485, temololu'ini. Erase this liue.
Page 507, incorporation instead of agglutination.
Page 677, insert kii-i before tchii' rn'l uk.

PART II.

DICTIONARY; KLAMATH-KXGLISII PART.

Black Jim; change October 4 to October 3.
6wa; iustead of iwapnt e-ua.
giihak ; ivad ma'utch=gitko instead of ma'ntch.
giiuia; to grind, mash ivitli a alone.
he"mkauksh; also signifies word.
luishlta; erase "Der. shl^ta."
luitji to rush or run downhill.
ishalk : borrowed from Chinook Jargon.
ye'n; to the list of sucker-fish add the vunai.
kii'katilsh and Kiikakilsh ; Indian nickname for bearded white men.
kshapa; beiuitched (instead of poisoned).
kshtiiwalu to deposit upon.
ktai-shishnish ousel (instead of wren).
kiiuial: read pclican's-bill-cap.
kfiko also means leg; cf. pahoka.
k61pka; read v. intr , not v. trans.
lopkash; readpa"nam, wipalash.
Lel^kash; from leldka to rub upon.
Jfilpalpalia; Der. Mlpala, -peli.
lepleputii'na is really: lewalewaputa'na.
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Li'lo is the French Ic loup, in Chinook Jargon.
majdaks; h'rst word on page 208: tumi, not unii.
nanilash; species of little tut.
innia; read, cf. naimlya.
uutolala is: to swing, throw iu-to the fire.
p&'hlak; read palaga.
papiii'na; the absol. form is paya/na to eat ivhlle going around inside of (a lodge, etc.)- From this 

correct also Grammar, p. 277.
jjshi-kdkeuish; read: as morning aud evening star.
puka, p6ka to roast is same word as nibiika Xo. 2.
epulsha and spitcha are both the same word.
shdmtcha and shdmtchna,, to hold a long object.
shio'l^i; is same asshin'Iki and hushto'lki, q. v.
st^yak'lakpa: to listen from the inside of (a lodge, efc.).
ehninshna, shuipkulish, suuipiiklash; to be placed in the alphabetic order.
ehukiVlkish: council and crowd.
tusblindsha; the correct form is tiishlinsha.
tch^iua, to be unable, not, to ktiutv how; ml pdlpelash tch. or tcha'iiisli /  can not work; U^-i niish ni 

shapfyuapk tchanok I can not erplain it to you, not knowing it myself; nia'nts 1 tchaiia, tsussak m5sh nt 
sapfya you never grasp it (although) I explain it 1o you all Ihc time.

tchilika; same word as tchlika.
uldka; not nldkasha.
Vnl&lkshi; read emptying from the west.

DICTIONARY, KNGLISH-K1AMATII PART.

Page 525, caterpillar; correct into s^e.shl'sh. 
Page 071, strony; to become stronger, said of winds, shiwi^i. 
Page 693, to watcli; set straight the shnalalia^uipka. 
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IFDEX.

Roman figures refer to the " Ethnographic Sketch." Tho abbreviations for the three other parts are: T., Texts; G. 
Grammar; D., Dictionary, both parts.

Most of the Indian vocables of the Index and of the Notes are fully explained in the Dictionary.

Page. 
A, particle-................G.. 649,690
Absolute form 

in verbs.............&.. 262,263, 400
in nouns................... 463-466
in adjectives............506, 511-515
iu numerals ............... 524-527
in adverbs................. 5C1

Abstract nouns ............G.. 498-500
Accentuation ..............G.. 236-243
Active voice ............G..421, 572-575

(Cf. Transitive verb.) 
Adessive case in-kshi ... G.. 486-488 
Adjrctive, structure of. .G-.515-517, 694 
Adverb, the................G.. 560-567
Adverbial clause....... .. G.. 661,695
Adverb qualifying a verb.. .G.. 630-632 
Adverbs as prefixes .......G.. 632, 633
Affixes to the radix ........G.. 279-398
Agawesh............ .xxxii, xxxiv, Iviii
Algspaluma, or "people of the 

chipmunks " ................. xxxiii
A-inflection................G.. 441-453
Aishish .............. .xlii, Ixxx-lxxxii,

Ixxxiv-lxxxix, xciv, cii, civ 
myth of his birth.... .Ixxxv-lxxxvi
mythic tale about......T.. 99-103

ak, aka, ka, particle ....... G.. 695
(Cf. Possibility.) 

Alammimakt i'sh .............. xxxiii
Alikwa or Turok .......... xxxiii, xlvi

(Cf. alketcbik in Dictionary.) 
Alimentary substances.... .T.. 146-153
Alternating sounds ........G.. 222-227
-altko ....................G.. 317,616
amtchiksh old, abbr. -amtch.... Ixxix,

1 xxxv, ci, ciii.. G.. 504, 519 
(Cf. -pits, Ixxix.) 

Anathesis......... .liii. -G--236, 278, 279
Animal deities................xcix-civ,

W..T..102
Animals, miscellaneous notes 
on................ .......T.. 144

Animate gender............G.. 462,463
Animism ......Ixxvii-lxxviii,c, civ-cvi
Antelope .......... ciii, civ. .T. .118-125
Anthropomorphism in relig 

ion .......................... Ixxvii.c
Appendices, six, to Grammar.G 673-711 
Ara or Karok ...............xxxiii, xlvi

Page. 
Archteologic remains.... ..... xlii-xliii
Assimilation ............... G.. 233
at, particle.................G.. 5SI,n:,o
Attributive relation .... .G. .571, 628, 629
Attributive verbs.......... G .. 428
Aurora .................. Ixxxv, Ixxxvi
Bat, /skunk, hog, and praiiie- 

wolf, stories of..... ...T.. 127-129
Beetle's Rest................... xx.lxv
Bear and the Antelope, myth 

of ........................T . 118-125
Bear, cinnamon (nak:i)......... xlviii
Bear, grizzly..........ciii..T . 118-J25
Beliefs and superstitions .T.. 133-V.5G 
Bibliography....... ........... xii-xv
Big Valley, part of Pit River 

Valley, California...... ..... Ix
Biographic notices of Modoc 

characters ..... .......... T.. 54-57
(Cf. Modoc war, the.) 

Birds........ .. xxiv, c, d, civ..T..ISO
Bloody Point.... ...........lvii..T..14
Bridge, Natural ......... ..... xxi
Bridge over TVilliamson River 

at Yd-aga .................. xxix, Ixvi
See also Y.l-aga. 

Butte Lake or Na-nki. ....... xxxv
California Indians........... xxxv, xli,

xlii-iv, xlvi, li, lii, Iv, rii 
Camping places 

of Klamath Lake Indians
xxviii-xxx 

of Modoc Indians...... xxxi-xxxii
of Snake Indians........... xxxi

Cascade Range of Oregon .... .xvi-xix,
xx, xxiii, xxv, xxvii, lix, Ixi, xcix 

Case, inflection for 
in the substantive... G.. 466-496, 693 
in the adjective ........ G . 507-515
in the numeral.........G.. 528-~>30
in the pronoun ..... ...G.. 538-548
intheparticH>loin-tko..G.. 447 

Case-postpositions ......... G.. 467-470
Case-suffixes 

in the substanti ve.. G.. 467-470, G91 
in the adjective........ G.. 507-515

Causative voice..... ..liii..G..284, 283,
295-297, 426 

Cemeteries.............. xxix,Ixvi,cvi

Page. 
Cession of territory............ xvi
Characteristics of race.......xxxvi-xl,
Chewaukan Marsh ............ xxii,

xxxv..T..153 
Chinook ................. xlv, li. .T..15
Chinook Jargon..li, lxvi-lxviii..T..5, 8 
Classes of animals and plants

T.. 145 
ClassiQers, numeral ...... G.. 532-535
Clear Lake, identical with

Wright Lake ............... xviii, xxi
Collective nouns...........G.. 46,">, 501
Color,adjectives of .............xiii, lii,

liv.. G.. 2eO-262,352-353, 515,518 
Columbia River ..... .........xix.xliv,

Ivi.lxvi, Ixvii, xcii 
(Cf. Dalles, the.)

Complex synonymous terms G.. 697-711 
Composite nominal inflection

(binary and ternary)..G..468, 490, 491 
Compound scnti-rice, the ..G.. 656 604 
Compound verbs.... ...... G.. 633-635
Compulsion, howexpressed G-. 61G 
Concessive clause..........G.. 600
Concrete nouns ............G.. 500. 501
Conditional clause........ .G.. 658-661
Conditional mode.......G..405, 589,590
Conjunction, the.......... .G. 556-"60,

649-656, 092, 693, 695, 696 
Conjurer's practice, details 

of......................xiii..T..71, 72
Conjurer's incantations ....T.. 162-164
Consonants- 

mute ..................G.. 209
semi-vowels ...........G-- 210

Consonantic inflection of the 
verb .....................G.. 455-157

Conversational form of lan- 
gnage....................G-. 677-681

Cooing and Wooing........T.. 182-189
Correlative sentence, the.. .G.. 657 
Cotton wood Crp.pk.-..,, .,«,. xxi 
Crater Lake orGiwash..xvii-xix,xcviii

(Cf. Lewa.) 
Creation.................. Ixxx, Ixxxiv,

Ixxxv, xcii, ciii, cv 
of men.............Ixxx, Ixxxi, xciii
of themoons......... ...T.. .105

Cremation of the dead .....T.. 85, fc6
707
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Crook, Maj.Gen. George ....... Ix, Ixi
Crooked River................. xix, xx
Dalles, tlie......... lvi,lix..T.. 93
Dave Hill, subehief.......xxviii-xxxu,

lix,lxi..T..6,7
Of the "Texts" many were con- 

tributed by him, as T. 16-33, 58-05, 
70, 72-73, 77-79, 83-84, 99-103, 107- 
108, 129-131, 142-143, 145, 162-104, 
195. 

Declarative mode ..........G.. 405, 588
Deities, animal.....-xcix-eiv, cv.T..102

elementary ............. Ixxix-xcv
spirit.....................xcv-xcix

Demonstrative pronoun....G.. 537-540
Derivation 

of verbs................G.. 458-461
of nouns ...... --.. ...G.. 490-505
of adjectives...........G.. 515
of numerals............G.. 535-536

DCS Chutes River and Valley. xri,
xix, Ixiii

Diaeresis ...................G.. 232
Dialectic differences....... G.. 081-687

T.. 4 
Dialogues...............-..!.. 140
Diminutive- adjectives and pro 

nouns .................... G.. 311,515
Diminutive nouns....... G.. 310,311, 503
Diphthongs......... ......G.. 208.209
Direct object...............G.. 621-623
Direct question........... G.. 640,692
Directive case in -tala .....G.. 489
Distributive form 

in verbs and nouns..... 611-014, 688
in nouns ........ G.. 463-460,491^196
in adjeotives...........G.. 511-515

Distributive reduplication in 
dicating n u in her in the 
verb......................G.. 435,438

Dissimilation .............. G.. 234
Doctor John tried by the 

chiefs.................... T.. 64-68
Dual in the intransitive verb,

G.. 438-441 
Dwarf's........................ xeix
Eagle, golden .................. civ
Early traditional history of 

Modocs...................T.. 13
Eitrth, the ....................lii,xci-iii
Elementary deities .. .Ixxviii, Ixxix-xcv 
Eminences, list of, on Upper 

Klamath Lake..............xxx-xxxi
Emphatic adessive case in

-ksaksi...............-..G.. 465-489
Emphatic pronoun.........G.. 552
Enclitic accentuation ......G.. 241-243
Errata, list of........ .....D.. 703-705
Esselen language, California... xlvi 
Etymologies of Klamath 

terras ....................G.. 697-711
Tviikshikni. ............... ... xxxiv

(Cf. Klamath Lakelndians.) 
Exclamatory sentence .....G.. 508,648
Exhortative mode.......... G.. 40(i, 590

Page. 
Father......................... xiii,

lxrxviii..G..710 
Fas.na of the Klaiaatb High 

lands .......................xxiii-xxv
Female sex in iiouus ........... li,

]xxxviii..G..501, 503 
Fights between Klamath Lake

and Rogue River Indians.!.. 16-18 
Five, "mystic " number ...........Ivii,

Ixxxvii, \c, cii, cv 
Flora of the Klamath Highlands

xxii-xxiv 
Foreign ter m s .......... G.. 220-222, 466
Fort Klamath ................xx, xxvii,

Ixii.lxiii, Ixxi, Ixxiv 
Fremout, Col. J.C ......xiti,lxvi..T..7
Frequency of sounds.......G.. 217
Froben, Minnie ...... .....T.. 7,8

Among the "Texts" contributed by
her are 65-68, 71-72, 79-80, 82-S3,
87-88, 94-99, 105-106, 109-125, 14G-
162.

Funeral of warriors....... T.. 88
Future tense........G. .403, 586-588, C88
Games of the Klamath Lake 

people ...................T.. 79-81
Gemination................G.. 233
Geography of the Klamath 

Highlands............. xv-xviii, Ixiii
Gender, animate and inanimate

G.. 462,46:! 
Gender, feminine ............... h,

lxxxviii..G..501,503 
Geology of the Klamath High- 

lauds.......... ............. xvii, xviii
GI, the verb to be G. .430-433, 593, 014, 681 

paradigm ..............G-- 442,44'!
Giants......................... xcviii
Goose Lake........xvi-xviii, xxii, xxxv
Gradation 

of the adjective ........G.. 520 523
of theadverb...........G.. 501

Graphic signs explained... -T.. 12
G.. 214,215

Great Basin of the interior .... xvii
Grouping of sounds........ G.. 217-220
Gwinwin, a dwarf ............. xcix
hai, ai, particle ............ G.. 650 652

See also oral particle, G. 696. 
Hale, Horatio ................ .xi.i, Ixvi
Harney Lake, Oregon ........ xvi, xxxv
hit, particle.................G.. 659
Historic period, the............ 1 vii-lxvi

the Modoc war...... ....Ixx-lxxiv
Hoinonymy ................G.. 244,245
Hot springs ....................xx, xxx
Hot Spring Indians, Pit River 

Valley ....................... Ix
How the Lake Men fought the 

Snake Indians............ T.. 28-33
Idioms.................... G.. 673-677
I-iuflection -................G.. 454
Illative case in -x^iii .......G.. 482,483
Imperative mode........... G.. 405,406,

591, 592, 647, G^9

Page. 
Imperai.i\e sentence.......G.. 647, Get
Impersonal voice; objectless 

and with personal object. G.. 429, 430 
paradigm ............. G.. 452

Implements.................... Ixix
Inanimate gender..........G . 462,463
Incantations, subject list of T.. 179-181 
Incantations; Dr. John's list

T.. 176-179
Incantations of Modoc con 

jurers ............... .. T.. 173-176
Incantations of the Klamath

Lake con j urers .... ...... T.. 164-172
Incantations of the Klamath 

Lake people .............T.. 153-162
Incorporation ............G.. 604-609
Indefinite pronoun.........G.. 542-545
Indirect object ............ G.. 623-628
Indirect question .......... G.. 663
Inessivo case in -i.......... G.. 485, 486

T.. 18 
: Infinitive, the...........G..409, 590, 090
i Infixes in the radix....... G.. 303 304

In flection .................. G.. 398-553
of the verb............ G.. 401 458

Inhumation, present mode 
of................... ....G.. 87,88

Instrumental case in -tka . .G..
478, 479, 091 

Interjection, the ........... G.. 508-570
Interrogative particles...--G-. 541,693 

tiim........................ 692
wak ....................... 692

Interrogative pronoun ....G.. 510,541
Interrogative sentence ....G.. 6i5
Intransitive voice.. -G. .426-4.9, 595, GUI 

number in the intransitive 
verb .................G.. 437-441

paradigm.................. 452
Juxtapositive case in -tana.G.. 490 
Kalapuya.......-- -. .---..... xxxvi,

xlvi, Ivi, Ixxxi--T..l5 
1 Kayuse or "Old Cayuse"... .xlv, lii-liii
1 Kiutpuash or Capt Jack . Ixxi-Ixxiv 

Klamath Agency....... ......xx, Ixiii,
1 Ixvi, lxxv..T..7, 8 
j Klamath Indians of southwest 

ern Oregon, or Maklaks In 
dians....... .............xxxiii..T..4

See Maklaks Indians. 
Klamath Indians, home, of.. .xvi-xxvii, 

xxxix, Ivi, Ixiii 
Klamath Lako dialect .... G.. 681 GH7
Klamath Lake, Lower (or

Little) ............... ...... xvi-xviii,
xix, xxi, xxxii, xxxiv, Ixi, Ixxx.cf. 
Agawesh. 

Klamath Lake Indians ... ...xxii, xxii',
xxxii-vii, Ivii sqq., Ixii, Ixiii, 
lsvi,lxxi, Ixxv...... --T..4

Klamath Lake, Upper... .xvi-xviii, xix,
xxx-xxxi, xxxii,xxxiv, 
Iviii, Ixiii, Ixvi, Ixxx 

Klamath language, forms a lin 
guistic, family for itself... .lv-lvii, Ixvi
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Klamath Marsh............. .^vi-xviii,
xix, xx, xxii, xxiii, xxxv,
Ixi, Ixiii, Ixvi, ixxx, cii

camping places on ...........xxviii
Klamath Reservation, Oregon.. xx,

xxiii, lxiii,lxxv..T..5
Klamath River ................xvi, xix,

xxxiii, xlvi, Iviii, 
K'mi'ikumtch..............Isxix-lxxxv,

Ixxxvi-viii, xciii-iv, cii, ciii, cv 
K'runkamtch attempts the de 

struction of his son Aishisb,
T.. 94-99

K'nmkamtcb, the five Lynxes 
and the Antelope, myth 
of............. ..........T.. 125,126

K'liiutcham Liitsashkshi. ...xxxii, Ixxx
Kohdshti.......................xx.xxx,

Iviii, 1 xv, Ixvii, Ixxx..T..8 
JKta-i Tupaksi, or "Stau ling 

Rock"...... .....xx, xxix, xxxii, Ixxx
Kumbatwash, or Kombatwaah. xxi,

xxxiv, xxxii,lxxi..T.. 14
Kus, on Coos Bay .............. xlv
Lake Men and Snake Indians. -

T.. 28-33 
  Lakes of the Klamath Uplands

xviii-xix, xxii
Juameut over a wife's loss. -T.. 83, 84 
.Laryngeal mode of utterance,..

G.. 215-217
Laughing Raven, the spell 
' of................... .. . T.. 131
Lava Beds, California .. .xxi, Ixxi-lxxiii 
Legal customs of the Klamath

Lake people........ ......']!.. 58-03
Lel6kasb, chief .........xxxvii, Iviii, lix
Lo-tkakawash, a bird. ......... Ixxxv
Lewa, the island of Crater 

Lake.................... ..xviii,xcvii
Life, length of...... .......T.. 103-104
L- inflection................G.. 455

Linguistic affinities.-.... ......xliii-lvii
Link River, or T-uLiluna, Yn- 

Ial6ua, I-nauua.........xix, xxx, Ixxx
Liukville, Lake County .......xix-x i,

xxvii, xxx
Locative CASOiu -tat «T. .479-48:2, G9J-694 
Lord's Prayer, the........... T.. 130
Lost River .. ..xvi, xviii, xix, xxxii, Ixxi
Lost River Valloy...... .....xxi, xxiii,

xxvii, xxxiv, xlii, Ixi, xciv 
Lower or Little Klamath Lake;

cf. Agawesh. 
Lutuami......................... xiii, 34
Maidu dialects ..............xlvi, !i, Ivii

M. myth ................... Ixxxii
Maklaks lulians ...........xiii, xxxiii,

xxxv, vvxix, xl, Ivii, Ixii,
Ixvi (and often)..T..4, 5

Male sex in nouns..........G.. 501, 503
Manslaughter through witch 

craft punished ........... T.. 68,69
Map, typographic, of the Kla 

math headwaters, by U. S. 
Geological Survey............ Ixx

Page.
Marten and the "Weash't, myth 
of........................T.. 107

mat, oral particle.... ...... G . 652
Meacham, A. B ..............xiv, Is vii,

lxis,lxx..T..O 
See also Notes to Modoc war. 

Medial voice........ G..295-297, 423, 424
Medley languages and races....

xliii..Cf. Ixviii 
Mental qualities............. xxxviii-xl
Metathesis, phonetic .......G.. 235, 236
Metempsychosis of human souls 

into fish .................T.. 129-131
Moatokni, etc .................. xxxiv
Modes of the verb. .G.. .04-406,588-591 
ModocIndians ...... xxii, xxxii-xxxv,

xxxvii, xl, Ivii, lix, Ixii, Ixiii, ciL.T. .4 
Modoc Point ...... ... ...xx, xxiv, ciii
Modoc war, the, of 1872-1873..Ixx-lxxiv

T..5..T..33-53 (the text).
Modoc dialect...... G.. 681-687. .T.. 14
Molale Indians .xxxvi, xlv, lii, liii, Ixxvi 
Months of the year, the ... .T.. 74-77
Moon ................ Ixxxiii, Ixxxvii-ix
Moons, creation of ......... T.. 105
Morphology of the Klamath 

language .......... T..9..G..246-570
Mount Hood, Cascade Range... xvii 
Mount Jefferson, CascadeRango xvii 
Mount Pitt... .xviii, xxv.. (N^ote). .xxx
Mount Scott ............xvii, xviii,xxx
Munatalkni.................... xciii
Mutsun dialects ............... xlvi.l
Mythiflcation, principles of.... civ
Names 

of persons, animals, plants,
and inanimate things.G-- 498-505 

proper names of persons ...
xxxviii, cvi. .G.. 631

local (of camping-places) .. xxvii-
xx xiii

bestowed on localities..T.. 142,143 
Natural Bridge ................ xxi
Natural philosophy ..........lxxvii-cv
Negative sentence .........G-- 644
neu, oral particle ......... G.. 053, 696
Nilakshi Mountain ........... .xv, xxi,

xxx, xxxi, Ixiii, Ixxx 
Nilakshi, camping-place....... xxxiv
N-inflection ................ G.. 455-457
Noja language................ xlvi, li, lii
Nonrina actoris ............G.. 501
Nomiiia agenhs ............G-. 501
Nonrina propria ............ G-. 502, 505
Nomina verbalia ........G..263, 401,461

See also "Names". 
Nortuwind, or Tdmash .........Ixxxii.

Ixxx ii, xci..T..l64
Noun qualified b> a uouu . G.. 635-639 
Number, verbal inflection for

G.. 433-441 
Numeral, the.........xiii.-G.. 523-536

numeral series, the ....G.. 523-527
adverbial numeral .... .G.. 530-532
origin of .......... ....G.. 535

Nushaltkaga, near Bonanza ... xxi

Page. 
Nushaltxagakni............... xxxv
Objective case in -ash .. .G..471-474, 693 
Objective relation.......G..571,620-628
Object pronoun ............ G .. 419
Obsidian .................... lix.. T.. 16
Old Marten, mythic tale of.T.. 109-118 
Old Modoc country ...........xxi, Ixxx
Oral particles:

See hai, mat, nen. 
Oregon Central Military Road 

Co ............................Ixi, Ixv
Origin of human races .....T.. 103,104
Pauaina. chief................. Ixi
Paradigms 

of the verb ............G.. 441^57
ofthenouu ............G .. 491-496
of the adjective ........ G.. 511-515
of tlie numeral ........ G-. 528,529
of the pronoun ......... G.. 542-551

Participles ......... G..407,408, 501 595
in -nk, -u (present partici 

ple)...................... 592,690
in -tko (past participle) 593-595, 690 

Partitive case in -ti.... G. .476-478, 693
PAsxanuash.................... xxxiv
Passive voice ..............G.. 421,422
Past and. perfect tense ..... G.. 582, 583
Payute Indians .........xxxiii, xxxv,li
Personal, pronoun ...... G.. 545-549, 680

its abbreviated forms..G.. 548,549 
connected with the verb

G.. 417-419 
of first person.............. xlix
of second person........... xlviii

Phonetic figures ........... G.. 227-236
Phonetic table........ T.. 10-12.. G.. 211
Phonology of Klamath language

T..9..G..206-245
Pine, various species of...xxiii..T. .152 
Pit River, of California ........ xvi-

xviii, xxv, Ix
Pit River Indians, California.. xxii, 

xxxii-iii, xxxv, Iviii-lx 
Pit River Indians i aided by 

Klamath Lake warriors (in 
two parts)................ T.. 19-27

1'it River language.............xlvi,lii,
lvii,lix-lx..T..152 

Pitsua, mountain ridge ........xx, xxxi
P'laikni Koko. (Cf. Sprague 

River and Spwgue River Val 
ley.)

P'laikni, or the Indians on 
Sprague River....... .xxxv, Iviii, Ixiii

Plum Hills .................... xxi
Pluperfect tense ........... G.. 583-586
Plurality 

in the verb. -G. .419, 434-441, 578, 579 
in the noun .... .- ....G.. 464r-466

Poetry and songs..cvi.. T.. 1,4,153, sqq. 
Polar lights...... .............. xcvii
Polysynthesis..............G.. 605, 666
Poino dialects.................. xlvi
Pond-lily, or wokash ....... ... xxiii,

xxxv.. T..76 
Pond sources ..................xxi, xlii
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Page. 
Population ............ ........ Ixxv-vi
Posit-on of words in the sen 

tence ................. G..639-642, 038
Possessive case in -am, -lam

xlvii, liii..Gr..474-470,693 
Possessive pronoun ........ G -. 549, 550
Possession, methods of express 

ing ............ .......G..614-016,093
Possibility ................G.. 619, GD5
Postposition, the........... G.. 553-556
Potentiality.............&..017, 618, 095
Powers, Stephen, author.......xiv, xv,

xxxviii-xlii, xlii, xliv, Ivii,
Iviiijlx, Ixix, Ixxviii, Ixxxiii

Prairie-wolf, or coyote .....cii..T..105,
106,127 

Predicative relation .... G. .571, 577-620
Prefixes of form......... G.. 303,400, 401
Pretixes 

W of..................G-. 282-303
their recapitulation....G.. 302, 303

Pri-liistoric period.............. xli-lvii
Present tense ............. G.. 580
Preston, Charles., .xxxi, xxxvii..T. .93 
Pronoun, the. ............ G.. 536-f)53
Pronunciation of the sounds

G.. 212-214
Quadrupeds .. .xxiv, ci-civ. .T. .179,180

G.. 502-504
Quantity...................G.. 243
Quapaw Reservation .......... xxxiv
Quinary system of numeral ion

lvii..G..535,53C 
Rabbit ........................ xlix
Radicals which Klaraatb holds 

jn common with other fam 
ilies ..................... xlvii-1

Radical syllable connected with 
affixes....... .............G.. 279-398

(Of. prefixes, infixes, and
suffixes.) 

Radical syllable, the......-G.. 247
Raven, or J£:ik ............. xc, xci, civ
Reciprocal pronoun ........ G.. 552
Reciprocal voice -lv. .G 284, 29f>, 296, 425 
Reduplication ...........liii, lv.. G..2~>8

iterative ............. .G.. 260-262
distributive ............ G.. 201', 277

monosyllabic.......G.. 269 273
dissyllabic ........ G.. 274,275
n om in a verbalia thus 

formed ..........G.. 276,277
Reflections of every-day life. T.. 130 
Reflective pronoun.... .... G.. 550, 551
Reflective voice G. .284, 285, 295-297, 423 
Relapse, the....- .......xiii..T..72, 73
Relationship,terms for., liii, lv..G..275,

276, 363, 364,466, 502
Relative clause.............G.. 6G2
Relative pronoun ..........G.. 541-542
Rhetorical figures ......... G.. 069-072
Riddle family, the .... ....T.. 6
Rogue River and tributaries.xix, xxxvi 
Rogue River Indians....... .. .xxxiii,

lix..T.. 16-18

Pase. 
Root, structure of.......... G.. 248

origin and classification of 
roots.................G.. 250

vocalic alteration of....G.. 253
consonantic alteration of

G.. 258 
Saddle Mountain............... xxi
Sabaptin dialects ............vii,liii-lvi
Saliaptiu Indiana...........xxxiii, x!iv,

xlv, lii-iiii, xcii 
Saidoka........................ xxxiii
Si'iyi ........................... xxxiv
Si-arfac-c Charley.......... T.. 53-57
Scientific researches on theKla- 

math Indians................!xvi-lxx
Selish ...xliv, xlv,li, lvi,lvii, Ixxxix, oii 
Seven-Mile Creek.............. xx
Severalty 

expressed by the verbal in 
flection .... ......G..2G2-2G7,419

expressed by nominal in 
flection.......... .. _U.. 262-267,

276,277,463 1C6
Shamanic dance directions . T.. 70, 71 
Shapa.shx«~''ui ...............xxxii,Ixxx
Shasta Butte, or Mount Shasta xviii,

lix, civ
Sliasti Indians ........... xxxii, xxxiii,

xxxviii, lix..T..54 
Sbasti language..... .xlvi, li-lii.. T.. 152
Shoshoni (family and dialects), xxxv, 

xliv, xlv, li, Ivi, Ixxix, Ixxxix 
Shoshoni Indians: (see Snake

Indians.) 
Slm'kash, or "Whirlwind ....... xciv
Silver Fox, or Wanaka ....... Hi, 1 xxxii
Silver Lake and Valley, Oregon, xvii,

xviii, xxxv
Simple sentence, the...... G.. G43-C.")6
Simu taneous tense-form.. G.. 581, 582 
Singular of verbal subject ..(>.. 437 
Ske'l, or Pine-marten..... .Ixxx, Ixxxii,

Ixxxiii, xci, xcv, xcviii, ci-cii, civ 
(Of. Tchashkai.) 

Sketch of Ball's married life, a
T.. 77-79

Sketch of the grammatic struct 
ure of Klamath .......... G .. 201>, 203

sko'ks, or ghosts of the de 
parted ................. .-.- xcvi

Suako Indians., .xiii, xxii, xxxiii, ^-.xxv- 
vi, l\-lxi, l\ii, Ixx, Ixxvi 

Snake Indians fought by Lake 
men......................T.. 28-35

Songs miscellaneous .......T.. 192-194
Songs of satire.............!1 .. 189-191
Soul...... ..... .............xcv, xcvi
Sounds occurring in the Kla- 

math language,list of....T.. 10-12
G.- 206-214 

South wind,or Miiash.......... Ixxxii,
Ixxxiii, xci..T..167 

Specters ................... ... xcvi
Spirit deities .. .......xcv-xcix, ciii-cvi

(Cf. also \veleka-a D.)

Page. 
Spirit land................... xcvi, xcvii
Spragne River.................xix-xxii

xxiiv, iviii, Ix, Ixiii 
Sprugue River Valley.......... xvii,

xxxv, Ixx, Ixxiv 
Statistics...................... Ixxi v-vi
Steamboat Frank....,..lxxiii..T..55, 57
Steele, Judge E.....................Ixii
Subject prononn ...........G.. 417, 579
Subject of the verb........ G.. 578,579
Subjective case.......... ..G.. 471
Substantive, the . ...G..461-505, 693,694
Suffixes 

list of ..................G.. 304-395
recapitulation of ....... G.. 395-398

Snn................ Ixxxiii, Ixxxvii viii
Sun-disk ........................ Ixxxiii
Surprise Valley..............xvii, xxxv
Swan Lake Point .............. xxi
Sweat-lodge. Sen spiiklish in D'y. 
Sweat-lodges, ceremonial .... .xiii, XXA,

xxxi..T >2 i-3 
Sykan or S;iikf>'ni Marsh..... .xx, xxxv
Synii-resis.................. G .. 231, 'jr.lj
Syntactic examples ........ G.. 61-8-690
Syntax of the Klumath lan 

guage .... .............. G.. 571-072
ta'dsh, piir.'icle .............G.. 854
tak,-toksh, particle .....G..054,655, 696
Takilma ....................... 45
Tanager, a bird................ Ixxxv
Tehakii'nkni....... ............ xxxvi

(Of. Dy. and Molaie.) 
Tchashkai, or tho Weasel. .Ixxx, Ixxxii, 

Ixxxiii, Ixxxvii, xcv, ci, cii 
; tchi-, tsi-, radix referring to

water, liquids .........1..G.. 300
Tchitchatsxii'-ash, or Big Belly, xcv 
Temperature .................. xxvii
Temporal case in -enii .....G.. 484-1^6
Tense 

forms of the verb... G.-579-5J-8. 688 
inflection for ........... G.. 402-4114.

Three Sisters, Cascade Rango . xvii 
; Thunders, the ................ xc, xcii

Tinue. or Athiipaskan . .. xliv.xlv.lv,
; lix

Toby Riddle ...............T..6, 54-57,
j   173-176,185-189 
i Tokwa or Tiikua ... .xxx, Iviii, lix, Ixxx
, Tradition bearing upon his-

t ry......................xli, xlii, Ivii
Transitional case .in-na ... G.. 484 
Transitive verb.........G. .420-420, 594

number in the transitive
verb ................ G.. 434-437

Treaty of 1804 .............xvi, Ixi- Ixvi
Tribal names and suhdivi.-ions

xxxiii-xxxvi 
tud .....................G-.540, 541,692
Tule, or reed................... xxiii
Tule Lake, California and Ore 

gon, identical with Rhett and 
Modoc Lake ..... .... .xvi-xviii,xxi,

xxxiv, Ivii, Ixxi-lxxiii, Ixxx.. T.. 14
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Page.
Tunes and songs without 

words ........ ............T.. 194-197
U-iuflection ................G.. 453,454
Ukauxosh, the moon........... Ixxxix
Uhitative tense-form.......G.. 5-iO
Verb and its structure. ... .G . 400 4 il
Verbal adjectives in -tko.G 593, 595, 090 
Verbal causative in -uga - - -G .. 415,

COo-COri,G91 
Verbal conditional in -sht..G.. 414,

602-605, O'Jl 
Verbal desiderative in -slitka

G. 413, QUO, 601
Verbal durative in -uta ... (>.. 410,608 
Verbal indefinite,... .G . .410,536-001, 691 
Verbal intentional in -tki ..G.. 410,

609, 610, 691
Verbal preterit in -uisli G..414, 005, 606 
Verbals ........... .G. .409-417, 595-611,

690, 691 
Vocalic inflection of the verb

G.. 441-454 
Voices of tuo verb.......... G.. 284, 285,

295-297, 302,303, 420-430 
Volition ..................-G.. 620

Page. 
Vowels ...... ....... .....G.. 206-208
Wailinns at the approach of the 

fatal hour ..............T.. 138
Walpapi.... ............. xxxv, Ixi
Warm Spring Indians...........xxxiii,

Ivi, Ixxii, Ixxvi 
their language.......'...... 53-55
(Cf. also DCS Chutes River.) 

"Warner Lake, or Christmas 
Lake ........... xvii, xxii, xxxv, Ixii

Wasco Indians 
opinion about .... .....T.. 93
their affinity ...... ....T.. 93

Wash K'mush, or Gray Fox ... xcviii 
Wasbo Indians................. xlv
Wayiletpu dialects .........xxxvi, xlv,

lii-lvii 
Wheeler, Lieut. Geo. W.... ....xxii, Ixx
Williamsou River ............. xix-xxi,

xxxiv, lx, Ixiii, Ixxx, xcix 
Winter-lodge .................. xxvii
Wintiiu dialects ............... xlvi, li
Wisbosli language ............ xlvi
"Witchcraft, punishment of

manslaughter through .T.. 68,69

Page. 
Wood River .... .xix, xx, xlii, Ixiii, xciii
Wolf, gray .................... ciii
Word-composition ......... G.. 629
Wrigbt, Ben- 

Ins Modoc massacre ....... Ivii,
lxix..T..13,14

cave called after him ..Ixxii, Ixxiii 
Wright Lake. (Cf. Clear Lake.) 
Ya-aga ............ xxix, xxxiv..T..56
Yahushkin .............. xxxv,Ixi, Ixiii
Y&kwina ...................... xlv
Yamsi Peak ..................xx, Ixxx,

xci, xcviii, cii.. T.. 108 
Yanalti, mountain spur........ xx, xxxi
Y<1 neks ....................xxvii, xxxi,

xxxii, xxxv, Ixx, Ixxv 
Yaneks Butte................. xxi, xxxi
Ydneks subagency ..xx, xxxi,Ixx, Ixxv 

(Cf. also Sprague River and
P'laikni.) 

Yayaya-ash........ xc, xcviii.. T.. 70, 71
Yuki dialects .................. xlvi
Yulalona. (Cf. Linkville.)
Yurnatilla ...................xxxvi, xlv
Zoodemouism ............... Ixxvii-viii
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